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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

The Translator feels that no other apology is necessary for

y

introducing the present work to the British student of medicine

than is afforded by the reputation of its Author as a physiologist,

and the high character which the work has acquired, not only in

Germany, but throughout Europe. Its translation was suggested

to him by Dr. George Burrows, to whom he has on several occa-

sions been indebted for advice always given with the greatest

readiness.

To render a faithful version of the original has been the Trans-

lator's chief care; but at the same time he has found, that, to

make it fitted to the wants of the student, something more was re-

quired. In some instances the order in which the facts, and in-

ductions from them, are stated, has been altered, that their con-

nection might be easier of comprehension. In other cases it has

been deemed advisable to omit from the text, and to place in the

form of notes, discussions on subjects which, though interesting in

themselves, did not appear to come within the limits of what is

necessary or desirable in a text-book on Human physiology, parti-

cularly when they formed a digression which tended to interfere

with the course of the student's reading ; some few paragraphs

have been entirely omitted, chiefly with the view of avoiding un-

necessary repetition. To facilitate the labours of the student, like-

wise, the paragraph where a new topic commences has been headed

with a short statement of this in italics. Steel plates and wood-

cuts, which, the Translator hopes, will be found useful, have also

been added.*

The additions made by the Translator consist almost entirely

of newly-discovered facts, and are consequently, on account of the

engraved under his direction.
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VI TRANSLATORS PREFACE.

completeness of the original work at the time of its publication in

1 835, few in number ; they are distinguished by being included in

brackets.

In reducing the numbers from the French to the EnglisMstand-

ard of measurement, an English inch has been regarded as \§ of

sm

inch.

The Translator cannot too strongly express his grateful acknow-

ledgements for the very kind and valuable assistance that he has

Willis, and Mr. Q their

advice has mainly guided him in the execution of his task, and

he has derived confidence from the consciousness of having such

friends willing to aid him.

He avails himself, also, with much pleasure, of this opportunity

of acknowledging the many marks of kindness and friendship which

he has experienced at the hands of Dr. P. M. Latham, and for

which he must always retain a sense of gratitude.

56, Devonshire Street.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.

fFig. 1 to 6 represent the particles from the blood of different animals, all magnified

about four hundred diameters.

Wagn

Fig*. 2. Red particles of the blood of the common fowl, a, Ordinary appearance

when the flat surface is turned towards the eye
; 6, appearance which is sometimes

presented by the particle when in the same position, and which suggests the idea of a

furrow surrounding the central nucleus ; c, d
7 different appearances of the particles

when seen edgeways.

Fi&. 3. Red particle of the frog.

of the squalus squatina, after Wagner.
Fig. 4.

of the lophius piscatorius, after Wagner.

#, One

Fig. 5.

Fi£. 6. Particles from the blood of the scorpion, also copied from the figure given by

Wagner, who has erroneously asserted (as cited at page 109) that the particles of the

blood of all invertebrate animals are roundish, while in the larvae of several insects

—

the dytiscus, libellula, and ephemera, for example— the particles circulating in them

can be distinctly seen to be much elongated and flattened. In other transparent larvae

in which the action of the heart and its valves are very easily distinguished, no par-

ticles are visible.

Fig. 7- Lymphatics of the glans penis and prepuce, after Breschet. a, Superficial

layer of lymphatics on the glans ; 6, the same on the prepuce ; c, deep layer on the

glans ; d
7
large lymphatics surrounding the base of the glans. (See page 264.)

Fig. 8. Lymphatics of the mucous membrane of the stomach, after Breschet. a,

Superficial layer • 6, deep layer.

Fig. 9. One of the intestinal villi, with the commencement of a lacteal after Krause.

(See page 269.)

Fig. 10. Lamina of the cartilage of bone cut from a transverse section of a cylindrical

bone of the human subject, as viewed with the microscope, copied from Miescher's

figure. #> One of the canals of Havers surrounded with concentric lamellae ; 5, com-

munication between two of the canals ; c, lamellae that form larger circles around the

medullary cavity. (See page 378.)

Fig. 11 • A longitudinal section of the cartilage of bone, after Miescher.

of the canals of Havers cut longitudinally ; 6, a similar canal more deeply seated in the

lamina of cartilage.

Fio\ 12. A transverse section of one of the canals of Havers, with its concentric

lamellae more highly magnified, (about three hundred times,) showing the radiated ap-

pearance produced by the short lines that partly traverse the substance of each lamella.

Fig. 13. Osseous corpuscules, very much magnified, with the ramifying lines that

issue from them, after Miiller, in a paper appended to Miescher's dissertation, De in-

flam. oss. eorumque anat. (See page 379.)

Fig. 14. Thin lamina from the ossifying epiphysis of the humerus of a foetal calf,

taken from a section made perpendicularly to the ossifying surface, as shown in the

outline sketch of the bone, and highly magnified, a, Uniform granular cartilage ; 6,

cartilage nearer to the ossifying surface, the corpuscules aggregated into cells or

columns ; 0, bone shooting into the cartilage.

Fig. 15. Thin lamina from a transverse or slightly oblique section of the ossifying

surface. (See the figure of the bone.) a, Cartilage with the corpuscules in groups ; 6,

the bone enclosing cells or tubes. This and the preceding figure are copied from draw-

ings lent to the Translator by Dr. Sharpey. (See page 382.)

Fig. 16 represents the appearance in thin laminae of the cartilage of the epiphysis

taken from near the ossifying surface, and magnified, but less highly than the two

preceding figures, a, a, Sections of the canals in which blood-vessels run ; 5, commu-
nication between two of these canals ; the corpuscules are seen to be collected into

groups which are arranged in a radiated manner around the canals. (See page 383.) ]
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CORRIGENDA ET ADDENDA.

Page 110, in the note, for " Dr. Gordon, also, in his Syllabus of Lectures on Ana-

tomy," read, " Dr. Gordon, also, in his Outlines of Lectures on Human Physiology,

published in 1817, page GG." (The paragraph in Dr. Gordon's Outlines referred to in

the note is the following : Venous blood " is discovered by the microscope to consist

of two parts ; a transparent fluid, and red particles, a, The transparent fluid begins

to suffer a species of decomposition called coagulation the moment it escapes from the

veins of the living body, and therefore cannot be examined in its natural state. Its

properties judged of by an examination of the products of this decomposition. These

products are serum and fibrin.")

Page 160. Fig. 5. The vessels distinguished by the cypher 8 are veins which

return the blood from the muscles of the back, and pour it into the afferent renal

vein (9).

Page 252. Heading of page
;
for " Absorption of the skin," read "Absorption by

the skin."

I



CORRIGENDA.

Page 87, line 4, for « Dr. Marshall Hall," read « Dr. E. Hale '

'

age 212 the paragraph at line 28, « This can be seen distinctly in the water sala-
mander, to precede, instead of following, the paragraph, « At the extremity ofeach of the villi," &c. at line 26.

'

Pro S* r
UeS

I*
^ 16,f°r " N°Va Sc°tia'"W " New C^onia."

PaL S9fi' r !
7,/°r " animalS ai*e beSt aWe'" read "animals are least able."*-age 526, line 3, for « goat," read " horse."

:



V

PROLEGOMENA

ON GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY

Physiology is the science which treats of the properties of organic

bodies, animal and vegetable, of the phenomena they present, and of

the laws which govern their actions. Inorganic substances are the ob-

jects of other sciences,— physics and chemistry.

In entering upon the study of physiology, the first point to be ascer-

tained regards the distinctions between these two great classes of

bodies—the organic and the inorganic,— and the following questions

suggest themselves for discussion. Do organic and inorganic sub-

stances differ in their material composition ? and since the phenomena

presented by these two classes are obviously so different, are the forces

or principles on which they depend, also different; or are the forces

which give rise to the phenomena of the organic kingdom merely

modifications of those which produce physical and chemical actions ?

1 . Of Organic Matter.

Nothing analogous to sensation, nutrition, or generation, is presented

by inorganic bodies, and nevertheless the matter which composes or-

ganic bodies consists of precisely the same elements as inorganic matter.

In examining the composition of organised bodies, it is true, we meet

with substances— the proximate principles, or principes immediats—which
I

are peculiar to organic bodies, and cannot be produced artificially by any

chemical process ; such are fibrin, albumen, gelatin, &c. But all these

substances may be reduced by chemical analysis to the same simple

elements which constitute minerals. Of these simple substances, all en-

tering into the composition of inorganic bodies, there are fifty-two. In

organic bodies there have been discovered but eighteen.

The elementary substances which are met with in plants are :

1.

2.

3.

Carbon,

Oxygen,
Hydrogen

4. Nitrogen,

5. Phosphorus,
6. Sulphur,

7. Potassium,

8. Sodium,

their most essential components.

found less frequently.

, principally in vegetable albumen and gums, especially

in the tetradynamia, combined with nitrogen.

. almost universally.

. principally in marine plants.

B
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2 ORGANIC MATTER

found almost universally

. rarely.

9. Calcium,

10. Aluminium, I

11. Silicium.

12. Magnesium, occurring rarely

>

13. Iron,

14. Manganese,

15. Chlorine.

16. Iodine,

17. Bromine,

. frequently.

in marine plants

The same substances, with the exception of aluminium, are met with

likewise in the animal kingdom. Here sodium is more frequent, the

potassium less frequent than in plants; iodine and bromine occur in

some marine animals.

In man and the higher animals the components are :

1. Oxygen.

2. Hydrogen.

3. Carbon.

4. Nitrogen.

5. Sulphur,

6. Phosphorus,

7. Chlorine,

8. Fluor,

9. Potassium,

10. Sodium,
11. Calcium,

12. Magnesium,

13. Manganese,
14. Silicium,

met with principally in the hair, albumen, and brain,

in the bones, teeth, and brain.

in the teeth and bones.

15. Iron,

[Copp

found in the hair.

# . in the blood, pigmentum nigrum, and crystalline lens.

r is also numbered among the substances which sometimes

enter into the composition of organic bodies. Beecher asserts that he

]

>/

tutes, then, the first difference between organic and inorganic bodies.

All the elementary substances found in the inorganic kingdom do not

enter into the composition of organic bodies ; some are even inimical to

their life.

The mode in which the elements are combined forms a second dis-

tinguishing character ; and the peculiarity of organic matter depends

probably on the following circumstances, first pointed out by Berzelius

and Fourcroy.

1. In mineral substances the elements are always combined in a
i

binary manner; thus, two elementary substances unite together, and

this binary compound unites again with another simple substance, or

with another binary compound. For example, carbonate of ammonia is

*

* Tiedemann's Physiology, translated, with notes, by Drs. James Manby Gulley,
1

and J. Hunter Lane, p. 6.

>
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i

constituted of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, combined as fol-

lows :

S

unite to form carbonic acid,

ammonia,

which again unite to form carbonate

of ammonia.

Carbon,
Oxygen,
Hydrogen,
Nitrogen, ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
In minerals the elementary substances are never observed to combine

three or four together, so as to form a compound in which each element

is equally united with all the others. This, however, is universally the

case in organic bodies. Oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, the

same elements which by binary combination formed inorganic substances,

unite together, each with all the others, and form the peculiar proxi-

mate principles of organic beings. These compounds are termed ternary,

or quaternary, according to the number of elements composing them.

Vegetable mucus, starch, and adipose matter are ternary compounds of

oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen : gum, albumen, fibrin, animal mucus, and

resin are quaternary compounds, their fourth ingredient being nitrogen.

A doubt has recently been thrown upon this theory of the composi-

tion of organic substances, especially with respect to some particular

products, such as alcohol; but there is still great probability in its

favour, and more particularly in reference to the higher organic com-

pounds, such as albumen, fibrin, &c.~*

It must at any rate be admitted, that the mode in which the ultimate

elements are combined in organic bodies, as well as the energies by

which the combination is effected, are very peculiar ; for, although they

may be by analysis reduced to their ultimate elements, they cannot be

regenerated by any chemical process.

* Berard Proust, Dobereiner, and Hatchett believe that they have succeeded in

producing organic compounds by artificial processes ; but their results have not been

sufficiently confirmed.

of the artificial formation of these substances,

solution of ammonia, after being saturated with cyanogen, contained a considerable

quantity of oxalic acid. Again, in the preparation of potassium from charcoal and

carbonate of potash, a black mass passes over with the metal, which, when treated with

water, yields a large proportion of oxalic acid. Oxalic acid, however, is now regarded

as a binary compound of carbon and oxygen ; the fact that it undergoes decomposition

when its water of crystallization is extracted, is no proof to the contrary, for nitric acid

also is decomposed by the extraction of the last portion of its water. See Mitscherhch's

Chemie, p. 416. Woehler also finds, that urea is obtained in place of cyanite of

ammonia, when a solution of chloride of ammonia is poured over freshly precipitated

cyanite of silver, chloride of silver being formed at the same time. Urea is also form-

ed in the decomposition of cyanite of lead by solution of ammonia. The solution at

first contains cyanite of ammonia ; but, by evaporation of the fluid, this salt is convert-

ed into urea. la the same way, also, when cyanous acid is mixed with water or

liquid ammonia, cyanite of ammonia is first formed, and thence urea.— Gmelin's

Chemie, vol. iii. p. 6 ;
Berzelius, Thierchemie, p. 356. Urea, however, can be

scarcely considered as organic matter, being rather an excretion than a component of

the animal bodv. It has not perhaps the characteristic properties of organic products.

B 2

Woehler
Woehler
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4 ORGANIC MATTER. PUTREFACTION.

2. Another essential distinction pointed out by Berzelius is, that in

organic products the combining proportions of their elements do not ob-

serve a simple arithmetical ratio. Thus, for example, there is a large

number of different kinds of fatty matters which Chevreul has examined,

and many of which, according to his experiments, differ only by frac-

tional parts in the numerical proportions of their atoms.
*

3. Organic bodies consist chiefly ofcombustible matter, which, both in

animals and vegetables, is constituted (the acids excepted) of carbon

and hydrogen, combined with oxygen in quantity not sufficient to

saturate the other elements.*

Tendency to decomposition.—The matter forming organic bodies has a

constant tendency to undergo decomposition ; it is only the continuance

of life which preserves it. But even during life the balance, which
maintains its elements in their peculiar combination, may be destroyed

by the agency of certain simple inorganic bodies, or binary compounds
of these, as we witness in the burning of parts of the living body. At
some period or other this change necessarily ensues spontaneously in

every living being ; the state or influence which maintains the elements

in their peculiar combinations becomes more and more feeble, and is, at

length, no longer able to counteract the tendency of these elements to

form binary compounds among themselves, and with other simple sub-

stances in the atmosphere around them. Organic matter is thus anni-

hilated, and with it the organised being of which it formed part.

And in ceasing to present the phenomena of life, it falls under the

influence of the laws which govern the formation of chemical com-

pounds, presenting the phenomena of fermentation and putrefaction, a

foul smell being produced when the substance contained much nitrogen.

Chemical compounds, we know, are regulated by the intrinsic properties

and the elective affinity of the substances uniting to form them ; in

organic bodies, on the contrary, the power which induces and maintains

the combination of their elements does not consist in the intrinsic pro-

perties of these elements, but is something else, which not only coun-

teracts these affinities, but effects combinations in direct opposition to

them, and conformably to the laws of its own operation. Light, heat,

and electricity, it is true, influence the compositions and decompositions

going on in organic bodies, as they do those in inorganic bodies ; but

nothing justifies us in regarding without further inquiry any one of the

imponderables,—namely, heat, light, and electricity,—as the final cause of

vital actions.

After the cessation of life, organic substances always undergo decom-

position, if the conditions necessary for the exertion of chemical affinity

*

* These distinctive characters of organic matter will be found more fully detailed in

the classical text-books, of chemistry by Berzelius and Gmelin, and of anatomy by

Weber in his fourth edition of Hildehranrlt.'s Anatomie des Menschen, vol. i.

T
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i

are present. The products' of this decomposition are nitrogen and hydro-

gen, (which partly escape in a free state,) water, carbonic acid, carburet-

ted hydrogen, olefiant gas, ammonia, cyanogen, prussic acid, phosphuret-

ted hydrogen, and hydrosulphuric acid ; while in some cases the elements

reunite in different proportions so as to form a new organic compound, as

in the production of sugar from starch in the saccharine fermentation.

Sometimes from one organic substance two new compounds are gene-

rated,—one organic, the other inorganic.,—as in vinous fermentation,

during which carbonic acid and alcohol are formed from sugar. Decom-
position does not commence in the bodies of animals and plants immedi-

ately after their death. This Gmelin explains by supposing that the

conditions necessary for the exertion of elective affinity are not then

present, just as several inorganic substances require a certain tempera-

ture for their decomposition.*

The conditions more or less necessary for the spontaneous decomposition

of organic matter, are moisture, the access of atmospheric air, and a cer-

tain temperature. The first is absolutely necessary ; organic substances

when perfectly dry do not undergo decomposition at the ordinary tem-

perature of the atmosphere. Air is also often necessary, but not

always; moist animal tissues suffer decomposition even when atmo-

spheric air is excluded, although the presence of air facilitates putre-

faction in the highest degree, even more than oxygen. A certain tern-

perature is always necessary.

The gaseous products of the decomposition of animal matter, and of

the human body in particular, are carbonic acid, sometimes nitrogen,

hydrogen, sulphuretted hydrogen, phosphuretted hydrogen, and ammonia.

Acetic acid is also formed, and sometimes nitric acid. The solid matter

that remains, consists of the carbonaceous matters, which decompose

more slowly, and the fixed mineral ingredients, earths, oxides, and salts,

which with the carbonaceous matters form the soil (humus).f Several

parts of the bodies of man and animals immersed in water, or buried

in certain situations, even without the access of water, undergo a

peculiar change, being converted into a substance, named adipocire.

Berzelius is of opinion, that the fibrin, albumen, and colouring matter of

the blood, as well as the adipose matter, may be converted into this sub-

stance ; while Gay Lussac and Chevreul state that the fat, which can

be extracted from fresh animal textures by chemical processes, equals

in quantity the adipocire generated by putrefaction in water, and infer,

therefore, that the fat merely is converted into adipocire, while the

other tissues are destroyed.

State in which mineral components exist in organic bodies.—The pro-

portions in which the oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen are com-

bined seem to constitute the chief differences in the composition of

* Gmelin 's Chemie, vol, iii. p. 9. -f See Weber loc. cit. vol. i. p. yO.
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6 SALTS AND OXIDES IN ORGANIC BODIES.

organic substances. The organic compounds of these elements especi-

ally, are ternary and quaternary, not binary. In what state the less

abundant mineral ingredients exist in organic bodies,—whether they like-

wise enter into the formation of ternary or quaternary compounds, or

are merely mingled with them in the binary form,—is an important ques-

tion which cannot at present be determined. Engelhardt has ascer-

tained that the mineral ingredients can be separated from a watery so-

lution of the colouring matter of the blood, and other animal matters, by

means of chlorine. From this fact, and from the iron not being extract-

ed by acids, Berzelius infers it to be probable that the iron in the

blood is in the metallic state, not in that of oxide ; for chlorine has a

very strong affinity for metals, and not for oxides, for which acids on

the other hand have a great affinity. Professor Henry Rose adduced

some experiments which seemed to show that the iron was combined as

an oxide with the animal matter, thus as an albuminate of the oxide

;

but Berzelius again rejects this idea, for in that case the oxide ought

to be extracted by acids from the blood as it is from artificially formed

albuminate of iron.*

Berzelius cannot decide in what form sulphur and phosphorus exist

in animals ; whether united with other simple substances to multiple

organic compounds, or combined with the ternary compounds of other

simple substances so as to form secondary binary compounds, or

whether each of these substances, already in a binary form, is again

combined with other substances. Vauquelin, by burning the fatty mat-

ter of the brain, obtained a cindery mass, which contained so much
phosphoric acid, that this latter substance by preventing the access of

air arrested the combustion ; on removing the phosphoric acid by means

of water, the mass again burned for a time, until more acid was form-
*

ed upon the surface. From this circumstance we see, says Berzelius.,f

that this cinder contains phosphorus in a fixed, not volatile state,—in a

state hitherto unknown in inorganic nature.

Many circumstances, however, render it probable that several

mineral substances in the binary form, as salts or oxides, exist in the

animal body, either mixed or chemically combined with the animal

matter. These circumstances are : 1. the appearance of minute micro-

scopic crystals in the animal fluids simply evaporated; 2. the facility

with which the mineral substances contained in plants vary with their

situation, which could not be the case if the mineral elements existed

in them merely as elements of the organic compounds ; 3. the facility

with which salts, which enter the blood accidentally, are separated from
*

* [The arguments of Rose, Engelhardt, and Berzelius, on this point, are stated

fully in the section on the Chemical analysis of the blood ; the translator, therefore,

considered it unnecessary to give them here at length.]

-J-
Thierchemie, p. 16.
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it in the urine ; 4. that chloride of sodium can, as Autenrieth remarks,

be separated from solid animal matter by mere washing ; 5. the state

of the phosphate of lime in the bones. Professor E. H. Weber

shows clearly, that the phosphate of lime of the bones does not exist in

them as phosphorus, oxygen, and calcium ; but that it is in the state of a

salt combined—perhaps only mechanically mixed—with the cartilagin-

ous substance, since madder (rubia tinctorum), which has a strong affi-

nity for phosphate of lime, but none for lime or calcium, is attracted,

during the process of nutrition, by the bones from the blood of an ani-

mal fed upon it ; and, moreover, several acids decompose the salt of lime

contained in the bones, and extract it without altering the form or com-

position of the cartilaginous framework.*

Excluding from consideration the substances which in individual cases

may be educt or product of chemical analysis, we may with Professor

W
body with the more essential proximate principles, as divisible in two

The first class may consist of binary compounds of mineral substances

only; such as phosphate of soda, phosphate oflime, phosphate ofmagnesia,

carbonate of soda, carbonate of lime, muriate of potash, muriate of soda,

fluoride of calcium, silica, oxide of manganese, oxide of iron, and soda.

In the second class are included binary compounds of organic with

mineral or inorganic substances ; such as the compoundwhich the albumen

is supposed to form with soda in the blood—albuminate of soda—and the

salts of lactic acid—lactates of potash and soda.

The simplest forms in which organic matter appears, have now to be

The first form is that of complete solution. There are many fluids

containing organic matter, in which no visible molecules can be discover-

ed ; such, for instance, is the serum of blood, until it is subjected to the

influence of heat, galvanism, or different chemical agents. A part of the

animal matter of the lymph and chyle is also in the state of solution.

The second form is the state of softness which the solid organised

tissues present, and which is peculiar to organic beings. The tissues

derive their properties of extensibility and flexibility from the water,

which constitutes four-fifths of their weight; although they cannot

be said to be wet, and do not impart their water to other substances

so as to moisten them. This water appears, as Berzelius remarks,

not to be chemically combined in them ; for it is gradually given off by

evaporation, and can be extracted at once by strong pressure between

blotting-paper. When deprived of its water, animal matter becomes

wholly insusceptible of vitality ; except in the case of some of the lower

animals, which, as well as some plants, revive when again moistened.f

* Weber, loc. cit. p. 318, 340 I Berzelius, Thierchemie, p. 7«
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i

According to Chevreul, pure water alone can reduce organised sub-

stances to this state of softness; although salt water, alcohol, ether, and
oil are also imbibed by dry animal textures. Moist animal tissues, by
virtue of their porosity, allow soluble matters, which come into contact

with them, to be dissolved by the water which they contain, and which
fills their pores ; if the matters are already in solution, they are impart-

ed by their solutions to the water of the tissues. Gaseous substances

are taken up in the same way. Matters, also, which are contained

in solution in one tissue, are rapidly imparted to other tissues which can
dissolve them. The laws of the attraction of substances in solution and
mixture, the laws governing the uniform distribution of miscible fluids,

are therefore also applicable in the case of moist animal tissues.*

Organic substances are during life never crystallized, and the excreted

matters of animals which are crystallizable, viz. urea, lithic acid, and
some fatty matters, are never found crystallized in the living tissues,

although crystallized mineral substances are sometimes observed in the

cells of plants.
i

The organic matter frequently appears in the form of microscopic

molecules. These organic molecules are observed partly in fluids :

such are the red particles of the blood which in man measure from

iVo °f an *nchj tlle globules of the chyle which measurei to
3 7

LU 46 00

7 190

saliva

of an inch according to Prevost and Dumas, and those of the

i
which measure W-™ of an inch, according to Weber. The

globules of coagulated albumen and fibrin are less distinct. Many

are

even of the tissues of organised bodies, particularly of animals, appear

to consist of molecules aggregated in the form of fibres, lamellae, and
*

membranes. These molecules are most distinct in the brain, and in

the embryo, for instance, in the germinal membrane of the ovum ; in

other tissues, it is by no means certain that the appearance of mole-

cules, observed under the microscope, is not an illusion produced

merely by inequalities of the surface. The opaque part of the germinal

membrane in the ovum of the bird is evidently composed of globules

of considerable size, which are visible with a simple lens and

perfectly similar to the globules of the yolk : but the vessels which are
*

already distributed through the germinal membrane are, according to

my observations, formed of an incomparably finer matter ; as are also the

central transparent part of the germinal membrane, the area pellucida,

and the embryo itself. It appears, indeed, that the germinal membrane
is formed by the attraction and aggregation of the globules of the yolk

;

but all the parts developed in this germinal membrane are produced by
solution of these globules, and conversion of them into a matter in which
no elementary particles can be distinctly recognised, and of which the

molecules must at any rate be beyond comparison more minute than

the globules of the yolk and germinal membrane.
-

* See the observations on imbibition in the section on Absorption by the capillaries.
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The ultimate muscular fibre in the frog is five or eight times more

minute than the red particles of its blood, and more minute even than

the nuclei of these red particles ; the thickness of the muscular fibre in

the frog and in mammalia is nearly the same, while the size of the red

particles of the blood in the two is very different. The diameter of the

ultimate nervous fibre in mammalia is, according to my observation, twice

or three times less than that of their blood corpuscules, and is greater

than that of the nuclei of the blood corpuscules. In the frog, the

fibre has only 4th the diameter of its blood
3

cor-

i

primitive nervous

puscules, and is therefore much smaller than the nucleus of the blood

corpuscule. I have not been able to satisfy myself that the nervous
i

fibrils consist of globules arranged in a linear form. They certainly

present successive inequalities, but these inequalities are not regular. In

fine, this theory of the composition of tissues by the aggregation of glo-

bules, which are supposed to be more than ^^o o °^ a ^ne *n diameter,

is rendered exceedingly improbable by the discovery of Ehrenberg, that

monads, which themselves do not measure more than
^oW °^a ^ne' have

compound organs. On account of the difficulty of distinguishing by the

microscope between inequalities and globules, this theory still remains a

mere hypothesis. At any rate, the organic molecules are merely the

most minute forms in which the compound organic matter appears;

they are not the atoms of the organic combination.

Source of organic matter.—It is only in organic bodies themselves,

that the peculiar force which animates them is observed. It is

manifested only in the organic compounds produced in these bodies;

the mere accidental coming together of the elementary components is

not capable of producing organic matter. Fray, it is true, asserts that

he has observed the formation of microscopic infusoria in pure water

;

and Gruithuisen says, that he has seen a gelatinous membrane form in

infusions of granite, chalk, and marble, and infusory animalcules sub-

sequently appear in this membrane. The fact observed by Retzius*

is also remarkable ; namely, that a peculiar kind of conferva was gene-

rated in a solution of muriate of barytes in distilled water, which had

been kept half a year in a bottle closed with a glass stopper. But, in

these remarkable cases, it is certain that either the vessels, or the water,

contained organic matter, in however small quantity ; and, according to

the experiments of Schultze, the most minute particles of organic mat-

ter are Sufficient under favourable circumstances to produce the pheno-

mena which have been regarded as instances of equivocal generation.

Even animals themselves have not the power of generating organic

matter out of simple inorganic elements or binary compounds ; they grow

by the assumption of matter already organised, whether animal or vege-

table ; they have the power of preserving organic compounds and of con-

verting one into another, but they cannot produce them. Plants, on

* Froriep's Notizen, v. p. 56.
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the contrary, seem to be able not merely to assimilate the organic matter

of animals and plants, but also to generate them from simple elementary

bodies and compounds of these, such as carbonic acid and water, although

the presence ofspme_organic matter in the soil, in which plants grow, is

necessary. It seems impossible to deny this production of organic mat-

ter from inorganic matter by plants ; for, unless such were the case,

the nutriment on the earth would be constantly decreasing, since animal

and vegetable matters are being incessantly converted by combustion,

putrefaction, &c. into binary compounds.

The organic matter formed by plants, or that contained in plants and

animals and modified by them, is capable of again forming a part of

other living beings, when taken into them and subjected to their vital

forces. In this manner all the organic matter which is spread over the

surface of the earth, originates in living beings : death, that is, the ex-

tinction of the power which produces and maintains organic compounds,

annihilates the individual ; while the organic matter which formed this

individual, while it is not reduced to binary compounds, is still capable of

receiving new life, or, in other words, of nourishing other living bodies.

Equivocal generation.—The ordinary mode of production of organic

beings is from others of the same species, by ova or shoots. But it must

be inquired, whether the organic matter left after the destruction of

one living body can, under certain circumstances, generate living bodies

of another kind; whether it is capable, not only of nourishing bodies

already living, but also of continuing its own life in a modified form

;

whether, in fact, under certain conditions,—namely, under the influence

of atmospheric air, water, and light,—small microscopic animals, the

infusoria, and under other conditions the simplest plants, forming mould,

are generated from this apparently dead organic matter.

In a more extended sense the ancients, especially Aristotle, had

admitted this equivocal generation, this spontaneous formation of

animals ; for they had an old tradition, that the lower animals,

insects and worms, were generated during putrefaction. This opinion

still maintained among the other superstitions of natural his-

tory and medicine even in the seventeenth century. At that period

Redi wrote his " Experimenta circa generationem insectorum," in

which he proved that all the instances of equivocal generation, which

the ancients had adduced, were erroneous ; that all these worms and

insects were produced from ova which had been previously deposited.

His proofs were convincing, and from that time no well-informed natu-

ralist believed in the fable of generation by putrefaction ; so that the

proverb " Omne vivum ex ovo," retained its force. Subsequently, how-

ever, Needham* pointed out, that although no insects are produced by

putrefaction, yet that, during that process, minute microscopic animals

till then unknown are generated. If water is poured over animal or
*

* Nouv. Observ. Microscop. and « New Microscopic Discoveries," London 1745.
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vegetable substances, and tlie infusion exposed to air and light at the

usual temperature of summer, after a few days the organic matter will

have undergone partial decomposition, being in part converted into other

organic matters, partly reduced to globules, and in part dissolved ; and

there will appear in it either mould, or those microscopic animals, in

which Ehrenberg has discovered a very complicated organisation.

Since the time of Needham, our knowledge of this subject has been

extended by the observations of Wrisberg, O. F. Miiller, Ingenhouss, G.

R. Treviranus, Gruithuisen, and Schultze.

Wrisberg* observed, that no animalcules are produced when atmospheric

air is excluded, for instance, when the surface of the infusion is covered

with olive oil. They are generated by an infusion of any animal or

vegetable matter which contains nothing acrid or acid, and nothing

which would prevent putrefaction. The development of infusoria com-

mences as soon as a certain degree of decomposition with escape of gas

has taken place. , From this time a large number of microscopic mole-

cules are seen in the infusion $ these molecules are sometimes diffused

in it, sometimes form a kind of membrane at its surface, and are produced

by the dissolution of the organic matter. Fray and Burdachf state, that

infusory animalcules are also generated in an atmosphere of hydrogen and

nitrogen.

Spallanzani and several other physiologists attacked this theory of the

equivocal generation of animalcules. Spallanzani J explained the pro-

duction of these animals by supposing ova to have been present in the

fluid, and to be developed by the influence of warmth, water, air, and
light. This physiologist's own experiments, however, show that organic

substances do not lose their property of producing animalcules by being

boiled, and that distilled water is as well adapted for making the infusion

as other water. Besides, Spallanzani's experiments merely prove that
F

atmospheric air is necessary for the development of these animalcules

;

and that, when bottles filled with infusions, and hermetically closed, were
exposed for an hour to boiling heat in vessels filled with water, no ani-

malcules were afterwards discoverable in these infusions. Spallanzani also

found that the animalcules differ according to the nature of the infusion*

From experiments with the seeds of the water-melon, gourd, hemp, and
millet, it resulted that the number of the infusoria is greater when the
germ is in the progress of growth, than when the seed is just germinating,

and that the number diminishes as the seed decays. The smaller kinds

of animalcules were succeeded by larger, until, after a certain time, the

power of developing them seemed to be lost. The infusory animalcules

from uninjured seeds were said to be larger than those from pulverized

seeds. They were generated from flour quite as well as from seeds merely

bruised. If, however, the starch of the flour was separated from the

* Observ. de Anim. Infus.

Physical, und Mathem. Abhandl.
t Burdach, Physiologie, t. i
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12 EQUIVOCAL GENERATION.—EXPERIMENTS ON

gluten, and an infusion made of each of these substances separately,

very few animalcules, or none at all, were developed in the infusion of

starch, while in that of the gluten a host of living animals were seen. In
infusions of barley, Indian wheat, beans, lupin-seeds, rice, and linseed, no
animalcules were developed.* But since the genera and species of infu-

soria are as determinate as those of higher classes of animals, and since

Spallanzani has not particularized the differences of form of his infusoria,

since moreover the forms of the infusoria in the different stages of their

development are not known, Spallanzani's experiments lose much of

their weight in reference to his discovery of perfectly different animal-

cules in the infusions of the gourd, chamomile, sorrel, corn, and spelt.

Treviranus f has, by his numerous and more accurate experiments,

given a much greater importance to the hypothesis of equivocal genera-

tion. The following are the grounds of his arguments :

_

1. Infusions, with the same water, of different organic substances,—for

instance, cress-seeds and rye,—give rise to different animalcules.

2. Light has a very great influence on the process of equivocal

generation. Thus, the green matter of Priestley, which is remarkable

for its property of exhaling oxygen, is produced only under the influ-

ence of light ; when water, particularly spring-water, is exposed to the

sun in transparent vessels, whether open or close, this matter appears in

the form of a greenish crust consisting of round or elliptic granules, in
*

which crust at first the slight motions of single molecules are discover-

ed, and afterwards transparent threads moving irregularly. These

Wa
t According to

of green animalcules, the euglena viridis and others, which have died.

In that case the moving threads would be independent beings, distinct
-

from the green matter, and Ingenhouss would have committed the error

of regarding different kinds of simple beings as different states of the

same molecules.

3. The entozoa and the spermatozoa, bodies with tails and spontaneous

motions, which are seen by the microscope in the seminal fluid, even of

invertebrate animals, seem to afford arguments for the spontaneous origin

of living beings in organic matter.

4. Treviranus found in his own experiments that, under circumstances

otherwise similar, different organic beings, namely infusoria or mould, are

formed in different infusions; and he found that these differences did not

depend on the water, but on the substances infused in it.

5. Treviranus observed that in one and the same infusion, under

different accidental conditions, different animalcules were developed

;

thus, from an infusion of the leaves of the iris with fresh spring-water, in

a long vessel covered with linen, and exposed to the sun, infusory ani-

* Treviranus, Biologie, ii. pp. 279, 280. f Biologic, ii. p. 264—406.

$ Vermischte Schriften phys. medic. Inhalts,

S
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malcules were generated; in another vessel, placed in another situation, the

green matter of Priestley was formed. Thus also the products in the same

infusion of rye with spring-water were different, when Treviranus placed

a bar of iron in one of the vessels. This result seems to agree with that

of Gleditsch, who found that in separate portions of melon covered with

muslin, and placed at different heights, the various living organic sub-

stances, namely mould, byssus, and tremellae, were produced in different

proportions. To this might be added, that Gruithuisen states that he

has found perfectly different animalcules in infusions of pus and mucus.

From all these facts Treviranus has inferred, that throughout all

nature there exists an absolutely indecomposible, indestructible ( ?)

organic matter which is constantly active; which gives life to every thing

living, from the byssus to the palm, and from the point-like infusory

animalcule to the monsters of the deep ; and which, in its essence un-

changeable, is constantly changing its form : that this matter has itself no

proper form, but is capable of assuming every form of life ; that it receives

a determinate form only under the influence of external causes, retains

this form only during the continuance of these causes, and takes another

form as soon as other causes act upon it. According to Wrisberg and

others, the animalcules are formed from particles which separate from

the substance infused, and which gradually begin to move ; while

Gruithuisen* says, that they appear first in the solution of extractive

matter obtained by the action of the water on the infused substance.

Professor Schultze f says, "I have never seen a globule of blood, or of

milk, or of cerebral substance, begin to move about in their several

infusions, as a monad, or become changed into one. Every single globule,

by its solution, affords matter for the production of several hundred

monads." This last observation, however, does not agree with the results

of measurement ; for Ehrenberg estimates the smallest visible monad at

of a line, that is - 4̂000about ^o
of human blood are only

3 7 4

globules of the milk are still smaller.

of an inch ; while the corpuscules

q\q of an inch in diameter, and the

Schultze states that he has
*

observed the conversion of dust-like particles of organic matter into

infusoria; these particles in the water become, he says, in a few hours

surrounded by a turbid ring which extends until the particle is quite

dissolved
; this ring separates into monads.

Equivocal generation not proved by these observations.—If we criticise

the observations of these observers, we shall find that the mode in which

the experiments have been performed do not leave the results free from

doubt.

1. In the experiments made with boiled organic matter, in the air, it

is not certain that the infusoria or mould did not arise from the dust of

* Gruithuisen, Beitrage zur Physiognosie und Eautognosie. Miinchen, 1812. 8vo.

+ C. A. S. Schultze, Microscop. Untersuchungen uber R. Brown's Entdeckung le-

bend. Theilchen in alien Xvorpern, und fiber Erzeugung der Monaden. Carlsruhe, 1824.
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14 EQUIVOCAL GENERATION.

desiccated animalcules, or their germs, floating in the air. Perhaps, as
Humboldt remarks,* when waters on the surface are dried up, the winds
take up the germs of the simplest organic beings, which, being received
by other water in the form of dust, are revivified, as in the well known
and attested fact of the revivification of the wheel-animalcule, first

observed by Spallanzani. The fact of the dust which floats throughout
the air containing particles which swell when moistened, has very recently
been applied by Schultze to explain the production of infusoria; he regards
these particles as monads which have been dried, and which when
moistened recover life. Schultze, however, does not consider this very
frequent source of infusoria as the only one ; he admits the conversion of

organic substance into protozoa.

2. The equivocal generation of infusoria is not better proved by the

experiments in which boiled organic substances and common water were
used ; for the water may have contained the ova of infusoria, or animal-

cules themselves, which have afterwards multiplied very rapidly at the

expense of the organic matter in the infusion. The use of perfectly pure
distilled water can scarcely be presupposed, for even water distilled five

times may still contain organic particles.

3. Those who have experimented with fresh organic substances and

distilled water, or even artificially prepared gases, cannot prove that the

ova of animalcules, or animalcules themselves, were not in some way
contained in the organic substance : the microscopic animalcules which
are known to exist in living tissues are indeed few, and the common
globules of the organic fluids, such as those of the blood, have certainly

no individual life ; but mucus itself contains microscopic animals ; the

intestinal mucus of the frog, as well as the semen, contains animalcules.

Baer has seen microscopic particles moving spontaneously at different

spots in the muscles.f The grain of wheat, and some varieties of agros-

tis, often contain vibriones, which even after being dried recover their

active life if moistened. Some animalcules also which are met with in

other animals, but especially the epizoa, will continue to live when placed

in water.

4. Lastly, although some experimenters should have employed organic

substances long boiled, with distilled water and artificially prepared air

at the same time, still the accuracy necessary for a sure result is neither

probable nor generally possible, since every instrument used for changing
the water ought to be absolutely free from particles of organic matter,

and every cleansing is a source of errors.

Ehrenberg s observations are opposed to the theory.— These remarks do

not disprove the existence of the equivocal generation ; they merely show

that it is scarcely possible to prove it by direct experiment. The inves-

tigations of Ehrenberg, however, relative to the organisation of these

* In liis Ansichten der Natur. t See Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. 13. 2. p. 594

I

t
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animals and plants, which are supposed to be generated in this equivocal

manner, have thrown new doubt upon the theory. In the first place

smallest monad
2 000

Ehrenberg discovered the real germs of the fungi and mould.* Th
propagation of these organic bodies was thus established; it was shown
that, by means of the germs or seeds of the mould, new mould can be
produced, which rendered it probable that the cases of the unexpected
production of mould arose merely from seeds, which had been diffused in

the atmosphere or water, having then found the situation required for

their development. With regard to the infusory animalcules, their com-
plicated structure was first discovered by Ehrenberg ; he found that the

of a line in diameter has a complicated stomach, and
organs of motion, in the form of cilia. In others he observed the ova,
and the propagation by ova. This excited the greatest doubt with regard
to those earlier observations, in which, the complicated structure of these
animalcules being unknown, they were said to have been seen to ori-

ginate in particles of the organic substance of the infusion. Ehrenberg
has never succeeded in obtaining determinate forms of infusoria, accord-
*

"Img to the nature of the infusion ; and even by the most similar modes
ofperforming the experiment, sometimes one, sometimes another set of
animalcules were obtained. Ehrenberg believes that there are certain
forms, of which the number is limited, which are most widely diffused

;

the ova or individuals of these forms may exist in all waters, even in
some parts of plants, but perhaps only in the noxious parts ; and of these
forms different kinds may be much multiplied, according to the kinds of
ova or individuals which were in the water, or were introduced into it.

The increase of these animals appears to be extraordinarily rapid. A
single wheel-animalcule, Hydatina Senta, which was watched for more
than eighteen days, and which lives still longer, is capable of a four -fold in-

crease in twenty-four or thirty hours. This rate of increase affords in ten
days a million of beings. This, in some measure, explains the extraordi-
nary number of infusoria in a drop of an infusion. Ehrenberg never ob-
served any animalcules in dew or rain ; but he has found some in
Africa and Asia as well as in Europe, in sea water as well as in river
water, in the depths of the earth and at its surface. During their de-
velopment, however, these animals seem to present many forms, and the
forms dependent on the different stages of development of one animal-

taken From1 , . JL
~».-.~^* vxt« WWVV/1UO* J. 1 UHI

these observations Ehrenberg concludes, that all infusoria are, like other
animals, propagated from ova,-omne vivum ex ovo,-and leaves it un-
decided whether the ova are, or are not, in part really the product of
a generatio primitiva.f

* Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. t. x. See also Ness. v. Esenbeck, Flora, 1826, p. 531 • and
Schilling in Kastner's Archiv. x. p. 429,

'
?

+ Ehrenberg in Poggendorf's Annal. 1832. 1. See also Wagner in the Isis for
1832. Wagner regards as certain, the transformation of infusoria into the green
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.Facte relating to Entozoa, favourable The

primitive formation of certain animals from animal matter, till then un-

organised, is still best supported by the facts regarding the entozoa. A
complete series of arguments in favour of equivocal generation rests

upon the impossibility of explaining the first production of entozoa,

without supposing a spontaneous generation. 1. The immense majority

of the intestinal worms are quite distinct in their organisation from all

the beings which are met with out of the animal body. The similarity

of some distomata to the planarise of fresh and salt water is only apparent.

2. A small number only of intestinal worms occur in different genera of

animals. Thus the Taenia of man is peculiar to him ; on the contrary, the

Distoma Hepaticum, the hydatid of the liver, seems to be common to

the hare, cow, camel, deer, horse, and hog; the thread-worm,

Ascaris Lumbricoides, is common to man, the hog, ox, and horse.

Most animals have their peculiar intestinal worms, differing specifically

from those of others,

ticular organs.

man

3 e Many of these entozoa occur only in par-

4. Intestinal worms generally die when removed from

the animal body. 5. They have been observed even in the embryo.

6. The fact of animals, which feed on vegetables solely, having never-

theless their own peculiar entozoa, proves that these entozoa, or their

o-erms, cannot be introduced with the food. In carnivorous animals this

introduction of the entozoa from without can be admitted in very few

cases only ; such are the facts of the Echinorhynchus of the field-mouse

having been sometimes found in the falcon, the worms of the frog in ser-

pents, the Ligula of fishes, the Bothriocephalus solidus of the stickleback,

in the intestines of wading and swimming birds. But many other ento-

zoa are met with in other parts than the intestinal canal, and beyond the

reach of matters introduced from without.*

Ehrenberg endeavours to set aside the equivocal generation of the

entozoa, inclining to the old opinion that the ova of these animals cir-

culate with the fluids in all parts of the body. He assumes that, since

the generative organs of the entozoa contain a great number of ova,

these ova are carried by the circulation into all parts of the body
; so that

all the fluids are, as it were, infected with the ova of the entozoa, which

are seated in particular organs. The milk with which other individuals

of the same species are nourished, may itself contain the ova of these

worms. The embryo of mammalia in which entozoa already exist, may

receive the ova from the fluids of the mother. Entozoa have been

found in the eggs of birds. Eschscholz found them in hen's eggs.f It

matter of Priestley, as many persons have described. This green matter, however,

is nothing more than the remains of dead infusoria, the euglena viridis. The conver-

sion of this green matter into confervas, ulvje, tremellee, or even mosses, is doubted by

Wagner, and with justice.

W Wien

•J-
Burdach's Physiologie, i. p. 22.
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is possible that they may have originally found their way thither from the

fluids of the mother ; but, in fact, the suppositions on which the equi-

vocal generation is here sought to be refuted, are as improbable as that

theory itself. The ova of the entozoa are evidently too large to enter the

lymphatics of the organ in which the worms live ; they are much too large
to circulate in capillary blood-vessels, of which the diameter is only wouv
of an inch, or in fine to pass into the secretions,—the milk, or yolk of"the
egg, for example : the explanation of the occurrence of entozoa in herbi-
vorous animals, by transmission from mother to young, is consequently
completely opposed to the known data afforded by the micrometer, un-
less it be admitted, that the smallest particle of the germinal matter
formed by entozoa already existing is as capable of propagating them as
an entire ovum. With regard to the spermatozoa, Ehrenberg assumes
that every animal receives them at the time of fecundation.

M. Von Baer * has observed many other extraordinary circumstances
in the generation of the entozoa. The animals which he names Buce-
phalus, are generated in thread-like ovistocks, which are found in mus-
cles

;
and Bojanus and Baer have described a worm, found in the lym-

naeus stagnalis, which again contains numerous animals of a perfectly
different form,—the cercaria. Nordmannf has seen monads in the body of
living intestinal worms, namely, diplostomata ; and has seen infusory ani-
malcules produced in the interior of the putrefying ova oflemsese. On the
other hand, the changes which certain entozoa undergo deserve atten-
tion; for example, the ligula and bothriocephalus solidus of fishes have
no distinct genital organs until they are received into the intestines of
water birds

:
some young distomata have at first a different form from

that which they afterwards present ; thus the distoma nodulosum of the
perch has, according to Nordmann, at first no sucker, and is, then, pro-
vided with a trace of an eye and with cilia, as if to swim in water. The
infusoria and entozoa of living plants still require investigation. It is

important to know, that the diseased grain of agrostis or bent-grass,
phalaris or canary-grass, and wheat, contain, according to SteinbuchJ
and Bauer,§ vibriones ; that Bauer, having inserted vibriones into the
stem of the young wheat, found them again in the grain ; and that the
worms of the dried seeds, according to the same observers, if placed in
water after several years, will again present all the phenomena of life.

of organic matter and of the organic f
*

In the production
of infusoria there is no new formation of organic matter ; the previous
existence of organic beings is presupposed. Organic matter is never
produced spontaneously. Plants alone seem to have the power of ^
nerating ternary or organic compounds from binary or inorganic com-
pounds

; while animals are nourished only by organic matter, which

* Nov. Act. Cur. xm. 2.

* Aaialecten. 1802.

f Microgr. Beitrage. Berlin, 1832.

§ Philos. Trans. 1823.

C
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they cannot generate from binary compounds, and consequently their

existence presupposes that of the vegetable kingdom. How organic

beings were originally produced, and how organic matter became en-

dowed with a force which is absolutely necessary to the formation and

preservation of this organic matter, but which is manifested only in it,

it is beyond the compass of our experience and knowledge to determine.

The difficulty is not removed by saying that the organic force has re-

sided in the organic matter from eternity, as if organic force and organic

matter were only different ways of regarding the same object: for, in

fact, the organic phenomena are presented only by a certain combina-

tion of the elements ; and even organic, matter, itself susceptible of life, is

reduced to inorganic compounds as soon as the cause of the vital phe-

nomena, namely, the vital force, ceases to exist. This problem, however,

is not a subject of experimental physiology, but of philosophy. Conviction

in philosophy and in natural science has entirely different bases ; the

first suggestion here, therefore, is, not to be led away from the field of

rational experiment. We must be content to know that the forces which

give life to organic bodies are peculiar, and then examine more closely

their properties.

i i

r *

2. Of Organism and Life.

Organised beings are composed of a number of essential and mutually

dependent parts.—The manner in which their elements are combined is

not the only difference between organic and inorganic bodies ; there is

in living organic matter a principle constantly in action, the operations

of which are in accordance with a rational plan, so that the individual

parts, which it creates in the body, are adapted to the design of the

whole ; and this it is which distinguishes organism. Kant says, " The
cause of the particular mode of existence of each part of a living body
resides in the whole, while in dead masses each part contains this cause

within itself." This explains why a mere part separated from an organ-

ised whole generally does not continue to live ; why, in fact, an organ-

ised body appears to be one and indivisible. And since the different

parts of an organised body are heterogeneous members of one whole, and

essential to its perfect state, the trunk cannot live after the loss of one
of these parts.

It is only in very simple animals or plants which possess a certain

number of similar parts, or when the dissimilar parts are repeated in

each successive segment of the individual, that the body can be divided,

and the two portions, .still possessing all the essential parts of the

whole, though in smaller number, continue to live. Branches of plants

separated from the trunk, being planted, form new individuals. The
different parts of plants are so similar,, that they are convertible one
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into another, branches into roots, and stamens into petals.* This is
the case also with some simple polypes. The experiments of Trembley,
tioesel, and others, prove that portions of a divided polype will continue
to grow until each half becomes a perfect animal. In the same way some
worms, as the naides, in which each segment contains nearly the same
essential parts,—the intestine, nerves, and blood-vessels,—have been ob-
served to propagate by spontaneous division. Bonnet states, that he
has seen this new growth and reproduction in the portions of a divided
earthworm

;
but this animal, when thus divided, could not continue to

live for neither portion would contain all the parts essential to the

'

-

whole. \t£> J^Kct^J- £*d4slQt~
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In the higher animals, and in man, there are certain organs,—that
parts differing in their properties and functions,—which cannot be

removed without destruction of life, and of our idea of the whole ; and
such organs also only occur singly, as brain, spinal marrow, lungs, heart,
and intestinal canal. Other parts, on the contrary, which are not mem-
bers essentially necessary to our conceived idea of the whole, or which
are several in number, may be removed with impunity : no part, how-
ever, of one of the higher animals can continue to live when separated
trom the body, for no one part contains all the organs essential to the
whole. The ovum, the germ itself, alone possesses this power ; for, at
the time of its separation from the parent animal, the vital force has
not formed in the germ the essential parts of the whole ; and yet, when
separated from the original being, it forms a new integral being. There ^
is then in the organism a unity of the whole, which governs its formation
out of dissimilar parts. From the facts we have stated, however, it
appears that organised bodies are not absolutely indivisible ; they may
indeed always be divided, and still retain their properties, if e'ach portion
contains the essential heterogeneous members of the whole, and in the
generation even of the highest animals and plants a division takes place.m

of inorganic bodies are homogeneous and independent of each
Inorganic bodies are divisible in a much more extended sense,

without the parts losing the chemical properties of the whole: they may

u

other.

(to use the common expression) ad infinitum--,—that is, ac-
cording to the atomic theory, into the ultimate atoms which, on account
of their minuteness, elude the senses ; and in chemical compounds into
molecules which are formed of the different component atoms, and which
are likewise not recognisable by the senses.

There are, however, even among inorganic bodies, some which cannot
be reduced by division to their ultimate particles without losing some
of their properties; I mean the crystals. These bodies can be di-
vided with facility only in certain directions, and the portions thus ob-

* Goethe, Metamorphose der Pflanzen.
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tained are often different in form from the whole; for which reason

some persons regard crystals also as "individuals," which exist from the

continuance of the force which formed them, and cease to exist when
external, chemical (atmospheric), or mechanical influences overcome

their force of crystallisation or hardness.* But even if crystals are re-

garded as individuals in this sense, there is still this great distinction be-

tween them and organised bodies,—that the molecules of crystals are

homogeneous throughout, and that crystals are divisible, at least, into

homogeneous aggregates ; while organised bodies are composed of per-

fectly different members of one whole, such as tissues endowed with
*

peculiar properties. Organic combinations, moreover, never occur in a

state of crystallisation in organised bodies during life. Again, in an in-

organic body which is composed of heterogeneous substances aggregated

together, these parts have no reference to the design and existence of

the whole.

Adaptation displayed in organised bodies. —- Organised bodies being

composed of a certain number of dissimilar essential parts all adapted to

the plan of the whole, it necessarily follows that the external and internal

comformation of themselves and of their organs are such as to distinguish

them entirely from inorganic bodies. That which we admire in the

whole animal is not merely the manifestation of the ruling forces, as

crystallisation is the consequence and manifestation of a certain force in

a binary compound ; but the form of the animals and of their organs

evidences also an arrangement rationally adapted to the exercise of the

forces, a most excellent harmony of the organisation with the faculties

intended to be exercised. Crystals, on the contrary, present no adap-

tation of form to an intended action of the whole, because the whole

crystal is not a body composed of a number of dissimilar adapted tissues,

but is produced merely by the aggregation of similar elements or for-

mative particles, all subject to the same laws of crystalline attraction.

Crystals, therefore, increase by the aggregation of new particles on the

external surface of the parts already formed ; while in the organised

body the formation of the parts situated side by side, each having a

different organisation, is for the most part contemporaneous ; so that the

growth of organised bodies takes place in all particles of their substance

at the same time, while the increase of the mass in inorganic bodies is

produced by external apposition.t

This law of organic conformation,

/ 0^ -Hu, ^/^ T' <-*42^J Ov^U^n^
adaptation to aa-e»d,

K
regulates

the form, not only of entire organs, but also of the simplest elementary

tissues. Thus it will in a future page be shown, that the manifold

* See Mobs, Grundriss der JVI ineralogie, i. Vorrede, p. 6.

-j- Professor E. H. Weber has made some other very interesting comparisons be-

tween organisation and crystallisation in his General Anatomy. Hildebrandt's Anat.
pter Band.
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forms of secreting glandular structures depend simply on the various
modes in which a large secreting surface can be realised in a small
space. The fibrous structure of muscles is necessary to enable these
organs to shorten themselves in a determined direction by the zigzag
flexure of the fibres. Thus also in treating ofthe Physiology of the Nerves
it will be shown, that unless the nerves had been divided into a certain
number of primitive fibres, which do not communicate one with another,
their local action,—local circumscribed sensation,—would be impossible,
ine same adaptation is seen to be equally necessary in the organisation
of plants. The organs of plants are 1 heterogeneous, and, in place of
being so much enclosed in the interior, are expanded on the surface—
the reciprocal actions with the external world being effected by the whole
surface rather than by particular points ; hence the general character
of the conformation of plants is a surface increasing in perfect conformity
with the intended purpose, this surface being presented in the manifold
forms of the leaves; the individual forms in which the increase of surface
is effected are more numerous than the most lively fancy can imagine,
and a great part of terminology is only an attempt to form logically, a
plan conformable to nature, of the possible varieties in the increase of
surface obtained by variations of the leaves, and of their relation to pe-
dicle, twig, branch, and stem.

>dfi The only character

variations.

(

that can be possibly compared in organic and inorganic bodies, is themode in which symmetry is realised in each. Crystals have symmetrical
and asymmetrical surfaces, angles and corners. Animals have also sym-me nca and asymmetrical parts, and the laws of symmetrical and asym-
metrical conformation in organised bodies present similar manifold

The original form of the animal germ, for example, is a
roundish flat disk,

•'••--
bird's egg

;
this germinal disk, white in the ovary, appears" from the

researches of Purkinje and Baer, to be a vesicle. The germ is also
disk-shaped m invertebrate animals, as I have seen in the planaria. The
torm of the ovum and yolk must not be confounded with that of the
germ. The forms developed from the germ, however, are very various.
*or instance, we recognise first a radiate symmetrical type in the radiata,
similar parts being arranged around a common point ; the anterior and
posterior surfaces of the bodybeing the only asymmetrical parts. Secondly,
we distinguish^ symmetry of similar parts in an arborescent type, as
presented by the leaves and flowers in plants, and by the polypes on the
branched stem in polypiferous animals. Thirdly, we distinguish the suc-
cessive symmetry m the succession of similar parts from before backwards
in worms, in which the only want of symmetry is between the dorsal and
ventral surfaces. Fourthly and lastly, we recognise the lateral symmetry
in the repetition of similar parts on each side, in man and the higher
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animals ; here the want of symmetry is seen in the organs taken from

before backwards, and in the dissimilarity of the dorsal and ventral sur-

faces. In many animals the lateral symmetry is in part combined with

the successive symmetry, which is seen in the vertebrae of the higher

animals. In addition to the circumstance that the symmetry and asym-
metry of crystallised inorganic bodies are always represented by plane

surfaces and straight lines, the reverse of which is the case in organised

bodies, there is also this great difference, that the symmetrical and asym-
metrical parts of crystals have a simple composition, while the symme-
trical parts of organised bodies are themselves in the first place formed

of heterogeneous tissues. The causes which give rise to the different

types of organic symmetrj', just mentioned, and which first determine in

the germ the position of the axis for the symmetrical developement, are

as difficult to imagine as the causes of the symmetry of form in crystals.

The elementary particles of the organised body are, moreover, never

crystalline ; for although some kinds of fatty matter are crystalline in

the pure state,, it is only when they are subjected to external influences

and withdrawn from that of life. The same is the case with sugar, urea,

and lithic acid. Most of the organic substances and fluids do not crys-

tallise even when removed from the living body. The spinal canal and
the cranial cavity of the frog have, surrounding the central parts of the

nervous system, a layer of white pulpy matter which, according to Eh-
renberg and Huschke, consists of microscopic crystals of carbonate of

lime. In the peritoneum of fishes, and in the tapetum of the choroid

of the same animals, Ehrenberg* has also discovered microscopic crys-

tals of organic matter.

[Professor Schoenlein t has discovered, in the intestinal excretions, and
in the yellow crusts covering the excrescences of the mucous membrane
in typhus abdominalis, which are supposed to be Peyer's follicles, a great

number of small crystals, which consist chiefly of phosphate of lime,

some sulphate of lime, and a salt of soda. In other kinds of fevers and

of diarrhoea, and in healthy persons, the faeces contained no crystals.

Valentin J

/<

the egg of the lacerta viridis.]

Hitherto I have examined merely
-

that peculiarity of organised bodies which consists in their being systems
of dissimilar organs, the existence of each of which has its source, not
in itself, but in the entire system, as Kant expressed it. The organic

force, which resides in the whole, and on which the existence of each part

depends, has however also the property of generating from organic matter

the individual organs necessary to the whole. Some have believed that

life,—the active phenomena of organised bodies,—is only the result of

* M'uller's Archiv. fur Anat. und Physiolog. 1834, p. 158.

t Ibid. 1836, p. 258. % Ibid. p. 256.
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the harmony of the different parts—of the mutual action, as it were, of

the wheels of the machine,—and that death is the consequence of a dis-

turbance of this harmony. This reciprocal action of parts on each other,

evidently exists ; for respiration in the lungs is the cause of the acti-

vity of the heart, and the motion of the heart at every moment sends-

blood, prepared by respiration, to the brain, which thus acquires the*

power of animating all other organs, and again gives occasion to the
respiratory movements. The external impulse to the whole machinery is

the atmospheric air in respiration. Any injury to one of the principal
moving powers in the mechanism, every considerable lesion of the lungs,
heart, or brain, may be the cause of death ; hence these organs have been
named the atria mortis. But the harmonious action of the essential parts
of the individual subsists only by the influence of a force, the operation
of which is extended to all parts of the body, and which does not depend
on any single parts ; this force exists before the harmonizing parts, which
are, in fact, formed by it during the developement of the embryo. A
complicated piece of machinery, constructed in adaptation to an end,—for

example, a watch,—may present an action resulting from the co-opera-
tion of individual parts, and originating in one cause : but organic beings
do not merely subsist by virtue of an accidental combination of elements

;

the vital force inherent in them itself generates from organic matter the

essential organs which constitute the whole being. This rational creative
force is exerted in every animal strictly in accordance with what the
nature of each requires.

force exists already

of the ft The germ is "potentially" the whole
animal

;
during the developement of the germ, the essential parts which

constitute the "actual" whole are produced. The developement of the
separate parts out of the simple mass is observable in the incubated egg.

All the parts of the egg, except the germinal membrane or blastoder-

ma, are destined for the nutrition of the germ ; the entire vital principle
of the egg resides in the germinal disk alone, and since the external
influences which act on the germs of the most different organic beings
are the same, we must regard the simple germinal disk, consisting of
granular amorphous matter, as the « potential" whole of the future animal,
endowed with the essential and specific force or principle of the future
being, and capable of increasing the very small amount of this specific
force and matter which it already possesses, by the assimilation of new
matter. The germ expands to form the germinal membrane, which grows
so as to surround the yolk; and by transformation of this germ the organs
of the future animal are produced, the elements merely of the nervous and
vascular systems, and of the intestinal canal, being first formed, and from
these elements the details of the organisation afterwards more fully de-
eloped; so that the first trace of the central parts of the nervous system

>
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must be regarded neither as brain nor as spinal marrow, but as the still

"potential" whole of the central parts of the nervous system. In the

same manner the different parts of the heart are seen to be developed

from a uniform tube ; and the first trace of the intestinal tube when there

are no salivary glands and liver, is more than the mere intestinal tube ; it

is the "potential" whole,—the representative of the entire digestive ap-

paratus ; for, as Baer first discovered, liver, salivary glands, and pancreas

are in the further progress of the vegetative process really developed from
that which appears to be merely the rudiment of the intestinal canal. It

can no longer be doubted that the germ is not the miniature of the future

being with all its organs, as Bonnet and Haller believed, but is merely

"potentially" this being, with the specific vital force of which it is endued,
and which it becomes " actually" by developement, and by the production
of the organs essential to the active state of the " actual" being. For the
germ itself is formed merely of amorphous matter, and a high magnifying
power is not necessary to distinguish the first rudiments of the separate
organs, which from their first appearance are distinct and pretty large,

but simple; so that the later complicated state of a particular organ can
be seen to arise by transformation from its simple rudiment. These
remarks are now no longer mere opinions, but facts; and nothing is more
distinct than the developement of glands from the intestinal tube, and
of the intestinal tube itself from a portion of the germinal membrane.

The creative organicforce is not, like the mind, connected with one special

organ.—If Ernst Stahl had been acquainted with the above facts, he
would have been still more confirmed in his famous theory, that the
rational soul itself is the primum movens of organisation ; that it is the

ultimate and sole cause of organic activity ; that the soul constructs con-

formably to design, and preserves its body in accordance with the laws

of its operation; and that by its organic action the cure of diseases is

effected. Stahl's contemporaries and followers have partly misunderstood
this great man, in believing that, according to his view, the soul, which
forms mental conceptions, also conducts with consciousness, and design-

edly, the organisation of the body. The soul (anima) spoken of by Stahl is

the organising power or principle which manifests itself in conformity with

a rational law. But Stahl has gone too far in placing the manifestations

of soul, combined with consciousness, on a level with the organising
principle

;
the operations of which, though in accordance with design,

obey a blind necessity^/The organising principle, which according to an
creates the different essential organs of the body, and animates

them, is not itself seated in one particular organ ; it continues in opera-

tion up to the time of birth in^anencephalous monsters; it modifies the

other organs in thealready existing nervous system, as well as^a
larvae of insects, during their transformation, causing the disappearance
of several of the ganglia of the nervous cord, and the union of others

;

T
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by its operation during the transformation of the tadpole to the frog, the
spinal marrow is shortened in proportion as the tail becomes atrophied,
and the nerves of the extremities are formed. This principle, thus acting
Conformably to design, but without consciousness, is also manifested in the
phenomena of instinct. There is great beauty and truth in the saying
of Cuvier, that animals acting from instinct are, as it were, possessed by
an innate idea, by a dream . But that which excites this dream can
be nothing else than the organising principle, the « final cause" of the
being.

/ in
The existence of the organic principle in the germ, and its apparent

independence of any special organ in the adult, as well as the fact that it
is manifested in plants, in which both nervous system and consciousness
are wanting, prove that this principle cannot be compared with mental
consciousness, which is an after product of developement, and has its
seat in one particular organ. Mind can generate no organic products, it
can merely form conceptions ; our ideas of the organised being are mere
conscious conceptions of the mind. The formative or organising princi-
ple, on the contrary, is a creative power modifying matter, blindly and
unconsciously, according to the laws of adaptation.

genera and species.—Organism, or the organised state, is
e result of the union of the organic creative power and organic matter.

Whether the two have ever been separate, whether the creative arche-
types, the eternal ideas of Plato, as he taught in his « Timaeus," have at
some former period been infused into matter, and from that time for-
ward are perpetuated in each animal and plant, is not an object of
science, but of the fables and traditions which cannot be proved, and
which distinctly indicate to us the limits of our me

th

'/

consciousness.
All that is known is, that each form of animal or plant is continued un-
changed in its products, and that, in a roughly calculated number of
many thousand species of animals and plants, there are no true trans-
itions of one species to another, or of one genus to another; each
tamily of plants and animals, each genus, and each species, is connected
with certain physical conditions of its existence, with a certain tern-
perature, and with determinate physico-geographical relations, for which
it is, as it were, created. In this endless variety of creatures, in this re-
gularity of the natural classes, families, genera, and species, is manifested
one common creative principle, on which life generally throughout the
world depends. But all these varieties of organism, all these animals,
which are as it were so many modes in which the surrounding world
may be enjoyed by means of sensation and reaction, are, from the mo-
ment of their creation, independent. The species perishes when the pro-
ductive individuals are all destroyed; the genus is no longer capable of
generating the species, nor the family of restoring the genus. In the
course of the earth's history, species of animals have perished by the
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revolutions of its surface, and have been buried in the ruins ; these belong

partly to extinct genera, partly to genera still existing.

The study of the successive strata of the earth, in which the remains

of organic beings occur, seems to prove that the beings, which have
thus left their remains on the earth, have not all existed at the same
time, that the simplest creatures have first inhabited the earth ; while

the remains of the higher animals, and particularly those of man, are

not met with except in the most superficial of the deposits which
contain organic remains. But no fact justifies us in speculations con-

cerning the original, or subsequent origin of living beings ; no fact

indicates the possibility of explaining all these varieties by transformation,

for all creatures maintain unchanged the forms which they originally re-

ceived.

Nature of the organicft The unity resulting from the combination

of the organising force with organic matter could be better conceived, if

it could be proved that the organising force and the phenomena of life

are the result, manifestation, or property of a certain combination of

elements. The difference of animate and inanimate organic matter would
then consist, in that state of combination of the elements, which is neces-

sary to life, having in the latter undergone some change. Reil has stated

this bold theory in his famous treatise on the Ci vital energy/'* which

some physiologists,—Rudolphi, for example,—regard as a masterpiece, on

which the principles of physiology must be founded.

Reil refers the organic phenomena to original difference in the ele-

mentary combination and form of the organic bodies. Differences in

the mode of combination of the elements and in form, are, according to

his theory, the cause of all the variety in organised bodies, and in their

endowments. But if these two principles be admitted, still the problem

remains unsolved ; it may still be asked, how the elementary combina-

tion acquired its form, and how the form acquired its elementary com-
bination. That the form of the organic matter does not determine

originally the mode of its action, is proved indisputably by the fact,

that the matter from which all animal forms are produced is at first

almost without form. The germ in all vertebrata, and probably also in

the invertebrata, from what is known of a few species, and from what I

have observed in the planaria, is a round disk of simple matter ; here is

no difference of form corresponding to the difference of the animals.

On the other hand, the form of inorganic bodies is always determined

by their elements, or by the combination of their elements. And this

Reil himselfadmits ; for he says :
" Form ofmatter is itself a phenomenon,

which depends on another phenomenon, namely, the elective affinity of

the elements and their products." Hence it would follow, that if the

elementary combination were alone the cause of the organic forces, this

* Rett's Archiv. fur Physiologic, i. Bd.

^

*
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elementary combination itself would be at the same time the formative
principle. Now, since in organised bodies immediately after death the
elementary combination does not appear to be different from that of
bodies still living, Reil must admit the existence of other more sub-
tile matters not recognisable by chemical analysis, which are present in
the living body, but are wanting after death. Into the composition of
the organic matter of the living body there must enter an unknown
(according to Reil's theory, subtile material) principle, or the organic
matter must maintain its properties by the operation of some unknown
forces. Whether this principle is to be regarded as an imponderable
matter, or as a force or energy, is just as uncertain as the same ques-
tion is in reference to several important phenomena in physics

; phy-
siology in this case is not behind the other natural sciences, for the
properties of this principle in the functions of the nerves are nearly as
well known as those of light, caloric, and electricity, in physics.
At all events, the mobility of this principle is certain. Its motion
evident in innumerable vital phenomena. Parts frozen, stiff, and

deprived of sensation and motion, are observed gradually to recover
animation, which extends into them from the borders of the living parts.
1 his passage of the vital principle from one part to another, is seen
still more clearly on the removal of pressure from a nerve, after that
state has been produced in which the limb is said to be « asleep." The
fibrin effused in inflammation on the surface of an organ, is observed to be-
come endowed with life and organisation. This organic principle exerts
its influence even beyond the surface ofan organ, as is shown by the changes
produced m the animal matter contained in the vessels, for instance, in
the lymph and chyle, which latter fluid during its progress through the
lacteals acquires new properties; from the coats of the blood-vessels
again, the organic principle exerts an influence on the blood, maintaining
its fluidity, for out of the vessels the blood coagulates under almost all
circumstances, unless it has undergone some chemical change. Lastly
I may with Autenrieth adduce that property of animal tissues, by virtue
ot which vital energy is at one time withdrawn from them, and then

I doTH t0

!
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'
and iS °ften quick^ accumulated in one organ,

an unino wl ' * '* ** inflU6nCe °f the vital energy which inzrrt :kvtnri;?
s
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therlk and white from putrefacti°- as

bidly collected flutT IVTZT^**™***""^ " ni0r"

from putrefaction Lge"e li^h 7"? "'^ "^^
j . . ,7 ln the lmng body than out of it ; which
does not arise merely from the exclusion of air, since, when the vital
powers are low, blood and pus rapidly undergo decomposition even in
the body.* From all these facts the existence of a force which is often
vapid in its action, and which moves through space, or of an imponderable

* Autenrieth, Physiologie, i.
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of this

matter, is evident; nevertheless we are by no means justified in regard-

ing it as identical with the known imponderable matters, or general

physical forces,—caloric, light, and electricity, a comparison which is

refuted by any close examination. The researches on the so-called

animal magnetism at first promised to throw some light on this enig-

matical principle, or imponderable matter. It was thought that, by one
person laying his hand upon, or passing it along the surface of another
and by other procedures, remarkable effects were produced, arising from
the overflow of the animal magnetic fluid ; some indeed have imagined

t I

that by certain operations they could produce accumulation

hypothetic fluid. These tales, however, are a lamentable tissue of false-

hood, deception, and credulity ; and from them we have only learned

how incapable most medical men are of instituting an experimental in-

vestigation, how little idea they have of a logical criticism, which in other

natural sciences has become a universal method. There is no single

fact relating to this doctrine which is free from doubt, except the cer-

tainty of endless deceptions ; and in the practice of medicine there

is also no fact which can be connected with these wonders, except

the often repeated, but still unconfirmed accounts of the cure of para-

lysis by investing the limbs with the bodies of animals just killed, and
the willingly credited fables of the restoral of youth to the old and
diseased by their being in the proximity and exposed to the exhalation

of healthy children, and vice versa.

We have thus seen that organic bodies consist of matters which pre-
sent a peculiar combination of their component elements, a combination
of three, four, or more to form one compound, which is observed only in

organic bodies, and in them only during life. Organised bodies more-
over are constituted of organs,—that is, of essential members of one
whole,—each member having a separate function, and each deriving its

existence from the whole ; and they not merely consist of these organs,
but by virtue of an innate power they form them within themselves.
Life, therefore, is not simply the result of the harmony and reciprocal

action of these parts ; but is first manifested in a principle or impondera-
ble matter which is in action in the substance of the germ, enters into

the composition of the matter of this germ, and imparts to organic com-
binations properties which cease at death.

Conditions necessary for the manifestation of life.— Vital stimuli.—-The
action of the vital or organic force is, however, not independent of cer-
tain conditions. The necessary elementary combination and the vital

principle itself may be present, and yet not manifest themselves by the
phenomena of life. This quiescent state of the vital principle, as it is

seen in the impregnated germ of the egg before incubation, or in the seed
of plants before germination, must not be confounded with the state of

'Cirvv^ir^^ V^ (
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death; it is also not life, but a specific state of " capability of living."

Life itself, namely, the manifestation of the organic or vital force, begins

under the influence of certain necessary conditions : these are warmth,
atmospheric air, (in ova which are hatched in water, the air diffused

through the water), and the supply of moist nutritive matters,—
to say, of nutriment and water; and these conditions do not cease to

be necessary for the continued manifestation of life.

The ovum of animals and plants remains in the state of germ only so

long as it is maintained perfectly quiescent and beyond the influence
of external agencies: it then remains capable ofdevelopement, and retains
the creative force of the germ, but this force is in a quiescent state. The
ova of animals will retain for a long period their capability of develope-
ment, while withdrawn from the influence of the atmosphere. Thus
the productive power of the germ of the ova of many insects is preserved
through the winter, and the ova of insects of transatlantic countries are
batched in the botanic gardens of Europe, an instance of which has fallen

under my observation. In the same way the germinating power of the
seeds of many phanerogamic plants is said to be preserved under water
for twenty years, and in the ground beyond the influence of the atmo-
spheric air for one hundred years.* Treviranus adduces the observations
of Van Swieten that the seeds of the mimosa have germinated at the end
of twenty years, and beans after two hundred years ; and cites another
observation, according to which an onion taken from the hand of an
Egyptian mummy, perhaps two thousand years old, had been made to
grow.f As soon, however, as it is subjected to the external influences
above mentioned, the germ, when capable of developement, becomes
developed, or it undergoes putrefaction ; while the already developed or-
ganism, when the conditions necessary for its further growth fail, either
falls into a state of apparent death, as in hybernation, or it dies. The
quiescent vital force of the germ required no external stimuli for the
maintenance of its passive existence ; but these stimuli are very neces-
sary for the developed and active life.

Action of the vital stimuli.—The external conditions which are neces-
sary to life,— caloric, water, atmospheric air, and nutriment, at the

time that they maintain life, induce constant changes in the
composition of the organised body ; themselves combining with the
body, while certain old components are again decomposed and cast off.
lhese external agencies have been called vital stimuli; they must,
however, be carefully distinguished from many other accidental stimuli
which are not essential to life; and it must always be remember-
ed, that these vital stimuli produce the phenomena of life by effecting

* Ann. d. Sc. Nat. t. v. 380.

+ Treviranus, Erschein. u Gesetz des Organ. Lebens, p. 47.

same
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material changes, by producing an interchange of ponderable and im-

ponderable matters. The essential elementary combination of the fluids,

for example the blood, is by their agency constantly maintained, and the

blood having suffered the necessary change by the action of the vital sti-

muli, in its turn stimulates all the organs of the body,—that is, produces

in them organic changes of composition, essential to the manifestation of

life, by the interchange of ponderable and imponderable matters, the

old components of the organs being at the same time in part decom-

posed and cast off. In animals the nerves also effect important material

changes in the organs ; and their active force, probably an impondera-

ble agent, is an important internal vital stimulus. The property of or-

ganised bodies of suffering constantly, by the action of the vital stimuli,

certain material modifications necessary to the manifestation of life, has

been termed incitabilitas, excitability (Reitzbarkeit). The stimuli are

as it were the external force which sets in motion the wheels of the

whole machine ; and although the comparison of the animal body with a

machine may not be very apt, yet the organic principle which in the

organised body creates the mechanism necessary to life, is incapable of

activity without this external impulse, and without the constant mate-

rial changes effected by the aid of the external vital stimuli. Riche-

rand has, therefore, not unaptly compared the manifestation of life with

the phenomenon of combustion and flame. The appearance of fire en-

dures only as long as the combinations and decompositions essential to

combustion take place ; the oxygen unites with the burning body,

caloric is developed, and so long as oxygen and the combustible mat-

r are supplied, the phenomena of fire continue. I am very far from

making life dependent on combustion ; I merely say, that, in both, cer-

tain essential combinations and decompositions are constantly going on,

which in the one produce the phenomena of combustion and light, in

the other those of life ; that the vital stimuli are for the organised body,

what the oxygen of the atmosphere and the combustible matter are for

the phenomena of combustion ; in which case, however, the oxygen is

not called the stimulus of the flame : and I further say, that the name

stimulus, vital stimulus, gives an empty and indeed false notion, un-

less the material changes,—the constant new combinations and decom-

position of ponderable and imponderable matters—induced by it be

at the same time remembered. It is, however, necessary always to

recollect, that in the material changes effected by the vital stimuli,

although inorganic substances come into play in them, binary com-

pounds are not generated for the organism, but only cast off as the

result of the decomposition of the old matter ; such a product is carbonic

acid : while the oxygen, which in the process of respiration partly enters

into combination with the blood, produces a certain change in this

fluid, which in its turn must produce in the organs endowed with the
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vital principle, material changes very different from those that would
be exnected in a. d«»ad hnAir

(inte

if&

be expected in a dead body.

These general essentials o. «*, M1C vllul summt) or renovatmg (mte-
gnrende) stimuli, are common to plants and animals : for plants, light

also an indispensable vivifying stimulus ; for animals, although the
want of its influence renders the body scrofulous and rickety, it is not
immediately necessary, as is proved by the life of many animals, particu-
larly the entozoa, and its absence is only so far injurious as it modifies the
other essential vital stimuli. As an essential for animal life must bereckonea not merely the assumption of new matter, but more especially ofma er already organised; while plants take upas nutriment organisedmatters partly converted into binary compounds, and change ^binarymto ternary compound, The necessity of new matter, caloric, water*and atmospheric air for the development, subsistence, and growth of
organised bodies, is quite indispensable.
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also to enter into the composition of the organic system. For the organic

processes require in every animal and plant a certain temperature ; and it

is also known, that in chemical processes among binary compounds, while

a certain temperature is required, a determinate quantity of caloric be-

comes latent, or is absorbed for the formation of new compounds. Under

the influence of the vital stimuli,—nutriment, water, air and caloric,—the

organic being is developed spontaneously from the germ, while the organic

matter present in it is constantly undergoing decomposition, and the phe-

nomena of life are themselves the results of the constant union of new
and the separation of old elements of the organised matter. Whether

electricity also is necessary to the developement of life is at present quite

uncertain.

There is, however, an evident difference in the degree in which living

beings are dependent on different vital stimuli. M. Edwards has observed,

that newly-born warm-blooded animals have most need of external

warmth, and without it cannot live ; while they can live under water,

without breathing, much longer than adult animals. The time that they

can remain in the water is longer in proportion as the temperature of

the water rises from 32° to 68° Fahr. ; remains the same when the

water is between 68° and 86° Fahr. ; and becomes shorter between 86°

and 104° Fahr.* The adult animal has, according to the vital relations of

its species and genus, a certain temperature, and consequently a certain

geographical tract, assigned to it in which to live.

The duration of irritability without the application of the vital stimuli,

is generally in the inverse ratio of the perfection of the organisation.

The simplest animals can longest dispense with these stimuli. Mol-

lusca and insects, as well as the scorpion, have been kept for months

without food f Serpents and tortoises also live for months without food,

while man in the healthy state can scarcely survive a week. Several

insects will live for days in mephitic gases ; the larvae of the cestrus, for

example, according to the experiments of Van der Kolk, live for a long

period in irrespirable gases. Molluscous animals have been kept during

24 hours under the air-pump. Reptiles live a very long time without

respiring; in water deprived of its air some few hours, according to Spal-

anzani and Edwards, and in water still containing air, from 10 to 20

hours : frogs, the lungs of which I had extirpated, lived 30 hours. The
numerous accounts, however, of toads, &c. having been found living in

blocks of marble, and in trees, are to be regarded as instances of decep-

tion and credulity, although Herissaut and Edwards kept reptiles alive

for some little time enclosed in gypsum. But Edwards is convinced

that gypsum is permeable to atmospheric air ; when the reptiles were

* Edwards, De Tinfluence des agens physiques sur la vie. Froriep's Notiz. 150, 151.

See also Legallois, Exper. sur le principe de la vie.

i* See my paper on the Scorpion, in Meckel's Archiv. 1828.
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34 ORGANISED BODIES. DEATH.

continues active only in the new offset, which in its turn orf^B^
extend itself on the one side, while it dies on the other. What

takes place connectedly,—namely, the decay on the one side, and the for-

mation of a new living body on the other,—is effected in an interrupted

manner in man and the more perfect animals. The young is separated

from the parent as a new living body, before the old being perishes

;

and the original individual dies, while the species seems to be im-

mortal."*

of Why

It would not be

force is transferred from the producing parts of organic beings to the

young livhig^roducts, while the old producing parts perish, is one of the

most difficult problems of general physiology. We can '
x~~

can only describe the phenomena in their connection,

sufficient to say that inorganic influences gradually destroy life
;
for in

that case the vital force would begin to diminish from the very com-

mencement of existence ; and it is well known that at the time of virility

the vital force is in such a state of perfection that it multiplies itself by

the formation of germs. There must then be some other more occult

cause, which induces the death of the individuals, while it ensures the

propagation of the vital force from one individual to another, and in

this way secures it from perishing. It might be asserted that the in-

creasing fragility of organic bodies in old age arises from the increasing

accumulation in them of certain products of the decomposition of the

organic substance, the chemical affinity of which matters at last balances

the vital or organic force ; but in that case, also, the vital force must

diminish from the very commencement of life ; and there is besides no

proof ofsuch accumulation taking place. All that can be done, ^eforej

is to show the connection of these phenomena with developement.

o-erm of an organic being is compared with its state in extreme age, it is

£3 **^ .__ —

r

— « « ^ 1 • "¥"7""

If the

seen that, at the latter period, the whole, on which, according to Kant,

the existence of the individual parts depends, subsists almost solely by

the reciprocal action of the individual parts and of their forces, like the

working of a piece of machinery, which is maintained solely by the reci-

procal action of the parts of the machine on each other ;
in the germ, on

the contrary, the force, in which is seated the producing cause of all the

parts of the future body, is still undivided. The organic principle in the

o-erm is, as it were, in the state of the greatest concentration. The capabi-

lity of developement is at its highest degree, developement itself at its

lowest. When the operation of this principle has endured for a certain

time when the period ofyouth is passed, this state of simplicity, in which

the whole force is undivided, no longer exists ; there is then a state of

complication, in which the force is divided among the different parts.

* Autenrieth, Physiol, i. 112.
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But the more the single organic force of the body becomes divided, and

the less of this force remains unapplied, so much the more does the

organism seem to lose the property of becoming vivified by the influence

of the general vital stimuli ; and the less strong becomes, as it were, the

affinity between the organised substance and the stimuli, which seem
to nourish the flame of life. Therefore, when developement is complete,

if the immortality of the vital force is to be secured, the formation of a

germ is necessary. The germ, containing the vital principle in an un-
divided state, also possesses the greatest affinity for the vital stimuli,

and this affinity again diminishes in proportion as the organism is deve-
loped. This has the appearance of explaining the phenomena, but is in
reality merely a statement of their connection, and it is not even certain
that the statement is correct.

Why organic matter perishes.—The cause of the constant destruction

of the matter of organic bodies during life, and of the necessity for its

being replaced by new organic matter, is the second point to be investi-

gated. In plants this change of material is less remarkable, and is

seen, to a great extent at least, only in the gradual death of the old
leaves

: in plants, as Tiedemann remarks, what is once formed, is for a
long time subject to no change of material, but retains, for a certain
period, its first composition. In animals, on the contrary, there is a
constant, renewal of the component matter. This difference between
animals and plants, Tiedemann explains, by supposing that in animals
there are certain functions, the performance of which induce changes in
the material composition of the organs, as seems to be the case in the
action of the nerves.#

M. SniadecMs theory.—M. Sniadecki, who has endeavoured to solve
this problem, t calls the substances which are capable of nourishing or-
ganised bodies, matters susceptible of animation. The susceptibility of
animation with which these matters are endowed, is however quite
general

;
they are capable of taking any form as long as they are not

subjected to special influences, and for that reason are without special
form. Organic matter then has, as M. Sniadecki expresses it, a general
tendency to life and organisation. But as soon as any part of it comes
withm the influence of any individual being, the vital force of the indi-
vidual gives a special direction to this general tendency; hence the in-
dividual and local conformation, and the different modes of life. Every
special form of organisation is thus, according to M. Sniadecki, the result
of two tendencies

;
one general, which resides in the matter itself, and by

virtue of which certain substances strive towards life and organisation
generally; and a second special tendency, which exists in the individual,
and this latter determines the mode in which the life shall be manifested,

* Physiol, i. p. 376.

f Theorie der organischen Wesen, aus dem Polnischen. N'urnberg, 1821.
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and the form in which the organisation shall be effected. This particle

of vivifiable matter, therefore, which has been subjected wholly or in

part to the influence of the vital principle of a certain individual,, has

acquired a proportional degree of vitality ; but, as it has not ceased to

be susceptible of life, it must, in virtue of this susceptibility, still tend

towards further life, and to the assumption of all the other forms of

organisation,—that which it already possesses being alone excepted. If

this particle of matter is now compared with the organic matter, which

is as yet quite unorganised, and which has an equal tendency to assume

all forms, it is evident that it must possess less susceptibility of life than

the latter. The diminution of its susceptibility of animation must be

commensurate with the tendency which it had to take the particular form

in which it exists, this tendency being already satisfied.

From this reasoning M. Sniadecki concludes, that the capacity of the

matter in organised individuals for life, is in the inverse ratio of the

vital force to which it has already been subjected ; or, in other words,

the matter which is taken into organised bodies loses just as much of its

capacity for life as it gains of individual power ; consequently, in the

same proportion as it assumes a given form, it loses its faculty of assum-

ing that form. As soon, then, as it is completely organised, and has

undergone the whole vivifying power of the individual, it loses all suscep-

tibility of organisation in reference to this individual. The vital force

of the individual then loses all power over it; and this matter will, in

the midst of the living body, be incapable of living and inert, and con-

sequently only fit to be discharged from the body. In this way Snia-

decki explains the constant change of organisable matters in organised

bodies.

If this explanation is adopted, the general processes in organised

bodies can certainly be further explained, as has been done by M. Snia-

decki with admirable simplicity and clearness. Strong objections, how-

ever, may be urged against it. According tc

only essential part of organised bodies is, not the organised matter, but

the organic force. The force manifests itself as long as its organising

action is continued ; that is, as long as matter susceptible of organisa-

tion is present: the organised matter itself possesses no organic force,

and is excreted from the body as being useless. But, according to this

view, the excrementitious matters ought to bear the character of com-

plete organisation, and should be susceptible of immediate organisation

by other beings. This is not the case. The excrementitious matters

of most general occurrence are the urine, and the carbonic acid which

is exhaled in respiration. But these substances are not susceptible of

organisation by other animals ; they are the products of the decomposi-

tion of animal matters.

Author's views.—It is much more consonant with facts to suppose that

M
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the matter assimilated by an organised body becomes endowed with the

organising power at the moment that it is organised. The organising force

itself is in many simple organic beings divisible, by division of the organised

matter. We are thus led to the very opposite conclusion to that of

M. Sniadecki. He maintains that the matter loses its capacity for life

in proportion as it is endowed with life. We say, matter becomes vivi-

fied in proportion as it has experienced the vivifying force ; it acquires

the power of imparting life to other matter in proportion as it is

itself vivified ; and it exercises this power while acted on by certain

vital stimuli, which, while they unite with the organised tissues, cause
the separation and excretion of other substances. Certain vital stimuli

entering the blood, as in the process of respiration, and then exerting

their influence on the organised tissues, cause the affinity between certain

elements of the organised matter and the blood to become greater than

that between the different elements of the organised matter itself. The
vivification of the organised matter by the vital stimuli, in a manner which

is attended with excretion, renders it capable of receiving nutriment ; but,

in proportion as a portion of matter has life imparted to it, it acquires

the faculty of giving life and organisation to other matters : it does not

become excrementitious ; on the contrary, it participates in the organis-

ing force of the original body.

The cause why organic substances are being constantly decomposed

and cast off from the animal body, might at first sight be thought to lie

in the following circumstance :—In the conversion of the food into

matters proper for the nutrition of the body, some substances, from

containing an excess of useless elements, may be necessarily ejected

again. Thus plants, in forming ternary vegetable compounds from car-

bonic acid and water, give out the superfluous oxygen. In animals the
*

only excrementitious matters of any consequence, which are quite
i

useless in the organic system, are the carbonic acid and the urine.

The excretions of animals, it is true, nearly equal in quantity the

matter taken into the body; but in part they are purely useless excreta:

many are destined for particular purposes, or are evacuated acciden-

tally, as the mucus of the intestines, and perhaps also the bile. The
faeces consist partly of substances taken as food ; whereas the urine

and carbonic acid are separated from organised tissues, and are per-

fectly useless to the system. The urine certainly varies in its compo-

sition according to the nature of the food, and therefore evidently con-

tains also useless components of the yet unorganised food. But the

composition of the urine remains unaltered in animals which live without

food even for months, as many reptiles, serpents, and tortoises will do.

The urine, therefore, it is certain, must be a means of carrying out of the

system parts of the organised components which have become useless; and

it is evident that the vital actions themselves are attended with decomposi-
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tion of organic matter. Thus even the pupse of insects at the period of

their transformation, when they take no nourishment, afford excremen-

Malp

M
n^
i he embryo of the higher animals, also, forms a peculiar excretion by
means

function.

It is remarkable, also, that urea and lithic acid are excreted by many
invertebrate animals as well as by the vertebrate ; thus insects, as we
have said, secrete lithic acid by the Malpighian vessels, and M. Jacob-
son has discovered lithic acid in a special excretory organ in molluscous
animals. We have not the most distant conception of the cause which
renders the reciprocal action of the atmospheric air with the living body
so necessary to life

;
but the hypothesis that respiration supplies the ele-

ments still required for the formation of animal matter, or removes the
elements superfluous to this compound, is refuted by the facts that most
animals take the animal matter ready formed, and that reptiles continue
to respire, to consume the oxygen of the air, and to exhale carbonic
acid, when they take no food for months.

The excretions which are being constantly formed by the vital process

)

(and

Carbonic acid is

a binary compound formed by the decomposition of animal matter : urea
is very analogous to a binary compound, and is perhaps really one ; at
all events, Woehler has shown that it is produced from cyanite of
ammonia with extreme ease. As these excretions are constant, even
when the supply of nutriment is stopped, it necessarily follows that a
constant decomposition of the substance of the body is essentially con-
nected with life. It cannot indeed be otherwise, if it be true, as it has
already been proved to be, that the vital force is manifested in an animal
only while certain vital stimuli produce in the living tissues constant
material changes, of which the phenomena of life are merely the exter-
nal signs, just as flame is the appearance resulting from the material
changes effected in combustion. The impulse to these material changes
is given by respiration

; the blood, undergoing a constant change by
respiratory process, again effects constant material changes in the organs
to which it is distributed

:
from the former components of the tissues

are formed the general products of decomposition,-carbonic acid, and
the substances so rich in nitrogen which are found in the urine, urea and
lithic actd;—and this decomposition of the materials of the body, which
constantly attends the vital process, in its turn renders necessary the
supply of new nutritive matters, which are subjected to the organising

force. An organised part presents vital phenomena, and organises new
matter, only while excited by the constant exertion of organic affinity

i
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between the blood and the components of the tissues ; by the exertion of

which affinit}' certain components of the organs are decomposed, their

place being again supplied by new nutritive matter acted on by the or-

ganic force.

of The nutriment of animals consists of

organic matters, animal and vegetable ; the nutriment of plants consists

partly of vegetable and animal matters not wholly decomposed, and
partly ofbinary compounds, namely, carbonic acid and water. It has been
imagined that plants can nourish themselves from carbonic acid and water
alone ; the experiments of Hassenfratz, M. de Saussure, Giobert, and
Link, have proved however that plants under these circumstances if

they grow at all, do so very imperfectly, and seldom flower and bear fruit.*

It appears, therefore, that it is only when they are at the same time

nourished by organic compounds in solution, which have not wholly

undergone decomposition, that plants generate organic matter from

binary compounds.

The power of generating organic from mineral compounds cannot,

however, be entirely denied to plants ; for, were it not for this power,
the vegetable and animal kingdoms would soon perish. The unceas-
ing destruction of organic bodies presupposes the formation by plants
of new organic matter from binary compounds and elementary sub-
stances.

The wgmti&fozce also is increased during the organisatio7i of
Now, by the growth and propagation of organised bodies, the organic

force seems to be multiplied ; for from one being many others are pro-
duced, and from these in their turn many more ; while, on the other hand
with the death of organised bodies the organic force also

perish. But the organic force is not merely transmitted, as it were, from
one individual to another,—on the contrary, a plant, after producing
yearly the germs of very many productive individuals, may still remain
capable of the same production,—the source of the increase of the organic
or vital force seems therefore also to lie in the organisation ofnew matter ;

and, this being admitted, it must be allowed that plants, while they
form new organic matter from inorganic substances under the influence
ot light and caloric, are also endowed with the power of increasing the
organic force from unknown external sources, while animals also in their
turn would generate the organic force from their nutriment under the
influence of the vital stimuli, and distribute it to the germs during propa-
gation. Whether during life the organic force, as well as the organic

matter, is constantly suffering destruction, is quite unknown. Thus much
however seems certain, that, at the death of organic bodies, the vital

force is resolved into its general natural causes, from which it appears
to be generated anew by plants. If this increase of the vital principle

* Tiedemann's Physiolog. i. 218. Translation, p. 83.

seems to
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in existing organised bodies from unknown sources in the external world

be not admitted, it must be supposed that the apparently endless mul-

tiplication of the vital force in the process of growth and in propagation

is merely an evolution of germs encased one within another, or it must

be admitted that the division of the organic force which takes place in

propagation does not weaken its intensity ; a supposition which appears

absurd. But the fact would still remain, that, by the death of organised

bodies, organic force is constantly becoming inert, or resolved into its

general physical causes,

8. Of the Organism and Life of Animals.

Differences of plants Developement, growth, excita-

bility, propagation, and decay, are the general phenomena and pro-
perties of all organised bodies, and are the results of organisation ; but
there are other properties peculiar to animals, which may therefore

be termed animal in contradistinction to the general organic proper-
ties. Sensation and voluntary motion are the more remarkable animal
properties.

Motions ofplants. — Plants, it is true, are not wholly without motion,
for their organisation is attended with internal motions, namely, the cir-

culation of the sap; moreover, they turn spontaneously towards th

light, their roots extend in the direction of the most nutritious soil

:

some plants climb along the surface of bodies which offer them means
of attachment, and their stamens incline towards the pistil at the time
of impregnation

; many plants indeed, particularly those of the genus
mimosa, possess in their leafstalks a power of motion which can be ex-
cited by various irritants, whether mechanical, galvanic, or chemical
such as alcohol, mineral acids, aether, and ammonia,—as well as by change
oftemperature or light; thus affording another instance of the general law,

that the specific excitable properties of organic bodies do not vary in

the mode of their manifestation according to the nature of the stimulus
which excites them, but are manifested each in its peculiar manner on
the application of the most different stimuli.* Lastly, in the hedysa-
rum gyrans there is, besides the general influence of light on the motion
of the larger middle leaflet, an incessant rising and falling of the two
lateral leaflets, independent of external stimuli ; and some of the lower
vegetables—the oscillatoria, for example,—present a constant vibratory
motion. The twining of certain plants is supposed by Palmf to be de-
pendent on their mode of growth causing the extremity of the branches
to describe circles, thus enabling them to lay hold on near objects : but,

however this may be, the fact that the cuscuta twines only around

living plants, seems to show that, in it, this motion is in some measure

* Treviranus, Biologie, v. 201. 229.

f Palm uber das Winden der Pflanzen, p. 48.
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dependent on organic attraction; and the motions of stamens and
leafstalks have too much resemblance to the irritability of muscles, not

to be compared with it. Dutrochet* has discovered, that in the mimosa
the irritability resides in the cortical part of a swelling situated at the
articulation of the leafstalks. When this swelling, which exists in those
mimosse only which possess this irritability, was removed, no motion could
be excited; when the upper halfonly was cut away, the leaf was elevated
but not depressed again. Hence Dutrochet infers that the elevation
and depression of the leaf and leaflets arise from incurvation of the
opposite sides of the swelling ; elevation being produced by the lower
part of the swelling becoming convex, depression by a similar incurva-
tion of the upper part. Slices taken from the cortical part of either
the upper or under half of the swelling, when placed in water, are seen
to become curved. Other physiologists, Lindsay, Hitter, and Mayo, have
observed a change of colour at the time of the movement, so that the
phenomena might be attributed to an afflux of sap to either side of the
swelling.f

Motions ofanimals—There are then, in plants, organs which, by their
motions, resemble either the muscles or the erectile parts of animals

;

but there is this difference, that the motions of animals are not merely
the result of the action of a stimulus on irritable parts, but are produced
by the internal operation of parts not endowed with motion, namely, the

'

nerves, on those which have motion. Dutrochet, it is true, has ob-
served that, when he directed the focus of a burning-glass on a single
leaf of the mimosa, the impression was propagated gradually to the other
leaves

;
and he considers the false trachea?, or ducts, to be the organs

which transmit this influence. But, as Treviranus justly remarks, this
is merely an hypothesis ; for other observers have perceived only the
local effect of concentrated light, and, besides, the shock produced by
the local motion may be sufficient to excite motions throughout the
whole plant.

Another remarkable character of a part of the motions of animals is,
that they are excited, not merely in accordance with the harmonious action
of the whole organism, but by the voluntary operation of a single organ,]
namely, the organ of the mental faculties. These motions are voluntary.'
J ratability again must not be confounded with sensibility. Plants are
irritable, but not sensible ; the muscles also when separated from the
animal body are still irritable, but they are not sensible. Plants cannot
be affirmed to possess sensibility, unless they manifest consciousness,

amfestations of sensation and voluntary motion are the sole charac-
eristic mark of the simplest animals. Compound animals have often a

itecnerches Anat. et Physiol, sur la structure intime des animaux et des vegetaux.
t Tiedemann's Physiologie, i. 623. G. R. Treviranus, Ersclieinungen und Gesetze

des organ. Lebens.
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*

ramified and vegetable form, and are fixed by a stem to the ground
; the

individual faculties of the single polypes,—the voluntary motion of each

polype (

) The

movements of infusoria are free and voluntary. If, therefore, it is still a

matter of doubt whether certain simple organised beings, such as the

sponges and several so called alcyonia, are animal or vegetable, the absence

of all voluntary motion in these bodies, whether of the whole or of indivi-

dual parts of it, must determine the question, and they must more properly

be numbered among the vegetable marine structures. It may certainly

be said that the embryo of sponges, as Dr. Grant* has shown, like the

embryo of polypes and corals, moves by means of cilia ; but the distinc-

tive marks between the embryo of sponges and marine infusoria are

by no means certain, and similar motions have been many times observed

in the embryo of true vegetables, + Th
movements of the ova of zoophytes by means of cilia, are not to be

regarded as voluntary ; the vibrations of cilia on the branchiae of some

of the lower animals are a similar phenomenon. It would appear from

the researches of Nitzsch^:, that some vegetable and animal products of

infusions are very closely allied to each other. Thus the bacillaria

pectinalis, and other species of this genus, would seem to have completely

the characters of plants ; while other species again have the characters

of animals. Ehrenberg, however, seems not to admit the existence of

such a relation between the two kingdoms; he remarks also that the

active movements of algae should not be regarded as proofs of animal

life, for he has never seen the moving sporules of algae take the slightest

solid nutriment ; and thus, according to M. Ehrenberg, the algae scattering

their ova or sporules differ from monads, as a tree differs from a bird.

* Edinb. Philos. Journ. vol. xiii. p. 382.

<t This has been observed by Trentepoil with respect to the conferva dilatata, £,

Roth, or ectosperma clavata, Vauch., and by (jr. R. Treviranus with respect to the*

conferva limosa, Dillw. See Treviranus, Biologie, t. iv. p. 634. Recently Unger has

repeated these observations, in watching all the transformations in the conferva dilatata;

and it appears, as Treviranus also maintains in opposition to Vaucher's supposition

that the presence of infusoria had given rise to error, that these originally moving
gemmules are again converted into algae from which they were produced. See Unger

in Nova Act. Acad. Nat. Cur. t. xiii. p. 2, p. 789, and Treviranus in the Biologie, t. iv.

and in Erschein. und Gesetz. des organ. Lebens, p. 51 and 183. This motion of the

embryo of vegetables is also instanced in the Zoocarp6es of Bory St. Vincent, which,

themselves jointed threads, emit germinal granules, which move about like infusoria,

and then again assume the vegetable form ; these he places together with the whole

tribe of arthrodi6es, in a class intermediate between the animal and vegetable king-

dom.

± Beitra^e zur infusorienkunde.

Poggendorfs Annal. 1832. 1.

Halle, 1817.

r
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Wagn
opinion

; he remarks, that the motions of these germinal granules cannot
be regarded as an animal act, although it appears more wonderful than
the regular motions of some of the lower vegetables, namely, the
oscillatoria.

Animals have a nervous system—The sensations and other incitements
to voluntary motion,—the true animal functions, in fact,—are dependent on
the nervous system. The organs of animals manifest as great a depend-
ence on the nerves as the plants on light. Nerves were known to exist in,
all vertebrate animals, but they had been discovered in a part only of
the invertebrata

; and the opinion was very general, that the lower
animals have no nerves, all the functions of sensation, motion, and di-
gestion being performed by the same particles of their simple substance.
The great divisibility of the lower animals seemed indeed to justify, in
some measure, this conclusion. The nerves were not known to exist in
the infusoria, polypifera, acalepha, and most of the entozoa. But Otto had
already described the nervous system of the strongylus gigas, a worm of
the kidney. In the round worm, the nervous cord between the two
vascular trunks is very evident. Mehlis has described the nervous
system of the d.stoma hepaticum, Nordmann that of the pentastoma
and diplozoa. There is no doubt but it exists in all the intestinal worms,
liedernann discovered the nervous system of the echinodermata; at least,
that of the asterias. Lastly, Ehrenberg* has shewn the existence of acomplex structure in the lowest animals, the infusoria. In the simplestmfusory animalcules Ehrenberg has discovered a mouth and compound
stomach

;
in others, mouth, intestine, and arms. In the more perfect

rototona, and in some infusoria, Ehrenberg has even described, and re
presented very distinctly, a kind of teeth in the mouth, male and female
organs of generation, muscles, ligaments, a trace of vessels and nerves
and eye-points. These points, which Ehrenberg believes to be real
eyes, are of especial importance for the question of the existence of a
nervous system in the simplest animals. On the head of planari*, in whichno nervous system has hitherto been discovered, exactly the same eye-
ots have been seen as exist in many annelides, which are known to

thTe
n

7
VOUS

/^'Stem '
from whi<* circumstance, and from the fact that

ont,V n! r"
16 nereides are rea% formed of an enlargement of the

tha 2 l'

a CUP"1Ike C0V6rinS of black Fg»ent, * » very probablethat the plananae also, and indeed all the lower animals which have
c 1 eye-dots, really possess optic nerves, and consequently a nervous

system.t It becomes indeed more and more probable that all animals,

* Organisation der Infusionsthierchen. Berlin, 1830.

tW
H Gl'uithuisen believes that every dark spot of the skin has a certain relation toe unction of vision, his reasoning is quite inexact ; for the first condition for vision
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44 DIFFERENCES OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS.

without distinction, have a nervous system. The difficulty of distinguishing

the nerves of the asterias, and of several mollusca, teaches us that we must

not attribute too much importance to the fact that even in larger animals,

such as the actinia and medusa, there are no distinct traces of this

system. [Ehrenbergf has recently discovered a nervous system in the

medusae, with red points, which he believes to be eyes.]

Digestive apparatus.—Animals are distinguished from plants, however,

not merely by sensation and voluntary motion. These attributes neces-

sarily modify the other functions which animals possess in common with

plants. This is very beautifully set forth by Cuvier. Vegetables, fixed

to the surface on which they grow, absorb immediately, by their roots,

the nutritive particles of the fluids which permeate them ; animals, on

the contrary, which generally are not fixed to one spot, but either wholly

change their situation, or at least, as polypes of a solid stem, seize their

food, must have the means of carrying about with them the store of fluids

necessary for their nutrition. By far the greater number have an internal

cavity, into which they introduce the matters intended for their nourish-

ment, and in the parietes of which arise the absorbent vessels, which, as

Boerhaave aptly remarked, are true internal roots.\ In some animals

there is no anus, in others the existence of an intestine is doubtful.

Nevertheless Mehlis states, in opposition to the common belief, that in

the taenia there is a vessel-like intestine, commencing at the narrow oral

orifice and soon becoming bifurcated. A well-known narrow bifurcated
4

canal in the echinorhynchus is supposed to be the intestine. There is

another cause than that above mentioned, for the necessity of a special

cavity for the first process of assimilation in animals; the food of animals

requires to be dissolved. The nutriment of plants is already in solution,

and consists partly of water holding carbonic acid in solution, and partly

of the dissolved organic matters of the soil, humus. The food of animals,

consisting of compounds already organised, requires to be prepared, com-
minuted, and dissolved ; hence digestion is a preparatory assimilation of

the food, peculiar to animals.

The circulation in plants is much more simple than in animals, and is

in no case provided with a special organ for the distribution of the
*

is, that the optic nerve shall have a special sensibility for light, and not be a mere nerve
of sensation. Those lower animals which, without having eyes, are sensible of the
influence of light, can be so only by reason of the warmth accompanying the light.

Hence the annelides,—for example, some nereides,—without having a transparent optic

apparatus for distinguishing different objects, nevertheless have nerves for the mere

general perception of light and darkness
; and the mere existence of optic nerves for the

general perception of light in an animal which, from the absence of optic apparatus,

can distinguish no definite object, is a strong proof that the perception of light is always

connected with special nerves. See my Observations on the structure of the eye of the

Nereides.—Annal. des Sciences Nat. t. xxii. p. 19.
w »

t Miiller's Archiv. 1834, p. 571. X Cuvier, Anatomie Compared, t. i.

t
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fluid, namely, a heart. In some simple plants there is a rotatory motion

of the sap in the interior of internodia and in cells. Corti discovered

this motion in the chara, and his observation has been confirmed by

Fontana, by G. R. and L. C. Treviranus, Amici, C. H. Schultz, Agardh,

and Raspail ; Meyen has discovered a similar motion in the cells of the

vallisneria spiralis, and in the hairs of the radicle fibres of hydrocharis

morsus ranae. In the higher vascular plants Professor Schultz* has

discovered a continuous motion of the sap, which according to Schultz,

is a true circulation, ascending in one vessel, and descending in the

other ; the two streams, however, communicating by cross branches
between the different vessels. In fine sections of the leafstalk of many
plants it may also be distinctly observed that the course of the sap is

different in different vessels ; and this I have seen very distinctly even
in fine sections of the leafstalk of fig-leaves. Whether the section

whether the division of the vessels, has not some share in determining

the direction of the currents, can be ascertained only by observing
the different currents in uninjured leaves. In leaves of the chelido-
nium which were

.
still in connection with the living stem, I have cer-

tainly seen currents in opposite directions. The circumstance observed
by Dutrochet, that an ascending and descending rotatory motion is

produced in a perpendicular thin glass vessel filled with water, when it

is heated differently at different parts, cannot be applied to explain the
motion of the sap in plants ; for in that case the sole cause of the
rotatory motion is the ascent of the heated and expanded molecules of
water. It appears, therefore, that the motion of the sap in plants is

effected, in some manner at present not understood, by attraction and
repulsion, exerted in the leaves on the one hand, and in the roots on the
other. It is certain, however, that light exerts an attraction upon the
sap, since it evidently determines the growth of the whole plant.

The circulation in animals, on the contrary, derives its impelling force,
not from external influences, but from the contraction of a central
organ, the heart. It is still uncertain whether a perfect circulation is

an absolute predicate of animals; at all events, in many simple animals
neither heart nor vessels have at present been discovered.

he respiration of animals and plants affords a very important dis-
ve character. In plants, and in the most simple animals, respiration

p oimed by the entire surface ; but in the more perfect animals the
surface is not sufficient for the necessary aeration of the fluids, and an
gan is required, which in a small space shall afford an immense super-

ficies for contact with the atmosphere. But the products of respiration in
the vegetable and the animal kingdom are also different. In plants the

Ueber den Kreislauf des Saftes im Schollkraut. Berlin, 1822.—Die Natur der
lebendigen Pflanze. Berlin, 1823.—Annal. des Sc. Nat. t. xxii. p. 75, 70.
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46 PROPAGATION OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS.

organic

assimilation of nutriment consists partly in the conversion of binary-

compounds, carbonic acid and water, into ternary compounds of the

elements of these substances—into vegetable matter, in fact. In this

process an excess of oxygen remains, which is then exhaled by means

of the leaves. The leaves also absorb carbonic acid from the atmo-
*

sphere, as has been proved by the researches of Priestley, Scheele,

Ingenhouss, Spallanzani, Sennebier, Humboldt, and De Saussure. By
the action of the leaves, the carbonic acid contained in the atmo-

sphere is decomposed ; the carbon and a part of the oxygen combine

with the plant, while the greatest part of the oxygen is restored to the

air. During the night, and in the shade, as well as in an unhealthy or

fading condition, plants absorb a part of the oxygen of the atmosphere

and exhale carbonic acid ; but the quantity of carbonic acid thus ex-

haled is less than that which they ordinarily absorb during the day.*

Respiration, then, in plants appears merely to serve for the correction

of the assimilating process. The respiration of plants also removes

from the atmosphere a part of the carbonic acid formed by animals,

and yields to it an abundance of oxygen. Animals are nourished by
matter only, not by inorganic matter; and besides carbon,

oxygen, and hydrogen, nitrogen also, which in many plants is quite

wanting and in others exists in very small quantity, enters into the

composition of animal matter. From the circumstance that a large

quantity of animal matter is constantly undergoing putrefaction, and is

thus converted into binary compounds, while animals are quite incapa-

ble of generating new organic matter from simple elementary bodies or

binary compounds, it is evident that plants, which have the latter

power, are absolutely necessary to animals, just as animals on the other

hand are indispensable for the existence of plants ; for animals exhale

that which plants inhale, namely, carbonic acid, and inhale that which
is exhaled by plants, namely, oxygen. Hence, without the existence of
the vegetable world, the atmosphere would become irrespirable for

animals; while, by the reciprocal action of plants and animals, the com-
position of the atmosphere is preserved nearly absolutely unchanged.

Propagation by shoots and by division in plants.—Plants, having only

one mode of manifesting life, namely, by vegetation, do not require mani-

fold organs in addition to their roots, stem, and leaves ; and, with the ex-
ception of the organs of fructification, present merely a repetition of
perfectly similar parts, in all of which the simple relation of branches to

leaves is the same ; and even the sexual organs are evidently allied to

the leaves, and in some cases are transformed into them. Moreover, a

consequence of plants thus presenting before fructification merely a re-

petition of similar parts united by one stem is, that each of these parts

* Tiedemann's Physiology, Translation, p. 118. Gilby, Edinb. Phil. Journ.
1821,7.
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phenomena comprehends the processes which lead to the formation of

new germs in an individual, and to the separation and developement of

these germs; and consequently have for their object the preservation of

the species, while the individuals perish.

The above mode of classification has its advantages, but may give rise

to misconceptions. The force which determines the developement of the

germ is identical with that which is the source of the constant preser-

vation and renovation of the individual. The primary forces of the

animal body would, therefore, appear to be the vegetative, the motor,

and the sensitive forces; but it is again a question whether even this is

not an artificial division. _

It can be conceived that the essential principle of vegetable lite

the vegetative force,- may be combined in animals with other forces,

namely, with the sensitive and motor, or with the nervous power, if the

contractile power of the muscles is regarded as derived from the nerves,

and not inherent in themselves. It may be imagined that these forces

are united in the germ, and that, from the period of developement,

they manifest themselves in the different systems of organs, which react

on each other ; so that the vegetative, directed by the nervous force re-

produces and constantly preserves the organs of nervous life as well as

other parts, while the nerves again give sensibility to the parts organised

by the vegetative force. If, however, this theory be reconsidered, it

will be seen to involve contradictions.

It is much more probable that these apparently distinct forces are

merely different modes of action of one and the same < vis essentialis'

resident in the animal, which modes of action are determined by the

different composition of the organs. There is indeed an absurdity m the

very idea that the nutritive force forms the nerves, and that the action

of these nerves, when formed, results from a force distinct from that

which formed them. The vital force creates in animals all the essential

parts, and generates in them that combination of elements, the result of

which in the nerves is the power of motion and sensation, or the power

of conveying impressions to a central part, and reflex actions from it.

The organs endowed with the power of assimilating matters which are

destined for the use of the indivisible whole, the organs of motion, and

the organs by means of which a central organ receives impressions from

all the other organs and transmits its reflex actions, are only the differ-

ent products of this first and sole principle of animal existence,

,rimum movens, which produces and reproduces all parts of the body.

The first set are the organs subservient to the renovation of the body,

the second the muscles, the third the nerves, - Then there are also parts

which receive from the creative organic force merely the physical pro-

the

perties of hardness, elasticity, toughness, &c.

cartilages, ligaments, and tendons.

for example, the bones.
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has the power ofbecoming in its turn an independent living body when
separated from the rest of the plant ; for, besides the generation by
seed, there is here a generation by shoots. The seed also is an inde-
pendent part

;
the only essential point in which it differs from a shoot

being, that in the seed the vegetative power is great, while vegetative
action is very imperfect, or even does not exist.

In animals, on the contrary, the reciprocal action of circulation, res-
piration, and the nervous system, is actually necessary to life. The respi-
ratory movements are dependent on nervous influence : but the nerves
do not exert this influence unless supplied with blood which has been
aerated in the lungs

; and the blood again is not sent to the different
organs, and therefore not to the nerves, without the contractions of the
heart are performed; while the heart in its turn is dependent on the in-
fluence of arterial blood and of the nerves. The brain, heart, and lungs
are therefore, as it were, the main wheels of the animal machine

; which
wheels react one on the other, and are set in motion, as it were, by thechange of material which takes place in respiration. The growth of ani-
mals also is not effected by an external protrusion of new parts, but ge-nerally by enlargement of the whole animal-by increase in size of eachoriginal part internal as well as external. The compound polypiferousamma^ afford the only example in the animal kingdom of the^ode ofgrowth by new shoots. Most animals, and especially the more perfectdo not constitute an aggregate of similar parts united by one trunk • onhe contrary they contain parts of very different vital properties andthis circumstance renders propagation by division in them^ImpoJsibleunless, as in the case ofpolypes and some annelides,-as the n^ andeach of the separated portions still contains the essendal ^rts

The object of the entire of the foregoing comparison has been merelyto show how the possession ofnew properties by animals modifies in themeven those functions which are common to them and plants
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3.

marrow,

The nerves are in part motor, in part sensitive. The motor nerves

are those which, under the influence of changes in their condition so

slight as to elude the perception of the observer, excite motions in the

muscles : the sensitive nerves are those which have the faculty of com-

municating every change which they suffer to the brain, the central

organ, from which again certain influences are transmitted to all the other

organ's of the body. Many nerves, arising from the brain and spinal

^ are, while in connection with these organs, voluntary excitors

ofmotion in the muscles ; while, under the influence of a change in their

condition they may become excitors ofinvoluntary muscular contractions,

whether the connection between them and the brain and spinal cord is still

maintained, or not. Those parts, on the contrary, which are endowed with

motion, and are dependent on the sympathetic nerve, are withdrawn from

the power of the will, and are only, in a certain degree, dependent on the

brain and spinal marrow, through the medium of the connection of the

sympathetic nerve with cerebral and spinal nerves. It is in the nerves

that the mobility of the organic forces, without motion of the ponderable

masses, is most manifest ; their operation is necessary for the exercise

of all the functions of the body, since all parts of the system, through the

medium of changes produced in the nerves, react on the brain and spinal

marrow, and receive from these organs certain influences necessary for

their peculiar actions.

These systems of organs are interwoven in different manners one

with another. The sensibility of any part is solely owing to the nerves

which enter into its composition : the organs which serve to produce

chemical changes in the fluids, if contractile, are so only by virtue of the

muscular fibres which they contain ; and when there is a secretion of

fluids in a part endowed with other peculiar vital properties, there is

always a peculiar tissue for this purpose ; such, for example, is the case

in the organs of sense, in which fluids are secreted by special tissues.

Organic attraction.—The reciprocal action of these systems of organs,

and their nutrition from the blood, cannot take place without the mani-

festation of affinity in the ponderable and imponderable matters, toge-

ther with organic attraction. A knowledge of the laws of this attrac-

tion would be of the greatest importance ; but the facts relating to it

•which we are acquainted with, although remarkable, are very few in num-

ber ; such are the attraction of the blood into parts which are capable of

erection and which are at the time in a state of excitement, and that

remarkable mode of union of germs by which a part of the double mon-

sters are to be explained. Such a union of the germs could not have

taken place without an attraction having been exerted between similar

_ „ , for in almost all cases the monsters are united by their corre-

sponding parts, face with face, snout with snout either by the anterior

or lateral surface, occiput with occiput either by the middle or side,

parts

;

I
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neck with neck, breast with breast, or merely belly with belly, or side

with side, or merely buttock with buttock; the uniting parts of the

two embryos, in these cases, always becoming single, while the cavities

of the two are double. A single actual observation of this organic at-

traction between minute parts would be of the greatest importance.

But all my endeavours to obtain this desideratum by experiment have

been fruitless : I placed the nerve of a frog exposed and dissected out

under the microscope, and watched the end of the nerve while sur-

rounded by blood-globules ; again I placed some semen of the frog with

portions of the unimpregnated ovum under the microscope ; but in neither

case could I perceive anything like organic attraction.

Animal excitability.—The laws of the excitability of organic beings

generally, have been investigated in the former section ; the relations

which the vital stimuli bear to the manifestations of life have been there

determined. The laws of the excitability of animals will be here more

particularly set forth, although in the present state of science it is

scarcely possible to throw any light upon this difficult problem, a know-

ledge of which however is so desirable, since it is here that practical

medicine has much to expect from physiology.

Whether the vital principle or organic force is the result of the combi-

nation of ponderable and imponderable matters, or itself determines and

maintains the peculiar composition of organic matter, it is an observed

fact, that under certain circumstances this force becomes strengthened

in particular organs, of which in this case the action becomes greater

and more continued, as is observed in the genital organs during preg-

nancy and the sexual ardour. Thus also the organic force is observed

to become less in the antlers of the stag just before they fall off, and

to be again increased when they are reproduced in an organised state.

An accumulation of organic force in a part is accompanied by an in-

creased afflux of blood, and a more abundant conversion of blood into

organised matter. Tiedemann remarks, that an organ in an excited

state undergoes more rapid changes in its material composition, and

therefore attracts more quickly and in larger quantity the blood, which

alone is able to render an organ capable of increased vital action/*

When, on the other hand, any organised part has suffered a lesion from

change in its material composition, in that case also if the destruction of

0rganised texture has not been too great, increased action ensues for the

Purpose of restoring the healthy state. Organised beings have the power

°f preserving in all parts the composition necessary for the life of the

whole. When the composition is disturbed, the curative effect of this

power is manifested. This is a necessary consequence of the law, that

in organic bodies there is a constant striving to counteract chemical

Unities. Hence the increased flow of blood to an injured part arises

'

* Tiedemann's Physiologie, i. p. 32G.
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Wh

Exhaust

from the organic action in it being increased. The reciprocal action

of the increased organic process, and of the commencing tendency to

decomposition in the part, on each other, is seen in inflammation. In-

flammation is not essentially a state of increased action, but is com-

pounded of the phenomena of the local injury, a tendency to decom-

position in the part and increased vital action striving to balance the

destructive tendency. When the degree of change of composition in

the animal tissues is greater, reaction does not ensue, and inflammation

is not produced ; such is the case in death by narcotic poisons,

inflammation does occur, the change produced by the injury may soon

become so great that the organic reaction is not able to counterbalance

it, and local death ensues.

These and many other cases, even the fatigue and ex-

haustion which follow great exertions, show that the organic force is

consumed as it were by the exercise of the functions. This circum-

stance is evident even after death ; for ifwe take two similar portions of

muscle of an animal just killed, and excite in the one slight contractions

with a knife, while the other is left unirritated, the first portion will

lose its irritability sooner than the other, and the difference will be

proportionate to the number of contractions which have been excited

in it.* In the same way every impression of light deadens the power of

vision in some degree, and an equal stimulus immediately afterwards

does not produce an equal reaction ; the eye requires rest.

This might be explained by supposing that a part of the organic force

is exhausted in balancing the material changes produced by the sti-

mulus. But exhaustion also ensues when the action of an organ is in-

creased without any external stimulus, if the organic force is not increased

at the same time. It appears, therefore, that the very action of organs

produces a change in their composition It may be that the constant

change which is produced in the organic substance by the action of the

arterial blood, and which is as necessary to life as the decomposition of

the burning matter is to the phenomenon of combustion, is accelerated

or increased by the action of the organ, while the renovation from

new nutritive matter does not take place with proportionate rapidity, and

can only be effected gradually during rest. Generally, however, the more

exertion a man uses, the more active seems to be the decomposition of

the matters in his body, and the more need has he for nutriment. Both

men and brutes that have died after very violent exertion, as in the
-

instance of a stag hunted to death, undergo putrefaction much sooner

than animals bled to death. Autenrieth,t who makes this remark, also

instances, that a muscle taken from an animal before irritability had

ceased, putrefies much sooner if stimulated to frequent contractions,

* Autenrieth's Physiol, i. 63.

t Physiol, i. 115. See also Humboldt uber die gereizte Muskel und Nerven-fiiser.
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n the action of the nerves ; and, lastly, the more the action of the part
*s attended with a real loss to the whole system, as in the case of
increased secretions, for example, of the milk. The momentary state
of inertness of the vital force after action, and its gradual restoration

in parts of frogs separated from the body; the irrita-
l _* A\- _ _ _ I ^ ^a a L _-^ L I _*_— L-^ tea« A- 1a _t**_ tek ^ JL _ _ I J I * mn *

seen even
oiiity being restored probably by the action of the blood still con-

i
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Thus
tained in the part, as well as by that of the air on the tissues.

the repeated application of galvanism to the leg of a frog separated from

the animal exhausts its irritability, which is again restored after a certain

interval of rest.
#

' ; _

If an organ is very rarely called into action, its power is not restored

by rest in the same degree as when it is subjected to more frequent

^^ The eye, for example, requires rest after being in action ;
but

by alternating exercise and rest it is strengthened. If the eye is kept

long in complete rest, it will have acquired great sensibility; but the

vital force will have become weaker in proportion to the time that it has

been left without exercise ; and a strong impression of light will be

sufficient even to blind an eye which has thus been kept long in darkness.

exercise

Muscles

cised.*

tation,

of the muscles of the ear, for instance, is lost for want of being exer-

Reaction —Hitherto change in the organic activity of animals has been

considered merely in a general manner. The operation of external in-

fluences in producing change in this property of animals shall now be

investigated. The external « vital stimuli" are not the only agents which

give rise to vital actions ; everything which disturbs the elementary

composition of organs, and the balance in the distribution of impondera-

ble matters in the organic tissues, may also modify the action of the

organism and of the separate organs. Such a modification when consi-

derable is called reaction ; the influence which produces this reaction

in the organism is called irritation ; and the cause exciting this irri-

w„,„, the stimulus or irritant. The reaction is always a vital pheno-

menon, a manifestation of an organic property of the animal system.

The property of reaction, of being excited to the manifestation of some

inherent power on the application of an external influence, is not con-

fined to organic beings, and still less to animals. Light or warmth

are developed from many inorganic bodies, under certain circumstances,

for example, by a blow. In these cases it is probable that the light and

caloric existed in the bodies in a combined state, and are set free by

the action of the external influence. A still better instance is afforded

by elastic bodies, the minute particles of which have such an attraction

for each other, that an attempt to displace a portion of them acts upon

the whole • and by the power of attraction between them a restitutio in

integrum ensues, accompanied with the phenomena of elasticity or sono-

rous vibrations. But no inorganic bodies are so uniform in their mode ot

reaction as the organised bodies, which, under disturbing influences,

however various, always manifest the same phenomenon,-^ namely,

with the capability for which each organ is endued by hie. ~
-—

formity in the mode of reaction of organised bodies arises probably from

The uni-

* Autenrieth, Physiol, i. 104.
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in it.

that fundamental property resident in them, of counterbalancing disturb-
ances in their composition, by a force which, in the healthy state of the
body, is much stronger than the disturbing cause. The force which
restores the balance in the composition of the tissues after such a dis-
turbance, is identical with that which preserves all the properties of a
part during the constant process of nutrition and renovation of material.
The phenomenon which ensues on the restoration of the balance, is con-
stituted partly by the change produced by the external cause, and partly
by the effort exerted to restore the balance. Dutrochet* maintains that
all stimulants produce the same change in the organism,—that they
modify the state of oxidation of the organic matter on which they act;
the stimulant, he says, acts simultaneously on the oxygen and the organic
matter, causing them to unite. Ingenious as this theory is, it is at^pre-
sent a mere hypothesis

; as is also the conclusion that Dutrochet comes
to, namely, that excitability is really a state of susceptibility of oxida-
tion.

*

^Irritation ofan organ must always be attendedwith some material change

^

Such a change indeed must be presupposed even in the effect of
the stimulus of light upon the eye. Light appears to enter into the com-
position of many bodies, and produces chemical changes, which are
evident in several chemical preparations, and even in plants, in which
light causes the developement of oxygen. The immediate effect which
a stimulus produces, varies with the nature of the stimulus and of the
body irritated ; thus, it may be compression or a chemical change.
But the secondary effect—the effort to counteract the former— is quite
independent of the nature of the stimulus, is not mechanical or che-
mical, but is a manifestation of the vital property of the organ, such
as sensation, manifested by pain, or inflammation, or spasm. Caloric,
electricity, and light are imparted to organised beings according to the

general laws of physics; but in the "restitutio in integrum" there always
arises, at the same time, a vital action, which differs in its kind accord-
mg to the part that has undergone the change ; and the phenomena
observed, until the part is restored to its natural state, are compounded
°f the operation of the stimulus and the reaction which it has excited.

Chemical substances also produce a change in organic bodies, and have
a tendency to form binary compounds with their elements. If this

occurs,—if the organic affinity is not able to counteract the chemical

agency,—a chemical product is formed, at the same time that the life of

the part is destroyed, as is observed in the case of burns, and of the

aPplication of mineral acids or a caustic alkali. But the organised struc-

ture, thus acted upon by a chemical agent, while it retains its life, and

°n the boundaries of the part after its death, manifests the organic pro-

perties peculiar to it, such as sensation, motion, or inflammation.

* Froriep's Notizen. 724. Stances de l'Acad. d. Sc. Jan. 30, 1832.
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The reaction of animal bodies on the application of external stimuli

is peculiar, not merely in being manifested by vital properties, but these

vital properties are frequently different, according to the nature of the

organ and of its composition. Thus, for example, mechanical, chemical,

or electrical stimuli applied to a muscle, all produce in it the same mode
of reaction, namely, motion. So, also, all the different stimuli applied to

a sentient nerve, excite sensation merely; and the kind of sensation is very

different in different nerves, when the exciting cause is the same, and the

sensation produced in the same nerve is always the same, although the

exciting causes be different. Thus,, for example, mechanical and electric

stimuli excite, in the optic nerve, the perception of light, which is the pe-

culiar property of this nerve, and seem to excite no pain; while pain, and

not the perception of light, is the constant result of irritation of a sentient

nerve. In the same way, mechanical and electric stimuli produce in the

auditory nerve the perception of sound, and electricity excites in the

olfactory nerve the sensation of smell. The anterior roots of the spinal

nerves when irritated mechanically or by galvanism, give rise to no sen-

sations, but to muscular contractions ; while the posterior roots of the

same nerves, under similar circumstances, excite sensations only, no
contraction of muscles. By knowing the mode of reaction peculiar to

all parts of the body, physiology acquires an empirical knowledge as

certain as any possessed by the other natural sciences.

In perfectly different diseased states of the same organ the symptoms
are often very similar ; for in a state of excited action, as well as in a
state of irritation with diminished power, the organ will manifest the vital

properties peculiar to it. There are certain groups of cerebral symptoms,
and of symptoms of cardiac disease, which occur in very different morbid
conditions of each of these organs respectively. We may here remark
upon the folly of the homceopathists, who imagine that they can cure dis-

eases by means of substances which shall produce states of the system re-

sembling the diseases; while they either do nothing whatever, or nature
applies the remedies otherwise than the homoeopathist imagines. The
fact of two substances producing similar symptoms in one organ does not
prove that these substances produce exactly the same effects, but merely
that they act on the same organ, while the essential actions of the two
may be very different. Syphilis, and the mercurial disease, may be
essentially very different, and yet they so far resemble each other that
certain organs are affected by both. Mineral acids and alkalies, also,

are equally destructive to the organised tissues, and nevertheless no one
will assert that they are "sirnilia" In the same way, mercury, by inducing
a slight change in the organic matter of the body, may render it unfit

for propagating the destructive process of syphilis ; and then the natural
vital process, and not the mercury, effects the further cure.

The action of an organ being excited by stimulants, and every increase

.
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vital force.* The vital stimuli are, a certain degree of external heat,

atmospheric air, water, and nutriment. These agents do not merely

produce a change in the composition of the organic structures and stimu-

late by disturbing the balance in the system, but renovate the tissues by

entering, in a manner indispensable to life, into their composition. These

influences, which are constantly in action, and which, while they stimu-

late, leave no exhaustion after them, are the only efficient means for

restoring the powers of the body after an illness. There are many other

stimuli which excite reaction, but which are not essentially renovating,

and indeed for the most part have no restorative action on the organs;

and which, except in producing symptoms or phenomena of reaction, have

no vivifying influence; but, on the contrary, are injurious in proportion to

the change effected by them in the organic composition

jury has been done to medicine, and many lives have been lost, through

the error of confounding all agents which excite reaction in the system

with those which are absolutely essential to life, and which renovate while

they stimulate the organs; the false notion having been thereby induced,

that because certain stimuli feed as it were the flame of life, stimulating

agents generally are necessary to life. There are however some agents, in

addition to the general vital stimuli, which under certain conditions

An endless in-

While

exert a local, vivifying, and strengthening influence ; they produce this

effect by restoring the composition of the organ by their ponderable

or imponderable influence, or by so changing its composition that the

renovation by the general vital stimuli is facilitated. All this, how-

ever, depends on the state of the diseased organ ; and the cases in

which the so-called stimulant and tonic remedies have really their sup-

posed effect, are very rare,

have been stimulated to death by a host of remedies which, under the

circumstances of the case, or in all cases, stimulate, it is true, but only

produce a tumult in the system, and do not strengthen it. Those sub-

stances which under certain conditions have a vivifying influence, also

act principally, according to their composition, on different organs, and

form natural groups according as their principal action is on the nervous

system or on the organs destined to effect changes in the blood. Several

of these agents are imponderable matters, such as electricity, which

has been used with success in paralytic affections. Caloric, that agent

which is necessary in the developement of the embryo, has also an emi-

nently vivifying influence, when other means are fruitless; for in-

stance, in affections of the nerves and spinal cord,—paralyses, neural-

gia dorsalis, and commencing tabes dorsalis ; the application of heat

being made, for example, in the form of moxa, and frequently repeated,

even by a new moxa on the old granulating surface :
the application of

I

* See section 2. p. 29.
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In cases of rapid sinking of the vital force, all our stimulant remedies
are of no avail

; and the greater part of such remedies merely excite
the system, and do not add to the strength.

2. Alteratives.—A great number of substances are important as
medicaments, from producing a chemical change in the organic matter of

*
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organs

which the result is, not an immediate renovation of material and increase

of vital force, but the removal of that state of combination of the ele-

ments which prevented healthy action, or excited diseased action
;
or

the chemical change produced is such as to render the organ no longer

sensible to a morbid stimulus ; or it is such that certain apprehended

destructive changes in its composition are no longer possible, as in the

antiphlogistic plan of treatment ; or, lastly, these substances produce a

change in the nutritive fluids. Such substances are alteratives. By

these remedies an organ morbidly changed in composition cannot be

rendered sound by, as it were, a chemical process, but such a slight

chemical change can be produced as shall render it possible for nature to

restore the healthy constitution of the part by the process of nutrition.

These remedies again may be divided into two principal kinds, according

as they act chiefly on the nervous system or on the other organs depend-

ent on that system. Among those of the first kind the most important

are the so-called narcotics ; those of the latter kind comprehend the

numerous medicines which exercise their action on diseases in other

These remedies also, by removing the obstacles to cure, be-

come indirectly vivifying or renovating stimuli, and they may them-

selves, by disturbing the balance in a part, produce symptoms of irri-

tation! If used in excess, they either give rise to the injurious effects of

the heterogeneous stimulants, or, by inducing a sudden change ofcompo-

sition, annihilate the vital force, as is the case with the narcotics. Since,

however, such alterative medicines affect the composition of an organ

each in its own way, one alterative may, after a time, lose its influence,

as it were, from saturation, while the organ may still be susceptible of

the influence of another. A great number of the instances of habitua-

tion are referrible to this cause. The administration of medicines affords,

in innumerable cases, the confirmation of this statement. By the con-

tinued use of an alterative medicine, the composition of the organ shall

have suffered such a chemical change, that the same affinity for this

substance no longer exists in the organism, while an affinity for another

substance may still remain. Imponderable matters also are in this way

alterative ; thus the eye, after being long fixed on a green surface, be-

comes gradually more and more insensible to this colour, which becomes

dull and grey. At the same time, however, the sensibility for the red

rays is increased, and a long exposure of the retina to the red rays

makes it susceptible of the green. In the same way, by fixing the eye

long on yellow, the sensibility for that colour is lost, while the percep-

tion of violet becomes more intense, and vice versa ;
the same relation

exists between blue and orange.

3 Agents which destroy the organic composition. (Zerzetzende mittel.)

—These are influences which, without first producing a stimulant or

simply alterant effect, directly destroy the essential composition of the
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ofth

organised tissues. Some of the agents which are stimulant when
they operate gently, produce by a more violent action too important a
disturbance of the powers of the part ; such are heat, electricity, &c.
Others are alteratives, which by an extreme degree of their action
produce great changes in the composition of the tissues, forming with
organic matters combinations which the organic force is not able to coun-

.

alance
'

li is in this way that the narcotic alterants have a destruc-
tiveaction

;
and those alterants which modify the formation of the fluids

* e body and the organic changes effected in them by different organs,
or example, the antimonial and mercurial preparations, and the mineral

acids and alkalies,—have, when in a concentrated state, an equally de-
uc ive influence on the organic composition. Stimulants can produce

disorganisation in two ways. They may, in the first place, be stimulants

y when their action does not surpass a certain degree of intensity ; and,
en their action is more violent, they may, instead of renovating the

material, or even favouring this renovation by exciting new affinities, pro-
uce immediately an essential change of composition. In this case no

irritation or reaction precedes the local or general death; the disorganisa-
tion is immediate, as in death from electricity, lightning, &c. Or, secondly,
a stimulus, which under certain conditions has a renovating action, may
have a destructive effect by exciting the action of an organ during too
ng a period

; more force being exhausted than can be restored again in
an equal space of time. This action is called over-excitement. An
organ thus over-excited, as, for example, the eye by light, is rendered
permanently weaker. The agents here referred to are used in medicine
only when it is wished really to produce destruction of a part.

John Brown, who, by
the discovery of some of the laws of excitability, was enabled to give

lo

ofB

in his Medicin

medicine, but in a crude, and, for application to practice, dangerous
form, was as little acquainted as his followers with the mode of action
of alterative medicines. According to Brown's theory, no change can
take place in the state of the excitable powers without previous excite-
ment; and it is only by over-excitement thaf the excitability, with life,

can be exhausted. The Brunonians were obliged to maintain, that,
whenever exhaustion was produced by any influence, absolute over-
excitement had preceded this exhaustion. As proof of this assertion,
they adduced the circumstances that many substances administered in
small quantity stimulate, in larger quantity produce quite a different

state, and in still larger quantity cause exhaustion : opium was their

example. In the last case, when exhaustion is produced, the period of
excitement is extraordinarily short and imperceptible. They explained
the action of all agents which rapidly produce exhaustion in the same
manner. But there are many substances which, even in small quantities,

i
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*

produce these disorganising effects in a slighter degree ; such are the

irrespirable gases, the poison of the viper, &c. The contra-stimulists,

Rasori, Borda, Brera, and Tommasini, perceiving this defect in the

Brunonian theory, gave the name of contra-stimulants to those substances

which, in place of stimulating, have the very opposite effect,— that is

to say, diminish the excitability of parts ; so that they have divided

their medicines into the stimulants and contra-stimulants : but, although

they have not overlooked this great error of Brown, they have failed

to recognise that alterative action of many medicines which has been

pointed out in the preceding pages.

The distinctions made by Brown originate in a very partial appli-

cation of some well-grounded laws of excitability, and in the error of con-

founding the renovating vital stimuli with substances which modify the

action of organs and their healthy composition, and which in that respect

stimulate, but do not renovate at the same time. A narcotic—that is,

an alterant of the nervous system,—may from the commencement to the

end of its action produce symptoms ; by changing the organic composi-

tion, it acts upon that fundamental property of the organism by which

external influences determine them to action in accordance with inter-

nal laws, or, in other words, stimulate them. But this is not a stimu-

lant in a therapeutic sense ; by which is understood an agent which

vivifies the organs, and renovates their composition.

John Brown divided diseases into the sthenic and the asthenic. In

the former, he supposes the vital force to be increased ; in the latter,

diminished. But a disease with increased vital power involves a con-

tradiction ; and diseases present merely an endless variety of defects in

the composition of organs, in which the general forces at one time fail

from the very beginning ; at another time, are present at first, but after-

wards diminish: the best mode of arranging diseases, therefore, is
*

founded on the different systems of organs affected, and the types of

disease established by their natural history. Physicians have always

been inclined to regard inflammation as a disease with increased vital

er : but it is in reality a disease in which certain properties of the

body are undoubtedly increased,—for example, the heat ;—in which the

quantity of the blood in the capillaries is greater, but in which other

conditions of the part are altered; while the function of the organ is in-

terrupted, and the sensations indicate a violent lesion. The exciting

cause of inflammation produces a chemical change in the composition of

an organ ; it is in this way produced in the practice of medicine by che-

mical agents. A chemical affinity, an attraction, may arise between the

blood and the tissues thus chemically changed. This affinity may be

greater than in the healthy state. But whether the increased affinity

between the tissue and the blood in inflammation be merely a greater

degree of the natural organic attraction, such as is observed in certain

pow

»
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vital

Th
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(statik)

healthy phenomena, as in all the phenomena of tumescence, „
whether it is essentially different from the organic attraction, and is a
newly arisen chemical affinity between the disorganised matter and the

ffl

d'~~Cann0t With certainty be determined. But even if the increased
affinity between the blood and the organic substance be really a greater

gree of that reciprocal action which is constantly going on between
e blood and the tissues, still inflammation is not a disease of increased

power
; for the phenomena of inflammation arise as much from the

existing tendency to decomposition excited by the chemical change, as
rom tlle taction of the tissues to oppose this destructive tendency.

e mt^ate reciprocity of action which exists between all parts of
organism, especially through the medium of the nervous system,

produces in animal bodies a kind of balance ' - -
« X • /

e it results, that an exciting cause of disease acting on one part,

j[
changing tne state of tne ponderable and imponderable matters,

exerts its influence through a chain of such changes on distant
Parts, which are most susceptible of this form of disease. It is _„.

re y that the withdrawal of matters at one point prevents the accu-
mulation of similar or different matters at another spot, on which is
ounded the use of evacuating means at parts of the body distant from

isease
;
but the increase of vital action in one organ excites many

ers: hence the connection of the increased vital action in the genital
organs with the reproduction of the antlers in the stag, and with changes
m many organs in man, which changes, both in the stag and in man,
are prevented by castration. The application of renovating stimuli,
also, to one part, has a vivifying influence on the whole system, reacting
from the skin, for example, on the central organs of the nervous system
through the medium of the nerves ; whence arises the successful use of
frictions, and other stimulants to the skin, for the restoration of sus-

pended animation.

often

not

4. Of the phenomena, or active properties common to inorganic

and organic bodies.
*

Organic bodies participate in the general properties of ponderable
matter. The laws of mechanics, statics, and hydraulics, are also appli-
ca e to them. Several of these properties which organic matters may
possess in common with inorganic substances, such as cohesion, elasti-
city, &c. exist, however, only while the essential composition of the part
is maintained by the continued operation of the organic force ; thus the
elastic coat of arteries loses its elasticity soon after death. The appli-

cation of the laws of mechanics, statics, and hydraulics to the actions

ot organic bodies is also limited, from the circumstance that the causes
of motion most engaged in them are essentially vital in their nature.
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The imponderables, also, namely, electricity, caloric, and light, are de-

veloped by organic bodies. It is these matters that we must here par-

ticularly consider,

of

1. Developement of Electricity.

The electricity excited by friction is well

known to be developed more especially from many substances of organic

origin : galvanism, or the electricity of contact, is not produced merely

by the contact of heterogeneous metals ; many other substances, par-

ticularly carbon and graphite, may, as has been shown by Humboldt

and PfafF, supply the place of metals ; and even many animal substances

connected by conducting bodies will produce in a less degree the same

phenomena as metals of different kinds. It would, therefore, be quite

erroneous to suppose that the causes of galvanism are to be sought only

in the properties of different metals. Seebeck has discovered that even

bars of the same metal heated to different degrees of temperature, and

placed one upon the other, will become electric ; and that one simple

metallic bar made of a different temperature at the two ends has the

same property: so that different quality of the parts coming in con-

tact (by throwing the electricity which is present in all bodies into the

state of positive and negative electricity, or by disturbing the balance

of the electric matter,) together with connection by means of a con-

ducting substance, seem to be the most general conditions required

for the production of galvanism. Galvanic phenomena are also pro-

duced in the parts of animals under these circumstances. The Baron

von Humboldt discovered that feeble contractions are produced in the

leg of a frog by touching the nerve and muscle at the same moment

with a fresh portion of muscle. This is certainly one of the more rare

results of galvanic experiments ; but I have repeated the experiment

several times, and can confirm the accuracy of the result. Buntzen

indeed formed a weak galvanic pile with alternate layers of muscle

and nerve ; and Prevost and Dumas state that a circle formed simply

of one metal, fresh muscle, and a saline solution or blood, affects the
-

If to the conductors of the galvanometer, plates of

platinum are fixed, and a piece of muscle of several ounces' weight

placed upon one of these plates, the conductors being then immersed in

blood or a saline solution, a deviation of the magnetic needle of the

instrument takes place. Or if to one of the conductors, a piece of pla*

tinum moistened with muriate of ammonia or nitric acid is attached, to

the other a portion of nerve, muscle, or brain, and the two conductors

made to communicate, the same deviation is produced.* Kaemtzf has

moreover shown, that dry but efficient galvanic piles can be constructed

from organic substances without any concurrence of metals. Concent

galvanometer.

Magendie's Journ. t. iii. t Schweigger's Journ. 56. 1,
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substances ™« spread upon thin paper, and

<"» subs^ees he-
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peQ D^ these Plles was tested bv an eWtrnm^r /r„k

Soda

Yeast

Yeast

Yeast

Linseed oil

Linseed oil

Starch

Gum
Gum
Gum
White of egg
White of egg
Bullock's blood

Bullock's blood

It was by this means ascertained that

w positive with i eference to Mutton fat.

Cane sugar.

Common salt.

Sugar of milk.

Sugar.

White wax.

Gum.
Saloop.

Mucus of tragacanth.

Seeds of lycopodium, (barlappsamen.)
Gum.

Bullock's blood.

Extract of belladonna.

Starch.

although ! 8 Vn
'
thG el6Ctric fishes aPPear less extraordinary,

life L ,
P°Wer °

f Pr°dUCing deCtric discharSeS exists <>n\y during

elect^ fi ^l^ Undisturbed state of the nervous influence. The

which th. T b6St kn°Wn are the eleCtHc ™y> or torpedo, ofnich the species ocellata and marmorata occur in the seas of the south

seveZ°
Pe

' ! o
leCtriC eel

' ^mnotus electricus, which is found ine era nverS of South America
; and the silurus electricus, or malapte-rurus electricus, met with m the Nile and in Senegal. The rhinobatus

electricus, trichiurus electricus, and tetrodon electricus
known. Walsh are less

a .
o' —j ~~«*«*,, anu x^uiiiDoiat, have cor

tributed most to our knowledge of these fishes.
The electric organs of the torpedo lie on each side of the' head an

gills, and consist of a number of five or «iv. fiM^ ™u_ ^^five or six-sided prisms placed per-
pendicularly side by side, and occupying the whole thickness of thean Each prism consists of a tube with thin membranous parietes,
surrounded with nerves and vessels, and containing a great number
<one hundred and fifty) of extremely thin lamella,, lying transversely,
Parallel one above another, with a gelatinous fluid in the intervalsinree large branches^ the vagus nerve are distributed to these organson each side, branches being previously given to the branchiae A branch
ot the fifth nerve also is distributed to" the anterior part of each organ *
ihe electric organs in the gymnotus and silurus are described by Rudolphi
to extend from the head to the tail, two on each side ; one of these is
situated deeply, and one superficially, the two being separated by a
septum, and in the gymnotus, at the sides, by muscles also. In the

I

f

* Hunter, Philos. Trans. 1773, p. ii. tab. 20.
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gymnotus electricus the organs are formed of horizontal membranes

extending longitudinally, one-third of a line distant from each other, with

septa passing perpendicularly between them and running from within

outwards, the spaces between these septa containing a fluid. The smaller

deeply seated organ is still more finely divided. The nerves are two

hundred and twenty-four intercostal nerves, which descend at the inner

side of the organ and distribute branches in each layer; the minute

terminations of the intercostal nerves themselves passing under the

small organ to the skin. A nerve, composed of branches of the fifth

and vagus nerves, passes superficially, and is distributed to the muscles

of the back without giving branches to the electric organs.*

In the silurus, Rudolphi ascertained that there are also two elec-

tric organs on each side ; the following account of them is derived

from my own observation, as well as from Rudolphi's description. The

two organs are separated by an aponeurotic membrane ; the external

one lies superficially under the skin, the deeper one immediately upon

the muscles ; the nerves of the external organ are derived from the

nervus vagus, which runs under the aponeurosis, and sends branches

through it to reach the organ. The nerves of the internal organ are

derived from the intercostal nerves, and are very minute. The external

organ consists of very small lozenge-shaped cells, which it requires a

lens to see : the internal one seems also to be formed of cells. Rudolphi

calls the substance of the internal organ flaky.f

The effects produced by the electric fishes on animals are perfectly

analogous to electric discharges. The shock from the torpedo when

the fish is touched with the hand reaches to the upper arm. The gym-

notus will attack and paralyze horses even, as has been so well described

by Humboldt. Substances which are conductors or non-conductors of

electricity bear the same relation to the influence communicated by

the torpedo and the gymnotus, which are the only electric fishes that

have been hitherto accurately examined with reference to their electric

action ; and a shock is propagated through a chain of several persons

when those at the extremities of the chain touch the fish. Walsh has

indeed obtained sparks by conducting the discharge of the gymnotus

through a strip of tin foil which was gummed to a piece of glass and cut

through in the middle ; it was at the line of the section that Walsh,

with Pringle, Magellan, and Ingenhouss, saw the spark pass from one

half of the foil to the other. % Fahlenberg has repeated this experiment

with the same result, while the fish was exposed to the air. § Not the

slightest action had ever been observed to be produced either by the

* Rudolphi in den Abhandlungen der Academie von Berlin, 1820, 1821, p. 229,

tab. i. ii. f Rudolphi in Abhandh der Acad, zu Berlin, 1824.

% Journ. de Phys. 1776, Oct. 331.

Vetensk. Acad. Abhand. 1801, ii. p. 122.

-v
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rpedo or by the gymnotus, on the electrometer, by Humboldt and
^onpjand, Gay Lussac, or Sir H. Davy. But Dr. John Davy has dis-
covered that the electric organs of the former fish really have an elec-
tric action on the galvanometer. CD .#

also ascertained clearly

cha

,j , o ™-~»~»» L^i. x/avj aiou ttatci tctlilCU Clearly
at the electric discharge of the torpedo will render needles magnetic.

tai^d
beCn COnfirmed b^ Linari,t who, as well as Matteuci, has ob-

ined sparks, decomposed water, and observed marked deviations of the
galvanometer at the moment of the discharges.]
Zaws

t

which regulate the discharges.—The power of producing the dis-
charge is quite voluntary, and dependent on the integrity of the nerves

e organs. The heart may be removed, and the shocks will still be
communicated for a long time ; but with the destruction of the brain,

ivision of the nerves going to the organs, the power ceases. The
es^ ruction of the electric organ of one side does not interrupt the

!£o
10n °f the °PPosite organ- All observers agree, that the electric dis-
°rge does not take place every time that the fish is touched, but de-

pends on a voluntary power, so that it is often necessary to irritate the
sh. Moreover, it would appear that it has the power of determining

the direction of the discharges ; for when Humboldt and Bonpland laid
old of the fish, one by the head, the other by the tail, the shock was

not always felt immediately, and both did not always receive it. Some-
times the animal struggles when teased, without giving any shock. It
seems to be itself scarcely sensible of the shocks. In the electric eel
no motion is observed at the time of the discharge, and in the torpedo
there is merely a slight motion of the thoracic fins ; while the electric
fishes are very sensible to the artificial galvanic stimulus applied

No convulsive motions, however, are produced in the gymno-
tus, - according to Humboldt's observation, when one of these fishes
receives a shock from another.

The electric shock is felt, if the animal is inclined to communicate it,

by merely touching one surface with a single finger, as well as by ap-
plying the hand to both surfaces, dorsal and ventral. In either case it
is a matter of indifference whether the person, who touches the fish, is

isolated or not. Dr. John Davi

wounds.
to

t

[th
of the dorsal surface is positive, that of the ventral surface negative ; and
that unless both surfaces are touched, no shock is felt. Matteuci
who had the opportunity of instituting experiments on a great number
of these fishes, could detect no current by means of the galvanometer,
when both plates connected with the wires of the instrument were
placed upon the back, or both upon the belly,

was connected with the back, the other with the ventral surface,

Wh

* Philos. Trans. 1832.

t Phil. Trans. 1834.

-j- Stances de l'Academie des Sciences, Juillet, 1836,

||
Stances de l'Academie des Sciences, Octob. 1836.
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on the same side, or one on the

:-•

;r"r^"" a current was detected passing

tl the do sd to the ventral surface, the dorsal surface being postuve,

u entral ulative. These current,, however, were not perceptible

2T.T5 of h body except during the discharges The expert-

lets of M. Colladon/ who had more than forty torpedos at his dis-

nosT seem to explain the discrepancy in the statements of different

*b e 'vers as to the possibility of perceiving the shocks when one surface

ooserveife a& tv r ' mi u^ A/r pnn aiqnn obtained with

only of the body is touched.X ce to tZplTare the flowing. The dorsal surface through-

out is positive, when it is connected with any part of the ventral sur-

andTe electric action is weaker the more ^^J1,Z
from the electric organ.
face

;

WhenT "•V „f he tack no effect is produced upon the galvanometer.

But when theto pots on which J wires are placed are not syntme-

"he h r they be both on the belly or both on the back a current

deleted by the" galvanometer, a deviation sometnnes of S>0° or 30

being produced, the part nearest to the organ g.v.ng positive or nega-

1
e eiecuicxij a^^«"'& . - ,.„

In many respects the torpedo and gymnotus agree
;
in a few they dif-

Gay Lussac and Humboldt have remarked some interesting points

fer.

of difference. When
But when

If the tor-discharge takes place, whether the person is isolated or not.

he is isolated, the contact with the fish must be immediate.

P do is touched with a piece of metal held in the hand, no.shock is fe

while the gymnotus transmits its electric discharge through a bar of iron

leveral fell in length. If a torpedo is laid upon a very th^ate of

metal, the hand which holds the plate never perceive, the shock even

though the fish be irritated by another person who is isolated, and

though the spasmodic movements of the thoracic fins indicate that

strong discharges are taking place. If, however, the torpedo, lying on

a metallic plate, which is held as before with one hand is touched on

the upper surface with the other hand, a powerful shock is felt in both

arms The sensation is the same when the fish is between two metal

mate's the edges of which do not touch each other, and when the hands

are placed at the same time on the two plates. But when the borders

of the plates are in contact, the shock ceases entirely to be felt
;

the

circle between the two surfaces of the electric organs is completed by

the metallic plates, and the new circle formed by bringing the two

hands in contact with opposite plates, has no effect.

Electric fishes, which are still vigorous, exert their electric power as

strongly in the air as in the water. If several persons form the chain

•

bltween the upper and under surfaces of the fish, the shock is not felt

* Stances de l'Acad. des Sciences, Octob. 1836.
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unless these persons have previously moistened their hands. The dis-

charge, however, is felt by two persons, who, while grasping the tor-

pedo with their right hands, complete the circle—not by holding each
other by the left hands, but by each dipping a small bar of metal into a
drop of water on an insulated body.* Lastly, it is to be remembered
that Spallanzani observed, that the torpedo loses its power of giving

shocks when its skin is removed. [Matteuci, however, states that the

electric shock of the torpedo is felt when the skin is removed from the

organ, and even when slices of the latter are removed. M. Matteuci

thinks that the electric influence is derived from the brain, and is only

strengthened in the organs as in a Leyden phial. He found the intensity

of the shocks diminish in proportion to the number of the nervous fibres

going to the organ, which he divided. Two grains of muriate of mor-

phia introduced into the stomach, in ten minutes produce death,

attended with convulsions and strong electric discharges,

animal had ceased to give shocks, even when irritated, discharges
*

stronger than ordinary, and following the usual course from dorsal to

ventral surface, were excited by laying bare the brain and touching the

posterior lobe from which the nerves arise. If, instead of simply touch-

ing the brain, wounds were inflicted on it in no certain direction, the

shocks were renewed, but the electric currents followed no constant

course ; under these circumstances

When

M. Matteu

1

Electric phenomena in fi The electric phenomena of the electric

fishes are effected by means of special organs. Whether electricity is

developed in animals by ordinary vital processes is another question.

Electricity exists in all bodies in a state of equilibrium, and by contact

of certain bodies can be made evident by being thrown into positive and

negative states even in living frogs. In the spring before the time of

breeding, and in the latter cold part of autumn, but not in the summer,

frogs evince great sensibility to the galvanic stimulus. If at these times

the leg of a frog, dissected in the usual manner, is laid upon a glass

plate, and the crural nerve touched with a plate of zinc held in one

hand, while the experimenter touches the leg with a finger of the other

hand, a strong contraction of the muscles ensues every time the circle

is thus closed; if copper is used in place of zinc, the result is the

same, but the contraction is not so strong. I found also that if the

nerve of the frog's leg was laid upon a plate of zinc, and the nerve

and muscles of the leg then connected by a piece of the flesh of a frog, a

contraction of the muscles was always produced. The effect was indeed

the same, when the zinc plate on which the nerve lay was approxi-

mated to the surface of the limb. Lastly, having removed the thigh,

See Gay Lussac et Humboldt, Ann. de Chemie, 65, 15. A. v. Humboldt's Reise

in die ;Equinoctialgegenden des neuen Continents. 3 Theil, pp. 295—324. Treviranus

Biolog. vi. 144—180.

I :l<
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leaving merely the crural nerve attached to the leg, I brought this nerve,

by means of an isolating rod, near the surface of the limb, and made it

touch the moist skin of the leg; contraction of the muscles then took place

both at the moment of contact and also at the moment that the nerve

was separated from the surface of the limb. This experiment, which

Humboldt had already performed in a different manner, is extremely re-

markable, and is the simplest galvanic experiment which can be made on

a frog. No metal is required, but the leg with the nerve hanging from

it must lie upon a glass plate. The nerve is raised gently upon a quill,

and turned back so as to touch merely the leg ; a contraction of the leg,

then, sometimes occurs. Another experiment, which I have made, is

more complicated ; it consists in closing the circle between the nerve of

the dissected thigh and the surface of the leg, by means of two living

frogs or two frogs' legs ; even portions of a dead and putrefying frog may
be used to complete the circle. If the nerve which hangs to the upper

extremity of the frog's leg is laid in a saucer containing blood or water,

it matters not which, and the fluid in the saucer is brought into connec-

tion with the muscles of the thigh by means of a copper wire, a muscular

contraction is produced, equally as well as if the nerve itself and the

thigh were directly connected by means of a copper wire, or a portion of

fresh or putrid muscle. In the first experiment, in which I closed the

circle between the nerve lying on a zinc plate and the leg, by means of

my own body, I imagined that the contraction produced was excited by
the electricity of my body. But when I saw that a dead frog or a piece

of putrid muscle was equally efficient, and that muscular contractions

could be produced by closing the circle between the ischiadic nerve and

muscles of the thigh with copper wire and water, I immediately changed

this opinion. Lastly, the experiment in which, nearly in the same
manner as Humboldt, I excited muscular contraction by turning back
the nerve towards the surface of the leg still covered with cuticle, with-

out any intermediate conductor of metal or muscle, proves that for the

simplest electric phenomenon on frogs, or separated parts of frogs, the

mere contact of nerve and muscle, which at their other extremities are

organically connected, is sufficient, and that the use of conductors of

metal, or of fresh or putrid muscle, merely strengthens the phenomenon.

It appears then, either that free electricity is generated in living bodies,

and that when certain substances come into contact an overflow of this

electricity takes place and produces muscular contractions, or that the

mere difference in chemical properties of the nerve and muscle, produces

an electric tension, while closing the circle restores the electric equilibrium

and produces the contraction. All the phenomena above described are

observed in frogs only in the spring before the breeding season, and in the

cold part of autumn, either on account of the greater excitability or the

greater accumulation of electricity at those times.
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Explanation of From the above experiments it ap-

all ^h
thC dectricit^ which exists in dead and living animals, as in

ten
0, b°dieS

'
is Under certain circumstances thrown into a state of

trick
"' ^ ^ °ther W°rdS

'
seParated int0 Positive and negative elec-

ciid\ ^ the 1Cg °f the fr0g
'

the discnar§e takes Place when the
c e between the nerve and muscles, which are in different electric^tes is closed. The thigh of thg frog ^ thig cage acts the^ rf &

^
ost delicate electrometer, contraction of the muscles being produced

y^
the electricity developed in it. It is uncertain whether the different

ectnc state of the nerve and muscle under these circumstances is a
6S

.

U t of tne vital process, or arises merely from the electricity, which
s ed previously in a quiescent state in these parts, being, as in the

P enomena of galvanism generally, thrown into a state of tension by
e contact of heterogeneous substances it cannot be ascertained

F

w ether a dead nerve and muscle are susceptible of this tension ; for,
even if it were produced in them, the dead muscle having lost its
contractility would not indicate it. Much that is fabulous has been
a Jeged concerning the developement of electricity during the vital
Process. The truth is, that the electric phenomena, which are mani-
ested in animals independent of friction, are very feeble ; although it
oes not appear possible for the various chemical changes, which take

place m them, to occur without some developement of electricity.

All that is known concerning the develope-
ment of electricity in the human subject under the influence of the
vital process, is furnished by the researches of Pfaff and Ahrens.* The
experiments were performed with the aid of a gold-leaf electrometer,
the persons who were the subjects of the experiments being placed
upon an insulating stool. The collector plate of a condenser, which was
screwed upon the electrometer, was touched by the person, while the
other plate of the condenser communicated with the earth. The re-
sults obtained are the following

:

1. As a general rule, the kind of electricity evidenced by man in the
healthy state is the positive.

2. It seldom exceeds in intensity the electricity excited when cop-
per, which communicates by a conducting substance with the earth,
comes in contact with zinc.

3. Excitable persons of a sanguine temperament have more free
electricity than indolent persons of a phlegmatic temperament.

4. The quantity of the electricity is greater in the evening than at
other periods of the day.

5. Spirituous drinks increase the quantity of electricity.

Wo
there is no determinate rule for the prevalence of this kind of electri-

1

* Meckel's Archiv. iii. 161.
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city. Gardini had found that women manifested negative electricity at

the time of menstruation, and also during pregnancy.

7. In the winter, bodies, which are very cold, at first give evidence of

no electricity; but it gradually becomes manifest as warmth is re-

stored.

8. The body, when perfectly naked, manifests the same phenomenon,

which is also common to all parts of it.

9. During the continuance of rheumatic affections, the electricity of

the body seems to be reduced to zero, and to reappear as the disease sub-

sides. It appeared to Humboldt,* that rheumatic patients had an

insulating action on the feeble current produced by a simple galvanic

circle.

Do any vital actions depend on electricity ?—Much has been said

of the production of several vital actions, particularly those of the

nerves, by the agency of electricity. But nothing of this kind has been

demonstrated. Neither Person! nor I have ever been able to detect

electric currents in the nerves.^ Pouillet at first thought that he had

perceived electric currents in needles inserted into the flesh in the

operation of acupuncturation; but he has himself acknowledged his error."

Having inserted a needle into a diseased or healthy part of the body,

and taken another needle into the mouth, he connected the conducting

wires of the galvanometer with the two needles, and perceived several

times soon afterwards oscillations of the magnetic needle ;
but I did

not perceive this effect on the needle when I repeated the experiment.

Pouillet, however, imagined that the electricity arose from the oxidation

of the needles inserted into the flesh ; for a very delicate galvanometer

will indicate the oxidation of metals. In fact, not the slightest devia-

tion of the needle took place when the needles employed were formed,

not of steel, but of a metal which does not easily oxidise, such as platina,

gold, or silver. In that case it is also possible for oscillation to be

caused by the end of the needle inserted into the body being heated

more than the other, which alone, it appears from Seebeck's discovery,

would be sufficient to develope galvanic electricity in the needle,

Donni has recently discovered, by means of a very delicate galvano-

meter, that there is really an electric action between the inner and

outer surfaces of the skin, which action he attributes to the alkaline

and acid properties of the secretions. || Matteuci has seen a devia-

tion of the needle amounting to 15 or 20 degrees when the liver and

stomach of a rabbit were connected with the platinum ends of the wires

of a delicate galvanometer. He imagines that this action does not de-

* Humboldt, iiber die gereizte Muskel. und Nervenfaser, i. v. 159.

-f-
Magendie's Journal de Physiol, x. 216.

t This subject is more particularly discussed in the Book on the Nervous system.

§ Magendie's Journal de Ph. v. p. 5 Ann. des Sciences Nat. 1834, Fev
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Pend on the difference of the chemical properties of the secretions, be-
cause ,t became very feeble, or entirely ceased, after the death of thednima . r» fl^ — . -i. i ^.^

Matteuc
ct on . but he alsQ found that the Mrves ^ not affect t^ ^
eter, even when the current of a galvanic battery is passed through
em. Hence, even if there were really electric currents in the nerves

Bellingeri has made
they would not be detected by the galvanometer.
some experiments on the electricity of the blood removed from the body

^
at of the bile, and ofthe urine, from which he concludes that in inflamec
ood the electricity is diminished, and that blood retains its electricityon
g after it has been abstracted from the body.-|- But how desirable itwould be to prove first the real existence of free electricity in the bloor

generally!

revost and Dumas regard the microscopic flattened particles of the
°od, consisting of a nucleus and capsule, as pairs of galvanic plates

;an Dutrochet even endeavours to prove that the nuclei are negative
e ectnc, the capsules positive electric. This hypothesis will be refuted
jn the section on the Blood. Dutrochet's imagined formation ofmuscu-
ar nbre from the blood by the agency of electricity, will be shown to
e equally an error. Several French physiologists, following Hunter,
bernethy, Prochaska and others, attribute every process in the animal
ody to electric action. In treating of the nervous system, I shall

show, however, that although, as appears from my own experiments,
electric actions can be generated in the nerves, still the mode of action
of the nerves is wholly different from that of electricity.

Among modern physiologists, no one has carried the hypothesis of
electricity being the cause of vital phenomena to a more extravagant
length than the chemist Meissner.+ With no proofs to support it, he
advances the following hypothesis. He supposes that, during the
chemical process of respiration, the blood becomes charged with elec-
tricity

; that at the same time the electric fluid is distributed through
the pulmonary nerves and the ganglionic system, and from them is
communicated to the great nervous centres. He supposes further, that
the brain, the seat of volition, being thus charged with electricity, ex-
cites the action of any desired organ by giving an electric spark to the
corresponding nerve

; that the electric fluid sent to the muscles forms
an atmosphere around each of the molecules, which by their union in a
linear form constitute a fibre, and thus forces asunder at their middle
the muscular fibres, which being firmly united at their extremities, con-
traction of the muscle is produced, just in the same way as, when several

* Matteuci, L'Institut. N'. 75.

1* Experimenta in electricitatem sanguinis, urinae, et bilis, Mem. d. A. d. Tor
81—Froriep's Not. 19, 177.

System der Heilkuude aus den allgemeinsten Naturgesetzen. Wien, 1832.

-
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threads, with a number of pith balls strung upon them, are tied together
at both ends, hung upon an electric conductor and electrified, the indi-
vidual balls and threads are forced asunder, and the two ends of all
the threads are approximated. Independent of the known fact that
muscular fibres while contracting do not separate from each other, but
are thrown into zigzag flexures, there is not one single proof in support
of all this visionary speculation. Meissner explains by his theory the
cures effected by the so-called animal magnetism. But it ought first to
be ascertained whether electricity is really developed in the processes of
incubation, respiration, &c.

Pouillet has endeavoured to prove, that during the vegetation of
plants, an abundance of electricity is developed. Pouillet first investi-

gated the generation of electricity in the formation of carbonic acid.
He placed a cylinder of carbon on the plate of a condenser, inflamed
the upper end of the cylinder, and supported the combustion by a mo-
derate current of air. In a few moments the condenser was charged
with negative electricity, while the carbonic acid formed, coming in
contact at the height of a few inches with a brass plate, which was con-
nected with the condenser, was found to possess positive electric proper-

In his experiments on the developement of electricity during ve-
getation, Pouillet made use oftwelve glass vessels from eight to ten inches
in diameter, which he covered externally for the extent of one or two
inches near the border with a varnish of gumlac. These vessels he
placed in two rows on a piece of very dry wood. He then filled them
with garden-mould, and connected them by metallic wires, which passed
from the interior of one vessel to that of another, so that the interior of
all the vessels formed part of one circle. If, now, electricity was deve-
loped in them, it would be distributed through all the vessels, but would
be prevented from escaping by the varnish at their margins. He now
connected the isolated plate of a condenser with one of the vessels bv
means of a brass wire, while the lower or moveable plate of the con-
denser communicated with the earth. The apparatus being thus pre-
pared, some seeds were sown in the earth contained in the vessels. In
a few days resinous electricity was developed in the vessels, while vitreous
electricity was detected in the gases formed. This continued until the
air of the chamber became impregnated with moisture.* These expe-
riments must be repeated with the necessary modification on incubated
eggs, and on animals with reference to the formation of carbonic acid
during respiration.

ties.

2. Of the generation of

The temperature of the human body in those internal parts which are
most easily accessible, such as the mouth and rectum, is 97-7° or 98-6°

* Aimal. de Chim. et de Phys. 35, 420.
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Ma*™J
hQ tem

P.erature of the blo«d is found to be from 100* to 10U°

.

£gh as from 106° to 107°. In the morbus cceruleusis defer*.™ o * • r • . ,
U1UIUUS "eruieus, m which there

the ZT artenallsatlon of the blood from malformation of the heart

W insir^l
°f the b°dy

" °ften S6Veral d^eeS l0™ «»»«
t- placedt » "> "T 5 " *" ^"^ Chole^ a ther—

' placed m the mouth rises only to 77° or 79".
bodv in K. nu • ,*

' ' ine temperature of the

than d„rin
* X\aCC°rdl^ t0 A«tenrieth, 1|° Fahr. lower during sleep

evenino f Y'
8nd somewhat lower in the morning than in the

interior nP^ 7? CHmateS
' ^ D&Vy f°Und the temperature of the

he oC ^ 2 '7°-3-6° Fahr. higher than intemperate climates:

ages I
difference of temperature in individuals of different

This'l

m natlVes as wel1 as in Persons coming from cooler climates,

villi

aSt observation is, however, quite opposed to the results of Dou-Ule s experiments.*

&
collected ,n a "<•

maTaUa^ hlrdS"~Tiedemann and Rudolphi have

mals.
n relative t0 the temperature of different ani-

mannl
f°llowinS is donved from the more copious table of Tiede-

The Ox .

Sheep

Horse

Elephant

Guinea-pig

Hare
Rabbit

Squirrel

Seal

Dog
Cat

Bat.—Vespertilio noct

Ape.

Vespertilio pipistrellus

-Simia aigula

Porpoise—Delphinus phocama
Narwhal.—Monodon monoceros
Whale—Balaena mysticetus

has a temperature of from 99° to 1 04° Fahr.

. 100-40° to 104°.

. 97° to 98-24°.

. 99j°.

.
96-37o to 100-40°

. 1 00°.

. 99*46° to 104°.

. 105°.

. 102°.

. 99-30° to 101-30°.

. 98-60° to 103-60°.

. 102°.

. 105° to 106°.

. 103 86°.

. 95-90° to 99-50°.

. 96°.

. 102°

ila

-

From this table it appears, that the heat of the body varies in
different genera of mammalia ; and it is also seen, that there

the

is no

la in
remarkable difference between the cetacea and the other mammali
respect to their temperature

The temperature of the body in birds seems, from the following

* Froriep's Notizen, N. 686.

+ Tiedemaim's Physiologie, i. p. 454.-The English translation, p. 234.

/
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76 INFLUENCE OF AGE ON ANIMAL HEAT.

table, which is also taken from Tiedemann, to be, almost without excep-

tion, higher than in man and mammalia.

The gull.—Larus has a temperature of 100° Fahr.

White game.—Tetrao albus

Common cock

Common hen

Pigeon

Anas, different species,

Bearded vulture.—Vultur barbatus

Falco, different species,

Raven.—Corvus corax

Fringilla, different species,

Great titmouse.—Parus major

Hirundo lagopus

102°.

102-99° to 103-78°.

102-99° to 109-94°.

106*70° to 109-58°.

106° to 111°.

107*49°.

104-50° to 109-74°.

105-99° to 109-23°.

107° to 111-25°.

111-25°.

111-25°.

Production of animal heat in old age and early lift Edwards found

the power of generating heat to be less active in old people. It was

$hown by the experiments of Autenrieth and Schultz,* that the embryo

of mammalia owes its heat to the mother, and loses it when removed

from the uterus. The same rapid diminution of temperature was ob-

served by M in the new-born young of most carnivorous

and rodent animals when they were removed from the parent, the tem-

perature of the atmosphere being between 50° and 53|° Fahr. ; whereas,

while lying close to the body of the mother, their temperature was only

2 or 3 degrees lower than hers. The same law applies to the young of

birds. Young sparrows, a week after they are hatched, have, while in

the nest, a temperature of 95° to 97° ; but, when they are taken from

the nest, their temperature falls in one hour to 66^°, the temperature

of the atmosphere being at the time 62^°. Other experiments, which

id, showed that the want of feathers is not the

cooling.f It appears from his investigations,

M. Edwards institut

cause of this rapid

that several kinds of mammiferous animals are born in a much less

perfectly developed condition than others ; that the young of dogs, cats,

and rabbits, for example, are far inferior in the power of generating

heat, to the young of other animals which are not born blind. In four-

teen days this defect is removed, and they have then reached the stage

at which the young of these other animals are born.J The need of ex-

ternal warmth to keep up the temperature of new-born children is well

known ; it is not less necessary, indeed, than to the young of carnivo-

rous and rodent animals. The statistical researches of M. Edwards have

shown that the want of external warmth is a much more frequent cause

of death in new-born children than has been hitherto supposed. §

* Experimenta circa calorem foetus et sanguinem. Tub. 1799.

f Froriep's Notizen, 151.—Edwards, On the Influence of Physical Agents on Life,

translated by Drs. Hodgkin and Fisher, p. 117—121.

% Compare Legallois , Meckel's Archiv. iii. 454. § Edwards, loc. citat.
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Effects of animals.—Hyb The generation of
aionc m adult warm-blooded animals is in a certain measure independent

or external temperature
: this independence, however, varies in degree

according to the geographical distribution, and the internal vital con-
itions of the animal; hence the migrations of many animals with th

c ange of the seasons. But it appears from Captain Parry's observa-
H>ns, that the mammiferous animals of polar regions will support the
emperature at which mercury freezes, namely, —40° Fahr., or even

J
temperature as low as —51° Fahr* There are some mammalia,
owever, namely, the hybernating animals—the marmot, rellmouse,
amster, hedgehog, bat, beaver, and bear,—which, when the external
emperature is not low, maintain an animal heat which does not differ
iom that of other mammalia, but lose this heat when the surrounding
a mosphere becomes very cold, and fall into a state of torpor or
asphyxia, and several of them even become frozen at 10° or 6J Fahr.
he beaver and bear hybernate but imperfectly.
The phenomena of hybernation have been studied more especially

external temperature is

Mangili As long as the

as high as 50° or 521°, the phenomena of
ybernation are not induced : the hazel-mouse, indeed, retains, Saissyt

says, all its vivacity at 43-1 O

Saissy also Mangili

Spallanzani had stated the contrary.

external temperature, and neither commences later nor ceases earlier
when the winter is late and the spring early. Pallas induced sleep in
marmots during summer by placing them in an ice-house ; and Saissy
succeeded in the same manner in producing this state in hedgehogs,

myoxus glis. In the depth of winter these animals
awake, if placed in a temperature of 524° or 541°.

myoxus avellanarius—throughout the

and rellmice

[Bertholdj

winter in a room, the temperature of which was never lower than 50°
Fahr., generally was between 59° and 63|°, and sometimes was as high
as 701°, without the animals being roused from their torpid state. He
hence concludes that neither external cold nor the necessity of external
warmth for the maintenance of internal heat is the cause of hyberna-
tion. But that external temperature has a great influence on hyberna-
tion is evident from Berthold's own experiments ; for the animals which
he kept in a warm room were much more easily roused than those which
were exposed to the cold of the season : the animals exposed to the
cold air fell into the state of hybernation in October; while those which
were kept in the room, did not become torpid before the middle of

December; and when the torpor of these latter animals was not com-

* See Tiedemann, loc. cit. pp. 461. 466. Translation, p. 236.

t Mem. de Turin, 1810—12. Meckel's Archiv. fur Physiol, iii. p 133

% Mailer's Archiv. 1837, p. 67.
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HYBERNATING ANIMALS

plete, it was always rendered deeper by a sudden change from mild to

severe weather, and vice versa.]

The temperature of the animals during hybernation, although it falls

proportionately with the temperature of the surrounding air, still is 4§

Fahr higher than it. Respiration is kept up, though slowly and almost

imperceptibly. The marmot during hybernation breathes seven or

eiiht times in a minute, the hedgehog four or five times, the great

dormouse nine or ten times in the same period. During the state of the

deepest torpor, however, respiration ceases entirely
;
and the animals

may" then, if Spallanzani's observation is correct, bef^^^"

Saissy found that until this last state

nitv in an irrespirable gas. . „ -
.

Ls, they continue to remove the oxygen from the £*»J
of oxygen consumed decreasing as their temperature falls

,
but i sUll

continues, together with the exhalation of carbonic acid

,

^^J
oxvaen remains in the air; whereas animals which do not hybeinate,

uTLTbbits, rats, and sparrows, die when they have consumed a

small portion only of the oxygen of the air contained in the ves eh,

M Prunelle states that the arterial blood of the bat is less bright ra

colour during hybernation. With respect to the circulation, Saissy

found that, at the commencement and towards the termination of the

state of hybernation, the motion of the blood is extremely slow
;
and

tat while the torpor is complete, the capillaries of the extreme parts

ar almost empty! and the large vessels only half distended I was

ony in the larger trunks of the chest and abdomen that an undulatory

moLn of the blood was still observable. In the bat during hybema-

Znle heart beats, according to Prunelle, only fifty or «^ve time

in the minute, while ordinarily it beats about two hundred times in the

anointerva Sensibility, and the irritability of the muscles, as tested

b7mechanical or galvanic stimulants, are diminished, but are not entire-

I"

:

antg except during the state of the deepest torpor This entire

absence of sensibility and irritability of the muscles has been witnessed

bv Saissy a few times only in hedgehogs and marmots. The secretions

do not wholly cease ; for Prunelle found that bats lost jfr of their weight

between the 19th of February and the 12th of March.
.

Saissy states moreover that the blood of the marmot and hedgehog is

remarkable for the small quantity of fibrin and albumen which it con-

tains

;

that the bile is sweetish, but that the fat is unchanged- Accord-

ing to Prunelle and Tiedemann,* an apparently glandular but really fatty

mass forms in the neck and anterior mediastinum before hybernation

:

t

thymus gland. t

* Meckel's Archiv. t. i. p. 481.

± N. act. ac. csss. nat. cur. t. xiii. p. 1

f Ibid. iii. 151, 152
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pared to the internal carotid, passing through the stapes of the tym-
panum in the following genera, Vespertilio, Erinaceus, Sorex^ Talpa,

Hypudaeus, Georhychus (Lemmus), Myoxus, Mus, Cricetus, Dipus,
leriones, Arctomys, and Sciurus; all of which animals,, Otto says, are
Object to a state of more or less complete hybernation. The assertion

Mangilr, that the cerebral vessels are remarkably small in hybernat-
ng animals, is denied most expressly by Otto, who also did not observe
e large size of the nerves of the superficial parts, which was spoken
by Saissy. It is generally known that, during hybernation, a part of
e fat formed in the autumn is consumed to nourish the bodj. But
e experiments of Pallas, who produced hybernation during the height

th

th

°* summer by means of artificial cold, prove the incorrectness of the

theory, which supposes that it is the accumulation of fat, and the enlarge-

ment of the glands in the chest and neck during the autumn, which
Jnduce hybernation, by exerting pressure upon the respiratory nerves,

^he spinal cord is very short in the hedgehog ; but this is not a general

character of hybernating animals.*

Effects ofexternal heat on the temperature of warm-blooded animals,

y- the temperature of the atmosphere, in which a mammiferous animal
ls placed, exceeds the natural heat of its body, a slight elevation takes
place in the temperature of the animal's body, not however in propor-
tion to the elevation of the external temperature. Experiments have
been instituted by Duntze,f Fordyce, Banks, Blagden,^ and Delaroche,,

and Berger, to ascertain the effect of increased external heat on the

temperature of the body. Sir C. Blagden and others supported a tem-
perature between 198° and 211° Fahr. in a dry air for several minutes;
[in a subsequent experiment Blagden himself remained eight minutes

in a temperature of 260°;] Delaroche and Berger observed an eleva-

tion of temperature of a few degrees only in rabbits exposed to a heat

varying from 122° to 194° Fahr. In birds also the heat of the body
did not rise commensurately with that of the surrounding atmo-
sphere: it did not suffer an elevation of more than 11 or 12 degrees,

fhis power of maintaining nearly their original temperature when ex-

posed to great external heat, is owing to the cooling effect of the in-

The principal treatises on hybernation are :—Saissy, Recherches experimentales

anatomiques sur la physique des animaux mammiferes hybernans ; Paris et Lyon,
lo08; iibersetzt von Nasse. ReiFs Archiv. fiir Physiol, t. xii. p. 293. Saissy,

M6m. de Turin, 1810—1812. Meckel's Archiv. fur Physiol, t. iii. Mangili tiber den

Winterschlaf, in ReiFs Archiv. Bd. 8. Prunelle, Recherches sur les phenomenes et

sur les causes du sommeil hivernal : Ann. du Mus. t. xviii. Gilbert's Annalen, Bd.

40 u. 41.

+ Exp. calorem animalium spectantia. Lugd. Bat. 1754.

t Philos. Transact. 1775, v. 65.

Delaroche and Berger, Exp. sur les effects qu'une forte chaleur produit dans

l'economie animale. Paris, 1806. Journal d, Phys. 71. ReiFs Archiv. 12. 370.
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, - i • i„ cffor under these circumstances.
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°
a dry

that the increased evaporat.cn from the surface o t >
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from perspiration being obstructed.
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.
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"'"

generating heat^but den ^ and .^ ^ researches
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surro ^r
haVe a temperature one or two Agrees higher than that of the

hr.
;
in the eel 1$>

; in the carp lf>. Despretz found the

surroUnding water. In smal] fisheg Broussonet found the djfference of

gree ruo'p f
W6en ?"* b°dieS a"d the Water t0 be from A <* a de-

^emperature of two carp to be 58«» Fahr., of two tench 52? Fahr.; the

taineHI"
6

f^ SUrrounding water being 51 1° Fahr. Dr. Davy ascer-
a that the temperature of a shark was 77° Fahr. when the tem-

perature of the sea was 42f
° Fahr.

[S

He finds that theabse

animalS haVe bCen instituted ^ Berthold.* „e mms mat me

tn

enCe
.°
r existence of a great difference between the temperature of

iese animals, and that of the medium, depends wholly on the circum-
ance of the temperature of the medium having been stationary for

some time, or having recently become elevated or lowered ; for, if the
^emperature of the medium has changed, a considerable time is required

*
t ie heat of their bodies to undergo a corresponding change. «.w«-

low
S°UrCe °f err°r

'
Berthold found that amphibia had generally a

^ower temperature than the surrounding air, which arose from the cooi-

ng
effect of evaporation. In water, frogs had the same temperature as

e water. During the act of copulation, the frogs had a temperature £> to*
•
or |° to i|° Fahr. higher than that of the water. Reptiles, when

e external temperature is moderate or rather elevated, have a heat h"
10 14.° Po^ M t~:_i .i . _

7 +

1

Avoid-

Pallas t

some cold-blooded animals also present the phenomenon of hyberna-
fon. Franklin relates, that many fishes, when laid upon the ice be-came instantly torpid, but recovered again after several hours or days
It has, however, been frequently asserted, that fishes continue to live in
ice, and that the water around them is not frozen.f
that crucians (cyprinus carassius) are restored to life „„ _ „,„««
of lakes in Siberia, which were frozen to the bottom, and mentions a
smnlar fact observed by Bell, namely the revival of gold-fishes from
ozen water. Reptiles become torpid not only during winter, at the

^ommencement of which they bury themselves, but during summer also,

a *1!J^ !f

S
*

In the dry season rePtnes bury themselves and fall into
r tQ hybernatjon) from which they recover in the rainy

Humboldt has observed some very interesting facts of this kind,
warm-blooded animals there is only one known instance of this sum-

a state similai

season.

In

mer sleep
; that is in the tanrec,

th
of

Madagascar.

Some complete observations on
e temperature of invertebrate animals are still wanted, but the facts

Neue Versuche iiber die Temperatur der Kaltbltitigen Thi
Mullep's Archiv. 1836, Jahresbericht, p. cxix.

t Jahresbericht der Schwed. Acad, iibersetzt von J. Miiller, 1824.

ere. Gotting, 1835.

In Rudolphi's Grundriss der Physiologie, i, p. 176,

c
II
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that are known prove that their temperature, like that of the other

cold-blooded animals, varies with the temperature of the medium
;
but

that it may nevertheless, even in insects, be a degree or two higher or

lower than the external temperature is evident from the experiments of

Marti
In the

The

F.

O

ant-hills a very much higher temperature has been observed.*

river crawfish, Rudolphi saw the thermometer, which in the water was

at 52i0, rise to 54|°, and even to 59° F. Similar evidences of inde-

pendent heat, though less considerable, have been observed in the mol-

lusca.t In snails the temperature is two degrees higher than that of
*

the medium.

The insects and mollusca, of temperate and cold climates at least, are

known, with certainty, to be subject to hybernation. Some of Jthe

lower animals seem to require a pretty high external temperature
'

instance of the small snail,—the cyclostomum thermale Ranzani,—which

lives in the hot springs of Abano, the temperature of which is 83f "

™

appears extraordinary. Rudolphi saw these animals move briskly even

in water of 99^° F. But the entozoa of man and mammalia live in an

equal, those of birds in a still higher temperature. Rudolphi remarks,

that the entozoa of warm-blooded animals become torpid in the cold, but

are a°-ain revived when placed in warm water; while the entozoa of cold-

blooded animals bear a low as well as a. high temperature.

The hybernation of snails has been described by Gaspard
;
durin

this state the heart, he says, ceases to beat, respiration is no longer

carried on, and the tentacula, if cut off, are not reproduced. These

animals also fall into a summer sleep when the heat is great
;
but, m

the summer sleep, respiration, the heart's action, and the reproductive

"
Sources ofanimal heat—I now proceed to inquire what are the pro-

cesses by which heat is generated in the animal body. The first point

of interest in this inquiry is the difference of temperature of different

parts of the body. The temperature is lower, the further removed the

part is from the centre of the body ; thus, in the human subject, a ther-

mometer placed in the axilla stood at 98° F. at the loins it indicated a

temperature of 961°, on the thigh 94°, on the leg 93° or 91°, on the sole

of the foot 90°.§ Dr. J. Davy found the temperature of the rectum, in

several experiments, somewhat higher than that of the brain ;
this ap-

pears extraordinary, and probably arose from some error of observation.

Dr. Davy's experiments on the temperature of the different kinds of

blood are very interesting. Eleven experiments were instituted on sheep
*

* See note at end of Prolegomena. •

.

t An account of the different observations relative to this snbject will be found m

Rudolphi's Physiolog. 179, in Treviranus, Biologie, 5-20, and in Tiedemann s

Physiol. 476 ; Translation, p. 244. * Meckel's Archiv. 8.

§ Dr. J. Davy, Phil. Transact. 1814. Meckel's Archiv. n, p. 312.

t



RESPIRATION,

ai
> oxen

; and from the mean of these experiments it would appear that
6 temperature of arterial blood is about 1° or 1|° R higher than that
venous blood.* Mayerf found the temperature of the blood of the

jugular vein to be from 1° to & R. or from 2|° to <*# F. lower than that
the blood of the carotid ; but he could not discover the difference of

J-mperature of the blood of the two sides of the heart, which is spoken
y Davy. Saissy has made similar observations in livbernatin*?

animals. fo

heory of the production of heat in respiration.—According to the
leory of respiration, invented by Lavoisier and Laplace, and adopted
y most modern chemists, the oxygen of the atmosphere combines in

the lungs with carbon of the blood, and is expired in the form of car-
onic acid

; and if more oxygen disappears from the atmosphere than is

accounted for by the carbonic acid expired, it is supposed that this por-
tion of the oxygen which does not go to form carbonic acid, unites with
lydrogen in the blood and forms water, which is exhaled. Admitting
t iese hypotheses, it might be imagined that the source of animal heat
Was the caloric developed during the combination of the oxygen with
the carbon and hydrogen in the lungs. To render this more probable,
and to explain more easily the distribution of the caloric, when deve-
°Ped, through the body, Dr. Crawford $ stated, that arterial blood has
a greater capacity for caloric than venous blood, about in the proportion
of U-5 to 10. Thus he supposed, that the caloric developed in the
ungs at first served to maintain the temperature of the arterial blood,
and that afterwards, during the conversion of this arterial blood into
venous blood in all parts of the body, the heat, before latent in the
arterial blood, was set free. Dr. J. Davy has, however, shown, that the
capacity of the two kinds of blood for caloric differs, either not at all

or only very slightly, as in the proportion of 10 to 10-1 1.

But, supposing that Lavoisier's theory of respiration is correct, the
amount of caloric that can be generated by the respiratory process may
be ascertained by direct calculation. This calculation has been made by
Dulong and Despretz. Dulong introduced different mammiferous ani-
mals, carnivorous as well as herbivorous, into a receiver, in which the

-

nges produced in the air by respiration, and the volume of the different
Products, could be determined, at the same time that the amount of
caloric lost by the animal could be ascertained. Dulong found, that all
animals extracted from the air more oxygen than was accounted for by the
carbonic acid which they exhaled. In herbivorous animals, the oxygen
tlUs Iost amounted on an average only to -& of the whole quantity of

Uavy. Tentamen experimentale de sanguine. Edinb. 1814. Meckel's Archi v. i.
10$>. Phil. Transact. 1814. f Meckel's Archiv. iii. 337.

* Dr. Crawford, on Animal heat. Versuche und Beobachtunffen iiber die War-
der Thiere.

?
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the oxygen extracted from the air ; in carnivorous animals, the maxi-

mum quantity of this oxygen, which was not converted into carbonic

acid, was §, the minimum £, of the whole amount of oxygen consumed.

If now it be admitted, that, by the conversion of the oxygen into carbonic

acid during respiration the same quantity of caloric is developed as

Laplace and Lavoisier found to be produced by the combustion of carbon

in oxygen gas, it will be found by calculation that only T\ of the heat

that is lost during a given time by herbivorous animals, and % of that

which carnivorous animals lose in the same space of time, can be thus

accounted for. Again, admitting that the oxygen, which is converted

intocarbo nic acid, is consumed in forming water by uniting with hydro-

gen, and that as much caloric is thus generated as would be developed

during the combustion of equal quantities of oxygen and hydrogen

still the whole quantity of caloric produced by the combination of

carbon and hydrogen with the oxygen, would amount only to from

3 to a of that which is developed during the same space of time

by ca/nivorous as well as herbivorous animals.*

Despretz placed animals in a vessel surrounded with water; an un-

interrupted current of air to and from the vessel was maintained, and

the volume and composition of the air both before and after the experi-

ment which was continued \\ or 2 hours, as well as the increase in the

temperature of the surrounding water, were ascertained
:
by tins means

he found that the heat, which would have been generated in the respira-

tory process according to Lavoisier's theory, would have accounted for

from 0-76 to 0-91 of that which the animals really gave out during the

same time.t .„,,•! ^^^
From these experiments it results, that, even if the chemical theoiy

of respiration is adopted, there must be still some other source of

animal heat. But it is exceedingly improbable that the water exhaled

from the lungs is formed during the respiratory process by the union ot

its elements ; it is much more probable that a part of the oxygen is

retained by the blood : the heat produced by the process of respiration,

therefore, can be estimated as being derived only from the union of the

oxygen and carbon, and the heat thus generated would, according to

Dulong, amount in herbivora to TV only, and in carnivora to \ only of

the heat really developed in the body. Besides, it is at present merely

an hypothesis that the oxygen of the atmosphere unites with the car-

bon in the lungs to form carbonic acid; although new facts render it

exceedingly improbable, that the carbonic acid exists already formed in

the venous blood, and is merely exhaled in the lungs, while the oxygen

combines with the blood. According to this latter view, which would

/

* Berzelius, im Schwedischen Jahresbericht ; Boun, 1824, p. 67.

Journal fftr Chemie und Physik. N. R. Bd. 8. S. 505

t Gmelin's Chemie, t. iv. p. 1523. Ann. d. Cmm. et de Phys. 26, 338.

See also Neues
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explain the phenomena equally well, the oxygen combines with the carbon
*n the course of the circulation, and thus imparts to the blood a higher
temperature. Wherever the carbonic acid is formed,—whether in the
ungs or in the blood,—the oxygen inspired would in either case be the
immediate source of its formatiion, and respiration might be regarded
as e cause, mediate or immediate, of the developement of animal heat

;

and, adopting the results obtained by Dulong, it might be admitted that
ln erDlv«ra T

tj., in carnivora |, of the animal heat is generated by respi-
ration. This being conceded, it would be easy to explain the want of per-
ceptible independent heat in the embryo, in which no oxygen is inspired

;

r
)

(

»mes a temperature some degrees lower than natural, as well as the
small degree of independent heat possessed by cold-blooded animals, (in
which only a part of the blood is aerated, as in reptiles, or in which
respiration is performed only by means of the air dissolved in water, and
is consequently less perfect,) might then be likewise easily accounted for.
o put the chemical theory of animal heat to a decided test, experiments

must be instituted on the plan of those of Dulong and Despretz, but on
cold-blooded in place ofwarm-blooded animals, to ascertainwhether, calcu-
ating from the changes produced in the air by respiration, the quantity
of caloric generated by the chemical process would not be too large,
compared with the very small quantity of heat really evolved by the
former animals. This is an interesting problem for chemical inquiry.

of There must be other
sources of animal heat, besides respiration. Some physiologists, and
among them Professor von Walther and Dr. Paris, have thought to find
a principal source of animal heat in the different secreting pro-
cesses, in which fluids having a less capacity for caloric than the
blood are separated from the latter fluid, and caloric before latent
thereby rendered sensible. According to Dr. Crawford, the capacity of
milk for caloric is less than that of the blood. Dr. Paris* estimates the
capacity of urine for caloric at 0-777, that of arterial blood at 1-003.
Ahese results are directly opposed to those obtained by Dr. Nasse, who
ound no difference, as regards their capacity for caloric, between the
different secretions and water ; and Dr. Davy detected scarcely any dif-

ference in this respect between the blood and water. M. Pouillett has
directed attention to another source of heat in the vital processes. All
solid bodies, inorganic as well as organic, undergo an elevation of tem-
perature when moistened with different fluids. This elevation of tempe-
rature is much greater in organic substances ; in several cases

Pouillet found that it amounted to from 11° to 18° of Fahrenheit,M

London Med. and Physic. Journal. 21. 1809. Meckel's Archiv. ii. 308
t Ann. Chem, Phys. 20, 141. Meckel's Archiv. viii, 233.
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The solution of the food by the fluids of the stomach might be taken as

on example, and perhaps the slight increase of heat during digestion

might be thus explained. But a more considerable and more general

source of animal heat is undoubtedly to be sought in the organic pro-

cesses, in which by the operation of the organising forces on the organic

matter heat is generated not in one, but in every organ of the body

:

hence it is, that in cases of long fasting, in which the separation of the

old matter continues, but not the organisation of new matter, the tem-

perature of the body, according to Marline, falls considerably, to the

extent even of several degrees, although at the same time the source of

caloric in the formation of carbonic acid remains. In inflammation the

flow of blood to the part is increased, and the temperature is at the same

time elevated; but Dr. J. Thomson* thinks that it never rises higher than

the temperature of the blood in the great vessels. Muscular exertion

and febrile irritation also cause elevation of temperature ;
while the de-

pression of vital energy in nervous affections, and in rigors, causes the

temperature of the body to fall, although respiration is unaffected. Dr.

Currief found the temperature in the palm of the hand during syncope

to be as low as 63° F.
XT . „

Influence of the nerves in the generation ofheat—Now, since all organic

processes are chiefly dependent on the influence exerted by the nerves

on the organic matter of the body, it cannot appear wonderful if the

reciprocal action between the organs and the nerves is a main source of

animal heat. The experiments of Brodie, Chaussat and others, have

proved this. Elliot and Home have observed, that, after division of the

Uves of a limb, its temperature falls, and all observers confirm this

result in the case of the nervus vagus. The diminution of temperature

is detectible by a thermometer ; the mere sensation of cold after injury

to the nerves of a limb must not be confounded with it. Mr. Earlet

found the temperature of the hand of a paralysed arm to be 70- Fahr.,

while that of the sound side had a temperature of 92' Fahr. On electri-

fying the limb, the temperature rose to 77°i In another case the tem-

perature of the paralysed finger was 56" Fahr. while that of the unaf-

fected hand was 62°.
m .

Brodie§ having killed an animal, either by decapitating it, by dividing

its medulla oblongata, by destroying its brain, or by poisoning it with

Worara poison, kept up artificial respiration, and found that the action

of the heart continued, and that the blood became arterialised in the lungs

* Lectures on Inflammation. Edinb. 1813, p. 46.

War
*

Leipzic, Bd. i. p. 267.

Currie on Cold Affusion.

"Lie, in Med. Chirurg. Transact, vii. p. 173. Meckel's Arch**, m. p. 419. See

also Yelloly in Med. Chir. Transact, iii.

Sir b! Brodie, in Phil. Trans. 1811, 4 5 1812, 378. R«l'« Archiv. 12, 1*7, 199.
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gallois,

as during life, but that the heat of the body was not maintained;
indeed, it became cold more rapidly than a body in which artificial

respiration was not kept up, being cooled by the air forced into the
ungs. Dr. Marshall Hall,* however, observed the very contrary of
ls

;
he found that a decapitated animal retained its warmth longer,

when artificial respiration was performed. The results obtained by Le-

f also, do not exactly agree with those of Brodie's experiments

;

egaIlois found that every impediment to respiration, whether from the
animal being fixed upon its back, or from the air which it breathes
eing rarefied or mixed with nitrogen or carbonic acid, is attended with

*\ diminution °^ temperature; that even the inflation of the lungs with
air

?
by impeding the process of respiration, causes diminution of the heat

fche body, and that the greatest degree of cold always corresponds to

e smallest consumption of oxygen. Emmertrj: repeated Brodie's ex-

periments with poison and artificial respiration, and found a change
°f temperature of only 6f° Fahr. in the space of 74 minutes. Wil-
son Philip^ infers from his own experiments, that artificial respiration,

en the inflation of the lungs is performed too frequently, cools the
body very quickly, but that when employed with moderate frequency it

retards the cooling of the body. Brodie's experiments are, however,
lor the main point, convincing. He has shown, that living rabbits

expire 28*22 cubic inches of carbonic acid in half an hour ; that, when
artificial respiration is kept up in rabbits after death by poisoning,

or destruction of the medulla oblongata, a quantity of carbonic acid,

varying from 20-24, or 25-55, to 28-27 cubic inclies, is still exhaled

;

us, that under these circumstances, the products of respiration are
nearly the same as ordinarily during life, and that, nevertheless, the

temperature falls six degrees of Fahrenheit in the course of an hour.
||

The sinking of the temperature of the body, which Legallois stated

to be constant in animals fastened down upon their back, was not

wh

th

% on the contrary, Chaussat confirms

Brodie's observations. After injury of the brain, the temperature fell

from 104° Fahr. to 75° before death, which occurred in from eleven to

twenty-two hours. Division of the nervous vagus, which, without

essentially affecting the chemical process of respiration, produces death,

according to Legallois, by inducing congestion of the lungs with serum
or blood, caused the temperature of the body to fall, during a period

* London Med. Phys. Journal, 32, 1814. See also Brodie, ibid. p. 295. Meckel's

Archiv. iii. 429, 434. f Ann. Chem. Phys. 4, 1817. Meckel's Archiv. iii. 436.

t Meckel's Archiv. 1, 184.

§ Untersuchung. iiber die Gesetz. d. Function, des Lebens iibersetzt. von Sonthei-

raers. Stuttgardt, 1822. Inquiry into the laws of the vital functions.

II See Nasse's Remarks on Brodie's experiments in ReiFs Archiv. xii. p. 404.

f Meckel's Archiv. vii. 282.

/
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varying between twelve and thirty-six hours, as low as 97° or 98£°

Fahr. and at last even to 68°. In all these experiments, unfortunately,

the temperature of the atmospheric air is not mentioned. Injuries of

the spinal marrow produced more striking effects on the animal heat,
*

the higher the seat of the injury ; so that the effects on the generation of

caloric, like other consequences of lesions of the spinal cord, were

greater in proportion to the number of nerves arising below the point of

injury.

Chaussat endeavours lastly to prove, that the sympathetic nerve also

has a great share in the production of animal heat : he found, that after

injury of the splanchnic nerve, produced in the extirpation of the supra-

renal capsule through a wound, which, he says, was not very large, (?)

the temperature gradually fell from 104-88° to 78*8° Fahr. during the

ten hours which preceded death. Chaussat applied a ligature to the

aorta of a dog, at the point where it passes through the aortic open-

ing of the diaphragm, and then examined the temperature of the upper

and lower half of the animal; he repeated this experiment, and each

time it appeared that the oesophagus, up to the time of death, had a

somewhat lower temperature than the rectum. This slight difference is

attributed by Chaussat to the cooling effect of respiration. Chaussat

thence inferred that much less influence on the developement of animal

heat is exerted in the thorax than in the abdomen through the medium

of the nerves. The diminution of temperature, which ensues on division of

the nervus vagus, cannot be assumed to prove the contrary, for this nerve

supplies branches to abdominal as well as to thoracic organs. But

Chaussat here attributes great importance to indecisive experiments,

which prove little or nothing, and does not perceive how many objec-

tions might be made to them.

Several of the facts which we have mentioned prove, however, that

the influence of the nerves in the organic processes of the body contri-

butes greatly to the production of animal heat in other parts than the

lungs. Berzelius is also of this opinion, which moreover seems to

derive confirmation from the rapid and momentary increase of temperature,

sometimes general, at other times quite local, which is observed in states

of nervous excitement ; from the general increase of warmth of the body,

sometimes amounting to perspiration, which is excited by passions of

the mind ; from the sudden rush of heat to the face, which is not a mere

sensation ; and from the equally rapid diminution of temperature in the

depressing passions;— all phenomena, however, which might certainly be

explained by the increased or diminished flow of blood to the part, and

in some cases also by a change induced in the heart's action. From the

facts at present known, the inference we deduce is, that elevation of

temperature takes place in all organic processes, but that it is in part

determined by the influence exerted on these processes by the nerves.
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muscle zs attended with an elevation of its temperature, amounting to
1 2° Cent, nr 140_ ().,o C„t,_ n,l . . , ,

&

organic

2f° Fahr. They ascertained the temperature of
7 Part by means of thermo-electric multiplier, a needle composed
two other needles united at their point being thrust into the part,
ue the other extremities of the needles were connected with the

wires of the multiplier.]

If now the warm-blooded and cold-blooded animals are compared, the
cause of the difference of temperature in the two may be sought, either

ne relative intensity of the respiratory process, or of the
Processes generally. Without referring one phenomenon to another as
Jts cause, it may be remembered, that in the cold-blooded animals the
8|ze of the central portions of the nervous sjstem is smaller in propor-
tjon to^ the nerves themselves ; that the respiratory process is far less
active in proportion to the weight of the body ; that the blood of these
cold-blooded animals contains, according to Prevost and Dumas, less
coagulable matter; a similar state of the blood being also found by
aissy in hybernating animals ; and, lastly, that birds and some mam-

jnaha, the blood of which, according to Prevost and Dumas, contains a
"JgW quantity of red particles and coagulable matter, also have a
higher temperature.

lai

Cau of Before all these facts with respect to the
cause of animal heat were considered, no inquiry with reference to the
spontaneous diminution of this power of generating heat during hyberna-
tion, and regarding the causes of this latter phenomenon, could be
attended with any satisfactory result. In this inquiry the phenomenon
of hybernation as presented by a few animals must not be considered in
an isolated manner, but the investigation must be grounded upon the
fact, that all animals, when the external temperature falls below a
certain point, become torpid and frozen, without thereby entirely losing
the faculty of living

; but that the point to which the external tempera-
ture may be lowered without this state being induced, varies very much
according to the organisation of the different animals, and their geogra-
phical distribution.

1. Man evidences in this respect a very great tenacity of the organic
powers, since he maintains his proper temperature, under favourable cir-

cumstances, in all climates in which animals exist,—in the extreme
north, as well as under the equator. But even man, when deprived of
necessary covering and acted on by cold, or, in other words, deprived
of a vital stimulus, falls into a state of torpor, and the more easily when
his vital force is depressed by the influence of intoxicating substances.

2. Many animals fall readily into this state of torpor, when the neces-

* Ann. d. Sc. Nat.—Mai. Oct. Miiller's Archiv. 1836. Jahresbericht, p. cxix.

it
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sary degree of "external warmth which determines their geographical

distribution is wanting ; it is from the necessity of a certain external

temperature that birds migrate.

3. The young of mammalia become torpid at a temperature which is

sufficiently elevated for maintaining the vital force of the adult animals

in an active state. This is proved by the observations of Legallois, on

rabbits six or eight weeks old, which however may be restored from the

torpid state by raising the temperature of the medium.

Now, the cold in these cases does not exert a direct depressing

effect on the respiratory process : all the first symptoms of the torpor

from the influence of cold, namely, the insensibility, sleepiness, and

debility, are rather indicative of depression of vital force from want of

vital stimulus ; the subsequent effect on the respiration must therefore

be regarded as a consequence, not as the cause of this torpor, just as in

the case of syncope from nervous affections ; and the diminution of the

temperature of the body is likewise a consequence of the depression of

vital energy, which might perhaps prevent the generation of caloric sup-

posed to take place in the lungs, by primarily causing retardation of the

resniratory movements, and rendering the respiratory process less active.

The facility with which this state of torpor is induced in some animals

arises therefore from the greater delicacy of their structure, and from

the vivifying and stimulating influence of warmth being more necessary

for the continuance of their organic processes. This must also be re-

garded as the cause of the winter sleep of hybernating animals, in

which the only great peculiarity is, that in them the torpor may con-

tinue a long time without danger to life. Of the causes of hyberna-

tion advanced by Saissy and others, some are merely consequences of

the depression of the vital energy ; others, such as the supposed large

of the external nerves and small size of the cerebral vessels, do not
size

exist.

The hybernation of animals then is perfectly analogous to what is called

the nocturnal sleep of plants,—the change of position of their leaves,

which is also occasioned by want of external stimulus, namely, the

light; and is sometimes observed during the day, when plants are in

the shade.* The ordinary sleep of animals, on the contrary, is by no

means dependent on want of stimulus, but arises from the material

change and exhaustion induced in the body by the state of action, and

may, therefore, occur naturally at any time of the day, although from

accidental causes it mostly comes on at night.

The summer sleep of reptiles and of the tanrec seems, on the other hand,

to arise from a disturbance of the system induced by too much heat.

The want of water also appears to be a main cause of this state, which

L

W

* Joum. de Phys. 52. 124,
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mal tissues has a disorganising effect.

raay therefore be regarded as the effect of the want of one vital stimulus,
and of the excess of another. *

These facts relative to winter and summer sleep, are closely connected
Wl «i the known depressing effects of a long-continued high temperature
°n the functions of the nervous system in man, and this is a very fit

occasion for comparing the effects of heat and cold. Both may induce
a disturbance of the excitability of the body, as well as irritation, inflam-
mation, and sphacelus. The sudden violent action of cold on warm ani-

Very cold bodies, when touched,
produce a sensation of pain and then numbness. When the cold is

more extreme, sphacelus or local death ensues. A slighter application
°t cold, by extracting the animal heat, produces symptoms of inflamma-
tlon and irritation, from the effort which is made by nature to restore the

balance in the part. A moderate degree ofcold has at first an exciting

effect. Thus cold water produces instantaneous reddening of the skin,

a^ I have myself observed when bathing in the month of October ; but
this effect is only momentary, and the phenomena of disturbance of the
internal organs from extraction of heat soon follow. Cold is sometimes
used in this way, as a stimulant, to produce a temporary disturbance of
the nervous system, which may be beneficial. In fevers with a hot dry
skin, cold water often acts indirectly as a vivifying stimulant, and
restores the action of the skin, as warmth does in parts suffering from
cold. The secondary effects of continued cold are always relaxation of
the nervous system. The gradual action of cold to a high degree in-
duces in the human subject a state of torpor, and in hybernating animals
the state of hybernation by the withdrawal of a stimulus ; while a too
elevated temperature also depresses gradually the action of the nervous
system, but probably by producing a change of composition ; and in the
sandy deserts excessive heat with want of water, causes asphyxia, and
gives rise to the summer sleep of reptiles and the tanrec in hot climates.

3. Of the developement ofL

yf
the light visible in the waves, especially in the track of sailing vessels,
which has been observed as far south as 60° S. L. arises from the presence
of luminous animals in the water. These animals are in part infusoria, in
part polypifera,—veretillum, pennatula,—in which it is chiefly the polypes
themselves which are luminous; while many medusae also, perhaps all

those of tropical climates, and some annelides— nereides and polynoe
tulgurans,f—planariae, and mollusca—

-
particularly pholades, salpae, and

* See also Pastr6, Nov. Act. Acad. Nat. Cur. 14. 661.

1* For an account of the Polynoe fulgurans, an annelide which contributes to the
phosphorescence of the Baltic, consult Ehrenberg in Poggendorfs Annal. d. Phvsik
1831,9.

'
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pyrosomata,—contribute to the phosphorescence of the sea. It appears,,

that even the water which flows from these animals is also luminous,

and that the phosphorescence continues for a certain time after death.

When pholades are placed in a vacuum, the light disappears, but be-

comes again visible on the re-admission of air. When dried, they re-

cover their luminous property in some degree on being rubbed or

moistened. Meyen* distinguishes three sources of phosphorescence in

the sea: 1. mucus dissolved in the sea-water; 2. animals covered

with a luminous mucus,— medusee, pholades; 3, animals possessing

pyrosoma oniscus fulgens, In the carci-phosphorescent organs,

nium opalinum, or oniscus fulgens, special organs for the develope-

ment of the light are seated in the fourth and fifth rings of the body.

Many [Ehrenberg t

covered that in many medusse of the Baltic light issues solely from

particular parts of the body : in some, as the cydippe pileus and Oceania

pileata, from the spot where the two ovaries are situated ; in others, as

the Oceania hemispherica, from the base of the cirrhi, or from organs

near the cirrhi, and alternating with them at the border of the animal.

The dead animals were not luminous in the slightest degree. M.

Ehrenberg believes the developement of light to be connected with the

sexual function.]

The luminous insects are the elater noctilucus, phosphoreus, and igni-

tus ; the pausus sphserocerus, scarabseus phosphoreus,, several species of

lampyris, and the scolopendra electrica.J In the elater, the principal

sources of the light are two oval spots at the side of the thorax covered

with transparent laminae. Treviranus could discover no difference be-

tween the luminous substance and the fat of the body. In the glow-

worms,— lampyris noctiluca and splendidula,— the light issues from

the under surface of the last three abdominal rings^ particularly from

two whitish spots on the last ring ; the ova of the lampyris splendidula

are also luminous, and it seems that the pupa and larva are not entirely

without light. In these animals the internal parts of generation, ac-

cording to Treviranus, are the source of the light. The apparently volun-

tary influence which the animal exerts over the emission of light, is

effected, Treviranus says, by the inspiration of air. All observers ex-

cept Macartney and Murray agree that in irrespirable gases, and in a

vacuum, the phosphorescence ceases, or at least diminishes. After the

death of the animal, the phosphorescent property is not entirely extin-

guished. The luminous parts, even after being dried, recover their

brilliancy when moistened with water. The brilliancy of the luminous

beetles does not diminish for several hours when they are placed in

water, but ceases immediately in oil ; it is restored, however, when the

* Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. vol. xvi. suppl.

t Abh. d. K. Academie d. Wissensch. zu Berlin, p. 411. % Trevianus, Biol. 5. 97-
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msect, whether dead or living, is exposed to the vapour of fuming
citric acid.* From all the above facts, the opinion of Treviranus
appears most probable, namely, that the light is derived from a matter
containing phosphorus, which is formed under the influence of light,
u

>
once formed, is in some measure independent of light. Several

P ^enomena would lead us to believe, that the luminous insects absorb
gut during the day, like the Bononian stones, and emit it in the evening ;

llJs was indeed the opinion of Carradori, Beccaria, and Monti, and is

Supported more especially by the circumstance that this absorption of
Jght is evidenced by several mineral substances such as sulphate of
D&rytes mixed with sulphuret of barium, oystershell heated to redness
Wlth sulphur, &c. and also by several organic substances, when dried,

such as seeds, flour, starch, acacia gum, quills, cheese, yolk ofegg, muscle,

tendon, isinglass, glue, and horn. But this opinion does not agree with
the observation of Todd and Murray, namely, that glow-worms shine
ln the evening, even when they have been kept in the dark during the

2>

Macaire and Macartney, however, deny that this is the case.f

°r There is no instance known
°i the developement of light in any of the higher animals, except, per-
haps, the phosphorescence of the ova of lizards, and that which has
been sometimes observed in the urine. [Some fishes have been recently

discovered to be luminous.^] The supposed luminous property of the
eyes of many mammalia, particularly of the predacious animals, and more
especially cats, and also of the eyes of oxen and horses, is now scarcely

regarded but as one of the superstitions of medicine. The luminous
appearance of the eyes of some animals arises from the reflection of the

light from a brilliant tapetum which is devoid of black pigment ; for which
reason the eye of the white rabbit is especially brilliant, and the eyes of

the Albino Sachs are said to have been luminous. Prevost§ was the first

to explain the phenomenon ; he showed that it could never be seen in com-

plete darkness, and is dependent neither on the will, nor on the passions,

but is the effect of the reflection of light which enters the eye from with-

out. Independently of Prevost, Gruithuisen
||
had observed the same

facts. Rudolphi«|j was of the same opinion, and remarks that the appear-

ance of light can be seen only in certain positions, and is also perceptible

m the eyes of dead cats, when regarded in a favourable direction**. The
Albinos are themselves never sensible of the light which is visible

On this subject, consult Treviranus, Biologie, loc. cit. Tiedemann's Physiol, i.

488—510. The translation, p. 257—271. Gmelin's Chemie, 81—86.

*

+ Tiedemann's Physiol, i. 503.

t Paper by Mr. Bennet, read at the Zoological Society, May 30th 1837.

§ Biblioth. Britannique, 1810, t. xlv.

II Beitrage zur Physiognosie und Eautognosie, p. 199 1f Physiol, i. 197.
** I have myself made the same remarks. See my treatise " Zur vergleichende

physiologie des Gesichtsinnes ;" Leipz. 1826, p. 49.

<
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I am glad to find

ns. He ob-

to others in their eyes.* Esseiyf moreover, has shown that the eyes of

cats, dogs, rabbits, sheep and horses, are not luminous when external

light is perfectly excluded; and that the reflection of light remained the

same when the cornea, iris, and lens were removed.

Tiedemann'sJ experience correspondent to these obs<

served the luminous appearance of the eyes of a cat, in a head which

had been twenty hours separated from the body. It is then the more

astonishing to find the emission of light from the eyes of many American

animals more than once asserted in so distinguished a worJ^as Rengger's

Natural History of the Mammalia of Paraguay, and to find it there said,

that this emission of light ceased on division of the optic nerves. But

even this testimony cannot induce me to alter my conviction.

Some persons have imagined that the sensation of light produced

by pressing the eye was also owing to the emission of light. But it is a

mere sensation like that of pain in the skin, and is produced by any irri-

tation of the retina, from whatever cause, whether from chemical,

electric stimuli, or from an internal organic cause.mechanical, or

The flashes of light perceived when the retina is thus irritated are un-

attended with any emission of light, and are, therefore, never visible to

any other person than the subject of them,

* See Schlegel, Beitrag zur nahern Kenntniss der Albinos ;
Meiningen, 1824,

p.70- f Esser, Kastner's Archiv. viii. 394. J Tiedemann, loc. cit.

§ Compare my remarks on a medico-legal case, in which a person was said to have

recognised a robber by the light produced by a blow on the eye. Mailer's Archiv. fiir

Anat. und Physiol. 1834, p. 140.

Note on the temperature of Insects.—I have been favoured by my friend, Mr. New-

port, with the following interesting facts relative to the developement of heat in in-

sects ; they are extracted from a paper presented to the Royal Society on the 15th of

June, and not yet published.

The amount of heat developed is proportionate to the quantity of the respiration
;

being, caeteris paribus, greater when the changes produced on the air by respiration are

greater, and vice versa. Berthold detected the evolution of heat only when several

insects were collected together, not in one isolated from the rest. This must

have arisen from his having ascertained the temperature only while the insect

was in a state of rest ; for Mr. Newport found that, although during such a state the

temperature of the insect was very nearly or exactly that of the surrounding medium,

yet, when the insect was excited or disturbed, or in a state of great activity from any

cause, the thermometer rose, in some instances, even to 20° Fahr. above the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere,—for instance, to 91° when the heat of the air was 71°.
^

The

increase of heat is not dependent simply on the rate or velocity of the circulation as

measured by the pulsations of the dorsal vessel ; for in the earlier stage of the larva the

amount of heat developed is less, while the frequency of the pulsations is greater
;
and at

a later stage of the larva condition the frequency of the pulsations is less, and the heat

greater, while at the same time the quantity of respiration, on which the evolution of

heat really depends, is also increased.

Mr Newport has observed, that a short time previous to each change, the tempera,

ture of the insect, as well as the frequency of the pulsations, and quantity of respira-

tion, suffer a diminution.
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SPECIAL PHYSIOLOGY

BOOK THE FIRST.

Of the Circulating Fluids, their Motion, and the Vascular System.

SECTION I.

OF THE BLOOD. ITS GENERAL PROPERTIES.*

^

i he quantity of the blood in the body cannot be exactly determined

:

is calculated, however, that in adult individuals it varies from eight to
thirty pounds. It is the fluid from which are derived the materials for
the formation and nutrition of all parts of the animal body. It takes up
the effete materials from the different tissues for the purpose of their
excretion by special organs, and is renovated by the new nutrient
batters poured into it by the lymphatic vessels. These nutrient matters
consist partly of substances introduced from without, and partly of matters
which have already been organised components of the body. Their con-
version into blood is effected not so much, probably, by the operation of
particular organs as by the general action of all parts of the system upon
them ; for in the ovum, even before most of the organs exist, and when
the first traces only of the central parts of the nervous system are
formed, blood is generated within the area vasculosa by the germinal
membrane, which is the cicatricula or germ more fully developed by
the attraction and assimilation of the fluids of the ovum.
The blood which is brought to the heart from the lungs by the pulmo-

nary veins, and projected by the left ventricle through the aorta and its

branches into all parts of the body, has a bright red colour; that which
returns through the venous system of the body to the right ventricle,
and is thrown by it again into the lungs, has a dark red colour. The
blood is also red in some invertebrate animals, as in the red-blooded

*

* On the blood generally, consult Parmentier and Deyeux in ReiPs. Archiv. b. i.

heft. 2, p. 76. Hewson's Experimental Inquiries, 1772, in German, Vom Blute.
Nurnb. 1780. Prevost and Dumas, Bibliotheque Universeile, t. xvii.p. 294. Meckel's
Archiv. viii. Scudamore on the Blood, London, 1824, or iiber das Blut aus d. Engl.

burg, 1826. Berzelius, Thiercbemie, 1831, or the 7th volume of his Traite de
Chimie, translated, into French by M. Esslinger. Denis, Rech. Experim. sur le Sang

in, Paris, 1830. Thackray, Inquiry into the Nature of the Blood, London
1819. Dr. G. Burrows, Croonian Lectures for 1834, in Medical Gazette.

W
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96 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BLOOD.

worms. It has a reddish colour in some of the mollusca, at least in the

planorbis, according to the observation of Treviranus and myself. In

many invertebrate animals it is colourless.

If the blood is examined with the microscope either in the minute

vessels of a transparent part, or immediately after it has flowed from the

body, it is seen to consist of small red particles or globules, and a clear

colourless fluid. This fluid is the lympha or liquor sanguinis, and must

not be confounded with the serum, which is the thin fluid that separates

from the crassamentum during coagulation. The liquor sanguinis can

be obtained free from the red globules before coagulation takes place, by

filtering the blood of the frog or some other animal in which the red glo-

bules are so large as not to pass through the white filter paper.
m

red particles are specifically heavier than the fluid, and consequently

The

can contain no gasiform substance.
ItThe specific gravity of human blood varies from 1-0527 to 1-057.

has a saltish taste, a weak alkaline reaction, and a peculiar odour,—ha-

litus sanguinis,—which differs somewhat in different animals, and is

strongest in the blood of the male sex.

The blood of all vertebrate animals usually coagulates within the

period of from two to ten minutes after its escape from the vessel ; the

blood of the human subject requires from three to seven minutes for its

coagulation, that of the rabbit two minutes only. It becomes first a ge-

latinous mass, which slowly contracts, and presses out a dirty yellow

fluid,— the serum,— which appears first in drops on the surface, and

gradually increases in quantity. The red coagulum is called crassamen-

tum, placenta, coagulum sanguinis, or clot.

The serum has a specific gravity of from 1-027 to 1-029. It has a saltish

taste, and in the higher animals has a weak alkaline reaction, which is

scarcely perceptible in the frog. Herman was led into the error of

supposing the serum to be acid, by observing that blood treated with

tincture of litmus yields a reddish serum, which, however, arises from

the red colouring matter of the globules being soluble in the tincture,

iust as it is in water. The serum holds in solution several animal matters,

of which the chief is albumen. This substance requires for its coagula-

tion the action of certain chemical agents, such as acids and alcohol, or

a temperature of 158° Fahr.; it does not coagulate spontaneously.

If the red coagulum is washed for some time in water, the colouring

matter is dissolved, and a white fibrous substance remains which is called

fibrin. This substance, like the red clot, sinks in water unless it acci-

dentally contains bubbles of air.

In females during pregnancy and in the puerperal state, in acute rheu-

matism and in inflammation,—indeed in all cases where the blood coagu-

lates more slowly than usual,

surface of the fluid before coagulation takes place, and the consequence
the red globules often subside below the
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98 MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF THE BLOOD,

broken down ; in a few minutes even after the operation, coagula were

found in the great vessels. Mayer observed that, after the application

of a ligature to the nervus vagus, the blood coagulated in the vessels,

and death was thus produced. In four experiments, however, which

were performed under my direction, two on dogs and two on rabbits,

although the animals were examined immediately after death, which was

the effect of this operation,—ligature of the nervus vagus,— in two

cases only was a small coagulum of the size of a pea discovered in the

left side of the heart, none in the pulmonary vessels. Hewson, Par-

mentier, and Deyeux, have observed that blood extracted from the

vessels coagulates more rapidly in proportion as the vital powers of the

animals decline. Several observers— Gordon, Thomson, May

for example,— declare that they have observed elevation of temperature

during coagulation ; while Dr. J. Davy* and Schroeder v. d. Kolk deny

this most decidedly.

CHAPTER I.

MICROSCOPIC AND MECHANICAL EXAMINATION OF THE BLOOD, t

Of the Red Particles . %

There is great want of accordance in the descriptions which writers

have hitherto given of the red particles of the blood,§ I shall state

here merely the results of my own observations.
||

Mode of examining the red particles.— F"or the purpose of microscopic

examination, the blood must not be diluted with water, for this fluid has

the property of immediately changing the red particles from a flattened

to a spherical form, and of rendering circular those which were elliptical.

The blood should be either diffused very thinly over the surface of the

glass, or diluted with some serum, or with a weak solution of common

salt or sugar ; these solutions produce no change in the appearance of the
r

* Tentamen experimental de Sanguine. Edinb. 1814. Meckel's Archiv. i. p. 117-

See also Meckel's Archiv. ii. 317, and iii. 454 and 456.

+ From original researches. See Poggendorf's Annal. 1832. 8.

+ [Considerable alteration has been made in the arrangement of the matter con-

tained in this account of the red particles, for the sake of greater perspicuity.]

'

§ A full account of the observations of different physiologists will be found in E. H.

Weber's edition of Hildebrandt's Anatomie, Bd. i. and in Burdach's Physiologie,

Bd. iv. The best observers have been Muys, Fontana,—Nouvi Osservazioni sopra

i globetti rossi del sangue, Lucca, 1766. Hewson,-Experimental Inquiries, pt. iii.

Lond. 1777. Prevost and Dumas,-Biblioth. Univers. t. xvii. Meckel's Archiv. t. vm.

R Wagner,—Zur vergleichende Physiologie des Blutes, 1834.

\\ [Professor Miiller is evidently not aware that the most important facts stated in

the following description of the red particles of the blood were ascertained long ago in

this country, although they have since been much neglected. The translator has

deemed it advisable to add a brief sketch of the labours of previous physiologists in the

investigation of this subject.—See p. 107.
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100 THE RED PARTICLES.

It

Central spot.—In the centre of each red particle is a spot, which in

the circular bodies is circular, in the elliptic also elliptic ; on the illu-

minated side of the particle it appears light, on the opposite side dark.

This spot has sometimes—I may say, indeed, has always in the elliptic

globules,— the appearance of being produced by a central nucleus,

especially when the particle is brightly illuminated, and all shadow

avoided. By a less brilliant light this central spot suggests rather the

idea of an elevation ; and this is particularly the case in the frog,

has not at all this appearance in the salamander, nor in birds, nor fishes.

The apparent elevation in the red particles of the frog's blood is most

marked when the quantity of serum in which they are contained is

small, and then it looks as if it were surrounded by a depression between

it and the outer ring.* These, I say, are the appearances presented

under certain circumstances : I give no opinion as to their mode of pro-

duction. But as the red particles in birds, salamanders, and fishes,

generally present no appearance of an elevation on their flat surfaces

when they are rolling over on their edge under the microscope, it is

evident that in them this central spot cannot be produced by an eleva-

tion, and must be referable to the central nucleus, which all these

bodies contain. And the slight lateral prominence observed in the par-

ticles of frog's blood, and, by Wagner, in those of many other animals,

when seen edgeways, must also be attributed to the central nucleus.

In the red particles of mammalia, the central spot never appears

elevated. It is from writers having assumed that what they observed

in one animal existed also in others, that so much confusion with refer-

ence to this subject has been produced. In many points, however, I

have found the observations of Prevost and Dumas correct. In mam-

malia, the red particles have sometimes, by a certain light, the appear-

ance of being very slightly excavated from the border towards the cen-

Dr. Young is inclined to regard this appearance as a real depres-

sion of the surface : this, however, seems to me to be very improbable ;

for I have satisfactorily ascertained that each of these bodies contains a

small nucleus, equal in thickness to the red particle itself. When the

red particle of mammalia is placed obliquely, so that part of one surface

and part of one border meet the eye, the upper border forms a dark

semicircle, convex in one direction, and concave in the other. I will

presently detail experiments by which I am able to demonstrate the

existence of a nucleus, with chemical characters perfectly different from

those of the outer vesicle, in each of the red particles of the frog and

salamander. And as this nucleus has under the microscope exactly

the same appearance in the red particles of birds and fishes as in those

of amphibia, it would be expected to exist in those of mammalia also.

tre+

* See Plate i. figs. 2 and 3. -j- See Plate i. fig. I.
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And although, on account of the minuteness of these bodies in mam-
maha, it is more difficult to demonstrate the nucleus in them, I have
with an excellent (Fraunhofer) microscope really seen it, and distinctly,
ven m the red particles of human blood, I have seen a minute, round,

accurately-defined nucleus, which had a more yellowish and shining
aspect than the transparent part around it. The existence of the nuc-
eus can also be demonstrated by the action of acetic acid, though much
Jess distinctly than in the case of frog's blood.

Ihe size of the red particles in human blood is pretty uniform ; some
ew are larger, but none have twice the diameter of the majority. In
e frog also their size is for the most part equal ; some, however,, with-

out differing in any other respect, are somewhat smaller than the rest,

and aPpear to be, as it were, in the process of formation. Prevost and
-Dumas have found the red globules in the embryo to be larger than
hose of the adult animal. In the embryo of the rabbit their dimensions
are very unequal ; the greater number are quite as large as in the adult,
and a few are more than twice that size. In the tadpole the same bodies
appear to be somewhat smaller than in the frog, and are much paler.

Ihe red particles of amphibia are the largest that I am acquainted
with

; in

th

birds, reptiles, and fishes, they are smaller ; in mammalia
smallest, and among mammalia those of the goat are the most minute,
as Prevost and Dumas correctly observed. In the calf they are rather
smaller than in man. The red particles of frog's blood being taken as
a standard of comparison, and observed under the microscope side

by side with those of other animals, it is found that those of birds

are about one-half the size of those of the frog; that the red particles

of the salamander are somewhat larger, not so much as one-third larger

than those of the frog, they are rather more elongated ; those of the
lizard compared with the same bodies are found to be about two-thirds

the size, while the circular particles of human blood measure only

one-fourth the long diameter of the elliptic particles of frog's blood.

The red particles in man I have found to measure from 0-00023 to

0-00035 of an inch French in diameter.

[From the following table it will appear that the measurements of the

red particles given by different physiologists, with the exception of Sir

E. Home and Mr. Bauer, are all within or nearly within the limits

assigned by the author.

Dr. Young
Captain Kater

Dr. Wollaston .

Sir E. Home and Mr. Bauer

Prevost and Dumas
Dr. Hodgkin and Mr. Lister

Professor E. H. Weber

Parts of an English inch

i

5000

T6~oo"

5000
1

1

3666"

to

I'

J

^^H

II
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Professor R. Wagner
M. Milne Edwards

Professor M'tiller

Parts of an English inch

443
1

3900
1

4029

to 3323

t0 stiwr

The following table, showing the size of the red particles in the blood

of different vertebrate animals, is derived from Professor Wagner's

treatise, a few examples only of each class having been selected.]

Name of the animal. Name of observer.

In mammalia,

Simia callitrix

Cat

Ox
Goat

Prevost and Dumas
Do.

Wagner
Prevost and Dumas

In birds.

Common fowl

Do.

Goose, Raven, House-

sparrow, and Goldfinch.

Wagner
Prevost and Dumas

Do.

Size infractions of an
English inch.

Diiameter

i

4

• • 3048
• ?o56

•
l

44^0
t

1

422 6

Long
diameter.

Short

diametei

iOsi
i

2 7 6~S
i

20 3 8
l

3~8 lO

1 1

38 lO

In reptiles.

Land tortoise

Do. .

Coluber berus

Laeerta agilis

Prevost and Dumas

Wagner

Prevost and Dumas
Wagner

I2ll> 1931>
l i

1384 TUT?8

xsfcr 234 o
j

1^92

•

!

i

'

In amphibice.

Salamandra cincta et

cristata .

Rana bufo, esculanta,

temporaria

Rana esculanta

In fishes.

Lophius piscatorius

Squalus squatina

Prevost and Dumas

Do.

Wagner

R. Wagner
Do, .

88 y

7

1 1«J3

TToT cu
TJiTt"

1 U38

1 107 to w886

1422

l 9 O 3»

1292

C%/e globules in the blood.—In the blood of the frog as obtained from
the heart of the animal, I have found other smaller bodies, much less

numerous than the red particles, about one-fourth their size, and per-

fectly spherical. They agree in every respect with the scanty globules

seen in the lymph of the frog, which will be described in a future

section ; and are evidently identical with them, being poured into the

blood with the lymph and chyle.

[Hewson* observed these lymph globules in the blood, and believed

that they were identical with the nuclei of the red particles. He
* Hewson's Experimental Inquiry, p. 133.

*
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supposed that the nuclei are formed in the lymphatic glands, and that

the red envelope is afterwards found around them, chiefly by the spleen.]

It is possible that the nuclei of the elliptic particles are derived from

these lymph globules. The nuclei freed from the covering of colouring

matter are of about the same size, but they are elliptic in form, and

*& the salamander distinctly flattened, while the lymph globules are

spherical. In mammalia, too, the globules of the lymph and chyle are

much larger than the nuclei of the red particles in the same animals;

and from the entire red particles they differ, in being perfectly insoluble

in water, while the red particle, with the exception of its minute nucleus,

is soluble in that fluid.

It is generally believed that the conversion of the chyle into blood is

effected very quickly. Such may certainly be the case ; but the diffi-

culty of distinguishing the chylous globules in the blood is sufficiently

explained by their being diffused among the more numerous red par-

ticles. During the ordinary coagulation of the blood of man or mam-
malia generally, the chylous globules are included in the crassamentum

with the much more numerous red particles, and the serum is left trans-

parent ; but if coagulation is retarded by the addition of a minute pro-

portion of carbonate of potash, the red particles subside, while the

chylous globules being lighter are suspended in the upper part of the

fluid, rendering it milky.

Different action of serum and water on the colouring envelope.— Sir

Everard Home* speaks of the red particles undergoing rapid decomposi-

tion ; this is quite incorrect. The blood of a mammiferous animal from

which the fibrin has been removed by brisk stirring, retains all the

appearance of fresh blood, and the red particles remain suspended

in it, with no change of their form or size discoverable by the best

microscope after the lapse of several hours, or even on the following day.

At the end of twenty-four hours, although they have then subsided

several lines below the surface of the fluid, no perceptible solution of

their red envelope has taken place ; the supernatant serum is still yellow,

and untinged by the red colouring matter. In the blood of sheep and

oxen, thus deprived of fibrin, the red particles subside 1| line in the

course of from twelve to twenty-four hours, and after being kept several

days at a temperature of 59° Fahr. the depth of the supernatant fluid left

free from red particles by their subsidence is not more than 2^ lines, and

the fluid is but very slightly tinged. In human blood, and in that of the

cat, the red particles subside somewhat more rapidly, namely, as much

as four or six lines in a few hours. In the serum of frog's blood, they

subside very rapidly, but nevertheless, they preserve their form and size

unaltered for several days, if the atmosphere is not very warm.

But if water be added to such a mixture of the red particles and

* Philos. Trans. 1818.
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Nac

immers-

serum of the blood of a mammiferous animal, a part of the colouring

matter is quickly dissolved,, and a large portion of the red particles sink

to the bottom of the vessel. The further effects of water on the red
particles are best observed in a mixture of the serum and red particles

of frog s blood. Such a mixture I obtain by removing each portion of

coagulum as it forms, having first agitated it a little in the serum to

separate any adherent particles. By this means a considerable number
i

of the red particles are left in the serum, although many are removed
in the coagulum. Thus prepared, the blood of the frog is adapted for

many microscopic experiments on the changes produced in the red
*

particles by different substances ; experiments for which fresh blood

cannot be used on account of the coagula which form in it.
*

-If such blood is mixed with water, the colouring matter of

the red particles is dissolved. To accelerate the solution, the water

should be added in considerable quantity. The solubility of the colour-

ing matter in water enables us to demonstrate the existence of a nucleus

in each of the red particles. For this purpose a watch-glass should

be filled with a mixture of this blood and water, and after waiting a

short time for the particles to subside, the whole should be
ed in a large glass vessel partly filled with water, taking care not to

disturb the sediment in the watch-glass.

or twenty-four hours the red deposit will have become white, and, if

some of it be examined with a microscope, the elliptic red particles will

no longer be seen, but in their place a great number of small bodies, not

more than a fourth the size of the original red particles, and for the most
part roundish in form, a few only oval. If the sediment is examined

at intervals during the period mentioned, it will be quite apparent

that, in proportion as the water becomes tinged with the colouring

matter, the elliptic particles lose their red envelope, and become smaller

and smaller until the colourless nuclei merely remain. These nuclei are

not further soluble in water, but form at length a mucous matter at the

bottom of the glass, still consisting of the same granules. The nuclei

of the red particles cannot be demonstrated in this manner in human
blood on account of their minuteness ; but from analogy it is probable
that, when human blood is treated as above, the nuclei of its red par-
ticles also remain undissolved, but are suspended in the water. When
the blood of mammalia coagulates, the red particles are included in the

clot ;
and when the red colouring matter is extracted by washing in

water, the nuclei may still remain in the fibrinous mass, or they may be
separated from it, becoming suspended in the water, but they are not

dissolved.

After standing for eighteen

Effects of difft The nature of the

red particles of the blood is much elucidated by the changes produced in

them by the action of various fluids. To watch these changes a ^ood
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I added to a small quantity of the frog's blood under the microscope a

solution ofyolk of egg, the change in the red particles from the flattened

to the spherical form, took place as rapidly as when I added pure water

;

but when, in place of the solution of yolk of egg, I added a watery solu-

tion of any salt which produces no chemical change in the blood, such

as carbonate of potash, or common salt, the form and size of the red

particles were not in the slightest degree altered.

Acetic acid.—If, instead of water, dilute or concentrated acetic acid

is used, the elliptic particles immediately become irregular in form, and

some are rendered globular. The red colouring matter is in a few

minutes almost entirely dissolved, leaving small bodies not more than

one-third or one-fourth the diameter of the original red particles. These

are not globules contracted by the action of the acid, but nuclei deprived

of the red colouring matter. The colouring envelope is not however

wholly dissolved, for with the Fraunhofer microscope I could still distin-

guish a delicate exceedingly pale line, surrounding the central nucleus.

The outline of these bodies is the same as that of the red particles; in

those obtained from frog's blood I could not distinguish any flattening,

but those from the salamander's blood are as distinctly flattened as the red

particles themselves. The length of the nuclei from frog's blood is the

double of their breadth ; some few, however, approach the circular form.

In the red particles of the salamander, the nuclei are more elongated,

their lateral borders are almost parallel, while their extremities are

rounded. By means of acetic acid, the extremely minute nuclei of the

red particles of the blood of mammalia can be rendered visible, but the

most careful manipulation and a very clear instrument are required for

the experiment.

If the blood of the frog freed from fibrin be mixed in some quantity

with acetic acid, the same change in the globules takes place ; but we

also observe that the nuclei subside in the form of a light brown powder,

which after the lapse of several days, remains undissolved, and which

is found even at a later period, if examined by the microscope, to consist

of the unaltered nuclei of the red particles. Fibrin and albumen are not

rendered brown by the action of acetic acid ; on the contrary, it renders

them transparent, and by degrees in part dissolves them. The brown

colour of the deposit, therefore, seems to depend on some of the colour-

ing matter which still adheres to the nuclei, and is perhaps chemically

changed ; for the nuclei obtained by subjecting the red particles to the

action of a large quantity of water are white, and remain so when acetic

acid is poured over them. The acid used in these experiments was

ascertained to be pure, and was somewhat more concentrated than the

acetic acid of the Prussian pharmacopoeia.

Muriatic acid does not dissolve all the colouring envelope ; it dimi-

nishes the size of the red particles very slightly. Chlorine destroys the
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This
external vesicle till merely the middle globular and very small particle was left,

nucleus, he observes, is less easily soluble in water than the envelope. The property

which serum possesses of not dissolving the red particles or altering their shape,

Hewson attributed chiefly to its saline ingredients, and proved by experiment that so-

lutions of neutral salts, if not too concentrated, have the same property as serum in this

respect, and are equally well adapted for diluting the blood in microscopic experiments.

He observed that concentrated solutions of salts produce contraction and shrivelling of

the vesicles. Other of Hewson's observations have not been confirmed.

Dr. Young* published, in 1818, a concise account of his microscopic examination of

the red particles. He confirmed Hewson's remarks as to the existence of a nucleus in

the particles of the blood of the skate, but believed that in those of human blood there

is no nucleus ; on the contrary, that their form is that of a doubly concave lens ;

although he remarks that the apparent central depression on each surface may depend

on some internal variation of refractile density.

The appearance of a central depression had been previously seen by Fontana,t for

in all the figures which he gives of these particles, the line which surrounds the central

bright spot is darkest on that side which is most illuminated. But he paid no atten-

tion to this circumstance.

The statements contained in the memoirs of Sir E. Hornet and Mr. Bauer, on this

subject, were nearly all erroneous. These observers added nothing to our knowledge

of the bodies, but unfortunately were too willingly credited, and caused the more ac-

curate observations of Hewson to be neglected.

The subsequent researches of MM. Prevost and Dumas § tended in part to confirm

the views of Hewson, namely, as to the flatness of the particles and their consisting

of a nucleus and enveloping coloured vesicle. They first perceived a slight promi-

nence in the centre of the lateral surface. But in some respects their statements more

nearly coincide with those of Sir E. Home and Mr. Bauer, and here they are obviously

Thus they suppose that during coagulation the red particles lose their co-

louring envelope, and that the nuclei then coalesce. They believe that the red vesicle

falls to pieces when acted on by water, without being dissolved ; and they even give a

drawing of a red particle of the blood of the salamander, which had been some days

in water, and of which the envelope had burst and the nucleus not escaped. The

immense magnifying power with which this was viewed, namely, 1000 diameters,

would excite a doubt as to the accuracy of the observation, and this doubt is strength-

ened when we consider that all the best observers agree as to the solubility of the

external coloured portion of the particles in water.

By varying the mode of observation, Dr. Hodgkin and Mr. Lister || endeavoured

to prove the correctness of Dr. Young's opinion that the red particles of human blood

of a doubly concave lens. They think that this is demonstrated,

1. by the circumstance that the image of any opaque body placed between them and

the light, is transmitted in an inverted position, precisely as would be done by a con-

cave lens ; 2. by the appearance presented by the particles when viewed dry as

opaque objects ; and 3. by the appearance of two concave surfaces when the particle is

in error.

form

at right angles to the surface of the glass in the focus of the lens.

The originality of Professor Muller's investigation of these bodies consists principally

in his employing blood from which the fibrin had been removed ;
and in his ascer-

taining the action of different substances, particularly the gases, upon them. The pro-

perty of serum and saline solutions was known to Hewson, who also knew well the

* Medical Literature. t Traite du venin de la Vipere. t Phil. Transact. 1818.

§ Loc. citat.

||
In their translation of Dr. Edwards, on the influence of physical agents on Life,

Appendix, p. 432.
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effect of the admixture of water; while Dr. Milne Edwards had, in 1826,* observed
* at acetic acid strips the red particles of their envelopes and leaves the nuclei isolated.

Professor Wagner's f account of the red particles in the vertebrate classes are
c iefly confirmatory of the observations of preceding physiologists ; but he extended his

servations to a greater number of species. He observed the central elevation in birds,
reptiles, and fishes : in reptiles he found this elevation generally less prominent than
lr
* birds

: in all the vertebrate classes the border is generally cut off abruptly, but in
SOme nsnes it appeared to be sharp, the central prominence rising gradually from it.

Wagner has also examined these bodies in the different classes of the invertebrata.
He found that whatever the colour of the blood might be, the particles floating in it were

?gul During
e c*rcuJation, these particles underwent great changes of form. In some invertebrate

animals a number of small granules or nuclei are seen in the interior of the blood par-
ticles. In the blood of some animals the particles are very scanty ; Wagner formerly
supposed that they were entirely wanting in some species, and instanced the hirudo
vulgaris

; but he has since found them in this animal. They are most numerous in
tne blood of cephalopods and ascidi<e, but even in them they are less abundant than in
the vertebrate animals. The following table is sufficient to show that the size of these
bodies varies very much in the different invertebrate animals as well as among the
vertebrata.

Name of animal.

Maja squinado

Scorpion

Larva of ephemera

Terebella

Octopus moschatus

Helix pomatia

Astirias aurantiaca

Observer .

Wagner
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Prevost & Dumas
Wagner

Of the liquor sanguinis.

Greatest diameter.

Infractions of an English inch
i

280Wtt tO

15
1

S3 23

2215

2~fW

to

to

to

to

1938
1

1938
1

22T3"
1

5~B~3~

1
2215

t0 t^t]

The liquor sanguinis^—the fluid portion of the blood in which the

red particles float during life,—separates, when coagulation takes place

previously ininto two parts, jib

solution. The fibrin coagulating encloses within it the red particles.

The serum still retains the albumen in solution. We shall treat first

theJib

Of theJib

It is generally supposed, that the coagulation of the blood results

from the aggregation of the red particles. These bodies are thought

to be merely globules of fibrin in an envelope of red colouring matter,

and it is imagined that the clot is formed of these red particles, and
is rendered white by washing, from the red envelopes being removed

from the particles so as to leave merely the nuclei of fibrin. This

explanation of the process of coagulation was proposed more especially

by Sir Everard Home and by Prevost and Dumas. It has been pre-

supposed also by Dutrochet in his late investigations on the action

r

* Ann. des Sciences Nat. t. ix. -f
Loc. citat.

$ See the representation of the corpuscules in the blood of the scorpion, Plate i

%.7.
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of galvanism on the blood. Berzelius, observing that lymph contains

fibrin in solution, conjectured that the blood also must contain it in

that state ; because, he says, the lymph is a fluid separated from the

blood: a still stronger reason might be adduced,—namely, that the

lymph is poured into the blood. Berzelius, therefore, suggested that

the clot was formed by the fibrin coagulating and enclosing the red

particles. This idea of the fibrin being in the state of solution in

the blood has been advanced several different times. I have been so

fortunate as to discover a definitive proof of Berzelius's conjecture.*

In some frogs blood which had been received into a watch-glass,

I observed that before the whole mass coagulated, some colourless

transparent clots formed, which I could draw to the edge of the glass

with a needle; and on pouring off the blood, one or two minutes after

it had flowed from the animal, I perceived that there were points

or small fragments of similar coagula remaining adherent to the bottom

of the glass. To this experiment it might be objected that in am-
putating the frog's thigh, which is the readiest mode of obtaining

blood from this animal, some lymph had escaped with the blood, and

had given rise to these coagula; I therefore collected the blood for

the future directly from the great ischiadic artery, which runs among
the muscles at the posterior part of the thigh. I laid bare this artery,

which is easily found, on account of its running close to the great ischi-

adic, or crural nerve, as it is usually called, and collected the blood from

the artery only, and with such care as to be sure that I had pure

* [In England this has not merely been the opinion of individuals, but, before

physiologists were led astray by the incorrect observations of Sir Everard Home
and Prevost and Dumas, it was the opinion generally held and taught in the schools.

Thus Mr. Hewson, speaking of the constitution of the blood, does not assert it as

his own discovery ; he says, " It is well known that the crassamentum consists of

two parts, of which one gives it solidity., and is by some called the fibrinous part of

the blood, or the gluten ; but by others more properly termed the coagulable lymph
;

and of another which gives the red colour to the blood, and is called the red globules."

Dr. Gordon also, in his Syllabus of Lectures on Anatomy, describes the blood to

consist of the fluid portion and of the red portion, and the fluid portion to consist

of the serum and lympha ; and I am informed by Dr. Sharpey that Dr. Gordon
was in the habit of giving this description of the blood in his lectures, not as the

result of a new discovery, but as the general opinion of physiologists.

As to the proofs on which this opinion rested, much more had certainly been done
than Professor Muller supposed. Hewson, who was acquainted with the effects of

neutral salts in retarding the coagulation of the blood, observed, (p. 11, Experimental

Inquiry,) that when a salt, such as Glauber's salts, is mixed in considerable quantity

with the blood, the red particles subside, and the surface of the mixture becomes clear

and colourless, and that this clear fluid can be poured off from the red part, and

is found to contain coagulable lymph, which coagulates on the addition of water.

He observed (p. 35), that " in inflammation the surface (of the blood) became trans-

parent, that the transparency went deeper and deeper, the blood still remaining fluid :"

he removed a part of the clear liquor with a wet tea-spoon, and put it into a phial
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high magnifying

blood. I obtained blood in the same way from the heart, which is

done with more facility. In this blood, of the purity of which there
could be no doubt, the same small transparent coagula were always
formed before the entire mass of blood coagulated. A drop of this pure
blood was diluted with serum, and placed under the microscope. The
globules then appeared widely separated, but in the spaces between
them I could discern the formation of a coagulum which connected
these bodies together, however wide the intervals between them ; and
y placing a needle between any two globules, and moving it about,
could set the whole mass in motion. As the red particles of the

tr°gs blood appear very large when viewed by a
power, this experiment admits of the greatest accuracy, and is perfectly
convincing-.

A here is, however, another much easier, and indeed still more un-
questionable method of demonstrating the same fact. Knowing that
the red particles of frogs blood are four times the size of those bodies
In the blood of mammalia, I conjectured, that, although the red parti-
cles of the latter animals pass through filter paper, those of the frog
flight not : I found this opinion correct. Thus, as generally happens,
the most simple means was the last thought of. I am now enabled to
show at lecture by an easy experiment, that fibrin is held in solution in
the blood ; that it passes limpid through the filter, and then coagulates.
The experiment can be made quite on a small scale with the blood of a

with an equal quantity of water, a second portion he kept in the tea-spoon ;
" both these

portions, as well as the surface of the larger mass of blood, coagulated
; the portion in

the tea-spoon, when compressed, yielded serum." He observed also that inflamma-
tory blood coagulates more slowly than healthy blood (p. 49) :

u May we not con-
clude, therefore/' he says, " that in those cases where the inflammatory crust appears
the coagulable lymph of the blood is thinner, and its disposition to coagulate lessened ?

both of which circumstances contribute to the subsidence of the red globules from
the surface of the blood, which then coagulates." And again : " This remarkable
appearance might be accounted for by supposing that the lymph had ascended to

the surface of the blood in those cases \ but this is improbable from considering that
m its coagulated state it is of greater specific gravity than the serum and sinks in
it ?" These passages show that Hewson had no doubt in his mind as to the state

in which the fibrin exists in the blood. But still his proofs are defective in one
point ; he did not show that the red globules still preserved their perfect state

when the fibrin separated, and that the fibrinous transparent portion of the blood

did not contain colourless globules ; that the fibrin consequently was independent

of the red particles. In this respect the merit of the definitive proof is certainly

due to Professor Mtiller. Mr. Hewson knew that the crassamentum contained red

particles in their perfect state, for it was by agitating crassamentum in the serum

that he obtained the red particles for observation, but this did not prove that all

were unchanged. Professor Miiller, by his experiment of filtering the blood before

coagulation, has proved that the fibrinous portion contains no globules, and has shown

that, when the fibrin is removed, the red particles can still be seen by the microscope

all in their perfect state.]

/
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single frog; a small glass funnel and a filter of common white filter

paper, or not very thick printing paper, are all the apparatus required.

The filter must of course be previously moistened ; and it is better to

add some water to the blood as soon as the latter is poured into the

filter. What then passes through is a perfectly clear serous fluid

diluted with water, and merely tinged in the slightest degree by the

red colouring matter, which in frog's blood is not rapidly "dissolved.

Sometimes it is quite colourless. If, in place of pure water, a very

dilute syrup—containing one part of sugar in two hundred or more parts

of water—is employed, the red envelope of the particles is not at all acted

on, and the filtered fluid is perfectly colourless. No globules can be

discerned in this fluid by the aid of the microscope. In a few minutes

a coagulum forms, which on account of its transparency would not be

remarked, were it not drawn out of the fluid with a needle. This

coagulum gradually contracts, becomes whitish and fibrous, and then

has exactly the aspect of human lymph.* The fibrin of the blood is by

this means obtained in a purer state than is possible by any other

method. Of course all the fibrin of the blood is not obtained by this

process ; the greater part of it coagulates before it can pass through the

filter. To find the paper best adapted for the filter, some trials must

be made with different kinds. If the paper is too thin, some few

red particles pass through it with the fluid, and will afterwards be

seen here and there in the coagulum. If the paper be of the proper

thickness, the coagulum will not contain a single red particle. There

is no distinct appearance of granules in the fibrin thus obtained ; it

is quite homogeneous ; when it has contracted and become white, it

acquires a finely granulated aspect. This appearance, which it pre-

sents when viewed with the compound microscope, may, however, arise

merely from unevenness of the surface.

There is still another mode of proving that fibrin exists dissolved

in the blood of the frog as well as of mammalia. By adding to the

blood of man or any vertebrate animal some drops of a very con-

centrated solution of carbonate of potash, coagulation is retarded, so

that the red particles have time to subside. In the space of half

an hour a soft coagulum forms, of which the lower part containing

the red particles is red, while the upper part is white.

ofjb MM
and Dumas for an attempt to calculate the amount of the red particles

in the blood of different animals from the weight of the crassamentum

when dried. However, as Berzelius has remarked, the result of such

calculations can never be exact, because the crassamentum contains

a large quantity of serum, the albumen and salts of which must be

left behind during desiccation; and if the coagulum were washed,

* See Book i. Section iii. on the Lymph.
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114 PROPORTION OF THE CRASSAMENTUM.

to dryness, and observing the weight of the water lost. Now admitting

that this water, and consequently the water with which the red parti-

cles were impregnated, contained the same proportion of albumen as

the serum, the weight of the albumen left in the residue after

the desiccation of the blood freed from the fibrin may be easily calcu-

lated ; and, by deducting its weight from that of the whole residue after

desiccation, the quantity of the red particles will be found. This is the

method Lecanu appears to have adopted in determining the proportion

of the cruorin, but it rests on a mere supposition.

The only point which I have investigated, is the proportion of fibrin

in the blood, this being the only one which can be determined with ac-

curacy. From 3627 grains of bullock's blood I obtained, by stirring, 18

grains of fibrin. The crassamentum of 3945 grains of the same blood

weighed, when dried, 641 grains. So that in 100 parts of the blood of

this animal there were 16*248 parts of dry crassamentum and 0*496

parts of fibrin. Fourcroy estimates the quantity of dry fibrin in 1000

parts of blood at from 1*5 to 4*3. Berzelius calculated that it was 0*75;

while Lassaigne found it to be 1*2. In twenty-two experiments Lecanu

found, that the proportion of dry fibrin in 1000 parts of human blood

varies from 1-360 to 7-235 parts.*

Proportion offibrin and red particles in arterial and venous blood.

Prevost and Dumas state, as the result of their experiments, that arte-

rial blood contains more red particles than venous blood ; meaning of

course that it contains more crassamentum. Arterial blood would be

expected to contain more fibrin, because the material for the nutrition

of the body is derived from arterial blood, and the lymph and chyle,

both of which contain fibrin in solution, are being constantly poured into

the central parts of the circulating system. The result of several expe-

riments instituted by Mayer and Berthold, was the same. I thought it

necessary, however, to assure myself of the fact. I therefore extracted

1392 grains of blood from the jugular vein of a goat, and shortly after-

wards 3004 grains from the carotid. The two kinds of blood were

stirred separately so as to remove the fibrin, care being taken that none

was lost. The arterial blood yielded 14| grains, the venous 5 \ grains of

fibrin. So that in 100 parts of arterial blood there was 0*483, in the

same quantity of venous blood 0*395 of fibrin. Denis gives the pro-

portion of fibrin in arterial and venous blood as 25 to 24. Berthold

found the proportion in the goat to be as 429 to 366, in the cat as 521

to 474, in the sheep as 566 to 475, and in the dog as 666 to 500.f The

mean result of the foregoing experiments is that the quantities of the

fibrin in arterial and venous blood are in the proportion of 29 to 24.

The substance which has been subjected to chemical analysis under

the name of fibrin of the blood, is the matter which, while the blood is

* Lecanu, Transact. Med. 6 Oct. 1831. 92. f Burdach's Physiologie, iv. 282.
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oth
ofinfii In inflammation, and under someer circumstances, the blood coagulates in an unusual manner. Before

coagulation commences, the particles subside to a certain extent leavwg the upper part of the still fluid blood colourless or milky • and the"upper layer of the gelatinous coagulum, which soon afterwards forms
is white or of a greyish yellow colour, while the lower part is red'during the contraction of the coagulum, these two portions of the clotamrinish unequally in size

; the upper whitish or greyish yellow substance

eon T 1^t * and
'

alth°Ugh at firSt the COaSulum occuP-
;cdequally at aU heights the entire diameter of the vessel which contains it,

e wmtish portion acquires at length a much smaller diameter than theea portion, and thus arises the peculiar form of the coagulum of in-named blood. The cause of the unequal contraction of the two parts
°r the crassamentum is, that in the lower portion the fibrin is kept
mechanically extended, as it were, by the red particles which it con-tQlnCJ YYrl\iils\ !*-* 4-1-v ^ ,,^^^„ Aril _ ... .tains, while in the upper there none of these bodies to pre-
sent its close contraction. It must, however, be understood that fibrin
js present and coagulates in all parts of the clot. The formation of a
"uffy coat may always be predicted before coagulation

; for the subsi-
ence of the red particles being a necessary condition, the surface of

* See page 120.
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the blood is observed to become first transparent,, and afterwards to

acquire an opaline aspect. Mr, Hewson and Dr. B. Babmgton* have

shown that the colourless fluid which produces this appearance can be

removed with a spoon, and that it afterwards coagulates. This fact I

have seen verified on the blood of a pregnant woman. [Dr. B. Babing-

ton removed sufficient of the colourless liquor sanguinis to obtain a clot

from which the serum separated. He has observed that in shallow ves-

sels the buffy coat is less perceptible for two reasons : first, that the

blood coagulates in them more quickly than in deeper vessels ; secondly,

that the particles have less distance to subside. The form of the vessel

also influences the size of the crassamentum, and therefore its propor-

tion to the serum, which latter circumstance has been usually noted as

important in disease. Thus the blood of the same person at the same

bleeding, when drawn into a pear-shaped vessel, yielded a much smaller

proportion of crassamentum than when drawn into a shallow basin ; in

the former case the proportion of the serum to the clot being as 1000 to

1292, in the latter as 1000 to 1717. In the former case, however, the

clot is much more compact, the fibrin seeming to contract more firmly

when its particles are less spread out and less distant from a common

centre.f]

Cause of the buffy coat,—This peculiarity in the blood under certain

circumstances, namely, the subsidence of the red particles to a certain

extent before coagulation, might be supposed to depend on diminished

specific gravity of the serum ; but. for as much as is known, the serum

of inflammatory blood has the same specific gravity as that of healthy

blood. The fact that inflammatory blood coagulates more slowly than

blood under ordinary circumstances, may in some measure explain the

phenomenon, for it may be imagined that the red particles would thus

have sufficient time to subside before the fibrin coagulates. This was

the view that Hewson took of the formation of the buffy coat. To as-

certain the correctness of this mode of explaining the phenomenon, I
L

instituted a series of experiments with different kinds of blood. First, I

wished to ascertain the time in which the red particles begin to sub-

side in blood from which the fibrin had been removed. As I have

mentioned already, this subsidence of the red particles in the serum

takes place much more rapidly in the blood of cats and man than in

that of sheep and oxen; in the former instances it amounts to one line

in an hour and a half, and in several hours to from four to six lines.

But this is not sufficient to explain the formation of the inflammatory

crust ; for although the coagulation of inflammatory blood takes place

slowly, it does not occupy several hours, and, nevertheless, the buffy coat

is frequently half an inch in thickness. I observed, in the next place,

that the subsidence of the red particles is more rapid in blood of

* Medico-chirurgical Transact, vol. xvi. p. 11. t Dr. Babington, loc. citat.
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winch the coagulation has been retarded by the addition of carbonate
°* potash

; at least, in the case of the blood of man and that of the

was

This effect is not produced in the blood of sheep and oxen. In
a
^
the experiments in which the coagulation of healthy human blood

™»° thus retarded, the red particles in five or six minutes sank one
two and a half lines below the surface, and within an hour as much

as four or five lines. The supernatant fluid became gradually milky,
fnd, if too much carbonate of potash had not been added, coagulated
lnto a soft viscous fibrinous matter. In one case in which the blood was
not inflammatory, the fibrinous coagulum became pretty firm, and form-
ed a kind of buffy crust. With the blood of the cat I obtained the
same result. Thus, by merely retarding the coagulation, I was able

give rise to the process by which the inflammatory crust is formed

;

the only difference being, that the fibrin which formed the artificial
crust was softer and more glutinous; which depended, perhaps, on some
c ^emical change effected by the carbonate of potash. There is another
cause also for the greater firmness of the inflammatory crust ; it is, that
mflammatory blood contains more fibrin than healthy blood,—a fact
which Sir C. Scudamore ascertained. It is difficult to say why the red
particles should begin to subside in healthy blood as soon as it is drawn
rom the body, and yet sink so very slowly in blood deprived of its
hbnn, even though it be inflammatory. The relative specific gravity of
the serum and liquor sanguinis cannot be the cause, for the blood when
deprived of its fibrin is specifically lighter than it was before. It may
be that there is less adhesion exerted between the red particles and the
hquor sanguinis, which still holds the fibrin in solution, than between the
red particles and the serum without the fibrin.

Dr. J. Davy has observed, that inflammatory blood, in some instances,
does not coagulate more slowly than healthy blood, and since the pre-
sence of fibrin in the blood appears from the above-mentioned experi-
ments to favour the subsidence of the red particles, the formation of the
buffy coat in these cases may arise from the blood containing a greater
quantity of fibrin. So that the principal causes of the subsidence of the
red particles and formation of the buffy coat in inflammatory blood
appear to be the slow coagulation of the blood and the increased quan-
tity of fibrin. The formation of a loose crust on the crassamentum in
cases where we suspect a commencing disorganisation or decomposition
of the blood, rather than that it contains an increased quantity of fibrin,
is sufficiently explained by the slow coagulation of such blood.

Of the Serum.

The fluid which remains after the coagulation and contraction of the
fibrin of the blood is called the serum, and, as we have before remarked
must not be confounded with the liquor sanguinis. It is yellowish, has

/
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a saline taste, a specific gravity of 1-027 to 1-029, and, in the higher

animals, has a distinct alkaline reaction. When exposed to a tempera-
ture of 158° or 167° Fahr., it is converted into a gelatinous mass by the

coagulation of the albumen which it contains, and this takes place

in vacuo as well as in atmospheric air. The albumen is its most essen-

tial component. Besides this, it contains a free alkali,

bases. We

soda, (potash,

)—combined with albumen and salts of these

O '

showing the proportional quantity of the solid components of the serum
and the other ingredients of the blood in different animals.

Name of Animal In 100 parts of Blood,

Man
Simia callitriche

Dog
Cat
Horse
Calf

Sheep
Goat
Rabbit
Guinea-pig
Raven
Heron
Duck
Hen
Pigeon
Trout
Barbot
Eel
Tortoi se

Frog

In 100 parts of Serum.

Coagulum

12-92
14-61

12-38

1204
9-20

9-12

9-35

10-20

9-38

12-80

14-66

13-26

15-01

15-71

17-57
6-38

4-81

600
1506
6-90

Albumen.

8-69

7-79
6-55
8-43

8-97
8-28

7-72
8-34

6-83

8-72

5-64

5-92

8-47

6-30

4-69

725
6-57

9-40

806
4-64

Water.

78-39
77*60
81-07

79-53
81-83
82-6

82-93
81-46

C3-79

78-48

79-70
80-82

76-52

7799
79-74
86-37

88-62

84 60
76-88
88-46

Albumen.

100
9-2

7'4

9-6

9-9

9-9

8-5

93
10-9

100
66
6S
9*9

75
55
77
69
100
9-6

50

Water.

900
90-8

92-6

90-4

90-1

901
91-5

90-7

89-

1

900
93-4

93-2

90-1

92-5

94-5

92-3

931
900
904
95-0

From this table it appears, that in the serum of human blood about
one-tenth part in weight consists of solid ingredients in solution the
chief of which is albumen

; and that this relative proportion is pretty
nearly maintained even as low as the fishes : while in these animals,

the fishes,—and in the amphibia, the proportional quantity of the coa-
gulum—fibrin and red particles—in the blood, is less than in the higher
classes. The proportion of the solid parts of the crassamentum to those
of the serum in human blood is as 12-92 to 8*69, or about 3 to 2. The
blood of carnivorous animals yields more crassamentum than that of
herbivorous animals. Dr. Davy states, that the blood of the lamb affords

a softer and less abundant coagulum than the blood of the full-grown

sheep. As Fourcroy has stated, the coagulum of foetal blood also is,

according to my observation, softer than that of the blood of the adult

animal. From Berthold's* experiments it appears that the quantity of

* Beitrage zur Anat, Zool. u PhysioL Gott. 1831.
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to 805-26.

fZ 5 I

1
*, °f cold 'blooded ani™ls is as great as in that of

waim-blooded animals, while the colouring matter is less in quantity.
^omposiUon of the blood in the different sexes, ages, and temperaments.
i am inquiry, and with it a new epoch in this department of Physio-

og'cal Chemistry, was originated by Lecanu. Lecanu* seems to have
aoe an extraordinary number of observations, and to have comparedinem with accuracy. He found the quantity of water in 1000 parts of

blood to vary from 778-625 to 853-135, the average being 815-880 In

!!

e

on7!f!
e h VaHeS from 790'394 t0 853 ' 135

»
in the male, from 778-625

/""" So that the blood of the female contains the greater pro-
portion of water. This was the result also of Denis's experiments, ofw ich twenty-four were made on men, and twenty-eight on women.

ie latter author found the proportion of water in man to vary from

tw ^ 782
' ^ Woman frora 848 ta 75°* The mean proportion of the

wo is as 767 to 787. The quantity of water in the blood, according to
ecanu, bears no determined relation to the period of life; Denis, how-

ever, found its proportion greater in children and aged persons. With
espect to the temperaments, Lecanu found that, in the sanguine temper-

ament, the blood contains less water than it does in the lymphatic. In
women of sanguine temperament, the proportion of water in four expe-
riments varied from 790-394 to 796-175 in 1000 parts of blood ; in
women of phlegmatic temperament, it was found as the result of five
experiments to vary from 790-840 to 827-130. The average in women
ot sanguine temperament was therefore 793-007 ; in those of the phleg-
matic 803-710. From similar observations on men, the average for
those of the sanguine temperament of this sex was found to be 786-584-
for those of the phlegmatic 800-566. Thus, in the female sex, the ex-
cess of water in the phlegmatic temperament is 10-703; in the male it
is 13-982.

The proportional quantity of albumen varies in general from 57-890 to
78270

;
the quantity of albumen is nearly equal in the two sexes ; it does

not vary in any determinate degree between the ages of twenty and sixty,
nor is there any striking difference in its quantity in the different tem-
peraments.

The quantity of crassamentum in 1000 parts of blood varies generally
from 68-349 to 148-450, the average being 108-399. In men it varies
from 115-850 to 148450, in women from 68-349 to 129-990; so that,
according to Lecanu, the blood of men contains, in 1000 parts, about
32-980 parts more of the components of the crassamentum than the
blood of women. The quantity of the coagulum does not, however,
appear to increase proportionally with the age, at least not between the
ages of 20 and 60 years. The quantity of the coagulum is, however, greater
lr

* the sanguine than in the phlegmatic temperament, which agrees with

* Beitrage zur Anat. Zool. u Physiol. Giitt. 1831.
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Denis's observation. In four observations on women of sanguine tern-

peraments the proportion of coagulum in 1000 parts of blood varied from

121-720 to 129-654; in five observations on women of phlegmatic tem-

perament, from 92*670 to 129*990; the average in women of sanguine

temperament being 126*174, in those of the phlegmatic 117-300,—the

difference being 8*874. In men of the sanguine temperament the pro-

portion of coagulum, in five observations, varied from 121*540 to 148*450

;

in those of the phlegmatic temperament, in two observations, it was

1 15*150 and 1 17*484. During menstruation Lecanu found that the blood

contained less coagulum.

CHAPTER II.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BLOOD.*

1 . Of the Red Particles .

The nuclei.—No complete chemical analysis of the nuclei of the red

particles has hitherto been made, on account of the difficulty of obtaining

these bodies in sufficient quantity. The red particles being large in

frog's blood, the nuclei can be easily obtained free from their envelope

by the method already described.t They are insoluble in water, and in

acetic acid they remain several days without suffering any change ; while

they are soluble in a solution of alkali— of soda and potash, as well as of

ammonia. In these characters they resemble coagulated fibrin and al-

bumen, but the latter substances are more soluble in acetic acid. When
the red particles of the frogs blood are treated with acetic acid, the

nuclei are left in the form of a brown powder ; fibrin and albumen, on

the contrary, are rendered transparent by the action of this acid. But

the brown colour of the nuclei probably depends, as I have before re-

marked, on their still retaining a portion of the colouring envelope,

chemically changed by the acid ; for nuclei previously freed from their

red envelope by the action of water do not acquire this colour when
acetic acid is added.

The colouring matter, hcematin
y cruorin.— Berzelius has analysed

cruorin in three states :

1st. As it exists on the red particles ; 2nd. dissolved in water; 3rd. in

the coagulated state, in which it is insoluble in water.

1. The colouring matter in its natural state has a great affinity for

oxygen, uniting with it, and becoming of a brighter colour whenever it

comes into contact with it or atmospheric air. Carbonic acid is at the

same time developed; this was the result of the experiments of Berthold,

and of those of Christison and myself. If a stream of oxygen is passed

through some blood from which the fibrin has been removed, this fluid

becomes throughout of a bright red colour. The same change is effected

* In this chapter Berzelius is chiefly followed t See page 104.
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on the surface of blood thus prepared, as well as of freshly drawn blood,
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Smd t0 communicate a brighter colour to dark blood.
rai salts,—for example, common salt, nitre, and sulphate of soda,—

^

aje the same effect.* Schroeder Van der Kolk observed that bright

^

e spots were produced on the surface of venous blood by the electric

obta^
,°
d0Uring matter is dissolved by water in all proportions. It is

cannt
m
i
he StatG °f SOlUti°n by washing the crassamentum

; but as we

ed i?a * .7™°™* the nuclei at the same time, these bodies suspend-m tne fluid necessarily enter into its analysis.

• The solution ofthe cruorin is reddened less strongly than blood by ex-
P sure to air. By evaporating it at a temperature of 1 22° Fahr. a blackish

a
" 1S

;
btained which can be rubbed to a dark red powder, and is thenagain soluble m water. At 158° Fahr. the colouring matter in the watery

solution coagulates, and is then insoluble. Alcohol and the mineral acidsalso coagulate it
;
and the addition of an alkali to its solution in aceticacid, or of an acid to its solution in an alkali, likewise precipitates it in acoagulated state. The precipitates thrown down by the salts of earthsand metallic oxides are in part brown ; others are black, and others red t

3. In the coagulated state produced by a heat of 158° Fahr the colourmg matter is red and granular
; when dried by heat, it becomes black.

The long action of boiling water changes the red colouring matter, iust
as it does fibrin. Acids also form with coagulated cruorin, as with
Jbrm neutral combinations, which are soluble in pure water; thosetormed with cruorin are of a dark brown -colour. The coagulated
cruorin is soluble in alkalies also. It is precipitated from its solutions
«» alkalies and acids by tannin. Tiedemann and Gmelin have discover-ed that it is slowly soluble in alcohol, giving this fluid a dark red colour

may, therefore, be separated from the albumen which it contains bymeans of alcohol, in which the albumen is insoluble. Lecanu on this
account, regarded the substance forming the pellicle of the red par-
ticles,—the haematosine,-as a compound of the true colouring matter
which he calls globulin, and albumen. There is, however, no reason for
this supposition

; for the albumen may be derived from some serum, or
from the nuclei of the red particles, separated with the colouring matter

* Berzelius, loc. cit. p. 48 t lb. pp. 50, 51.

1
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122 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BLOOD,

from the clot during its ablution.* Michaelis gives the following as

the result of his analysis of this substance :

Nitrogen,

Carbon,

Hydrogen,

Oxygen,

In Arterial Blood.

. 17-253

. 51-382

. 8-354

. 23011

100.

In Venous Blood.

17*392

53-231

7-711

21-666

100.

From this it appears, that the elementary composition of the colouring

matter agrees with that of fibrin : the former substance, however, leaves,

when calcined, a larger quantity of ash ; which ash contains a large pro-

portion of iron ; for Berzelius and Engelhardt have proved that Brande

and Vauquelin were incorrect in asserting that the colouring matter does

not contain a larger proportion of iron than the serum and other animal

substances, Oehlenschlagerf also discovered iron in the blood ofpuppies

which had not yet sucked. Iron is therefore not an accidental ingredient

derived from the food. The ash of the colouring matter is always alka-

line, and of a red-brown colour ; and, according to Berzelius, in human as

well as in bullock's blood amounts to 1± or 1^ per cent of the weight of

the dried colouring matter. In the colouring matter of calf's blood it

amounts, according to Michaelis, to 22 per cent. Berzelius, in the

analysis of 1*3 parts of ash, obtained from 100 parts of dried colour-

ing matter, found

Carb. soda, with traces of phosph. soda, . . .

Phosphate of lime,

Pure lime, »

Subphosphate of iron,

Oxide of iron, .

Carbonic acid, and loss, •

0-3

01
2

01
0-5

0-1

1-3

In another experiment Berzelius obtained from 400 grains of dried

colouring matter, five grains of ash, which was composed of

Oxide of iron,

Subphosphate of iron, .......
Phosphate of lime, with a small quantity of phosp. magnes.

Pure lime, . * . * .

Carbonic acid, and loss, .

50-0

7-5

6

20

16-5

1000

The average result of Berzelius's experiments is, that the colouring

matter contains rather more than one-half per cent, of its weight of me-

tallic iron. Few persons have hitherto found manganese in the blood. In

two grammesX of blood ashes, Wurzer§ found 0108 of oxide of iron, and
#034 oxide of manganese.

State in which iron exists in blood.—Menghini asserts that blood dried

* Lecanu in Poggendorf's Annal. 1832. iv. 550.

t Kastner's Archiv. 1831, Sept. Oct. p. 317.

± [A gramme equals 15-438 grains avoirdupois.] § Schweigger's Journ. lviii. p. 481.
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THE COLOURING PRINCIPLE, 12°

and powdered is affected by the magnet, by virtue of the iron which it
nteins. while, according to Sir C. Scudamore, the red colouring matter,

^
en calcined, is not so affected. None of the common and most deli-

acid IZ

\

S

J°
T °Xlde °f ir°n'~aS ferrocyanate of potash, tannin, gallic

or nfc v
Str°ngest mineral acids,-detect the slightest traces of iron

apoel°
SP
.f

G
f lime b thG colourinS matter before it is calcined ; it

state f

t

1

herefbre
'
that the iron and lime of the blood are not in the

solntJ e
Th6 aSsertion of Fomcvoy, that the colouring matter is a

iron r •

SubPhosPhate of the Peroxide of iron in albumen, and that the

is pr ,

amed m the chyle is neutral Phosphate of the protoxide of iron,

ph °r
hy the exPeriments of Berzelius to be incorrect ; for the sub-

wh°

S

h -°

f the peroxide of iron is insoluble in serum and in albumen,
ether with or without the addition of an alkali. The opinion of MM.

^revest and Dumas, that the colouring matter is albumen containing per-

acid

6
°f " °n ^ solution

'
aPPears t0 be also incorrect

; for the mineral
s and aqua regia should extract the iron from the uncalcined colour-

g matter* if such were its constitution.

the
-

ngelhart+ has made some important discoveries relative to the share

tion'T
h

i

aS ^ pr°ducinS the red col°ur - He first showed that a solu-

hvdr
°"nng matter in water

>
when impregnated with sulphuretted

y rogen, after a time loses its colour, becoming first violet, then green.

rim

S

T t
XaCtlj the effeCt Which the Same gas has on iron

5
and the exPe-ment therefore seems to prove that this metal contributes to the pro-

auction of the red colour. Engelhart also found that all the iron, mag-
nesium, and phosphorus, can be extracted from the watery solution of
colouring matter, or from the coagulated colouring matter suspended in
water, by passing a stream of chlorine through the fluid, or by mixing it
with a solution of chlorine in water. The solution of colouring matter
becomes at first greenish, and then quite colourless ; the animal matter is
preempted in white flocculi combinedwith chlorine or hydrochloric acid •

while the iron, calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus remain in the solu-
tion, combined either with oxygen or with chlorine,—the iron for ex-
ample, m the state of chloride of iron, the phosphorus as phosphoric acid,
and may be separated from it by filtration. The precipitated M. ai

matter yields no ash by calcination. Now chlorine has no affinity for ox-
aes, but has a very strong affinity for metals. Moreover iron is not ex-
tracted from the blood by muriatic and other mineral acids, although these
acids have a great affinity for metallic oxides, but none for the metals
tftemse]ves . Hence Berzelius considered it more probable that the ironm the blood is in the metallic state, not in the state of an oxide, although
there is no analogous instance known of a quinary combination of a metalwith *».;** i i -i i

animal

rogen

* Berzelius, loc. cit. p. 58, French translation, p. 61.
e vera materiae sanguini purpureum colorem imperti

>

I
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124 COLOURING PRINCIPLE OF THE BLOOD.

M. Rose* has lately adduced new facts in support of the opinion,

that the iron contained in the blood is in the condition of an oxide.

Rose repeated Engelhart's experiment. By filtering the fluid after the

change effected by the chlorine, and after the precipitation of the animal

matter, the iron could be separated from the fluid ; if, however, it were

not filtered, but ammonia added in excess, all the precipitate was

again dissolved and a dark red colour produced, and no iron was thrown

down. Rose then mixed a solution of colouring matter with a certain

quantity of persalt of iron, and added ammonia in excess, when the

peroxide of iron remained in solution, and could be separated neither by

sulphuretted hydrogen nor tincture of galls. Rose found, moreover,

that when a persalt of iron is mixed in small quantity with a solution of

many fixed organic substances, such as sugar, gum,, starch, sugar of

milk, and gelatine, the peroxide of iron cannot be precipitated from the

fluid by alkalies. These experiments are certainly in favour of the sup-

position, that the iron in the colouring matter of the blood is in the state

of an oxide combined with animal matter. Berzelius, however, is of

opinion that the kind of combination which in the experiments of Rose

retains the oxide of iron dissolved in the albumen or colouring matter,

is not that by which it exists naturally in the colouring matter of the

blood ; because, were that the case, the iron would be extracted from

the latter by acidsy as it is from such artificial compounds of colouring

matter or albumen with peroxide or protoxide of iron,

acid is added to such an artificial compound, the

or albumen is precipitated, and the oxide dissolved in the acid.

Berzelius believes, therefore, that the iron in the colouring matter is

in the metallic state organically combined with nitrogen, carbon, hydro-

gen, and oxygen, together with a small quantity of phosphorus, calcium,

and magnesium ; and that by calcination of the colouring matter its

elements are oxidised, so as to form phosphoric acid, lime, magnesia,

and peroxide of iron. The state of the iron in the chyle seems also to

favour this view; for in this fluid, in which the iron must be in quite a

different state,—in the state of peroxide, namely,—Emmertf has found

that it is extracted by nitric acid> and forms then with tincture of galls

a black, with ferrocyanate of potash a blue, precipitate.

Meanwhile, GmelinJ opposes this view, which attributes the red

colour of the blood principally to the iron, admitting even that iron in

the metallic state be combined with nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, and

hydrogen, in the colouring matter. He argues, that the discoloration of

this substance when the iron is extracted, does not prove that the

removal of the iron is the cause of the discoloration, for the bleaching

action of the chlorine on the colouring matter may arise simply from its

extracting the hydrogen so as to leave the oxygen to unite with its

* Poggendorf's Ann. vii, 81. f Neil's Archiv. 8. £ Gmelin's Chemie, iv. 1169.

When a mineral

colouring matter

*
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othei
p components, while the muriatic acid produced by the union of the

chlorine and hydrogen might then dissolve the peroxide of iron of the
alkaline fluid. When the serum mixed with colouring matter,
Gnieli

says
is treated with excess of cold muriatic or sulphuric acid,

jnstead of with chlorine, and the colouring matter which is darkened,
ut by no means bleached, is separated by filtering, peroxide of iron can
e discovered by means of sulphocyanate of potash in the serum,

Proving that the oxide of iron may be separated from the
Wlthout the latter losing its colour.

cruorin

WhenO - -~ •- * ~-~w~ «v.« ""iWH U1C ilUIill
as been removed is evaporated, and the residue boiled repeatedly in

a
^
oh °l> till very nearly deprived of its colour, this residue when calcined
1 yields a notable quantity of peroxide of iron.

* reviranus has offered a peculiar view of the condition of the iron in
le blood. Winterl, by carbonising blood with potash, obtained a sub-

C
^ "

#

" was soluble in alcohol, and which did not, like ferro-
stance which

Fussiate of potash, precipitate iron from its combinations, but coloured
it red. W

(*

in th e

becomes of a blood-red colour when mixed with a solution of iron in
nitnc or sulphuric acid. The colour produced when I repeated this ex-
periment was, however, yellowish red, not blood-red. Treviranus sup-
poses that the substance alluded to, combined with iron, is the cause
of the red colour of the blood. Gmelin has discovered that „
saliva it is sulphocyanic acid that has this action on salts of iron.
Kuehn, however, doubts this again.*

Hermbstaedt,t recently, from observing that sulphuretted hydrogen
is developed during putrefaction in blood and albumen, as well as from
several experiments, has been led to the conclusion that sulphur is an
ingredient in the blood. The ash of calcined blood contains an alkali
which must, Hermbstaedt concludes, be also contained in carbonised
blood. If, however, carbonised blood be exposed to red heat with
potash or soda, cyanuret of potassium or of sodium are formed. If Cy-
anuret of potassium or sodium be heated to redness with sulphur, sul-
phocyanuret of potassium or sodium are produced, which have the
property of imparting to the peroxide of iron a blood-red colour. In
fact, serum, solution of albumen, or milk, if treated with sulphocyanic
acid, become, says Hermbstaedt, of a blood-red colour, on adding a few
drops of chloride of iron.

2. F,

The fibrin has been examined hitherto only in the solid state ; but
by filtering fresh frog's blood, as I have directed at page 111, we obtain
** in solution, and by allowing it as it passes through the paper to drop

* See the Analysis of the Saliva in the 2d book, chap. iv.

f Schweigger's Journ. 1832, v. and vi. p. 314.
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126 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BLOOD,

into a watch-glass which contains acetic acid, its coagulation is pre-
vented; or if, in place of acetic acid, the glass contains solution of com-
mon salt, the fibrin either does not coagulate at all, or only in a
very small proportion. In the same way the coagulation of the fresh
blood of the frog is delayed for a very long time, though not entirely
prevented, by adding to it a solution of common salt. It has been long
known that certain salts, such as sulphate of soda and nitrate of potash,

when added in some quantity to fresh human blood, have the property
of preventing its coagulation. And this in some measure explains the

action of the cooling salts on the blood in the treatment of inflam-

mation; they produce some change in the fibrin, which counteracts the

great tendency that it has in inflammation to accumulate and coagulate

in the vessels of the inflamed organ and on the surface of membranes
after exudation.

It has also been long known that a watery solution of caustic potash
or soda prevents the coagulation of human blood out of the body.
According to MM. Prevost and Dumas, the coagulation of the blood of
the higher animals, when removed from the body, is prevented by the
addition of as little as xoViyti1 Part of caustic potash. If the liquor san-
guinis of the frog's blood, while filtering, is made to drop into a watch-
glass in which there is some liquor potassae, the fibrin does not coagu-

late to a clot, but there are slowly formed in it very small flocculi,

which it requires close inspection to discover. The production of these

flocculi is still more evident when the watch-glass contains sulphuric

ether, fresh ether being added in proportion as it evaporates. No
globules or flocculi are produced in the liquor sanguinis by the action of

liquor ammoniae.

Fresh coagulated fibrin may be obtained for chemical analysis by
washing the coagula which adhere to the twigs with which fresh blood

has been stirred, or by merely washing the crassamentum. As thus

obtained, it is specifically heavier than water, serum, or blood deprived

of its fibrin ; it sinks in all these fluids if it is free from air-bubbles.

The following description of fibrin is borrowed from Berzelius.

The coagulated fibrin when washed is white ; by drying, it becomes
yellowish, hard, and brittle, not transparent, and loses three-fourths of

its weight. It softens again in water, but is not dissolved. It has no
particular smell or taste. At the temperature at which it undergoes

decomposition, it melts, puffs up, and burns, leaving a shining cinder,

just as is the case with other substances which contain nitrogen. The
cinder burns to a grey-white, compact, semi-fused ash, which amounts

to -| per cent, of the weight of the dried fibrin. The ash is neither acid

nor alkaline : after solution in muriatic acid it leaves traces of silica : it

consists chiefly of phosphate of lime, some phosphate of magnesia, and

a very slight trace of iron. The components of the ash cannot be

extracted from the fibrin, before combustion, by acids, and appear there-
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J to have entered chemically into the composition of the fibrin, and

is i„,°i Tl ? merely miX6d With h
'

In the coag^ted state, fibrin

in l t
.?

b°th m C°ld and warm water
>
but by long-continued boiling

hard 7 T* 1|

COmP°8ition "^ergoes a change
; it shrivels up, becomes

n
'

f8 t0 pieC6S °n the sliShtest Pressure. During this change

found Y*
eVel°ped; but tbe fluid becomes turbid, and is afterwards

to contain a newly formed substance derived from the com-
F ents of the fibrin. The solution of this new substance has no simi-Jdnty to solution of gelatin.*

hav ' 'v
C°agulated albumen

>
casein, and colouring matter of the blood

.

e this character in common, that they yield no gelatin by boilingln water,

th
(not albumen,)

* Property of decomposing peroxide of water by mere contact ; oxygen

If th

g d6Veloped and water formed
>
while the fibrin remains unaltered.

e quantity of fibrin is large, heat is at the same time developed.

^
'
h acids and alkalies it unites, playing in the one case the part of
ase, ln the other that of an acid, at least of an electro-negative

nee. W

acted on by the acids in the same

ue,

is

„ i .
.

^.« .*, owciio up, loimiug a, transparent
8 atinous acid substance

; with diluted acids it forms a neutral com-Fund contracting considerably at the same time. The acid compound

soil Tneral add is insolubIe in water, the neutral compound isomble
.
while both the neutral and acid compounds with acetic acid

e soluble. The ferrocyanure t of potassium, when added to the
so ution of fibrin in acetic acid, throws down a precipitate, which is
characteristic of fibrin

; this not being the case with cellular tiss
tendinous structure, and the elastic tissue of arteries. Albumen

n _ „ way as fibrin. According toCaventou and Bourdois, fibrin, albumen, casein, and mucus, are dis-
solved by cold concentrated muriatic acid, and if kept at a temperature
of from 64° to 68° Fahr. acquire after twenty-four hours a beautiful
blue colour

;
while this effect is not produced on gelatin and the sub-

stance of tendons. If the fibrin used in this experiment had not been
perfectly freed from the colouring matter, the fluid, instead of being
wue, was purple or violet. Fibrin, albumen, and casein, also agree in
eing dissolved to a gelatinous mass by caustic potash and soda, without
emg, like horn, converted into a soapy substance. The gaseous ele-

ments of fibrin according to the analysis of Gay-Lussac and Thenard,
and that of Michaelis, are combined in the following proportions •

Gay-Lussac and Thenard.
Michaelis

Nitrog-en

Carbon

Hydrogen

Oxygen

19-934

53-360

7*021

19-685

y

Arterial.

17-587

51-374
i

7*254

23-785

Venous.

17-267

50-440

8-228

24-065+

* Berzelius, loc. cit. pp. 35, 36.
t See also Berzelius, loc. cit. pp. 34-47. E. H. Weber, loc. cit. p. 83.
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128 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SERUM.

Besides in the blood, fibrin also exists in solution in the chyle and

lymph, and the muscles and uterus contain it in the solid state. In the

fibres of the arteries, however, there is no fibrin.

!.

Besides the salts, J-* of its

*

(10

3. The Serum.
r

If the coagulum formed by exposing serum to a temperature of

169° Fahr. be dried and then treated with boiling water, and the

residuum left on evaporating the solution thus obtained be afterwards

acted on repeatedly with alcohol, the alcohol will be found to take

up lactate of soda, chloride of potassium and sodium, and osmazome

;

while the substance, which neither the boiling water nor alcohol dis-
_

solves, is pure albumen. The animal matters of the serum are, there-

fore, lactic acid, osmazome,, and albumen.

All the components of the serum, with the exception of the albumen,

are obtained in solution in a small quantity of water when freshly coa-

gulated serum is subjected to a gentle pressure. The clear fluid which

then exudes has been called "serosity."

weight is animal matter, which according to Brande is albumen, at least

in part, it being coagulated by the action of galvanism. Dr. Bostock,

however, maintains, that, if the serosity is in a pure state, it contains no

albumen, but merely what Dr. Marcet and Thouvenet have called muco-

extractive matter or osmazome.*]

This acid is composed of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen ; it has some analogy with acetic acid, but according to Ber-

zelius is quite distinct from it. It forms with bases, salts of peculiar

form, which Berzelius says are not produced by acetic acid rendered

impure by animal matter. Pure lactic acid, prepared by the method

most recently described by Berzelius, is colourless, without smell, and

has a pungent acid taste, which is very quickly diminished by addition

of water. It is soluble in alcohol in all proportions, while ether dis-
*

solves it in a small quantity only. It is found in muscle and in the

crystalline lens, and, with its salts, occurs in many secretions, parti-

cularly in the milk. Lactic acid and its salts are always combined
*

with osmazome, are extracted together with it by alcohol, but can be

separated from it by means of infusion of galls, which precipitates the

osmazome.

(2.) Osmazome^ or animal extractive of Thouvenet, is soluble both in

water and alcohol, whether they be hot or cold ; it deliquesces in a
m

damp atmosphere, melts in a warm air, and is precipitated from its solu-

tions by infusion of galls. Osmazome is found by Gmelin to exist also

in saliva, and in the pancreatic and gastric juices. Berzelius regards

osmazome not as a peculiar substance, but as a compound of an animal

matter with salts of lactic acid.

* Dr. Bostock's System of Physiology, p. 292.

» *
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(3.) Albumen.—The substance which remains after the extraction of

the lactic acid and the osmazome from the dried coagulum of the serum
,s albumen. It is also an ingredient in lymph and chyle, in the white
and yolk of the egg, (in the latter mixed with oil,) in the exhalations

°f the serous membranes, in the fluid of the cellular tissue, in the
aqueous and vitreous humours of the eye, in the brain and nerves in

conibination with fat containing phosphorus, and in the contents of the

Graafian vesicle of the ovary of mammalia and man. Here we have
to consider principally the albumen of the serum, and this in two states.

#• Albumen in the state of solution.—In the serum it is in combination
Wlth soda, forming what is called albuminate of soda. Berzelius does
n°t believe that the albumen of the serum is held in solution by means
of the soda, for the soda may be saturated with acetic acid, without any

precipitate being produced. Stromeyer found that ten drops of distilled

vinegar are necessary to neutralise half an ounce of blood. If serum
or solution of albumen be evaporated at a temperature below 140° Fahr.

he albumen is left dry and transparent, and is in that state soluble in

water. At a temperature between 158° and 167° Fahr. the albumen
Coagulates, and is then insoluble in water.

11 serum be mixed with a large quantity of water, it no longer
^comes solid by heat, but coagulates in globules, so as to form a
1Jky fluid, which, however, when evaporated, yields coagulated albu-

men with the usual characters. Albumen is coagulated by the action
or the galvanic battery, by alcohol, mineral acids, metallic salts,—for

example, by salts of tin, lead, bismuth, silver,, and mercury,—by chlo-
rine, and by infusion of galls ; and the same effect is produced on the
albumen of the serum, according to the observations of Dutrochet and
myself, by a very concentrated solution of fixed alkali,—for example,
coagulation is produced when a small quantity of serum is mixed with
a large quantity of liquor potassae. White of egg, however, I find, is

not coagulated by the liquor potassse unless it (the white of egg) is in
lts undiluted state. Liquor potassae precipitates also the albumen of
yraph and chyle. Albumen of the egg is coagulated by pure ether,
^vhich produces no precipitate in serum. This was first observed by
mehn, and I have since seen it confirmed.

*y experiments on the fibrin in the fluid state as it exists in the
00 *lave afforded me data for comparing it with albumen in a state

solution. Acetic acid produces no precipitate in serum, and none
also in the solution of fibrin; thus the liquor sanguinis of frog's blood

allowed to drop from the filter into acetic acid does not coagulate.
Th ...ine neutral salts produce no precipitate in serum; and many of them

as the carbonates of potash and soda, nitrate of potash and sulphate
°f soda,—prevent the spontaneous coagulation of fibrin. Common salt

has the same effect on the fibrin in frogs blood. Liquor ammoniae

K
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produces no precipitate in the fibrinous fluid obtained by filtration from

frog's blood, any more than in solution of albumen or serum. Liquor

potassas precipitates the albumen from serum, and likewise precipitates

in small flocculi the fibrin of the liquor sanguinis when this fluid is

allowed to drop from the filter into a watch-glass containing liquor

potassae. Ether produces no precipitate in serum, but the fibrin coa-

gulates when the liquor sanguinis of filtered frog's blood drops into

a watch-glass containing ether. The coagulation of fibrin by HquoF
potassae or ether differs from its spontaneous coagulation, inasmuch

as in the latter case a completely coherent coagulum is formed which

is at first transparent and gradually becomes turbid or opaque, while in

the artificial coagulation the fibrin takes the form of separate globules,

as is often the case with albumen when coagulated. The principal dif-

ferences between the solution of fibrin and that of albumen in the serum,

are, that the former coagulates spontaneously, while albumen coagulates

only under the action of heat or certain reagents, and that the fibrin is

precipitated by ether in the form of globules, while the albumen is not.

If albumen in solution is mixed with acids or alkalies, the part which
unites with the reagent undergoes the same change as when it is coagu-

lated, even although the reagent does not precipitate it ; thus it is pre-

cipitated from the solution in acetic acid when potash is added, and

from the alkaline solution on the addition of acids, just as is the case

with colouring matter under similar circumstances.

If a small quantity of a metallic salt is mixed with serum, and a rather

larger proportion of caustic potash added than is necessary for the de-

composition of the metallic salt, the oxide is not precipitated, but re-

mains in solution combined with the albumen. Berzelius, who men-

tions this, remarks that it is by this means that metallic salts, or oxides,

are absorbed from the intestinal canal or the skin, carried into the circu-

lation, dissolved in the serum, and expelled with the excretions; and
hence it is that after the continued use of mercury we find the protoxide

dissolved in the fluids of the body.* Would not the extremely intimate

combinations of the metallic oxides with albumen be useful

medicine? Albumen or serum coagulates when mixed with concen-
trated solutions of earthy or metallic salts, and the coagulum contains

the components of the salt These coagulated combinations of albumen
with salts also deserve a greater attention in medicine. Among the

metallic salts already mentioned, the acetate of lead, and still more the

bichloride of mercury, are remarkable as being the most delicate tests

for albumen. Corrosive sublimate renders turbid a fluid which contains

onty Woo**1 Part of albumen in solution. From its great tendency to

unite chemically with this salt, albumen is an antidote for it.

*

* Autenrieth and Zeller, Rett's Archiv. via. Schubarth, Horn's Archiv. 1823,
Nov. 417. Cantu, Mem. d. Tor. 29. 1825. Buchner s Toxicol. 538.
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b. Albumen in the coagulated state
y
in which it consists of aggregated

globules. In this state albumen has the same chemical properties as

«brin, and Berzelius knows no chemical test to distinguish them, except

"tot coagulated albumen does not decompose the peroxide of water.

Iheir elementary composition also differs little, as is seen by comparing
the analyses of albumen given by Gay-Lussac and Thenard, Michaelis,

and Prout, with those of fibrin given at page 127

Gay-Lussac and Thenard,

Nitrogen

Carbon .

Hydrogen

Ox

15-705

52-883

7-540

23-872

Michaelis.
Arterial. Venous.

15-562 . 15-505

Prout

.

53009
6993

24-436

52-650

7-359

24-484

15-550

49-750

8-775

26-925

Berzelius found the proportion of the albumen to the other compo-

nents in 100 parts of the serum of human blood to be as follows :

Water . .

Albumen

Osmazome, with lactate of soda

Chloride of sodium
Extracted by alcohol

Modified albumen—alkaline, > ^ . .* vy \ Extracted by water
carbonate, and phosphate S

90-59

8-00

0-40

060

0-41

100-00

In^addition to these ingredients, Lecanu has found in the serum the

sulphate of an alkali, carbonate and phosphate of magnesia, and phos-

phate of lime. Berzelius conjectures that the three principal components
of the blood, fibrin, colouring matter, and albumen, are only modifica-

tions of one and the same substance ; that the colouring matter, for

example, may owe its peculiarity to the iron it contains. Treviranus

is of the same opinion.

4. Fatty matter of the blood.

In some rare instances the blood contains fatty matter in a free state

which we then see floating on the surface ; but the fatty matter of the

blood is for the most part combined with the fibrin, colouring mattei
and albumen. If the mixture of serum and red particles, obtained by
stirring bullock's blood, be boiled with alcohol, and then filtered, the
nrst portions of the fluid are found by Gmelin* to contain cholesterine,

stearine, elaine, and stearic acid. Berzelius was formerly of opinion, that

this fatty matter was formed during the chemical process. But it is

most probable that fat is really contained in the fibrin, albumen, and

colouring matter, and is merely extracted from it by the process of

boiling in alcohol, for the chyle from which the blood is formed contains

fatty matter in the free state, in the form of emulsion ; and during the

* Chemie, iv, 1103.

K 2
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formation of the blood this fatty matter unites probably more intimately

with the other animal matters. Chevreul has by means of ether sepa-

rated from fibrin a fatty matter, analogous to that which we obtain from

the brain, and like that chiefly remarkable from containing phosphorus in

a combined state. Berzelius also is now of opinion, that the fatty matter

is only extracted, not produced, by the analysis ; and he is led to this

opinion more especially from observing that the fibrin is not chemically

changed by the extraction of the fat by ether or alcohol, and that after

the usual small quantity of fat is separated, no more can be obtained by

continuing the process. The fatty matter of fibrin is, according to Ber-

zelius, in a saponaceous state, for its solution in cold alcohol reddens

litmus paper ; a proof that at least a part of it must be in the state of

an acid, as is the case after the process of conversion of a fat into soap.

Berzelius describes two modifications of the fatty matter of fibrin, and

concludes with the remark, that it has great resemblance to the acid

salts of stearic and elaic acids with potash, described by Chevreul, ex-

cept in its greater solubility in ether and alcohol. According to Che-
vreul, the fatty matter in fibrin amounts to 4 or 4^ per cent. Lecanu
found a crystallisable fatty matter, and an oily matter in the blood ; of

the first there were from 1-20 to 2-10 parts, of the latter from 1-00 to

1 30 parts in 1000 parts of serum. Boudet* confirms Gmelin's state-

ment that the blood also contains cholesterine.

All kinds of fat are remarkable from the small quantity of oxygen,

and the preponderating quantity of carbon, which enter into their com-
position. It is also remarkable that the fatty matters,—elaine and

stearine,—which occur in the body in the free state, always combined

one with the other, contain absolutely no nitrogen. Elaine and stearine

are soluble in ether and hot alcohol, and the elaine remains dissolved in

the alcohol even after it has cooled.

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Carbon

Stearine

9-454

11-770

78-776

Elaine.

9-548

11-422

79-030

Other fatty matters,—for instance, that of the blood,—are combined
with other animal substances, they crystallise in part when exposed to

the cold, contain nitrogen, and cannot be converted into soap. The
fatty matters of the blood and brain contain phosphorus also. Fatty

matters of this kind occur in a combined state in the blood, cerebral

and nervous substance, in the liver, and perhaps in some other parts.

If the new organic matters formed by the secretions,

—

picromel, casein, mucus, &c.—are not taken into consideration, the

blood will be found to contain the proximate elements of all the solid

parts of the body,—namely, fibrin, albumen, osmazome, lactic acid, and

* Essai Critique et Experimental sur le Sang. Paris, 1833.

uch
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fatty matter* The only exception is the gelatin or gluten which is

obtained from the tendinous fibres, cartilages, bones, serous membranes,
and from the cellular tissue generally, particularly from the cellular

tissue of the muscles. Parmentier and Deyeux, and Saissy thought,

indeed, that they had discovered gelatin also in the blood. But this

was evidently an error. It is a question, however, whether gelatin

generally is not formed during the changes produced in the composi-
tion of the tissues by boiling. Gelatin is obtained from the parts

Mentioned by boiling water : it is insoluble in alcohol and cold water,
by which it is distinguished from osmazome: it forms a jelly on

r

cooling even when dissolved in one hundred and fifty times its weight
°f water: in this jelly it is combined with water, and is again soluble in

boiling water, by which it is distinguished from fibrin and albumen. It

*s slowly soluble in acids and alkalies, and is precipitated by tannin and
chlorine. E. H. Weber has stated several facts which render it proba-
ble that gelatin does not originally exist in the body, but is formed by

e decomposition of other animal matters, in which opinion Berzelius,
th

Prochaska, and Ficini us concur. The strongest argument in favour of
this opinion is, that, according to the statement of Berthollet, flesh of
animals, which by boiling in water has ceased to afford gelatin, reac-
quires that property after undergoing putrefaction in a close air with
developement of carbonic acid.*

CHAPTER III.

ANALYSIS OF THE BLOOD BY GALVANISM.-)*

Dutrochet has made some ingenious experiments respecting the
action of galvanism on animal substances. He even flattered himself
that he had formed muscular fibres from albumen by the agency of
galvanism, and supposed that the red particles of the blood formed each
a pair of plates, the nucleus being negative, the envelope positive. But
all the appearances which he has attributed to different electric proper-
ties of the blood are explicable by the precipitation of the albumen
and fibrin in consequence of the decomposition of the salts of the serum,
and of the oxidation of the copper wire used in the experiments—both
the decomposition of the salts and the oxidation of the copper being the

t

consult Wienholt. Meckel's Archiv. i. p. 206. Berzelius, loc. cit. p. 661. The
French translation, p. 703.

T The original observations are in Poggendorf's Annal. 1832, 8,

+ [The translator has conceived it to be better to place the long detail of experiments,
which the author enters into for the purpose of refuting Dutrochet's erroneous views,
ln the form of a note, giving in the text merely the inference that he deduces from
the experiments.]

If a drop of a watery solution of yolk of egg (in which very minute microscopic
globules are suspended) be submitted to the action of galvanism, we soon remark the
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Should any physiologist be so fortunate as to prove beyond doubt the

electric property of the blood, I could only congratulate science on the

great advance which it would thus have made. Till then it is proper to

submit to severe criticism all experiments which do not justify the con-

waves (ondes) which were first observed by Dutrochet (Ann. d. Sc. Nat. 1831). The

wave originating at the copper or negative pole, is transparent on account of tbe al-

bumen being dissolved by tbe alkali ; wbile that commencing at the positive or zinc

pole where the acid collects, is opaque and whitish, particularly near the wire. The

two waves tend towards each other, and at the moment of contact a linear coagulum

is suddenly formed along the line at which the two waves meet, and has therefore ex-

actly the form of that line j it is waving like the border of the two undulations at the

moment of their meeting, A visible movement attends the formation of the coagu-

lum ; as soon, however, as it is formed, all is still, and not the slightest movement

is afterwards perceptible. It is therefore difficult to conceive how an observer of

the first rank, like Dutrochet, could pronounce this coagulum of albumen to be a

contractile muscular fibre produced by electricity. It is nothing more than coa-

gulated albumen, and is quite soft, like the albumen which collects around the zinc

wire in galvanising serum. It consists of globules which can be easily wiped asunder,

and which have been merely deposited in the form of the line of contact of the two

currents without any cohesion. If both wires are placed in a drop of serum, whether

of the blood of the frog or of one of the mammalia, no distinct waves are perceptible ;

but a deposition of globules of albumen takes place at the zinc wire, and gradually

increases, the globules first deposited around the wire being pressed outwards, while

a new deposition takes place. According to the view which Dutrochet takes of the

action of galvanism on animal substances, we must consider the albumen of the

serum as a negative electric body, since it is deposited at the zinc or positive pole of

the battery. But the real cause of its precipitation is the coagulation of the albumen

by the acid which is derived from the decomposition of the salts, and collected at the

positive pole. The albumen is not deposited around the negative wire, because it is

there held in solution by the alkali. By a very powerful battery, however, the albu-

men is precipitated at the copper wire also, as Gmelin has pointed out :
this depends

either upon the heat developed, or, what is more probable, on the circumstance of a

concentrated solution of a fixed alkali, having the power of precipitating albumen, a

fact observed both by Dutrochet and myself. The difference of the quantity of the

salts in the two fluids clearly explains why with a battery of the same strength albu-

men is copiously precipitated around the zinc or positive wire in the serum, while in

solution of yolk of egg merely a turbid undulation is perceived, and no coagulum is

found until this undulation meets that from the negative pole. Lassaigne (Ann. d.

Chim. et d. Phys. t. xx. p. 97. Weber's Anat. t. i. p. 87.) coagulated albumen by al-

cohol then washed it with the same fluid until chloride of soda could be no longer de-

tected in it by means of nitrate of silver. Of the coagulum thus free from salts,

water took up —\^y
and the small quantity of albumen thus dissolved did not coagu-

late under the influence of galvanism, because it contained no muriate of soda : it co-

agulated when this salt was added.

Were
igul

whereas the albumen of the serum would be negative electric, for it coagulates at the

positive pole. But we need only add to the solution of the yolk of egg some common salt,

and it coagulates at the positive pole, and no currents are formed. If we expose to

the action of a galvanic pile a drop of the blood of a frog, or of a mammiferous animal,
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elusions deduced from them : the conclusions being but too readily ad-

mitted by those who do not repeat the experiments
I have already mentioned that with the galvanometer no electric

current can be discovered in the blood ; I perceived no variation of the

spread thinly out, the usual gaseous bubbles are formed around the copper wire, and
around the zinc wire the albumen coagulates to a soft mass of granules, just as when
serum is treated in the same manner. The red particles, on the contrary, do not collect

either at the positive or at the negative pole- The coagulation of the fibrin is neither

accelerated nor retarded ; it takes place neither around the positive nor the negative

P°le particularly, but throughout the entire drop between the two wires, and in the
Clrcumference of the fluid at some distance from them. Immediately around the

wires the red particles are decomposed by the acid and alkali collecting there. In the
7

other parts of the drop they suffer no change. The coagulation of the fibrin takes

place in the same way when arterial or venous blood of the rabbit is used instead of

frog's blood.

When a drop of frog's blood from which the fibrin has been removed, is exposed to

the action of galvanism, it presents the same phenomena as fresh blood, with the ex-

ception of those dependent on the presence of fibrin. If a drop of the strongest possible

solution of colouring matter, obtained by washing the crassamentum of the blood of

quadrupeds which has been previously freed as completely as is possible from the serum
it contains by means of blotting paper, was subjected to the voltaic pile, I obtained
liferent results according as I closed the circle with the copper wire itself, or fixed a

Piece of platinum wire on the extremity of it, so that the quick oxidation of the copper
might not interfere with the experiment. In the last case the results were the same as
those described by Dutrochet ; in the first case they were different. When I used a
ware copper wire to close the circle, a red pulpy coagulum of albumen and colouring
matter formed around the zinc wire. The coagulum gradually increased by new depo-
sitions around the zinc wire, extending the original red ring. The later depositions were,
however, less red than the first—mostly of a whitish grey colour. The coagulation takes

place all around the zinc wire, but extends rather further in the direction of the cop-

per wire than in other directions. The precipitate has the form of the wave in the
preceding experiments, but is formed of a consistent pulp. At the copper wire the

usual developement of gas is remarked, and sometimes a very indistinct undulation, in

which the colouring matter remains dissolved, as in the rest of the fluid : the border

of this undulation is of a somewhat deeper red than the rest of the fluid. Dutrochet
calls this a red wave, but for this there is no reason. The alkali which collects around
the negative wire usually holds in solution the animal matter of the fluid, which, in
this case, contains red colouring matter in solution, as does the rest of the fluid, while
around the positive pole the albumen and colouring matter coagulate. The descrip-
tion which Dutrochet gives of the effects of galvanism on the solution of colouring

matter is quite different. (See Froriep's Notiz, No. 715.) Thus, he says, that two
undulations appear ; the one at the zinc pole was acid and transparent, and, as it in-

creased, drove before it the colouring matter, which collected in the upper part of the
fluid around and beyond it ; the alkaline wave at the copper pole was on the contrary

occupied by the colouring matter. The two waves formed in uniting a slight coagu-
lum derived from the albumen of the serum removed from the crassamentum with the

colouring matter. The red colouring matter combined almost wholly with this

coagulum. From this experiment, in which the red colouring matter is said to retire

from the positive pole and collect at the negative pole, Dutrochet without reason con-

cludes that this substance is an electro-positive body. I have already stated that

I
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magnetic needle of the multiplicator, even when I inserted one wire

into an artery of a living animal, the other into a vein. Bellingeri be-

lieved that he had discovered a means of proving the electric property

of the blood by the contractions excited in the leg of a frog., when

i

when I used copper wire to close the circle, the colouring matter coagulated with the

albumen around the zinc pole, and the red coagulum by further coagulation of the

albumen was only further extended. If, however, I put a piece of an unoxidisable

metal, as platinum, on the end of the copper wire, to avoid the influence of the oxidation

of the latter, the appearances were exactly those described by Dutrochet. There were

now really formed at the copper and zinc poles two waves which tended towards each

other, each wave having a distinct red border. Dutrochet overlooked the red border

in the wave of the copper pole. The wave of the copper pole is not redder than the

rest of the fluid ; it is its border only which is redder. Dutrochet is therefore incorrect

when he says, the colouring matter accumulates at the copper pole. I have repeated

the experiment very often, and have never seen this accumulation take place. The
red colouring matter in the red border of the wave of the copper pole retires, indeed,

in some measure from the copper wire, as that in the border of the wave of the positive

pole does from the zinc wave. Although the undulation from the negative pole is not
redder than the rest of the drop, that of the positive pole, on the contrary, is in fact

less coloured than the fluid beyond the wave, but yet not quite colourless. The border of

the more transparent wave of the positive pole is redder than that of the wave of the

negative or copper pole, which is, however, itselfremarkable from its deeper colour : in

the border of the wave of the copper pole the colouring matter is in the state of a concen-

trated solution ; in the margin of the wave of the zinc pole the colouring matter is in

the form of very small globules. This experiment appears to me to be very similar to

that in which solution of yolk of egg is exposed to the action of the voltaic pile. If in

the experiment on the solution of colouring matter bare copper wire is used to close the

circle, the colouring matter and albumen coagulate at the zinc pole. If common salt

be added to the solution of yolk of egg
P
the albumen coagulates at the zinc pole. If

common salt is mixed with solution of colouring matter, it is acted on, even with the

platinum wire, like the solution of yolk of egg with common salt ; no waves are formed,

and a whitish coagulum collects at the zinc pole. All these facts being considered,

Dutrochet's assertion that the colouring matter of the blood is electro-positive, appears

to me unfounded.

Dutrochet having obtained some fibrin free from colouring matter, by washing the
crassamentum, which he incorrectly regards as formed by the aggregation of the nuclei
of the red particles, dissolved it in a weak alkaline solution, and then subjected it to the
action of a voltaic pile : hydrogen was developed in considerable quantity at the negative
pole

; at the positive, oxygen ; but at neither was any undulation formed : the fibrin coa-

gulated at the positive pole only ; whence Dutrochet concludes that the alkaline solution

of fibrin is acted on as a neutral salt, of which the alkali passes over to the negative pole,

and the acid to the positive, and therefore that the fibrin is a negative electric substance.
We know, however, that fibrin can unite both with acids and alkalies ; in the one
acting the part of a base, in the other that of an acid. From its forming neutral com-
pounds with mineral acids, we might have come to a conclusion the very opposite of that
of Dutrochet. However, in repeating Dutrochet's experiments, as might be expected
from so exact an observer, I found them in most points correct. When I exposed a so-

lution of fibrin of the blood in a weak alkali, on a glass plate or in a watch-glass, to the
action of the voltaic pile, a white pulpy coagulum was deposited in small quantity at
the positive pole. I had washed the fibrin, obtained by stirring bullock's blood for a

case

i
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a circle, formed of blood, the nerve and muscle of the limb, and a metal,
] s closed by bringing the blood and metal in contact. He set out from
the principle, that by contact of two heterogeneous bodies the electricity

present in them is thrown into a state of greater or less tension, and

ng time on the filter, so that I could be pretty sure that it was free from serum and
1 e salts of serum: it appears therefore, at first view, that the alkaline solution of
nndoes really separateinto electro-negative fibrin and electro-positive alkali. In c6ming
jus conclusion, however, the mineral substances and salts which are ingredients in the

1111 xtself are lost sight of ; their decomposition by the galvanic pile would necessarily
e attended by the developement of acid at the positive pole, and therefore might cause
e nbrin to coagulate by forming with it a neutral substance. However, there are still

jections which may be urged against the value of the experiment itself. The effect
escribed by Dutrochet only occurs when copper wires are used. I never observed it,

0ugh I made the experiment repeatedly, when, to prevent the oxidation of the end of
e copper wire of the zinc pole, a piece of platinum wire had been affixed to the end of

• -Dutrochet seems to have made his experiments merely with copper wires. If
P atmum wire is used at the positive pole, the developement of gas remains the same

;

m eed, still more gas than before is formed at the positive pole, because it no longer
0X1 lses tne copper wire as before. But not the slightest trace of a coagulum is formed

the zmc pole or around the platinum wire. Hence we must conclude that the
ormation of a coagulum from an alkaline solution of fibrin, at the positive pole, when

* e copper wire is used, is dependent on the oxidation of the copper.
t appears then that the alkaline solution of fibrin is not decomposed by the galvanic

P1 e, unless copper wire, which so readily suffers oxidation, is employed at the zinc pole
;an therefore that fibrin is not proved to have the character of an electro-negative body.

.

0W much the precipitation of the albumen and fibrin depends on the salts containedm e s°hrtion, is shown by the following circumstances :—Alkaline solution of fibrin
never deposits the slightest coagulum around the platinum wire of the zinc pole • but
this coagulation takes place immediately that some common salt is added to the solution
the muriatic acid of the salt in that case causing the coagulation at the zinc pole : con-
sequently, before making experiments with galvanism on a solution of fibrin in a weak
alkali, the fibrin must be completely free from serum, for serum contains muriate of
soda. We may obtain it thus pure by washing the coagulum, obtained by stirring
blood, for a long time with a large quantity of water.

^

It occurred to me that it would be very interesting to try the action of the galvanic
Pile on the still fluid fibrin of the liquor sanguinis. For this purpose, equal quantities
of distilled water and frog's blood were poured into the filter (as described at page 111),
and the fluid which passed through was immediately subjected to the wires of the gal-
vanic pile. At the zinc pole a pulpy coagulum of albumen was immediately formed,
he transparent fibrin collected at neither pole, but coagulated in the middle of the
uid in the watch-glass, in the form of an isolated clot, quite unaffected by the action
the galvanic apparatus. It coagulated in the usual time. The albuminous deposit

at the zinc pole was of the same kind as I had obtained it by application of the galvanic
Pue to blood freed from the coagula of fibrin.

I have also tried the action of the voltaic pile on the colourless nuclei of the red par-
tlcles of the frog's blood. The red particles were freed from their coating of colouring
Matter, as already described, by means of a large quantity of water. The greatest
Part of the supernatant fluid was taken up again with a syphon, and the white sedi-
nient being then mixed with some water, a drop spread upon a glass plate was subjected
to the action of galvanism. The same phenomena were produced as when a watery

i
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that this tension is so much the greater the more distant these bodies

are one from the other in a scale in which they are arranged according

to their electrical properties. Bellingeri arranged the metals in the fol-

lowing order :—zinc, lead, mercury, antimony, iron, copper, bismuth,

gold, platinum. He compared the electrical property of the blood with

that of the above-mentioned metals, blood being brought into contact

with one of the metals, and the blood and metal with the nerve and leg

of the frog, when the contraction of the frog's leg served as electro-

meter. He had found, he says, that when two metals are brought into

contact, respectively with the nerve and muscle of a frog which had
already lost some portion of its irritability, that metal is positive with

regard to the other, which when applied to the muscle excites con-

traction at the moment that the circle is closed, and either not at all, or

only at the moment of interrupting the circle, when applied to the nerve.

(The reverse, however, is the fact.) M. Bellingeri asserts, that when
he tested the electric property of the blood in this way, substituting it

for one of the metals, he found that it stands in different relations to

different metals, and that in general it evidenced the same electric pro-

perty in relation to the other metals as iron. Arterial and venous blood

did not differ in this respect. The electric property of the blood is pre-

served, he says, long after its abstraction from the vessels.* It is incon-

ceivable how any great value can be accorded to these experiments. I

have already recounted the experiments which I made on the frog in

the spring before the breeding season of the animal ; when by laying

the nerve of the frog's leg in a small saucer containing blood or water,

(it was indifferent which,) and bringing the muscles of the leg and the

blood in contact by means of a piece of copper wire, a contraction in the

leg of the frog was produced. In repeating this experiment now in the

cold season of autumn (end of October), I obtain the same results, and
am convinced that the rare electric phenomena already relatedf are

solution of yolk of egg is exposed to the same influence : two waves were formed ; that

of the zinc pole was turbid and drove before it the minute globules, that of the copper
pole was transparent and contained no globules. When the experiment was made
with solution of colouring matter, the wave arising at the zinc pole drove before it red
globules, while in this mixture of nuclei of the red particles with water, the particles

at the margin of the same wave were white. This experiment shows that there is no
electric difference between the nucleus and its envelope. The only apparent difference

was, that the wave at the zinc pole in the solution of colouring matter was more trans-

parent, while in the mixture of nuclei of the red corpuscules and water, as in the so-

lution of yolk of egg^ which also contains globules, it was turbid.

While I differ from Dutrochet in many points in the results of my observations, I

must express my admiration of the ingenuity displayed by this talented inquirer in en-

deavouring to solve this difficult question.

* Froriep's Notiz. 408. See also page 73 of this work. t Page 00.
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Produced, not merely before the time of pairing in the spring, but also

with the same facility in the cold autumn season. In this experiment
Js evident, that a circle of copper and water between the nerve and

Muscle is perfectly as efficient as one of copper and blood. What then
as Bellingeri proved if the electric quality of water is the same as that

blood? It is, indeed, very probable, that neither the blood nor the
water excites the electricity in this circle ; they may be mere conduc-
es, the electricity being developed between the copper and the
Muscle.

i

OF THE ORd

CHAPTER IV.

PROPERTIES AND RELATIONS OF THE BLOOD.

a. The vivifying influence of the blood.

The arterial blood in its course through the capillary vessels of the

body loses its bright red colour and becomes a^ain venous. The
unknown reciprocal action between the blood and the organised matter,

y which this change is effected, maintains the vitality of the organs, at

tne same time that it renders the blood incapable of again exercising
this necessary vital stimulus until it has regained its arterial character
*n the lungs. In the process of arterialisation, the blood absorbs oxygen
from the atmosphere and gives out carbonic acid,—the oxygen which it

absorbs being in greater quantity than the carbonic acid exhaled. The
same portion of blood acquires and again loses its arterial properties

within the period of a few minutes ; for it will be shown at a future

page, that the blood circulates through the whole body in that space of

time. It is only while in its arterial state that the blood is capable

of maintaining life. The suppression of the change which the blood un-

dergoes in the lungs produces asphyxia and death, chiefly, as Bichat has

shown, by interrupting the functions of the brain and nervous system.

The necessity for arterial blood is less urgent, however, in new-born

children, and still less so during the state of hybernation and torpor, and
*n the lower animals ; in the foetus of the mammalia the necessity for

the aeration of the blood seems to be wholly wanting. The functions

uiost dependent on the arterial state of the blood are those of the ner-

vous system, and those of animal life generally. This is evidenced by
the symptoms of the morbus coeruleus, in which the two kinds of blood

continue, from some defect in the circulating organs,—for instance,

a persistence of the canal in the ductus arteriosus, or of the foramen

ovale,—to be partly mixed. Nutrition and secretion are here little

interfered with, even although the surface is dusky and blueish : but the

muscular power fails ; the slightest exertions bring on symptoms of suffo-

cation, fainting, and even asphyxia ; the sexual passion is not developed,

i 1
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t

the temperature is lower than natural, and there is a tendency to he-
morrhage even to a fatal extent.* That arterial blood is not so neces-
sary for the performance of the functions of organic life is moreover de-
ducible from the fact, that secretions are in some cases formed by
organs which receive a much larger quantity of venous than of arterial

blood. Thus the bile is secreted in part from the venous blood of the
porta, the urine in reptiles and fishes in greater part from the venous
blood which in these animals is carried to the kidneys by afferent veins
which are independent of the arteries, and of the efferent veins that re-

turn the blood to the heart.

The application of a ligature to all the arterial trunks of a limb de-

prives it of power of motion, and at last of vitality. Great losses of

blood produce immediate asphyxia in the higher animals : cold-blooded
4

animals, however, survive for a considerable time the abstraction of the

greater part of their blood, and frogs live many hours even after the re-

moval of the heart, and retain perfect power of motion. But even parts

which have been removed from the body, and have lost their irritability,

appear to recover in some degree their vitality by immersion in blood,

as in the case of the heart of the frog in Von Humboldt's experi-

ments.

Transfusion of blood.—-Prevost and Dumas showed that the vivifying

power of the blood does not reside so much in the serum as in the red

particles. An animal bled to syncope, is not revived by the injection of

water or pure serum of a temperature of 68° Fahr. into its vessels. But
if blood of one of the same species is used, the animal seems to acquire

fresh life at every stroke of the piston, and is at last restored. Professor

Dieffenbach has confirmed these experiments. It is stated by Prevost

and Dumas, and by Dieffenbach, that revival takes place likewise when
the blood injected has been previously deprived of its fibrin. I have
shown that the red particles of the blood remain perfectly unchanged
after the removal of the fibrin ; blood, therefore, from which the fibrin

has been removed, and heated to the proper temperature, ought to be
preferred in the few cases where transfusion of blood is justifiable, or
necessary, on account of hemorrhage ; for in this state the blood is com-
pletely fluid and remains so, and thus the principal difficulty of transfu-

sion, namely, the ready coagulation of the blood in passing from one
animal to the other, is avoided. Blood of animals of a different genus,
of which the corpuscules, though of the same form, have a different

size, effect an imperfect restoration, and the animal generally dies in

six days. The pulse becomes quicker, the breathing remains natural,

but the temperature sinks very rapidly ; the excretions are mucous and

* Consult Nasse's Remarks on the influence of arterial blood on the developeraent

and functions of the human body, founded on cases of the morbus coeruleus. Rett's

Archiv. t. x. p. 213.
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foody; the cerebral functions seem to be unaffected. The same sym-
ptoms ensue when the serum and red particles without the fibrin are in-
jected.

The injection of blood with circular corpuscules into the vessels of a
** (in which the corpuscules are elliptic and of larger size), produces
•o ent symptoms similar to those of the strongest poisons, and generally
eath, which ensues, indeed, instantaneously, even when a small quan-
1

y only of the blood has been injected; such, for example, was the
e ect of the transfusion of some blood of the sheep into the veins of a

while in many cases in which the blood of sheep and oxen

the c

In Dieffenbach's*

to be fatal to

duck

;

as injected into the vessels of cats and rabbits, these animals were re-
Vlved for a few days. The fact of the blood of mammalia being poison-
ous to birds is very remarkable ; it cannot be explained mechanically.

^ e injection of fluids containing globules of greater diameter than
apillary vessels produces death by obstructing the pulmonary

vessels, and producing asphyxia ; but the corpuscules of the blood in
mammalia are even smaller than those of birds.
numerous experiments, pigeons were killed by a few drops only of
tne blood of mammalia. The blood of fishes is said
mammalia as well as to birds.

[The interesting experiments of Dr. Bischofff throw new light on
e subject of transfusion. He confirms the statements of Prevost and
umas, and of Dieffenbach, as to the deadly effect of the blood of

mammalia injected into the veins of birds. In all his experiments made
with the fresh blood of mammalia, the birds (common fowls) died with-
in a few seconds after the performance of the transfusion, with violent
symptoms resembling those of poisoning. But when, instead of the fresh
unchanged blood, he injected blood from which the fibrin had been re-
moved by stirring, and which was heated to the proper temperature, he
was surprised to find that no symptoms were produced,-the animal ap-
peared to suffer no inconvenience. These experiments were performed
repeatedly, so that there could be no fallacy in the result. I was pre-
sent when Dr. Bischoff performed them before his class at Heidelberg
in July 1835. The deadly effect then of the blood of mammalia on
birds is in some way connected with the fibrin of the blood. The prin-
ciple which renders the blood of one class of animals thus injurious for
another class, is not, Dr. Bischoff remarks, identical with the vivifying
Principle of the blood, which might be supposed to be peculiar to each
individual class, and deadly to others ; for the blood, when thus deprived
of its fibrin, has still the effect of perfectly restoring the animal from
which it was taken, although the latter be reduced by loss of blood to

extreme syncope or apparent death: but it is an important fact, that

* Die Transfusion des Blutes, von Dieffenbach. Berlin, 1828.

t Miiller's Archiv. 1835.
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when blood thus deprived of its fibrin is injected into the veins of

an animal of a different class, reduced to a similar state of syncope, no

revival takes place,—the animal dies. Hence the blood of an animal of

a different class, even when deprived of its fibrin, although not poison-

ous,, is not adapted for the operation of transfusion, in cases where this

is necessary in man.
*

Dr. Bischoff mentions but one experiment in which he injected the

blood of a hen (about half an ounce), deprived of its fibrin and warmed,
into the vessels of a dog, and in this instance no other effect was pro-

duced on the animal than a state of exhaustion which might be the re-

sult of his struggles during the operation.

The experiments of Dr. Bischoff on the transfusion of different kinds
w

of blood into the veins of frogs, are from the difficulty of the operation

less satisfactory. The results, however, which he has deduced from

them seem to be tolerably certain. The blood he used was in all cases

deprived of its fibrin, and its effects, so far corresponded with those on

the higher classes of vertebrata that it did not produce an immediately

fatal result; but it nevertheless had a marked injurious effect on the

system, and this was most violent when human blood was injected, less

so when that of mammalia and birds was used. The blood of fishes had
in several instances no particular effect. When the blood of crabs was

injected, the frogs lived several days, but died eventually. The effect of

the transfusion of the blood of man, mammalia, and birds, was always

death, generally in a few hours, the only symptom being diminished

activity of the circulating organs ; the heart in some cases seemed to

be paralysed. After death there was found in almost all cases effusions

of a reddish serum, containing the red particles of the frog mixed with

those of the blood injected, particularly in the stomach and abdominal

cavity.]

An incautious injection of air into the veins and blood of a living

animal is almost immediately fatal by obstructing the circulation in the

small vessels, and in the heart. Nevertheless, in Nysten's experiments,

very small quantities, not only of atmospheric air and oxygen, but even

of irrespirable gases, such as nitrogen, nitrous oxide, hydrogen, carbu-

retted hydrogen, carbonic acid, and carbonic oxide, were injected into

the vessels without fatal consequences. Nitric oxide gas, sulphuretted

hydrogen, ammonia, and chlorine, were the only gases which he found

to be deadly.*

b. Evidences of life in the blood itself.

of the Professor C. H. Schultz

has spoken of an active vital process which can be seen to be constantly

going on between the individual molecules of the blood and the sub-

* Nysten, Recherches de Physiol, et de Chim, Pathol. Paris, 1811.
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stance of the vessels.* When

(we sun, which produce a dazzling but very confused illumination

)

<

e slightest appearance of spontaneous independent motion of the

th .

dual red Particles - During the last ten years I have examined
e circulation of the blood in the most various parts, at every oppor-

tunity, and with different instruments; but have never, when the ob-
ject was well illuminated, seen what Schultz describes,—I mean the
constant assimilation, disappearance, and new formation of the globules

;

nor have other observers Mey been
ore successful than I have been. The observer may convince him-

also that the motion of the red particles in the circulation is

passive, by compressing the vessels of a limb, or the whole limb itself.

either under these circumstances, nor at other times, do the glo-
u es show any attraction or reciprocal action among themselves.

'
10^ever, the direct rays of the sun are allowed to shine through

a transparent part, the distinctness of the image is entirely lost owing to
e refraction of light which is produced by the inequalities of the sur-

ace, as well as by the red particles which act as so many little lenses
;

16 observer no longer perceives the red particles flowing through the
essels, but there is a general sparkling flickering motion, in which
requently even the direction of the current is not distinguishable.

e same deception of vision is produced, when a fluid containing
g obules—milk, for example—is viewed while flowing over the surface
°f a glass under the microscope, by the direct rays of the sun ; and even
clear water flowing over the surface of ground glass has by a similar

Mayer,t

to the

will be considered in treating of

animals, is still less admissible. The theory which ascribes
blood a self-propelling power— a power of motion, which continues
^nen the heart has ceased to act

circulation in the capillaries.

Treviranus, Mayer, and others, have regarded as an automatic
movement that confused motion of the globules which is seen to con-
tmue for several seconds in a drop of blood placed on a glass under
the microscope. The fallacy of this opinion is, however, completely

C. H. Schultz, der Lebensprocess im Blute. Berlin, 1822.

t Meyen, Isis, 1828, 394, and the review by an anonymous writer,—Isis 1824 3
are especially worthy of being consulted on this subject.

Mayer, Supplemente zur Lehre vom Kreislauf. Bonn, 1827.

[The hypothesis here alluded to is partly discussed by the author in this place •

but the translator, to avoid repetition, has placed all the arguments together in the
caapter on the circulation in the capillaries.]
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single contiguous globules

proved by the fact, that these momentary whirling motions can be seen,

as I have often witnessed, in drops of blood which has been long re-

moved from the body. Thus, for example,, in a drop of frog's blood

which has been taken from the animal twelve or twenty-four hours, and
from which the fibrin has been removed, we can distinguish by means
of the microscope the same motions of the red particles as in fresh

blood ; they cannot therefore be dependent on vitality. In the blood of

warm-blooded animals such motions may also arise from evaporation. It

is probable, likewise, that the slight change of form which every drop of

fluid spread on a glass plate suffers at the edges, and sometimes quickly,

has considerable influence on these motions. I have also often remarked

in a drop of diluted frog's blood, whether when fresh, or after it had

been kept several hours, the fibrin having been removed, that, after the

cessation of the first described motion,

approach each other very slowly. This, however, is probably also

dependent on physical causes, such as evaporation, and the attraction

of adhesion. >

Motions in coagulating blood.—Heidmann* has described contractions

and dilatations which he has observed in the blood during coagulation.

I have myself, however, been able to detect no dilatation, and no other

contraction than the gradual imperceptible contraction of the coagulated

fibrin. The contractions which Tourdes and Circaud described to be

produced in the fibrin by galvanism have been proved, even by Heid-

mann himself, not to exist, and I certainly saw nothing of the kind

in galvanising the liquor sanguinis of the frog's blood.f

Is the blood endowed with life ?—The question whether the blood

be a living fluid or not, calls to mind a critical state of our science.

Everything which evidences an action which cannot be explained by

the laws of inorganic matter, is said to have an organic, or, what is the

same thing, a vital property. To regard merely the solids of the body

as living is incorrect, for there are strictly no organic solids ; in nearly all,

water constitutes four-fifths of their weight. Although then organic

matter generally be considered as merely u susceptible of life," and the

organised parts as " living," yet the blood also must be regarded as

endowed with life, for its actions cannot certainly be comprehended

from chemical and physical laws. The semen is not merely a stimulus

for the fructification of the egg, for it impregnates the eggs of the

batrachia and fishes out of the body ; and the form, endowments, and

even tendencies to disease of the father are transferred to the new

individual: the semen, therefore, although a fluid, is evidently endowed

with life, and is capable of imparting life to other matter. The im-

pregnable part of the egg^ the germinal membrane, is a completely un-

organised aggregation of animal matter, and nevertheless is animated

* Reil*s Archiv, vi, 425. f See experiments related at note, p. 137.

I\
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with the whole organising power of the future being, and is capable of

imparting life to new matter, although soft and nearly allied to a fluid,

The blood also evidences organic properties ; it is attracted by living

organs which are acted on by vital stimuli; there subsists between the

blood and the organised parts a reciprocal vital action, in which the

Wood has as large a share as the organs in which it circulates. The
fibrin of the blood effused in inflammation is at first fluid, and forms, as

11 becomes solid, pseudo-membranes ; but this exudation, by means of

a mutual vital action exerted between it and the organs by which
11 is poured out, becomes organised and traversed by blood and vessels.

The blood itself has, therefore, the properties of life, and this is the

case with all the animal fluids except those which are the means of

carrying out of the body the effete material, such as the urine and

carbonic acid. The saliva and the bile exert an assimilating action on

the food, the different organs perform the same functions with regard

to the blood, and here there is no clearly defined limits between sub-

stances capable of life and those endowed with it. Those substances,

however, in which life is least evident, remain susceptible of life as long

as they are not chemically changed.

c. Formation of the blood.

The materialsfor theformation of the blood are the contents of the ab-

sorbent system, namely, the transparent lymph and milky chyle, which

convey into the thoracic duct, and thus into the blood,—the former fluid,

those nutritive matters taken up from the intimate structure of the

organic body; the latter, those absorbed from the intestinal canal. The
lymph and chyle contain albumen and fibrin in solution, but these sub-

stances are in less proportion in them than in the blood. The lymph

has the greatest possible resemblance to the liquor sanguinis of the

blood, which also contains lymph and albumen in solution; so that the

liquor sanguinis may be correctly termed the lymph of the blood, while

the blood may be regarded as lymph with red particles, or the lymph as

blood without red particles. The chyme or digested food in the intes-

tines contains albumen in solution, but no coagulable fibrin ; the latter sub-

stance is formed in the absorbents, and thence is poured into the blood. It

s a remarkable fact, which I have observed to be nearly constant, that

in frogs kept long without food, the blood frequently loses its property of

coagulation, and that in these cases the lymph, which usually coagu-

lates quickly like the blood, also does not coagulate. In winter, how-
ever, the blood of the frog often coagulates, although not completely

;

but in all cases where their blood does not coagulate perfectly, the

coagulation of the lymph is also not so firm. I find this to be the
_

case in many frogs dug out from the ground in winter, although they

are quite active. Lymph and chyle contain somewhat less solid matter

i
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than the blood, and especially less fibrin ; 100 parts of chyle, according
to Tiedemann and Gmelin, contain from 0-17 to 1*75 parts of dry
fibrin. Chyle is less distinctly alkaline than the blood. There is a cer-
tain quantity of uncombined fat in the chyle, which appears to become
more intimately combined in the blood. Iron also is in a state of less inti-

mate combination than in the blood, and can be detected, according to

Emmert, by adding tincture of galls to chyle previously treated with
nitric acid. [The globules of the lymph will be particularly described at
a future page ;* we have already seen that they differ both from the
red particles of the blood, and from the nuclei of the red particles, in

form as well as in size, but they resemble exactly the more scanty
globular bodies which are contained in the blood mixed with the red
particles.]

Autenrieth supposes that the chyle poured into the circulation, is con-
verted into blood in the course of ten or twelve hours, because within
this period the serum is frequently observed to be milky. It is proba-
ble, however, that the change is effected still more slowly; for, as I
have already remarked, when the coagulation of the blood is retarded
by the addition of sub-carbonate of potash, the supernatant fluid from
which the red particles have subsided, is often somewhat turbid and
milky.

In what part of the system the red colouring matter or envelope of
the red particles of the blood is produced, is quite unknown ; it is not
present in the chyle and lymph ; a slight trace of it only being sometimes
detectable in the thoracic duct. Respiration seems to have a share in

its production. Hewson's hypothesis that the red colouring matter is

formed in the spleen and in the lymph of the spleen, which is sometimes
of a dirty red colour, is without foundation ; the spleen may be extir-

pated from living animals without bad consequences.
It is quite impossible to imagine the cause of the different forms of

the red particles in the different classes of vertebrate animals. There
are no similar elementary forms in the whole body.

Formation ofthe In the incubated egg the sole
material for the first formation of the blood, is the substance of the
germ or germinal membrane, which itself grows by assimilation of the
fluid of the egg, or the yolk. It may be distinctly observed, that the
blood is first generated in the germinal membrane before the vessels and
before the glands are formed, which in the adult have some influence on
the formation of the blood. The germinal membrane, at first simple,

a short time found to consist of an upper thinner or serous
layer, and an under thicker or mucous layer. Around the first trace

[The description of the lymph globules, and the comparison of them with
the red particles of the blood were repeated here, but have been omitted by the
translator,]

after
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of the embryo, which is visible in the centre of the germinal membrane,
a transparent space or area pellucida is formed, while the part of the

germinal membrane nearer the circumference remains opaque, and

this opaque portion again is soon divided by a line of separation into

a*i outer and inner space; these changes take place in the ovum of

hirds, in from sixteen to twenty hours.* That division of the opaque

portion of the germinal membrane, which is immediately within the

hne of separation above mentioned, and which surrounds the innermost

portion or transparent afea, is called the area vasculosa, because within

*t the blood and vessels are formed. As far as the area vasculosa ex-

tends, there is found between the two layers of the germinal membrane

^ granular deposit which soon becomes arranged in granular close

*slets separated by transparent interspaces, in which first a yellowish,

afterwards a red fluid,—the blood,—collects. The presence of blood is

"rst distinctly observable in the periphery of the area vasculosa.

The red particles of the blood in the embryo of the bird for the first

ew days after its appearance in the germinal membrane, are, according
Prevost and Dumas, round, and do not begin to assume the elliptic

form before the sixth day ; on the ninth day they are all elliptic,f new-
son, Schmidt,^ and Doellinger have made a similar observation. The
same fact has been observed also by Baumgartner § in reptiles and fishes,
and by E. H. Weber|| in the tadpole.

Baumgartner describes the formation of the red particles of the blood
in the following manner :—The corpuscules, he says, are at first not
elliptic or flattened, but globules composed of a number of smaller
globules similar to those of the yolk of the egg ; they gradually become
transparent, and at the same time this granular state disappears ; the
transparent ring is then developed, and the nucleus formed. The elliptic

form is gradually assumed. Weber also describes the corpuscules of
the blood in very young tadpoles to be composed of several smaller
granules. Baumgartner supposes that the smaller granules here mention-
ed are derived from the yolk. Another mode in which Doellinger^ and
Baumgartner imagine the red particles of the blood to be formed, both

young and adult animals, is the separation of particles from the
Parenchyma.

!t is evident that in the embryo the blood is formed from the
substance of the germinal membrane, which assimilates to itself the
uids of the egg, and that no particular organ is then required ; for

*t that period no organs, such as intestinal canal, liver, spleen, or lungs,
This fact teaches us that we must not expect to discover the

Y/ Baer
; de ovi mammalium genesi. f Froriep's Notiz. 175.

t Uber die Blutkorner. Wiirzburg, 1822.

§ Uber die Nerven und das Blut. Freiburg, 1830.
|| Loc. cit. iv. 478.

% Denkschr. der Akad. zu Munchen, vii. 169.
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(fi

indeed it is very probable that the chyle is converted into blood, in
the adult also under the influence of the same general vital conditions
which are in action in the incubated egg.

Action ofrespiration in the production of blood.—Respiration seems to
have an essential share in the process, inasmuch as even in the incu-
bated egg the influence of atmospheric air, and in aquatic animals that
of water containing air, seems to be quite necessary for the develope-
ment of the embryo, and the air suffers the changes which ordinarily

take place in respiration. From an important observation of Von
Baer * it would seem probable that in the original formation of the
blood in the germinal membrane in mammalia, the respiratory change
is by no means essential ; for Baer has seen the ovum of the bitch, at
a period when the area vasculosa of the germinal membrane already
contained blood and vessels, quite free in the cavity of the uterus, and
without any connection with it, by which the function of respiration
could be supplied

:
Burdach supposes that under these circumstances

the plug of mucus closing the uteri of pregnant mammalia allows the
passage of air to the ovum. The state, in which there is no vascular
connection with the uterus, is indeed a permanent condition of the
ovum of the marsupial animals.f In the foetus of mammalia there is,

however, even at a later period, no distinct difference between arterial

and venous bloody and the want of respiration is supplied by a process
of another kind, which is maintained by means of the union of the
ovum with the uterus, but of which the nature is unknown.

Perhaps respiration is not immediately necessary to the formation of
the colouring matter. The necessity of respiration is indeed supported

t)

(though

(
when obtained pure) has a red tinge in the thoracic duct, cannot at pre-
sent be adduced as a proof that the formation of the colouring matter
commences in the lymphatic vessels, for it is very possible that a few
red particles may regurgitate into the ductus thoracicus from the venous
trunk and mix with the chyle. I cannot confirm the observation of
Goeze, which Treviranus adduces, namely, that the blood in the
hyberaating frog in its torpid state in winter is whitish ; although
throughout the winter season, when the weather allows of digging, I
obtain frogs which have been dug from the earth, although certainly
not torpid.

That the blood during respiration undergoes a change necessary to

* Loc. citat.
^. oWen. Philos. Transact. 1834, p. 2.

$ See the chapter on the respiration of the ova of animals.
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the preservation of Jife, is proved by death occurring whenever this

function is interrupted. The nature of the change, however,—the

influence which respiration has on the formation of the blood,—cannot
be accurately determined ; we have no means of ascertaining whether
the blood would acquire its red colour and the other properties con-

nected with this colour,—whether any red particles would be develop-

ed, if respiration was not performed, A very small portion only of the
i

changes which take place in the passage of the blood through the lungs

is recognisable, and that is the change of the dark red colour of the

blood to a bright red, which during its passage through the capillary

vessels of the body generally is reconverted to a dark red. But

unfortunately even here it is the change of colour only that we are ac-

quainted with, and not the material change which accompanies it.*

It is still uncertain in what part of the body the carbonic acid which

is expired during respiration, is formed. The changes produced in the

air by respiration, as far as regards the bulk of the component gases,

can be as well explained on the supposition that the carbonic acid

is formed in the lungs by the direct union of the carbon of the blood

with the oxygen of the air, as on the theory that the carbonic acid

is formed in the course of the systemic circulation, and especially in

the capillaries. But it is at least probable that a part of the oxygen
^

of the air is absorbed by the blood ; and as no oxygen can be again

separated artificially from arterial blood, it appears to enter into a state

of chemical combination with it. The proportion of nitrogen in the

air respired is not essentially altered.

The absorption of oxygen and the separation of a portion of carbon,

therefore, are the causes to which arterial blood owes its property of

being the sole stimulus of living structures. Venous blood which has

not undergone this change has a poisonous action on the organs of the

body, particularly on the nervous system, and annihilates their irrita-

bility
; its action being similar to that of carbonic acid, sulphuretted

hydrogen, carburetted hydrogen, and some other gases, by which the

irritability of the organs of the body is destroyed, and by most of which
the arterial blood is darkened in colour. Cuvier* supposes, indeed, that

the arterial quality of the blood is diminished even during its course

from the heart to the capillary vessels, by reason of some change of

composition which it undergoes, and thus explains the inferior degree

of vitality possessed by parts distant from the heart.

Another difficulty which we are quite unable to solve is, whether the

venous blood is incapable of supporting life from having lost some-

thing which arterial blood possesses, or from having suffered some

* See the comparison of arterial and venous blood in the chapter on the changes
i

which the blood undergoes in respiration,

f Verg. Anat. p. 147. Anatomie compare.
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noxious change in the Combination of its elements, the natural combina-
tion being in the latter case again restored by respiration and the separa-
tion of the carbonic acid. It is very remarkable, however, that the
venous blood of the embryo of mammalia, although strictly speaking it

does not respire, has not this injurious, as it were a suffocating, influence
on life, whether it be that this injurious quality cannot be developed until

respiration, and consequently the reciprocal action of true arterial blood
with the tissues take place, or that the want of respiration is supplied
by the connection of the embryo with the mother.

Since the blood is constantly throwing off carbon in the process of
respiration, it might be thought that the relative proportion of nitro-

gen in the body ought to increase. Cuvier believed that animal matters
are in this way more highly animalised, because the characteristic

element of animal substances is the nitrogen they contain. If this were
correct, the flesh of a living animal must contain more nitrogen than
the flesh of animals from which it is nourished, which involves a con-
tradiction. Respiration viewed in this way would be no advantage to
carnivora, and would be more necessary to herbivora, because their food
contains less nitrogen. But the relative increase in the quantity of
nitrogen in the animal body which the separation of carbon in respira-
tion would produce is generally not permanent, for an excess of nitrogen
is being constantly excreted from the body in the urea and uric acid of
the urine, which contain more nitrogen than any animal substance.

The influence of the spleen, suprarenal capsules, and of the thyroid and
thymus glands on the formation of the blood, is not at all understood.*

Influence of the excretions on the formation of The separa-

are

tion from the blood of certain matters which are afterwards excreted
from the animal economy, has a great share in preserving the normal
composition of the circulating fluid. Some of the matters here al-

luded to have been introduced from without, and are either in

themselves useless, or are in too abundant quantity. Of these, water
is got rid of by exhalation from the lungs and skin, and by the urine

;

the mineral substances are expelled chiefly by the urine ; and matters
containing an excess of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, or hydrogen,
eliminated in various ways :—the carbon by the lungs ; combinations
containing much carbon and hydrogen by the liver ; and those in which
the nitrogen is abundant by the kidneys. Other of the substances that
disturb the normal constitution of the blood are newly formed in the

body, and, being taken up into the blood, must be subsequently excreted
from it. Such seem to be several of the matters contained in the urine.

This shows how the proper composition of the blood when once esta-

blished is maintained.

Another question is, whether the separation of certain ingredients

from the new nutritive matter which the blood derives from the food,

* See Book II. section 2,

/
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contributes essentially to the original production of the normal compo-
sition of the blood? The lithic acid of the urine,—a product contain-
• -

mg a large quantity of nitrogen,—is derived without doubt, at least in

part, from this source ; for its quantity in the urine is increased by
merely taking animal food, or substances containing a large proportion

of nitrogen ; and in the urine of herbivorous mammalia it does not exist,

but is replaced by hippuric acid (urino-benzoic acid). It is not yet
known whether lithic acid exists in the blood, and is merely separated
from it by the kidneys, or whether it is first formed in the urinary or-

gans
; although under certain circumstances it is deposited from the

blood in different parts, for instance, in the neighbourhood of joints,

forming gouty concretions.

Urea is not formed originally by the organs which excrete it,—name-
ly? the kidneys ; for Prevost and Dumas have shown that it can be

detected in the blood when the kidneys have been extirpated, so that

the reason why this substance is not found in healthy blood, is that it

*s separated from it by the kidneys as fast as it is formed. On the third

day after the extirpation of both kidneys, the following symptoms arise
;

brown, copious, very fluid evacuations from the intestines, and vomiting,

fever, with the temperature raised to 110° Fahr., sometimes, however,

depressed to 92° Fahr. ; the pulse becomes small, and quick, and rises to

200 beats in a minute, the breathing frequent and short, and at last

laboured. Death ensues between the fifth and the ninth day. In

Mayer's* experiments it took place in from ten to thirty hours, being pre-

ceded by tremblings and convulsions. Effusion of clear serum is found

in the cavities of the brain, the bronchi are full of mucus, the liver

inflamed, the intestinal canal full of fluid feces coloured with bile, the

urinary bladder much contracted. The blood of the animals experi-

mented upon— dogs, cats, and rabbits—was more watery than natural,

and contained urea, which was extracted by means of alcohol. Five

ounces of the blood of a dog, which lived two days after removal of

the kidneys, afforded more than twenty grains of urea ; two ounces of

cat's blood yielded ten grains.f Vauquelin and SegalasJ have con-

firmed this discovery. In their experiments the blood was evaporated

to dryness, the residue washed, and the water evaporated ; the mass

left was then treated with alcohol, and this again evaporated. The
water, however, must be evaporated at a low temperature, under the

vacuum of the air-pump, with sulphuric acid. They thus obtained from

the blood of a dog, whose veins were opened sixty hours after the ope-

ration, xi^th part of urea. Urea and uric acid contain more nitrogen

than any other known organic substance.
||

* Tiedemann in Treviranus, Zeitschrift fur Physiol. 2, 2, 278.

t Biblioth. Univers. xviii. 208. Meckel's Archiv. viii. 325.

t Magendie's Journal de Physiol, ii. 354. Meckel's Archiv. viii. 229.

||
See the Section on Secretion, chapter 8.

i
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The first conclusion might

9

The presence of urea in the blood may be accounted for in two ways.

First, it may be supposed to be formed as a useless compound of the

superfluous elements in the conversion of the food into the essential

components of the blood ; or, secondly, it may be conceived that it is

an effete product of the change of material that is constantly taking

place in the organised parts of the body,

be suggested by the circumstance that Tiedemann and Gmelin, in one
-

of their experiments on chyle, observed that the muriate of soda mixed
with the osmazome of the chyle crystallised into octahedrons instead of

cubes, while in other cases it took the cubic form ; for urea is known to

have the power of altering the crystallisation of this salt to the octa-

hedric form,* But there are other facts which render this conclusion

improbable. Urea is formed in a certain quantity by reptiles, which

have fasted even for months ; and in the urine of a madman who had

fasted eighteen days, Lassaigne found all the components of healthy

urine, f Moreover, in the urine of herbivorous animals, (whose food

contains very little nitrogen,) there is a considerable proportion of sub-

stances containing nitrogen, such as urea. There is certainly no doubt

but that the kidneys separate from the blood the useless matter derived

from the food ; for the urine varies in composition, according as the food

varies; for instance, it contains more uric acid when the food consists of

animal matter.

trogen, the excrements contain much less white matter, or uric acid,

than when they are fed upon white of egg.j: In the composition of the

urine of herbivorous and carnivorous animals, there is a difference cor-

responding with the difference of their food ; the urine in the former
+

animals contains hippuric acid, instead of uric acid, and is alkaline in-

stead of acid: the urine of birds generally contains superlithate of am-
monia ; but the urine of birds feeding on vegetables contains no urea.

There is, however, also no doubt but that certain components of the

urine are also formed from effete elements of the blood, or of the solids

of the body. Since then it appears certain that the products of the
urine are not merely separated from the blood to give the latter its

proper elementary composition, we may suppose that the urea is pro-

duced by component parts, either of the blood or of the tissues of the

body becoming unfit for further use, or that during the reciprocal action

of the arterial blood and the organs on each other—an action so neces-

sary to life—certain components, either of the blood or of the tissues

of the organs, are converted into useless combinations, being in fact

chemically changed. It is, however, improbable that the latter is the

mode of their formation, from the circumstance that lithic acid at least

* Tiedemann und Gmelin, Versuche liber die Verdauung, ii. 91.

t Journ. de Chim. Med. 272. -

% Tiedemann und GmeJiri, die Verdauung, ii, 233.

In birds which feed on substances containing no ni-
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Wolffian

is formed in the embryo. It is found in the allantois not only of birds,

but also of mammalia ; and the foetus of mammalia, while in the uterus

of the mother, does not respire in the proper sense of the word, and

therefore has no arterial blood, although the want of respiration is sup-

plied by the connection of the foetus with the mother. Besides, the

formation of the substances of which we are here speaking commences

extremely early in the embryo. The kidneys, it is true, are not formed

in the incubated egg of the bird till about the sixth day ; and in the

embryo of fishes and salamanders, according to my researches, not

till the state of larva has succeeded that of the embryo; but at a re-

markably early period there are other organs in their place, namely,

the Wolffian bodies, first accurately described by Rathke and myself.

These organs consist of caeca communicating with an excretory duct

;

in the embryo of birds they exist as early as the third day ; and,

according to my observations, form from the blood a true secretion of

a yellow colour, similar to the urine of birds ; while the allantois, as

Jacobson* discovered, contains at the same time, namely, a very few

days after the commencement of incubation, lithic acid. The

bodies are found in the embryo of all vertebrata with the exception of

fishes : they disappear in some animals earlier than in others ; in the

batrachian reptiles not until they have acquired the state of larva

;

in birds at the time of hatching, or even later ; in the mammalia very

early, and earliest of all in man.f
By means of the skin the blood throws off lactic acid, lactate of ammo-

nia, muriate of ammonia, and carbonic acid. Lactic acid, which also

passes off by the urine, is, according to Berzelius, an universal product of

the spontaneous decomposition of animal matters within the living body;

it is formed in great quantity in the muscles, is neutralised by the blood

and its alkali, and separated in the kidneys with acid urine.

The important office which the bile performs in the assimilation of ani-

mal matters in the intestines is not better understood. The fact of its

being poured, both in vertebrata and in mollusca, into that part of the

canal where the formation of the chyme is completed, proves that it is

not excrementitial merely ; besides its most abundant component, pi-

cromel, has evidently some connection with the assimilation of the chyme,

for it is not found in the faeces. Some, however, of the components of

the bile are certainly excrementitious matters thrown off from the blood

;

and these are essential components of the faecal matter. Such are the

resin of the bile, cholesterine, and the colouring matter of the bile, of which

no traces are found in the chyle. The liver, therefore, frees the blood

from an excess of matters containing carbon and hydrogen, and from

fatty matter, while the kidneys remove from it the superabundance of

* Meckel's Archiv. viii. 322.

t J. Mueller Bildungsgeschichte de Genitalien. Dusseldorf, 1830.

'
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those materials which contain a large proportion of nitrogen. The co
louring matter of the bile, which is also excrementitious, contains nitrogen
The lungs and liver are so far analogous, inasmuch as both separate from
the blood substances containing a large proportion of carbon In the
former case, however, it isalready combined with oxygen; in the latter case
it is still in the oxidisable state. Earlier physiologists, and more recently
Antenneth, and particularly Tiedemann and Gmelin, have directed
attention to a certain vicarious action in the functions of the lungs and
liver. Although it does not appear that the size of the liver is throughout
the animal kingdom in the inverse ratio of the size of the respiratory or-
gans, yet pathological observations are certainly in favour of the existence
of such a relation.

*

The excretory action of the liver is exerted also under circumstances
in which digestion is not carried on. For although the liquor amnios is
swallowed by the foetus, it is only during the latter period of gestation •

while the liver is developed and secretes at a very early stage of fcetal
life, and the bile, although less bitter and less coloured at that period
contains, according to Lassaigne,* a green resinous matter and a yellow
colouring matter, but no picromel. In fact, it is the excrementitious
matter of the bile of the foetus, which collects together with intestinal
mucus m the lower part of the canal, forming the meconium. It appears
from the experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin that the secretion of bile
is carried on in the same way in hybernating animals during their state
of torpor. These inquirers also state, that Cuvier has observed in many
molluscous animals that a small portion only of the bile is poured into
the upper part of the intestinal canal ; while the rest is evacuated by
a separate duct either into the caecum, as in the aplysia, or near the
anus, as m the doris and tethys. It is, however, at present very doubtful
whether the secretion which in the last two animals is poured out near
the anus, is bile, and it certainly cannot be the greatest part it. I have
examined several large examples of the doris, and found the excretory

rrV^ ^
UViGr
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!
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'

Jt aPPe^> ^wever, to arise, not,
like the bile ducts, from the clustered vesicles of the liver- but by numerous branches, some of which run between the lobes of the liver from
a reticular tissue which is extended over its whole surface, while one
large trunk comes from the interior. To me it appeared that two kinds
of fluids are here separated from the blood, which is distributed through
the mass of the liver, there being perhaps a special apparatus for the for-
mation of each secretion. In its point of termination, this duct discovered
by Cuvier ,s analogous to the excretory duct of the saccus calcareus of
snails, but its origin is certainly very different.

The frequency of diseases of the liver and the intestinal canal in tro-
pical climates and hot seasons, and of affections of the liver and abdomi-

* Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. xvii. 304.
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nal organs in damp marshy air, is still unexplained. Could it be ascer-

tained that these circumstances in some way impede the circulation and

cause congestions, it would be easy to conceive why the liver and intes-

tinal canal should suffer most in those cases; for the circulation in these

viscera must be doubly impeded, the blood of the intestinal veins and

porta having to circulate through a second capillary system, namely,

that of the liver, before it reaches the general circulation. Tiedemann

and Gmelin maintain that the increased secretion of bile in tropical

climates is required to compensate for the diminished purification of the

blood in the lungs ; many persons supposing that the function of the

latter organs is rendered inefficient on account of the rarification of the

air by the heat. Stevens* thinks this assumption incorrect; for in the

West Indies, he says, the inhabitants of the smallest islands, which are

the driest and hottest, but in which there are no stagnant waters, are

free from diseases of the liver and increased secretion of bile, and these

diseases are prevalent in hot climates only where there is a marshy at-

biosphere (malaria).

SECTION Il.t

Of the Circulation of the Blood and of the Vascular System.

CHAPTER T.

OF THE FORMS OF THE VASCULAR SYSTEM IN" THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

Peculiar chemical changes of an organic nature are effected in the

blood in special organs of the body. All parts of the system, however,

require a supply of blood which has undergone these changes, and hence

the circulation of this fluid is indispensable.

The circulation of the blood was discovered in the higher animals by

Harvey in 1619. It has since been found to have a much more extended

existence ; and although it cannot be asserted to be a universal character

of all animals, yet at every advance of observation new traces of vessels

are discovered in the most simple beings. Ehrenberg has described them

in the rototoria, and even microscopic minuteness does not appear to

preclude the existence of this complex structure. The following are the

more important facts relative to the different forms of the vascular system

in the animal series.

Circular currents in the lower animals.—In several of the lowest tribes

of animals there are circular currents similar to those in the chara. Thus

* Observations on the Healthy and Diseased Properties of the Blood, London, 1832,

p. 59.

f [The translator has made considerable alteration in the arrangement of the con-

tents of this chapter.]
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Nordmann has observed in the envelope of the alcyonella diaphana small
isolated circulations, and similar currents have been described by Carus
between the ambulacra of the sea urchin ; the ascending and descending
motions in the stem of the sertularia observed by Meyen* and Lister are
of the same kind. Lister asserts that they are connected with the sto-
mach, and change their direction from time to time. Ehre
observed circular currents of granules in the medusa and in the retractile
fibres on the dorsal aspect of the asterias. These phenomena seem to
be wholly independent of the action of a heart, but they have not hitherto
been sufficiently investigated, to lead to any important conclusions with
reference to the circulation in the higher animals. It is possible that they
depend on the motion of cilia within the vessels.

-

Circulation in acalepha and entozoa.—In the medusa tribe the fluids

are distributed through the body by means of vessel-like ramifications of
the digestive sacs. In the planaria and the trematoda the intestine is rami-
fied like a vessel. But, in addition to this, these animals possess an inde-
pendent vascular system, which however in the distoma and diplostoma
appears to have an external opening at the posterior part of the animal.^
In thediplozoa,whichalsobelongto the order trematoda,—intestinalworms
provided with suckers,—Nordmann has described two vessels on each side
in which the blood moves in opposite directions. It appears from the
statements of Ehrenberg and Von Nordmann that in these animals,—the
trematoda,—the motion of the fluid is not dependent on contractions of
the vessels themselves ; it may possibly be effected simply by the con-
tractions of the entire body, if the vessels are furnished with valves
arranged all in a certain direction.

In the lowest animals of which the circulation has been accurately ob-

served, as in the planaria, echinodermata, and leech tribe, the motion of
the blood is effected by one, two, or more contractile vessels. These
vascular trunks are however neither arteries nor veins, but are in part
contractile hearts, which force the blood into anastomosing branches.

Holothuria.—The vascular system discovered by Tiedemann in the
holothuria seems to be of this nature ; it is situated in common on the
intestine and on the respiratory organ, and is independent of the system
of water tubes with which the skin of this animal is provided for the
erection of the tentacula.||

In the annelides there is a progressive contraction of the vascular
trunks, advancing regularly in one direction, and thus,

Duges, driving the blood in a continued circle in the larger vessels;

while at the same time the circulating fluid is thrown alternately from
side to side through the transverse anastomosing branches, one trunk

* Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. vol. xvi. Suppl.

f M uller's Archiv. 1 834, 571.

X Nordmann, Micrograph. Beitrage, 1832, i. pp. 39. 98.

|| Tiedemann, Anatomie der Rohrenholothurie, &c.

according to
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being filled while the other contracts, as is seen in the hirudo vulgaris.*

When the principal trunks lie at the sides, as in the hirudo family, the

direction of the circulation is horizontal ; when they are situated above

and below, as in the lumbrici, arenicolae, and naides, it is vertical.

From my own observation, I thought that in the hirudo vulgaris both the

lateral vessels alternately emptied themselves from behind forwards.

Duges, however, maintains that the motion is progressive in a continuous

circle. The respiratory organs of the annelides, whether they be bran-

chial tufts as in the arenicolae or sandworms, or pulmonary vesicles, re-

ceive their blood, like the other organs of the body, from branches of the

main vessels. In the nereides, Professor R. Wagner has described two

longitudinal trunks; one on the dorsal aspect, which pulsates and impels

the blood from behind forwards; the other on the abdominal aspect lying

upon the nervous cord under the intestines ; the latter does not pulsate
-

or contract: in addition to these Fig.l.%

there are transverse vessels, superior *
;

.f

and inferior, corresponding to the

rings of the body; of these the infe-

rior, which arise from the abdominal

vessel and pass to the feet or bran-

chiae, pulsate beautifully; the superior

branches, which commence in the

branchiae and terminate in the dorsal

vessel, do not pulsate.

Insects.—In animals in which there

is but one contractile vessel, the cir-

culation is simple but perfect ; the

fluctuating motion of the blood from
i

side to side does not exist, and there

are distinct arterial and venous cur-

rents. Such is the circulation which

Carus f has discovered in insects (fig.

I.): the blood flows in a simple circle,

being impelled forwards by the dor-

sal vessel; it returns in the opposite

direction through the body, and again

enters the dorsal vessel.

* J. Mueller, Meckel's Archiv. 1828 ; and my observations on the Arenicola in the

4th vol. of Burdach's Physiol. On the subject of the annelides generally, consult Duges,

Ann. des sc. nat. t. xv.

+ Entdeckunff eines Blutkreislauf, &c. Leipzic, 1827. Nov. act. nat. cur. t. xv. p. 2.

1 . Dorsal vessel ; 2.Wag
simple loops to the feet ; 3. simple arterial and venous currents of the antennae

; 4. anas-

tomosing vessels in the wings ; 5. simple currents in the caudal appendages, arising from

and returning into the lateral venous currents (6), which brings back the blood to

the dorsal vessel : 8. and 9 are the two lateral venous currents described by Wagner

;

111
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The currents are very simple and do not ramify ; the feet, for example,
have each two currents running in opposite directions, the arterial being
reflected uninterruptedly into the venous, forming a loop. It is at present
unknown whether the internal organs of insects receive any vascular
currents. As early as 1824, however, I discovered and described a con-
nection between the oviducts and the dorsal vessel of many insects.'

Wagner also has since observed these connections, but agrees with Carus,
Treviranus, and Burmeister, in considering them not to be blood-vessels.

Whatever they may be, their existence is indubitable ; in two insects how-
ever I have not succeeded in finding them. Wagner has added new
facts to Carus's discovery of a visible circulation in insects; he has seen
the particles of the blood flowing in two venous currents (fig. i. 8, 9) at

the sides of the intestine and dorsal vessel, probably in canals without
membranous parietes, and at the same time he has seen particles of the
blood from these currents enter the dorsal vessel through lateral clefts.

Strauss had previously described these lateral

clefts at the divisions of the dorsal vessel : he
says, that in the cockchafFer—melolontha vul-

garis,—this vessel consists of eight chambers
which communicate by two-lipped valves (fig.

i. 10, 11) directed forwards, so as to allow the

blood to pass from behind forwards.!

Arachnida and Crustacea.— The circula-

tion in the arachnida and the lower Crustacea,

such as the aselli and daphnige, according to

Zenker and Gruithuisen, is nearly as simple

as in insects. There is no distinct pulmonary
circulation ; but as in the arachnida with pul-

monary sacs, a part of the blood is aerated in

the respiratory organs in its course through

the general circulation. In the arachnida,

with tracheal organs of respiration as well as

in insects, the blood is aerated by the tracheae

mify most minutely in all parts of

the body. In the higher Crustacea there is

either a long tubular heart as in the squillae

and allied genera, or a short wide one as in

the decapoda. (Fig. 2.)

10. is the posterior, and 1 1. the anterior of the valves discovered by Strauss ; a bristle i

which n

passed through the cleft between them ; 12. a bristle passed through another of the
lateral clefts, from which the lower valve has been removed.]

* Nov. act. nat. t. xii. 2. Compare Wagner's observations in the Isis, 1832 320.
t Strauss, Considerations g£n6rales sur l'anatomie des animaux articul&s, &c Paris

1829.
.

'

$ [Circulation in the lobster copied from the diagram given by Dr. Allen Thomson
in his excellent paper on the circulation, in the Cyclopaedia of Anatomy.— 1. Heart • 2.

\
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The blood is collected from the body by veins, from which it is carried

into the branchiae, returning from these to the heart, which again distri-

butes it to the body. This course of the blood was discovered by M.M.
Edwards and Audouin, and while at Paris I satisfied myself of its exist-

ence by injecting a lobster. I agree with Meckel that Strauss is incorrect

*n considering the membranous covering of the heart of these animals

to be an auricle.*

Mollusca.—The circulation in the mollusca is similar to that in the

Crustacea. In the naked acephala or tunicata,—as the ascidia and salpa,

the veins from the branchiae enter the ventricle immediately. In the

conchifera, as well as in most gasteropoda, the blood is first collected in an

auricle, (in the conchifera there are two auricles,,) and thence passes to

the ventricle.

Fig. 34

:

In the majority of the mollusca all the venous blood circulates through

the branchiae before reaching the heart, but in the conchifera (fig. 3)

Bojanusf says, that, after passing through the hollow organ provided

with an excretory duct,—which he considers to be a lung, later anatomists

to be a kidney,—it is chiefly distributed to the branchiae, while a portion

systemic veins which convey the venous blood to the sinus (3.) at the base of the

branchiae
; 4. branchial arteries arising from the sinus ; 5. branchial veins by which the

aerated blood is carried to the heart : 6. the systemic arteries ; 7. depression on the sur-

face of the heart. There are two such depressions, one on each side. Lund and Strauss

suppose that they are openings through which blood enters the heart from the cavity

°f the pericardium or auricle. Mr. Owen also believes that they are openings closed

by valves.] ^^fl * See Ann. d. sc. nat 1827, tab. 24—32. t Isis, 1819.

4- [Diagram of circulation in the fresh-water muscle, adapted from the drawings of

^ojanus.— 1. Ventricle ; 2. systemic arteries ; 3. systemic veins,—14. is the large artery,

and 15. the vein, which run near the margin of the mantle. The veins carry the blood

in part directly to the organ (4), which is called the kidney, and in part to a venous sinus

on the superior surface of the organ, to whiclrnt is afterwards distributed ; 5. veins by

which a portion of the blood is returned from the kidney immediately to the auricle,

while the rest is poured into the sinus (6), from which the branchial arteries (7) arise;

8. branchial veins ; 9. auricle. In the smaller figure are seen the position of the two

auricles (11) with relation to the ventricle (10), and the course of the intestine (13)

through the ventricle ; 12. is the principal arterial stem to the anterior part of the body.]

fiifl
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reaches the auricle without entering

the respiratory organs. Treviranus*

again says, that a portion of the blood

returning from the branchiae in the

bivalves circulates through the spon-

gy organ before it gains the heart,

just as in gasteropoda (limax and
helix) the blood from the lungs is

in part distributed to the organ which

secretes the lithic acid (saccus cal-

careus), and is then collected again

to be sent to the auricle.

Cephalopoda.—In the sepia (fig. 4)

there are three separate ventricles

;

the systemic ventricle or heart gives

off the aorta, which distributes the

blood to the body, from which it is

brought by veins to the two lateral
*

branchial hearts; by these it is sent

to the branchiae, and by the branchial

veins is returned to the systemic heart.

In fishes (fig. 5) there is but one

auricle and one ventricle, the venous

* Erschein. u. Gesetze des organ. Lebens,

i. p. 227.

\ [Circulation in the sepia officinalis or

cuttle-fish, after Hunter. Catalogue of Mus.

of Coll. of Surgeons, vol. ii.—1. The syste-

mic ventricle ; 2. the systemic arteries ; 3.

vena cava, with its spongy cellular covering

;

4, 4. the divisions of the cava going to the

branchial ventricles (6, 6), which likewise

receive the blood from the visceral veins (5,

5), and from the great veins of the mantle,

of which 10 is one, the others are those

which are seen running up by the side of

the branchia (8); 7. branchial artery; 9,

9. branchial veins.]

% [Diagram of the circulation in the skate,

raia batis.—1. The auricle ; 2. the ventri-

cle ; 3. the bulbus arteriosus ; 4. the bran-

chial arteries ; 5. the branchial veins ; 6.

the aorta
\ 7* an artery given off by a bran-

chial vein to the head (there are two or three

such arteries on each side). The venous

system commences by the single caudal vein

(7*), which divides into two branches (9, 9),

one going to the posterior surface of each

kidney (11), to which it is distributed after

Fig. 4.f

Fig. 54

x
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Fig. 6.*

blood from the body generally being collected in the auricle and thence
transmitted to the ventricle. From the ventricle it is impelled into the
contractile bulbus arteriosus, which gives off the arteries for the bran-
chiae, generally four on each side ; from the branchia? the blood is re-
turned by the same number of branchial veins which unite to form the
aorta, by the branches of which it is distributed to the body.

[In reptiles (jig. 6) there are two auricles and one ventricle imnprfpptW
divided into two cavities. The ve-
nous blood brought from the body to
the right auricle is partially mixed in
the ventricle with arterialised blood,
which is received from the lungs by
the left auricle, and poured into the
ventricle: from the right compart-
ment of the ventricle the left aortic
trunk and the left pulmonary artery
generally arise ; from the left cavity
the right aortic trunk and generally
the right pulmonary artery; it is from
the right aortic trunk that the arte-
r|es of the head and upper extremi-
ties arise, and these parts, as in the
foetus ofmammalia and birds, receive
a larger proportion of arterial blood

:

e two arterial trunks unite poste-
riorly to form the descending aorta.

th

(%
description has been recently published by Dr. BischofF of Heidelberg,f
the septum between the ventricular cavities is complete, but there is a
communication between the two aortic trunks immediately above their

receiving veins from the muscles of the back. The two venae ( 10) cavae commence by a
series of loops or arches, receive the renal veins (which are seen on the left side running
between the lobes of the kidney), and afterwards the veins of the epididymis and vas de-
epens, and then, running up behind the testes (13), unite with the large sinuses (14)
which Heat the inner border of these organs. The sinuses mentioned communicate
yery freely with each other. At the point where the cava on each side pierces the
laphragm it is joined by the brachial and jugular veins, and by the hepatic veins (15),

°f which there are three communicating by a cross branch. Within the pericardium
he venae cavae unite, forming a transverse tube, from which there is one opening into
the auricle.]

* [Heart of turtle, after Martin St. Ange.—1. Left auricle ; 2, 2. the pulmonary
yeins

; 3. the right auricle ; 4, 4. systemic veins ; 5. the ventricle ; the common trunk

(6) of the pulmonary arteries, and the left aortic trunk, arise from the right side of the

heart
; the trunk (10), which gives off the right aortic trunk (12) and the great artery

(11) of the head, arises from the left side of the heart ; 13. the aorta.]

t In Mdller's Archiv. for 1836.

I
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Fig. 7.forigin, bymeans ofan opening through

which, during the diastole of the ven-

tricles, blood might pass from one

aortic trunk to the other, but not dur-

ing the systole, it being then closed

by the valves of the aortic orifices.]

Amphibia.—Intermediate in the

chain of animals between fishes and

reptiles is the class ofamphibia or ba-

trachian reptiles, of great interest in

a physiological point of view on ac-

count of the metamorphosis of the

branchial into the pulmonary circu-

lation which is observed in them. All

the amphibia have two auricles,* the

separation between which is not vi-

sible externally, and one ventricle;

they have two occipital condyles, no

cochlea in the ear, no fenestra rotunda, no penis, no true ribs. All the

true reptiles (saurians, chelonians, and ophidians) have two auricles dis-

tinctly separate even on the exterior, one ventricle, one occipital condyle,

a cochlea and fenestra rotunda, true ribs, a distinct penis, and they under-

go no metamorphosis. All the amphibia appear to have branchiae in the

early stage of their existence, but all except the proteidea lose them at

a later period. The distinction between the two classes—reptiles and

amphibia
x

* [The existence of two auricles in the perenni-branchiate amphibia was discovered

by Mr. Owen, (See Transactions of the Zoological Society for 1834), and a year later

by Prof. Mayer of Bonn. See his Analect. zur vergl. Anat. 1835.]

•J-
[Heart of crocodilus lucius, after Dr. Bischoff.—The venous blood brought by the

superior venae cavaa (1, 1), and by the inferior cava (2), to the right auricle (3), is

poured into the right ventricle (6). The arterial blood is transmitted through the
pulmonary veins (4, 4) to the left auricle (5), and thence to the left ventricle (7).
The wire (8) shows the course of the venous blood to the arterial trunk (9), which
gives off the pulmonary arteries (16, 16) and the left aortic arch (15). The wire

(10) indicates the course of the arterial blood to the arterial trunk (11,) from which
arise the carotid arteries (13;, and the right aortic arch (14.) Besides the opening be-
tween the two great arterial trunks, through which the wire (12) is passed, there is a
communicating branch passing from the right aortic arch to the left, which is conti-

nued to the posterior extremities, while the right is distributed to the abdominal viscera.

The similarity between the course of the circulation in this reptile to the fcetus of
mammalia and birds, and the analogy pointed out by Professor Mayer to exist between
the left aortic arch of the crocodile and the ductus arteriosus, are very striking.]

% The amphibia may be arranged in five orders, (as follows.)—1. Caeciliae, without
feet and tail, vermiform.—In the first period of their existence they have a branchial

cavity, in which there are two branchial clefts on each side of the neck, which I have
discovered in the caecilia hypocyanea ; at a later period they have lungs without bran-
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Fig. 8. *

M^
S^fe-a

&*

In the proteidea^—for example, the

proteus, (fig. 8,)—the arterial trunk

chiaa or branchial foramina. Their os hyoi-

ues has four pairs of arches, in the larvae five.

[This is the order apoda of Mr. T. Bell.

See Cyclop, of Anat.]

2. Derotremata.—The individuals of this

order have extremities and caudal prolon-

gation, an opening on each side of the neck
Without true external or internal branchiae.

1 hey breathe by means of lungs ; have four

*eet. The genera are the amphiuma and
*nenopoma.—[The abranchia of Mr. Bell.]

3« Proteidea. — These have extremities
ajid caudal prolongation, and both lungs and
branchial clefts on each side of the neck,
wuh external tufted branchiae throughout
ue. The genera are siren, menobranchus,
Proteus, axolotes.—[Amphipneurta of Mr.
Bell.]

^
4. Salamandrina.— During the first pe-

nod of their larval condition the salaman-
dnna have external branchiae and branchial
clefts, no extremities, but a caudal prolonga-
tion. In the second period of their existence,
they have, besides a tail, four extremities, of
which the anterior appear first ; at the same
time they have tufted branchiae, and bran-
chial clefts, with rudiments of lungs. In
this stage of their developement therefore

they resemble the permanent state of the proteidea. In the perfect state they retain
the tail • but their ^chia and branchial clefts disappear when the larval state ceases.[Ihe urodela of Mr. T. Bell.]

5 Batrachia._The frogs and toads [anoura of Mr. Bell].-These in the first stadium
of their larval condition have a tail and no extremities, and have branchial clefts and
arches, and external tufted branchiae. In the second period they lose their external
branch,*, but have internal branchiae on the branchial arches, the branchiae being covereddv a membrane which leaves but one opening on the left side in the frog

; they have
still a tail and no extremities. In the metamorphosis from the larval condition they
acquire extremities of which the posterior appear first, they lose their branchiae, and
Nieir tail also wholly disappears by absorption.

During the larval state of frogs and salamanders, both articulating surfaces of the
bodies of the vertebrae are excavated conically, as in fishes ; in the caeciliae, derotremata,
and proteidea this state is persistent.—See J. Mueller in Tiedemann's Zeitschrift fUr
Physiol, iv. 2. On the heart of the amphibia
fi Physiol. Bonn, 1832.

* [Circulation in the proteus anguinus, after Rusconi.—1, 1, The pulmonary veins •

2. left auricle ; 3. vena cava ; 4. hepatic vein
; 5. sinus venosus ; 6. right auricle

; 7. the
ventricle

; 8. the bulbus arteriosus ; 9. branchial arteries ; 10. branchial veins. Be-
tween the branchial arteries and veins communicating branches are seen which complete
the arches. 11. Descending aorta. From the united trunk of the second and third bran-.

M 2

Webe
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divides immediately into several aortic arches on each side, corresponding

to the branchial arches; the aortic arches unite again posteriorly, form-

ing the aorta abdominalis. From the aortic arches the great bran-

chial arteries arise, and the branchial veins terminate in them.

In the salamander.—In the larva of the salamander the arterial trunk di-

vides, as in the proteus, chiefly into the branchial arteries which give off

anastomosing branches to the branchial veins: the branchial veins by their

union form the main stem of the general arterial system. During the me-

tamorphosis from the larval state, the circulation in the branchiae gradually

ceases and becomes limited to the permanent aortic arches.*

In the frog.—The branchial circu-

lation in the frog, during the earliest

Fig. 9-t

period of its larval condition, when

it has external branchiae, is similar to

that in the larva of the salamander.

During the second period (fig. 9), in

which it has internal covered bran-

chiae, and in which the lungs begin to

be developed, the distribution of the

vessels is, according to Huschke,

more like that of fishes ; the arterial

trunk divides into the branchial ar-

teries for the four branchial arches,

the branchial veins collecting into

large trunks run parallel to the arte-

ries. In the larvae of the frog, how-

ever, there is a short anastomosing

branch connecting the artery and

vein at the commencement of each

branchial arch, which does not exist

in the fish. After the metamorphosis I

(see fig. 10) there remains on each side but one arterial arch, which unites
with the one of the opposite side to form the aorta abdominalis, and which
gives off posteriorly the arteria brachialis. The pulmonary arteries

and those of the head, although they appear to arise from the commence-
ment of these two aortic arches, do not really do so; for, when accurately
examined, each of the two diverging stems into which the bulbus arteri-

chial vein the pulmonary artery arises, and descends to the lung (14); 12. kidney;
13. testicle; 15. stomach ; 16. intestine ; 17. vena porta ramifying in the liver.]

* Rusconi, Amours des salamandres. Milan, 1821.

t [Diagram of circulation in the tadpole in its second stage.—1. The vena cava; 2.

the right auricle
; 3. the pulmonary veins ; 4. the left auricle ; 5. the ventricle ; 6. bul-

bus arteriosus ; 7. branchial arteries ; 8. branchial veins ; 9. aorta ; 10. pulmonary ar-
tery arising from fourth branchial arch.]
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osus divides, is found to consist of
three trunks united, the cavities of
which, however, are separated by
thin septa merely. These are the

remains of the branchial arteries

which have united to form apparent-
ly one stem. The middle one of

these vessels is continuous with the

aorta. The most inferior gives off

the pulmonary artery and a vessel to

the occiput, while the superior one

forms the arterial trunk from which
the head is supplied. Near the ori-

g*n of the arteries of the head there

*s a glandular enlargement,—the so-

called carotid gland. This gland is

formed of minute ramifications of
tne entprinrr voocoio which again

Fig. lO.t

entering vessels,

unite into a single trunk that issues

from the mass.* This body is sup-
posed to be the remains of the capillary vessels of the first branchial
arch. I have satisfied myself that it has a cavity in its interior, and that
the stem entering it is continuous till its exit, passing through a spongy
tissue, which is most dense internally, although the external surface when
finely injected does present a delicate network, as Huschke describes
formed from vessels passing in and out.

of The true reptiles

never possess branchiae, and undergo metamorphosis only during the fcetal

state, like the other vertebrata. In the earliest period of fcetal life,

the embryos of all vertebrate animals have clefts in the neck, and, be-
tween these, arched plates. In these plates run the aortic arches, which
unite again posteriorly into one common trunk. This was discovered
by Rathke; it is satisfactorily seen in the embryo of the bird on the third
day of incubation. A similar structure, but less distinct, exists also in

niammalia and in man. It is more easily seen in the embryo of
reptiles. In these higher vertebrata there are no real branchiae with
branchial lamellae, but merely branchial arches, from which in fishes and
amphibia the branchiae are developed by ramification of the aortic arches,

This was shown by Huschke. Zeitschrift fiir Physiol, iv. 1.

1* [Diagram of circulation in the frog.—1. The vena cava ; 2. the right auricle ; 3. pul-

monary vein ; 4. left auricle; 5. ventricle ; 6. bulbus arteriosus, which divides into two
branches (7) ; the division of these branches into three branches by internal septa is in-

dicated by dotted lines ; 8. aortic arch giving off brachial artery ; 9. pulmonary artery
;

10. a branch to the occiput • 11. carotid ; 12. descending aorta,]

.
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but which in all other vertebrate classes gradually disappear ; being, it

would seem, converted into the cornua of the os hyoides.* In all verte-

brate animals then, during the earliest stage ofexistence, the main arterial

stem divides into aortic arches. These arches are indeed persistent in

reptiles; in some cases two on each side,—as in the true lizards and

blind worms ;—in other cases one only on each side,—as in serpents.

In the higher vertebrata, birds, and mammalia, in which there are two

auricles and two ventricles, it is during the foetal state only that there

are several aortic arches ; at first, indeed, several on each side, which

unite posteriorly to form the descending aorta. In birds the most

anterior of the three arches gives off the vessels for the anterior part of

the body ; the most posterior, the pulmonary artery : at a later stage

of developement, and throughout foetal life, there are two arches from

the right ventricle, from which the Fig. ll.f

pulmonary arteries are given off;

and one arterial stem from the left i\.

ventricle, wThich gives origin to the

vessels of the anterior part of the

body, and forms the arch of the

aorta. After the bird has escaped

from the shell, the pulmonary arte-

ries also become independent, from

the anastomoses between the arte-

rial arches that arise from the right

ventricle, with the aortic arch from

the left ventricle, ceasing to exist.

£

In mammalia there are during foetal

life two aortic arches, which unite

posteriorly to form the descending

aorta (see fig. 11). Of these, one

arises from the left ventricle, and

gives off the arteries for the upper

part of the body; the other from the

right ventricle gives off the pulmo-

nary arteries as lateral branches. The

* J. Miiller, Meckel's Archiv. 1830, p. 419.

f [Diagram of the circulation in the human foetus. 1, 1. Umbilical arteries ; 2. umbi-
lical vein. The blood of the umbilical vein is partly distributed to the liver, in the
right lobe of which it becomes mixed with the blood of the porta ; in part it passes

directly by the ductus venosus (3), to the vena cava inferior (4). 5. Hepatic veins ; 6.

superior cava ; 7. right auricle ; 8. pulmonary veins ; 9. left auricle; 10. left ventri-

cle; 11. ascending aorta or left aortic arch ; 12, vessels to the head and upper extre-

mities ; 13. right ventricle ; 14. ductus arteriosus, or right aortic arch ; 15. descending
aorta.] $ S. Huschke, Isis, 1828. 160.
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*

continuation of this latter arch, namely, the ductus arteriosus, by which
it unites with the aortic arch, at last ceases to be pervious, and then
the pulmonary arteries become the sole branches of the trunk arising
from the right ventricle. The arch of the aorta, or arcus ventriculi

smistri, in mammalia, turns from the left side behind the oesophagus,
while in birds it turns from the right side ; when it is recollected that
in the embryo state of both classes of animals there are several arterial

arches on each side, this apparent anomaly becomes easily intelligible,

-Besides the communication between the two arterial arches, there is in

the foetus another means of communication between the two sides of

the heart, namely, the foramen ovale. When either this opening, or the

ductus arteriosus, remains unclosed after birth, the arterial and the venous

blood are mixed, and the ccerulean disease is produced.

Varieties in the circulation dependent on the relation of the lesser and
9reater circulation.—As soon as a true circulation is met with in ascending
the animal scale, all further modifications depend on the relation in which
the vessels of the respiratory organs, or the lesser circulation, stand to
the vessels of the body, or greater circulation. Thus either a portion
°^ly of the blood is aerated in the course of the greater or systemic

circulation, in which case the lesser circulation, to use Cuvier's expres-
sion, is merely a fraction of the greater, or all the blood must first pass
through the lesser circulation of the lungs or branchiae, before it is dis-

tributed to the body generally.

The varieties which nature presents in the origin of the arteries and
veins of the respiratory organs from the systemic circulation are very
numerous, and seem indeed to comprehend all imaginable forms.

They may be arranged as follow

:

A. The lesser circulation a fraction of the greater circulation.

1. The lesser circulation a part of the venous system : example, in the

conchifera, if Bojanus is correct, a portion of the venous blood returns

immediately to the auricles, while the greater part previously traverses

the branchiae.

2. The lesser circulation a part of the arterial system : example, in

the proteidea, and in the frogs and salamanders during the larval con-

dition, the aortic arches give off the branchial arteries and receive the

branchial veins as lateral branches.

3. The lesser circulation forming a part of the arterial and venous
systems : example, a, The salamander and frog in their perfect state have
no longer branchiae, the proteidea retain both branchiae and lungs

throughout their existence ; in both, the pulmonary arteries are branches

of the aortic arches, and the pulmonary veins terminate in the left

auricle, the veins of the body in the right auricle, as has been discover •

6, In the true

reptiles, the pulmonary artery arises from the main arterial trunk, or

Martin ge and M. Weber
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from the ventricle itself with the arteries for the body ; the branchial
i empty themselves into the left auricle, the veins of the body into

the right auricle.

B. The lesser circulation opposed to, or distinct from, the greater
circulation.

1. The lesser circulation commencing in the veins of the body
and terminating in the heart : example, the mollusca and higher
Crustacea.

2. The lesser circulation commencing in the branchial arteries which
arise from the great arterial stem, or bulbus aortse, and returning by the
branchial veins to a new arterial stem for the rest of the body : example,
fishes.

3. The lesser circulation arising from the pulmonary ventricle and
returning to the ventricle of the systemic circulation : a, In the sepia,

the aortic heart and the two branchial hearts are separate and without
auricles: b, In birds and mammalia there is one pulmonary and one
aortic ventricle, each with an auricle, united to form one heart : the
pulmonary veins open into the auricle of the left or aortic ventricle ; the
veins of the body,—the venae cavae,—into the auricle of the right or
pulmonary ventricle.

So that as regards the relation which the pulmonic or branchial cir-

culation bears to the systemic circulation, reptiles and amphibia would
appear to be inferior in the scale of organisation to fishes, to the majority
of mollusca, and to Crustacea. But Cuvier rightly observes, that respira-

tion in water is much more imperfect than when performed in the air,

and consequently that the imperfect respiration of the mollusca, Crus-

tacea, and fishes in the water, although all their blood passes through
the respiratory organs, does not differ in result from the more perfect

pulmonary respiration of reptiles, in which the lesser circulation is only
a fraction of the systemic circulation. Still those gasteropoda which
respire by means of pulmonary sacs would appear to be higher in the
scale than the reptiles with a similar mode of respiration, inasmuch as a
part only of the blood in the latter, in the former all the blood, is aerated
before it enters the general circulation. But it must be remembered
that in the lungs of the gasteropoda the number of the vessels and their
ramification, and consequently the exposure of the blood to the air, are
much less considerable than in the lungs of reptiles.

The larvse of the amphibia respire by means of branchiae in the
water

;
and since in that condition a portion only, although a large por-

tion of the blood, is aerated before it enters the systemic circulation,

these animals are in this respect certainly inferior to fishes. But we
have already seen that this arrangement in the larvae of the amphibia is

necessary in order that the pulmonary circulation may afterwards be de-
veloped from the previous branchial circulation.
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Portal circulation.—Besides the lesser or pulmonary circulation, there

is in all vertebrate animals another still smaller circulation, which, like

the branchial circulation of amphibia, is a "fraction" merely of the

general circulation. This is the portal circulation ; it is a mere subordi-

nate part of the venous circulation, in which the blood makes an ad-

ditional circuit before it joins the rest of the venous blood. There are

m the vertebrate classes two portal circulations ; one of the liver, the

other of the kidneys (fig. 12). The latter exists only in reptiles, amphi-
bia, and fishes ; the former in all the vertebrata.

In mammalia, including man, the veins which collect the blood from

the spleen, stomach, intestines, gall-bladder, and pancreas, unite to form

the portal vein, which ramifies through the liver like an artery: from the

capillary vessels of the liver, the

Wood, a part of which was supplied

by the hepatic artery, returns through

the hepatic veins to the vena cava,

m which it becomes mingled with

the venous blood of other parts. In

the other classes of the vertebrata,

a part of the blood of the lower ex-

Fig. 12 *

tremities also is carried to the por-

tal vein ; and in fishes sometimes the

blood from the air-bladder and

genital organs.f

In reptiles and amphibia, the

kidneys have, besides the renal arte-

ries, portal veins (fig, 12, 1), which

bring to them a part ofthe blood of the

posterior extremities, and of the tail.

In these animals the blood returned

from the posterior extremities, from the abdominal muscles, and from

the tail, goes partly to the liver, and partly to the kidneys ; in frogs and

salamanders to these viscera only ; while in some reptiles, as the croco-

dile, a portion of it is sent to the vena cava. In some fishes, for

*

* [Venous circulation in the toad.—1. Afferent renal vein ramifying on the poste-

rior surface of the kidney (k) ; 2. vein from the muscles of the back joining

the afferent renal vein ; 3. a branch coming from the interior of the spinal canal ; 5.

communicating branch between the ischiadic, or afferent renal, and the anterior abdo-

minal vein (6), which runs over the surface of the abdomen and terminates in the

vena portae (7), which is formed chiefly by the veins of the stomach (S) and

intestines (I) • 8. the vena cava formed principally by the efferent renal veins, which

run on the anterior surface of the kidney (K). The veins of the ovaries (O), also

pour their blood into the cava, while the veins (9) of the oviduct (OD), join the

afferent vein of the kidney.]

t See Jacobson, Nicolai, and Rathke.
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I example, the gadus, the blood of the tail and middle part of the body
goes wholly to the kidneys (see fig. 5) ; in others, the venous blood of
the posterior parts of the body is distributed to the kidneys, liver, and
vena cava, as is the case in the carp, pike, and perch.*

•Meckel, who considers these portal veins which carry blood to the
kidneys to be ordinary venous trunks conveying it from them, founds his

opinion chiefly on the class of birds, in which Jacobson incorrectly de-
scribed portal veins going to the kidneys; but the non-existence of
these veins in birds, which had been previously proved by Nicolai, is no
argument for their not existing in reptiles, amphibia, and fishes, in

which classes indeed Nicolai has established their presence.

Essential characters of The principal impelling power of

the circulation is the rhythmic motion of the heart. The heart is that

part of the vascular system which, from having muscular parietes, which
the blood-vessels do not generally possess, is endowed with contractility.

In its simplest form, therefore, the heart still resembles a vessel ; this is

exemplified by the vessel-like multiple hearts which constitute at the
same time the main vascular trunks of the annelides, by the contractile

vascular trunks on the intestinal canal of the holothuria, and by the dor-
sal vessel of insects, which is divided into a series of chambers. The
correctness of this view is very evident on examining the organ in

different orders of the Crustacea : thus, in the squillae the heart is a con-

tractile dorsal vessel, while in the decapoda it presents one short and
circumscribed chamber or ventricle.

In the embryo of the higher animals the heart is at first tubular, and
is nothing more than the contractile part of the vessels at which the

venous trunks are reflected into the arterial stem.

In the adult too of the higher animals the heart consists of a short

double muscular sac, but the contractile substance is continued for

a certain extent on the venous trunks that open into it, and in fishes

and reptiles, upon a part of the arterial stem,—the so-called bulbus
aortae. In the frog the trunks of the venae cavae can be most distinctly

seen to contract regularly like the heart. This was observed by
Haller,t Spallanzani, and Wedemeyer. The contraction appears to

me to extend on the inferior cava as far as the liver ; and is still con-
tinued, and with regularity, in the venous stems, after the heart is

removed. First, the cavae contract, then the auricles, next the ven-
tricles, and lastly the bulbus aortae. I have observed contraction of the
great veins in the mammalia, both in the young marten and in the young
cat ; in these animals, however, the contraction of the venae cavse and
pulmonary veins is synchronous with the contraction of the auricles.

* Jacobson, Meckel's Archiv. 1817. 147. Nicolai, Isis, 1826. 404.

t Elementa Physiol, t. i. 125.
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In young animals the most distinct contractions of the pulmonary-

veins are perceptible as far as these vessels can be followed in the

substance of the lungs. The contraction of the cardiac end of the

superior vena cava is as distinct. But, during the contraction, the

distance to which the contractile substance of the cavse extends may be

distinguished ; beyond this limit the vena cava exhibits not the slightest

contraction, but becomes rather turgid and distended by blood at the

time that the parts of the vessel contiguous to the right auricle are

contracted. At the origin of the vena cava of serpents Retzius has

described a layer of peculiar fibres, and E. H. Weber has found the

same in the inferior cava of mammalia.

These observations indicate, that in its simplest form the heart is

merely that part of the vascular system which is furnished with muscu-
lar structure, and endued with the power of active motion ; and that

lfc is still the heart when, as in the lower animals, it has the form of

simple contractile vascular stem. The rest of the vascular system

consists merely of tubular canals, which, in reference to motion, are

passive, but may exert other important influences on the blood.

Thus, for example, by virtue of a power, the nature of which is not

known, they maintain the fluidity of the blood as long as it is in

niotion; and the interchange of matters between the blood and the

tissues which takes place through their pariet^s is effected by their in-

fluence.*

a

CHAPTER II.

OF THE GENERAL PHENOMENA OF THE CIRCULATION.

The heart of adult man in the middle period of life contracts seventy

to seventy-five times in a minute ; the frequency of its action gradually

diminishes from the commencement to the end of life, thus :

In the embryo the number of beats in a minute is

Just after birth . . «

During the first year ....
During the second year

During the third year ....
About the seventh year

About the fourteenth year

In the middle period of life -

In old age'.....

150

from 130 to 140

115 to 130

100 to 115

90 to 100

85 to 90

80 to 85

70 to 75

50 to 65

In persons of sanguine temperament the heart beats somewhat more
frequently than in those of the phlegmatic ; and in the female sex more

frequently than in the male. The number of the pulsations in a minute

varies very much in different animals.

* I have given a more elaborate description of the various forms presented by the
circulation in the animal kingdom, in Burdach's Physiologie, B. iv.

/

;

i
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In fishes the number of beats in a minute is

In the frog

In birds . • «

In rabbits

In the cat . . . •

5?

55

55

dog

sheep

horse

from 20 to 24

about 60

from 100 to 140

about 120

. 110

95

75

40

After a meal the heart's action is accelerated, and still more so during
bodily exertion ; it is slower during sleep. According to Parrot/ the

frequency of the pulse increases in a corresponding ratio with the eleva-

tion above the sea

:

When the pulse at the level of the sea ^

At 1000 metres t above its level, it was

1500 .

2000 •

2500 .

3000 . . .

4000 . .

70

75

82

90

95

100

110

In inflammations and fevers the pulse is much more frequent than
during health. When the vital powers decline, it becomes frequent
and feeble. In nervous affections with more oppression than exhaustion
of the forces, the pulse is often remarkably slow.

If the heart of a living mammiferous animal or bird is laid bare, the

two ventricles are seen to contract simultaneously ; the two auricles

with the commencement of the pulmonary veins and of the venee cavse

also contract simultaneously, the contraction of the auricles and that of
the ventricles not being synchronous. In warm-blooded animals the
auricles contract immediately before the ventricle. In the frog the
contractions of the venous trunks, of the auricles, the ventricle, and
the bulbus aortse appeared to me to follow the order in which I have
named the parts, the intervals between the four contractions being
nearly equal ; so that the same interval of time elapsed from the con-
traction of the auricles to the contraction of the ventricle, as between
the contraction of the ventricle and that of the bulb of the aorta. I
am convinced, from repeated observations, that the auricles and ventricle
do not, as Oesterreicher J asserts, alternate in action at equal intervals
like the motions of the pendulum, but that the time that intervenes
between the contraction of the auricles and the contraction of the
ventricle is much less than that which elapses from the moment of
the contractions of the ventricle to the moment when the auricles

again act
;
and that generally the contraction of the bulbus aortae and

* Froriep's Notizen, 212. See also Niek, iiber die Bedingungen der Hanfigkeit des
Pulsus. Tubingen, 1826.

-|- [A metre is about three feet three inches.]
+ Lehre vom Kreislauf des Blutes. Niirnb. 1826.

* .^
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venous trunks occur in the interval of time last indicated. In warm-
blooded animals I have seen the contractions of the auricle cease
altogether for some moments, which must have been caused by the
injury inflicted in making the observation. Under ordinary circum-
stances, the auricular contraction was always a very quick motion imme-
diately preceding the action of the ventricle, so that the interval of
time from the contraction of the auricles to the contraction of the
ventricle is at any rate very much shorter than the interval between
the contraction of the ventricles and that of the auricles.

(diastole)

(systole)

relaxed, and in which the blood is poured from the contiguous veins
into the cavities of the heart, to fill the vacuum consequent on the

relaxation of its fibres ; the valves of the heart being so arranged as to

allow the influx of the blood from the veins. The dilatation of the
heart was supposed by Bichat, and some other French physiologists, to
be an active movement, but Oesterreicher* has by a very ingenious
experiment refuted this supposition. He removed the heart of a frog
*rom the body, and laid upon it a substance sufficiently heavy to press
*t flat, and yet so small as not to conceal the heart from view ; he then
observed that during the contraction of the heart the weight was
raised, but that during dilatation the heart remained flat. This experi-
ment shows that the dilatation of the heart is not a muscular act; at
the same time,, however, it must be recollected that the walls of the
heart during life cannot become so relaxed at the time of the diastole,

as in a heart removed from the body, even although the cavities of
the heart were not filled with blood ; for during life the capillary

vessels of its substance are at the time of relaxation injected with
blood, which during the contraction is pressed out of them, and this

filling of its vessels must give it some degree of firmness and rigidity.

The contraction of the ventricles of the heart would drive the blood
into the auricles and veins, as well as into the arteries, if the valves
were not so constructed and attached as to allow the expulsion of
the blood only in certain directions. There are certainly no valves to

prevent the auricles from forcing the blood into the veins ; but the
stream of venous blood towards the heart checks its regurgitation
m this direction, while its passage from the auricle into the ventricle
is free, for the valve at the auriculo-ventricular orifice is so attached
that it allows the blood to flow into the ventricle; but, when the

ventricle contracts, the same valve prevents the regurgitation of the

blood into the auricle, being by the pressure of the blood spread out
so as to close the orifice. The escape of the blood from the ventricle

into the great arteries is unimpeded, the pouch-shaped semilunar

* Loc. cit. p. 33.
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valves situated at the arterial orifice of the ventricle being separated

from each other, and laid close to the walls of the artery by the stream

of blood forced into it. And when the contraction of the ventricle

ceases, regurgitation from the arteries cannot take place, for the blood

itself presses down the valves towards the centre of the vessel, and
spreads them out so as to close the arterial orifices of the ventricles.

The heart by this arrangement of the valves is constituted a kind

of forcing-pump, like the common syringe with two valves, of which

one admits the fluid on raising the piston, but is closed again when the

piston is forced down, while the other opens for the escape of the

water, but closes when the piston is raised, so as to prevent the

regurgitation of the fluid already forced through it.

The vascular system must be regarded as being constantly filled with

blood in all parts. The heart's cavities alone contract at each beat

so as to expel nearly all their contents ; but several observations show

that even the ventricles do not empty themselves completely during

their contraction. The vessels, on the other hand, from the com-
mencement of the arteries to the capillary vessels, and thence to the

insertion of the venous trunks into the heart, are filled with blood,

both during the contraction of the ventricles and at the time of their

relaxation ; neither air nor a vacuum exists in any part of the vascular

system. So that the contraction of the aortic or left ventricle cannot

advance the blood in the arteries except by forcing on the column of

blood already contained in them ; and the advance of the column is

proportionate to the space which the blood forced through the aortic

orifice by each contraction of the ventricle—namely, from one to two
-

ounces—occupies in the commencement of the aorta. When the con-

traction of the ventricle remits, the cause of the motion ceases, but

the elasticity of the arteries overcomes the resistance offered by friction

in the minute vessels, and still forces the blood onwards ; a continuous

current is thus produced from the aortic valves to the capillary vessels ;

when the aortic ventricle again contracts, and again forces one or two

ounces of blood into the aorta, the current is accelerated, and the

column of blood is advanced to the same extent as before. The result

of this succession of actions must be, that exactly the same quantity

of blood enters the heart from the veins as was expelled from it in

the same space of time by the contraction of the ventricles ; for the

whole mass of blood forms one great circle from the heart to the

heart,— a circle, at each and every point of which the same quantity

of blood must pass within a given time. By their contraction the

ventricles are never completely emptied, for, when the contraction ceases,

the blood impelled by the vis a tergo immediately flows from the veins

and auricles into the ventricles to fill the impending vacuum
; it is

r

the same with the auricles.

r
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The pressure of the column of blood against the elastic walls of
the arteries at every contraction of the ventricle produces what is
called the pulse. The phenomenon will be more particularly consider-
ed at a future page; here it is only necessary to remark, that the
sensible pulse of the arteries is synchronous, or nearly so, with the
contraction of the ventricle ; the arterial pulse is somewhat later than
the heart's beat, but the difference of time is scarcely perceptible. In
the capillaries and veins the pulse is not detectible.

of
ne arterial pulse. The heart's impulse is the shock communicated by
tne apex of the heart to the walls of the thorax in the neighbourhood of
the fifth and sixth rib. But it is not at present known whether it is
during its contraction, or during its dilatation by the blood entering
*rom the veins and auricles, that the heart strikes against the ribs.

(!•) Till latterly, the heart's impulse had been generally attributed
to the contraction of the ventricles. Some imagined that the ventricles
urwg the systole become lengthened, and from that cause strike the

walls of the chest by their apex. No such lengthening, however, takes
P ace. Senac* attributed the impulse to the distension of the arteries
y the blood during the contraction of the ventricles, to the filling of
e auricles at the same time, and to the straightening of the arch

ot the aorta by the impulse of the blood forced into it. But, as Carson
ias remarked, it is an error to suppose that an arched and moveable
ube has a tendency to become straight when fluid is injected into

it, for the pressure of the fluid on its walls is equally strong in all
directions.

(2.) Corrigan, Stokes, and Burdach have very recently advanced the
doctrine that the impulse of the heart against the thoracic parietes is
produced by the distension of the ventricles at the moment that it
is brought to its greatest degree by the contraction of the auricles,
and consequently that it precedes the contraction of the ventricles.t To
inform myself, if possible, whether this view is correct, I made some ex-
periments on a goat whose thorax was opened during life; Professor
Albers was present. Our observations, however, did not convince us that
the opinion of Corrigan, Stokes, and Burdach is the correct one; on the
contrary, while the animal lay on its back, we saw distinctly that the
heart was elevated at every contraction of the ventricles, and the apex
particularly. When the hand was laid upon the heart, the shock during
the contraction of the ventricles was so forcible and instantaneous that it

seemed impossible to attribute the heart's beat or the impulse against the
ribs to any other cause, while during the diastole we felt no shock. The
heart does not, however, recede from the thoracic parietes during the

* Traite de la structure du Cceur. Paris, 174,9.

f See Burdach's Physiol, vol. iv. p. 219—222.

T
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diastole. During life, the heart lies with its apex close to the walls of

the chest, and the shock communicated to these walls by the heart

by the contraction of the ventricles is felt externally, constituting the

heart's impulse ; to give the shock, the heart does not require any great

change of position.

Sounds ofthe heart.—When the ear, or a stethoscope, is placed over the

precordial region, two sounds are heard following each other quickly at

every beat of the heart. I have sometimes heard them in my own person

at night when lying on the left side. Like the heart's impulse, these

sounds are followed by a pause. The interval of time between the two

sounds compared with the pause is, according to my observation, in the

proportion of 1 to 3, or about ^th of the time occupied by the beat and

pause together,—that is, about ^th of a second* From repeated and long

continued observations I am satisfied that the first sound is synchronous

with the impulse at the chest, and nearly synchronous also with the pulse

of the facial artery, which is only -g^th of a second later than the impulse

at the chest. The extent to which the first sound was distinctly heard in

a healthy female did not exceed the space in which the impulse was felt;

but the second sound was audible in nearly the whole extent of the chest,

as high as the clavicles. In pregnant women the two sounds of the foetal

heart are heard through the abdominal parietes.

Laennec attributed the first sound to the contraction of the ventricles

;

the second he ascribed to the action of the auricles, which, however, is

indubitably an error, since the contraction of the auricles immediately

precedes the contraction of the ventricles. Corrigan, Stokes, Pigeaux,

and Burdach attribute the first sound to the contraction of the auricles,

the second to the contraction of the ventricles. Now the arterial pulse,

which is known to depend on the contraction of the ventricles, is nearly

s\'nchronous with the heart's impulse, being only ^yth of a second later

than it ; while the second sound is not heard until ^th of a second after

the impulse. It is evident, therefore, that this second sound cannot be

dependent on the contraction of the ventricles ; and it is also evident that

the impulse at the chest which is synchronous with the first sound

cannot be ascribed to the distension of the ventricles and contraction of

the auricles, as Burdach imagines.

Dr. Williams believes the first sound to be the effect of the contrac-

tions of the ventricles and auricles succeeding each other with great ra-

pidity ; the second sound he attributes to the action of the valves. Des-

pine maintains, that the first sound is the effect of the contraction of the

ventricles, the second that of their dilatation.* Dr. Hope considers the

first sound to be the effect of the contraction of the ventricles, which the

contraction of the auricles precedes ; the second sound to be the effect of

distension of the ventricles by the blood which is impelled by the vis a

* Burdach's Physiol, iv. bd. 223.

i
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tergo from the veins into the auricle, and thence into the ventricle before
the contraction of the auricle takes place.*

I forbear giving an opinion as to the exact mode of the production of
the two sounds, and shall merely state a few facts which I think I have
determined with considerable certainty. These facts are, that the in-

terval between the two sounds is equal to |th the time occupied by an
entire beat and pause ; that the first sound is synchronous with the
Jnipulse

; and that the arterial pulse is but a small fraction of a second
later. Being convinced that the impulse is produced by the contrac-
tion of the ventricles, I am equally certain that the first sound also
anses from the contraction, the second from the dilatation of the

ventricles. Ma
rinients, that the sounds cease as soon as the thorax of the animal is

°pened, and return again when a hard body is laid upon the heart
to receive its impulses. He attributes the first sound, as we do, to the

contraction of the ventricles, and to the impulse of the apex of the heart
against the ribs ; the second sound to a similar impulse produced by the

We
X

-uie greater circulation is the course of the blood from the left side of
the heart through the arteries of the body, and back again through the
veins to the right side of the heart. The course of the blood from the
rigut side of the heart through the pulmonary arteries to the lungs, and
back to the left side of the heart through the pulmonary veins, is called

the lesser circulation. The blood therefore in fact makes but one circuit,

of which there are two divisions ; in each of these the blood
through capillary vessels from arteries to veins.

passes

circulation

The same quantity of blood enters the right auricle from the superior

and inferior cavae, and from the great coronary veins, as is impelled during
the same period of time by the left ventricle through the arteries of the
body. On the contraction of the auricle, the entrance of the blood of

the veins is suddenly interrupted; but, when the auricle becomes relaxed,

the blood rushes into it, and into the right ventricle as soon as its con-

traction also ceases. The auricle now contracts, and immediately after-

wards the ventricle. The auricle contracting forces the blood through

that orifice which remains free. It cannot regurgitate into the venae

* Froriep's Notiz. 735. See Dr. Hope's Treatise on Diseases of the Heart.

t Ann. des sc. nat. 1834.

% [The experiments of M. Magendie have been repeated by Dr. Hope and M. Bouil-

land, and the results were unfavourable to his theory. M. Bouilland attributes both

sounds to the action of the valves. Dr. Carswell was the first who, led by the observation

of some cases of disease of the heart and aorta, suspected that the second sound was pro-

duced by the closing of the sigmoid valves by the pressure of the columns of blood

in the aorta and pulmonary artery.]
*
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cava* because it is in them opposed by the stream of venous blood which
continues to be impelled towards the heart by the vis a tergo ; and the
opening of the coronary veins is closed, its valve being applied to the ori-

fice by the pressure of the blood in the auricle. The blood flows there-
fore into the right ventricle, which during the contraction of the auricle
had become partially dilated and is now completely distended. While
the right auricle is again dilating to receive the blood of the veins, the right

ventricle contracts
; and the blood, which cannot regurgitate into the au-

ricle on account of the tricuspid valve being spread out by the pressure of
the blood so as to close the auriculo-ventricular orifice, is driven into the
pulmonary artery.

In this manner the venous blood returning from the body is, by the

agency of the right side of the heart, transmitted to the pulmonary cir-

culation. All the blood contained in the auricle is not, however, forced
by its contraction into the ventricle. A portion regurgitates into the
superior and inferior vena cava ; or, at any rate, the contraction of the
auricle checks the flow of blood from the venous trunks towards the
heart, which otherwise must continue uninterruptedly. When animals
are opened during life, the great veins are seen to become turgid at the
time of each contraction of the auricle ; and in the larva of the triton I
have seen the blood, in the inferior cava and hepatic veins, advance in

periodic jerks only. When the escape of the blood from the ventricle into

the pulmonary artery is impeded from any cause,—whether from organic
change in the pulmonary artery, ossification of the semilunar valves, or
impediment to the motion of the blood in the lungs,—the regurgitation

into the veins is necessarily increased. The regurgitation, or rather, pe-
riodic arrest of the blood in the great venous trunks, is called the pulsus
venosus. It cannot extend far, on account of the yielding nature of the
vein ; that portion only of the venous system which is near the heart is

affected by it.

The blood, once in the arteria pulmonalis, cannot return when the ven-
tricle becomes relaxed, because the column of blood in the artery itself
spreads out the semilunar valves at the mouth of the artery and closes
it. The course of the blood from the right ventricle, through the lungs,
to the left side of the heart, is called the lesser circulation ; it does not
really form a circle, for the blood does not return to the point from which
it started. It is only a part of the course of the whole circulation, and
would be better named the pulmonic course of the blood, in opposition
to the systemic course of the blood, which together with it forms an entire
circuit or circulation. In the pulmonic course, the venous blood expelled
from the right ventricle by successive new portions of blood, flows from the
branches of the pulmonary artery into the capillary vessels of the lungs,
and through these capillary vessels,—in its transit through which it be-
comes scarlet, or arterial,—into the pulmonary veins, and is by these
poured into the left auricle. The capillary vessels in the lungs are, as in
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in-

other parts, the net-work of minute vessels, which intervene between the
smallest branches of the arteries and the radicles of the veins; but here
the meshes of the net-work are extraordinarily small. The innumerable
capillaries, that constitute the net-work, are enclosed in the delicate
Membrane forming the cells in which the last branches of the bronchi
terminate. The membrane that forms the cells is a continuation
°t the mucous membrane of the trachea, and is, consequently, continuous
throughout the lungs. The lungs, therefore,— omitting from conside-
ration the bronchial tubes, arteries and veins,—must be regarded as a
delicate membrane traversed by a net-work of capillary vessels and
folded in the form of cells, so as to produce a very extensive surface in

a small space; the process of respiration being effected by the contact
°f the air, which enters by the bronchi, with the inner surface of these
ce'ls, in the parietes of which the particles of blood circulate in most
minute currents.

In the simpler animals, as in the naked amphibia, the lungs are,

deed, mere sacs, with internal cellular folds. In branchiae also,—the
second form of respiratory organ,—the essential character is the great

developement of surface in a small space ; but in them the developement
of respiratory surface is towards the exterior ; in the lungs it is towards
the interior, either in the form of sacs or of ramified tubes. In branchiae,

as m lungs, the blood is distributed over an immense extent of surface,

by means of the reticulated capillary vessels of all the branchial plates

and lamellae, each of which has its small artery, which, at the extremity
of the lamella, is reflected into a small vein, while numerous capillary

branches keep up anastomoses between the two, across the breadth of
the branchial lamella. In frogs and salamanders, the motion of the blood

through the capillary vessels of the sacculated lungs can be subjected to

observation by means of the microscope.* The spaces between the

streams of blood are, according to my observations, islets, distributed

with perfect regularity, and scarcely larger in diameter than the currents

themselves. The motion of the blood is seen still more distinctly in the

capillary vessels of the branchiae of the larva of the salamander, f The
branches of the pulmonary arteries and veins in the lungs of salamanders,

frogs, and toads, according to Dr. Marshall Hall's description,^ which is

most exact, run constantly parallel to each other; in the angle formed

by two arterial branches, there is always a venous branch, in the angles

between two venous branches always a branch of an artery. In the

* See the representations of Cowper, in Philos. Transact, abridged, vol. v. p. 331
;

of the lungs of the salamander, by Prevost and Dumas, in Magendie's Physiology,

t. ii. and in Dr. Milligan's translation.

t Ruseoni, Delia circolazione dellelarve delle Salam. aquat. Pavia, 1817. Amours

des Salam. aquat., Milan, 1821, in which, however, the transverse branches of the

branchial laminae are not noticed. Steinbach, Analecten fiir Naturkunde. Fiirth, 1802.

t A Critical and Experimental Essay on the Circulation of the Blood
j London, 1831

;

plates 5—8.
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septa of the pulmonary cells, which project into the interior of the lungs,
the arterial and venous branches are

so distributed that the small venous
twigs run along the inner border of
the septa. The ultimate branches
of the arteries and veins termi-

nate abruptly in an intermediate

Fig. 13.*

net-work of capillaries (fig- 13)
while, in all other organs, the rami-

fication of the vessels still continues,

passing imperceptibly into the capil-

lary net-work. The ultimatebranches
of the pulmonary arteries and veins

are throughout perforated like sieves,

to give off and receive the blood of
the capillary vessels. Dr. Marshall
Hall's representations of the capil-

lary circulation in different parts are

extremely interesting, particularly the 8th plate.

Destruction of the capillary net-work of the pulmonary cells and of
the air-cells themselves by inflammation, suppuration, or structural de-
generations, has two very important consequences ; in the first place,
diminution of the respiring surface, the effect of which may be imper-
fect formation of the blood, and at last wasting of the body ; secondly,
diminution of the number of channels through which the blood must
pass, and, consequently, impediment to its course from the right to the
left cavities of the heart, and thence to the general system. In warm-
blooded animals, in which all the blood must pass through the capillary
system of the lungs before it can arrive at the great aortic circulation,
any diminution of the extent of this pulmonic capillary system must be
productive of impediment to the circulation generally; and, in patients
suffering under pulmonary disease, excessive action of the heart, tend-
ency to congestion of blood in the lungs, disposition to inflammation of
these organs, and feverish excitement, must be frequently observed. Any
other organ might be wholly destroyed without the circulation being im-
peded in the other organs of the body, but the loss of a portion of the
lungs is a source of obstruction to the circulation generally; hence it is
evident that persons suffering with pulmonary disease ought to avoid
every thing which might produce still greater impediment and excite-
ment in the circulation. From this consideration may also be explained
why extensive destruction of other parts, unless accompanied by a con-
stant draining of the fluids of the body, do not always excite fever,

* [Fig. 13, representing the circulation in the lung of the toad, is copied from the
plate in Dr. Marshall Hall's work, to which our author alludes. The arrows indicate
the course of the blood.]
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while diseases affecting the substance of the lungs are so prone to be
attended with hectic. Disorganisation in other parts ordinarily produces
merely the local effects of impediments to the circulation ; for instance,
congestion of blood and effusion of serum, in the form of local dropsies,

such as ascites, in cases of disorganisation of the liver, &c.—a termi-
nation in effusion, which is proportionally rare in cases of disorganisation
of the lungs. Gaspard has shown, that death is inevitable, and comes on

y
ery rapidly, when the circulation in the capillary vessels of the lungs

>s obstructed by foreign substances; for instance, by oil, mucus, me-

br

talhc mercury, powdered charcoal, and powdered sulphur, injected into
the veins.

Ihe pulmonary circulation would be perfectly isolated from that of
!e body, were it not that the bronchial arteries communicate with the

small branches of the pulmonary artery. When the pulmonary artery
and its branches are narrowed, the anastomoses between them and the

onchial arteries become enlarged.
At the chemical changes which the blood undergoes in the lungs are

arrested by suspension of the respiratory movements, or by breathing
^respirable gases, the blood ceases to acquire the arterial character in
the lungs, and returns of a dark red colour.

b. Greater or systemic circulation.

A he blood, having assumed its arterial colour, flows from the pulmonary
veins into the left auricle; and then commences the greater circulation, or,
more correctly, the systemic portion of the circulation, in which the blood
is impelled into the arteries, and from thence into the capillary system of
the body, where it acquires a dark red colour, and returns from the capil-

laries through the veins to the right side of the heart. When the auri-

cles dilate, the blood of the pulmonary veins rushes into the left auricle,

and a part of it enters the left ventricle. As soon as the muscular contrac-
tion of the ventricle has ceased, the auricle contracts, and impels the blood
mto the dilated ventricle, which is thus filled to its greatest capacity,
uring the contraction of the left ventricle which now follows, the mitral

valve closes the auriculo-ventricular orifice; and the blood, forcing asunder
the semilunar valves at the mouth of the aorta, flows into that vessel. Re-
flux from the aorta into the ventricle cannot occur, for the blood, re-acted
upon by the elastic coats of the vessel, presses down the pouch-shaped
semilunar valves so as to close the aortic orifice. The left ventricle con-
tracts with much greater force than the right ventricle, the walls of the

former being in the adult, as is well known, three times thicker than those

°f the latter. The left ventricle requires greater power on account of

the systemic circulation being more extensive than the pulmonic circula-

tion, and on account of the much greater resistance which must be pro-

duced by friction in the capillary vessels of all the organs of the body.

D
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From the aorta the blood forced onwards at each beat of the heart by
a new mass ejected from the ventricle, is distributed throughout the

whole body with the exception of the lungs, and passes through the ca-

pillary vessels into the veins.

During violent bodily exertion, the motion of the blood in the capillary

vessels must be interrupted in a great part of the body in consequence
of the compression of vessels by the numerous muscles which are re-

peatedly contracting. The more extended the operation of this cause of

obstruction is, the more it resembles that interruption of the circulation

which is produced by even slight obstructions in the lungs. Similar

effects also are produced ; the column of blood offers a greater resistance

than usual to the power of the heart ; the blood does not circulate freely

and quickly enough through the lungs, and becomes accumulated there,,

so that deficient aeration of the blood at the same time induced.

Hence the labour of respiration during such great exertions, which is

attributed, but less correctly, to an increased call for arterial blood on
such occasions. The continued contraction of the muscles in cases

where single limbs are kept for a long time in action, is also accompanied
with accumulation of blood in these parts. In some animals which keep
their limbs for a long time in continued action in climbing, nature has

avoided the interruption of the circulation,—at least that produced by
compression of the arteries,—by the immediate division of the arterial

trunks of the extremities wholly or in part into a vast number of small

anastomosing branches. Such a provision is seen in the bradypus, myr-
mecophaga, manis, and stenops ; it occurs both in the vessels of the

limbs, and in those of the tail, which is also used in climbing.*

The smaller arteries in every organ of the body before they become
capillary are connected by repeated anastomoses with each other, as

may be seen in any finely injected membrane ; and many parts of the
body receive blood by large arteries which arise from very different parts
of the vascular system ; thus the brain is supplied from the internal ca-
rotid and vertebral artery, and the communication between the epigastric,
mammary, and intercostal arteries is well known ; similar anastomoses

* Sir A. Carlisle, Philosoph. Trans. 1800. Vrolik, De peculiar! art. extrem. in nonnul-
lis animalibus dispositione. Amsterd. 1826. Meckel, Vergleich. Anat. v. 339. Several
other arterial plexuses are still enigmatical : for instance, the rete mirabile found in
several mammalia, and which in the ruminantia and hog is formed from cerebral
branches of the common carotid ; all its branches again uniting to form the cerebral
carotid. Rapp (Meckel's Archiv. 1827) shows that in animals with a rete mirabile the
vertebral artery does not go to the brain, and is either connected with the external
carotid artery, as in the goat and calf, or, at the same time that it is connected with the
rete mirabile, is also distributed to the cervical muscles, as is the case in the sheep.
Similar net-works of arteries occur in the orbit of ruminantia, cats, and birds ac-
cording to Rapp and Backow (Meckel's Archiv. 1829) ; and in these cases the arte-
ries of the globe arise from the arterial plexus. In some birds a rete mirabile is situ-
ated on the arteria tibialis antica.

»
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its

are met with in all parts of the body. The capillary system of all con-

nected parts being continuous, all the vessels of the body, whether arte-
ries or veins, are also connected through the medium of it. The capillary

vessels of the whole body and the anastomoses of the arteries form in

tnis manner an uninterrupted net-work, which receives blood from innu-

merable arteries, and can be supplied with blood directly or indirectly

rom different sources. If the vessel which usually conveys blood to a
part is obstructed, new ways of supply are developed by the simple dila-

tation of already existing communications without new vessels being
formed. Thus is explained the phenomenon of collateral circulation,

°r the restoration of the circulation through a part after obliteration of

principal vessel. At first a number of anastomosing branches are

dilated, and by degrees distinct vessels, of considerable size, are again

developed from among them. In animals, the aorta abdominalis even
^ay be tied without an absolutely fatal result. This operation has been

Performed twice on man, but in each case death ensued. But all the

°ther great arteries which are accessible in the human subject have been
tied in cases where it was necessary, with success. There are, indeed,
cases recorded, proving, that when it takes place slowly, even the obli-

teration of the aorta immediately below the origin of the arteries of the

upper part of the body does not preclude the developement of a colla-

teral circulation, the blood again finding its way circuitously to the part

°f the aorta below the obliteration by dilatation of anastomoses between

the internal mammary, first intercostal artery, and the intercostal branches

from the aorta.* In a case of this kind, described by Reynaud,f the

principal communications between the subclavian artery of each side and

the part of the aorta below the obliteration were effected by anastomo-

ses of the arteria cervicalis profunda, transversalis cervicis, and intercos-

talis prima with the intercostal arteries of the thoracic aorta, and be-
*

tween the subclavian and crural arteries by direct inosculation of the

internal mammary and epigastric.

The blood distributed through the arteries being impelled onwards by

the new masses constantly ejected from the left ventricle, follows the

course indicated through the vessels, and from the minute arteries is

transmitted through the capillaries into the minute veins. This transit

from arteries to veins can be observed by means of the microscope

in many transparent parts ; so that its existence is not merely deduced

from the course which the blood is known to take in the arteries and

veins, but is an object of direct observation.

The web of the frog's foot (fig. 14), the tail of young fishes, of the larvae

of the salamander, frog, or toad, the mesentery of all mammalia, the wings

* See the case observed by A. Meckel. Meckel's Archiv. 1827.

t Froriep's Notiz. 537.
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Fig. 14.+of the bat, the germinal membrane of

the egg of oviparous animals, are all

well adapted for seeing the capillary

circulation.*

The red corpuscules are distinctly

seen flowing from the minute ramify-

ing arteries into a net-work of vessels

of nearly equal size throughout, and
again collecting from this net-work

into the radicles of the veins, which,

by their successive reunion, form
larger trunks. (See fig. 14.)

In the finest capillary vessels the red particles flow one after another
in a single series, which is frequently interrupted for a time : when they
flow thus singly, they appear almost colourless ; when accumulated to-

gether in greater number, they appear yellow ; and when in still larger
quantity, they are yellowish red or red.J

The blood during its passage through the capillary vessels becomes
of a dark red colour. The motion of the blood in the veins is con-
tinuous, not pulsatory as in the arteries. Those veins which are ex-
posed to the pressure of muscles, have pouch-like valves which prevent
the backward passage of the blood towards the capillaries, conse-
quently, any pressure on the veins, instead of interrupting, favours the
flow of the blood towards the heart. In the veins of parts protected
from external pressure the valves do not exist. In the pulmonary
veins Mayer has discovered incomplete valves. E.
observed valves in the portal vein of the horse; they do not exist

Weber has

in man.

c. Portal circulation.

The blood of the spleen, intestinal canal, stomach, pancreas, and
mesentery is not returned immediately to the vena cava; the veins

* See the representation of the capillary vessels carrying blood, of the area vasculosa of
the egg m Pander's Entwickelungs-geschichte des HUhnchens im Ei ; of young fishes in
Doelhnger's Denkschrift der Akad. der Wissenschaft. zu Miinchen, Bd. vii. ; of the web
of the frog's foot in Schultze's Lebens-process imBlute, Berlin, 1822, and in Marshall
Hall on circulation, tab. iii.

; of different parts of frogs and mammalia, Kaltenbrunner,
Exp. circa statum sanguin. et vas. in inflammatione, Monach, 1826 ; of the mesentery
of the frog, Reichel, De sanguine ejusque motu, Lips. 1767, Marshall Hall, 1. c. t. iv. •

of the tail of the stickleback, M. Hall, 1. c. t. i. ; of the embryos and larvae of fishes,'

frogs, and salamanders, Baumgaertner iiber Nerven und Blut, Freiburg, 1 830.

t Capillaries in the web of the frog's foot' magnified.—This is reduced from the
representation given by Dr. A. Thomson in the Cyclopaedia of Anatomy. The en-
graver has not preserved accurately the proportion between the size of the capillaries
and the space in which they run ; the capillaries are somewhat too large. But the
diagram shows the relation of the minute arteries and veins to the capillary net-workm the systemic circulation as compared with the pulmonic circulation. (See fig. 13.)On the circulation in the capillaries, see page 218.
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of these organs unite to form the vena porta?, by which their blood

)

(which

hepatic veins to the cam* Professor Retzius of Stockholm, however,
has informed me that he has discovered in man some minute com-
munications between the veins of the intestines and the branches of
the vena cava. When
ne injection of different colours, he found that the whole mesocolon

and colon sinistrum were injected with both colours, and veins belong-
lng to the two systems at several places formed anastomoses. The
veins of the colon and mesocolon, which belonged to the system of the
yena cava and entered the left renal vein, lay superficially, while those
which belonged to the vena portae lay for the most part nearer the
mucous membrane. The external surface of the duodenum also had
received injection from the vena cava. M. Breschet too has filled the
mferior mesenteric vein from branches of the inferior cava, and
kchlemm has discovered distinct communications of the inferior me-
senteric vein with branches of the inferior cava about the anus. From
his fact the suggestion maybe drawn that in obstructions and con-
gestions of blood, perhaps even in inflammations of the intestinal canal,
abstractions of blood from about the anus will be of service.

* he blood of the portal vein of all the vertebrata,—and the blood
ot the afferent renal veins in fishes, amphibia, and reptiles,—has a
second time to overcome the resistance offered by the minute canals
of a capillary system, before it reaches the heart. I have discovered
that in the larvae of the salamander, the circulation in the liver can be
distinctly seen when viewed as an opaque object with a simple micro-
scope^ The blood of the porta in its passage through the capillary

vessels of the liver into the hepatic veins is seen to run in the in-

terstices only of the acini, and the single particles of the blood can
be as clearly distinguished as in transparent parts. ;

The blood in the vena cava, as well as in all the venous canals of the
hver, flows in jets, probably from the advance of the blood being checked
hy each contraction of the right auricle, or of the inferior vena cava
itself, which in frogs can be seen to contract periodically. There is no
observable difference in the colour of the blood in the vena cava, the

portae, and the hepatic veins.

vena

of the After this general description of the cir-

culation of the blood, it remains for us to discuss the rate of its motion
and the time in which it completes its entire circuit. The rate of

the blood's motion in the vessels must not be judged of by the rapidity

with which it flows from a vessel when divided. In the latter case,

* See page 169.

t Meckel's Archiv. 1828. See the drawing in my treatise, De gland, penit. struct,

tab. x, fig. 10.
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the rate of motion is the result of the entire pressure to which the
whole mass of blood is subjected in the vascular system, and which
at the point of the incision in the vessel meets with no resistance. In
the closed vessels, on the contrary, no portion of blood can be moved
forwards but by impelling on the whole mass, -and by overcoming the

resistance arising from friction in the smaller vessels. With respect

to the time in which the circulation of a single portion of blood is

completed, the following results have been deduced by Hering from
eighteen experiments on horses. The time required for the passage of

a solution of ferrocyanate of potash of different strengths, which is

mixed with the blood, from one jugular vein (through the right side

of the heart, the pulmonary circulation, the left cavities of the heart,

and the general circulation) to the jugular vein of the opposite side,

varies from twenty to twenty-five or thirty seconds ; from the jugular
vein to the great saphena it is only twenty seconds, from the jugular
vein to the masseteric artery between fifteen and thirty seconds, to

the facial artery in one experiment between ten and fifteen seconds,
in another experiment between twenty and twenty-five seconds; in

its passage from the jugular vein to the metatarsal artery it occupied
between twenty and thirty seconds, and in one instance more than
forty seconds. The result was nearly the same whatever was the rate

of the heart's action. These results do not, however, accord with the

estimate of the time occupied by the circulation, which is deduced
from the quantities of blood generally supposed to be contained in

the body, and from the quantity which can be advanced at each beat

of the heart. According to Wrisberg, a woman lost by a fatal flooding

twenty-six pounds of blood, and in the beheading of a full-blooded

woman twenty-four pounds of blood were collected. If we suppose
two ounces of blood to be impelled forward at every beat of the heart
it would require one hundred and sixty beats for the circulation of
twenty pounds ; and for the circulation of ten pounds of blood, which
Herbst* calculates to be the quantity of blood contained in the human
body, eighty beats of the heart would be required. It may, therefore
be admitted with more certainty that the circulation of the blood in

man is completed in from eighty to two hundred and fourteen beats of
the heart, or in from one to two minutes.f

The time in which the blood performs its course from one side of the

heart to the other, varies much according to the organ it has to tra-

verse. The blood which circulates from the left ventricle, through the

coronary vessels to the right side of the heart, requires a very far

shorter time for the completion of its course than the blood which flows

from the left side of the heart to the feet, and back again to the right

side of the heart; so that the circulation from the left to the right

* De sanguin. quanxit. Gottingen, 1822.

t See Burdach's Physiologie, iv. p. 101 to 253.
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cavities of the heart forms a number of arches, varying in size ad infi-

nitum^ the smallest of these arches being formed by the circulation

through the coronary or nutritious vessels of the heart itself. The
course of the blood from the right side of the heart, through the lungs,
to the left, is shorter than most of the arches described by the systemic
circulation, and in it the blood flows, cceteris paribus, much quicker than
m most of the vessels which belong to the aortic circulation. Although
the quantity of blood contained in the greater circulation of the body,
°n account of its greater extent, is very far greater than the quantity
within the lesser circulation, yet at any imaginary spot of the pulmonary
artery, in a certain space of time, just as much blood passes as at any
^agined point in the aorta ; for, although in the capillaries the circula-

tion is subject to great variation, in the main trunks of the closed circuit

no more blood can leave one point than finds place at another point. If,

therefore, we suppose the capillary vessels between arteries and veins to

be equally large in the lungs and the rest of the body, a far greater num-
ber of them must be included in the same space in the lungs than in

other parts of the body. This is found by observation to be the case, for

m the lungs of frogs the interspaces between the capillaries are scarcely
larger, in man even smaller perhaps, than the diameter of the capillary

Wedemeyer,vessels themselves* This

Marshall Hall, Prevost and Dumas, Weber (in the human subject)

more recently by myself.

Lastly, it is to be remarked, that the rapidity of the motion of the
blood in the small branches must necessarily be less than in the trunks
generally, if, as seems to be the case, the aggregate area of the branches
of a stem is larger than the area of the stem itself, although this must
not be regarded as strictly proved. If, however, we imagine all the small

vessels of any single organ united into one trunk, and the blood to flow
in a circular course from the artery into this trunk, and thence through
the vein into the artery again, thus forming a closed circle, although the
movement of the single particles of the blood will be more rapid in those
parts of the circle where the tube is narrow, and slower, where the tube
is wider, still within a given time the same volume of blood must pass
each and every point of the circle.

* *

CHAPTER III.

OF THE HEART CONSIDERED AS THE CAUSE OF THE CIRCULATION OF THE
BLOOD.

The heart, like other muscular organs, contracts when irritated me-
chanically, or by galvanism. Soemmering, Behrends, and Bichdt denied

the influence of galvanism on the heart, but I have frequently repeated

Humboldt's and Fowler's experiments, and have obtained the same re-

sults as they did. In both frogs and dogs, in which the heart had ceased
to act, I have re- excited its contractions by means of a single pair of

* See page 170«
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plates, or a weak galvanic pile. But the heart, with most other organs
which are endued with involuntary motion only, such as the intestinal
canal, is distinguished from voluntary muscles, by the irritation exciting
in it not a single contraction, but a succession of periodic contractions.
The heart being thus, like all muscles, excited to action by a stimulus,

it is very natural to conclude that the blood contained in its cavities sup-
plies the stimulus during life ; and this supposition is strengthened by
the circumstance of the heart's action becoming more feeble in propor-
tion as the quantity of blood it contains is diminished.

To explain why the contractions are rhythmic, it has been said that

the same act—the systole—by which the heart expels its stimulus— the

blood—in one direction, causes its cavities to be again filled with blood

from the veins. In the same way the alternation of the contractions of
the auricles and ventricles may be explained, since the one cavity by its

contraction gives rise to the filling of the other. But however neces-
sary a certain quantity of blood and a certain distension of the cavities

of the heart may be for the preservation of its action, and however cer-

tain the effect of every mechanical dilatation of the heart from within
may be in exciting its contraction, yet the stimulus of the blood in its

cavities cannot be the primary cause of the contractions of the heart

for the heart still continues to contract, though feebly, when emptied of

its blood. The regular succession of the heart's contractions may be
explained in another way. The heart, at each systole, expels the blood
from its nutritive vessels, which, when the contraction ceases, are again

re-filled by the agency of the elastic coats of the arteries, which exert
i

a constant pressure on the blood contained in them. The re-filling of

the minute vessels of the heart with blood during each diastole may be
supposed to become the cause of a fresh contraction. This hypothesis,

however, is refuted by the same fact as the former ; for the heart, parti-

cularly that of amphibia and fishes, continues to contract regularly—the
auricle and ventricle in the same succession—when it is removed from
the body and emptied of its blood; in amphibia, indeed, the action con-
tinues for hours. This might, however, be explained by attributing it

to the stimulus of the atmosphere, which, although its action is con-
stant, may nevertheless excite periodic contractions.* But the action

continues in a vacuum, and an external cause like the air does not ex-
plain the regular succession of the ventricular contractions after those

of the auricles. The cause, then, must be in some way connected with
the organisation of the heart, and with the constant mutual action which
is going on between the blood in the capillaries, or the cardiac nerves,

with the texture of the heart; and whether the cause be constant in

its action or periodic, the rhythmic contractions of the heart are equally
explicable. The nature of the cause, however, cannot be determined in
the present state of our knowledge.

* In accordance with the law of excitability stated at page 57.

\
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, - * — When the chemi-
cal changes effected in the blood in the lungs are interrupted,—whether
jt be from the respiratory movements being checked, in consequence of
esion of the nerves on which they depend,_whether it be from mecha-
nical impediments to the movements, or from the inhalation of irrespira-
ble gases,—the vital action of all the organs of the body is depressed,
and, in the higher animals, is indeed soon annihilated. It is true, the
Wood no longer arterialised, continues for a time, as Bichat and Emmert
nave shown,* to move in the arteries ; and the heart, after the apparent
death of the body, generally continues to beat slowly and feebly even in
warm-blooded animals during more than half an hour ; nevertheless, in-
terruption of respiration enfeebles its action to such a degree, that the
circulation very soon ceases ; while, on the other hand, if, (after the xz-
spiratory movements have been interrupted by injuries of the encepha-
°n, but particularly of the medulla oblongata, or by poisoning,) artificial

respxration be performed, the circulation may be maintained for a much
"~ger period, whatever be the animal on which the experiment is insti-

In a dog beheaded after tying the cervical vessels, and in which
artificial respiration was kept up, Brodie saw the heart continue to beat
0r two hours and a half, in which space of time there were thirty-five
pulsations

; and, in another dog, an hour and a half, during which period

Ion

tuted.

there
t

on the heart's action seems to be greater than that of the nervous sys-
tem. In cold-blooded animals, however, this influence of the respiration,
or of arterialised blood, on the heart is much less evident; for frogs
the lungs of which I had tied and removed, have lived thirty hours
afterwards, the action of the heart still continuing; while, after de-
struction of the brain and spinal marrow in these animals, the action of
the heart ceases much sooner, namely, in six hours : consequently, either
the function of respiration in frogs can, after removal of the lungs, be
supplied by the skin, or the brain and spinal marrow are in these ani-
mals much more necessary to the maintenance of the heart's action than
respiration. The latter is most probably the more correct explanation,
for when they can breathe neither by the lungs nor by the skin, namely,
when they are immersed in pure hydrogen, frogs live more than twelve
hours, as I have myself witnessed. The final suspension of the heart's
action, in cases where respiration is suspended, may indeed depend
chiefly on the change which ensues in the nervous system when it no
longer receives red blood.

The disturbance of the circulation, after interruption of the respira-

tion in the higher animals, is certainly not produced by the collapse of
the lungs ; for, although these organs in the collapsed state might offer

some impediment to the passage of the blood, the motion of the blood
* Reil's Archiv. v. p. 401. f Rett's Archiv. xii. p. 140.

j
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in the arteries, as Bichat and Emmert showed, continues in such cases

for a certain time undisturbed.

Dr. Goodwin attributed the depression of the circulatory powers, after

interruption of the respiration in the higher animals, to the circum-

stance of the left ventricle ceasing to receive arterial blood, and supposed

that the influence of this kind of blood was indispensably necessary to

the action of the left side of the heart. To this Bichat replied, that in

animals of which the respiration is suspended, the dark blood coming
from the lungs to the heart does not cause the immediate cessation of the

contractions* This and other arguments adduced by Bichat* are not

conclusive. It is not, however, at all probable that each side of the

heart has a specific irritability for different kinds of blood; for in the

foetus, in which the auricles communicate by the foramen ovale, and in

which there is no pulmonary respiration, but only some peculiar change

effected in the blood in its passage through the placenta, both sides of

the heart receive the same kind of blood. If the immediate action of

bright red blood on the heart is really necessary to the maintenance of

its action, Bichat's explanation is much the more probable. He sup-

poses that interruption of the respiration deprives the heart of its irri-

tability, by preventing the supply of arterialised blood to the muscular

fibres by the coronary arteries, which now carry dark venous blood.

But although it appears certain that arterial blood does exert an influence

on the heart's action, yet the relative degree in which this influence and

that of the nerves are necessary cannot be estimated, for all disturbances

of the respiration produce corresponding disturbance in the action of

the nervous system.

2. Influence of the nerves on the heart's action.—The influence of the

passions, and other affections of the nervous system, on the heart's action,

is matter of constant observation. All sudden passions at first disturb

and then accelerate its action ; the contractions being much more vigorous

and frequent under the influence of the exciting passions, while they are

rendered feeble, at the same time that they are accelerated by the de-

pressing passions.

Nevertheless, some persons have denied the dependence of the heart

on nervous influence. Thus Haller denied it, because the heart conti-

nues to contract when removed from the body, and because irritation of

the cardiac nerves does not produce those convulsive actions which irri-

tation of the nerves of other muscles gives rise to.

The first researches on this subject are those of Soemmering and

Behrends on the cardiac nerves, in 1792, which tended to prove that the

substance of the heart receives no nerves, and that all the fibres of the

cardiac nerves in the heart are distributed to the coats of the cardiac

vessels. This seemed to confirm Haller's doctrine of the contractility of

the muscles, namely, that this power is inherent in the muscles them-

* Rech. sur la vie et la mort.

i
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selves, and not dependent on the influence of the nerves, and that the
nerves excite contractions in the muscles in the same way as external
stimuli, whether mechanical, electrical, or chemical ; and it would follow,
tnat the heart not being endowed with the nervous stimulus, is stimu-
lated to motion by the blood itself. The experiments of Soemmering and
ehrends, to show that galvanism produces no contraction of the heart,

while it has this effect in all muscles provided with nerves, seemed to
confirm this view still more strongly.

But Scarpa has demonstrated that the cardiac nerves are really dis-
puted in great abundance to the muscular substance of the heart,
umboldt, Pfaff, Fowler, and Wedemeyer have succeeded in producing

contractions of the heart by means of galvanism ; and I have repeated
their experiments with success in frogs as well as in mammalia. Hum-
oldt* states that by galvanising the cardiac nerves he has produced

contractions of the heart. The nerves may, as Burdach rightly remarks,
act as moist conductors when one wire of the battery is applied to them,'

e other to the heart
; Burdach,f however, actually saw the contrac-ts of the heart of a dead rabbit become stronger when he applied

oth wires of the pile to the cervical portion of the sympathetic nerves,
°r to the inferior cervical ganglion. Such experiments on the motor
Power of the nerves are not conclusive unless the wires are applied to
ie nerves alone, and unless the galvanic action is very weak. Strong dis-

c larges may be transmitted through nerves acting as moist conductors
merely, even to the heart itself. For this reason the experiments of
Burdach, in which he re-accelerated the action of the heart of a dead
rabbit, after it had begun to fail, by touching the sympathetic nerves
with caustic potash or ammonia, are the more interesting ; and particu-
larly so, since, in a dead rabbit, painful impressions can no longer have
any effect in changing the action of the heart. I did not, however, my-
self succeed in obtaining the same result in repeating this experiment
A he experiments which Brachet+ and others have instituted on livino-
animals, for the purpose of determining the irritability of the nerves°
are of no value with regard to the heart, the heart's action being so much
affected by painful impressions.

Another phenomenon which distinguishes the heart from other
muscles is the persistence of its rhythmic contractions in their regular
order in the different cavities, even when removed from the body and
emptied of its blood. This cannot be explained otherwise than by
supposing the heart under these circumstances to retain with its nerves
some specific nervous influence. The influence of the nerves, therefore
seems to be the cause of its contractions ; and this seems to be con-
firmed by the great effect which irritations of the brain and spinal

* Ueber die gereizte Muskel- und Nervenfaser, i. 342.

$ Recherches sur le systeme ganglionaire.

t Physiol, iv. 464.
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marrow, and passions of the mind, have in modifying the action of
the heart. If it were possible to destroy the vital function of the
nerves, without at the same time depriving the muscles of their power of
contraction, this question might be set at rest ; but unfortunately the
narcotic agents, which, when applied to the nerves, take from them
their property of exciting—when irritated—contractions in the muscles
to which they are distributed, render the muscles incapable of exercising

their contractile power when the nerves are irritated. Opium applied

to the heart of a frog soon puts a stop to its motion ; when I em-
ployed the watery solution of opium which Humboldt used, I did

not succeed. Although the dependence of the heart's action on nervous

influence cannot be demonstrated in this manner, it is nevertheless

evident that the nerves have a great share in its action, from the

sudden disturbance and cessation of the rhythmic movements when
the whole spinal marrow is suddenly destroyed.

Influence of action.—The
inquiry respecting the part of the nervous system from whence this

influence on the heart is derived, whether immediately from the cardiac
nerves and sympathetic system, or through the medium of these from
the spinal marrow and brain, was originated by Bichat. Before
entering into this inquiry, it will be necessary to give a sketch of

the principal divisions of the nervous system. The functions of the

two systems of nerves were more exactly defined by Bichat. The
nerves arising from the brain and spinal marrow have for the most
part the power of exciting voluntary motion in the muscles to which
they are distributed, but lose this power when their connection with

the nervous centres is cut off; and the nerves arising from the spinal

marrow are also deprived of the power of communicating volition when
their connection with the brain is interrupted by injury of the spinal

marrow. Nevertheless one of these nerves- thus cut off from its source
of volition—the nervous centres,—still retains for a time the power of
exciting involuntary contractions of muscles when it is irritated me-
chanically or by galvanism.

The parts to which the branches of the sympathetic nerve are dis-

tributed, for example, the heart, intestines, and uterus, are endowed by
them with involuntary motion only. The sympathetic nerve is connected
with the brain and spinal marrow indirectly only, through the medium
of the cerebro-spinal nerves. Bichat called the cerebro- spinal nerves

"the nerves of animal life," the sympathetic nerves he styled the
" nerves of organic life," and ascribed to the latter a certain independ-

ence of the brain and spinal marrow, regarding the ganglia and plexuses

as their nervous centres. Recently a discovery has been made, which
in the history of physiology ranks second only to the discovery of the
circulation of the blood; it is, that the nerves which arise by an anterior

\
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r

and posterior root from the spinal cord derive their power of exciting con-
i

tractions in the muscles from the anterior root, and their power of sensa-
m

tion from the posterior root. This discovery is due to Bell. I have

since proved that mechanical and galvanic stimuli applied to the posterior

root have no power of exciting contraction in the muscles to which the

spinal nerves are distributed.* Scarpa t not long since endeavoured to

show that the connection of the sympathetic nerve in the chest with the

commencement of the spinal nerves impl cates the posterior roots only of

the latter nerves, and not their anterior roots ; and consequently that

the sympathetic nerve can neither be intended to communicate motor

power to the heart from the spinal marrow, nor possess motor power

itself. The researches of Wutzer and myself, as well as those of

Retzius and Meyer, have shown, however, that Scarpa is incorrect,

and that the rami communicantes inter nervum sympatheticum et nervos

spinales receive their fibres from the anterior motor, as well as from

the posterior sensitive roots of the spinal nerves^ The principal ex-

periments made with a view to elucidate the influence of the spinal

cord and brain on the motions of the heart are those of Legallois,

Philip, Treviranus, Nasse, Wedemeyer, Clift, and Flourens.

The new facts brought forward by Legallois § to prove that the cause

of the heart's action resides in the spinal cord alone, may be reduced

to the following heads : When the cervical portion of the spinal cord

and medulla oblongata of an animal is destroyed, respiration ceases on

account of the destruction of that part of the nervous centres from

which the respiratory nerves arise ; the action of the heart still con-

tinues, though too feebly to maintain the circulation, and the strength

of the heart's contractions necessary for this purpose cannot be re-

excited by artificial respiration. If the spinal cord is destroyed in

successive portions at distinct intervals, the heart's action is supported

longer than if it were suddenly destroyed. The circulation of the

blood is also interrupted by the destruction of the inferior part of the

spinal cord by thrusting a wire up the canal. In this case also it

not restored by artificial respiration. From these experiments

Legallois concluded that the nervous power of the heart was derived

from the spinal cord, and not from any particular portion of it, but

from the whole cord. Legallois then reasoned that if this was true,

after destruction of a part of the spinal marrow, the nervous influence

°f the uninjured part would no longer be sufficient to enable the

heart to put in motion the whole mass of the blood, but that it would

is

* See Book iii

.

+ Scarpa, De gangliis nervorum, deque origine et essentia nerv. intercostalis

;

H. Weber. Annal. univers. d. medicina. Magg. e. Giugn, 1831.

t See Meckel's Archiv. 1831, i. p. 85 u. 260.

§ Exp. sur le principe de la vie. Paris, 1812.
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194 CAUSE OF THE HEART'S ACTION.

certainly be sufficient, if artificial breathing was kept up, to force the
blood through a part of the vascular system. Thus Legallois came
to the conclusion that if, after partial destruction of the spinal marrow,
the course of the blood through the vascular system was limited by
tying certain vessels, the circulation would still be maintained in the
course thus circumscribed; and that by placing the ligature nearer
the heart, so as to diminish still more the extent of the circulation,
a still larger part of the spinal cord might be destroyed without the
circulation being interrupted. Legallois tied the aorta in rabbits in the
lumbar region, and destroyed the lumbar portion of the spinal cord.
In other cases, after decapitating the animal, he tied the carotids and
jugular veins, and then destroyed the cervical portion of the cord, keeping
up artificial respiration ; and in still more barbarous experiments he re-
moved the entire posterior half of the body after tying the great vessels.
In all these cases the circulation between the heart and the ligatures was
carried on for a longer or shorter time, and in many cases, according to
Legallois' account, for more than three quarters of an hour.
The inference which Legallois deduced from his experiments was,

that the sympathetic is not an independent nerve ; that it is not merely
connected with the spinal cord, but that it arises from it, and that it is
the peculiar character of this nerve to place all parts to which it is dis-
tributed under the motor influence of the whole spinal cord. The com-
mittee appointed to examine Legallois' statement believed that these ex-
periments solved all the difficulties which had before existed respecting
the motion of the heart,—for instance, the influence of the passions on
the heart, its independence of the will, and the persistence of the circu-
lation up to the time of birth in anencephalous or acephalous monsters.

'" * Philip,* however, has shown that the experiments of
Legallois have not explained the whole relation between the brain,
spinal cord, and sympathetic nerves. When an animal is deprived
of voluntary motion and sensation by a blow on the occiput, respi-
ration ceases, but the heart's action still continues, and may be sup-
ported for a long time by keeping up artificial respiration. If the
spinal cord and brain are now wholly removed by the knife, the
heart nevertheless still continues to beat, though feebly ; and 'even
when the spinal marrow and brain are destroyed by a hot wire, the
heart's action generally continues. Hence
conclusion the very opposite of that of Legalloi^-namdy" that "the
heart's action is essentially independent of the brain and spinal mar-
row

;
although, as his experiments seem to show, the influence of both

brain and spinal marrow has a great share in the sympathetic affec-
tions of the sympathetic nerve and heart.

Dr. Philip, having laid bare the spinal marrow and brain, and dropped

Wilson

Wilson

* Inquiry into the laws of the vital functions.
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some alcohol upon them, the motion of the heart was increased ; and in

the most marked degree when the spirit was applied to the cervical

portion of the spinal marrow, most feebly when it was applied to the

lumbar portion. Opium and decoction of tobacco had the same effect.

The stimulant effect of the opium and tobacco was evidenced before the

narcotic influence; the motions, from being accelerated, gradually became

slower. These stimulants still exerted their influence through the me-

dium of the brain and spinal cord on the viscera when their application

0* this manner had ceased to have any effect on the voluntary muscles.

Dr. Marshall Hall however states, that in his experiments neither opium

nor alcohol produced acceleration of the circulation; and that poisoning

with opium, at the same time that it produced tetanus, put a stop to the

circulation. Wilson
of its nerves stands in relation with all parts of the brain and spinal

marrow,—while individual voluntary motions are connected only with

individual parts of the brain and spinal cord. Wilson Philip has also

observed that the influence which destruction of the brain and spinal

cord exerts upon the sympathetic nerve, and the viscera to which it is

distributed, depends very much on the mode in which the operation is

performed. If the brain is destroyed by cutting out single parts, if the

whole brain is removed, or if the spinal cord is slowly destroyed by a

hot stilet, the heart continues to beat for a long time, although more

feebly than natural ; but if the destruction is performed quickly, and

as it were by crushing, the action of the heart is immediately stopped.

Thus, when the brain of a living frog was crushed by the blow of a

hammer, the heart immediately performed a few quick and feeble con-

tractions, and then lay quite motionless for half a minute, and its action

then returned, but feebly. The spinal marrow was now quickly destroyed

with violence, and the motion was again interrupted for a time ; the

contractile power however was gradually recovered. Clift saw the heart

of a carp continue to beat eleven hours after destruction of the spinal

cord.

The conclusion that Flourens deduced from his experiments on fishes

is, that the action of the heart depends solely on the respiration, and that

it ceases when the respiratory movements are put an end to by injury of

the portion of the nervous centre on which these motions depend
;
and

that in fishes, the respiratory movements of which depend on the me-

dulla oblongata only, respiration, and consequently the circulation, con-

tinues after injury of the spinal cord- Dr\

seen the circulation in fishes endure for a very long time after destruc-

tion of the medulla oblongata. He nevertheless allows that the heart is

in some measure dependent on the spinal cord and brain.f

* Essay on the circulation.

tOn this subject consult Treviranus, Biol. iv. 644. Clift, Phil. Trans. 1815,

o 2

Marshall
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196 CAUSE OF THE HEART'S ACTION.

If the experiments of Legallois, Philip, and others, are taken into con-
sideration, together with the facts already known, namely, that the heart
when removed from the body still continues to beat for a long time, par.
ticularly the heart of reptiles, amphibia, and fishes ; that depressing affec-
tions of the nervous system weaken the force of the heart's action ; and
that, with nervous fainting, feebleness of the circulation is combined

;

the following results may be deduced from them :—1. That the brain
and spinal marrow have a great influence on the motion of the heart

;

that its movements may, through their agency, be accelerated or re-
tarded, depressed or invigorated. 2. That the heart's action, however,
still continues for a certain time after simple removal of the spinal cord
and brain from the body. Flourens observed that pulsation of the ca-
rotids continues for more than an hour in rabbits under these circum-
stances, artificial respiration being kept up. That the heart's motions,
however, are much feebler, and the circulation is not maintained perfectly,
for any long period. 3. That even when the heart is cut from the body,
and consequently separated from the greatest part of the sympathetic
nerve, its contractions still continue for a short space of time.
The heart is not so much dependent on the influence of the brain and

spinal marrow that the removal of these organs immediately annihilates
its power of motion. The cardiac nerves, under such circumstances, still

retain a portion of the motor influence, and even the small part of these
nerves which can be contained in a heart cut from the body still retains
sufficient nervous power to enable the organ to continue its motions for
a short time. But the brain and spinal marrow must nevertheless be
regarded as a principal source of the nervous influence; for their de-
struction enfeebles the heart's action to such a degree, that, although it

is continued for a considerable time, its force is not sufficient to keep up
the circulation. The only mode of ascertaining the degree in which the
heart is subject to this influence is that adopted by Nasse. He mea-
sured the height of a stream of blood which issued from a divided artery
in the normal state, then destroyed the spinal cord or single parts of it,
and now found that the height of the stream of blood had in a few minutes
diminished, and in a degree proportioned to the injury.

The sympathetic nerve, however, is certainly not dependent on the
brain and spinal marrow in the same degree as the cerebrospinal nerves
This is evident from the single fact, that in fishes the contractions of the'
heart continue for the space of half a day after destruction of the brain
and spinal marrow.

Wedemeyer, Physiol. Untersuch. iiber das Nervensystem und die Respiration, Han-
nov. 1817. Nasse, in Horn's Archiv. 1817, 189. Flourens, Versuche iiber die
Eigenschaften und Verrichtungen des Nervensystems ; Leipz. 1824. Nasse, Untersuch
zur Lebensnaturlehre

;
Halle, 1818; which contains an elaborate review of the expe-

riments of Legallois and a luminous statement of the whole subject. See also Lund"
Physiol. Resultate der Vivisect, neuerer Zeit. Kopenh. 1825, 162.

'
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Circulation in acephalous monsters.—In monsters in which brain and
spinal cord are wanting, the circulation seems to be still more indepen-

dent of the nervous centres, but the anatomy of these monsters is not

at present known with sufficient accuracy for any conclusion with regard
to the present question to be drawn from them. In hemicephalous mon-
sters the brain has mostly been destroyed by hydrocephalus, and the

same disease may also destroy the spinal marrow.

In acephalous monsters the heart also is generally, but not always

absent; and the vascular system consists generally onty of two systems
°f vessels connected, not by their trunks, but only by their capillaries,

the umbilical vessels being branches of these trunks.* Winslow's case

is the only one in which the umbilical vein was continuous with the ar-

terial trunk, resembling that condition of the embryo in which the heart

is merely the part at which the venous trunk makes a bend and is con-

tinuous with the arterial. It cannot be admitted that in the acephalous

monsters without heart there had been no circulation. One point of

the arterial stem may have had contractile power, and have thus supplied

the place of the heart, which in the embryo at its earliest period had the

form of a vessel. If a circulation really did exist, it could continue

any length of time ; and indeed since, in some of these cases, the

spinal cord also was deficient, these monsters seem to prove that the

circulation of the blood in their double system of vessels can be carried

on without the aid of the brain and spinal cord, and consequently that

the contractile parts of viscera, which are supplied by the sympathetic

nerve, may be completely independent of the brain and spinal cord.

Brachetf has collected all the accounts of acephalous monsters in which

the spinal marrow also was deficient.^ The case mentioned by Ruysch,§

in which an inferior extremity was connected with the placenta of a well-
*

formed foetus, is particularly remarkable. Emmert
||
has described a pro-

duct of conception which consisted almost entirely of an extremity hung

to an umbilical cord, and contained vessels, arteries, and veins, and a

short stump of spinal marrow.^ There is no difficulty in explaining the

circulation of the monster without heart and spinal marrow, in which its

vessels are merely branches of the vessels of the umbilical cord of another

foetus, as was the case in the monster described by Rudolphi,** which

consisted of a head only, and in the case which I observed myself of a

head which was connected by arteries and veins with the umbilical vessels

°f a completely formed child.ff See also the case of the rudimentary

Tiedemann, Anat. d. Kopflos. Missgeburt ; Lanshut, 1813. f lj0C- cit*

t See also Meckel, Pathol. Anat. i. Elben, De acephalis j Berol. 1821.

§ Thesaur. Anat. ix. p. 17- tab. i. fig. 2. ||
Meek. Archiv. vi.

IT A similar case is described by Hayn, Monstri unicum pedem referentis descrip-

tio anatomica. Berol. 1824.
** Abhandl. d, Akad. zu Berlin, 1816. ft M tiller's Archiv. 1834, 179.
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Ackermann

monster, of which Gurlt* has given a representation. Rudolphi, to
explain the circulation in other monsters without heart, says that the
blood of the mother passes to the foetus through the umbilical vein,
which is distributed through it like an artery, and that the arteries of
the fcetus bring back the blood to the umbilicus and placenta.t This
explanation, however, is very inconsiderate, for the vessels of the fcetus
or placenta do not really communicate with those of the mother.

Influence of the sympathetic nerve on the hearts action,

strangely asserted, without any grounds, that the sympathetic nerves of
the fcetus is first formed. The very meritorious Rolando has also de-
served censure in declaring the first traces of the vertebrse, at the side
of the spinal cord in birds, to be ganglia of the sympathetic nerve.
Not only brain and spinal cord, but all the organs in their state of vital

action, and consequently the whole system, react upon the sympathetic
nerve through the medium of the nervous fibrils accompanying the blood-
vessels, and excite its peculiar motor power. The constant source of
the heart's contractility is, therefore, primo loco the motor power of the
sympathetic nerve. But the maintenance of this power, and its excite-
ment, is dependent not only on the brain and spinal cord, but probably on
the vital stimulus transmitted by all the organs of the body through the
medium of the nerves accompanying the vessels to the central portions
of the sympathetic. Hence it is that a local disease is able to excite
general feeling of illness in the whole body, and a very violent local dis-
ease can affect the heart's action and the pulse.
The modifications which the minute radicles of the sympathetic in any

part undergo from violent local disease, and the reaction of these modi-
fications on the central parts of the sympathetic system,—the cardiac
nerves and the plexuses,—as well as on the brain and spinal cord, seem
to have a main share in the phenomena which we call fever.
No observations have at present been made on the influence of parti-

cular portions, or regions of the sympathetic nerve, on the action of the
The only facts bearing on this point are those ascertained by

Pommer,! who found in fifteen experiments that the division of the sym
pathetic in the neck had generally no important consequences. Several
cerebral nerves being intimately connected with the sympathetic nerve
and the nervus vagus in particular having an essential share in the com-
position of the cardiac plexus, it would be very desirable to know, also,
what influence these nerves exert on the heart's action. Emmert ob-
served that division of the nervus vagus produces but very slight distur-
bance in the circulation

; and Bichat and Legallois with justice remark,
that the effects produced, which are by no means considerable, on the

* Pathol. Anat. 2 Bd. tab. 16, fig. 1—4.

heart.

W Wissensch. i. 226.

t Beitrage zur Natur-und Heilkunde : Heilbronn, 1831.
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OF THE ARTERIAL PULSE. 199

heart's beat, cannot with certainty be ascribed to the division of the

nerve, since the mere pain and fear produced by the operation might

give rise to them.

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTS OF THE VASCULAR SYSTEM.
i

Of the Arteries.

The middle coat of arteries is composed of flat fibres and bundles of

fibres, which surround the vessel in a circular direction, are not muscular

in their nature, and do not exist in veins. It is to these fibres that the

arteries owe their great elasticity, or the property of contracting to their

original diameter after being distended. Their elasticity is a physical

property, and is preserved for a considerable period after death,—in fact,

until decomposition ensues. It is by virtue of the same fibrous coat

that arteries, even when empty, do not collapse, but remain of a cylin-

drical form, and that they are enabled to adapt themselves to very dif-

ferent degrees of fulness.

Cause of the pulse.—'By each contraction of the ventricle afresh por-

tion of blood is propelled into the aorta, and the rapidity and force of the

circulation in the arteries is increased. The periodic acceleration of the

motion of the blood in the arteries thus produced was proved by Dr.

Hales : having introduced a tube into an artery, he observed that the

blood rose one inch, or even several inches, in the tube at every beat of

the heart. The blood not being able to escape from the arteries as quickly

as it is forced into them by the ventricle, on account of the resistance it

experiences in the capillaries, necessarily exerts a pressure on the elastic

coats, and thus gives rise to what is called the pulse. The pulse being

dependent on the contraction of the ventricle, is, in general, synchronous

with it. In consequence of the pressure exerted by the blood, the coats

of the arteries become extended at each systole of the heart, while,

during the diastole, they recover their former state by virtue of their

elasticity. The extension of their coats takes place both in length and

ln the direction of their diameter, but the elongation is by far the most

considerable. A necessary consequence of their elongation is, that they

change their position and become curved ; but they straighten themselves

and recover their original situation when the ventricular contraction has

ceased. Rudolphi, Laennec, Arthaud, Parry, and Doellinger, denied

that the arteries undergo any dilatation. We have, on the other hand,

Walther, Tiedemann, Meckel

Ma Wedemej
of the pulmonary artery in the lung of the frog the dilatation, as well as

the incurvation of the vessel, can be seen with the greatest distinctness.

I have also witnessed it in the abdominal aorta of the frog, and once

r
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quite satisfactorily in the aorta of the rabbit. The dilatation must, how-
ever, be less considerable than the elongation, for it is not always observed
with distinctness.* Poiseuille,t indeed, has measured the degree of this

dilatation of the arteries. His experiment was ingenious ; he laid bare
the common carotid of a living horse for the space of three decimeters, or
about twelve inches, and passed beneath it a tube of white metal, open
at one side, which he afterwards closed by means of a narrower portion,
so as to complete the tube ; he then stopped the ends with wax and fat,

and filled the interior of the tube around the artery with water, by means
of a glass tube which was connected with the metallic tube. At every
pulsation the water rose 70 millimeters J in the glass tube, whose dia-

meter was 3 millimeters, and fell again the same distance during each
pause. The included portion of artery measured in length 235 milli-

meters, and contained the space of 2,106 millimeters square; now, since

at every beat of the heart it increased 3x70=210 millimeters square
in calibre, it follows that it was dilated about JT of its capacity.

The pulse in different arteries.—It was asserted by Bichat, and is com-
monly admitted, that the pulse is synchronous in all the arteries of the
body, whatever their distance from the heart.

Weitbrecht, Liscovius, and E. H. Weber § have shown, however that

this is not the case. The pulsation of the arteries near the heart is syn-

chronous with the contraction of the ventricle. But at a greater dis-

tance from the heart the arterial pulse ceases to be perfectly synchronous

with the heart's impulse, the interval varying, according to Weber, from
one-sixth to one-seventh of a second. Thus the pulse of the radial

artery even is somewhat later than that of the common carotid. The
pulse of the facial, at about the same distance from the heart, is isochro-

nous with the pulse in the axillary artery ; while the pulse is felt some-
what later in the metatarsal artery on the dorsum of the foot, than
in the facial artery and common carotid. Weber

|| has explained
the cause of this difference. If the blood circulated in perfectly solid

tubes, whose walls admitted of no extension, the impulse of the blood
driven by the ventricle into the arteries, would be communicated even to

the end of the column of blood, with the same rapidity with which sound
is propagated through this fluid,—much quicker, namely, than in atmo-
spheric air

;
the pressure of the blood would be transmitted to the finest

extremities of the arteries, with no perceptible loss of time. But, in

consequence of the arteries admitting of some extension, particularly in

length, the impulse given to the blood by the heart distends first merely

* See the Observations of E. H. Weber, Hildebrandt's Anat. t. iii. p. 67

t Magendie's Journal, t. ix. p. 44.

[A millimeter equals 03937 of an English inch.]+

§ In the Treatise De pulsu non in omnibus arteriis plane synchronico.

j|
Adnotat. Anatom,
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the arteries nearest to the heart. These, by their elasticity, again con-
tract, and thus cause the distension of the next portion of the arterial
system, which also, in its turn, by contracting, forces the blood into the
next portions, and so on ; so that a certain interval of time, although
a very short one, elapses before this undulation, resulting from the suc-
cessive compression of the blood, and the dilatation and contraction of
the arteries, reaches the most distant branches of the arterial system.
Weber compares this action to the propagation of the undulations
that are produced by a stone thrown into a lake ; in which case, like-
wise, the undulations are not transmitted with the rapidity of sound.
The rapidity of the transmission of undulations in water twenty-three
mche M. Weber
and a half Paris feet in a second. Bichat confounded the motion of
the undulations in a river with the movement of the water itself, and
believed the pulse to be produced, not by the progressive undulations,
but by the impulse communicated at the same moment to all the ar-
terial blood. The motion of undulations always depends on the oscilla-
tions transmitted from the point where the impulse is applied, and never
°n the progressive motion of the fluid itself. The water of an undula-
tion rises and falls, but remains in the same place, while the undulation
and oscillation is propagated onwards in successive portions of water.
Thus it is that very light bodies on the surface of undulations rise and
fall, it is true, but remain in the same spot, while the undulation is pro-

gressive.

For the transmission of the pulse a continuous column of blood is re-
quired

; if the arteries were empty at different points, the transmission
of the pulse, as Weber remarks, would be much slower, or quite inter-

rupted
;
for the parts of the arteries which contain no blood must be

filled by the current of the blood before the impulse could be transmit-
ted onwards, and the velocity with which the blood itself moves is

much less than that with which the impulse is propagated. Hence
Weber explains the fact of the pulse, in an artery affected with aneu-
rysm, not being synchronous with the heart's action, and with the pulse
of other arteries ; for the coagulum in the aneurysmal sac, or spaces in
*t which are not quite filled with blood, may impede the propagation of
the impulse.

*

ial pulse then, we may conclude, is the effect of the oscillations

ilong the coats of the arteries, and in the blood itselffrom the

by the hea/rt.\

The elastic coat performs an important

Th

Motion ofth

Webe
by reacting in the intervals of the heart's action on the blood forced into

* Wellenlehre. Leipsic, 1825, p. 188.

•\ Weber, Adnotat. anatom. et physiol. prolus i.

.
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the arteries at each systole of the ventricles. The blood escapes from a
divided artery in a continuous stream, although this stream is accele-
rated at intervals and the periodic acceleration becomes less perceptiblem proportion as the arteries diminish in size. —
1 * 1

Web.i. ,

—•-" " v,k/wj. i cinai js-s. maim
this respect the vascular system resembles the fire-engine

; in which the
water is made to flow in an uninterrupted stream by the elasticity of the

!!IZ l^ -

VeSSe1
'
Wl"Ch continues t0 act uP°n^ water while the™ f

*~
""'

" The action of the regulator of the bellows
piston remits its pressure.

is the same. By ossification of the arteries this elasticity is Iost,TncTa
disposition to apoplexy, gangrene, &c. is the consequence.

Contraction of arteries in proportion to the volume of their contents—
By virtue of their elasticity, arteries possess the remarkable property of
diminishing their capacity in proportion to the quantity of blood they
contain, and in proportion as it escapes from them when divided • for
this reason, when an artery is divided, the stream of blood which flows
from it becomes gradually smaller. In a horse, which Hunter let bleed
to death he found that the aorta had contracted to the extent of morethan ^th of its diameter

; the iliac artery £th ; the crural artery -ird •

and that arteries of the thickness of the radial in man were comple'tely'
closed f The more forcibly the heart acts, the more are the arteries ex
tended, and the more blood do they contain in proportion to the veinsOn the contrary, when the heart's action is feeble, the coats of the arte'
nes are more able to resist the impulse of the blood ; they become less
d1Stended, and, consequently, contain proportionally less blood than the
veins. This is what takes place just before death, and it is one cause of
the absence of blood in the arteries after death ; they are, in fact, for
the most part, not quite empty, but contain as much blood as they' are
able to admit in their most contracted state. The gradual diminution in
diameter which I, as well as Parry and Tiedemann, have observed arte-
ries which have received no injury. to undergo during the dissection of a
living animal, must be attributed neither to the stimulus of the air nor
generally to the vital contractility of the arteries ; it is a necessary
consequence of the diminished force of the heart's action under such
circumstances. S,UCX1

The artenes are not muscular.- The old writers, and many recent
physiologists, have erroneously regarded the contraction of the arteries
which follows their dilatation as a muscular act, and have looked upon
the fibres of the middle arterial coat as muscular fibres. The fibred of
the elastic coat of arteries are distinguished from muscular fibres by
chemical characters, as Berzelius has pointed out. The muscular sub-
stance is soft and lax, and contains more than ftks of its weight of
water, while the arterial fibre is dry and very elastic : muscular sub-

* Weber, 1. c. De militate parietis elastici arteriarum. Hildebrandt's Anatomie iii
p. 69. t Abernethy Physiol. Lectures, 224
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stance has the same chemical properties as fibrin of the blood, is soluble

in acetic acid, with difficulty soluble in mineral acids, with which it

forms compounds difficult of solution ; while the arterial fibre is insolu-

ble in acetic acid, but readily soluble in mineral acids, and its solution

J s precipitated neither by alkali nor by ferrocyanuret of potassium,

which must happen if it contained fibrin. [Dr. Hodgkin has also ob-

served that the fibres of the middle coat of arteries, when examined
by the microscope, do not present the transverse striae which are seen

on muscular fibres.] Another remarkable difference is, that the pro-

perty of contracting after extension is preserved by the arteries long

after death, for several days even ; and fluid impelled by jerks into the

arteries of a dead animal produces the same phenomena of pulsation

and of subsequent contraction as are observed in the living body.

The different arguments for the existence of the pretended muscular

contractility of arteries, which have been adduced from comparative and

pathological anatomy, are of no weight. The dorsal vessel of insects,

and the principal, though not all the vascular trunks of the annelides,

for instance, the leech,—certainly contract by muscular force. But

these parts are hearts ; for we have already shown that in the lower

animals, as in the embryo, the heart is nothing more than a dilated part

°f the vascular system endued with contractility. The acephalous

monsters, also, in which the heart is almost uniformly absent, have been

adduced in favour of the muscular contractility of arteries ; for in these

beings the circulatory system consists of two sets of vessels connected

at two different points by a capillary system, namely, in the placenta,

and in the organs of the body ; but here the heart is merely reduced to

the simple tubular form. In many cases,, also, the vessels of the ace-

phalous monster are simply branches of the umbilical vessels of a second

perfect embryo.* The bulbus aortae of fishes and amphibia contracts, it

is true, quite distinctly. I have even seen the bulbus aortee of the frog,

when cut away with the aorta, contract as perfectly and distinctly as the

heart itself. But this part is quite different from the aorta ; it belongs

to the heart, and is peculiar to those animals which, during their whole

^fe, or during the first period of it, have a branchial circulation. The
aorta of frogs beyond the bulbus does not possess a trace of contracti-

hty
; and Spallanzani,f who otherwise contends against the muscular

contractility of arteries, is quite wrong when he asserts that the de-

scending aorta of the salamander continues to pulsate when dissected

from the body. Dr.

passing over the great transverse process of the third vertebra in the

frog and toad, which continued to pulsate after the heart had been re-

moved. But in this he was mistaken ; there is in this situation in these

* See page 197 •

t Be' fenomeni della circolazione. Modena, 1773.
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animals a peculiar pulsating lymphatic heart,* which is not, however,
connected with an artery, but with a vein. The oscillating motion of
the blood after tying the aorta of the frog, when the blood alternately
advances and retrogrades for a short distance, but without regularity, is
also no Foof of the muscular contraction of the arteries, although Dr.
Marshall Hall adduces it as such. It is entirely the result of the elasti-
city of the arteries, and of the different mechanical impediments to the
course of the blood. The vena cava of fishes close to the heart possesses

WedemeyerJ
t

both m warm and cold-blooded animals. Their observations are perfect-
ly correct

:
I have seen the termination of the inferior, and both supe-

rior cavae of the frog, and of the pulmonary veins and cava of young
warm-blooded animals, contract regularly ; the venous trunks of the fro-
continue to contract even after the removal of the heart and auricle"
But the rest of the venous system exhibits no trace of contractility
either when under the influence of galvanism or at other times If
Flourens has seen regular contractions of the large veins in the abdomen they evidently must have been produced by the action of the
lymphatic hearts which I have discovered in the frog, and which pump
the lymph into the jugular and ischiadic veins. The caudal heart of the
eel at the extremity of the caudal vein is contractile, but the vein itself
not at all so. The arteries of the thoracic fins of the chimera, accord-
ing to Duvernay, and of the electric ray also, according to Dr. T. Davy
seem likewise to have accessory hearts.

It has been urged as an argument for the muscularity of arteries, that
the pulse in corresponding limbs sometimes differs in strength ; for ex-
ample, in paralysis

:
but here there are other local causes present to ex-

plain this anomaly. In paralysed limbs the mutual vital reaction be-
tween the blood and the solids is diminished ; they are lax and shrivelled
and often less nourished: while, on the contrary, in active congestion'
the increase of the vital processes going on between the blood and the*texture of the parts,-the increased organic affinity,-induces a greater
flow of blood to the part, and a consequently stronger pulse. In inflamed
parts, in which there is accumulation of blood and impeded circulation
through the capillaries, the strength of the pulse is increased IZ
there is no credible authority for the assertion that the pulse eve/differ
in frequency in different parts, and it is inconceivable how writers in
these days can repeat such fables without examining into their accu
racy. The rapid expulsion of the blood when an artery is punctured
between two ligatures is also merely the result of the elasticity of the
coats. Lastly, it has been argued for the muscularity of the arteries
and their active participation in the motion of the blood, that the ean-

* See the section on the Lymph and the Lymphatic Vessels, chapter ii
t Loc. citat. p. 351. t Loc. citat. p. 47.
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grena senilis occurs principally where the arteries are ossified. But
Wedemeyer remarks, that the gangrena senilis sometimes occurs where
the arteries are not ossified, and such a state of the arteries does not
always produce gangrene, so that the gangrena senilis requires other
causes for its production ; and the old error, " cum hoc, ergo propter
hoc" is of no weight.*

Not merely, however, are all these arguments for the muscularity of
arteries without grounds, but there are also counter-arguments to dis-

prove their muscularity. Berzelius justly remarks, that the strongest
galvanic and electric stimuli, which produce contractions in all true mus-
cular structures, excite not the smallest motion in arteries. Nystenf
repeatedly instituted galvanic experiments on the aorta of criminals just

beheaded, but did not perceive the slightest contraction ; nor could h
excite any contractions in the aorta abdominalis of fishes by means of

galvanism. Bichat had previously performed similar experiments with
the same results ; and Wedemeyer also has always failed to produce
contractions in the carotids and thoracic aorta of many animals with a
galvanic pile of fifty pairs of plates. I have myself made frequent ex-
periments, with the aid of galvanism, to determine this question ; and
^either in frogs, with feeble or powerful degrees of the galvanic influence,
nor in mammalia,—for instance, rabbits,—with a pile of from sixty to
eighty pairs of plates, have I been able to produce the slightest trace of

contraction of the arteries. It has been remarked by Bichat and Trevi-
ranus, that the heart also is insusceptible of the stimulus of galvanism;
but Humboldt J observed just the contrary. And PfafF, J. F. Meckel,
and Wedemeyer, have detected this irritability in the heart in a marked
degree. I have myself, with a single pair of plates, excited contractions

not only in a frog's heart which had ceased ^to beat, but have also pro-

duced immediately most brisk contraction in the heart 6f a dog, which
had also ceased to pulsate.

Mechanical irritation has as little effect as galvanism in producing
contraction of the arteries. The application of chemical irritants, such
as mineral acids, and muriate of lime, certainly gives rise to constric-
ts in arteries; but it is by producing a chemical change in their tex-
Ure,—in many cases, by extracting a part ofthe water which they con-
am

;§ so that this contraction by no means tends to prove their muscu-
arity. The irritability of the muscles in mammalia never endures more
an three quarters of an hour after death, while the contraction of the

arteries on the application of chemical substances can be produced after
he expiration of several days ; and other non-muscular parts, such as
"e skin, are also susceptible of it. Zimmerman|| observed contractions

On all this subject consult Wedemeyer, loc. cit.

t Recherches de Physiol, et Pathol, chimiques. Paris, 1811.

X Ueber die gereizte Muskel-und Nervenfaser, 1797. i. 340.

§ See Hildebrandt's Anat. t. iii.

|| De irritabilitate. Gbtt. 1751.

I
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in fat on the application of sulphuric acid. Tiedemann and Gmelin* ob-
served that sulphuric acid caused arteries to contract which had been
preserved a year in spirit. Hot and boiling water, also, as Wedemeyert
remarks, even on the fourth day after death, produces in the human
skin a contraction and curling very similar to muscular contraction ; and
we can with acids cause similar contractions in muscular fibres which
have long lost their irritability, in the peritoneum, and in skin. All this

proves that most animal tissues, without distinction, whether they pos-
sess muscular contractility or not, may, both in a living and in the
dead state, exhibit contractility on the application of chemical irritants,

from the operation of chemical affinities. These contractions, however,
are altogether different from muscular contractions, which can no longer
be induced when the parts have lost their vitality, and are excited not
merely by chemical, but also distinctly and quickly by mechanical irri-

tants, and by galvanism. Dr. Hastii

the contractions produced by chemical agents to be muscular in°their
nature

;
and also when he failed to recognise that the true cause of

the contraction of the arteries, which follows their dilatation or pulse, is

the elasticity of the coats,—the same property which produces
teries injected with fluid by jerks after death, as well as during life, all

the phenomena which are attempted to be explained by a mere'as-

gst

in ar-

sumption

'/ From all these facts it results
that the circulation is in no way dependent on periodic muscular con-
tractions of the arteries ; and that the diminution of diameter of the ar-
teries after their extension by the impulse of the blood forced into them
is an effect of their elasticity only. It had hitherto been doubtful
whether the narrowing of arteries observed in arresting hemorrhage
from them, in exposing them to the air, and in the operation of torsion,

is wholly and solely an effect of elasticity, or whether, in addition to
this, they possess a vital property of gradual, not periodic, contraction

tonus. Webe
believes it to exist also in the trunks of the lymphatics. It had not
however, been actually observed until Schwann made his experiments
by the application of cold water to the mesentery of the frog and rana
bombina. After having extended the mesentery under the microscope,
he placed upon it a few drops of water, the temperature of which was
some degrees lower than that of the atmosphere. The contraction of
the vessels soon commenced, and gradually increased, until, at the ex-
piration of ten or fifteen minutes, the diameter of the canal of an artery

* Versuche iiber die Wege, &c. 68.

$ On Inflammation of the Mucous Membranes. London, 1820. Translated into
the German by Busch. Bremen, 1822.

§ See also the remarks of Dr. Parry on the arterial pulse. Bath, 1816. Translated
into the German. Hanover, 1817.

f Loc. cit. p. 75.
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in the mesentery of a toad, which at first was 0-0724 of an English line,

was reduced to 0-0276. The diameter, therefore, was reduced to £ or -j ;

the area, consequently, to \ or ^ of its previous dimensions. The
arteries then dilated again, and at the expiration of half an hour had
acquired nearly their original size. By renewing the application of the
water the contraction was reproduced ; in this way the experiment
could be performed several times on the same artery. The vital pro-
perty of tonicity, which gave rise to these phenomena, will very well
explain the partially empty state of the arteries after death ; for the
arteries, after a certain time, must lose the vital power of gradual con-
fraction by which they had expelled their blood, and would again dilate,

staining merely their physical endowment of elasticity, which is not
°st until decomposition takes place.

J?orce and rate ofthe blood's motion in the arteries.—The above enquiry,
nen, places it beyond a doubt that the only power by which the blood

ls moved in the arteries is the force of the heart's contraction. We
ave now to determine the degree of force which is thus exerted by the
leart, and the force and rapidity of the blood's motion in different parts
°1 the arterial system. Hales* was the first who made any observations
°n the height to which the blood rises in glass tubes introduced into

different vessels : he observed that from the Fig. 15,

crural artery of the horse it rose 8 or 9 feet
from the temporal artery of the sheep, 6^

;

from the carotid artery of the dog, 4 to 6
feet

; while from the jugular vein of the horse
!t rose only from 12 to 21 inches, in the

sheep b\ inches, in dogs from 4 to 8| inches.

We shall, however, on this subject have re-

course chiefly to the accurate researches of

M. Poiseuille.f M. Poiseuille made use of
an instrument which he invented for the pur-
Pose. It was a long glass tube, bent so as
to have a short horizontal portion, (fig. 15,
l
>) a branch (fig. 15, 2,) descending at right
angles from it, and a long ascending branch
(ng. 15, 3). Mercury poured into the as-
cending and descending portions will neces-
sanly have the same level in both branches,
^nd in a perpendicular position the height of
lts column must be the same in both. If
now the blood is made to flow from an artery

through the horizontal portion of the tube

* Statical Essays. Translated into the German. Halle, 1748.

t Magendie's Journal, viii. 272.

,.
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into the descending branch, it will exert on the mercury a pressure
equal to the force with which it is moved in the arteries, and the mer-
cury will, in consequence, descend in this branch, and ascend in the
other. The depth to which it sinks in the one branch, added to the
height to which it rises in the other, will give the whole height of the
column of mercury which balances the pressure exerted by the blood

;

the weight of the blood which takes the place of the mercury in the
descending branch, and which is more than ten times less than the same
quantity of quicksilver, must, however, be subtracted. M. Poiseuille
calculated the force with which the blood moves in an artery according to
the laws of hydrostatics, from the diameter of the artery, and the height
of the column of quicksilver ; that is to say, from the weight of a column
of mercury whose base is a circle of the same diameter as the artery,
and whose height is equal to the difference in the level of the mercury
in the two branches of the instrument. To prevent the coagulation of
the blood in the horizontal part of the tube, it was filled with a solution
of carbonate ofpotash. According to Poiseuille, the force of the blood's
motion in the larger arteries, for instance, in the carotid and crural
arteries, and in the carotid and aorta, is equal; difference in size, and
distance from the heart, being unattended by any corresponding differ-
ence of force in the circulation. The height of the column of mercury
displaced by the blood was the same in all the arteries of the same
animal. Poiseuille finds that the force of the blood in any large artery
in a dog will support a column of mercury of 151 millim. or 6 inches, or
a column of water of 6 feet 10 inches, English; in oxen (mare?)* a
column of mercury of 161 millim. or 6 inches 4 lines, or a column of
water of 7 feet 3 inches ; in horses, a column of mercury of 159 millim.
or 6 inches 3 lines

: and, calculating from the former two animals, in

the mean a column of mercury of 156 millim. or 6 inches lg line, or
a column of water of 7 feet 1 inch.f

Poiseuille concluded from his experiments, which seemed to prove that
the force with which the blood is moved is the same in the most different
arteries, that to measure the amount of the blood's pressure in any ar-
tery of which the calibre is known, it is necessary merely to multiply the
area of the vessel by the height of the column of mercury which is
already known to be supported by the force of the blood in any part of
the arterial system. The weight of such a column of mercury will re-
present the pressure exerted by the column of blood. For example,

* [M. Poiseuille does not mention the ox in the paper referred to.]

t [These numbers, if intended as the mean of the results given in M. Poiseuille's
table, ought to be,

For the dog

For the mare . t

For the horse

And the mean of the three will be

a column of mercury of 155-44 millim.

. 164-36

152-86

155-75
]
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\

Poiseuille estimates the diameter of the aorta at its origin, in a man of

twenty-nine years, at 34 millimeters. Its area will therefore be 908-2857
square millimeters. Assuming now that the mean of the greatest and
least height of the column of mercury found by experiments on different

animals to be supported by the force of the blood, is equivalent to the
height of the column which the force of the blood in the human aorta

would support, we shall have the mean of 180 and 140 millimeters

consequently 160 millimeters—as the height of this column : 160 milli-

meters, then, multiplied by 908-2857=145325-71 cubic millimeters, will

be the amount of mercury in the column, and the weight of this quan-
tity of mercury,—namely, 1-971779 kilogrammes, or 4 lbs. 3 drs. 43. grs.,

[about 4 lbs. 4 oz. avoirdupois]—will indicate the static force with which

the blood is impelled into the aorta. By the same calculation, the force

°f the circulation in the aorta of the ox [mare?] is found to be 10 lbs.

10 oz. 7 drs. 61 grs. [about 11 lbs. 9 oz. avoirdupois]; in the radial

artery 4 drs.

Influence of respiration on the motion of the blood in the arteries.—Poi-

seuille perceived, by means of his instrument, what Haller and Magendie
had already observed, namely, that the strength of the blood's impulse is

increased during expiration ; in which act the chest is contracted, and
the large vessels in consequence compressed. The column of mercury
*n his instrument rose somewhat at each expiration, and fell during

inspiration. M. Poiseuille found that the rise and fall of the mer-

cury is the same in arteries, the distance of which from the heart

is different, and that in ordinary tranquil respiration it amounts to

from four to ten lines. The increase of the blood's impulse by expira-

tion is in many persons so great, that the pulse at the radial artery

becomes imperceptible when inspiration is long continued, and the

breath held. This is the case with myself, and it in some measure

explains the fable of persons possessing the power of altering the action

of their hearts at will.

Effect of anastomoses on the motion of the blood in the arteries.—It was

formerly believed that the angles at which the branches of vessels are

given off, according as they are obtuse or acute, influence the rapidity of

the blood's motion ; the obtuse angle being supposed to retard it. But
Weber * remarks that this circumstance influences the rapidity of the

motion of a fluid only when it meets with so little resistance in its pro-

gress that the sum of the impulses which it receives give a deter-

minate direction to its course ; but that, when the resistance it expe-

riences is so great that each fresh impulse is lost in overcoming it, the

angles at which the branches of the tubes are given off no longer have

this effect. The fluid in the tubes in this case is everywhere exposed

to the same pressure, and itself tends with equal force in all directions.

The reason that the blood flows more slowly in the capillaries than in

* Hildebrandt's Anat. B. iii. p. 41.
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210 OF THE CAPILLARIES.

the larger vessels is, that the aggregate capacity of the small vessels is

greater than that of the vessels from which they arise. The causes
tend to diminish the rapidity of the circulation generally are

hich

enjuent

en

increasing friction between the blood and the parietes in the small
vessels. Anastomoses facilitate the distribution of the blood. Wh
two arteries anastomose, branches may arise from the anastomosing
vessels, or from the communicating branch itself. In the first case the
communicating branch, as far as can be observed with the microscope
is traversed in the direction which offers the least resistance, and the
blood is conveyed into that vessel whose capacity is great enough to

receive the blood of two vessels at the same time. In such cases

however, the anastomosis is traversed always in one direction. If

the anastomosis itself gives off a branch, the blood flows either from two
sides at the same time into this branch, or in one direction only. During
life, the direction in which the blood flows in anastomoses must vary
very much, according as accidental pressure affects the part.

Of the Capillaries.

lc Structure of the Capillaries.

Definition of the
>?

•In all organic textures the trans-

mission of the blood from the minute branches of the arteries to the mi-
nute veins is effected by a net-work of microscopic vessels, in the meshes
of which the proper substance of the tissue lies. This is the appearance
presented by all parts finely injected ; and it can be seen during life, by
the aid of the microscope, in any transparent parts,—such as the web of

the frog's foot, the lungs and urinary bladder of the frog, the tail of the

tadpole, the incubated egg, young fishes, the gills of the larva of the sa-

lamander, the wings of the bat, and the mesentery of all vertebrata, and,

as I have pointed out,* even in some opaque textures of the larva of the
salamander by means of a simple microscope. The ramifications of the
minute arteries form repeated anastomoses with each other, and these
anastomoses terminate at last in a continuous net-work, from which, on
the other hand, the venous radicles take their rise. The reticulated
vessels, connecting the arteries and veins, are, on account of their

nute size, called capillary vessels. The point at which the arteries ter-
minate and the minute veins commence cannot be exactly defined, for

the transition is gradual ; but the intermediate net-work has, neverthe-
less, this peculiarity, that the small vessels which compose it maintain

the same diameter throughout: they do not continue to diminish in dia-

meter in one direction and enlarge in the opposite direction, like arteries

and veins. This, however, does not justify us in admitting with Bichat,

that the capillaries are a peculiar system of vessels, distinct from arteries

and

mi-

veins.

* Meckel's Archiv. 1829.
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The size of the capillary vessels is proportioned to that of the red pari
tides of the blood, and can be measured in parts finely injected. Their
diameter varies from T^o th to TsWth> even to y^th of an inch ; but
*a the mean is most frequently between -y^th and \$g^£kk of an inch.

Table of the size of the capillaries in different injected parts.

Organ.

In the brain

Human kidney

Ciliary processes .

Mucous membrane of

large intestines

Lymphatic gland

Skin

Inflamed membrane

Observer. Diameter in fractions

ofan English inch.

E. H. Weber
. J\I tiller

Do.

Weber

Do.

Do.

. Do. 4

from
^700

T7Ty2

2TS4 ™ T§5T

"2"7 94

TTT9"
_ l
8 "§4 6

to i

TSlTl

to 1928

th

The capillaries in their natural state, when filled with blood, and when
ey are not indeed extended so as when injected, have been seldom

-measured. In the scrotum of a new-born child, where the cuticle

could be removed, Weber found their diameter to be ¥^L^th of an inch.

n very young animals the capillary vessels are larger than in the adult,

thus corresponding in size to the red particles of the blood, which are

also in part larger at the former period. No other elementary tissues

are much more minute than the capillaries. The muscular fibres, the

minuteness of which has hitherto been much overrated, measure, accord-

ing to Prevost and Dumas, 74 7 7
th of an inch in diameter. The primi-

tive fibrils of the muscles of man are five or six times smaller than the

red particles of his blood. The primitive nervous fibril in mammalia,

according to my measurement, is from one-third to one-half the size of

the red particles of the blood.

No other tubes in the body are so minute as the capillary vessels.

The diameter of the biliary ducts of the liver and of the tubuli uriniferi,

even where they are the finest, is several times greater than that of the

capillary vessels.* All these different elementary tissues, glandular

uucts, muscular fibres, and nervous fibrils are surrounded and con-

nected together by a net-work of capillaries. The primitive fibres of

Muscles, and those of the nerves, are not themselves traversed by any
lood-vessels, for they are smaller than the finest capillaries. In exa-

mining recent and well-injected specimens of these parts, no other ca-

pillary vessels are seen than those which are distributed in the inter-

stices of the primitive fibres, and it is the same with regard to the mi-

nu te ducts of glands. The capillary vessels of the kidneys run every-

where in the interstices and on the surface of the urinary ducts ; but the

*or the measurement of different microscopic parts, see the section on Secretion,

chapter ii.
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ducts themselves, according to my observations, contain no blood-
vessels.

The form of the capillary net-work is in general very uniform, and
varies merely in the size of the meshes, or in their being elongated or
not. In the capillary net-work of muscles and nerves the meshes are
elongated in the direction of the primitive fibrils on which they are dis-

tributed. The remarks of Soemmering and Doellinger, and especially

those of Berres,* with regard to the variety in the distribution of the
minute vessels in the different tissues, are very correct ; they do not,

however, refer to the capillary vessels themselves, but to the minute
arteries and veins which ramify and divide still farther, before forming
the capillary net-work. Soemmering observes, that the mode of ramifi-

cation in the small intestines resembles a tree which is not in leaf, in the

placenta a tuft, in the spleen an asperge or sprinkling-brush, in the

muscles a branch of twigs, in the tongue a hair-pencil, in the liver a
star, in the testicle and in the choroid plexus of the brain a lock of hair,

in the Schneiderian membrane a trellis-work. In the branchiae the ar-
teries and veins take the direction of the branchial lamella, the arterial

current ascending on one side, the venous descending on the other.
The form of ramification of the vessels of tendons, which are not imme-
diately connected with the long twig-like vessels of the muscles, is, ac-

cording to E. H. Weber, dendritic. In the cortical portion of the kid-

neys there are peculiar glomeruli of blood-vessels in the midst of the

capillary net-work.f Huschke has very recently proved that the minute
rtery which enters one of these vascular ganglia, after making several

convolutions, again issues from it, and then becomes continuous with the

capillary net-work.J At the extremity of each of the villi which form
the tufts of the human placenta, a minute artery becomes directly conti-

nuous with the minute returning vein. This can be seen distinctly in

the water-salamander. Thus the mode of division of the minute arteries

presents many varieties, while the capillary net-work itself differs merely
in the size of the meshes, and in their more oblong or equal-sided figure.
Of this I have been convinced in the course of my researches on the
glands

;
for in these organs, however various the distribution of the mi-

nute ducts may be, the capillary vessels have always the simple reticu-
lated form, and do not follow in their arrangement the distribution of the
ducts. In the medullary portion of the kidneys, where the urinary
tubuli are collected into pyramidal bundles, the small arteries, and, as
I have recently more than once satisfied myself by injection, the veins

also, run in the form of long straight vessels between the urinary ducts,

* Med. Jahrb. d. Osterr. Staates.Bd. 14.

f See the section Secretion, chapter ii. and my work De Gland, struct, penit p.
100,101.

5 Tiedemannund Treviranus, Zeitschrift fur Physiol. 4 Bd. 1 H. p. 116, tab. vi. fig. 8.
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and have commonly been mistaken for ducts injected from the blood-

vessels
; but even these straight blood-vessels give off capillaries which

form elongated meshes, and, diminishing in size as they run from the
cortical portion towards the mammella, terminate at last on the mam-
mella itself, in a fine net-work surrounding the openings of the urinarv
1 •*

ducts. In the same way the smaller branches of the blood-vessels run
along between the muscular and nervous fibrils ; but the capillary vessels

themselves form here a net-work around the parallel fibres of the

Muscles and nerves, just as they do in the testicle around the convoluted
tubuli seminiferi, and in the cortical portion of the kidney around the

convoluted tubuli uriniferi. The small arteries in the branchiae of the

salamander also follow the mode of division of the branchial lamella?, and
terminate at the extremity of each lamella in descending branchial veins

;

but between the two vessels there is also a net-work in the smallest la-

mella, which Rusconi and others have overlooked, but in which I have
actually seen the red particles of the blood circulating.

Number of the capillaries and size of the meshes in different parts
The parts in which the net-work of capillaries is the closest, that is, iri

which the meshes are the smallest, are the lungs and the choroid mem-
brane of the eye. In the iris and ciliary body, even, the interspaces
are somewhat wider. The vascular net-work is also very close in the

Mucous membranes of the lungs, liver, and kidneys, and in the cutis

vera. In the choroid of the turkey the interspaces are of the same size,

or even smaller than the capillary vessels themselves. In the human
lung the interspaces are, if anything, smaller than the tubes which form
the net-work. In the human kidney, and in the kidney of the dog, the

diameter of the injected capillaries, compared with that of the inter-

spaces, is in the proportion of one to four, or one to three. The brain

receives a very large quantity of blood, but the capillaries in which it is

distributed through its substance are very minute, and less numerous
than in some other parts, so that the blood must pass through it into

the veins more quickly than in other organs. E. H. Weber found the

diameter of the capillaries in the brain, compared with the long diameter
°f the meshes, in the proportion of one to eight or ten ; compared with
the transverse diameter, in the proportion of one to four or six. Tn the

Mucous membrane—for example, in the conjunctiva,—and in the cutis

vera, the same observer found the capillary vessels themselves much
larger than in the brain, and the interspaces narrower,—not more than
three or four times wider than the vessels. In the periosteum the meshes
Wore much larger.* The bones, cartilages, ligaments, and tendons are

the parts which have the smallest number of blood-vessels and capil-

laries. At the line limiting muscle and tendon, the great difference in the

vascularity of the two parts is very observable ; the greater number of

* Weber in Hildebrandt's Anat. 3 Bd. p. 45.
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the blood-vessels of the muscles are, according to Doellinger, reflected
back again, and have no immediate connection with the scanty vessels
of the tendons. Prochaska* observed the same relation between the
free portion of the synovial membrane and that which covers the arti-
cular cartilages. I saw a very beautiful injected preparation of the car-
tilages of the trachea, larynx, and costal cartilages made by Fuchse in
the museum of Fremery at Utrecht. The existence of vessels in the
internal shining layer of the serous membranes has hitherto been doubt-
ful

; but some injections of the peritoneum by Bleuland, which I saw at
Utrecht, make me hesitate to adopt Rudolphi's opinion, namely, that the
vessels of serous membranes are situated in the subserous cellular tissue;

and Schroeder Van der Kolkf has injections of the peritoneum, which
prove indubitably that this membrane contains vessels.

H,

tremities.

It is still doubtful whether
the vitreous humour and the substance of the cornea are supplied with
capillaries. Microscopic observations and minute injections have shown
that the capillary vessels are merely the fine tubes which form the
medium of transition from arteries to veins, and that no other kind of
vessel arises from them

; that the minute arteries have no other mode of
termination than the communication with the veins by means of the
capillaries

;
in a word, that there are no vessels terminating by open ex-
It is the more necessary to demonstrate this fact, which

minute anatomy has clearly shown, since Haller unfortunately adopt-
ed, and thus contributed to confirm, the crude notions of his predeces-
sors regarding the open terminations of arteries. He admitted that
arteries terminate in five ways: 1st, by openings on the surface of
membranes; 2nd, in lymphatics; 3rd, in secreting canals; 4th, in fat;
and, lastly, in veins. But in those times the secretion of mucus and fat
could not be understood without presupposing the existence of open ex-
tremities of the blood-vessels. After Mascagni, Hunter, Prochaska, and
Soemmering had contended with success against this hypothesis of the
open termination of arteries, it still remained a matter of doubt whether
there was not a communication between the blood-vessels and the se-
creting canals of the glands. My researches, however, on the structure
of all glands, in which better auxiliary means have been had recourse
to, such as the injection of the secreting canals themselves, the use of
the microscope, and the history of the development of the embryo, to-
gether with similar observations by Huschke and Weber, have proved
that no such communications exist in any secreting glands, and that the
radicles of the secreting canals, however various their form in the dif-
ferent glands, are always closed at their radicle extremity. The exist-
ence of exhalent vessels also, which even Bichat admitted* and supposed

Disquisitio Anatoraico physiologica organismi humani ; Vieunae, 1812 • p. 06.
t Observ. Anat. path. 27.
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to be open side-branches of the capillary vessels, is purely hypothetical.

An exhaling membrane, such as the peritoneum, has merely reticulated

capillary vessels spread out over a great superficies, and the fluids are

exhaled into the cavities by permeating the substance of the organ it-

self; all animal textures being permeable to fluids by virtue of the pores

which, though not visible, must necessarily exist even in the smallest

molecules of the animal substance which are capable of being softened

by fluids. It is owing to this porosity that when arteries are injected

with a solution of size coloured with cinnabar, a colourless fluid exudes

°n the surface of the membranes, as was pointed out by Mascagni, the

colouring particles not being able to pass through the pores.

Serous vessels, that is, branches of the blood-vessels which are too

minute to allow the passage of the red particles, and which are traversed

therefore merely by the lymph of the blood, may possibly exist, but they

have not been demonstrated. In favour of this hypothesis those parts

are adduced in which no vessels carrying red blood have hitherto been

discovered, namely, the cornea, the capsule of the crystalline lens, and

the vitreous body.

Parts in which existence of blood-vessels is doubtful.—The existence of

vessels in the substance of the cornea is doubtful ; they have never been

injected. Nevertheless, penetrating ulcers and granulations are formed

in the cornea, which can scarcely be conceived to occur without the

agency of vessels. I have repeatedly seen, in calves of nearly the full

time, vessels in the conjunctiva of the cornea, which contained red blood,

and which could with a lens be traced more than a line over the margin

of the cornea. Henle has injected and made drawings of these vessels :

they measured from -j-g^th to -^th ofan inch, and the finest twigs were

not then injected ; their trunks, which arose from a circular vessel that

ran around the cornea, were even somewhat larger than this. The pre-

parations of these parts I have in my possession. Professor Retzius has

by means of injection been able to see the same thing in the adult ani-

mals. These vessels, belonging merely to the very surface of the cornea,

prove at the same time that the conjunctiva is really continued over the

cornea, which Eble denies.* It is well known that in inflammation the

cornea contains vessels carrying red blood. I saw at Utrecht, in the

possession of Schroeder Van der Kolk, a most beautiful injected prepa-

ration of a slightly inflamed eye, in which the conjunctiva as well as the

aqueous membrane were injected. The posterior capsule of the lens

even in full-grown animals contains vessels carrying red blood, derived

from the branch of the arteria centralis, which traverses the vitreous

humour to reach the posterior capsule. I have seen these vessels some-

time^ filled with blood in the fresh eyes of the calf and ox ;
Zinn saw

* See Henle De membrana pupillari aliisque membranis oeuli pellucentibus. Bonnae,

1332.

I
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the membrana

This
inner border of the

• •

ins

the same thing. Henle has shown that the vessels of the posterior cap-
sule in the foetus communicate with vessels of the zonula Zinni or corona
cihans, and of the ciliary processes ; and he has injected and given a
representation of the communicating branches. In the embryo ofmammal* the vessels of the posterior capsule are connected by avery vascular membrane, which I have discovered,—
capsulopupillaris—with the vessels of the pupillary' membrane.'
new membrane is stretched between the
and the inner border of the corona ciliaris, or the borde7of the 'capsule
ot the lens, and contains numerous parallel longitudinal vessels, which
pass from the iris and pupillary membrane to the corona ciliaris and
posterior capsule of the lens. In the anterior capsule the vessels are
extremely difficult to demonstrate. In inflamed eyes they are distinct
both on the anterior and posterior wall of the capsule, as I saw in an
excellent injected preparation of a cataractous eye in Schroeder Vander Kolk s collection at Utrecht. The zonula Zinni, or corona ciliaris
appears from Henle's and Schroeder's injections, to be a vasculartgan'

humours! "v"
"^^ *" ** »™hh™<* * the transpaL;

I have not seen any injected vessels in the vitreous body. Schroederhad a preparation m which something like vessels were apparent ; buthey might be merely adherent colouring matter. Henle has alsoshown me a preparation of the vitreous humour, in which there wassomething resembling injected vessels; but it was not convincing.
However, I do not despair of seeing this part also injected.

All these facts however, render it very probable that even the cornea
and capsule of the lens, to which vasa serosa have been hitherto as-
cnbed, are really provided with vessels carrying red blood; and it is
certain that the capsule of the lens of the eye of the ox, as well as

„LrT '
0nj"nCtiva in the fu% developed foetus of the sheep, are

Zint IZ:f 1

l0°d
-

The V6SSe,S °f the C°raeal **™^-
TaZett" 7r°US than th°Se °f thG Sder0tic C0"J—
that'parrof the , """I "r6 ^^^ th°Se tW° Parts as betweenthat part of the synov.al membrane which is free, and that which coversthe articular cartilages. E. H. Weber remarks, very correctly that asingle stratum of capillary vessels is not at all recognisable by Ihe Yealone; the colourless appearance of the parts of which we have been

Thete'errTr^ "" "? ** **-* "°^^
K„ ^ a /*u •

equa"y free from vessels, and transparent ; but -by the aid of the microscope capillaries become evident in it.

. . . jr — . —The question whether themnute capillaries have membranous parietes is important. It has beenthe universal testimony of observers, from Malpighi to Doellin^er that
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in living animals no membranous walls are discoverable by the aid of
the microscope. Doellinger* regards the blood as fluid animal sub-
stance, the substance of the organs as solid blood. Gruithuisen saw the
blood flowing in the free spaces between the acini of the liver in the
rog: this is seen, according to my experience, much more distinctly in
the liver of the larva of the triton, which alone I found adapted for
the observation^ Wedemeyer doubted the existence of membranous
Panetes, when he observed the broad currents of blood and the small
lslets of solid tissue in the lungs of the salamander.
Hunter, Doellinger,

Wolff.

Wedemeyer, Meye
ar*d Oesterreicher, also deny the existence of membranous parietes to
the capillary vessels; while Leeuwenhoeck, Haller, Spallanzani, Pro-
chaska, Bichat, Berres, and Rudolphi are of the contrary opinion.

The argument for the non-existence of membranous tubes, which Doel-
hnger and Oesterreicher deduce from the development of new vessels,
cannot be applied to vessels already formed; and more accurate researches
aPpear, indeed, to refute altogether the hypothesis of the circulation of
the blood in canals without membranous tubes. The facts that fluids
ejected into the arteries pass into the veins without extravasation, and
that currents cross above and below each other without uniting, have
already been adduced. The number of the currents, and indeed the
smallness of the islets of solid matter between them in the pulmonary
membrane of the frog and salamander also tend to prove that membra-
nous tubes must exist ; for these small islets would otherwise be them-
selves sometimes involved in the currents. But there are also direct
means of proving the existence of the membranous tubes around the
capillary streams. For this purpose we must select a very delicate
parenchyma, which easily softens and dissolves in water, so as to leave
behind the net-work of capillaries. In a piece of the cortical substance
of the kidney of a squirrel which had been laid in water for a short time
only, but long enough to have become softened, the capillary vessels
which are interlaced around the tubuli uriniferi appeared to me, when I ex-
amined them by the microscope, to be independent parts. In the choroid,
Jns, and ciliary processes, the capillaries are still more evidently substan-
tial independent parts. They can, however, be demonstrated most dis-
tinctly in an organ which Treviranus has discovered,—I mean the leaf-
like organ in the cochlea of the internal ear in birds. C. Windischmann +

concludes, from his dissections, that these lamina? are merely folds and
Wrinkles of a membrane which arches over the spiral plates of the
cochlea. The membrane is extremely delicate and pulpy; its soft sub-
stance is however traversed by an extremely beautiful net-work of vessels

which Windischmann has injected from the carotid ; it dissolves easily in

* Denkschriften der Akad. zu Miinchen, 7.

t De penitiori auris structura in amphibiis, cum tab. iii. Bonnae, 1831. Lips, apud Voss

f See Meckel's Archiv. 1829.

t'
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water, leaving the beautiful vascular net-work with the meshes empty.*
In the uninjected state, also, the vascular net-work remains after the
pulpy substance has been dissolved. In other parts, the parietes of the
capillaries must be regarded merely as surfaces formed of the substance
of the organs in a more condensed state, not as very substantial distinct
embranes.

2. Circulation in the Capillaries.

As viewed by the microscope.—\i the circulation in any transparent
part of a living adult animal is examined by means of the microscope,
the blood is seen to flow through the minute arteries and capillaries with
a constant equable motion. In very young animals its motion, though
continuous, is accelerated at intervals corresponding to the pulse in the
larger arteries, and a similar motion of the blood is also seen in the capil-
laries of adult animals when they are feeble : if their exhaustion is so
great that the power of the heart is still more diminished, the red parti-
cles are observed to have merely the periodic motion, and to remain
stationary in the intervals

; while, if the debility of the animal is extreme,
they even recede somewhat after each impulse. These observations of
Wedemeyer, which I must confirm as the result of all my experiments,
are of great importance

; for they prove that, even in the state of the
greatest debility, the action of the heart is sufficient to impel the blood
through the capillary vessels. The pulsatory motion of the blood in the
capillaries cannot be attributed to an action in these vessels themselves,
for when the animal is tranquil they present not the slightest change in
their diameter.

It might be supposed that, even in the natural state, the blood flows in
this pulsatory manner through the capillaries, and that the apparent re-
gularity of its motion is attributable to the rapidity of the circulation,
which, when viewed by the microscope, appears even greater than it
really is

; but the fact that the blood flows in an equable stream from
the veins, proves that the effect of the impulses communicated to the
blood is, in the natural condition, really lost in the capillary system.

The cause of the equable motion of the blood in the capillaries must be
sought in the elasticity of the arteries. The elastic coat of the artery
acts like the compressed air in the air-vessel of the fire-engine. Doing
each pulsation it is distended by the blood forced into it, but during the
intervals of the heart's action it contracts again so as to force on the
blood, and convert its merely periodic motion into a continuous although
periodically accelerated one ; by the time that the blood reaches the
minute arteries, the impulse given to the blood by each contraction of
the ventricle is lost in thus dilating the arteries, while the continuous
motion—the result of their elasticity—remains. During its course through

* See Winciischmanii, Ioc. cit. tab. ii.
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the vessels, the circulation of the blood will necessarily be modified by
the unequal obstructions that it meets with in the smaller vessels, causing
!t to be checked for a time in one vessel while it circulates more quickly
through others ; but in the capillaries themselves the pulsatory motion
will no longer be perceptible. When an animal,, however, is much
weakened, and the propulsive power of the heart consequently dimi-
nished, the arteries become distended by less blood at each pulsation, and
*n their turn react with less force upon the blood. The cause, therefore,

which in the natural state renders continuous the periodic motion of the
blood, is not under these circumstances brought into action, and the blood
nioves forward only at the time of each beat of the heart, the effect of
which is then perceptible in the capillaries. The oscillating motion of
the blood in debilitated animals is said by Koch* to be independent of
the heart's action. To both Wedemeyer and myself, however, it ap-

peared to be wholly dependent on the contraction of the heart being too

feeble to overcome the resistance offered by the capillaries ; so that some
part of the blood, in the intervals of the contractions, receded again, not-
withstanding the presence of the valves.

Th of resistance which the capillaries offt

from the results of the experiments instituted with that view by Hales
and Keill. The mode which Keill adopted was to compare the quan-
tities of blood which flowed in a given time from the divided crural

artery and from the crural vein of a living dog. The quantity derived
from the crural artery compared with that from the vein was in the

proportion of 1\ to 3, so that from these data the resistance to be over-

come in the capillaries would seem to neutralise T%ths of the force with
which the arterial blood moves.

Hales f injected the mesenteric artery of a dead animal with water by
allowing a column of that fluid 4^ feet high to press into the artery,

having previously divided the intestines along the line opposite to the

insertion of the mesentery. The quantity of water which flowed from
the divided capillaries amounted to one-third only of the quantity which
escaped in the same time when the larger branches of the artery were
divided

; so that the resistance offered by the capillaries equalled two-
thirds of the force with which the water was forced into them.

of the capillary To make a comparison of the rate of
the circulation in the capillaries and arteries, we must take the mean
rapidity of the blood's motion in these vessels at different times and in

different situations; for in the arteries the velocity of the circulation is

greater at the moment of the pulse than in the intervals of this act, and
,n the capillary system it is seen by the microscope to vary very much
m different capillary vessels.

* Meckel's Archiv. fur Anat. m Physiol. 6 Bd. p. 216.

-j- Statical Essays.
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If the area of all the branches of a vessel united was always the same
as that of the vessel from which they arise, and if the aggregate area of
the capillary system was equal to that of the aorta, or, in other words, if

the aggregate capacity of the tubes through which the blood passes was
the same in all the degrees of their ramification,—the mean rapidity of
the blood's motion in the capillaries would be the same as in the largest

arteries; and, supposing a similar correspondence of capacity to exist in

the veins and arteries, there would be an equal correspondence in the

rapidity of the circulation in them. It is quite true that the force with
which the blood is propelled in the arteries, as shown by the quantity of

blood which escapes from them in a certain space of time, is much
greater than that with which it moves in the veins, but this force has to

overcome all the resistance offered in the arterial and capillary system,

this resistance must indeed be overcome by the heart itself; so that the

excess of the force of the blood's motion in the arteries is expended in

overcoming this resistance, and the rapidity of the circulation in the ar-

teries, even from the commencement of the aorta, would be the same as

in the veins and capillaries, if the aggregate capacity of the three sys-

tems of vessels were the same.

But since the aggregate area of the branches is always greater than
the area of the trunk from which they arise, the rapidity of the blood's

motion will necessarily be greatest in the latter, and will diminish in

proportion as the aggregate area of the vessels increases.

The motion of the blood in the capillaries is wholly dependent on the

hearts action.—Many physiologists, believing that the power of the heart

is not sufficient to propel the blood through the capillary system, have
imagined the existence of other auxiliary forces, such as contractions of

the capillaries themselves, or a spontaneous motion of the blood,—neither

of which, however, has been demonstrated by direct observation. On
the contrary, it is irrefragably proved, that the motion of the blood
through the capillaries is effected solely by the action of the heart

;

for in animals, of which the strength is much exhausted, the impulse
communicated to the blood by the ventricles is visible in the capillaries

;

and the flow of blood from a divided vein is accelerated during ex-
piration, proving that the increased impulse given to the current of
blood by the compression of the great vessels in the chest is also
transmitted through the capillaries to the veins. The dependence of
the circulation of the blood in the veins on the action of the heart
is also proved by the following experiment of Magendie. He applied

a ligature to the leg of a dog, the crural artery and vein not beino*

included. The vein was then tied separately, when it was seen to

become turgid below the ligature, with the blood returning from the
limb ; and, if it was punctured at that part, the blood spirted out in

a full stream. When the crural arterv was comnressecL fhp flrmr A? +i*A
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blood from the vein gradually ceased, but recommenced when the

pressure on the artery was remitted, Poiseuille, by means of the

instrument already described, measured the pressure of the blood in

the portion of a vein most distant from the heart, and found it to

be exactly proportioned to that of the blood in the arteries, increasing

and diminishing according as the force of the blood in the latter

vessels was greater or less.*

The differences of the bloods motion in different capillaries arise from
Mechanical causes.—Wedemeyer's description of the course of the blood
lr* the anastomosing capillaries agrees perfectly with what I have ob-

served. Sometimes, he says, the red particles flow rapidly from one

current into a second, as if by attraction. In other cases the current

which they join is very rapid ; but they are arrested, as it were, in

the collateral current, and only from time to time find means of

entering. Sometimes a red particle is even thrown back out of the

rapid current into the weaker stream, and is then again repelled. I

have also remarked that the same anastomosing branch between two

currents sometimes receives the blood in one direction, and some-

times in the other, and that variations of pressure, and position, and

motions of the animal, are always the causes of these changes. AH
these variations in the capillary currents are then, just as in currents

of water on irrigated land, merely the results of mechanical causes.

In the most minute capillaries, which are not red, nor even yellow, but

quite transparent, there is merely a single line of red particles separated

by unequal intervals, and from time to time no red particles are seen

in these colourless vessels ; but I have observed no canals through

which red particles did not occasionally pass, and which, therefore,

deserved the name ofvasa serosa; and Wedemeyer, who says he has

seen such vasa serosa, himself confesses that some of the red bodies

traversed them from time to time. The red particles do not rotate

on their own axis while passing through the capillaries; in the frog

they appear, for the most part, to move with the long diameter in

the axis of the vessel, but frequently they are placed obliquely, and
their position suffers many changes from the mechanical influence of

the coats of the vessels; the red particles themselves are quite passive,

and never present the slightest sign of spontaneous motion. Several

observers have asserted, that, in passing through a narrow portion of

the vessel, the red particles are sometimes compressed and thus

I have never seen this occur; the observation may have

been erroneous, and have arisen from the elliptic particle having been

presented to the eye in different positions at different times.

All the red particles which are carried into the capillary system by the

arteries are returned from it by the small veins ; none are apparently

* Miiller's Archiv, 1834, p. 365.

elongated.

i
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retained in the capillaries, at least in an animal which is not enfeebled
Doelhnger and Dutrochet maintain that they have seen the red par"
tides arrested in their course in the vascular canals, and become united
with the tissue. I have

arrest of the red particles, particularly

myself, it is true, frequently observed this

in enfeebled animals, and,

of

who

formerly, thought it possible that the red particles of the blood mightm this manner lose their mobility
; but more accurate observations have

convinced me that these stagnant globules are soon again set free
and that it is only in a state of extreme debility that a complete'
stagnation—or rather coagulation -of the blood occurs in the minute
vessels

:
the occurrence of coagulation under such circumstances can-

not however, be supposed to explain the process of nutrition, being;
rather the very opposite of it. Not a single observer has confirmed
the assertion of Doellinger relative to the nutrition which he supposed
to take place by union of the globules with the tissue, and the observa-
tions which I shall adduce in another place render it very probable
that n«tntion is effected by a totally different process.

, r, t . ,
- - blood.—Treviranus, Carus, Doellinger,

and Oesterreicher have adopted the opinion of Kielmeyer, that the
blood is endued with a power of self-propulsion, which they suppose
to be exerted in the capillaries during life independent of the heart's
action, and to continue after the latter has ceased. This opinion seem-
ed to be confirmed by the observations of Wolff
asserted that, in the chick, blood is formed in the areaTasculosa,'~

from the periphery of the area vasculosa towards the
heart, before the latter has pulsated. The latter part of this state-
ment is not confirmed. Baer doubts its accuracv: it appeared ro
him that the pulsation of the heart is first seen, and soon afterwards
the motion of the blood, in the space of the transparent area, and
that the influx of the blood from the area vasculosa to the heart
took place last of all.* Wedemeyer also has not been able to convince
himself that the motion of the blood in the area vasculosa commences
before the pulsation of the heart. The other arguments for the inde-
pendent motion of the blood in the capillaries are derived from the
continuance of the blood's motion in parts removed from the bodyThe idea of spontaneous motion in a fluid independent of attraction or
repulsion from the sides of another object is itself inconceivable • but
even omitting that from consideration, the facts brought forward in
favour of the hypothesis, although in part correct, do not appear to me
to justify the conclusions deduced from them. There are two con-
ditions under which the blood in the capillaries of a transparent part
separated from the body may still be seen in motion by means of

and moves

to

the microscope:—!. As long as the blood continues to flow from the

* Burdaoh's Physiol, ii. 2G1.
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divided vessels. Thus, for ten minutes after separating the foot of a

frog from the body, I could still perceive motion of the blood from the

minute vessels towards the larger ; that is to say, towards the openings

°f the divided stems. These movements, in my opinion, depend simply

°n the escape of the blood from the divided vessels, which by their

elasticity contract to a less diameter than they had before while in the

statd of forcible extension. The narrowing of the vessels can, in fact,

be perceived by the aid of the microscope. If the divided surface

with the leg of

blood ceases sooner, and after five or

from which the blood flows

the frog, the escape of the

is elevated, together

S1x minutes not the slightest motion is perceptible in the capillary

vessels. Wedemeyer's* observations agree in most particulars with

mine, only that he does not mention the space of time that the

motions continue. 2. The second condition under which the motions

are perceptible is, when the direct rays of the sun are allowed to

fall on a moist part separated from the body. The surface of the part

then becomes dry and wrinkled so quickly, that the change is percep-

tible to the eye, This causes a more rapid emptying of the capillary

vessels, which, when the direct rays of the sun are transmitted through

the part, is attended by a flickering appearance. Thus, in the wing

°f a bat removed from the body, a trace of this flickering motion of

the blood will be perceived in spots even for many hours, but only

at that part where the most intense rays of the sun are at the time

shining through. The extraordinarily rapid shrivelling of the surface

may be seen with the naked eye. If the part which is becoming

dry is moistened again, the shrivelling, and with it also the flickering

motion in the interior of the vessels, ceases for some moments, but

is renewed as soon as the evaporation and drying recommences. Even

after a day and a half had elapsed I could still see a flickering in the

interior of the moistened wing when it was illumined by the direct

light of the sun. Baumgaertnerf observed the blood in the frogs foot

continue in motion from three to five minutes after ligature of the

artery, and attributed the motion to a reciprocal action exerted

between the nerves and blood ; it most probably arose from the con-

traction of vessels which had previously been distended ; anastomoses

also might give rise to such appearances. The ingenious experiments

of Baumgaertner unfortunately do not clearly prove what they are

intended to do. Moreover, according to my observation, the circula-

tion in the capillaries generally ceases very quickly on the compression

of the artery of the limb, when the spontaneous motion of the red

particles ought certainly to be seen if it exists at all. Having de-

stroyed the vitality of the heart of a frog by the application of liquor

* Ueber den Kreislauf des Blutes ;
Hannover, 1828 ; p. 233.

t Beobachtungen uber die Nerven u, d. Bint. Freiburg, 1830.
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kali caustici, I could, by means of the microscope for ^

nrl

V
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0ti°n/ ^^ " ** ^"^~* but - «*-"-«probably on the compression of the blood by the elastic coat of the

In cZcl th t T-°
U

?
y beCn " a State 0f f0-ble distension.In one case the blood in the capillaries remained fluid above an hour,and from time t t adyanced a litt]e> then recede ^ and

then again moved. These motions were probably produced by the
compression of the vessels by slight motions of the frog, or of a single
set of muscles of the leg. I deny, therefore, the existence of a self-
propelling power in the blood.

If the blood moves independent of the heart's action, it must be by
virtue of an attraction exerted on it by the solid walls of the capillary
vessels, which seems to be what Baumgaertner and Koch suppose. If
this attraction of the blood by the capillaries and the organised tissue
really took place, it might produce an accumulation of blood in a part,such as is seen in the phenomenon of tumescence ; but we cannot con-
ceive how such attraction could aid the circulation of the blood, for itwould cause the blood to become stationary in the capillaries, unless it

exelTont
1

?- 1 T kT fraCti°n
°f the CaPiUarieS for *» blood isexerted only while the blood retains its arterial character, and ceaseswhen it has become venous. It is only by such an affinity that the capilla-

ries could ass.st the circulation. The congestion of certain parts at
particular times is, however, no argument for the existence of this auxil-
iary force, for in this congestion there is accumulation as well as attrac-
tion of the blood. Although the circulation of the sap in plants, effected
by means of attraction only, shows us the possibility of the occurrence
of a similar phenomenon in animals, still there are at present no direct
observations which prove it in a conclusive manner.*

of
, . . .

Although it be denied that the
circulation is in any way aided by an attraction between the blood and
the capillaries, the existence of such an attraction or affinity may, never-
theless, be admitted in the instance of the « tumescence, turgor

f This condition oftumescence m annnals ,s analogous to phenomena which are so evident
to plants, such as the afflux of sap to the fruit-bud, which contains the
impregnated ovum.

The mutual vital action or affinity between the blood and the
tissues of the body, which is an essential part of the process of nu-
trition, is, under many circumstances, greatly increased ; and an accu-
mulation of blood in the dilated vessels of the organ is the result. It

* See the account of the circulation in the lower animals, pp. 1 55, 156
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h

th

S6en
'
f°r 6Xample

'
in the genita]s during the state of sexual desire, in

e uterus during pregnancy, in the stomach during digestion, and in
*e processes of the cranial bones, on which the stag's antlers afterwards

rest, during the reproduction of these parts. The local accumulation
° blood, with the dilatation of old and the formation of new vessels, is,

owever, seen most frequently in the embryo, in which new organs are
eveloped in succession by a process of this kind ; while, on the other
and, other organs, such as the branchiae of the salamander and frog, and
!e tad of the latter animal, become atrophied and perish as soon as the

^tal affinity which existed between the blood and their tissues ceases to
De exerted.

A he phenomena of turgescence have been supposed to be dependent
on an increased action or contraction in the arteries. But arteries pre-
sent no periodic contractions of muscular nature; and a persistent con-
ation of the arteries, unless it were progressive,—vermicular, as it
were,-—or aided by valves arranged in a determinate direction, would be
quite inadequate to produce a state of turgescence in any part.

the b
and

ony processes which bear the antlers of the stag, we must pre-
suppose the existence of an increased affinity between the blood and

e tissue of the organ. This condition may be excited very suddenly,
as is seen in the instantaneous injection of the cheeks with blood in the
act of blushing, and of the whole head under the influence of violent
Passions

;
in both of which instances the local phenomena are evidently

induced by nervous influence. The active congestion of certain organs,
of the brain, for example, while they are in a state of excitement, is a
similar phenomenon.*

If the organ which is susceptible of the increased affinity between the
blood and the tissue, is, at the same time, capable of considerable dis-
tension, tumefaction and erection take placet

oee tne remarks at Uonorden, in Meckel's Archiv. 1827, 537 ; and of Wedemeye
*• c. 412.

t The principal erectile parts are the penis, which presents the phenomenon in the

JS est degree, the clitoris and the nipples in females, and the appendages on the head
ome birds,—such as the turkey, meleagris gallopavo. In the erectile structures the

/« sels are susceptible of great dilatation, and the veins very sinuous, forming very

dil^T
US anaStomoses and Plexuses 5

so that the capacity of all the plexuses, when

bio a

eXCeeds bey°nd comparison that of the arteries and veins which convey the
oo to and from them. In the undistended state, the same quantity of blood is sent

bio ,

eeXtensile vesse,s as returns from them
;
but, during the state of erection, the

^ood is probably retained in them, in consequence of the affinity between it and the pa-
rtes of the vessels being increased.
When the part is supported by a strong fibrous tissue, lying in the intervals of the

enous Pauses and connected with an external fibrous tunic, as is the case in the cor-
oi a cavernosa penis, it acquires, during the state of erection, great tension and firm-

**ess.
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Contractility of the capillaries.—Many substances, such as those called

astringents,—for example, alum,—seem to have the property ofproducin

an approximation of the molecules of living animal matter—a conden-
/

Injected matters pass pretty freely from the arteries of. the penis into the veins, par-

ticularly in the corpus spongiosum urethra, and glans. Professor M. J. Weber has

shown to me a series of beautiful preparations of the penis injected from the arteries.

(Cuvier, Anat. Compare, t. iv. ; Moreschi, Meckel's Archiv. v. 403 ; Ribes, ibid. 447 ;

Tiedemann, Meckel's Archiv. ii. 95 ; Panizza, Osservazioni Antropo-zootomico-fisio-

logiche. Pavia, 1830.) In the corpus cavernosurn of the penis of the horse there are

a number of pale red bundles of fibres lying among the anastomosing veins. These

fibres, for the most part, run longitudinally, but they are connected by transverse

bands. Viewed by the microscope, they do not present any resemblance to muscular

fibres. By boiling in water for seven hours they yield no gelatine. Their solution in

acetic acid is precipitated by ferrocyanuret of potassium. All we can conclude from

this analysis is, that they do not belong to the cellular, tendinous, or elastic tissues.

I could excite no contraction in the fibres of the corpus cavernosurn, by means of gal-

vanism, in a living horse. Hence they would seem not to be muscular. (Mulleins

Archiv. 1834, p. 50 ; 1835, p. 26.)

The principal exciting cause of the erection of the penis is, as is well known, nervous

irritation, originating in the part itself or derived from the brain and spinal marrow.

When the spinal marrow of an animal is irritated, or destroyed with a hot wire, erec-

tion and emission of semen are produced. Congestion of the brain and spinal cord has

the same effect, and it is from this cause that the above-mentioned phenomena are

sometimes produced in persons hanged. The nervous influence is communicated to the

penis by the pudic nerves which ramify in its vascular tissue. Guenther has observed

that, after division of these nerves in the horse, the penis is no longer capable of erec-

tion. (Meckel's Archiv. 1828, p. 364.) The stallion on which the experiment was

performed was led to a mare ; he showed desire to cover, but no erection of the penis

took place. On the following day the penis was swollen, but not in a state of erection.

It has been supposed by some French writers, Chaussier and Adelon, and, in Ger-

many, by Stieglitz, (Pathologische Untersuch. i. 175,) that the afflux of blood is not the

first step in the process of erection ; that it is, in fact, the consequence of a spontaneous

dilatation of the tissue. But to this it may be objected, that there is no known instance

of active dilatation, and that artificial injection of the penis produces a state exactly

similar to that of erection. Stieglitz, at the same time, supposes that the trunks

of the veins may probably have the power of contracting so as to close their canal;

but some experiments which I made on the vena dorsalis, in the dog and the ram,

are directly opposed to this hypothesis. Krause (in Stieglitz's work, p. 186, and

in Mueller's Archiv. 1837) attributes to the erectores penis the power of compressing

the veins of the penis, and of thus producing erection. Houston, again, (Dublin Hos-

pital Reports, 1830,) has described, in different animals, certain muscles situated be-

tween the penis and the arch of the pubes, arising from the descending branches of the

pubes, and uniting with each other in the middle line over the vena dorsalis. I have

never been able to find them. The erection may be strengthened, at its commence-

ment, by a voluntary contraction of the muscles of the perinaeum ; but if the essential

cause of erection is not in action, this effect is only momentary. The erectores penis

can be contracted at will, but this action will not produce erection if the penis is pre-

viously lax.

My discovery of the remarkable structure of the arteries of the corpora cavernosa

penis throws new light on the phenomena of erection. The arteries of the corpora

cavernosa have two sets of branches. The one set are the ultimate ramuscules, which
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Part.

Fig. 1 6.

sation of the matter,—and thus a contraction of the tissues which it forms,
t is to this effect on the capillaries and small arteries that we must at-

tribute the action of such astringents, and of cold, in arresting hemorrhage
from wounds.

There can be little doubt but that the effect of cold and astringents
°n the animal textures is much greater during life, for it is only during
lfe that the peculiar state of the skin, called « cutis anserina/* can be pro-
uced. If the " cutis anserina" arose simply from the blood being repelled
rom the ^rface, so as to leave the capillaries less turgid, the skin collapsed,
â d the follicles consequently more prominent, it would be produced by
the same cause after death. It must, therefore, be dependent on a vital
contractility of the skin; the follicles becoming more evident in conse-
quence of the contraction of the surrounding skin. A similar contraction
*s produced in the prepuce by the action of cold, and in a still greater

b

egree in the dartos. The vital insensible contractility here referred to
ls distinguishable from muscular contractility by the contraction of the
Part in which it is excited being gradual and feeble ; moreover, muscular
contractions are excited by the nervous stimulus under all circumstances,

^ermmate in the minute radicles of the veins, and are destined for the nutrition of the
The other set come off from the side of the arteries, and consist of short, slightly

curled branches, terminating abruptly by a rounded, apparent-

y closed, extremity, turned back somewhat on itself; these are
sometimes single

; sometimes several arise by one stem, form-
lng a tuft. (See fig. 16.) I have named them arteries helicince.

I hey project into the venous cells, and are found principally
ni the posterior part of the corpora cavernosa, and of the

corpus spongiosum urethra. They are most distinct in

man. Although no openings can be discovered in the coats

of these free arterial excrescences, yet there is no doubt but
that it is through them that the blood, which is ordinarily carried into the texture
of the corpora cavernosa by the minute nutrient branches of the arteries, is in the
act of erection poured directly into the venous cells and sinuses. When the arteria
corporis cavernosi is injected with size and vermilion, the injected matter always fills
1 e venous cells

;
and if it is afterwards washed from them, the arteriae helicinae will

%

e seen injected. The means by which during life they are enabled to force blood
jnto the cells, must be the increased attraction exerted between their coats and the
ood by the nervous influence transmitted to them by the spinal cord, in consequence

o which attraction an increased quantity of blood goes to them. This throws new
^t, at the same time, upon the mutual action of the blood and smaller vessels in

cr parts, and upon the phenomenon of active turgescence, or turgor vitalis. (Muel-
er s Archiv. 1834, p. 202, tab. xiii.) The blood is returned from the corpora cavernosa
Partly by small veins, running at the sides and on the surface of these bodies into the
ei*a dorsalis, partly by deeper veins which issue from the corpora cavernosa at their
oot, and enter immediately the venous plexus, situated behind the symphysis pubis.
he fact, then, that the vena dorsalis does not return the blood from the deep veins,
°Ws that no pressure on the former vein alone can cause accumulation of blood in the

Penis. (See the article "Erection," by Mueller, in the Encyclop. Worterbuch d. me-
dicin. Wissensch.)
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while this i ible contraction of the skin is not excited by its specific

causes, such as cold and nervous affections, unless under such circum-

stances as at the same time determine a diminished flow of blood to the

skin, which is probably dependent on some sympathetic influence on the

heart's action ; while all stimulants which induce a greater afflux of

blood to the surface produce vascular turgescence, but not the pheno-

menon of cutis anserina. The insensible contractility displayed by the

skin is probably possessed, in a greater or less degree, by all the soft

parts which are organised ; and there is no reason to suppose that the

minute arteries and capillaries are not endued with it. Every stimulant,

however, does not excite it. Thus the contraction of the small arteries

and capillaries, which causes the arrest of hemorrhage in operations, is

produced by the sudden action of specific influences^—such as cold

;

while other stimuli,—heat, for example,—might, by increasing the tur-

gescence of the part, have quite the contrary effect. Wedemeyer states

that no contraction is produced in the capillaries by the agency of gal-

vanism, but that the blood becomes stagnated in them from coagulation

taking place. In the small arteries, however, he perceived a distinct

permanent contraction, which did not arise, he says, from the action of

the acid developed at the positive pole, for it took place even when he
*

applied the negative pole to the vessel. It might, however, in this

case, be dependent on the action of the alkali developed at the negative

pole.

Action of different substances on the capillaries.—Direct experiments to

determine the action of different substances on the capillary vessels, by

watching the changes produced by the application of these substances to

the vessels of transparent parts, promised at first to increase consider-

ably our knowledge of the action of the capillaries. But these experi-

ments have left our knowledge of the subject in the greatest confusion.

The most interesting observations are those of Thomson, Wilson, Has-
tings, Kaltenbrunner, Wedemeyer, and Koch. Two orders of changes

are observed on the application of chemical agents to the small arteries,

capillaries, and veins. In many instances,,—for example, whenever com-
mon salt was applied,—dilatation of the capillaries ensued after a few
minutes. In Wedemeyer's experiments, however, on the application of

salt to the small arteries of the mesentery of the frog, contraction to the

extent of ^th of their diameter was the first effect, and this was fol-

lowed by great dilatation. The application of ammonia was observed

by Thomson to be followed by contraction of the vessels., with dimi-

nished rapidity of the circulation ; while Wedemeyer and Hastings

found it produce dilatation of the vessels with stagnation of the blood.

Oesterreicher also observed dilatation follow the application of a weak

solution of ammonia, while he found that concentrated matters produce
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contraction of the vessels, and at last stagnation of the blood. Alcohol,
according to Hastings, produced contraction of the capillaries : hot water
had the same effect in frogs ; the application of ice was also followed by
contraction. Hastings remarked that these substances frequently caused
contraction first, and afterwards dilatation. From the application of
tincture of opium, tartaric acid, very dilute muriatic acid and alcohol,

lined no constant result. In two instances only did
alcohol cause retardation of the circulation, without, however, having
excited distinct contraction in the small arteries. When dilatation of
the vessels is produced, the circulation is generally at the same time
retarded. Thomson is the only physiologist who has observed accele-

ration as well as retardation of the circulation accompanying dilatation

°i the vessels; and this was after the application of common salt. In
vessels in which the substance applied has produced contractions, the
rate of the circulation also varies, being sometimes retarded, sometimes
accelerated.

I he blood must, cceteris paribus, flow more rapidly in a contracted
vessel

; but if its fluidity had been diminished, or coagulation induced,
by the substance applied, its motion will be retarded. In a dilated ves-
sel, the circulation must, cceteris paribus, be slower: increased rapidity
°r the circulation in such a state of the vessels can be accounted for

°nly on the supposition that dilatation from an external cause may dimi-

nish the friction in the vessel.

The explanation of the phenomena detailed above is at present quite

impossible. The contraction in all these cases may be a vital action of
the animal tissue, or it may be merely a chemical effect, which would
be produced equally well on dead matter,—-the substance applied may
be supposed, for example, to extract from the tissue a part of its water.

The dilatation of the vessels produced by certain substances may be a
state of turgescence arising from an increased organic affinity excited

between the blood and the tissue : it is, however, just as possible that
!t is merely the result of endosmosis. A salt when applied to a part

permeates the tissue till it reaches the capillary vessels ; an attraction
*s then exerted between the salt and the blood, which has a tendency
to dissolve the salt, as the salt has a tendency to dissolve itself in the
blood

; the blood will in consequence of this affinity be arrested and
accumulated in the capillaries ; the capillaries will be dilated, and the
circulation in them retarded. It is very probable that dilatation of the
capillaries, when produced by the application of a salt, is dependent on
endosmosis alone.

of the capillaries in infU The results of the experi-

ments detailed above appear, then, to admit of such different expla-
nations, that they can be of scarcely any assistance in determining the
state of the capillaries in inflammation. I shall therefore simply detail

\
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the phenomena of this morbid process as they have been observed and

described by Thomson,* Kaltenbrunner,f and K'och.J

The minute vessels of an inflamed organ contain at every stage of

the process an increased quantity of blood : at the commencement of

the inflammation the blood flows into the capillaries in larger quantity

than natural, circulates through them rapidly, and escapes from them into

the veins without great difficulty ; but in a more advanced stage of the

disease the circulation becomes impeded, and stagnates in the distended

capillaries ; at first single vessels only, but at last all the capillaries of

the part, are filled with blood, which is motionless, and very probably

coagulated ; at any rate it has undergone some change. Koch says that

the colouring matter of the globules is dissolved by the serum in the

inflamed part : this, however, is not probable, for in that case the fibrin-

ous exudation would be coloured red. According to Koch, no new

vessels are formed in inflamed parts ; it must, however, be remembered

that they are certainly developed in the fibrin effused during the in-

flammatory process. When the inflammatory congestion has attained

its highest degree, in membranes which have a free surface, they pour

out the dissolved fibrin of the blood. The fibrinous fluid or lymph coa-

gulates on the surface of the membrane, forming pseudo-membranes. If

the inflammation is situated in a part where there is no free surface on

which this exudation can take place, the coagulable matter accumulates

in the capillary vessels themselves. When the consequent arrest of the

circulation takes place only in isolated tracts of the capillary system,

while the circulation of the organ is carried on, though incompletely, by

the other capillaries, the part is merely rendered denser in texture,—

a

state which is called hepatisation, when it occurs in the lungs ; in other

organs, induration. If the violence of the inflammation is so great that

the circulation in the organ is completely arrested, and the blood in all

the capillaries is not merely coagulated, but decomposed, while the tissue

itself undergoes decomposition, such a part is said to be gangrenous, or

mortified,—its vitality is lost. Thomson has observed, that the vessels

in gangrenous parts are sometimes filled with coagulated fibrin, some-

times obliterated by the inflammatory process. Mortification ensues

more readily when the nervous energy is diminished, and in paralysed

parts.

If, after the congestion and effusion of lymph have taken place, the

inflammation is still kept up, either by the persistence of the same

causes, or by the accession of new, the tissue of the organ undergoes a

peculiar change. The decomposed molecules of the tissue are separated

* Lectures on Inflammation, translated into German by Krukenberg. Halle, 1820.

sanguinis Monach. 1826.

t Koch has given a review of the subject, with original experiments, in Meckel's

Archiv. Bd. vi.
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m the form of pus,—a matter consisting of globules larger than those of
the blood. No one, not even Kaltenbrunner, has observed satisfactorily
by the aid of the microscope the formation of pus. Cold-blooded animals
are not adapted for this experiment ; it ought to be instituted on mam-
malia,—on the wings of the bat, for example.

Nature of the inflammatory process.—In inflammation the phenomena
are so far similar to those of vital turgescence, or orgasm, that the blood
ls attracted in increased quantity to the part, and escapes from it with
uiniculty. But the effects of inflammation show that it would be a great
error to regard it as identical with increased vital action. In inflam-

mation the function of the part is, in the first place, disturbed by the

Material change produced in it by the exciting cause of the inflammation
;

subsequently, nature makes an effort to repair this material change. In
the reproduction of the antlers of the stag, in the phenomenon of erec-

t*on, and in the turgid state of the uterus after conception, the turges-

cence is really combined with increased vital power, and the excitement
and the vital energy in these cases advance to a certain extent pari
passu, but in inflammation the material change is the only part of the

process which goes on increasing. The appearance of turgescence
which arises from the blood being attracted and retained by the in-

flamed tissue,—perhaps for the purpose of restoring them to their natural

condition,—is gradually exchanged for that of gangrene. The latter

state ensues as soon as the material change is so great that the tissues

lose the power, which in the healthy state they possess, of preserving

the vital properties of the blood, which then itself becomes decomposed
in the vessels. Inflammation is produced by irritation of the capillaries,

but itself consists neither in an increased nor in a diminished vitality.

It is a peculiar state which may occur with the general vital powers in

their normal state, or with these powers depressed ; and which, in pro-

portion to the degree of its developement, if in an important organ,

always exhausts the vital powers, even if they were not previously

enfeebled. It is in fact a mutual action, morbid in its nature, which is

set up between the tissues and the blood, in consequence of the ma-
terial changes produced in the part, and which is compounded of the

original lesion of the part, of a local tendency to decomposition, and of
a vital action striving to counterbalance the tendency to decomposition,

-the vital action of the part sometimes overcomes the morbid tendency,
as is exemplified by a healing wound ; sometimes it does not.

Influence of the nerves on the circulation in the capillaries

physiologists have recently sought to prove that the nerves have a great

share in keeping up the circulation in the capillary vessels. Treviranus

and Baumgaertner have done most to support this theory. But al-

though it is certain that turgescence of the tissues— their attraction of

the nutritive fluid—is dependent on the influence of the nerves, it does

Several
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not necessarily follow that this influence should at all aid the circulation

.

The numerous experiments of Baumgaertner are far from being con-
vincing. He himself confesses that many of them are not strictly con-
clusive ; and, unless proofs are free from doubt, their number does not
better establish the fact. Baumgaertner directed a strong galvanic

current through the ischiadic nerve to the foot of a frog ; the irritability

of the nerve was destroyed, and in most cases the circulation in the
limb was arrested. But here, by destroying the nervous energy of the

part, the influence by which the coagulation of the fibrin is prevented
was abolished ; and, besides this, it must be remembered that galvanism

itself will produce coagulation of the albumen in the blood. After de-

struction of the spinal cord and brain, Baumgaertner saw the motion of

the blood in the capillaries become slower, although the heart continued

to beat. But here, again, the motion of the heart itself was weakened ;

and experiments which rest upon an indefinite Ci more" or " less/' are not
proofs.

Treviranus asserted that division of the ischiadic nerve in the fro°-

caused the circulation in the web ofthe foot to cease. But even Baum-
gaertner denies that this is the case if the web is kept properly moist.

The numerous experiments of Dr. Wilson Philip* also fail completely
to establish the influence of the nerves on the circulation in the capilla-

ries. The retardation or cessation of the circulation in the capillaries

which he observed when opium or infusion of tobacco were applied to

the brain and spinal cord, or when these parts were suddenly destroyed,

was dependent on the effect which was produced simultaneously on the

heart. Kochf also made an ingenious and simple experiment with a
view to determine the same point. He amputated the leg of a small

frog, and found that the motion of the blood in the capillaries of the

web of the foot continued for three minutes only. He then, in another
frog, divided all the parts of the thigh but the ischiadic nerve, by which
he left the limb attached to the body ; and he now perceived motions in

the capillaries for the space of a quarter or half an hour. I have repeated
this experiment, but not with the same result. The motion of the
blood in the capillaries continued about ten minutes when the limb
completely separated from the body in strong frogs ; and there was no
difference in respect to time when it was left attached by the ischiadi

was

nerve. In this experiment an error may be induced by the frog retaining
the power of producing voluntary contractions of the muscles of the limb
as long as the ischiadic nerve maintains its connection with the nervous
centres. After each contraction of the limb, a slight motion of th

blood in the capillaries is perceived ; but the cause of this is evidently
mechanical.

* Experimental Inquiry into the Laws of the Vital Functions.

t Meckel's Archiv. 1827, p. 443.
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In the following experiment I avoided this cause of error. I laid
open the spinal canal in a frog, and while my assistant, M. Hoevel, ap-
plied the wires of a simple galvanic circle to the posterior roots of the
spinal nerves,—the irritation of which excites no contractions of the
muscles,—I watched the circulation in the foot of the frog. At the mo-
ment when the galvanic stimulus was applied, no change was produced
!n the motion of the blood. This experiment, however, is not conclu-
sive, for it may be the anterior roots of the nerves from which an influ-
ence on the circulation is derived.

From the facts which we have detailed, it appears most probable that
the nerves do not really assist in carrying on the circulation in the capil-
laries, although it is certain that nervous influence is the principal cause
0r" the accumulation of the blood in the capillaries of certain parts durino-
the state of vital turgescence. The observation that in a frog much
exhausted the impulses communicated to the blood by the feeble con-
tractions of the heart are perceptible in the capillaries, proves that no
other force than that of the heart is required to support the circulation.

Of

of The action of the heart is aided
m accomplishing the circulation through the veins by the action of the
valves with which the veins are provided, and which are so arranged
that any intermitting pressure on the veins favours the motion of the
blood towards the heart. Hence the want of proper bodily exercise
must have an injurious effect on the circulation, if it were merely from
the loss of the aid which the action of the muscles affords to the motion of
the blood in the veins. The veins themselves, with the exception of the
root of the vena cava and pulmonary veins, have no contractile power.*

of the Many
contractile power of the heart is insufficient for the completion of the
circulation of the blood, ascribe some share in the blood's motion to a
power of suction which they suppose to be possessed by the heart
They imagine that, after the heart has contracted, its cavities return to
a state intermediate between dilatation and contraction, so as to give rise
to a relative vacuum. The degree to which the heart dilates after its con-
traction, independent of being dilated by a fluid, can be but slight. But
let us inquire how much effect is to be attributed to such a dilatation of
the heart. During the contraction of the auricle, the great veins be-
come more distended with blood, either on account of the reflux of
part of the blood of the auricle into them, or from that which they were
pouring into the auricle being arrested in its progress. During the
dilatation of the auricles the distension of the veins diminishes. This
was observed by Magendie and Wedemeyer, and it is exactly what I

* See pages 170 and 204.
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again each time to its former level.

have myself witnessed in the dog. It is necessary to know this fact

before forming an opinion on the following experiments. Wedemeyer
and Guenther, having tied the jugular vein in a horse, made an opening

into it between the ligature and the heart, and introduced a catheter,

to which a bent tube had been cemented. The longer descending

branch of the glass tube (two feet in length) was placed in a glass filled

with water. At first the inspirations and the contractions of the heart

were nearly simultaneous and of the same frequency,—namely, thirty in

a minute,—and the coloured water rose suddenly two or more inches in

the glass tube at the moment of each inspiration and pulsation, and sank

The inspirations gradually became

twice as frequent as the pulsations of the heart ; and Wedemeyer and

Guenther now observed for a long period, that the rise of the fluid did

not take place at each inspiration, but at every beat of the heart, and

consequently simultaneously with each dilatation of the auricle. This

experiment seems to prove beyond doubt the sorbent power of the

heart. This power is not, however, the principal cause of the blood's

motion in the veins ; for the fact, that large veins when divided continue

to pour out blood from that portion of the vein which is distant from the

heart, and connected with capillaries and arteries, proves that the pro-

pelling power of the heart's contraction extends to the veins; and Ma-
gendie has shown that the stream of venous blood from the lower end

of a divided vein becomes stronger during each expiration; which

proves that the effect of the compression of the arterial trunks which

takes place during expiration extends to the veins ; and it is evident

that the force thus exerted is far inferior to that of the heart's con-

tractions.

The circulation in fishes also shows that the passage of the blood

through a system of capillaries does not destroy the vis a tergo with

which it is propelled; for in these animals the heart sends the blood

through two systems of capillaries ; first through that of the branchiae,

from which it passes into the systemic arteries, which, as Nysten has

shown, have themselves no contractile power; and afterwards through

the general capillary system of the body. In all vertebrate animals, in-

deed, the vis a tergo derived from the heart is sufficient to propel the

blood through the capillaries of the liver, after it has already circulated

through the capillaries of the other abdominal viscera.

Influence of Sir David Barry has recently given a new
turn to these inquiries respecting the circulation in the veins. The
heart, he says, when distended with blood, completely fills the pericar-

dium ; but, when it contracts, it no longer occupies the same space, and

a partial vacuum ensues. To enable the auricles to fill this vacuum, the

blood rushes into them from the great venous trunks. But Sir D.
Barry attributes more importance to the effect of inspiration. During
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in

same

spiration, he says, a partial vacuum is formed in the thoracic cavity,
and all surrounding fluid must strive to enter it to fill the vacuum ; the
atmospheric air rushes in through the trachea, distending the lungs in

proportion to the dilatation of the thorax, and in the same way the
fluids in the vessels of the body being subject to the pressure of the at-

mospheric air, will be forced into the cavity of the thorax and distend
"e trunks of the great vessels contained in it. But in consequence of
a vacuum being formed in the pericardium at each contraction of the
eart, the blood of the great venous trunks is drawn into the auricles to

fal1 this vacuum; so that the afflux of blood to the cavity of the thorax
during inspiration takes place principally towards the auricles. To
Prove the correctness of his theory, he performed the following experi-

ment: he introduced one end of a bent tube into the jugular vein of an
animal, the vein being tied above the point where the tube was inserted;

fre inferior end of the tube was immersed in some coloured fluid. He
now observed that at the time of each inspiration the fluid ascended in

"e tube, while during expiration it either remained stationary, or even
sank. When the tube was introduced into the pericardium itself, he
observed the same ascent of the fluid.

a oiseuille has instituted some experiments to determine the

question, but in a more accurate manner. He employed the instrument

described at page 207 (fig. 15). A solution of carbonate of soda was
poured into the tube, filling both the perpendicular branches till it rose

to a level with the horizontal portion ; this point was the of the scale.

When the horizontal portion of the instrument thus prepared,, is connected

with the cavity of a vein, if any suction is exerted in the vein, a part of

the fluid will be drawn out of the instrument, and its level in the great

perpendicular branch (
3

> fig. 15) will fall ; if, on the other hand, any

pressure is exerted by the blood in the vein on the fluid in the horizon-

tal portion, the level of the fluid in the branch (
3
) will rise. The in-

strument was connected with the jugular vein of a dog ; and it was
observed that during expiration the fluid rose in the branch

(
3
), and

fell during inspiration ; the rise at first equalled 3 inches 4 lines, the fall

^as 3 inches 6 lines below the previous level ; afterwards the fluid as-

cended only 2 inches 4 lines, and fell 2 inches 9 lines below the level.

During great muscular efforts, the ascent of the fluid at the time of ex-

piration was as much as 5 inches 6 lines, or 6 inches 1 line above the level

;

and the descent during inspiration 9 inches 5 lines, or 9 inches 11 lines

below it. These experiments, which on repetition afforded the same

results,, confirmed Barry's opinion that during inspiration the venous blood

°f the body is drawn into the venous trunks in the thorax. The effect

of expiration, on the other hand, in repelling the blood, is prevented by
the action of the valves, and by the pressure exerted on the blood in the

veins by the muscles.

1

i
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Barry, however, has estimated too highly the influence of inspiration

on the motion of the blood. It is observable only in the large veins

near the thorax. Poiseuille could not detect it by means of his instrument

in veins more distant from the heart,—for example, in the veins of the

extremities. The act of inspiration empties the large veins in the

thorax, and less resistance is in consequence offered to the entrance of

the blood from the other veins ; but it cannot be the principal cause of

the motion of the blood in the veins ; and in the reptiles, which breathe

by the movements of deglutition, in fishes, and in the foetus, no move-

ment of inspiration is performed. There can be no doubt, therefore, that

the same power that moves the blood in the arteries, also effects its motion

in the capillaries and its return to the heart through the veins ; and that

by the effect of inspiration on the great venous trunks, by the sucking

action of the heart, and by the action of the valves, a part only of the

resistance which opposes the course of the venous blood is overcome.

The changes produced in the motion of the blood by the contraction

of the thorax during expiration, give rise to the tumefaction of certain

parts. The vascular trunks are in expiration so compressed, that the

blood is sent with increased force into the arteries, while the influx of

blood into the right auricle is arrested. The consequence of this is not

merely that the jugular veins become distended, but that even the brain

is more fully injected with blood. In cases where a portion of the skull

has been removed by the trephine, the brain is consequently in most

cases seen to be elevated somewhat during expiration, and to collapse

again during inspiration. Magendie declares that he has also observed

this to take place in the spinal cord. In the natural state, the cranial

cavity being inclosed by solid walls, no such movements of the brain can

be caused by respiration, the brain cannot then alter its volume. All

that has been advanced in favour of such a change of volume taking

place in the natural state, is refuted by the physical impossibility of its

occurrence.

The effects of impediment to the circulation in the larger veins are

effusion of the watery and albuminous parts of the blood into the serous

cavities and the cellular tissue. The fibrin is not effused. This

may be explained perhaps by the circumstance that the fibrin is being

constantly removed by the lymphatic vessels.

State of the vessels after death.—It is not rare to find blood in the

arteries after death ; for instance, such is the case in persons hanged,

in those drowned, or suffocated by vapour of charcoal, also after inflamma-

tion, and in ossified arteries.* But commonly the arteries are found to

contain proportionally less blood than the veins. It is the property of

arteries, as is well known, to contract both in diameter and length, so as

to adapt themselves, to a certain extent, to a diminished quantity of blood.

* Otto Path. Anatomie, i. . 343.

.
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By virtue of this property of elasticity, the arteries at the moment of

death force onwards the blood contained in them, while they assume
the narrowed state in which they are afterwards found.* At a later

period the quantity of the fluid in the vessels must be greatly diminish-

ed by the fluid part of the blood escaping through their porous coats,

which like all animal tissues are susceptible of imbibition. Dr. Carzonf
-

ascribed the absence of blood in the arteries after death chiefly to

the action of the lungs. He supposed these organs to contract after

the last expiration by virtue of their elasticity still further, so as to produce
*n the chest a vacuum, to fill which blood is drawn from the body into the

large venous trunks. When he had opened the thorax of the animals while

dying, he found that the arteries afterwards contained a larger quantity

°f blood than under other circumstances. But he has certainly over-
*

rated the elastic power of the lungs. Dr. Parry believed the empty
state of the arteries to be the result of their tonic contraction,J which
he supposed to take place immediately after death, so as to force their

contents onwards into the veins, but to cease after a time, when the

arteries again become dilated. Dr. Parry states that he has observed

ese changes in the diameter of the arteries after death. This expla-

nation is more probable than that afforded by the unconfirmed hypothesis

°f an attraction which the capillaries are supposed to exert on the red

particles of the blood in the arterial state, but not on those of venous

blood.

th

CHAPTER V.

OF T ACTION OF THE BLOOD-VESSELS IN THE PROCESS OF

ABSORPTION AND EXUDATION,

a. Of Absorption.

Before the discovery of the lacteals by Asellius in 1622, the office

of absorption was ascribed to the veins ; but after the discovery of

Asellius,, and when it was known that similar vessels existed in most
parts of the body, they were supposed to be the sole organs of absorp-

tion. The fact of the lacteals becoming turgid with chyle soon after

taking food, and the arrangement of their valves, which is such as to fa-

vour the course of the chyle and lymph towards the thoracic duct, and
to prevent its motion in the opposite direction, are corroborative of the

opinion that they perform the function of absorption. It has, however,

at different times been remarked that the lymphatics cannot be the sole

organs of absorption. The absorption of the osseous matter in the in-

terior of bones in the formation of their cells, and the absorption of the

* See page 193.

f Inquiry into the causes of the motion of the Blood, pp. 97. 108. 117.

See page 206. § See page 224,

;
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alveoli of the teeth in old persons, are facts well known, and yet there are

no lymphatics in bones. It is certain also that pus, portions of the lens,

and of blood in the interior of the eye, become absorbed, and neverthe-
less no lymphatics have been discovered in the interior of that organ.
Lastly, we need only instance the absorption of the yolk of the egg by
the germinal membrane, in which no one will assert that there are lym-
phatics during the first days of incubation ; if the invertebrate animals,

which possess no lymphatics, did not sufficiently prove the possibility of

absorption being performed without the agency of these vessels.

But it required a long course of experi-

ments to establish the fact of the immediate absorption of matters

into the blood without the aid of lymphatics. Magendie, Emmert,

Do

May- Lawrence, Coates, Tiedemann, Gmelin, and Westrumb, have
particularly distinguished themselves in this inquiry-

Ma
cept the crural artery and vein, leaving merely these vessels, which were
dissected quite clean, and freed from their cellular coat, to maintain the
connection of the limb with the trunk ; two grains of a strong poison
(the upas ticuti) were then inserted into a wound in the foot. The
action of the poison was as rapid as if the limb had been previously
uninjured. The symptoms began to show themselves in four minutes,
and in ten minutes the animal was dead.

The same physiologists made a similar experiment on a convolution of
intestine in a dog, in which the lacteals had been previously made visi-

ble by giving the animal a good meal. The intestine was tied at two
points, with an interval of fifteen or sixteen inches ; the lacteals of this

portion of intestine were then tied each with two ligatures and divided.

They satisfied themselves that no other lacteals ran from this part of the
intestine, so that its only means of communication with the circulation
were the arteries and veins. They now injected into the intestine two
ounces of decoction of nux vomica, and retained it there by a ligature.
Symptoms of poisoning ensued in six minutes/
Magendie laid bare one of the jugular veins in a young dog of six

weeks old, and isolated it from surrounding parts in its whole length, so
that he could pass a card beneath it. He then applied freely to the

The sym-

*

vein a watery solution of spirituous extract of nux vomica.
ptoms of poisoning appeared before the fourth minute; when a similar

experiment was made on an adult dog, the symptoms came on in ten
minutes.t

Segalas % has repeated these experiments in a different manner. He
tied the blood-vessels, or merely the veins of a portion of intestine, the

* Elements of Physiol, translated by Milligan, 4th ed. p. 314.

t Magendie, 1. c. p. 358. % Magendie's Journal de Physiol, ii. p, 117,
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lymphatics being uninjured, and was then unable to kill a dog, even in

an hour, by means of poison introduced into the intestine.

The results of Mayer's* experiments, in which he injected a solution

prussiate of potash into the lungs, must be more accurately detailed.
As early as from two to five minutes after its injection into the lungs,
the salt could be detected in the blood by the green or blue precipitate

Produced in the serum by the addition of muriate or sulphate of iron.

-I he rapidity with which the prussiate of potash enters the blood is too

great for it to be explained by means of the slow circulation of the
ymph. The salt was detected in the blood long before it was perceptible
lrUhe chyle, and in the left side of the heart before a trace of it could be
detected in the right cavities ; while, if the absorption had been effected

by the lymphatics, the course of the lymph being first into the venous
blood of the body, the salt absorbed ought to be first detectible in the

J^ght cavities of the heart. Eight minutes after its injection into the

Ungs> prussiate of potash shows itself in the urine. It is found also in

the skin, in the fluid of the articular cavities, in the abdominal cavity,

m the pleura, in the pericardium, in the fat, in the fibrous mem-

1

branes,—for instance, the dura mater,—in the aponeuroses, in the arach-
noid, in the capsular and lateral ligaments, in the internal ligaments of
joints,—for example, the cruciate ligaments of the knee-joints and the

hgamentum teres of the acetabulum,— in the perichondrium, and in the

valves of the heart.

The kidneys were the only glands in which it was detectible

;

prussiate of potash, like most salts, being excreted from the blood bv
the kidneys. The liver did not become stained on its external surface

when the salt of iron was applied, but the colour was evident in the in-

terior of the gland, although only around the large vessels which were
inclosed in the cellular tissue of the capsule of Glisson ; no change of

colour was produced in the bile, and a very slight one only in the milk.

In the testicle, salivary and pancreatic glands, and more especially in

the cellular tissue of these parts, the colouring was more distinct. The
spleen evidenced no change of colour, the suprarenal capsules scarcel
any, and none was produced in the muscles except at the parts where
the bundles of muscular fibre were enveloped in fibrous membrane. The
nerves became green externally, but this was dependent on the cellu-

iar membrane which surrounded them ; the nervous substance itself,

and the brain and spinal cord, displayed not the slightest alteration of
colo

v

ur.

of th

The colour of the bone also remained unchanged. The reason

ese differences is perhaps that the prussiate of potash is de-

composed in some tissues so as to render its detection by chemical

* Meckel's Arcliiv. t. iii. 1817, p. 485.

i '
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tests impossible, for it must be distributed with the blood equally to ail

parts.

Med
delphia instituted,* seem to be opposed to the results of Mayer's experi-

ments, and of all those hitherto mentioned. They seem to be in favour

of the opinion of absorption being performed chiefly by the lymphatics.

But they are not conclusive. The Academy found that after a solu-

tion of prussiate of potash had been injected into the peritoneum or in-

testine, the addition of a salt of iron thirty-five minutes or more after-

wards to the chyle produced in the majority of cases a distinctly blue

colour, while mostly a slight tinge was also produced in the serum of

the blood and in the urine. The interval of thirty-five minutes is much
too great; the blood and urine ought to have been examined, as in

Mayer's experiment, a few minutes after the prussiate of potash was in-

troduced. As these experiments were performed, they merely prove
that chemical agents are absorbed by the lymphatics as well as by the
capillaries.

)

one ounce of the solution ofprussiate of potash, the experimenters found
two minutes afterwards, when they let the animal bleed to death that
the salt could be detected in the urine, but not in the serum of the
blood nor in the chyle ; and nevertheless, the salt could have passed into

the urine only through the medium of the blood. The commission of the

Academy in several cases tied the vena portae, and nevertheless nux vo-

mica introduced into a portion of intestine produced tetanus in twenty-
three or more minutes ; while in other cases the mere ligature of th

vena portas produced death, but without tetanus. These experiments

seem to prove that the lacteals had conveyed the poison into the blood,

and it is possible for such to have been the case, in the space of twenty-

three minutes ; but this does not disprove the possibility of direct ab-

sorption into the blood in a shorter time. Moreover, branches of the
portal veins of the intestines anastomose with those of the cava.f
WestrumbJ detected prussiate of potash in the urine two minutes after

injecting it into the stomach, while the lymph and chyle contained
none. The ureters had been divided, and tubes fixed in them, from
which the urine was received.

Tiedemann and Gmelin have performed numerous experiments with
colouring matter and salts which are easily recognised or detected by
reagents. On examining the chyle several hours after colouring mat-

ters had been given by the mouth, they have never found it tinned

although the colouring substances were recognised in the blood and
urine, and had already passed from the stomach into the intestine. In

* Philadelph. Journ. N. 6. Froriep's Not. N. 49. t See page 185

± Meckel's Archiv. vn. 525, 540.
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very numerous experiments it was but a few times only that some por-
tion of the salt taken into the stomach could be detected in the chyle

:

m a horse to which some sulphate of iron had been given it was detect-
ed afterwards in the chyle; and once in a dog which had taken prussiate
°f potash this salt was detectible in the chyle, but in a second experi-
ment this was not the case ; sulphocyanate of potash given to a dog was
also once detected in the chyle. The objection, that the substances might
be already all absorbed, is not tenable ; for the intestine still contained a
considerable quantity of them. These results, which, from the accuracy
with which the experiments were performed, can be in great measure
depended upon, agree with those of the experiments made by Halle* and
Magendie.f On the other hand, they are opposed to those

Musg
of Martin Lis-

Viridet and
Mattel also assert that they have observed a yellow or red colour in the
chyle after food consisting of yolk of eggs or red beet had been taken.

Fodera § filled a portion of intestine in a living animal with solution of

Prussiate of potash, tied it in two places, and then dipped it in a solution
of sulphate of iron ; the lacteals and veins became blue. Schroeder Van
der Kolk, on repeating this experiment, perceived the blue colour in the
acteals only, not in the veins. After the lapse of half an hour, the so-
ut*on of prussiate of potash in the intestine was not changed in colour,
So that the sulphate of iron had not in that time permeated all the coats
or the intestine. This does not absolutely disprove the immediate pass-
age of substances into the blood ; for the small quantities of the salt

which would enter the blood are immediately carried onwards by the
circulation, while the motion of the chyle in the lacteals being propor-
tionally slow, foreign matters absorbed with it would be more exposed
to the test. Besides, a blue tint is exceedingly difficult to detect in the
blood itself, and cannot be recognised with certainty except in the serum
of the blood. Lawrence and Coates

||
did not detect the salt in the blood

before it was perceptible in the upper part of the thoracic duct.

Several experiments to determine the influence of ligature of the tho-
racic duct on absorption have been made by Brodie, Magendie, Delille,
and Segalas. In Brodie's^ experiments, the fatal effects of alcohol and
Worara poison were still produced, after the thoracic duct was tied.

Since, however, the thoracic duct has sometimes in animals commu-
nications with veins,—for instance, branches joining the vena azygos, as

-and since even a right thoracic duct sometimes exists,
w hile the absorbent vessels have frequent communications with each
other, the application of a ligature to the thoracic duct cannot absolutely

Prevent the passage of the poisoned lymph into the blood.

m the hog,

II

Fourcroy's Systeme des Connaiss. Chim. 10. 66.

Phil. Trans. 1701. 819.

Recherch. exp. sur Texhalation et ^absorption. Par. 1824.

Froriep's Not. 77. H Phil. Trans. 1811,

•j- Loc. cit.

R
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1

Emmert has demonstrated the immediate passage of matters into the
blood, by showing that they do not enter the circulation when the blood-
vessels are tied. Emmert* tied the abdominal aorta, and then intro-

duced prussiate of potash and a decoction of angustura virosa into dif-

ferent wounds in the feet. The prussiate of potash was absorbed and
detected in the urine, but the angustura had not its usual poisonous
effects. In another experiment, in which Emmert, after tying the ab-
dominal aorta, introduced prussic acid into a wound of the foot no
effects had ensued even in seventy hours ; but, on loosening the ligature

on the aorta at the end of that time, the symptoms appeared in half an
hour. Jacobson,t lastly, has shown, that in mollusca, which possess no
lymphatics, prussiate of potash, nevertheless, finds its way readily into

the blood from every surface to which it is applied, and is again elimi-

nated from the blood by the secreting organs,—the lungs, liver, and
saccus calcareus.J

The immediate absorption of matters by the capillary blood-vessels is

proved by all these experiments, but especially by the extraordinarily
rapid effects of poison ; for it is equally certain that the general effects

of poisoning depend, not on nervous communication, but wholly on the
noxious substance entering the circulation.

All the phenomena which we have detailed might, however, be de-
pendent on absorption by the lymphatics, if, as some recent writers sup-

pose, the lymphatics and small veins do really communicate^ But this

objection may be completely set aside by the known laws of the imbibi-

tion of animal tissues.

Imbibition.—Hitherto the passage of matters into the blood has been
supposed to depend on a peculiar absorbing power of the veins. But it

can be shown that fluid matters find their way without the aid of this

imaginary power of absorption into the blood of the capillaries ; and
from the capillaries they necessarily pass first into the veins, the direc-
tion in which all the blood of the capillaries moves being from the
arteries towards the veins and the heart. The primary phenomenon of
the immediate absorption of substances in solution into the blood is the
permeation of the animal tissues by the fluids. The property of permea-

• Meckel's Archiv. i. 1815, p. 178. Schnell, Diss. sist. hist, veneni upas antiar.
Tub. 1815. Tiibing. Blatter. 3. 1. 1817.

f Froriep's Notiz. xiv. p. 200.

^
$ On the subject of absorption by the capillaries and veins, consult Westrumb, Phy-

siolog. Untersuch. iiber die Einsangkraft der Venen. Hannover, 1825. Tiedemann
und Gmelin, Versuche liber die Wege, auf welchen Substanzen aus dem Magen und
Darmkanal ins Blut gelangen. Heidelb. 1820. Seiler und Ficinus in Zeitschrift fUr
Natur- und Heilkunde, ii. 378. Jaeckel, De absorptione venosa. Vratislar, 1819. Leb-
kuckner, Diss, utrum per viPentium adhuc animal, membran. atq.vasor. parietes mater,
ponderab. illis applicat. permeare queant, nee ne. Tiib. 1819. Wedemeyer, iiber den
Kreislauf. Hannover, 1828. 421. Schabel, de effect, veneni rad. veratri albi et helle
borinigri. Tub. 1819.

f See p. 272.
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bihty by fluids possessed by tissues even after death, depends upon their
invisible porosity, and is termed imbibition. This kind of absorption
being exercised by animal textures wholly devoid of life, may be cor-
rectly termed the inorganic, in contradistinction to the lymphatic ab-
sorption.

Gases, and thin fluids, together with the matters they hold in solution,
Permeate moist animal textures. Two kinds of gases in contact with the
two surfaces of a moist animal bladder, one being within it and the other
external to it, each permeate the bladder till they are equally mixed.
The bladder having been previously dried and then moistened does not
prevent this process taking place. A gas will permeate a moist bladder,
to be absorbed by a fluid within it. This explains how it is that gaseous
matters can enter into the blood during respiration, without the globules
°f the blood escaping. The gaseous matters permeate the membranes
of the lungs, and are dissolved in the blood circulating in the numerous
capillaries which traverse these membranes, by virtue of the invisible

porosity of the coats of the vessels, which, nevertheless, have no open-
ings large enough to admit the red particles of the blood. If a piece of
moist bladder is tied over a bottle completely filled with water, so that
the bladder is in contact with the surface of the water, and if some salt
Js then strewed over the outer surface of the bladder, the salt is dissolved
by the water which permeates the pores of the bladder, and from this

water is imparted to the water in the vessel. The primary cause of
imbibition, or the permeability of animal tissues, is therefore the ten-

dency which substances have to diffuse themselves uniformly in the fluid

in which they are dissolved. A salt in solution has a tendency to diffuse

itself through any other fluid with which it is miscible. Salt water and
water, for example, when in contact, become uniformly mixed with each
other. Animal tissues owe their softness to the watery fluids which
they contain, and which fill their pores. Any matter in solution, there-
fore, which comes in contact with them will tend to diffuse itself in the
fluids of the pores, and again, through the medium of these pores, with
fluids in contact with the opposite side of the membrane, until the dis-

tribution of the matters dissolved is uniform in the two fluids which the

membrane separates. There are, however, particular circumstances in

which the process of imbibition is accelerated by attraction, and by the

action of capillary tubes. The latter is the case when a dry animal tex-

ture is moistened, in which case the capillary attraction of the empty
pores must favour the entrance of the fluid. The first case is displayed
ln the phenomenon of endosmose and exosmose, first discovered by Par-

rot, and farther investigated by Porret, Dutrochet, and others. If a so-

lution of any salt, or of sugar, is poured into a glass tube closed below
by a piece of bladder, the particles of the solution permeate the pores of

the bladder, but do not pass through it. If the tube thus filled is placed

R 2
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are homogeneous.

in a vessel containing distilled water, the fluid gradually rises, and some-
times to the extent of several inches, within the tube, and by proper
tests it is found that at the same time a portion of the solution has found
its way from the interior of the tube to the water external to it. The
elevation of the level of the fluid in the tube continues till the two fluids

If the tube contains water, and the exterior vessel
the saline solution, the water sinks in the tube. If both vessels contain
solutions of different salts, but of the same density, the level of the fluids
does not alter, but the two salts become equally mixed. If, on the con-
trary, one solution is more concentrated than the other, the quantity of
the more concentrated one becomes increased. The same phenomena
are observed when, in place of the bladder of an animal, porous mineral
substances are used. Two explanations of the phenomena have been
given Ma
tween the particles of a saline solution a compound attraction is in play,
consisting of the mutual attraction of the salt and the water for each
other, of the attraction between the individual particles of the water,
and of that between the individual particles of the salt. This compound
attraction is supposed to be more powerful than the simple attraction
between the particles of water solely.* The second explanation is the
following

:
the animal bladder, inasmuch as it is porous, may be viewed

as a system of capillary tubes which exercise an attraction on the fluids,
which have a tendency to mix with each other, through the medium of
the water which fills the pores. If, now, it be imagined that one of the
fluids is more strongly attracted by the tissues of the bladder than the
other, it will, of course, be longer retained in its passage through the
pores

;
and the level of the fluid which passes through most quickly will

necessarily fall in the vessel that contains it, while the level of the
former will rise until the increasing pressure of the rising column of

t
(i en-

Dutrochet has named the phenomena which we have described
dosmose" and « exosmose," according as the quantity of the one or of the
other fluid increases under different conditions. In the direct passage
of matters in solution into the capillaries and the blood, endosmose with-
out doubt takes place, and not merely simple imbibition. Dutrochet has
demonstrated this by experiment. A portion of the intestine of a young
fowl, half filled with a solution of gum, sugar, or common salt, and tied
at both ends, was placed in a shallow vessel filled with water, when it
soon became filled to distension. If, on the contrary, the intestine con-
tained pure water, and was immersed in sugared water, it became gra-

* Berzelius, loc. cit. p. 134.

f Biot, Experimental-Physik, translated into the German by Fechner, i. p. 384. See
also Poisson, in Poggendorf's Annal. xi. 134. Fischer, ibid. 126. Magnus, ibid. x.
153 ; and Wach, Schweigg. Journal, p. 20.
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dually more lax, and the fluid in the intestine was afterwards found to
contain sugar.*

Dutrochet's hypothesis, that electric action is connected with these
Phenomena, has not been confirmed. It does not also constantly happen
that the denser fluid attracts more of the thinner than the latter does of

e former
:
in the case of gases especially, the contrary is seen to be

sometimes the case. But the chemical constitution of the fluid, and its

Physical and chemical relation to the animal membrane which it per-
meates, seem to have an important influence on the phenomenon. Di-
ute alcohol kept in bladder becomes more concentrated, the water
alone evaporating ;t and it has been found that if a portion of the intes-
*ne of a fowl filled with a watery solution of acacia gum and rhabarbarin,

and tied close, is laid in a vessel containing water, the intestine becomes
distended, while the rhabarbarin exudes from it. Similar sacks filled
With a weak solution of sulphate of iron, and laid in solution of ferrocy-
anate of potash, became distended in consequence.of the endosmosis of

J
e water of the exterior solution, which at the same time acquired a
ue colour from the salt of iron having passed through the membranes

*n an outward direction, while the absence of this colour in the fluid in
the interior of the portions of gut proved that the salt of potash had not
Permeated them. The phenomenon of the endosmosis of gases, on which
-IVI. Fflnott i™„ :*,„4.:4...i.~j • . . . _ , ,, a ui j jA madder

bl

^alf filled with atmospheric air being placed under ajar containing car-
bonic acid becomes more distended ; and if the bladder which is placed in
the carbonic acid gas contained hydrogen, it becomes distended to burst-
ing. If, on the contrary, the jar contains the lighter, and the bladder
the denser gas, the bladder becomes collapsed.

dfc I wished to know the
time required for any substance to reach by the way of imbibition the
superficial layers of the capillaries of a part which is not invested by
epidermis, so as to enter the circulation. The delicate membrane which
forms the villi of the intestines in the calf and ox contains capillary
blood-vessels, although the villi themselves measure only^th of an inch
111 diameter. From this measurement we can conceive to what depth
fluids must permeate to reach the capillaries of any membrane free from
epiaermis. Having put into a glass vessel with a very narrow neck some
solution of prussiate of potash, I tied over it in one experiment the uri-
na*y bladder of a frog, in another the lung of the same animal, then with
a hair-pencil applied to the surface of the soft membrane some solution

-Dutrochet, L'agent imm£diat du mouvement vital. Paris, 1826. Nouv. Rech. sur
endosmose. Paris, 1828. [See also the article Endosmose in the Cyclopaedia of Ana-

tomy.]

t See experiments of Staples in Kastner's Arch, fur Chemie, Bd.iii. H. 1—3. p. 282.
t Amer. Med. Journ. vol. vii. Froriep's Not. N. 646\
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(the muriate)

glass, so that the solution of prussiate of potash came in contact with the

inner surface of the membrane. A second of time had not elapsed when
a pale blue spot formed, and soon became more distinct. It appears,

therefore, that substances in solution permeate a membrane of the thick-

ness of the stretched bladder of a frog in detectable quantity within a

second of time. The membrane forming the frog's bladder consists of

several layers, and is very much thicker than the organised membrane
which forms the intestinal villi. We may therefore safely admit, that

substances in solution permeate in detectible quantity a membrane not

covered by epidermis, so as to reach the first layer of capillaries, and
thus to enter the circulation in a shorter time than a second. Now the

blood, according to Hering's calculation, circulates through the whole
body in half a minute, and, according to others, in from one to two mi-
nutes

; consequently we may suppose that a detectible quantity of any
substance in solution, which comes in contact with a membrane free from
epidermis, may be distributed through the circulating system in from
half a minute to two minutes.

tfP The narcotic poisons act, it is true, by abolishing
the nervous energy, but, when applied locally to the nerves, their effects

are only local. I held the nerve of a frog's leg, which was separated

from the body, in a watery solution of opium for a short time, and that

portion of the nerve lost its irritability, i. e. its property of exciting

twitchings of the leg when it was irritated ; but below the part that

the poison had touched the nerve still retained this function. Opium,
therefore, produces a change in the nervous matter itself; but the in-

fluence is local, and is not propagated through the nerves, so as to produce
general poisoning. Frogs are very sensible to the effects of opium; and
nevertheless, if the leg of a frog is separated from the body, the nerve
only being left to maintain the connection, and is then placed in a solu-

tion of opium, and kept there for several hours, the animal suffers no
narcotic influence

;
provided, however, that it is so confined, that in its

struggles it cannot throw any of the fluid over its body.

These experiments, as well as many others, instituted by well-known
physiologists, prove that, before narcotic poisons can exert their general
effects on the nervous system, they must enter the circulation. Dupuy
and Brachet indeed maintain that animals cannot be destroyed by nar-
cotic poisons introduced into the stomach, if the nervus vagus has been
divided on both sides, or, at least, that they do not die so soon. But in

thirty experiments on mammalia, which M. Wernscheidt performed un-

der my direction, not the least difference could be perceived in the ac-

tion of narcotic poisons introduced into the stomach, whether the nervus

vagus had been divided on both sides or not, provided the animals were
of the same species and size.
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The rapid action of the greater number of narcotic poisons is perfect-
ly explicable by the facts above detailed respecting absorption by imbi-
bition. Prussic acid, however, exerts its influence in a much shorter
time than would be required for it to enter the circulation through the me-
dium of the capillaries, which, as we have said, is half a minute, or two
minutes. The spirituous solution of extract of nux vomica, also, intro-
duced in sm^l quantity into the mouth of a young rabbit, produces im-
mediate death ; whereas when applied to a nerve at some distance from
he brain,—for instance, to the ischiadic nerve,—it produces no ge-

Wedemeyer
ed, does not exert its poisonous influence when applied merely to a bare
nerve. The rapid effects of prussic acid can only be explained by its

possessing great volatility and power of expansion, by which it is enabled
diffuse itself through the blood more rapidly than that fluid circu-

lates, to permeate the animal tissues very quickly, and in a manner in-

dependent of its distribution by means of the blood, and thus to produce
he peculiar material changes in the central organ of the nervous system
more quickly in proportion as it is applied nearer to it.

Passage ofingesta into the secretions.—The rapidity with which fluid

Matters are imbibed into the capillaries, and distributed through the
body by the circulation, explains completely the quick reappearance in
the urine of substances which have been taken into the stomach with
tne food, without the need of having recourse to the barbarous notion of
secret passages existing between the stomach and kidneys. According
to Westrumb, soluble salts find their way into the urine in from two to
ten minutes after they are taken into the stomach ; for, when this
time had elapsed after giving prussiate of potash to an animal, he was
able to detect it in the urine which he collected immediately from the
ureter, Stehberger's experiments, however, prove that the reappearance
m the urine of substances taken with the food ordinarily requires a much
longer period.

yf chyle. —The matters which pass by imbibition through
the walls of the capillaries into the blood must, however, be in solution

;

hey must not consist of globules. This condition alone shows that the
digested matters, and the chyle which contains globules, cannot find
their way by imbibition into the capillaries and the venous blood.

May
chyle in the intestinal and portal veins. But the chyle could not have
entered the blood through the walls of the capillary vessels; for, if that
were the case, the corpuscules of the blood in the capillaries would like-
Wxsebe able to escape from them. Perhaps the streaks of chyle observed

y these physiologists were derived from the communications which are

upposed, although not yet proved, to exist between the lacteals and
the small veins.
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Endosmosis, however, does not explain the absorption of all fluids by
the animal tissues. If the fluids of the tissue itself are more concen-
trated than those to be absorbed, such as fluids collected in the pleura,
or lungs, the passage of the external fluids into the parenchyma will, ac-
cording to the laws of endosmosis, take place more readily than the
passage of the fluids of the tissue outwards. But if, on the contrary,
the external fluid is equally concentrated with that contained in the
tissue, the two fluids ought, according to the laws of imbibition, to pass
through the membrane in both directions with equal rapidity, so that the
quantity of both fluids would remain the same ; and, if the fluid of the
tissue is the less concentrated of the two, it will exude in greater quan-
tity than the external fluid will be absorbed, so that the quantity of the
latter will be increased. Imbibition, therefore, does not explain the di-

minution of the quantity of fluids by absorption, but only the mingling
of them, as in the case of poisons applied to the surface of the body,
&c. For a collection of fluid in the pleura, containing albumen and
salts in the same state of concentration as these substances exist in the
blood, would not be diminished in quantity by imbibition alone ; there
would be merely an interchange of the saline matters contained in the
external fluid and in the blood, while the bulk of the former would re-
main the same

;
and, if the saline ingredients were in a more concen-

trated state in it than in the blood, its quantity would even become in-

creased.

The removal of collections of fluids by absorption must be effected in
many cases either by means of the lymphatics, independently of imbibi-
tion into the capillaries, or we must suppose that the suction of the
venous blood towards the heart assists the absorption by the capillaries.

It is possible that the process of endosmosis may be modified by a pecu-
liar attraction exerted by the tissues on the fluids circulating in them ;

an attraction, by the agency of which the fluids in the tissues may be
retained while the external fluid is absorbed, so that merely absorption,
and not an interchange of fluids, as is the case under ordinary circum-
stances, is the result. Water, for example, would have a tendency to
diffuse itself in the blood of the capillaries ; but the blood being under
the influence of the mutual vital process which is going on between it
and the capillary vessels, would have no tendency to diffuse itself in the

The red particles of the blood have, as we have already seen/
water.

a great affinity for water, and in their passage through the capillary
vessels they may contribute to cause its absorption.

Absorption by organic attraction.—The question whether the blood in
the capillary vessels, or these vessels themselves, exert on certain sub-
stances an attraction which differs in its nature from any accounted for
by physical laws, is quite distinct from the one above discussed. There

# See page 105.
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is only one part of the body in which this kind of attraction certainly ex-
ists, and that is the capillary system of the placenta. The existence of
Jymphatics in the placenta and umbilical cord being quite problematical,
the transmission of nutritive fluids from the mother to the child must
be effected by means of the capillary vessels of the placenta. There is
no direct communication between the vessels of the mother and those of
the foetus, the sole mode in which the uterine arteries terminate is by
becoming continuous with the radicle uterine veins ; and, on the other
band, the foetal arteries of the placenta have no other mode of termi-
nation than in the commencing foetal veins of the same part. Weber*
bas given a very interesting description of the mode in which the pla-
centa and uterus are connected. The finest ramifications of the placen-
tal vessels are distributed in the tufted processes on the maternal sur-
face of the placenta. The arteries ramify in the tufted villi, and termi-
nate at the extremities of the villi by direct inosculation with the radi-
cles of the placental veins. Bundles of these tufts of villi project into
the cavities of the large veins, in which the maternal blood flows on the
mner surface of the uterus. From this arrangement of the tufts, and from
the delicacy of the coats of the uterine veins, the foetal blood circulatino
through the capillaries of the placental tufts is freely exposed to the ac"
tion of the venous blood of the mother, and probably attracts from it

some of the matters dissolved in it.

In the endosmosis which undoubtedly takes place between the foetal

and maternal blood, more matter is received by the foetal blood than is

given in exchange by it to the blood of the mother. It is an organic
and vital endosmosis totally different in the laws which regulate it from
the chemical process of imbibition described by Dutrochet. In rumi-
nating animals the tufts or villi of the cotyledons of the ovum are not
imbedded in the veins of the uterus, but, like roots in the ground, in

sheath-like cavities, or tubes, hollowed in the substance of the uterus.
All these excavations in the uterus are lined with capillaries of the ma-
ternal vessels ; while the capillaries of the foetus, which have no commu-
nication with those of the mother, are distributed upon the tufts of the
cotyledons. Here the matters which are to be absorbed by the capilla-

ries of the foetus must first be secreted by those of the mother.

Does the action of It is still matter of doubt
whether the absorption of fluids into the capillaries by means of imbibi-
tion is aided by the motion communicated to the blood in the veins, and
thence to that in the capillaries, by the sucking action which the heart

exerts in the dilatation of its cavities. The motion of the blood, how-
ever, must be so far favourable to imbibition, as it removes what has

already been absorbed, and thus renders constant the cause of the en-

dosmosis,—namely, the tendency of substances to diffuse themselves

* Hildebrandt's Anatomie, Bd. iv. p. 496.

ii -.
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through fluids till equally distributed, If the same portion of blood
constantly exposed to this action, imbibition would after a time

necessarily cease.

Influence ofgah Fodera* has observed that ab-
sorption, or imbibition, is accelerated by the action of galvanism. He
injected prussiate of potash into the pleura, and sulphate of iron into the
abdomen. Usually five or six minutes elapse before these two substances
combine

; but their combination was instantaneous when a slight gal-
vanic current was passed through the diaphragm. The same phenome-
non is said to occur when one fluid is introduced into the urinary blad-
der, the other into the abdomen, or one into the lung, the other into the
pleura. The nerves have no influence on inorganic imbibition ; there
was, in my experiments, no perceptible difference in the absorption of
poisons whether the nervus vagus had been divided or not.

Changes produced in the matters absorbed.—Matters which find their
way from the intestines into the circulation by permeating the coats
of the capillaries, do not pass directly from the intestinal veins into
the vena cava, they circulate through the liver before reaching the
general circulation. Ma has observed, that in their transit

through the liver the properties of many substances are altered. Thus
if a grammef of bile, or a considerable quantity of atmospheric air

are injected into the crural vein, immediate death is the consequence
;

while, if they are injected into the vena portae, the animal suffers no ill

effect. Many substances undergo a change in the intestines themselves.

Thus the poison of the viper, when taken into the stomach, produces,
according to Redi and Mangili,^; and Dr. Stevens,§ no poisonous effects;

and the saliva of hydrophobia, according to Coindet,|| does not exercise
its infectious property when taken into the alimentary canal.

Effect of plethora Magend
sion of the blood-vessels, with an excess of fluid, diminishes the activity
of absorption. By the injection of water into the veins, the absorption
of foreign substances by the organised membranes was prevented • but
after taking some blood from the animal, absorption commenced with
the usual phenomena. Venesection, on the contrary, accelerated the
process; so that phenomena, which ordinarily did not ensue till after
two minutes, appeared in half a minute. Absorption is most rapid from
the mucous membranes, from serous membranes, and from wounds ; it

is much slower from a membrane covered with epidermis.

Absorption by the skin.—The most external layer of the organised cutis

seems indeed to possess a very feeble absorbent power : this may per-

haps arise from its secreting horny matter. Colouring matter, consist-

ing of granules or grains of powder from an explosion, having found

* Journ. de Physiol, iii. p. 35.

t Meckel's Archiv. iii. 1817, p. 639.

||
Froriep's Notiz. 1823, Sept. 170.

t About 15J grains avoirdupois

§ On the Blood, p, 137,
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their way into cracks of the skin, remain during the entire life without
being dissolved or absorbed. Nitrate of silver given internally for a
considerable time, imparts a blackish slate-colour to the skin, probably
from a chemical combination being formed between the silver and the
animal matter. The skin covered with epidermis, however, is certainly
endued with an absorbing power ; but the substances to be absorbed
must be either in solution, or readily soluble in the animal fluids. The
subject of absorption by the skin is important, on account both of the
frequency with which foreign substances come in contact with it, and
from its being adapted to the application of medicinal substances. Seiler
and Ficinus found that when the feet of horses had been moistened
with solution of oxide of lead in liquor potassa?, this substance was detecti-

ve in the blood and chyle.

All metallic preparations rubbed into the skin have the same action
as when given internally, only in a less degree. Mercury applied in
this manner cures syphilis, and excites salivation; tartrate of anti-
mony, according to Letsom and Brera, excites vomiting; and arsenic
exerts its poisonous effects. Vegetable matters also, if soluble, or al-

ready in solution, exert their peculiar effects through the medium of the
skin. Haller states that white hellebore laid upon the abdomen excites
vomiting, and that violent purging is produced by washing the feet with
a decoction of either the white or the black hellebore. Sabadilla seeds
applied to the skin were found by Lentin to excite most violent cramps,
and when rubbed on the abdomen to cause purging. Cantharides applied
to the skin excite strangury ; and narcotics thus applied produce their

peculiar effects. Camphoi

expired from the lungs ; oil of turpentine by the violet smell of the
urine; mercury in the blood, saliva, urine, and milk, according to Bloch,
Autenrieth and Zeller, and Canter, and in the bones also, according to

Fricke
;f prussiate of potash, rhubarb, and madder, in the blood, urine,

&c; each of these substances having in the respective cases been applied
to the skin. But the action of all medicinal substances and poisons
applied to the skin is much more powerful if the cuticle has been pre-
viously removed.

It has long been a contested question whether the skin covered with
its epidermis has the power of absorbing water, and it is a point difficult

to determine, because the skin loses water by evaporation.

The epidermis is certainly hygroscopic, and swells when placed in

water. The experiments of Falconer, Alexander, and others, which
consisted in weighing the body and the water in baths, appear to me
unworthy of dependence. SeguinJ and Currie§ could discover no in-

Ma

On this subject consult Westrumb, Meckel's Arcbiv. 1827 ; and Sewall, ibid

t Horn's Archiv. 1826. 459.

Ann. de Chimie, t. xe. 185 ; t. xcii. 33. Meckel's Archiv. iii. p. 385.
Med. Reports^ ch. xix.

ii. 146
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crease of weight when the whole or part of the body was immersed in
water

;
and those experiments in which colouring matter or prussiate of

potash dissolved in the water of a bath could afterwards be detected in
the urine, by no means prove that the water was absorbed. Saline sub-
stances can permeate a membrane both sides of which are in contact
with water, without the level of the water on either side undergoing any
change.

[M. Edwards* has proved most clearly that this absorption of water
by the surface of the body takes place in the lower animals very
rapidly under certain circumstances. Not only frogs, which have a thin
skin, but lizards, in which the cuticle is so very much thicker than in

man, after having lost a great part of their weight by being kept for

some time in a dry atmosphere, were found to recover both their weight
and plumpness very rapidly when immersed in water. Merely the tail,

posterior extremities, and posterior part of the body of the lizard were
immersed, but the water absorbed was distributed throughout the sys-
tem. M

/

the skin of man, if the scaly skin of the lizard possesses it. The re-
sult of Seguin's experiments, namely, that there was a loss of weight
during the immersion in water which was equal to the loss by pulmonary
perspiration under other circumstances, is explained by M. Edwards, by
supposing that the absorption and transudation by the skin were equal,
so as to balance each other. M. Seguin supposed that neither took place!
Two causes are found to exert a great influence over these two func-
tions of the skin in the lower animals : 1st, the quantity of fluid al-
ready in the body

; and, 2ndly, the temperature of the water in which
it is immersed. Fulness of body renders absorption less, and lowness
of temperature diminishes the exudation. To render absorption by the
human skin perceptible, the exudation must not only be depressed be-
low the amount of the absorption by the skin, but the absorption must
be so great as to balance the loss by pulmonary exhalation. This can

also that there is a perceptiblefindsseldom happen. M
absorption by the skin of the lizard in humid air ; and in an experfmlnt
made on several Guinea pigs kept in a moist atmosphere, he found that
the average weight of their evacuations exceeded the loss in the weightr y _. „,_ Qn comparing thig resulfc wkh the ]oss of ht of
Guinea plgs kept in a dry air, he was inclined to attribute the excess of
weight of the evacuations to the absorption of watery vapour. But it is

of the animals.

the skin in a moist atmosphere than in water, and it must be much less
abundant, more particularly in warm-blooded animals ; for, their tempe-
rature being generally higher than that of the surrounding air, the air
becomes rarefied around them, and thus more susceptible of imbibing

]

* On the influence of physical agents on life, pp. 181. 189.
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The absorption of different kinds of gas by animal tissues, as in the pro-
cess of respiration, and even by the skin itself, is placed beyond doubt by
"»e experiments of Abernethy, Cruikshank, Autenrieth, Beddoes, andM

s in

artigny. In these cases, of course, the absorbed gases com-
«*e with the fluids, and lose the gaseous form. Several physiologists

^ave observed an absorption of nitrogen by the skin : Beddoes says that
e saw the arm of a negro become pale for a short time when immersed

*n chlorine
;
and Abernethy observed that when he held his hand. _

0xygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, and other gases contained in jars over
Mercury, the volume of the gases became considerably diminished.

Interstitial absorption.-—It is still a matter of doubt whether the ab-
sorption which goes on in the substance of the different textures of the
°dy is chiefly performed by the blood-vessels, or by the lymphatics.
n many parts, however, in which the existence of lymphatics has never
been demonstrated,—for example, in the bones,—there is marked evi-
dence of absorption going on.

In many other cases in which matters are absorbed from parts known
o possess lymphatics as well as blood-vessels, it is quite uncertain into
hich order of vessels these matters are first received. This is the casem the following instances: the reabsorption of the colouring .uaicer
the bile deposited in the different tissues in jaundice, and the absorp-

«>n of accumulated secretions, such as bile and urine, into the circu-
ation

;
the wasting of the thymus gland during the period from infancy

to the twelfth year
; the disappearance of the fat from the body gene-

rally in persons fasting, in consumptive persons, after great losses of
the fluids of the body, and in animals during hybernation ; and the fre-

matter

disappe These cases of
absorption are not all of the same kind. The true interstitial absorp-
tion of organised tissues, in which the particles of the tissue which fill the
meshes of the capillary network are removed, must be distinguished from
the cases of the absorption of fluids, which do not form part of the tissue,
and have therefore no mutual vital action with the blood-vessels. In the
Process of interstitial absorption, as it occurs in the atrophy of the tail
ot the tadpole, and of the pupillary membrane in the foetus, and in the
aevelopement of cells in the bones, the most essential circumstance,
Perhaps, seems to be the solution of the particles which occupy the
meshes of the capillary system. The matter when dissolved may be
removed by imbibition into the currents of blood, or, except in the
ease of the bones, by absorption by the lymphatics. Of all organised
parts, the bones present the phenomena of interstitial absorption in the
™ost remarkable degree; their cells are developed in the child long
after the bone is formed, and increase in size by the agency of the same
process. The diploe of the cranial bones disappears in old age, and the
bones become thinner. The frontal and sphenoidal sinuses are deve-

^
I :
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contact with living

waste.

loped in the period of youth. Parts, however, which are not organised,
but are only in connection with an organised matrix,—for example, the
roots of the teeth,—are also subject to absorption. The roots of the
first teeth disappear at the time of the change of the teeth ; and Soem-
mering* has observed that they become soft, probably in consequence of
solution of their component matter. In caries, also, which depends on
an abnormal combination of their components, the teeth are acted on
by the fluid of the mouth and softened. It is still unknown whether
necrotic portions of bone which remain long in

textures, diminish in size.

When, in consequence of diseased states of the blood, of paralysis, or
other causes, nutrition is less active, the interstitial absorption is no
longer counterbalanced, and the part wastes. Whether in phthisis the
muscular fibres themselves waste, or merely the cellular membrane in

their interstices, is uncertain. Their muscles, however, such as the
platysma myoides, and some muscles of the external ear, seem really to

In paralysis the wasting of the muscles is more frequent ; and
Schroeder Van der Kolk has even observed their conversion into fat.

Cartilage, bone, brain, and nerves, according to Desmoulins' and Schroe-
der's researches, do not waste in phthisis. When the cause of atrophy
is general, the tissues are absorbed in the following order : fat, cellular

tissue, muscles, bone, cartilage, and tendon. Long-continued pressure,

by putting a stop to nutrition, may cause every tissue to be absorbed.
The mode in which pressure acts in causing the absorption of bone, is,

however, a problem still requiring solution ; for if the cessation of nu-
trition in consequence of the pressure were the sole cause, the articular

heads of the bones of the lower extremities ought also to be absorbed.
Perhaps a swelling affecting all surrounding parts—an aneurysm, or
fungus,—excites inflammation of the bone, as well as of other parts

;

and bone when inflamed becomes softened, and is consequently more
readily susceptible of absorption when its nutrition happens to be inter-

rupted by any pressure. Caries, however, is not produced in these
eases.f It is a well-known fact that iodine favours the wasting and
absorption of organised tissues.

b. Of exhalation and exudation.

Many
stances which have been taken up into the circulation, and which are
then distributed through the body with the blood in their original state,

or more or less altered, are afterwards eliminated from the system by
the process of imbibition and endosmosis. Prussiate of potash, having

* Vom Bau des Menschlichen Korpers, i. § 226 u. 233.

t On this subject consult Schroeder V. d. Kolk in Luchtmann, De absorptionis
sanae et morbosee dibcrimine. Traj. ad K. 1829.

:
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entered the circulation by endosmose, permeates the tissues which formne surfaces communicating with the exterior, according to the sameaws, and becomes mingled with the natural secretions. In this way itsoon appears again in detectible quantity in the most various secretedwuias • m tho .,*.;,,,. r_.. • ' ».-__ •. ,

Westumb m from two to ten minutes after its introduction into the body.
m

fte blood impregnated with prussiate of potash, and the fluid contained

J*

the cavities of a secreting organ,—for example, the urine in the tubuli
nnifen of the kidney,—are able, in accordance with laws purely phy-

sical, to impart to each other the substances that they contain in se-
ction until these substances are equally diffused in both. In jaundicea most all the internal organs, as well as the secretions, become im-
pregnated with the colouring matter of the bile, which is contained in
the serum of the blood.

Those natural or accidental ingredients of the blood which are ca-
pable of assuming the gaseous form may, unless they are retained bysome special attraction exerted on them by the tissues, evaporate from
«e free surfaces of the membranes of the body.
When pressure favours their passage through the pores of the animal
embranes, even fluids must, in accordance with physical laws, force

*eir way into the free cavities filled with gas or vapour ;—hence the effu-
sion of fluids in the animal body after death as the effect of mere gra-
vitation

; serum, at first pure, afterwards with the colouring matter of
it> permeates the tissues, and may collect in the

m 9+ m »

bJood dissolved

different cavities; the bile exudes from the gall-bladder, and colours
yellow the parts which are in contact with it. During life, absorption
effected by an attraction of a vital nature counterbalances this trans-
udation of fluid through the membranes of the body ; but in disease
different causes destroy the balance of the two processes, and then
the water, with the animal matter and salts dissolved in it, collects in
the cavities of the body and in the cellular membrane, and gives rise to
the appearances of anasarca or oedema, and albuminous urine. Oblite-
ration of the great venous trunks of the viscera or of the extremities
gives rise to exudation of albuminous fluid into the surrounding serous
sacs or into the cellular membrane, particularly of the inferior extremi-
ties

; and artificial dropsy of the cellular membrane may be produced, as
Souillaud has shown, by tying the great venous trunks. The dropsies
occurring in consequence of degeneration of the viscera may possibly be
also partly dependent on the circulation through the viscera being ob-
structed. The exudation of the fibrinous fluid in inflammation might
oe explained in the same way ; but the quality of the exuded matter
depends on other causes.

Exudation during life.—The foregoing observations Avould seem to
show that the exhalation of vapour, and exudation of fluid, are, even in

i
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the living body, the result of the purely physical laws of imbibition, en-
dosmosis, and pressure. But that is not the case. If exudation during
life was solely under the influence of these physical laws, all the ingre-
dients of the fluids would escape equally ; but the matter which per-
meates the tissues, and is exhaled or exuded, often consists of a part
only of the substances which are contained in solution in the blood. Thus
in inflammation the matter which exudes through the membranes is the
fibrin which the serum of the blood holds in solution ; while, on the con-
trary, in dropsies,—such as are produced, for example, by obstruction to

the return of venous blood,—the fibrin does not exude; the exudation is

merely an albuminous fluid. There must, then, under ordinary circum-

stances, be some force in action which prevents the escape of fibrin from
the vessels, and which in inflammation is rendered inert,—some affinity

or attraction which the parenchyma possesses for the fibrin, but not for

the albuminous serum, which therefore in anasarca is allowed to escape.
At the commencement of inflammation, as observed in a wound, or after
the application of a blister, serum merely is effused; when the inflamma-
tion becomes more violent, the fibrinous part of the blood also exudes.

It is most probable that there are similar differences in the exhalation
of fluids in the gaseous form, for instance, from the skin ; and that not
every part of the fluids of the body which is capable of assuming the
form of vapour, is really exhaled from the surface of the membranes.

Secretion.—The elimination of many substances from the blood cannot
be explained according to |the laws of endosmosis. The urea, for ex-
ample, which has been proved to exist already formed in the blood
itself,* is nevertheless excreted by no other part of the body than the

kidneys.

Other excretions, formed of components of the blood, are formed only
under certain local conditions. This is the case with the menstrual
flux, which, according to the observations of Lavagna, Toulmouche,
Brande, and myself, contains no fibrin; the clots which form in it are soft,

and consist principally of red particles alone. Brande is certainly wrong
in saying that the menstrual fluid is merely a concentrated solution of
the red colouring matter of the blood; I have found red particles in it

perfectly unchanged in appearance. It must therefore be supposed that,
at the period of menstruation, the texture of the vessels of the uterus
becomes so loose as to allow the escape of the red particles. There are
no open mouths of veins in the uterus any more than in other parts of
the body.

In the cases also in which the blood itself escapes slowly from the
surface of membranes, by what is called exhalation, secretion, or « dia-
pedesis," there is more than a simple secretion or transudation; the coats
of the vessels must be changed in texture, and in many cases, as for ex-

* See page 151.
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ample in haemoptysis and in the bloody expectoration which accompa-
nies inflammation of the lungs,—* not in all, there is rupture of the mi-
nute vessels or capillaries. Wedemeyer
render it probable that, under particular circumstances, the colouring
patter of the red particles may, even in living animals, be dissolved in
tne serum, and thus give rise to a coloured effusion. Having injected
a considerable quantity of warm water into the veins of horses, he found
that exudation of serum, of a red colour, took place from the nostrils, and
into the abdominal cavity. The colouring matter of the red particles is,
*t is known, soluble in water ; and in scurvy, purpura, and after the bite

t A certain
talented physician supposes the exhalation of blood or " diapedesis," of
which we have spoken above, to be a mere exudation of a solution of
colouring matter without any entire red particles. This is a difficult matter
to prove, and until proved cannot be admitted as a fact. Even the bloody
appearance of the serum of the blood in scurvy may arise, not from
cruorine being dissolved in it, but from its containing a few red particles
diffused through it, which is very likely to happen when blood does not
coagulate firmly.

The globules of secreted fluids must be supposed to be formed at the
moment that the secretions are separated from the blood; they could not
have passed entire through the coats of the vessels. The globules of
pus, for instance, which are larger than the red particles of the blood,

Webe cannot be those bodies
merely changed in some way. They must either be particles of the
tissue separated from the suppurating surface, or they must be formed at
the very moment of the elimination of the secretion, as the observation
of Brugmans and Autenrieth, that pus, when first formed, is a thin and
clear fluid, would seem to indicate. The elimination, by the kidneys, of
globules of pus which had found their way into the blood, is quite an
impossibility; the proximate components only of the pus. in a state of
solution can be eliminated from the blood, the globules must be formed
from these components afterwards.

* Ueber den Kreislauf ; Hanover, 1828; 463.

t Autenrieth, Physiol, ii. 154.
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SECTION III.

Of the Lymph and the Lymphatic Vessels.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE LYMPH.

The lymph is the fluid contained in the lymphatic vessels; its appear-
ance, as observed by Professors Wutzer and Nasse, and myself, is that

of a transparent pale yellow fluid; it has generally no tint of red, unless

some of the red particles of the blood are accidentally mixed with it.

In the frog it is perfectly transparent, and has not even a yellowish

tint. Lymph is devoid of smell, is slightly alkaline, and has a saline

taste- The lymph of the intestines, when it contains matter just ab-
sorbed from the digested food, is always more or less turbid, and has a
yellowish grey or whitish colour, arising from the presence of a great
number of globules ; it is then called chyle.

Analysis of lymph and chyle.—Both lymph and chyle contain albumen
and fibrin in the state of solution. The fibrin of lymph removed from
the body coagulates in less than ten minutes. Reuss and Emmert*
found, by experiment, that 92 grains of lymph of the horse yields only
one grain of soft coagulum, consequently less than one-third per cent, of
dry fibrin. The fluid which remained after the fibrin had coagulated was
evaporated to dryness, and yielded 8f per cent, of dry residue, consist-
ing chiefly of albumen and chloride of sodium. The fibrin which Reuss,
Emmert, and Lassaigne obtained from the lymph of the horse, as well
as that which Nasse and I obtained from human lymph, was quite
colourless. The fibrin which I procured from the lymph of the fro°-

had always the same appearance as that from human lymph. The pale
red colour which Tiedemann and Gmelin ascribed to the lymph, was
perhaps produced in the lymph they examined by the accidental admix-
ture of a small quantity of blood.

The following is the composition of the lymph of the horse, according
to Lassaigne's analysis

:

K̂

at6r
' • 92-500

Flbrm
> 0-330

Albumen,
5-7S6

Chlorides of sodium and potassum, with soda and phosphate of lime, 1-434
r

100000
Besides the above ingredients, Tiedemann and Gmelin state that the

lymph contains salivary matter, osmazome, carbonates, sulphates, muri-
ates, and acetates of soda and potash, with phosphate of potash.

* Schemes Journal, v. 691.
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The chyle differs from lymph in several particulars. It contains un-
combmed fatty matter which is not present in lymph. The proportion ofme solid ingredients is greater in the chyle; Tiedemann and Gmelin ob-
tained 0-37 parts of dry fibrin from 100 parts of chyle taken from the
acteals of the mesentery of the horse, while from the same quantity of
ymph from the lymphatics of the pelvis they obtained only 0-13 parts,
"e chyle also contains more globules than the lymph, and is more

opaque. The globules of the lymph are very few in number, and
utherto have been quite overlooked ; Dr. H. Nasse and I have, however,
seen them in the lymph of man, and I have seen them repeatedly in the
ymph of frogs. It appears that hitherto human lymph had never been
examined. The fluid which Soemmering took from "varices" of lym-
phatic vessels, did not coagulate, and could not have been lymph.
Human lymph—The rare opportunity of examining the lymph of the

human subject occurred to Dr. H. Nasse and myself at Bonn, in the winter
1832 and 1833. A young man, in the surgical ward of Professor Wut-

zer, had received, some time previously, a wound on the dorsum of the
°ot

;
and a small opening still remained, which it had been found impos-

sible to heal. From the opening lymph constantly exuded, and on
passing the finger along the dorsum of the great toe towards the situa-
tion of the wound, a quantity of perfectly transparent fluid flowed out
each time, sometimes in a jet. This was lymph ; for, about ten minutes

(like a spider's web)

Being thus enabled to collect lymph in con-

formed in it.

Microscopic characters]

siderable quantity, I was most anxious to know whether it contained any
globules. All recent anatomists,—Reuss, Emmert, Soemmering, Tiede-
mann and Gmelin, Brande, and Lassaigne,—have failed to observe them:
Hewson, however, states that he saw innumerable white bodies, about
the size of the nuclei of the red particles of the blood, in lymph taken
from the thymus gland ; but it is doubtful whether this was really lymph

:

in lymph taken from the surface of the spleen, and which had a red tint,

, On examining the lymph

ess

Hewson states that he found red globul
obtained as above described, with the microscope, I perceived that, al-
though a clear transparent fluid, it contained a number of colourL„„
globules, which were much smaller and much fewer in number than the
red particles of the blood. When the fibrin of the lymph coagulated, a
ew of the globules were enclosed in the clot; the greater part of them
remained suspended in the serum. The coagulum, after it has firmly
contracted, consists of a white fibrous tissue ; and it can be shown dis-

tinctly that it is formed, not by the aggregation of the globules, but by
tne coagulation of a substance which was previously in solution. On
examining, by a high magnifying power, the coagulum of a small quan-
ity of lymph which had been allowed to coagulate in a watch-glass, we

s2
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could see the globules of the lymph dispersed through the coagulum,

just as they appeared before in the fluid lymph. It was at the thin border

of the coagulum that we could best observe the substance which formed

it and connected together the globules. It was quite homogeneous,

slightly transparent, and, as far as could be observed, did not consist of

globules. If it did consist of globules, they must have been much more
minute than the visible globules of the lymph.* These observations

prove that, although the lymph really contains globules, the fibrinous part

of the lymph exists in the state of solution.

of the ft The opportunity seldom occurs for the repetition

of these observations on the lymph of man ; but, whenever we can pro-

cure frogs, the lymph of these animals can always be very easily obtained

in a pure state. The skin of the frog, it is well known, is very loosely

connected with the muscles ; and the nature of the fluid contained be-

tween the skin and the muscles is alone sufficient to show that consider-

able cavities for containing lymph must exist in this situation. If the

skin of the thigh is divided, care being taken that no large blood-vessels

are cut, and then separated from the muscles for some extent, a clear

colourless fluid, of a saltish taste, frequently exudes, but not always. If

the frog is very large and recently caught, the quantity of the fluid is very
often considerable. In a few minutes it deposits a coagulum of consi-

derable size, which is at first transparent and colourless, and afterwards

contracts until it acquires a whitish fibrous appearance.

If the lymph is thus collected from a great number of frogs, sufficient

may be obtained for making a more accurate examination of it. By
drying the fibrinous coagulum of a known quantity of lymph, and then

weighing it, I found that eighty-one parts of frog's lymph contain one

part of dry fibrin, a proportion which seems remarkably large. But per-

haps we must not attribute much value to an estimate drawn from one
experiment, made with so small a quantity of lymph. If frogs are kept
for a long time, their lymph ceases to be coagulable ; and their blood, in

like manner, then yields little or no coagulum.
The lymph of frogs recently caught contains, very scantily diffused in it,

globules, which are about one-fourth the size of the red particles of the
frogs blood. They are round and not flattened, while the red particles

of the blood are elliptic and flattened. In dividing the skin of the frog's

thigh, some blood-vessels are necessarily cut; hence some of the elliptic

particles of the blood will appear in the lymph when examined with the
microscope

; their number, however, is so small, that they do not prevent

the lymph from being perfectly clear and colourless.

The lymph of the frog and that of man agree so nearly, that, by means
of that which may be so easily obtained from the frog, we can at any time

demonstrate at lecture the principal qualities of this fluid.

* Compare Dr. H. Nasse's account in Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, v.
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Hitherto no medical man could be upbraided if he had never seen

lymph, although it is so much spoken of by pathologists and physi-

cians. They have,, indeed, been so ignorant of its nature, that the name

of lymph has been given to very different fluids. Not merely exudations

containing fibrin and albumen, but even the secretions of sores and pu-

riform matters, and especially all matters the nature of which is not ex-

actly known, have been called lymph.

In the lymph of the frog it can be seen, even more distinctly than in

that of man, that the coagulum is formed of fibrin which was previously in

solution, and that the globules of the lymph have no share in the coagula-

tion. The albumen of the lymph is coagulated by the ordinary reagents.

It is remarkable that not only the lymph of the frog is rendered turbid

by the addition of liquor potassas in large quantities, and that albumen

is immediately precipitated from the lymph of mammalia on adding

liquor potassae, but that the albumen is precipitated even from a small

quantity of the serum of the blood when liquor potassae is added in large

quantity. The liquor potassae must, however, be quite concentrated.

of The lymph seems to be colourless in

most parts of the body under ordinary circumstances, but it has some-

times been seen of a reddish colour; both Ma
and Gmelin, observed this colour in the lymph of animals which had

fasted, and in the lymphatics of the spleen the lymph has frequently a

red tint. This colour of the lymph of the spleen has been observed by

Hewson, Fohmann, and Tiedemann and Gmelin. Seiler perceived it

but rarely, and Rudolphi thought it was accidental. I have, however,

repeatedly examined the spleen of the ox in the slaughter-house, and,

among the numerous large lymphatic vessels which run on the surface of

the spleen, have always found some in which the lymph had a dirty red-

dish colour. Hewson thought that this tint, which is very slight, was de-

pendent on the presence of some red particles of the blood ; but I am

rather inclined to believe that it is owing to some of the colouring mat-

ter of the blood, in the highly vascular tissue of the spleen, having been

dissolved by the lymph.

The chyle is almost always more opaque than the lymph of the same

animal. The opacity of the chyle seems to be dependent on the globules

that it contains. In mammalia, it is generally whitish, particularly after

fat or animal food has been taken. In birds, it is not white, and is more

transparent. The chyle of the thoracic duct has, in the horse, a reddish

tint which is more rarely seen in other animals. When the red tint

exists, it deepened by exposure to the air.

Nature and source of the globules of the chyl The globules

of the chyle of mammalia, at least those of the rabbit, cat, dog, calf,

and goat, which I have myself examined by means of the microscope,

are not flattened like the corpuscules of the blood; they are globular9

f

i
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dog thei

Wa

Prevost and Dumas found the diameter of the globules of the chyle

to be YxV-gth of an inch, that is, something more than one-half the size

of the red particles of the blood in man.* In examining the globules

of the chyle by the microscope, I have always mingled with them, on
the glass plate, some of the red particles of the blood of the same ani-

mal. I found them in some instances, as in the cat, to be equal in size

to the red particles of the blood ; in other cases, generally indeed, as

in the calf, the dog, and the goat,, they are somewhat smaller ; in the

r size is very various,—all are smaller than the red particles of the

animal's blood, and the majority of them are very small indeed. In the

rabbit, some of the globules of the chyle were larger than the red par-

ticles of the blood, although the majority of them were much smaller,

not more than a half or two-thirds the size of the red particle. These
minute globules were not finely divided portions of fatty matter, for I

had an opportunity of seeing such particles of fatty matter in the chyle
of a dog fed with butter, and it was evident that the fatty particles

were quite distinct from the true globules of the chyle. Professor R.
Wagner's f observations agree with mine,

ful with reference to the identity of the lymph and chyle globules with
the nuclei of the red particles of the blood. Tiedemann and Gmelin
have given us the most complete information regarding the chyle ; with

their observations I cannot at all compare mine, which are much less

numerous. One of their statements, however, I must dissent from ; they
assert very decidedly, that the turbidity and the milky appearance of

the chyle depend wholly on the presence of globules of fat suspended
in it. They seem to regard the chyle as an incomplete solution of ani-

mal matter, in which there are no other globules floating than globules

of fatty matter. In fact, they state that by agitating the milky serum
of the chyle with ether which was free from alcohol, they were able

to render the turbid serum gradually clear. This is a very important
point; for if chyle is merely a solution of animal matter, and if with it

no other globules are absorbed into the lacteals than globules of fat,

there would really be no necessity for the existence of the openings which
have hitherto been sought for in vain in the villi of the intestines • and
the coats of the minute lacteals, which form the ultimate net-work, might
have no larger pores than those to which all animal membranes owe their
permeability to fluids, and substances in solution.

But it seems to me to be probable that globules, independent of the
more finely divided particles of fat, are really taken up from the intes-

tines into the chyle. On treating the milky serum of the chyle of the

cat with ether freed from alcohol, in a watch-glass, the serum seemed
at first to become gradually somewhat clearer ; but there still remained a

* See E. H. Weber's remarks in Hildebrandt's Anat. t. i. p. 160.

t Hecker's Ann. 1834; Mailer's Archiv. 1835, 107.
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turbid appearance at the bottom of the watch-glass, even after continu-

ing the experiment a long time with repeated fresh portions of ether.

On examining this turbid portion by the microscope I found that it con-

tained the globules of the chyle quite unaltered. I agree with Tiedemann

and Gmelin that the chyle becomes more opaque after fat food has been

taken ; but I cannot allow that all the globules of the chyle are merely

particles of fat. Even if ether did render the chyle quite clear, this

would not prove that there were no other globules in the chyle than

those of fatty matter; for lymph is a perfectly transparent fluid, and yet

it has globules diffused through it.

The globules of the lymph must be derived either from particles cast

off from the tissue of the organs during the process of absorption, or they

must be formed in the lymph itself after it is absorbed. There are no

proofs to show that the globules of the chyle are developed in the lac-

teals. If they are formed in these vessels, it must be in the net-work

which is contained in the coats of the intestine, and from which the

larger lacteals arise ; for I have found the globules even in the chyle

taken from those lacteals which run on the surface of the intestines in

the calf, in which these vessels, when filled with chyle, are very visible.

The presence of globules in the chyle might be explained even

without the necessity of permeation of the coats of the lymphatics, and

without pores existing, if Doellinger's hypothesis were adopted. Doel-

linger* supposes that the villi of the intestines are constantly under-

going solution on their interior, so as to form the chyle of the lacteals,

while they are reproduced on their external surface by the aggregation

and apposition of particles from the chyle contained in the intestines in

the same way as the germinal membrane of the embrj^o grows by the

apposition of the particles of the yolk. There are facts, however, which

render this hypothesis improbable. In mammalia the chyle is always

more or less opaque after a meal, and is thus distinguished from the

lymph—the product of absorption of other parts of the body. The

chyle varies, too, according to the nature of the food that is taken.

The rapidity with which fluids are absorbed from the intestinal canal is

well known ; and yet it is scarcely possible that they are conveyed into

the blood solely by being imbibed immediately into the capillaries. Co-

louring matters, too, have been observed a few times in the lacteals,

though rarely. The absorption of milk, and consequently of globules

into the blood, is rendered in some measure probable by a circumstance

noticed by Schlemm. He has observed that, for a certain time after

sucking the blood of kittens is sometimes, but not always, of a yellowish

red colour and separates, when it coagulates, into a red clot and a milk-

white serum. Rudolphi and I have verified this observation, and it has

* Froriep's Notiz. i. N. 2.
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Mayer * May
case also in young puppies. I have made the experiment but once on
puppies; Maye
In young animals it seems, then, that the globules which cause the

white colour of the milk are really absorbed into the lacteals. All the

milk, of course, cannot be absorbed in this way; for a portion, as Mayer
remarks, is coagulated in the stomach. Kastnerf repeated Schlemm's

experiment without obtaining the same result.!

CHAPTER II.

OF THE MODE OF ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE OF THE LYMPHATIC VESSELS.

The most important researches of earlier writers on the structure of

the lymphatics are contained in the collection of the works of Mas-
cagni, Cruikshank, and others, edited by Ludwig. More recently, this

department of anatomy has been much advanced by the distinguished

labours of Fohmann,§ Lauth,|| and Panizza.tfl"

Theforms in which the absorbents take their rise may be seen, in prepa-
rations of these vessels injected with mercury, to be two

:

F\

[ chformig]. The meshes are

sometimes smaller even than the diameter of the minute lymphatics

which form them, so that the net-work is very close, while at the same
time the vessels are very irregular in size ; and this structure may to

the superficial observer have the appearance of aggregated cells, which,

however, are merely inequalities and slight dilatations of the vessels,

forming a very close net-work. In other parts, where the meshes are

larger, the reticulated structure is immediately evident.** The diameter

of the vessels varies very much, but they are never so minute as the

capillary blood-vessels ; and I am acquainted with no absorbent vessels

which are not visible to the naked eye. Judging from Fohmann's repre-

sentations, the lymphatics which he has discovered in branchiae must be
the most minute that are known. It is not at all probable that any more
minute lymphatics exist ; for the spaces which separate those that we are
already acquainted with are very small.

The second form in which the absorbents take their rise is that of
small cells, more or less regular, and communicating one with another.

Such appeared to me to be the structure of the injected lymphatics of

the umbilical cord, and of those of the cornea, the nature of which,

Erlangen, 1832,* Froriep's Not. N. 536. 565. t Das Weisse Blut.

$ A farther account of the chyle is given in the section on Digestion.

Das Saugadersystem der Wirbelthiere. i. Heft. Heidelberg, 1827, fol.

||
Essai sur les Vaisseaux Lymphatiques. Strasb. 1824. Ann. des. Sc. Nat.

% Osservazioni Antropo-zootomico-fisiologiche. Pavia, 1833.

** See Plate i. figs. 7 and 8.
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however, is doubtful. This was also the appearance of the lacteals in

the calf, which I injected by forcing the mercury into one of the trunks

which were issuing from the intestines, filled with chyle, in a retrograde

direction, so as to overcome the resistance offered by the valves. I suc-

ceeded tolerably well in one case by forcible injection. The great num-

ber of cells which are by this means filled with mercury suggests the

idea that the absorbents take their rise in the cells of the cellular tissue

itself. Fohmann,* indeed, is of opinion that what we call cellular tissue

consists merely of lymphatic vessels. This, however, appears to me
very doubtful. The identity between the cells that I have described

and lymphatics is more especially problematical in those parts in which

the cells are more particularly met with, and in which none of the long

and regular lymphatic vessels occur, as is the case in the umbilical cord

and cornea. From having compared good injections of lymphatics with

other specimens in which the injection has not succeeded so well, and

from some experiments of my own, I am inclined to believe that many

of what are called the cellular lymphatic radicles are not really lympha-

tics, and that the general form in which the radicle lymphatics exist even

where these vessels are most numerous, is that of a close and often re-

gular net-work.

Although I cannot but greatly admire the beautiful injected speci-

mens of the absorbents by the excellent Fohmann, which I have seen

repeatedly in the museum at Heidelberg,—and 1 confess that these pre-

parations excel everything of the kind that I have seen,—nevertheless, I

can perceive a very distinct difference between the many perfect injec-

tions and a few which are not so good, and doubt if everything that is

shown by injection consists of lymphatic vessels. Thus, I cannot think

that the appearances produced by injection of mercury under the cor-

neal conjunctiva, and between the layers of the cornea, are owing to

lymphatics. With regard to the lymphatics of the umbilical cord de-

scribed by Fohmann,t I am quite in doubt. I injected the cord accord-

ing to Fohmann's directions, and succeeded, even in a six months' foetus,

in filling parts of the cord with mercury so well, that I could keep the

preparation. Numerous small cells of T^Tth to^th of an inch in dia-

meter became filled with quicksilver. These cellules are certainly not

formed artificially ; the majority of them are nearly equal in size, and

the mercury passes from one cell to another without any extravasation.

The greater part of the tissue of the cord around the blood-vessels is

formed by them. It was only just at the umbilical insertion of the cord

that the mercury filled several very short parallel canals. I know not

whether these cells are lymph cells, and am certainly sceptical as to

their being absorbing organs

Do
* Tiedemann, Zeitschrift fur physiologie, iv. 2

The lacteals of the small

t Loc. cit.
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intestines arise partly in the villosities ; but they also commence in the
whole surface of the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal. When
the lacteals are injected with mercury, none of the metal escapes from
the surface of the mucous membrane. The villi also are not perforated
at their extremity, as Lieberkiihn, Cruikshank, Hedwig, and Bleuland
incorrectly supposed.*

I have found that if a portion of fresh sheep's intestine, removed with
the mesentery, and tied at one extremity, is strongly distended with
milk by means of a syringe, the lacteals immediately become filled;

and the milk moves very rapidly through them ; for if any of the lacteals

are emptied by pressing onwards their contents, they are seen to re-fill

immediately with milk from the intestine, particularly if the intestine is

compressed at the same time. If the passage of the milk into the lac-

teals in this experiment is effected without any previous laceration of the
mucous surface, it would be an important fact. The injection of the
lacteals with milk takes place most rapidly when the portion of intes-

tine is pressed at its extremities, as if trying to diminish its length; the
phenomenon is not so rapid when the compression is applied laterally. If;

instead of milk, fine injection coloured with vermilion is used, the absorp-
tion takes place very slowly ; and mercury cannot in this way be made
to enter the lacteals at all. But with solutions of colouring matters which
are perfectly soluble, such as indigo, the lacteals of the mesentery may
by this method be very easily injected. In every case, however, in
which the lacteals become injected by this procedure, there seems to be
laceration of the mucous membrane at some point, for the lacteals fill

suddenly ; and, on examining afterwards the inner surface of the intes-

tine, there is frequently found a spot here and there, where the mucous
membrane has lost its integrity. Consequently I attribute no importance
to these experiments in reference to the question of the existence of
openings in the extremity of the villi. I observed the phenomenon in
no other animal than the sheep.

It still, however, remains an undecided question whether the globules
of the chyle enter the lacteals already formed. The varying opacity of
the chyle, according to the difference of the food taken, is the chief
argument in favour of their being taken up from the cavity of the intes-
tine, and not afterwards formed in the lacteals. But where are the
openings bywhich they enter these vessels?—for they must require larger
pores than those by which all soft tissues, and even the walls of the ca-
pillaries, are rendered permeable to water and matters in solution, but
which are too minute to allow the escape of the red particles of the blood
from the capillaries. All good observers agree that there are no visible

openings in the villi of the intestines ; and I have myself repeatedly ex-

* See Rudolphi, Anatomisch-physiol. Abhandlungen, and Albrecht Meckel, in
Meckel's Archiv. t. v.
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amined the villi of the intestines of the calf, ox, rabbit, hog, and cat,

without having even perceived any perforation in their extremity. No
opening certainly exists at that part of the villi.

of The villi of the intestines are short

processes, a quarter of a line to a line, or at most a line and two-thirds

in length, rising from the surface of the mucous membrane, and giving

this membrane, when magnified, the appearance of a thick fleece. Their

form is sometimes cylindrical, sometimes lamellar, and frequently pyra-

midal.

This is their character, however, as a general rule only in man., most

mammalia, and many birds. Something similar is observed in a few

fishes ; and in a serpent, the python bivitatus, Retzius has described

processes of the mucous membrane of the intestine, which resemble

villi, and can scarcely be considered as anything else ; although Ru-

dolphi has said that fishes and reptiles have no true villi. A. Meckel

is incorrect in characterising all villi as lamellae broad at the base and nar-

rowed at their free extremity. It is true that they are flattened in most

mammalia, as in the rabbit, dog, and hog; but in the calf, ox, and sheep,

many of the villi are cylindrical ; and sometimes, as in the sheep and ox,

the flattened villi are more numerous in one part of the intestines, in

another the part cylindrical; and in the two last-named animals, particu-

larly in the sheep, the villi in many parts of the intestines are flattened and

broad, with cylindrical tips. By the villi becoming broader at their base,

and being connected with each other so as to form folds, a gradual trans-

ition is established from the villi of mammalia to the rugae or folds by

which they are replaced in many birds and in reptiles. This transition

is sometimes perceptible in the intestines of one and the same animal.

Thus, in the rabbit, the pyramidal villi at the upper part of the small

intestine are united at their base into folds, while in the middle portion

of the same intestine they are more separate. The free extremity of

the villi is sometimes rounded, sometimes rather pointed, and at other

times, as in the dog, it is as it were truncated.

Rudolphi at first believed that the villi were devoid of blood-vessels,

and A. Meckel imagined that all the injection which entered them did so

by imbibition or extravasation. Meckel could not have had before him

good preparations of injected villi when he came to this conclusion. Not

only can the vessels of the villi be beautifully shown by injection, as

Doellinger, Seiler, and Lauth have described and represented, but I

have, with the naked eye as well as with a lens, seen them filled with

blood. Once I observed this in the calf, and afterwards in the dog, the

intestine being examined immediately after death before it was washed.

The extremity of the villi presents the same delicate texture as the

rest of their surface. The assertion of Bleuland and others, that they had

an opening at their extremity, was refuted by Rudolphi, who expressed

^™
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i.

all that lias hitherto been known of the structure of these parts in the

following words :
—" They have never any visible opening ; in their inte-

rior there is a net-work of blood-vessels, which can seldom be demon-
strated, however, except by injection; the net-works of lacteals also take

their rise in the villi.^

It appears to me to be an important circumstance, that the villi are in

part hollow, and are formed of an exceedingly delicate membrane in

which blood-vessels ramify. The simple cavity I have found principally

in the cylindrical villi. In examining, while it was quite fresh, the in-

testine of a calf, the lacteals of which were white with chyle, I was sur-

prised to find the villi filled with the same white opaque matter. On
another occasion I found the villi of the small intestine of the same ani-

mal not filled with white matter, but empty and distinctly hollow, which

Rudolphi himself had once observed in a young pig. In the calf, and in

the ox also, I was able, by means of a needle, to lay open the delicate

cavities of the villi. The lamellar and rather broad intestinal villi of the

rabbit also appeared to me to be hollow. A. Meckel once saw the
appearance of a cavity in the villi, and has given a drawing of it ; but he
supposed it to be produced by a folding of the membrane : which was
certainly not the case in the villi which I have observed. By com-
parison I have ascertained that the thickness of the membrane which

forms the villi in the calf is y^^th of an inch, and the diameter of the

capillary blood-vessels which run in this membrane may be reckoned at

of an inch. I was able easily to convince myself of

the existence of a cavity in the villi of the intestine in the calf, ox, sheep,

and goat, and more easily in the narrow or really cylindrical villi, than

in those which were flattened and broad ; but in the villi of the cat, hog,

and dog, I did not see the cavity satisfactorily ; the villi in the dog

seem to be hollow only in their upper part. The closely arranged plaits

in the intestine of fishes,—the eel, carp, and clupea alosa,—have likewise

no cavity ; they are solid folds. The flat broad villi, also, which are met
with at certain parts of the intestine of the sheep, as well as the similar

quite broad villi of the intestine of the rabbit, evidently do not contain one
single cavity ; in all broad flat villi the lacteals seem to arise by more
than one simple cavity. An opportunity occurred, at the dissecting-

rooms in Berlin, of examining the villi of intestines in which the lacteals

were filled with chyle in the human subject. They were found to contain

a simple cavity running from base to apex. This was proved both by
the microscopic examination of the villi by Henle, and by their injection

with mercury by Schwann, who forced the mercury into the lacteals

which were distinctly visible in the mucous coat, and thus filled the villi

even to their closed extremity.*
a

* There is something of a very different nature, which might be mistaken for hoi-

low villi. This is a kind of epithelium, but of extreme delicacy. Rudolphi first men-

from ^TVo to 185
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In the experiment already mentioned, in which the lacteals are in-

jected by distending the cavity of the intestine with milk,, villi filled with

the milk may likewise be detected at some points. The experiment

must be made very often before this accidental injection of the villi takes

place. It is probable that the milk finds its way into the villi, not through

the intestinal surface of the villi, but in a retrograde course from the net-

work of lacteals which the milk had previously entered through lacera-

tions of the mucous surface. When such villi, filled with milk, are exa-

mined with the microscope, the narrow cylindrical villi appear to contain

one single canal, while in the broad flat villi several irregular anastomos-

ing canals are seen directed, for the most part, from the base to the free

extremity of the villosity, there ending in a blind extremity, or con-

tinued into the digitated processes with which the flat villi are termi-

nated. The canals in the flat villi lie close together, forming a very

irregular net-work; they exceed considerably the usual size of the capil-

lary blood-vessels.

[Professor Krause of Hanover* has lately had an opportunity of seeing

the lacteals in the villi of the jejunum, beautifully filled with chyle, in the

body of a young man who had been hung soon after taking a full meal

of farinaceous food. The lacteal that issued from each villosity arose

by several smaller branches,, of which some terminated by a free extre-

mity, others anastomosed with each other.]f

I have never perceived any opening at the extremity of the villi,

and in my earlier examinations of them I could see no appearance of

foramina on any part of their surface. But I have lately observed,

in portions of the intestine of the sheep and ox, which had been

exposed for some time to the action of water, that over the whole sur-

face of the villi there were scattered very indistinct depressions, which

might be regarded as oblique openings. However, I mention this obser-

vation with great hesitation and distrust. The villi must be examined

with a simple microscope, and must be under water on a black surface.

of the The villosities of the in-

testines, whether they have or have not open mouths on their surface,

cannot possibly be the sole organs for the absorption of the chyle, for in

I

tioned the epithelium as existing in the badger. In calves and kittens there is rfo diffi-

culty in detecting a delicate unorganised membrane, which can be easily stripped off

from the villi, like a glove. It is so very soft and friable, that if the intestine is much

washed before it is examined, it will have separated of itself. In oxen it is still more

delicate and is not easily seen ; when the intestine is washed, it separates from the

embrane in the form of a mucous substance, in which the form of the villi is

only here and there perceptible. It is very different from the solid epithelium of other

mucous membranes. It is not solid, like an epidermis ; on the contrary, although co-

herent in a membranous form, it is so nearly allied to mucus, that it seems to me to be

mucous m

a secretion mtermediate between epithelium and mucus

* MiiUer's Archiv. for 1837. Heft i. p. 5. f See plate i. fig, 9.
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many animals they do not exist. This consideration led me to examine
the mucous membrane itself from which the villi are processes, and which
is common to all animals.

If in a well washed portion of the small intestine of any mammiferous
animal we examine the structure of the membrane by which the villi are

connected at their base, by means of a simple microscope, we perceive,

without much difficulty, an extraordinary number of very small openings,

which are about twice or three times as large as the red particles of the

blood of the frog, and eight or ten times as large as the same bodies in

mammalia. These minute openings are in mammalia sometimes so close

and numerous, that the portion of membrane which separates them is

scarcely as broad as the openings themselves
;
generally, however, they

are more widely separated ; and in this case they give a spongy and ex-

ceedingly soft appearance to the membrane. The basis of the villi even

appears in sheep and oxen, as it were beset with these foramina. They
are the openings of Lieberkuhn's follicles.*

The observations of Fohmann, in whose most perfect injections of the

lacteals of the intestine of fishes the mercury never escaped on the in-

ner surface of the intestine are opposed to the notion of the lacteals arising

by open mouths so large as to be visible by the microscope, a notion

which is disproved likewise by the fact of Schwann having, as above men-
tioned, filled single villi of the human intestine with mercury injected

from lacteals in the mucous membrane.

The absorbent glands are in birds almost wholly wanting, except in the
neck; and in reptiles and fishes they do not exist at all. In these ani-

mals they seem to be replaced by mere plexuses of absorbent vessels.

The glands themselves consist, in fact, merely of reticulated anasto-

moses and interweavings of the vessels. The vasa inferentia of an ab-

sorbent gland divide on entering it into small branches, and by the re-

union of small branches are formed the vasa efferentia, which are less

numerous, and somewhat larger than the vasa inferentia. In conse-
quence of the free anastomosis of the two sets of vessels,—those entering
and those leaving the gland,—so as to form a net-work of absorbents of
which the gland is constituted, we are enabled to fill the lymphatics is-

suing from the gland with mercury forced into those which enter it.

The simpler absorbent glands resemble mere plexuses of absorbent ves-

sels ;
but one of the larger glands, when filled with mercury, has a cel-

lular appearance. But even these apparent cells seem to be merely small
dilatations of convoluted vessels; the net-work of absorbents in other

parts has also frequently a cellular appearance; the small spaces be-

tween the vessels not being distinguished without careful observation.

The passage of mercury through the glands when the absorbent vessels

* See Boehm, De Gland, Intestinal. Struct. Berol.
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going to them are injected is in favour of this opinion. The opposed

opinions of Cruikshank, who admitted the existence of cells in these

glands, and of Meckel, Hewson, and Mascagni, who regarded these ap-

parent cells as dilatations of the convoluted absorbent vessels, can be

easily reconciled.

Abernethy found the mesenteric glands in the whale of a saclike (?)

structure
; while, in the dolphin, according to Knox, they are solid.*

Structure of the absorbent vessels.—It is very certain that the coats of

the absorbents in the absorbent glands, as well as in other parts, are tra-

versed by capillary vessels ; even the lacteals on the intestines, accord-

ing to Fohmann's examination, possess an internal coat, which extends

as far as the net-work from which they take their rise ; and it has been

already mentioned that the capillary vessels in the villi are very nume-
rous. Consequently, even the absorbents, which form the radicle part

of the system, are to be regarded as organs of very complicated struc-

ture, into which capillary vessels enter as elementary parts. The lym-

phatics, with the exception of the net- work by which they commence,
are formed of two coats,—an external smooth coat, and an internal one,

which forms valves, by the arrangement of which the flow of the

lymph

and its reflux in the opposite direction impeded.

We have now to enquire whether absorbent vessels at their origin, or

in any part of their course, have any communication with canals of other

kinds besides that with the venous system, by means of the trunk of the

absorbent system,—the thoracic duct.

Do the absorbents communicate with secreting canals ofglands ?—Cruik-

shank, J. F. Meckel, the elder, and Panizza, have observed, in inject-

ing the lactiferous ducts of the mammary gland, and the ductus he-

paticus, with mercury, that the metal passed likewise into the lymphatics.

Walter also filled the lymphatic vessels from the bile-ducts of the liver.

It must not, however, hence be concluded, that the lymphatics at their

origin have open communications with the secreting canals of the glands.

Recently, in injecting the mammary glands of a bitch, I also found

that the surrounding lymphatics became filled, but the cases in which

this took place were those in which the vesicular extremities of the lac-

tiferous ducts were not well filled with injection ; extravasation had, in

fact, taken place, and, that being the case, the injection could find its

way into no parts so readily as into the lymphatics, on account of their

being so much larger than the capillary blood-vessels. If any open

communication between the lymphatics and secreting canals really ex-

ists, which Panizza denies,—and certainly with justice,—it could only

towards the larger trunks of the lymphatic vessels is favoured,

be between the lymphatics and the trunks of the secreting canals ; for

* Froriep's Notiz. N. 158,

;
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the lymphatics which form the net-work by which the larger lymphatic

vessels take their rise, are many times larger than the blind extremities

of the secreting canals of the conglomerate glands. The connection of

better proved.

Magendie

ofthe

again rendered a subject of controversy, in consequence of Fohmann's

observations.

Fohmann, Lauth, and Panizza, have discovered between the lympha-

tics and the veins of the thigh and pelvis in birds, communications

which are visible to the naked eye. I will presently describe the con-

nection which I have discovered between the lymphatics of the thigh

and the ischiadic vein in the frog. But this communication of the

larger trunks is very different from a communication of single lymphatic

vessels with minute veins, which Fohmann asserts to exist in birds, rep-

tiles, and fishes, and of which he has given representations. Fohmann
admits, that in man and mammalia, which have lymphatic glands, this

communication of the absorbents with the veins does not exist, except
in the glands. The statements of Lippi* concerning the communications

of the lymphatics and veins, and his representations of them, have been
shown by Fohmann-j- and Panizza to be undeserving of much confidence.

Fohmann, however, maintains that the veins and absorbents do commu-

nicate in the lymphatic glands, as had been observed by J. F. Meckel,

the elder, and Ph. F. Meckel when injecting the absorbent vessels with

mercury. When mercury is forced into the vasa inferentia of an ab-

sorbent gland, the veins arising from the gland become filled, as Beclard

also observed, very readily—often indeed much sooner than the efferent

absorbent vessels. This led Fohmann into an error. On injecting in the

seal the vasa inferentia of that mass of absorbent glands which in the dog

and dolphin is called "pancreas Asellii," he observed, that when the glands

were filled, the veins which arose from them, but no efferent absorbent

vessels, became injected ; he thence concluded that this mass of glands

has no other efferent vessels than the veins.J This error was corrected

by Rosenthal,! who found that in the seal all the lacteals enter this

mass of glands, and that one large efferent absorbent—the ductus Ro-
senthalianus—issues from it. And in the dog and dolphin Rudolphi has

seen a number of vasa efferentia issuing from this mass of glands. || Ro-

* Illustrazioni fisiologiche e pathologiche del sistema linfatico-chilifero, etc. Fi-

renze, 1825. t L. c. p. 4.

% Fohmann, Anat. Untersuch. iiber die Verbindung der Saugadern mit den Venen.

Heidelberg, 1821.

§ Froriep's Not. ii. p. 6. Rosenthal's representations of the organs are to be found

in Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. t. xv. p. 2.

|| See Rudolphi's remarks on this subject in his Physiologie, 2 bd. 2 abth. pp. 241

250.
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senthal's observations have been confirmed by Knox.* But, although
Fohmann was wrong in supposing that in this case all the matter brought
to the gland by the lacteals was conveyed away by the veins, still the
fact remains, that mercury passes with extreme facility from the lym-
phatics into the veins of the glands. Schroeder Van der Kolk ob-

served the veins of absorbent glands, injected from the vasa inferential

become filled without any of the mercury passing into the thoracic

duct.f PanizzaJ injected a gland from two vasa inferentia, and observ-

ed that the mercury passed from one wholly into the veins of the gland,

and from the other into the efferent absorbent vessel. Gerber and Alb.

Meckel§ also remarked the facility of communication from the absorb-

ents to the veins. A. Meckel, however, as well as Rudolphi and E.
H. Weber, doubt that this proves any real communication between the

two sets of vessels. A. Meckel states, as a reason for his questioning the

existence of a real communication, that, when the seminal duct of the

epididymis of the dog is injected, the veins are also filled. I also doubt

very much the existence of an actual open communication between the

lymphatics and minute veins in the glands ; and the circumstances

which induce me to doubt it are, that, when glands are injected from
their excretory duct, the small veins of the gland also frequently become
filled with the mercury, and that the cases in which this occurred to me
were always those in which the ducts had not been well filled,—their acini

not distended; and, lastly, that similar extravasation takes place from the

ducts of the mammary gland into the lymphatics of the gland, and this

likewise in cases where the acini of the mammary gland are not wrell in-

jected. The coagulated lymph in the absorbent glands resists the passage

of the mercury ; the substance of the gland is lacerated ; and the coats

of the lymphatics being supplied with capillaries which are continuous

with veins, the rupture of one lymphatic in the interior of a gland must
be attended with laceration of capillary vessels and veins.

In the same manner, also, as E. H. Weber observes, fluids find their

way very easily from the branches of the pulmonary artery into the

bronchi, although no natural communication exists between them. I re-

gard, in the same light, the passage of injection from one order of ves-

sels into another,—from blood-vessels into the secreting canals, and from
the secreting canals into blood-vessels,—in the secreting glands.

|| If,

however, I should ever see a direct communication of a lymphatic ex-

ternal to the glands with a small vein, I would acknowledge it as a thing

* Edinb. Med. Surg. Journ. i. July 1824. Froriep's Not. 158.

t Luchtmans, De absorptionis sanae et morbosae discrimine. Traject. ad Rhen. 1829.

t Loc. cit. p. 56. § Meckel's Archiv. 1828, p. 172.

|| On the question of the communication of the lymphatics and veins, see E. H.

Weber's observations in Hildebrandt's Anat. t. iii. pp. 113—121.
i
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evident to the sight, without, however, admitting the existence of such

the right side.

communication in the interior of a gland, where it is invisible.

Terminations of the absorbents.— Since the communication of lym-

phatics with small veins has not been observed in man and mamma-
lia, the absorbent and venous systems can be regarded as connected

only by the principal lymphatic trunk, the thoracic duct, which opens

into the left subclavian vein, and by smaller lymphatic trunks which

pour their contents into the internal jugular and subclavian veins of

All other communications between the absorbents and

the great veins seem to be exceptions merely to the normal structure
;

such was the case witnessed by Professor Wutzer and myself, in which

a branch was given off from the thoracic duct and immediately entered

the vena azygos.* This branch is worthy of notice, however; for Pa-

nizza has found that in the hog a regular communication exists between

branches of the thoracic duct and the vena azygos.f

Lymphatic hearts.—No motions having hitherto been observed in the

lymphatic system, my discovery of small pulsating sacs connected with

the lymphatic cavities in frogs is doubtless important. These organs

must be regarded in some respects as hearts of the lymphatic system. I

have found two pairs of them in the frog; one situated just under the

skin in the ischiadic region, the other more deeply over the third cer-

vical vertebra. The pulsations of these sacs are quite independent of

those of the heart, and continue when the heart is removed from the

animal, even after the body of the animal is cut in pieces ; the pul-

sations of the cervical pair are not always synchronous with those of the

pair in the ischiadic region, and even the corresponding sacs of opposite

sides are not always synchronous in their action. They contract about

sixty times in a minute. They contain colourless lymph ; and the lympha-

tic vessels, and lymph spaces of the extremities, can be inflated from

them. When air is forced into the inferior lymphatic heart, the lympha-

tic trunks and the lymph spaces under the skin and between the muscles

of the thigh become distended, as well as a superficial lymphatic running

along the back. In a few instances a delicate vessel which accompanied the

abdominal aorta also became inflated. When the air was forced into the

superior or cervical lymphatic heart, the lymph spaces of the axilla

became inflated. The inferior lymphatic heart on each side pumps the

lymph into a branch of the ischiadic vein. By the superior, the lymph is

forced into a branch of the jugular vein, which becomes turgid each time

that the sac contracts. The vein passes forwards, receives a branch from

the occiput ; the jugular vein then descends, receives a vein from the

larynx, and at length opens into the vena cava superior. Similar pul-

sating organs seem to exist in all reptiles. I have hitherto discovered the

* See Wutzer in Miiller's Archiv. 1834.

t Compare Otto, Patholog. Anat. p. 366.
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superior pair only in the frogs and toads. The inferior pair I have found
in the salamanders and lizards; in these animals they are situated at the
sides of the root of the tail behind the ilium, and are more difficult

to find than in the frog, where they lie immediately under the skin.*

Panizza has discovered the inferior pair of these lymphatic hearts also
in serpents.f

CHAPTER III.

OF THE FUNCTIONS OF THE ABSORBENTS.

During the circulation of the blood through the minute capillary vessels,

the red particles exert a vivifying influence on the parenchyma, and at

the same time undergo a change ofcolour ; but they can be traced in their

course into the veins,—they are not retained in the tissue. The fluid

portion of the blood, however, with the fibrin and albumen in solution,

like every fluid matter, is capable of permeating the walls of the capil-

laries, and of being imbibed by the particles of the tissue contained in

the meshes of the capillary net-work through which the blood is flowing.

The dissolved ingredients of the blood thus imbibed by the parenchy-
ma must serve the purposes of nutrition and secretion. Hence it is

The fluid por-

tion of the blood, therefore, will be imbibed by the tissues in considerable

quantity, and what remains after the purpose of nutrition is fulfilled will

collect in the net-work of lymphatics, which occupy in all parts of the

body the interstices of the proper tissues of the organs ; a direct com-

* Philos. Transact. 1833, p. 1. Poggend. Annal. 1832. Hft. viii.

t [Professor E. H. Weber has given a very accurate description of the lymphatic

Fig. 17.

that venous blood contains less fibrin than arterial blood.t

J m,

WJ

hearts in a large species of serpent, the py-

thon bivitatus. Each heart (fig. 17) is

about nine lines in length and four lines

in breadth, has an external cellular coat (fig.

17> 4), and a thick muscular coat (fig. 17?

5) ; four muscular columns running across

its cavity, which communicates with three

lymphatics (fig. 17, 1,—only one is here

seen), and with two veins (fig. 17, 2, 2).

All the orifices are provided with valves

formed by duplicatures of the smooth mem-
brane that lines the cavity (fig. 17, 5) of

the heart. The heart lies in a kind oft ho-

rax formed by the last rib, and by the transverse processes of the last lumbar and

first sacral vertebra. The motions of the tail produce dilatation and contraction

of this thorax, and Prof. Weber believes that these motions aid the heart in pumping

the lymph into the vein (fig. 17, 3), which conveys the blood to the kidney. Each

heart has, at its inner border, a small appendage or auricle (fig. 17, 7), the cavity of

which is in no way separated from that of the rest of the organ.]

X See page 114.
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munication between the capillaries and lymphatics by means of vasa

serosa is not needed for the passage of the fluid parts of the blood into

the lymphatics, and indeed no such communication has been proved

to exist.

The fluid part of the blood having supplied the materials for the nu-
s

trition of the tissues, is again returned to the circulation by the lympha-

tic vessels. The lymph consequently must, in its composition, be exactly

identical with the fluid portion of the blood or liquor sanguinis, and the

blood itself must consist merely of lymph and red particles. An obser-

vation which I have made, and which can be easily repeated, is sufficient

to prove that the fluid contained in the lymphatic vessels is formed prin-

cipally of the fluid parts of the blood, and is not a perfectly new fluid. I
*

have observed that when the blood of the frog does not coagulate, the

lymph also does not coagulate. Thus, when frogs have been kept out of

water for eight or more days during the summer, their blood often loses its

property of coagulation, and under such circumstances the lymph taken
from the lymph cavities of the same animal affords no coagulum. Thus
the peculiar state of the fibrin, or its absence in the blood of the frog at

certain times, determines the very same state of the fibrin in the lymph,
or its absence from that fluid.

Proofs

1. Of the absorption by the lymphatics and lacteals.

It might at first appear doubtful whether the

lymphatics and lacteals do really absorb, were it not that the lymph
contains peculiar particles or globules, that absorption by the lacteals is

a well ascertained fact, and that the colour of the chyle varies, becoming
more white or more opaline according to the food taken. There are

circumstances, however, which prove the fact of absorption by lymphatics
in other parts. It is not merely that the lymphatics often become pain-
ful, that red streaks appear in their course, and that the neighbouring
lymphatic glands become swollen after the application, by friction, of
irritating matters to the skin ; the lymphatics around collections of pe-
culiar animal fluids have been seen filled with these fluids. I attribute
no importance to the somewhat extravagant assertions of Masca
states, that in animals which died from pulmonary or abdominal hemor-
rhage, the lymphatics of the pleura and peritoneum have been seen filled

with blood. But Assalini, Saunders,

all observed bile in the lymphatics coming from the liver in cases°where
the bile ducts were obstructed.* Tiedemann and Gmelin also, after

tying the ductus choledochus in dogs, found the lymphatics of the liver

filled with a fluid of a deep yellow colour ; the lymphatic glands which
these lymphatics passed through were yellow, and the yellow fluid taken

Ma
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from the thoracic duct contained the components of the bile.* Lympha-
tics around osseous tumours have been found to contain calcareous

matter,t

Absorption ofpus.—Magendie,J who questions the absorbing power of

the lymphatics, relates the following case observed by Dupuytren. A
woman, who had a very large fluctuating tumour on the inner side of the

thigh, died in the Hotel Dieu, A few days before her death, inflamma-

tion had attacked the subcutaneous cellular membrane of the thigh.

On dividing the skin over the tumour, Dupuytren saw some white points

appear in the lips of the incision, and in the subcutaneous tissue white

lines were visible, which were found to be lymphatics filled with pus.

The inguinal glands were filled with the same matter, but no traces of

it could be discovered in the lumbar glands or thoracic duct. Magendie

also mentions another case which occurred at the Hotel Dieu : in con-

sequence of compound fracture, a large abscess had formed, and here

pus was found in the veins and lymphatics which arose from the part.
i

On the other hand, Andral has examined, repeatedly, the lymphatics in

the neighbourhood of abscesses, but never found any filled with pus. Pus

contains globules, which are larger than the red particles of the blood ;

in part twice as large, according to Weber; consequently the same question

/

arises here as in reference to the absorption of the globules of the

chyle. The entrance of the globules of pus into the lymphatics pre-

supposes the existence of apertures of corresponding size in these vessels.

In the parenchyma of organs where there is no free surface, no such

apertures can exist. The fluid part of the pus may be easily absorbed

into the lymphatics, but the presence of the globules of the pus in these

vessels appears to me to be quite independent of absorption. I should

regard them rather as the product of inflammation of the lymphatics

themselves, or suppose that they have entered mechanically in conse-

quence of solution of continuity of the lymphatics involved in the disease.

Whenpus is found in the blood,—for instance, in the veins,—it is generally

the product of inflammation in these veins themselves ; or it is pus which

has found its way mechanically into the capillaries which have suffered

solution of continuity in consequence of the suppuration. Thus, for exam-
ple, after amputation, the pus of abscesses in the stump may find its way
into the blood-vessels independently of absorption, or pus may be formed

in the interior of the principal vessels divided in the amputation, in con-

sequence of inflammation of these vessels. Pus being matter which has

lost its healthy organic composition and properties, its presence in the

veins gives rise to fresh deposition and inflammation
; thus are produced

abscesses in other parts of the body, as is not unfrequently observed in

consequence of great suppurations, and during the existence of suppurat-

* Die Verdauung nach Versuclien, ii. 40. t Otto, Patholog. Anat. i. 372.

Magendie's Physiologic, ii. 21. Milligan's translation, p. 522.

;
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ing wounds after amputation ; numerous abscesses in the lungs, liver,

muscles, and other parts often occurring under such circumstances. It

can scarcely be imagined that the pus in these abscesses had been ab-

sorbed.* The presence of pus in the blood causes inflammation and ab-

scesses in other parts, but is never followed by the secretion of pus with

the natural secretions; for example, with the urine. It is, in my opinion,

impossible for pus to be separated from the blood by secretion in the

kidneys. The proximate principle of the pus may be separated in this

way, but the globules of the pus cannot ; for no kind of globules can per-

meate the walls of the capillary vessels. If it has ever occurred that,

in consequence of suppuration in some other part, pus has been suddenly

discharged with the urine from the kidneys, it could only have been by
the pus having found its way into the blood, and thus excited inflamma-

tion and abscesses in those organs. A sediment in the urine, not properly

examined, is often mistaken for a metastatic secretion of pus from the

kidneys.

Absorption offoreign substances.—Magendie first denied the absorbing

power of the lymphatics. Hunter had asserted that coloured water
injected into the abdomen of an animal is soon discoverable in the

lymphatics. Flandrin has made the experiment in horses without

success ; and Magendie assures us that with M. Dupuytren he repeated

similar experiments more than one hundred and fifty times, and never

found any of the substances absorbed in the lymphatics. On the other

hand, Mayer and Schroeder van der Kolk observed an evident, though

slow, absorption of foreign matters from the intestinal canal by the

lymphatics.

The Academy of Philadelphia, as well as Lawrence and Coates, wit-

nessed the absorption of prussiate of potash; but according to the

observations of the Academy colouring matters were not absorbed.

Halle and others, after the introduction of colouring matters, could not

detect them in the thoracic duct, while they had evidently entered the

blood and the circulation.f

The result of most experiments is, that salts are the only foreign

matters absorbed by the lymphatics. Thus the numerous experiments of

Tiedemann and Gmelin, cited at page 240, show that colouring matters

introduced into the intestinal canal are not taken up by the lacteals,

although they are afterwards found in the blood and urine. Salts were

the only foreign substances that they could detect in the chyle, and

these but few times ; thus, only once out of many times, were they able

to detect iron in the chyle of a horse to which sulphate of iron had been

given, and prussiate of potash, and sulpho-cyanate of potash, each once in

* See the excellent remarks of Cruveilhier in the article Inflammation of the Veins,

in his Anatomie Pathologique.

t See also Tiedemann and Gmelin, Versuche iiber die Wege> &c.

i
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the chyle of dogs. To these I may add an experiment of my own. I

placed a frog with its posterior extremities in a solution of prussiate of

potash which reached nearly as high as the anus, and kept it so for two

hou I then washed the animal carefully, and, having wiped the legs

dry, tested the lymph taken from under the skin with a persalt of iron,

the lymph assumed immediately a bright blue colour, while the colour of

the serum of the blood was scarcely perceptibly affected by the test. In

a second experiment, in which the frog was kept only one hour in the so-

lution, the salt could not be detected in the lymph.

of The conclusion

which must be drawn from a consideration of all these facts, is, that

the lymphatics do really absorb, but that their absorbing action is con-

fined to particular fluids, for which perhaps they have an affinity : some

foreign matters, such as salts, are taken up by the lymphatics, although

with difficulty ; while others, such as colouring matters, are generally

not absorbed at all. The matter which the lymphatics are ordinarily

engaged in absorbing is the liquor sanguinis, which during the circula-

tion of the blood through the capillaries is imbibed by the tissues.

Besides this fluid, however, small molecules are taken up from the

parenchyma of the organs and form the globules of the lymph, in the

same manner as the globules of the chyle are, as it appears, absorbed by

the lacteals with the fluid portion of the chyle from the food contained

in the alimentary canal.

The organic process by which the lymphatics absorb is, therefore,

materially different from that by virtue of which the capillaries imbibe

all foreign matters which are in a state of solution ;
it is also different

from the process of absorption in the radicle fibres of plants, by which

every matter which is in solution is absorbed.*

By simply comparing the chyle taken from the lymphatic system

with the chyme in the alimentary canal, it will be at once seen, that

the absorbents do not merely absorb, that they also produce a change

in the matter which they take up. The new nutritive matter derived

from the food does not acquire its property of coagulating spontaneously

contained in the absorbent system of vessels, and this

property becomes the more marked the further the chyle has advanced

in these vessels. It is possible that the lymphatic vessels in other parts

of the body have the same power of converting the albumen into coagu-

lable matter. It is at any rate evident, that this action of the absorb-

ents on the matters absorbed distinguishes completely the vital action

exerted by them from imbibition, and from the process by which all

matters in solution are received immediately into the capillaries. It

is probable, as E. H. Weber has endeavoured to prove, that the absorb-

ents produce a change in the composition even of foreign matters

* Tiedemann's Physiol, i. 223. English Translation, p. 85.

until it is

,
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Power

which they take up. Thus Emmert has observed, that, after the abdo-
minal aorta had been tied, the poison of the angustura virosa inserted
into a wound of the foot, did not exert its deadly effect, and that prussic
acid applied in the same way had also no effect on the animal, when the
circulation in the lower extremities was stopped by ligature of the
abdominal aorta. Now these poisons by mere imbibition could enter
the lymphatics as well as the blood-vessels, so that the absence of their
usual effects in these cases must be attributed to a change effected
by the lymphatics in the matters which they absorb.

by which the lymphatics and lacteals absorb I confess that the
act of absorption in other parts, as well as in the intestines, is to me quite
an enigma. Capillary attraction, by which some persons would explain
so many processes in the animal body, accounts for the filling of capil-
lary tubes only when they are empty, or when they have the power of
emptying themselves from time to time ; it does not explain the absorp-
tion and motion of the organic fluids. When, in the experiment before
described, I witnessed the filling of the lacteals of the mesentery by milk,
which was injected into the intestine so as to distend its coats, I fancied
at the moment that I had discovered an explanation of the absorption of
the chyle. But I gave up this idea at once when I recollected how slight
the contractions observed in the intestines on opening the abdomen are,
and that the small intestines generally appear collapsed. And I was still

more induced to renounce this view on finding that generally, perhaps
always, the injection of the lacteals in this experiment is attended with
laceration of the internal coat of the intestines. Some kind of attraction
must be exerted by the absorbents. As soon as the lacteals are filled

beyond the point at which they pass through the muscular coat, the
slightest contraction of the intestine by compressing the lacteals between
the muscular fibres must tend to drive the" chyle onwards, and the ar-
rangement of the valves of the lacteals necessitates its flow towards the
receptaculum chyli. When the contraction of the intestine ceases, a
vacuum is produced in the lacteals which have been emptied, and their
refilling is the necessary consequence. But although this may take place
in the intestines, it can never occur in parts which possess no contrac-
tility; and in fishes the absorbents have no valves. It is probable, there-
fore, that some other kind of attraction, and this certainly not of a mere
physical nature like capillary attraction, but an organic attraction of a
kind hitherto unknown, is here in action. I have never seen the slightest
motion in the villi of the intestines, although I have laid open the intestine
in a living rabbit and examined its internal surface under warm water.
Nor have I observed any sign of movement even in the lacteals of the
mesentery, in the receptaculum chyli, or in the thoracic duct. I have
applied the wires of a strong galvanic battery to the thoracic duct of a
goat, which was opened as quickly as possible, while still alive, but •
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*

could perceive no contraction ; it was not till sometime had elapsed that

the duct appeared to have become somewhat narrower at the point

to which the wires had been applied, and presented several very incon-

siderable constrictions.
X

In no points perhaps do plants and animals so much resemble each

other as in the ascent of fluids from absorbing surfaces in the absorbent

vessels of animals, and the ascent of the sap in the vessels of plants.

The ascent of the sap in plants is effected solely by the action of the

roots and their spongiola.* The villi of the intestines are not essential

organs for the absorption of the chyle ; for the absorption by the lym-

* The absorption by the lymphatics in animals being involved in so much mystery,

it appeared to me to be advisable to investigate the laws of the analogous process in

plants.

It has been proved by Dutrochet, that the organs which effect the ascent of the

sap in plants during the spring, are the terminal parts of the roots,— that the

whole force by which the sap is impelled upwards is a vis a tergo exerted in the roots.

Dutrochet cut off the end of the stem of a vine, which was about six feet high, and

distinctly perceived that the cut surface of the stem continued to pour forth the sap

uninterruptedly. The cause of the ascent of the sap, therefore, is not an attraction

of the upper part of the plant for the sap in the lower part of the stem. Dutrochet

then cut off the vine stem close to the ground, and observed that the effusion of

sap from the upper extremity of the stem immediately ceased. The cause of its

effusion, therefore, was not seated in the stem of the vine. The portion of the stem

which still remained attached to the root, continued to pour out sap from its cut

surface. Dutrochet now removed the earth from about the roots and divided them
;

the cut surface of the remaining portion of the roots still continued to emit sap.

Continuing the excision of the roots lower and lower, he always observed, that the

portion remaining in the ground still emitted sap, even until he reached the terminal

parts of the roots. The terminal portions of the roots, therefore, being the seat of

the constant absorption of the sap, must, by taking up successively fresh portions,

necessitate the ascent of that already absorbed. Dutrochet placed one of the radicles,

which terminate with a whitish cone, in water ; and by the aid of a lens observed,

that the cut surface became covered with water, which issued from the central part of

the radicle.—(Dutrochet, Fagent immediat du mouvement vital. Paris, 1826, 90.^ The

absorption of matters by the mere extremities of the roots had been already demon-

strated by De la Baisse and Hales. Hales immersed the extremity of the root of a tree

in water, contained in a glass tube, and in six minutes observed a marked diminution

in the quantity of the water* (Agardh, Algemeine Biologie der Pnanzen.)

The terminal parts of the roots are what Decandolle calls spongiola. Agardh

remarks, that the structure of these parts does not differ from that of the rest

of the roots, except that the cells are small, and therefore more numerous ; but that

the same cells which, when thus small and aggregated, have the power of absorp-

tion, in a short time attain their full developement, and cease to absorb, leaving

this function to be performed by new cells which are formed after them and below

them. Agardh attributes the ascent of the sap to a polarising action of the roots and

leaves by virtue of which the roots attract and the leaves exhale. This action he

regards as something incapable of further explanation, like the polarising action of the

magnet. This explanation cannot at any rate be applied to animals, for in them there

is but one part of the act,—namely, the absorption by the radicles of the lymphatics,

while, on the other hand, the lymph is poured into the blood.

V
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phatics is performed in other parts without villi, and in the intestines

of many animals there are no villi. Nevertheless, the villi of the
intestines are in some measure analogous to the spongiola of the roots
of plants; it must, however, be remembered that the absorbents in the
villi have the same structure as in other parts which have no villi.

Dutrochet explained the phenomena of absorption both in plants and
animals by the laws of endosmose. It is easy, however, to perceive
that the phenomena of endosmose in dead animal membranes are by
no means sufficient to account for the organic process of absorption in

the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

If the lacteals in the intestine and mesentery be supposed to be filled

with animal fluids, and chyme to be in contact with the villi or net-work

of lacteals, the fluid parts of the chyme would, according to the laws of

endosmosis, enter the lacteals ; and the fluid, or dissolved parts of the

matter already in the lacteals, would pass out and mix with the chyme

;

if the chyme were more fluid than the chyle in the lacteals—if the mat-
ters it held in solution were in a less concentrated state than in the
chyle,—the chyme would enter the lacteals in larger proportion than the
chyle would issue from them ; if, on the other hand, the matter dissolved
in the chyme were in a more concentrated state, the chyle would per-

meate the coats of the lacteals in an outward direction in larger quan-
tity than the chyme would enter them. This, however, does not account
for the wonderful process of absorption. If absorption is to be ex-

plained in a manner analogous to the laws of endosmose, it must be
supposed that a chemical affinity, resulting from the vital process itself

is exerted between the chyme in the intestines and the chyle in the

lacteals, by which the chyle is enabled to attract the chyme, without

being itself attracted by it. But such an affinity or attraction would be
of a vital nature, since it does not exist after death. To account for

absorption, some might suppose that fluids are attracted by the external
surface of the lymphatics, and repelled towards the cavity of the vessels

by their internal surface; there are no facts either to confirm or to refute
this hypothesis.

It is probable that there is no mechanical apparatus for absorption
in the radicles of the absorbent system, since in plants no such apparatus
exists.* Absorption seems to depend on an attraction, the nature of
which is at present unknown, but of which the very counterpart, as it

were, takes place in secretion ; the fluids altered by the secreting action

being repelled towards the free side only of the secreting membranes,
and then pressed onwards by the successive portions of fluid secreted.

In many organs,—for instance, in those invested with the mucous mem-
branes,—absorption by the lymphatics and secretion by secreting organs
are going on at the same time on the same surface.

* See note at preceding page.

f
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Since the action of the absorbents depends on an organic property,

circumstances which affect the organisation of a part will necessarily

elevate or depress their action. Thus in inflammation, as Autenrieth

remarked,* the action of the absorbents appears to be diminished, and

hence the frequent occurrence of an enduring oedematous swelling around

an inflamed part.

It is still uncertain how the remedial means, which are supposed to

excite absorption, produce their effects ; the cases, in which their action

is evident, are few. There are substances called resolvents, which are

capable of softening and dissolving the matters collected in superabun-

dant quantity in the interstices of the elementary parts of tissues. The

possibility of such a process taking place is shown apparently by the

organic fluids themselves, in which one ingredient is frequently the men-

struum for another; thus, for example, animal matters are kept in a

state of complete solution by their organic union with mineral sub-

stances, as is the case in the serum, or with other organic substances,

as in the bile, in which picromel is the solvent menstruum of the chole-

sterine. The use of resolvents in medicine is, however, very limited,

because many substances, which out of the body have the power of dis-

solving animal matter, have a destructive action on living animal textures.

The assertion, that the lymphatics continue to absorb after death, ap-

pears to me to be wholly without foundation.f

2. Change effected by the lymphatic and lacteal vessels on their contents.

The absorbent vessels, the parietes of which are supplied with capil-

laries, seem to effect a change in the composition of the chyle and

lymph. The absorbent glands have the same action ; they serve merely

as means of increasing the surface of action ; for, in the lower vertebrata,

they are replaced by mere plexuses, and are, in fact, merely plexuses in

a more highly developed form. The chyle in the lacteals of the mesen-

tery^ according to Tiedemann and Gmelin, is not coagulable until it has

passed through the mesenteric glands. The lacteals and their glands

appear, therefore, to have the power of converting, by the agency of

their parietes, a part of the albumen of the chyle into fibrin. In many

diseases this action of the lacteals on the elementary combination of

their contents is modified, or the vessels themselves suffer from the action

of fluids morbidly formed, as in scrofula.

The absorbents are endowed with a peculiar sensibility to the action

of foreign matters, becoming painful, sometimes inflamed and swollen,

so as to be distinguished through the skin by red streaks when such

matters have been absorbed. Under the same circumstances, the glands

in the neighbourhood of the absorbing spot swell and become also pain-

ful. Ordinarily, if the absorption of the irritating matter is not con-

* Physiologie, ii. 224. •f
See E. H. Weber, loc. cit. vol. iii. p. 101

>
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tinued, the swelling disappears, but sometimes the glands inflame and
suppurate. This enlargement of the neighbouring glands is observed to
take place under various circumstances, such as the introduction of an
animal poison under the epidermis, the application of a blister, the bite
of a snake, a cut or prick received in opening a putrescent 'body, or
the inunction of tartar emetic ointment or mercury; it often occurs also
in glands near an inflamed part in which matter is forming. Thus the
inguinal glands swell in cases of gonorrhoea, or of venereal infection of
the genitals when there is no gonorrhoea. The mesenteric glands seem
to stand in the same relation to the intestines as the superficial glands
to the skin

;
they become inflamed when the intestines are inflamed and

ulcerated, for example, in typhus abdominalis.

3. The motion of the lymph and chyle.

The powers by which the lymph and chyle are moved are unknown. It
is possible that the absorbent vessels and thoracic duct propel their con-
tents by imperceptible progressive contractions ; but it is not known
whether this is the case. Tiedemann and Gmelin could produce no
contractions of the thoracic duct by the application of mechanical and
chemical irritants, which Schreger had previously asserted that he had
succeeded in doing. I applied the galvanic apparatus to the thoracic
duct in a goat, but without producing any contractions ; it was not till

after some little time that some very slight constrictions of the duct
were perceptible. Tiedemann and Gmelin, however, observed that the
thoracic duct, when punctured, expels its contents in a jet. They sup-
pose, therefore, that the lymphatics and lacteals, although not endued
with rhythmic contractility, nevertheless have the power of propelling
onwards their contents; an action which, if really exerted by them, must
be facilitated by their valves ; the arrangement of which, indeed, is such
that even external pressure applied to the lymphatics or lacteals by
the muscles, must have the effect of propelling onwards the lymph and
chyle. The suction exerted by the heart on the venous blood durino-
the dilatation of its cavities, must also have a similar influence on th

&

motion of the chyle in the thoracic duct which communicates with thc
left subclavian vein; and this action of the heart may alone have the effect
of causing the chyle to follow the motion of the venous blood towards the
heart, while, from the presence of a valve at the point where the thoracic
duct opens into the vein, no venous blood can be forced back into th
thoracic duct by the impulse arising from the heart's contraction. Th.
sucking action of the heart, however, is not the primary cause of the
motion of the chyle; for Autenrieth,* Tiedemann, and Carusf have ob-
served that when a ligature is applied -to the thoracic duct, the part of
the duct below the ligature becomes distended even to bursting.

#-
Physiologies ii. 115. f Meckel's Archiv. iv. 420,
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The motion of the lymph and chyle depends most probably, therefore,

principally on the continued absorption going on in the radicle net-work

of the lymphatics, in the same way as the ascent of the sap in plants,

during the spring, depends solely on the constant absorbing action of the

roots.

The lymphatic hearts which I have discovered in reptiles must con-

siderably facilitate the motion of the lymph in these animals. These

earts discharge the lymph of the lower part of the body directly into

e ischiadic vein, that of the upper part of the body into a branch of

the jugular vein. In mammalia and man it is only in the subclavian

veins that the chyle and lymph are mixed with the blood, all the chyle

and the greater part of the lymph being poured into the left subclavian

vein by the thoracic duct. The lymph and chyle are often still detect-

ible in the blood of the superior cava. The process of their conversion

into blood in their course through the circulation has already been de-

scribed at page 145. I have never been able to perceive the slightest

motion in the thoracic duct and receptaculum chyli, or in any part of

the absorbent system of mammalia ; and in reptiles the lymphatic hearts

are the only parts of the absorbent system in which I have perceived

any contractions.

The rate of the motion of the lymph and chyle is quite unknown. It

appears to be much slower than that of the blood, and is much less rapid

than Cruikshank and Autenrieth supposed. Some idea of the rate at

which the chyle moves may be formed by observing the time required

for the distended lacteals in the mesentery of an animal just opened to

become invisible, and by ascertaining the quantity of the fluid which can

be collected from the thoracic duct. In Magendie's experiment half an

ounce of chyle was collected, in five minutes, from the thoracic duct

of a middle-sized dog. Collard de Martigny obtained nine grains of

lymph, in ten minutes, from the thoracic duct of a rabbit which had

taken no food for twenty-four hours. Collard de Martigny having pressed

out the lymph from the principal lymphatic trunk of the neck in a dog,

the vessel filled again in seven minutes ; in a second experiment it filled

in eight minutes.*

In the case already related, in which lymph escaped from a wound on

the foot of a young man, the lymphatics on the dorsum of the foot and
great toe became sufficiently filled in a quarter or half an hour to

enable us to collect from them a considerable quantity of lymph in a

watch-glass. In frogs the quantity of the lymph, and the volume of the

cavities in which it is contained, are very great. If the capacity of each

of their lymphatic hearts, of which the posterior are the larger, is esti-

mated at one cubic line, the quantity of lymph which they would project

into the veins in a minute, supposing that they emptied themselves

* Journ. de Physiol, t. viii.
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entirely at each contraction, would be 4 x 60 = 240 cubic lines, since

they contract about sixty times in a minute. But they expel only a part

of their contents at each contraction.

[Prof. E. H. Weber* has described a visible circulation of the lymph.
It has been several times observed that the capillary blood-vessels, when
viewed by the microscope, appear broader than the stream of blood in

them. M. Poiseuille,t while watching the circulation in the capillaries,

perceived that occasionally a globule ofblood is thrown into the transparent

space at the side of the current, and immediately loses its rapid motion

;

that it becomes quite stationary for a time if wholly without the current,

while ifonly partially immersed in the transparent space, it is rolled along,

as it were, by the blood moving rapidly over it. M. Poiseuille inferred

from these observations, that there is, in contact with the parietes of the

vessels, a layer of liquor sanguinis which does not move ; and he states

that M. Girard has demonstrated, that in the case of inert tubes of small

diameter, the portion of a fluid moving through them which is in contact
with their parietes is stationary. The appearances above described have
been observed by Prof. Weber, and attributed by him, but less correctly,

to the motion of lymph-globules in lymphatics surrounding the blood-
vessels. The bodies which move thus slowly and irregularly along the
sides of the current of blood are, for the most part at least, globular, as

he states, but they appear to be larger than lymph-globules, and are

certainly within the blood-vessels—they are evidently moved, as Poiseuille

describes, by the same force that moves the current of blood, and are

occasionally seen to re-enter this current.]

* Miiller's Archiv. 1837. Heft ii.

f Ann, des Scienc. Nat, Fevr, 1836, t. v. p. 111.
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SPECIAL PHYSIOLOGY.

BOOK THE SECOND.

Of the Chemical Changes produced in the Organic Fluids and Organised

Textures under the influence of the Vital laws.

The power by which elementary substances are, in the organic system,

united into ternary and quaternary compounds, in opposition to their

affinities, which would, under other circumstances, lead them to unite to

form binary compounds, is without doubt a peculiar " force " or " im-

ponderable matter" unknown in inorganic nature. This force or princi-

ple is probably the same that governs the formation and nutrition of the

different organs of the body after a plan of strict adaptation.* To attri-

bute to electricity the production of all organic compounds would be a

perfectly gratuitous hypothesis. Until the properties of the principle

which influences organic combinations are known, it can be spoken of

merely as something, the existence of which is certain, but of which the

nature cannot be defined,—the vital principle or organising force. The
law which regulates the action of parts endowed with this power on other

substances is that of assimilation.

The material changes which occur in the organic system may be di-

vided into the purely chemical and the organic chemical.

1. Purely chemical changes, regulated by the laws of elective affinity,

ensue in the animal system when the vital principle loses its influence

on the textures of the body, or becomes incapable of counterbalancing

the power of chemical affinity.

Concentrated acids and alkalies unite with the component elements of
living animal bodies, and produce new substances, the animal matter
being destroyed. Dilute muriatic and acetic acids in the gastric juice

serve for the solution of alimentary substances. Berthollet supposes

that the action of the caustic metallic oxides and salts depends on their

yielding oxygen to the animal matter. When muriate of antimony is

used, the inorganic substance is reduced, and the organic body oxidised.

Bichloride of mercury is converted into the chloride by several organic

substances.

* See pages 22—28.

it
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.

These purely chemical actions are of frequent application in therapeu-

tics. The property which albumen possesses of precipitating corrosive

sublimate, and uniting with it to form an insoluble substance, suggested

to Orfila the happy idea of trying it as an antidote-* An antidote, as

Huenefeld remarks, must have a strong affinity for the poison, and but

slight chemical affinity for the animal body, so that it may be introduced

into the system without ill effects. Sulphur neutralises arsenic, and, by
giving rise to an insoluble compound, renders it less hurtful. It is on

account of their insolubility that preparations of mercury which contain

sulphur are inert in the treatment of syphilis.f The soluble sulphates are

antidotes for poisoning by barytes and salts of lead, because the sulphates

of barytes and of lead which are formed are insoluble.^ Magnesia

neutralises the acid of the stomach. The success attending the admi-

nistration of carbonates of alkalies in cases of lithic acid deposit, and of

formation of calculus, from the urine, depends on the lithic acid being

dissolved by the alkalies, and the urine rendered alkaline. Salts of ve-

getable acids are useful in the same way, being converted into carbonates
*

in the animal body or yielded in that form to the urine. Nitric acid,

chlorine, and chlorates have been applied to sores of hospital gangrene

and to cancerous sores, with success, in preventing the developement of

sulphuretted hydrogen, ammonia, and hydrosulphate of ammonia from

them. The use of mineral acids in putrid fever with a tendency to al-

kalinity of the fluids may be regarded in the same light.§

The colouring matter of madder evinces a strong affinity for phosphate

of lime even in the living body, the bones being the only parts which are

coloured by it when it is taken with the food. Lastly, many foreign sub-

stances taken up into the circulation, undergo change in part, and are

again expelled from the system in their changed or unchanged state.

2. In other cases certain substances, particularly those generated by

the decomposition of the organic matter in diseased animals, act on other

living animals in a manner which resembles the chemical process offer-

mentation. Thus, contagions give rise to the production of similar

changes of composition in the animal matters of other living beings.

3. Chemical compounds and simple elementary substances may, how-
ever, by affording the components which were deficient for the formation

of new organic compounds in the body, favour the production of these

compounds instead of decomposing them, and thus assist the operations

of the vital principle. Thus the admixture of a certain proportion of

mineral substances in the food is necessary. The change effected in

the blood during respiration is an organic chemical change, in which a

binary compound is formed and separated from the blood.

4. Organic substances again may reciprocally decompose each other

Huenefeld, Physiol. Chemie, i. pp. 65. 89. t Ibid. p. 66

i

j-

»

t Ibid. p. 67. § Ibid. p. 72.

/
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even without the influence of the vital principle. Thus saliva, according to

Leuchs,* converts boiled starch into sugar, and Tiedemann and Gmelin
have shown that starch is changed in the stomach of animals into gum
of starch and sugar. Fibrin or muscle are stated, like yeast, to excite

fermentation in solution of sugar. Dr. J. Davy, however, on performing
the experiment with beef, and continuing it three or four days, obtained
no alcohol, but in its place gum.f Certain organic fluids,, such as saliva,

gastric juice, bile, and pancreatic juice, serve to effect similar chemical
changes in the animal economy. It is true that both the substances
which act on each other in this way are quaternary compounds, and the
products may still be quaternary compounds, without being reduced to

binary combination. But organic substances once formed, even when
subjected to the action of inorganic compounds out of the body, frequently

undergo merely a change of organic combination. In the animal system,

however, the action of organic fluids on one another is modified by the

vital principle. The action of saliva and of bile in the process of digestion

is not intelligible from the effects which they produce on organic com-
pounds out of the body.

'

5. The organic assimilation is, in the first place, evidenced in the

changes of composition which organic fluids undergo while exposed to the

influence ofliving surfaces endued with the vital principle. Thus, the com-
position of the chyle absorbed from the alimentary canal undergoes a

change in the lacteal system; the quantity of fibrin that it contains being

greater in proportion to the number of mesenteric glands through which

it has passed. In the formation of the different secretions the same

action of the tissues on the fluids exists, but in a modified form, inasmuch

as the components of the blood, which have been changed by the action

of the tissues, are in this case separated from it.
*

6. Lastly, assimilation is still more remarkably manifested in the con-

version of the organic fluids into formative particles of the organs in the

process of nutrition. The blood in the capillaries comes in contact with

the smaller particles of nerves, muscles, mucous membrane, glands, &c.

and each tissue exerts its assimilating action on the substances contained

in the blood, changing their elementary composition, nourishing itself by
their appropriation, and at the same time imparting to them the property

of organising other matters in their turn. The essential phenomenon of

this kind of assimilation is seen in the germinal disk (blastoderma) of the

egg before vessels and the blood are formed. The germinal disk increases

at the edges so as to form the germinal membrane at the expense of the

yolk. The albumen of the yolk gradually undergoes a change of compo-

sition, and at last ceases to be coagulable by heat. As soon as vessels

are developed, growth is effected by the enlargement of the particles be-

tween the capillaries, and by the formation of new vessels. If in an organ-

ised texture, or living substance, A, B, C, and D are the elements

# Poggendorf's Annal. 183L 5. + Kastner's Archiv. 1831. 396.
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which are combined in certain proportions to form each organic molecule,

the organising principle of the part effects not only the combination of

A, B, C, and D to form component particles, but also the union of these

particles to form organic tissues ; and the organic fluids in contact with

them are compelled, as it were, to change their composition to the com-

bination of A, B, C, and D, that is, to form atoms of this composition, and

to unite these atoms with the assimilating organ. By atoms here are

intended not organic globules, but those invisible atoms which are sup-

posed, in the chemical theory, to constitute the ultimate particles of a

compound.

The production of vital phenomena—of muscular contraction, &c.—is

constantly giving rise to the decomposition of a certain quantity of or-

ganic material, to replace which new matter is supplied by the nutriment.

In this respect, however inapt the comparison may be in other points,

the animal machine resembles every other machine the action of which

necessitates the destruction of some material, and which, like the steam-

engine, requires a certain quantity of new matter for the continuance

of its action. The most wonderful part of the process is, that, while the

system gets rid of its old material and developes vitality in the new, it

does not lose any vital power with the matter which it casts off; it would,

therefore, almost appear, either that the vital principle leaves the decom-

posed elements, and unites itself to the new matter, or that the nutriment

itself is a source of increase of the vital principle, supposing that a portion

of this principle becomes inert with the destruction of the old components

of the animal body.*

The first general law that regulates the formation of different animal

substances seems, as Autenrieth remarks, to be the law of the attraction

of similar parts for each other. But the particles of living structures

have a great attraction among themselves, and therefore do not leave

their combination to unite with the particles of the nutrient fluid ; they

attract to themselves, however, the analogous particles from the blood
;

so that in the exertion of this affinity it seems to be the blood which

principally suffers a separation of its elements. I cannot conclude these

remarks better than in the words of Autenrieth :—" Bone secretes only

osseous matter; muscle secretes fibrin, and even a morbid scirrhus or a

steatoma grows by the deposition ofanalogous matter. The growth, by the

attraction of similar particles, is not manifested merely in the chemical

components of an organ ; even in its organisation a similar law prevails.

A polypous excrescence of the vagina or nostrils differs less in chemical

composition than in its organisation from the surrounding healthy parts.

Once formed, however, it continues to a certain extent to grow with its own

peculiar structure. A cicatrix, although it possesses a structure different

from the original organisation of the skin, continues to be nourished in

the same form ; it even enlarges as the rest of the body grows/'

t

^1

* See page 39 f Autenrieth, Physiol, ii. p. 181

*

•
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I

SECTION I.

Of Respiration

CHAPTER I.

Of Respiration in general.

of the The essential respirable component of

the atmosphere is the oxygen, which constitutes twenty-one parts in 100,

seventy-nine parts being nitrogen. The proportion of carbonic acid in

the atmosphere is extremely small; 10,000 volumes of atmospheric air

M In
*

the open country the maximum proportion of this gas was 5*74, the mi-
nimum 3-15, in 10,000 parts. In the town of Geneva the air contained

0*31 more carbonic acid than in the country.* There are also local im-

purities, such as an organic matter, which rain water likewise contains,

and which, with the concurrent action of light, reddens solution of silver.t

Air, in which men or animals are breathing, loses a certain proportion of

its oxygen, and in its place acquires nearly the same volume of carbonic

acid. The same change is effected by respiration in pure oxygen. Al-

though we do not regard respiration really as a species of combustion,

yet the great similarity of the changes produced in the air by the two

processes cannot but be remarked. In respiration, as in combustion, the

nitrogen seems to act quite a neuter part, merely moderating the process

by diluting the oxygen.

Respirable and irrespirable gases.—In considering the various gases in

reference to respiration and the respiratory organs, a distinction must be

made between those that are merely incapable of supporting the process,

and those that are actually poisonous in their action. Nitrogen and hy-

drogen are instances of the former kind ; they do not support life when
respired in their pure state, but when mixed with the necessary quantity

of oxygen they are perfectly innoxious. Those gases, which from

their affinity for animal matters are decidedly noxious to the system,

must be again divided into two classes ; for several gases can be taken

into the lungs although poisonous in their action, while others cannot be

inspired in any considerable quantity, on account of their exciting spasm of

the respiratory organs, particularly of the glottis.

The gases may be classed according to their physiological effects as

follows

:

* Berzelius, Jahrb. ubersetzt. v. Woehler, xi. 64.

t Gmelin's Chemie, i. 442.

u2
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I

I. Those which support the chemical process of respiration.

a. Permanently without injury to life.—Atmospheric air.

b. For a certain period, but not permanently.—Oxygen and nitrous

oxide. The respiration of oxygen causes, it is said, even the blood in

the veins to become of a bright red colour. But at length its effects are

injurious. Allen and Pepys, however, experienced no ill effects from

respiring pure oxygen ; and a pigeon which they placed in oxygen gas

merely became restless and embarrassed, but recovered when restored

to the air. Lavoisier and Seguin perceived no disturbance of the func-

tions in Guinea pigs which were kept twenty-four hours in oxygen gas.

Allen and Pepys found that when oxygen was inhaled, a larger propor-

tion of carbonic acid was contained in the gas expired than under ordi-

nary circumstances ; but in the case of a pigeon, less carbonic acid

seemed to be formed than during respiration in atmospheric air. The

respiration of pure oxygen is injurious to phthisical patients. Nitrous

oxide gas supports life for a short time, but soon has a stupifying and

intoxicating effect, producing excitement, illusions of the senses, con-

fusion of mind, and, at length, syncope * A portion of the gas is absorbed

into the blood, which becomes of a purple colour, while the face and

lips have the colour of death. Nitrogen and a scarcely perceptible quan-

tity of carbonic acid are expired with the gas from the lungs.

f
aspiration

ire

a.

?

ifluence, but fail

f>
Nitrogen and hydrogen. La-

voisier and Seguin caused Guinea pigs to respire a mixture of equal

proportions of oxygen and hydrogen ; no particular symptoms were pro-

duced, and the experimenters found that the same quantity of oxygen

was consumed as when the mixture consisted of equal quantities of

oxygen and nitrogen, and that no hydrogen was absorbed. The re-

searches of Allen and Pepys seem to show that when hydrogen alone is

respired, nitrogen is exhaled from the blood. Allen and Pepys and Wet-

terstedtt state that the respiration of hydrogen produces a tendency to

sleep. I placed some frogs in impure hydrogen, as prepared from zinc

and dilute sulphuric acid, and they became insensible in a few hours

;

but when I had previously purified the hydrogen and freed it from the

fcetid oil, by passing it through alcohol, a frog lived in it twelve hours,

breathing from time to time ; at the end of twenty-two hours it was

apparently dead, but still moved slightly when it was taken out and

* Sir H. Davy, Researches on Nitrous Oxide.

t Berzelius, Thierchemie., 101. Trait6 de Chemie, traduit par Esslinger, t. vii. p. 106.

S
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pinched. In subsequent experiments frogs lived only three or four hours

even in pure hydrogen.

P'oisonous gases.—Carburetted hydrogen, phosphoretted hydrogen,

sulphuretted hydrogen, arseniuretted hydrogen, carbonic oxide, cyano-

( Atmospheric air which contains x^o o^ °^ * ts v°lume of sul

phuretted hydrogen will, according to Thenard, destroy a bird ; when it

contains g^th of its volume, it will destroy a dog ; and with -g^th, a

horse. The above gases also destroy life when injected in small quan-
tities into the blood *

c.

of the
>f

small quantities, excite coughing.—All acid gases, as well as carbonic acid

gas, chlorine, nitric oxide, fluoboric acid gas, fluosilicic acid gas, and
ammonia. Atmospheric air which contains more than 10 percent, car-

bonic acid quickly produces asphyxia. Any fluid, water for instance,

acts on the glottis like a solid body, exciting it to spasmodic contraction,

so as even to produce suffocation ; but very little irritation is produced
by the presence of fluid in the lungs themselves, and a considerable

quantity of fluid is borne, when injected into them by an opening in

the trachea. In the first case, death is produced by the closure of the
glottis, which is unattended by ill consequences if there is an opening in

the trachea.

Aquatic respiration.—A part of the animals which inhabit the water
the reptiles and aquatic mammalia, namely,—come to the surface

to respire atmospheric air, and breathe by means of lungs; others,

as the fishes, have gills, and respire the water itself, or rather the
air which the water contains. The water of lakes, rivers, and the

ocean, is impregnated with atmospheric air, or, more correctly, with

oxygen and nitrogen, in determinate proportions, which it absorbs from
the atmosphere. Humboldt and Provencal obtained from 10,000 parts
of Seine water, by boiling, from 264 to 287 parts of gas, of which from

It
-3-06
1000 to -3-UL™ 10 was oxygen, and from 6

T^O to -jUg. carbonic acid.

must not be imagined that the water itself undergoes any change during
respiration, it is the gas with which it is impregnated that alone is

changed, the oxygen being removed and the carbonic acid increased in

quantity. When fishes are made to respire water impregnated with
oxygen and hydrogen, the oxygen only is absorbed, the quantity of the
hydrogen remains unchanged. If fishes are placed in water which has
been subjected to long continued boiling, they die from want of oxygen
in the space of four hours, during which time their respiratory move-
ments are continued. Priestley found by experiment that fishes will live

ten or fifteen minutes in water which had been freed from air and after-

wards impregnated with nitric oxide, but that as soon as the smallest

* Nysten. See page 142.
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quantity of atmospheric air gained access to such water, the fishes were

seized with convulsive motions and died.

The respiratory movements.—The chemical process of respiration is

not essentially dependent on the respiratory movements. They merely

serve to expel the air or water which have undergone the change in-

duced by the chemical process that is constantly carried on between these

media and the blood, and to renew the supply of fresh air or water.

The lungs, by their internal surface, offer an immense expansion for

the action of the blood and air on each other ; and, as they are never

completely emptied by the act of expiration, this action is constant.

By the contraction and dilatation of the chest, the motion of which the

lungs follow, a portion of the altered contents of the pulmonary reser-

voir is first expelled, and then a new supply introduced, to undergo

change in its turn. The fishes take in the fresh water by the mouth,

and then expel a portion, passing it through the branchise, the opercula

or gill-covers being alternately opened and closed.

of Sir Humphrey Davy calculates that the

human lung, after the strongest expiration, still contains thirty-five

cubic inches of air, and after an ordinary expiration, 108 cubic inches;
*

he regards from ten to thirteen cubic inches as the quantity usually ex-

pelled at each expiration.* Herbstf found that adults of large stature,

when breathing tranquilly, inspire and expire from twenty to twenty-five

cubic inches
;
persons of smaller stature sixteen or eighteen cubic inches.

Necessity of respirat The length of time during which life can be

supported without respiration being performed varies very much in diffe-

rent animals, being shorter in the vertebrata, and more especially in the

warm-blooded vertebrata than in other animals. Warm-blooded animals,

placed in the vacuum of the air-pump, die in less than a minute ; birds, even

in from thirty to forty seconds. Reptiles will live a considerable time in a

vacuum, and in irrespirable gases ; and in Carradori'sJ experiments a tor-

toise placed under oil lived from twenty-four to thirty-six hours. Frogs die

in less than an hour, when placed under oil ; in water impregnated with

air they live a long time, respiration being carried on by the skin. Ed-

wards says that toads, which he confined in baskets and placed in the

Seine, lived several days; and Spallanzani and Edwards § have found

them live a few hours even in water deprived of its air. I have wholly

removed the lungs of frogs, after tying them at their root, and the ani-

* [The numbers quoted by the author, although mentioned by Sir H. Davy, in his

different experiments, are not those which he considered most accurately to indicate the

capacity of his lungs. Those which he gives are 254 cubic inches in a state of volun-

tary inspiration ; 135 in a state of natural inspiration ; 118 after a natural expiration,

and 41 after a forced expiration. This capacity Sir H. Davy considered below the me-

dium, his chest being narrow.]

f Meckel's Archiv. 1828.

* Meckel's Archiv. v. 141.

X Ann. de Chim. et d. Phys. v. p. 94.

Influence of Phys. Agent, on Life, p. 31.

i
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mals still lived about thirty hours, respiration being performed most

probably by means of the skin. In the experiment mentioned above,

the frog placed in pure hydrogen showed distinct signs of life at the end
of twelve hours, and respired from time to time, and after twenty-two

hours was still only in a state of asphyxia. In experiments instituted by
Humboldt and Provencal, gold fishes lived an hour and forty minutes in

water deprived of its air by long boiling ; in water impregnated with

carbonic acid, and in carbonic acid gas, on the contrary, fishes died in a

few minutes ; while in nitrogen and hydrogen, in which fishes keep their

gill-covers closed, they lived five hours.

The lower animals differ very much in the degree in which respiration

is necessary to them, but, generally speaking, it appears that respiration

is not essential for the maintenance of their life. Carradori states

that insects die immediately when immersed in oil, and according

to Treviranus they may be killed very quickly by merely smearing the

openings of the respiratory organs with oil. Biot, however, found insects

of the families blaps and tembrio live eight days under the air-pump in

air rarefied to a tension of from one to two millimeters. The larvae of the

gad-fly, in Schroeder Van der Kolk's experiments, lived a considerable

time in irrespirable gases. The larvae of some insects live in putrefying

vegetable and animal substances, and seem to have little need of pure

oxygen, although no insect is known which has not a system of tracheal

tubes, and which, therefore, during life respires air. Berzelius saw lar-

vae living in spring-water which contained carbonate of iron and some

sulphuretted hydrogen. Leeches seem to live a long time without fresh

water ; while Tiedemann found that holothuriae die in a single day if

the sea-water in which they are kept is not renewed. Intestinal worms,

which inhabit other living beings, seem to dispense with respiration.*

* For an account of the respiration of hybernating animals refer to page 77 • The

respiration of ova will be treated of in the third chapter of this section. The best works

of reference on the subject of respiration in general, are—Groodwyn on the Connexion

of Life with Respiration, London, 1788. Lavoisier and Seguin, Ann. d. Chim. 91,

318. Menzie's Tentamen Physiol, de Respirat. Edinb. 1790. Crell, Ann. 1794, ii.

33. Sir H. Davy, [Researches on Nitrous Oxide.] Gilbert's Ann. 19. 298. Pfaff,

in Gehlen J. de Chem. v. 103. Provencal et Humboldt, Schweigger's Journ. i. 86.

[Mem. d'Arcueil, t. ii.] Edwards, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 22. 35, [and Influence

of Physical Agents, &c.] Dulong, Schweigger's J. 38. 505. Despretz, Ann. de Chim. et

de Phys. 26. 337. Spallanzani, Mem. sur la Respiration, Geneve, 1803. Hausmann,

de Anim. Exsang. Resp. Hannover, 1803. Sorg, de Resp. Insect, et Verm. Rudolstadt,

1805. Nitzsch, de Resp. Anim. Viteb. 1808. Nasse, Meek. Arch. ii. 195. 435. Tre-

viranus, Zeitschr. fur Physiol, iv. 1.

;
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I

CHAPTER II.
F

Of the Respiratory Apparatus generally.

Many
Whe
certain changes in the air, or in the water impregnated with air, which

comes in contact with it, is developed in a small space into a great extent

of surface, so as to render the contact with this air or water more extend-

ed, it constitutes a respiratory organ.

Different forms of The developement of the

respiring surface may take place either towards the interior of the body

)

(fi

(fi.

8, and 19,) in which nature seems to have exhausted all imaginable va-

riations of form in the increase of surface towards the exterior. In the

third form of respiratory organ, the increase of the surface for the contact

of the air and the animal textures is obtained by the developement of

a system of tracheal tubes, ramified to extreme fineness, and spread

through the smallest portions of all organs of the body (fig, 22). This

is the tracheal system of insects, and the tracheary arachnida. The
lungs generally respire air ; there are, however, exceptions to this ; for

instance, the respiratory organ of the holothuria consists of a tube rami-

fied in an arborescent form, (fig. 18,) in which the respiratory function

is performed by water being taken into the tubes, and again expelled

from time to time. In animals provided with branchiae or gills, the respi-

ration is generally effected by means of water, but sometimes by air, as

is the case in the terrestrial Crustacea.

Lungs and branchias, in their extreme forms, are completely distinct,

but they often approach each other in their essential characters so nearly
that it is difficult to determine to which type they belong. Thus, the gills

of the cyclostomata, and of the sharks and rays, are inclosed in sac-like ca-
vities, and the branchiae of the asidia form a branchial sac; but the cha-
racters of the two kinds of organs are still more confounded together in the
pulmonary arachnida, in which the respiratory organs have the charac-
ters both of lungs and branchiae at the same time (fig. 21); and when
Treviranus called them branchiae, and I named them lungs, we were
perhaps both equally correct or incorrect. In some insects, too, there

is a mixed form of respiratory organ, partly branchial partly tracheal.

In the infusoria the only respiratory organs seem to be delicate cilia,

with which, in many species, the surface is in part or wholly occupied •

they are so minute that it requires the highest magnifying powers to
see them. In thepolypifera the whole surface seems to serve the function

(
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IN ECHINODERMATA, ANNELIDA, AND MOLLUSCA.

of respiration. In some, as the alcy-

onella, the tentacula seem to be at

the same time branchiae.

Among the echinoderrnata the re-

spiratory organ of the holothuria is

remarkable; it is a tube ramified in an

arborescent form with terminal cel-

lules,, (fig. 18,) respiration being per-

formed by the contact of water taken
in by the trunk with the inner sur-

face of the organ. In the asterias

family the respiratory organs are,

according to Tiedemann, soft tubes

upon the skin of the animal, into

which the water has access.*

In the cmnelida the respiratory or-

gans are sometimes tufted branchiae of

a branched form, (fig. 19,) as in the

arenicola, and similar organs on the

feet of the nereides. Sometimes respi-

ratory sacs exist, which lie concealed
*

under the skin, each having a sepa-

rate external opening, as in the lum-

brici, naides, and hirudines ; I have

however, in one case observed that

the peculiar respiratory sacs of the

officinal leech contained a fluid se-

cretion,—a small quantity of whitish

matter.

Among the mollusca some breathe

in the water by means of branchiae,

others by lungs in the air. The first

mode of respiration is that of the
*

cephalopoda, (fig. 4,) some of the

gasteropoda, and the conchifera (fig.

3); the second is the mode of respi

teropoda, as, for instance, the helicina

Fig. 18.t

Fig. 19.+

297

(fig. 20) The
branchiae are in the form of plicae, or laminae, which are united parallel

* Tiedemann, Anatomie d. Rohrenholothurie, &c.

t [The holothuria, after Tiedemann.— 1. The respiratory organ communicating with
the cloaca (2); 3. the mouth; 4. tentacula; 5. contractile sac connected with the

system of water tubes ; 6. organs of generation ; 7. the intestine.]

X [The half of a single segment of the amphinoma, showing— 1. the tufted ramified

branchia : 2. the dorsal oar ; 3. the ventral oar ; 4. membranous appendages of the fleshy

tubercles, or feet,which support the bristles (5). Copied from the Cyclopaedia of Anatomy.]
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ramified, as in the doris, in which they surround the anus. In the con-

chifera there are on each side, running the whole length of the animal,

two leaf-like branchiae (i?.i7, fig. 3), each consisting of two layers,

between which the ova find their way, to be there deve- Fig. 20.t

loped.* In the ascidise the branchiae form a sac-like ves-

tibule from which the alimentary canal commences, the

inner membrane of the sac forming pectinated processes.

The pulmonary gasteropoda are partly aquatic, as, for in-

stance, the fresh-water snails, the limnaea, &c. and these

come to the surface to take a supply of air ; others are

terrestrial, as the limax and helix. The respiratory organ
*

is a pulmonary sac, the external mouth of which opens

and closes regularly (fig. 20).

In the Crustacea the organs of respiration are branchiae,

and this function is, in nearly the entire class, performed

in the water. In the decapoda the branchiae are enclosed

in a separate cavity at the side of the thorax, and consist

of a number of branchial pyramids. In the brachyurous

decapoda, each of the pyramids is formed of lamellae united to the axis of

the pyramid in a pinnate form, but in the macrourous decapoda the lamellae

are replaced by filaments. In the aquatic aselli the branchiae are simple

lamellae ; in the terrestrial aselli, which respire air, they are simple hol-

low leaf-like appendages. In several of the Crustacea the branchiae are more

vesicular in form, as in the amphipoda. The branchiae of the Crustacea

are attached either to the feet or to the abdominal surface of the body.

The arachnida are divided into the pig% 2 [.+

pulmonary and the tracheary arach-

nida. The respiratory organs of the

first order are situated at the under £

surface of the abdomen. They are

small sacs opening externally, each

by a separate stigma. The interior

of the sac is divided in several com-

partments by parallel partitions or A
lamellae (fig. 21a); and when the sac

is inflated from the external stigma,

the compartments between the partitions become protruded externally, so

* Von Baer, Meckel's Archiv. 1830.

t [The Umax or common snail.— 1. The pulmonary sac ; 2. the opening by which

the air enters ; 3. the veins which collect the blood from the body, and afterwards form

a net-work over the pulmonary sac ; 4. the auricle of the heart, which receives the ae-

rated blood by numerous orifices ; 5. the ventricle giving off two great systemic arteries.]

% [Pulmonary sac of the scorpion, from the original figures of Professor Miiller, in
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that the surface of the sac presents the same series of divisions as exists

in the interior (fig. 21, b). In most of the arachnida there is but one

pair of sacs ; in others, as the mygales, two pair ; and in the scorpionidse

there are four pair.* The aquatic arachnida respire the air which is

confined among the hairs of their body when they descend into the water.

The hydrachnida and pycnogonida

would seem not to respire air at all.
F%a

*
22,+

The tracheary arachnida, as the sol-

puga, chelifer, phalangium, and aca-

rides, resemble the insects in the

structure of the tracheal tubes, which

ramify through all parts of theirbody.

Duges has also observed arachnida,

the dysdera and segestria,—which

have, at the same time, both pulmo-

nary sacs and trachea. The poste-

rior two of the four stigmata of these
*

arachnida belong to the tracheae.

All insects have a system of rami-

fying tracheae, and in the greater

number the respiration is aerial, the

air being inhaled through a number

of stigmata, which are generally situ-

ated at the sides of the rings of the

abdomen.f Through the stigmata

the air is carried by the tracheae, in

some insects, into vesicles from which

the rest of the tracheal tubes arise

;

in others, into longitudinal trunks,

which ramify throughout the most

delicate parts of the animal (fig. 22).

Meckel's Archiv. 1828.—A. Portion of sac enlarged; 1. border of the stigma; 2.

internal wall of the sac ; 3. external wall of the sac ; 4. one of the septa ; B. sac inflated

;

1. margin of the stigma ; 2. undivided part of the sac ; 3. divided portion of the sac in-

flated.]

* I have described the pulmonary sacs of the arachnida more fully in Meckel's Ar-

chiv. 1828, and in the Isis, 1828.

+ See the representations of the tracheal system of many insects by Marcel de Serres,

Isis, 1819, iv.

T Principal tracheae of the mantis religiosa, seen from the abdominal surface, after

Marcel de Serres, loc. cit.— 1. Communications of the tracheae with the stigmata ; 2.

trachea* to the palpi, mandibles, &c. ; 3. nerves of the antenna* ; 4. trachea of the legs

;

5. ditto of the thorax ; 6. ditto of the abdomen.]

In several insects, particularly in the orthoptera, there are distinct respiratory

movements—alternate dilatation and contraction of the abdomen. Beetles, before

I
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The larvae of many insects breathe by means of branchiae in the water

;

and some insects, which in the larval state are aquatic, likewise respire

water when they have attained their perfect condition, although they
have an internal tracheal apparatus. In place of stigmata, these insects

have branchiae at the commencement of the tracheae. These branchiae

have the power of separating from the water the air which it contains,

and which then passes into the ramified tracheae in the gaseous state.

Branchiae are most frequent in the larvae of the neuroptera.*

flying, seem to inflate themselves with air so as to unfold their wings, which, like other

parts of the body, are supplied with air tubes. Treviranus has recently asserted that

the stigmata of some insects are quite imperforate ; but Burmeister has already refuted

this assertion.—(Burmeister, Entomologie, Berlin, 1832, p. 172 ; to which I refer for a
description of the stigmata.) Some insects live in the water, but come to the surface

to inhale air
; such is the case with the larvae of many dipterous insects,—the hydrocoris

or water-bug, and some aquatic coleoptera. The dytiscus comes to the surface and in-

hales air by the stigmata near the anus. The hydrophilus carries with it into the water
bubbles of air entangled among the hairs of its body. Both these insects, while larvae,

have their stigmata at the caudal extremity. The larvae of the common gnat—culex
pipiens—has one trachea opening in the last abdominal ring, while the pupa has two pro-
jecting out of the thorax. Other species allied to this gnat have branchiae, and respire
water while in a state of larva. But the larva of the chironomus again has two tracheae

at the caudal ring. In the stratiomys, the last abdominal ring ends in an air tube. The
air tube of the larvae of the eristalis, which lives in the filth of sloughs, sewers, and
privies, is very interesting. The last ring of the body is elongated into a membranous
tube, within which there is a second horny tube ; and this, like the trachea of the gnat
and stratiomys, is provided with a circle of bristles for the purpose of suspension on the
surface of the water. The larva extends the tube to the surface of the water, the inner
portion of the tube being protruded when necessary, so that the tube can thus be elon-

gated to an extraordinary extent. The larva is, by this apparatus, enabled to live at

the bottom of the fluid while it respires at the surface.—(See Burmeister, 1. c .) Some
water-bugs also, the nepae and ranatrae, have tracheae.

* The branchiae are, in some insects, hair-like filaments which contain in their interior
the commencement of the tracheal tubes. The filaments are sometimes united in a
radiated form, or they are branched. Such are the branchiae of the larvae and pupae of
several gnats. The branchiae in several neuropterous insects are in the form of lamellae.
The larvae of the gyrinus respire by means of hair-like branchiae at the sides of the rings
of the body. Branchiae are most frequent in the larva of the neuroptera. The ephe-
mera has, at the sides of the body, fin-like branchial lamellae, in the interior of which
the air tubes take their rise. The branchiae of the larva of the dragon-fly are situated
in the last ring of the body. In the agrion they consist of three great fringed lamellae.
The tuft-like branchiae of the larvae of the libellulae are situated in the rectum, so that
the tufted ends of the stems of the air tubes penetrating the membrane of the intestine
project into its cavity. The larvae of the phryganeae and semblis have filamentous or
leaf-like processes at the sides of the abdomen. Among the diptera the larvae of the
chironomus have tracheae and an aerial respiration

; but the pupae have branchial tufts

on the thorax, and breathe by means of water. The anopheles, while in the larval state

has branchiae at the caudal extremity ; when a pupa it has tracheae. Among the le-

pidoptera, the caterpillar of one moth, the botys stratiotalis, is aquatic. When the
larvae and pupae, which breathe by means of branchiae, undergo transformation thev lose

/
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Respiratory organs offishes.—In the osseous fishes there are four gills

on each side, supported by the same number of branchial arches.*

Each gill consists of a double series of lancet-shaped lamellae attached

to the branchial arch, like the teeth of a comb to its back. These lamellae

are frequently united for some distance at their base; they give off at right

angles smaller lateral lamellae. Each of the four branchial arteries, (see

fig. 5) commencing its course at the inferior extremity of the branchial

arch, runs in a groove along the convex border of the arch to its upper ex-

tremity, gradually diminishing in size ; the veins run parallel with, but

the branchiae and acquire stigmata, through which they inhale air. Representations of

the branchiae of aquatic insects, by Suckow, will be found in Heusinger's Zeitschrift

fur Organ. Physik, bd. ii. ; and a more extended description of the respiratory organs of

insects generally in Burmeister's excellent Entomologie.

* The structure of the gills of fishes has been thoroughly investigated by Rathke.

(Untersuchungen iiber den Kiemenapparat und das Zungenbein der Wirbelthiere.

Riga und Dorpat, 1832.) The following account is partly extracted from his work:
[A great portion of the description of the respiratory apparatus of fishes and amphibia,

having reference rather to comparative anatomy than physiology, has been omitted by
the translator from the text and placed in the form of notes.]

1. Skeleton of the branchial apparatus . —The lower jaw of the osseous fishes is sus-

pended to the os quadratum, which here consists of several pieces, with which three

other bones belonging to the operculum are connected posteriorly.

Behind the lower jaw are the two hyoid arches, which consist each of several pieces,

are connected by their external extremities to the os quadratum, and are united below

in the middle line behind the root of the tongue ; they have frequently a copula, or

intermediate bone, between them, and under them the azygos portion of the hyoid bone.

To the arches of the hyoid bone are attached the osseous branchiostegous rays, which

support the opercular membrane. Behind the hyoid arches are situated, in the osseous

fishes, four osseous arches,—the branchial arches,— to which the branchial lamellae are

attached like the teeth of a comb to its shaft. The highly vascular tissue of these

lamellae is supported by cartilaginous spines, which may be compared to the radii

branchiostigi which arise from the hyoid arches, which have no branchiae. The

branchial arches consist of several, generally four portions; in the posterior arch

there are not so many. In many osseous fishes there are, on the inner surface of the

branchial arches, several small bony plates beset with small teeth. If the superior

portion of the branchial arch on each side has many of these teeth, it is called the

os pharyngeum superius. Between the arches of the one side and those of the other,

where they meet each other, there are two or four bony or cartilaginous pieces, form-

ing copula?. Behind the last pair of branchial arches are the inferior pharyngeal

bones, consisting of one piece on each side. They may be compared to a branchial

arch without branchiae. The branchial arches and pharyngeal bones are situated, in

most fishes, under the cranium ; in others, partly under the first vertebra. In the

sharks and rays, the cartilaginous ossa quadrata support the lower jaw and the hyoid

arches. Both the os quadratum and the hyoid arch have cartilaginous rays connected

with them : those which are attached to the ossa quadrata correspond to the opercular

bones • while those attached to the hyoid arch are analogous to the branchiostegous rays

of the osseous fishes. The four cartilaginous branchial arches of the sharks and rays are

situated under the commencement of the vertebral column, and consist of four seg-

ments. A cartilaginous plate, situated behind the branchial arches, corresponds to the

\L
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in the opposite direction to, the arteries, becoming larger as the latter

become smaller, and, meeting on the vertebral column, unite to form the

aorta. Each branchial artery gives off in the course just described as

many branches as there are branchial lamellae. These branches bifurcate

twice, and terminate in the lateral capillary vessels of the smaller lamellae,

in which the veins take their rise and run in a corresponding manner on

the opposite side of the branchial lamellae,*

'

inferior pharyngeal bones of the osseous fishes. The branchial arches here, as in the

osseous fishes, bear cartilaginous rays, directed outwards and backwards.

In the larvae of the salamanders and frogs, and in the proteus family, the cartilagi-

nous apparatus for the support of the branchia is, to a certain extent, formed of the

same parts as in the fish. The os quadratum supports the inferior jaw, and generally

the anterior cornu of the os hyoides also. The branchial arches do not consist of several

segments, as in the fish ; they are four in number, except in the proteus, in which
there are but three ; they are attached to the single or double posterior cornua of the

os hyoides, which Rathke, however, regards as segments of the branchial arches.

During the transformation of the amphibia from the larva state, the cornua of the
os hyoides of the frogs and salamanders do not disappear, but they undergo a change of

form. Of the branchial arches there remains merely a rudiment of the first arch

which in the salamander becomes connected with the two cornua of the os hyoides.

(Siebold, Observ. de Salamand. et Tritonibus.) In the caeciliae the os hyoides has four

pairs of arches throughout life. (See Rusconi, Delia Circolazione delle Larve delle

Salamandre.) It is remarkable that the cornua of the os hyoides in the lizards, even in

the full-grown state, still present two, or even three pairs of arches. Rathke has made
a corresponding series of observations on the embryos of mammalia, from which it re-

sults that in them the delicate branchial arches, as as already related at page 166, are

at last reduced to the os hyoides ; the hyoid arch becoming the anterior, the first

branchial arch the second cornu of the os hyoides. It appears, however, that the

branchial arches do not at all contribute to the development of the larynx, which is

formed independently.

2. Branchial opercula.—In the osseous fishes the branchiae are covered in by the oper-

cular bones, which are connected with the os quadratum. In the sharks and rays,

besides the cartilaginous radii which supply the place of the opercular bones, there are

cartilaginous bands lying under the skin, parallel with the branchial arches, and form-

ing an upper and an under series, so that the opercular bones of the osseous fishes

are here, as it were, multiplied. These external opercular cartilages constitute, in the
petromyzon, a very complicated external branchial skeleton ; while the branchial arches

themselves are wanting in these animals.

In the larvae of the salamander, and in the proteus and axolotl, there is a lamina of

the nature of a branchial operculum, but it contains no osseous or cartilaginous plates

in its interior ; the operculum of the larvae of the frog is also merely membranous.
This shows, as Rathke has pointed out, that the opercular bones attached to the os

quadratum in fishes correspond to no bone in the higher vertebrata, and are, in fact, a

structure peculiar to fishes. Least of all can they be compared to the auricular bones

of higher animals. Huschke supposed that the auricular or ear bones were formed

from portions of the branchial arches. But this is disproved by the fact which Windisch-

mann observed, that in the axolotl there exist, simultaneously, branchial arches and

two auditory bones, which are not contained in a tympanic cavity.

* Cuvier, Hist. Nat. des Poissons, tab. viii.

1
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In the osseous fishes, and in the sturgeon, the branchiae are unattached
externally, being covered in merely by the moveable operculum, or, as
in the eel, they are closed in by the branchial membrane, so as to leave
a single opening only for the passage of the water.

In the sharks and rays there are four branchial arches, as in the osseous
fishes

;
but from each arch a membrane extends to the skin, forming a

septum between the different branchial cavities, of which there are five

;

these cavities are covered in externally by the skin, through which there
is a separate opening into each. The branchial lamellae arise from the
arches, in the form of parallel folds of the mucous membrane lining the
cavities. The first four cavities have each a single gill, or series of
branchial folds, both on their anterior and posterior wall ; the last cavity
has but one branchia, namely, on its anterior wall. The gill on the an-
terior wall of the first branchial cavity is attached to the arch in front of
the branchial arches

; the succeeding single gills are situated on the
surface of the membrane, separating the branchial cavities, and are con-
nected, therefore, two with each branchial arch. The branchial cavities
communicate internally with the pharynx.*

The respiratory organs of the tadpole are
Branchia of

branchiae. There is a branchial cavity on each side, and each cavity
contains four branchial arches, from which branchial lamella? arise. The
branchial cavity on the right side is completely closed in by the skin

;

on the left side a small opening is left. The anterior extremities are
developed in the branchial cavities.

* In the cyclostomata likewise there are branchial sacs with external openings, the
sacs being formed by the union of two branchiae. There are no branchial arches' and
in their place there are merely membranous septa, which are invested with mucous
membrane on both sides, at their posterior part. The branchial lamellae are formed
of thick folds of this mucous memaerane. In the ammrraetes there are six, in the
petromyzon there are seven of these branchial sacs and foramina. In the ammocoetes
the internal branchial foramina open into the pharynx, in the same manner as the
branchial clefts of the osseous fishes. In the petromyzon, however, the seven internal
brancheal foraminae opens into a branchus which lies in front of the oesophagus, and is
closed posteriorly, but in front communicates with the mouth.

Ehrenberg has discovered in the sudis ^Egyptiaca a spiral organ, connected with
branchiae, and of which the use is quite an enigma. In some fishes there are accessory
branch^, as in the heterobranchus anguillaris, in which they are arborescent in form.
In the anabus and some other fishes which pass some time out of the water, they are
wrinkled or plicated. In the foetal state the sharks and rays have also filamentous
external branchiae, and it is remarkable that these organs project from the spout-hole in
front of the os quadratum, which shows some analogy between this opening and the
other true branchial foramina. On the branchial appendages, see Rathke, loc. cit. •

the arborescent branchial appendages of the heterobranchus anguillaris are described
in Burdach's Physiology, bd. iv. p. 161.

f On the structure of the respiratory organs of the larvae of the caduci-branchiate
amphibia, and of the proteidea, consult Cuvier, Oss. Fossil, t. v. 2. Humboldt and
Bonpland, Beobacht. aus der ZooL Tubing. 1806. Rusconi, Configliachi del proteo

«
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The larva of the salamander has external gills, with four branchial

clefts. The proteus family have also external branchiae, three in number,

attached to branchial arches. (fig. 8), there are three

branchial clefts on each side, in the proteus two, and in the axolotl four.

The proteus family, throughout life, as well as the larva of the salaman-

der and frog, in the second stage of their development, have both lungs

and branchiae, and consequently respire both air and water. The distri-

bution of the branchial vessels of these animals is described at page 164.

The lungs of reptiles and amphibia are essentially mere sacs, of which

the internal membrane is developed into folds, forming cells, so as greatly

Fig. 23 *

A JB

?>-v

to increase the extent of surface (fig. 23). In most amphibia there is

a membranous trachea leading to the lungs, but it is generally very short

;

in the anourous amphibia the larynx leads almost immediately into the

membranous bronchi. The first appearance of cartilaginous plates in the

bronchi is in the dactylethra, in which they form very irregularly

branched and even perforated lamellae, having no resemblance to bron-

chial rings. In the pipa, which is allied to the dactylethra, cartilaginous

rings are met with. The bronchus of the caeciliae has regular rings of

cartilage.

In the true reptiles the respiratory surface is extended by increase of

the number of cells in the interior of the lungs. (Fig. 23, c.)

In birds the lungs do not occupy the greater part of the thoracic

cavity, as in mammalia. They lie at the posterior part, intimately con-

nected with the ribs and bound down by the serous membrane, which

lines the common cavity of the abdomen and thorax ; for in birds the

diaphragm is not developed. On the surface of the lungs there are

openings, through which air passes from the bronchi into large cells,

situated around the pericardium and between the viscera of the abdo-

anguino. Pavia, 1819. J. Midler's Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte und Anatomie der

Amphibien. Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, iv. 2 ; and also page 163 of this work.

* [Diagram, showing the gradual development of the cellular lungs of reptiles.

A. the upper portion of the lung of a serpent. The summit of the lung has cellular

parietes ; the lower part is a mere membranous sac. B. the lung of a frog, in which

the cellular structure has extended over the whole internal surface of the lung, but is

most considerable at the upper part. C, lung of the turtle,—the cells have extended so

as to fill the interior of the lung.]

I
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1

The bird can distend these cells with air, but cannot by that

means render itself lighter for the purpose of flying.* The cells com-
municate again with the cavities of the bones, the majority of which are
filled with air. The body of the bird is thus of course rendered speci-

fically lighter than if its bones contained medulla. When a bird de-

scends from a great elevation, where the air is rarefied, into a denser

atmosphere, the air within its body very soon acquires the same tension

as the surrounding air. Another peculiarity in the structure of the

ungs in birds is, that their bronchi terminate in short blind cylindrical

tubes, which lie side by side and have cellular parietes. In the embryo
of the bird these tubes are still more distinct and more separated from

each other, and have terminal dilatations. Retziusf remarks, likewise,

that the bronchial tubes in birds communicate with each other.

In man and mammalia the structure of the lungs is essentially differ-

ent. The minute bronchi have not the cellular

parietes which we have described in birds, but

terminate each in a distinct cell (fig. 24). These
cells, or air vesicles, do not communicate one
with another, their only opening is that of the

minute bronchial twig which leads into each.

Reisseisen§ has described a small artery, with

its accompanying vein, going to each of these

cells and forming around it a capillary net-work,

which is so close that the diameter of the meshes

is scarcely so great as that of the small vessels which form it. The dia-

meter of a pulmonary vesicle is twenty times greater than that of one

of the capillaries which are distributed in its parietes. The diameter of

the pulmonary artery being ^th smaller than that of the aorta,—their

diameter being in the proportion of five to six,—the area of the pulmo-

nary artery, in comparison with that of the aorta, must be in the pro-

Ftg. 24.$
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portion of twenty-five to thirty-six, or of about two to three. in

therefore, the smallest divisions of the pulmonary artery bear the same

proportion to the trunk, as the capillary vessels of the body bear to the

aorta, the united area of the capillary vessels of the lungs ought to oc-

cupy two-thirds of the space which the area of the capillaries of the rest

of the body would comprise. It is very improbable, however, that this

is the case ; consequently the increase of capacity with which the rami-

fication of the arteries of the body is attended must be much greater

than that which takes place in the ramification of the pulmonary artery.

This was shown by Kolhrausch, De Avium Saccorum Aeriorum Utilitate. Got-

tingen, 1832. f Froriep's Not. 749.

I [Diagram to show the ramified form of the cavity of the lung of mammalia as con-

trasted with the sacculated cellular lungs of reptiles.]

§ De Fabric*. Pulmonum. Berol. 1822.

H
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Respiration is effected by the contact of the air with the blood, the

smallest particles of which,, in its passage through the innumerable capil-

laries which ramify on the cells of the lungs, are, by means of the im-
mense surface which all these cells offer, exposed to the action of the

atmosphere. The chemical process which ensues between the air and
the blood is carried on through the delicate membranous parietes of the

cells, in accordance with the laws developed at pages 242 248*

It being

CHAPTER III.

OF THE RESPIRATION OF MAN AND ANIMALS.

1. Of respiration in the air*

Changesproduced in the air by respiration.—The earliest accurate expe-
riments on respiration are those ofLavoisier and Seguin. They found that

the air expired contained more carbonic acid and water, and less oxygen,
than that which was inspired ; the amount of carbonic acid gained being
somewhat less than that of the oxygen which had disappeared.
known that one volume of oxygen, united with carbon, forms one volume
of carbonic acid, it was conceived that the greater part of the oxygen
had united with the carbon of the blood, so as to form carbonic acid,
which was expired in the gaseous form ; while the rest of the oxygen,'
combining with hydrogen contained in the blood, had given rise to

the watery vapour which is exhaled from the lungs in considerable
quantity. Taking the mean result of the experiments of Lavoisier,
Menzies, Abernethy, Thomson, and Hales, it would appear that the quan-
tity of watery vapour exhaled by an adult in twenty-four hours amounts
to 7,963 grains. This water contains some animal matter.t

Quantity of Sir Humphrey Davy having
ascertained that a portion of air, which measured 161 cubic inches, was
composed of 117 cubic inches of nitrogen, 42-4 cubic inches oxygen, and
1*6 cubic inch carbonic acid, respired it for the space of a minute, during
which time he performed nineteen respirations. At the termination of
the experiment he found the air to consist of 111-6 cubic inches nitro-
gen, 23-0 cubic inches oxygen, and 17-4 cubic inches carbonic acid
Consequently, 15-8 cubic inches of carbonic acid had been generated in

Messrs
•t

afterwards investigated the subject in an
admirable manner ; the air being inspired from one vessel and expired
into another. As the mean result of their numerous observations they

* [Without omitting any of the facts which the author details in this chapter, the
translator has placed them in an order which will, he thinks, make their connection,
and the conclusions intended to be drawn from them, more evident.]

t Gmelin's Chemie, iv. p. 1524.

$ Sir H. Davy, Researches on Nitrous Oxide, p. 435.

§ Philos. Transact. 1808, 1809. Schweigger's Journal, t. i. and Meckel's Archiv.
iii. 233.
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adopt their eleventh experiment, in which 302 cubic inches of carbonic
acid were exhaled in eleven minutes, or about 27-2 cubic inches in one
Minute. After frequent repetition of their experiments, they found that
air, after being once respired, contains 8 or 81 per cent, of carbonic acid

;

and that however often the same air is respired, even if until it will no
longer sustain life, it does not become charged with more than 10 per
cent, of this gas. This is illustrated by experiments 13 and 14. In

thirteenth experiment, which is particularly interesting, the fresh

atmospheric air was contained in a vessel over water, the air expired was
received into jars over mercury. After eleven jars were thus filled with
expired air, the respiration of the air in the twelfth jar was continued,

while the reservoir for fresh atmospheric air was being refilled. Twelve
other jars were then filled as before, and this was repeated for a third

time. The experiment occupied twenty-four and a half minutes. The
air inspired during this period amounted to 9,890 cubic inches, that expired
to 9,872 cubic inches. One hundred parts of the air expired were found,
by analysis, to be composed of eight parts carbonic acid, thirteen parts
oxygen, and seventy-nine parts nitrogen. Consequently, the whole
amount of carbonic acid generated in the twenty-four and a half minutes
would be 789-76 cubic inches, or 32 cubic inches in the minute. In the
fourteenth experiment, 300 cubic inches of atmospheric air were respired
for three minutes, but the carbonic acid generated amounted to 9-5 per
cent. only. Thus, in the thirteenth experiment, in which fresh air was
taken in at each inspiration, and in which 403 cubic inches of air passed
through the lungs in a minute, 32 cubic inches of carbonic acid were
formed in that time; while in the fourteenth experiment, in which the same
air was respired repeatedly, and only 100 cubic inches passed through the
lungs in a minute, the quantity of carbonic acid formed in the same
space of time was only 9-5 cubic inches ;—the quantity of air respired
being, in the former case, 4 greater than in the latter, and the quantity
of carbonic acid formed being also 3-3 times greater.

Allen and Pepys ascertained, moreover, that a man respiring oxygen
generates more carbonic acid than when breathing common air. Thus, for

100 parts of oxygen inhaled, twelve parts of carbonic acid were expired

;

and a considerable quantity of nitrogen was developed at the same time.
Gmelin* has collected together the results of the different experi-

ments of Davy, Berthollet, Allen and Pepys, Menzies, and Prout; and,
taking the mean of all these, it would appear that 100 parts of air, once
respired, contain 5*82 parts of carbonic acid.

Dr. Prout'st experiments seem to show that the quantity of carbonic

acid generated in a given time is greatest between the hours of eleven,

a.m. and one, p.m.; smallest between the hours of half-past eight, p. m.

and half-past three, a. m. If the quantity of carbonic acid generated in

*
Ghemie, iv, 1525. f Ann. Phil. vol. ii. p. 330, and vol. iv. p. 331-334

x2
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RESPIRATION, CONSUMPTION OF OXYGEN.

respiration is from any cause increased for a period, it afterwards sinks
in the same proportion below the usual quantity. The amount of
carbonic acid exhaled by the same person, is diminished by depressing
passions, violent exercise, by taking spirituous liquors, tea, or vegetable
food, and by the long-continued use of mercury. The carbonic acid is

exhaled in larger quantity when the barometer is low.

The quantity of carbonic acid formed by the process of respiration in

twenty-four hours is estimated by Lavoisier and Seguin to be 14,930
cubic inches, or 8,534 grains; Davy estimates it at 31,680 cubic inches,

or 17,811 grains; and Allen and Pepys at 39,600 cubic inches, or 18,612
grains. The quantity ofcarbon thus removed from the bloodwould be, con-
sequently, according to Lavoisier's calculation, 2,820 grains; according to

Davy's estimate, 4,853 grains; and 5,148 grains, according to the calcu-

lation of Allen and Pepys. In all these calculations, the quantity of
carbonic acid is, as Berzelius remarks, evidently too great ; for the solid
food taken into the body contains three-fourths of its weight of water,
and of the other fourth seldom more than half is carbon ; consequently,
six and a quarter pounds of solid food would be necessary to supply the
quantity of carbon which, according to these estimates, is excreted "from
the body by the lungs in twenty-four hours, independent of what is got
rid of in other ways.

Amount of oxygen consumed.—Davy, Pfaff, Berthollet, and Allen and
Pepys, all agree that the air, once respired, is diminished in volume.
Allen and Pepys attributed this loss, which they estimated at not more
than T

-i-

¥ of the whole, to accidental circumstances. When the same
air is respired repeatedly, as long as it can be borne, the diminution in

volume is very distinct ; taking the mean of the estimates which have
been given by Lavoisier, Goodwin, Davy, Allen and Pepys, and Pfaff, it

would be ^th of the volume of the air inspired.*

Allen and Pepys state that when the same atmospheric air was respired
several times, the amount of carbonic acid generated was less than that
of the oxygen which disappeared; for instance, in one hundred parts
of the expired air, eighty-six parts were nitrogen, four oxygen, and ten
carbonic acid: they suppose that a part of the carbonic acid is retained
by the blood. But the same experimenters state that in the respiration
of atmospheric air by guinea pigs,f the quantity of oxygen lost was ex-
actly replaced by the carbonic acid generated ; although, when pure oxy-
gen was used in the experiment, more oxygen was absorbed than was ac-
counted for by the carbonic acid produced, the deficiency in this case being
supplied by nitrogen ; and when the gas respired consisted of oxygen and
hydrogen, in the proportions in which oxygen and nitrogen exist in the at-

mosphere, the result was the same as when pure oxygen was employed.
Tn experiments instituted twenty years afterwards, on pigeons, Allen
* Gmelin's Chemie, iv. p. 1525. t Meckel's Archiv. iii. tab. v.
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more

and Pepys obtained the same result from the respiration of pure oxygen

;

more oxygen was absorbed than the quantity of carbonic acid expired
accounted for,

Dulong* placed the animals in an apparatus from which the air could
be constantly removed, and new air supplied, so that the experimenter
could ascertain the changes that were produced in the proportion of the
different gases composing the air. He found that during the respiration

of all animals,—carnivorous and herbivorous, mammalia and birds,

oxygen is consumed than is replaced by the carbonic acid formed. The
quantity of oxygen thus lost, and not replaced by carbonic acid, amounted,
on an average, in the case of herbivorous animals, to ^th of the volume
of that which was replaced by carbonic acid ; in the case of carnivorous

animals it amounted to from J- to ^.

The results of the experiments of Despretzf are the same, namely,
that a part of the oxygen is lost; the carbonic acid formed amounting
to frds or fths only of the oxygen which had disappeared.

The results of most experiments which have been made on the sub-

ject seem to leave no doubt but that less carbonic acid is formed during

respiration than will replace the oxygen which disappears. Allen and
Pepys, who are the only observers that failed to perceive this difference

during ordinary respiration, did not consider that atmospheric air already
contains a small proportion of carbonic acid, which alone would make
a considerable difference in the results.

2f During
the respiration of man and the higher animals, the nitrogen of the atmo-
sphere seems to be, under some circumstances, absorbed, and in other

circumstances exhaled.

1. Davyt
gen took place to the amount of -^th of the volume of the oxygen which
disappeared from the atmosphere, so that, in twenty-four hours, it was as

^ ^^ & ___

much as 2,246 grains. §
tity of the nitrogen; and estimated it at from T£Tth to g-^th of the

volume of the air inspired.

2. Other experimenters,—Allen and Pepys, for example,—perceived
neither increase nor diminution in the proportion of the nitrogen when
atmospheric air was respired.

3. Several observers, as Berthollet, Nysten, Dulong, and Despretz,
have, on the other hand, detected an increase in the proportion of nitro-

gen in atmospheric air during respiration. It was most marked in the

experiments instituted by Despretz, who found it to be general, but

* Schweigger's Journal, xxxviii. 505.

-J-
See the account of Despretz's experiments at page 84.

Researches on Nitrous Oxide, pp. 431-438. Gilbert's Annal. xix. 298,

Gehler's Journal der Chemie, v. 103.

M
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more considerable in herbivora than in carnivora ;—this last circum-

stance seems extraordinary, for the food of herbivorous animals contains

less nitrogen than that of carnivorous animals. The volume of nitro-

gen thus added to the atmosphere is stated by Despretz to be equivalent

to from |th to yths of that of the oxygen which disappeared from the

air and was not replaced by carbonic acid. The fact of nitrogen beino-

developed in the lungs may be best determined by making animals re-

spire an air which contains no nitrogen ; and this has, in fact, been
done by Allen and Pepys, who ascertained that when guinea-pigs are

made to breathe in a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, nitrogen is ex-

haled, and in a quantity exceeding the volume of the whole body of the

animal, which shows that it could not be derived from the air previously

contained in the lungs.

4. The conclusion to be deduced from all these experiments seems to

be that during respiration nitrogen is both absorbed and exhaled by the
blood

;
and that it is from the exhalation of the nitrogen being counter-

balanced by its absorption, that this exhalation is not observed, except
when the air respired, itself, contains no nitrogen. The discrepancy in

the results obtained by different experimenters in regard to this point,

is explained by M. Edwards,* by supposing that under certain circum-
stances the absorption of nitrogen is most active, under other circum-
stances the exhalation.

M. Collard de Martigny,f who found an increased proportion of nitro-

gen in air which had been respired, also observed an exhalation of ni-

trogen by the skin. On the ground that nitrogen, like all other gases,

is imbibed by moist animal membranes and by the skin, M. Collard

assumes that absorption and exhalation of nitrogen go on at the same
time in the lungs, but that the exhalation is most active. BerzeliusJ
regards the idea of a simultaneous exhalation and absorption of nitro-

gen as absurd.

of I have instituted several experi-
ments on frogs, to ascertain the quantity of carbonic acid formed by the
respiratory process in these animals.

Their lungs being emptied and the throat compressed, the frogs were
introduced into a graduated cylinder, over mercury, and the quantity of
carbonic acid generated was ascertained by the diminution which took
place in the volume of the gas when potash was introduced. In the
first experiment, a frog, weighing 440 grains, placed in a cylinder which
contained ten cubic inches of atmospheric air, generated frds of a cubic
inch of carbonic acid in six hours. In the second experiment, a
frog, which weighed 655 grains, formed \\ cubic inches of carbonic acid

in eight cubic inches of atmospheric air in the period of twelve hours?

* Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 22, 35. Influence of Physical Agents, &e. p. 226-
229. f Journ. de Physiol. 1830. % Jahrb. iv. 217.
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the barometer standing at 30 inches 1 line, the thermometer at 54|°

Fahr. In the third experiment, a very large frog, weighing 1,260 grains,

was confined in 16^ cubic inches of atmospheric air, at a temperature
of 45±° Fahr., the barometer being at 29 inches 3 lines ; it generated two
cubic inches of carbonic acid.

Having reduced the results of these experiments to the same circum-

stances, namely, a period of six hours, a temperature of 65|- Fahr., and
an atmospheric pressure of 30 inches 4 lines, I found that the quan-
tity of carbonic acid formed in the above period by a frog weighing 440
grains, was 0-66 cubic inches ; by a frog weighing 655 grains, 0-63 cubic

inches; and by one which weighed 1,260 grains, 0-88 cubic inches.

These three results, together with those of three experiments by M.
Edwards,* afford, as is shown by the following table, 0*57 cubic inch,

or rather more than half a cubic inch, as the quantity of carbonic acid

formed by the respiration of a single full-grown frog in six hours.

Observer.

1st Experiment M. Edwards
2nd do.

3rd

1st

do.

do.

2nd do

3rd do,

Do.

Do. .

Prof. Mtiller

Do.

Do.

Quantity of Carbonic Acid
formed in 24 hours, at

65% F. by a singlefrog.

Cubic Inches.

2*55

. 1-30

1-25

Mean of the Six Experiments

Quantity of Carbonic
acid formed in six

hours.

Cubic Inch.

0-63

. 0-32

0-31

. 0-66

0*63

. 0-88

0-57

From the results of my three experiments, I have again calculated

the quantity of carbonic acid formed in 100 minutes for every 100 grains

of the animal; and comparing the numbers thus obtained, with some ex-

periments on frogs and toads by Treviranus,! who had reduced his re-

sults to the same circumstances of temperature and atmospheric pres-

sure, and also calculated them for 100 grains of the animal, and for

100 minutes of time, (as is done in the table which follows,) it would

appear that for every 100 grains of a frog or toad, -^-th of a French

cubic inch of carbonic acid is formed in 100 minutes.

Quantity of Carbonic Acid ex-

haled in 100 minutesfor every

100 grains of the animal.

Species of Animal.

Bufo cinereus, A.

Bufo cinereus, B.

Rana temporaria, A.

Rana temporaria, B.

Frog, A.

Do. B.

Do. C.

Observer.

Treviranus

Treviranus

Treviranus

Treviranus

Muller

Muller

Mtiller

Mean

0-02

0-03

010
0-14

0041

0027
0019

0-054 Cubic inch.

* Influence des Agens Phys. &c. p. 648. -\ Zeitschrift fur Physiologie, iv. H. i, p, 23.
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Treviranus has also investigated in an excellent manner the respiration
of the lower animals, and reduced the results to the same standard, with
regard to heat, atmospheric pressure, time, and weight of the animal, as
in his experiments on frogs and toads ; and from his calculation it appears
that, in proportion to their weight, avertebrate animals generate as much
carbonic acid as the amphibia.

Comparison of the products of the respiration of cold-blooded and warm-
blooded animals.—From the results obtained by different observers, in

experiments on the respiration of birds and mammalia, Treviranus has
calculated the numbers corresponding in the several cases to 100
minutes of time, and 100 grains weight of the animal.

Animal.

Guinea-pig

Do.

Do.

Rabbit

Cat .

Pigeon

Do.

Observer.

Berthollet .

Allen and Pepys

Despretz

Berthollet

Despretz

Despretz

Allen and Pepys

Carbonic Acid.

Cubic Inch.

042
0-60

0-47

0-44

0-66

0-99

0-96

Oxygen absorbed.

Cubic Inches.

0-67

. 074
068

. 0-60

0-98

. 1-58

1-14

Taking the mean of the data afforded by this table, it appears that
for every 100 grains weight of a mammiferous animal 0-52 French cubic

[0-62 Engl. cub. in.]

3 We
[1

to the results of the experiments of Treviranus and myself, 0-05 French
cubic inch [0-06 Engl. cub. in.] of carbonic acid are exhaled by frogs
and toads in 100 minutes for every 100 grains of their weight; consequent-
ly the quantity of carbonic acid generated by cold-blooded animals is ten
times less for the same weight of the animal than is formed by the respi-
ration of mammalia, and nineteen times less than is generated by birds.

Treviranus has found, that in most insects the carbonic acid generated
by respiration is, in proportion to their weight, in as great quantity as in
mammalia, although in some cases it approaches the proportion observed
in amphibia. The small amount of animal heat developed by insects
cannot, then, be explained by the proportion of the carbonic acid formed

respiratory process; but Treviranus supposes that their low tem-
perature may arise from heat becoming latent in them during the deve-
lopement of the nitrogen which they exhale in large quantity.*

But even if the results of experiments on insects be rejected on ac-
count of their being subject to error from the small size of the animal,
still, even in the case of mammalia and amphibia, the difference of tem-
perature cannot, with any probability of truth, be referred to the differ-

* [See the note on the temperature of insects at page 94, and Mr. Newport's paper
on the respiration of insects in the Philos. Transact, for 1832.]

in the
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ence in the quantity of carbonic acid generated in the two orders of

animals.*

The experiments of Treviranus seem to show that the generation of

carbonic acid by the lower animals is influenced by the temperature of

the medium in which they respire. At 81 J Fahr. a honey-bee exhaled

nearly three times as much carbonic acid as it did at 58^-°. In general,

the carbonic acid generated during respiration in the open air was insuf-

ficient to replace the oxygen absorbed. The quantity of oxygen con-

sumed in the respiration of cold-blooded animals was often three times

as great as that of the carbon exhaled.

Molluscous animals, however, do not merely extract all the oxygen
from the air in which they are placed ; they continue after this to exhale

carbonic acid. Treviranus observed in all his experiments on the lower

animals that
8
nitrogen was exhaled, and in a few cases its quantity even

exceeded that of the carbonic acid formed.

% Of respiration in the water.

Changes produced in the water by the respiration offishes.—The question

of the exhalation or absorption of nitrogen during respiration f is rendered

still more complicated by the fact observed by Humboldt and Provencal,

namely, that fishes absorb a considerable quantity of azote from the water

in which they respire. Some fishes were kept during eight hours and
thirty minutes in 4000 cubic centimeters ofwater. Before the experiment

2582 parts of the water contained 524 parts of air ; after the experiment

the same quantity of the water yielded only 453 parts of air. Humboldt
and Provencal attribute this loss of 71 parts of air to the effect of respi-

ration ; and from the difference of the constitution of the air before and
after the experiment, they calculate the proportion of the gases which

had been absorbed or exhaled. In the 524 parts of air contained in the

water which had not been subject to respiration, 155*9 parts were oxy-

gen, 347*1 nitrogen, and 21-0 carbonic acid; in the 453 parts of air

obtained from the water which had been respired, 105 parts were oxy-

gen, 289-3 nitrogen, and 153 carbonic acid. Consequently, 145-4 parts of

oxygen and 57*6 parts of nitrogen had been absorbed, while 132 parts of

carbonic acid had been exhaled. Treviranus imagines that the portion

of air, namely 71 parts, which was here removed from the water by the

fishes, had been taken with the water into the stomach. Humboldt and
Provencal:}: did not, however, observe any loss of hydrogen, when the

water in which the fishes respired was impregnated with a mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen in place of atmospheric air.§

The experiments of the same physiologists show, moreover, that

fishes absorb more oxygen than is replaced by the carbonic acid exhaled,

* See page 85.

$ M6m. d'Arcueil, t. ii.

f See page 309.

Schweigger's J. i. p. 111.

ii
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which amounts, at most, to |ths, and frequently to \ only, of the oxygen
absorbed.

It appears, from their researches, that fishes in rivers are, with refer-

ence to the quantity of oxygen in the medium which they respire, in

the same condition as an animal breathing in an atmosphere that con-
tains less than one per cent, of oxygen ; for water never contains more
than yf^Q of its volume of air, of which 31 per cent, is pure oxygen.

Treviranus has calculated from the results of the experiments of Hum-
-

boldt and Provencal that a tench generates, in 100 minutes, for every
100 grains of its weight, T£§7ths of a cubic inch [English] of carbonic

acid
; and, consequently, since in the same space of time T%%ths of a

cubic inch [English] of that gas are exhaled by a mammiferous animal

for every 100 grains of its weight, mammalia appear to generate fifty

times more carbonic acid than fishes.

Respiration of fishes by the skin.—Fishes absorb oxygen and exhale
carbonic acid, not merely with their gills, but with the whole surface of
their body, as long as they are surrounded with water impregnated
with atmospheric air,—not when they are exposed to the air itself. To
prove that fishes respire by the whole surface, Humboldt performed the
following experiment. He passed a cork collar, covered with waxed
cloth, over the head of a fish, which was then introduced into a cylindri-

cal vessel filled with Seine water, the vessel being closed by the cork
collar, which was so adjusted that the head and gills of the fish did not
come into contact with the water in the vessel. Fishes thus treated
lived five hours, and the water in the vessel underwent the changes
usually produced by respiration.

Respiration offishes in the air.—As long as the gills are kept moist,

fishes will continue to respire in the air, and will absorb the same
quantity of oxygen, neither more nor less than by respiration in the
water. Thus a tench reduced 133-9 cubic centimeters of atmospheric

in nineteen hours and a half, to 122-9 centimeters, and had absorb-
ed from it 0-52 cubic centimeters of oxygen. Aquatic respiration differs
then from respiration in the air less essentially than might at first ap-
pear. A moist surface is necessary even in pulmonary respiration.
Ermann states that the cobitis fossilis, which lives chiefly in the mud,

comes to the surface to swallow air, which subsequently undergoes in
the intestines the usual changes produced by respiration, and is after-
wards evacuated by the anus.*

* The swimming bladder of fishes also contains air, of which one component is

oxygen
; but this air is not derived from without ; it is secreted by the inner surface

of the sac. The proportion which the oxygen bears to the nitrogen is sometimes
greater, sometimes less, in the air of the swimming bladder than it is in the atmosphere.
In the air of the swimming bladder of fishes of inland lakes, Ermann (Gilbert's Annal.
xxx. 113,) found but a small proportion of oxygen. From the air of the air-bladder of

air
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Many animals which respire by means of branchiae in the water, pro-

duce remarkable currents in the water around the branchiae. These

currents are now known to be produced by the vibration of minute

cilia, and the phenomenon is called ciliary motion.*

3. Of the respiration of the embryo of animals.

The embryos even of frogs and toads, of sharks and rays, and of the

sword-fish, are provided with external branchiae ; and the whirling mo-
tion of the embryos of mollusca in the ovum seems to prove that they

have respiratory organs by the action of which currents are produced in

the water.

The ova of oviparous animals during their developement effect the

same changes in the surrounding air as the adult animals ; and they are

not developed, if the supply of atmospheric air, or of water impregnated

with it is prevented. I

Respiration of ?f The embryo in

the egg of the bird perishes, if the shell is covered with varnish or oil.

fishes which live in the depths of the ocean, Biot (Gilbert's Annal. xxvi. 454,) obtained

from 69 to 87 per cent, oxygen ; while the air with which the water of the ocean at a

considerable depth was impregnated, contained only 29 parts oxygen, and 71 parts

nitrogen in 100 parts. The composition of the air varies, however, even in the same
species of fish. In spring and summer the air is said to contain less oxygen than in

autumn ; and sometimes it contains no oxygen. (See Delaroche, Schweigger's Journ.

i. 164, and Configliachi, ibid. 137.) According to the mean result of a great number
of experiments instituted by Humboldt and Provencal, the air of the swimming blad-

der of the carp would consist of 71 parts oxygen, 52 parts carbonic acid, and 877 parts

nitrogen in 1000 parts. In many fishes, as in the carp, the air-bladder communicates

with the pharynx. The tube which leads from the air-bladder sometimes opens into

the pharynx by a wide orifice ; sometimes, as in the carp, the opening is so narrow that

no air can enter the tube from the pharynx, and it is, probably, only when the bladder

is much distended that any air can force its way out of it. In many fishes the com-

munication does not exist at all, and in them there is usually a red vascular and pecu-

liar tissue in the walls of the bladder, destined for the secretion of the air ; and even
when the air-bladder does communicate with the pharynx, it is most probable that the

air is secreted. In the sciserise the air-bladder has several coeca, which in some species

are ramified. (Cuvier, Hist. Nat. des Poissons, tab. 138, 139.) E. H. Weber has

scovered in several fishes of the genera cyprinus, cobitis, sparus, and clupea, a con-
nection between the air-bladder and the organ of hearing ; this will be spoken of in
another part of the work. Rupture of the air-bladder does not always deprive the fish of

the power of maintaining its balance,—the fish does not always fall upon the side.

The air-bladder is probably intended to enable the fish to alter its specific gravity*

which it may by compressing the air by means of the abdominal parietes, and on the other

hand increasing the distension of the bladder. (See G. Fischer, liber die Schwimmblase
der Fische. Leipz. 1795. G. R. Treviranus, Vermischte Schriften, 2 bd. 156.)

* [A full account of the recent discoveries relative to the ciliary motions is given in

the fourth book. The subject was imperfectly known when this part of Professor

Mailer's work was published ; the translator has therefore omitted what was here
said respecting it.]
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In warm water also the developement of the egg of birds is not main-

tained, nor in irrespirable gases according to Viborg's* experiments;

Ermannt has stated, on the contrary, that when the eggs were kept at

the proper temperature in irrespirable gases, the embryos were developed.

Schwann J has, however, made some very accurate experiments which

confirm Viborg's results. He has shown that when eggs of the com-

mon hen are kept at the proper temperature in gases which contain no

oxygen, the enlargement of the germinal membrane, its division into

serous and mucous membrane, and the formation of the area pellucida,

take place, but that neither blood nor embryo are formed. Eggs which

had been kept in hydrogen at the heat of incubation for twenty-four

hours, if supplied with atmospheric air, at the end of that time were de-

veloped ; but the result was different if the period of their confinement

in hydrogen was extended to thirty hours or more. It appears from

during theirMichelotti's experiments on the eggs of insects, that

developement the air is chemically changed as long as its temperature

is between 65° Fahr. and 77° Fahr. ; but that under 32° Fahr. these

changes in the air are not effected. In irrespirable gases the embryo
insect is not developed.

The atmospheric air has such free access to the ovum through the

pores of the shell of the bird's egg, that it is almost impossible that the

air should not be acted on by the blood in the vessels of the altantois

;

the chief function of the allantois would indeed seem to be to bring a

large number of blood-vessels as near the surface as possible. The
water of the white of the egg is constantly evaporating, and with a

rapidity which seems to be nearly the same whether the egg be subject

to incubation or not. The evaporation of the water diminishes the

volume of the albuminous fluid,—or white,—which becomes separated

further and further from the shell at the large end of the egg, the space

being filled by air which enters through the pores of the shell.

Bischoff
|| analyzed the air which fills this space in the egg, and found it

to contain more oxygen than atmospheric air, the proportion of oxygen
varying in different eggs from 22 to 24^ per cent. Dulk also found the

proportion of oxygen to be from 25^ to 26f per cent. ; but, after incuba-

tion, it was reduced to 17-9 per cent., and 6 per cent, carbonic acid was
added to the air.^j

Respiration of the embryo of mammalia.—The first stages of the de-

velopement of the ovum of mammalia take place not merely without the

* Abhandl. fiir Thierarzte und GEconomen. iv. 445. f Isis, 1818.

X De necessitate aeris atmosph. ad evol. pulli in ovo. Berol. 1834. Mueller's

Archiv. 1835, p. 121.

Pfaff und Friedlander, Franzos. Ann. 4. H. 48. Burmeister, Entomol. 365.

||
Schweigger's Journ. N. R. ix. 446.

% Schweigger's J. 1830. i. 365. Berzelius, Jahresb. xi. 336.
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Weber

access of atmospheric air, but even before the ovum has any connection

with the parent, and when it is merely surrounded by the secretions of

the uterus. The ova of mammalia do not respire in the ordinary sense
of the term ; but the function of respiration is in them supplied by their

connection with the parent animal. E. H,
some very interesting dissections the manner in which the placenta and

uterus are connected in the human subject, and has shown that in man,
as well as in ruminating animals, no direct communication exists between
the vessels of the foetus and those of the mother.*

*

There are several circumstances which render it probable that the
placenta performs a function analogous to the respiration of the ova of

oviparous animals.

Thus, in the first place, interruption of the circulation in the umbili-

cal vessels causes the death of the ovum ; secondly, respiration is neces-

sary to the ova of oviparous animals, and is effected by the allantois

membrane, which receives the same vessels, as the chorion of the ovum of

man and mammalia, namely, the umbilical vessels ; and the third circum-

stance is, that in the same order of animals, both oviparous and vivipa-

rous genera occur. Thus the ova of the majority of serpents and
lizards are developed in the air ; the ova of the lacerta crocea, of the

blind worm, and vipers, in the oviduct. Even in the ova of the lizard the

developement of the embryo is far advanced before the eggs are deposit-

ed. It appears, therefore, that in the oviduct in which the ova of the

vipers are developed without any immediate connection with the parent
animal, the want of the respiration enjoyed by the ova of other reptiles

is supplied by the secretion of a peculiar fluid, as seems to be the case
likewise in mammalia. This is confirmed by the fact that the external

covering of the ova of these viviparous reptiles, the lacerta crocea, and
vipers, is a delicate membrane, while in oviparous lizards and serpents

it is a solid shell.f

Change produced in the blood of thefoetus during its passage through the

placenta.—The function, however, which in mammalia replaces the respi-

ration of the ova of other animals, must be a very peculiar process ; for

there is no perceptible distinction of colour between the blood of the
umbilical arteries and that of the umbilical veins. If the umbilical veins
were perfectly analogous to the pulmonary vein, and the umbilical arteries
to the pulmonary arteries, which in frogs and salamanders are really
branches of the aorta, the blood of the umbilical vein should be of a
brighter colour than that of the umbilical arteries, and than that of the

arteries and veins of the body of the foetus generally. Haller, Hunter
and Osiander never observed such a difference of colour in the blood of

these vessels; nor have Autenrieth X perceived it in

* See page 249

t Exp, circa calorem foetus et sanguinem. Tub. 1795.

t V. Baer, Meckel's Archiv. 1828. 573.
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rabbits, nor Emmert* in guinea-pigs. Blumenbach and Emmert have,

however, perceived some difference of colour in the vessels of the

chorion of birds ; and Herrissant and Diest,t and Bandelocque,J declare

that they have perceived a difference of colour in the two kinds of

blood of the foetus. Bichat in one place § denies it, and in another

place says,
||

that the difference is not great in guinea-pigs. I have

myself, also, some years since failed in detecting any difference of

colour between the blood of the umbilical arteries and that of the vein

in the foetus of the cat, rabbit, and guinea-pig. Small animals are in-

deed as well or even better adapted for the observation than larger

animals. At the same period, however, when as a student I was pay-

ing attention to this subject, I once fancied that I could perceive this

difference between the two kinds of blood in a sheep which was opened

during life; and others who were present also believed that they saw it.

Joerg^f likewise states that he has perceived a difference of colour in the

vessels of the chorion of the horse. But my later observations agree
with those which I made on the smaller animals. Many female sheep are

slaughtered at Bonn; so that during the first part of the winter the em-
bryo of sheep and even of cows can be obtained easily, together with
the uterus,, and often while they are warm. During the winter such

parts were brought to me regularly for anatomical purposes, and I have

not a second time observed a distinct difference in the colour of the

blood of the umbilical vein and arteries. E. H. Weber** also denies

that this difference exists, and those who practise midwifery have not

observed it.

The distinction of colour of the venous blood of the body, and that

returning from the lungs, is in reptiles so marked, that they can be dis-

tinguished by their colour in the right and left auricle, and even when
partly mixed in the ventricle. In fishes, however, I have hitherto cer-

tainly not remarked any difference in the two kinds of blood
; perhaps

this is accounted for by the circumstance that the medium which they
respire contains only 1 per cent, of oxygen, while the atmosphere
contains 21 per cent.

The blood of the umbilical vessels of the foetus, like the venous blood
of the adult, is reddened by exposure to the air. This I have frequently
observed : it may perhaps take place a little slower and in a less marked
degree than venous blood, as Fourcroy observes. The blood of the um-
bilical vessels and that of the foetus also coagulates less firmly than that

of the adult. This circumstance was remarked by Fourcroy, and I have

myself frequently observed it. In opening a living sheep in a pregnant

* Rett's Archiv. x. 1 22.

+ Bichat's Anat. G6n6rale, ii. 465

||
Loc. cit. p. 465.

** Hildebrandt's Anat. Bd. iv. 524,

+ Haller's Disp. v. pp. 516. 526,

Loc. cit p. 343.

f[ Die Zeugung. Leipz. 1815. 273
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state, I noticed that the blood of the umbilical vein, which was collected
m considerable quantity, coagulated more slowly than that of the umbi-
lical arteries ; but this might probably arise from the blood of the vein
being collected first, while the blood of the arteries had advanced to-
wards coagulation before it was drawn from the vessels. I also observed
m my earlier experiments that the blood from the umbilical vessels of a
foetal cat, when allowed to flow into a glass filled with carbonic acid gas,

became of a dark violet colour. I have recently confirmed this obser-
vation by repeating the experiment with the blood of a foetal sheep. It
is another point of resemblance between the foetal blood and the venous
blood of the adult, the colour of which is likewise rendered darker by
exposure to carbonic acid. Exposure to the vacuum of an air-pump
produces no change in the colour of the blood of the umbilical vessels ;

and my more recent experiments convince me that I was in error when,
in my earlier observations, I thought I saw it become slightly darkened
in colour while in the vacuum of the air-pump.

If the blood of an adult is gradually heated to 200° Fahr., consequently
above the heat at which albumen coagulates, in a vessel provided with
a tube to carry off any gas that might be developed, no oxygen or car-

bonic acid is obtained, and the air which passes over by the tube is that
which was previously contained in the vessel and the tube. Sir H.
Davy must have been deceived in his early experiments, from which
he concluded that a developement of gas takes place under these circum-
stances ; and many physiologists have fallen into the same error. I

performed the experiment with blood taken from the umbilical vein of
a pregnant sheep while the animal was still alive, and the result was of
course the same. Air passed over by the tube, but it was merely the
unchanged air previously contained in the vessel. Again, I heated the
watery solution of blood obtained by cutting into pieces, under warm
water, the umbilical vessels and placenta of a foetal cat, but no gas was
developed.

Sir H. Davy states that he once observed a developement of oxygen
from fresh arterial blood of a calf which was exposed to the light of the
sun at a temperature of from 108° to 200° Fahr. in a glass tube of which
one end was closed and the other inverted in blood of the same kind.*
Some time since I opened a pregnant cat while alive, received the blood
of the divided umbilical vessels in water, and cut the placenta into

pieces in the same water. With the bloody fluid thus obtained, I filled

a short glass tube closed at one extremity, inverted the open end in

some of the same fluid, and exposed it to the light ; but no developement
of gas was perceptible. I have more recently repeated the experiment
with the blood of the umbilical vein of the fcetal sheep, heating the

* Beddoes's Contributions, p. 182,
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apparatus in the same gentle manner, but perceived no developement of

gas in the tube. Even with the arterial blood of an adult, the experi-

ment is not attended with the result obtained by Davy. There must

have been some source of error in his mode of performing the experi-

ment; perhaps some gas had become mechanically mixed with the blood.

It appears, then, that the blood of the foetus, both arterial and venous,

differs in no perceptible respect from the venous blood of the adult. .

Does the liquor amnios serve the function of respiration ?—Some physio-

logists have maintained that the liquor amnios with which the foetus is

surrounded serves the purpose of respiration by the skin of the embryo ;

or even, because some of the fluid has been found in the trachea, they

have supposed it to be respired by the lungs.* Leclarc and Geoffroy St.

Hilaire have adopted this opinion; and the discovery of Rathke that pro-

cesses resembling branchial arches exist in the neck of the foetus of verte-

brate animals, has led others to imagine that these processes also might

serve the respiratory function. The delicate processes separated by the

branchial clefts can be distinctly seen, according to my observation, only

during the first days of the embryonic life of the chick,—for instance, on

the third or fourth day,—and they are merely the framework common to

all vertebrata, on which in fishes, and those amphibia which have bran-

chiae during their larval state or throughout life, the true branchial lamel-

lae are developed ; the developement never takes place in other animals,

and the arches are converted into the cornua of the os hyoides.t The

experiments which I made when a student, showing that fishes do not

live longer in the liquor amnios of the cow and sheep than in oil,—namely,,

four minutes,—while in the same quantity of Rhine water they live a long

time, would alone indicate that this fluid, the liquor amnios, cannot serve

the purpose ofrespiration. Lassaigne's experiment, which seemed to show

that the liquor amnios of a sow contains air, which in its constitution of oxy-

gen and nitrogen very much resembles atmospheric air, must have been

inaccurately performed^ or the liquor amnios must have absorbed air from

the atmosphere, either from the ovum having been long exposed to it, or

from the fluid itself having remained in a vessel a long time exposed to

the air. Not being satisfied with my early inaccurate experiments, which

indeed led me to the conclusion that the liquor amnios contains no air,

I eagerly embraced the opportunity of investigating this point in an ac-

curate manner. For this purpose, to avoid the error which, in the use

of a vessel with a tube to conduct away the gas formed, might arise in

calculating the quantity of air previously contained in the vessel, I filled

with the liquor amnios of the sheep ajar ten inches long and one and a half

inches broad, which would contain seventeen cubic inches, and which was

graduated in cubic inches, and inverted it in a vessel containing the same

* Scheel, De liq. amnii nat, et usu. Hafn. 1799.

+ See note page 302.
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fluid. I then filled the exterior vessel with warm water, and heated the

whole apparatus to the boiling point. If any gas or air had existed in the

liquor amnios, it must have collected at the upper extremity of the tube ;

but with the exception of the vapour of water, which very quickly con-

densed again and disappeared, the only gas developed was a very small quan-

tity in the form offoam, which did not amount to -ith of a cubic inch. In a

Second and third experiment the result was the same, and no more air was

developed when I continued the boiling for a longer period. Professor

Bergemann was present, and was convinced that no air is developed under

these circumstances. In a fourth experiment I did indeed obtain a small

quantity of gas, which did not disappear when the fluid cooled; but its

volume was very small, and did not amount to -J-th of a cubic inch, the

quantity of the fluid being 17 cubic inches. Agitating it with lime-

water or solution ofsulphuret ofpotash did not diminish its volume, con-

sequently it did not contain any oxygen or carbonic acid.*

I may add, that in my earlier experiments I found that the foetus of

rabbits, about four inches long, taken from the uterus of the living

animal, and placed under the exhausted bell of the air-pump, whether

their membranes had been opened or not, ceased at the expiration of

fifteen minutes to present signs of life, but recovered their power of

motion when again exposed to the air. This, however, proves nothing

in reference to respiration. It only shows the effect of removing atmo-

spheric pressure.

CHAPTER IV.
*

OF THE CHANGES WHICH THE BLOOD UNDERGOES IN THE JLUNGS.f

Its colour.—By respiration the blood is rendered of a bright red colour.

The same change of colour is produced by agitating the blood with

oxygen, and on the surface of venous blood by mere exposure to the

air. This bright scarlet colour may also be given to blood by the ad-

mixture of sugar, or of neutral salts,—such as nitrate of potash, sulphate

of soda, sal-ammoniac, muriate of soda, and carbonate of potash. Solu-

tion of potash, according to my observation, changes the colour of the

blood to brown, although the contrary is erroneously stated in some

works. Thenard and Huenefeld state, that the blood acquires a cherry-

red colour when exposed to an atmosphere of ammonia. Chlorine

changes its colour first to brown, then to white ; by acids generally it is

rendered brown; but carbonic acid first darkens its red colour, then

changes it to violet, and at last renders it almost black. Wedemeyer

says, that prussic acid brightens the red colour of the blood ; but Hert-

wich J asserts that it darkens it. Stevens found the colour darkened by
4

* See the observations of E. H, Weber, in Hildebrandt's Anatomie, Bd. iv. p. 491.

t From original researches. X Froriep's Notiz. 759.
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sulpho-cyanic acid. Carbonic oxide, carburetted hydrogen, and nitric

oxide, are stated by Huenefeld to change it to violet ; while nitrous

oxide and hydrogen, he says, render it purple, or red brown. I agitated

blood with hydrogen gas, but could perceive no change of colour.

Berzelius found that the colour of blood, which was already somewhat
darkened, was rendered brighter by carburetted hydrogen. It appears,

then, that the colour of the blood is changed with great facility by
various substances.

mm The specific gravity of

arterial and that of venous blood were found by Dr. J. Davy to be very

nearly equal,- namely, in the proportion of 1047 to 1050.* According
to the same observer, the capacity for caloric of the former as compared
with that of the latter, is as 10-11 to KMO.t
The temperature of arterial blood is stated by Dr. J. Davy to be

1° or li° Fahr. higher than that of venous blood.J This is confirmed by
Krimer and Scudamore ; other observers have perceived no difference

§ Mayer and Blundell,
agree that arterial blood coagulates more quickly than venous blood

;

while Thakrah has observed the contrary. Mayer, Blainville, and Denis
state, that venous blood yields somewhat less serum and more coagulum
than arterial blood.

Mayer
than venous blood, and yields it in thicker, solid, and shining bundles

;

in which statement he agrees with Emmert. The results of the experi-

ments of Berthold and Denis, and of one experiment which I performed
with the blood of a goat, have been detailed at page 114; and from the

mean of these results it appears that arterial contains more fibrin than
venous blood in the proportion of 29 to 24. The greater softness of the
fibrin obtained from venous, as compared with that from arterial blood,
might induce the supposition that the fibrin undergoes some further de-
velopement in the respiratory process ; but the difference in consistence
may be explained by the circumstance that the fibrin in venous blood
being in smaller proportion must be in a state of greater division. The
smaller proportion of the fibrin in venous blood arises simply from a part
of the fibrin being during the passage of the blood through the capillaries
appropriated to the nutrition of the tissues ; it arises in part, also, from
the lymph which contains fibrin in solution being poured into the vas-
cular system near the heart.

It is, however, probable that respiration does contribute to the de-

* See Burdach's Physiol. Bd. iv. p. 381 ; and Dr. Davy in Phil. Trans. 1814.

t [The experiments in which Dr. Davy himself placed most confidence, afforded
903 and 913 as the numbers indicating the proportional capacity of venous and arterial
blood for caloric]

$ See page 83. § See Burdach's Physiol, iv. 382.
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velopement of fibrin, and for these reasons: first, that the blood of

the foetus contains a very small proportion of fibrin, though it is an error

to say it contains none ; and, secondly, that in the morbus cceruleus,

which is dependent on malformations of the heart, such as persistence

of the canal in the ductus arteriosus, or of the foramen ovale, tendency

to hemorrhage (from deficient coagulability of the blood?) has been ob-

served. The remarkable tendency to hemorrhage from small wounds,

which is sometimes witnessed, is, however, an affection distinct from the

morbus cceruleus. The assertion of Denis,* that venous blood contains

less cruor than arterial blood, appears to me to be merely an hypothesis,

for there is no means of estimating the number of red particles in any
kind of blood,f

The evidence of different observers respecting the quantity of water

in the two kinds of blood is quite contradictory.£
Abildgaard and Michaelis have made a comparative analysis of arte-

rial and venous blood with reference to their ultimate elements. Abild-

gaard maintains that venous blood contains less carbon than arterial

blood, for it requires one-eleventh or one-tenth less nitre for its com-
plete combustion.§ Michaelis

||
analysed both kinds of blood by heat-

ing them with oxide of copper. The results he obtained are shown in

the following table

:

Albumen in venous blood

arterial blood?}

Cruor in venous blood

arterial blood
?•>

Fibrin in venous blood

arterial blood
•>•>

Carbon.
52-650

53009
53-231

51-382

50-440

51-374

Nitrogen
15-505

15562

17'392

17-253

17-207

17*587

Hydrogen
7359
6-993

7-7U
8-354

8228
7-254

Oxygen.
24484
24-436

21-666

23-011

24065
23-785

Macaire and Marcet«[[ have instituted similar experiments, and obtained

similar results.

From these analyses it appears, then, that the cruor of arterial blood

contains less carbon than that of venous blood does, which would agree

very well with the theory of the excretion of carbon in the form of car-

bonic acid by the lungs. Again, arterial blood contains more oxj'gen than

venous blood ; and this fact would seem to be in favour of the absorption

of oxygen by the blood in the lungs. No value,, however, can be set

upon these facts till they have been found by repeated analyses to be

constant, for a slight difference in the drying of the substances to be

analysed may make a great difference in the results.

The halitus of the blood seems to be an important part of this

* Rech. exp. sur le Sang Humain. Paris, 1830.

f See page 114.

X For an account of the different statements, see Burdaeh's Physiol. Bd. iv. 383.

§ Pfaff, Nord. Arch. i. 493.

% Ann. de Chim. et Phys. t. li. p. 382.

||
Schweigger's Journ. 54.
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fluid. But it is not known whether it differs in arterial and venous

blood.

Cause of the changes of colour which the blood undergoes.—Arterial

blood acquires a dark colour while passing through the capillaries of

the body, and its bright colour is again restored in the capillaries of the

lungs. I£ however, respiration is interrupted, the blood returns from

the lungs with its dark venous colour unchanged; while, even after the

death of an animal, if respiration is kept up artificially, the change in

the colour of the blood in the lungs takes place as before. Division of

the nervi vagi does not interrupt the process ; indeed blood out of the

body is, it is well known, reddened by mere exposure to the atmo-

sphere ; and if oxygen is injected into the veins of an animal, even the

venous blood of the body becomes of a bright colour.

The study of the causes of these changes will lead us to the theory

of respiration, and to the decision of the question, whether the carbonic

acid expired during respiration existed previously in the blood, or

whether it is formed by the union of the carbon of the blood with the

oxygen of the air in the lungs.

The facts relative to this subject which have been ascertained by ex-

periment, may be stated as follows

:

1. >/

of the —I could perceive no change to a

brighter colour in perfectly fresh and still fluid venous blood when it

was exposed to the vacuum of the air-pump. Professor Ma
ever, has observed that a slight change of colour takes place in the

blood, if the exhaustion of the air is continued longer, although even

then it does not become of so bright a red as arterial blood. The change
of the colour of the blood in respiration cannot, therefore, depend on the

exhalation of carbonic acid which previously existed in the venous
blood ; it is most probably owing to oxygen being absorbed.

»/

trfl

when exposed to the vacuum of air-pump.—

I

poured about an ounce of bullock's blood, which had been collected
half an hour previously when the animal was killed, and which I

had freed from fibrin, into a narrow-necked bottle filled with carbonic
acid, closed the bottle as tightly as possible, and agitated the blood and
gas together. The blood soon became ofa perfectly dark violet-red colour.

I then exposed some of it in a watch-glass to the vacuum of the air-

pump, but perceived no further change in its colour.

3. Blood impregnated artificially with carbonic acid, and thus dark-

enedy recovers its natural colour in some degree when exposed to the air.

This I observed when performing the last experiment. It appears
therefore, pretty certain, that the arterialisation of the blood in the air

* Poggendorfs Annal. xl. 602.
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and by respiration, does not depend on the removal of carbonic acid

from the blood, but on the action of oxygen on the blood.

4. Blood which has been rendered of quite a dark violet colour by being

impregnated with carbonic acid, acquires a bright red colour when agitated

with oxygen.—I had prepared two bottles, one filled with carbonic acid,

the other with oxygen. In the first I poured some bullock's blood, and
shook it till it was become of a dark violet colour, and then allowed it

to stand for some time. I afterwards poured it into the bottle filled

with oxygen, closed the bottle quickly, and agitated the blood with

the oxygen, when it very quickly became of nearly as bright a red as

arterial blood.

5. The oxygen in which blood impregnated with carbonic acid has been

thus agitated, is afterwards found to contain carbonic acid mixed with it.

At the termination of the last-mentioned experiment, I opened the

bottle under water, and endeavoured to remove the blood from the

bottle by dilution, adding constantly more water for that purpose, with-

out letting the gas escape ; and then, having closed the orifice of the

bottle, I removed it, and placed it inverted in a vessel containing lime-

water. The lime-water immediately became turbid, and a part of the

gas in the bottle was absorbed.

6. Carbonic acid is evolved likewise when fresh blood is agitated with at-

mospheric air.—This has been proved by the experiments of Berthollet,*

Christison,t and myself. By agitating seven cubic inches of blood with

ten cubic inches of atmospheric air frequently during the space of six

hours, I obtained half a cubic inch of carbonic acid gas.J

7. No carbonic acid can be obtainedfrom venous blood by the agency of

heat.—Sir H. Davy§ observed an exhalation of carbonic acid both from

arterial and venous blood ; from twelve cubic inches of arterial blood he

obtained 1-1 cubic inch of carbonic acid. The experiment with venous

blood consisted in filling a small sheep's bladder with human venous

blood, immersing it in water of the temperature of 112° Fahr. and re-

ceiving the gas developed in a pneumatic apparatus. The gas consisted

of carbonic acid and watery vapour. Dr. John Davy, Strohmeyer, and

Bergemann, with myself, on the other hand, failed to detect any evolu-
*

tion of gas when venous blood was heated. In the experiments of Pro-

fessor Bergemann and myself, one pound of blood was heated to 167°

Fahr. even to 189±° and 200° Fahr., but not more than -fo of a cubic inch

of carbonic acid was given out. Professor Magnus has shown the rea-

son why carbonic acid cannot be obtained in any perceptible quantity

from the blood in this manner. The temperature at which blood re-

•

* Schweigger's Journal, i. 181.

f Froriep's Notizen, 644. Ed. Med. Journ. vol. xxxv.

An account of these experiments was given in the former editions of this work.

Gilbert's Annalen. xii. 594.
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mains fluid, is, in fact, too low to set free the carbonic acid ; a higher

degree of heat coagulates the albumen of the blood ; and if albumen
previously impregnated with carbonic acid is made to coagulate, the gas

cannot be separated from it again by means of heat.

of the
fi

also had found that blood gives out carbonic acid. And

Vogel* observed that, when blood was exposed to a vacuum a foam

arose, and that the gas being passed through lime-water gave rise to

the formation of a small quantity of carbonate of lime. Brandet also

detected the presence of carbonic acid in both arterial and venous blood
;

from an ounce of venous blood he extracted two cubic inches of carbo-

nic acid. Home and Bauer % confirmed the observation; they found

that carbonate of baryta was formed when a solution of baryta was ex-

posed together with some blood to the vacuum of the air-pump. Sir C.

Scudamore

more recently, Dr. Reid Clanny
|| obtained one cubic inch of carbonic

acid from sixteen ounces of blood.

Dr. J. Davy, on the other hand, obtained the very opposite results.

In his experiments fresh blood yielded not a trace of carbonic acid,

either in a vacuum, or when heated till coagulation took place : on the

contrary, he stated that blood absorbs carbonic acid to the amount of

more than a fourth of its volume, and that the gas unites with the

alkali of the blood and cannot be separated from it again by a tempera-

ture of 200° Fahr. The absorption of carbonic acid by the blood has

been confirmed by Mitscherlich, and by Tiedemann and Gmelin.1T

Experiments have been performed likewise by Strohmeyer,** Tiede-

mann, Gmelin, Mitscherlich,ff and myself, % % with the view of ascertain-

ing whether carbonic acid is exhaled by blood in the vacuum of an air-

pump, and all failed to perceive such exhalation.

To the above facts are opposed th

Stevens,|||| who found that, although no carbonic acid can be extracted
from the blood by mere exposure to a vacuum, or heat, yet carbonic

and

in-
acid is evolved when the blood is agitated with another gas,— for

stance, hydrogen.

The observations of Stevens and Hoffmann have recently been con-
firmed by various experimenters. Bertuch and Magnus had satisfied

themselves of their correctness some time since; and I have detailed the

* Schweigger's Journ. xi. 401. 207. -|- Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. x.

Essay on the Blood. London, ] 824.X Phil. Transact. 1818. 172. Ibid. 1820. I

||
Lancet, Sept. 1834. Mailer's Archiv. 1835, p. 120.

% See the Journ. de Chim. Med. v. 246. Jahresb. von Berzelius, x. 233. Froriep's

Not.xxi. 209. Tiedemann's Zeitschrift f. Physiol. 5. ** Schweigger's Journal, 1831.

ft Zeitschrift fur Physiol. 5.

$$ Med. Gazette, 1833.

tt See the former editions of this work.

Ibid, 1834 Phil. Transact. 1834.
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at least ^ of the volume of the blood.

results of their experiments in the Archiv. fur Anat. und Physiologie,

1836, p. cxxvii. Bischoff* has obtained the same result from some very
-

accurate experiments. Gmelin also has convinced himself of the exist-

ence of carbonic acid in the blood. The experiments of all these ob-

servers tend to prove that hydrogen as well as nitrogen, when made to

pass through venous blood, become impregnated with carbonic acid gas ;

and in a proportion as considerable, according to Professor Magnus,

as that in which the latter gas is extracted by atmospheric air.

The quantity of carbonic acid taken up by hydrogen gas amounts to

Bischoff succeeded likewise in

producing an evolution of carbonic acid from the blood by means of the

air-pump, but in very small quantity. Magnus has found in repeated

experiments that a perceptible quantity of carbonic acid is not given out

until the air in which it is placed is so rarefied that it supports only one

inch of mercury ; and this explains why former observers had obtained

an opposite result.

9. A certain quantity ofgas can be extractedfrom arterial blood likewise

by means of the air-pump, although none, that can be detected, is given out

under the influence of heat.— Sir H. Davy stated, in the year 1799,+ that

twelve ounces of the arterial blood of the calf, when heated for an hour

to 96°, 108°, and 200° Fahr., yielded him 1-8 cubic inches of gas, of

which 1-1 cubic inch was carbonic acid, 0*7 cubic inch oxygen. By
means of the air-pump Collard de Martigny obtained from arterial blood

carbonic acid, but no oxygen.

Having deprived some arterial blood of the goat of its fibrin by means
of stirring, I filled with it a wide glass tube closed at one end, and of

a capacity of twelve cubic inches, inverted it in mercury, and heated

the apparatus by means of water to 144|°, or 149° Fahr., and kept it at

that temperature during several hours ; but very little gas was evolved,

and of this phosphorus absorbednamely, not -X of a cubic inch
?

i or i
4' U1 T'

Magnus ascertained that in a vacuum, arterial blood gives out a con-

siderable quantity of gaseous matter, not less, in fact, than is evolved by
venous blood.

10. Both kinds of blood contain carbonic acid gas, nitrogen and oxygen,

but in different proportion ; the venous blood contains the most carbonic acid,

the arterial blood the most oxygen ; the proportion of nitrogen in the two is

difft This important result, which is decisive as to the

theory of respiration has been brought to light by the careful and accu-

rate experiments of Magnus. The following table shows the results

which he has obtained.

* Commentatio de nov. quibusd. Experim. Chemico-pliysiol. ad illustr. theori-

am de Respiratione institutis. Heidelb. 1837. •|- Gilbert's Annal. xii. 593.
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M

Blood of a horse

Volumes in cubic

centimeters.* of gas r

. 125 yielded 98 )

Venous blood of a horse . 205 » 122 J

The same kind of blood . 195 *?
14-2

Arterial blood of a horse • 130 „ 163

The same blood
. 122 „ 10-2

Venous blood of the same animal 170 5? 18

Arterial blood of the calf 123 5} 14-5

The same kind of blood 108
55 12-6

Venous blood of the same calf

.

153
5? 13

The same kind of blood . 140 „ 7-7

|

5-4 Carbonic acid.

1*9 Oxygen.
2*5 Nitrogen.

8-8 Carbonic acid.

2 3 Oxygen.
1*1 Nitrogen.

10*0 Carbonic acid.

2-5 Oxygen*
1'7 Nitrogen.

10 7 Carbonic acid.

4*1 Oxygen.
1-5 Nitrogen.

7.0 Carbonic acid.

2 2 Oxygen.
]'0 Nitrogen.

12 4 Carbonic acid.

2 5 Oxygen.
4*0 Nitrogen.

9*4 Carbonic acid.

3*5 Oxygen.
1*6 Nitrogen.

7*0 Carbonic acid.

3*0 Oxygen.
2*6 Nitrogen.

10*2 Carbonic acid.

18 Oxygen.
1-3 Nitrogen.

6*1 Carbonic acid.

10 Oxygen.
0*6 Nitrogen.

From the above table, it appears that the quantity of gas contained
in the blood amounts on the average to ^th, and sometimes is as much
as l-th of the volume of the blood itself; that the oxygen in the venous
equals at most ^th, and often only |th of the carbonic acid which the
blood contains

;
while in arterial blood the oxygen equals at least 4-rd

and almost \ of the quantity of the carbonic acid.

It must not be imagined, however, that these gases exist in the blood
in an aeriform state

; they are in a state of solution in it, just as the oxy-
gen and nitrogen in the water of rivers and lakes.

It is only a matter of supposition, arising from the changes which the
blood undergoes, that the gases combine more especially with the red
particles than with the fluid part of the blood. The red particles are
constantly acquiring a bright scarlet colour in the lungs, and resuming
their dark red colour in the capillaries of the rest of the body. It is
possible that they are the means of communicating the chemical
changes which the blood undergoes in the lungs to the other organs of
the body.

I have convinced myself by careful observation that in the frog the
red particles do not differ in the slightest degree in the arterial and
venous blood.

* [A cubic centimeter equals 6-10 cubic inches English],



* On the Blood, London, 1832

$ Mailer's Arehiv. 1835. 119. § See page 245.
f Froriep's Not. 759.

||
See Bischoff, loc. cit
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Stevens found that a coagulum

11. No carbonic acid is evolved during the change of the colour of venous

to that of arterial bloody which isproduced by the admixture of neutral salts.

I filled a graduated cylinder with bullock's blood, from which I had

removed the fibrin, added a considerable quantity of nitre, and inverted

the cylinder in a vessel which also contained bullock's blood. I then

heated the whole apparatus, but no gas was developed.

Dr. Stevens* has made some interesting observations on the share

which the salts of the blood have in producing its red colour.

12. The red coagulum of blood\ when placed in distilled water, assumes
i

a darker, in fact, a blackish colour.

placed in distilled water, which extracts the salts, becomes dark, and

recovers its scarlet colour on being immersed in a saline solution. Dr. R.

Froriept has confirmed this experiment. It succeeds in a vacuum as

well as in the open air.J From this fact Stevens draws the inference

that it is not the oxygen of the atmosphere, but the serum with its salts,

which produces the bright colour of the blood ; and that it is for this

reason that when the proportion of the salts in the blood is diminished,

as in yellow fever and cholera, the blood is darker in colour, and does
i

not acquire the arterial tint when exposed to the air, while it assumes it

immediately on salts being added. Hence Dr. Stevens infers that the

natural colour of the cruorin is dark or blackish, and that it is red only

while in contact with the serum ; therefore a coagulum which has been

immersed in distilled water, cannot, when exposed to the air, acquire

the bright scarlet colour until dipped in a saline solution. The dark

colour of venous blood is ascribed, by Dr. Stevens, to the carbonic acid

which it is supposed to contain. If this supposition was correct, venous

blood ought to become arterial under the air-pump, which is not the

case, and also when exposed to hydrogen, for that gas allows of the

exhalation of carbonic acid,—indeed, a bladder filled with hydrogen,

and placed in carbonic acid, becomes distended to bursting.§ Without

denying the necessity of the salts to the production of the arterial

colour, it must, however, be confessed, that when oxygen acts on the

red particles of the blood surrounded by the saline serum, it gives rise

to a brighter colour, without the proportion of the saline matter in the

blood being altered.
||
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CHAPTER V.

OF THE CHEMICAL PROCESS OF RESPIRATION.
t

Conditions on which the process depends.*— It would be a great error

to suppose that it is only during inspiration that the oxygen of the

air permeates the parietes of the air-cells, and the capillary vessels, to

enter the blood, and that during expiration the carbonic acid is ex-

haled through the membranes from the blood. The absorption of oxy-

gen into the blood which is circulating in the capillaries of the air-cells,

and the exhalation of carbonic acid from the same blood, goes on unin-

terruptedly. The acts of inspiration and expiration have no correspond-

ence with the chemical process; they are merely alternate motions of

contraction and dilatation of the thorax and of the lungs, which, how-
ever, are themselves never completely empty ; they always contain some
air, which consists partly of atmospheric air, from which the oxygen is

being constantly absorbed, and partly of carbonic acid, which is being as
constantly exhaled. By the act of expiration the greater part only, not
all the air chemically changed by the respiratory process, is expelled

:

by inspiration a supply of fresh air is drawn into the lungs.

In many animals the respiratory movements of the organs ofrespiration

do not exist, and the constant chemical change only takes place ; this is

the case in the larva of the salamander, which breathes with external

immoveable branchiae.

It is unnecessary to enter here into any explanation of the property

by which the parietes of the air-cells of the lungs allow the oxygen of

the atmosphere and the carbonic acid to pass through them,—the former
to enter the blood, and the latter to be exhaled. The property of per-

meability to liquid and gasiform fluids has been shown, in the former
book,* to be possessed by all soft animal tissues, particularly by mem-
branes. The process—endosmose or imbibition—must go on with extra-
ordinary rapidity through the delicate parietes of the air-cells of the
lungs, and the blood circulating in the membrane forming the cells must
participate in the process. Besides, the blood, or rather the red parti-
cles, have a remarkably strong affinity for oxygen ; hence the rapidity
with which venous blood out of the body acquires, when exposed to the
air, an arterial colour ; carbonic acid being at the same time exhaled.

The constant change of dark to bright scarlet-coloured blood goes on in

the lungs even after the pulmonary nerves

divided.

the nervi vagi have been

The distribution of the blood in such innumerable capillary vessels

* See page 242.
•J*

Berzelius, Traite* de Chimie, t. vii. p, 94.
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in the parietes of the air-cells, is then evidently intended to expose it

more completely to the action of the air ; the whole mass of blood sent

to the lungs being, by this means, made to circulate on the vast surface

of contact afforded by the air-cells. It is still uncertain whether the

pulmonary tissue is endowed in a greater degree than other parts with

a specific power of effecting a chemical change in atmospheric air ; for

the red particles, themselves, seem to act the main part in producing

this change in the air, and similar changes take place on other sur-

faces of the animal body, as on the skin of fishes and frogs, and in

the intestines of the cobitis fossilis ; moreover, the chemical process

of respiration is not arrested by division of the pulmonary, nerves.

And I have found that frogs will live thirty hours after their lungs

have been removed, respiring by means of their skin ; while, if

immersed in water from which the air has been expelled by boiling,

they die much sooner. The lungs are, by virtue of their organis-

ation, by the delicacy of the membrane lining their cells, and the

immense surface of contact afforded by them, better adapted than

any other parts for the performance of the chemical function of respi-

ration.

Different theories have been advanced to explain the chemical changes

effected in respiration*

1. According to the hypothesis of Lavoisier, Laplace, and Prout, the

blood is constantly pouring into the air-cells, by exhalation, a fluid con-

sisting chiefly of carbon and hydrogen, the union of which with the

oxygen of the atmosphere gives rise to the carbonic acid and water that

are expelled from the lungs by expiration. The existence of the fluid,

consisting of carbon and hydrogen, appears to be, in a chemical point of

view, quite hypothetical.* Those who adopt this theory, suppose the

production of animal heat to depend on the formation of carbonic acid

and water in the cavity of the air-cells, not in the blood ; it is neces-

sary, therefore, to remark that the temperature of the lungs is generally

not at all higher than that of other parts of the body.

2. The theory adopted by most chemists is that of Sir H. Davy, viz,

that the air permeates the membranous walls of the air-cells, enters

the blood, and in it becomes decomposed in consequence of the affinity

of the oxygen for the red particles, carbonic acid being formed, which

escapes, in the gaseous form, with the greater part of the nitrogen.

Sir H. Davy inferred, from the results of his experiments on the respi-

ration of nitrous oxide and hydrogen, that a certain portion of the car-

bonic acid produced in respiration is evolved from the blood itself.

According to this theory, the animal heat is supposed to be generated

in the blood which is circulating through the lungs. The observation of

* See Gmelin's Chemie, iv. 1529

ill
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Dr. J. Davy, that the blood of the left cavities of the heart and of the

arteries—the carotid—is warmer by 1°, or 1|°, Fahr. than the blood of

the right cavities or veins— the jugular vein—is favourable to this

theory.

3. Some physiologists, availing themselves of the fact that during

respiration more oxygen disappears than is necessary for the production

of the carbonic acid which replaces it, admit that the carbonic acid is

formed in the lungs, or in the vessels of the lungs, by the direct combi-

nation of a part of the oxygen of the air with carbon of the blood, but

suppose that the portion of the oxygen which does not go to form the

carbonic acid, does not unite with hydrogen to form water, but be-

chemically combined with the blood, giving to it the arterial

colour ; and that the red particles thus oxydised form the vital ex-

citants of the tissues of the body. The fact of more oxygen disappear-

ing than is accounted for by the carbonic acid formed, does not justify

the assumption of Lavoisier, Laplace, Dulong, and Despretz, that this

portion of oxygen which is lost, goes to form the watery vapour, by
combining with the hydrogen of the blood. The hypothesis, that the

watery vapour exhaled from the lungs is formed in them by the direct

combination of its elements, is quite gratuitous ; for under the existing

external conditions water must evaporate from moist animal surfaces,

particularly at the temperature of warm-blooded animals. The hypo-

thesis of the generation of water in the lungs has, therefore, been merely

invented to support their theory of combustion, but is not founded on

any proofs. The experiments of Collard de Martigny showed that the

watery vapour is always exhaled, whatever may be the gas respired

;

that it continues to be exhaled even in hydrogen gas, when, consequently,

no oxygen is present to form it. This fact, however, is, in my opinion,

not quite decisive of the question, because animals, when placed in these

irrespirable gases, have always some atmospheric air in their lungs.

Magendie* states that the exhalation of water from the lungs is in-

creased when water, of the temperature of the body, is injected into

the veins. The exhalation of water from the lungs, like the transpira-

tion from the skin, must then be regarded as a simple exhalation from
the blood,—not, however, as a mere physical evaporation.t Since it is

certain, then, that no formation of water directly from its elements takes

place in the lungs, and since most experimenters on respiration, both in

air and water, agree that more oxygen disappears than enters into the

composition of the carbonic acid which is formed, the excess of oxygen

absorbed must unite with the blood, and thus, probably, gives rise to the

* Precis Element, de Physiol. 2nd edit. ii. 246. Translation by Dr. Milligan, p.

453.

f See the remarks on the cutaneous exhalation, in the 8th chapter of the fourth sec-

tion of this book.
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bright colour of arterial blood, and of blood exposed to the air. It is

already known that a mixture of red particles and serum, or blood de-

prived of its fibrin by stirring, is rendered, throughout, of this bright

colour by merely passing oxygen through it. The probability of the

oxygen combining with the blood is strengthened by the observation,

that when blood and air are agitated together, the volume of the oxy-

gen which is absorbed much exceeds that of the carbonic acid form-

ed. The experiments performed by Nysten,* which consisted in in-

jecting gases into the veins of animals, and in which oxygen impart-

ed the arterial colour to the venous blood, of course without any car-

bonic acid being evolved, are also in favour of this opinion.

4. According to the theory of Lagrange and Hassenfratz, the oxygen

absorbed into the blood, in which it is merely in a state of solution, or

combined in some way with the red particles, does not unite in the

lungs with the carbon of the blood ; they suppose the combination

to be accomplished in the course of the circulation, carbonic acid

thus formed being retained in the blood, until, reaching the lungs, it

is set free. Lagrange founded this opinion partly on the fact that

arterial blood, contained in close vessels, assumes spontaneously, after

a time, a dark colour. Now since arterial blood does not lose its

bright colour and become venous until it passes through the capillaries,

the formation of carbonic acid, supposing the theory of Lagrange to be

correct, can take place only in the capillary vessels of the body. In that

case the venous blood ought to contain principally carbonic acid in solu-

tion, the arterial blood oxygen in some way loosely combined. This

view of the respiratory process has been adopted by a great number of

physiologists, and was chiefly supported by the experiments of Vogel,

Home, Brande, Scudamore, and Collard.de Martigny, which seemed to

prove that venous blood really contains carbonic acid ; and by the expe-

riment of Sir H. Davy, from which he concluded that oxygen can be

obtained from arterial blood by heat. It explains why the lungs are

not warmer than other parts of the body. F. Nasse has, in an ex-

cellent treatise on respiration,t collected all the earlier facts support-

ing this theory. Experiments which yielded contrary results, and which

we have already detailed, had thrown a doubt on the correctness of this

view. But the observations of Stevens, Hoffmann, BischofFand Bertuch,

who have shown that venous blood contains carbonic acid, and still more
those of Magnus, who has demonstrated the existence of gas and its

composition in both kinds of blood, have rendered this theory the most

probable.

5. Dr. Stevens has recently advanced a new theory of the respi-

ratory process, which at first view appears ingenious. According to

Stevens, the colouring matter of the blood is itself dark, but is rendered

Rech. de Physiol, et de Chim. Pathol. •j- Meckel's Archiv. ii. 195, 435.

I

IH

I
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r

scarlet by the salts of the serum. The natural colour of the blood,

therefore, as long as it is in contact with serum, is bright red or scarlet

;

but if the coagulum of blood is dipped in water, the red colour becomes

dark, on account of the serum with its salts being washed out of the co-

agulum by the water. The blood, naturally of a bright colour, is ren-

dered dark by carbonic acid. Carbonic acid, Stevens says, is formed in

the capillaries, hence the dark colour of venous blood ; it is excreted in

the lungs, and the natural bright red colour of the blood is thus restored,

the oxygen having no share in producing the change of colour. If Dr.

Stevens's theory was correct, venous blood ought to become of a bright

colour in the vacuum of an air-pump, from the escape of the carbonic

acid ; this, however, as we have already seen, does not take place- The

oxygen, therefore, which is absorbed by the blood in the lungs must be

the essential cause of its arterial colour. De Maack,* states that the red

colouring of the blood is of a blackish colour, as well when it is impreg-

nated with oxygen, as when it contains more carbonic acid, as long as it

does not come into contact with a solution of neutral salts. Salts render

cruor of both kinds red,—the first of an arterial hue, the latter of the

confirms the observation of Berzelius, thatvenous tint. Maack

serum absorbs only an extremely small quantity of oxygen, and evolves

no carbonic acid. A solution of red colouring matter, on the contrary,

measuring two and a half volumes, absorbed from two volumes of oxygen

one and a half volume, and afterwards, on a saline fluid being added, be-

came of a bright red colour. De Maack imagines that the colouring

matter which is impregnated with carbonic acid, is decomposed by oxy-

gen, the colouring matter becoming oxydised while the carbonic acid is

set free
; just as carbonate of the protoxide of iron undergoes decompo-

sition in moist air, being converted into hydrate of the peroxide.

6. According to another theory of the respiratory process, the carbonic

acid cannot be generated by the union of the oxygen of the air with carbon

of the blood, because the exhalation of carbonic acid goes on when gases

containing no oxygen are respired ; it is supposed therefore to be formed

from the ultimate elements of the blood, like other secretions. The se-

cretion of different gases by the air-bladder of fishes may be adduced in

support of this hypothesis, which, if correct, would lead to the inference

that the carbonic acid would not necessarily exist already formed in the

venous blood, but might be generated in the capillaries of the lungs in-

dependently of the concurrent action of oxygen. This theory rests on

the statement that cold-blooded animals continue to exhale carbonic acid

even when made to respire in gases which contain no oxygen, which was

the result of experiments made originally by Spallanzani, and since re-

peated by Edwards. The existence of the gases in the blood itself,

* De ratione quae colorem Sanguin. inter et Respirationis functionem intercedit.

Kil. 1834.
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however, proves that they are not the product of a secreting action of
the] ungs

7. Mitscherlich, Gmelin, and Tiedemann have lately proposed a per-
fectly original theory of respiration- The facts on which they ground
their opinion are the following : that acetic and lactic acid exist in the
free or combined state in most secretions, and also in the blood ; and these
acids, they say, must be generated in the animal body itself, because they
are contained in much smaller quantity in the food than in the cutaneous
and renal secretions by which they are being constantly eliminated from
the body. They have further ascertained that venous blood contains

more alkaline sub-carbonates than arterial blood : 100 parts of venous
blood containing, at least, 12*3 parts of combined carbonate of an alkali •

arterial blood, at least, 8-3 parts. They suppose now that by the free

contact of the blood with the air during respiration acetic acid is gene-

rated, which decomposes the alkaline carbonate of the venous blood,

and sets free the carbonic acid,— that the oxygen of the inspired air,

namely, unites, in part, directly with carbon and hydrogen, and forms
carbonic acid and water, and in part enters into combination with the
organic compounds contained in the blood ; the result of which is that

organic products which are necessary to life are produced ; and, at the
same time, other organic substances are converted into lower organic

products, such as the acetic and lactic acids, which decompose a part of
the carbonates contained in the blood, and expel the carbonic acid into

the air-cells of the lungs.*

While the existence of gases in the blood itself was doubtful, this was
an ingenious mode of explaining the phenomena ; but Gmelin himself has
since recognised the existence of carbonic acid in the blood.

In determining the nature of the chemical process of respiration, all

depends on the solutions afforded to the following questions

:

1. Does venous blood contain carbonic acid, and arterial blood oxygen ?

This question has been determined in the affirmative by experiments
which we have already mentioned, particularly the excellent researches

of Magnus. - *

2. Is the carbonic acid contained in the blood extracted from it by
other gases as well as by atmospheric air ? The experiments of Hoff-

mann, Stevens, BischofF, Bertuch, and Magnus have shown that this like-

wise is the case. Hydrogen and nitrogen, brought freely in contact with
blood, become impregnated with carbonic acid in as large proportion as

atmospheric air which has been passed through that fluid.

3. Is carbonic acid exhaled from the lungs of cold-blooded animals in

an atmosphere of pure hydrogen or pure nitrogen ? We shall see that

this is most certainly the case

Products of respiration in h I will now give an

* Tiedemann's Zeitschrift f. Physiol. 5.
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account of the whole series of experiments relative to the exhalation of

carbonic acid during respiration in gases which contain no oxygen. The

earlier experiments of Sir H. Davy,* Coutanceau, and Nysten,f having

been instituted on warm-blooded animals, are of no value, for the lungs of

such animals, which can be kept in hydrogen but a short time, contain

carbonic acid at the commencement of the experiment. No certain con-

clusions can be drawn from the experiments unless the animals are kept

for a considerable time in the hydrogen or nitrogen, and unless the

quantity of carbonic acid formed is large. M. Edwards J obtained such

a result ; a frog, being kept eight and a half hours in hydrogen, afforded

by respiration 2-97 centilitres, or 1-80 cubic inch English, of carbonic

acid ; a result in which, however, there must have been some error, for

even in atmospheric air a frog does not generate nearly so much carbo-

nic acid in that period of time. Collard de Martigny§ performed a si-

milar experiment with nitrogen, and also observed the generation of car-

bonic acid in a quantity not much less than that which Edwards mentions.

He removed the frog from the jar of nitrogen at intervals of from one and

a half to two hours, and, by a particular apparatus, collected the gas in

another vessel ; he then filled the jar again with nitrogen and replaced

the frog in it. This he repeated several times in each experiment. Be-

fore placing the frog in the gas, the lungs and throat were always com-

pressed. This method has some advantages, but the repeated removal

of the frog might lead to error ; for, each time that the animal was re-

placed in the gas, a small quantity of atmospheric air must have been

introduced with it by means of the respiratory organs, however closely

they might be compressed. Collard has not mentioned how he prepared

and purified the nitrogen. The results of his experiments are shown in

the following table

:

Experiments.

Number of

Frogs.

Duration of Volume of

Experiment. Carbonic found,

A
B
C
D
E
F

G

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

H. M.

7 30

8

8 30

8

7 30

9

8 40

Centil.

2-80

7*98

5-22

5-43

4-89

5-15

5-70

Volumefor one Frog

in cubic Inches,

English.

1-70

1-61

1-58

1-64

1-47

1-55

1-72

I thought it very requisite to repeat these experiments of Edwards

and Collard, and, having twenty pounds of mercury at my disposal, I was

* Gilbert's Annal. xix. 320. f Meckel's Archiv. ii. 2oG

% Infl. des Agens Phys. p. 445. Dr. Hodgkin's Translation, p.. 236.

§ Magendie's Journal, 1830, p. 121.
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enabled to perform them on a large scale.* I have arranged the results

which I obtained, together with those of some experiments by Professor

Experiment A.—A cylinder, of the capacity of twenty cubic inches French, [about

twenty-four cubic inches English,] filled with and inverted in mercury in the usual

manner, was filled with hydrogen prepared from zinc and dilute sulphuric acid. Four
frogs were introduced into the cylinder with their lungs compressed ; at the end of four

hours their respiratory movements had ceased, although they still showed signs of life.

At the expiration of twelve hours I removed them ; they were dead, and did not revive

when exposed to the air. Caustic potash introduced into the cylinder absorbed 1-|

cubic inch French, of carbonic acid ; amounting, for a single frog, to 0*45 cubic inch

French [or 054 cubic inch English]. In this experiment the hydrogen was impure,

in which state it contains foetid oil and some carbonic acid. (Gmelin's Chemie, i.

2170
Experiment B.—In another experiment, performed in conjunction with Professor

Bergemann, the hydrogen was purified by being passed through alcohol ; and a smaller

cylinder, of the capacity of ten French cubic inches [twelve English cubic inches], was

used. A frog was introduced, and at the end of twelve hours showed feeble signs of

life, and breathed at long intervals, and even at the end of twenty-two hours was only

in a state of asphyxia ; on testing the gas with caustic potash, half a cubic inch French

[0*60 of a cubic inch English] was absorbed. The frog revived, and was used by Pro-

fessor Bergemann in several other experiments, namely, in four experiments with hy-

drogen and two with nitrogen. After some time it was returned to me, and was then

quite lively : its blood coagulated like that of other frogs.

Experiment C.—I kept a frog during four hours in hydrogen, which had been passed

through alcohol; at the end of that period it was apparently dead, the heart's pulsation

ceased for minutes at a time ; but the animal revived when restored to the air. A
second frog was now placed in the same cylinder for two hours and a half, at the end of

which time it was in appearance dead ; on analysing the gas, by means of caustic

potash, 0-83 of a cubic inch French [0*99 cubic inch English] of carbonic acid was

absorbed. The column of mercury in the barometer measured twenty-nine inches

five lines.

Experiment D.—Two frogs were confined for six hours in hydrogen which had been

passed through solution of potash ; they were torpid at the end of the experiment : car-

bonic acid to the amount of 0-66 of a cubic inch French [0*79 of a cubic inch English]

had been formed. The height of the barometer was 29 inches 8^ lines ; the tempera-

ture was 65^° Fahr.

Experiment E.—The vessel used for the developement of the hydrogen was always

nearly full^ so that it contained only very little atmospheric air in the space above the

fluid, and a large quantity of gas was always allowed to escape before the hydrogen was

collected for the experiment ; it was therefore pretty certain that there was no source of

error in this part of the experiment. But to remove all suspicion of the presence of

oxygen, I introduced a ball of platinum sponge into the hydrogen, which had been pre-

viously passed through solution of potash, and left it there for twenty-four hours. I

then placed the frog in the cylinder, compressing its lungs at the time, as in the other

experiments. In eight hours he was apparently dead. The quantity of carbonic acid

formed was (M of a cubic inch French [0*48 of a cubic inch English]. In all the expe-

riments the gases were collected over mercury. I have performed three other experi-

ments ; in which, however, I purified the gas by shaking it after it was collected with

liq. potasses. The result of these experiments was perfectly similar to that of the

others. In experiment F, 0*37 of a cubic inch [0*44 of a cubic inch English] of carbonic

\
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I

Bergemann,* in a tabular form. Those of my experiments distinguished

by the letters A, F, G, H, (see the note at the preceding page,) not

being free from suspicion of error, are not included.

Volume of Carbonic Acid

generated.

Name of
Observer,

Miiller .

Bergemann

Do. .

Gas re-

spired.

Nitrogen

Do.

Do.

Expert
merit.

Miiller and ) „ A
Bn,^a«« J

Hydrogen
Bergemann $

Miiller .

Do. .

Do. .

Bergemann
Do. .

Do. .

Do. .

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

A
A
B

B

C
D
E
A
B
C
D

Duration of
Experiments.

Hours.
6

14

12

22

6

8

12

13

14

in decimals

of French
cubic Inch.

25

0-75

0-5

0-5

0-33

0-33

0-4

55

0-8

0-7

5

in decimals of
English cubic

Inch

.

30

0-90

0-60

060

0-99

0-39

0-48

0-66

0-96

0-84

0-60

between 41° and 54^° Fahr.

It might still be objected to these experiments,t that the frogs retained

a certain quantity of atmospheric air in their lungs, and that their in-

acid was generated by a frog in twelve hours; in experiment G, 0*41 of a cubic

inch [0*49 of an English cubic inch] ; and in experiment H, 0*4 of a cubic inch [0*48 of

a cubic inch English] in the same space of time. But I consider the last three experi-

ments as defective, because the water with which I washed out the caustic potash used

to purify the hydrogen gas was not boiled, and therefore contained atmospheric air,

some of which it might have imparted to the hydrogen.

I placed a frog in nitrogen prepared by the combustion of phosphorus 5 it lived six

hours, and the carbonic acid formed amounted to a quarter of a cubic inch French [0*30

of a cubic inch English.]

* Professor Bergemann has sent me the following notes of his experiments. They
were made with hydrogen and nitrogen, in a room the temperature of which was kept

The same frog served for all the experiments. An in-

crease in the volume of the gas, which was greatest during the first three hours, was
observed both when hydrogen and when nitrogen was respired. After the lapse of

four or five hours, the vitality of the frog diminished considerably. The respiration

was unequal, and at the end of eight or nine hours ceased during long intervals but

could be re-excited by a slight motion of the cylinder. At the termination of the ex-

periment the frog was always quite torpid, but after a few hours moved more freely,

and in a few days could be again employed for a similar purpose. In each experiment

the yellowish colour of the frog changed to a dark brown. The hydrogen used was pre-

pared from zinc and dilute sulphuric acid, and was purified by means of alcohol. The
nitrogen was obtained from the atmosphere by burning a combustible body in it, and

was afterwards agitated in lime-water. Small quantities of oxygen, however, always

remain in nitrogen thus prepared. The experiments with nitrogen, therefore, cannot

lay claim to great exactness. The frog was introduced into the gas with its lungs com-

pressed. The volume of hydrogen and nitrogen used varied from 8J to 9§ cubic inches

English.

•\ Described in the notes, pages 337 and 338.
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testinal canal might also contain carbonic acid. I have, therefore, re-

peated the experiments in such a manner as to avoid these objections*

exposing the frogs first to the vacuum of the air-pump, and then filling

the vacuum with hydrogen. In one experiment I even removed this

hydrogen again by means of the pump, so as to free the bell of the

air-pump from every portion of atmospheric air. It was also ascertained

that the hydrogen, after the watery vapour was removed by means of

chloride of calcium, was not diminished in volume by caustic potash.

The frogs were left in the hydrogen for the space of three hours, but

long before that time had elapsed they were in a state of asphyxia.

They were then removed, and the gas freed from watery vapour b\'

means of chloride of calcium ; a tube containing that substance being

introduced repeatedly during a whole day, until it ceased to gather

moisture. The gas was then tested with caustic potash. In both of

the two experiments the usual exhalation of carbonic acid was evident

;

in the first it amounted to m
ia [0

lish cubic inch] ; in the second, to 0-37 of a cubic inch French [0-44

of an English cubic inch].

The quantity of carbonic acid, then, which a frog exhales in from six

to twelve hours in gases that contain no oxygen, may be safely estimated

at from i to
f-

of a cubic inch French [from ^ths to T
9^ths of a cubic

inch English]. The capacity of the lungs and throat of a frog, on an

average, is not more than 3.

8
or J of a cubic inch French [^ths or

h]

and throats were both compressed, so that they could not have contained

much atmospheric air and carbonic acid, even if a small quantity had

remained. The fact, therefore, which Spallanzani ascertained cannot be

disputed ; cold-blooded animals continue to exhale carbonic acid even in

gases which contain no oxygen, and in nearly as large quantity as when

respiring atmospheric air ; for it appears from experiments detailed at

page 311, that the average amount of carbonic acid generated by a frog

breathing atmospheric air, is, in six hours, 0-57 of a cubic inch French

[0*68 of an English cubic inch].

These results have been recently confirmed by the equally instructive

experiments of Bischoff, who likewise found, that after the lungs of frogs

had been tied and cut out, carbonic acid (to the amount of 0*20 of a

French cubic inch [0-24 of an English cubic inch] in eight hours) con-

tinued to be exhaled by the skin.

The fact of the exhalation of carbonic acid by frogs breathing in gases

which contain no oxygen was stated, and the above experiments detailed,

in the previous editions of this work, but it then appeared that no car-

bonic acid was contained in the blood itself. Hence, at that time the

theory that the carbonic acid expired in respiration is in part a product

of secretion, and can be formed independently of atmospheric air, seemed

'
•>.'
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probable, and the formation of the carbonic acid in the lungs was likened

to the process by which in fermentation this gas is generated from the ele-

ments of organic substances without the contact of atmospheric air being

essential. If the " secretion"-theory, however, were correct, we should

expect that the lungs or skin alone would possess the property of ex-

haling carbonic acid ; that this gas would not be generated by simply

agitating blood with atmospheric air, which however we showed to be the

case. Seven cubic inches of blood agitated almost constantly for six

hours with ten cubic inches ofatmospheric air yielded half a cubic inch of

carbonic acid. Till within the last few years, therefore, the theory of

respiration was involved in inexplicable difficulties. Blood agitated with

atmospheric air was known to yield carbonic acid without the influence

of the living organ, becoming at the same time of a bright red colour
;

the blood was believed to contain no pre-existing carbonic acid ; and yet

frogs were found to exhale carbonic acid when no oxygen was respired,

and in nearly as large a quantity as in atmospheric air.

Now, however, the problem is satisfactorily solved. The excellent
experiments of Professor Magnus have shown that both kinds of blood
contain oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid gas, that the arterial blood
contains more oxygen than the venous blood, while the carbonic acid is

in larger quantity in the venous than in the arterial. During respiration

carbonic acid is extracted from the blood by the atmospheric air, oxygen
being yielded to the blood in its place ; a portion of the carbonic acid

still remains, however, dissolved in the arterial blood. In the process
which is constantly going on between the blood and the texture of the
organs in the capillary vessels of the body, the oxygen, which is a vivify-

ing stimulus for the organised substance, disappears in part from the ar-

terial blood, and carbonic acid is formed, the venous blood therefore

contains a large proportion of carbonic acid, but it retains some of the
oxygen. The venous blood reaching the lungs is again deprived of a
part of its carbonic acid by the action of the atmospheric air. The in-
terchange of the carbonic acid and oxygen in the lungs is wholly in
accordance with the physical laws of the absorption of gases. A fluid
impregnated with a particular gas does not give it out as long as its sur-
face is subjected to the pressure of the same gas ; but if it is brought
into contact with a different gas, an interchange takes place until the gas
with which the fluid is impregnated, and the gaseous atmosphere which
presses upon it, are equally mixed. This law affords a ready explanation
for the exhalation of carbonic acid by frogs in hydrogen and nitrogen in

as large quantity as in atmospheric air, as well as for the fact that hydro-
gen and nitrogen transmitted through blood become impregnated with
the carbonic acid which it contains.

i

The proportion of carbonic acid contained in the blood is sufficiently

large to account for the whole quantity exhaled from the lungs.
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Supposing that two ounces of blood are expelled from the heart at

each beat, ten pounds must pass through the lungs in a minute ; and

these ten pounds of blood ought to contain 27*4 cubic inches of carbonic

acid,— such being the volume of this gas which Allen and Pepys found

to be exhaled from the lungs during a minute's respiration. But ad-

mitting that the quantity of carbonic acid really exhaled from the lungs

is one-half less than the experiments of Allen and Pepys would indi-

cate,—and it certainly is less, — and adopting the estimate of Sir H*

Davy, who calculated that 15*8 cubic inches is the amount of carbonic

acid gas exhaled from the lungs during each minute, still ten pounds of

blood ought to contain nearly 16 cubic inches of that gas.

The experiments of Professor Magnus have shown that the blood

contains at least one-fifth of its volume of carbonic acid ; and since one

pound of blood measures about 25 French [

avoirdupois of water contains 27*7 English cubic inches, the same weight

of blood about 26*4 English cubic inches,] every pound of venous blood

ought to contain at least five cubic inches of carbonic acid, and the ten

pounds of blood which pass through the lungs in a minute, 50 cubic

inches £60 English cubic inches], of which it can easily be conceived

that 15-8, or even 27 -4 cubic inches, may be exhaled in the respiratory

process.

A small quantity of nitrogen is absorbed by the blood from the air re-

spired, but does not appear to perform any office in the system, since its

proportion is the same in both arterial and venous blood.

The object which the respiratory process is intended to attain is evi-

dently the absorption of oxygen into the blood, which conveys that gas

as a stimulus to the different organs of the body ; and, secondly, the re-

moval from the blood of the carbonic acid which is formed in the ca-
*

piUaries. That the latter is not the main object is clearly shown by

frogs falling into a state of asphyxia when made to respire in hydrogen

and nitrogen, although the quantity of carbonic acid which is exhaled in

those gases is not in the slightest degree less than in atmospheric air.

I

Hi

CHAPTER VI.

OF THE RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS AND THE RESPIRATORY NERVES.

ez. The movements of Respiration.

In mammalia generally, as well as in the human subject, inspiration

and expiration are performed by the dilatation and contraction of the

cavity of the thorax. As soon as the parietes of the thorax are drawn

wider asunder and the thorax dilated, the external air rushes through

the trachea and its branches into the air-cells, which it distends in pro-

portion to the dilatation of the thorax, thus keeping the surface of the

lungs accurately in contact with the thoracic parietes in all their move-

i
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ments. This can only take place, however, while the thoracic cavity

is closed on all sides, so that the air cannot exert any pressure on the

outer surface of the lungs, by which the pressure of the air enter-

ing by the trachea, on the inner surface, would be balanced. In

cases of penetrating wounds of the thorax, a full inspiration cannot

be performed, because the counter pressure of the air entering by the

wound balances the pressure of the air on the inner surface, by which

the lungs would otherwise be distended. The lungs in this case remain

collapsed, although the thoracic parietes dilate.

Inspiration.—The diaphragm contributes the principal share to the

dilatation of the chest during inspiration. In the state of relaxation the

diaphragm is arched : by contracting it becomes more plane ; and by the

flattening of its arch the capacity of the thorax is increased, at the

same time that the abdominal viscera are pressed upon from above so

as to produce the protrusion or apparent enlargement of the abdomen
which is observed during inspiration.

As soon as the diaphragm becomes relaxed, the abdominal viscera

recede, and the abdomen again becomes flat. In a natural tranquil in-

spiration, the dilatation of the chest is effected almost wholly by the

diaphragm. The lateral dilatation of the thorax is performed principally

by the action of the intercostal muscles, assisted also by the scaleni, le-

vatores costarum, the serratus posticus superior, and the thoracic muscles

generally.

Expiration in perfectly tranquil respiration may be the result of the

mere collapse or elastic reaction of the parts recovering their natural

state after the active dilatations which they have undergone ; and, in

fact, tranquil respiration seems to consist, not so much of alternate

actions of antagonising muscles, as of the periodic action of the muscles

of inspiration solely. [The elasticity of the lungs themselves, and the

share which they have in producing expiration, have been particularly

investigated by Dr. Carson of Liverpool. He made several experiments

to determine the force exerted by the lungs by virtue of their elasticity

in expelling the air after the act of inspiration had ceased. « In calves,

sheep, and large dogs, the resiliency of the lungs was found to be

balanced by a column of water varying in height from one foot to a

foot and a half; and in rabbits, by a column of water varying in height

from six to ten inches."]* The muscles of expiration may, it is true,,

assist by that passive kind of contraction which all muscles possess in

addition to their stronger contractile power. However this may be,

expiration ensues spontaneously, as soon as inspiration ceases,

a more forcible expiration the expiratory muscles act more strongly,

especially when any irritation is excited in the larynx or lungs, in

which case they act even spasmodically so as to produce cough. The

* Phil. Trans. 1820.

During
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muscles of expiration are the abdominal muscles, which draw down the

ribs, and by compressing the abdomen force upwards the viscera against

the relaxed diaphragm, and thus diminish the capacity of the thorax

from below. These muscles are the recti, obliqui, and transversi

abdominis, the quadratus lumborum, the musculus serratus posticus

inferior, the sacrolumbalis, and the longissimus dorsi.

Expiration is assisted, first, by the elastic contraction of the air tubes

after their distension by the air has ceased ; secondly, by contraction of

muscular fibres of the air tubes.

Motions of the larynx andfauces.—The glottis is dilated during inspi-

ration, and contracted during expiration. The bronchial tubes are also

dilated during inspiration, and contracted during expiration. The air

enters and is expelled either by the nose or the mouth. When the air

is drawn in and expelled by the nostrils only, the passage through the

mouth is closed by the posterior part of the tongue being pressed

against the palate ; if respiration is performed by the mouth, the soft

palate is elevated. By approximating the posterior palatine arches, by

which means Dzondi* has discovered that the opening from the mouth

to the pharynx is completely closed, and by pressing the root of the

tongue against the palate the mouth, as well as the nostrils, can be

completely cut off from the air tubes. This movement is often per-

formed voluntarily, as in holding the breath, and in arresting the passage

of unpleasant odours through the nose.t

31uscular contraction of the lungs and air tubes.—The hypothesis of

the lungs themselves aiding in the movements of respiration, has from

* Uber die Functionen des weichen Gaumens. Halle, 1831.

f In birds the air during inspiration enters not merely the lungs, but also the great

air cells. Birds have no perfect diaphragm ; a few muscular bands arising from the

posterior angles of the third, fourth, and fifth rib pass upwards to be attached to

a fibrous membrane at the under surface of the lungs. The dilatation of the thorax

produces dilatation of large intervisceral cells which communicate with the lungs, and

the air is thus drawn into the lungs, through which it must pass to reach these cells.

The air is expelled again from these cells, and from the lungs, by the action of the

abdominal muscles. In the chelonian reptiles the ribs are immoveable, and the am-

phibia— cceciliae, derotremata, proteida, and batrachia— have no true ribs 3 in these

classes consequently the air is taken in by movements of deglutition. Frogs, having

closed the opening of the mouth, dilate the cavity of the mouth and throat, so as

to draw in the air by the nostrils ; then closing the internal apertures of the nostrils

by a peculiar mechanism, and the pharynx at the same time, they contract the cavities

of the mouth and throat so as to force the air through the glottis into the lungs.

The air is expelled partly by the action of the abdominal muscles, and partly by the

elasticity of the lungs, the glottis being opened. In the tortoise and turtle the expira«

tion is performed by the contraction of the abdominal vessels between the lower shield

or plastron and the posterior extremities. The reptiles which have moveable ribs

respire by enlarging and diminishing the capacity of their trunk by mean^of their ribs.

For the mechanism of the respiration in fishes, consult Cuvier's Lecons d'Anat.

Comp.
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the earliest times been alternately adopted and rejected. Averroes,
Iliolan, Plater, Sennert, and Bremond* were in favour of it. Th.

hypothesis.^

tfartnolin, Diemerhoeck, Mayow, and Hallert were opposed to it.

The former writers observed that, in animals of which the thorax was
laid open during life, the lungs did not always collapse, but in some
cases continued to move, although the muscles of the thorax could no
longer act. More recently, Flormann and Rudolphi have defended this

In a dog which was drowned, the lungs appeared to Flor-
mann to continue to move even after the diaphragm had been divided; and
Rudolphi saw the lungs of a dog which had been strangled continue to

move even after the sternum had been removed, and the diaphragm and
intercostal muscles divided. Such movements have been attributed to

shocks communicated from the thoracic parietes ; they might also arise
from contractions of the heart or of the pulmonary veins. Haller never
saw these motions of the lungs ; in his experiments the lungs always
collapsed perfectly when the thorax was completely opened : the result
of my experience is the same, and I conjecture that Flormann and
Rudolphi must have been deceived. The further consideration of this
controversy is merely of historical interest ; arguments and counter-
arguments are repeatedly brought forward, and the inquirer is at last
left to the testimony of his own eyes, which in my case is opposed to
the hypothesis. Motions were observed by Tiedemann in the respi-
ratory organ of the holothuria. Treviranus relates that he has seen
motion excited in the lungs of the frog by the application of tinc-
ture of opium and extract of belladonna. I do not know whether the
celebrated author of the « Biologie " attributes much importance to this
observation. Frogs fill their lungs with air from their throat, and the
air escapes on the glottis and nostrils being opened. If the glottis is

opened, the lungs become permanently collapsed, and no contractions
can be excited in them.

"

The contractile power of the trachea and its branches is, however,
less equivocal. It might be supposed that the bronchi contributed to
produce the motions observed by Houstoun, Bremond, Flormann, and
Rudolphi. It is, however, still matter of doubt whether the muscular
fibres of the trachea produce any rhythmic motions of contraction and
dilatation. The transverse muscular fibres on the posterior surface of the
trachea are well known. Muscular fibres are also described as existing
on the smaller bronchi. Reisseissen|| has contributed most to draw
attention to these fibres. He says that by means of a lens he has re-

* Mem. de 1'Acad. d. Sc. Par. 1739.

f Elementa Physiol, t. iii. 1. viii. p. 226.

X Rudolphi, Anat. Physiol. Abhandl. p. 111.

Consult, on this subject, Lund, Vivisectionen, pp. 213—240.
De fabrica Pulmon. Eerol. 1822, fol.
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cognised muscular fibres on bronchi so small that the cartilaginous

plates were no longer detectible.

It is remarkable that there exists at present no direct proof of the

contractility of the muscular fibres of the trachea and its branches.

All the ducts of glands possess true muscular contractility, they have

the power of involuntary motion.* But contractions of the fibres of the

trachea have hitherto been observed by Krimert only. Wedemeyer

applied mechanical stimuli and galvanism to the whole circumference of

the trachea in a dog and a hedge-hog, both with and without previous

division of the mucous membrane, but could perceive no contractions

produced ; while bronchi of three-fourths of a line to a line in diameter

contracted gradually until their cavity was nearly obliterated. Wede-

meyer laid bare the trachea in a living dog, and freed it from cellular

tissue for the space of two inches ; he then cut out a portion in front,

and irritated the posterior wall of the trachea mechanically and by

galvanism, but could not produce the slightest contraction. Wedemeyer

now opened the thorax quickly, and removed the lungs with their

bronchi. He made several sections of the larger bronchi, but could dis-

cover no sign of contractility in them. On applying galvanism, how-

ever, to the smaller branches of about one line in diameter, he thought

that he saw them undergo a distinct constriction, but it took place

very slowly. The last phenomenon had been before observed by

Varnier. It is probable, therefore, that the bronchial tubes and trachea

do not contract and dilate rhythmically during the movements of respi-

ration. Had they this power, it would be quite an isolated fact ; for

although the hepatic duct presents rhythmic contractions, they are

quite independent of the will, while, if the bronchi contracted and

dilated synchronously with the other respiratory movements, their ac-

tion, like that of the other parts engaged in respiration, must also be

subject to the will, and it is highly improbable that the branches of

the efferent tube of an internal viscus would be thus under the influ-

ence of the will. It is possible that the fibres of bronchi may possess

a contractile power which is constantly in action, and which may effect

the contraction of the tubes on the cessation of the act of inspiration :

but mere elasticity would be sufficient for this purpose.

In man the dilatation of the bronchi, and the shortening of the

trachea during respiration, and its lengthening during expiration, which

some physiologists have observed, seem to be merely the mechanical

results of the dilatation and contraction of the thorax ; the larynx itself

descends a little during violent inspiration, and ascends again durin

expiration.^

* See section on Secretion.

t Untersuchungen Liber die michste Ursache des Hustens. Leipz. 1819.

t Birds have certainly the power of shortening their trachea by means of particular

:
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b. Of the influence of the nerves on thefunction of respiration.

The source of the nervous influence on which the respiratory movement
depend is one and the same, although the nerves implicated in these move
raents are very various.
m

Moveme
however, are but seldom exerted in rhythmic order ; such are the

elevation and depression of the alae of the nose, and the straining of

several muscles of the face during respiration. These movements
are observed in violent involuntary acts of respiration, and even in a
state of great debility ; they are under the influence of the facial nerve,

which Sir C. Bell calls the respiratory nerve of the face. 2nd. Dilata-

tion of the glottis during inspiration, and its contraction during expira-

tion. This motion is wholly subject to the action of the two laryngeal
branches of the nervus vagus, the nervus laryngeus superior et
inferior seu recurrens. 3rd. Lateral dilatation of the thorax during
inspiration, effected through the agency of the spinal nerves, the
nervus respiratorius externus of Bell, and the nervus accessorius Willisii
which supplies the trapezius with nervous influence for the elevation of
the shoulder. 4th. Contraction of the diaphragm in the act ofinspiration,

the phrenic nerve. 5th, and lastly, contraction of the abdominal mus-
cles in expiration,— nervi spinales. The respiratory nerves, then, are the
portio dura of the seventh, the nervus vagus, nervus accessorius, and
many spinal nerves distributed to the muscles of the trunk.

Each of these nerves has its own sphere of action, and one of them
may be deprived of its function without the others being affected. The
division of any one of them puts a stop to that set of movements
which depend upon its influence ; but destruction of the medulla ob-
longata annihilates all the respiratory movements, and the action of all

those nerves which arise from the spinal cord. The medulla oblongata
is the source from which the nervous influence for the respiratory mo-
tions is derived ; and the spinal cord is, at it were, the trunk of the
nerves which arise from it. If the spinal cord is divided above th_
point where the dorsal nerves are given off, the motions of the ribs and
abdominal muscles are paralysed : the other respiratory movements con-

muscles, the musculi sterno-tracheales and ypsilo- tracheal; and in many birds there
are several muscles at the inferior larynx at the division of the trachea for the
purpose of producing their song. It is a very interesting fact, that the former
muscles are supplied with a special nerve, and a second descending branch of the ninth
nerve, which descends as far as the inferior larynx, and (in the turkey) supplies the
muscular sterno and ypsilar tracheals, while the recurrent nerve, destined chiefly for
the oesophagus, gives a proportionally short branch to the trachea. I have hitherto
had no opportunity of ascertaining the correctness of the assertion of Desmoulin, that
the inferior larynx is supplied from the inferior cervical nerves.

*
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tinue. If the spinal cord is cut through above the origin of the phrenic

nerves, the diaphragm is paralysed, while the nerves given off from the

medulla oblongata itself still continue to exert their function. The
nerves coming off from the spinal cord below the lesion are still capable

of exciting motions when irritated singly, but they can no longer receive

the motor influence from the common source of all the simultaneous,

voluntary, and involuntary movements of respiration. Injury of the

medulla oblongata puts an end immediately to all the respiratory mo-

tions, as well to those dependent on the nervus vagus as to those of the

trunk, which are dependent on spinal nerves.

Legallois pointed out this connection between the medulla oblongata

and respiration ; he proved that no other parts of the brain are the

source of the respiratory movements, and that the brain of an animal

may be removed piece by piece from before backwards, until, on wound-

ing the medulla oblongata at a point corresponding to the origin of the

vagus nerve, all respiratory movements at once ceas Hence the me-

dulla oblongata is, as it were, the most mortal part of the body ; lesion of

it is, at least, followed by more dangerous consequences than that of

any other part of the nervous system.

Lesion of the nervus vagus in the neck paralyses the branches arising

below the injury, therefore the nervus recurrens. The consequences

rima glottidis. Theare loss of voice, and difficulty in dilating the

voice returns, however, in a few days, because the muscles of the

larynx are supplied in common by the superior and inferior laryngeal

nerves. If the superior and inferior larjmgeal nerves of both sides are

divided, the larynx is quite paralysed. Magendie's assertion, that the

nervus laryngeus inferior supplies only those muscles which dilate the

glottis, and the nervus laryngeus superior those which contract it, is

not confirmed by the investigations of Schlemm and others ;— both

nerves are distributed to both sets of muscles. If there is any differ-

ence in the functions of the two nerves, it can arise merely from the

recurrent nerve being in its remarkable course connected with the sym-

pathetic nerve and cardiac plexus, and thus having, in addition to the

voluntary motor fibres of the vagus, also fibres from the sympathetic

system. It is not known whether the recurrent nerve gives the power

of voluntary contraction to the muscles of the larynx. Other deep

branches of the vagus which have many connections with the sympathe-

tic nerve, such as the oesophageal and gastric branches, are no longer

capable of exciting voluntary motion.

Sir C. Bell's vieivs regarding the respiratory nerves may very properly

be explained here. The aspect of a man in a state of excited action is

sufficient to prove that the movements connected with the function of

respiration extend over almost the whole body ;
they are observable in

the abdomen, chest, neck, and face. The respiratory nerves belong to

;•
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a two-fold system. One set belongs to the system of spinal nerves, with

two roots,—a sensitive posterior root provided with a ganglion, and a

motor or anterior which has no ganglion,—which comprehends all the

spinal nerves and the nervus trigeminus. To this system belong

those respiratory nerves arising from the spinal cord which serve

for the motion of the thoracic and abdominal muscles. The second

system of nerves which furnishes respiratory nerves, consists of those

which arise by but one kind of root ; the respiratory nerves of this sys-

tem are the facial and vagus nerves, and the nervus accessorius Willisii.

Bell supposes that a special set of fibres in the medulla oblongata and

spinal cord is the source of the influence which gives rise to the simul-

taneous and harmonious action of the respiratory nerves of both kinds.

All the respiratory nerves serve also as the principal nervous agents in

the expression of the passions. A great portion of the spinal nerves

concur to produce the movements of respiration ; but Bell distinguishes

the following as the special respiratory nerves for particular regions :

1st. The nervus vagus, the respiratory nerve of the larj^nx.

2nd. Nervus facialis,—respiratory nerve of the face. The action of
this nerve in respiration is more evident in proportion as the respiration

is more laboured ; for instance, during great muscular exertion, and in

feeble debilitated persons. The elevation and depression of the ala? of

the nose, and the straining of the muscles of the face, in this laboured

respiration, are dependent on the influence of the facial nerve. If this

nerve is divided, the sympathy of the countenance with the respiratory

organs, and the expression of the passions, are lost. In brutes, the

developement of the facial nerve is proportionate to the degree in which
the passions are expressed by movements of their face.

3rd. The superior respiratory nerve of the trunk,—nervus accessorius

Willisii, distinguished by its remarkable course. It arises by a simple

root between the double roots of the spinal nerves at the upper part of
the spinal cord ; ascends, receiving other fibres from the medulla oblon-

gata, into the cavity of the cranium ; and issues from it again as a single

nervous cord. It gives a portion of its fibres to the vagus, and directs

the action of the trapezius when it co-operates in the respiratory move-
ments, by elevating the shoulder so as to free the thorax from its

weight. If the nervus accessorius is divided in a living animal, the
action of the trapezius in respiration ceases ; but it still retains its power
of voluntary motion by virtue of the branches of spinal nerves distri-

buted to it.

4th. The great internal respiratory nerve,—nervus phrenicus, diaphrag-

matic nerve.

To the posterior thoracic nerve Bell attaches too much importance.

The source whence all the nerves above enumerated derive their

nervous influence is, as we have seen, the medulla oblongata. Lesion
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or that part of the nervous centre puts a stop to the respiratory move-
ments, while, according to Bell, if the spinal marrow is divided at the

fifth cervical vertebra, the phrenic nerve not being implicated in the

injury, respiration is still carried on by the agency of the phrenic, acces-

sory, and external respiratory nerves ; expiration being performed by th

mere elasticity of the thoracic and abdominal parietes ; and a new-born
child, according to Bell, continues to breathe when nearly the whole
brain is destroyed, if the medulla oblongata is uninjured,*

Sympathetic affections of the respiratory muscles.—I have already men-
tioned that the whole system of nerves engaged in the respiratory move-
ments serve likewise for the expression of the passions. They are also

affected partially, or all simultaneously, in many other cases. Nervous
affections which take the form of asthma, afford an example of convulsive

action of the whole system of respiratory nerves. But a fact not noticed

by Bell, which nevertheless appears to me to throw much light on many
phenomena, is, that local irritation of any par-t provided with mucous
membrane is adequate to excite the respiratory system of nerves to

morbid action, so as to produce convulsive motions. Irritation of the

mucous membrane of the nose produces sneezing ; irritation in the pha
rynx, oesophagus, stomach, and intestines, excite the concurrence of the

respiratory movements to produce vomiting ; violent irritation in the

rectum, bladder, and uterus, give rise to a concurrent action of the

respiratory muscles so as to effect the involuntary expulsion of the fseces,

urine, or foetus. Irritation of the mucous membrane of the larynx,

trachea, and lungs, even itching from irritation in the Eustachian tube,

excite coughing.

All these acts,—coughing, vomiting, spasmodic involuntary expulsion

of the feces, and involuntary discharge of urine, are effected with the aid

of the respiratory movements. The first action of the local irritation

affecting the inner coats of the viscera is upon the branches of the sym-

pathetic nerve distributed to them ; and in the stomach, oesophagus, pha-

rynx, larynx, and lungs, upon the branches of the nervus vagus also ; in

the nostrils upon the branches of the nervus trigeminus. From these

nerves the irritation is transmitted to the medulla oblongata and the

spinal cord, from which is derived the nervous influence for the groups

of respiratory muscles which perform the acts of vomiting, coughing,

sneezing, &c. Irritation of the nasal branches of the fifth nerve pro-

duces sneezing, even when the irritation affects them indirectly, for in-

stance, when the stimulus of the sun's light acts first on the optic nerve,

and through the medium of it on the brain ; from which a secondary

excitement is communicated to the nasal, and at the same time to

* Sir C. Bell on the Nervous System.—Phys. Pathol. Untersuch. des Nervensystems,

ubersetzt von M. H. Romberg, Berlin, 1832, pp, 126—338. See also Miiller's Ar-

chiv. 1834, 1G8.
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the respiratory nerves. Like many other persons, I sneeze whenever
the bright light of the sun falls on my eyes. Irritation of the vagus
solely in the larynx, trachea, or lungs, excites coughing; irritation of the

pharyngeal branch of the nervus vagus, and of the glossopharyngeal
nerve, in the pharynx, or of the vagus in the stomach, excites vomiting.

We will now consider, separately, each of these groups of respiratory

movements.

Each individual respiratory movement can be performed singly,—some-

times, however, several are combined,—giving rise to complicated move-
ments which are not observed in ordinary respiration.

Contraction of the diaphragm takes place at the same time with the

movements of expiration, either voluntarily or involuntarily, in the act

of forcible expulsion of a body from some part of the abdominal cavity:

voluntarily in the discharge of fceces and urine ; involuntarily in vomiting^

labour, and in the involuntary discharge of fceces or urine after they have

been too long retained. As well the pharynx as the stomach, rectum,

bladder, and uterus have such a connection with the cerebral and spinal

nerves, that irritation of the pharynx, or any of the other parts men-
tioned, excites contraction, not merely of them, but also of the abdominal

muscles and diaphragm, of which the tendency is to expel the irritating

body either upwards or downwards. This results from the reflection of

the irritation from the branches of the nervus vagus, in the pharynx and

stomach, on the brain, and from the sympathetic nerves of the stomach

upon the sympathetic system, and upon the brain and spinal marrow ; and

in the instances of the rectum, uterus, and bladder, by communication

of the irritation of the nerves of those parts, which are partly sympathe-

tic nerves and partly branches of the sacral nerves, to the spinal cord.

In all these movements, of which the object is the expulsion of a body

upwards or downwards, the glottis is closed for a time.

I have observed a circumstance which is very instructive with refer-

ence to the mode of production of vomiting. If the abdomen of a

rabbit is opened, and the nervus splanchnicus on the left side (on the

inner side of the suprarenal capsule) laid bare and irritated with a

needle, a contraction of the abdominal muscles often takes place. In the

dog I have not found the same to be the case.

The act of coughing arises from the irritation of the nervus vagus in

the larynx, trachea, and lungs being communicated to the medulla ob-

longata. The medulla oblongata then excites to action the muscles which

produce contraction of the glottis, and at the same time gives rise to

spasmodic actions of the expiratory muscles of the thorax and abdomen,

during which the glottis is each time partly opened, and a loud noise

produced. The diaphragm has nothing to do with the act of coughing,

except that sometimes, before coughing, a deeper inspiration is taken.
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Krimer* and Brachet state that after the nervus vagus has been divided
on both sides, coughing cannot be again excited in an animal by irrita-
tion, however violent, of the inner surface of the trachea.„ While division
<H the sympathetic nerve is said by Krimer not to have the same effect.
We have the power of cutting off the entrance into the larynx from

the nose and mouth, not merely by closing the glottis, but also, as was
discovered by Dzondi, by a muscular action in the fauces themselves.
Jt consists in bringing the posterior arches of the palate in contact from
opposite sides, and in pressing the posterior part of the tongue against
the inclined plane thus formed. This movement always precedes sneezing,
which is a sudden and violent contraction of the muscles of expiration,
the air passages having been previously closed at the fauces. At the
moment of the violent expiration, the passage by the mouth and the nasal
canal are suddenly opened simultaneous^, or the nasal canal alone. The
diaphragm, which so many ancient and modern authors, misled by a po-
pular error, believed to contribute to the act of sneezing, has in reality
nothing to do with it. The diaphragm is not an expiratory muscle, it

only acts in producing the deep inspiration which precedes the sneezing
Extensive sympathies, which appear to be quite unnecessary, have been
imagined to explain the act of sneezing, from the false notion that
it is produced by the diaphragm ; the irritation of the nasal nerves was
supposed to be communicated to the deep branch of the vidian, and
to the sympathetic

; and thence to the cervical nerves and nervus phre-
Even Arnold still speaks of such a chain of sympathy. Since

the expiratory muscles, and not the diaphragm, effect the act of sneezing,
the fauces and posterior nares being first closed, the most simple view to
be taken of the matter is, to consider the medulla oblongata itself as the
medium of communication between the nasal branches of the fifth nerve
and the expiratory muscles and the muscles of the soft palate, as the
brain is in the analogous case of the sympathetic motions of the iris under
the stimulus of light.t

The sympathies of a great part of the nervous system with local irri-

tations through the medium of the brain and spinal marrow is very well
illustrated by the symptoms observed in an animal under the influence
of a narcotic poison, when a slight touch of the skin produces general
tetanic spasms.

Yawning consists of a deep and slow inspiration and expiration, with
simultaneous action of the respiratory muscles of the face. The mouth
is at the same time opened wide

; a movement which, like those of the
facial muscles, is also under the influence of the facial nerve, being
effected by means of the digastricus. Yawning occurs generally after

* Untersuchungen iiber den Husten.

t See the account of the nerves of the eye in the fourth book, third section, second
chapter.

nicus.
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fatigue, and is especially frequent and easily excited in persons of irri-

table and debilitated nervous system ; also during the state of drowsiness,

and at the commencement of fever. The supposition that it arises

from some obstruction in the pulmonary circulation appears to me to be
quite incorrect. Laughing and crying are also attended with affections

of the respiratory nerves of the face and trunk.

Hiccough is really an affection of the diaphragm,—an abrupt inspira-

tion performed by the diaphragm alone, which sometimes contracts

while the glottis is closed. It arises most frequently from some
pressure on the pharynx or oesophagus, in consequence of swallowing

too large morsels, or of swallowing too quickly in succession. It is fre-

quently a symptom of affections of the nervous system. Krimer

asserts that hiccough can be induced in brutes by irritating and com-

pressing the cardiac orifice of the stomach.

All the respiratory movements are performed involuntarily, and are

nevertheless to a certain extent subject to the will ; they are carried on

in a constant and regular succession during sleep, and at other times,

without our being conscious of it; they frequently consist merely of

periodic inspirations, in the intervals of which the parts return to thei

former state by virtue of their elasticity ; frequently also there are al-

ternate muscular actions of inspiration and expiration. If the structure

of the lungs is in part destroyed or loaded with blood, a much less quan-

tity of blood can be aerated in a given time, and the respiratory move-

ments are then proportionally quicker. The movements of respiration

are so far subject to the will, that we can, though only in a certain de-

gree, regulate the commencement ofeach inspiration,—can shorten, pro-

long, or delay it, —and can limit the respiratory movements to single

groups of the respiratory muscles ; thus, for example, we can inspire

with the diaphragm only, or with the ribs only, or with both at the

same time- This voluntary influence is exerted in the same manner as

in the case of almost all motions which are dependent on the function of

the cerebral and spinal nerves ; and the power of exerting it is preserved

as long as the corresponding nerves are still in connection with the
brain and spinal cord.

But the regular succession of the involuntary respiratory movements is

very remarkable and difficult of explanation. The cause of the rhythm
has its seat, as we have seen, like that of the movements themselves,
in the medulla oblongata. In the foetus the respiratory movements are

not performed. It might, therefore, very naturally be supposed that

the cause which gives rise to them is the influence of the air on the

nerves distributed to the lungs, bronchi, and larynx, the irritation of

the minute branches of the nervi vagi in the respiratory organs being

propagated to the brain and to the source of the nervous influence

which excites the respiratory movements. This explanation, however,

^
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certainly cannot be adopted, for, if it were correct, division of the
nervi vagi in the neck, and of the superior laryngeal branch, would
necessarily put a stop to respiration, since the lungs and larynx would
cease to be sensible to the irritation of the air : but I have done this
jn rabbits,—I have divided the nervus vagus on both sides, and then,
lavmg made an opening into the trachea through which respiration
imght be carried on, have divided also the superior laryngeal nerve, and
afterwards even removed the whole larynx,—and the respiratory move-
ments continued in the same regular succession as they do after simple
division of the nervi vagi. It appears, however, from Scheele's researches,
that in the foetus the liquor amnios enters the trachea and larynx, which
must therefore be in an insensible state at that period, for in the adult
the smallest quantity of fluid about the glottis produces violent spasmo-
dic action.

of the first

lus afforded to the brain, and more especially to the medulla oblongata, by
the blood, which immediatelybecomes oxydised in the lungs. Hitherto the
brain and medulla oblongata had been in a comparatively sluggish tor-
pid condition

; but the blood, as soon as the child is born, becomes arte-
nahsed in the lungs, and in a few moments reaches the brain, when
the respiratory movements immediately commence.*
made to respire in hydrogen or nitrogen, the movements of respiration,
after a few hours, gradually cease, because the stimulus necessary to
maintain them, namely the arterialised blood, is no longer formed. If the
frogs are, at this period, restored to atmospheric air, signs of life, together
with the movements of respiration, return, provided the heart's contrac-

Wh

X
t

during expiration had an effect in exciting the brain to carry on the re-
spiratory movements. But Treviranus§ tied the blood-vessels in frogs,
and the respiratory movements still continued; and Legallois|| saw the
mouth of rabbits open and shut repeatedly, as if to respire, after the head
had been separated from the body.

Effects of division ofthe vagus nerves—Division of the recurrent nerve
on both sides is, as Legallois observed, often mortal in young animals

;

in the adult it is not so. Division of one nervus vagus does not cause

* [The above theory does anything but satisfactorily explain the commencement of
respiration. It is probable, certainly, that the brain, on receiving a supply of arterial
blood, becomes better enabled to perform all its functions ; but, before arterialised blood
can reach the brain, respiration must have commenced. The question is then how does
the blood first become arterialised,—how is the air first drawn into the lungs ? This
question is not answered by the hypothesis in the text.]

t See the experiments of Professor Bergemann and myself, at pages 339 and 340.

Die Respiration als vom Gehirne abhangige Bewegung und als chemischer Process.
Breslau, 1813, 99. § Biologie, v. p. 260.

||
Loc. cit. p. 29.
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death ; but the simultaneous division of both nerves is always fatal, death

taking place in a few days. The causes of death after this operation have

occupied the attention of physiologists since the time of Rufus Ephesius

and Galen ; more recently the inquiry has been instituted in a better

manner, but the proximate cause of death is still unknown. The move-

ments of respiration are, for the most part, unaffected by the injury. The

recurrent nerves, and consequently the muscles of the larynx, are half

paralysed by it; but division of the recurrent nerves alone is not attended

with a fatal result, Dupuytren found that when the two nervi vagi were

divided in a horse, death, preceded by gradually increasing difficulty of

respiration, ensued within an hour ; in a dog within two or three days.

The blood in the carotid arteries became gradually of a venous colour.

Hence it was inferred that the chemical process in the lungs was inter-

rupted by the division of the nerves, an inference which was rendered

improbable by the mere circumstance that blood, even out of the body,

undergoes the same changes as take place during respiration.
51

Soon afterwards, indeed, Blainvillef showed, by experiments, that

birds consume as much oxygen, and exhale as much carbon, after the

nervi vagi have been divided, as in the natural state, and that the colour

of the blood undergoes the same change in the lungs. Birds live a con-

siderable time,—six or seven days,—after this operation. Rabbits die

in about thirty hours. In birds there is complete wasting of the body

before death. Hence Blainville attributes the death to the disturbance

of the digestive function ; an explanation, however, which, at all events,

is not applicable to rabbits and mammalia generally. Dumas J found

that inflation of the lungs with atmospheric air or oxygen restores the

scarlet colour to the arterial blood. In Emmert's§ experiments on rab-

bits, the respiration became less frequent, slower, and more laboured

after the nervi vagi were divided. This is a constant result, and is, in

fact, very interesting ; I have myself observed, both in rabbits and birds,

that, from the moment in which both nerves were divided, the inspira-

tions became deep and slower. Emmert did not find that the changes

which the blood undergoes in the lungs were much affected; he attributes

the death of the animals in part to paralysis of the peculiar motion of the

bronchi. At the same time he has pointed out, that, in the rabbit, the

sympathetic nerve and nervus vagus remain separate in the neck, while

they become united just below the superior cervical ganglion in most

mammalia, in which consequently the nervus vagus cannot be divided or

tied without the sympathetic nerve being also implicated. (Bischoff||

* For a critique on these observations I refer to the excellent treatise of Emmert,

mentioned below, which contains the most complete account of the earlier experiments

connected with this subject. -|- Nouv. Bullet, de la Soc. Philos. 1808.

i Journ. G6n. d. M6dec. t. xxxiii. 1808, Dec.

§ Rett's Archiv. ix. 380 ; xi. 117.

|| Nervi accessorii Anatomia et Physiologia, Heidelb. 1832.
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niaha m which the vagus and sympathetic nerves are not firmly connect-
5 according to my observation the connection does not exist in the

Porcupine likewise.) Emmert therefore attributed the different result of
1 e^experiments of Dupuytren, Blainville, and others, to the circumstance
°r one or both of the nerves having, in different cases, been divided, ac-
cording to the animal employed. In Dupuytren's experiments on the
orse both nerves were divided j in Emmert's experiments on rabbits, and

»n Blainville's on rabbits and birds, the nervus vagus only was divided.
V. Pommer's experiments, however, prove that this difference can hav_
no particular influence on the result ; for he found that division of the
sympathetic nerve, on both sides of the neck in brutes, was attended with
no important consequences whatever. His experiments were made on
rabbits and dogs; in the latter animal the sheath that contains the nervus
vagus and sympathetic was laid open, and the sympathetic alone divided.
At the end of seven or eight weeks,—as long as they were observed,
* e animals showed no particular signs of inconvenience.* Arnemann
asserts that division of both nervi vagi is not always fatal to dogs.

In Provencal's experimentsf the chemical changes of respiration
seemed still to go on, but in a diminished degree, when both nervi vagi
were divided. The animals consumed less oxygen, and formed less car-
bonic acid, and their animal heat was lowered. Legallois, who had pre-
viously observed that, under ordinary circumstances, an animal lives
longer without respiring the younger it is, found the contrary to be the
case after division of the nervi vagi. A new-born puppy dies in half an
hour after that operation has been performed, while a full-grown dog
lives one or two days ; in young animals, also, division of the nervi re-

currentes is fatal in half an hour ; so that, in young animals, the cause of
e rapid death after division of the nervi vagi seems to be the simulta-

neous paralysis of the inferior or recurrent laryngeal nerves, and of the
muscles of the larynx. Hence tracheotomy prolongs life somewhat in
young animals under these circumstances. Legallois also ascertained that
the glottis, which is naturally dilated during inspiration, is almost wholly
closed in young animals after this operation. One consequence of divi-
sion of the nervi vagi observed by Legallois was the effusion of a bloody
serous frothy fluid into the lungs, which must increase the dyspnoea pro-
duced by the paralysis of the muscles which dilate the glottis. These
two causes united, when the nervi vagi are divided, seem to produce the
final suffocation and death which follow division of the nervi vagi, and
which do not occur in adult animals when the recurrent nerves merely
are divided. Horses and sheep, in which Dupuy divided both vagi, died
within an hour unless tracheotomy was performed, when they lived several
days. In these experiments of Dupuy the effect of paralysis of the

th

# Refer to page 198. f Journ. G&i. de M6d. 37. 1810, Janv.
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recurrent nerves is separated, as it were, from the effect of paralysis of

the pulmonary branches of the vagus, Dupuy believes, however, that
*

the paralysis of the lungs produces suffocation not merely by the effu-

sion of fluid, but also by the diminished respiration. The cause of the

effusion of fluid from the pulmonary vessels into the air cells and
*

bronchi is easily understood from the considerations offered on exuda-

tion at page 255.

The assertion of Krimer, that an effusion of fibrin takes place into the

air cells after division of the nervi vagi, if correct, is important.

Mayer* observed as a constant result of the numerous experiments

in which he tied or divided the nervus vagus, that, when death takes

place long—forty-eight hours or more—after the operation, firm white

coagula are found in the blood of the lungs and heart, and completely fill

the cavity of the vessels, as well as of the heart. The coagula were soft

and black when death followed the operation quickly. These observa-

tions are very interesting. But I have repeated the experiments with-

out obtaining the same result. A second phenomenon and cause of

death, which, according to Mayer, occurred frequently after division of

the vagi, though certainly not in all cases, is the regurgitation of the

food from the stomach, and its entrance through the relaxed and insen-

BMayer observed, too, that

after the operation of which we are speaking, the heart's action becomes

much accelerated, the respiration gradually slower.

A consideration of all the different results obtained by the various ob-

servers leads to the inference that death, after tying or dividing the

nervus vagus, arises from the concurrence of different circumstances,

which at last produce suffocation. They are the following :— 1. Incomplete

paralysis of the muscles of the glottis. 2. Exudations in the lungs. 3.

Change in the chemical process going on in the lungs. 4. Coagula-

tion of the blood in the vessels, as observed by Mayer,f

sible glottis into the trachea and bronchi.

SECTION II.

Of nutrition
, growth, and reproduction.

CHAPTER I.

OF NUTRITION.

a. Of the nutritive process.

The process of nutrition is not an object of microscopic observation.J

The theory, that nutrition is effected by the direct union of the red par-

tides of the blood, or of their nuclei, with the tissues, is, in my opinion,

decidedly erroneous. The perfection at which micrometry has arrived,

and the use of good instruments, have made us now so well acquainted

* Tiedemann's Zeitschrift fur Physiol, ii. 74.

•f
On this subject refer to Lund, Vivisectionen, pp. 222—243. See pages 221, 222.
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with the physical properties of the organic tissues, that we are enabled
to refute the above theory, by merely comparing with precision the size

of different parts.

Microscopic admeasurements, if intended to serve as the basis for sci-

entific researches and comparisons, must not consist merely in the di-

rect measurement of each object; a much more important and essential

mode of investigation is the comparison of the object to be measured
with some other body that can be taken as a standard. Thus, for in-

stance, in measuring the size of the muscular or nervous fibrils, they
should be placed under the microscope, together with red particles of

human blood, and both should then be observed at the same time. The
admeasurements of the red particles ofhuman blood, as stated by Kater,

Wollaston, Prevost and Dumas, Weber, Wagner, and myself, agree

so nearly,* that their diameter may with great certainty be stated at

4#W °f an inch English. We have thus a certain standard of measure-
*

nient. As standards of comparison, I employ the red particles of human
blood, easily obtained by slightly scratching the skin,—those of frog's

blood, which are about four times larger in diameter,—and the nuclei of

these latter bodies, obtained by the action of acetic acid, which measure
about -^th or -i-rd the long diameter of the entire red particle.

It has been said that the red particles of the blood agree in form with

the elementary particles of which the tissues of the body are composed,

which is evidently not correct ; besides the red particles of the blood in

all vertebrata have a compound structure,—they are composed of two
parts, the nucleus, and an outer envelope. The muscular and nervous

fibres have been said to be formed of aggregated globules ; but the red

particles of the blood are not globular in any vertebrate animal, they are

flattened in the form of disks. Prevost and Dumas, and Edwards, re-

gard the nuclei of the red particles as the elements of which fibres are

formed ; but my observations do not confirm their views. I have never

been able to satisfy myself that the primitive fibrils of muscles and
nerves consist of aggregated globules. The muscular fibrils appear to

*ne to be merely fibres with enlargements succeeding each other very

closely. Schultzef

muscular fibre. Still less do the nervous fibrils appear to me to have the

structure alluded to ; they are for the most part uniform fibres, with
merely inequalities of the surface. In the glare of the direct light of the

sun they appear (like all other tissues by this light,) to consist of glo-

bules, but these globules cannot be distinguished from inequalities of

the surface, which put on the appearance of globules. I am not speak-

ing of the varicose enlargements of the fibres of the brain and spinal

marrow, which Ehrenberg has discovered ; these are separated by con-

siderable and uniform interspaces.

* See page 101. f Vergleich. Anat. 123.
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The red globules of frog's blood have, according to my observations,

a diameter from five to eight times greater than that of the primitive

fibrils of their muscles. The diameter of the red particles of rabbit's

blood is from five to six times greater than that of the primitive muscu-
lar fibre of the same animal, which, after they have been rendered visi-

ble by maceration for fourteen days (in winter), are seen to be knotted,

and to resemble a string of pearls. The primitive fibres of nerves, which

are thicker than muscular fibrillae, also do not correspond in size with the

red particles of the blood and the nuclei of these bodies. The nuclei of

the red particles, besides, are not globular in the amphibia, but elliptic,

and in the salamander they are even flattened ; how, then, can the pri-

mitive fibres of nerves and muscles be formed of them ?
*

The most minute capillary vessels are not distributed to the primi-

tive fibrils of nerves and muscles ; these fibrils are too fine to receive

vessels, and are, in fact, more minute than the capillary vessels them-

of an English inch in diame-1 to 1850
selves, which measure from

ter. Nutrition, therefore, must be effected through the coats of the ca-

pillary vessels, and the process consists in the fluid parts of the blood
permeating the parietes of the capillaries, while the solid particles are
visibly carried onwards into the veins. The most important materials

for nutrition are the albumen and fibrin dissolved in the liquor sanguinis.

A portion of these matters permeate the parietes of the capillaries, and
are imbibed by the tissues ; and what is effused over and above the

quantity required for their nutrition, is taken up by the absorbent ves-

sels, and carried again into the blood. It is here of importance to know
that the capillaries really have solid parietes ; the proofs of which were

stated at page 216. Nothing can pass from the blood to the tissues, or from

the tissue to the blood, without permeating, in the fluid state, the walls

of these vessels. The hypothesis of the blood flowing in simple canals

excavated in the substance of the organs, appears at first sight calculated

more easily to explain the problem of nutrition, but is found on exami-
nation to be untenable. The permeable parietes of the capillaries are,

in fact, no impediment to the process of nutrition, which appears to con-

sist in matters dissolved in the blood being attracted from it by the

organic particles contained in the meshes of the capillaries, while at the

same time the old materials of the particles are returned into it. Wild-
brand certainly did not employ the microscope when he formed his hy-

pothesis of the metamorphosis of the blood in the small vessels.

It is not known whether the parts which appear to contain colouring

matter, as, for instance, the muscles, derive it from the blood,—a part of

the colouring envelope of the red particles having been dissolved,—or

whether this matter, which becomes still more highly coloured by the

action of the atmosphere, is formed in the muscles themselves. But,

however this may be, the red particles themselves do not unite in sub-

«pa
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stance with the tissues. They certainly perform some very important
office in the animal economy. In their passage through the lungs they
acquire the bright arterial colour, and in their subsequent transit
through the capillaries of the body a reciprocal action takes place be-
tween them and the component particles of the organs, by which they
Jose this bright colour, becoming again of a dark red ; but they still move
on in a continuous current, exerting their influence on the tissues in
their transit through them, without being arrested by them. In each
circuit of the blood, which occupies less than three minutes,* they un-
dergo two changes of colour

; one from dark red to bright scarlet in the
lungs, and another from scarlet to dark red in the capillaries of the
body. In twenty-four hours each of these changes takes place about
480 times. In their arterialised condition the red particles exert on the
organs of the body, and especially on the nerves, a stimulating action,
which is essential to life, but which is a very different thing from con-
tributing new nutritive matter. Dutrochet believed that the red parti-
cles have peculiar electric properties, an opinion which has been already
refuted in Chapter III. of the section on the Blood.

In the process of nutrition is exemplified the fundamental principle
of organic assimilation. Each elementary particle of an organ attracts
similar particles from the blood, and, by the changes it produces in them,
causes them to participate in the vital principle of the organ itself.

Nerves form nervous substance, muscles muscular substance, even mor-
bid structures have the assimilating power ;—warts on the skin grow
with their own peculiar structure ; in an ulcer the base and border are
nourished in a way conformable to the mode of action and secretion
determined by the disease ; and the assimilation of the nutrient materials
of the blood to form an organ with diseased action may induce the de-
struction of the life of the animal.

The proximate elements of the tissues exist in part ready formed in

the blood. The albumen which enters into the composition of the brain
and glands, and of many other structures in a more or less modified
state, is contained in the blood ; the fibrin of the muscles and muscular
structures is the coagulable matter dissolved in the lymph and blood

;

the fatty matter which contains no azote, exists in the free state in the
chyle

;
the azotised and phosphoretted fatty matter of the brain and

nerves exists in the blood combined with the fibrin, albumen, and cruo-
rin. The iron of the hair, pigmentum nigrum, and crystalline lens, is

also contained in the blood
; the silica and manganese of the hair and

the fluor calcium of the bones and of the teeth, have not hitherto been
detected in the blood, probably from their existing in it in but small

proportion. The matters here enumerated are attracted from the blood
by particles of the organs analogous to themselves, partly in the state

in which they afterwards exist in the organs; in other instances their

* Seepage 18C.
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*

ultimate elements are newly combined in them, so as to form new proxi-
mate principles; for the opinion that all the component elements of the
organs exist previously in the blood in their perfect state, cannot pos-
sibly be adopted : the components of most tissues in fact present, besides
many modifications of fibrin, albumen, fat, and osmazome, other per-
fectly peculiar matters, such as the gelatine of the bones tendons and
cartilages,—nothing analogous to which is contained in the blood. The
substance of the vascular tissue, the different glandular substances also,

cannot be referred to any of the simple components of the blood. Even
the fibrin of muscle cannot be considered as exactly identical with the

fibrin of the liquor sanguinis ; for between coagulated fibrin and coagu-

lated albumen there is scarcely any chemical difference, except in their

action on peroxide of hydrogen : the only very important distinction

between the fibrin dissolved in the blood and the albumen is, that the

former coagulates as soon as it is withdrawn from the animal body, while
the latter does not coagulate spontaneously, but requires a heat of from
158° to 167°Fahr., or some chemical agents, such as acids, concentrated
solutions of fixed alkali, or metallic salts ; and the fibrin of muscle in its

chemical characters has scarcely a greater analogy with coagulated fibrin

than with coagulated albumen. In its vital properties the fibrin of mus-
cle differs from both. The comparison of nervous substance, again, with

albumen and fatty matter containing nitrogen and phosphorus, is only

justified by the present imperfect state of organic chemistry.

Assimilation, then, does not consist merely in the component particles

of the organs attracting the fibrin, albumen, and other matters of the

blood which flows through them, adding to themselves the matters simi-

lar to their own proximate principles, and changing the composition of

those which are dissimilar ; besides these actions, the assimilating par-

ticles infuse into those newly assimilated their own vital properties.

Organs may increase in size, independently of assimilation; thus, in

inflammation, the albumen and fibrin of the blood accumulate, unassi-

milated, between the particles of the tissues ; and this sufficiently marks
the distinction between inflammation and hypertrophy, or increased nu-
trition. In the pregnant state, the contractile tissue of the uterus in-

creases in bulk by the addition of real contractile particles, duly assimi-

lated to the original tissue, but in inflammation of the uterus nothing of

this kind is observed ; in inflammation the assimilating power is arrested,

the fibrinous fluid exudes through the membranes, or collects in the in-

terstices of the tissue of the organs : the matter, therefore, which in-

creases the volume of the inflamed organ is the same, whatever the
*

organ may be ; while in the process of nutrition, the components of the

blood assimilated by the different tissues are, in each case, differently

modified and changed. Inflammation, then, is not an increased degree

of the plastic or nutritive process. From these considerations, too, it is
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easy to understand why a stimulus which promotes the action of an
organ, is very different from one which excites inflammation.

There are several substances which are known to diminish the activity
°f the assimilating process, by effecting a change in the composition
either of the organ or of the blood. Iodine, for example, when its use
is long continued, has a remarkable effect in diminishing nutrition. The
neutral salts, mercurial medicines, tartarised antimony, and other sub-

stances, have the same effect on the system. The immediate action of
these substances is partly to produce a change in the blood, as is evi-

dent in the case of the cooling salts, which when added to the blood,

even out of the body, deprive it of its property of coagulating, of course

by a change produced in the fibrin ; and it is on this account that these

substances are of importance in checking inflammation.

The circulating fluids—the chyle and blood—sometimes acquire an

anormal composition, either from the new nutrient matters from which
they are formed not having themselves their natural healthy composi-
tion, or in consequence of the operation of an inoculated virus, as that

of syphilis. In all these cases, in which the circulating fluids are diseased,

nutrition also suffers. Depositions of morbid matter, inflammations,

and sores, occur, as in scrofula, gout, lepra, herpes, scurvy, syphilis, &c.

All the diseases here enumerated, although very different in themselves,

have the common character of manifesting themselves by the secretion

of morbid matters on the skin, by eruptions and sores of the surface,

frequently ulcers of the mucous membranes, and in extreme degrees by
morbid affections of the bones. Several medicines which themselves

have the power of modifying the assimilating process,* and, when long

used, also produce ulcers and diseases of the bones,—mercury and anti-

mony, for instance,— are sometimes of service in some of these diseases,

not on the principle that similia similibus curantur, but because they

produce such an alteration in the composition of the tissues, that the

affinities already existing are annulled and new ones induced, so as to

enable the vital principle—the power which determines the constant re-

production of all parts in conformity with the original type of the indi-

vidual—to effect the further restoration and cure ; the mercury itself

does not complete the cure. In several of the diseases in which the fluids

of the body are in a morbid condition, the lymphatic system—the ab-

sorbent vessels and glands—is likewise particularly liable to suffer.

Regarding this system in the ordinary way as merely intended for ab-

sorption, it is difficult to understand why it should be implicated in many
of these diseases, particularly in scrofula. But when it is known that

the lymph is almost identical with the liquor sanguinis, both containing

fibrin and albumen in solution, and that the portion of the liquor san-

guinis effused into the tissues for the purpose of nutrition, which exceeds

* See the observations on alteratives, p. 59.
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the quantity necessary for this object, is removed by the lymphatics,
which, moreover, have a great share in the conversion of the albumen
into fibrin,* it is easy to conceive that a change in the composition of
the liquor sanguinis, which causes irritation and inflammation in the ca-
pillaries, must also excite irritation in the lymphatics,—the fluid which
circulates in them being one and the same. All the other substances
contained in solution in the blood, besides the albumen and fibrin —the
salts, for example,—and their morbid composition, must also have great
influence on the state of the lymphatics. In those diseases in which it

is not so much the fluid ingredients of the blood that are morbidly
changed, as the cruor or red particles, which do not enter the lymphatic
vessels, as in scurvy, these vessels and their glands present less evident
appearances of disease. The foregoing remarks are sufficient to show
that the future study of the morbid states of the fluids of the body will

find a surer basis in the analysis of the lymph and blood which we have
offered, than in the older notions regarding these fluids.

The nutrition of all parts of the body in conformity with the original
type presupposes the persistence of that power which produced all the
J * ~ A * ^1_ A _ 11 . t •• mm _-

distinct parts all the organs originally as " members of the whole,"
as parts necessary to our idea of the being,—and which exists in the germ
before any distinct organs are formed, when the animal exists as yet
merely « potentially" in the form of the germ.t Nutrition, then, is the
continued reproduction as it were of all the parts of the animal by
this internal power: but in the adult the reproduction can only be
effected by the process of assimilation, that is, by the union of new
matter with the assimilating parts; while in the embryo, in which
no organised "groundwork" as yet exists, the parts are formed
their "groundwork" in fact created—by the formative power which
is still undivided. However, until the whole body is destroyed, all

the organs are directed by one formative principle so as to produce
the concurrent action of all assimilating tissues ; it is the operation of
this principle that we admire, as the vis medicatrix naturae, in the
correction of the subtle material changes which are induced by diseases

;

but organized parts of the body once formed cannot in most cases, if
wholly destroyed, be again restored by this power.

In some diseases there is such a morbid formation of the animal matter,
that the assimilation of the fluids to form the natural elementary tissues
of organs is in certain parts of the body wholly arrested, and, on account
of the predominance of anormal affinities, non-analogous tissues, such as
cancer and medullary fungus, are formed.

Life is attended with a constant change of the material of the body.
This is evidenced by new nutriment being required in proportion to the
quantity of the excretions. The question, however, presents itself—Do

* See page 283. t See page 23.
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the components of the fluids merely undergo this change, or are the par-
ticles of the organised tissues also renewed ?

I. Renewal of the material of the fluids.—It is most natural to sup-
pose that the change of material takes place primarily in the fluids of
the body, and that the fluids only are implicated in the change by which
several pounds of nutriment are received daily in place of several pounds
of decomposed matters, which are expelled in the cutaneous transpi-
ration, in respiration, with the urine, and other excretions, and that the
solids themselves have little share in it. The fluids, while they maintain
the life of the body, are constantly undergoing decomposition, and in
this respect the animal machine might be -compared with other ma-
chines,—for example, with the steam-engine, which requires a certain
quantity of fuel for the generation of the steam, on which its action de-
pends. There is no doubt but that the change of material is greatest in

the fluids ; it is indeed sufficiently proved by the fact that the excretion
of urine takes place at very long intervals in reptiles—tortoises, for in-

stance—which are kept without food. It may be supposed that the
decomposition which a certain quantity of the fluids suffers in the per-
formance of their function of supporting life, renders necessary the ex-
cretion of the decomposed matters, and the supply of new nutriment.

2. Renewal of the material of the organised solids.—There are many
phenomena which it appears difficult to reconcile with the idea of the
renewal of the animal matter in the organised solids ; for example, the
preservation of past ideas, which are the result of certain impressions
made upon the sensorium. Whatever share these impressions on the
sensorium, and the unknown subtle material modifications produced by
them, may have on the operations of the mind in the exertion of the
faculty of memory, it cannot be questioned but such material changes
of the sensorium do take place ; for organic change of the sensorium
produces change or diminution in number of the impressions previously

accumulated, and annuls the faculty of recalling single chains of ideas

;

for example, the memory of the structure of languages, and, it appears,
even of particular parts of speech,—substantives, proper names, &c.
the remembrance of certain places, and of certain periods of past life.

How now can the existence of memory,—the intellectual life of man,—as
a state resulting from the past developement, be imagined, if a great
change in the materials composing the brain and nerves is admitted to
take place? The change of material appears to be very slight at all

events in the brain and nerves. If it be admitted that it does take

place, it must be supposed that the particles of the brain on which de-

pend the preservation and retention of certain ideas, transfer their pe-

culiar state to the new matter which replaces them, just as in a wart on
the skin the peculiar composition and form of the particles is preserved

during the process of assimilation, and as, during the constant destruc-

ii
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tion which a fungus suffers, the reproduction of its tissue takes place

with the same form and composition.

In most parts, the nerves excepted, there are many unequivocal signs

of the change of material ; and the bones themselves, which at first

sight appear the most fixed and stable parts of the body, and nevertheless

exhibit such distinct traces of renewal of their material, seem to prove

that this process is not limited to the fluids of the body, but is a pheno-

menon which prevails extensively even in the organised solids. Among
the evidences of the renewal of the material of bones are the formation

of the cells, the developement of the frontal and sphenoidal sinuses in

childhood, the absorption of bones under the pressure of swellings, the

absorption of the alveoli of the jaws, and the thinning of the cranial

bones in old age, &c. The enlargement of the cavities of the bone, with

enlargement of the whole bone itself, and indeed the mere growth of

so solid a body by interstitial assimilation, and the changes that its form

undergoes during growth, are not conceivable without a constant re-

moval of osseous particles from certain parts, and the deposition of

similar particles at other parts, consequently not without a change of

material. In other parts of the body the proofs of the renewal of the

substance are less evident. Such proofs, however, are found in the con-

stant decomposition on the surface of a fungus, as of fungus haematodes,

concurrently with its reproduction,—in the wasting of the solids of the

body during abstinence from food, in atrophy, and in several chronic

diseases,—and in the growth, change of form, and wasting of tumours and

warts, and their frequently rapid reproduction after previous wasting.

The parts removed in these cases must be received either into the blood-

vessels or into the lymphatics, when these latter vessels exist in the

part. It would be incorrect, however, to regard the lymphatic absorp-

tion as the mere resumption of the previously organised particles of the

solids into the fluids, and the lymph consequently as a mere solution of

the solids ; for, with the exception of its globules, the lymph consists, as

we have seen,* of liquor sanguinis, and is derived from that part of this

fluid which is effused into the tissue of the organ, and is not required

for nutrition.

The exchange of old for new matter in the solids of the body might

be presumed, if merely from the constant changes which are taking

place in the form of parts. From childhood upwards the organs are

continually changing their form, and this change in the form of the

whole organ can only be effected by means of a change in the minute

elementary particles which compose it. In this change it may be ima-

gined that the particles absorbed are taken up into the blood, and are

soon employed again for the purpose of nutrition at other points. But

it still remains for us to inquire whether there does not exist a process

of renewal of the constituent matter of organs in which the old and de-

* See pages 145 and 258.
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composed materials are taken up into the blood for the purpose of being
expelled from the body. Unfortunately, the only facts that we are in
Possession of by which this question can be determined, are, the termi-
nation of life generally, and the certainty that in old age the accumu-
lation of useless elements in the tissues is constantly increasing, that the
quantity of animal matter in the bones diminishes,*, and that calcareous
matter is deposited in the coats of arteries and other parts. D'Outre-
pontf- supposes that life itself subsists with, and consists merely in, a
constant exchange ofmaterial in the fluids and organized solids. It has
already been shown that life is attended with a constant decomposition
of the material of the body. Every action produces a change in the
composition of the active part, and excites a call for the restoration of
the natural composition, which is gradually effected during the state of

It appears therefore really that even the organized solids undergo
a gradual decomposition of their component particles, which is insepa-
rable from their state of action, and which itself induces renovation.

In the Prolegomena on General Physiology} I have stated all that is
known respecting the balance between the destruction of material pro-
duced by the state of action and the renovation which succeeds ; but,
unfortunately, all such delicate relations cannot be subjected to calcu-

/

rest.

latiion. We
action, and the necessity for a large quantity of stronger nourishment
after great mental or muscular exertion ; while, on the other hand, the
permanence of certain colouring matters introduced into the skin point
out a limit to the process of absorption and renovation. Within these
limits, too, the indications of the renewal of the substance of the organ-
ised solids are of very various degrees of distinctness : we may instance,
for example, the frequently quick disappearance of warts from the skin •

the rapid absorption of bones, and their rapid union after fracture ; lastly,
the very gradual reduction of a shapeless callus to a form corresponding
more nearly to the natural outline of the bone, during which process the
cavity of the bone is restored at the point of fracture, sometimes after
the expiration of months ; while, on the contrary, the difficulty with
which specks of the cornea are removed, shows us how the renovating
process here stands in an inverse ratio with the paucity of blood-vessels*
The exchange of material, lastly, is most considerable in youth, and

diminishes more and more as age advances.

b. Chemical composition of the organised tissues.^

1. The brain, spinal marrow, and nerves.—-The fatty matter of the

* See page 370.

t Diss, de perpetua materiel organico-animalis viciss. Hal. 1798. Reil's Archiv
iv. 460. $ Page 52.

§ After Berzelius, Chimie Animale. The seventh volume of his TraitS de Chimie
translated by Esslinger and Jourdain.
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brain is extracted by treating the cerebral substance previously rubbed

to a pulp, with boiling alcohol or ether ; what remains is the albumen of

the brain and the fragments of vessels. The cerebral fatty matter con-

sists of azotised elaine and stearine. The first is an oily substance, having

th£ smell of the fresh brain and a rancid taste, and suffers putrefaction

like other animal substances when exposed to the air. It is more

soluble in boiling than in cold alcohol. The stearine is in the form of

white scales of a satiny lustre. Gmelin and Kuehn distinguish in this

substance two kinds of stearine ; the one lamellated, the other in the

form of a powder. The first is similar to cholesterine, but is distinguished

from it by containing phosphorus. The fatty matter of the brain differs

from other kinds of fat in two characters ; it does not, according to Vau-

quelin, unite with alkalies, or form soap ; and, moreover, it contains

phosphorus. Chevreul and Braconnot, however, have also found phos-

phorus in the fatty matter which exists in a combined state in the blood

and in the liver. The cinder which remains after combustion of the

adipose matter of the brain contains so much phosphoric acid as to pre-

vent the access of air which is necessary for its complete calcination.

If the phosphoric acid is removed by means of water, the cinder again

burns for a time, but the combustion ceases when more phosphoric acid

is formed. Hence it appears that the phosphorus in the cinder of cere-

bral fat is not in a volatile state. Vauquelin calculated that the quan-

tity of phosphorus in fresh brain was as much as 1 per cent, or £ of the

weight of the fatty matter, which Berzelius considers improbable. The
other components of the brain are albumen and salts—phosphates and

carbonates of an alkali. The result of Vauquelin's analysis of the brain

is as follows

:

Albumen

Adipose matter ?

Phosphorus

Osmazome
Acids, salts, and sulphur

Water

Stearine 4*53 >

Elaine 0-70 >

7-00

5-23

1-50

1-12

5-15

80-00

1 00.00

The proportion of earthy and saline ingredients in the brain is ex-

tremely small. From fifty grains of dried brain of the calf, Dr. John

obtained only two grains of ash ; from 100 parts of dried cerebral sub-

stance, Sass and PfafF obtained 3*36
; while from 100 parts of dried

muscle they obtained 7*5 parts of fixed salts.*

Dilute muriatic acid, according to Reil, dissolves the neurilema of the

nerves ; while alkaline solutions, on the contrary, dissolve the nervous

matter.

* For an account of the investigations of different chemists on the composition of the

cerebral substance, refer to E. H. Weber's edition of Hildebrandt's Anat. t. i. p. 257.
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2, Muscle.—Muscular substance is hardened by long boiling, and
yields a colourless liquor, which, on cooling, becomes a gelatinous mass ;

the coagulation arises from the presence of gelatin, into which the cel-

lular tissue, according to Berzelius, is converted by boiling. Acids and
alkalies have the same action on muscle as on fibrin. Muscular sub-

stance, cut in pieces and subjected to a strong pressure, yields a red

acid fluid, which contains, 1. albumen and cruorin ; 2. lactic acid ; 3,

salts—the lactates of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia, traces of lactate

of ammonia, chlorides of potassium and sodium soluble in alcohol, and

phosphates of soda and lime insoluble in alcohol ; 4. extractive matter

soluble in alcohol—osmazome, which has the smell of the flesh, and
which, according to Berzelius, is a mixture of many substances,

and extractive matter soluble in water—an acid substance containing

lactic acid, which is itself a compound of several substances soluble in

water, among which is zomidin, which has the flavour of the meat.

Muscle treated with concentrated sulphuric acid forms a substance

called leucine, which has the flavour of the broth of the meat.

We have two analyses of the muscle of the ox, by Berzelius and

Braconnot.

Muscular fibre, vessels, and nerves
Cellular tissue by boiling converted into gelatin

Soluble albumen and colouring matter
Alcoholic extract with salts

Watery extract with salts

Phosphate of lime with albumen .

Water and loss . , .

15-8 ) Berzelius. , Bracom
1-9 5 17-70 18-18

* 2-20 270
• 1-80 1-94

• 105 0-15

• • 008
• 7717 77-03

10000 100-00

Sass and PfafF* have instituted comparative analyses of muscle and

cerebral substance, of which the following is the result

:

Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Fixed salts

Phosphorus

Muscle.
48-30

1064
15-92

17-64

7'50

100-00

Brain.
53-48

16 89
6-70

18-49

336
1-08

10000

Muscle

substance a greater proportion of hydrogen.

3. The bones.—By macerating bones in diluted muriatic acid the

earthy matter is removed, leaving the cartilage, which by boiling is

wholly converted into gelatin. The earthy matter of the bones of the

higher animals consists chiefly of phosphate of lime, with carbonate of

lime and a small quantity of phosphate of magnesia and fluate of lime.

The phosphate of lime of the bones is a subsalt, in which the base and

acid are combined in peculiar proportions, and which is always obtained

when biphosphate of lime is precipitated by an excess of ammonia. The

* Meckel's Archiv, v. 332,
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phosphate of lime of the urine is a supersalt, and is in solution, and in

the disease called mollities ossium seems to be excreted in a state of so-

lution in the urine in larger quantity than natural. The following is

the result of Berzelius's analysis of the bones in man and the ox

:

Cartilage completely soluble in water
Vessels

. .

Neutral phosphate of lime
Carbonate of lime ...
Fluate of lime .....
Phosphate of magnesia
Soda, with a small proportion of chloride of sodium

Man.
32-17

M3
51-04

11-30

200
1-16

1-20

lOO'OO

Ox.

53 30

55 45
3-85

2 90
2-05

2-45

10000

Schreger states that, in the bones of a child, the earthy matter con-

stitutes §, that in the bones of an adult it amounts to 4ths, and in

those of an old person to |-ths of the whole mass.*

The existence of the phosphate of lime in the bones in the state of
a salt is proved by the affinity evinced by the rubia tinctorum for the
bones of living animals, which it colours red.

4. Cartilage.—The cartilages of the cartilaginous fishes yield, after
forty-eight hours' boiling, but not till then, a glutinous substance, which
is precipitated by infusion of galls, but which does not, like real gelatin,
become gelatinous on cooling; in this particular my observation is op-
posed to that of Chevreul. In man there are some cartilages which do
not afford gelatin when the coction is not continued for a very long time :

such are, according to Berzelius, those which cover the articular ends of
bones; the cartilages of the nose, ear, eyelids, larynx, and trachea, ac-
cording to Weber and Berzelius ; and, according to Weber, the costal

cartilages. Berzelius obtained gelatin from the cartilages which unite

bones immoveably by synchondrosis, and from the costal cartilages, which
in old age become ossified. The costal cartilages of a man of twenty
years yielded an ash, from which Frommherz and Gugert could not en-
tirely get rid of the carbon by calcination ; 100 parts of the ash of this

cartilage contained

Carbonate of soda
Sulphate of soda
Chloride of sodium
Phosphate of soda
Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of lime
Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of magnesia
Oxide of iron and loss

3506
24 24
823
0-92
1-20

18-37

405
6-90

0-99

100 00
In the cartilage of a female, aged sixty-three years, the same soluble

components were present in smaller proportion ; and the phosphate of
lime was in larger proportion than the carbonate of lime. Cartilage
contains two-thirds of its weight of water.

* Hildebrandt's Anat. by Weber, t, i. 316. On the composition of diseased bone,
see Bostock, in the Medico-Chir. Trans, vol. iv.
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5. Of the different glands, the liver and kidneys have been subjected
to a chemical analysis. Braconnot rubbed the substance of the liver of
an ox to a pulp, and then macerated it in water, when the greater part
°f it was dissolved. The milky fluid thus obtained coagulated by heat

;

and .the coagulum, when treated with oil of turpentine, yielded a fatty oil,

which remained after the volatilisation of the turpentine, was of a red

brown colour, was half congealed, and had the peculiar smell and taste of

the liver of the ox. It was not acid, therefore not in a saponified state ;

but formed a soap with caustic soda, without ammonia being developed.

This fat contains phosphorus, and presents the same phenomena during

*ts combustion as the fatty matter of the brain.

The solution of the liver, from which albumen was precipitated by
beat, reddened litmus-paper, and appeared to contain a substance not

very unlike osmazome; 100 parts of the substance of the liver were

found by Braconnot to consist of

Water . . . . . .

Albumen ........
A matter containing little nitrogen, easily soluble in water, and slightly

soluble in alcohol ..... • .

Fatty matter of the liver . . • • • .

Chloride of potassium . . .

Lime, with iron . ...
Salt of a combustible acid with potash ... . .

6864
20-19

607
3-89

064
047
010

100 00

Frommherz and Gugert state that they have also found casein and

salivary matter in the human liver. From the liver of the ray, Vauquelin

obtained an oil which constituted more than half its weight. Berzelius

concludes, from his researches, that the liver contains an emulsion-like

combination of albumen with a fatty substance, mixed with other animal

matters, such as osmazome, and one or two other substances, insoluble in

alcohol and soluble in water.

The kidneys of the horse have been analysed by Berzelius. The sub-
*

stance of the organ, rubbed to a pulp and triturated with water, became

almost wholly a milky fluid. The small quantity of fibrous matter which

remained consisted, probably, of vessels. The fluid mass coagulated on

the application of heat. The coagulum consisted of albumen and a con-

siderable quantity of fatty matter. The fluid which remained after

coagulation contained free lactic acid, and some animal matter, which,

after evaporation, was soluble partly in alcohol and partly in water.

The chemical properties of thefibrous coat ofarteries have been already

stated at page 203. The analysis of the hair and other horny structures,

of the teeth and crystalline lens, will be found in the following chapter.

The serous membranes are said to yield gelatin by boiling, and in this

character agree with cellular membrane. All that is known of the mu-

cous membranes is, that they are insoluble in water, even by boiling, but

are easy of solution in acids, with which they form a pulp.

2b 2

11

••
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The cutis, by long boiling, is wholly dissolved, forming a solution of

gelatin, and by acids and alkalies is easily dissolved into a gelatinous

substance. If skin, previously softened, is treated with solution of
sulphate of iron, or with oxymuriate of mercury, it combines with the

metallic salts
; tannin also forms a chemical compound with the cutaneous

tissue, which in both these cases ceases to be subject to decomposition.

The sclerotic coat of the eye in its chemical properties agrees perfectly

with the fibrous membranes, yielding gelatin by boiling. The cornea also

affords gelatin, but less readily ; it swells up in an extraordinary manner
when placed in boiling water : in dilute muriatic acid, with the aid of

heat, it is dissolved ; in acetic acid it swells. The acetic acid in which
it has been digested yields a precipitate on the addition of ferro-prussiate

of potash, or an alkali, which in the case of the sclerotica does not hap-
+

pen,—a proof, as Berzelius remarks, that the cornea contains also a small
*

quantity of fibrin or coagulated albumen. The vitreous humour belongs
to the organised structures ; its chemical composition is therefore men-
tioned here. Berzelius has examined it as taken from the ox; it con-

sists of

Chloride of sodium, with a small quantity of extractive matter soluble in alcohol
Matter soluble in water . . . #

Albumen . . . . . ,
' ,

Water ......
1-42

002
0-16

98.40

100 00

Yifluence of the

We are still much in the dark concerning the influence of the nerves
on nutrition. Affections of the brain and spinal marrow producing

paralysis, sometimes appear to leave the nutritive function quite unaf-

fected, although, after the paralysis has endured for a certain time, the

part often wastes, and sometimes this effect is produced early. The
fact that the nutrition of the limb is not affected in some of these

cases, does not necessarily prove that the nutritive function is quite

independent of the nerves. In paralysis from lesions of the brain
or spinal marrow, the influence of the will over muscular movements
and the transmission of external impressions by the sensitive nerves to

the sensorium, are interrupted, but the nerves themselves may still re-

tain their influence; for the power of exciting muscular contractions
when the nerves themselves are irritated is preserved for some time
although not longer than two months.

In many cases the paralysed parts are wasted and lax ; and, what is

particularly indicative of the influence of the nerves on nutrition, injuries

of paralysed parts are very liable to be followed by gangrene. Schroeder

van der Kolk has observed that in some cases the muscular substance

is converted into fat, and the arteries ossified.

In the embryo, the nutritive process is remarkably independent of the

brain ; for the nutrition of anencephalous monsters is by no means de-

fective, and their developement up to the period of birth perfect. But
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where any particular nerves have been deficient, the parts correspond-

ing to them have likewise always been absent ; and where any organ is

wanting, there is always a corresponding absence of the nerves*

Tiedemann* has in three cases observed absence of the olfactory nerves

coincident with an imperforate state of the cribriform plate of the

ethmoid bone and cleft palate. Absence of the eyes is attended with

absence of their nerves. Mayer f has described a monster in which the

lower extremities were present, with the exception of the absence of two

fcoes on the left foot, but in which the urinary apparatus was absent

and the generative organs imperfect ; and here the cauda equina was

also very imperfectly developed, ceasing abruptly opposite the twelfth

dorsal vertebra, while the nerves of the lower extremities were present.

In several imperfectly developed monsters the nerves have been said to

be wholly wanting ; but this assertion may with tolerable certainty be at-

tributed to the difficulty and inaccuracy of the examination. In acepha-

lous monsters which consisted of one extremity merely, a ganglionic

nervous mass has been found, from which the nerves of the extremity

arose, and which must be regarded as the rudiment of a spinal cord.

The reciprocal dependence of the organs and nerves on each other

may be observed very clearly in the metamorphoses of insects, and of

the amphibia. Thus, in insects during the metamorphosis, the nervous

system undergoes a change of form which has an exact relation to the

organs of the creature in its future state ; in the caterpillar the ganglia

of the nervous cord are nearly uniform, corresponding with the segments

of the body ; but during the metamorphosis, when individual parts of

the body are more developed, and the legs and wings are formed, seve-

ral ganglia become united into larger masses, opposite the points where

the new organs are developed.

J

During the transformation of the larva of the frog, the tail disappears,

and with it the extremity of the spinal cord, while simultaneously with

the appearance of the extremities their nerves are developed.

This reciprocal dependence of the organs, and of the nerves, on each

other for their existence, must not induce the belief that the production

of the organs depends on the pre-existence of the nerves. This is by

no means the case ; both organs and nerves are produced by one and

wer, the nisus formativus, which resides undivided in the

/

germ Wh
novation seems really to depend on the influence of the nerves. Seve-

ral species of animals, even in their fully developed state, reproduce

parts which are lost. The extremities, gills, lower jaw, or eyes, may

be removed from the larva of the salamander, and will be reproduced.

In this case it is uncertain whether the vital organising principle which

exists in all parts of the animal regenerates these parts, in the same

*
Zeitschrift f. Physiol, i. 76. f Tiedemann's Zeitschrift. ii. 41.

t Herold, Entwickelungs-geschichte des Sehmetterlings, Qassel. 1815 o
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way as in the first developement of them ; or whether the central parts
of the nervous system which are uninjured by the lesion, effect the re-
production of the parts to which they send nerves. The reproduction
of the extremity in the salamander is said to be prevented by the nerve
being divided a second time above the surface of the stump. (?) [That
this is not always the result, is proved by the following interesting ex-
periment which Dr. Sharpey has kindly given the translator permission
to mention. On the 13th of July a considerable portion of the spinal

cord at the root of the tail was carefully removed, together with the
arches of the vertebrae ; the point of the tail was then cut off. The
tail was quite paralysed. Reproduction of the part of the tail which was
lost, has, however, proceeded as in other cases in which the spinal

cord was not injured above the wound ; and at this time, August 24th,
the newly formed portion of the tail is at least one-fourth of an inch in

length.]

It might be urged, as an argument against the nerves exerting an in-
fluence in nutrition, that bones are reproduced although they have no
nerves

;
but the nutritious vessels of the bone may, like other parts, be

supplied with minute branches from the sympathetic system.
There are few experiments on record calculated to determine in a

direct manner the influence of the nerves on the action of the small
vessels. Magendie * observed that emetics injected into the veins pro-
duced inflammation of the lungs and stomach, but that these effects were
much less in degree when the nervi vagi had been previously divided.
Magendie remarked likewise that, after division of the fifth nerve, strong
stimulants excited no inflammation in the eye ; but that after a few days
inflammation, with exudation into the interior of the globe, came on even
when no irritants had been applied. Dupuy has seen inflammation of
the eye ensue after removal of the superior cervical ganglion of the sym-
pathetic, and Mayer has remarked the same occurrence after tying the
sympathetic nerve.f SchroederJ performed the following experiment.
He divided the ischiadic and crural nerves of one leg in a dog, and made
a wound in both feet. On the following day the wound of the paralysed
limb was dryer than that of the sound limb ; during three weeks the
wound of the sound foot presented much more violent phenomena of in-
flammation.-suppuration and granulation took place in it : in the wound
of the paralysed foot there was scarcely any inflammation ; „ _
charged a white matter which formed a crust ; the wound itself was pale

I have only once among several cases in which I divided the ischiadic
nerve in rabbits for the purpose of investigating the reproduction of
nerves, observed that the skin of the heel of the paralysed limb gave
way and ulcerated at the part on which the animal rested.

To the influence of the nervous system on the action of the capillaries,

it dis-

i

Journ. d, Physiol, iv. 176. 304.

$ Observ. Anat. Pathol, 1826. 14.
f Grafe u. Walther's Journ. x. 3
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may also be referred the sudden changes observed in the condition of

wounds after violent affections of the mind. Vering and Langenbeck*

have observed that wounds under such circumstances often suddenly

lose their favourable aspect.

There is no fact to show that the sympathetic nerve has a more

especial influence on nutrition than the cerebro-spinal nerves, except

perhaps that the nutrition of a part does not cease when the nerves

which it receives from the brain or spinal marrow are divided.

\

/ CHAPTER II.

OF GROWTH.

are

The growth of the solid parts of organic beings is effected in two

ways. It may be either interstitial, each of the small particles of the

tissue contained in the meshes of the capillary network being enlarged,

while the number of vessels are increased, which is the mode of growth

of the organised vascular parts ; or it may be effected by the apposition

of layers of new matter, which is secreted by an organised matrix, the

parts that acquire an increase of bulk in this manner not being them-

selves organised.
*

a. Of the growth of organised parts by interstitial deposition.

The formation of vessels seems in all parts to be among the first acts

of the organising power. Thus in the fibrin effused in the process of in-

flammation, and in that exuded by the uterus after conception, vessels

formed under the influence of the vital action established between

the matter effused and the surface which exudes it. The fibrin contained

in solution in the blood, is the only organic matter which possesses the

vital property of becoming organised when effused from the vessels, if

it is in contact with an organised surface. The first formation ofvessels,

and their increase, maybe observed in the germinal membrane of the egg.

The developement of the germinal membrane, and the formation of the

canals for the blood in the granular matter which is contained between

the serous and mucous layers, between which the heart itself as well as

the great vessels are developed, have been described at page 146.

gradual formation of the coats of the vessels in these canals has been ad-

mirably demonstrated by C. F. Wolff.f The islets of granular substance

enclosed between the reticulated canals, first become transparent in their

centre, and the denser and more opaque part of the substance between

the transparent centre and the current becomes gradually narrowed

from the centre outwards by the extension of the transparency. In

very young animals,—for example, in very young fishes,—the formation

of new currents may, as Doellinger showed, be observed during the

growth of the tail. In the very young fish the arterial current termi-

nates at the end of the tail in a venous current without previous division
;

* See Schroeder, v. d. Kolk, 1. c. p. 28. f Theorie der Generation. Berl. 1764.

The

if
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as the tail grows, the number of the vascular loops increases. The
simplest way of explaining the formation of new vascular canals would

currents
tracts from them the fluid parts of the blood which contain fibrin and
albumen in solution, and that, at the same time that it becomes saturated
with this fluid, it separates like the granular matter of the germinal
membrane into solid islets and intervening canals. The formation of
new vessels likewise in the fibrin effused in inflammation may be most
easily imagined to be effected by a similar process ;—the liquor sanguinis
effused condensing on the surface may be conceived to attract through
the permeable coats of the vessels more liquor sanguinis, which becomes
distributed in the canals formed during the coagulation of the fibrin
previously effused; the canals in the fibrin enlarge, and at a later period
blood is received into them. The prolongation of the ends of the ves-
sels into the new matter is an absurd idea, particularly as there are no
vessels which terminate by open or free extremities ; all anastomose
with each other, the arteries with the veins by the intervention of
capillaries.* /

The view here suggested of the formation of new vessels is not, how-
ever, consistent with the observations of Doellinger, who has described
two modes in which new vessels are formed. 1. By the arterial currents
forming for themselves new lateral passages in the growing substance. It
is, however, improbable that the particles ofthe blood force such new ways
for themselves, and then accidentally come upon a venous current again.
It must still be explained how the new currents arising from an arterial
current open into a venous current, in which indeed lies the great diffi-

culty of the subject. Unless we suppose new canals to be formed by
the imbibition of liquor sanguinis into the substance of the part between
the arterial and venous currents, and by the separation of the substance
into canals and islets, it is very difficult to conceive how the new currents
can find means of terminating in the already existing venous currents

;

for if such canals did not previously exist, the blood would accumulate
in the parenchyma rather than form regular capillary loops. 2. A second
mode of production of new currents, described by Doellinger, is the fol-
lowing :—A line of fixed animal matter near a current of blood is set in
motion a moveable column, as it were, is formed out of what Doellinger
denominates mucous granules, (Schleimkorner,) which by one extremity
nearly joins the current of blood at a right angle, while its other extre-
mity is directed from it. This tract ofmatter moves to and fro—towards
the current of blood, and from it—with a pulsatory motion ; the granules
composing it, arrange themselves in a line and gradually assume a more
defined form, becoming distinctly oval ; the oscillating mass at last divides
into two currents, of which the one takes an arterial, the other a venous

* An accurate account of all the observations on this subject is given by Dr AllenThomson in Jameson's New Phil. Journ. No. 18, 19, and 20.

i »
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same

course. I confess that I cannot think this to be the usual process in the

production of new currents. The oscillation of the column of matter

described by Doellinger, either is derived from the impulse of the arte-

rial current, or it is not. If it is not connected with it, the union of the

oscillating column with the current is as difficult to conceive as the

union of two currents in any other case. If the oscillation is derived

from the arterial current, and if the current of oscillating matter returns

to the point from which it arose, a loop-shaped offset from an artery is

formed, but not a new loop between an artery and vein. The new ves-

sel can, however, be of the former kind only in the case which Doellen-

ger instances, namely, at the extremity of the arterial trunk in the tail

of young fishes, where the artery inosculates directly with the venous

trunk, being reflected as it were into it ; or perhaps also at the extremi-

ties of branchial lamellae, where likewise the arterial current is reflected

into the venous. Meyen* has in fact observed that in the branchiae of

the young larva of the salamander, the arterial current sends out a small

twig to each lateral division of the branchial lamella, and that the blood

globules returning from the divisions of the lamella enter the

arterial current from which the branch arose. At a later period, how-

ever, this ceases to be the case ; the artery of each branchial lamella

arises from the arterial trunk of the axis of the branchia ; the vein of

each lamella returns not to the artery, but to the corresponding vein of

the branchial axis. In animals generally also the small vascular loops

are not offsets from one vessel, but form an anastomosis between an

artery and a vein. It requires further observations on the branchiae of

the salamander larva, and on other parts, to decide whether the theory

of the formation of new vessels, which I have advanced above, but which

at present is not supported by sufficient observations, is not in many

cases consonant with the process pursued by nature.

The growth of different parts of the body has hitherto been little inves-

tigated. It is probable that in all parts the mode of growth is essentially

the same, consisting in the increase of the elementary particles of the

tissue in the spaces enclosed by the capillary currents, sometimes in

number, as in the case of fibres of muscles and nerves,—sometimes in

size, each particle in the meshes of the network assimilating to itself

more nutritive matter, while at the same time the number of capillary

vessels increases in equal proportion with the volume of the solid tissue.

Structure of bone.— Before treating of the growth of the bones, it

is necessary to premise a few remarks on their structure. A very good

investigation of the minute structure of the bone,—the first for a long

period which has afforded any really new results concerning this subject,

has been instituted by Deutsch,t under Purkinje's direction. The bone

having been previously freed from its earthy matter by maceration in

* Isis, 1028. Tab. vi. fig. 3.

t De penitiori ostium struetura observationes. Dissert, inaug. Vratisl. c. tab. i.

\
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dilute acid, thin sections of it were submitted to observation with the

microscope. In very thin transverse sections of long bones the circular

openings of the longitudinal canals are seen ; in longitudinal sections

these canals are seen divided longitudinally; they contain medullary
matter, and only here and there communicate with each other. In the
spongy bones these medullary canals are replaced by cells. The results

of Deutsch's observations on the more intimate structure of the cartila-

ginous substance of the bone are perfectly new. In the transverse sec-

tions (plate I. fig. 10) there are seen, surrounding the mouth of each
canal, fine concentric lines, which, on examining the longitudinal sections

(plate I. fig. 11), are perceived to be lamellae surrounding the canals, and
running their whole length,

line. The spaces in the transverse section of the bone, which are not

occupied by the longitudinal canals and their concentric lamellae, are

filled by other lamellae, which form larger concentric rings around the
great medullary cavity. In the flat bones of the cranium and other flat

bones, the canals, with their lamellae, run parallel with the surface of
the bone. It is very remarkable that the thickness of the lamella? is

traversed by numerous lines which are separated by very small intervals

and which correspond in length to the thickness of the lamellae, namely,
Deutsch supposes these lines to be tubes in which the

The diameter of these lamellae is T^ of a

zfa of a line.

)

from another, the ends of the lines are seen, he says, of a triangular form.

The existence of these fine tubes (?) was hitherto quite unknown; but it

is not probable that they serve for the reception of the calcareous matter,

for the first appearance of ossification is in the form of a microscopic net-

work. Purkinje has discovered, in the cartilage of bone, roundish corpu-

scules, which are much larger in diameter than the transverse sections of

the last described tubes. These researches on the lamellar structure of
the cartilage of bone have been repeated by M. Miescher, in the anatomi-
cal school of Berlin, and found nearly entirely correct. The corpuscules
have been found by Miescher, also, in cartilages which do not become
ossified, and even in the callus of fractured bones. The cartilages of the
ear and those of the trachea form the only exceptions, and consist of
cellular cartilage.

[The circular canals in the bone, described by Deutsch, are identical

with the longitudinal and transverse pores of Havers,* and also with the

third and fourth kinds of tubes described by Leeuwenhoeck.f The third

kind of pores, Leeuwenhoeck says, are disposed in a definite order, and

are surrounded by concentric circles. The fourth kind of foramina were
the larger and more rare openings of the same kind. Both the canals

* Osteologia Nova, 1691.

t Anatomia s. interiora rerum ope micros, detecta. Lugd. Bat. 1687, p. 199, as quoted
by Miescher, vide infra.
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cher, from ^ to 828

and the corpuscules of Purkinge have, as Miescher* observes, a brown
ash colour. The canals are continuous with the cells of the flat bones,

and with the medullary cavity of long bones ; the cells, like the canals, are

surrounded with concentric layers, and both cells and medullary canal are

to be regarded as enlarged canals ofHavers, while the canals, on the other

hand, contain a medullary matter, in which run blood-vessels that are

derived as well from the external surface of the bone as from the medullary

cavity. The diameter of the Haversian canals varies, according to Mies-

of an English inch. Miescher does not confirm

Deutsch's statement as to the still more minute tubes traversing the con-

centric lamellae, although he perceived a radiated appearance around the

larger canals, which was produced by dots or short lines, which do not

occupy the whole thickness of each lamella^ This appearance the trans-

lator has endeavoured to represent in fig. 12, plate I. Some of the lines

appear to traverse more than one lamella, though the majority, as Miescher

describes, are very short. They appear more like the separations between

the granules of cartilage that form the lamellae than distinct tubes.

The corpuscules discovered by Purkinje are supposed by Miescher

to be the brown spots which Leeuwenhoeck observed, and which consti-

tute his second order of foramina. In bone deprived of its earthy

particles by maceration in acid, their appearance is that of small

brown spots, pellucid in the centre, and surrounded with a distinct

opaque line, which, by a high magnifying power, appeared to Miescher

to be denticulated. They are ovate in form, more or less compressed, and

pointed at the extremities. They are situated between the lamellae, their

long diameter being oblique with regard to the direction of the lamellae.

According to Miescher's measurement, their long diameter is from 0-0048

to 0-0072 of a line the short diameter from 0-0017 to 0-0030. By ex-

amining very thin lamellae of bone from which the calcareous matter has

not been extracted, with a very powerful microscope, Professor Muller

has perceived, that, from the flattened surface of the oval corpuscules, a

number of lines, which he believes to be very minute tubes, arise, traverse

the lamellae of the pellucid substance, and unite with the tubes from other

corpuscules. The diameter of these minute canals varies, he says, from

I When viewed as opaque objects upon

a dark surface, both the canals and corpuscules appear white; when seen

by transmitted light they appear opaque, while the surrounding substance

appears transparent, see fig. 13, plate I. They present the same appear-

ance in natural thin laminae of bone which have not been ground, such

as those of the ethmoid bone of different animals. Their white colour and

opacity are not altered by heat or by boiling in alcohol or ether. In

bones affected with mollities, in which disease the calcareous matter is

deficient, these white opaque corpuscules and their tubules are no longer

* De iuflammat. ossium, eorumque anat general, dissert. Berlin, 1836.

3"wo o
t0 s-sVa- of an English line.
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visible. On the contrary, in fossil bones, and in bones from which tli

animal matter has been removed by boiling with carbonate of potash,
they are still evident. If thin laminae of fresh bone be acted on by mu-
riatic acid, the corpuscules and tubes become pellucid like the intervening
substance. From these observations Prof. Muller infers that the cor-

puscules and their canals contain calcareous salts, either in their interior

or in their parietes. But he admits that they do not contain all the

earthy matter of bone ; for in some fishes, as in the esox Jucius and
others, they do not exist ; and when bones are burnt, or treated with a

boiling solution of carbonate of potash, they yield much more calcareous

matter than could be accounted for by the corpuscules and tubules. They
preserve their form also, which would not be the case if merely these

scattered corpuscules and delicate tubes remained. The intervening

substance, which constitutes a larger part of the bone than the corpus-

cules and tubules, assumes a white colour when the animal matter is re-

moved by the action of carbonate of potash, and has then a granular
appearance. Prof. Mayer has recently suggested that the corpuscules
are merely red particles of the blood impregnated with calcareous matter,
and that the appearance of ramifying canals described by Prof. Muller
arises simply from the separation of the granules of the amorphous
osseous substance during desiccation. The representation, fig. 13, plate

I. copied from Prof. Miiller's paper, corresponds exactly with what the

translator has seen, by transmitted light, in thin sections of the bone, both
of mammalia and of the common fowl : but he is rather inclined to adopt
Prof. Mayer's opinion regarding the ramifying lines ; although not having

Muller

of

]

extremities of the diaphysis, by the deposition of new layers of cartilage

which are organised and become ossified. This mode of growth is evi-

dent
;
the bones enlarge externally, while osseous matter is absorbed from

the interior, so as to give rise to the medullary cavity.*

Duhamel placed a ring of silver wire around one of the long bones of
a young animal, and after some time found that the ring enclosed merely
the medullary cavity,—the bony substance which it had before surrounded
having disappeared. The bones undergo constant change even to the
period of extreme old age, when the cranial arch becomes thinner in

consequence of the partial absorption of the diploe. When animals are
fed with rubia tinctorum or madder, which has a great affinity for phos-
phate of lime, and therefore colours principally the bone and teeth, the

whole tissue of the bones is reddened. In young pigeons this universal

* The various facts relating to this subject will be found in the first volume of Prof.
E. H. Weber's excellent edition of flildebrandt's Anatomic; and in the Diet, des Sc.

Med. art. Osteog. t, xxxviii.
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Mor
single day; the old bird requires to be fedwith madder fourteen days before
the bones acquire a rose colour. The growth appears, nevertheless, to take
place principally at the surface and ends of the bones. Duhamel having fed

animals on madder for a certain period, then omitted it for a time, and
afterwards resumed its use, found, on killing them, that the bones present-
ed alternate layers of red and white substance ; in young animals, however,
the bones were generally found reddened throughout. If the bones were
examined while the animal was being fed on the madder, the most exter-

nal layer of bone was found red. From these experiments Duhamel,
although he admitted the interstitial growth of bone, concluded with

Grew, that the osseous substance was formed principally by the deposi-

tion of layers on the surface, like the layers of wood in trees. This is

however, by no means certain ; for in Morand's experiments the bones
of full-grown pigeons became red throughout, and it was observed by
Duhamel himself that the bones of a cock became red in their whole
thickness in sixteen daj^s, those of a pigeon in three days.*

The long bones grow principally at the line of separation between the
already ossified portions of the bone and the cartilaginous portion, which,
in childhood, still exists between the shaft and epiphysis of the bone. This
seems to be proved by that experiment of John Hunter, in which he
bored two holes at the extremities of the middle ossified portion of a

long bone of a young pig, and after some months found the distance be-

tween the two holes not increased, so that the growth must have taken

place principally in the portions of bone beyond these perforations.f The
growth of the long bones in length, therefore, continues only so long as

the epiphyses and shaft are divided by a layer of cartilage.f

The bones are, in the foetus, at first cartilaginous, and originally con-

tain no cells and medullary cavities. The cells of the bones are for a

long period absent, but are in part developed before the cartilaginous

substance becomes ossified by the deposition of an increased quantity of

phosphate of lime. The ossification commences from separate points,

from which the osseous lamellae or fibres proceed; in the flat cranial

bones, in a radiated form. Ossification commences as early as the

second month of uterine gestation.

[Miescher,^ by the use of a good microscope, has been enabled to add

to our knowledge of the process of ossification. He shows that in a

thin lamina, taken from a longitudinal section of the femur of a fcetal
*

rabbit, the part not ossified consists of a pellucid colourless carti-

lage, closely interspersed with oval brownish corpuscules, the longest

* See Gibson, Manchester Memoirs, New series, vol. i. ; and in Meek. Arch. iv. 482.

t [The bone, showing the result of this experiment, as well as bones of animals fed on

idder, may be seen in the museum of the College of Surgeons, Physiological series.]mad

t Loc. cit,
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seen to be arranged in single

diameter of which is transverse. Near the middle ossified portion of the

shaft of the bone the cartilage is more transparent, and the corpuscules

more separate. The ossified part of the bone is more opaque ; at its

margin the corpuscules of the cartilage are partly surrounded each by a

dark line, forming the segment of a circle, open towards the cartilaginous

parts; within this margin the dark circles are complete, and thicker, so

as to embrace more and more closely the corpuscules the nearer they

are situated to the centre of the ossified part, where the bone is very

opaque and its texture obscure. Miescher found that when the osseous

matter was removed from a portion of ossified bone by the action of

muriatic acid, the corpuscules were left apparently in the same state

as before.

The process of ossification in the epiphysis is rather different from

that in the shaft of the bone. The corpuscules in the part of the epi-

physis most distant from the ossified portion are very close to each other,

and not disposed in any order. Nearer the line of ossification they are

J

or double lines, running with more
or less regularity perpendicularly to the ossifying surface, the long dia-

meter of the corpuscules forming the lines being always transverse. Still

nearer to the ossified bone they appear larger in size, and are more dis-

tant from each other, and the cartilage between them is rather more

opaque. (See fig. 14. Plate I.) Lastly, opaque striae are seen stretch-

ing, like the teeth of a comb, from the surface of the bone into the

cartilage that separates the lines of corpuscules. At their base these

striae are united to each other, and behind them are oblong spaces

containing corpuscules, and inclosed by similar opaque lines of ossifi-

cation ; the cartilaginous matter, also, between the corpuscules in these

spaces loses its transparency, and thus the primary osseous tissue is

formed, the canals of Havers and the cells being formed in this tissue

at a later period. A transverse, or slightly oblique section of an ossi-

fying epiphysis presents corresponding appearances. (See fig. 15. Plate

I.) In the part not yet ossified the corpuscules are scattered without

order ; then they are seen collected into groups of two or three, at nearly

equal distances, in the transparent cartilage ; at the line of ossification

the groups are surrounded by opaque rings, forming a network ; the rings

become thicker and thicker, while the cartilage between the included

corpuscules also becomes opaque, and the texture at last indistinct ; the

original appearance is, however, restored by the action of acid. The
appearances presented by the ossifying cartilage of the epiphysis, de-

scribed and represented by Miescher, were observed several years ago

by Dr. Sharpey in the bones of the fcetal calf, but not published. The
figures 14 and 15, plate I. are copied from drawings, for the use of

which the translator is indebted to Dr. Sharpey's kindness, and which
r

were made at Edinburgh, under his direction, by Dr. Allen Thomson
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in tlie year 1830. Dr. Sharpey has, likewise, drawings made at the

The cartilage between

same period, which represent beautifully the process of ossification in

the parietal bone of the foetal calf. The osseous substance is repre-

sented radiating in a branched form from the centre of the bone, and
the osseous corpuscules, since described by Purkinje and Deutsch, are
clearly shown scattered through it.

The translator has observed, that, if the cartilage is cut transversely

at the part where the corpuscules are arranged into groups or columns,
the groups themselves are seen to radiate from different centres, which
a?e sections of canals in which blood-vessels run. The translator has

represented this appearance at fig. 16, plate I. It is interesting, as in-

dicating the relation that exists between the changes in the cartilage

Preceding ossification and the blood-vessels,

the columns of the aggregated corpuscules at the ossifying surface is

very transparent, and apparently dissolved in part; at all events, its

nature is so changed that the epiphysis separates, with the greatest

ease, from the bone at the line of ossification.]

The coccyx, patella, and most of the bones of the carpus and tarsus,

are not ossified till after birth.*

It is quite an erroneous notion to imagine that one organised part may
be the nutrient organ of another ; for instance, that the substance of

the bones is formed and nourished by the periosteum. The osseous sub-

stance, being itself organised, must itself assimilate the nutritive matters.

It is only the unorganised parts,,—parts which have no vessels,—such as

the hair, nails, teeth, and crystalline lens, (?) that are produced by an

organised matrix, and maintained by the mere apposition of new matter.

The idea that bones are formed by the periosteum, appears to me to be

a barbarism unworthy the present state of physiology. The bones re-

ceive their vessels from the periosteum and from the medullary mem--

brane ; they die, therefore, when either of these membranes is destroyed

to any considerable extent ; when the periosteum is destroyed, the outer

layers perish,—the inner layers when the medullary membrane is de-

stroyed. But it does not follow from this, that these membranes deposit

the calcareous matter in the bone. The periosteum is simply the means
of transmission of vessels to the bones; the death of the bone, when
the periosteum is destroyed, arises, therefore, from its vessels being torn

asunder.

of muscles Concerning the mode of growth of the

primitive fibres of muscles and nerves, we are quite in the dark. It is

not known whether the number of muscular fibrils remains the same

throughout life from their first formation, their only increase being in

length and thickness ; or whether their number also increases during

* The developement of the osseous system will be treated of in the eighth book.
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growth as the effect of exercise. To determine the question, accurate

microscopic admeasurements of the diameter of the fibres of muscles

and nerves must be made at different ages, of the diameter of the

nervous fibres in cases of atrophy of the nerves,—for instance, of the

nerves of the cauda equina in the case of tabes dorsalis. The investi-

gation of this subject has been commenced by Valentin* in his interest-

ing paper on the evolution of the muscular system. He describes the

muscles in the very young embryo to consist of distinct globules which

afterwards disappear, a uniform cylindrical fibre appearing in the place of

a thread of globules like pearls. He finds the fibres in the young

embryos of mammalia and birds to be always thicker than in the more

fully developed animals. The first beaded fibres he describes as three

times or more thicker than the muscular fibres of the embryo further

advanced in developement, so that it would appear that from each of

the original fibres several were afterwards formed. The primitive fibrils

of muscles and nerves being so small that the capillary vessels do not

enter them, but merely ramify in the spaces between them, we must
suppose that their growth is effected by the attraction and assimilation

of the fluid parts of the blood.

The mode of the original formation and growth of the glandular

canals in the foetus will be described in the chapter on the intimate

structure of the glands, in the third section of this book.

The question, in what parts interstitial growth is the mode of increase,

and in what parts it is not, is identical with the question as to what

parts are organised or contain blood-vessels. The tendons, ligaments,

and cartilages have blood-vessels, although in small number. In the

museum of Fremery of Utrecht, I saw a very beautiful injection of the

costal cartilages, and of the cartilages of the larynx and trachea (if I
-

recollect aright, from a young fox). Of the vessels of the cornea, vitre-

ous humour, and serous membranes, I have already spoken.f The ex-

istence of vessels in the internal membrane of the blood-vessels is still

doubtful.

b. Of the growth of

of layers of

Unorganised non-vascular parts are produced by an organised matrix,
and grow by the continued deposition of new matter on one surface.

Their matrix is in some cases a plane surface, in others a projecting one,

and again in another instance a closed sac. To these different varieties

belong, 1. the horny tissues ; 2. the teeth ; and 3. the crystalline lens.

In the lower animals the shells are also formed by the secretion of

successive layers. The form of the shell of molluscous animals depends

altogether on the form of their body, and of the surface which secretes

* Historic Evolutionis Syst, Muscul. Prolusio, Vratisl. 1832. t Seep. 215.

>
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the shell/ which consists of carbonate of lime mixed with an animal mat-

ter. In the shell of the muscle the small external lamellae are first

formed, the large internal ones last. Bournon has discovered that the

carbonate of lime in these layers has a crystalline arrangement which

can be perceived by the microscope.

Of To the horny structures belong the epi-

dermis of the skin, the epithelium of the mucous membranes, the hairs,

spines,* nails, claws, hoofs, horns, and feathers.f

a. Epidermis and Epithelium.—The epithelium of the mucous mem-

branes is most distinct in the mouth, less so in the oesophagus. It is

very distinct in the gizzard of granivorous birds, where it presents horny

plates, and in the upper half of the stomach of the horse. In the intes-

tinal canal it seems to be extremely delicate, and can only be distinguish-

ed in the form of the friable unorganised investment of the villi which I

have described in the note at page 268 ; it here approaches very nearly

the nature of mucus. The skin of the amphibia, which secretes a mucus,

is also provided with an epithelium. Wagner speaks of this being cast,

and I have myself seen the cuticular covering which the larva of a sala-

mander had thrown off. It is difficult to conceive how the mucous mem-

branes can secrete mucus and epithelium at the same time, unless we

suppose that the mucus is secreted by the follicles dispersed through the

mucous membranes, and the epithelium by the surface of the membrane

in the intervals. In some extensive tracts of mucous membrane, the

formation of the epithelium seems to be allied to mucus, as in the small

intestines; and many mucous membranes in which there are no mucous

follicles such as the lining membrane of the maxillary, frontal, and

sphenoidal sinuses, and the conjunctiva of the eye-ball, seem to secrete

mucus merely, so that follicles would appear not essential to the forma-

tion of mucus.

The cuticle, or epidermis, consists of horizontal lamellse which can be

distinctly shown, at least in the cuticle of the palm of the hand and sole

of the foot, particularly by the aid of boiling. The most internal layer

of the epidermis is still soft, and is commonly called the rete mucosum

* On the structure and growth of spines, consult Boeckh, De spinis histricum, Berol.

1834 ; Mtiller's Archiv. 1835, p. 236 ; the first edition of M tiller's Handbuchder Phy-

siol, p. 368
;
[and the Catalogue of the Museum of the College of Surgeons, Physiol,

series, Tegumentary system.]

t The developement of feathers has been studied by A. Meckel, Rett's Archiv. 12.

37 • Dutrochet, Journal de Physiol. 88. 333 ; and Fr. Cuvier, Froriep's Notiz. 317 ;

Memories du Museum, t. xiii. ; [also by Hunter ; see the Catalogue of the Museum of

the College of Surgeons. An account of the structure and growth of feathers will

be found in the Cyclopaedia of Anat. art. Aves, by Mr. Owen. The account of the

observations of Meckel and M. F. Cuvier, given by Prof. Mtiller in the text, being

scarcely intelligible without illustrations, has been omitted by the translator.]
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of Malpighi. The cuticle of the negro is blackish, particularly its most
internal layers. The organised texture which secretes the epidermis is

white even in the negro * It is not ascertained with certainty whether
the cuticle is continued into the sockets for the hair-bulbs, and into the
sebaceous follicles, or how far it extends into them,
is removed, no pores have been observed by most observers ; but, even if

they did exist, they would not be visible anymore than punctures in

caoutchouc.

Eichhorn and Lauth describe it to be continued into the hair follicle

as far as the point where the hair is attached, and assert that, on re-

moving the epidermis from the cutis, such sheaths are often visible.

Eichhorn says, that the holes through which the hairs pass can be seen in

the epidermis separated from the skin, by looking in an oblique direction.

[Gurlt also has shown that the epidermis is really continued into the
perspiratory canals, as well as into the follicles for the hair. In animals
in which the cuticle is coloured, he was able to trace it by its colour for
some distance into these parts.]

The perspiratory pores will be described in the section on secretion.
The cuticle is secreted in successive layers by its matrix, the most

superficial layer of the cutis.

[M. Breschet has described peculiar organs for the secretion of the
epidermis, and calls them the blennogenous organs. A description and

Whe
]

a burn, the cuticle is raised from it by the serum secreted, it is repro-
duced

;
in the inflammation of the skin also which occurs in the exanthe-

mata, the cuticle is lost by desquamation, and is then also reproduced.
In man and mammiferous animals it is constantly falling off in minute
scales, in reptiles it comes off entire at the time of the so-called casting
of the skin, in insects in the larva state before their transformation, and
in spiders the same thing occurs. In some snakes the eye is completely
covered in by the cutis which is invested on its inner surface by the
conjunctiva, so that the eye-ball moves free behind it ; and here the
cutis covering the eye secretes epidermis externally, which comes off
with the rest of the cuticle when « the skin is cast." In the tortoises
and crocodiles the cuticle in several distinct places assumes the form of
thick plates of horn consisting of lamellae. Under the horny plates on
the back of the crocodiles, there are plates of bone—parts of the dermal
skeleton,—which are organised. In some lizards, likewise in the iguana
and blind-worm, for instance,—the scales, which are often quite hard, are
not mere horny plates, but contain harder organised bodies which secrete

* E. H. Weber in Hildebrandt's Anat. i. 187. See also Seiler in Pierer's Med.
Realwbrterbuch. Integumente.

1
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the horny substance in thin lamellae on their surface as a kind of epi-

dermis.

The callosities of the human skin arise from the cuticle being formed
in layers thicker than natural. In corns and warts, however, and in

icthyosis, a part of the organised cutis itself seems to be converted into
a horny substance.

The cuticle even of the living body swells when macerated in water

;

it undergoes no further change when boiled. It is gradually dissolved

by concentrated sulphuric acid, and very readily by alkalies ; nitrate of
silver gives it a grey colour, which afterwards changes to blackish. The
long continued internal use of nitrate of silver produces the same effect,

which results from the silver uniting with the sulphur of the animal mat-
ter so as to form sulphuret of silver. Tannin, which in the process of

tanning combines with the cutis, does not unite with the epidermis.

The epidermis is formed in the embryo as early as the second

month.

b. Nails, claws, hoofs.—The manner in which the nails are formed is

not yet so clearly made out as could be wished. They are inserted by
their posterior border or root into a groove in the cutis, which is beset
with papillae, and the surface of the cutis on which the inner surface of

the nail lies is also beset with papillae arranged in longitudinal rows.

The white colour of the nail near its root, and the red colour in the rest

of its extent, arise merely from the different colour of the cutis at these

parts M. Weber* and Lauth +

to be continued under the nail to its posterior border, and to be also at-

tached to its upper surface along the same posterior border. According

to Lauth, the substance of the nail is secreted partly by the cutis on

which it rests, and partly, in larger proportion indeed, by the bottom of

the groove in which it is inserted, so that it is increased in thickness at

the same time that it is thrust forwards by the apposition of new matter

to its root. But it is difficult to reconcile with this the continuation of

the cuticle under the nail, forming, according to Lauth's idea, the in-

nermost layer of the nail. Further examinations must decide whether
the papillae of the groove in which the root of the nail is fixed, do not
alone secrete the whole thickness of the nail ; the under side of the nail,

in that case, being merely agglutinated to the fresh layer of epidermis

secreted under it.

[Gurlt confirms the statement of Weber and Lauth as to the exist-

ence of a very thin layer of epidermis beneath the nail, which, he says, is

distinct in some domestic animals. The microscopic examination of thin

perpendicular sections of nails cut longitudinally, disclosed fibres running

from the upper surface forwards, and towards the under surface, and in.-

* Zergliederungskunst, i.

t Mem. sur divers points d'Anatomie, and in his Manuel de PAnatomiste, p. 303.
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Fig. 25.§ Fig. 26.\\

termingled with these fibres numerous point-like bodies. Gurlt supposes,
therefore, that the horny matter at first fluid, is secreted both by the
cutis in the groove in which the root of the nail is fixed, and by that of
the surface which the nail covers, and that the secretion of the latter
part chiefly determines the thickness of the nail.]

Diseased crooked nails evidently consist of imbricated lamellae lying
one upon another, and directed, from behind and above, forwards and
downwards. In hoofs the horny substance is not secreted by a furrow
m the skin, but by a determinate portion of the surface of the phalanx.*
The nails, according to J. F. Meckel, are first

formed in the fifth month of foetal life.

c. Hairs.—The hair is formed in the hair fol-

licle—an elongated sack, to the bottom of which
the hair is fixed by the bulb, or that portion of
the hair which is still in a soft state, (fig. 25 and
26.) Several observers, as Heusingerf and Eb1e4
describe two substances in the hair; a solid uni-
form cortical substance, and an internal more
cellular substance. Heusinger rested chiefly on
the hair of the roe-deer as a proof of the cellular

structure of the internal substance. In the quills

or spines of hedgehogs and porcupines, which
are different from hairs, the two substances are
distinctly observable. In transverse sections
the internal spongy substance has a radiated ap-
pearance. The bristles of the hog are, accord-
ing to Eble, formed of an internal cellular sub-
stance, and a cortical portion constituted of fibres

which can be easily separated. E. H. Weber f

•*

W

2

head.

consist of a perfectly homogeneous substance, in which no distinction
of cortex and medulla can be perceived. He finds them, moreover, to be
for the most part flattened and excavated on one side, so that the trans-
verse section is reniform; this is certainly the form of the hair ofmy own

The hair of the bat is knotted ; that of grey animals, such as the
*

• On the structure of hoofs and claws, consult Heusinger, Syst. d. Histologic, i.

t Syst. der Histologic, Eisenach, ii. 1823.

$ Die Lehre von den Haaren. Wien, 1831.
[Pulp of a hair injected, after Hunter, in the Catalogue of Museum of the College

of Surgeons.—1. Cut surface of hair; 2. the pulp ; 3. injected vessel ramifying in it.]

[Whisker of a walrus in its follicle, after Hunter, in the Catalogue of the Mu-
seum of the College of Surgeons.— 1. Cut surface of lip ; 2. cutis ; 3. external
sheath of the follicle ; 4. internal sheath continuous with the cuticle, which, both in the
drawing and in the preparations which Mr. Hunter has left, is seen to line the follicle
to the point of attachment of the bulb of the hair ; 5. pulp ormatrix ; 6. shaft of the
hair

; 7. large nerve going to it.]

I
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riiouse, is mottled with black and white. For an account of the many

Varieties in the structure of the hair, I must refer to Heusinger's excellent

description and plates. Heusinger and Eble have very accurately exa-

mined the origin of the whiskers of carnivorous animals. The hair com-

mences at the bottom of the follicle, by a swelling called the root or bulb

of the hair (fig. 26); it is softer than the hair, and is always distinguished

by its white colour; it is hollow, and contains within it the pulp of the

hair, which is probably a vascular prolongation of the bottom of the fol-

licle, (see fig. 25). Heusinger describes a continuation of the epider-

mis as lining the sheath. The pulp, according to these anatomists,

is longer in these vibrissse or whiskers, than in other hairs. Eble has

proved, by minute injection in the cat, that the sheath of each of these

hairs is very vascular, and even the pulp of the hair was reddened by the

injection, though no distinct vessels could be traced into it. In the follicle

of the human hair Eble has not succeeded in demonstrating the soft

sheath. The bulb of the hair in man consists of the soft part of the hair

and the pulp within it. The bulb is club-shaped, and thicker than the

rest of the hair. The pulp is gradually lost in the medullary substance

of the hair. From these anatomical facts it appears that the substance

of the hair is formed by the secretion of horny matter on the surface of

the conical vascular pulp. The hair grows by the addition of new matter

at its root or point of attachment ; it grows at no other part. The ex-

terior parts of the hair consequently are the first formed. The pulp of

hair also has its different stages of developement ; and on this depends,

of course the different form of the hair at different parts of its length, as

well as the difference of colour which it often presents in animals at

different parts of its length. The spines of some animals are also pointed

at their extremity, thickest in the middle, and again thinner near their

As these parts are all formed in succession one after the other,

their different thickness can only depend on the different states of deve-

lopement of the matrix. That changes of a similar kind take place in

the pulp of the hair is shown by the not unfrequent occurrence of hairs

of which the part near the insertion is thinner than the other part. These

stages of developement of the pulp are seen most distinctly, and are most

remarkable, in the formation of feathers. Lauth * asserts that the con-

tinuation of the epidermis into the follicle as far as the attachment of

the hair is very distinct in the whiskers of the fox and otter. The epi-

dermis is continuous, he says, at the bottom of the follicle with the base

of the hair, so that the hair is essentially epidermis developed into the

form of hair by the active secretion of the conical papilla on which the

base of the hair rests. Eble denies the fact stated by Lauth.

In the disease called plica Polonica, the hairs become glutinous on

their surface. The bleeding from hairs cut off close to the root in this

* M&n. sur divers points d'Anat. fig. 9. Manuel de PAnatomiste. p. 302.

root.
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disease, if a fact, may perhaps arise from the secreting papilla or pulp
being prolonged into the hair. This pulp is in the whisker of the dog
so long that a drop of blood flows when the hairs are cut off close to the
skin, a fact which Eble has also remarked.

Hairs become electric by friction. By drawing the collector plate of
a common condenser once very gently over my head, sufficient electricity
was developed to cause the separation of the gold leaves of the electro-
meter when the plate was brought near it. This property, however, is

also possessed by hairs after death.
J. he account of the chemical composition of hairs I shall borrow from

.Berzelius.* They consist of horny matter. Vauquelin states that their
different colours are produced by a coloured fatty matter; and black
hair is also partly indebted for its colour to iron,—the sulphate ?
the fatty matter is extracted by means of alcohol or ether, the hair
assumes a greyish yellow colour ; so that the grey colour of hair in old
age would seem to arise from the coloured fatty matter not being se-
creted with the new matter of the hair. Alcohol also extracts osmazome
with its accompanying salts,—chloride of sodium and potassium, and some
chloride of ammonia,—which, however, Berzelius believes to be derived
merely from the perspirable matter adhering to the hair. The horny
matter of the hair has the same chemical properties as that of horn. It
is not soluble in water, alcohol, or ether, or even in concentrated sul-
phuric acid. The horny substance, after being softened by maceration
in cold nitric acid, is soluble by boiling in water ; and the solution, after
evaporation, becomes a gelatinous mass on cooling. This gelatinous
substance is now soluble in cold water, and is precipitated from it by

The horny matter is readily soluble in caustic fixed alkalies, but
perfectly insoluble in caustic ammonia, and is thus clearly distinguished
from coagulated albumen and fibrin. From coagulated albumen it is

also distinguished by its insolubility in acetic acid, and by uniting with
potash to form a saponaceous substance (hornkali.) By boiling in a
Papm's digester, Vauquelin effected the solution of the hair in water •

tannin.

the solution contains sulphuretted hydrogen. Chlorine destroys the
colour of hair, and afterwards unites with it; a bitter adhesive compound
being formed. Epidermis and hair combine with the metallic oxides •

are blackened by nitrate of silver, the sulphur of the hair forming, with
the silver, sulphuret of silver. Hair melts when heated, and burns with
a bright flame, and with the smell of burnt horn ; when subjected to dry
distillation, ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen are developed. The
ash of the hair amounts to one and a half per cent, of its weight, ac-
cording to Vauquelin. It contains oxide of iron, a trace of oxide of
manganese, sulphate, phosphate, and carbonate of lime, and a trace
of silica; black hair contains most iron, light-coloured hair the least;

* TraitS de Chimie, t. vii. p. 313.
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form

the latter, however, contains phosphate of magnesia. Hair contains

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon ; but in what proportions is not

known.

d. Horns.—The antlers of the deer tribe must not be confounded with

horns ; the former are at one period organised, horns never : the matrix

of horns is the surface of bony processes. The frontal horns of ruminat-

ing animals are formed by the secretion of successive layers of horny

substance on the surface of processes of the frontal bone, the form of

which determines that of the horn ; the horny laminae are secreted one

within the other, the last formed being, therefore, always the most infe-

rior and most internal, and each new layer has a wider base than the

er. The horn of the rhinoceros has no internal matrix like the horns

of the frontal bone of the ruminating quadrupeds, but arises from the

skin over the nasal bones. The horns of the rhinoceros are therefore

solid, and have the peculiarity of consisting of numerous fibres, like hairs,

agglutinated together.

2. Of the structure of the teeth.—-The jaw-bones are sometimes furnished

with horny plates, such as the mandibles of birds, and of the chelonian

reptiles, and the whalebone lamellae of the whale; in other cases they

are armed with teeth. In neither instance are these organs organised;

they are formed by an organised matrix.* The matrix of the tooth is

the follicle. The little sacs or follicles in which the teeth are formed

lie in the alveolar groove of the jaw of the foetus covered by the gum.

The follicles for the milk teeth are formed as early as the third month of

foetal life ; those of the permanent teeth are in part

formed before, in part after birth. Each sac consists

of two vascular membranes. The internal membrane

its form resembles a mould of the crown of the

tooth, which is formed, however, not by the membrane

of the follicle, but by the pulp which rises from its

base at the part at which the vessels and nerves enter it.

(See fig. 27.) The surface of the pulp takes the form

of the crown of the future tooth ; and about the middle

period of uterine life, the secretion of layers of dental substance com-

mences on it in the form of calices corresponding to the points of the

These little cup-like plates on the different points of the crown

of the tooth are at first separate, but they gradually unite together, and

Fig. 27-t

crown.

* On the structure of the teeth, consult Cuvier, Anatomie Comparee, and his

Ossemens Fossiles ; Heusinger's Histologic ; Rousseau, Anat. Comp. du syst. dent.

Paris, 1827 ; Blake, on the teeth, 1801 ;
Hunter, on the teeth, 1803 ;

Blandin, Ana-

tomie du systeme dentaire. Paris, 1836.
1 . Part

t [Representation of the follicle and pulp of a camne tooth, after Hunter :

ofThe alveolar process of the jaw ; 2. the membranes formmg the folhcle or capsule
;

3. the pulp • 4. first formed portion of the tooth resting on the sumimt of the pulp.]
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the soft crown of the pulp of the tooth is then inclosed at the upper

CS
copied from Blake, and illustrates the gradual formation of a molar

This shell, which is the outermost layer of the osseous substance
]

Fig. 28.

of the crown, and has the same external dimensions as the crown at a
future period, has no organic connection with the matrix ; it is formed
by the deposition of the mineral components of the tooth mixed with
some animal matter, and may be lifted off its matrix. Once formed, it is

increased in thickness by the addition of layers of new matter to its
inner surface by the pulp, which diminishes in size in proportion as the
tooth increases in thickness. At the time that the tooth is cut, its

growth takes place chiefly downwards into the jaw ; a corresponding in-

crease of the pulp downwards being of course simultaneous with the
growth of the tooth. The inferior portion of the pulp takes the form of
the future roots of the tooth, and continues to secrete more dental sub-
stance on its surface as it extends from above downwards ; so that the
roots of the tooth surround the radicles of the pulp in the form of
hollow sheaths, which are at first short, but are gradually elongated
together with the soft roots of the pulp by the continued apposition of
new matter. The growth of the roots gives rise at the same time to the
eruption of the teeth through the gums. At first the roots are merely
thin sheaths with wide orifices, but they gradually become thicker by
deposition on their inner surface, while the pulp becomes contracted

;

and at length they become pointed like the spines of animals, of which
the root is the part last formed, and is likewise thinner than the middle
portion of the spine. The roots of the teeth are at last nearly closed at
their extremity, the only openings left being foramina for vessels and
nerves passing to the remains of the pulp in the cavity of the crown of
the tooth (see fig. 29).

The grinders of the ruminantia and horses, and the incisor teeth of
the rodentia, are being constantly worn away at the crown, but continue
to grow at their root for a long period during their life. As long as the
crowns of the grinding teeth of ruminants are not worn, they have no
roots

; and, by the time that the roots are developed, the crown is already
worn away. The tusks of the elephant, and the incisor teeth of the roden-

-
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Fig. 29.

tia, always remain hollow at their root, and continue to grow by the suc-

cessive deposition of new matter on the inner surface by the conical pulp

which fills the cavity.

On feeding animals with madder, Hunter found that the substance of

the tooth which was already formed never became coloured ; but that the

innermost layer, which was just being deposited, became impregnated

with the colouring matter.

The enamel of the tooth, which invests only

the crown, consists of fibres which are placed

almost perpendicularly to the surface of the

tooth (fig. 29). During the formation of the

tooth, this matter is deposited as a secretion on

the surface of the crown, not by the pulp, but by

the internal surface of the sac or follicle. The

fibres forming it have almost a crystalline ap-

pearance.

Crustapetrosa.—In the ruminantia, horses, and

several other animals in which the upper sur-

face of the tooth is worn away, a new substance is

added to their teeth after the crown has made its

way through the gum ; this new substance is de-
*

posited on the sides and surface of the crown of

the tooth, and fills up the inequalities of the crown, while the promi-

nences formed by the other parts of the tooth are worn away by masti-

cation. This new substance is the cement or crusta petrosa. It seems

to be merely a deposit from the salts of the saliva, and to be essentially

the same as what is called tartar on the human teeth. The perpendicu-

lar lamellae of the elephant's teeth, which are each covered with enamel,

are also ground away by the mastication of the food, and their inter-

spaces are filled up with the cement or crusta petrosa. In the ruminantia

and horse tribe the crusta petrosa is certainly formed from the salts of

the saliva after the tooth has pierced the gum ; but Cuvier has shown

that in the teeth of the young elephant the secretion of this cement-

like substance has already commenced in the form of drops while the

tooth is still enclosed in its socket, and that this secretion is probably

performed by the inner surface of the dental sac after the formation of

the enamel is completed. I have seen the appearance certainly, as de-
*

scribed by Cuvier, on the teeth of the young elephant in the museum at

Paris.

A circumstance which at first sight seems opposed to the idea of the

growth of the teeth by the mere deposition of successive layers, is the

fact of leaden bullets being frequently found in the tusks of elephants

surrounded on all sides by the substance of the tusks. But, supposing

that these balls had penetrated into that part of the tusk which was

'
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just being formed, it is easy to understand how they would become en-

closed in the substance of the tusk as new layers were deposited.

the teeth has been recently investigated very[Tl

minutely by Purkinje.*" I

The substance which constitutes the great mass of the tooth is form-

ed of a homogeneous portion, and offibres running parallel to each other

from the external to the internal surface of the tooth. Purkinje believes

that these fibres are really tubular; for, on bringing ink into contact

with them, it was drawn into them as if by capillary attraction. This

experiment was performed on the horse's tooth, and has been confirmed

by Miiller.f Miiller has observed that the white colour of the tooth is

chiefly owing to these tubes ; when thin lamellae of a tooth are examin-

ed with the microscope, the intervening substance is seen to be semi-

transparent. The white colour and opacity of the tubes is removed by
acids. In the more transparent portions of carious teeth, the white sub-

stance in these tubes had a granular and less compact appearance ; and
this appearance of a granular matter in their interior was also removed
by acids.

From these observations, Professor Miiller inferred that the tubes are

filled, at least partially, with calcareous matter. On breaking a thin

lamella of a tooth transversely with regard to the fibres, and examining

the edge of the fracture, he perceived tubes projecting here and there

from the surfaces ; they were stiff, straight, and apparently not flexible.

If the lamella had been previously acted on by acid, the projecting

tubes were flexible and transparent, and often very long. Hence Pro-

fessor Miiller inferred that the tubes have an animal tissue ; and that, be-

sides containing calcareous matter in their interior, their tissue is in the

natural state impregnated with calcareous salts. The greater part of

the earthy matter of the tooth is, however, contained in the homogene-
ous transparent portion, in which it can be rendered visible in a granular

state by boiling thin laminae of teeth in a ley of potash.

Although the great mass of the tooth is destitute of organisation

there is a portion forming a layer both on the external and on the inter-

nal surface of the root ; in which, by the aid of the microscope, Purkinje
has discovered the corpuscules which characterise the structure of true

bone. He has discovered the same bodies in the crusta petrosa of the
teeth of several animals.]

The tooth-ache is seated in the pulp—the only sensitive part,—and the

sensation excited in the teeth by the action of acids is likewise seated

in this part ; in the latter case, it is probable that the acids permeate the

invisible pores of the tooth and act on the pulp itself. What is called

* [His observations were published in a dissertation by Fraenkel, De penit. Dent.
Human, structura. Vratislav. An account of them is given in Miiller's Archiv. for
1836. Jahresbericht, p. i.] t'- [Archiv . J836 Jahresb.]
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caries of the teeth, is very different from the morbid process in bones
known by that name. It is merely a chemical decomposition of the
teeth, effected gradually by the fluids of the mouth ; the teeth themselves
being of abnormal composition.*

In their chemical composition the enamel and osseous substance of the
teeth differ, the latter containing much more animal matter (cartilage),

I he following presents the result of the analysis of the two substances
xn man by Berzelius

:

Enamel. Osseous substance

Animal matter

Phosphate of lime with fluate of lime

Carbonate of lime .

Phosphate of magnesia .

Soda with some chloride of soda

Free alkali and animal matter .

88-5

80
1-5

20-0

64-3

5-3

10
1-4

2-0

1000 100 -0

The crusta petrosa of the teeth of the ox is found by Lassaigne to

consist ofanimal matter 42 #

18, phosphate of lime 53*84, and carbonate of

lime 3-98, in 100 parts.

Some physiologists, observing that teeth are formed by the deposition

of successive layers, and that in birds, tortoises, and whales, as well as

*n the ornithorhynchus, they are replaced by bodies formed of horn, have

been induced to class the teeth among the horny structures, and have

supposed that the animal matter of the teeth is horn. This is quite

erroneous. After the extraction of the calcareous matter, the teeth

yield true gelatin on boiling,—this I know from my own observation,

while gelatin can never be obtained from horn by coction. The animal

matter of horn, and that of the teeth, are therefore quite different sub-

stances
; and the presence of gelatin in the teeth seems to be required

to bind together the calcareous matter.

The teeth of the ornithorhynchus are connected by a broad base with

e gum, and consist of hollow fibres of horn.t The teeth of the

orycteropus also consist of perpendicular conglutinated tubes, to which,

Cuvier says, blood-vessels are sent ; but they are not horny. Those of

the ornithorhynchus, however, consist, according to Lassaigne, of 99-5

parts of horny substance, and 0-3 parts of osseous matter ; they thus

evidently form the transition between the true teeth and the horny

lamellae by which their place is supplied in the whales.^

* Interesting observations on the growth of the teeth of different animals will be

found in Meckel's translation of Cuvier's Anatomie Comparee. Band iii. ^
t Heusinger, loc. cit. 197-

$ The structure and mode of growth of the whalebone lamellae have been investi-

gated by Heusinger and Rosenthal, Abhandl. der Akademie zu Berlin, 1829 ; [and

recently by Ravin. Ann. des Sc. Nat. 1836.]

th
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Of the texture of The crystalline lens of the
eye consists of concentric lamellae enclosed one within the other. It

has been observed that these lamellae or capsules are again formed of
fibres by which the thickness of each is determined. The fibrous ap-
pearance is not due, Arnold remarks,* to the action of alcohol, hot
water, or other similar reagents, for he has seen the fibres even in

lamellae of perfectly fresh lenses, though not distinctly; the fibrous

structure is seen better after the lens has been immersed in dilute

alcohol. Leeuwenhoeck, Huenefeld, Reil, and Arnold, describe the ar-

rangement of the fibres in the laminae to be as follows :—Let three lines

be imagined extending from the centre of the anterior surface of the lens

or its axis to the border, dividing the surface into three spaces. The
fibres run parallel to each other from the border of the lens through the
laminae obliquely towards these three lines, so that each lamina consists
of three fibrous compartments. The three lines form a figure free from
fibres, which is bounded by the fibres of the three compartments of the
laminae. I may here remark that, in the eyes of most hogs, the division
of the lens into three such compartments may be seen externally.

[The description which Sir D. Brewster gives of the arrangement of
the fibres in the lens of most mammalia does not differ materially from
the above : he finds, however, that in birds, fishes, some reptiles, and a few
mammalia, their disposition is more simple. The fibres are united laterally

to each other by a series of teeth ; those of one fibre being received into

hollows between the teeth of those in contact with it.]

Arnold calls the fibres lymphatic vessels ; but they are really merely
fibres. The fibrous structure of the lens may depend merely on the
mode in which the substance of the lens is secreted, in the same way as

the enamel on the teeth of the ruminantia, in the foetus of which I have
found the enamel, while still soft, to consist of almost parallel perpendi-
cular fibres, which afterwards disappear or become cemented together
by their interspaces being filled up.

The matrix of the crystalline lens is its capsule, which seems to secrete
the layers of the crystalline from its inner surface. It is not, however,
ascertained with certainty that this is the mode of its formation ; it is

not exactly known whether the lens has not some intimate organic' con-
nection with its capsule. Werneckt asserts that the inner surface of
the capsule is connected with the lens by a tissue of very minute cells,

which, when the capsule is very carefully torn from the lens under water,
remain attached to its inner surface. The blood-vessels of the capsule
have been already described at page 215.

The chemical composition of the lens has been examined by Berzelius.
The matter composing it is nearly wholly soluble in water ; it is coagu-

Untersuchungen iiber das Auge des Menschen. Heidelb. 1832.

t Zeitschrift fur Ophthalmol, iv. p. 28.
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lated by heat, and the other agents which coagulate albumen and the

colouring matter of the blood. The fluid which remains after its coagu-

lation is slightly acid, and contains osmazome with its usual concomitant

salts.

Albuminous matter • .

Alcoholic extract with salts

Watery extract with traces of sail

Animal matter insoluble in water

Water

35-9

2-4

1-3

2-4

580

1000

The ash left after calcination is said to contain iron. The alkali and

chloride of sodium, with some phosphate of lime, amount together to

*M* of the weight of the fresh lens. A lens which had lost its

transparency was found by John* to have an alkaline reaction.

Slight wounds of the capsule of the lens are said by Dietrich f to pro-

duce no manifest effect. Larger wounds of the capsule, with disturbance

and wound of the lens itself, were followed by opacity of the lens to its

very centre, from which it spread to the circumference. The occur-

rence of lenticular cataract, which frequently commences in the hard

nucleus of the lens, does not prove that the lens itself is supplied with

vessels ; for a change in the secretion from the inner surface of the cap-

sule might give rise to the production of a chemical change in the cen-

tral laminae of the lens, which it will be remembered are more dense

than the external layers, and are perhaps of a different chemical compo-
id

sition.

The production of a cataract very probably depends on a change in

the condition of the capsule. Inflammation of the capsule, though not the

only cause of cataract, is stated by Professor Walther to be a very fre-

quent one ; and a preparation in the possession ofSchroeder van der Kolk,

in which the capsule of a cataractous lens is very beautifully injected,

which is known to be done with great difficulty in adults, tends very

strongly to confirm his opinion.

c Of the laws ofgrowth and changes ofform.

The growth,—that is, the increase in size of organised bodies,!—has a

determinate limit, which in most of the higher animals is arrived at long

before the end of life,—in man, for instance, at adult age; while the change

of form which the whole body, or different organs, undergo, continues

without cessation. In many plants, in fishes, and in several reptiles, the

Ttib. 1824.
* Meckel's Archiv. iii. 361.

t Ueber die Verwundungen des Linsensystems.

t The laws which regulate the growth of organised bodies, have been treated of by

<*. R. Treviranus in his Biologie, vol. iii. 463-544, in a very instructive manner, and

with his accustomed philosophic acuteness.

,i'
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term of growth and that of life are nearly the same. But all parts do not
grow uniformly; and many disappear, while others are formed and become
developed: growth is, in short, accompanied by constant changes of form.
In the majority of animals the most remarkable phenomena of change of
form occur during the period of foetal life; this is the case in man, mamma-
lia, birds, and fishes; while in the amphibia, insects, and several of the lower
Crustacea, the embryo state seems to be prolonged for a considerable time
after the developement of the ovum is complete, their external form
undergoing change, new organs being formed and others lost. The
changes of form, after birth, are most rare in man and mammalia : in-

stances of them are however afforded by the growth of the thymus gland

at the commencement of childhood, and its subsequent wasting up to the

twelfth year ; by the period of developement in which the change of the

teeth takes place; and by that ofpuberty, during which the larynx changes
its form, and the breasts, and the bulbs of the hair covering the chin
and pubes, are developed. But in amphibia the changes of this kind
are much more extended- Even the kidneys are not developed until

the animal has acquired the condition of the tadpole, when the corpora
i, described at page 153, waste away. The disappearance of the

external branchiae in the tadpole, the developement of the internal bran-
chiae which continue to exist during the greater part of the larva state, the

disappearance of the tail, and the final loss of the branchiae, have been
already mentioned. The generative organs are not developed till near
the termination of the larva condition. I could not discover any trace

of the testes and ovaries before the transformation into the perfect state

had commenced, when the animal had already four extremities, although

it still retained the tail and branchiae. Even in the salamanders, which
have extremities during the greater part of their larva state, the genitals

are not developed till near the termination of this condition, just before

the branchiae are lost. The intestinal canal of the frog in the larva state

was destined for vegetable food, and was consequently of extraordinary
developement ; during the metamorphosis it is reduced to the condition
of the canal in carnivorous animals. The vertebrae, also, which in the
larva state were connected by excavated facets, as in fishes, undergo
change at the same period.

Wolffian

»/

of
similar parts.

It has been said that the embryo, during its developement, passes

through stages of developement which are permanent conditions of lower

animals ; and this idea, incorrect in itself, has been extended to an extrava-

gant length. But in the hypothesis may be perceived some presentiment

of the real law, which however escaped the observation of those who
opposed it. Von Baer has the merit of having first discovered the real
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relation which the phenomena bear to each other ; he pointed out, that

m the vertebrata, from man down to fishes,, there is one common type of

formation, a certain sum of similar organs, which in the embryo state of
aH are met with in perfect similarity, but which during their develope-

ttient assume different forms in different classes of animals, or are even
^educed to a state lower than the original type; thus, for instance, in

the embryo state of all the vertebrata the os hyoides has rib-like

aPpendages, but in the higher classes these are partly lost, while in

fishes, and the larvee of the amphibia, they are developed to form the

branchiae.*

All the vertebrata resemble each other in presenting a series of verte-

brate bones with arches posteriorly to protect the central parts of the

nervous system, and a number of anterior appendages in the form of

ribs to enclose the viscera. A part of these anterior appendages meet

cartilaginous or osseous ribs connected with the sternum, thus forming

a thorax
; while the ribs belonging to the cervical and lumbar vertebrae

are absent in many of the vertebrata, and in some (the crocodilida and
lacertae) the appendages of the cervical vertebrae are merely rudimentary.

In all the vertebrata, the vertebral system here indicated dwindles

away to an imperfect condition inferiorly under the form of the coccygeal

vertebrae, and is more highly leveloped superiorly in the three vertebrae

of the cranium. More than three vertebrae I cannot discover in the

cranium; to mark out vertebrae in the ear, &c. seems to me to be an ex-

aggeration and an abuse of an analogy which is to a certain extent quite

correct. In all embryos of the vertebrata the extremities are at first

absent ; their first form in all is that of small prominences, which after-

wards take different forms in the different classes. Thus we see how the

forms of the developed vertebrate animals depend on the transformations

and reductions of one common type. Some animals during growth deviate

more, others less from the form which this type presents in the embryo
and larva state.

In the articulate classes, in which the brain, it is true, lies above the

oesophagus, but in which the nervous cord, that forms its continuation

through the intervention of a ring which surrounds the oesophagus, runs
along the abdominal surface of the body, a common type peculiar to them
is again evident, consisting of a series of rings enclosing the body, and
connected with each other in a series from before backwards. The
maxillae and mandibles appear, from Savigny's researches, to belong to

one and the same system of organs with the feet.

The insect, while in the larva or caterpillar condition, has thirteen

rings or segments of the body ; it is only during this state that it increases

in size, changing its skin three or four times : by the metamorphosis which
it undergoes during the pupa or chrysalis condition, it is converted into

* See page 3QL—The note.
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a new creature. Before the organising power which produces this change
of form can be exerted, it is necessary that the uniform members of the
larva shall have attained a certain size. The continued nutrition of the
parts of the larva by the introduction of food, seems to delay the pro-
duction of the metamorphosis, for the insects undergo transformation
earlier when no food is given them, just as plants blossom earlier in poor
soil ; but in proportion as the parts of the larva, as yet uniform, increase

in size, the stronger seems to become the tendency to the production of

differences of form in them,, by the reduction of some parts and the de-
velopement of others.

When the last change of the skin takes place, the insect, enveloped in

its cocoon, assumes the chrysalis form ; the external tegument of which,

like all horny matter, is at first soft. In the external form of many pupae

the rudiments of the exterior figure of the future insect may be already

traced, the extremities being pressed close to the body. The funda-
mental features of the change in the external form of the insect are
displayed in the transformation of the larva to the pupa. The division

of the future animal into three parts is already seen ; the three rings

of the body which follow the first, or cephalic ring, being converted into

the thorax, in which the protothorax, mesothorax, and metathorax are

afterwards recognised, while the posterior nine of the thirteen segments

become shortened, and form the nine rings of the abdomen of the perfect

insect; the rudiments of the wings are formed on the second and third

ring of the thorax ; the antennae and palpi on the head or cephalic ring.

The organs for the perception of light do not exist in many insects

until they undergo transformation; in others compound eyes are then

developed in the place of the simple eyes of the larva. Of the thirteen

ganglia of the nervous cord in the larva of the cabbage moth,—papilio

brassicae,—the third becomes united with the fourth, and the fifth with

the sixth, while the seventh and eighth wholly disappear. The viscera

undergo corresponding changes. The butterfly acquires a proboscis in

place of the maxillae of the caterpillar ; its vessels for the secretion of the

web disappear. The intestinal canal and respiratory organs are changed
in form. From the commencement of the metamorphosis the fatty body
is rendered almost fluid ; it is chiefly employed in the formation of new
organs While

..

:

first absent, Herold has found, in insects, extremely delicate rudiments
of the testes and ovaries, even in very young larvae. Many insects retain

the larva type.^

With regard to the Crustacea, it is observed, not only that the higher

species in their embryo state have a thorax composed of distinct

segments, and thus resemble the permanent condition of the lower

* For further information on the metamorphoses of insects, consult the classical work
of Herold, Entwickelungsgeschichte der Schmetterlinge. Cassel, 1815.
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species, but that the young Crustacea are also often much more simple
than afterwards,—for example, the young cyclops has but two antennae
and two pairs of feet. Some Crustacea indeed undergo a perfect meta-

morphosis ; this is the case with the lernaea tribe. The proper place
*n the scale of animals for these strange parasitic creatures was
°ng doubtful, because when fully formed they had lost almost all traces
°t their former division into segments ; hence many classed them im-

properly with the entozoa. Nordmann* has discovered that in the

embryo and larva states these animals have the form of perfect Crus-

tacea. The embryo of the achteres percarum has, for instance, four

Pencil-like feet. After it has left the ovum, it has two antennae, three

pairs of anterior cheliform feet, and two pairs of flabelliform feet, and
ls similar to the fishlouse (caligus). The young of the ancorella, even
while in the ovum, have a red eye.

During the growth of the annelida the number of their rings in-

creases, and in the arenicola the number of the tufted branchiae also

;

at least I am induced to think so on comparing different specimens of

the arenicola carbonaria.

CHAPTER III.

OF REPRODUCTION.

The continued operation in the process of nutrition of the same
creative principle which in the embryo models all the individual parts

of the animal, as members as it were, all necessary to constitute the

whole, enables the system within certain limits to recover from the

exhaustion that follows action and from injury, and to reproduce parts

that are lost.

Laws of reproduction.—The power of reproduction is greater the

more simple the structure of the animal, and in the more complex

animals proportionally with their youth. Thus the larvae of the am-
phibia, in which many parts are first formed which in other animals

are developed in the embryo state, have also a greater power of repro-

ducing lost parts of the body than the perfect animal ; in the larvae of

insects also lost parts are often regenerated ; in the perfect insect this

is never the case. In the case of the lower animals, such as polypifera

and worms, a mere fragment separated from an individual will reproduce
a perfect animal. The gradual diminution of the reproductive power
in proportion as an animal is more complex in its structure, or

advanced in its developement, cannot be accounted for otherwise than

by supposing that, by the developement of the body, the formative prin-

ciple becomes, as it were, more divided, and in part fixed in the separate

organs that it has itself created.

In the Prolegomena I have already mentioned some of the general

is more

* Microgr. Beitrage. ii.

2 D

I

!i
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laws by which reproduction is regulated. When in very simple

animals and plants, a perfect individual consists of a certain sum of

similar parts, and grows simply by increase of the number of these simi-

lar parts, the perfect being may be divided, and the separate portions

will still contain the essential parts of the integral being, though in

smaller number, and each portion will continue to live and form itself

into a perfect being. Thus it is that cuttings of plants placed in the

ground grow and become new productive individuals. The different

parts of a plant are essentially so similar to each other, that branches

can transform themselves into roots, and stamens into petals. In the

same way the regeneration of the fresh-water polypes,—the hydra, and

similar animals,—may be explained; although the polypes, judging from

the structure of the infusoria, are certainly much more complex in their

organisation than was formerly believed.

The arms of the hydra separate spontaneously from the rest of the

animal, and develope themselves to new individuals ;• we cannot, there-

fore, be surprised at their becoming thus developed when cut off. But,

even if polypes are divided either transversely or longitudinally, each
half will become a perfect animal ; small portions indeed cut from one

of these creatures will become so many perfect polypes. If now we
imagine a polype to consist of a system of particles which have simi-

lar vital properties, and which are subjected to the formative principle

of the individual only so long as they have a certain affinity for each

other, and if we suppose the formative principle to be the result of the

mutual action of the molecules, pieces cut from such a polype

will also contain systems of such molecules. The organising principle

resulting from the affinity of the particles for each other, will be in

operation in them also, and will impart to each fragment the organisa-

tion of a new individual. When the polype has attained a certain size,

and the system of homogeneous particles has become large, there seems
to arise in small portions of the animal an affinity of the molecules

forming each of these parts, for one another, greater than that of the

different parts of the whole for each other, and thus is produced a
tendency to the formation of gemmules which separate from the parent

animal and become independent polypes. For the same reason, also,

fragments partially separated from a polype become individualised and
separate from the parent body as new individuals. Goeze, Schaeffer,t

and Roeselij: assert that polypes may even be completely everted and

still continue to grow. If now these facts are applied to the germ of

the higher animals, it will appear that the only period during which

it can be capable of division and reproduction, is while it consists of a

* Trembley, Histoire <Tun Genre de Polypes d'Eau douce. Leide, 1744. Trans-

I lated into German by Goeze. I Quedlinb. 1791.

-f Abhandl. von den Armpolypen +
+ Insectenbelust. iii.
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homogeneous substance, in all parts of which the formative principle by

which the individual organsiation is to be effected is equally distri-

buted. If we imagine the germ of any animal high in the scale to

he from some unknown cause cleft for a certain distance, either at the

part where the head, or at that where the tail is at a later period

formed, or, without any cleft being formed, the parts to be developed

doubly in the direction of the axis, the consequence must be, if the

laws above laid down are correct, that two heads or two caudal extre-

mities, and thus a twin monster, will be formed, just as in the case

°f a planaria partially divided artificially into two portions.* All the

cases of twin monsters are not explicable by this division of one germ,

nor all by the growing together of two germs. The concretion of two

germs, or the production in one germinal membrane of two embryos

which have afterwards grown together, affords the best explanation

°f a great part of the double monsters, particularly where the double

Portions are large. The fact of the growing together of two embryos

is proved beyond doubt by the cases in which the embryos are united

by but a small portion of the body,—for example, by the occiput, as in

Barkow'st case. Embryos of animals, which are united by the face, and

are single only in the snout, but elsewhere double,—or double mon-

sters, of which the head is single and the whole trunk double,—cannot be

well explained by the supposition of the germ having become cleft

;

they are produced by the union and fusion, as it were, of the germs

together at some point where similar parts would in each be at a

later period found ; the snout of the one, for example, unites with the

snout of the other ; the corresponding parts seeming in this case to

exercise a certain attraction one on the other. On the other hand,

it would be equally difficult to account for the formation of a monster

with a supernumerary part, such as a supernumerary finger, or of a per-

fectly single body with a double snout, on the supposition of the union

of two germs. The laws ' admitted to exist in the reproduction of

polypes must without doubt be equally valid also in the case of the

simple germs of the higher animals. There are but two instances on

record of double monsters of the common fowl having been obtained for

examination before the disappearance of the germinal membrane. The

Wolff Wolff

case both the embryos were perfect, and were connected only by that

portion of the germinal membrane which is continuous with the intes-

tinal canal at the umbilicus. In Baer's case the area pellucida, instead

of its usual circular figure, had more a crucial form. The embryos had

but one head in common, and their bodies diverged from it in the

* J. Miiller, Meek. Arch. 1828, 1.

t De Monstr. dupl. vertic. inter se junctis. Berol. 1821.

t Nov. Comment. Acad. Petrop. xiv. 456, Meckel's Arch, 1827,576.
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longer branches of the cross. We shall, however, return to this

subject in the eighth book, which treats of the history of the develope-

ment of organised beings.

Duges* has shown that the planar ice have a great degree of repro-

ductive power. The animal being cut into eight or ten parts, each part

is able to reproduce a perfect individual. The reproduction was com-

pleted in winter in twelve or fourteen days, in summer in four days.

Sometimes the planaria divides spontaneously into two individuals by

transverse division of the body. Duges found in some water a planaria

of which the posterior part of the body was double, and by dividing one

longitudinally at the anterior part of the body a double monster with

two perfect heads was produced.

In the annelides, the vascular trunks, the gangliated nervous cord,

and the intestinal canal extend the whole length of the animal through

the annular segments of the body in a tolerably uniform manner. This

structure of the animal—its consisting of a series of parts, of which
each contains similar organs,,—explains the circumstance that, although

so complex in its organisation, division of its body transversely does

not prevent the reproduction of the worm. O. Fr. Muellerf observed

reproduction take place in portions of divided nereides ; and Bonnet t saw

each portion of a nais variegata, which had been divided into four, five,

or six parts, reproduce a perfect animal, and each half of an earth-

worm which he had divided transversely was regenerated to form a

perfect worm. Duges did not obtain the same result from the latter

experiment ; but he found that, when the head and anterior rings of the

earth-worm were cut off, they were reproduced.§ When any of these

animals are divided longitudinally, the halves are not regenerated, pro-

bably because the essential elements of the individual are no longer con-

tained in each portion.
|j

The naides divide spontaneously.^ Leeches,

according to Moquin Tandon, possess little or no reproductive power.

The mollusca, insecta, Crustacea, and arachnida have only the power of

reproducing single parts ; and it is certain that the reproduction of a

part of the head with the antennas in snails does not take place if

the brain, which lies above the oesophagus, is injured by the wound ; it

requires, moreover, a moderate temperature, and is not effected when
the temperature is very low.** Heinekenff states that arachnida

* Froriep's Not. 501. Annal. des Sc. nat. 1828.

t Von den Wurmern des I

X Contempl. de la Nature. § Froriep's Not. 513.

jl
The earlier observations relating to this subject will be found in the great works,

Treviranus, Biologie, and Burdach's Physiology,—and in a small treatise of Eggers,

Wieder Wiirzb. 1821.

^f O. F. Miiller and Duges, loc. cit. and Gruithuisen, Nov. Act. Nat. cur, t. xi.tab.35.

** Schweigger, Naturgesch. der skeletlos. ungegliederten Thiere.

ft Froriep's Not. 006, 607.
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lose the power of reproducing their legs after they have ceased to

change their skin, or are fully developed. The larvae of insects

reproduce their antennae when lost, the perfect insects do not. The
phasmae in their imperfect larva condition reproduce their legs if lost. The
regeneration of the claws of crustaceous animals is a well-known fact.

In fishes the only known instance of reproduction is that of the fins,

Mentioned by Broussonet. In the class of reptiles the phenomenon
of the reproduction of lost parts is presented by lizards, in which the

tail when lost is restored ; but the new tail contains no perfect vertebrae,

ore is merely a cartilaginous column in their place.

Spallanzani* has observed reproduction of the tail in the salamander

th

likewise. We have here an example of the reproduction of the poste

nor part of the spinal cord. Experiments have been instituted on the

reproductive power of salamanders by Spallanzani, Bonnet, Blumenbach,f

Steinbuch,:j: and Rudolphi. In salamanders, young as well as old, the legs

are reproduced; and Rudolphi has observed that in the new limb no

hne can be perceived in the nerve, marking the point at which the

new nerve commences. In the salamander the under jaw is also re-

produced; and in the triton Blumenbach has seen even the eye, with

cornea, iris, and lens, reproduced within the space of a year. For the

reproduction of the eye it is necessary, however, that the optic nerve

and a portion of the coats of the eye should remain uninjured at the

bottom of the orbit. The blastema, from which in these cases the

individual parts of the lost organ are formed, is at first gelatiniform

and transparent : on the stump of the excised leg or branchia of the

larva of the triton it has the form of a globular mass of gelatinous

substance, which, according to Steinbuch, is at first not vascular ; it is

seen as early as the second or third day on the stump of the branchia.

The mass increases, and assumes the form of a cylinder ; but in a few

In an experi-days it becomes organised and traversed by blood,

nient which I performed myself, this took place much less quickly.

Dieffenbach has observed that after a wound of the skin, muscles, and

periosteum in the salamander, the whole limb, whether extremity or

tail, often separates, and is afterwards reproduced.

We have already discussed the question respecting the particular

power to which the reproduction of parts so complex in their organisa-

tion in adult animals is to be attributed,—whether to that formative

power to which even the nerves are subject, and by which the nerves

are originally formed, or to the influence of the nerves themselves. If

the latter view of the question were adopted, it would be an interest-

ing fact, that the remaining trunk of the nerve contains all the fibrils

* Physic. Mathem. Abhandl.

1 Spec, physiol. comp. inter animantia calidi et frigidi sanguinis

See page 375.

i Analecten.
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the continuations of which had been distributed in the textures of the

lost limb; the nervous stems generally being only the aggregate of the

primitive fibres which are distributed in the branches and twigs. A
division of the nerve at a second place above the stump is said* to pre-

vent reproduction of the limb.f(?)

It is probable, however, that the reproduction even of the nerves is

dependent on a higher power, since in the metamorphoses which ani-

mals undergo the nerves suffer a change of form as well as the other

parts.

All the phenomena of reproduction hitherto considered take place without

the occurrence of inflammation ; they consist in the formation of a

blastema and its organisation, just as in the first developement of

organs. In the lower animals the phenomena of inflammation, if they

occur at all, merely precede those of reproduction, as the immediate

effects of the wound. In frogs suppuration is indeed observed in some

cases ; I have myself seen it. In snakes I found that the wounds be-

came quickly covered with a crust. In the higher animals, complex

organs, such as the extremities or eyes, are never reproduced ; single

tissues merely are regenerated.

Regeneration of tissues.

Regeneration of the different tissues is observed under two forms ; in

one unaccompanied by inflammatory action, in the other combined with

inflammation.

1. Regeneration unaccompanied by inflammation.

a. Organised tissues which, having lost their organisation, are reproduced.

Of these we have examples in the shell of the Crustacea, the antlers of

the deer, and the organised bulbs of the feathers and spines.

The shell of the crab is renewed every year when the developement of

the internal organs renders the size of the old shell inadequate. The shell

becomes cleft, and is thrown off in August, disclosing a new one already

formed beneath it ; which, however, is at first soft and endued with sensi-

bility, and even contains vessels, although it soon becomes hardened by
the deposition of carbonate of lime in it.J At the time of the change of

the shell, chalky concretions—lapides cancrorum—are formed on each

side of the stomach, and disappear as soon as the new shell is hardened.

The stomach of the crab is said to renew its epithelium.

The antlers of the deer, and similar animals, have more analogy with

the organised matrix of the horns of ruminating animals than with the

* Todd, Quarterly Jourri. of Sciences, vol. xvi. p. 91. Treviranus, Erschein. und

Gezetze, ii, 7-

-J-
[See the account of Dr. Sharpey's experiment, page 374.]

% Cuvier, Anat. Cornpar£e.
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horns themselves. The base of the antler rests on the tubercle of the frontal

bone, a bony jagged enlargement marks the point of junction of the antler

and this tubercle. The males throw off the antler, not at the rutting

season (autumn), but in the spring, and new antlers are then developed.

The separation of the old antler is effected by a kind of softening of the

organised bony substance of the tubercle of the frontal bone at the point

of its junction with the antler ; the rough surface of the tubercle, that is

left, is soon covered again by skin. The new antler begins to rise from the

frontal process, covered by skin and periosteum ; it is at first soft and

cartilaginous, and traversed by innumerable vessels. While the cartila-

ginous mass becomes ossified,—presenting a repetition of the process

which takes place in the foetus and young animal,—the periosteum and

cutaneous covering of the antler lose their vitality and drop off; after

castration young stags acquire no antlers, and those of old stags are not

changed.*

of the

yf feathers

turgescence; and hence the casting of the coat of mammalia, and the

moulting of birds, during which the hairs and feathers fall off and new

ones are produced. The reproduction of hairs and feathers, however, so

far differs from that of antlers, that in the hair it is merely the matrix,

and in the feathers the bulb, which resemble the organised antlers, and

the shrunken and dry remains of the bulb in the quill resemble the

hardened antlers which have lost their vitality. The horny substance of

the hairs and feathers is secreted by the matrix, and the only part in the

antler analogous to it is the cuticle of the recent antler. The repro-

duction of these parts must therefore be considered apart from that of

the antlers.

b. Uj if thei

matrix; such are the horny structures, the teeth, and the crystalline lens.

1. The horny structures.—The nails, it is well known, are reproduced

if their matrix is not destroyed; but the commencing formation of a

nail has been observed, even on the middle phalanx of an amputated

finger.t

The shedding of the coats of mammiferous animals has been investi-

gated by Heusinger.J He plucked out a whisker hair of a dog, and

found, five davs afterwards, that a new hair, more than two millimeters

in length, had been formed. During the casting of the coat the bulbs

of the old hair become pale, and by the side of each a small black glo-

bular body is formed, which is developed into the new hair. This is a

* Ibid. Berthold, Beitrage zur Anat a Zool. u Physiol.

t Blumenbach, Instit. Physiol, p. 511. Dr. Elliotson's Physiology, p. 249.

Meckel's Archiv. 538.

I
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very interesting fact; the matrix of the new hair is not the old pulp, but
is, as it were, a new sprout from the productive base of the follicle. The

(of e reproduced in the same
m

Fig. 304

ode. During moulting, the cuticle on the Ml of birds and other parts
is cast off in form of plates or of branny particles. The bulb of the new
feather is already formed before the old feather falls out.*

Several writers f assert, as the result of experiment, that hairs plucked
from their follicles, and inserted into punctures of the skin, will take root

and grow. This statement appears to me, however, to require further

confirmation. The interior of the bulb of the hair being organised, a

union of it with other parts of the skin besides the fundus of the hair

follicle, may certainly be supposed to be possible ; but how easily may
the experimenter be deceived in this observation ! I do not know whether
my much honoured friend Dieffenbach, who has been so successful in his

observation on the reunion of divided parts, still attributes any value to

this experiment, which he made in his youth.

2. The teeth.—The crown of the tooth being unorganised, and conse-

quently incapable of growth, so as I

to correspond with the increased size

of the jaw-bones, the formation of

new teeth becomes necessary. The

permanent teeth begin to appear

about the sixth or seventh year, but

their crowns areformedat a very early

period. Of the twenty temporary or

milk-teeth, eight only are molares;

the permanent teeth are thirty-two in

number, and of these twenty are mo-

lares, or twelve true molares, and

eight bicuspides.

The situation of the permanent

teeth with regard to the milk-teeth

is peculiar [see fig. 30, a]. The
three molares of the second set lie

* See A. Meckel, Reil's Archiv, 12. Eble, loc. cit. Burdach, Physiol. Bd. iii. 524.
t Dzondi, Beitriige zur Vervolkom. der Heilkunde. Halle, 1816. Dieffenbach, De

regenerat. et transplant. Herbip. 1822. Wiesemann, De coalitu partium a reliquo cor.
pore prorsus disjunct. Lips. 1824.

X [Growth of the permanent teeth, after Blake.—a. Relative position of the milk-
teeth, and those of the second set. 1. The incisor teeth ; 2. the canine tooth ; 3. the
molares of the first set ; 4. the sacs of the incisor teeth ; 4. that of the canine tooth ; and
6, the sacs of the bicuspides of the second set ; 7. the first permanent molaris, situated

together with the second and third in a line with the teeth of the first set. b. The mode
of connection of the cysts of an incisor of the first and second set ; c. the same at a later
period.]
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m a line with the milk-teeth, being formed external to the posterior mo-
lar of the first set ; they agree also in the form of their crown with the

molares of the first set. On the other hand, the bicuspides, which do

Hot correspond to the temporary molares in form, together with the

canine and incisor of the second set, lie originally behind the molar, ca-
* -

nine, and incisor teeth of the temporary set. The sac of the first great

molar of the permanent teeth is developed as early as the end of the

fourth month of pregnancy, the sacs of the permanent incisors at the

er*d of the eighth month of pregnancy, then the sac of the canine tooth,

ar*d afterwards the sac of the penultimate molaris ; the follicles of the

bicuspidati are not formed until some months after birth, and that of the

last molaris not till the fourth year.* Blake and Meckel both describe

the cysts of the permanent teeth to be processes of those of the milk-

teeth [see b, fig. 80]. But Meckel says that it is the outer membranes

only of the follicles that are connected, while the internal membrane of

the new follicle is developed by the side of that of the old cyst, between it

and the external membrane.f The osseous matter of the first great molaris

of the second set begins to be deposited towards the end of pregnancy.

The sockets of the new teeth are gradually separated from those of the

old [c. fig. 80], but the two cavities always communicate by a consider-

able opening through which the common portion of the external layers

of the sacs passes. I

or seventh year. The first great molaris is the first of the second set

which appears; then follow the incisors and canine teeth, the penultimate

molaris not till the thirteenth or fourteenth year, the last molar between

the sixteenth and twentieth year. The roots of the milk-teeth are ab-

sorbed before they fall out.

It has been frequently asserted that if the teeth of an animal, after

being drawn, are re-inserted into their sockets, they will again take firm

root. I doubt this very much, If a real organic union takes place in

these experiments, it must be by the lacerated vessels of the pulp of the

tooth uniting again with the vessels at the bottom of the socket. It is an

interesting point which has not been determined so exactly as it ought

to be. A sure way of deciding the question would be to feed animals, in

which the teeth had been recently transplanted, with madder. If any vas-

cular connection had been formed, the innermost layer of the tooth towards

the pulp would be coloured red. The teeth not being organised, fissures

in them, of course, cannot be closed by the reproduction of new dental

substance; the fissures can, at most, be filled with crusta petrosa, or

tartar from the salts of the saliva. In serpents new poison-fangs are

being constantly reproduced. The new teeth of the crocodile press for-

The change of the teeth commences about the sixth

* Meckel, Handbuch der Anatomie, Bd. iv.

t Meckel, loc. cit. p. 227 ; and in Meckel's Archiv. iii. 550.
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wards into the conical cavities of the old teeth, the posterior wall of

which becomes absorbed.

3* The crystalline lens.—It would appear that, in certain cases where
the lens has been removed, it is reproduced by the capsule—its matrix.

Leroy d'Etiole has observed this.* In the first case, thirteen days had
elapsed since the extraction of the lens when the eye was examined ; in

the second case, thirty-three days ; in the third, thirty-nine days; in the

fourth, thirty-one days; in the fifth, forty-six days; and in the sixth,

one hundred and sixty-five days. The experiments were made on rabbits,

cats, and dogs. The contents of the capsule were either a crumbly mass,

as in the second case; or a small lenticular body, as in most of the other

cases ; but in the sixth case a full-sized lens was found,f

2. Regeneration accompanied by inflammation.
*

Almost all cases of the regeneration of parts of the human body which
retain their organisation, are of this kind, if we except the bulbs of the
hair and teeth, which are reproduced, and even occur as morbid products
in the ovaries and other parts. In the latter cases the hairs and teeth
are formed in the same way as in their natural situation: the teeth have
their covering of enamel, and are formed in follicles.^

a. Regeneration which is accompanied by inflammation attended with

exudation of lymph.

If the part, the subject of inflammation, has a free surface, whether there

be a wound or not, an exudation of a coagulable fluid, the liquor sanguinis,

takes place. If it has no free surface, the coagulable matter accumulates

*n the capillaries and in the texture of the part, and produces thickening

and hardening. The matter effused in wounds, and on free surfaces of

inflamed parts, is at first fluid ; its first appearance on the surface of in-

flamed membranes being in the form of drops : it is then transparent,
but gradually becomes milky and consistent. It is "the fibrin which was
in a state of solution in the blood. While the exuded matter is still in
the fluid state, an impulse towards organisation seems to arise in it bv
virtue of a vital property of the fibrin ; and by the affinity and reciprocal
action of the effused matter with the inflamed surface, organisation en-
sues. iw '" v

mode suggested at page 376; the canals formed in the fibrin being first

filled with fresh liquor sanguinis, and afterwards receiving red particles

likewise. The idea of the prolongation of the free ends of vessels cannot

* Magendie's Journ. de Physiol. 1827, 30.

t See Mayer, Graefe in Waltker's Journ. xvii. 1. Vrolik, ibid, xviii. 4. W. Soem-
mering, Beobachtungen iiber die organ. Veranderungen im Auge, nach Staaroperatio-
nen. Frankfurt, 1828.

t Meckel, Archiv. i. 519.
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be entertained, since, indeed, no such free ends of vessels exist. The

formation of new vessels in wounds, and in the liquor sanguinis which

unites their borders, must be supposed to take place in the same way. A
prolongation of the divided vessels cannot be well imagined. Besides, all

the divided vessels are closed by coagulum. The organisation of the

pseudo-membranes produced by exudation is not universal; those effused

on mucous membranes,—for example, in croup,—generally do not, those

on serous membranes usually do become organised. The organisation of

effused lymph in very many cases cannot be doubted by any one who has

once seen the beautiful injected preparations in Schroeder van der Kolk's

museum at Utrecht, in which the arteries and veins of false membranes

on different parts of the liver and intestines, and of those between the

Pleura costalis and pulmonalis, are seen injected with different coloured

matters. Lymphatics, too, are formed in the new membranes, as several

of Schroeder's preparations show ; in which, by the sides of arteries and

veins, I saw lymphatics filled with mercury. Schroeder says, " In he-

patide vero chronica hepate pseudomembranis diaphragraati accreto, mihi

contigit mercurium in vasa lymphatica impulsum in ipsas pseudomem-

branas propellere, ita ut vasa lymphatica nova in conspectum venirent

;

in his valvulae vel noduli jam conspici poterant, licet minores quam in aliis

vasis lymphaticis ; cum arteriis et venis cursum magis rectum servabant,

aliquando tamen paulatim convolutum, aliquando qusedam vasa lympha-

tica ad pseudomembranae originem sursum tollebantur, sed postquam in

pseudomembranam transire inceperant, arcu facto ad hepatis superficiem

redibant ; in illo arcu plura vasa lymphatica ex hepate terminabantur.

An arcus talis prima vasorum lymphaticorum novorum origo ?"*

The formation of new vessels between the portions of an arterial

trunk above and below a ligature, or the point where it has been divided,

is remarkable. It has been observed, and very similarly described, by

Maunois, Parry, and Mayer. The fact cannot be doubted, particularly

since Ebel's repeated experiments and his excellent drawings were

published.! The new communication is effected by means of several

vessels passing, sometimes in a serpentine course, between the two por-

tions of the divided vessel—of the common carotid, for instance. In

explaining this phenomenon the fact has been overlooked, that in other

animals than man the common carotid gives off several very small twigs

to the muscles of the neck, so that the vessels supposed to be newly

formed are probably merely enlarged capillaries.

All organised parts will reunite, when divided, if the surfaces are

brought in contact while they are in the state of adhesive inflammation

;

the divided ends of nerves will unite with nerves, or even with muscle,

* Schroeder, Observ. Anat. Path. 43.

t Ebel, De Natura medicatrice, sicubi arteriae vulnerata: et ligatae fuerint. Giessen

1826.
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THE CONCRETION OF EMBRYOS.

Buenger's remarkable

can

periosteum, or aponeuroses
; and parts even, which have been quite

separated from the body, will unite when accurately applied to the
surface of fresh wounds, whether of parts of similar or of different
structure

;
but the inflammation in those parts must not exceed the

stage of the effusion of lymph. This reunion of organised parts which
have been completely separated from the body is certainly extremely
rare, but its occurrence cannot be doubted.

case of the formation of a new nose from a piece of skin taken from the
thigh is an instance of it.* All the cases, however, supposed to be
instances of this phenomenon are not equally satisfactory. We
scarcely believe that in Hunter's case of the transplanting of a tooth of
a dog into the comb of a cock, a real vascular union took place. In
another experiment Hunter transplanted a gland taken from the abdo-
men of a cock to a similar situation of a hen ; he also transplanted the
spur of a cock

;
in both cases the removed part is said to have united

in its new situation. Abernethy f has described these and other cases

;

Baronio has made similar experiments.^ Merrem, and my illustrious
teacher V. Walther, assert that the portion of the bone removed by the
trephine will reunite.

*

^

The reunion of portions of skin only partly separated from the body
with other parts is known to be effected very readily,—for instance, in
the case of the formation of a new nose from the skin of the forehead,
and in other surgical operations in which Dieffenbach has become so
celebrated. When the skin has united in its new situation, the narrow
portion by which it was left connected with the body may be divided.
The union of two parts in which inflammation has been excited, is a
very general phenomenon in organised bodies, and is taken advantage
of in surgery for the removal of solutions of continuity, and as a means
of putting stop to certain secretions. By this process the fcetus may
become united with the membranes of the ovum, or two fetus may be-
come united together. A very remarkable law prevails in the union of
embryos. Almost without exception, it is the corresponding parts of
the two embryos that become not simply attached to each other but as
it were fused together; the symmetrical parts of the one embryo, indeed
separate from each other at the point of union, and unite with the corre-
spending parts of the other embryo; thus are formed the monsters ofJanus.
Without the supposition that some kind of affinity or attraction is

exerted between corresponding parts, unions of this kind are inexplica-
ble. The union must in these cases, however, take place at a very
early period; for when embryos become united at a later stage of
developement, the parts of the two have merely a superficial connection.

* Froriep's Not. iv. 225.
+
+

f Physiological Lectures, 253.
See what I have said on the transplantation of teeth and hairs at page 408.
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Rathke* has observed a case in which the umbilical cord of one embryo

was united with the head of the other.

Regeneration of the different tissues.—The divided surfaces of a tissue

generally unite when brought in contact in the state of adhesive inflam-

mation
; but the newly formed substance which unites them, and which

Js in all cases at first fibrin, does not, in the case of the tissues destined

for sensation and motion, present in a perfect degree their peculiar pro-

Parties. In most other tissues the regeneration is complete,—the new

substance has the organic properties of the original tissue, particularly if

1t be one of those tissues which are less important from their vital pro-

perties than from the physical properties with which they are endued,

which is the case with the bones. But tissues of this kind are not

all reproduced with equal facility. The tendons, ligaments, and carti-

lages generally are regenerated extremely tardily; bones, on the contrary,

very readily.

Brodie says, that, when ulcerations of the cartilages are healed, it is

not by reproduction of the natural structure. Beclard states, that, in the

case of a broken costal cartilage, the two surfaces become united by

a plate of cellular substance, and external to this a bony ring surrounds

Dorner cut a small quadrangular piece

from the thyroid cartilage of a cat, and at the end of twenty-eight days

the opening was closed by strong membrane merely. Dorner found

likewise that, when cartilages are divided by a single incision, direct union

of the substance does not take place ; the union of the divided peri-

chondrium forms afterwards the only medium of connection.t The sub-

stance which reunites divided tendons has not, it seems, the fibrous

shining aspect of tendons, but is more cartilaginous.

Arnemann, the dura mater is never regenerated. (?)$

The process of reproduction is most remarkable in bone. The more

spongy bones, such as the bones of the cranium and pelvis, and the

epiphyses of the long bones, are not so easily regenerated as those

that are denser, such as the cylindrical bones. In several bones,—in

the patella, for example,—fractures are often reunited only by a fibrous

| The portion of the cranium removed

by the trephine is seldom found to be completely replaced by bony

matter, even after a great lapse of time ; although this sometimes takes

place, as in the case witnessed by Scarpa. The reunion of fractured

the two ends of the cartilage.

According to

flexible ligamentous substance.

• Meckel's Archiv. 1830, 4.

t The different facts relative to the reproduction of cartilage will be found in

Weber's edition of Hildebrandt, i. 300.

I Experiments to ascertain the degree of reproductive power possessed by fibrous

membranes have been instituted by Arnemann, Murray, Moore, and Kohler, and are

Weber Otto, Pathol. Anat. p, 225.
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bones is effected by the effusion of plastic lymph,—a result of the inflam-

matory process,—and the conversion of this lymph into bony matter.

The new bony substance which unites the ends of the broken bone is at

first irregular in form, but is afterwards gradually reduced nearly to the

form of the old bone. The fibrinous matter is effused from all the parts

which were injured at the time of the fracture, from the bone and the

periosteum, as well as from the surrounding cellular tissue and other

parts which have become inflamed. The matter first effused is here,

as in all inflamed parts, the fibrin which was previously dissolved in the

blood ; it acquires soon the consistence of jelly, which becomes orga-

nised, while, the inflammation going on, the periosteum becomes thickened

and the ends of the bone softened". The first exudation here described

must be distinguished from the true callus ; the matter first effused is

the uniform product of inflammation in all parts ; the callus is produced

by the conversion of that part of the fibrinous exudation which is

nearest to the ends of the bone, first into cartilage, and at length

into bone. If the two ends of the bone are so situated that they can

unite, the callus surrounding them forms one mass; but if they are

so far removed from each other that this cannot take place, a sepa

rate callus is formed around each. The cartilage runs through the

ossified bydifferent stages of the formation of bone, it becomes

the deposition of calcareous matter, and at last the cellular struc-

ture of bone is developed. Howship found a close red net-work of

vessels in the fibrinous effusion as early as the fifth day; and Riche-

rand says that by the twelfth or fifteenth day the bone is in a state of

complete inflammation, and itself effuses fresh lymph. The provisional

callus not only partly surrounds the portions of bone, but also fills the

medullary cavity at the situation of the fracture. The mass, however,

which fills the medullary cavity is, according to Professor M. Weber's

observation, gradually reduced to cellular septa, and the callus assumes

more and more the form of the bone, becoming the " definitive callus."

Even after ossification is complete, its form continues to undergo change;

and it is not till after some months that the external surface of the mass
which unites the formerly separate ends is nearly even, and the internal

cavity restored. Villerme * states that the callus has assumed its car-

tilaginous structure at the end of from sixteen to twenty-five days, and

becomes ossified within a period varying from twenty days to three

months.

The number of treatises on this subject is very great,t The princi-

* Diet, des Sc. Med. art. Ossification.

f A full account of the views that have been held relative to the production of

callus, will be found in the Diet, des Sc. M6d. ; and in A. L. Richter's Handbuch der

Lehre von d, Briichen und Verrenkungen der Knochen, Berlin, 1828, pp.89—117.
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pal point of controversy has been the share which the periosteum is sup-

posed to have in the formation of the callus. Duhamel^ Schwenke,

Bordenave, Blumenbach, Kohler, Dupuytren, and Boyer, believed

that it had an essential share in the process; while even Detlef had

pointed out, that the periosteum does not at all contribute to the forma-

tion of the callus, and is not formed till after it, Haller, Soemmering,

Scarpa, Richerand, and Cruveilheir supposed the callus to originate in

an exudation from the ends of the bones themselves. We have already

spoken of Duhamel's opinion, that the periosteum is the essential organ

for the formation of the bones—an opinion so contrary to the principles

of physiology,—and the periosteum alone can as little form the callus as

it can form the bone. The periosteum merely contributes with all the

other parts injured at the time of the fracture,—as well the bone, as the

surrounding tissues which become inflamed,—to the effusion of the first

fibnnous matter.

Ossification always commences, it appears from Mieseher's researches,

at the surface of the bone, and not at the fractured extremities, but at

some distance from them, so that an ossified capsule, as it were, is form-

ed around each of the fractured ends of the bone ; by the extension of

the ossification these capsules become united. The commencement of

the ossification at the surface of the bone, and its extension from them,

show that the presence of the bone is here necessary to the formation of

new bone.

The serous membranes are of all textures the most prone to the

effusion of the liquor sanguinis of the blood ; the reason of this is, per-

haps, that they possess the least proper assimilating tissue. Adhesions

are, therefore, most frequent in serous sacs. Whether new synovial

membranes are formed in the new articular cavities developed around

the heads of bone which have remained long dislocated, is at present

uncertain, although Meckel, perhaps too hastily, admits such to be the

case. The synovia of a new joint may be derived merely from the re-

mains of the old synovial membrane still adhering to the bone.

The cicatrix of a wound of the skin which has healed in that stage of

inflammation which is accompanied by the effusion of lymph, is more

dense than the skin itself; it is sensible., is at first redder than the sur-

rounding skin, at a later period paler ; the epidermis covering it is

The principal winters on the subject have been Haller, Element. Physiol, viii. 345,

Detlef, in Haller's Op. Min. ii. 463. Troja, De Nov. Oss. Regeneratione Exp. Paris,

1775. Koehler, Exp. circa Regen. Ossium. Grott. 1786. Van Heekeren, De Osteo-

genesi pneternat. Lugd. Bat. Macdonald, De Necrosi et Callo. Edinb. 1799. Du-

Puytren, Diet, des Sc. M6d. 38. 434. Howship, Medico-Chirurg Transact, vol. vii.

Kortum, Exp. circa Regenerat. Ossium. Lips. 1823. M. J. Weber, Nov.

Act. ac. Nat. Cur. 12. 2. Breschet, Recherches exper. sur la formation du Cal. Paris,

1819,

and vin.

I
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more delicate. Large scars generally result from the healing of those

wounds in which a portion of the skin has been lost by the suppurative

process. In this case the cicatrix has no hairs ; is in ne°roes, for the

most part, colourless at first, but frequently assumes after a time the

natural black colour of the surrounding skin.

Solutions of continuity in mucous membranes have little tendency to

unite, hence in part the difficulties attending the operation for cleft

palate and that for wounds of the intestines. In cases of division of the

excretory duct of glands, where the divided ends have been kept in con-

tact, regeneration of the duct sometimes takes place and the passage

is restored. M
Wharton

duct, in two cases also of division of the vas deferens in the dog and cat.

Brodie, Tiedemann, Gmelin, Levret, and Lassaigne have, after tying

the ductus choledochus, found the passage restored in some cases. In

Tiedemann's experiments t the jaundice disappeared in some instances

at the end of ten or fifteen days. The ligature had either cut through
the duct and fallen away before the divided edges had united, or coa-
gulable lymph had been effused around the ligature, completing the
canal externally, while the ligature perhaps had separated and fallen into

the cavity of the duct, and had passed out through it. After the lapse

of from thirteen to sixteen days the canal was found completely re-

stored.

Solutions of continuity in glands cicatrise, it is true ; but the new
substance has not the properties of the glandular tissue. The same is

the case in the cicatrisation of muscles. P. F. Meckel, Richerand,

Parry, Huhn, Murray, and Autenrieth, all describe the substance by
which divided muscles unite as similar to condensed cellular membrane,
and as evidencing no contractility on the application of galvanism.^

Wounds of the pregnant uterus cicatrise extremely quickly ; by the con-
traction of the organ the wound is soon rendered extremely small. It

appears that the external serous covering of the uterus has the princi-

pal share in the cicatrisation.§ A new formation of true muscular sub-
stance, as described by Wolff,

||
is certainly not admissible. The re-

markable fibrous layers on the pleura and pericardium, which I saw in

the museum at Heidelberg, certainly resemble irregular muscular fibres

* De Vulner. duct, excret. Tub. 1819.

•J-
Die Verdauung nach Versuchung. ii.

% See Kleeman, Diss, circa Reprod. Partium. Halle. 1786. Huhn, De Regen.
Part. Moll. Gb'tt. 1787. Murray, De Reintegrat. Part. &c. Gott. 1787. Autenrieth

et Schnell, Diss, de Nat. Unionis Muscul. Vulnerat, Tub. 1804.

See Mayer, in Grafe und Walther's Journ. 11. 4.

||
De Format. Fibrar. Muscul, in Pericardio atq. in Pleura. Heidelb. 1832.



* See the remarks of Wutzer in Mueller's Archiv. 1834, p. 451.

t Versuche uber die Regeneration. Gott. 1797.

Versuche uber das Viperngift.

II Uber die Regen. der Nerven, Cassel, 1785.

Froriep's Not. 360.

If Rett's Archiv. ii. 440
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appearance, but may nevertheless be merely fibrinous exudations.

" e know no test for muscular fibres but their contractility.*

-I he question of the regeneration of nerves has been investigated ex^-

penmen tally by Arnemann, Haighton, Prevost, Mayer, Fontana, Mi-
cnaelis, Swan, Breschet, and Tiedemann ; but it is still involved in con-.

Sluerable doubt, on account of several observers having confounded the

mere reunion of the divided ends of the nerve, with the question of the

possessal of nervous power by the matter forming the cicatrix. To

Prove the latter to be the case, whether anatomically or physiologically,

extremely difficult. Nerves when divided generally retract some-

what by virtue of the elasticity of their sheath ; but the fact of the

bunion of the divided ends of nerves when they lie in contact cannot be

d°ubted. The new substance, if it has the properties of nerves, must

contain nervous fibres. It appeared to Arnemannf to differ in structure

from true nervous substance. Fontana,;}; on the other hand, states that

the new substance which united the divided vagus in his experiments

0n rabbits was similar to nervous substance ; but it is impossible that, so

e&rly as twenty nine days after the division of the nerve, the true nervous

hbrils could be generated in the cicatrix ; for, on examining the new bond
°f union even after the interval of seven weeks, I was unable to distinguish

a&y nervous fibrils ; the new matter seemed still to consist of dense

cellular tissue. Prevost § divided the nervus vagus in a cat and allowed

!t to reunite, and, on examining the cicatrix after four months, found the

|
The assertion of Michaelis|| that,

when portions of nerve from nine to twelve lines in length had been cut

out, the ends were again united at the end of some weeks by nervous

fibres, is very improbable. To determine whether the new substance of

the cicatrix was really nervous substance, Meyer ^ and Tiedemann ap-

plied nitric acid, which dissolves the sheath of the nerves, but leaves the

nervous substance itself. This test, however, is a deceptive one : as far as

*ny experience goes, the minute fibrils of the nerves cannot be recognised

by any chemical means of investigation ; they must be examined by

means of the microscope while in a perfectly fresh state. This is

best done by dividing the nerve into its separate bundles while it

lies under a simple microscope on a black tablet ; and then, having

ttiade the several bundles tense, separating them by means of

needles into the primitive fibrils, which may thus be easily seen. By
this method, which is conclusive, and in fact not very difficult, I ex-

aniined the cicatrix of the ischiadic nerve of a rabbit which had

been divided seven weeks before, but could not satisfy myself with

nervous fibres continued through it.
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any certainty of the existence of parallel fibres in the cicatrix, which was
a hard mass, apparently consisting of dense cellular tissue. I will relate

the experiment in full at a future page.

Experiments of

after division of
are of great importance ; but, unfortunately, most of the experiments
hitherto instituted with this view have been deficient in critical accu-
racy.

Arnemann, who was opposed to the opinion that the nerves are re-

produced, once observed, after a cutaneous nerve of the fore paw of a
dog had been divided, that sensation was recovered. Descot* observed
the same thing in a man who had wounded the ulnar nerve ; but his case
is not conclusive, for the nerve was not completely divided. I was
witness to the extirpation of a tumour of the ulnar nerve from the arm
of a young man by Professor Wutzer ; the nerve was divided above and
below, and 2 J inches of it removed with the tumour. It is clear that the
nervous substance could not have been reproduced ; and nevertheless, at
the end of three or four weeks, sensation gradually returned in the ulnar
side of the fourth finger, not in the fifth finger ; the return of sensation
being evidently attributable to the connection of the palmar branch of
the ulnar nerve, which goes to the fourth finger, with a small branch of
the median nerve. At the end of eight months the fourth finger had
completely regained its sensibility on both sides. Gruithuisen has ob-
served in his own person a gradual but imperfect return of sensation
after division of the dorsal nerve of the thumb. A case is related by
Mr. Earlef in which a part of the ulnar nerve had been cut out, and in
which, in consequence, the little finger at the end of five years was still

useless, and the sensations in it very imperfect. In the great majority
of Arnemann's experiments the lower portion of the nerve was quite
insensible one hundred or one hundred and sixty days after its divi-
sion.

Among the most remarkable experiments on the reproduction of
nerves are those of Haighton, Prevost, and Tiedemann. Hai-htont
divided the nervus vagus on one side of the neck in a dog, and three
days afterwards divided that on the opposite side ; the dog died, as when
both nerves are divided at the same time. In a second dog he divided
the second nervus vagus nine days after the first ; the dog lived thirteen
days. In a third, the nerve of the one side was divided six weeks after
that of the other side ; the dog remained in a weak state for six months,
but lived

;
at the end of six months the voice had returned, and the

tones had become higher. Nineteen months after the nervi vagi were first
divided, Haighton again divided both nerves one after the other ; the
* Uber die ortlich. Krankeiten der Nerven. Leipz. 1826.

f Med. Chir. Transact. 7. $ Mem. Med. Soc. v. iii. Heil's Archiv. ii. 80.
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animal died on the second day. Richerand repeated these experiments
of Haighton with different results. Breschet and Delphech also deny-
that the nervous substance is regenerated.* Prevost, on the other hand,
has confirmed Haighton's experiments ; he repeated them on new-
born kittens.

In another series of experiments the proof of the reproduction of the

Serves consists in the restoration of the power of motion in limbs

the nerves of which have been divided. From most experiments of this

kind no inference at all can be drawn, unless, as in Tiedemann's case, all

the nerves of the limb have been divided. Swannf has made many ex-

periments to determine the result of division of the ischiadic nerve in

rabbits, from which, however, no certain conclusion can be deduced.

The nerves distributed to the muscles of the thigh come off from the

ischiadic plexus and the ischiadic nerve very high up, and are likewise

Jn part derived from the crural and obturator nerves ; so that division of

the ischiadic nerve in the middle of the thigh, and even higher, paralyses

Merely the muscles of the leg and foot. Although the animals, therefore,

^U not be able to step perfectly with the foot in such a case, still they

^1 be able to use the leg from the action of the muscles of the thigh

being unimpaired.

Prosecuting the same inquiry, I have in my experiments adopted a

different plan, which, iffollowed, promises to yield hereafter some certain

results, although those which I have obtained are not quite decisive.

Exp. L—I had divided the ischiadic nerve of a rabbit in the middle of

the thigh on the 13th of January 1832. At the end of two months
the animal still went lame, resting its tarsal joint on the ground. On
the 7th of April the ischiadic nerve was laid bare in the animal still

living
; the divided portions had united, and at the point of union there

was a long swelling,

cicatrix, no contraction of the muscles of the leg and foot were produced,

and irritation of the upper part of the cicatrix had as little effect. But
when the middle or lower part of the cicatrix, or the nerve below it, was
H'ritated, a contraction of the muscles of the leg, particularly of the

peroneal muscles, which were laid bare, was produced each time. The
skin of the foot was insensible from the tarsal joint to the toes; the

skin of the leg had not lost its sensibility, for it derives its nerves only

in part from the portion of the ischiadic nerve which is below the point

of division. Exp. 2.—I had divided the ischiadic nerve in a rabbit above

the middle of the thigh ; at the expiration of one month and twenty

days, the animal was still as lame as it was immediately after the opera-

The nerve being irritated with a needle above the

tion. I then laid bare the nerve again and the muscles of the leg.

* Lund, Vivisectionen, 218.

t On the treatment of local affections of the nerves, London, 1820, translated

2nto German by Francke. Leipz. 1824.

.
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Mechanical

above the middle of the thigh.

cicatrix, excited no contractions in the muscles of the leg ; but, when
applied below, it produced contractions, particularly in the peroneal

muscles. The galvanic stimulus developed by a single pair of plates was

applied to the nerve above the cicatrix, but it had no influence on the

muscles supplied by the nerve below the cicatrix. My assistant, Dr.

Schwann, now applied the wires of a battery of one hundred pairs of

plates to the nerve above the cicatrix, a glass plate having been previ-

ously placed beneath it; all the muscles of the leg were immediately

thrown into strong contractions. But we found, although not till too

late, that such very strong galvanic discharges are transmitted through

the nerve as they would be through any other moist animal conductor,

and are not adapted to any physiological experiments ; for they cannot

be isolated, and, as we afterwards observed, are transmitted by a nerve

the structure of which is completely destroyed by being crushed, and
even pass from one portion of a divided nerve to another through the

medium of the moist surface of the body on which they lie. Exp. 3.

On the 10th of July 1832, the ischiadic nerve of a rabbit was divided

After the lapse of six months, during
which time the animal still dragged its foot somewhat in progression,

the galvanic stimulus of a single pair of plates, and of a weak battery of

thirty pairs ofplates, excited no contractions in the muscles of the leg, both

poles of the battery being applied to the nerve above the cicatrix. We
were much astonished, however, to perceive that, even when the wires

were applied to the nerve below the cicatrix, or to the peroneal nerve,

only the most feeblecon tractions were excited in the muscles of the leg;

particularly in the peroneal muscles, which were exposed. Later expe-
iments, made in conjunction with Dr. Sticker,* have more fully illustrated

these results. Too much importance had been attributed to Nysten's

experiments^ which showed that, in persons who had died some days after

an apoplectic attack, the muscles still retained their irritability—contract-
ed on the application of galvanism,
fluence

; for, in these experiments which I have made with Dr. Sticker,
we found that, although the lower portion of a divided nerve retains its

irritability for a certain period, still, if the union of the two portions was
prevented, the irritability is afterwards lost ; so that if at the end of two
months the galvanic stimulus of a single pair of plates is applied to the

lower portion of the nerve, it produces no contractions in the muscles to

which the nerve is distributed. Even when applied to the muscles
themselves, the galvanic stimulus in several cases did not excite con-

traction. The experiments on rabbits related above are, therefore, more
in favour of the supposition of reproduction of the nerve than opposed to

r

although the brain had lost its in*

* Mueller's Archiv. 1834, p. 202. f Nysten, loc. cit. p. 369.

^-d
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*t. In the third experiment only the irritability in the lower part of the

nerve was almost completely lost, (although the nerve was allowed to

unite,) and in this case, therefore, it seems that the nerve had cicatrised,

out that the nervous communication was not restored. Since it appears
from Sticker s periments that, unless their communication with the

brain is maintained, nerves cannot preserve their irritability for any
length of time, the mere fact that the lower portion of a divided and re-

united nerve is irritable after the lapse of several months, proves

that the union of the nerve restores in some degree the nervous com?-

^unication.

Schwann has recently performed the following experiment on a frogr
which clearly proves the fact of the reproduction of nerves. He divided

the ischiadic nerve in the middle of both thighs ; after the operation,

the frog at first leaped but rarely, generally moving by crawling only;

after a month it leaped more frequently, and at the end of three months

this movement was performed almost as well as by any other frog. The
sensibility of the foot, also, which at first was lost, was at this period

dearly entirely restored; and irritation of the nerve with a needle,

whether quite high up or close above the cicatrix, produced strong con-

tractions of the muscles supplied by the part of the nerve below the

point irritated. Irritation of the nerve below the cicatrix, or of the

muscles themselves, had the same effect. The following were the ap-

pearances that Dr. Schwann found on examining the divided nerve ; only

one could be examined : when it was separated from the surrounding

parts with which it was connected, in the situation of the wound a por-

tion about one line in length was observed, which had not the brilliant

white colour of the rest of the nerve, but was more transparent. This

appearance seemed to indicate how far the divided nerve, or at least its

neurilema, had retracted; and the portion that presented it was formed,

consequently, in part by the nervous matter which protruded from the

ends of the divided nerve, and in part by new-formed substance. The

whole mass could not be supposed to be formed by the nervous matter

pressed out of the divided nerve ; it was too long. By the aid of the

microscope, however, this part of the nerve was seen to contain nervous

fibrils, lying close together and running its whole length, and the

transparent aspect seemed only to result from the neurilema being less

perfectly reproduced. The fibrils were continuous with those of the

two ends of the nerve, and the stretching that was necessary for the mi-

croscopic examination fully accounted for the nervous cylinders being, at

some points, connected only by very delicate threads. The upper end

of the nerve was enlarged, as is the case with the ends of nerves in the

stump of amputated limbs ; the lower portion did not present the phe-

nomenon.
*

Without thp rpnrr.flnr.tion of the nervous substance which has been

1

If
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thus demonstrated by Schwann, the experiments of Haighton, Prevost,

and Tiedemann are inexplicable. Tiedemann divided, in a dog, the nerves
of the fore-foot and leg, namely, the ulnar radial median, and exter-
nal cutaneous nerves in the axilla, and at the expiration of eight months
observed a return of sensation and motion, which was still greater after

twenty-one months
; and at last the dog obtained the complete use of

the foot again. This experiment is most convincing in reference to the
regeneration of nerve. . The return of some degree of sensation in

transplanted flaps of skin, after the division even of the portion by which
it was connected to its original situation, as in the case of the flap of
skin turned down from the forehead to form a new nose, is also an argu-
ment for the reproduction of nervous fibres. If in such cases no repro-

duction of the minute nervous fibrils at the surface of union took place,

such a portion of skin, after the division of the connecting isthmus,
ought to be quite insensible. I learn from the surgeon the most expe-
rienced in operations of this kind, Professor Dieffenbach, that the sensi-
bility remains always very inconsiderable in these parts, but that its

existence in some degree cannot be denied.

A circumstance, which very much increases the difficulty of imagin-
ing the process that takes place in the regeneration of divided nerves,
is, that many nerves contain fasciculi of fibres of different kinds,—motor,
sensitive, and sympathetic,—of which the first only, as we shall prove at
a future page, have power of exciting muscular contractions. In the
process of regeneration, therefore, motor fibres ought to unite with motor
fibres, and the sensitive fibres with sensitive, which is difficult to con-
ceive of such minute parts. Schwann's principal object in his experi-
ment detailed above was to ascertain whether the union of motor with
sensitive fibres could be proved, by the effect of irritating the roots of
the nerves in the spinal marrow ; whether, namely, irritation of the sen-
sitive roots of these nerves would excite contractions in the muscles of
the parts to which the nerves are distributed. With this view he laid
bare the spinal cord in the frog, in which both ischiadic nerves had been
divided and had reunited, and divided the posterior roots on both sides •

no motion was produced in the legs ; but when he divided the anterior
motor roots, strong contractions of the muscles of the legs took place
This negative result, however, did not prove that no such union of motor
and sensitive fibres existed, for it may be that the sensitive nerves are
not endowed with the power of communicating an irritation from the
centre to the peripheral parts.

The arguments derived from neuralgic cases in support of the opinion
of the reproduction of nerves are the weakest of any. After the division
of a nerve the extreme branches of which have been the seat of pain, the
painful sensations often return. This might be explained simply by sup-
posing that the affection of the nerve reached higher than the point atwhich
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the nerve was divided, or that the cicatrix excites pains in the nerve.
Tl *ine circumstance that these secondary pains are felt in the extreme
parts cannot surprise us, for the nervous trunks contain all the separate

hbres the extreme portions of which are distributed in the course of

ramification to the different parts ; and, as all local sensations depend on
the distinct connection of each of these fibres with the brain, affections

°t the nervous stump may excite sensations which will seem to be in the

extreme parts. This occurs even when the extreme branches of the

nerve are entirely gone, as in amputated limbs. In all the persons that

I have examined who have lost limbs by amputation, sensations as if they

still retained the limb were never entirely lost. I have questioned such

persons twelve or more years after the operation. When the nerves in
*

a stump are pressed for a long time, the patients suffer distinctly the

sensation of the arm or leg, the greater part of which has been removed,

being " asleep." The belief that these sensations are lost a short time

after amputation is an error of medical men, who generally do not watch
the patients longer than a few months.

Gruithuisen's observations* on the consequences of the accidental

division of the nervus dorsalis radialis pollicis, in his own person, are

extremely interesting. The nerve was divided by a large transverse

Wound, at the posterior part of the second phalanx of the thumb, which

reached the bone. The left side of the back of the thumb to the skin

under the nail became, in consequence, perfectly void of sensation.

During the inflammation of the wound which followed, this portion of

the surface became the seat of an enduring, piercing, and burning pain,

(evidently dependent on the inflammation affecting the upper portion of

the divided nerve,—the sensation in the skin was, as in the case of am-

putation, only illusory). In the course of a week, when the wound healed,

these pains ceased, and the part then became insensible as before. After

a time it acquired some sensibility, but of an extremely undefined cha-

racter. If he closed his eyes, while this part (the extent of which was

two inches in length, and three-fourths ofan inch in breadth,) was touched,

he could not determine at what point of the surface the contact took

place, erring in this to the extent of from three to five lines. When he
struck the cicatrix, he had the sensation of pricking under the nail. Eight

months after these observations were made, the sensation was still quite

as imperfect as before. Gruithuisen concludes with the remark, that

the sensitive impressions can be transmitted through the cicatrix of a

divided nerve, but that they become so dispersed in it that they cannot

be transmitted by distinct nervous fibres to the sensorium so as to appear

to come from a determinate spot.

Reproduction of brain and spinal cord.—There are no facts to prove

that the consequences of loss of substance of the brain and of the spinal

* Eeitrrige zur Physiognosie unci Eautognosie*
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marrow are ever completely removed by the reproduction of new sub-

stance

Arnemann, it is true, observed that in a dog, in which from twenty-six
to fifty-four grains of the substance of the brain had been lost, the wound
was afterwards filled by a new gelatinous yellow mass, which was more
readily soluble in water than the substance of the brain. But it is

not certain that this new substance was really cerebral matter. Destruc-
tion of the superficial parts of the brain, when unattended with compres-

or irritation, is often followed by no extraordinary consequences.
Lesions of the spinal marrow are, as is well known, but too incurable.

sion

Wou
but without the reproduction of nervous substance which Arnemann sup-
posed to take place- There is at first tumefaction of the wounded parts,

they afterwards collapse and simply cicatrise. The functions of the
brain are frequently restored after such injuries, but when such is the
case, it takes place often within a few days after the injury ; reproduction
of the cerebral substance is certainly not the only cause of it. It is said
however, that when the wall of one of the ventricles of the brain is

removed for a certain extent, it is restored by the shooting in of the
margins of the opening.

!/»

en a

pus

Suppuration, or suppurative inflammation, always ensues wh
wound is prevented from healing in the stage of fibrinous exudation or
adhesive inflammation. During the process of healing by suppurative
inflammation, no effusion of plastic organisable matter takes place,

is not susceptible of organisation. Sir E. Home's ideas concerning the con-
version of pus into granulations are completely erroneous. Pus is formed
by secretion on the surface or in the interior of the inflamed part, and
at the moment of secretion, according to Brugmans and Autenrieth, is

more fluid and transparent. It appears to be formed at the expense of the
organised matter, of which the composition is changed by the inflammatory
action. The globules of pus are unequal in size,—for the most part they are
larger than the red particles of the blood, with which they have no simi-
larity in form

;
they are either particles thrown off from the suppurating

surface, or, like the particles of other secretions, are formed in the fluid
secretion at the moment that it exudes, in a manner similar to that of
the formation of globules in solution of albumen at the commencement
of its coagulation.

^

When wounds heal by the first intention, that is to say, in the adhe-
sive stage of inflammation, the margins of the wound are united by the
aid of the plastic matter effused from the blood. When they heal by
the suppurative process, there is no developement ofnew vessels in matter

* Exp£r. sur le Systeme Nerveux.
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previously exuded on the surface, but the suppurating margins and base
°f the wound advance so as to diminish the size of the wound by the

growth of the particles already organised, The opinions of writers with
regard to this simple process have been, in some respects, very strange.

it is by many supposed that, during the granulation of a suppurating

Wound, both suppuration and effusion of coagulable matter, which is

afterwards organised, take place at the same time ; but the occurrence
of the two processes at the same time, on one and the same point, is

impossible ; where one exists, the existence of the other is precluded.

The opinion of Langenbeck, that the filling up of an ulcer does not com-
mence till the small vascular elevations or granulations cease to pour out

pus, and secrete plastic lymph, is not supported by facts. In a wound which

secretes good pus, new substance is formed by the process of growth, so

as to diminish the cavity in extent, while at the same time the process of

throwing off effete matter—the suppuration—continues ; this is matter of

frequent observation, and has been found by Pauli to be universally the

case. Since, then, the granulations do not result from the previous ex-

udation of plastic matter, the healing of the wound, it appears to me; can
only be explained by supposing the organised structure forming the walls

of the wound to grow both at the base and circumference by interstitial
I i

assimilation—by a process similar to the ordinary growth of all organised

parts,* only much more rapid. The diminution of the size of the suppurat-

ing wound would thus take place uniformly from all sides,—from the base

as well as from the borders. The new matter formed in the cavity of the

wound, having a granular surface, has received the name of granulations.

In granulations there are no free ends of vessels secreting pus,—the blood-

vessels have no free ends in any part of the body,— they contain merely

reticulated capillaries. The pus, therefore, is not secreted by the open

ends of vessels, but by the exposed surface of the granulations. The

encroachment of the organised parietes of the wound on the cavity

equally from all sides, from the borders as well as from the base of the

wound, diminishes its size both in circumference and depth, till it is reduced

to a point or quite closed, when the suppuration ceases spontaneously.

It is only when the interstitial growth takes place more rapidly at the

base of the sore than at the borders that the granulations rise above the

surface ;
and under these circumstances the suppurating wound cannot

be reduced till the proper relation between the borders and base of the

sore is restored by cauterisation. In the contrary case, when the bottom

of the wound is not regenerated so quickly as the margins, the sore be-

comes sinuous, and requires to be laid open by division of the borders.

When the suppuration is very superficial, the secretion of pus ceases si-

multaneously with the inflammation, without any reduction of the extent

of the wound by this growth of the base and margins being necessary.

* See page 375.
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Pauli* has given a representation of the microscopic appearance of the
capillaries in a suppurating wound.

In cases where a large extent of skin has been lost, it is replaced partly
by growth inwards of the skin forming the margins of the wound, partly
by the condensation of the cellular tissue, which has been observed in a
striking degree in cases of destruction of a large part of the scrotum.
When great loss of skin occurs in cases of necrosis, in which the surface

of the bone, from which the dead portion is thrown off, becomes soft

and gives rise to a granulating growth, as we have observed in a case of

extensive loss of substance of the integuments of the cranium, with ne-
crosis of a large part of the external lamella of the cranial bones in

consequence of a burn, the substance which forms the cicatrix seems to

be formed in part by prolongation inwards of the cutaneous margins,

and partly also by the growth of cellular tissue from the surface of the

granulating bone, which also forms for itself a new periosteum.
The process which ensues upon necrosis of the bones is a subject of

great physiological interest.

Necrosis, or the death of a bone, is the consequence either of an un-
favourable termination of inflammation of the bone in a bad constitution,

or of its vascular supply being cutoffby the destruction of its periosteum
or medullary membrane. Destruction of the periosteum, to a consi-

derable extent, cuts off the supply of blood which the bone received
through the medium of the vessels of the periosteum, and induces the

death of the exterior layers of the bone. When the medullary tissue

of a bone is destroyed by inflammation, or artificially after a cylindrical

bone has been sawn through in an animal, the supply of blood to the
internal layers of the bone is in the same way cut off, and their death
is the consequence

; in neither case does the whole thickness of the
bone lose its vitality. The process which ensues in the external parts
of the bone when the internal layers are destroyed, and in the internal
parts when the external layers become necrotic, is very remarkable.
The osseous substance becomes inflamed; the consequence of which is the
effusion of coagulable lymph, as in the inflamed ends of broken bones ; and
this coagulable lymph, as in the case of fractures, becomes organised^ and
afterwards ossified. If the lesion and consequent necrosis is on the outer
surface of a cylindrical bone, the exudation takes place on the inner
surface into the cavity of the bone, so that the medullary cavity is di-
minished in size. The callus thus formed on the inner surface of the
bone strengthens it, supplying the loss of substance which it has
sustained by the death of its outer layers. If any long bone is sawn
across in a living animal, and its medulla destroyed, so as to produce
necrosis of the inner layers of the bone, the exudation takes place on
the external surface of the exterior still living lamella?. This is best seen

* De Vulner. sanand. Comment. Gott. 1825.
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m the hollow bones of birds, after a hot iron has been introduced into

their cavity.

Most writers have confounded the interstitial swelling, or, as Scarpa
called it, the expansion of the inflamed bone itself, with the deposition of
osseous matter which, in the two cases of necrosis above indicated, takes

place either into the medullary cavity, or on the surface of the bone,
and which is the result of the inflammatory exudation. The swelling

of the bone is seen most distinctly in mammalia, and in them has

the chief share in the reproduction of the part lost by necrosis. The
exudation is a temporary process, but the swelling of the bone itself

continues during the whole course of the inflammation of the bone,

and is not very evident until the bone becomes softened and extremely

vascular at the part where it is in contact with the dead portion. The
surface of the living inflamed bone, where it is in contact with the dead

bone, becomes quite soft, red, and granulating; and in internal necrosis

the bone becomes enlarged, not from the formation of a new tube around
the internal dead laminae of bone (the sequestrum), but by thickening of

the external laminae which have retained their vitality, or, in external

necrosis, by growth of the living bone under the external dead portion,

towards the exterior as well as towards the medullary cavity. The in-

crease in size of the inflamed and softened bone goes on while the sur-

face in contact with the dead bone continues to secrete pus, either in-

ternally when the necrosis is internal, or externally when the dead por-

tion is external.

If the whole thickness of a bone has died, no new bone can be pro-

duced ; the periosteum has nothing to do with the reproduction of the

bone; but when merely the external or the internal layer has pe-

rished, then the bone is usually reproduced: but even in this case an

entire new bone is not formed; the cylindrical sequestrum, in the case

of internal necrosis, is only the internal laminae of the long bone, and the

new cylinder around it merely the external laminae of the bone thickened

and swollen by interstitial growth.

There has been much contention about the question, whether the new
osseous mass which encloses the sequestrum is reproduced merely by
the enlargement of external layers of the bones, or is formed by the

periosteum itself. Weidmann* supposes that both cases occur. Troja

is led by his later experiments to adopt the first opinion, and Scarpa

has recently proved it to be correct. Meding, on the other hand, sup-

ports the opinion of the formation of bone by the periosteum. It is in

itself inconceivable that a membrane, such as the periosteum, which

serves merely to contain the vessels which pass from it into the bones,

and to invest the latter, can itself form organised osseous substance. I

have already given my reasons for not assenting to this opinion. But it

* De Necrosi Ossiurn.
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can be clearly shown in mammalia, which are better adapted for this

purpose than birds, that the formation of the new tube of bone is

effected partly by the effusion of lymph in the adhesive stage of inflam-
mation on the surface of and by the inflamed bone itself, not by the pe-
riosteum; but that the greatest part of the osseous mass is formed by
the living layers of bone which surround the inner sequestrum under-
going enlargement, which goes on increasing during the whole period
of suppuration. I appeal here to the excellent observations of

M. J. Weber, which have been made known bv M
my

in his interesting thesis, in which drawings from the preparations are
also given.

All that I have here said respecting the reproduction of bone was
suggested to me by Professor Weber's preparations, by which the cor-

rectness of Scarpa's opinion is placed beyond a doubt. Scarpa, however,
did not observe the exudation which takes place in the first stage of the
process between the periosteum and bone, and which is seen most dis-
tinctly in birds

; although in them also the spongy enlargement of the
bone takes place : in mammalia the enlargement of the bone is most re-
markable, but the exudation is also present. In Weber's preparations
the periosteum is seen covering the new osseous mass unchanged in its

structure, except that here and there it presents a small thickening
like cartilage.*

* On the subject of the reproduction of bone attending necrosis, consult Troja, Neue
Beobacht. u Vers, iiber die Knochen : fibers, von Schonberg. Erlang. 1828. Kohler, Exp.
circa Regen. Ossium. Gott. 1786. Kortum, loc. cit. Meding, Diss, de Regen. Ossiura.
Lips. 1823. Weimar
Bannerth, Naturae Conaminum in oss. lees, sanand. indagatio Anat. Physiol. Bonnae,
1831. The best account of all previous researches on the reproduction of the tissues will
be found in the prize essay of Pauli, cited above.
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SECTION III

Of secretion .

CHAPTER I.

OF THE SECRETIONS IN" GENERAL.

s :

During the passage of the blood from the minute arteries through the

capillary system of vessels into the radicles of the venous system, a part

of the u liquor sanguinis" with the matters dissolved in it is imbibed by the

tissues,* by the agency of which it undergoes a chemical change ; some

of its components are extracted from it, while it receives in exchange

other matters derived from the parenchyma itself.

The changes which the organic matter suffers in this way may be

termed generally transformations or " metamorphoses." They are of

three kind

1. Transformation of the components of the blood into the organised

substance of the different organs,—" intus-susceptio," or nutrition, which

has been treated of in the preceding section.f

2. Transformation of the components of the blood on the free surface

of an organ into a solid unorganised substance, which is the mode of

growth of the non-vascular textures,—" appositio."%

3. Transformation of the components of the blood into a fluid matter,

which escapes on the free surface of the organ,—secretion, which is the

subject of the present section.

The matters sepai-ated from the blood by the action of a secreting or-

gan are, 1. Substances which existed previously in the blood, and are

merely eliminated from it : such are the urea, which is excreted by the

kidneys ; and the lactic acid and its salts, which are components both of

the urine and of the cutaneous perspiration. These are called excretions ;

the process of their separation from the blood, excretion. The excre-

tions which are met with most generally in the animal kingdom, name-

ly, the urine, and the fluid perspired by the skin, are in the human sub-

ject acid ; but all excretions are not acid, as Berzelius formerly sup-

posed, for the urine of some herbivorous animals is alkaline, as are also

some of the excretions peculiar to several animals ; for instance, the

acrid matter excreted from the skin of the toad. 2. Substances which

cannot be simply separated from the blood, since they do not pre-exist

in it, which, on the contrary, are newly produced from the proximate

components of the blood by a chemical process ; such are the bile, the

semen, the milk, mucus, &c. These are called secretions.

* The laws which regulate the imbibition of fluids by organic tissues have been al-

ready detailed at page 242

t See page 360. % See page 384.

hi
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'

These true secretions are again divisible into two series :

a. Some either fulfil no further purpose in the animal economy by which
they are formed, or at most serve for its defence by being poisonous to
other animals, or attract or repel other animals by diffusing peculiar
odours. Secretions of this kind may have their seat at almost

3

any part
of the surface of the animal body. As examples, we may instance the
acrid secretions of many beetles, of wasps, bees, and the scorpion ; the
peculiar secretions of spiders, insects, and muscles; the ink of the cuttle-
fish

; the castoreum of the preputial follicles of the beaver • and the se-
cretion of the musk-bag, situated under the skin of the abdomen above
the penis, and opening in front of the prepuce in the musk-deer.*

Besides their action out of the system, such secretions may have an
importance in the economy of the animal which forms them, inasmuch
as, being formed at the expense of the proximate components of the
blood, their production must be attended with a change in its composi-
tion, and the suppression of them would, in some cases perhaps, be
equally as injurious to the system as the suppression of certain morbid
discharges in the human body, which are to be regarded as means of pre-
serving the healthy constitution of the blood. In the case of the con-
version of one organic compound into another out of the body, certain
elements which are not necessary to the new compound are set free

;

for example, during the generation of alcohol from sugar carbonic acid is

disengaged. The production not merely of the cutaneous exhalation
and of the urine, but also of the peculiar secretions of many animals,
may be explained in a similar manner. The formation and elimination
of the urea have the same relation to the production of higher organic
products, as the evolution of carbonic acid has to the formation of alco-
hol from sugar. If morbid secretions are regarded in the same point of
view, they must be distinguished into two kinds ; first those, the elimi-
nation of which is absolutely necessary for the preservation of the nor-
mal constitution of the blood, and which cannot with impunity be check-
ed, unless the process of sanguification generally has previously under-
gone a favourable change

; and, secondly, those morbid secretions which
are merely the result of local conditions, and may be arrested without

After amputation of a part which has been the seat of a copious
but not cachectic suppuration, a surgeon is not justified, therefore, ac-
cording to physiological principles, in instituting vicarious discharges, or
in preventing the healing of the wound by the first intention.

b. Other secretions, such as the milk, bile, semen, and mucus, serve
further purposes in the animal economy.
The tvue secretions are frequently alkaline, but by no means always so

;

and one and the same secretion (we may instance the saliva or pancre-

* For an account of these and many other analogous glands, see J. Miiller, De Glan-
dul. secernent, tructura penitiori. Lipsisa, 1830.

fear.
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atic fluid) often alternates from the acid to the alkaline state under the

influence of trifling circumstances.*

The formation of any one of the peculiar secretions, the essential proxi-

mate constituents of which do not exist in the blood itself, presupposes

the operation of a special chemical apparatus, whether this be a mem-
brane or a gland. The destruction of the secreting apparatus must put

a permanent stop to the secretion ; thus the semen can no longer be

formed after the removal of the testes, nor the milk after the extirpation

°f the mammary gland. Haller's assertion,! that almost all secretions

may, under the influence of disease, be formed by each and every secret-

*ng organ, is incorrect. Such a phenomenon would be totally different

from the cases in which the secretion continues to be formed by the na-

tural organ, but, not being able to escape towards the exterior on ac-

count of some obstruction, is re-absorbed into the blood, and afterwards

discharged from it by exudation in other ways. The excretions—those

matters which exist ready formed in the blood, and of which urea is an

example,—can alone* after the destruction of the excreting organ, be

eliminated from the vessels in all parts of the body by the process of ex-

udation.*

Secreting apparatus.—The apparatus for the formation of the animal

secretions are either cells, such as those of the adipose tissue ; plane

membranes, such as the synovial and serous membranes ; or organs of

peculiar complex structure, the glands.

1. Secreting cells.—The cells of the ovary—vesiculse Graafianse— fill-

ed with an albuminous fluid in which the much more minute ovulum is

developed, and the cells of the testes of some fishes,—of the eel and

small lamprey, for example,—in which the testis has no seminal or ef-

ferent duct, as Rathke first observed, and in which the semen escaping by

rupture of the cells into the abdominal cavity is evacuated from it again

by a single orifice, are instances of secreting cells. Secretion by cells is,

however, observed to the greatest extent in the adipose cellular tissue.

This is the occasion for making some remarks on cellular tissue generally.

The cellular tissue, which might, by reason of its forming the connect-

ing medium ofother tissues, be termed "connexive tissue,"(bindgewebe,)

has latterly become one of the most enigmatical of the animal textures,

in consequence of physiologists having begun to adopt the opinion of

Borden, Wolff, and Meckel, who regarded it as a kind of mucus filling

the interstices of the texture of organs, and supposed that its ap-

parently membranous and cellular structure is produced by the ac-

tion of the air, by traction, or by the infiltration of fluid. These sup-

positions have received support from the circumstance of the soft condi-

Schultze has given a detailed account of the acid or alkaline reaction of the diffe-

rent animal fluids in his Vergleichende Anatomic

*t Element. Physiol, ii.369. X See page 151

.
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re

tion of the cellular tissue in the embryo. It has indeed been imagined,
though without any reason, that all the organs of the body are developed
in the embryo from cellular tissue. But the germinal nidus, in which an
organ is formed in the embryo, and which we have named "blastema,"
has much higher properties than cellular tissue,—is endued with crea-
tive powers,—and is of a totally different nature. Thus, in the develope-
ment of the glands we see the blastema in the form of a o-elatinous semi-
transparent matter, in which the ramification of the secreting tubes com-
mences in an arborescent form, and is extended by the protrusion ofnew
branches

; while the blastema, which constitutes a kind of atmospl*

around the secreting tubes, is at first of considerable extent, but is ab-

sorbed in proportion as the tubes become more ramified and numerous.
In the tabulated glands,—the lachrymal and salivary glands,— the blas-

tema itself likewise becomes tabulated in the progress of developement
of the gland.*

The incorrect notions relative to the formation of cellular tissue owe
their origin to anatomists having neglected the microscope in the inves-
tigation of its structure, or to their having used imperfect instruments.
The ultimate elements of all cellular tissue are fibres; never either
globules or lamellae. Even the membranes which form the cells of the
adipose tissue are first composed of fibres. The primary fibres of cel-

lular tissue, which were known to Treviranus and Krause, are among
the most minute constituent elements of the human body. Their dia-

meter is, according to Krause, from .^Vo to ttVo i
according to Jordan,

1 4V0 of an English line. It requires a magnifying power of four hun-
dred diameters to recognise them. They are transparent, and their edges
quite smooth ; in which characters, as well as in yielding gelatin by
boiling, they resemble the primitive fibres of tendons. The fibres of the

cellular tissue are united, so as to form lamellae and small membranes:
and these lamellae, or bundles of fibres, cross each other in all directions,

producing an irregular interlacement, of which the interstices communi-
cate., as is easily proved by inflation. This last circumstance, and the
whole structure of the cellular tissue, distinguish it from the correspond-
ing tissue of vegetables, which is formed of, for the most part, angular
closed cells.

Cellular tissue is divided into the serous and adipose. The opinion
that the cellular tissue is essentially composed of reticulated lymphatic
vessels, is rendered improbable by the. circumstance of the direct tran-

sition of the cellular tissue into the fascia superficialis, the ultimate

elements of which are exactly similar to those of cellular tissue.f

* See J. Mliller, De Gland. Struct. Penit. tab. vi. figs. 11, 12 ; tab. v. fig. 8.

t These remarks on the structure of cellular tissue are extracted from a paper by
Dr. Jordan on the Tunica Dartos and the allied tissues, in Miiller's Archiv. 1834, p.
410. I may remark that I have verified his observations.
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fi It is

met with in the subcutaneous cellular tissue, in the omentum, around

the kidneys, in the medullary cavity and cells of bones, and less exten-

sively in several other parts. A special structure appears not to be

necessary for its secretion, since it can be deposited in all parts- It is

quite unorganised, and at the temperature of the human body is even

fluid or soft. The different kinds of animal fat are chiefly distinguished

by the different degrees of temperature at which they become fluid or

soft, and by the different proportions of stearin and elain which they

contain. Human fat is among the softer kinds. The adipose matter of

cold-blooded animals is still fluid at ordinary temperatures. The che-

mical composition of fat has been already stated.* The use of the fat

evidently consists partly in contributing to preserve the proportions of

the external form, and partly in protecting the internal parts by virtue

of its being a bad conductor of caloric. But the fat may likewise be re-

garded as a deposit of nutriment, which during fasting, and also during

wasting of the body, is again easily dissolved by being united with other

animal matters, or by being converted into a saponaceous state, and

having thus again entered the circulation, is applied to the formation of

other organic compounds.

2. Secreting membranes.—The principal secreting membranes are the

serous membranes, the mucous membranes, and the skin.

a. The serous membranes seem to be formed of fibres like those of

cellular membrane, aggregated in the same way into bundles,, which are

interwoven together. There are three orders of serous membranes : 1.

The synovial bursae, of which some are subcutaneous, while others either

surround or are situated beneath tendons, and give them an investment.

2. The synovial membranes of joints, which likewise invest the ten-

dons or ligaments that pass through their cavities. (The synovia is an

alkaline albuminous fluid, which coagulates at the boiling temperature.)

3. Serous membranes which line visceral cavities. These are closed

sacs, and originate in the free surfaces of viscera where they come into

contact with each other, or lie in cavities . unattached to surrounding

parts, becoming a membranous coat. The viscera which are invested

by a serous membrane, are, as it were, pressed into the shut sac which

it forms, carrying before them a portion of the membrane, which

serves as their investment. To the law that serous membranes form

shut sacs there are but few exceptions, viz. : the opening of the Fallo-

pian tubes into the abdominal cavity,—a structure which exists in man

and all vertebrata, with the exception of a few fishes ; and the open-

ings by which the abdomen in fishes communicates with the exterior,

in the sharks and rays double, in the eel and lesser lamprey a single

opening. In the sturgeon, sharks, and rays, the pericardium and peri.

* Page 132. •
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toneum communicate; but the communication between the two cavities

is most free in the ammoccetes and myxinoid fishes.*

Many have imagined that the serous cavities during life contain a
gas, without once inquiring what kind of gas could exist there. The
supposition is erroneous. The serous membranes are during life so filled

with the viscera, that there exists no space unoccupied; and only
just so much fluid is secreted by the membrane as is necessary to

lubricate the contiguous surfaces, and to prevent adhesions. By the
constant action of the abdominal muscles the viscera of the abdomen are
kept closely pressed together: any change of capacity which the abdo-
minal cavity undergoes must depend on the varying fulness of the intes-

tinal canal. Between the pleura costalis and pleura pulmonalis there is

likewise during life not the smallest space ; for the surfaces of the lungs
follow constantly the movements of the thoracic parietes, on which, in-

deed, (the motion of the lungs with the thoracic parietes) respiration
depends. There is also no necessity for supposing the existence of
any gaseous matter between the heart and pericardium during life, for
one part of the heart is always distended with blood, while the other
part is contracted; and even if a vacuum could be produced in the peri-
cardium by the contraction of one part of the heart, the lungs on each
side would, by the pressure of the external air in the bronchi, be forced
in to fill it up.

There subsists between the serous sacs such a sympathetic connec-
tion, that inflammation in one is readily communicated to the others. A
disease peculiar to them is the effusion of the serum of the blood, and it

frequently occurs when the viscera invested by them are the seat of
organic disease.-f-

The mucous membranes consist of an interlacement of fibres, on which
[in some parts?] a stratum of very minute perpendicular cylinders
rests, and in which numerous mucous follicles are seated. The intimate
structure of the epithelium, as well as that of the epidermis, have been
brought to light by the observations of Leeuwenhoeck, Raspail, Pur .

kinje, Valentin, and Henle. The epithelium consists of minute portions,
arranged side by side like a pavement ; the particles, each of which
contains a nucleus, are being constantly thrown off, and are therefore
seen in the saliva and mucus of the mouth, when they are examined

* It is an error to suppose that the viscera of the abdomen of birds are contained in
the air sacs, which in these animals descend on each side of the abdomen, and commu-
nicate with the bronchi by openings on the surface of the lungs. According to my ob-
servation, both lobes of the liver and the greater part of the intestinal canal lie in
separate compartments of the abdominal cavity between the lateral air sacs, and distinct
from them. Air forced into the bronchi distends the air sacs, but not the visceral ca-
vities of the abdomen.

f For remarks on the vascularity of serous membranes, see page 214.
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with the microscope. In some parts, as in the mouth, the particles of

epithelium are thin scales (fig. 31, b) lying horizontally one over the

Fig. 31.#

B C

other, so as to form strata. [Dr. Henle finds that the particles of epi-

thelium which form the deeper layers are smaller, but at the same time

thicke (fi

(the

ment is seen in the section of conjunctiva, fig. 31, a, where the dark

shade has the place of the mucous membrane itself.)] In other mucous

membranes, as in the intestinal canal, the particles of epithelium are
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minute cylinders, (fig. 32, a b,) arranged side by side, like basaltic co-

lumns
; each cylinder, like the flat scales, containing a nucleus. The

(fi The appear-

ance produced by the nucleus when the free extremity of the cylinders is

viewed, (fig. 32, c,) has given rise to the incorrect opinion of the exist-

ence of openings on the surface of the villi.

* [Fig. 31. Scales of the epithelium :

—

b. Scales taken from the inner surface of the

cheek ; the margin of one is folded, a frequent appearance of these scales, showing their

thinness and flexibility ; c. the more deep-seated or recently-formed scales or cellules

from the human conjunctiva ; a. section of the epithelium of the conjunctiva, some

scales loosened. The last two figures are copied from Dr. Henle's paper, Symbolae ad

Anat. villor. intestin., imprimis eorum epithelii et vasorum lacteorum.]

t [Cylinders of the intestinal.epithelium, after Dr. Henle :—a. Cylinders from the

cardiac region of the human stomach ; B. the same from the jejunum ; c. cylinders of

the intestinal epithelium viewed by their free extremity ;
d. ditto, as seen in a trans-

verse section of a villosity.]
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The mucous membranes line all those passages by which internal

parts communicate with the exterior, and by which either matters are

eliminated from the body or foreign substances taken into it. They are

soft and velvety, and extremely vascular. In their chemical properties
they appear to differ essentially from the skin ; for they yield no gelatin

by boiling, are wholly insoluble in water, and the only effect of long
boiling is to render them hard and brittle. Their basis, or proper tex-

ture, would seem therefore to belong to the albuminous structures.*

The external surface of the mucous membranes is attached to various

other tissues : in the tongue, for example, to muscle ; on cartilaginous

parts, to perichondrium
; in the cells of the ethmoid bone, in the frontal

and sphenoid sinuses, as well as in the tympanum, to periosteum ; in the

intestinal canal it is attached to a firm membrane or fascia, (the tunica

propria of the intestines,) which on its exterior also gives attachment to

the muscular fibres of the third coat of the intestines.

The mucous membranes may be distinguished into several principal
tracts : 1. The mucous membrane of the nose, from which prolonga-
tions are sent into the sinuses communicating with the nostrils ; and
which, through the medium of the lachrymal canal and puncta, is conti-
nuous with the conjunctiva of the eye and eyelids. The conjunctiva is

as certainly a mucous membrane as any other of which the character has
not been doubted. It participates in the diseases of the mucous mem-
branes, as well the chronic blenorrhaea as the catarrhal affections ; and in

every case of violent catarrh of the mucous membrane of the nose, the
conjunctiva is affected in both stages of the disease. On the other
hand, it has nothing in common with the serous membranes, either in

the secretion,— for the limpid secretion of the eyes is derived from the
lachrymal gland,—or in its form, which is not that of a closed sac.

2. The mucous membrane of the mouth ; which communicates in the
throat with that of the nose, and sends a prolongation through the Eus-
tacian tube to line the tympanum, and the inner surface of the mem-
brana tympani. In the mouth, moreover, it sends prolongations into the
excretory ducts of the salivary glands ; and in the pharynx divides into
two great branches, of which the one lines the air tubes, and the other
the alimentary canal. The mucous membrane of the air tubes ends by
lining the air vesicles of the lungs; while that which is continued into
the alimentary canal, besides investing it through its whole extent, also
sends processes into the ducts of the pancreas and liver. In birds
it communicates in the cloaca with the next tract of mucous mem-
brane.

3. The mucous membrane of the generative and urinary apparatus.
This lines the whole of the urinary passages from their external orifices

to the calices of the kidneys, and in the organs of generation extends

* [See Appendix to the chapter on Nutrition.]
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in the form of a lining membrane into the ducts of these organs, and in

the female becomes continuous with the serous membrane of the abdo-

men at the fimbriae of the Fallopian tubes.

In fishes all the mucous membranes are brought into relation with

each other through the medium of the mucous surface of their skin.

A remarkable sympathy is observed to exist between all the mucous

membranes ; thus their diseases, particularly the mucous discharges, and

Ae catarrhal affections, have a great tendency to spread in them. By

virtue of this sympathy the state of one part of these membranes may be

ascertained by examining another part; the state of the mucous mem-

brane of the tongue indicates the condition of that of the stomach and

intestinal canal. All the mucous membranes have likewise an extraor-

dinary sympathetic connection with the respiratory movements*

The diseases peculiar to these membranes are the blenorrhaea or mu-

cous discharge, and the catarrhal affections, which are distinguished

from the former by their acuteness, that is, the rapidity of their increase

and decline, and by their having two stages,— the first, that of conges-

tion,—the second, that of increased secretion.

Mucus is secreted by the lining membranes of the maxillary, frontal,

and sphenoidal sinus, and of the tympanum, which have no follicles, as

well as by those membranes which have them. The follicles, there-

fore, cannot be the sole source of the mucous secretion. These folli-

cles or glands, moreover, are merely sac-like depressions of the mu-

cous membrane. In those membranes which are covered with epithe-

Hum, by which, therefore, another secretion besides mucus is formed,

the latter would seem to be generated solely in the follicles.

Mucus is formed by no other than mucous membranes. It is intend-

ed as a protection to the surfaces which are exposed to external influ-

ences. It swells when placed in water, but is not soluble in it
;
does

not coagulate by heat ; is precipitated from water, in which it is diffused,

by alcohol ; but, after being washed, can be again diffused in the water.

The secretion of all the mucous membranes, however, is not exactly the

same ; for, as Berzelius found, the mucus of the gall-bladder is quite in-

soluble in acids, while that of the urinary bladder is to a certain extent

soluble in dilute acids, as well as in dilute alkalies. Ordinarily, acids

dissolve a very small proportion of mucus. Gmelin states that the mu-

cus of the intestines is coagulated by acids, even by acetic acid. The

acids extract very little of it, and do not dissolve it, even at the boil-

ing temperature. The little that is dissolved by the acids, or that is

extracted by digestion in water after the acid is poured off, is preci-

pitated by infusion of galls, but seldom by ferrocyanuret of potassium.

The skin.—The proper cutaneous tissue, in which several organs

of different kinds are imbedded, consists of fibres interwoven in all

* See page 351,

c.
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directions. The surface of the skin presents little elevations,—papillae

(twenty hours)

Maipi By long-

most part, into gelatin.* By the property which this substance-gela-
possesses of forming with tannin a compound which resists putre-

faction, is explained the process of tanning.

The skin is the seat of very various secretions, for each of which it is

provided with a special organ.

The epidermis, which is the most general of these secretions, is form-
ed in layers by the most superficial stratum of the true skin. The
epidermis, like the epithelium of the mouth, consists of minute plates
or scales, in the centre of each of which is a nucleus. [The last-formed,
and, as yet, soft layer of the epidermis, or the rete Malpighii, consists,

according to Henle, of oval bodies like cells or vesicles.] When the skin

ete Malp

Fig. 33 . §

which then contains coloured vesicular bodies. The
inner surface of the cuticle presents numerous de-
pressions, corresponding to the papillae of the skin,

and the interstices of these depressions have of course
a reticular form ; hence the name " rete."f Most
observers agree that the cuticle is not organized.

Schultze has injected with oil of turpentine a very
delicate network of vessels which separated with the
epidermis from the true skin ; but these vessels may
have belonged to the sub-epidermic layer, and have
been mechanically torn away. Schultze states that
they have a diameter several times less than that
of the blood globules. If this measurement was not
made after the epidermis had been dried, it would
afford the proof of what is at present a mere hy-
pothesis,—namely, the existence of vasa serosa4

The hair is secreted in the hair follicles.

The sebaceous matter of the skin is secreted by the
innumerable minute branched follicles opening by a
narrow orifice—folliculi sebacei-which are distributed over its surface.

the hairs.*
)

The perspiration, lastly, is formed by small tubes of peculiar con-

* [See Appendix to the chapter on Nutrition.]

+ On the growth of the epidermis and the rete Malpighii, see page 385.
} See Mailer's Archiv. fiir Anat. und Physiol, page 30.
~ [Sebaceous and sudoriferous glands of the skin, after Gurlt:— 1. The thin cuticle ;

2. the cutis
; 3. adipose tissue

j 4. a hair in its follicle (5) ; 6. sebaceous gland, opening
into the follicle of the hair by an efferent duct

; 7. the sudoriferous gland.]
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Fig. 344

formation, which are spread over the whole surface of the body, and pour

out their secretion by minute pores in the epidermis. These sudorifer-

ous organs were discovered by Purkinje and Breschet.t The pores,

which are seen along the elevated lines on the skin of the palm of

the hand and sole of the foot, are the openings of thread-like or-

gans which traverse in a spiral course (fig. 34,) the epidermis and

stratum Malpighianum, enter deeply into the cutis, and terminate

*n a gland which is formed of a convoluted tube. (fig. 33a 7.) In

the parts of the skin where the

epidermis is thin, the canals them-

selves are thinner, and more near-

1
)
7 straight in their course, (fig. 33.)

For, the purpose of seeing the su-

doriferous organs, a piece of skin

that of the palm of the hand is

best—should be hardened in solu-

tion of carbonate of potash, and,

from this perpendicular lamellae cut

with a sharp knife in the direc-

tion parallel with the furrows of the

skin
; in the thin lamellae the spiral

canals and glands may then be

seen with the aid of the microscope

From this account of the secretions formed in the skin, it results that

for each, although it appears only in the form of minute points, a special

complicated apparatus is necessary ; and that, although the statements of

the older anatomists are correct as to the perspiration being poured out

by distinct pores, yet the opinion cannot now be admitted that it is

* Gurlt, in Miiller's Archiv. 1835, 399.

t See Wendt, de Epidermide Humane*. Diss, inaug. Vratisl. 1833 5
and in Miiller's

Archiv. 1834, p. 280. Breschet, Ann. d. sc. nat., Sept. Oct. Dec. 1834; and Nouv

Recherch. sur la structure de la Peau, par Breschet et Roussel de Vauzeme
;
and

Gurlt, loc. cit.

t [Copy of Breschet's diagram of the structure of the skin:—1 . The layers of the cu-

ticle
5 2. the cutis ; 3. vessels and nerves entering or issuing from the skin ; 4. the pa-

pilla
; 5. the sudoriferous gland ; 6. its spiral duct ; 7- the funnel-like openings of the

sudoriferous organs on the ridges of the cuticle ; 8. inhalent vessels in the cuticle ; 9.

the chromatogenous organ, supposed by M. Breschet to secrete the colouring scales of

the cuticle ; 10. the gland ; and 11. the duct of the blennogenous apparatus, destined,

according to M. Breschet, for the secretion of a mucus which, after being mixed with

the scales hardens and forms the cuticle. M. Breschet has himselfmore recently re-

nounced his opinion as to the existence of the inhalent vessels with free extremities in

the cuticle. (See his Systeme Lymphatique.) Other observers have not succeeded in

finding any distinct structure corresponding to his appareil chromatogene ; and the

blennogenous organs are probably, as M. Gurlt observes, merely sudoriferous glands,

of which M. B. has failed to trace the duct through the cuticle.]
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directly effused by open branches of blood-vessels ; on the contrary, each

perspiratory pore is merely the external opening of a canal leading to a

convoluted tube or follicle, which has no other opening, and, like other

glands, forms its secretion on its internal surface.*

Glands.—Of the organs which have hitherto been called glands,3.

some have no ducts leading from them, others are provided with special

efferent tubes to carry off the secretion which they form.

The action of the first kind of these organs consists merely in their

exerting a certain plastic influence on the fluids which circulate through

them. They consist, therefore, almost wholly of vessels ; they are vas-

cular ganglia (" Gefass-knoten") j the vessels entering them undergo a

most minute division, and then again unite to form the efferent vessels,

or vessels which return the fluid to the general circulation.

The glands of this kind may be divided into two series

:

a. Those formed essentially of blood-vessels, -—ganglia sanguineo-vascu-

losa. Such are the spleen in the chylopoetic system, the suprarenal

capsules in the genito-urinary system ; the thyroid and thymus bodies

in the respiratory system of organs, the glandula choroidals in the eye
of fishes, and, lastly, the placenta of the foetus.

All these organs are masses of blood-vessels, and seem destined mere-
ly to exert an influence on the blood which is distributed in such minute

channels through their parenchyma. They are sometimes united in one

mass, as the placenta and spleen ; sometimes divided into several, as the

cotyledons and splenculi.

b. Lymphatic ganglia,

—

ganglia lymphatico-vasculosa. These are form-

ed of the branches of the inferent and efferent lymphatics, the ultimate

divisions of which form a mass of reticulated vessels and cells,

are the lymphatic and mesenteric glands. Their action, likewise, can

only affect the lymph or chyle which traverses them. They also are

sometimes distinct and many in number, like the mesenteric glands, in

most cases; and sometimes united into a mass, as the pancreas Asellii,

which consists of conglomerated mesenteric glands.

All these glands, which are glomeruli of blood-vessels or lymphatics,
are excluded from consideration in the present inquiry.

Glands of the second kind not merely produce a change in the fluid

which circulates through them, but also give rise to a new fluid, which is

the product of a transformation of the blood, and is poured into special

tubes or efferent ducts. The structure of all the glands of this kind
must now be examined.

* On the chemical composition of the cutaneous secretion, see the Section on the
Excretions.

Such

-
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CHAPTER II.

OF THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE GLANDS.

Hisi

glands

The research into the intimate structure of
*

7 the Exercitationes de structurd viscerum of Mal-
P^hi* published in 1665. The doctrine there laid down by that great

anatomist was, that the elementary parts of all glands,—the so-named
acini,—have the same structure as the simple follicles and the conglome-
rated follicular glands ; that is, that they consist of minute roundish sacs

which receive the secretion from the blood-vessels, and pour it into the

efferent ducts. He supported this view by reference to the sacculated

structure of some simple glands, such as the pancreas of fishes, and the

liver of Crustacea, and the process of developement of the liver of the

embryo. His theory was founded on good general views, but in the

details he was in error ; for the essential elementary parts of the com-
pound glands were still unknown to him ; each of the parts which

he described as follicles of the liver and other conglomerate glands,

*s an aggregate mass of many of the real elementary parts which are

much more minute. It is not surprising, therefore, that confidence in

this doctrine was greatly shaken when Ruysch, in 1696, was enabled

by his improved method of making minute injections to show, without

difficulty, that the so-called follicles of the conglomerate glands contain

a vast number of minute blood-vessels. Ruysch, however, attributed

too much importance to his method of investigation, and to the facts

which it enabled him to discover ; and he was thereby led to the false

conclusion that the proper substance of glands consists solely of blood-

vessels, and that the minute blood-vessels terminate by direct inoscula-

tion in the ducts of the glands. This doctrine acquired great weight

from the circumstance of Haller being inclined in its favour.* Haller,

and several of his followers, have adduced, as arguments for the cor-

rectness of Ruysch's view, the escape by the ducts of fluids injected in-

to the blood-vessels of glands, and the occurrence of hemorrhage from

secreting tissues. It cannot be denied that, when force is used in in-

jecting the vena portse, some of the injected matter does sometimes,

although rarely, enter the hepatic duct ; and in rare instances, after in-

jection has been forced with violence into the renal arteries, some of it

is found in the pelvis of the kidney. But, on examination in such cases,

it is always found that laceration must have taken place, for the minute

branches of the ducts are seen not to be injected, which they should

be if the injected fluid had passed directly from the minute arteries in-

to the minute ducts of the gland. My investigations have shown, also,

that, whenever during injection of the ducts, whether of the liver, or

. * Element. Physiol, lib. xi. section xxiii.

.
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kidney, the blood-vessels become filled; the minute ducts themselves
have not -received any injection ; consequently, that extravasation must
have taken place. The escape of fine injected fluids on the surface of
mucous membranes, in which no open ends of blood-vessels have been
demonstrated, observation having shown in them merely a network of
capillaries, is to be explained in the same manner. Hemorrhages, which,
moreover, are of exceedingly rare occurrence in glands, are likewise to

be referred to extravasation. The kidneys appeared to afford the most
evident proof of the communication between the arteries and ducts of
glands

; indeed, long vessels running in the medullary portions of the
kidney, and filled with injection matter thrown into the artery, were
shown at anatomical lectures to demonstrate the existence and course
of the canals or ducts of Bellini. But a more accurate examination by
Huschke and myself has discovered that such vessels are not ducts, but
blood-vessels.*

The means of investigation which had hitherto been employed were
not adequate to the decision of the question. Other modes of proceed-
ing were necessary, such as the injection of the minute ducts themselves
from their principal trunk, and an examination of the whole series of
glands with reference to the minute structure, and the origin of their
ducts. The investigation of the structure of the kidneys by Ferreint
was the first in which an improved method of examination was adopted
and instituted with accuracy. Ferrein discovered the convoluted canals

of the cortical substance of the kidney, of which neither Malpighi nor
Ruysch had suspected the existence, and which Ferrein regarded as the
seat of the secretion of the urine. The similarity of these uriniferous

canals, discovered by Ferrein, to the tubuli seminiferi of the testis, which
differ from them merely in being visible to the naked eye, was imme-
diately recognised. The tubuli seminiferi themselves, however, must
always have been of great importance for the question of the minute
structure of glands, since they present to us distinctly an example of
the independent existence of the secreting canals, on the parietes of
which none but the most minute arteries ramify, and terminate in a ca-
pillary network from which the minute veins take their rise. Schum-
lanskyt followed up the researches of Ferrein. but: hp intrnrhi^ a great
error into the description of the minute structure of the kidney ; inas-
much Malpi
naked eye in the cortical part of the kidney, as the seat of the urinary

r
secretion, and supposed that the convoluted urinary canals take thei

rise in them. He has represented the secreting tubes of the kidney
arising very distinctly from the acini, which later researches have shown

* See page 454.

+ De structure Frenum. Argentorat. 1788.

f M6m. de PAcad. Roy. de Sc. de Paris, 1 749

'
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to consist merely of small plexuses of arteries, and to be quite uncon-
nected with the secreting canals.

Mascagni and Cruikshank next showed that the secreting canals in

e mammary glands commence in the form orf cells ; and Prof. E. H.
Weber* has discovered that the same is the structure of the salivary

glands of birds and mammalia, and of the pancreas of birds. The in-

teresting researches of Weber, and the equally excellent observations of

•Huschket on the structure of the kidneys, were the first step in an in-

quiry which I have myself since undertaken in its whole extent, having
lr* its prosecution examined the structure of the secreting canals in all

kinds of secreting glands.% The result has been the discovery that the

secreting canals in all glands form an independent system of tubes
;

that, whether they be convoluted as in the kidney and testis, or rami-

fied in an arborescent form, as in the liver and salivary glands,— whether
they terminate by twig-like caeca, as in the liver, or in grape-like clus-

ters of cells, as in the salivary glands, pancreas, and mammary gland,

their only connexion with the blood-vessels, in all cases, consists in

the latter ramifying and forming a capillary net work on their walls

and in their interstices ; and thirdly, that the finest secreting tubes,

namely those of the liver and kidneys, are always some few times larger

*n diameter than the minute ramifications of the arteries and veins.

The individual forms in which the secreting canals are arranged are

various; but all secreting glands agree in this, that by the interior of

their tubes,—of their convoluted or ramified canals,—they afford an ex-

tensive surface for secretion, and that the same action is performed by

the inner surface of their canals or ducts, as is effected in a more simple

manner by a plane secreting membrane. The end, therefore, which

Nature seems to have aimed at, by the peculiar distribution of the sub-

stance destined to produce a chemical change in the organic matter, is
m

the obtaining a great surface in a small space ; and she has attained this

end, as will be seen in the following anatomical detail, in the most

various ways.

The simplest glands are mere recesses of greater or less size in the

surface of a membrane : sometimes they are only very shallow depres-

sions, such as the simple crypts of the mucous membranes ; in other in-

stances, they form distinct sacs with a narrow neck, such as the follicles

°f the mucous membranes, among which the so-called glands of Peyer

must not be included ; their structure will be described in the section on

digestion : in other cases, again, the membrane is reflected back in the

form of a tube, of which we have an example in the mucous canals

under the skin of fishes. The follicle, "folliculus" and tube, "tubulus"

* Meckel's Archiv, 1827.

% J. Miiller, de Gland. Struct. Penit. Lips. 1830.

+ Isis, 1828.

•
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may indeed be regarded as the elementary forms of the two principal

modifications in the structure of glands. But even the follicles, which

appear to be the most simple, have a complicated structure ; either the

interior of the follicle presents cellular dilatations, or the sac is clustered

like the Lieberkuehns crypts of the intestines and the Meibomian
glands, or the walls of the follicle are themselves formed of caecal tubes

running perpendicularly to their surface, which is the structure of the

gastric glands of birds and other animals.*

The different forms of more complicated glands resulting from the

further developement of the follicle and tube by increase of the secret-

ing surface, may be distinguished as follows. Several of the sacs or

tubes are often closely associated together,

—

-folliculi aggregati ; some-

times in a linear manner, as the Meibomian glands ; in other instances

in a mass, like the glandular layer in the proventiculus of birds. In this

aggregated form the openings of the separate follicles remain distinct

;

but nature attains the same end by assembling the follicles in one mass

opening by a single orifice,—folliculi composite conglomerati ; the ton-

sils, the labial and buccal glands, and the prostatic gland of many mam-
malia, have this structure ; the mammary gland of the ornithorhynchus,

and the pancreas of the sword-fish and thunny, are likewise instances of

this form of gland.f If we imagine the same process of the develope-

ment of a compound gland to be carried still further, the separate folli-

cles of the composite follicle will send out smaller branches, and a

ramified cavity with twig-like or vesicular extremities will result. The
compound follicles also may, like the simple follicles, be aggregated

together, and then form a larger glandular mass with several or many
efferent ducts, of which the human prostate is an example ; it consists,

namely, ofseveral smaller glands aggregated together, each constituting,

as it were, a ramified tube with cellular extremities. By the still

further progress of the mode of complication here indicated, a com-

pound gland is formed. But only one series of compound glands is

developed in this way. A second series consists of those which are

constituted of tubes which do not ramify, or only to a very inconsidera-

ble extent : here the increase of surface is obtained by the length and
convolution of simple canals which in their entire length have a nearly

equal diameter.

I, Compound glands with canals of the ramified type.—The principal

glands comprehended under this head are the lachrymal, mammary,
and salivary glands, the pancreas, and the liver. They are divisible

into two groups : a. glands in which the ducts ramify with a certain de-

gree of regularity, the principal trunk giving off branches laterally at

«

* Boehm, de Gland. Intestin. Struct. Penit. Berol. 1835.— Boyd, Edin, Med.

Surg. Journ. 1836, p. 382. t J. Miiller, loc. cit. Tab. 3.
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certain intervals, these sending out in the same way side branches,
which in their turn afford a third set ; this is the mode of ramification
*n the lobulated glands,—the lachrymal, mammary, and salivary glands,
and the pancreas ; and hence it is that these glands have orders of
lobules loosely connected by cellular membrane, which correspond to

the degrees of division of the ducts. The smallest parts of such glands
visible with the naked eye are in some instances granules, or acini

which are only aggregates of cells seated in clusters on the extre-

Cities of the most minute secreting canals, and surrounded by a net-

Work of capillaries ; the cells themselves being too minute to be visible

except in the distended state and with the aid of the microscope.
An other instances, the minute secreting canals are arranged in the form
°f extremely delicate caeca around the branches of the duct, like the

leaves of mosses on their stem ; this form of ramification is seen in the

liver of the higher Crustacea, and in the lachrymal gland of tortoises and

turtles, and likewise gives rise to the formation of lobules. In other

glands again, as in the Cowper's glands of the hedgehog,* the radicle

ducts of a minute lobule terminate as in the last described forms with-

out becoming vesicular, but are arranged in tufts of twig-like tubes.

£• The second group of the glands with ramified secreting tubes, con-

sists of those in which the ramification is irregular, and in which there
Js no division and subdivision of the gland into lobules. The liver

belongs to this group ; the tufts of the most minute branches of the

biliary ducts form acini, it is true; but these acini are united into one

lobe, or several common lobes, without being previously collected into

lobules.

It is this irregular mode of ramification, and the circumstance that the

final branches of the ducts terminate not in cells, but, after manifold divi-

sion, in twigs of microscopic minuteness,, a great number of which are

united to form what is called an acinus, which characterise the liver of ver-

tebrate animals. The liver of the invertebrata belongs to the first group.

We will now describe the structure of the principal glands of this class,—the glands
W1th ramified secreting tubes,—which are met with in the human subject.

A. The lachrymal gland.—In the arrangement of the secreting canals of the lachry-

mal gland, two principal forms are observed : the one is that which I discovered in the
chelonian reptiles ; the other, that which prevails in the rest of the vertebrata, birds

a*id mammalia. In the chelonia, the gland is formed of a number of club-shaped lobes,

which are united together by means of the efferent ducts which run in their interior,

^he duct of each lobe is pretty uniform in diameter, and into it open an innumerable

quantity of microscopic tufts of caeca, which are arranged around it at right angles to

l% like the foliage of a moss on its stem.t In birds and mammalia the secreting canals

°f the lachrymal glands are regularly branched, and terminate in each acinus in a

* J. Miiller, loc. cit. Tab. iii. fig. 8, 9.

*t Idem. Tab. v. fio-. 4. [The microscopic measurements of the elementary parts

of all the glands will be found in the table at the end of this chapter.]
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number of little cells. In birds these cells are very large ; and in them, and likewise

in the horse, the cells can be filled with mercury from the efferent duct.

B. Mammary gland.—The varieties of conformation of this gland may be referred

to two general types. It is either composed of caeca, or of branched ducts which ter-

minate at length in bunches of microscopic cells. The first form has been examined
accurately only in the ornithorhynchus, in which it was discovered by Meckel. The
branched caeca, which open close to each other in great numbers on a plane surface,

present in their interior, however, as Mr. Owen has pointed out,* a somewhat more

complicated follicular structure. Von Baer f has stated, that the mammary gland of

the cetacea, which opens by a single orifice only, also consists of caeca. But from the

examination of the mammary gland of a porpoise, I am inclined to think that the

caeca described by Baer were merely the larger lactiferous ducts, and that the gland

is not much less complex in structure in the cetacea than in the other mammalia.

The mammary gland opens on the surface of the nipple in some mammalia, as the

ruminants, by a single orifice ; in others, as man and the carnivora, by several : in the

latter instances, there are, in fact, several glands in each mamma. The structure

of these glands may be very beautifully shown by filling the ducts even to the termi-

nal cellules with mercury.J The diameter of the cellulae lactiferae is from ten to thirty-

five times greater than that of the smallest capillary vessels in the human body.§

C. Salivary glands.—The salivary glands of insects are, like the other glands of these

animals, long caecal tubes. In the mollusca I have found them of spongy and distinct-

ly cellular structure.|| In fishes there are no salivary glands. In serpents the salivary

glands, which must not be confounded with the perfectly distinct poison glands are

simple in their structure ; they are seated partly on the upper and under lip, in part

under the tongue, and in part, as I have discovered, near the nostrils ; they have a

granular aspect, and a cellular internal structure; those of the upper and lower lips

consist of numerous distinct glands arranged in a linear manner, and opening by

separate orifices. The poison glands have a totally different structure. They gene-

rally consist of a series of lamellae attached to the efferent duct, each lamella being

again formed of branched caeca.%
The structure of the sub-maxillary glands in Fig. 35.**

birds has been examined by Professor E. H. Weber

and myself, and we have found them to consist of

an aggregation of several compound glands with

distinct orifices ; for example, in the gallinaceous

birds and geese. The sublingual glands of the

woodpecker, on the contrary, are larger and single.

In the first kind, each separate gland, which has a

granular aspect, consists of a ramified follicle, of

which the walls are beset with cells ; in the second

kind the structure is the same, but more compli-

cated, tf In mammalia, the form in which a

salivary gland first appears, is, according to We-
ber's and my own observations, that of a sim-

ple canal with bud-like processes, (fig. 35,) lying

in a gelatinous nidus or " blastema,'' and communicating with the cavity of the

mouth. As the developement of the gland advances, the canal becomes more and

* Philos. Transact. 1832.

t J. Muller, loc. cit. Tab. vi. fig. 1—8.
t Meckel's Archiv. 1827, p. 559.

§ Ibid. Tab. vi. fig. 5.

||
See the representation of the structure of the salivary gland of the murex tritonis

in the work just cited. Tab. xvii. fig. 6. f Ibid. Tab. vi. fig. 1.

** [First appearance of the parotid gland in the embryo of the sheep j after Muller,

t

i

i

loc. cit.] tt Ibid. Tab. vi. fig. 6—8.

!
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Fig. 36.*more ramified, increasing at the ex-

pense of the germinal mass or " bla-

stema " in which it is still enclosed,

(fig. 36.) The blastema soon ac-
t

quires a lobulated form correspond-
ing to that of the future gland, and
|s at last wholly absorbed.! Thus
*n the first stage of their develope-
ment the salivary ducts can be
s^en to constitute an independent
dosed system of tubes ; but in the

adult state also, the vesicles which

terminate the ultimate microscopic

branches of the ducts can be filled

with mercury from the excretory

duct. Professor E. H. Weber has

succeeded in doing this in the human
subject, and I have done it in the dog.

1 he most minute cells, which, when
filled with mercury, have a diameter
about three times greater than that of the capillary blood-vessels, are united into
small grape-like bunches or lobules which are from four to seven times larger than the
cells themselves,

larger than the cells of the parotid gland.

D. Pancreas.—The mammary gland, as we have seen, is in its simplest form,

namely, in the cetacea, composed merely of caeca ; and the pancreas likewise appears

first in the same form, constituting the pyloric appendices offishes. These pancreatic

or pyloric caeca, which indeed are wholly wanting in some fishes, vary in their number

and complexity. Sometimes they are single, sometimes very numerous, and in rarer

instances they are ramified. In the cod and haddock they begin to be aggregated to-

gether, and to be branched. The ramification is still very simple in the polyodon

folium, in which the caeca are very wide and short. In the family of the scombe-

roideae the division of the caeca attains in some species a great degree of complexity
;

thus in the scomber thynnus four large trunks arise from the intestine, and ramify,

each branch terminating at length in a tuft-like fasciculus of narrow tubular caeca.J

In the sword-fish the structure is the same ; with the exception that the caeca, instead

of being long tubuli, are shorter, and of larger diameter. In the sturgeon, the tubes

°f the pancreas are united together so as to form a sponge-like cellular mass
; § and in

the sharks and rays the organ has attained the close texture which it has in the higher

animals. The process of developement of the pancreas, as it is observed in the

tadpole, is similar to that of the salivary glands in mammalia. But even in the adult

state in birds E. H. Weber and I have succeeded in injecting it with mercury, so as

to fill the cell-like extremities of its secreting canals.
||

The diameter of these cells is

from six to twelve times greater than that of the capillary blood-vessels.

E. The liver. Its variousforms in the animal series.^—I will not here dilate upon

the analogv which some physiologists trace between the Malpighian vessels of insects

The most minute pulmonary air cells are from five to sixteen times

i *

t

*
[Lobules of the parotid, with the salivary ducts, in the embryo of the sheep at a

f Ibid. Tab. vi. fig. 12.

§ See Monro, on Fishes.

more advanced stage. Ibid.]

t J. Miiller, loc. cit. Tab. vii. fig. 4, 5.

II
J. Miiller, loc. cit. Tab. xvii. fig. 3. 5.

IT Representations of the structure of the liver in different animals will be found

*n the author's work on the glands, Tab. viii. ix. and x. and xi. 2 G 2
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and the liver of higher animals ; that is a point which will be discussed in the fourth

chapter of the section on digestion. I may mention, however, that the biliary organs
of arachnida have the form of clustered vesicles which open by efferent ducts into the

intestinal canal. In the scorpion there are five pairs of these ducts. In the Crustacea,
particularly in the higher families of the order, the liver consists of large bunches of

caeca united in digitate fasciculi, from which on each side one main efferent duct
opens into the intestinal canal ; this form is seen in the astacus aquaticus and pagurus
striatus, while in other Crustacea—the genera palaemon, penaeus, and crangon, for ex-

ample,—the liver is formed of vesicles united in bunches, and in the squillae the lobules

of the liver are spongy cellular masses. Rathke has shown that the liver of the asta-

cus fluviatilis, which afterwards consists of caeca, is originally developed by the protru-

sion of a portion of the walls of the intestinal canal. In the mollusca the liver has

already assumed very much the appearance which it has in the higher animals. When
filled with bile, it appears at first sight to have a granular structure ; but, as I have
pointed out, inflation from the duct renders cells evident. In some large gasteropods,

such as the murex tritonis, the cellular structure is so striking, and the cells so large,

as to be visible even to the naked eye in the cut surface when the liver is divided.

The liver of mammalia is a very difficult subject of investigation, and it is only from
its mode of developement that we can derive any certain conclusions as to its intimate
structure. It is an extremely difficult matter to make a good injection of the minute
biliary canals, while the blood-vessels may be injected in their whole extent.

Developement of the liver, and its structure in birds and mammalia. The obser-
vations of Rolando, Baer, and myself have placed it beyond a doubt that the liver in
the embryo of the bird is originally developed by the protrusion, as it were, of a part
of the walls of the intestinal canal, which is likewise the mode of developement of the
lungs and pancreas. According to Baer,* the liver of the embryo of the bird is first

visible about the middle of the third day, in the form of two conical hollow branches

of the alimentary tube, which embrace the common venous stem. The cones increase

in length, pushing before them ramifications of blood-vessels, while their base becomes
gradually narrowed, and assumes the form of a cylindrical duct. The liver therefore

is developed originally by the protrusion of the parietes of the intestine in the form
of two hollow cones into the vascular layer that invests it externally. Internal

ramifications are developed in the cavities of the cones, which at the same time
become united at their base,

more and more of the sur-

rounding part of the intesti-

nal parietes being taken up
to form them, till at last the

part that separated them is re

moved to a distance from the

intestine ; and the cavities,

originally double, open byone

mouth into the intestinal

tube (fig.37.) The gall-blad-

der is developed as a diverti-

culum from the hepatic duct.

According to my observa-

Fig. 37-t

* In Burdach's Physiologie, Bd. ii. p. 504.

f [1. Rudiment of the liver on the intestine of chick at the fifth day of incuba-

tion 1. The heart; 2. the intestine
; 3. diverticulum of the intestine, in the

coats of which the liver (4) is developed
; 5. part of the mucous layer of the germi-

nal membrane. After MVtller, loc. cit.l
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as the first cones

toon, the parietes of the hollow process of the intestine that afterwards forms the
*ver, have at first,—namely, on the fourth day,—nearly the same thickness as those of
tne rest of the intestine : soon, however, they become much thicker, but still enclose a
cavity, which diminishes in size in proportion as the hepatic tubes become further de-

veloped
; the formation of the latter being announced by the appearance in the thick-

ness °f the hepatic substance of ramified figures and caecal-shaped granules, which latter

are not distinctly hollow. The biliferous canals therefore do not owe their develope-
ment to the continued protrusion of new parts in the same
were formed, but by the further organization of the portion of the intestinal mem-
wanes already protruded. Respecting the later stages of the formation and ramifi-

cation of the biliary canals, we have some observations of Harvey and Malpighi. Har-
Vey* described the substance of the liver to grow like sprouts or buds from the external

surface of the blood-vessels ; on the sixth, seventh, and ninth days the liver appeared

to Malpighi f to consist of caeca. I have, with the aid of the microscope, followed

still further the progress of its developement. On the surface of the liver in the

embryo I have seen innumerable caeca, or short twig-like bodies, of a yellowish

white colour, projecting from the blood-red substance, in which they lie very closely

a&gregated together. In more advanced embryos the caeca appear more branched, so

as to have the form of feathers, or even of arborescent tufts. One of the caeca mea-
Sures about -^g of an English inch in diameter.

I have in a few cases succeeded in injecting the biliary canals from the hepatic duct

W1th size and vermilion, so as to make the liver quite red. The minute acini were

tnen seen to be formed of ramified divisions of the biliary ducts, which rise in fasciculi,

constituting the acini, to the surface, spread out arid divide still further, but without

diminishing in size. It requires patient microscopic examination of the injected liver

to recognise the most minute branches of the ducts, and they lie so close together that

they appear to be united one with another : their diameter varies from ^j^ to j±§ of
i

an English inch ; they are larger therefore than the capillary blood-vessels. It is re-

markable that the minute biliary canals of the embryo, unlike the minute canals of the

salivary glands, terminate, as we have seen, by blind twig-like extremities, and that no

bud-like or vesicular enlargements appear on them at a later period of their develope-

ment. Krause,$ however, has seen the extremities of the biliary canals assume a vesi-

cular form when he forced air into the ducts, and he concludes that the acini of the

h'ver, like those of the salivary glands, are formed of bunches of vesicles, in which the

ducts terminate. The diameter of the cells he states to be from ^_ to F\ of an English

line.

It sometimes happens that the liver, being macerated in bad spirit, separates into

*ts acini. Thus, in the anatomical museum at Berlin there is the liver of a polar

hear which has by maceration become separated into its acini. § The smaller divisions

°f the ducts are no longer detectible ; they may perhaps be contained in the interior

of the bunches of the acini, which are connected in a ramified form with the divisions

°f the hepatic vein, a small twig of the vein being sent into each of the branches of

hepatic substance. Each of the solid branch-like portions of hepatic substance which

enclose the small twigs of the hepatic vein, and are themselves only one-fourth of a

I

•
:

;

Exercit. de generat. animal. 19. t De format, pulli, 61.

$ Mueller's Archiv. 1837.

It must be remarked that these observations on the structure of the liver of the

Polar bear were made subsequently to the discoveries of Mr.Kiernan, which are de-

tailed in the next page, [This note is added by Prof. Miiller in the present edition of

the original.]
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veins.

line in diameter, ramify still further without diminishing in size, and at their termi-
nation are indeed enlarged, forming bodies of which the diameter is half a line, and
the length two or three lines, and from which here and there short processes project.
The delicate biliary canals can no longer be detected in their substance. It is remark-
able that the veins, which are thus invested by the substance of the liver, like the
branches of mosses by their leaves, are not divisions of the vena portae, but of the hepatic

In the preparation of which I am speaking it may be seen, at those parts where
the substance of the organ is still held together by cellular tissue, that the ends of the
ramified bodies which are connected with the hepatic veins are identical with the parts
on the surface of the liver which are termed acini. The ramified cylinders here
described must therefore themselves be composed of aggregations of the much more
minute biliary tubes which we have described as seen after injection, and as demon-
strated by observations on the mode of developement of the organ.

Several writers, Autenrieth, Bichat, Cloquet, Mappes, and Meckel, have spoken of
two substances as existing in all parts of the liver, and as constituting a cortical and
medullary portion of each acinus. From my researches, however, it results that there
is but one kind of real hepatic substance, formed of agglomerated biliary canals

;

but the ramified divisions of this substance being connected by a vascular cellular
tissue, which is often of a dark colour, a contrast between this and the yellow sub-
stance of the acini is produced. A similar relation of the constituent parts of the
liver exists in the embryo of the bird,_in it the yellowish twig-like ramifications of
the biliary canals are seen on the surface of the organ rising out of a reddish vascular
tissue.

Distribution of the blood-vessels in the liver.—It is known that injection thrown
either into the hepatic artery or into the portal vein fills the same capillary network,
from which, on the other hand, the hepatic veins likewise arise. It appears, there-
fore, that the arterial blood of the hepatic artery, and the venous blood of the porta,
become mixed in the minute vessels of the liver, and that the secretion of bile probably
takes place from both. The most delicate capillaries are, as 1 have said, more minute
than the microscopic caeca of the biliary ducts. They form a network which occu-
pies all the interstices of, and invests, the secreting canals, with which, however,
they do not immediately communicate

; for in the embryo of the bird, and in the
larvae of the frog also, the secreting canals of the liver can be seen with the aid of the
microscope to terminate on the surface of the organ with blind extremities. In the
larva of the salamander, the blood can with the microscope be seen circulating between
the acini of the liver.

The very valuable researches of Mr. Kiernan * have advanced our knowledge of the
anatomy of the liver. He describes the lobules of the liver (which by other anatomists are
termed acini) as leaf-shaped, but not flattened, bodies, which send out several short round-
ed processes

:
his description of their form is indeed similar to that which we have given

above of the acini of the macerated liver of the polar bear. In the interior of each
lobule runs a central vein (venula intralobularis), which is a branch of the hepatic
vein, and winch returns the blood from the capillary network of the lobule. The
branches of the hepatic vein from which these intralobular veins arise, run in canals
formed by the bases of the lobules, and on their inner surface appear perforated by
foramina which are the mouths of the venule intralobular issuing from the bases of
the lobules. All the lobules of the liver therefore contribute by their bases to form
canals for the hepatic veins. The external surface of each lobule is invested by a
sheath of cellular membrane,—a prolongation of the capsule of Glisson,—and in this
cellular membrane, which at the same time separates the lobules one from another, the

* Philosoph. Transact. 1833. pt, ii. p. 711.
\

1

*
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branches of the hepatic artery and those of the portal vein run. The latter veins

(the venae interlobulares) terminate in the capillary network of the lobule, from

which the intralobular veins on the other hand arise. Congestion of either of these

systems of veins gives rise to a difference of tint in the corresponding part of each

lobule, of which the natural colour is yellowish : if the portal or interlobular veins are

congested, the centre of the lobule appears pale ; if the congestion affects the hepatic or

intralobular veins, it is the margin of the lobule which is left of the paler yellow colour
;

and hence has arisen the erroneous supposition that the lobules are composed of two

substances.

The cellular tissue of the capsule of Glisson is continued from the transverse fissure

into the interior of the liver, forming a common sheath for the hepatic artery, portal

vein, and hepatic duct ;
surrounds all the branches of the porta and the accompanying

tranches of the artery and duct, and terminates at last in the interlobular cellular

tissue. The branches of the hepatic vein are in no way connected with these cellular

sheaths.

The hepatic artery is, according to Kiernan, distributed principally to the walls of

the gall-bladder, the bile-ducts, and the other blood-vessels, to which it supplies the

vasa vasorum. From the capillary network that results from its ramification, he sup-

Poses the blood to pass into branches of the portal vein, and from thence into the

hepatic veins ; for, when fine injection was thrown into the hepatic artery, the portal

veins became filled, but not the hepatic veins. Having injected the porta first with

Wue, and the artery afterwards with red, he found branches of both vessels in the

coats of the vessels, of the bile-ducts and of the gall-bladder ; the lobules of the liver

were coloured blue, and merely points of the red injection were seen here and there in

their marginal portion. These are Kiernan's grounds for believing that those branches

of the hepatic artery which enter the lobules do not terminate directly in the hepa-

tic veins, but pour their blood first into branches of the porta, from which it is after-

wards transmitted to the hepatic veins. The commonly received opinion that all the

blood of the liver— that of the hepatic artery as well as that of the portal vein— is

poured into one and the same capillary system, would, according to Kiernan's view,

be incorrect • but his opinion is not yet satisfactorily confirmed, and it is opposed to

what we can observe in the injected preparations of Lieberk'dhn, in which the inject-

ed matter is seen to have frequently passed into the same network as readily from the

one as from the other vessel.

Kiernan gives the following description of the mode of termination of the biliary

ducts. The

subdivide into numerous branches, which at last anastomose with each other, he says,

and form a plexus which is independent of that of the blood-vessels, and constitutes the

proper substance of the lobule.* I have not been able to satisfy myself of the existence

of anastomoses between the biliary ducts in the instances in which I have injected them

;

the minute canals appeared to me to terminate in short panicle-like tufts which lay closely

interwoven together : the history of the developement of the organ is likewise opposed to

the belief of the existence of such anastomoses ; for in the embryo of the fowl, and the

larva of the frog, twig-like terminations of the ducts are distinctly visible by the aid

of the microscope on the surface of the liver. Kiernan explains the appearances here

described as belonging to the foetal liver in a different way ; he supposes the yellow

tines to be the interstices between the radiations of the veins, and not ducts. But this

excellent inquirer would not have advanced such an opinion if he had himself examin-

ed with the microscope the biliary canals in the embryo of the bird, and in the larva

of the frog. After repeated examination with the microscope, no doubt exists in

minute

* Phil. Transact. 1833, pt. ii. Tab. xxiii. fig. 3.
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my mind as to the mode of termination of the ducts in the embryo : whether in the
adult the acini likewise consist of aggregated bodies which do not anastomose, or of a
plexus of ducts, as Kiernan maintains, is not yet determined ; and it is difficult to
decide the question, for the minute biliary canals of the lobules, when well injected,
being so interwoven and closely aggregated together, may have the appearance of
a plexus without such plexus really existing, and in some instances even a plexus of
veins or capillaries filled by extravasation may be mistaken for anastomosing biliary
canals.

2. Glands with a tubular structure. The kidneys and testicles are

examples of this structure in the human body. The increase of secret-
ing surface is here obtained by means of convoluted canals of great
length, which do not ramify, or only in a slight degree, and maintain
the same diameter in the greater part of their course.

F. The kidneys*—The kidneys of the lower vertebrata,—the fishes, amphibia, and
reptiles,—present no marked division into medullary and cortical portions. The tex-
ture of the kidneys of fishes is constituted wholly of convoluted tubes (ductus uri-
niferi), which, taking their rise from the ureter, preserve the same diameter through-
out, and most probably terminate by csecal extremities.
In the kidneys of frogs the tubuli uriniferi are directed from one border of the

kidney to the other, like the barbs on the shaft of a feather; are in part straight,
in part convoluted, and terminate by blind extremities. In serpents the kidneys
consist of a series of lobes, along the external border of which the ureter descends,
and sends a branch into the concavity of each lobe. The branch, as soon as it
has entered the lobe, divides into a tuft of small tubes, which become continuous
with the excessively convoluted tubuli uriniferi that form the proper substance
of the kidneys, and appear to terminate by slightly dilated caecal extremities. The
canals in the kidneys of chelonian reptiles resemble exactly in their distribution
those of the kidneys of birds,f
The kidneys of birds, which consist of several distinct lobes connected only by

the branches of the ureter, present an approximation to the structure of the ana-
logous organs in mammalia, inasmuch as their tubuli uriniferi are collected into
pyramidal masses, of which the apices or mammellae are received each into a branch
of the excretory duct. On the surface of the kidneys small convolutions are seen
like those on the surface of the brain, or like those formed by the approximated
margins of some much curled or undulated leaves. These convolutions are formed
by the laminae into which the urinary canals arrange themselves as they rise to
the surface, and in which the individual canals run parallel to each other from
within outwards. The arrangement of the laminje may be best conceived by gather-
ing one side of a handkerchief together, while the opposite border is allowed to
fall into folds like those of a curtain or frill. This peculiar structure is most evident
in the embryo where the folds of the lamina are indeed very similar to those of a
ruff or frill. In the old bird the ducts can by the aid of atmospheric pressure be
injected witfi size and vermilion, and then the disposition of the ends of the urinary
canals on the surface of the kidney presents a beautiful appearance ; each tubule gives
oft branches laterally in a pinnate form, like a feather, or like the branching of a
stag's antler. The above description of the disposition of the urinary canals in the

* Representations of the structure of the kidnevs in different animals will be foundm the author's work already cited, Tab. xii. xiii. and xiv.

+ On the afferent veins of the kidneys in amphibia and reptiles, see page 169.

(1
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kidneys of the bird is founded on the observations of Huschke and myself. I have
perceived in the beautiful injected preparations of Professor Retzius in Stockholm that
the lateral branches of the pinnate ducts are continued still further, sinking into
tne substance of the kidney, without, however, giving off any branches ; after diminish-
ing gradually, but only very slightly in size, they appeared to form loops, but 1 could
not ascertain distinctly their mode of termination.*

An the embryo of mammalia and of the human subject the kidney consists of several
distinct lobes (renculi) which are connected only by the divisions of the pelvis of the
kidney. The renculi correspond in number to the pyramidal or medullary portions
°* the kidney of the adult animal. In several animals,—the bear, the otter, and the
cetacea,—the renculi remain separate throughout life. Each renculus in the animals
Just mentioned, as well as in the foetus of mammalia and of man, consists of the

Pyramidal medullary portion, with a layer of cortical substance investing its base like
a c^p, and continued at its sid^s even as far as the mammella. After the union of the
renculi, therefore, the pyramidal bodies are necessarily separated from each other by
cortical substance, which extends between them towards the papillae or mammellae.
*n the medullary portions the urinary canals run, as is well known, in straight lines

from the base of each pyramid towards the mammella, two occasionally uniting to
form one tube. In their course from the base of the pyramid to the mammella they
undergo in the horse a trifling increase of size ; while in the human subject, according
to Weber, not the slightest enlargement of their diameter takes place. At the base of
each pyramidal mass the bundles of tubuli uriniferi that compose it separate, and
the tubes become distributed in all directions in the cortical substance. The fasci-

culi of urinary canals (the pyramids of Ferrein) which compose the larger pyramidal
bodies of Malpighi extend but a short distance into the cortical substance ; the outer ca-

nals of each fasciculus being the first to leave it, and the others in their order, till the

fasciculus is wholly resolved into its separate canals. The entire cortical substance con-

sists of convoluted ducts, of which the diameter remains the same in their whole length.

In the horse's kidney the cortical substance is thin, and the convoluted tubes therefore

less numerous. It is very difficult to find the extremity of the convoluted urinary

tubules. In the kidney of the squirrel the canals appeared to me to divide towards

their extremity into several caeca, the ends ofwhich were not at all or only very slightly

dilated. Weber examined the human kidney with the microscope, but could find no

ducts terminating with free ends ; all seemed to form loops. By the aid of the air-pump

I have succeeded in injecting the horse's kidney from the ureter, and have discovered

that in it the tubuli uriniferi anastomose freely. According to Krause, the urinary

canals both anastomose with each other, and also terminate by free caecal extremities,

Just as is the case with the convoluted tubuli seminiferi. To inject the canals in the

cortical portion of the kidney, it is necessary to expose the surface of the organ to the

vacuum of an air-pump ; the pressure of the atmosphere then forces the injection

through the ureter into the tubuli uriniferi as far as the surface of the kidney.

Huschke was the first to use this method of injection in the case of the kidneys

;

*t does not succeed very well except in the horse.

The disposition of the blood-vessels in the substance of the kidney is extremely inter-

esting. In the cortical structure they form the ordinary capillary network, of which
the meshes are so close that the intervals are not many times larger than the diameter

of the capillaries that enclose them. Among the tubuli uriniferi of the cortical sub-

stance lie the acini of Malpighi, which are larger than the urinary canals, (see the

table of measurements,) and are visible even with the naked eye. Schumlansky has

i

* On the structure of the kidney in birds, compare the remarks of Huschke in the

sis, 1828, page 565.
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drawn them much too small. They lie in vesicular cavities of the cellular tissue

between the tubuli uriniferi, and consist wholly of convoluted blood-vessels. It is

remarkable that they exist in the kidneys of most, perhaps of all, vertebrate animals

;

they have been found in the kidney of the frog, toad, salamander, turtle, and tortoise,

birds, mammalia, and man. Schumlansky first advanced the hypothesis that these
glomeruli are the source of the urinary secretion,—that the tubuli uriniferi take their

rise in them. The more accurate examinations of Huschke and myself have shown
that such is not the case, for the glomeruli or corpora Malpighiana can be injected only

from the arteries, never from the secreting canals. In the salamander, too, Huschke
has seen the blood-vessel, which enters each of the glomeruli, issue from it again, after

having made numerous convolutions.* They can be filled with injection from the

arteries as easily as from the veins, and are simply receptacles for blood.

The convoluted tubuli uriniferi themselves are the seat of the secretion of urine,

which is poured out by their whole internal surface, not by their extremities only.

They are everywhere surrounded by minute currents of blood, circulating in the capil-

lary network which fills their interstices, and is extended over their external surface.

The fluid part of the blood may permeate the delicate parietes of the uriniferous canals,

and suffer in its transit a chemical change ; or the effete matters contained in the blood

of the capillaries may be attracted and separated from it by the agency of the secreting

canals.

In the medullary portions of the kidney the blood-vessels run between the urinary
canals in straight lines from the cortical portion towards the mammella. These
straight blood-vessels are easily injected either from the arteries or the veins and were
formerly supposed to be urinary canals, and to prove the existence of a communication
between the blood-vessels and ducts of glands. But they differ from the secreting

canals in becoming smaller as they approach the mammella, on which they terminate in

the common capillary network which surrounds the openings of the tubuli uriniferi.

The secreting canals of the kidneys are extremely similar to the tubuli seminiferi

;

both are convoluted and form anastomoses, but the canals of the kidneys are the more
minute : in the human subject they are several times smaller than the seminal tubes,

therefore cannot be seen with the naked eye ; and, by their close aggregation, give to

the cortical portion of the kidney the appearance of a solid mass. In serpents, and in

the sharks and rays, on the contrary, they are so large as to be visible without the aid

of a glass.

Gr. Testes.t— In insects the forms presented by the testes are infinitely various.

The fundamental character of all is, however, that a large secreting surface is obtained
m a small space, and all the varieties of form by which this end can be realized are
here displayed.^ We meet with insects in which the testes are simple, undivided
more or less, convoluted tubes, or tubes interwoven into plexuses ; while in other in-
stances the tubes end in ramifications with vesicular extremities, or in whorls or ra-
diated aggregations of caeca. Sometimes the testis is composed of a mass of caeca united
in a brush-like form, or in that of a horse's tail ; in other instances, namely in the
scorpion, as I have discovered, the tubes anastomose, forming loops. In all these
forms of testes the fluid is of course secreted only on the inner surface of these tubes,

caeca and vesicles ; and nature attains the same end by means of a simple but much

i

* Tiedemann's Zeitschrift fur Physiol, iv. Tab. vi. fig. 8.

t The different forms of the testes in the animal kingdom are represented in Table

xv. of the author's work on the glands.

t See Leon Dufour, Ann. des Sc. Nat. torn, vi.—Succow, in Heusinger's Zeitschr.

fur organ. Physik. torn. ii.
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elongated canal, as by shorter branched tubes, or numerous aggregated caeca. Among
the mollusca, likewise, the testes have very various forms ; but in most instances

they are constituted either of grape-like bunches of vesicles, or of caeca united together
in tufts.

In fishes there are two modifications in the form of the testes : they either consist of

ramified tubes, which is generally the case ; or they are composed of granules. When
the testis has the granular form, there is novas deferens. The semen is formed in the

interior of the granules, which bursting, the fluid is most probably effused, like the ova

of some fishes, into the abdominal cavity, from which it escapes by openings leading

directly to the exterior,—openings, which exist only where the testes have this form,

namely, in the eel and lesser lamprey according to Rathke, and, according to my own
observation, in the sharks and rays. In the eel and lesser lamprey there is but one

abdominal opening, in the sharks and rays there are two. The organ which in these

latter fishes has been called epididymis and vas deferens has no connexion with the

testes, and is a peculiar gland.*

The testes of the amphibia consist of short blind tubes ; they have no epididymis
;

the vasa efferentia unite immediately to form the vas deferens. The epididymis

first appears in reptiles, being formed by the convolutions of the vasa efferentia and

vas deferens.

The structure of the human testis has been recently investigated by Sir A. Cooper,f

and with still greater success by Prof. A. Lauth,
:f

and by Krause. § Sir A. Cooper

describes the lobules of the testis as being not merely separated from each other by

Processes of the tunica albuginea which form septa between them, but as being each

enclosed in an exceedingly delicate membrane. The tubuli seminiferi taken together

are all directed towards the rete testis, and may be regarded as forming one cone of

which the apex is towards that part ; each tubulus, likewise, is so disposed, that, by

the convolutions into which it is reflected, becoming smaller and smaller as it ap-

proaches the rete, it forms a cone the apex of which is directed to the same point.

The diameter of all the tubuli is the same. [The measurements are given in the

table at the end of the chapter.] A lobule contains, according to Lauth, sometimes

He reckons the number of the

tubuli at 840, and the length of one at two feet three inches. Krause found from 404

to 484 lobuli in a single testis. I had observed some of the seminal tubes terminating

by free extremities in mammiferous animals ; the observation is most easily made in

rodentia on account of the larger size of the tubuli in them. Lauth has but once seen

a seminal canal ending with a free extremity in the human testis. Krause has seen

such free ends of the tubuli seminiferi frequently, and confirms the opinion of their

terminating in that way as well as by anastomosis. Lauth attributes the circumstance

of free extremities of the tubes being so seldom seen to their uniting with each other

so as to form loops. He describes the division and re-union of the tubes to be so fre-

quent that, in a small portion which he spread out, and in which there were about

forty-nine inches of tube, he found about fifteen anastomoses. It is, however, only

towards their extremity that the seminal tubes anastomose thus freely. The discovery

of the anastomoses of the seminal tubes is perfectly original.

The tubuli seminiferi. form a system of closed tubes of the same diameter through-

out, hence we cannot suppose that the semen is secreted merely by their extremities ;

on the contrary, their whole internal surface must perform that office ; and, since

one, sometimes two, at other times several tubuli.

* See J. Mtiller, in Tiedemann's Zeitschrift fur Physiol, iv.

t On the Structure of the Testis, translated into German. Weimar, 1832.

Mem. de la Society de l'Histoire Natur. de Strasbourg, liv. ii.

§ Muller'sArchiv. 1837- 20.

+
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they are fifteen times thicker than the smallest branches of the arteries which ramify
on their coats, a direct inosculation between them cannot be thought of.

When the tubuli seminiferi have reached to within a line or two of the rete testis,

they cease to be convoluted : several unite together, and then enter the rete under the
name of the tubuli recti, of which there are, according to Lauth, certainlv more than
twenty, which Haller supposed to be their number. Their diameter is greater than
that of the tubuli seminiferi. The rete testis occupies a great portion of the upper
border of the organ ; it commences a short distance from the internal extremity and
extends as far as the external third of the upper border, varying in length from six to

eleven lines ; it is contained in the thickness of the tunica albuginea, and gives rise to

an internal white process of the albuginea, called the corpus Highmori, the height of

which measures from two to four lines, its base from three to six lines. The rete tes-

tis consists of from seven to thirteen vessels, which run in a waving course, anastomose

with each other, and again divide, being all connected together. The vasa efferentia,

which issue from the rete and go to form the head of the epididymis, are at first

straight, but soon become convoluted, each forming a cone of which the apex corre-

sponds to the rete testis, the base to the head of the epididymis. Lauth says that the

efferent canals diminish in size as they approach the epididymis ; their number is from
nine to thirty, their length eight inches. They enter the canal of the epididymis one
after anocher, the interval between the entrance of every two being, according to

Lauth, three inches three lines. The average length of the canal which forms the

epididymis is stated by Lauth to be twenty-one feet.

The vasculum aberrans is usually found at the angle which the vas deferens makes
when it applies itself to the epididymis ; it generally unites with the termination of

the canal of the epididymis, less frequently with the commencement of the vas deferens.

In rare cases there are several vasa aberrantia. The vas aberrans is a csecal append-

age of a yellowish colour ; its length, when unravelled, varies from one and a half to

fourteen inches. The part nearest to the epididymis is always smaller than the

rest of the canal, and much smaller than the tube of which the epididymis is formed.

Towards its caecal extremity it becomes gradually larger ; and sometimes, after being

dilated for a certain extent, terminates by becoming again extremely minute. Its of-

fice is evidently the secretion of a fluid which it pours into the epididymis. Whether
it bears any relation to the corpora Wolffiana of the embryo is not known.

*
m

The general results relative to the structure of the glands, which may
be deduced from the foregoing anatomical description of the individual

secreting organs, are the following :

1. However various the form of their elementary parts, all secreting

(

)

and constitute an uninterrupted series from the simplest follicle to

the most complex gland.
-

2. No line of demarcation can be drawn between the secreting organs

of invertebrata and those of vertebrate animals ; not merely do we
meet with the simplest sacs and tubular secreting organs, like those of

insects, in the higher animals, but there is a gradual transition from these

simple secreting organs of insects to the glands of the most perfect ver-

tebrata. The mammary glands of the ornithorhynchus, the simplest

salivary glands of birds, the prostate gland of many mammalia, the
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pancreas of most fishes, are as simple as the secreting organs of the

Crustacea.

3. All glands agree in affording by their interior a large surface for

secretion. The varieties of internal surface by which the great end,

extent of surface in a small space,—is attained, are very numerous.

Nature displays here, as elsewhere, an infinite profusion in the variation

of forms, without departing from the simplest laws of developement.

An extraordinary variety of form is presented, with almost a vegetable

character, by the seminiferous tubes in insects ; and still more extraor-

dinary is the variety in the form of the secreting canals which attends

e increasing complication of the more perfect glands in the higher

animals
; but all glands have the common character of being an efflores-

cence, as it were, from the principal efferent duct in the form of

th

cavities or canals with closed extremities. Malpighi's theory of the

structure of glands is therefore certainly correct, its truth has been

placed beyond doubt by recent researches : but Malpighi was not ac-

quainted with the true glandular elements ; the parts in the compound

glands which he called follicles are not really the elementary parts,

but are themselves formed of much more minute elements agglome-
rated together around the branches of the efferent ducts. Moreover,

the blind extremities of the secreting tubes are not always follicles;

they may be long caeca, or ramifying caecal canals united in a pinnate

form ; sometimes they are bunches of cells, in other instances large con-

voluted tubes which preserve their diameter throughout, and anastomose

frequently with each other. The main point in Malpighi's doctrine,

however, is correct ; namely, that all the terminal branches of the

ducts have closed extremities.*

* The fact of the ducts terminating by closed extremities had been shown by

Mascagni and Cruikshank with respect to the human mammary gland by injection

with mercury, and by the same means with regard to the salivary glands of man and

of birds, and the pancreas of the latter animals by E. H. Weber ; in the kidneys of the

lower vertebrata by Rathke, and in those of the higher vertebrate animals by

Huschke. We have demonstrated the constancy of the same structure through all

the different forms of glands from the simple cutaneous follicles to the more complex

glands ; in the intestinal glands, in the excreting glands, in the prostate and Cowper's

glands, which consist either of caeca, or of caecal tubuli, or of vesicles. We have in-

flated the lobules of the mammary gland of the rabbit from the lactiferous ducts so as

to fill even the vesicular extremities of the ducts ; in the hedgehog and dog we have

filled the same parts with mercury, as Mascagni and Cruikshank had done in the

human subject. We have filled with mercury the secreting canals and their vesicular

extremities in the lachrymal gland of the goose, and have demonstrated the tuft-like

fasciculi of canals in the lachrymal gland of the great turtle, testudo mydas.

We pointed out the cellular structure of the salivary glands of the murex tritonis
;

the fact of the secreting canals in the poison glands of serpents terminating by closed

extremities, and the cellular structure of their salivary glands. We have watched the

progressive developement of the secreting canals in the salivary glands of the embryo
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4. Acini, in the hypothetical sense in which the term has been used

by writers,—in the sense, namely, of secreting granules,— do not real-

ly exist ; there are no glomeruli of blood-vessels with ducts arising from
C.J

them in a mysterious way, as has been supposed, whatever notions may
have been held regarding them.

5. The parts described as acini are merely masses formed by the ag-

glomeration of the extremities of the secreting canals ; frequently, in-

deed, they are formed of minute vesicles aggregated together in grape-

like bunches, which may be injected with mercury, and are often sus-

ceptible of inflation. The only example of glands really consisting of

solid granules is afforded by the testes of some few fishes, in which

cases the organ has no excretory duct ; the granules burst into the ab-

dominal cavity, and are evacuated from it by an external opening.

6. In many glands which have been incorrectly described to have
acini or secreting granules, there are not even the hollow vesicular

acini : the secreting tubes, instead of terminating in vesicles or cells,

form long convoluted canals of the same diameter throughout, as in the
kidney and testes, and many other glands ; or straight tubuli, as in the
lachrymal gland of the testudo mydas ; or short caeca, as in the liver of
Crustacea and the prostatic gland of many mammalia. In certain glands
of a grape-like structure, such as the salivary glands, the pancreas, the

mammary gland of most mammalia, the lachrymal gland of birds and
mammalia, the Harderian gland, the liver of mollusca, &c. there are

certainly vesicular terminations of the secreting canals constituting a
" substantia acinosa." The expressions " substantia acinosa," " acini,"

and similar terms, are applicable consequently to such glands, inasmuch

of mammalia, and detected in all the closed vesicular extremities of the canals.

Weber has filled the cells of the parotid gland in the human subject with mercury,

and 1 have done the same in the dog. We have demonstrated the transition of the

pancreatic caeca of fishes through a series of intermediate steps to the cellular

pancreas. In the embryos of amphibia, birds, and mammalia, the free caecal extre-

mities of the ductuli pancreatici are still visible ; and in the goose, the cellular ex-
tremities of the ducts, and indeed the whole pancreas, may be injected with mer-
cury.

The liver of the Crustacea consists, for the most part, of caeca or cells. We have
shown that the grape-like spongy liver of the mollusca may be inflated like a lung
even to its terminal vesicles and cells. We confirmed the statement of Harvey and
JMalpighi, that the ends of the biliary canals can be seen in the embryo in the form
of microscopic twigs terminated abruptly by closed extremities.

The observations of Huschke and myself have demonstrated the existence of the

urinary secreting canals as an independent system of tubes in all the vertebrata. We
have observed them in fishes, salamanders, frogs, serpents, birds, and mammalia. In

the last two classes we have injected the tubuli uriniferi. The similar structure of

the testes—their independent system of secreting canals—has been long known j and

the lungs, lastly, with their terminal cellules, are the prototype of a whole series of

glandular organs.

^
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as cc
acinus/' according to its derivation, means a small grape. But this

Cleaning has been gradually corrupted, through the succession of hypo-
theses, to that of a secreting granule, granular substance ; and, since the

term " acinus" is strictly applicable only in the case of a few glands, it

J s advisable to be very cautious in the use of a word with which so many
raise explanations and hypotheses are connected.

7. It has been demonstrated in the case of all glands that the blood-

vessels are not continuous with the secreting tubes— that the minute

vessels bear the same relation to the coats of the hollow secreting

canals, and their closed extremities, as to any other delicate secreting

Membrane, such as, for example, the mucous membrane of the pulmo-
nary air cells. They do not open by free mouths into the radicle

extremities of the secreting canals and cavities of the glands; the

arteries terminate by numerous anastomoses with the veins, forming a

network which is distributed over the surface of the elementary parts of

the gland.

8. Thus the blood-vessels, like the secreting canals, constitute an

independent closed system of vessels; the arteries and veins, after rami-

fying in an arborescent manner, being connected together by a network

of closed tubes.

9. It was formerly asserted that in some glands a communication

exists between the ducts and the lymphatics. Such is not the case :

my reasons for denying it have been already stated at page 271.

10. The system of secreting canals with closed hollow extremities is

to be regarded as an efflorescence of the efferent ducts, and may
indeed be observed to be developed in the embryo from an originally

undivided tube.

11. The arborescent ramifications of the blood-vessels accompany the

ducts in their developement, and the reticulated capillaries in which the

blood-vessels terminate are extended over all the closed elementary

parts of the gland and supply them with blood. In the chick we may
observe the simultaneous developement of the two systems ; in propor-

tion as the developement of internal surface from a plane membrane to

caecum and ramified caeca proceeds, the vascular layer of the originally

simple membrane is raised on the exterior of the efflorescence.

12. The ramified canals and tubes, which, when the structure is

simple, as in insects and Crustacea, and even in some glands of the

mammalia, lie free and unconnected, become more aggregated together,

and acquire a common covering, in proportion as their evolution is

carried farther ; and thus is produced a parenchyma, or solid organ.

This process of developement has been made an object of direct obser-

vation in the embryo.

13. The capillary blood-vessels are for the most part much more

minute than the smallest branches of the ducts or secreting canals, and

j

!
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their caecal extremities, even in the most complex glandular organs.

The elementary parts of glands, though minute, are of such a size that

the capillary blood-vessels form around them a network which invests

them. (See the foregoing anatomical description of the different glands,

and the table of microscopic measurements at the end of the present

chapter). During the developement of all the compound glands, while

the secreting canals are still free, not aggregated together, the same re-

lation as to size can be seen to exist between them and the capillary

blood-vessels.

14. The formation of the glands in the embryo displays the same

progressive evolution from the simple to the complex state, as is observed

in ascending the animal scale. The most perfect and complex glands of

the higher animals, when they first appear in the embryo of these ani-

mals, consist merely of the free efferent ducts without any branches

(fig. 35), and in that state exactly resemble the secreting organs of the

lower animals ; the glands are formed from the unbranched tubes by

a kind of efflorescence or ramification.

15. The mode in which the extent of internal secreting surface of a

gland is realized is very various ; and no one kind of conformation is pe-

culiar to any one gland. Perfectly different glands may have a similar

elementary structure, as is the case, for instance, with the testes and

the cortical structure of the kidneys. And similar glands have often a

perfectly different structure in different animals ; of which the lachry-

mal glands, examined in the chelonia, birds, and mammalia, afford an

example. How various, too, is the elementary structure of the liver in

the animal series ; in one case being represented by simple caeca ; in ano-

ther, by tufts of caeca ; in others again by bunches of cells, by a spongy

mass ; or, lastly, by branched ducts ending in feather-like terminal twigs !

How infinitely various is the conformation of the secreting tubes of the

testes ! The kidneys alone maintain one constant character in all

classes of animals ; namely, that of consisting of long tubes which do not

ramify, but run either parallel with each other or interwoven, although

the arrangement of these tubes is subject to the greatest variation.

We
glands from the lowest to the most perfect animals ; on the contrary,

we meet in every class with rudimentary glands of extremely simple

structure, constituting their first form in the class : thus, the salivary

glands have this simple structure in birds and serpents ; and the

mammary gland of the ornithorhynchus, the prostate gland of roden-

tia, the pancreas of fishes, and the liver of the lower animals, consist

merely of caeca,

17. However different the secretions of the glands may be, the sub-

stance of their elementary parts is in all instances white, or of a grey-

ish or yellowish-white colour. There is no essential correspondence

between the substance of the gland and the matter which it secretes.

i

i
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Table of measurements of different microscopic parts.
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In fractions of

an English inch.

i

T7

132

KJ6

The tubuli seminiferi of the human testis, according to Lauth

„ ,, „ filled with mercury

The tubuli recti (Lauth) . . . ,

The canals of the rete testis (Lauth) . - .

The tubes in the anal glands of the goose

The twig-like caeca or tubes of Cowpers glands in the hedge-hog

Cells of the human Meibomian glands (Weber)

Cells in the salivary glands of the murex tritonis, £ to i of a line.

Cells of the spongy liver of the murex tritonis, £ to
-J

of a line.

Compare the measurements of different parts, given by Krause in Muller's Archiv.

1837, p. 20.

i

356 to

TTo
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CHAPTER III.

OF THE PROCESS OF SECRETION.

1. Of the causes of secretion.

Secretion is merely one kind of those changes or " metamorphoses"

which the circulating fluid of animals— the blood—undergoes in its

course. In all the organs of the body the blood passes through a

network of very delicate vessels,— the capillaries— which constitute the

medium of communication between the arteries and the veins. The
capillaries have no open mouths, but their parietes are extremely thin

and delicate,* for the most part imperceptible by the eye, and do not

prevent a free interchange of material between the substance of the

organ and the currents of blood. The substance of the organ imbibes

the blood and appropriates to itself the components of that fluid,

assimilating them in a different way in each separate organ.

General conditions ofa secreting organ.— All secretions are formed

on free surfaces, whether these be afforded by simple membranes,

such as the serous and mucous membranes, or by the more complex

internal surface of the cellular or tubular cavities of glands. In the,

secreting membranes the blood is transmitted from the arteries to the

veins through an infinite number of anastomosing vessels which form
an extended network. The membrane is permeated by the liquid por-

tion of the circulating fluid, effects in it some change, and pours out

the matter thus changed as a secretion on its surface.

The most complex gland, with its ducts, canals, tubuli, cells, or cseca,

is to be regarded in like manner as merely a very extensive organised

surface on which the transformation of the blood takes place.

The elementary tubular canals of the kidney, and the elementary

parts of the liver, as well as of the other compound glands, are in their

whole course surrounded with a network of capillaries, and are sepa-

rated from each other merely by delicate cellular tissue, which con-

nects them together, and contains in its substance the minute currents

* See page 2 17, and the note on the capillaries in the appendix.

I
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of the

that

of blood. The whole external surface, therefore, of the elementary
canals, racemes of cells, tubuli, &c. is overrun with small currents of
Wood

;
the walls of the canals, &c. are permeated by its fluid portion,

^press on it some peculiar change, and pour out the fluid in its altered
state on their inner surface, to be carried out by the efferent duct.
rhis is the simple process of secretion, which differs from nutrition
Merely in the circumstance that the part of the blood which has under-
gone the peculiar change is eliminated on a free surface instead of
Deing added to the substance of the organ.

It was formerly supposed, in opposition
to a11 analogy, that the secreting process has its seat in the extremities
°f the glandular canals, or in those mysterious bodies, the acini. But

is a very incorrect view, as Professor E. H. Weber has already
remarked; for the acini which in the proper anatomical sense of the
^ord are hollow vesicles, exist in but few of the compound glands ; and
"would be anything but reasonable to say that the secretion was formed
solely at the closed extremities of the branched ducts and tubular canals
°f other glands, such as the liver and kidneys. Some compound glands,
Moreover, present in the course of the excretory duct the same ele-
mentary parts as at the extremities, whether they be cells, as in the
salivary and lachrymal glands of birds and the Meibomian glands of the
human subject, or ceeca, as in the liver of Crustacea and the lachrymal
gland of the chelonia. When glands consist of aggregated ca^ea, the
limit between the elementary parts of the gland and the efferent duct
cannot indeed be at all indicated. It is therefore extremely probable,
indeed certain, that the process of secretion goes on throughout the
whole extent of the glandular canals, consequently from one continuous
surface.

Mode of exhalation.— The older physiologists were led to imagine the

existence of exhalent vessels by their ignorance of that property of ani-
mal tissues by virtue of which all matters in solution are imbibed, and
transmitted from one part to another, through invisible pores.* But it

ls now known that the exhalent vessels do not exist, and that, in a se-
creting surface, the blood-vessels simply form a very close network; the
epth at which this network lies, in a membrane not covered with epi-

dermis, has been already shownf to be exceedingly slight. The fluid

Parts of the blood, circulating in the capillaries, will therefore readily
percolate the particles of the special tissue of the secreting membrane,
and escape on its free surface, after having undergone a chemical
change by its influence. We do not hereby explain the power by which
the secretion is thrown off from the secreting surface, but merely the

possibility of the fluid finding its way through the coats of the vessels and
the membrane. Many secretions are attended with a profuse exudation

* See page 242. t Page 245.
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of fluid, which, like many other phenomena, cannot for a moment be at-

tributed to the force of the heart's action, and the impulse thus com-

municated to the blood : such a mechanical explanation is by no means
satisfactory; for, besides the absence of the heart's action to account for

secretion in plants, the cases in which secretion is increased by local ir-

ritation, the heart remaining unaffected, would still be quite inexplicable.

Another difficulty to be solved is the cause of the escape of the secreted

fluid solely on the free surface of the membrane:—Why does not the

mucus, for example, collect as readily between the coats of the intestine

as exude from the inner surface ? Why does not the bile permeate the

walls of the biliary ducts, and escape on the surface of the liver as readily

as it forces its way outwards in the course of the ducts ? Why does the

semen collect on the inner surface only of the tubuli seminiferi, and not

on their exterior— in their interstices? The elimination of the secreted

fluid on one side only of the secreting membrane, namely on the interior

of the canals, is one of the greatest enigmas in physiology ; it may per-

haps be explained by either of the following hypotheses

:

1. It may be imagined that the capillaries of the gland are provided

with exhalent pores so constructed as to allow fluids to pass through in

one direction only, namely, towards the cavity of the glandular canals.

But here the difficulty occurs, that this hypothesis presupposes the

existence of what cannot be

suppose that there are other pores in the coats of the capillaries

for the passage of the fluids destined for the nutrition of the secreting

canals.

2. The more probable supposition is, that by virtue of imbibition, or

the general inorganic porosity, the fluid portion of the blood becomes
diffused through the tissue of the secreting organ; that the external sur-

face of the glandular canals exerts a chemical attraction on the elements

demonstrated, and that we must ao-ain

quantity of the fluid poured out by a stimulated salivary gland, an

of the fluid, infusing into them at the same time a tendency to unite

into new combinations, and then repels them, in a manner which is cer-

tainly quite inexplicable, towards the inner surface of the secreting
membrane or glandular canals.* That the process which we are en-
deavouring to explain does not consist merely in exudation, but is de-
pendent on an action of the secreting membranes, is evident from the

from the suddenness and abundance of the secretion of tears excited
sometimes by momentary impressions.

Although quite unsupported by facts, this theory of attraction and
repulsion is not without its analogy in physical phenomena ; and it would

* Compare the observations ofMascagni on this subject : " Nova per poros inorganicos
secretionum theoria vasorumque lymphaticorum historia iterum vulgata et parte altera

aucta, in qua vasorum minimorum vindicatio et secretionum per poros inorganicos re-

futatio continetur." Auct. P, Lupi. Romae, 1793.

1
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appear that very similar powers effect the elimination of the fluid in
secretion, and cause it to be taken up into the lymphatics in absorption-

fc is an extraordinary circumstance that, frequently, in different com-
ponent tissues of the same membrane, both processes are going on within
a very small space; that in the mucous membranes, for example, the
Mucous follicles, which secrete, are closely surrounded by the lym-
phatics, which attract and absorb.

-Dr. Wollaston supposed that secretion was attended with electrical
action. He relates the following experiment ; a glass tube two inches
ln length, and f of an inch wide, was closed at one end with bladder,
and partly filled with water containing -^ of common salt. The blad-
er was moistened on the exterior and placed on a plate of silver ; a zinc

Wlre being now connected by the one end with the plate of silver, and
Dy the other brought in contact with the water, pure soda appeared on
th e outer surface of the bladder. Eberle,* however, found a stronger

galvanic influence necessary to produce this effect.

I he cause of the peculiarity^ and difference of secretions can be found in
n

<> external and mechanical conditions. They have been attributed to
dlfference in the rapidity of the blood's motion in the different organs

;

but it should first be proved that the rapidity of the blood's motion does
differ in this way. They have been ascribed, again, to different states
°f the blood-vessels, and to the particular angles at which they divide;

but it may be seen in Lieberkuehn's preparations that the blood-vessels

in the kidneys divide nearly in the same way as in the testes, and in the

salivary glands not far otherwise than in the liver ; in all parts reticu-

lated capillaries are seen forming anastomoses between the arteries and
veins. Others, again, have endeavoured to account for the differences

of secretions by differences in the free ends of the arteries, but we have

shown that arteries have no free extremities with open mouths. Others

attribute a great influence to the different diameters of the canals which
deceive the secretions, and yet the most various and peculiar fluids are
secreted on plane membranes. All these circumstances, on which Hal-
Jer has laid far too much stress, even if they existed, would not be suf-
ficient to explain the difficulty; and they are not supported by facts.

Besides, how easily may all such mechanical explanations be dismissed

y the simple question :—What gives rise to the formation of brain on
e one hand, of muscle on the other, and, again, in another case of

bone ? Does the brain also depend for its formation on a peculiar angle
°f division of the blood-vessels ?

The peculiarity of secretions does not depend on the internal con-

formation of the glands ; for, as I have sufficiently demonstrated, each
secretion is in different animals the product of the most various gland-
ular structures, and very different fluids are secreted by glands of simi-

* Physiologie der Verdauung, p. 137*
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lar organization.* The nature of the secretion depends therefore

solely on the peculiar vital properties of the organic substance which

forms the secreting canals, and which may remain the same howrever

different the conformation of the secreting cavities maybe ; while it may
vary extremely although the form of the canals or ducts remains the

same. The variety of secretions depends, therefore, on the same cause

as variety of the formation and life of organs generally
; the only differ-

ence being that, in nutrition, the part of the blood which has undergone

the peculiar change is incorporated with the organ itself, while in secre-

tion it is eliminated from it.

Several chemists, and especially ChevreuL, have recently laboured to

prove that all secretions are formed independently of any change ef-

fected by the organ in the components of the blood ; that all the

materials of the different secretions pre-exist in the blood itself; and

that the principal action of the secreting organ is merely to attract these

matters from the blood, and to transfer them to the fluid secreted. As
circumstances favouring this view very strongly, Gmelin mentions, that

the salts of the blood and those of the secretions are nearly identical

;

that, both in the blood and in the secretions, osmazome, and a substance

resembling salivary matter, occur; and that many of the substances

which were formerly believed to exist only in the secretions, namely,

casein, cholesterine, stearine, elain, and elaic acid, have been discovered

in the blood. The existence of cholesterine in the blood has been re-

cently confirmed anew by Boudet.t Nevertheless the theory appears

to me to be founded on a very erroneous view : for, in the first place,

neither horn, mucus, biliary matter, picromel, semen, true casein, true

salivary matter, nor the poisonous matters secreted by animals, are con-

tained in the blood ; and secondly, components of the secretions may
accidentally re-enter the blood by imbibition, so that their presence in

it is no proof of their being natural constituents of it; and, in fine, the

existence of all the secreted matters in the blood would not do away
with the difficulty, for it would remain to explain how they were formed
in it, we will say, in the blood of herbivorous animals. It is, indeed,

quite certain that the " true secretions," as distinguished from the
" excretions,";]: are, like the solid parts of the body, formed from
the more simple constituents of the blood by the organs which secrete

them.

of The simple

problem to be solved, is how the secreting membranes can, at the same

time, and from the same blood, nourish themselves,—that is, attract ana-

logous particles and add them to their own substance,—and also secrete

or eliminate the non-analogous particles ; for the secreted fluid is in

its chemical properties wholly different from the secreting organ. The

* See the description of the glands in different animals, page 445—456.

t Essai critique et experimental sur le Sang. Paris, 1833. % See page 429.
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g andular substance consists, generally, merely of uncoagulated albumen,
which, when reduced to a state of minute division, is readily soluble in
water. The elementary parts of a secreting organ are, as far as I have
observed, of a grey, greyish-white, or yellowish-white colour; thus, even
ln the liver of the embryo, the biliary canals seen on the surface of the
organ are of a yellow-white colour, and it is only owing to the reticu-
ated capillaries that the liver has a brown aspect; yet the bile is green.
lxx oviparous animals the urine is white, but the substance of the kid-
neys is totally different: in very young birds just escaped from the shell
the minute urinary canals can be seen on the surface of the kidneys,
"lied with the white urine, as if injected; while the appearance of the
rest of the organ is very different. Berzelius did not detect in the sub-
stance of the kidney the peculiar chemical constituents of the urine.*

-I he substance of the liver is, it is true, found to contain fatty matters
which are components likewise of the bile, and in disease it is prone to

become converted into fat ; but the essential constituents of the bile have
*>ol been detected in it. Braconnot's analysis of the livert shows that
xts composition is very different from that of the bile ; and KuehnJ has
obtained from the liver a fatty matter which differs by very marked
characters from cholesterine. Besides, it must be remembered that it

*s almost impossible to obtain any of the substance of the organ entirely

free from bile. But, restricting ourselves to the "secreting membranes/'
We find that the skin, for example, contains no horny matter, and yet it

secretes that substance ; and the tissue of the choroid, when washed,

seems itself to contain no pigmentum nigrum.

It is therefore certain that the matter secreted differs in its chemical

properties from the organ which forms it, and that secretion cannot be
a mere liquefaction of the substance of the organ ; that, on the contrary,

the substance of the secreting surface,, while it attracts to itself analogous

matters from the blood for the purpose of nutrition^ at the same time se-

parates from it something that is non-analogous.

In the nutrition of organs which afford no secretion, those components
of the blood which are analogous to the tissue are attracted by it,

while the non-analogous components re-enter the circulation ; in the pro-

cess of secretion non-analogous matters are thrown off and carried out of
the body.

It might then be imagined, that each molecule of blood which comes
under the decomposing influence of a secreting organ, is completely de-

composed and disposed of by it ; so that those of its elements which
go to the nutrition of the organ, and those which form the secretion,

would, reunited, produce blood. If the molecule of blood is expressed
by the sign a, and a molecule of the component matter of the secreting

organ by #, the secretion would, according to the above supposition, be

* Berzelius, Chimie Animale, translated by Jourdain, p. 333.

c

t See page 37 1

.

% Kastrier's Archiv. xiii, p. 337.
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a—oc. We
rect or not

;
therefore I will not adopt it, but mention it merely as

an idea worthy of consideration in further researches. It is a simple
and therefore attractive hypothesis, but is at once seen not to be
applicable in the case of those secretions in which the matters sepa-
rated from the blood have—as urea, for example,—been formed in other
parts of the body.

That the secretion undergoes a further change—that its formation is
*

perfected— in its passage through the narrow and often very long canals

of the glands, may be conceived to be possible, but is not susceptible of

proof. There has always been a disposition to admit this supposition in

the case of the testis ; but since the tubuli of the kidney are as long as

those of the testis, while the urine is a mere excretion and does not

require any further elaboration, it is evident that the length of the

tubes has a more important relation to the extent of the secreting sur-

face than to the production of any further change in the fluid already
secreted.

of

frog

little of interest in relation to the general physiology of secretion, and
is important only in connection with the several functions in which
they are implicated; the « secreta" therefore are treated of in the

sections devoted to those functions. The secretions, " secreta," which
are met with more generally throughout the body,— fat, mucus, and
synovia,—are described with the secreting membranes ; the bile, saliva,

the gastric and pancreatic secretions, in the section on digestion ; the
urine and perspiration under the head of the excretion ; semen, milk,

&c. with the subject of generation

.

The microscopic globules found in some secretions, as the semen and
milk, for instance, are important. I have observed in the bile of the

very scanty granules unequal in form and size, the largest
about five times smaller than the red particles of the animal's blood

;

the green colouring matter of the bile, however, is in solution ; Weber
also describes granules as existing in the bile. I have likewise found

lies in very small number in the saliva ; Weber finds them to be
larger than the red particles of the blood, and transparent: the greater
part of the solid matter of the saliva is in solution. Weber could discover
no globules in the perfectly transparent portion of mucus ; he saw only
the ordinary flakes of the mucus. It appears to me that by far the
largest proportion of the components of the saliva, bile, and mucus, as
well as of the urine, are in solution ; while in the semen, milk, pig-
mentum nigrum, and pus, on the contrary, there are granules in such
number that they must be looked upon as among the most essential
ingredients of these fluids. The granules of the pigmentum nigrum
are Weber i

7338
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of an English inch; they are therefore about half as large as the red par-
ticles of the blood. The globules of the milk are described by Weber
to be very transparent, and round, but irregular in size; in the mean 3.
or i smaller than the blood particles. Treviranus remarks, that they do
not sink in the fluid and that they refract the light strongly, and hence in-
fers that they are globules of fat.

caesin and fatty matter. The
]

round, and measure from 7r»W to

Weber

Web

2 770 13 85 °f an
'

lnc 1̂ *n diameter, the size of
the majority being ^^tt of

*

an *nch ; they are therefore about twice as large
as the red particles of the blood. All the foregoing facts prove that the
globules of the secreted fluids are not red particles of the blood which
have undergone a change ; the globules of the milk are too small, those
°f the pus too large ; the latter cannot come from the interior of the

capillary vessels, for their diameter is greater than that of the smallest
°f these vessels. Besides, if red particles which were thus altered could
hnd their way out of the vessels, others in the unchanged state would
escape with them. The view which I take of the mode of production
of the globules of the milk, pigmentum nigrum, and pus, is, that they
are either thrown off from the substance of the secreting surface, or
formed by the partial coagulation of the animal matter dissolved in the

)

(

milk and pigmentum nigrum are produced. With respect to the origin

of the globules of the pus, Autenrieth* relates the following remarkable

observation. If some of the watery moisture which exudes from the

surface of an inflamed part after the pus has been removed, is collected

between two transparent thin plates of talc and allowed to lie in the

wound, globules are seen to form gradually in it, to enlarge and become
opaque; while, if the fluid is removed altogether from the atmosphere of
the living textures, no such change takes place in it. t
states, that if a suppurating surface has been washed clean, the pus is

seen to be secreted as a clear fluid, which afterwards becomes thick and
opaque.*

2. Of the influence of the nerves on secretion.

There is at present little known concerning the influence of the nerves
°n the process of secretion. The experiment instituted by the Baron
A. Von Humboldt on his own person, is well known. Having applied
two blisters to the region of the shoulders, he covered one of the blister-

ed surfaces with a silver plate, and closed the circle by means of a con-

* Physiol, ii. 119.

t Diss, de Pyogenia, 114.—Schroeder Vander Kolk, Observ. Anat. Pathol. 21.

On the subject of this section, consult Wedemeyer, iiber den Kreislauf des Blutes •

iingir, Was ist Absonderune: ? Wurzbursr, 1819.

)
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ductor of zinc, when a painful burning was produced, and a change in

the character of the discharge; from being bland and colourless, it be-
came a red acrid fluid, which left livid, red streaks on the parts of
the back where it ran.* M. Mostf likewise states, that, having caused
a galvanic current to pass through the parotid, by applying the positive

pole to the situation of the gland for the space of ten minutes while
he held the negative pole in his hand, an increased secretion of saliva,

which was neither acid nor alkaline, took place.

The influence of the nerves on secretion has as yet been made the
subject of but few direct experiments ; but it is certain that, after division

of the nervus vagus, the secretion of gastric juice ceases.J Brodie§ has
shown, by a series of experiments, that, when the nervus vagus and ner-

vus sympatheticus have been divided, arsenic does not give rise to the

copious secretion in the stomach and intestines which usually follows its

exhibition. The secretion of the pulmonary mucous membrane also is

altered by division of the vagus ; hence the frothy bloody exudation
which is found in the lungs after that operation.

Krimer has instituted some experiments relative to the influence of
the nervous system over the secretion of urine, an influence which is

proved to exist by the circumstance that nervous affections are usually

attended with secretion of limpid urine containing an unnaturally small

proportion of its proper ingredients. Krimer
||

states, that on examin-
ing the state of the urinary secretion after having divided the nerves of

the kidneys, he has found it contain albumen and the red colouring mat-
ter of the blood, their proportion increasing in the same degree as that

of the proper constituents of the urine decreased. Division of the

vagus did not put a stop to the secretion of urine ; but rhubarb and
prussiate of potash taken by the mouth ceased to pass off by the urine,

which at the same time acquired greater specific gravity from contain-

ing serum of the blood : when the divided nerves, however, were con-
nected with the galvanic pile, the urine reacquired its normal character,
and the substances above mentioned showed themselves again in it.

After division of the spinal cord in the dorsal or lumbar region, the urine
became limpid like water. While division of the sympathetic nerve in

the neck caused it to become alkaline and albuminous; and on the ap-
plication of galvanism, its normal properties were restored. BrachetlT
has made similar observations on the effects of interrupting the trans-

* Ueber die gereizte Muskel und Nerven-faser, i. 324.

f Ueber die grossen Heilkrafte des Galvanismus. 1823.

J Tiedemann und Gmelin, die Verdauung, i. 340. The French translation by Jour-
daiu, pt. i. p. 372. § Fhil. Trans. 1814, p. 104.

||
Physiol. Untersuchungen. His experiments are given in Lund's Physiolog. Re-

sultat. der Vivisect, neuerer Zeit. Kopenhagen, 1825, p. 204.

^J Recherches Experiment, sur les fonctions clu Syst. Nerv. Ganglion. Paris, 1830,

p. 269.
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Mission of nervous influence to the kidney. He divided the renal ar-
ery of a dog, and then connected its two portions by means of a cannula,
so that the renal nerves were divided, but the supply ofblood maintained.
A he fluid, which flowed from the ureter during several hours succeeding
r*e operation, was red, and separated into a fibrous coagulum and serum.

Repetition of the experiment was attended with the same result. Divi-
slon of the nervi vagi had no effect on the secretion of urine.

I have recently, in conjunction with Dr. Peipers, instituted a series of
experiments on dogs and sheep, to determine the influence of the nerves

*n secretion. We applied a ligature to the renal vessels (the ureter be-
lng excluded), and tied it so tightly that the texture of the renal nerves

deluded in it should at that point be destroyed. We then loosen-

ed the ligature again, so that the circulation of the blood through the

kidney was re-established. The ureter was brought to the exterior of

e body and a tube connected with it. In most cases the secretion of

urine was completely arrested, even when the same operation was per-

formed on the second kidney (in a sheep), and the ligature retained on

that side to render the secretion of urine there quite impossible. Once
°nly, namely, in a sheep, the secretion continued in the injured kidney;

but the fluid was bloody, and M. Wittstock found that it contained hip-

puric acid. The softening of the substance of the kidney which always

ensued on the performance of these experiments, which were often re-

peated, was very remarkable.*

The influence of the nerves on the glands may be of a different nature

in each gland, or, which is more probable, it may be the same in all,

merely enabling the secreting substance, in each gland endowed with

peculiar properties, to exert its chemical action. Daily experience

affords us many proofs of the influence of the nerves on secretion. We
know that, during the depression of the nervous system in the cold stage of

fever, not only the quantity of all the secretions, but also the proportion of

the natural ingredients in them, are diminished ; and that, with the ac-

cession of the hot stage, the secretions are restored. We also know

that dryness of the mucous membranes and of the skin are often signs

of depressed nervous influence in acute diseases. How frequently, too,

do we observe the influence of passions of the mind on secretion, for

example, on the secretion of the tears, of the bile, and the milk, and

even on the secretion and other conditions of wounds.t It has indeed

been stated that the presence of the foal has an effect on the secretion

of milk in the mare. I will not lay stress on the accounts of the poison-

ous action of the saliva of enraged animals ; for the phenomena observed

in such cases to follow the bite are generally, perhaps, merely those

I

its

!

* Peipers, de Nervorum in Secretion. Actione, Berol. 1834.

t See page 374.
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dependent on the form of the wound : but it is a well-known and undoubt-
ed fact, that not merely the presence of food in the mouth causes an
increased flow of saliva, but that even the sight of savoury food excites
the salivary secretion. If it were possible wholly to cut off the nervous
influence of a secreting organ, we should find perhaps, as after division of
the nervus vagus in reference to the gastric juice, that the function
of the special secretions is wholly arrested by the interruption of nervous
energy. I am far from believing that the power of chemical action,

which the glandular substance owes to its state of life, has not an equal-
ly important share as the nervous influence on secretion ; but it is pro-
bable that the influence of the nerves is necessary for the support of
this chemical action, which in each gland is different.

On a first view, the cerebro-spinal, as well as the sympathetic nerves,
appear to have the function of regulating secretion. The distribution
of the lingual nerve in the submaxillary and sublingual glands, of
the glossopharyngeal nerve in the tonsils, and of a branch of a tibial

nerve in the capsule of the knee-joints, are well-known anatomical
facts. It is a most remarkable fact, that the female mammary gland
receives its nerves, not directly from the sympathetic, but, as it appears
to me, only from the third and fourth intercostal nerves. It is ex-
tremely probable, however, that the cerebro-spinal nerves are accom-
panied by fibres of the sympathetic ; indeed Retzius has shown this

to be the case with the second branch of the fifth nerve in brutes,
and in them it is evident also in the case of the nervus buccinatorius,
which has many grey nerves, derived from the otic ganglion, running
over it. In hemiplegia from disease of the brain or spinal marrow, the
secretion of the surface on the affected side is sometimes altered, some-
times not.

3. Ofthe changes of which

The process of secretion may be disturbed from local, as well as from
general causes.

The state of the secreting organ affects not merely the quantity, but
even the quality of the secretion : the urine is watery, and contains less
of its proximate components, after nervous attacks; the mucus secreted
in the different stages of a catarrh is very different,—at first it is watery
and salt, afterwards thicker ; the inflammation at length generally arrests
entirely the special secretion of every secreting organ, as it does the
function of other organs. Stimulants or irritation affect secreting
organs in a peculiar manner ; at first the secretion is increased in quan-
tity, but, in proportion as the irritation passes into inflammation, the
state of increased action diminishes. When secreting organs become
relaxed, and their texture loose, the secretion is generally increased in

quantity, but diminished in consistence, it becomes more watery ; when
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ey are relaxed, and at the same time their texture thickened, the se-

cretion is lessened in quantity. This observation applies to all secreting
organs, the mucous membranes of the nostrils, the conjunctiva, and the
skin. Morbid secretions are subject to the same law : an ulcer when
stimulated affords a copious secretion of pus ; if it becomes highly in-

flamed, the secretion is stopped; if the ulcer is relaxed,— its walls loose
ar*d flabby,—it secretes a copious watery fluid ; while if, at the same time
that its action is feeble, its tissue is thickened by the deposition of the

products of inflammation, the secretion formed by it is very scanty.

interruption of nervous influence causes diminution of the quantity
°t the natural secretion of a secreting organ ; in nervous attacks the

Urine is limpid, watery ; in fevers, with depressed state of the nervous

energy, and in the cold stage of all fevers, the skin is dry. But it is ex-

traordinary, that a much more complete arrest of the nervous energy,

Sl*ch as occurs in syncope, and under the influence of terror,

rise to an unusually copious secretion on the skin, producing cold sweat,

and, in the latter case, in the intestines, giving rise to diarrhoea. We
are acquainted with the changes produced in the composition of secre-

tions, in consequence of affections of the nervous system, rather by their

injurious effects,—for instance, by the effects of milk and bile secreted

after the mind has been the subject of violent emotions,—than by any

chemical examination to which they have been submitted.

Since all secretions, inasmuch as they extract certain ingredients

from the blood, produce a change in its composition, no one secretion

can be altered in quantity or quality without disturbing the balance

which exists between all in their action on the blood ; hence, the in-

crease of one secretion gives rise to the diminution of another. On
the principle of this relation between the different secretions, or their

can give

u antagonism/' as it is called, depend, in many instances, the prac-

tice of exciting artificial discharges to put a stop to morbid secretions.

The antagonism of the secretions is observed to be subject to the fol-

lowing laws :

1. The increase of a secretion in a tissue, A, which is less irritable

than the organ, b, is incapable of producing a diminution in the secre-

tion of the latter ; hence, for example, artificially excited secretions from

the skin, as by a blister, in the neighbourhood of the eye, in inflamma-

tions of the latter organ, are of no service, because the eye is a more

irritable part than the skin.

2. An increased secretion in a certain tissue, a, cannot be diminished

by exciting the same secretion in another part of the same tissue, a ; on the

contrary, such a procedure would rather increase the secretion from all

parts of the tissue than diminish it, because the relation which exists

between the different parts of one and the same tissue is that of sym-

pathy, not of antagonism. Hence, a discharge from the generative or

r
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urinary organs cannot be arrested by an artificially excited diar-

rhoea.

3. On the contrary, the secretions of tissues which do not belong to

the same class of structures, often antagonise each other. Thus, in-

crease of the cutaneous secretion frequently induces diminution of the

secretion of the kidneys : in summer the cutaneous exhalation is more
abundant, and the urinary secretion proportionally scanty ; in winter

the reverse is the case. Effusion of watery fluids into the cellular

membrane and serous cavities is attended with dryness of the skin

and diminution of the urinary secretion, the quantity of which is ob-

served to increase in the same proportion as dropsical effusions dimi-

nish. Suppression of the exhalation from the skin by cold, gives rise to

mucous discharges from the intestinal and pulmonary mucous mem-
branes.

4. It is only towards the termination of consumptive diseases that

this relation of antagonism between the secretions ceases to exist, when,
in consequence of the relaxed state of the tissues, all are at length in-

creased in quantity; in the colliquative state that precedes death in

phthisical patients, colliquative diarrhoea, profuse sweating, and dropsical

effusions take place simultaneously,

5. When one tissue is excited to increased action by an impression

made upon another, either the secretion of the two must have been in

some respects similar, as in the case of the skin and kidneys, both

of which have the office of excreting water from the blood; or the

organ thus excited must have had a predisposition to morbid action,

which is the rational explanation for the circumstance, that the impres-

sion of cold produces in one person an affection of the mucous mem-
brane of the lungs, in another, a disordered secretion of mucus in the

intestinal canal.*

Sometimes the suppression of a secretion in one part of the body
gives rise to the appearance of the same fluid in another part. This

happens most frequently with those matters which exist in the blood

previously to the act of excretion. Effusions of blood, vicarious of the

menstrual flux, have certainly occurred ; and the total destruction of

both kidneys, by preventing the elimination of the urea already present

in the blood f by the ordinary channel, must be calculated to induce

effusions of fluids impregnated with urea in all the other parts of the

body. NystenJ has ascertained the existence of urea in fluids formed

in other parts during the total suppression of the renal secretion ; and

* Consult Heusinger, liber den Antagonismus der Excretionen, in his Zeitschrift

fiir organ. Physik. Bd. i.

•J-
See page 151.

% R£cherches de China, et de Physiol. Pathol. Paris, 1811, page 263—293.
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n is an undoubted fact that urate of soda is contained in the depo-
sitions of gout.

At, however, the essential ingredient of the secretion does not exist
111 the blood itself, the suppression of this secretion in the organ des-
eed to form it cannot cause its metastatic appearance in other parts

;

^ instances which have been adduced of such an occurrence are ill-

supported by proofs.*

-I he sole secretion, of which the constituents do not exist as such in

ne blood, but which can nevertheless be formed at all times and in all

parts of the body, is pus, the organ for its production being generated
anew in the process of inflammation.

In the cases in which the total suppression of a secretion gives rise, by
an antagonistic influence, to the production of another, of which the in-

gredients cannot be derived ready formed from the blood, the new se-

cretion is always essentially different from the one of which it balances,

as it were, the suppression, and resembles it only so far as is compatible
Wlth its natural proximate elements. True vicarious secretion of milk,

*°r example, never occurs. Autenrieth has remarked that such suppos-
ed secretions of milk from other organs do not contain the essential

components of milk, namely, the sugar of milk and butter. They contain
°nly those proximate components of the blood which might have serv-

ed for the formation of milk, such as albumen, for example. We have
already shown the fallacy of the views relative to the supposed metasta-

tic secretion of pus.f

The glandular secreting canals pour out the product of their chemi-

cal action on their interior surface only.J It is only in veryrare cases

as in the form ofjaundice excited by affections of the mind,—that the

newly-formed matter seems to be again carried into the circulation.

4. Of the discharge of the secretions.

The efferent ducts of glands are lined by a mucous membrane, which
has on its exterior an extremely thin layer of muscular substance. The
existence of muscular fibres cannot, it is true, be demonstrated anatomi-
cally, but physiological observations place it beyond dispute ; the effer-

ent ducts of most glands have the power of contracting when irritated.

The contractile power of the ductus choledochus in birds was known to

Rudolphi. By irritating mechanically or by galvanism the ductus cho-

ledochus of a bird just dead, I have frequently produced a very strong

contraction of it, which continued some minutes, after which the duct

resumed its previous state. I have often excited strong local contrac-

tions of the ureters likewise, both in birds and rabbits, by the application

• !

-,

Xv

See page 431. t See page 277.

% See the remarks on this law at page 461.

J
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of a powerful galvanic stimulus. Tiedemann* also has seen motions of

the vas deferens of a horse ensue on the application of a stimulus. It

appears, indeed, that periodic vermicular motions are performed by the

efferent ducts, at least by the ductus choledochus in birds ; for I have

once observed in a bird just killed contractions of the duct occurring re-

gularly in pauses of several minutes ; the tube dilating again in the in-

tervals; and, what was remarkable, the contractions took place in an as-

cending direction, namely, from the intestine towards the liver : and this

seems to throw some light on the mode in which the bile at certain

times, instead of being expelled into the intestines, is retained and

driven into the diverticulum of the duct, namely, the gall-bladder; the

complete closure of the mouth of the duct contributes perhaps to this

effect.

The discharge of the bile from the gall-bladder during digestion re-

suits probably from the mere pressure of the surrounding parts, and the

action of the abdominal muscles, while the mouth of the duct is open

:

for I doubt if the gall-bladder is contractile ; I could produce no con-

traction of it in mammalia and birds, even with the most powerful sti-

mulus of a galvanic battery ; and in this respect it differs from the other

diverticula of efferent ducts, namely, the urinary bladder, and the vesi-

cula seminalis, which it resembles in all other characters.

The nature of the internal coat of the efferent ducts, and the contrac-

tility of their middle coat, prove most clearly that they are merely diver-

ticula of the membranous tubes into which they lead ; thus, the ductus

choledochus and pancreaticus, consisting as they do of the same mem-
branes as the duodenum, are prolongations of its coats.

How far the contractility of the ducts may contribute to the frequent-

ly sudden expulsion of the saliva and tears, is a question which I men-
tion merely as requiring further investigation. I may, in conclusion, re-

mark, that since the contractility of the ducts of glands is proved ex-

perimentally, the spasm of these parts, spoken of by physicians, ceases

to be a mere hypothesis.

* Ueber die Wege, auf welchen Substanzen aus dem Magen und Darm-kanal ins

Blut gelangen, p. 22.—Recherches sur 1'Absorption ; traduit par Heller. Paris, 1821.

I
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SECTION IV.
1 «

Ofdigestion, chylification, and the excretion of the decomposed effete

matters*

CHAPTER I.

OF DIGESTION IN GENERAL.

food of
mnials live solely on the former class of substances, others on the latter

;

others, again, have a mixed diet, consisting of both animal and vegetable
Matters. Man is one of the last ; he is supported as well by food con-
stituted wholly of animal substances as by that which is formed entirely

vegetable matters ; the structure of his teeth, as well as experience,
Seem to point out that he is destined for a mixed kind of aliment.

Both the vegetable and animal articles of diet contain the more common
salts, which, being essential components of the animal system, may in a
certain point of view be regarded as nutriment. But no animal can subsist
0n mineral substances alone ; it is only from necessity, or from prejudice,
hat, to fill the stomach, earth, either alone or mixed with organic matters,

ls sometimes swallowed by human beings,—for instance, by the Otto-
maks and Guamos in Oronoco, and by the inhabitants of Nova Scotia,

^auquelin could detect no nutritious matter in the steatite which is

eaten by the inhabitants of Nova Scotia.t The earth which, on account
of famine, was, in the year 1832, in the parish of Degerna, on the bor-

ders of Lapland, mixed with flour and the bark of trees, and baked so as

to form a kind of bread, consisted of silicious earth mixed with organic

particles.;}; This mineral flour was found by Retzius to consist of the
fossil remains of nineteen different forms of infusoria.

All substances from the animal and vegetable kingdoms appear to af-

ford nutriment, provided that they are easily soluble in the animal fluids,

contain no combination of elements too unlike that of the animal mat-
ters of the being which it ought to nourish, have no remarkable che-
mical properties, and no tendency to enter into binary combinations at
the expense of the organic components of the living body. All sub-
stances which have such a tendency, which are of heterogeneous com-
position, or have peculiar chemical properties, are either medicinal
substances, or, in a relative sense, poisons. I am much inclined to

*
These processes are more complicated than those which we have hitherto consi-

®red. In treating of them it is necessary to presuppose an acquaintance with the laws
tne circulation, absorption, the action of the lacteals and lymphatics, and secretion

;

t

e latter processes, which are not confined to the digestive organs, but are carried on
ln ttiany other parts of the body, have therefore been discussed first, so that we shall
n°t need to enter here into any long explanation of them.

t See Humboldt's Reise in den Equinoct. Gegend. iv. p. 557. Travels in the Equi-
n°ctial Regions of the New Continent, translated.—Rudolphi's Physiol, ii. 18.

t Poggendorf's Ann. B. xxix. p. 261.
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believe that even the peculiar effects of the narcotic poisons which pro-

duce no evident material change in the system, and do not essentially ex-

cite inflammation, arise from the heterogeneous and peculiar chemical

substances which they contain causing decomposition and the formation

of binary compounds in the animal matter of the body. This opinion

appears to me to be rendered probable by the circumstances that the

substances to which we allude contain vegetable alkaloids, and that, ac-

cording to the observation of Fontana, the most active narcotic poisons

the poison of the viper, and the ticunas,—exert a chemical action

on animal substances, an effect which has been observed particularly in

the blood.* The term "poison " is to be taken quite in a relative sense.

The poison of serpents when introduced into the blood produces decom-

position of the animal fluids ; but, when taken into the stomach, it is ren-

dered innocuous, being decomposed, as it would seem, in the alimentary

canal. The poison of the viper exerts its poisonous influence very

slowly likewise, when applied to wounds in the lower vertebrata, parti-

cularly in the amphibia—as frogs,—and in the blind-worm ; to serpents, it

would appear to be innocuous. Most narcotic poisons, however, are, in

large doses, destructive even to the lower animals. Prussic acid is as

destructive to leeches as to the human subject ; opium and nux vomica
appear to be poisonous to all animals, with the exception of the bird,

buceros rhinoceros, which is said to feed on the nuts of the strychnos.

The most simple nutritive substances from the vegetable kingdom are,

1. The acid juices of many plants and fruits.

2, Starch (amylum),—in the seeds of the grasses and leguminous
plants, in the tubera of the potato, in sago, and in lichen Islandicus.

H3. Vegetable mucilage-4—in roots and seeds, and in the form of the

different gums. It differs from animal mucus in being soluble in water.

4. Sugar—in the juices of many plants, and of their fruits.

5. Fattjr, or fixed vegetable oils—in seeds, and some tuberous roots.

6. Vegetable albumen—in the milky juices of vegetables, in the milk
of the milk-tree, brosimum galactodendron,t in seeds which yield emul-
sions by trituration.

7. Gluten—generally combined with albumen in the different kinds
of grain and other seeds, also in sweet fruits.

8. Fungin—in the fungi.

Many other substances,—the spirituous and aromatic substances, for ex-

ample,—merely stimulate the digestive organs, and do not afford nourish-

ment. The woody fibre, the investments of seeds, most resins, colouring

and extractive matters, hairs, feathers, horn, claws, scales, the external

skeleton of insects, and all horny substances generally, are indigestible.

* See page 97. For an account of the vegetable poisons, consult works on Toxicolo-

gy ;

t

on animal poisons, see Rudolphi, loc. cit.

Dr. Don in Ed. N. Phil. Journ. 1829, Oct. Dec.
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The principal nutritive principles derived from the animal kingdom are,
• Gelatin—in the tendons, bones, cartilages, the skin, the cellular

lssue, and especially in very young animals.*

k
2. Albumen—principally in the ova, brain, and nerves, in the blood,

3. Fibrin—in muscular substance, and the blood. J
4

* Animal oil and fat.

5. Casein—in milk, with (butter) cheese. Its

fi

albumen.

Properties will be described in the 8th Book.||

Nutritive principle offood
e solution of the food, since nothing can be taken up by the absorb-

^
n t vessels which is not in solution ; and, secondly, the reduction of the
Cerent ingredients of the food above enumerated into the most simple
aterial of the animal processes, namely albumen, which is found to

%

e contained in the fluid resulting from the digestion of the food, partly
ln the state of solution, and partly in globules. The essential character
°f the digestive process, then, consists in its not only effecting the solu-
*on of the food, but in its likewise annulling the peculiar properties
^hich the nutritive matters may owe to the source whence they are de-
rived; that is to say, in its dissolving the food, and converting all into

To effect these changes, something more than mechanical di-
vision, chemical influences,—digestive fluids,—are necessary. Those sub-
stances, then, are most easy of digestion, and most nutritious, which are
most easily soluble and most readily converted into albumen, or which
themselves contain albumen

; and hence we see that the yolk of the
egg, being a concentrated solution of albumen (with oil) forms for the
embryo a nutriment which is assimilated immediately without any pre-
vious digestion. Every thing, on the other hand, is indigestible, which

like woody fibre, and the skin of fruits, for example,—can, on account
°f its insoluble nature, afford no nutriment, or itself exerts a chemical
action which calls into play the tendency of the elements of the organic
Matter to form binary compounds, a tendency which had been previ-
0usly counterbalanced by the organic force. A distinction must be made
also between substances easy of digestion and nutritious substances. A
substance may, by reason of its solubility, be in that sense easy of di-
gestion, and yet afford little nourishment, its composition being such
tllat it is with difficulty converted into albumen. Other substances,
which, when once dissolved, are very nutritious, may, on the other hand,
be difficult of solution, and thus indigestible for weak digestive powers,
^ood food, therefore, must not only be easy of solution, but also nutri-

Mi

See page 133, and Appendix,
t Seepage 125.

-f-
See page 129.

§ See page 131 and 433.

II A full account of all the substances used as food is contained in the third volume
of Tiedemann's Physiologic Darmstadt, 1836.
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tious in its nature. The further a substance Is removed in its composi-

tion from that of albumen the less nutritious will it be, and the greater

expenditure of the digestive powers is required for its conversion into

chyle.

If digestion consisted merely in the solution of the food, and if all

articles of diet contained a certain quantity of one and the same nu-

triment, for which no further chemical change was required, the quality

of any article of food might be determined by ascertaining its degree of

solubility, the quantity of nutriment which it contained, and the degree

of difficulty attending the extraction of this nutriment from the other

ingredients of the substance. The dogma of Hippocrates that there are

different kinds of food, and but one kind of nutriment (alimentum), is

founded on this incorrect conception of the nature of nutriment. Some

of the substances which are taken as food, and which must be converted

into albumen,—the vegetable substances, for instance,—themselves con-

tain, before they are digested, no albumen. " Alimentum," in the sense

in which the term is used by Hippocrates, is therefore the product of

digestion ; to afford which, those substances that differ in their composi-

tion from albumen require to undergo in the stomach a chemical change.

Azotized and unazotized aliments.—M. Magendie has pointed out* an

important distinction which may be made in the alimentary substances,

between those which contain nitrogen and those in which it constitutes

little or no part.

The substances which contain little or no nitrogen are the saccharine

and acid fruits, oils, fats, butter, mucilaginous vegetables, refined sugar,

starch, gum, vegetable mucus, and vegetable gelatin. The different

kinds of corn, rice, and potatoes, are aliments of the same kind. The
azotized aliments, on the contrary, are vegetable albumen, gluten, fun-

gin, and some matters met with in different plants, which resemble os-

mazome: these azotized vegetable principles are met with principally in

the seeds of the grasses, and in the stems and leaves of the grasses and
herbs, the seeds of leguminous plants — lentils, peas, and beans ; al-

monds and nuts also contain them. Of the animal substances which
contain nitrogen the chief are gelatin, albumen, fibrin, and casein. Most
animal substances, with the exception of fat, contain more or less nitro-

gen. Some writers have supposed that respiration is the source whence
the nitrogen of the animal body is derived, while others have imagined
that it is generated from other elements. The instance of the herbivo-

rous animals which feed on substances that contain little or no nitrogen,

and that of the negroes, who live for a long time on a diet consisting en-

tirely of sugar, have been adduced in support of the latter opinion. M.
Magendie, however, observes that almost all the vegetables which afford

* Physiol, edit. 2. t. ii. p. 486. Milligan's Translation, 4th edit. p. 223.
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nourishment to animals and man contain more or less nitrogen, that this
e ement enters in pretty large quantity into the composition of impure
sugar, and lastly, that the nations which feed on rice, maize, or potatoes,
take also milk or cheese.

Very valuable experiments have been instituted by M. Magendie to
etermine the degree of nutritive property possessed by substances
w ^ich contain no nitrogen,—by a food, for example, consisting wholly of
ugar and distilled water. The experiments were performed on dogs.
uring the first seven or eight days the animals were brisk and active,

and took their food and drink as usual : in the course of the second
week they began to get thin, although their appetite continued good,
and they took daily between six and eight ounces of sugar. The ema-
nation increased during the third week, and they became feeble, and
°st their activity and appetite. At the same time an ulcer appeared on
each cornea, followed by an escape of the humours ; this took place in
lepeated experiments. The animals still continued to eat three or four

°unces of sugar daily, but nevertheless became at length so feeble as to
e incapable of motion, and died on a day varying from the 31st to the
4th. (And it must be recollected that dogs will live the same length of

tlDQe without any food at all.) After death the muscles were found very
touch wasted, the stomach and intestines much contracted, the gall-

bladder and urinary bladder distended. The urine was analysed by
Chevreul, and found to be alkaline, as in herbivorous animals, and to

contain no uric acid or phosphates. The bile contained abundance of
picromel, which also exists in large proportion in the bile of herbivora,

but which has been recently found to be likewise present in the bile of

carnivorous animals. The foeces contained but little nitrogen, which
generally forms a large part in their composition. To ascertain whether
these effects are peculiar to a sugar diet, or result from the want of

^endie kept dogs on olive-oil and water. All the pheno-

mena produced were the same, except that no ulceration of the cornea
took place.

alone, which is a very nutritious substance if taken mixed with other

aliments, but which contains no nitrogen. With butter the effects were
the same, and the dog died on the thirty-sixth day, although meat was
given him on the thirty-second day; one eye ulcerated; and the urine
and bile were found in him, as well as in the dogs fed with gum and oil,

to be of the same composition as in those fed on sugar. By other ex-

periments Magendie ascertained that both from sugar, oil,, and gum,
chyme and chyle are formed, and that consequently it is not from want
°f being digested that these substances do not nourish the animals. In

addition to the experiments here detailed, the fact may be adduced that
In Denmark a diet ofbread and water for four weeks is considered equiva-
lent to the punishment of death; and that Dr. Stark died, in consequence

Ma

The same was the result when dogs were fed on gum
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of experiments which he instituted on himself, to determine the effects

of long-continued sugar diet : after taking such food for some months,

he became extremely feeble and swollen, and red spots appeared on his

face, and threatened to break out into ulcers.

Ma the causes and

mode of treatment of gout, and calculous disorders. The subjects of

these diseases are generally persons who live well, and eat largely of

animal food : most urinary calculi, gravelly deposits, the gouty concre-

tions, and the perspiration of gouty persons, contain abundance of uric

acid, a substance into the composition of which nitrogen enters in large

proportion. By diminishing the proportion of azotized substances in the

food, the gout and gravelly deposits in the urine may be prevented.

Tiedemann and Gmelin have Ma experiments.

But a goose

They fed different geese, one with sugar and water, another with gum
and water, and a third with starch and water. All gradually lost weight.

The one fed with gum died on the sixteenth day; that fed with sugar
on the twenty-second ; the third, which was fed with starch, on the
twenty-fourth, and another on the twenty-seventh day ; having lost during
these periods from one-sixth to one-half of their weight,

which was fed with boiled white of egg cut into small pieces, although it

maintained its appetite, and the food contained nitrogen, also died on

the forty-sixth day, after having lost nearly one-half its weight. These
experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin, like those of Magendie above
detailed, would be very conclusive if the same animals had been fed al-

ternately on different substances that contained no nitrogen; for the

experiments of Magendie, which follow, show that animals are frequently

not able to support a diet consisting constantly, without change, of one
and the same substance, though it contain azote.*

Necessity ofthe variation of Magendie's further experiments on the

nutritious property of different substances, establish the following facts :

1. A dog fed on white bread, wheat and water, did not live more than
fifty days. 2. Another dog, on the contrary, which was kept on brown
soldier's bread, did not suffer. 3. Rabbits and Guinea-pigs fed on any
one of the following substances,—wheat, oats, barley, cabbage, or car-
rots,—died with all the signs of inanition in fifteen days ; while, if the same
substances were given simultaneously, or in succession, the animals lived
without suffering any ill effect. 4. An ass fed on dry rice, and after-
wards on boiled rice, lived only fifteen days. A cock,* on the contrary,
was fed with boiled rice for several months with no ill consequence.
5. Dogs fed with cheese alone, or with hard eggs, lived for a long time

;

but they became feeble and thin, and lost their hair. 6. Rodent ani-

mals will live a very long time on muscular substance. 7. After an
animal has been fed for a long period on one kind of aliment, which, if

* See Londe, Froriep's Notiz. Bd. xiii. No. 10.
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continued, will not alone support life, allowing him his customary food will

not then save him : he will eat eagerly, but he will die as soon as if he
had continued to be restricted to the one article of food which was first

*

given. The conclusion to be deduced from the above facts is, that dif-

ference and variety of the kinds of aliment is an important circumstance
to be attended to in the preservation of health.

-Dr. Prout reduces all the articles of nourishment among the higher
animals to three classes : 1. the saccharine•, comprehending sugar, starch,

gum, &c. ; 2. the oily,—including oils and fats ; and 3. the albuminous,
the proximate principles of animals and vegetable gluten. The follow-

lng account of his views, an extract from a treatise not yet published,
ls given in Dr. Elliotson's translation of Blumenbach's Physiologie, and

quoted from the latter work in Mayo's Outlines of Human Physiology.

" Observing that milk, the only article actually furnished and intended

V nature as food, was essentially composed of three ingredients, viz.

saccharine, oily, and curdy or albuminous matter, I was by degrees led

to the conclusion that all the alimentary matters employed by man and
the more perfect animals might, in fact, be reduced to the same three

general heads ; hence I determined to submit them to a rigorous exami-

nation in the first place, and ascertain, if possible, their general relations

and analogies.

" An account of the first of these classes, viz. the saccharine matters,

has been published in the Philosophical Transactions, and the others

are in progress. The characteristic property of saccharine bodies is,

that they are composed simply of carbon united to oxygen and hydrogen
in the proportion in which they form water ; the proportions of carbon

varying in different instances from about thirty to fifty per cent. The
other two families consist of compound bases (of which carbon consti-

tutes the chief elements) likewise mixed with and modified by water,

and the proportion of carbon in oily bodies, which stand at the extreme
of the scale in this respect, varies from about sixty to eighty per cent.

;

hence, considering carbon as indicating the degree of nutrition, which
*n some respects may be fairly done, the oils may be regarded in general
as the most nutritious class of bodies ; and the general conclusion from
the whole is, that substances naturally containing less than thirty, or more
than eighty per cent, of carbon, are not well, if at all, adapted for aliment.

"It remains to be proved whether animals can live on one of these families

exclusively
; but at present experiments are decidedly against this as-

sumption, and the most probable view is that a mixture of two at least,

*f not of all three, of the classes of nutriment is necessary. Thus, as has

been stated, milk is a compound of this description, and almost all the

gramineous and herbaceous matters employed as food by animals contain

at least two of the three—the saccharine and glutinous, or albuminous.

The same is true of animal aliments, which consist at least of the albu-

I
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SENSATIONS CONNECTED WITH DIGESTION

minous and oleaginous : n short, it is perhaps impossible to name a

substance employed by the more perfect animals as food, which does not

essentially constitute a natural compound of at least two, if not of all

three, of the above three great classes of alimentary matters.
" But it is in the artificial food of man that we see this great principle

of mixture most strongly exemplified. He, dissatisfied with the produc-
tions spontaneously furnished by nature, culls from every source, and,

by the power of his reason, or rather his instinct, forms in every pos-

sible manner, and under every disguise, the same great alimentary com-
pound. This, after all his cooking and art, how much soever he may be
inclined to disbelieve it, is the sole object of his labour, and, the more
nearly his results approach to this, the more nearly they approach per-

fection. Thus, from the earlier times, instinct has taught him to add oil

or butter to farinaceous substances, such as bread, which are naturally

defective in this principle. The same instinct has taught him to fatten

animals, with the view ofprocuring the oleaginous in conjunction with
the albuminous principle ; which compound he finally consumes, for the
most part in conjunction with saccharine principles, in the form of bread
or vegetables. Even in the utmost refinements of his luxury, and in his

choicest delicacies, the same great principle is attended to ; and his

sugar and flour, his eggs and butter, in all their various forms and com-
binations, are nothing more nor less than disguised imitations of the
great alimentary prototype, milk, as presented to him by nature."

Appetite and satiety.—These sensations are in part taste itself, and in

part sensations analogous to taste, like those which are excited by the
food when appetite is wanting. The sense of appetite is heightened in

winter and spring, by cold baths, by friction of the skin, by friction of
the abdomen, and by the agitation to which the abdomen is subjected in

horse exercise, as well as by muscular exertion.

Digestion excites in healthy persons a general feeling of satisfaction,

with the sensation of warmth ; but these feelings are not confined to the
digestive organs, of which the principal sensitive nerve is the vagus, but
extends to almost all the other parts of the body : it is probable, there-
fore, that it is in a great measure owing to excitement of the sympa-
thetic nerves, which, as will be shown at a future page, possess in a high
degree the faculty of transmitting impressions made on them.

Indigestion is a state of the digestive organs, in which either they do
not secrete the fluid destined for the solution of the aliment, or they are

in such a condition of irritability or atony, that by the mechanical irri-

tation of the food painful sensations and irregular motions are excited.

The local sensations of uneasiness in the digestive organs appear to have
their seat principally in the nervus vagus, for any great irritation of that

nerve in the oesophagus and pharynx seems to produce the same sen-

sations of nausea as are the result of irritation of the stomach itself pre-

vious to vomiting. But the sympathetic affection of the whole nervous
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system in such cases is not less striking, and seems to be likewise de-

pendent on an impression made on the sympathetic nerve.

In hunger and thirst both kinds of sensations, the local and the ge-
neral, are present, but the after phenomena are the direct effects of the

want of nutriment and water in the system.

What is called thirst is, however, sometimes rather a call for the
cooling influence of cold drinks, as, for instance, in the dry hot state of
the air-passages, mouth, and skin produced in fevers by the increased

temperature and diminished turgescence of the parts. Exhalation is in

Such cases often rather diminished, and the dryness of the surface arises

*rom the circumstance that although blood still flows through the capil-

lary vessels, the reciprocal action between the blood and the living

issues, which is denominated turgescence, or turgor vitalis, is depressed.

No increased generation of caloric in the internal organs is required to

account for the elevated heat of the skin, which arises from the absence

°f exhalation and of the cooling effect produced by the conversion of a

fluid into a gaseous body.

The final consequences of unappeased thirst are a feverish state which
does not apparently differ from that of nervous fevers, and with it in-

flammation of the air passages.

The local sensations of hunger, which are limited to the digestive

organs, and appear to have their seat in the nervus vagus, are feelings

of pressure, motion, contraction, qualmishness/ with borborygmi, and
finally pain. These sensations have been supposed to be caused by the

saliva, by the bile, by the rubbing of the coats of the stomach against

each other, or by the acrid gastric juice. Dumas imagines the feeling of

hunger to arise from the action of the absorbent vessels of the alimentary

canal being turned upon the coats of the stomach and intestines them-

selves. All these suppositions are quite inadmissible. The aliment is

an " adequate," or " homogeneous" stimulus* to the digestive organs :

when this stimulus is wanting, the state of the organ is made known to

the sensorium by the nerves. The local sensations of hunger, as well as

those of appetite and satiety, may, perhaps,— and Brachet-J- infers, from
4

experiments which he has made, that they do,—cease to be felt after

division of the nervus vagus ; the sensation of hunger is put an end to,

by the change which the assumption of food produces in the state of the

gastric nerves, by strong impressions on the sensorium and the active

states of it excited by passions or meditation, and by the change pro-

duced in the brain itself by taking opium, &c. The long fasting which

msane persons are frequently observed to subject themselves to, may in

hke manner be accounted for, perhaps, by their having, in consequence

of the morbid affection of their sensorium, lost the perception of the

local sensation of hunger which incites us to take food.

* See pages 57 to 59.

t Recherches sur les fonctions du syst£me ganglionaire. Paris, 1830.

A
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effects of longfasting.

most part similar even in different conditions of the digestive organs.
They are feelings of general debility, actual and gradually increasing
loss of strength, fever, delirium, violent passion, alternating with the
deepest despondency. The temperature of the body is said°to fall se-
veral degrees, though this is denied by Dr. Currie* to have been the
case in a patient who died of inanition in consequence of stricture of the
oesophagus. The respiration becomes foetid, the urine acrid and burn-
ing, the lymphatic vessels, according to Magendie and Collard, bloody.
Collard states that the quantity of their contents is increased when the
animal has fasted only a short time, (?) and that it afterwards gradually

decreases, but that even the lacteals still carry some little lymph about
the middle period of the abstinence. Contraction of the stomach en-

sues. The secretions cease to be formed, although the gall-bladder is

full, and bile still passes into the intestine. (It does not enter the sto-

mach, according to Magendie.) The mucus of the mucous membranes
becomes less abundant, as do all substances which can be absorbed.
The pus from wounds, the milk, saliva, and the poison of serpents, cease
to be secreted. The urine still contains urea; Lassaigne found that
substance in the urine of a madman who had fasted eighteen days :f the
urinary passages are not necessarily inflamed ; the mucous membranes
are pale. M. Collard states that the relative quantity of fibrin in the

blood is diminished during fasting, while the proportion of solid matters
due to the red particles is increased.."!: The stomach is found much
contracted after death.

Experiments on the duration of life in man and animals deprived of
food, show that warm-blooded animals are best able to support the want
of food. The lower animals with a hard external skeleton will live an
extraordinary length of time without food : I have been informed by letter

that an African scorpion lived, during the voyage to Holland, and nine
months after it arrived there and came into the possession of Dr.
Dehaan, without taking any food, lludolphi kept a proteus anguinus
five years

; Zoys had one ten years, living in spring water renewed from
time to time, and having nothing else given to it. Salamanders, tor-
toises, and gold-fishes may likewise be kept for years without food, and
it is well known that snakes will live for six months without ea'ting.
Redi found birds sustain the want of food for from five to twenty-eight
days

:
a seal lived out of water, and without nourishment, for four

weeks; dogs lived from twenty-five to thirty-six days without eating or
drinking. Man does not generally support hunger and thirst longer
than a week

; hunger alone is borne much longer, especially in disease,

On the effects of Water, cold and warm, as a remedy in fever. 1797.
+ Journal de Chim. Med. 1825, Avr.

% Magendie's Journal de Physiol, t. viii. p. 171.

»
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and still more in insanity.* The accounts of persons having lived with-

out taking food for months and years are, as Rudolphi with justice re-

marked, examples of deception.

f

CHAPTER II.

OF THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS.

a. Of the differentforms of the alimentary canal.

It appears to be an universal character of animals that they have an

mternal cavity for the production of a chemical change in the aliment

preparatory to assimilation—a cavity for digestion. This cavity is in

^ost cases tubular, and open at its upper and lower extremity, but

sometimes it is provided with but one, oral, opening; the remains of the

food after digestion being expelled by the same opening by which it

had been introduced.^

The infusoria have been shown by the great discoveries of Ehrenberg

to possess throughout the class a mouth surrounded with cilia ; but

this is not all; Ehrenberg has been enabled, by feeding the creatures

With coloured substances, to distinguish the different forms of their di-

gestive organs, and to found on these differences a division of the class

into primary groups. Some he finds to have no intestine nor anus, but

merely a single mouth, into which many caeca] stomachs open ; this is

the form of the digestive organs in the monads, &c. In others there is

a complete intestinal canal furnished with mouth and anus, and commu-
nicating by narrow tubes with numerous caecal stomachs ; the intestine

sometimes describes a circle in the body of the animal, terminating near

the mouth in a ciliated ring at the upper extremity of the body, as in

the vorticellse ; in other instances the mouth and anus are situated at

opposite extremities of the animal; while, in others, again, the situa-

tion of the mouth and anus alternates, either one or other of them be-

ing at the extremity of the body; lastly, in another group, both mouth

and anus open at the abdominal surface of the body. In loxodes cucul-

latus,—a polygastric animalcule with complete digestive canal,—Ehren-

herg has discovered and described pharyngeal teeth.

In the rotifera^ or wheel animalcules^ there is an intestinal canal ex-

tending from the mouth to the anus, and in some Ehrenberg has disco-

vered a dental apparatus.
J

organs at the commencement of the intestinal tube.

In the acalepha there is no anus nor intestinal tube ; the aliment is

Most of them have two glandular-looking

See Tiedemann, Physiol, t. iii.

1" All the subjects treated of in this chapter will be found more fully discussed in

Tiedemann's work.

t On the Agastrica, see Meyen, Act. Nat. Cur. t. xvi. Suppl.

§ Ehrenberg, Physikal. Abhandl. der Konigl. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Ber-

hn. 1830 und 1831.
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conveyed by the mouth into a stomach which is ramified like a vascular

system in the substance of the animal,—as in the medusae , or the nu-

triment is taken up by the absorbent tubes of the tentacula, and by
these carried to the stomach,—as in the rhizostomata

; or, as appears

to be the case in the berenice and others, the food, being taken up by
absorbent tubes, is distributed through ramified digestive canals, there

being no true stomach. And, even in cases where there is a stomach,

ramifying tubes, like vessels, arise from it, and are distributed through

the substance of the animal.

In the polypifera, of which some are free, others fixed, some simple,

and others united on a common stem, the digestive organs are in some

instances simple, consisting of a csccal sac-like stomach, which is the

form in the actiniae, fungi, madrepora, tubipora, alcyonia, millepora,

sertularia, and hydrae ; in others, as in the alcyonellae, there is a short in-

testinal canal, the anus opening near the mouth.*

In the entozoa the forms of the digestive cavity are exceedingly vari-

ous. In the cystic worms the vesicular cavity of the body serves to ful-

fil the office of digestion; such, at least, seems to be the case in the cys-

ticercus and coenurus. In the cestoidea, or tape-worms, the intestine is

described by Mehlis to commence as a simple tube, but to bifurcate very

soon. In the trematoda, or suctorious worms, there is no anus, and the

intestine is ramified through the body like a vessel, though there is be-

sides,—for example, in the distoma,—a second system of vessels, which

opens at the posterior part of the body, and which may perhaps commu-
nicate with the ramified intestinal canal by its smaller branches.f In

the acanthocephala the anus is again wanting, and the bifurcate intes-

tinal canal terminates by caecal extremities. The nematoda, or round

worms, have a simple tubular intestine provided with mouth and anus.

In the planaria, prostoma, derostoma, and other similar worms of fresh

and salt water, so closely allied to the entozoa, particularly to the tre-

matoda, there is again a marked systematic distinction in the forms of

the digestive organs ; the prostoma and derostoma having both mouth
and anus, while in the planaria there is a ramified intestine, with the
mouth at the abdominal surface of the body, but no distinct anus.?

In the radiata there is sometimes,—as in the holothuria and echinoi-

dea, &c—an intestinal canal with both mouth and anus, which in the
holothuria are at the opposite extremities of the body; while in the echi-

noidea the mouth is in the middle of the under surface, and the anus
either in the middle of the upper surface,—as in the echinus,—or at the

border of the shell,—as in the spatangus. In the asterioidea there is mere-

* See Hemprich and Ehrenberg, Symbolae Physicae. Berol. 1831. See also Meyen,
Isis, 1828. Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. t. xv. Suppl.

t Mehlis de Distomate hepatico et lanceolate Gotting. 1825. Laurer, Disquis.

Anatom. de Ampliistomo conieo. Gryphiae, 1830. Ehrenberg, Symb. Physik.
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ly a stomach with csecal appendages, no intestinal canal nor anus ; while

in the crinoidea the intestine and anus are again met with,—as in the

cornatula,—in which the anus is placed with the mouth at the under

surface of the body.

In all the annelida, Crustacea, aracfinida, and insecta, there is an

intestinal canal, with mouth and anus; but its form presents many
varieties. We may mention, as particularly remarkable in these

classes, the increase of digestive surface by means of cseca arising

from the short intestinal tube in the phalangida, (a family or tribe of

tracheary arachnida,) the dental apparatus in the stomach of Crusta-

cea,— for example, crabs and lobsters,—and of some insects (the or-

thoptera), and the complex form of the stomach in some carnivorous

insects. In general, the alimentary canal of insects consists of an oeso-

phagus, a crop, (which, however, is met with only in the hymeno-

ptera, lepidoptera, and diptera,) the gizzard furnished on the inner sur-

face with teeth or horny ridges, (which exists in the carnivorous cole-

optera, and most orthoptera,) the chylific portion of the canal which ex-

tends to the insertion of the Malpighiao, or so-called biliferous vessels,

and the intestine wrhich extends from that point to the anus.

In the vertebrata the stomach is usually a mere dilated portion of

the alimentary tube. The intestine in fishes is usually short, but its

want of length is sometimes compensated for by folds of the mucous

membrane ; in the rays and sharks, for example, the internal coat of

the intestine forms a spiral valve extending from the stomach to the

anus, which in fishes is generally situated in front of the opening of

the urinary and genital organs.

In birds the stomach presents a complexity of structure which is

not met with in fishes, amphibia, and reptiles. In addition to the

crop, or sac-like diverticulum of the oesophagus,— an organ destined

for the preparatory softening of the food, and pretty generally pre-

sent in birds, being wanting only in the scansores, grallatores, nata-

tores, insectivores, and cursores, or birds of the ostrich kind,—the sto-

mach itself is divisible into two parts : 1. the so-called proventiculus,

or glandular stomach, a dilatation of the cardia, in the walls of which

there is an entire stratum of distinct glandular follicles ; 2. the muscular

stomach, or gizzard, which follows immediately upon the other. In

carnivorous birds the walls of the gizzard are thinner, but they are very

thick in those which feed on vegetable substances ; and then the muscu-

lar coat forms two very thick lateral muscular masses, and the mucous

membrane which lines their inner surface has a thick warty covering

of epithelium. The large intestine is short and narrow, and has two

caeca at its commencement, which are of greatest length in birds which

feed on vegetable substances. The rectum, as in reptiles, opens into

the cloaca, together with the urinary and genital organs.

a/a v
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490 DIGESTIVE CANAL IN MAMMALIA.

In mammalia, the distinction between those feeding on vegetables

and those which live on animal substances is of greatest interest. The
glandular stomach of birds is not met with in the class mammalia as a

distinct portion of the alimentary tube, the only structure analogous
to it is presented by the accumulation of numerous glands about the

cardia in some quadrupeds,—for instance, the beaver, phascolomys, &c.*

In several rodent animals, such as the hamster and water-rats, the

stomach is already divided into two parts. In the great kanguruh it

has three compartments ; in the sloth even four ; among the apes the

semnopitheci have a compound stomach, consisting of three portions, the

cardiac, with smooth simple parietes, a very wide sac-like portion, and

a long tubular division like a large intestine. The complex structure

of the stomach is, however, by no means an universal character of her-

bivorous mammalia, for, in the solidungula, (the horse, ass, &c.) the

stomach is simple, its different regions being distinguished merely by
the extension of the epithelium from the oesophagus over the cardiac
portion. In the pachydermata, also, if we except the pecari and nilghau,

in which the stomach has peculiar appendages, or sac-like dilatations,

is generally of simple structure. The stomach exhibits

the most remarkable complexity of structure in the ruminants among

the organ

onherbivorous mammalia, and in the dolphins among those living

animal substances.

The last only of the four stomachs of the ruminants has the acid pro-

perty which characterises the organ in other mammalia. The first

three cavities have a distinct lining of epithelium, and may be regarded

as divisions of the cardiac portion of the stomach, and destined for the

softening of the vegetable food preparatory to true digestion. The first

great compartment of the stomach, the paunch, is characterised by the

numerous flattened papillae of its inner surface; it effects little change
in the food which is in it subjected to maceration by the saliva. The se-

cond smaller stomach, the reticulum, communicates freely with the

paunch, and is distinguished by the honeycomb-like denticulated folds

of its lining membrane. In the third stomach, the manyplies or omasum
the mucous membrane is thrown into numerous deep longitudinal folds,

arranged side by side like the leaves of a book. The food having been
softened in the first and second stomach, is after a certain time returned
to the oesophagus and mouth, and having been a second time masticated,
descends through the oesophagus into the third stomach, and passes
thence by a narrow opening into the fourth, the obomasum,, of which the

mucous membrane is soft, and the form elongated almost like that of the

intestine. The first and second stomachs may be regarded as diver-

ticula from the cardiac portions of the oesophagus and stomach. The

* See Sir A. Home's Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, vol. ii. and Miiller, de
Gland. Secernentium penit. struct, tab. i. fig. 0, 10.

n
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canal by which they communicate with the oesophagus can be closed
and formed into a tube, so that the morsel of food is made to pass on-
Wards directly into the third stomach without entering the first and se-
cond cavities.

In the cetacea, the complex structure of the stomach is met with both
m '"e vegetable feeders and in those which live on animal substances.
x ne stomach of the phytophagous manati has several compartments, and
nat of the zoophagous whales, also, has even five or more divisions.

•The alimentary canal in the carnivora is generally much shorter than
m the other orders, and the distinction between the small and large in-

testine is in them less marked, while in most herbivora the colon is very
wide and very long. The ccecum also presents remarkable differences

according to the kind of food which the animal takes. In general it is

remarkably small in carnivora, while in the solidungula, ruminantia, and
*nost rodentia, it is uncommonly long,—for example, in the horse it

Measures two and one-half feet ; in the beaver, two feet.

to
food.

fi

supported on the milk of the mother, and during that period the first

stomach is small. But the changes which the alimentary canal of the
tadpole undergoes is much more remarkable. The amphibia in the larva

state have an intestinal canal ofvery great length, and appear at that time
to feed principally on vegetable substances ; at a later period the intes-

tine is very short.

The most general inference to be deduced from the foregoing compa-
rative review of the forms of the alimentary canal in the animal kingdom
is, that vegetable substances require a much more extensive apparatus

for their digestion than animal substances. The intimate connection

which exists between the whole organisation of an animal and the na-

ture of his food, has been set forth by Cuvier in so admirable a manner*

that I cannot refrain from giving his own words. Cuvier says, " Every
organised being forms a whole, an unique, and perfect system, the parts

°f which mutually correspond, and concur in the same definitive action
by a reciprocal reaction. None of these parts can change without the

whole changing ; and, consequently, each of them, separately considered,

points out and marks all the others. Thus, as I have before remarked,
rf the intestines of an animal are so organised as only to digest flesh,

and that fresh, it follows that its jaws must be constructed to devour a

Prey> its claws to seize and tear it, its teeth to cut and divide it, the

whole structure of the organs of motion such as to pursue and catch it,

*ts perceptive organs to discern it at a distance; nature must even

have placed in its brain the necessary instinct to know how to conceal

Whittaker,

I

on, p. 59.
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itself and lay snares for its victims. That the jaw may be enabled to

seize, it must have a certain-shaped prominence for the articulation, a

certain relation between the position of the resisting power and that of

the strength employed with the fulcrum ; a certain volume in the tem-

poral muscle, requiring an equivalent extent in the hollow which re-

ceives it, and a certain convexity of the zygomatic arch under which it

passes : this zygomatic arch must also possess a certain strength to

give strength to the masseter muscle. That an animal may carry off

his prey, a certain strength is requisite in the muscles which raise the

head ; whence results a determinate formation in the vertebrae or the

muscles attached, and in the occiput where they are inserted. That

the teeth may cut the flesh, they must be sharp ; and they must be so

more or less, according as they will have, more or less exclusively, flesh

to cut. Their roots should be the more solid as they have more and

larger bones to break. All these circumstances will in like manner in-

fluence the developement of all those parts which serve to move the

jaw. That the claws may seize the prey, they must have a certain

mobility in the talons, a certain strength in the nails, whence will result

determinate formations in all the claws, and the necessary distribution

of muscles and tendons ; it will be necessary that the fore-arm have a

certain facility of turning, whence again will result determinate forma-

tion in the bones which compose it ; but the bone of the fore-arm arti-

culating in the shoulder-bone, cannot change its structure without this

latter also changes. In a word, the formation of the tooth bespeaks the

structure of the articulation of the jaw ; that of the scapula, that of the

claws; just as the equation of a curve involves all its properties ; and, in

taking each property separately as the basis of a particular equation, we

should find again both the ordinary equation and all the other certain

properties ; so the claw, the scapula, the articulation of the jaw, the

thigh-bone, and all the other bones separately considered, require the

certain tooth, or the tooth requires them reciprocally ; and, beginning

with any one, he who possessed a knowledge of the laws of organic

economy would detect the whole animal. We see, for instance, very

plainly, that hoofed animals must all be herbivorous, since they have no

means of seizing upon their prey ; we see, also, that having no other use

for their fore-feet than to support their bodies, they have no occasion

for so powerfully framed a shoulder ; whence we may account for the

absence of the clavicle and the acromion, and the straightness of the

scapula: not having any occasion to turn the fore-leg, their radius will

be solidly united to the ulna, or, at least, articulated by a hinge-joint,

and not by ball and socket, with the humerus : their herbaceous diet

will require teeth with a broad surface to crush seeds and herbs ; this

breadth must be irregular, and for this reason the enamel parts must al-

ternate with the osseous parts ; this sort of surface compelling horizon-

1
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tal motion for grinding the food to pieces, the articulation of the jaw

cannot form a hinge so close as in carnivorous animals ; it must be flat-

tened, and correspond with the facing of the temporal bones, more or

less flattened; the temporal cavity, which will only contain a very small

muscle, will be small and shallow," &c.

*

b. Of the membranesforming the coats of the alimentary canal.

The alimentary canal has an external serous investment derived from

the peritoneum, a muscular coat lying under the serous coat, and a

tunica propria, which forms a kind of fascia, or framework, on the outer

surface of which the muscular fibres lie, while to its inner surface the

Mucous membrane is attached.*

The structure of the villi of the small intestine has been already de-

scribed, and their relation to the process of lacteal absorption dis-

cussed.f

f small intestine remain

to be considered. Three forms of these glands have been distinguished:

1. The follicles of Lieberkuehn—foramina, or depressions, so small as

not to be visible without the aid of a glass, which are spread over the

whole extent of the mucous membrane of the small intestine, and are in

such number that when sufficiently magnified they give to the membrane

the appearance of a sieve.J [To the same order of follicles, perhaps,

belong the simple tubular follicles described by Dr. Boehm§ as occupying

the whole extent of the mucous membrane of the large intestine, and which

he represents as seen in a section of the membrane to be arranged

perpendicularly side by side, their caecal bases resting on the subjacent

vascular membrane, (fig. 38, c,) while the spaces between their orifices,

which are so minute as to be scarcely visible without the aid of a

glass, are but little larger than the openings themselves. There are other

follicles of the large intestine which are larger and much less numerous,

and under the name of glandulae solitariae have been confounded with

the duodenal glands of Brunner. Their form is that of a round simple

* In many fishes the mucous membrane of the oesophagus is continued into the air-

bladder through the canal which leads from the one to the other. In many other

fishes, however, no communication exists between the air-bladder and the pharynx, or

esophagus (see p. 314) ; and in these cases it appears extraordinary that the membrane
lining the air-bladder, although mucous in its characters, should form a shut sac,

which is contrary to the general law of mucous membranes. This apparent anomaly

is explained, however, by the fact observed by V. Baer, (Froriep's Notizen, 848,) that

the air-bladder is originally developed as a mere diverticulum, or process from the

Pharynx
; consequently, in the fishes, in which it forms a closed sac, the communication

between it and the pharynx must have existed originally, but has become obliterated.

t See page 267.

% They have been already described at page 270.

§ De Gland. Intestin. Struct. Penit. Berol. 1835.
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cavity (fig. 38, a). They are Fig. 38. *

most numerous in the caecum and

appendix. The mucous membrane

of the stomach appears to have a

structure similar to that describ-

ed by Boehm as belonging to the

B
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large ] It has been

made the subject of examination

by Dr. Sprott Boyd.f He de-

scribes it as having here and c
• -'.*'•:

i

D
d

a
-

there a velvety appearance, from

the presence of minute folds, or

fold-like villi, but it is through-

out characterised by small regular

cells of the diameter of -g-^th to

-g-^thof an inch; near the pylorus their diameter was Tô th of an inch

In the bottom of the cells (fig. 39, e) a num-
ber of minute openings were visible, and, on

making a vertical section of the membrane,

it was seen to be composed of perpendicu-

Fig. 39.±

E

(% )

lieves to be tubes opening into the cells. In

the pig he could distinguish the cavity of

the tubes.

2. Brunners glands— follicles visible to

the naked eye, distributed singly in the mem-
brane, and most numerous in the upper part

of the small intestines.

[Very different structures have been con-

founded under the name ofthe glands of Brun-

ner. Dr. Boehm has pointed out that the bo-

dies described by Brunner, and regarded by

F

* [Follicles of the mucous membrane of the large intestine, from Dr. Boehm's paper
just cited.— c. Enlarged view of the small tubular follicles which form the substance of
the mucous membrane

: 1. their openings seen on the surface ; 2. the follicles, them-

e mtes-
selves, seen in a perpendicular section ; 3. the surface of the cellular coat of th
tine, with pits for the closed extremities of the follicles :—d. natural size of the piece
of membrane

; a. section of one of the solitary follicles of the large intestine ; b. the
opening of the same, seen from above.]

t Inaugural Essay on the structure of the mucous membrane of the stomach, by
Sprott Boyd. Edinb. 1836.

}
[Mucous membrane of the stomach, from Dr. Boyd's paper.—e. Cells of human

stomach,—open mouths of tube seen at the bottom of each,— magnified 32 diame-
f. section of mucous membrane of the stomach in the pig,—the cellular coat on

which the bases of the tubes rest has been injected,—magnified about 20 diameters.]

ters
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him as analogous to the pancreas, do not exist lower down in the

intestinal canal than the end of the duodenum, or commencement
of the jejunum. They are little solid glands formed of several minute

/

lobules, lying under the mucous membrane, and, by their great number

near the pylorus, constituting there a continuous layer in the coats of

]

f which have

their seat along the side of the intestine opposed to the insertion of the

mesentery. The nature of these thickened, generally oval patches of

the mucous membrane, has, up to the present time, been quite unknown

;

Rudolphi's treatise informed us of their more general external characters

only. They have recently acquired increased importance on account

of their undergoing certain morbid changes, suppuration and ulceration,

in the typhoid fever attended with affection of the bowels ;
and it has

become most desirable to have a more accurate knowledge of their struc-

ture, in order to know the real seat and nature of those morbid changes.

The following account of them is the result of Dr. Boehm's researches,

and I may remark that I have verified his observations. For the exa-

mination of the glands of Peyer, the intestine of healthy persons must

be selected ; the intestine of those who have died suddenly is therefore
*

to be preferred. In many chronic diseases, particularly when they

affect the intestinal canal itself, the organs in question become very

much altered, and, if examined in that state, a false idea of their struc-

ture is obtained. Whenever they present the appearance of shallow

cells arranged side by side, they are not in a healthy state, for their

form has naturally no analogy with open cells or follicles. If one of

the patches of Peyer's glands is examined with the microscope in a

healthy intestine, after the surface has been gently washed, and the

gland itself cleansed by means of a soft camel's hair pencil, it is readily

seen that the thicker aspect of the membrane in these patches is in

part owing to the size and number of the villi, which are here broader

than in other parts, particularly at their root. The mucous membrane

between the villi presents here, as in other parts of the intestine, the

numerous follicles of Lieberkuehn ; but in addition to these there are

seen circular white spots, about one line in diameter, in which the

mucous membrane is generally free from villi : in very few there are

traces of very short villi. In the human subject these spots are only

slightly raised; it is very seldom that the centre of the spot forms a

short pyramidal white point. In other animals, particularly in the dog,

cat, and rabbit, they are more elevated, and in the dog look like white

Papilla ; in the cat and rabbit they are surrounded by a circular furrow,

and have themselves a flattened surface, so as to resemble the papillae

vallatae of the tongue. Each of the white spots, of which several are

contained in each patch of the glands of Peyer, is surrounded by a zone
' 2 k2
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they are more elongated

;

and the direction of the long

diameter of each opening

is such that the whole pro-

duce a radiated appearance

around the white spot. The
number of openings in each

zone is about ten, and they

are generally arranged in a

circular manner. No open-

ing is visible in the surface

of the white spot, except

in birds; in them there is

(see fig. 40,)

Fig. 40. !*

a small opening. (In my
work on the glands, I men-
tioned and gave a representation of the appearance of Peyer's glands,
which we have here described after Boehm ; I had noticed it only in

the cat.) Dr. Boehm tried in vain, both in the human subject and
other animals, to express any secretion from the white bodies through
an external opening, as he would have been able to have done if they
were follicles

; nor did pressure force the contents of the white bodies
out through the openings which form a zone around each of them. On
rupturing the surface of one of the bodies, a cavity is opened which
corresponds in extent to that of the white spot previously seen, and is

of considerable depth, though less deep than broad. The contents of
the cavity are a greyish-white mucous matter, containing granules
smaller than the ordinary particles of mucus. The membrane which
covers in the cavity is extremely thin. It appears then that there are
no large follicles with open mouths or cells in the patches of the so-
called « Peyer's glands," but merely sacculi, of which the nature is un-
known. The appearance of cells or follicles is not produced until the
delicate membrane which shuts in these sacs is destroyed, which is so
frequently the result of disease in these organs. [The solitary glands
of the lower part of the small intestines, which have been confounded
with the glands of Brunner, are, according to Boehm, single sacculi,
similar to those which, when aggregated, form the patches of Pever

;

they are also surrounded with a zone of openings, contain a white mat-
ter, and become diseased, in the same cases as the aggregated sacculi,

but they are beset with villi, (fig. 41.)]

* [Part of a patch of the so-called Peyer's glands magnified, showing the various
forms of the sacculi, with their zone of foramina. The rest of the membrane marked
with Lieberkuehn's follicles and sprinkled with villi. After Boehm, loc. cit.]
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Fig. 41.The third coat of the digestive organs is formed
by the contractile, fibrous, or muscular layer

which is continued from the pharynx to the anus,

and sends prolongations on the efferent ducts of

the glands which open into the canal.

The serous coat belongs only to that part of

the canal which lies within the abdominal ca-

vity. The intestinal tube, as well as the liver

and spleen, are thrust, as it were, into the peritoneal sac, carrying before

them a part of the membrane which forms an investment for each,

while the parts of the membrane kept asunder by the organ, which thus

folds the sac in upon itself, meet at its posterior border, and are applied

to each other so as to form a mesentery, or suspensory ligament.

Nearly the whole of the intestinal canal, with the exception of the

duodenum, has a mesentery or suspensory band of this kind. I have

pointed outt that in the earliest stage of embryonic life the stomach

likewise has a band of this kind, (a mesogastrium,) which at a later pe-

riod undergoes a remarkable change, being converted into a sac, the

great omentum ; but it is not till the third or fourth month of foetal

life that the great omentum and transverse mesocolon become conti-

nuous in consequence of the mesogastric fold, which has now formed

the omental sac, being pushed downwards, as it were, still farther, till

the colon and mesocolon are brought to form part of the great omental

sac, and are connected with the stomach in a manner which appears in-

explicable before its mode of production is known. In many mammalia,

as the dog, cat, hedgehog, rabbit, and horse,—this connection between

the stomach and colon does not exist, the great omentum or mesogas-

trium in them passing backwards to be attached to the vertebral column

without being connected with the mesocolon, which arises from the ver-

tebral column quite separately. The same is the condition in the human

embryo in the earlier stages of foetal life.J

* [Solitary gland, or sacculus, of small intestine. After Boehm.]

t Meckel's Archiv. 1830, page 395.

$ In the commencement of embryonic life, and indeed up to the fourth or fifth

Week, the position of the stomach is nearly vertical ; the lesser curvature being turned

to the right, the greater curvature towards the left side, and the pylorus directed

downwards. The band by which the stomach is then attached to the posterior wall of

the abdomen is a fold, likewise perpendicular, which arises from the middle line of

the vertebral column and extends towards the left side, to be attached to the great

curvature of the stomach ; its two layers investing the anterior and posterior walls of

the stomach and meeting again at the upper part of the smaller curvature, form a fold

which is continued thence to the liver.

Now, from the circumstance of the mesogastrium arising from the vertebral column

in the middle line, and thence extending to the left side to reach the great curvaturt

°f the stomach, a crescent-shaped sac is produced behind the stomach and in front of

the mesogastrium, the opening into this sac being at the lower part of the lesser cur-

i
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498 MOVEMENTS OF THE DIGESTIVE CANAL

The omentum can perform no very important part in the function of
the digestive organs, since in many animals it has not the same anato-
mical connections, and is represented merely by a loose band extending
from the stomach.

CHAPTER III.

ance.

OF THE MOVEMENTS OF THE ALIMENTARY CANAL.

The muscular coat of the alimentary tube is one of that series of con-
tractile organs of which the motion is involuntary, and dependent on the
sympathetic nerve. The cerebrospinal nervous system has but a li-

vature, just below the fold above mentioned, which connects the stomach to the trans-
verse fissure of the liver ; this opening, which is at first very large, is at a later
period called the foramen ovale.

^

The cavity behind the stomach preserves its form, but the opening into it on the
right side becomes smaller, in proportion as the fold, extending from the lesser curva-
ture of the stomach to the liver, descends, and the pylorus rises towards the liver, the
stomach itself assuming an oblique direction. While the change in the direction of
the stomach is going on, the greater curvature becoming more inferior, and the lesser
curvature superior, the insertion of the mesogastrium into the posterior wall of the
abdomen, which had till then been perpendicular and in the middle line, takes a more
oblique direction towards the left side ; and at the same time the sac formed by the
mesogastrium, where it passes forwards to the great curvature of the stomach, becomes
prolonged downwards, and the prolonged portion of the sac assumes a wrinkled appear-

The cavity enclosed behind the stomach in the sac of the mesogastrium and
great omentum, is at first entirely to the right side of the perpendicular mesogastric
fold

; but it now, when the position of the stomach is changed, extends more to the
left side, and in the transverse direction, constituting the lesser sac of the peritoneum.

The mesogastrium, or great omentum, and the transverse mesocolon, are as yet
quite distinct and unconnected, except through the medium of the peritoneum covering
the posterior wall of the abdomen, from which both arise. But in proportion as the
colon assumes its arched position and approaches the stomach, while the peritoneal sac
of the great omentum or mesogastrium is elongated, and its oblique insertion into the
posterior wall of the abdominal cavity shifted downwards, the attachment of the me-
sogastrium, or great omentum, to the posterior Avail of the abdomen, and that of the
transverse mesocolon, approach each other, the portion of peritoneum between them
being taken up to form part of the external lamella of the omental sac, till at last it is
entirely lost. This change proceeds from the right to the left side, the insertion of
the mesogastrium being oblique in direction, and higher up on the left side.
The process by which the insertions of the omentum and transverse mesocolon become

confounded together, was first noticed by Meckel : I have confirmed his observation.
The omentum appears to apply itself, at length, to the posterior surface of the trans-
verse colon itself

; the internal layer of the omentum then extends over the upper sur-
face of the colon, forms the upper lamina of the transverse mesocolon, and thus reaches
the posterior wall of the abdomen, and the external layer of the great omentum,
which descends from the anterior surface of the stomach," then appears to invest the
under surface of the transverse colon, and form the inferior lamina of the transverse
mesocolon, but it in fact reaches only to the colon itself; the inferior lamina of the
transverse mesocolon is the same portion of membrane which originally formed that
part before the insertions of the mesogastrium and mesocolon became one.

i
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*

mited influence over it ; but this influence is evidenced by manifold

sympathies which are observed to exist between the digestive apparatus

and the brain and spinal marrow.

The commencement and termination only of the canal have muscles

which are subject to cerebro-spinal nerves and the will; such as the mus-

cles of the mouth, and the muscles moving the lower jaw and pharynx,

on the one hand, and on the other the muscles about the anus.

The motions of the pharynx are under the command of the will,

those of the oesophagus are not; although both are supplied by the

nervus vagus. This apparently extraordinary circumstance may be ex-

plained in two ways : either, first, by supposing that the lower part of the

nervus vagus, which forms the oesophageal plexus, loses its voluntary

power in consequence of receiving branches from the sympathetic nerve 5

or, secondly, by admitting the hypothesis of Scarpa, Arnold, and Bis-

choff,* viz. that the vagus is itself a nerve of sensation, and that it is to

its junction with the nervus accessorius that its motor branches owe

their power of exciting motion; that the pharyngeal and laryngeal

branches of the vagus in fact contain fibrils from the nervus accessorius,

while the lower part of the vagus has no fibres of this nerve, and pos-

sesses therefore no motor power. The latter theory agrees very well

with the fact observed by Magendie and myself, that stimulants applied

to the vagus excite not the slightest motion of the stomach. Tiede-

mann and Gmelin state that they have excited contractions of the sto-

mach by mechanical irritation of the vagus ; but I have repeated the

experiment on mammalia—rabbits and dogs—and on birds, so often,

that I cannot but believe that there was some error in their observation.

Which of the above hypotheses is correct, cannot, however, be at pre-

sent determined. Further observations on the function of the nervus

vagus will be found in the third book on the nervous system.

I consider it unnecessary to explain the movements of sucking, the

prehension of food, and mastication.f The internal causes of such in-

stinctive motions as the sucking of new-horn children must remain enig-

matical. It is difficult in this case to remain satisfied with Cuvier's

theory of " instinct ;" viz. that animals still so young are impelled to these

actions by a dream of images, which, independently of their will, is being

constantly called up in their brain,—by an innate idea, as it were, which

arises out of their organisation or their necessities, just as the equation

of a curve involves in it all the properties of the curve. We may, how-

ever, for the present content ourselves with supposing that in the sen-

sorium of the infant there exists an irresistible impulse to the production,

when possible, of the motions of sucking ; and in accordance with this

we find that infants suck even their own lips :
and Mayer has observed

* Nervi accessorii Anatomia et Physiologia. Heidelb.

f On these movements, see Treviramis, Biologie, t. iy.

^3 I
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that after the head of young animals has been separated from the trunk,

a finger introduced between the lips is seized.

We shall now treat more at length of the movements of deglutition,

and the movements of the stomach—rumination, vomiting, and eructa-
tion,—the movements of the intestines, and the expulsion of the faeces.

JDegh In deglutition there are three acts : in the first the

parts of the food collected to a morsel glide between the surface of the

tongue and the palatine arch till they have passed the anterior arch of

the fauces ; in the second act the morsel is carried past the constrictors

of the pharynx ; in the third it reaches the stomach through the ceso-

phagus. These three acts follow each other with extreme rapidity:

the first is performed voluntarily by the muscles of the tongue, under
the influence of the hypoglossal and glossopharyngeal nerves. The se-

cond also is effected with the aid of muscles which are in part endued
with voluntary motion, such as the superior and inferior muscles of the

soft palate
; but it is nevertheless an involuntary act, for it takes place

without our being able to prevent it, as soon as a morsel of food, drink,
or saliva is carried backwards to a certain point of the tongue's surface.

The third act is executed, independently of the will, by muscles, of
which the contractions are always involuntary.

The second act of deglutition is a very complicated process, concern-
ing which there is a difference of opinion among writers. To understand
it rightly, it is above all things necessary to have a correct notion of

the position of the palatine arches in the different stages of the act.

The anterior arch, formed by the palato-glossal muscles, constitutes

with the tongue a constrictor muscle, and has been correctly termed the
constrictor isthmi faucium. The posterior arch, formed by the palato-

pharyngeal muscles, has the same action when its superior and inferior

points of attachment are fixed. But when the soft palate is fixed by
the action of the tensores palati, and the lower attachments of the pos-
terior palatine arch are approximated to each other by the contraction
of the pharynx, the palatopharyngeal muscles themselves contracting
must cause the sides of the arch which they form to approach each
other like curtains from the sides, so as to reduce the passage between
them to a mere chink, which is larger below than above. Now, Dzondi*
has proved that this approximation of the sides of the posterior palatine
arch takes place in deglutition to such a degree that they nearly come
into contact; and we may convince ourselves of the fact by examining
the parts with one finger while we execute the movement of deglu-
tition, or by viewing the fauces in a mirror, pressing down the tongue
at the time, while we swallow. We then perceive that, during the mo-
tions which we have described, the parts form an inclined plane, which
is directed obliquely backwards and downwards, and prevents the food

* Die Functionen des weichen Gaumens, Halle, 1831.

t
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i

from passing into the upper part of the pharynx and the posterior nares.

The uvula during the movement is relaxed, and is applied to the cleft

between the approximated sides of the arch. I have repeated the ex-

periment, and observed what Dzondi describes. Most writers, M. Ma-
gendie even, incorrectly state that during deglutition the food is pre-

vented from entering the posterior nares by the soft palate being raised

;

a movement which, if performed, could not in any case completely cut

°ff the pharynx from the posterior nares. Whenever the communication

between the nasal canal and the pharynx is closed, this is effected by the

Approximation of the sides of the posterior palatine arch, or velum palati

posterius, as Dzondi calls it.

The mechanism of deglutition is, then, according to Dzondi, as follows.

In the first act the morsel is carried backwards by being pressed between

the tongue and palate till it has passed the anterior palatine arch.

In the second act the further motion of the food is effected by the

tongue being carried backwards, and by the muscles of the anterior pa-

latine arch contracting behind the morsel, the direction of its motion

being determined by the state of the walls of the fauces at the time.

By the root of the tongue being retracted, and by the larynx being

raised and carried forwards under it, the epiglottis is pressed over the

'ima glottidis, and the morsel glides past it without danger. At the

same time the approximation of the sides of the posterior palatine arch,

as described above, cuts off the passage into the upper part of the pha-

rynx and the posterior nares, and the morsel slides over the surface of

the inclined plane into the pharynx, which is brought up to receive it,

and which, now contracting, forces it onwards into the oesophagus.

During the act here described, the tongue, the muscles of the anterior

and posterior palatine arches, the superior muscles of the soft palate,

(which they make tense and fix,) and the constrictors of the pharynx,

are all in action : the soft palate itself is neither depressed nor carried

backwards towards the posterior nares ; it is merely made tense and a

little raised.*

In the third act, in which the food passes through the oesophagus,

every part of that tube, as it receives the morsel, and is dilated by it, is

stimulated to contract : the undulating contraction of the oesophagus,

which is particularly observable in horses while drinking, proceeds very

rapidly along the tube ; it is only when the morsels swallowed are large,

or taken too quickly in succession, that the progressive contraction of

the oesophagus is slow, and attended with pain. The morsel of food

and the drink are at each point of their transit included in contractile

walls, which are closely applied to them. In articulo mortis, when the

oesophagus is already paralysed, this action is not performed, and drink

is heard to run down with a rattling sound.

* See Dzondi, loc. cit. Tab. iv.
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The third act of deglutition is perfectly involuntary, being performed
by the muscular fibres of the oesophagus, which are not in the slightest
degree capable of voluntary motion. The muscles which perform the
second act, viz. the muscles of the tongue and pharynx, are, on the con-
trary, capable of executing voluntary movements ; and indeed, if the
fauces are moist, although there be no morsel to swallow, deglutition
can be performed voluntarily, although not many times in succession.
A part of the motion of the second act of deglutition, as the approxi-
mation of the sides of the posterior palatine arch, may also be performed
voluntarily, without the whole process of deglutition necessarily follow-
ing. By means of a mirror we may convince ourselves that we have
some voluntary influence over the muscles of the fauces and pharynx,
independently of deglutition. But if several of these movements, for

instance, that of the tongue and that of the posterior palatine arch, are
excited, either voluntarily or by the contact of a stimulus, the action of
the whole group of muscles belonging to deglutition, with the constric-
tors of the pharynx also, ensues, and any portion of food, drink, or saliva,
which has passed beyond a certain limit in the mouth, is swallowed
without our being able to prevent it.

In the true serpents, in which the superior maxillary bones can be in
some measure separated from each other like the two halves of the infe-
rior maxilla, and in which, by means of the long ossa quadrata extending
from the moveable temporal bones to the lower jaw, the throat is capa-
ble of great dilatation, the act of swallowing consists, as Rudolphi aptly
remarks, in the organs of deglutition being drawn over the bulky prey.

Influence of the epiglottis in deglutition.-

the observation made originally by Galen that the rima glottidis itself
is closed during deglutition. But he has gone too far in admitting that
removal of the epiglottis does not prevent deglutition being performed.
Even allowing this conclusion, which M. Magendie has deduced from
experiments on animals, to be correct, it is equally certain, as the nu-
merous records of cases in which the epiglottis had been lost by ulcera-

M. M

t

t

the move-

In cetaceous animals, the upper portion of the larynx, which in these
animals is bill-shaped, is drawn up towards the nasal cavities during
swallowing; and the food, pressed backwards by the tongue, passes by
its side into the pharynx. No animals but mammalia have a velum
palati, and, with few exceptions, an epiglottis.

of the Ma

* Memoires sur 1'usage de l'Epiglotte dans la Deglutition. Paris, 1813.
t De usu Epiglottidis. Berol.1816.

t On this subject, consult Rudolphi's Physiologie, ii. 378 5 and Lund, Vivisectionen
;

Kopenhagen, 1825; p. 9.
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gularfact of the occurrence of rhythmic contractions of the lower part

of the oesophagus independently of deglutition. I have myself since

seen these contractions ; they proceed downwards with great rapidity

towards the cardiac orifice of the stomach, and continue about thirty

M
tion to the fulness of the stomach at the time, being sometimes as much
as ten minutes. The contraction, according to my observation, passes

gradually into a state of relaxation, which is again succeeded by con-

tract iion. M. M
able to force any of the contents of the stomach into it ; but, during its

relaxed state, fluids escaped into the oesophagus from the stomach by the

force of gravity alone, and were either expelled by the mouth,—which,

however, happened rarely,— or—which was usually the case— they

were repelled into the stomach by the renewed contraction of the oeso-

phagus. It is evident, therefore, that the cardiac orifice cannot be re-

garded as at all times strongly closed ; it is probable that the relaxation

°f the oesophagus is more frequent in dyspepsia, and, if so, it will be

easy to explain the occurrence of eructation— the rising of air and

food into the mouth—in persons labouring under it, whether we at-

tribute the escape of the ingesta from the stomach to contractions of that

viscus at the moment of the relaxation of the oesophagus, or to diminu-

tion of the capacity of the abdominal cavity consequent on the contrac-

tion of the diaphragm.

The experiments ofMagendie, Legallois, and Beclard, have demon-

strated that in the act of vomiting the oesophagus performs an anti-peri-

staltic motion, the reverse of that which it executes in deglutition.

When vomiting had been produced by the injection of tartar emetic into

the veins, the anti-peristaltic motions of the oesophagus still continued,

even though it had been separated from the stomach.*

Movements of
The contractions of

the strong muscular gizzard of the granivorous birds must be very

forcible, and the stomach of many Crustacea, and of orthopterous in-

sects, has certainly a mechanical action ; but the motions of the mem-

branous stomach of other animals, and of man, appear to be in the

healthy state very feeble. When we open animals still living, we al-

ways observe, it is true, that the stomach embraces tightly its contents,

hut yet it presents a most striking contrast to the incessant peristaltic

motions of the intestines, which are especially active under the stimulus

of the air.

Neither irritation of the nervus vagus in rabbits, dogs, and carnivor-

ous birds, nor irritation of the cceliac ganglion in the rabbit, appears

to exert the slightest influence on the stomach. The irritation must

be applied to the stomach itself, and it then produces immediate con-

traction.
* Lund, loc. cit. p. 15.
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It is evident, then, that those writers must greatly err who ascribe

much importance to the motions of the stomach in effecting the division

of the food. I have never seen the peristaltic motions of the sto-

mach distinctly; I shall therefore

them.*
M. Magend

The stomach in the first period of digestion is uniformly distended,

but the whole extent of the pyloric portion afterwards contracts • the

chyme into which the food is converted collects in the pyloric portion,

while the portion of food which has been less acted on remains in the

splenic extremity of the stomach. The peristaltic motions, which are

stated by M. Magendie to continue even after the nervi vagi have been
divided, are described as follows : After the stomach has been for some
time motionless, the commencement of the duodenum contracts, then
the pylorus, and the pyloric portion of the stomach, by which means the

chyme is pressed towards the splenic portion. The stomach then be-
comes distended anew, and its pyloric portion now contracts from left

to right, impelling the chyme towards the duodenum, and as much of
the food as has undergone the necessary solution in the stomach passes
through the pylorus into the intestines. These motions are repeated
several times, then cease, to be renewed after a certain interval. While
the stomach is full, the motions are limited to the region of the py-
lorus; but, in proportion as it empties itself, the motions become more
extended, and, when the organ is nearly empty, they are seen even in

the splenic portion.

Schultzf imagines that in animals, such as the rabbit and horse, in

which the stomach has a dilated fundus, the motions of the stomach
are such as to cause the food to describe a circle along the two curva-
tures

;
while in the carnivora, in which the fundus or splenic extremity

is less dilated, the food is thrown backwards and forwards to and from
the pylorus

; and hence it is, he supposes, that the former animals vomit
with difficulty, the latter more readily.

The motions of the stomach have been observed by Dr. Beaumont
in a man who, in consequence of a gun-shot wound, had a considerable
opening in the stomach, the margins of which had united with the bor-
ders of the wound in the abdominal parietes.J

He found that, when digestion was not going on, the stomach was
contracted; that the food, as soon as it entered the stomach, was moved
from the fundus along the great curvature from left to right, and then
along the lesser curvature from right to left. He perceived the effect

* Pr£c. element, de Physiol. 2nd edit. t. ii. p. 87. Dr. Million's Translation, 4th
edit. p. 286.

t De Alimentorum Concoctione. Berol. 1834.

t Experiments and Observations on the Gastric Juice, and the physiology of Diges-
tion, by W. Beaumont. Boston, U. S 1834.
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of the same motions in the changes of position which the bulb of a

thermometer introduced into the stomach underwent. These circular

motions occupied from one to three minutes. They increased in rapidity

as the process of chymification advanced.

Dr. Beaumont observed, likewise, that the commencement of the

conical part of the stomach, about three inches from the small extremi-

ty? was the seat of peculiar contractions and relaxations. The bulb of

the thermometer, when placed at that point, was tightly embraced from

time to time, and retracted towards the pylorus for a distance of three

0r four inches.

During the first period of digestion the pyloric orifice seems to be

quite closed. Wer

Mr

and Gmelin, sometimes so strong, that, even when the stomach is sepa-

rated from the intestines, none of its contents escape. Mr. Abernethy,

too, states that in the human subject fluids do not at first pass at all

readily through the pylorus : in the case of a person who had been poi-

soned with opium, and into whose stomach a large quantity of fluid had

been injected during life, all the fluid was found still in the stomach

after death. M. Magendie believes that the greater part of the fluid

taken into the stomach is absorbed directly from it ; nevertheless he

remarks that in the horse the water taken into the stomach passes

quickly through the pylorus, and so finds its way as far as the capacious

caecum, and that even the food escapes in part through the pylorus.

Coleman ga,ve a horse to drink, and after the lapse of six minutes the

water was found to have passed through the pylorus and small intestines,

even as far as the caecum.*

Towards the termination of the digestive process the pylorus seems

to offer a more feeble resistance to the passage of substances from the

stomach, for it is known to allow the transit even of undigested sub-

stances, such as cherry-stones, and other larger bodies. The central con-

striction of which the stomach was by Sir E. Home imagined to be the

seat during digestion, has never been really observed. Neither Tiede-

mann nor I have seen anything of the kind in dogs.

4. Rumination.—In ruminating animals the oesophagus opens imme-

diately into the first and second stomachs, but it is continued onwards

to the third stomach in the form of a groove, or half canal, with thick

lips. It appears from the observations of Flourenst on the sheep, that

the food, whether it consist of grass, oats, or turnips, first passes into

the first and second stomachs simultaneously. A finely divided sub-

stance as a mash of chewed turnips—was given to a sheep, and it

was found to pass into the first and second stomach, while a small por-

tion reached the third. The food, softened by the action of the

* Abernethy's Physiological Lectures, 180.

f Revue Encyclop6dique ; Paris, Nov. 1831
; p. 542.
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saliva, and the secretions of the first and second stomachs, is returned

from them by a movement like that of eructation to the mouth, and, af-

ter being a second time chewed, is again swallowed. With the view of

discovering what takes place in this second deglutition, Flourens made an

artificial opening into the different stomachs in different animals ; he

kept the openings closed except when he wished to observe what was

going forward within. By this procedure he found that, when the

food is swallowed the second time, a part of it still passes into the paunch

and reticulum, but that a large portion follows the oesophageal groove

or canal into the third stomach. Flourens offers the following explana-

tion of the different course taken by the food before and after rumina-

tion. When first swallowed, the morsels, he says, are large, and
dilate the oesophagus at the cost of the groove leading from it to the

third stomach, and therefore necessarily enter the paunch. After

rumination, however, the food is soft, and, without dilating the oesopha-

gus, follows the groove which leads to the third stomach, although a

small portion may still enter the first. If the rhythmic contractions

of the lower part of the oesophagus during digestion, observed by
M. Magendie and myself in other animals, take place likewise in ru-

minants, they would cause the lips of the groove leading to the third

stomach to meet so as to form an entire canal, through which food finely

divided by rumination would pass, though the large morsels of food, when
first swallowed, would dilate it.*

4

With respect to vomiting in the ruminantia, Flourens found that,

while the first two stomachs have the power of returning the food to the

mouth for rumination, the fourth stomach, by which the act of vomiting

is performed, is with very great difficulty excited to execute the neces-

sary movement.

5. Vomiting.—Vomiting is an anti-peristaltic motion of the stomach
and oesophagus, sometimes of a part of the intestines likewise, attended

with nausea, and accompanied by violent contractions of the abdominal
muscles and diaphragm ; it is excited by any violent irritation of the
pharynx, oesophagus, stomach, or intestine, whether it acts immediately
on these parts, or through the medium of the nerves going to them •

and it takes place also when substances capable of irritating the organs
which we have named are introduced into the circulation from other
parts of the system. Thus vomiting is excited by mechanical irritation

of the pharynx by means of a feather, or the finger, or even by a morsel
of food retained too long at that part ; by all substances which irritate

the stomach either mechanically or chemically; by inflammation of the

stomach or intestinal canal ; by the strangulation of herniae, or intus-sus-

ception of a portion of intestine ; by irritation of the brain, or interrup-

tion of the cerebral influence in consequence of division or ligature of

i

% cbee Berthold, Beitragezur Anat. Zoot. u. Physiol. Gott. 1831.
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the vagi nerves ; sometimes, indeed, it is produced by the movements

accompanying coughing; lastly, by injuries to the head, and the injec-

tion of tartar emetic into the veins. All substances which, when their

action is moderate, promote the peristaltic motions of the irritated parts,

hy a more violent operation cause the motions to become reversed, and

hy nervous sympathy excite other parts not previously acted on to con-

cur in the production of vomiting. The state of the posterior palatine

arch is stated by Dzondi to be the same during vomiting as in degluti-

tion, with the exception that the inclined plane formed by the approxi-

mation of the sides of the arch to each other is more raised, and that

the uvula is shortened by the action of its muscles. This arrangement

°f the parts directs the matters vomited into the mouth, and prevents

their entering the nostrils ; although, on account of the sides of the pos-

terior arches, even when drawn together, not meeting accurately at the

lower part, a passage is left from the pharynx to the posterior nares, and

matters vomited are therefore sometimes thrown into the latter cavities.

Carnivorous animals vomit readily, the horse with great difficulty-

of The opinion that the stomach itself

Ma

has no share in the act of vomiting had been already advanced by Bayle,

Chirac, Lenac, and John Hunter, but was refuted by Haller; it has been

again revived by M. Magendie, who maintains that the stomach is itself

quite passive during vomiting, and that the expulsion of its contents is

effected solely by the pressure exerted upon it when the capacity of the

abdomen is diminished by the contraction of the diaphragm and abdomi-

nal muscles. w w
and in other instances gave it by the mouth, but he never saw the sto-

mach itself contract ; and if in such cases he drew the stomach out of

the abdominal cavity, vomiting was prevented, until he returned the vis-

cus to its natural situation, when vomiting immediately ensued. Pres-

sure with the hand had the same influence as the abdominal muscles

;

and even the action of the diaphragm alone pressing against the linea

alba was sufficient to produce vomiting when the abdominal muscles had

been cut away. Division of the phrenic nerve put a stop to the vomit-

ing. M.Ma
pig's bladder connected with the oesophagus in its stead, vomiting took

place just as when the stomach itself remained uninjured.

M. Magendie's conclusions were controverted, however, by M. Main-

gault, who stated that he has seen vomiting occur when both the dia-

phragm and abdominal muscles had been divided. This gave rise to

further investigation, and the committee appointed by the Academy of

Paris found, that without external pressure on the stomach vomiting

could not take place, but that this pressure need only be very slight

;

for that, after the abdominal muscles had been divided, and the dia-

phragm paralysed, fluid could be pressed from the stomach into the oeso-

;':
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phagus by the inferior ribs being drawn down upon the epigastric re-

gion : they perceived no motion of the stomach itself except the circular

contractions in the neighbourhood of the pylorus, which, they say, occur

independently of the act of vomiting.(?) Rudolphi, on the contrary, saw

motion of the stomach during vomiting after the abdominal muscles had

been divided.* Magendie's experiment with the pig's bladder does not

prove much ; and Rudolphi justly remarks that the tartar emetic injected

into the veins in this experiment must have excited anti-peristaltic mo-

tions of the oesophagus, by which the contents of the stomach might

be, as it were, pumped up, and the quantity of the fluid expelled in that

instance was very small. The experiment, indeed, loses all its apparent

importance when we consider that the condition which ordinarily pre-

vents the escape of the contents of the stomach into the oesophagus,

namely, the contraction of the lower extremity of the oesophagus,—would

not exist when the oesophagus was cut through, so that from the slightest

cause any fluid would escape through it. But, independently of these

circumstances, we may, like Rudolphi, demand with just indignation how
the fact that a bladder having its contents forced from it into the oeso-

phagus can prove that the stomach is passive in the act of vomiting ? An
important circumstance, which has hitherto been too much disregarded,

is the existence of a kind of imperceptible contraction of the whole sto-

mach, by which its entire volume is diminished without individual parts

being seen to contract. I have often observed such a contraction of the

stomach when vomiting was not taking place. The contraction of the

stomach during vomiting appears to me to be an indubitable fact, for it

can be felt by the person about to vomit, although it has not so great a

share in the production of vomiting as has been ascribed to it.

»/ The propagation of the local irritation of the sto-

mach by sympathy to other muscles,—particularly the abdominal mus-

cles and diaphragm,— is no longer a mere hypothesis ; I have repeatedly

found that by lacerating with a needle the nervus splanchnicus of the left

side, at the inner border of the supra-renal capsule in the rabbit, I could

produce contraction of the abdominal muscles. (In the dog the experi-

ment did not succeed.) Now, since the nervus splanchnicus is the me-
dium of communication between the sympathetic nerve and the cceliac

ganglion, while the cceliac ganglion, again, is connected with the spinal

nerves, and through them with the spinal cord; it follows, that irritation

of the splanchnic nerve may be communicated either immediately, or

through the medium of the spinal cord, to the nerves of the abdominal

muscles. This observation, in my opinion, renders M. Mag

* In Lund's work (Vivisectionen, &c.) will be found the experiments on this sub-

ject by Portal, Bourdon, Beclard, and Merat, whose conclusions were opposed to Ma-
gendie's opinion

; and others, by Rostan, Piedagnel, and Groudret, which were fa-

vourable to his view. But none of them are very decisive.
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theory of the action of emetic medicines very improbable. He sup-

poses that emetics introduced into the stomach are first taken up into

the circulation, and thence affect the different organs concerned in the

act of vomiting, in the same way as tartar emetic injected into the

veins in other parts. If the splanchnic nerve has the power of ex-

citing contractions of the abdominal muscles, that alone is almost suffi-

cient to prove that the vomiting produced by substances taken into the

stomach owes its production to the local irritation being propagated

through the nerves, and when it is produced by mechanical irrita-

tion of the stomach or intestines, by inflammation of the stomach or in-

testines, or by mechanical irritation of the pharynx, it can be explained

ln no other manner.*

It being very probable, then, that emetics introduced into the sto-

mach excite the movements of vomiting through the medium of nervous

communication, the question arises whether the irritation in such cases

is communicated to the brain by the vagus nerve especially, or to the

brain and spinal cord by the splanchnic and sympathetic nerves, the

auxiliary motions in the act of vomiting being in either case excited by

the influence transmitted to the diaphragm and abdominal muscles from

the brain and spinal cord through the medium of the spinal nerves. The

experiment already mentioned, which shows that the splanchnic nerve

has the power of exciting contractions of the abdominal muscles, is a

proof that that nerve has a share in the propagation of the irritation.

The fact that vomiting is produced by irritation of the pharynx, which

is principally supplied by branches of the vagus, proves, on the other

hand, that the vagus is implicated in it. It is therefore certainly pro-

bable that both vagus and splanchnic nerve act simultaneously in trans-

mitting the irritation when emetic agents act on the stomach and

intestine.

The vomiting which is excited by division or ligature of the nervus

vagust is to be explained in the same way. The irritation arising from

the ligature of the nerve, and even from the contusion which attends its

division, is communicated to the brain ; and the inflammation of the ends

°f the nerve, which necessarily ensues, produces the same impression on

the brain, through the medium of the portion of nerve still connected

^vith it, as is produced by irritation of the extremities of the nerves

*n inflammation of the stomach itself; the same result—vomiting

follows in both cases. The division of other nerves, likewise,—of the

optic nerve, for instance, in extirpation of the eye,—sometimes excites

vomiting. The observation, that " quelque soit la dose que vous ad-

ministriez les vomitifs et les purgatifs dans les chiens, a qui vous avez

fait la section des nerfs vagues, leur impression devient nulle," is ad-

* See Magendie's Memoire concernant l'influence de P&netique, etc, Nouv. Bull, de

k Soc. Philom. t. iii. p. 360.

t Mayer, in Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, ii. 62.
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duced by Brachet* as an argument for the nervus vagus having a share

in transmitting to the brain the irritation of the stomach, which excites

vomiting. The observation itself, however, is opposed to the fact that

vomiting ensues spontaneously in dogs after the division of the vagus.
When vomiting arises from an affection of the brain itself, the irri-

tation is communicated in part directly to the stomach, and in part to

the spinal nerves and to the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, in con-

sequence of the spinal marrow being likewise affected. The usual opi-

nion is, that the irritation being excited in the vagus nerve by the ce-

rebral affection, that nerve excites contractions of the stomach : but this

it is difficult to believe, for, distinct as are the contractions of the oeso-

phagus which may be excited by irritation of the nervus vagus mecha-
nically or by galvanism, I have never succeeded in producing even a

single distinct contraction of the stomach, although I have made re-

peated experiments with that view on rabbits, and carnivorous and gra-

nivorous birds, and have employed the strongest mechanical irritation,

and even a very powerful galvanic pile, the vagus being in the last case
insulated. Even the muscular gizzard of birds cannot be made to con-
tract in the slightest degree. M. Magendie and Mr. Mayo have made
similar observations. The motions of the stomach, like those of the
intestines, appear to be wholly dependent on the sympathetic nerve.

The peristaltic motions of both continue when they are removed from
their connections in the body; Wepfer observed this of the stomach,
and others have noticed it with regard to the intestines.

The mode of action of emetics introduced into the circulation still

remains for consideration. There is no very evident explanation for it,

or rather we do not possess sufficient data to enable us to determine the
question in a decided manner. It is in fact a matter of indifference

whether an irritant is applied to the mere surface of an organ, or acts

more directly on the parenchyma, through the medium of the blood
which traverses it. Thus arsenic excites inflammation of the stomach,
even when applied primarily to other parts of the body. Hence it ap-
pears probable that the tartar emetic introduced into the blood acts on
the organs which participate in the act of vomiting through the medium
of their blood-vessels. But it is still a matter of doubt whether its more
important action is upon the organs from which the nervous energy for
the movements of vomiting are derived, or upon the organs of motion
themselves.

Motions of the The vermicular, orperistaltic movements of
the intestines, like those of the stomach, appear to be generally very
feeble during life

; it is only when an irritable state of the nervous sys-
tem extends its effects to the intestinal canal, in dyspepsia, in spasmodic
action of their muscular coats, particularly in intestinal irritation or
diarrhoea, that the action of the intestines becomes more rapid : when

* Reclierches sur les fractions du Systeme Ganglionaire.
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an animal is opened during life, the peristaltic motions are at first

scarcely perceptible; but by exposure to the air they are soon increased

m force, and become extremely energetic ; the intestines rise and fall,

ai*d force onwards their contents, generally in the direction of the rec-

tum. If a stimulus, whether mechanical or chemical

/

or the galvanic

th

influence, be applied to any part of the intestines, contraction takes

P^ace, and the intestine by degrees becomes very narrow at that point,

e greatest degree of contraction not taking place until after the action

of the stimulus has ceased ; the subsequent relaxation is likewise gra-

dual. A strong galvanic shock applied to the splanchnic nerve insu-

lted on a plate of glass, or to the coeliac ganglion, gives rise to a gene-

rally increased activity of the peristaltic movements, while division nei-

ther of the vao-us nor of the sympathetic nerve puts a stop to them :

they continue even after the intestine is removed from the body.

The sphincter ani is always in a contracted state except at the time of

the evacuation of the faeces. It seems to have, in common with all

Muscles, a slight degree of the power of constant contraction, which

does not become sensible until the antagonising muscles are divided.

But the accumulation of the feces in the rectum, and the irritation pro-

duced thereby, cause the contraction of the sphincter to become

stronger, and it continues till it is overcome by the increasing pressure

of the excrement. The sphincter may by an effort of the will be made

to contract more strongly, but it cannot be made to relax. The con-

traction of the sphincter ani is in some rare cases overcome, and the

feces, when of soft consistence, expelled by the mere involuntary contrac-

tion of the rectum, without the aid of the abdominal muscles. Legal -

lois and Beclard,* indeed, state that they have seen this occur after the

abdominal muscles had been removed. Usually, however, the diminu-

tion of the capacity of the abdomen by the contraction of the diaphragm

and abdominal muscles with the voluntary action of the levator am, are

necessary to effect the expulsion of the feces. But all these voluntary

Muscles contract involuntarily and spasmodically, as in vomiting, when

e irritation excited by the feces has continued for a long time, and is

become very great.

th

if the

(and brain)

rise to incontinence or permanent retention of the feces, according as

the paralysis affects more particularly the sphincter ani or the rectum

and abdominal muscles. Division of the phrenic nerves, and the conse-

quent paralysis of the diaphragm, are said by Krimer not to prevent the

expulsion of the feces, although such is the effect hi dogs, of dividing of

the abdominal muscles, or the spinal cord between the fifth and sixth

vertebra.

* Bull, de la Fac. et de la Soc. de Med. 1813. N. 10.
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CHAPTER IV.

OF THE SECRETIONS POURED INTO T: DIGESTIVE CANAL.

1. Saliva.—There seems to be a secretion of saliva in almost all

animals, with the exception of the cetacea and fishes. Whether the
secretion of the poison glands with which some serpents* (and arachnida
also) are provided, contributes to the solution of the food, is not known.
The analogy which has been supposed to exist between such secretions
and the saliva of rabid animals, is without foundation ; for the poisonous
property of the saliva in rabies is not an essential quality of it, and it

appears from the experiments of Hertwig, at the veterinary school of
Berlin, that other secretions of rabid animals, at all events their blood,
are capable of producing the disease by inoculation. This does away
likewise with the inference deduced from a circumstance which has
been asserted to occur, namely, that the saliva has, under the influence
of passion, become poisonous. The material changes in the body con-
sequent on violent affections of the mind are general, implicating se-
veral secretions simultaneously; they have been particularly observed
in the milk. It has not been proved that the bites of enraged animals
differ from common lacerated wounds.

of

M
stenoman duct. He found that when the muscles concerned in mas-
tication, and the tongue,are completely at rest, and the nerves are sub-
ject to no unusual stimulus, the secretion ceases, but that it is excited by
the opposite circumstances. The quantity of the saliva secreted by one
parotid in a healthy man during twenty-four hours was from sixty-five
to ninety-five grammes (about two to three ounces troy) ; and the saliva
collected from the mouth during the same period, and derived from the
five other salivary glands, amounted to six times more than that from
the one parotide In the same space of time Schultz collected from the
stenoman duct of a horse fifty-five ounces seven drams of saliva o£
which twelve ounces were secreted during the first feeding-time which
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The saliva obtained from the mouth is a viscous fluid, consisting of a

mixture of saliva and mucus. Berzelius, having collected it in a deep

narrow vessel, found that it separated into an upper transparent and

colourless fluid, and a lower portion, which was a mixture of the same

fluid and a white opaque matter. By previously mixing the saliva

with water, and agitating them together, Berzelius was enabled to se-

parate more completely the mucus, which sank to the bottom of the

vessel.

Saliva varies as to acid or alkaline reaction. Tiedemann and Gmelin

found it to be generally slightly alkaline, sometimes neutral, never acid.

Schultz states that it is acid in the adult when it has been retained

long in the mouth, but that it is always alkaline in children. The saliva

of dogs and sheep collected from the parotid duct was found by Gmelin

to be alkaline. C. H. Schultz also states as the result of his observa-

tion, that the saliva of the human subject is generally alkaline, one dram

requiring one drop of acetic acid to neutralise it. He found the saliva

of the horse also alkaline ; and he asserts that, after the saliva had been

neutralised, it gradually recovered its alkaline property. Dr. Mitscher-

lich found the saliva which he collected from a fistula of the parotid

duct to be alkaline during a meal, but acid at other times. The alka-

lescence of the saliva is stated by Schultz to be dependent on the pre-

sence of ammonia. Mitscherlich, on the contrary, asserts that fresh

saliva evolves no ammonia when heated, and that its alkaline property

is owing to its containing a fixed alkali.

The specific weight of the fresh saliva obtained by Mitscherlich was

1-0061 1-0088; that of the horse's saliva, examined by Schultz, was

1-0125.

Saliva contains globules in very small number ; tbey have been ob-

served by Leeuwenhoeck, Weber, Tiedemann, and myself; they are

transparent, and, according to Weber, larger than the red particles of

the blood.

Berzelius estimates the amount of solid matter which saliva holds in

solution at about 1 per cent. The mass which remains when saliva is eva-

porated, is transparent ; alcohol extracts from it a small quantity of os-

mazome, with some chloride of sodium and potassium, and lactate of an

alkali. The matter which is not dissolved by the alcohol, is slightly al-

kaline, and contains soda. The residue, when this soda is removed, is

found to consist of mucus, which constitutes Ard, and a peculiar substance

called salivary matter [which has been rather differently described by

Berzelius, Mitscherlich and Tiedemann and Gmelin.-}] From the mucus

which remains after the extraction of the salivary matter with cold

water, Berzelius obtained a large quantity of phosphate of lime, from

* Vergleich.nde Anatomie.

f [See their works just cited, and the systematic treatises on chemistry.]
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which probably the tartar of the teeth is formed, since it consists of

phosphate of lime.

The following are the results of Tiedemann's and Gmelin's analysis.

By evaporating the saliva of the human subject, they obtained from
1-14 to 1-19 per cent, of solid residue; this yielded 0-25 part of ash, of

which 0*203 were soluble in water, and 0-047 were earthy phosphates.

100 parts of the residue of diluted saliva gave :

A substance soluble in alcohol, insoluble in water, (fat containing phospo-
™s) . . . . . .

Matters soluble both in alcohol and water, (osmazome, chloride of potas-

sium, lactate of potash, and sulpho-cyanuret of potassium

Animal matter soluble in boiling alcohol, but precipitated during cooling,

with sulphate of potash, and some chloride of potassium
Matters soluble in water only, (salivary matter, with abundant phosphate

and some sulphate of an alkali and chloride of potassium)
Matters soluble neither in water nor in alcohol, (mucus, perhaps some al-

bumen, with alkaline carbonate and phosphate)

31-25

1-25

)

s

2000

40 00

92.50

The saline ingredients of the saliva are, according to Dr. Mitscher-
lich :

Chloride of potassium .

Potash (combined with lactic acid)

Soda ....
Lactic acid

• • •

Soda (probably combined with mucus)
Phosphate of lime

Silicic earth

0*18 per cent

0-094

0-024

0164

0017
0-015

M

was

The proximate organic principles obtained from the saliva by
scherlich are similar to those which Berzelius enumerates.
The matter which Tiedemann and Gmelin have shown to be svlpho-

cyanogen was first discovered to be an ingredient in the saliva by Trevi-
ranus :* he found that saliva becomes of a deep red colour when mixed
with a neutral solution of a salt of the peroxide of iron. This was con-
firmed by Tiedemann and Gmelin ; but I must remark that, in my ex-
periments, whatever per-salt of iron I might add, the colour produced

on]y rust"red, not purple-red.t Kuehn doubts the presence of
sulpho-cyanogen in the saliva, because he could not give rise to the pro-
duction of sulphuric acid in it either by Gmelin's or by Ure's process.
If a red colour is really produced by the action of saliva on salts of the
peroxide of iron, it may, he says, be owing to the presence of acetic
acid, for the acetates do produce that colour when mixed with muriate
of peroxide of iron.* To this remark of Kuehn, Kastner objects, that

* Biologie, iv. 565. t See page 125.

: Kuehn, in Schweigger's Journal, 59. 370. See also Schultz, loc. cit.
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the colour produced by acetic acid is never perfectly blood-red ;
but

the colour which saliva gives rise to, is likewise not blood-red. Dr.

Ure* regards the existence of sulpho-cyanogen in the saliva as estab-

lished beyond all question by his experiments. (?)

Of the animal matters of the human saliva,—namely, salivary matter,

mucus, and osmazome,—the first was found by Tiedemann and Gmelin

to be almost wholly wanting in the saliva of the sheep, the last in that

of the do^

The tartar which collects on the human teeth has been analysed by Ber-

2elius, who states its composition to be as follows :

g-

Salivary matter .

Salivary mucus

Earthy phosphates

Animal matter dissolved by muriatic acid

1-0

12 5

790
75

1000

*

The saliva of insects has not been accurately examined; it appeared

to Renggert to be alkaline.

2. The gastricjuice.— The description given of the gastric juice by

the earlier writers who made it the subject of examination, were com-

pletely contradictory. Spallanzani, who sought to prove that the gas-

tric secretion is a solvent of the articles of food out of the body as well

as in the stomach, asserted that it is perfectly neutral; while Montegre %

found it to be generally acid, although he denied its solvent power.

Helm § detected no acidity in the gastric fluid obtained from a patient

who had a fistulous opening communicating with the stomach : Viridet,

Carminati, Brugnatelli, and Werner, on the contrary, observed its acid

property. The discrepancy of these statements was, however, in some

measure explained by the experiments of Carminati,
||
who found that

the gastric fluid obtained from carnivorous animals while fasting was

never acid, but became distinctly so as soon as food was taken,

marked that the gastric juice of herbivorous animals also is acid, but

detected no remarkable acidity in that of man and animals of mixed

food. Tiedemann and Gmelin have finally determined the question.

They ascertained that the fluid in the stomach of horses and dogs, while

the animals were fasting, was nearly neutral, or only very slightly acid

but that it acquired a marked degree of acidity as soon as mechanical

irritants, such as stones or peppercorns, were introduced into the sto-

mach. Leuret and Lassaigne have made the same observation. It

He re-

I

* Journal of Science, Literature, and Arts, N. S. vii. p. 60.

t Physiol. Untersuch. iiber die thierische Haushaltung der Insecten. Tub. 1817.

+
+ Sur la Digestion. Paris, 1804.

Zwei Krankengeschichten. Wien, 1803. 8.

II
Uber die Natur des Magensaftes. Wien, 1785. 8.
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was the secretion of the stomach only that was acid in these cases ; no

acidity could be detected in the oesophagus.

The gastric juice had hitherto been examined by no one in such large

quantity, in such a pure state, and so frequently, as by Dr. Beaumont,
who, during several years, carried on a long series of experiments, rela-

tive to digestion on the youth, in whom a large opening communicating
with the stomach remained after a gun-shot wound. Dr. Beaumont
confirms the statement, that the stomach when empty secretes no gas-

tric juice, and that the fluid which moistens its surface in that state is

not acid, but becomes so as soon as food is taken. Schultz, who wholly

denies the existence of a gastric juice, and attributes the acid reaction

of the chyme to decomposition of the food itself, could not but perceive

an objection to his theory in the fact observed by Tiedemann and

Gmelin, that the secretion of gastric juice can be excited in animals

when the stomach contains no food, by the introduction of mechanical

stimuli, such as stones ; and he explains the acid property of the fluid

in the stomach in these cases by supposing it to be the remains of acid

chyme. The numerous experiments of Dr. Beaumont, however, render
it impossible for the existence of a gastric fluid to be any longer doubt-
ed. Having ascertained that the stomach was empty, and that its coats

evidenced the presence of no free acid, he irritated it mechanically by
introducing through the wound a caoutchouc tube, or the bulb of

a thermometer, and observed each time, however often the experi-

ment was repeated, that a pretty copious acid secretion was poured
out ; he was frequently able to obtain by this method nearly an ounce
of the gastric juice.

The degree of acidity, which is an interesting point, has been investi-

ated by Schultz ; and from the mean of his observations it appears, that

one part of chyme requires, for its neutralisation, t^ of carbonate of

potash.

The source of the gastricfluid seems to be the very simple follicles of
the mucous membrane of the stomach, at least in those animals which
have no special glands for its secretion. The structure of the mucous
membrane of the human stomach has been already described.* Tiede-
mann and Gmelin found that the property of coagulating milk was pos-
sessed, not only by the pyloric, but also by the cardiac portion of the
stomach. Dr. Beaumont states expressly that the secretion appeared
to him to be poured out in the stomach of his patient by minute lucid
points, or very fine papillae. In several animals there are distinct gas-

tric glands; we may instance the great gastric gland of the beaver,

which most probably secretes a fluid destined for the solution of barks
of trees

;
there is a similar gland in the cardiac portion of the stomach

** See page 494.
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of the myoxus ; and with these we may also class the proventiculus of

birds, between the mucous and muscular coats of which there is a

complete stratum of follicular caeca-like glands opening by separate

mouths.*

Chemical analysis.— Dr. Proutf was the first chemist who instituted

an accurate analysis of the gastric secretion. He showed that the

gastric secretion of the rabbit, hare, horse, calf, and dog, contains

free muriatic acid ; and both Prout and Children $ detected the same

acid in the fluid raised from the stomach by dyspeptic patients. Pre-

vost and Le Royer§ confirmed Prout's observation as to the presence

of muriatic acid in the gastric juice. Leuret and Lassaigne, it is true,

denied it, but Prout refuted their objections.

Tiedemann and Gmelin afterwards detected three acids in the gastric

juice. Muriatic
2.

Acetic acid, in the gastric juice of the same animals. Chevreul has like-

wise found lactic acid, which is nearly allied to acetic acid, in the fluid

vomited by a person fasting ; and Dr. Graves has found it in the mat-

ter vomited by a dyspeptic patient. 3. Butyric acid was twice detect-

ed by the German physiologists in the stomach of the horse.

Schultz distilled the chyme with water, and found that in many

animals a part of the acid or the whole of it passed over with the dis-

tilled fluid. He states, as the results of his experiments, that the acid

of the chyme is free acetic acid ; and that the muriatic acid is not free,

but combined with potash.

The third and fourth stomachs only of ruminating animals are acid,

and the acidity is most marked in the fourth, The fluid which collects

in the first and second stomachs during fasting is said by Prevost and

Le Royer to contain a large quantity of alkaline carbonate ;
Tiedemann

and Gmelin have confirmed this observation.

Dr. Beaumont describes the secretion of the human stomach, which

Martin It is a

clear transparent fluid, without smell, slightly saltish, and very per-

ceptibly acid. Its taste resembles that of thin mucilage slightly acidu-

lated with muriatic acid. It is readily diffusible in water, wine, or

spirits, and effervesces slightly with alkalies ; it precipitates albumen

;

itself undergoes putrefaction with difficulty, and checks its progress in

other animal substances. Mixed with saliva, it strikes a blue colour and

becomes frothy. Dr. Beaumont submitted a certain quantity for analysis

to Professor Dunglison, who found it to contain free muriatic acid,

acetic acids, phosphates and muriates of potash, soda, magnesia and

lime, and an animal matter which was soluble in cold, but insoluble in

* Sir E. Home's Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, t. ii.
;
and J. Miiller, de Penit.

Gland. Struct.
t Philos. Transact. 1824, p. 1.

X Annals of Philosophy. July, 1824. i Froriep's Notiz. ix. p. 194.

I
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hot water. He sent another portion of it to Dr. Silliman likewise, whose
analysis, however, loses its value, on account of the fluid having been
kept several months before it was examined. It was still acid, although a
pellicle had formed on it

; it contained muriatic acid, a trace of sul-
phuric acid, and Dr. Silliman suspected the presence of some phos-
phoric acid.

The fluid of the crop of birds is, according to Tiedemann and Gme-
lin, usually acid. The secretion of the proventiculus contains a free
acid, even at the time that digestion is not going on. The gastric
secretion of birds coagulates milk. The acidity is owing to the pre-
sence of muriatic, and probably of acetic acid likewise. It has been
suggested by Treviranus,* that the gastric secretion of birds probably
contains fluoric acid, since Brugnatellit has observed that rock crystal
and agate enclosed in tubes, and introduced into the stomach of hens and
turkeys, were, at the end of ten days, distinctly acted on, and had lost

ten or twelve grains of their weight ; and Treviranus himself witnessed
a similar action on a porcelain capsule, in which some chyme from the
stomach of hens had been digested. Tiedemann and Gmelin,+ with a
view to determine the question, digested some of the gastric secretion
of ducks in a platina crucible which was covered with a glass plate, on
which some device had been drawn through wax ; but, at the expiration
of twenty-four hours, no trace of any erosion of the glass was percepti-
ble. They do not, however, hence infer that the gastric juice of birds
does not contain fluoric acid ; for fluor-calcium at least is met with in
several animal tissues, as in the bones and in the urine.

The gastric secretion of reptiles is generally acid ; in the stomach of
fishes also, particularly when it contains food, there is a free acid.
Other reasons render it probable that, in both these classes, the gastric
secretion contains muriatic and acetic acids.

Leuret and Lassaigne§ believe that the free acid of the stomach in all

the four vertebrate classes is lactic acid. Eberle,|| however, has disco-
vered that this acid is not the solvent principle of the gastric juice ; but
that the mucus of the stomach, (like all mucus, he says,) has the pro-
perty, when acidulated, of inducing decomposition and subsequent solu-
tion of the food. And hence we find that with acidulated mucus of th
stomach, artificial digestion of the food can be accomplished even out
of the body.1T Eberle was incorrect in stating that other mucus than
that of the gastric mucous membrane is, when acidulated, adequate to

* Biologie, iv. p. 362.

+ Loc. cit. part ii.

f Crell's Annalen, 1787, i. p. 230.

§ Recherches Physiol, pour servir a l'Hist. de la Digestion. Paris, 1825.
||

Physiologie der Verdauung. Wtirzburg, 1834.

f See J. Midler and Schwann, iiber die kiinstliche Verdauung des geronnenen
Eiweisses. Midler's Archiv. 183G, p. 66.
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We

the solution of the food ; and hence we may conclude that the solvent

principle cannot be the mucus itself, but must be a peculiar substance

contained in the mucus of the stomach. It is the same substance

which causes the coagulation of the milk in the stomach. Most of

what we know of the digestive principle, " pepsin," we owe to Schwann.*

No method is at present known by which it may be obtained in a per-

fectly pure state. A further account of it will be given in the chapter

on the digestive process.

3. The bile.—The bile is a secretion so generally met with in the

animal kingdom, and so important in reference to the digestive process,

that it would be in the highest degree interesting to know whether even

in the lowest animals it is ever wholly wanting.

some indeed have regarded, as the first form of the liver among the

vermes, the sac-like dilatations or csecal appendages of the intestinal

canal, which are seen in the medicinal leech in their simplest form,

that of lateral dilatations,— in the aphrodita as long and narrow caeca,

but which in other worms are ramified cseca ; while in the planariae and

distomata, lastly, they assume the form of a completely ramified intes-

tinal tube which has no anal opening. The csecal appendages of the

stomach of the asterias family, which likewise has no anal aperture,

might be regarded as analogous secreting organs ;
but the nature of

their secretion cannot be ascertained, nor indeed is it known that they

secrete at all.

The long caacal convoluted tubes which open into the intestinal canal

of insects, generally in pairs, at a variable distance from the mouth and

anus, but always below the dilated part of the canal which is supposed

to be the stomach, have been called biliary vessels. They do not, how-

ever, contain bile, but, according to Chevreult and Audouin,+ uric

acid : besides, they secrete very actively during the developement of

the pupa, when no food is digested. They are, therefore, evidently

excreting organs—vasa urinaria. They open into the canal below the

part where the chyle is formed, and in larvae often but a short distance

from the anus.
Meckel § to re-

gard as biliary organs caeca which are met with in many insects opening

into the intestinal canal higher up, either into the membranous stomach

which succeeds the gizzard in the carnivorous coleoptera, or into the part

of the canal just below the gizzard, as in many orthoptera, &c. In the

arachnida^-for example, the scorpion,—there are true biliary vessels

Malpigh

excreting; tubes at the lower part

M Tiller's Archiv. 1836, p. 90.
* Uber das Wesen des Verdauungs-prozes^. «.u— - ..«—.. -~-*r --

_

t Strauss-Duerckheim's Considerations Generates sur l'Anatomie des Amman*

Artie. Paris, 1828. 4.251. + L'Institut, 135. Meckel's Archiv. 1826.

|| See J. Miiller de Gland. Penit. Struct. Tab. viii. fig. 8.
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dfi The liver of verte-
brate animals receives two kinds of blood—arterial and venous ; the
sources of the venous blood carried to the liver by the vena porta? have
been already described.* The distribution of the minute branches
of the blood-vessels in the liver has been described at page 450 ; and the
arguments are there stated, which render improbable Kiernan's opinion,
that the branches of the hepatic artery do not contribute to the forma-
tion of one and the same general capillary network with the portal and
hepatic veins, but are distributed solely to the coats of the ducts, gall-

bladder, and the other blood-vessels ; the blood carried by the artery after

nourishing these parts being, according to his view, poured into branches
of the portal vein. Mr. Kiernan believes the bile to be secreted from
venous blood, while the arterial blood, according to him, serves for the

nourishment of the tissues of which the liver is constituted, and for the

secretion of the mucus in the gall-bladder, and in the ducts by the fol-

licles which he has discovered in them.

But the possibility of bile being secreted from arterial blood is de-
monstrated by the cases in which the vena porta? enters the vena cava
directly instead of being distributed through the liver. Mr. Abernethyf
observed this anomalous structure in a male child ten months old; and Mr.
Lawrence $ has detailed a case in which the same malformation existed
in a child several years of age. In Mr. Abernethy's case, however, the
umbilical vein was still pervious, and branched out in the substance of
the liver

;
it is possible therefore, as Mr. Kiernan remarks, that the arte-

rial blood, after having nourished the liver, was poured into the branches
of the umbilical vein, just as it is in the normal condition, according to
his opinion, poured into branches of the portal vein ; and the secretion

M §

which they performed, that the bile is secreted from the blood of the
portal vein. But Mr. Phillipps found that after the vena porta? had been
tied the secretion of bile still continued, though in diminished quantity;
and he concludes, therefore, that it is formed both from arterial and
venous blood. He perceived no change in the biliary secretion when the
hepatic artery was tied.

With respect to the quantity of the bile, we have some observations
by Schultz. In oxen which had not recently taken food, he found from
twelve to sixteen ounces of bile in the gall-bladder ; after digestion, it

contained from two to four ounces. In a large dog, the gall-bladder con-

+

Page 169.

Medico-chirurgical Transact, v. p. 174.

§ Kiernan, Philos. Transact. 1833, part ii.

Nouv. Bull, des Sc. par la Soc. Philomath 1825.

5] London Medical Gazette, 1833. April 13.

f Philos. Transact. 1793
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tained, after a fast, five drams ; in a middle-sized dog, just after diges-

tion had been performed, it contained only two drams seventeen grains.

Properties of The bile is a fluid of a green colour, bitter

taste, and nauseous smell. The bile which flows from the liver is of a

lighter colour: that obtained from the gall-bladder is less fluid and

greener, on account of the more fluid part having been absorbed ;
and it

is more viscid, owing to its containing mucus. It contains whitish or

grey particles, which in the frog I found irregular in form and size ;

in the mean, five times smaller than the red particles of the animal's

blood, others still more minute. The matter which gives to the bile

its green colour is in solution. Bile is stated by Schultz to be, when

fresh, always alkaline ; when of thick consistence, one ounce required

one dram of acetic acid for its neutralisation ;
when the bile was more

fluid, the same quantity was neutralised by $ or \ dram of the acid.

Schultz found the specific weight of the bile of the ox to be from T026

to 1-030. It does not coagulate at the boiling temperature, and does

ler asserts that bile added to the blood out of

the body prevents its coagulation, and causes the red colouring matter

to become dissolved in the serum ; the latter statement, however, is in-

not dissolve oils. Wer

correct.

'/

as follows

:

Alcohol dissolves, of bile evaporated to the consistence of an extract,

all but a yellowish grey substance, which resembles in every respect the

mucus of the gall-bladder. The alcoholic solution being evaporated to

dryness, the addition of dilute sulphuric acid to a solution of the residue

in a small quantity of water, throws down the "biliary matter" of Ber-

zelius in combination with the acid, while the supernatant fluid retains

in solution osmazome, chloride of sodium, and lactate of soda.

The compound of the biliary matter with the sulphuric acid has the

characters of a resin. When the acid is separated by means of barytes,

the biliary matter still contains a fatty matter; when freed from

this fat by means of ether, it is soluble in water, alcohol, and the alka-

lies ; the solution in water has the colour and taste of bile. The

proportion of the different substances in the bile of the ox is, according

to Berzelius :

Water

Biliary matter with fat ......
Mucus of the gall-bladder . • ' '

Osmazome, chloride of sodium, and lactate of soda

pUsphate of s'oda, phosphate of lime, and traces of a substance in-

90*44

8-00

0-30

0-74

0-41

soluble in alcohol
Oil

* See his Chimie. Animate.

100 00
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Dr. Prout's analysis agrees in the essential points with that of Berzelius.
M. Thenard in 1806, following another method of analysis, obtained
from the bile of the ox two new substances, a green and bitter resin,

and a yellow tenacious substance soluble in water and alcohol, which he
calls « picromel" on account of its having a sweet and bitter taste *

The resin is soluble, Thenard says, in the picromel, and the solution is

similar to bile. In one thousand parts of the bile of the ox, Thenard
found

:

Water
Biliary resin .

Picromel .

Yellow colouring matter

Soda

Phosphate of soda

Chloride of sodium

Sulphate of soda

Sulphate of lime .

A trace of oxide of iron

876-6

30*0

754
5

50
2-5

40
1

1-5

1000*0

Berzelius has pointed out the probability that in place of these two
constituents, biliary resin and picromel, there is in the bile really but
one substance, his "biliary matter," which has the property of forming
a resinous compound with mineral acids ; and nitric acid was employed
in Thenard's process of analysis. Gmelin, on the other hand, regards
the " biliary matter" of Berzelius as a compound of several other
substances, and supports the opinion of Thenard, that the bile con-
tains picromel with a resin or some substance readily convertible into a
resin.

The constituents of the bile of the ox are, according to Gmelin

:

1. A musk-like odorous substance, which passes over with the water
in distillation.

2. Cholesterine
; the component of the gall-stones, shown to be an

ingredient of fresh bile by Chevreul, and obtained from it by means of
ether. It is found in other parts of the body,—according to Boudet, in
the blood

;
but it is generally a morbid product; thus it is found in the

fluid of local dropsies, such as hydrocele, and in medullary fungus.
3. Elaic acid.

4. Stearic acid. *

5. Cholic acid, a new substance, which crystallises in fine acicular
crystals of a sharp sweet taste, and soluble in alcohol. It contains ni-
trogen.

6. Biliary resin, which, according to Gmelin, contains no nitrogen.
7. Taurin, a new substance, which crystallises in large colourless,

* M£m. de la Soc. d'Arcueil, i. 23.
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Mucus

transparent, irregular six-sided prisms, with four or six-sided summits

;

is soluble in water,, and contains a small quantity of nitrogen.

8. Picromel. Thenard's picromel is a thick fluid, like turpentine.

Gmelin's picromel is opaque, consists of crystalline granules, and con-

tains a large proportion of nitrogen. Gmelin believes that the substance

which Thenard called picromel was a compound of that substance with

resin.

9. Colouring matter of the bile; a substance containing nitrogen,

which is recognised even when it is present in other fluids, such as the

blood and urine in jaundice, by the addition of an equal quantity of

nitric acid, striking a greenish, then a dark green, a dirty red, and,

lastly, a brown colour.

10. Osmazome. 11. A substance which, when heated, gave out a

urinous odour. 12. A substance like vegetable gluten. 13. Albumen.

15. Casein. 16- Salivary matter. 17.

Bicarbonate of soda. 18. Carbonate of ammonia. 19. Acetate of soda.

20—26. Salts of elaic, stearic, cholic, sulphuric, and phosphoric acids,

with potash and soda, chloride of sodium and phosphate of lime„

In human bile Gmelin found cholesterine, biliary resin, picromel, and

elaic acid. Chevreul, Chevalier, and Lassaigne have also detected pi-

cromel in human bile; and Orfila, Laugier, and Caventou obtained it

from human gall-stones. Besides the substances just mentioned, Fromm-

i colouring matter, salivary

matter, casein, osmazome, salts of elaic, cholic, stearic, carbonic, phos-

phoric and sulphuric acids, with soda and a little potash, and phosphate,

sulphate, and carbonate of lime.

Berzelius suggests that the bile in the natural state is probably a more

simple fluid than would appear from the analytic results obtained by

chemists, and that it is very likely that it contains the albuminous mat-

ters of the blood, in an altered state certainly, but combined with the

same salts as in the blood itself; but that the product of the albuminous

substances has so great a tendency to undergo changes in its composi-

tion, that the action of different re-agents upon it converts it into dif-

ferent compounds, which vary according to the processes employed to

extract them, exactly as oils and fats are converted into sugar and fatty

acids by the action of the oxides of lead and zinc.

Schultz considers the coagulum produced in bile by the addition of

alcohol to be not albumen, but a substance similar to salivary matter

;

and for this reason, that the bile does not coagulate under the influence

of heat. The alcoholic solution of bile evaporated to dryness had still

an alkaline reaction : but Schultz differs from most chemists in believing

this alkalinity to be owing to the presence, neither of carbonates of the

fixed alkalies, nor of ammonia, for the fluid obtained by distillation has,

* Schweigger's Journal, 50. 68.

herz and Gugert* have found in human bil
i
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he says, no alkalescence ; but of an organic alkali similar to the vege-

table alkaloids, which he supposes to exist in the bile in combination

with elaic acid. The coagulum produced by acids he regards, not

as albumen, but as precipitate of the alkaloid with the acid. But the

substance which he obtained by the action of acetic acid was evidently

the mucus of the gall-bladder, which is, according to Berzelius, pre-

cipitated from the bile by acetic acid ; and Schultz himself remarks

that the bile still retained in solution a bitter, or sweetish bitter, sub-

stance.*

Bile of serpents andfishes.—The bile of serpents was found by Ber-

zelius to contain a peculiar substance, which is precipitated neither by

acids nor by alkalies, and which differs from the " biliary matter" of warm-

blooded animals in not being decomposed into picromel and biliary

resin by acetate of lead. This biliary matter is combined with a co-

louring matter like that of the bile of other animals, which is entirely

soluble in water while in combination with the biliary substance, the

solution being perfectly similar to the bile itself, although, when sepa-

rated from it, it is but slightly soluble. The bile of serpents contains

in addition a small quantity of a crystallisable matter, which is preci-

pitated by solution of carbonate of potash, and is analogous to the sub-

stance which Gmelin found in the bile of several species of cyprinus,

(leuciscus, alburnus, and barbus,) and which in them holds the place of

the biliary resin and picromel. Gmelin observed that this biliary matter

of the fishes of the genus cyprinus, when added to bile, causes it to

coagulate to a greenish-white granular mass.

of

yfthe The gall-bladder of vertebrate animals is de-

veloped as a diverticulum or protrusion from the efferent duct.t In

man and many mammalia the flow of the bile into the intestine can be

arrested either by the intestinal opening of the ductus choledochus being

closed, or by prolonged contraction of the duct itself; and the bile,

poured by the hepatic duct into the duct. chol. com. is thus made to

regurgitate into the cystic duct and gall-bladder. It is more particu-

larly during fasting that this takes place. In many animals, however,

the gall-bladder receives bile by other hepatic ducts, which enter at its

neck or at its fundus, and are called " ductus hepatico-cystici :" they do

not exist in the human subject ; but in birds they are the only means

by which bile can reach the gall-bladder, for the hepatic duct opens

into the duodenum distinctly from the cystic duct. In reptiles the bile

is carried into the gall-bladder by branches of the hepatic duct. In

* [The account of the chemical composition of the bile has been abridged by the

translator. For the chemical details of the different analyses he refers to the work of

Berzelius on organic chemistry.]

t See J. Miiller, de Gland. Penit. Struct.
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We

fishes all the hepatic ducts coming from the different lobes enter the gall-

bladder or its duct. In the ox, which is said by Rudolphi* to be the

only one of the domestic animals in which the hepatico-cystic ducts

exist, they are from eight to ten in number.

Many animals—mammalia, birds, and fishes—have no gall-bladder,f

There seems to be no general law for its presence or absence, although

the species in which it is wanting are for the most part herbivorous,

and are animals in which digestion is constantly going on
;
yet very many

vegetable feeders are provided with a gall-bladder. When the gall-

bladder is wanting, the duct is frequently very much dilated; such

the case, for example, in the horse.

4. The pancreatic secretion

an organ belonging exclusively to the vertebrate classes of animals; the

two light-red lobulated glands attached to the biliary ducts in the loligo

sagitata, pointed out by Dr. GrantJ to be analogous to a pancreas, are

the only exception.§ The pancreas is not constant in the class of

fishes ; it is in some entirely wanting ; in others its place is supplied by

caeca, called appendices pyloric®, which vary in number and arrangement,

becoming more and more divided as they are traced through different

genera, until in the sharks and rays they are replaced by a solid gland.
||

The secretion of the pyloric caeca of fishes is adhesive, and, according

to the observations of Swammerdam, and of Tiedemann and Gmelin, is

not acid, or only very slightly so. The pancreas has been wholly, or

in greater part, destroyed in dogs, without their digestion or general

health suffering. In some few instances only greater voracity was ob-

served after the operation.^

yf the pancreatic secretion of

May Ma
Gmelin. Mayer** obtained it in some quantity from a vesicular reservoir

in which it had collected in the cat ; he found it alkaline and transpa-

rent. M. Magendiett describes the pancreatic secretion of the dog as a

yellowish fluid, without smell, of a saline taste, alkaline, and coagulable

by heat, like that of birds. Tiedemann and Gmelin collected the se-

cretion of the pancreas in a large dog by means of a tube introduced

through an incision into the duct. A drop issued every six or seven

seconds, nearly ten grammes, (about two and a half drams,) in four

% Froriep's Notiz. xi. 182.
Physiologie, ii. pt. ii. p« 153.

t See Cuvier's Lecjons d'Anatomie Compare.

[The glandular laminated sac which opens into the intestine near the pylorus in

the cephalopoda, and which is of a globular form in the nautilus, elongated and spirally

twisted in the loligo and octopus, is considered by Mr. Owen to be, like the pyloric

c*ca of fishes the true analogue of the pancreas. See Cyclopedia of Anatomy, Art.

«j| Autenrieth, Physiol, ii. 69.
Cephalopoda.] ||

See page 447

** Meckel's Archiv. Hi. p. 170.

ft Physiologie, t. ii. p. 367. Dr. Milligans translation, fourth edition, p. 461.
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hours. It was clear, though somewhat opaline, ropy like white of egg

in water, and had a slightly saline taste. They obtained some in the

same manner from the sheep and goat. In all three cases the fluid

which first flowed was acid ; the latter portions only were slightly alka-

line in the dog and horse. A. Schultz found the pancreatic secretion

of the dog, cat, and horse, acid ; once only, in the dog, it was neutral.

The comparative analysis of the secretion in the dog, sheep, and horse,

afforded Gmelin the following results: the pancreatic secretion con-

tains a large quantity of albumen ; no sulphocyanic acid salts, which the

saliva is said to contain, can be detected in it. The solid matter which

it holds in solution amounts in the dog to 8*72 per cent. ; in the sheep,

to from four to five per cent. The different solid ingredients are:

1. Osmazome; 2. a matter which is reddened by chlorine, and which

is found only in the dog and sheep ; 3. a substance resembling casein,

combined probably with salivary matter; 4. a large quantity of albumen,

amounting to about half of the dry residuum; 5. a very small proportion

of free acid, probably acetic acid.

The ash left after calcination of the dried evaporated secretion amount-

ed in the dog to 8-28 per cent., in the sheep to 29-7 per cent. ; it contained

the following soluble salts: 1. carbonate of potash, which is probably in

the state of acetate in the secretion., (found in the dog and sheep)
;

2. abundance of alkaline muriate; 3. a small quantity of alkaline phos-

phate, (in the dog and sheep) ; 4. a very small quantity of alkaline sul-

phate, of which the base was more soda than potash, (also in the dog

and sheep). The insoluble salts contained in the ash were small quan-

tities of carbonate and phosphate of lime. A comparison of the pan-

creatic juice with the saliva, founded on the data furnished by the

above excellent analyses of the pancreatic secretion, gives the follow-

ing results. The saliva contains mucus and salivary matter ; the pan-

creatic juice, on the other hand, contains an abundance of albumen and

casein, no mucus, and little or no real salivary matter : saliva is alkaline

;

the pancreatic secretion, while fresh, is acid. The saliva of the sheep

contains a small quantity of sulphocyanate of an alkali (?) ; the pan-
creatic juice, none. The other salts are about the same in both.*

Leuret and Lassaigne obtained three ounces of secretion from the

pancreas of a living horse in half an hour. It was clear, had a saline

taste, an alkaline reaction, and contained only -^ per cent, of solid con-

stituents, which, after an examination apparently superficial, they con-

cluded to be the same as in saliva. The statement of their analysis is

as follows : Water, 99-0 : animal matter soluble in alcohol, animal mat-

ter soluble in water, traces of albumen, mucus, free soda, chloride of

sodium, chloride of potassium, and phosphate of lime, 00-9.

5. Intestinal secretion ; succus entericus.—The secretion of the intes-

* Tiedemann and Gmelin, loc. cit.
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tines has been examined in animals which had fasted for some time by

Tiedemann and Gmelin. In dogs the inner surface of the mucous mem-

brane was found covered with a thin layer of a very consistent, whitish,

and somewhat yellowish matter ; the intestines contained very little

bile. If flint pebbles, or peppercorns, had been previously swallowed,

there was a larger quantity of a thin ropy mucus, and more bile. The

niucous mass became more consistent towards the lower part of the small

intestines, acquired a yellowish or yellowish-brown colour, and contain-

ed greenish yellow or yellowish-brown flakes, which consisted of intes-

tinal mucus, biliary mucus, with the resins, fatty matter, and colouring

matter of the bile. The mucous fluid in the upper third or upper half

of the small intestines of the dog and horse, contained,

1. Some free acid (lower down in the canal the secretion was for

the most part neutral, and in the horse contained bicarbonate of soda).

2. Albumen, in considerable quantity, — probably derived from the

pancreatic juice.

8. (In the horse) a matter similar to casein.

4. (In the same animal) a substance precipitated by muriate of tin,

probably salivin and osmazome.

(Al ) a matter which is reddened when acted on by

chlorine or oxymuriate of mercury.

6. A small quantity of biliary resin.

)

acid substance which contains nitrogen.

8. The usual salts of the animal fluids.

The mucus of the caecum in dogs was always acid. In the horse, on

the contrary, it contained bicarbonate of soda.

Viridet* had previously observed that in the rabbit the caecum evi-

dences the same acid reaction as the stomach.

Schultz has instituted some further experiments relative to the acid

secretion of the caecum. He found that when the animals had fasted

the fluid in the caecum was more frequently alkaline or neutral, although

at other times, and during digestion, it was acid ; this difference he sup-

posed to arise from the bile reaching the caecum during fasting and neu-

tralising the acid. It was, however, chiefly in herbivorous animals,, which

have a long caecum, that he met with the acid reaction ; in the carni-

vora, in which the caecum is less developed, there was generally no

acidity. Two ounces of chyme taken from the stomach of a rabbit

which had been fed with potatoes and grass, and was opened two hours

and a half after death, required for saturation three ounces and a half of

ox's bile • to neutralise one ounce of the contents of the caecum of the

rabbit five drams of the bile were required. Eighteen ounces of chyme

from the stomach of a horse required fifteen grains of carbonate of

* De Prima Coctione.
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528 ACTION OF THE SALIVA ON FOOD.

potash, or two ounces and a half of bile of the ox to one ounce of the

chyme ;
while for one ounce of the contents of the caecum five ounces

of the bile were necessary. The chyme from the stomach of a hog re-

quired for saturation from 1-04 to Ml per cent, of carbonate of potash

;

the contents of the caecum, on the other hand, required only 0*78 per

cent.

CHAPTER V.

OF THE CHANGES WHICH THE FOOD UNDERGOES IN THE ALIMENTARY
CANAL.

Before the solution of the food can take place, it is necessary that

the different substances which are used as aliment should lose their

organic structure and cohesion; this is effected principally by mas-
tication. The division of the food is performed either in the mouth,

—

or in the pharynx, where pharyngeal teeth exist, as in fishes,—or in the

stomach itself, which then has either cartilaginous parietes, as in the
granivorous and insectivorous birds, or teeth, as in some Crustacea, in-

sects, and mollusca. Mastication, and the subsequent stage of the di-

gestive process, may, in fact, be compared with the usual chemical ope-
rations

;
it is not necessary to ascribe any share in them to organic

influence. The chemist reduces to powder the substances which he
wishes to dissolve, or from which he desires to extract a particular in-

gredient, and then digests them in the solvent menstruum; a similar

digestion is performed in the crop of birds and in the stomach. After
the soluble portion has been dissolved, the chemist separates it by fil-

tration
; and in the digestive process, after the trituration and solution,

there is likewise a separation of the dissolved from the insoluble parts.

a. Change effected by the saliva.—The saliva prepares the food me-
chanically for deglutition

; whether it contributes in any degree to the
solution of the food, and what share its components have in the pro-
duction of the chemical change in the stomach, are unknown. But,
since fishes and cetacea are not provided with the salivary secretion,
it would appear to play by no means an important part in the process.
Spallanzani and Reaumur state, as the result of their experiments, that
food enclosed in perforated tubes, and introduced into the stomach of
animals, was more quickly digested when it had been previously im-
pregnated with saliva than if it was merely moistened with water.*
Tiedemann and Gmelin, too, believe that the carbonates, acetates, and
muriates of potash and soda, which enter into the composition of the
saliva, give it a solvent property, although a slight one. (?) Berzelius,
on the other hand, observes, that saliva alone has no more action on ali-

mentary substances, dissolves no greater part ofthem, than pure water
;

* Spallanzani, Versuche Uber das Verdauungsgeschaft. Leipz. 1785.—Experiences
sur la digestion, par Sennebier. Geneve, 1783.
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1

and I must confess that I have perceived scarcely any difference be-

tween the action of saliva and that of water on meat in experiments

instituted for the purpose of comparison.

The so-called dynamic effects of the saliva I am wholly unacquainted

with. Nor does the saliva appear to act by destroying the peculiar

organic properties of the alimentary substances. The action of the

poisonous secretion of serpents, and- of the saliva of rabid animals, might

nduce a belief in the saliva having such properties ; but that, as I have

already remarked, the glands which secrete the poison in the poisonous

serpents are distinct from the salivary glands, which are present in

addition to the poison glands,—these latter being special instruments

of offence. The infectious principle of rabies, too, is not a property

of the saliva alone, but is possessed by all the fluids of the body of the
-

rabid animal.*

The only fact favourable to the opinion that the saliva has a share in

the chemical process of digestion in the stomach, is that observed by

Leuchs,t and confirmed by Schwann,—namely, that saliva has the pro-

perty of changing starch into sugar, which is interesting, inasmuch as

starch is in the stomach converted into gum of starch, and gradually

into sugar.

thefood €
triejuice.—The fluids taken into the stomach are for the most part ab-

sorbed from it, and do not even pass the pylorus. The solids are, with

the exception of the insoluble parts, reduced to a substance called

chyme, which is in part quite fluid, in part consists of globules. The

formation of chyme is described by most observers to go on solely at the

surface of the food which is in contact with the coats of the stomach ;

but Dr. Beaumont observed in his numerous experiments that the gas-

tric juice acts at the same time on each and every particle of food in

the stomach, and not merely on the surface of the whole mass.

Observations relative to the changes which the food undergoes in di-

gestion, and the time occupied by these changes, have been instituted

by Gosse, who for that purpose excited artificial vomiting in his own

Tiedemann and Gmelin, and Schultz,
*

on animals ; and, lastly, by Dr. Beaumont in far greater number than by

any other physiologist.

Spallanzani introduced a tube filled with bread into the stomach of a

cat ; in five hours the bread was partly dissolved ; for the solution of

meat nine hours were required. Even cartilages and bone contained

in tubes, and tendons enclosed in linen, were after a longer period

softened or dissolved.

naheren Kentniss der Wuthkrankheit. Berl. 1829, p.
* Hertwig's

156. 160.

by Spallanzani.

Beitrage zur

t Kastner's Archiv. 1831. % His experiments are detailed

§ De Aliment. Concoct. Edinb. 1777-

in

i III

i
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Tiedemann and Gmeiin having given dogs boiled white of egg to eat,

and killed the animals four hours afterwards, found the particles of that

substance in part dissolved. Fibrin in the same space of time had be-
come swollen with moisture, and was partly converted into albumen,
which was in solution. They found that animal gelatin loses by diges-

tion in the stomach its property of gelatinising spontaneously, and its

peculiarity of being precipitated in shreds by chlorine. Cheese was dis-

solved without being converted into albumen. Boiled starch was in the

course of a few hours converted into gum of starch and sugar. Vegeta-
ble gluten, which is insoluble in acetic and muriatic acids, was found un-

_ been in the stomach five hours. Milk is coagulated

;

the whey is then removed by absorption, while the curds are redissolv-

ed. Raw beef, after having been four hours in the stomach, was found
covered with a brown, pulpy, gelatinous mass. Cartilage and bone,
after being digested for from two to four hours, appeared somewhat soft-

ened at the angles, edges, and surface. Bread was in two and a half
hours almost completely dissolved. In the horse the food seemed to
leave the stomach in a state less advanced towards solution.

Dr. Beaumont has had the rare opportunity of studying during several
years the process of digestion in a man, named St. Martin, who came
under his care in consequence of having received a gun-shot wound
which left an opening two inches below the left mamma, in a line drawn
from that part to the left spine of the ilium, which communicated with
the stomach at its upper part, near the upper extremity of the great
curvature, and three inches from the cardiac orifice. The borders of
the opening into the stomach, which was considerable, had united in

healing with the margins of the external wound, but the cavity of the
stomach was at last cut off from the exterior by a fold of mucous mem-
brane which projected from the upper and back part of the opening, and
closed it like a valve, but could be pushed back by the finger. If, while
St. Martin lay on his back, pressure was made with the hand in the
situation of the liver, and the body turned at the same time upon the left

side, bile flowed through the pylorus, and could be drawn off by an
elastic gum tube introduced into the stomach. Sometimes, too, though
rarely, bile was found mixed with the gastric juice when the above man-
oeuvre had not been practised. Chyme was obtained from the stomach
by applying the hand to the lower part of the epigastric region, and di-
recting pressure upwards. When the stomach was full, mere pressure
upon the valvular fold which closed the opening was sufficient to cause an
escape of the contents. The stomach while empty could be explored to
the depth of five or six inches by artificial distention. The food and
drink could in this manner be seen to enter it.

Dr. Beaumont has kept a complete journal of the digestive process in

this man. The following table shows the time required for the diges-
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tion of different kinds of food, which were taken with bread or ve-

getables, or both.

Articles of diet.
Mode of

cooking.

Tripe, soused
Pigs' feet, do.

Venison steak, 1

fresh . . J
Codfish, dry .

.

Bread and milk
Turkey-

Goose, wild .

.

Pig, young .

.

Hash'd meat and
vegetables

fried

boiled •

broiled .

.

boiled .

.

cold

roasted .

.

Oysters

warm • •

• • raw • •

stewed .

.

raw

Beef, fresh, fat }
and lean . , j

stewed

roasted .

.

broiled • •

boiled • •

Beef, salted .

.

Pork, recently

salted

Meal

.

xercise.

Moderate Increased

breakfast

dinner

h. m.
1

1

1 35

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

supper

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinn er

breakfast

dinner

h. m

2
2

2 30
2 30
2 30

2 30

2 45

3 30
3

3 30

3 30

3
2 45
3

4

3 38

3 30

3 30

5 30
3 30

5 15

4 30

5 15

6

Rest.

• •

•

• •

• •

• •

3 30

3 30

• •

• •

• *

Remarks.

h. m.

4 30
4 30

1
4 30

4 30
4

— 3 30

• •

• «

• •

• *

• •

f oysters sus-

<^
pended in the

(_ stomach.

nothing but a

little dry bread

or cracker

taken at

these meals.

3 45

4

4 30

4

4 15

{exercise till

fatigued.

{morbid ap-

pearance of

stomach.

large propor-

tion of fat.

ditto,

f ditto, and in

< recumbent

(^
position.

4 15

• •

• •

C became angry
) during the

^experiment.
i unusually full

( meal.

i

:

I

11

:';!<

» it
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.

Articles of diet.
Mode of

cooking.

Pork, fresh * •

Mutton, fat & lean

roasted .

.

broiled .

.

Eggs

Sausages

Fowls (hens) .

.

Veal, fresh

Soup made of

meat and
vegetables

Bread buttered,

with coffee

Bread dry, with
coffee

Bread dry, with
dry mashed
potatoes

roasted .

.

broiled .

.

hard-boiled

soft-boiled

hard,boiled

soft-boiled

broiled .

,

fried • •

broiled # .

boiled .

broiled .

• •

• » * •

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast
dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

dinner

breakfast

Exercise.

Moderate Increased

h. m. h. m.

6 30
* •

3 15

4 30

Rest Remarks

h. m

3 15

3 30

• •

3

4 30

4

4 30

3 30

3

5 30

3 30
3

3 30

3

• •

4
5

3 30

4

4 15

4

4

4

4
4

4 45

• •

• •

4 30
5 30

4

3 45

• •

4 1

3 45

• • • • dinner 3 45

• »

• •

• •

• •

• •

• «

• •

• •

f unusually full

\meal.

{morbid
appearance of
stomach.

$ full meal coarse-

£ ly masticated.

S bread, or bread

I and coffee.

C morbid
< appearance of

(_ stomach,
ditto.

f with soft-boiled

( muslin bao\

containing the
same kind of
diet, suspended
in the stomach
during these

experiments ;

morbid appear-
, ance of sto-

\ mach also.

full meal,
severe exercise,
with bread and
coffee.

with bread and
water.

C muslin bag
< suspended in
( stomach.

morbid
appearance of
stomach.

ditto.

ditto.
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We transcribe some of the experiments from Dr. Beaumont's journal

as examples. They are not without interest.*

oo. MaI Second series, ExpJ

beef, bread and potatoes. In half an hour examined contents of sto-

mach, found what he had eaten reduced to a mass resembling thick

porridge. At two o'clock nearly all chymified,—a few distinct particles

of food still to be seen. At half-past four, chymification complete. At

six, nothing in the stomach but a little gastric juice tinged with bile.

Exp. 42.—April 7th, 8 a.m. Breakfast of three hard-boiled eggs,

pancakes, and coffee. At half-past eight o'clock, examined stomach,

found a heterogeneous mixture of the several articles slightly digested.

At a quarter past ten, no part of breakfast in the stomach.

Exp. 43. At eleven o'clock, same day, St. Martin ate two roasted

eggs and three ripe apples. In half an hour they were in an incipient

state of digestion ; and at a quarter past twelve no vestige of them re-

mained.

Exp 4 44 At two o'clock p.m. same day, dined on roasted pig and

vegetables. At three o'clock they were half chymified, and at half-past

four nothing remained but a very little gastric juice.

Third series, Exp; 18.—On December 17, half-past eight a.m. two

drams of fresh fried sausage in a fine muslin bag suspended in the

stomach of St. Martin, who immediately afterwards breakfasted on the

same kind of sausage, and a small piece of broiled mutton, wheaten

bread, and a pint of coffee. At half past eleven, stomach half empty
;

contents of bag about half diminished. At two o'clock p.m. stomach

empty and clean ; contents of bag all gone except fifteen grains, con-

sisting of small pieces of cartilaginous and membranous fibres, and the

spices of the sausage, which last weighed six grains.

[E in which Dr. Beaumont examined the

state of the food at intervals during the process of digestion,— shows

very clearly that animal substances are dissolved much more rapidly

1

>fthe

not become elevated during digestion ; it is constantly 100° Fahr. and

it is only during muscular exertion that it rises some degrees, like the

temperature of other parts of the body.

The gas contained in the stomach is during digestion generally very

* [The translator has omitted the first experiment, since Dr. Beaumont himself

Points out that the apparent results of it cannot be depended on. It is interesting,

however that] during the experiment the boy complained of distress and uneasiness at

the stomach, and that on the following day the same symptoms continuing, with pain

of head, costiveness, a depressed pulse, dry skin, and coated tongue, numerous white

spots or pustules resembling coagulated lymph were seen spread over the inner surface

of the stomach, and that Dr. Beaumont has observed a similar appearance of the sto-

mach on other occasions attending symptoms of indigestion.

\

I

i
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small in quantity. Magendie and Chevreul obtained some from the

stomach of an executed criminal, and found it to

Oxygen

Carbonic acid

Hydrogen

Ni trogen .

consist of

11 00

1400
3-55

7145

The components of the chyme, according to the analysis of Tiedemann
and Gmelin, are

:

1. Albumen,— in the chyme of dogs which had been fed with boiled

eggs, fibrin, meat, bread, and vegetable gluten ; it was less in quantity

when the dogs had eaten liquid white of egg, cheese, glue and bones.

2. A substance resembling casein, — in the chyme of dogs fed with

liquid white of egg and fibrin.

3. A substance precipitated by muriate of tin (probably osmazome
and salivary matter),—in chyme resulting from the digestion of vegeta-
ble gluten, cheese and milk, in dogs, and of starch and oats, in horses.

Dr. Marcet pointed out,—and his observation has been confirmed by
Dr. Prout,—that the chyme in dogs contains much more albumen when
the animal has been fed on animal substances than when it has been
fed with bread.*

Digestion in ruminants.—The fluid expressed from the mass of food

in the first and second stomach of ruminating animals, is stated as well

by Tiedemann and Gmelin, as by Prevost and Le Royer,f to contain

albumen in solution by an alkali, which in the state of carbonate is an

ingredient of the secretion of these cavities. The proportion of albu-

men in the fluid varies ; when the food consisted of oats, it was in such

abundance that it coagulated at the temperature of 158° Fahr. A de-

velopement of gas consisting of sulphuretted hydrogen, carbonic acid,

and carburetted hydrogen, of which the two former are dissolved in the

fluid, while the last retains its gaseous form, takes place during digestion

in the first and second stomachs.^

The contents of the fourth stomach, which is even more acid than the
third, were found by Tiedemann and Gmelin to be in the calf coagulated
milk, in the ox a soft yellowish brown pulp.

The components of the chyme in the fourth stomach were

:

1. Albumen,—in the ox and calf.

2. A substance reddened by the action of muriatic acid,—in the ox
and sheep.

3. A substance precipitated by muriate of tin,—in the sheep.

gestion in birds—The fluid resulting from the digestion of the foodD

* Thomson's Annals of Philos, 1819.

t Biblioth. Universelle de Geneve, t. xxvii. p. 229
+ Berzelius

;
Chemie Animale.
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in the crop of birds, was found by Tiedemann and Gmelin to contain

albumen in a state of solution, and in such large proportion that the

fluid was sometimes coagulable by heat; the coagulating substance

being animal albumen when the food of the bird had been meat, vege-

getable albumen when the food had consisted of corn and peas. The

albuminous matters were still more abundant in the muscular giz-

zard.

of dig

Many of the older theories of the digestive process,—for example,

that which supposed it to consist in attrition by the stomach,—are now

evidently of mere historical interest. In by far the greater number of

animals, the stomach is unprovided with mechanical instruments for the

aid of digestion ;* and the experiments of Reaumur and Spallanzani

have demonstrated that substances enclosed in perforated tubes,

and consequently protected from mechanical influence, are not less

asily digested. It is, in like manner, scarcely necessary to remark

that the theory of digestion by putrefaction is equally groundless ; no

signs of putrefaction being presented by the digested food, although, if

the same substances were left to spontaneous decomposition at the tem-

perature of 991° Fahr., they would very quickly evidence marks of the

putrefactive process. Moreover, when substances in which putrefaction

has already commenced are subjected to digestion in the stomach, the

putrefactive change is, as Spallanzani has shown, immediately checked

in them.

In the present state of our knowledge of the subject, we have in the

first place to decide,|

1. Whether digestion consists essentially in the articles of food under-

going in the stomach some chemical change, such as fermentation or oxi-

dation, by which they are deprived of their cohesion and reduced to a

pulp, there being no gastric solvent fluid,—the so-named gastric juice

being, according to this view, the product, not the cause, of diges-

tion.

2. Or whether digestion is really a solution of the food by a solvent

menstruum,—the gastric juice.

We recognise the first of these views in the fermentative theory of

Boerhaave, and it has been recently brought forward anew by C. H.

Schultz in his hypothesis of the reduction of the food by oxidation.

The theory of digestion by fermentation does not, however, preclude

the existence of an active gastric fluid. The theory of fermentation

supposes that the food is reduced by a chemical action of its compo-

nents on each other, this action being excited by a portion remaining

from the last digested food, or by a ferment secreted by the stomach

* See page 487, et sequent

il
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itself, the acids of the stomach being the product of the fermentation-
This theory has never been confirmed by proofs, and can now, indeed,
be refuted.

The fermentation, if it exists, must be different from all other known
kinds of fermentation

; for, as we shall presently show, none of the

usual phenomena of that process are present when digestion is perform-
ed artificially.

Schultz does not, it is true, set out on the supposition of the exist-

ence of a fermentative process in digestion ; but still his theory is in

principle similar, inasmuch as he supposes that the food is not dissolved

by a peculiar fluid, but undergoes decomposition, and loses its cohesion,

in consequence of being oxidised,—that the acid of the chyme is not the

cause of this change, but the product of it.

The existence of a special digestive fluid had been already denied by
Montegre. Having found that, after vomiting and neutralising any fluid

that remained in his stomach by means of magnesia, food was still di-

gested, and an acid chyme produced, he concluded that the fluid which
is called gastric juice is nothing more than saliva and gastric mucus
changed by the process of chymification. But it is evident that here
the chymification might with equal probability be ascribed to the secre-
tion of fresh gastric juice.

The arguments adduced by Schultz in support of his theory are first,

that no special solvent gastric secretion exists ; that the matter re-

garded by Tiedemann and Gmelin as such, was merely a remaining por-
tion of chyme; that no acids are formed in the stomach except during
digestion, and that their production cannot be excited by mechanical
irritation of the coats of the stomach. This statement is, however, at

least contradicted by the concordant results of direct observations, not
only those of Spallanzani, and Tiedemann and Gmelin, but also the
much more conclusive experiments of Dr. Beaumont. Secondly,
Schultz adduces the analogy of vegetables, in which the nutritive mat-
ters undergo a change of this sort, and the nutritive material of the
germinating seeds is converted by a kind of oxidation into acids and
sugar, and rendered soluble. These arguments are very ingenious

; but
the question is, whether in animals there really is not a peculiar 'fluid
secreted by the stomach which will dissolve the articles of food even out
of the body? and even if we disregard the imperfect experiments of
earlier physiologists, we shall find it satisfactorily proved by the numer-
ous observations of Beaumont, Eberle, and others, that there is such a
fluid. Lastly,—Schultz adduces the fact of the coagulation of the
milk in the stomach as an example of the conversion of a substanc
which is not acid into an acid chyme. Milk is coagulated, he says, by
an infusion of the stomach of a calf which has been dried and deprived
of its acidity by neutralisation with carbonate of potash, and even by an

e
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mfusion of the fresh stomach of a dog which had been made to fast

forty hours, so that the stomach was disticntly alkaline ; and lastly, milk

WlU coagulate, he remarks, in the stomach of sucking whelps after the

stomach had been free from food during twelve or sixteen hours, and
ls neutral or alkaline ; the only difference being that the coagulation

takes place more slowly than when the stomach contains acids. It

ls quite true, as Berzelius had already pointed out, that the acid alone

ls not the cause of the coagulation of the milk ; for the coagulation is

now known to be due to a peculiar organic principle of the gastric se-

cretion.

In the state of the inquiry, nearly up to the present time, the ques-

tions to be decided were : 1. Whether a gastric juice exists ; 2. whether

tins gastric juice, whatever its nature, has the property of dissolving the

substances used as food, not only in the stomach, but also out of the

body
; 3. whether, the last question being answered in the affirmative, the

solution be effected by the agency of the acid ingredients of the gastric

Juice, or by some other principles which it can be demonstrated to con-

tain
; and 4. whether the solution is attended likewise with a change in

the chemical composition of the alimentary substances.

1. Is there a special gastric juice?— This question has been already

decided in the affirmative in the preceding chapter, in which were re-

lated the numerous experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin, and the still

more conclusive observations of Dr. Beaumont, who excited in St. Mar-
tin by mechanical irritation the secretion of gastric juice when the

stomach contained no food, and collected it in considerable quantity by

means of a tube introduced through the accidental opening into his

stomach.

2. Has the gastricjuice the property of dissolving the food submitted to

its action, whether in the stomach or out ofthe body?—The answer to this

question depends wholly on our being able, or not, to dissolve food arti-

ficially by means of gastric juice mixed with it out of the body. At-

tention was first directed to artificial digestion by the experiments of

Spallanzani. That physiologist obtained some of the secretion of the

stomach of birds by causing them to swallow small pieces of sponge

which he withdrew after some little time by means of threads attached

to them
; the fluid thus obtained he mixed with food previously masti-

cated, and put the mixture into small glass vessels in which he kept up
the proper warmth by placing them in his axillae. The contents were,

after the lapse of fifteen hours or two days, found to be apparently con-

verted into chyme. The statements of Spallanzani seemed, however, to

be refuted by the observations ofMontegre, which were submitted to the

French Academy in 1812. The gastric fluid which Montegre employ-

ed in his experiments was the secretion of his stomach during fasting,

which he had the power of vomiting at will ; it was in most cases dis-

/
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tinctly acid. Dr. Stevens obtained from artificial digestion a result

similar to that announced by Spallanzani.

More recently, Tiedemann and Gmelin have instituted similar expe-
riments with gastric fluid obtained from two do^s.

)

(about forty-six grains)

3n grammes (about two i

bread freed from crust with the same quantity of the fluid ; and in a

third and fourth, similar portions of meat and bread were placed,

closely enveloped in a piece of the mucus coat of the sto-

mach
; lastly, similar portions of meat and bread were placed

each

m a

o*fifth and a sixth vessel with water. All the vessels were exposed durin_

a period of eight hours to a temperature of from 86° to 104° Fahr. At
the end of that time, the meat in the gastric juice was reduced at its

surface to a reddish-white, very soft pulp, which could be easily scraped
off; the meat enveloped in the mucous membrane had no such pulpy
layer covering it, and was but little softer than that which had been
macerated in pure water ; the latter was quite hard, and nothing per-
ceptible could be scraped from its surface. The bread in the o-astric

juice was converted into a soft whitish mass; that in the mucous mem-
brane was nearly as soft ; the bread in the water less so.

)

(abo

They disposed in separate vessels, 1. gastri c

e

juice with raw beef; 2. gastric juice with boiled white of egg; 3. water
and beef; 4. water and white of egg ; 5. water with ten drops of distilled

vinegar and beef; 6. water with the same quantity of vinegar and white
of egg. The vessels were kept during the period of ten hours at th

same temperature as in the former experiment. The meat macerated in

the gastric juice was then found of a pale red, and very much softened

on its surface,—a pulpy matter could be scraped from it ; the white of

egg in the gastric juice was likewise very much softened, and had much
the appearance of white of egg from the stomach of a dog which had
been fed with it. The meat in the water was whitish and firm- the
white ofegg also which had been macerated in water only, was quite solid.

The substances in the dilute vinegar presented no trace of softening.*
Dr. Beaumont's experiments on artificial digestion are of extraordi-

nary interest. They demonstrate most satisfactorily that the stomach
secretes a fluid which has the power of dissolving articles of food even
out of the animal body.f As an example, we may instance the 2nd expe-
riment in the 1st series. Dr. Beaumont having, after the boy St.. Martin
had fasted seventeen hours, obtained from his stomach, by the method

* Tiedemann and Gmelin, loc. cit.

t [The translator has omitted the details of many of Dr. Beaumont's experiments,
stating merely the results which they afforded.]

-
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*

which we have already mentioned, one ounce of gastric juice, put into

it a solid piece of recently boiled beef weighing three drams, and placed

the vessel which contained them in a water-bath heated to 100°. In

forty minutes digestion had commenced on the surface of the meat

;

in fifty minutes, the fluid was quite opaque and cloudy, the external

texture began to separate and become loose ; in sixty minutes chyme

began to form.

t)

(

ure was destroyed, the muscular fibres

toose and floating about in fine small threads very tender and soft. In

six hours they were nearly all digested,—a few fibres only remaining.

After the lapse of ten hours, every part of the meat was completely

digested. The gastric juice, which was at first transparent, was now

about the colour of whey, and deposited a fine sediment. A similar piece

of beef was, at the time of the commencement of this experiment, sus-

pended in the stomach by means of a thread ; at the expiration of the

first hour it was changed in about the same degree as the meat digest-

ed artificially ; but at the end of the second hour it was completely

digested and gone.

In other experiments Dr. Beaumont withdrew through the opening

into the stomach some of the food which had been taken twenty minutes

previously, and which was completely mixed with the gastric juice. He

continued the digestion, which had already commenced, by means of

artificial heat in a water-bath. In a few hours the food thus treated

was completely chymified ; the artificial seemed to be but little slower

than the natural digestion. (See expts. 25, 26 and 27, second series.)

Several of Dr. Beaumont's experiments,—we may mention expt. 31,

second series, and expts. 28, 33 and 43, third series,—demonstrate the

influence of temperature, and of the quantity of the gastric juice, on

digestion. Experiment 31 of the second series, which with many others

contrasts the action of water, with that of the gastric juice on organic

substances, may serve as an example. Having obtained from the sto-

M
into two equal portions, and laid in each an equal quantity ofmasticated

roast-beef. One he placed in a water-bath at the temperature of 99 1

Fahr. and left the other exposed to the open air at a temperature of 34

'

Fahr. A third similar portion of meat he kept in a phial with an ounce

of cold water. An hour after the commencement of the experiment,

St. Martin had finished his breakfast, which consisted of the same meat,

with biscuit, butter and coffee. Two hours after the meat had been

Put into the phials, the portion in the warm gastric juice was as far ad-

vanced towards chymification as the food in the stomach
;
the meat in

the cold gastric juice was less acted on, and that in the cold water was

merely a little macerated. In two hours and forty-five minutes from

the time that the experiment was begun, the food in the stomach was com-

1
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pletely digested, the stomach empty, while even at the end ofsix hours the

meat in the gastric juice was only half digested. Dr. Beaumont therefore,

having procured twelve drams of fresh gastric juice, added now a portion

to each of the phials containing meat and gastric juice, and to a portion
of the half-digested food which he had withdrawn from the stomach two
hours after the commencement of the experiment, and which had not

advanced towards solution. After eight hours' maceration, the portions

of meat in the cold gastric juice and in the cold water were little

changed; but, from the time of the addition of the fresh gastric juice,

digestion went on rapidly in the other phials which were kept at the

proper heat ; and at the end of twenty four hours the meat which had
been withdrawn from the stomach after digestion had commenced was?

with the exception of a piece of meat which had not been masticated,

converted into a thickish pulpy mass of a reddish brown colour: the
meat in the warm gastric juice was also digested, though less perfectly;
while that in the cold gastric juice was scarcely more acted on than the
meat in the water, which was merely macerated. Dr. Beaumont now
exposed these two phials containing the meat in cold gastric juice and
meat in water to the heat of the water-bath for twenty-four hours,
and the gastric juice which, when cold, had no action on the meat, now
dissolved it ; while the meat in the water underwent

except that, towards the end of the experiment, putrefaction com-
menced.

The 48th expt. third series, illustrates the antiseptic power of the gas-

tric juice. A piece of meat which had been macerated at the tempera-
ture of digestion in water for several days till it acquired a strong putrid

odour, on the addition of some fresh gastric juice, lost all signs of putre-

faction, and soon began to be digested and chymified.

To justify our confidence in Dr. Beaumont's statements, we may
mention that he always relates the accidental circumstances which oc-

curred in the experiments, and refers to several other physicians, Silli-

man, Knight, Yves, Hubbard, Dunglison, Sewall, Jones, and Henderson,
having interested themselves in them. It must therefore be regarded
as an indubitable fact, that the gastric juice is really a solvent for

organic substances, both in the stomach and out of the body.*
3. Are the solvent principles in the gastricjuice acids, or other unknown

substances ?

no change,

* We can therefore be no longer surprised that the stomach is sometimes found to

undergo softening sooner than other parts of the body after death, it being acted on by
the solvent gastric juice. The phenomenon has been observed more particularly in

rabbits and in children, and has by many been attributed to putrefaction. (See Ru-
dolphi's Physiol, ii. 2. 119.) I have observed it in rabbits, and know that in them it

*

did not depend on the mode of death. It is certainly owing to a decomposition, of

which, however, the cause must be local and " material," and probably is no other than

the chemical action of the gastric juice.

I
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Tiedemann and Gmelin were inclined in favour of the theory which

supposes the solution of the food in the stomach to be owing to the

action of the acids contained in the gastric juice,— namely, of the

acetic and muriatic acids.

For the purpose of ascertaining the degree of solvent action exerted

by the acids of the stomach on some organic matters which are not

soluble in water, they submitted to the action of these acids at a tempe-

rature of about 50° Fahr. during some weeks the following substances :

1. fibrin from the blood of calves ; 2. fibrin from the blood of the ox ; 3.

fibrin from the blood of the horse; 4. the coats of the large venous

trunks of the horse ; 5. the coats of the larger arterial trunks of the

same animal ; 6. the white of a hen's egg boiled hard
; 7. mucus from

the small intestine of a dog; 8. mucus from the small intestine of a

horse. The proportions of the fluid and the solid substance, which was

weighed in the moist state, the temperature, and the duration of the ex-

periment, were in each case the same.

Acetic acid was completely absorbed by the substances 1, 2 and 4 ; these

swelled up and became each a transparent mass, which, when heated with

a fresh portion of acid, was completely dissolved. A small quantity of

the acid digested with each of the substances 3, 5, and 6, remained un-

absorbed, and afforded a copious precipitate with tincture of galls and

ferro-prussiate of potash. The remaining masses of 3 and 5 were

swollen, and, on being heated with a fresh portion of acid, became more

gelatinous, and were for the most part dissolved. The substance 6 was

less swollen, and underwent less change when heated. The mucus, 7

and 8, remained nearly unchanged, and the acetic acid in which it had

been macerated did not become turbid on the addition of tincture of

galls ; but, on being heated with fresh acetic acid, the mucus was nearly

wholly dissolved.

The muriatic acid had, without the application of heat, dissolved

a great part of the substances 1—6, judging by the abundance of the

precipitate produced by the addition of tincture of galls ; of the mucus,

on the contrary, it had dissolved very little.

Dr. Beaumont, likewise, has instituted several experiments with a

view to determine the power of acids in dissolving articles of food; and

the results which he obtained, although they varied somewhat according

to the substances employed in the experiments, have nevertheless

led him to the conclusion that no other fluid produces the same

effect on food which the gastric juice does, and that it is the only

solvent of aliment.

He found that common vinegar exerts no more action than water on

white of egg digested in them and kept warm in the axillse
;
even after

five hours' maceration, scarcely any diminution of weight had taken

place • while a similar portion of the same substance submitted during
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the same period of time to the action of an equal quantity of gastric

juice, under exactly the same circumstances, was completely dissolved.

(Expt. 46, 4th series.)

Dr. Beaumont made a mixture of muriatic and acetic acids, each

)

(j ud

acid, and one part of dilute acetic acid, and compared the action of this

fluid with that of an equal quantity of gastric juice from the stomach of

St. Martin on different substances, both menstrua being kept at the pro-

per temperature for digestion.

Roast beef, cut small, was in 6^ hours nearly entirely dissolved by the

gastric juice, while in the mixed acid it merely lost its fibrous appear-

ance and became a gelatinous mass. After the digestion had been con-

tinued eight hours longer, the acids had dissolved all the meat, with the

exception of a small portion of gelatinous substance which remained on

the filter ; but the solution, instead of being a turbid whitish grey fluid

depositing a brown sediment on standing like the product of digestion

in the gastric juice, was of a reddish brown colour and yielded no
sediment. The action of infusion of galls on the two fluids was very
different. (Expt. 1 15, 3rd series.)

There was the same difference in the time required for the solution,,

and in tire products of the digestion, of boiled beef coarsely masticated,

in the acids, and in gastric juice. (Expt. 104, 3rd series.)

Isinglass appeared to be more soluble than meat in the mixed acids,

but it was nevertheless not so soluble in them as in gastric juice
;

and the resulting fluid differed from the solution of the same substance

in gastric juice, although the differences were less marked in some ex-

periments than in others. (Expts. 105 and 106.)

Saliva acidulated with acetic, or with muriatic acid, so as to resemble

in taste the gastric juice, did not possess the solvent properties of the

latter fluid. (Expt. 96.)

I had myself long since instituted some experiments with the view to

determine whether the theory that the acids are the solvent principles

of the gastric juice be correct. I placed small pieces of meat of some
grains in weight, and small cubes of coagulated white of egg, in equal
quantities of very much diluted muriatic, acetic, tartaric, and oxalic

acids
; and although after maceration for a short time a precipitate or

turbidity could be produced in the liquid by ordinary re-agents, showing
that a part of the substances had been dissolved, yet I found the masses
of meat and albumen by no means perceptibly changed, even after the

lapse of several days ;—indeed, the small cubes of coagulated white of

egg preserved their angles and edges for weeks. The action was not

much greater when the maceration was performed at the heat of natu-

ral digestion. Of all the acids of which I tried the solvent power, and
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which I have named above, the oxalic, which is known to be poisonous

to the human body even in small doses, appeared to have the most

powerful action on the substances submitted to it ; the fluid became

turbid in a short time, and deposited a scanty whitish sediment; but the

portions of meat and albumen gave evidence nevertheless of no particu-

lar change. At the same time that I was making these experiments, I

exposed a glass containing dilute acetic acid and small pieces of meat,

during the space of twenty-four hours, to the current of a powerful gal-

vanic battery ; I made a similar experiment with solution of common

salt
; but in neither case was the solution of the organic substance in

any perceptible degree accelerated.

The acids which are such powerful solvents for mineral substances,

are extremely feeble in their action on organic matters ;
and if we only

rernember that dilute or even concentrated acids are inadequate to dis-

solve completely a small piece of meat or white of egg of the weight of

a few grains, though their action is continued for several days, the

theory apparently so simple which ascribes the solution of the food to

e agency of the acids of the stomach, will cease to appear probable,

which it never could do to those who reflected how frequently indi-

gestion is attended with increased secretion of acid. It must, therefore,

be allowed that no investigations thus far have informed us of the

nature of the active solvent principle of the gastric juice. Berzelius

long since made this confession. Everything tended to convince us that

the active principle of the gastric juice is an organic substance, ofwhich

the action is similar to that of "Diastase" on starch. Such was the

state of our knowledge on the subject of digestion before the recent im-

portant discoveries of Eberle and Schwann.

th

Nature of the Eberle* discovered that, although

neither dilute acids nor mucus alone possess the property of dissolving

rapidly organic substances submitted to their action, yet mucus mixed

with acids has this solvent power ; and that albumen or meat digested

with acidulated mucus, or with an infusion of mucous membrane in

dilute acid, are not merely quickly dissolved, but also undergo a chemi-

cal change, the albumen losing its property of coagulability and being

converted into osmazome and salivary matter.

The experiments of Eberle have been repeated by Schwann and my-

self? t and by many others, and have been found in the main quite cor-

rect. But Eberle was in error in his statement that all mucus in an acid

state has the property which is possessed by an organic principle secreted

with the gastric mucus only; the mucus of other organs,

membrane of the bladder, for example, according to Schwann, treated

with muriatic acid, exerts no solvent power. The infusion of the mucous

the mucous

* Physiologie cler Verdauung. Wiirzburg, 1834.

f M tiller's Archiv 1030, p. 68.
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membrane of the fourth stomach of the calf in dilute acid affords a di-

gestive fluid; the mucous membrane being dissected from the other

coats, washed with cold water until it no longer gives evidence of con-

taining a free acid, and then dried, can in that state be preserved, and is

at all .times ready for use in experiments.

The principal phenomena of artificial digestion may be demonstrated
in a simple manner by the following experiment. The dried mucous
membrane is cut into pieces, some of these placed in each of five test

tubes, and distilled water poured over them. To the contents of two of

the tubes, six or eight drops of muriatic acid are added; to two others,

twelve or fourteen drops of acetic acid. The mucous membrane and

water in the fifth glass are left without any addition of acid; and
in a sixth is placed the same quantity of water with eight drops of

muriatic acid, but no mucous membrane. Small cubes of coagulated

white of egg and boiled meat of several grains' weight are then placed in

each of the tubes. After digestion for twelve hours at a temperature
of about 99i° Fahr., the pieces of meat and white of egg present the fol-

lowing appearances. Those macerated in the dilute acid without mu-
cous membrane, or in the water with mucous membrane, but without
acid, are unchanged ; and the substances in the water alone give out

after a time a putrid odour. The pieces of meat and albumen in the

acid infusion of mucous membrane are, on the contrary, softened. The
coagulated albumen is become transparent, cheesy in the centre, and

breaks down easily under pressure. If the digestion is continued for

twenty-four hours, the substances in the acid infusion of mucous mem-
brane are dissolved either entirely, or in greater part ; and the fluid

acquires a peculiar odour, not of a putrescent character, but similar to

that of soldier's bread ; its taste is acid, and not agreeable. (The fibrin

of the blood likewise dissolves very quickly.) The ordinary temperature

of the atmosphere in summer is sufficiently high for the success of the

experiment ; the surface of the masses of coagulated albumen becomes
transparent even in a few hours, and becomes surrounded by a cloud of
the particles of albumen, which are for the most part in solution. The
albumen which has been dissolved by the digestive fluid has lost all its

former characters, it is no longer coagulable ; and the solution contains
osmazome and salivary matter, and, according to Schwann, a third sub-
stance similar to albumen, which is precipitated by carbonate of soda, is

insoluble in water and alcohol, and soluble in dilute muriatic and acetic

acids. This third substance is moreover precipitated neither by tbe

boiling temperature, by acetate of lead, nor by alcohol ; but is thrown
down in large quantity by nitric acid, and oxymuriate of mercury, and
less copiously by cyanuret of iron and potassium, and by tincture of

galls.

We found that neither rarhnnif xn'u] ic ovnlvorl r.™ Avn^nn m « «K_
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(about a quarter

If the

sorbed during the artificial digestion, in both which circumstances it dif-

fers from the fermentative process.*

The experiments of Eberle, and those instituted by Schwann and my-

self, still left it uncertain whether the digestive principle in an undis-

solved state acts by the influence of contact, or whether it is itstelf in

solution and acts by dissolving the organic substances. Schwann,! how-

ever, has discovered that the infusion of mucous membrane with dilute

acid, even after it is filtered, still retains its digestive power. The di-

gestive principle, therefore, is clearly in solution, and the theory of di-

gestion by contact falls to the ground. The clear filtered fluid has the

colour of saturated urine ; it retains its solvent property for months.

The proportion of acid recommended by Schwann for the preparation of

the digestive fluid, is 3-3 grains to half a " '
' "

*~

of an ounce) of the mixture of mucous meml

proportion of the acid remains the same, the quantity of the fluid as

compared with that of the membrane is not of much importance ;
the

quantity of the water may be twice or five times that of the mucous

membrane in its moist state.

Schwann has performed several experiments to determine the part

which the acid plays in the digestive fluid. The experiments already

detailed prove that the acids are necessary ; but it was possible that

they might merely serve for the production of the digestive principle,

and might, after this was

however, is not the case ; the digestive fluid when neutralised with

carbonate of potash was inert, but recovered its power on the addition

of the proper quantity of muriatic acid. To ascertain whether the acid

acts the part of a mere solvent of the digestive principle, Schwann add-

ed to some of the fluid as much carbonate of potash as neutralised more

than half the acid of the fluid, which was still acid, and remained clear

and without sediment ; so that the digestive principle could not have

been precipitated, and yet the solvent power of the fluid was lost,

acid therefore is more than a mere solvent of the active principle,

still appeared possible that the acid might enter into a chemical combi-

nation with the digestive principle, forming a compound similar to the

acid salts. But if such were the case, the quantity of acid necessary

ought to be regulated by the quantity of the organic digestive principle

;

and Schwann found that it is not so : on the contrary, the quantity of

the acid bears no relation to the quantity of the organic digestive

Principle, but is regulated by the quantity of the fluid. Again, the

acids do not serve simply to dissolve the products of digestion
;
for al-

formed, be no longer essential. This,

The

It

though these are soluble in

Mliller und Schwann* loc. cit.

acids, and even in very dilute acids,

*

t MiUler's Archiv. 1836, p. 90. Schwann, ilber das Wesen des Verdauungs pro

cesses.
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jet a quantity of the digestive fluid which is adequate to the solution of a
certain quantity ofalbumen, loses its solvent power when diluted. Lastly,
if it was the part of the acids to enter into combination with the products
of digestion during their formation, the proportion of the acids in the fluid

ought to become less as the digestion advances ; but their proportion
undergoes no change. Dr. Schwann infers, therefore, that the dilute

acids, without themselves undergoing any change, aid by their presence
in effecting the decomposition of the organic substances, just as they
aid in the conversion of starch into sugar when boiled with it.

The artificial digestion by means of the acid infusion of gastric mu-
cous membrane may be compared with fermentation, and with the cases
of decomposition by contact, inasmuch as both in it, and in these pro-
cesses, a very small quantity of the decomposing agent is sufficient to

produce the effect,* decompo It results

also, from Schwann's observations, that the digestive fluid loses a part of
Us power during its action, which does not, however, give rise to the pro-
duction of new active principle, and thus differs from the process of fer-
mentation. Mo
digestion, and not the smallest quantity of oxygen is necessary to the
process, as Schwann has proved by accurate experiments. Many sub-
stances which disturb the progress of the vinous fermentation, likewise
interfere with digestion

; thus, as Schwann shows, alcohol and the boiling
temperature render the digestive principle inert ; the same is the action,
in a less degree, of the neutral salts, and particularly of the sulphites. But
arseniate of potash, which puts a stop to the vinous fermentation, was
found by Dr. Schwann not to disturb the artificial digestive process.

of It must be almost
impossible to obtain the solvent principle of the digestive fluid in

a separate state, on account of its active property being so easily de-
stroyed by re-agents. Several of Schwann's experiments show the
action of different substances upon it. It is not precipitated when the
acid of the mixture is neutralised; on the contrary, it is soluble in
water alone

;
it is precipitated from the neutral solution by acetate of

lead, and can be obtained again in an active state from the precipitate by
means of hydro-sulphuric acid. Ferro-cyanuret of potassium, as well as
ferro-cyamde of potassium, produce a precipitate in the acid solution of
the digestive principle, but none in the neutral solution; but the preci-
pitates which they throw down do not contain the digestive principle

;

the fluid retains its solvent property. Corrosive sublimate produces a
precipitate both in the acid and in the neutral fluid. Tannin throws
down a precipitate, alcohol and the boiling heat cause turbidity, and all

three render the fluid inert. The solvents of the digestive principle are

* -4-8 grains of digestive fluid, or 0-11 grains of dry residue of the fluid, were suffi-
cient when diluted for the solution of 60 grains of moist albumen.

'
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water, and dilute muriatic and acetic acids. These characters, as well

as its peculiar action on casein, justify us in regarding the digestive

principle as a peculiar substance, to which, although we cannot procure

it in a separate state, we may, on account of its properties, give the

name of " pepsin."

The action of the digestive principle on casein deserves a more parti-

cular consideration. Berzelius had already pointed out that the rennet

of the calf has the property of coagulating milk even after all traces of

acidity have been removed by washing. It is known, too, that the co-

agulation of the casein produced by rennet is peculiar, inasmuch as the

curds are insoluble in water, while the coagula of casein produced

by alcohol or acids are again soluble in water and in an additional

quantity of acid. Now Schwann has shown that this property of coagu-

lating the casein is possessed by the artificial digestive fluid even when

neutralised. On the addition of a very small quantity of the acid fluid

to milk, and the application ofheat, the coagulated casein soon separates :

of the neutral fluid, more than 0-42 per cent, are necessary ;
0-83 is suf-

ficient. The power of the artificial digestive fluid to coagulate milk

is destroyed by the boiling temperature ; it cannot, therefore, be the

saline ingredients which produce the coagulation. This peculiar action

of the digestive principle on milk renders the latter fluid a test tor its

presence; if a neutral fluid coagulates milk, but loses this property im-

mediately on being boiled, we may infer that it contains the diges ive

principle! Schwann has in this way proved that the digestive prmciple

which we are here considering, really exists in the stomach He di-

vided the stomach ofa rabbit, which had died immediately after birth, into

two portions ; boiled one, and then added to each some milk On the

application of a gentle heat, the milk coagulated in the portion which

had not been boiled, while in the other it remained unchanged.

x ,<c »v^u.* of some of the alimentary substances is effected not by

the digestive principle which we have named pepsin, bnt by the acids,

if
organic matter

tuner prinvipuuu, ui vuwv v.™ — v ~

stances easily soluble in the digestive principle are fibrin, muscular sub-

stance, and coagulated albumen ; while casein, gelatin, and vegetable

gluten appear, from Schwann's experiments, not to be dissolved by it.

For when they were digested separately with diluted acids and dilute

digestive fluid, no difference could be perceived in ^e change which

they underwent in the two fluids; while the fluids resuming from he

digestion of these substances in the mere dilute acids, displayed the
digestion ot these m

observed by Tiedemann and
same characters with re-agents a

substances in natu-

Gmelin in the products of the solu in of the me ^
ral digestion, with the exception of those due tne ,

absent here. The gelatin lost its property of coagu atmg -d t nctUre

of iodine threw down a precipitate in the solution of gluten in the dilute

acid, but produced no change of colour.

11 *
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548 INFLUENCE OF THE VAGUS ON DIGESTION.

The action of an acid is not adequate to explain the changes which
starch undergoes in natural digestion, namely, its conversion into gum
of starch and sugar. The digestion of starch in dilute acid, even with
the addition of some of the artificial digestive fluid, does not give rise to
the formation of any sugar. But Schwann has found correct the state-
ment of Leuchs that starch is converted into sugar by the action of
saliva. He digested in some acidulated saliva for twenty-four hours a
certain quantity of boiled starch, then filtered the fluid, and found that
iodine produced in it no change of colour. Having neutralised it, and
evaporated it to dryness, he obtained from the residue by mean's of
alcohol a considerable quantity of sugar, which he recognised by its
taste as well as by its property of fermenting with yeast. The part
of the residue which the alcohol did not take up consisted of the salivary
matter of the saliva in part altered in its properties, and starch changed
to a substance resembling gum, which did not with iodine strike the
colour which characterises starch.*

Since the activity of the digestive principle depends on the presence
ot a free acid, ,t is easy to understand how a neutral gastric fluid hold-
ing saline matters in solution can, as Purkinje has observed, be again
rendered active by the agency of galvanism, which will decompose the
salts, free acid collecting at the positive pole.

Influence of the nerves and elei

supposed that electricity is capable "of replacing the influence of tU
nervus vagus in digestion when this influence has been lost. The
digestive process is nearly entirely arrested by the division of the va-us
nerves on both sides.t Blainville, having performed the experiment on
pigeons, observed that the vetches which they swallowed afterwards re-
mained unaltered in their crop, and that the process of chymification
was wholly arrested. The same result attended similar experiments by

It has indeed been

Legallois, Dupuy, Philip, Clarke, Abel, and Hastings.
While, on the other hand, Broughton, Ma
state that digestion appeared to them to be uninfluenced by the division
of the nerve in question. Mayer % also has observed that the digestive
process continued for a certain time, and that acid chyme was formed at
all events in rabbits.

§
the food underwent chymification at the parts where it was in contact
witn the coats of the stomach.
The question cannot, however, be determined with complete certaintym quadrupeds, on account of death taking place so quickly in them in

consequence of the operation; I have therefore, in conjunction with Dr.
.Dieckhof minted experiments on birds, particularly geese ; after
the b.rds had been forty-eight hours without food, they were fed with

t Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, ii. 1.

* Schwann, loc. cit t See page 355.
Recherches sur leg fonct. du Syst. Gangl. Paris, 1830.
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th

oats. In each experiment two birds were required. In one the vagus

was divided on both sides, the other was left uninjured for the sake of

comparison. After the death of the first, which took place in the space

of five days, the second was killed. In the latter the crop was generally

empty ; in the former it was always fully distended with oats, and some

grains were contained in the muscular gizzard, and these were in part

crushed. The fluid in the stomach was acid, but less so than in the

other uninjured animal. Hence we may conclude that digestion is for

e most part, but not entirely, checked by the division of the nervi

vagi. Tiedemann states, it is true, that after both vagi had been divided

in a doo-, neither the matter vomited nor the mucus secreted by the

stomach was acid ; and Mayer also relates that in his experiments on

cats and dogs the chyme formed after the operation was not acid
:
yet

he found the chyme acid in rabbits ; and in my experiments with Dr.

Dieckhof I never found the acidity absent, although it was less marked

than in the sound animal.

Dr. Wilson Philip has asserted that, after the experiment of dividing

the nervi vagi has been performed, the digestive action may be restored

by means of an electric current transmitted through the vagus nerve,

one pole of the battery being applied to the nerve, the other to a piece

of tin foil laid over the epigastric region. The experiments were re-

peated by Breschet and Vavasseur. They found that simple division of

the nervi vagi had not the effect of completely arresting the digestive pro-

cess, although this was the result when the nerve was not merely divided,

but a portion removed* I must remark, however, that when a nerve is

divided, whether a portion is cut out or not, it is paralysed, and remains

so for a very long time. Breschet and Vavasseur in the next place

affirmed, that by directing an electric current through the divided

nerves, digestion could be entirely restored ; in which effect they

attribute some share to the increased muscular action of the stomach.

Breschet and Edwards f have, however, since modified these views:

as the results of their later experiments, they announce that division of

the nervi vagi retards chymification, but does not completely arrest it

;

that this retardation of the process depends on the paralysis of the

oesophagus, which is likewise the cause of the vomiting that occurs after

the operation ; and that the restoration of the digestive process by means

of the electric current is not owing to the electricity itself, but to the

irritation of the va<ms nerve produced by it, since mechanical irritation

of the lower portion of the nerve has the same effect in restoring the

digestive process, which it does by re-exciting the motions of the sto-

mach. But as I have frequently stated, on the ground of experiment,

the motions of the stomach cannot be in the slightest degree affected

by irritation of the nervus vagus. If MM. Breschet and Edwards had

* Froriep's Notiz. vi. 261. t Arch. Gen. de Med. 1828.
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550 INFLUENCE OF ELECTRICITY IN DIGESTION.

only continued their experiments longer, they would perhaps have per-

ceived that neither the electric nor mechanical stimulus had any re-

markable effect on the digestive process ; that the animals remained in

the same state, whether these stimuli were applied or not, as appeared

to be the case in the following experiments of Dr. Dieckhof and myself.

In each experiment we took three rabbits, kept them without food for

forty-eight hours, and then fed them with cabbage. One was left un-

injured ; in the second the two nervi vagi were simply divided; and in

the third the nerves were in like manner divided, but in it a galvanic

current was directed through the nerves in the way directed by Dr. W.
Philip, and maintained for seven or eight hours. As soon as either the

third or the second rabbit died, the other two were also killed. In every

experiment we found that the sound rabbit had digested perfectly ; all

that remained of the food was the insoluble portion, which was nearly

dry; in the two others the food in the stomach was in nearly exactly the

same state in both : in one instance the food of the rabbit in which the
galvanism had been applied was somewhat less digested ; in many cases
the state of the food in the two was exactly the same, and in several in-

stances it was in the galvanised rabbit perhaps somewhat less digested
than in the other, but the difference was scarcely to be noticed.*

Matteuci affirms that he has been able to effect the artificial digestion

of meat with chloride of sodium and the simultaneous influence of

electricity. Grounding his opinion on the experiments of Wilson
Philip, Matteuci imagines the acid reaction of the stomach to be pro-

duced by a positive electric state of the viscus. To prove this he
took a piece of boiled meat, poured over it water, and added some

salt and carbonate of soda; he kept the mixture a long
time at a proper temperature, constantly triturating it until it was
reduced to a pulpy mass like that produced by mastication,

then introduced the pulp thus prepared into a bladder moistened with
solution of common salt, and connected with the bladder the pole of
a galvanic battery of eighteen or twenty pairs of plates. He states that
now along the walls of the bladder, and especially around the positive
wire, a layer of a whitish dense substance full of bubbles of oxygen gas
was formed

;
that this substance was flaky, and after being dissolved in

water coagulated when heated. I had during a very long period tried
in vain to dissolve portions of meat in acids or chloride of sodium with
the aid of an electric current; the results obtained by M. Matteuci
could not, therefore, but appear very improbable to me. I have, in con-
junction with Dr. Dieckhof, repeated the experiment ; we introduced
into different bladders two portions of the same pulp, consisting of

common

He

* Dieckhof de actione quaiu nervus vagus in digestionem ciborum exerceat
Berol. 1835.
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pieces of meat with common salt and carbonate of soda ; one bladder

only was subjected to galvanism, the other was left undisturbed. At

the conclusion of the experiment no kind of difference could be de-

tected between the fluids contained in the two bladders.

c. Of

A dog having been fed

We recnr to the excellent researches of Tiedemann and Gmelin, for

they contain all we know with certainty relative to the subsequent

changes which the chyme undergoes. In the duodenum the chyme is

acid. The stimulus which it exerts on the coats of the intestine, and

which is propagated along the ductus choledochus and its branches

generally, gives rise to the effusion of bile and pancreatic juice
; Tiede-

mann has at least found the gall bladder almost empty in animals in

which digestion was going on. After gelatin had been given as food, it

could still be detected in the contents of the small intestine
;
when

butter had been given, the contents of the small intestine contained a

fatty matter ; casein was detected, though not distinctly, when the ani-

mal had been fed with cheese ; and some remains of starch were found,

though not always ; the starch was in greater part converted into gum

of starch. When the food had consisted of milk, cheesy clots were met

with in the first half of the small intestine.

With some bones, small fragments of the bone were found in the upper

half of the small intestine ; in the lower half, abundance of phosphate of

lime, with a small quantity of carbonate of lime. In horses which had

been fed on oats the upper half of the small intestine still contained

starch, but in the middle and lower part of the intestine this substance

had no longer its characteristic properties.

Tiedemann and Gmelin found the contents of the upper half of the

small intestines acid, though less strongly so than the matters in the

stomach ; the acidity gradually diminished in approaching the caecum,

and at the extremity of the ilium could usually be no longer detected.

The experiments of these observers leave undetermined the cause of the

chyme losing its acidity,—whether it is owing to its acid being neutra-

lised by the alkaline carbonate of the bile, or to the lower part of the

small intestine pouring out an alkaline secretion ; or whether, in con-

sequence of decomposition commencing, ammonia is developed and

neutralises the acid ; or lastly, whether the acid part of the chyme is

absorbed from the intestines, in which case it must lose its acidity in its

course through the lacteals and mesenteric gland, since the chyle itself

is certainly alkaline.

The principal animal matters composing the chyme of the small

intestines are

:

1. Albumen; of which the quantity decreases in the lower part of

the small intestines in consequence of the absorption of the chyme by

the lacteals.

uw
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2. Casein; which likewise diminishes in quantity as we approach the
caecum

Respecting these two substances, it cannot be determined how large
a share of them is owing to digestion, how much to the secretions
poured into the digestive canal,—for instance the pancreatic secretion.
Tiedemann and Gmelin think it possible that the casein of the pancre-
atic secretion containing a large proportion of nitrogen yields a portion
of this element to different ingredients of the alimentary substances,
which contain less nitrogen, so as to reduce itself to their standard in

this respect, and to convert them into albumen.

3. An azotized substance precipitated by muriate of tin. (Salivin

and osmazome ?) Its quantity diminishes in the course of the matters
through the small intestines.

4. A matter to which chlorine imparts a red colour, derived pro-
bably from the pancreatic secretion, since it cannot be detected in the
stomach

; and is found in the small intestines after the bile duct has been
tied, and cannot therefore be derived from the bile. It is not found in

the matter of the excrement.

5. Substances soluble in alcohol, and insoluble m water. Fatty
matter, steanne and the colouring and resinous matters of the
bile.

The substances here enumerated do not differ in their nature from
those which Tiedemann and Gmelin found in the contents of the intes-

tines in animals which had been kept without food. With the excep-
tion, therefore, of the abundant albumen, the product of the food, they
are most probably derived from the secretions poured into the canal,

particularly the pancreatic secretion, which contains albumen, casein,

and a matter which is reddened by the action of chlorine.

Influence of the biliary secretion on the chyme.—Dr. Beaumont has
investigated by experiment the effect of mixing bile with the chyme out
of the body. On adding some bile of the ox to chyme obtained from
the stomach of St. Martin, a turbid yellowish-white fluid, or rather deli-

cate white coagula were formed, which, after standing some little time
separated into bright yellow flakes, which sank to the bottom of the
vessel, and a turbid milky fluid. For the sake of comparison, Dr. Beau-
mont mixed, in another experiment, bile and dilute muriatic acid, of each
one drachm, with two ounces of water ; and a similar turbidity was the
result

;
but the sediment which formed was gelatinous and of a deep

green colour, and the remaining fluid of a blueish-green colour, and not
milky as in the former case.

Purkinje has observed that the addition of even a small quantity of

bile to the digestive fluid puts a stop to artificial digestion. Tiedemann's
and Gmelin's researches afford no satisfactory information relative to the

office of the bile in the process of chymification. The acids of the
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Wern *

chyme coagulate the mucus of the bile and precipitate it, together with

a great part of the colouring matter. The cholesterine, likewise, is pre-

cipitated, and is obtained by digesting in alcohol the part of the con-

tents of the intestine which is insoluble in water. The margaric acid

found in the contents of the small intestines is believed by Tiedemann

and Gmelin to be likewise derived from the bile. The portion of the

intestinal contents which is insoluble in water, contained the resin of

the bile, which appeared to them to be an excrementitious substance,

having no influence in the changes which the food undergoes, and a

principal ingredient in the fsecal matter,

which is generally adopted by physiologists,—namely, that the chyle is

precipitated by the bile in the form of flocculi,—was found by Tiedemann

and Gmelin to be groundless. The mixture of bile with the fluid

contents of the stomach produced no other precipitates than resulted

from the addition of an acid to bile. The flocculi in the small intestine,

which are supposed to be flakes of chyle, are nothing more than shreds

of mucus, and were present even when the ductus choledochus com-

munis had been tied. The chyle which is absorbed by the lacteals is

fluid. Autenrieth and Sir A. Cooper speak of the chyle as a tolerably

consistent matter lying between the villi, which coagulates when ex-

posed to the air.f This matter is, however, according to Tiedemann

and Gmelin, merely mucus; its coagulation, therefore, must be a

mistake. The matters in the bile which have a share in producing the

necessary changes in the chyme, are probably the picromel, the osma-

zome, the matter similar to gliadin, and the cholic acid, since it appears

from the investigations of Tiedemann and Gmelin that they do not

exist in the excrement. It is not probable that the sole office of the

bile in addition to the elimination of the resin and colouring matter,

which are excrementitious substances, is to neutralise the acid of the

chyme, and thus to prepare the latter for the change which it undergoes

sein the lacteals, where in the state of chyle it becomes alkaline. Tho

of its essential components which do not form part of the excrement,

either contribute to complete the solution of the chyme, which was

Haller's opinion ; or they must serve to effect the conversion of the

chyme into the chyle,—that is to say, the production of albumen from

the food, as Prout supposes. The chyle taken from the lacteals con-

tains, with the exception of albumen, none of the animal matters which

Tiedemann and Gmelin detected in the intestines, nor those soluble

components of the bile which do not form part of the excrement ; all

that the chyle contains in place of these matters is albumen.

Exp. circa modum, quo chymus in chylum mutatur, Diss. Inaug. praes. Auten-

rieth. Tub. 1800.

t See also Abernethy's Physiol. Lectures, p. 189.
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Effects of ligature of the Sir B. Brodie* has endeavoured to

ascertain the degree in which the bile contributes to the process of

chylification, by applying a ligature to the ductus choledochus. Jaundice
was a consequence of the operation, but this sometimes disappeared
after a time

;
and then it was found that an effusion of lymph had taken

place at the seat of the ligature, and reunited the divided portions As
to the effect of the operation on digestion, Sir B. Brodie states that the

process in the stomach was unaffected, but that chyle was no longer

formed from the chyme ; that neither the lacteals nor the thoracic duct
contained any white chyle.

Tiedemann and Gmelin have rendered valuable service to physio-
logy by the experiments (ten in number) which they have performed
to ascertain the correctness of Brodie's statement. The results which
they obtained are the following : jaundice ensued on the second or third

day after the operation, but disappeared again in some instances after

the lapse of ten or fifteen days, the canal of the duct being in such
cases restored by a spontaneous process ; either the ligature had cut
through the coats and fallen away before the divided ends of the duct
united, or, lymph having been effused around the ligature, this had
separated, and fallen into the cavity of the duct thus restored on the
exterior, and was subsequently carried out through the duct. After an
interval varying from thirteen to twenty-six days, the canal was found to

be restored. (experiments 1,4, and 8)
end offrom three to seven days. One dog, in which the jaundice continued
although the duct was afterwards found pervious, had lived twenty-six

days after the operation, when he was killed. In one case (experiment

1), in which the dog died seven days after the duct had been tied, the

animal had become so emaciated and feeble that it could scarcely

stand. After death they found inflammation of the peritoneum, or some
of its effects. The colouring matter of the bile was detected in the

blood and urine, and the lymphatics of the liver were yellow. In the

experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin, as in those of Brodie, digestion
went on in the stomach uninterruptedly. The contents of the small
intestines also did not essentially differ from what they are under ordi-
nary circumstances: they contained albumen in large quantity; the
matter which acquires a red colour when acted on by chlorine was' also
present; but the casein, which perhaps was present, and the matter
which is precipitated by muriate of tin, could not be detected, on ac-
count of the presence of albumen. In all Tiedemann's and Gmelin's
experiments the contents of the large intestine had a much more fetid

and disagreeable odour than ordinarily
;
(while Leuret and Lassaigne

stated that they had a strong odour and insipid savour, not the usual

*

md savour :) the excrements wei

Quarterly Journ. of Sc. and Arts, 1823.
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observed that of two similar portions of spleen, if the one was macerated

in the bile of the ox, the other in the same quantity of water, the latter

)
In dogs which were

killed while fasting, the thoracic duct contained a clear, transparent, yel-

low fluid, which sometimes coagulated but little, sometimes perfectly.

of the

The fluid

In dogs which had been fed after the operation, the lacteals

small intestine contained a clear, transparent fluid, just as in the dogs

which had not taken food ; while in dogs in which the ductus dioledo-

chus had not been tied, the contents of the lacteals are milky.

of the thoracic duct was generally redder than ordinary, and yielded a

larger and redder coagulum in dogs in which the bile duct had been

tied than in those in which the operation had not been performed
:
the

serum in the first was yellow and turbid, in the last milky.

of the fluid in the thoracic duct does not, however, prove much in

reference to the question ; for the lymph from other parts of the body

is also coagulable, and in animals kept without food the lymph continues

The nature

Mar

The

Tiede

shown, and the lacteals in such animals likewise carry lymph. It is,

however, a very important fact, that after the ductus choledochus has

been tied, although the animals are fed, the chyle is transparent, while

in the natural state it is milky. Tiedemann and Gmelin, indeed, do

not attribute much weight to this circumstance, and regard it as certain

that chyle is still formed without the aid of bile ;
for, they say, the

white milky colour of the chyle is known to be owing to the presence of

particles of fat. Still this difference in the appearance of the chyle,

after the ligature of the bile duct, deserves further consideration,

experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin do not prove, in a satisfactory

manner, that the formation of chyle is independent of the bile,

mann and Gmelin also urge as an argument in favour of their opinion,

that many of the dogs lived for a considerable time after the operation,

from three to seven days. In one case, in which the jaundice re-

mained, although the canal of the duct was restored, the animal lived

twenty-six days ; at the end of which time it was killed. But dogs will

live about thirty-six days, although wholly deprived of food. Leuret

and Lassaigne, who, with Tiedemann and Gmelin, maintain that diges-

tion and chylification are not arrested by ligature of the ductus chole-

dochus, attribute to the bile the property of dissolving the fat, of decom-

posing it, and forming with it a kind of soap, thus effecting its digestion.

But experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin show that bile is not capable

of dissolving the smallest quantity of fatty matter, and can therefore

contribute to its division and absorption only in a mechanical manner,

by effecting its suspension in minute particles.

The bile seems to be a necessary stimulus for the peristaltic motions

!
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of the intestines
;

for, when its flow is arrested, constipation
result.

is the

The mix-

ould

Changes which the ingesta undergo in the large intestine
ture of chyme, mucus, bile, and pancreatic juice, becomes in ^passage
through the lower part of the small intestines more consistent and of a
darker colour. The fluid parts are absorbed by the lacteals. All the
solid matters, as mucus, skins of fruit, woody fibre, horny matter, and
those ingredients of the bile which are excrementitious, such as the
mucus, colouring matter, fatty matter, and resin, on reaching the lower
extremity of the small intestine, constitute the excrement, from which,
however, the fluid ingredients continue to be absorbed in its passage
through the large intestine.

Tiedemann and Gmelin regard the acid secretion of the caecum as a
second solvent of the animal matter. This second digestion
appear to take place principally in the herbivora, in which the
cascum is especially large

; and it is very probable that in the horse, in
which the food passes the pylorus in a far less perfectly dissolved state,
the digestive process must be continued in the very large caecum and
colon. Schultz follows Tiedemann and Gmelin in admitting that diges-
tion is renewed in the caecum, but supposes that the gastric and oecal
digestions antagonise each other; that the first is performed during the
day, the latter during the night, and that the first commences when the
latter ceases. Each meal ought, according to this hypothesis, to pass
through the whole intestinal canal in twenty-four hours, which is not
regularly the case. In ' Tiedemann's experiments of ligature of the
ductus choledochus, the excrements did not appear white until two
days after the operation. Schultz imagines, moreover, that while the
digestion is going on in the large intestine, the entrance into it is

closed, and that bile collects in the lower part of the small intestine,
and does not enter the large intestine till chymification in the latter is

completed; that it then flows into the c<ecura, and neutralises the
chyme.

Gaseous matters in the intestines. Air is swallowed with the food,
i • 7and is in the stomach partly converted into carbonic acid- but

addition to this, a development of gas takes place during di-esti'on i

'
in

in the
whole extent of the alimentary canal. Its nature depends"partly on the
kind of food, and partly on the state of the digestive organs. In afFec-
tions of the nervous system the evolution of gas is often very abundant;
it is sometimes devoid of smell, but generally has the odour of sulphu-
retted hydrogen, and is frequently inflammable. It may consist of
hydrogen, —

-

1- * ' *carburetted hydrogen, or sulphuretted hydrogen. The
analysis of the gases contained in the intestines of executed criminals

Mage
g results :

*
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The gas in the small intestine consisted, in three individuals, of

Carbonic acid gas

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

24-39

55-53

20-08

4000
51-15

8-85

25-00

8-40

66 60

100-00 100-00

The gas in the colon

consisted of

10000

Carbonic acid . . - 43 50

Carburetted hydrogen, with traces of sulphuret-
^ ^„

ted hydrogen • • • •
*

Hydrogen, and carburetted hydrogen .

°
ure carburetted hydrogen

Nitrogen

7000

That in the

rectum of

42-86

11-60

51 03 18-40

. 1118
45-96

100-00 100 00 100-00

I refer to Berzelius* for an account of the composition of the excre-

ment. Human feces, of consistence sufficient to form a coherent mass,

are, according to his analysis, formed of

Water 753

Matters soluble in water

Bile

Albumen

Peculiar extractive

Salts

0-9

09
2-7

1-2

s-7

Insoluble residue of the food

Insoluble matters which are added in the intestinal canal,-mucus, biliary resin

fat, and a peculiar animal matter .

70

140

1020

In birds and reptiles the urine and feces are both received into the

cloaca.

CHAPTER VL

OF CHYLIFICATION.

During the passage of the chyme through the whole tract of the in-

testinal canal, its completely digested parts are taken up by the lacteals.

The mode in which this absorption is effected has been already dis-

cussed at pages 263., 265, and 280, in the section on the lymph and lym-

phatic vessels. The observation there adduced (page 263), that the

serum of the blood of kittens which are sucking is sometimes perfectly

white, would make it appear probable that in those cases the globules of

^e milk did really gain entrance into the lacteals. But this state of the

Wood is not constant under the circumstances indicated, and it might

ar*se from the same cause as the similar appearance which the blood

* Chimie Animale, p. 2G8.
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sometimes presents in adults, when the chyle has not undergone the

change of sanguification, or when it contained a great quantity of fatty

particles. The coats of the radicle lacteals must, it is clear, have invi-

sible pores, since they absorb fluids ; but these pores, even if they allow

the passage of globules, cannot be larger than the chyle globules them-
selves, which Prevost and Dumas state to have a diameter of '

* of anmm I J- i7 %/

inch, and which, according to my measurement, are for the most part (in

the calf, goat, and dog) half or one-third the size of the red particles of

the blood of a mammiferous animal. For if the size of the pores was
more considerable, larger particles of the chyme would enter the lacteals,

which is not observed to be the case ; once only, namely, in a rabbit, I

found the smaller number of the chyle globules larger than the particles

of the blood ; and once also, namely, in the cat, I found some of them
equal in size to the blood particles, but here also the greater number were
smaller. The larger particles which I saw in the chyle of the rabbit

could not, however, have entered through the coats of the intestinal

villi, for openings which would allow their passage must be visible. The
large openings called Lieberkuehn's follicles, which are distributed in such
numbers over the surface of the mucous membrane between the villi, and
which are so distinctly visible, being nearly twelve times larger than the

red particles of the blood, are mere crypts, and appear to be in no way
connected with the lacteal absorption.

The chyle is the fluid absorbed from the intestines by the lacteals

during digestion, and differs from the lymph which these vessels contain

at other times, and from the contents of the lymphatics of other parts of

the body, in being of a white or milky colour. In birds it is usually not

milky, but clear, and it is likewise not very turbid in most of the herbi-

vorous mammalia ; but in the carnivora, and even in the young of the

herbivora while they are nourished with milk, it is always more or less

turbid and whitish. The colour is owing to the presence of globules, the

size of which I have stated above. The chyle is very rarely red; it has

been seen of this colour only in very few instances, as, for example, in

the thoracic duct of the horse : in the animals in which I have examined
it—the calf, goat, dog, cat, and rabbit—the chyle has never been other-
wise than white, even in the thoracic duct. Chyle has an alkaline reac-

tion, and its smell has by some been compared to that of human semen.
Chyle coagulates spontaneously in a short time after its removal from

the vessels.

stating that the coagulability of the chyle increases with its progress

through the absorbent system ; that the chyle of the lacteals does not

coagulate, and indeed has rarely the property of coagulating spontane-

ously even when it has traversed the mesenteric glands. The chyle of

the thoracic duct coagulates, like the lymph, in about ten minutes after it

is taken from the vessel, and separates into coagulum and serum. The

Reuss and Emmert agree with Tiedemann and Gmelin in
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coagulum is the fibrin of the chyle mixed with some of the globules.

The serum is a solution of albumen, with another portion of the globules

suspended. At the same time, a creamy matter, which consists of fatty

particles, collects on the surface.

The coagulum of the chyle of the thoracic duct, after exposure to the

air, often becomes much more red than it was previously. On compar-

ing the chyle taken from the lacteals themselves, with that from the

cysterna chyli, and again with chyle from the middle and upper por-

tions of the thoracic duct, Emmert* found that the action of the air pro-

duced little change on the milk-white chyle of the lacteals, while that of

the receptaculum chyli acquired a slightly red tint, and yielded a slight

coagulum. The chyle again from the upper part of the thoracic duct

assumed a tint approaching very nearly that of arterial blood, and sepa-

rated into serum and a kind of crassamentum, which was more solid and

larger than in chyle taken from other parts of the lacteal system. The

serum of the chyle from the receptaculum and the great lacteal trunks

was less limpid, turbid, and contained a great number of whitish-yellow

globules. The serum of the chyle of the thoracic duct was transparent,

and to the naked eye appeared to contain no globules. The chyle which

Emmert obtained from the middle portion of the thoracic duct contained

somewhat more animal matter than that which he took from the upper

part of the duct ; this may be accounted for, perhaps, by the circum-

stance that the upper part of the thoracic duct would contain in addi-

tion to the chyle a relatively larger proportion of the lymph from other

parts of the body, which is a much more diluted fluid.t

Differences in the chyle arisingfrom variety offood.—Magendie states,

that chyle derived from food which contains little or no fat, is not so

milky, is rather opaline ; and that when it separates into coagulum and

but little of the cream-like matter rises to the surface. On

the contrary, chyle, he says, which is formed from food of a fatty na-

ture, whether it be animal or vegetable, is white, and separates into

three substances,—a fibrinous coagulum, serum, and a creamy stratum on

the surface of the fluid, which contains the fatty ingredients.

Marcetj: has observed, that chyle from vegetable food putrefies more

slowly than chyle from animal food, and contains more carbon ;
the chyle

from animal substances, he says, is always milky and affords an oily

scum which does not form on the more transparent chyle derived from

vegetable diet.

Tiedemann and Gmelin observed that the chyle of sheep fed on grass

serum

Dr.

or straw was very slightly turbid, was nearly clear. The turbidity was

very slight likewise in the chyle of dogs which had been fed upon liquid

albumen, fibrin, gelatin, cheese, starch, and gluten, as well as in that of

* Scherer's Journal der Chemie, v. p. 164, 691.

t See also Rett's Archiv. viii. 146. % Medico -Chirurg. Trans. 1815.
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a horse fed with starch. The chyle of sheep which had eaten oats was

moderately turbid. But the chyle of dogs, of which the food had consist-

ed of coagulated albumen, milk, bone, or beef, or that of horses fed upon

oats, was very milky. But the whiteness and opacity were most marked
in dogs fed on butter.

Nature of the chyle globules, and cause ofthe white colour. Tiedemann
and Gmelin,—who, on account of the accuracy with which their experi-

ments were performed, and of their having brought both chemistry and

anatomical physiology to their aid in conducting them, are looked upon
as the highest authorities in every question connected with the subject

of digestion,—declare* that the facts which they observed prove indubit-

ably that the milkiness of the chyle is owing to its containing fatty matter

suspended in a state of fine division. When the chyle coagulates, a small

portion of the fat becomes included in the clot, while the greater part

remains suspended in the serum, to the surface of which it sometimes
rises like a cream. From the clot they were frequently able to extract
a yellowish-brown fat by means of boiling alcohol; and on agitating
the serum with ether freed from alcohol, it gradually became transpa-
rent, and the ether when evaporated yielded a fatty substance partly
solid and partly fluid, (a mixture of stearine and elaine,) the quantity of
which was proportionate to the degree of turbidity of the serum. These
facts led them to the conclusion that the fat of the body is derived di-

rectly from the food, and that in the chyle at least it is not in the state

of solution, but merely of minute division, and in this they were fur-

ther confirmed by the results of their observations above detailed rela-

tive to the effect of difference of food on the appearance of the chyle.

Ligature of the thoracic duct caused the chyle to be less turbid; and
Tiedemann and Gmelin believe that this may be accounted for on the
supposition that the minute division of the fatty matter and its suspension
in the watery fluid are effected by the bile.

The chyle, however, does not appear to be a mere solution of animal
matter, containing no other globules than those of fatty matter. I have
before remarked,f that after chyle had been rendered more transparent by
the action of ether, I could still, by the use of the microscope, distinguish

in the turbid matter at the bottom of the fluid. I have too ex-
amined with the microscope the milky chyle with which I found the lac-
teals and thoracic duct of a dog filled, on killing him five hours after he
had taken food, consisting of bread, milk, and some butter. In a drop
of this chyle I saw numerous globules of oil, very unequal in size and
quite transparent

; but the greater part of the globules were of quite
another kind, namely, whitish, not transparent, very small, about half or
two-thirds the size of the particles of the blood of the dog ; a differ-

ence which I had previously remarked in the calf. These minute

globul

Becherches sur la Digestion, Part ii. p. 72. t See page 262.
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g which are smaller than those which I and Dr. H. Nasse ob-
lobules

served in human lymph, and are less regular in form than the red

particles of the blood, are excessively numerous, and are evidently the

cause of the white colour of the chyle. Having diluted a small quan-

tity of the chyle with water, that the globules might be seen more dis-

tinctly by being less closely aggregated together, I watched its coagula-

tion under the microscope, and could perceive that the change did not

consist in the aggregation of the globules, but that, exactly as in the case

of the lymph or blood, the delicate pellicle or clot which formed was

constituted in great part by a transparent substance which connected

together the globules, even though these were widely separated. But, in

addition to the delicate pellicles which were thus evidently owing to the

coagulation of animal matter previously in solution, there formed here

and there in the drops of. chyle small islets of nearly perfectly transpa-

rent fat : I am unable to say whether these masses of fat were produced

by the aggregation and cooling of the globules of oily matter. The chyle

has hitherto been made very little the subject of microscopic examina-

tion. It would be especially desirable to know in what relation the glo-

bules of the chyle stand to the red particles of the blood ;
whether the

latter bodies are formed from the globules of the chyle, or whether the

smaller bodies observed by Sir E. Home in human blood, and by myself

in the blood of frogs and birds, are identical with the globules of the

chyle. The form of the chyle globules in animals, of which the red par-

ticles of the blood are large and elliptical, should be ascertained
;
which

could be done only in the larger reptiles, where the thoracic duct can be

more easily found, or in fishes. Rudolphi mentions, that Leuret and

Lassaigne have observed that the globules of the chyle in birds are

round, although the particles of the blood are oval; but the French ob-

servers here spoke not of chyle globules, but of the particles of chyme

taken from the intestinal canal.

The source of the red colour of the chyle has likewise been very fully in-

vestigated by Tiedemann and Gmelin. They found the red colour of

the chyle generally more marked in horses than in dogs, and even more

so in the latter animals than in sheep. In dogs it was more distinct

when the food had consisted of liquid albumen, butter, milk, bones, meat,

or bread and milk. The chyle was white, and the red colour of the

coagulum very slight, when the food had consisted of fibrin, gelatin, soft

cheese, starch, and butter, or gluten. And neither chyle nor clot were at

all red, if the dog had eaten coagulated albumen ; nor are they so, ac-

cording to my own observation, after a meal of bread, milk, and butter.

The chyle was likewise devoid of the red tint in dogs killed while fasting,

or after they had taken food consisting of starch, milk, raw or boiled beef,

beef and wheaten bread, or liquid albumen and spelt-bread
;
and in cats

which had been fed with bread and milk, or boiled beef.
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The fluid in the thoracic duct in horses killed while fasting, was of a

darker red colour than in horses which had had a feed of oats. The
chyle of sheep to which only a little hay or straw had been given, was
white with a tinge of red ; that of sheep fed with oats, was quite white.

From the last-mentioned facts, the experimenters inferred that the chyle

contains less red colouring matter, the more nourishing the food which
the animal has taken ; and that the red colouring matter of the blood was
not generated immediately by the digestive process ; the red fluid con-

veyed into the chyle by the absorbents of the spleen more especially

must, they observe, give a less marked tinge to the chyle when the mat-
ter absorbed from the intestines is more abundant.

In a horse fed with oats, the chyle in the lacteals which had not

passed through the mesenteric glands, was white ; did not become red on

exposure to the air, and yielded a white clot. The chyle taken from the

lacteals of the mesentery after they had passed through the mesenteric
glands, and that of the thoracic duct, were of a light red colour ; the
lymph from absorbent vessels of the large intestine was pale yellow, and
yielded a white coagulum; that of the absorbents of the pelvis was red,

and its clot was of a darker red than that of the chyle of the thoracic
duct. From these facts, which agree with the results of Emmert's ex-
periments, Tiedemann and Gmelin draw the conclusion that the red
colour of the chyle is imparted to it by the mesenteric glands, and by
the lymph of other absorbent glands, and of the spleen, being derived
from the blood circulating in the capillaries of these several parts : they
remark that the circumstance of its being changed to green by the
action of hydro-sulphuric acid, demonstrates that it is identical with the
red colouring matter of the blood.

Hewson* first observed that the lymph of the spleen resembles dilut-

ed red wine in colour, and contains red globules. Tiedemann and
Gmelin observed the red colour, as well when the animals had had
food, as when they had been fasting before death. Fohmannt has
seen the lymph of the spleen red in rays opened during life, and main-

• ^ - _ .

tains that the colour is more distinct during digestion, and like-
wise after long fasting, when it is also perceptible in the lymph of the
liver. Rudolphi, on the other hand, says that the lymphatics of the
spleen are usually as white as those of the liver and other organs, and
that those of other organs also sometimes contain a bloody fluid. I
must, however, remark that the contents of no other absorbents than
those of the intestinal canal are ever white ; and that in some few in-

stances, in which I examined the lymph of the spleen in oxen just
slaughtered, I found it in some of the large lymphatics of the colour of
dilute red wine. Seiler observed a red tinge in a few instances in some of

* Op. Posth. Ed. Lugd. Batav. 1785.—Experimental Inquiries. London, 1772.

t Saugadersyst. der Fische, p. 45.
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the lymphatics running on the spleen in horses ; but in most cases it was

absent ; and in oxen (?), asses, sheep, swine and dogs, the lymph of the

spleen was never coloured. The observations of Tiedemann and Gme-

lin prove distinctly that the red colour of the chyle and lymph is owing

to the presence of some of the cruorin of the blood :
but it is not yet

known whether this red colouring matter is in solution, or attached to

the peculiar globules of the chyle and lymph. Hewson, it is true, saw red

bodies in the lymph of the spleen ; and Emmert states that he saw red

globules in the water in which he agitated the red coagulum of chyle,

and the serum of chyle still contains globules which might account for

Tiedemann and Gmelin having frequently seen it, as well as the coagulum

of a red tint. Schultz* and Gurltf state, that they have found in the chyle,

in addition to the proper globules of that fluid, here and there a blood

corpuscule; and hence infer that the reddish colour of the chyle is due

to the presence of such red particles, of which they suppose the forma-

tion to begin in the chyle

Fibrin of the its source. The firmness of the coagulum of the

chyle is different in different animals. The proportion of the moist and

dried coagulum in the horse, dog and sheep, is stated as follows by

Tiedemann and Gmelin. In 100 parts of chyle :

of dry coagulum

Of the horse, there were .

Of the dog ...»
Of the sheep

of fresh coagulum

from 1-06 to 565

1-36 to 5 75

2 56 to 475

from 0-19 to 1*75

17 to 0-56

24 to 0*82

The contents of the thoracic duct coagulated more perfectly when

the animals were killed while fasting, than when they had taken a meal

a short time previously ; and the amount of fresh and dry coagulum was

greater in the former case. The dry coagulum of the chyle of horses

killed while fasting amounted to from 1-00 to 1-75
j
of horses which had

lately taken food, from 0-19 to 0-78 per cent.

Tiedemann and Gmelin have moreover confirmed Emmert's observa-

tion, that the proportion of fibrin in the chyle increases with the pro-

gress of this fluid towards the thoracic duct. In a horse which recently

had a feed of oats, the chyle of the lacteals which had not passed

through the mesenteric glands did not coagulate ;
while 100 parts of

the chyle of the lacteals which had passed through those glands

afforded 0-37 of dry coagulum, the same quantity of the chyle of

the thoracic duct 0-19, and the same quantity of the lymph of the

pelvis 0-13.
,. , , , . . .,

On the above facts Tiedemann and Gmelin ground their opinion that

the fibrin of the chyle is not derived immediately from the food, but

is formed in the blood and poured into the chyle and lymph by the

* Syst. d. Circulation
+' Physiol, d. Haussaugethiere.
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glands of the absorbent system, and by the spleen. And since the

chyle of the lacteals that had passed through the mesenteric glands
contained more fibrin than the lymph of the absorbents of the pelvis,

they conclude that more fibrin is added to the chyle by the mesenteric
glands than by the glands with which the lymphatics of the pelvis com-
municate. However, the opinion that fibrin is thus added to the chyle
is as difficult to prove as the opposite hypothesis, that the albumen of
the chyle itself is converted into fibrin. (See page 283.)

To determine the correctness of either, it would be necessary to

ascertain by a great number of experiments the quantity of solid ingre-

dients, and particularly of albumen, in the serum of the fluid contained
in different parts of the absorbent system. If, for example, it was found
that the serum of the chyle of the thoracic duct after the separation of
the fibrin contained less albumen than the serum of the lymph of the
extremities, and of the chyle of the lacteals, it would be certain that al-

bumen is converted into fibrin in the absorbent system, since it would
appear that the albumen diminished in quantity while the quantity of
the fibrin increased. The results obtained by Gmelin and Tiedemann,
relative to the proportion of solid contents in the serum, were, however,
only contradictory. The amount of the solid substances dissolved in
the serum varied from 2-4 to 8-7 per cent. In the horse which had been
fed with oats,

The serum of the chyle of the lacteals contained of solid ingredients 4-9 per cent.

5J

•)•>

•>•>

)•>

thoracic duct

lymph of the pelvic lymphatics

304
31

In the horse which was killed while fasting, on the contrary,

The serum of the contents of the thoracic duct contained of solid
ingredients

>•> •>•> lymph of lumbar plexus of lymphatics

> 4-7 per cent

3-7

In whatever the change in the chyle consists,—whether in the addition
of new matter, or in the conversion of one of its ingredients into
another substance,—it must evidently be effected by the coats of the
lacteal and lymphatic vessels, both those which are distinct, and those
convoluted or interlaced lymphatics of which the absorbent glands* are
formed. &

The coats of the absorbents being traversed by capillary blood-ves-
sels, it is possible that the fibrin as well as the colouring matter of the
blood may permeate the membranous coats of the vessels and enter the
chyle: on account of the greater surface afforded in the mesenteric
glands by the convoluted and reticulated vessels of which they are
formed, this would take place to a greater extent in them than in other

* See page 270.
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parts of the lacteal system. But the red particles themselves cannot in

this way enter the chyle from the blood.*

The analysis of the serum of the chyle by Gmelin showed that the

same salts exist in it as are met with in the intestinal canal. The fol-

lowing are the solid ingredients of the serum of the chyle of the horse,

according to that chemist

:

Albumen 55-25

Osmazome, with acetate of soda, and chloride of sodium (the most abun-

dant saline ingredient), crystallised in octohedrons, probably from con- > 16-02

taining some animal matter

A matter soluble in water and insoluble in alcohol, and resembling salivary
-j

extractive matter, with carbonate and a very small quantity of phos- > 2*76

phate of soda . • • • • • » J

Brown fatty matter . • • • 15-47

Yellow fatty matter ...•••» 6'35

Carbonate and some phosphate of lime obtained by calcination of the al-
^

. ... • • • •
jbumen

98 61

Tiedemann and Gmelin found no traces of the substances used as

food in an unaltered state in the chyle ; they observed merely that, when

the animal had taken butter, the chyle contained an abundance of fatty

matter, and in the chyle of one dog which had taken starch they detect-

ed sugar.

Comparison of the chyle and lymph.—Both chyle and lymph contain

globules; but those of the transparent lymph are very few in number,

while those of the chyle are so numerous as to give it a milky appear-

ance. They both contain fibrin, which likewise, however, seems to be

contained in smaller quantity in the lymph ; for Tiedemann and Gmelin

found that 100 parts of the chyle of the lacteals which had traversed the

mesenteric glands in a horse previously fed with oats, yielded 0-37 of

dry coagulum; while the same quantity of lymph from the pelvis afford-

ed only 013. This great apparent difference may, however, be owing

to a portion of the numerous globules of the chyle being included with

the fibrin in the coagulum. The fatty matter which is not perceived in

the lymph, but is contained in so large quantity in the chyle, giving

rise to the cream-like pellicle which forms on its surface, constitutes an-

other point of difference. The saline matters appear to be about the

same in both.

Comparison of the chyle with the blood.— The chyle, as it is obtained

from the thoracic duct, differs from the blood,

1. In its globules being insoluble in water, while the red particles of

* On the very doubtful hypothesis, that the chyle is poured directly into minute

veins in the mesenteric glands, as well as concerning the supposed connection of

the veins and absorbents, see page 272.

I
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the blood, with the exception of their nucleus, are readily soluble in

that fluid.

(this

d

constant.)

3. In the form and size of its globules.

4. Its alkalinity, which was noticed by Emmert, Vauquelin,
Brande, is, according to Tiedemann and Gmelin, less marked than that
of the blood, and is sometimes absent.

5. The proportion of solid ingredients is less in the chyle than in the
blood. One thousand parts of chyle contain, according to Vauquelin,
only from 50 to 90 parts of solid matter ; while Prevost and Dumas
state that 1000 parts of blood contain 216, Lecanu says 185, parts of
solid ingredients.

6. In 1000 parts of serum of the blood there are, according to Reuss
and Emmert, 225 ; in 1000 parts of serum of chyle only 50 parts of solid
matter. From the serum of the chyle of sheep, dogs, and horses,
Tiedemann and Gmelin obtained from 24 to 8-7 per cent, of solid mat-
ter

;
while Prevost and Dumas state the amount of solid ingredients in

the serum of the blood of those animals to be from 7-4 to 9-9 per cent.
7. The proportion of fibrin is much less in the chyle. Tiedemann

and Gmelin obtained from the chyle of the animals just named only
from 0-17 to 1-75 per cent, of dry fibrin ; and, according to Reuss and
w ^ *f* ti ^%. ^^ ^^ -*^ _» _

fibrin, while 1000 parts of chyle contain only 10 parts.
)

8. The fibrin of the chyle appears to differ somewhat from that of the
blood

;
for Brande has observed that acetic acid dissolves but a small

part of the chylous coagulum, which in this resembles albumen, while
fibrin of the blood is generally readily soluble in that acid.

9. Chyle contains a large quantity of fat in a free state ; the fat of the
blood is wholly in a state of combination with other matters : the coagu-
lum of chyle likewise contains fat in a combined state.

10. The chyle, like the blood, contains iron, which it derives from
the food, and conveys into the blood ; but the metal appears to be in a
much less intimate state of combination in the chyle than in the blood
for it can be extracted from it by means of nitric acid, and then forms a
black precipitate with tincture of galls, a blue with prussiate of potash.
Even the serum of chyle afforded evidence of containing iron when it

had been freed from its albumen.t Emmert, however, imagines that
the iron contained in the alimentary matters in the small intestine is

more highly oxidised than in the chyle, since the fluid of the small
intestine of the horse is acid, and since the fluid from a horse's intestine
which was filled with digested aliment, after being filtered, afforded,
immediately that the admixture was made, a black precipitate with

* Scherer's Journal, v. 164. -j- Reil's Archiv, viii. p. 167.

,
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tincture of gall, and a blue one with prussiate of potash ;
while in chyle

the change of colour in each case takes place very slowly.

Death is ordinarily the inevitable consequence of ligature of the thoracic

duct, ensuing, according to Duvernoy, in fifteen, according to Sir A.

Cooper, in from nine to ten days; and in horses, as appears from

Dupuytren's experiments, in five or six days. Sometimes the animals

do not die, and in these cases we must suppose that there existed seve-

ral vessels connecting the lower with the upper portion of the thoracic

duct ; or that there were branches connecting the thoracic duct with

the vena azygos, a structure which Panizza has seen in the hog, and

Wutzer and I have once observed in the human subject
;
or we must

admit that there were two thoracic ducts, as in birds and tortoises *

CHAPTER VII.

OF THE FUNCTION OF THE SPLEEN, THE SUPRA-RENAL CAPSULES, THE

THYROID, AND THE THYMUS GLANDS.

These are glands unprovided with an efferent duct ;
they agree in

having the common function of impressing some change on the blood

which circulates through them, or in yielding a lymph which plays a

special part in the process of chylification and sanguification; for the

venous blood and the lymph are the only matters returned by them into

the general system.

a. OF THE SPLEEN.

?/ the splee?i.f—The spleen is met with only in the verte-

brate classes, and in them is nearly constant. Meckel

(the

and ammocastes). There is a glandular organ near the cardia of the

petromyzon marinus, which Mayer % regards as a spleen. In the myxine

Retzius has found the spleen to be really wanting ;
an observation which

I can confirm, and which I find to apply likewise to the allied genus

With

the vertebrata. In the cetacea the organ is divided into several small

masses.

In man and mammalia the spleen lies in the fold of peritoneum

Werner, de raodo quo Chym
liie principal wcan^ ~~ - .,

* m »

Chylum mutatur,_Tiibing*, 1800; Horkel's Archiv. fur die thierische Chemxe ti.

Heft ii. ; Emmert and Reuss, Scherer's Journal, v. p. 154-691 ;
Emmert Reil s

Archiv. viii. p. 145; Marcet, Medico-chirurg. Transact. 1815, vi. 618; Brandy

Philo, Transact, isi* ;
P««t, Annals of Philo, xiii. p M. 288; Ant. MuUer,

Diss. exp. circa Chylum,- Heidelb. 1819 ; Tiedemann and Gmelin, Rech. sur la Di-

gestion, part ii. ,

t See Miiller, in the Archiv. Fur Anat. und Physiol. 1834, i.

Froriep's Notizen, 737.
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568 STRUCTURE OF THE SPLEEN.

which is continuous with the serous covering of the anterior and poste-

rior surfaces of the stomach, and extends between the great curvature

of the stomach, the diaphragm, and the transverse colon ; and which,

at the part where it connects the stomach to the transverse colon, is

called great omentum. This portion of peritoneum passed originally

from the spinal column in the middle line to the great curvature of the

stomach, forming amesogastrium,* in which the spleen was developed.

The spleen, therefore, is not an organ proper to the left side of the

body, of which the fellow of the opposite side is wanting: it should be

regarded as an organ originally situated in the middle line, just like the

liver, which at first, when its two lobes were equal, did not belong to the

right side more than to the left.

The spleen is invested by a strong, fibrous membrane, which sends

numerous band-like processes into its interior, so as to support the soft,

pulpy, red tissue of the organ. In the red substance there are in many
animals contained whitish, round corpuscules, visible by the naked eye,

which were first discovered by Malpighi, and of which the existence in

the human spleen has been at one time admitted, at another denied.
i

The corpuscules of the human spleen are described by Dupuytren

and Assolant as greyish bodies, devoid of internal cavity, and measuring

| of a line to 1 Paris line in diameter, and so soft as to take a liquid

form when raised on the knife. Meckel describes them as roundish,

whitish bodies, *- of a line to 1 line in diameter, most probably hollow, at

all events very soft, and very vascular. Such soft bodies are certainly

met with sometimes in the dog and in the cat, and in very rare instances

in the human subject. They are the parts which Home, Heusinger, and

Meckel describe to swell considerably in animals after drink is taken ; an

assertion the correctness of which I doubt. I can throw no light on the

nature of these bodies ; they are very different from the grape-like cor-

puscules discovered by Malpighi in the spleen of some herbivorous quad-
*

rnpeds ; the following account of which is the result of my own research,

I have found them in the hog, sheep, and ox. They are most easily

examined in the hog. Rudolphi's assertion that they do not exist in

that animal must have arisen from an error of memory. They are round,

white bodies, measuring from •£. to -| a millimeter [-^ to i of a line] in

diameter, of equal size, and distinctly circumscribed outline. Their

firmness is sufficient to enable them to resist considerable pressure.

They neither appear fluid when removed from the substance of the organ,

nor collapse, as Rudolphif incorrectly stated. In the ox they are a little

larger than in the hog and sheep. They are seen on the cut surface of

the organ, or still better on a torn surface, or after maceration for a

short time, when the pulpy substance of the spleen becomes very soft

and blackish ; while the white corpuscules remain for a much longer time

I

»

* See page 497. -|- Grundriss der Physiologie, Bd. ii. Abtheil. ii. p. 175.
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uncoloured, namely, of a whitish grey, and undissolved. In torn and

half-macerated fragments of the spleen of the sheep or hog, the con-

nexion of the corpuscules in bunches may likewise be very well made

out, which is done with much greater difficulty in portions of fresh

spleen. Heusinger * speaks of it being possible to demonstrate grape-

like bunches of the white corpuscules by merely rubbing a piece of the

spleen between the fingers, and the statement is correct ;
but it is true

only of the white bodies in the spleen of the hog, sheep, and ox.

On an accurate examination of the corpuscules in the spleen of the

hog, I found that none are isolated ; that each sends out processes towards

one or both sides ; and that sometimes, though rarely, they are united

in a line like the knots of a cord, each knot sending out other smaller

threads : generally they are attached by short pedicles to fibres which are

branches of other fibres, or, which is most frequent, they are sessile, and

attached by a more or less broad base to the side of ramifying fibres.

The fibres which connect them together become smaller in the direction

of their ramification, and are evidently branches of larger trunks. The

larger threads to which the corpuscules are attached can, by the aid of

the microscope, be seen to have a cavity in their interior, and, when

traced to their origin, are found to be branches of the splenic blood-

vessels.

By means of fine injections I ascertained that the vessels to which

they are attached are branches of the splenic artery, and that they are

connected more especially with the sheaths with which the arteries of

the spleen are provided. They appear to be growths or processes of the

sheath, but I will not say that in respect to texture they are identical

with it. The most minute branches of the artery are in a certain

degree unconnected with the corpuscules, inasmuch as they are distri-

buted chiefly to the pulpy substance of the organ. When the splenic

artery has been finely injected, its smaller branches are seen to pass su-

perficially through the walls of the corpuscules rather than to be distri-

buted in its substance.

In the interior of the corpuscules there is a fluid, white, pulpy mat-

ter, which consists for the most part of irregularly globular particles,

nearly all of equal size, and of about the same diameter as the red par-

ticles of the blood, though not flattened like them. Under the micro-

scope they have the same appearance as the granules of the pulpy

substance of the spleen, and are of the same size.

The red pulpy substance consists of a mass of red-brown granules, as

large as the red particles of the blood, but differing from them in form,

being irregularly globular, not flattened. These granules are easily

separable from each other. In the mass which they form the minute

arteries ramify in tufts, and terminate in the plexus of venous canals

* Ueber den Bau und die Verrichtung der Milz. Thionville, 1817-

i
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570 FUNCTION OF THE SPLEEN.

into which all the blood of the spleen is poured before it is carried out

of the organ by the splenic vein. The anastomosing venous radicles,

which are of considerable size, appear to have scarcely any distinct

coats. If a portion of the pulpy substance of the spleen is examined

more closely, it is seen to be everywhere perforated with small foramina,

which are spaces bounded by the reticulated substance of the organ*

These spaces are venous canals ; on inflating them the organ acquires a

cellular appearance, and if they are injected with wax the substance of

the spleen will present a great resemblance to the corpora cavernosa

penis. There are no true cells in the spleen. The white corpuscules

are embedded in the pulpy substance, and not contained in cells, as

Malpighi supposed. A fibrous trabecular tissue intersects in all di-

rections the very soft pulpy red substance, and affords support to the

texture of the organ.

In the human spleen the Malpighian corpuscules are distinguished with

great difficulty. I have recently seen them in a spleen which had been

macerated ; they are very firm, and much smaller than the greyish soft

points sometimes seen in cut surfaces of the spleen, which have been

described under the name of the Malpighian corpuscules, but are really

very different from them.

Function of the spleen.—We are quite ignorant of the office of the

spleen ; we merely know that its importance in the economy is not

great: the experiments of numerous observers have shown that it may

be extirpated without any remarkable ill consequence. Dupuytren

observed increased voracity in dogs after the operation ; Mayer* states

that the lymphatic glands become enlarged, but this is certainly not a

constant effect. It has by others been said that the secretion of urine

becomes more abundant, but Tiedemann and Gmelinf deny that such is

always the case. Mead and Mayer had noticed signs of imperfect

digestion after the removal of the spleen ; and some writers have stated

that the bile becomes very bitter and dark-coloured, both of which the

Heidelburg professors likewise deny to be constant phenomena. The
refutation of the hypotheses proposed to explain the use of the spleen

will not occupy us long ; for they either rest on wholly incorrect pre-

mises, or they are such as can neither be proved nor disproved.

All the theories which regard the spleen as essentially connected in its

function with the liver, can be shown to be fallacious. Doellinger sup-

poses the spleen to be formed merely for the sake of symmetry, to be

the fellowr of the liver,—the rudimentary liver, as it were, of the left side.

But the liver is originally symmetrical ; and the spleen is, as we have

already described, developed in the middle line. No greater value can

i

\

* Med. Chirurg. Zeit. 1815, 3 Bd. 189.

f Versuche iiber die Wege, &c. p. 105.—Recherches sur 1'Absorption, translated by-

Heller.
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be accorded to the circumstance that splenic veins join the vena portae,

and to the hypothesis, thence deduced, that the spleen prepares the

blood for the secretion of the bile ; for in this respect it does not differ

from all the chylopoetic viscera, nor even from the inferior extremities

in the lower vertebrata, and the generative organs and air-bladder of

fishes*

Some physiologists imagine, without any reason, that the spleen may

exert a de-oxidising effect on the blood ; others again believe that it

the secretion of the gastric juice, because it receives lessfavours

Ma

blood (?) at the time that the stomach is full ;
while others, as Lieutaud

and Moreschi, regard it as a reservoir of blood for the stomach, suppos-

ing that the stomach when distended with food may attract more

blood to itself, or may press on the splenic artery so as to diminish the

quantity of blood sent at that time to the spleen. Dobson's hypothesist

is very similar ; he stated that he has found the spleen to have its

maximum volume at the time when the process of chymification is at an

end,—namely, five hours after food is taken ; and to be small and contain

little blood seven hours later, no food having been taken in the interval

:

he hence inferred that the spleen is the receptacle for the increased

quantity of blood which the system acquires from the food, and which

cannot, without danger, be admitted into the blood vessels generally, and

that it regains its previous dimensions after the volume of the circulat-

ing fluid has been reduced by secretion. The premises of this theory

do not appear to me to be sufficiently proved. Dobson repeated

gendie's experiment of injecting fluids into the veins of an animal, and,

he says, with the same result with regard to the spleen, namely, the

increase of its size.

The assertion of Defermon,| that, when certain substances are taken

into the system, the spleen undergoes changes in volume,—that it becomes

smaller under the influence of strychnine, camphor, and muriate of mor-

phia, appears to me likewise to require confirmation. Sir E. Home,

resting on the statement that the spleen increases in size after fluids are

taken into the stomach, imagined that the fluids found their way by

some unknown canals from the stomach to the spleen, and thence to the

kidneys ; but he- afterwards renounced this idea.§ The function of the

spleen probably consists in the production of some change, of which the

nature is unknown, in the blood which circulates through its tissue, and

in thus contributing to the process of sanguification ; or in the secretion

of a lymph of peculiar nature, which, being mixed with the contents of

'

the lymphatic and lacteal system coming from other parts, tends to per-

* See page 169.

t London Med. Phys. Journal, Oct. I820.-Froriep's Not. 615.

t Nouv. Biblioth. M£d. Mars, 1824.^-Froriep
,
s Not. 148.

§ Phil. Transact. 1811.

•
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feet the formation of the chyle. There are no other ways than the

lymphatics and veins by which any animal matter, modified by the

action of the spleen, can be conveyed away from it. Tiedemann be-

lieves that the lymphatics perform this office ; but whether he is correct

or not is quite uncertain, and the nature of the change which the animal

matter is supposed to undergo is still less known.

The blood of the splenic vein, according to Tiedemann and Gmelin,*

does not differ from other venous blood ; they saw it coagulate like the

blood of other organs. The older physiologists, and more recently

Autenrieth,f maintain, however, that the blood has peculiar charac-

ters. Schultz,X too, found the blood of the vena portse" of a darker

blacker tint than other venous blood, and the dark colour was most evi-

dent in animals which were fasting. Neither neutral salts nor the action

of the air had the effect of rendering it of a brighter red colour ;
its

coagulum was less firm than that of other blood, and it contained less

fibrin and albumen, but more fatty matter.

Mr. Hewson§ supposed that it was the office of the spleen, as well as

of the lymphatic glands and thymus body, to secrete from arterial blood

a fluid which, mixed with lymph, should give rise to red blood particles.

This, however, cannot be true, for the red particles are formed equally

well after the extirpation of the spleen. The reddish colour of the

lymph of the spleen, observed by Hewson, Tiedemann, and Fohmann,

is not constant.
||

Mayer has asserted that the spleen is reproduced after extirpation.

He says, that after the lapse of some years he has found in ruminating

animals, in the place of the spleen, a body of the size of a lymphatic

gland: this would be an interesting fact if it could be satisfactorily

proved ; but that is scarcely possible, for animals often have small ac-

cessory spleens (splenculi), and in the operation of extirpation a small

portion of the organ might be left behind in the body. The presence or

absence of the bunches of white corpuscules, above described,^ might

aid in determining whether any substance be spleen or not.

b. Of the supra-renal capsules.

Their structure**—The supra-renal capsules are met with in man, in

mammalia, in birds, and in a rudimentary state in reptiles, and the

Rech. sur l'Absorption.—Versuche iiber die Wege, &c. p. 70.

f Physiologie, ii. 77.

Experimental Inquiries.

X Rust's Magazin. 1835. 325.

||
See page 562.

% The treatise of Giesker, Anatomisch-physiol. Untersuch. iiber die Milz,

Zurich, 1835, contains a full account of the opinions of all previous writers, and

also some original observations on the structure of the spleen in man, more particu-

larly with reference to the corpuscules.

** From original researches.

'%
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On the

sharks and rays. Retzius has described them in the serpents, and the

sharks and rays; and Nagel* has found traces of them in crocodiles,

in chelonian reptiles, and in serpents., Nagel agrees with Retzius in re-

garding the fat-body of the frog as a distinct structure from the supra-

renal capsule, of which he believes the true analogue to be a line of

yellow granular substance on the anterior surface of the kidneys.

The supra-renal capsules are formed of a yellow cortical substance

which consists of vertical fibres, and of a dark spongy medullary por-

tion. The only cavity in the interior of the organ is that of the vein

which lies in its centre. In the cortical substance the minute arteries

and veins are of uniform size, and nearly as delicate as the ordinary

capillaries of other parts, and are regularly arranged in a radiated

manner, running parallel to each other from the surface towards the

interior. They may be shown either by injection of the artery or vein,

and are seen to anastomose so as to form very long meshes.

external surface of the organ there is a capillary network of the ordinary

form. All the straight venous branches of the cortical substance pour

their blood into the spongy venous tissue of which the medullary sub-

stance, for the most part, consists, and from which veins arise that form

the large vena supra-renalis in the interior of the organ. By forcing air

into the vein the whole medullary tissue may be distended,

ture here described may be very easily demonstrated by fine injec-

tion, and is the same in the ox, calf, sheep, and hog, as in man; "

organs in the different animals being distinguished merely by external

form and aspect.t To determine whether the blood of the organ in its

passage through the vascular tissue of the cortical substance undergoes

any peculiar change, it would be necessary to tie the vena supra-renalis

in the living animal, which on the left side is practicable, and then

to examine the fluid in the interior of the vein and in the inner sub-

stance of the organ. There are no grounds for the belief that the

supra-renal capsules are more frequently deficient than other organs in

the acephalous monsters.

The struc-

th

function of
The researches

Meckel

ginally larger than the kidneys ; and in an embryo one inch in length, for

example, even conceal the kidneys from view. It is not until the tenth

or twelfth week that the latter organs equal the supra-renal capsules in

size. In other mammiferous animals I have never found the supra-renal

capsules of larger size than the kidneys at any period. They have no

physiological connection with the urinary organs. In a case m which

the left kidney was anormally situated on the right side, I found the

corresponding supra-renal capsule in its usual place
;
while in another

* M tiller's Archiv. 1836. f See Nagel
?
loc. cit.
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574 THE THYMUS GLAND.

instance, where the kidney was atrophied, the corresponding organ in

question was of its natural size and structure.

c. Of the Thyroid body.

Structure.—The thyroid body, or gland, appears to contain very small

cells, the connection of which, as well as the proper structure of the

organ, are unknown. In goitre the cells become enlarged, and contain

an albuminous matter. Function unknown.

d. Of the Thymus gland.

Structure.*—The thymus gland, in proportion to the size of the body,

is largest in the fetus, but continues to grow after birth, and remains of

considerable size during the first year, after which it gradually dimi-

nishes until it has about the time of puberty wholly disappeared.

In the calf tbe organ consists of lobes which are divisible into smaller

lobules. Each lobule is constituted of numerous secreting cells, and

larger cavities or reservoirs.

In the human subject the largest lobuli do not exceed a pea in size.

On more accurate examination, says Sir A. Cooper, the lobuli being

drawn out and separated from each other are found to be connected in

two spiral chains which resemble necklaces of large and small beads.

To examine their internal structure, a thin superficial lamina must be

cut from one of the lobules or from several at once ; a number of small

cavities are then seen, in which the abundant white fluid of the gland is

in part contained. From these cavities the fluid is transmitted into

a general reservoir, which forms a common connecting cavity between

the different lobules, and is lined by a delicate membrane. On the inner

surface of the reservoir little openings are seen leading into pouch-

like dilatations, by which the cavities of the lobules communicate with

the common receptacle. The openings into the reservoir are not, how-

ever, so numerous as the lobules, more than one lobule being connected

with each pouch. The essential point in the structure, therefore, is that

the small cells or cavities in the substance of the lobules communicate

with a pouch-like cavity at the base of each lobule, which again lead by

a small opening into the common reservoir. Sir A. Cooper describes

a large lymphatic, which is easily injected, to be connected with each

cornu of the thymus in the foetal calf, and to terminate at the point of

junction of the two jugular veins with the superior vena cava. But the

connection of the lymphatics with the cavities in the gland has not been

demonstrated.

The fluid of the thymus is whitish, contains microscopic white parti-

cles, and is coagulable by alcohol, mineral acids, and heat. Liquor

potassse converts it into a tenacious substance; one hundred parts con-

* After Sir A. Cooper. The Anatomy of the Thymus Gland. London, 1832.
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tain sixteen parts of solid matter. The saline ingredients are muriate

and phosphate of potash and soda, with a trace of phosphoric acid. The

nature of its proximate animal components is imperfectly known.

Fibrin appears not to be one of its ingredients, and this circumstance

distinguishes it from lymph and chyle.

Function of the thymus.—The anatomical facts detailed by Sir A.

Cooper would seem to indicate that a peculiar albuminous fluid is con-

veyed from the thymus gland to the veins by the lymphatics. It

appears quite vain to attempt by hypothesis to explain how the organ

can contribute to the formation of the blood in the foetus and child.

Every hypothesis which regards it as an organ adapted to the necessi-

ties of foetal life, and not to those of the child, must be incorrect.*

CHAPTER VIII.

OF THE ELIMINATION OF THE FETE DECOMPOSED MATTERS.

Life is attended with a constant decomposition of organic matter ;

the causes of this we have already investigated.t We have seen that

the action of external stimuli is necessary for the continued manifesta-

tion of life. Their action produces a change in the composition of the

organic matter of the body ; and, while more important organic com-

pounds are generated, the useless ingredients of the substances which

suffered decomposition are excreted. But even the conversion of the

new nutriment into blood is necessarily attended with the excretion of

useless elements. The apparatus by which these effete matters are eli-

minated, not formed, are the skin and kidneys. The nature of the ex-

cretions is the subject of our present consideration. The organic con-

ditions on which secretion and excretion generally depend have been

treated of in the section on secretion.

of X

of experiments in his own person to determine the proportion which ex-

ists between the quantity of the aliment and that of the excretions in a

healthy subject.
March

and continued during fourteen days, 91 ounces, or nearly 6 pounds,

was the mean quantity of solid and fluid aliment taken into the system

daily. The average amount of urine excreted each day was 48£ ounces,

of faeces 5 ounces, making together 53J ounces ; so that, provided

the weight of the body remained the same, the amount of matter ex-

haled daily by the skin and lungs must have been 37 £ ounces. The

second series of experiments was instituted in summer, in the month of

the daily amount of solid excreta was then less by 4 ounces ;

- Mr. Tyson, in the London Medical and Surgical Journal, January 1833, put for-

ward the hypothesis that the office of the thymus is to receive doling total hfe the blood

Jun

which afterwards is sent to the lungs,

t Pages 35 and 364.
+ Edinb. New. Philosoph. Journ. 1832, 1833.
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while the quantity of the urine was greater by 3 ounces, the quantity

of matter carried off by exhalation was 44 \ ounces,— 6 ounces more,

consequently, than in the spring. In autumn half the daily amount or

food was got rid of by exhalation. Dr. Dalton calculated that the ali-

ment which he took in twenty-four hours contained about 1 1 \ ounces ot

carbon. Now he estimates the proportion of carbon in the urine at l|pe r

cent.; it would, therefore, in 48 J ounces amount to -f- or -^ of an ounce.

A hundred parts of feces contain 75 parts water, and of the remainder

not more than 10 parts are carbon. In 5 ounces of feces consequently

there would be but half an ounce of carbon, and 10 J
ounces of this ele-

ment must be got rid of by cutaneous and pulmonary transpiration. By

earlier experiments* Dr. Dalton had ascertained that the amount of

carbon exhaled from his lungs in twenty-four hours averaged about 10-i-

ounces. The average quantity of water expired was at most 20 5 ounces.

So that in twenty-four hours 30f ounces of effete matters— water and

carbon— are excreted from the lungs, leaving 6^ ounces to be exhaled

by the skin, of which 6^ ounces would be water and a quarter ounce

carbon. According to this calculation, then, the quantity of the matters

exhaled by the lungs is five times greater than that of the cutaneous

transpiration. Dr. Dalton estimates that of the six pounds of new

matter taken daily as nutriment, one pound consists of carbon and ni-

trogen, the rest being for the most part water.

Excretion offoreign matters,—Foreign matters, which have been taken

up into the circulation, are not excreted at the same time and with

equal facility by all the free surfaces of the body. On the contrary,

it is observed that one or other of the excreting organs manifests a

greater attraction for certain foreign substances, and excretes them

more readily than others. Thus it has been shown by Magendief and

TiedemannJ that alcohol and camphor are exhaled by the lungs ;
while

saline and many colouring matters pass off, either changed, or in their

state, more especially by the kidneys. It may be statedoriginal

generally that those matters which are prone to pass out of the system

by a certain secreting organ, are likely to be stimulants of that organ,

and hence we may explain the stimulant action of the neutral salts on

the kidneys, these salts being generally excreted in an unchanged state

with the urine. The results of Woehler's researches§ on the excretion

of foreign matters by the kidneys will be detailed in the article on the

urine.

—

1. Cutaneous exhalation and perspiration.
i

The skin is the seat of a two fold secretion,—a fatty matter, and a

* Manchester Memoirs. New Series. Vol. ii. p. 27.

f Bulletin de la Societe Philom. 1811. $ Zeitschrift fur Physiol. S. 2.

$ Ibid. Bd. i. ||
Page 589.
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quor amnn

vapour. The first is formed by the sebaceous follicles of the skin; its

properties and composition have not hitherto been examined. In the

foetus it forms an unctuous coating to the skin, and consists then, accord-

ing to Frommherz and Gugert, of an intimate mixture of a fat similar

to cholesterine, and albumen ; the latter, however, may be derived from

the li
x

The sources of the watery exhalation are the skin and the lungs.

During strong exercise and exposure to great external warmth in some

diseases, and also when evaporation is prevented by the application of

oiled silk or plaster, the perspiration collects on the skin in the form of

drops of fluid- the sweat. The sweat is secreted by the minute spiral

follicles or sudoriferous canals, discovered by Purkinje and Breschet,

which are distributed over the whole surface of the skin.*

Quantity of the
Since the laborious researches

of Sanctorius, who instituted ingenious experiments to ascertain by

weighing the quantity of the matters lost by exhalation, more exact in-

vestigations have been carried on with the same view by others, espe-

cially by Lavoisier and Seguin.f The result of their inquiries was

that during a state of rest the average loss by cutaneous and pulmonary

exhalation in a minute is from seventeen to eighteen grains,—the mini-

mum eleven grains, the maximum thirty-two grains. To ascertain the

amount of the cutaneous and pulmonary transpiration individually, Se-

guin enclosed his body in a bag or dress of silk covered with elastic gum,

open at the top, and provided with a copper mouth-piece. The bag, or

dress, being closed by a strong band above, and the mouth-piece adjust-

ed and gummed to "the skin around the mouth, he was weighed, and

then remained quiet for several hours, after which he was again weigh-

ed. The difference in the two weights indicated the amount of loss by

pulmonary exhalation. Having taken off the air- tight dress, he was im-

mediately weighed again, and a fourth time after a certain interval.

The difference between the two weights last ascertained gave the

amount of the cutaneous and pulmonary exhalation together
;
by ex-

tracting from this the loss by pulmonary exhalation alone while he was

in the air-tight dress, he ascertained the amount of cutaneous transpira-

tion. The repetition of these experiments during a long period with

great care afforded the following results :

1. However much the quantity of the food may vary, the weight of

the body, if not subjected to exertion, returns in twenty-four hours to

about the same standard ; so that,

2. If under otherwise similar circumstances the quantity of the food

varies, or if, the quantity of the food remaining the same, the loss by ex-

halation is different, the solid and fluid excretions are proportionably

increased or diminished.

* See page 439. f Mem. de TAcad. des Sc. 1790. Ann. de Chim. t. 90.
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When
4. Digestion being good, the quantity of the food has no great influ-

ence on the amount of exhalation.

5. The exhalation is least abundant immediately after food is taken.

6. But the greatest loss of weight from exhalation takes place during

digestion.2 »

7. The maximum loss by exhalation, cutaneous and pulmonary, m

twenty-four hours, is 5 lb. ; the minimum, 1 lb. 1 1 oz. 4 dr.

8. The cutaneous transpiration is influenced both by the state of the

atmosphere and by the state of the body itself.

9. The mean loss by exhalation in a minute is 18 grains, of which

1 1 grains pass off by the skin, 7 by the lungs.

Dryness of the atmosphere has the effect of increasing the exhalation

from the skin and lungs, although the greater exhalation has a cooling

influence ; while a great elevation of the external temperature is attended

with a contrary result.* The cutaneous exhalation is more rapid when

the surrounding air is in motion, and when the atmospheric pressure is

not great. M. Edwards makes a distinction between the exhalation

which is the result of mere physical evaporation, and which would take

place in dead bodies under the same circumstances, and that which de-

pends on a vital function ; and he calculates that when the temperature

of the atmosphere is not above 68° R, the vital transpiration contributes

only | to the total sum of cutaneous exhalation. The product of the

physical evaporation is nearly pure water, that of the organic transpira-

tion contains animal matters : the former is suppressed when the air is

saturated with moisture, the latter when the body is exposed to cold.

The pulmonary exhalation is, according to M. Edwards, solely the effect

of evaporation, which undergoes diminution in an air saturated with

moisture, though it be of the same or of a higher temperature than the

body. The different states of external temperature affect so much the

function of transpiration, that we must extract the most important results

ofEdwards's researches on the subject. The temperature being the same,

water is a better conductor of caloric than watery vapour, and vapour

than dry air ; and hence the latter, cseteris paribus, is supported by the

animal body longer without inconvenience. Moist and warm

more heating, because it communicates its caloric more readily to the

body, and because the physical evaporation is not so free in it as in dry

air. A warm atmosphere saturated with water in a gaseous form, par-

ticularly if in the form of vapour, excites a more active transpiration

than dry air of the same or even of a higher temperature. If its tem-

perature is lower than that of the body, dry air conducts away less

heat, and hence is less cooling than moist air, which is a better conduc-

tor of caloric.

* Edwards, Influence des Agens Physiques sur la Vie. Dr. Hodgkin's translation, p.

168 to 180.
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The of the

of assuming the form of vapour, such as carbonic acid and water, and m
part other matters which are deposited on the skin and become mixed

with the sebaceous secretion. Thenard collected the cutaneous per-

spiration in a flannel shirt which had been previously washed in dis-

tilled water, and found it to consist of chloride of sodium, acetic acid,

some phosphate of soda, traces of phosphate of lime, and oxide of iron,

together with an animal substance. In sweat which had run from the

forehead in drops, Berzelius* found lactic acid, a matter soluble in

alcohol (osmazome), a small quantity of a substance insoluble in alcohol,

a considerable quantity of chloride of sodium, and muriate of ammonia.

The fluid exhaled from the skin has been more recently examined by An-

, . He placed his arm in a glass cylinder, and closed the opening

around with oiled silk, taking care that the arm touched the glass at no

r The cutaneous exhalation collected on the interior of the glass,

and ran down as a fluid : on analysing this, he found in it acetate of am-

monia and carbonic acid. The exhalation of carbonic acid by the skin

had been previously observed by Abernethy and Mackenzie
;
while

Priestley, Fourcroy, and Gordon failed to detect it in their experi-

selmi

point.

ments.f tigny %

both carbonic acid and nitrogen in very variable proportions ;
they were

not constantly present, but were exhaled in great abundance after mus-

cular exertion, and after meals. Sometimes the nitrogen was exhaled

alone, as happened in the experiments of Ingenhouss, Trousset, and

Barruel. Sometimes the gas was almost wholly carbonic acid, as had

by Milly, Cruikshank, Jurine, Abernethy, and Mac-
been observed

kenzie. M
the diet had consisted principally of animal substances, carbonic acid

when food of a vegetable nature had been taken. M. Collard has col-

lected the gas evolved from the skin by placing over it a glass funnel,

closed by a stopper above, and filled with distilled water, and hence

infers that the carbonic acid is exhaled in the gaseous form, since it

is evolved without the contact of atmospheric air.

Anselmino § has given the following analysis of the fluid sweat
:
in

100 parts of the dried residue there were,

Matters insoluble in water and alcohol (chiefly calcareous salts) . • 2

Animal matter soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol (regarded by Anselmino,.

in the opinion of Berzelius without sufficient reason, as salivary matter), and k -

1

salts of sulphuric acid .
• • * * *

. „

Matters soluble in dilute alcohol (chloride of sodmm and osmazome) . 48

Matters soluble in pure alcohol (osmazome, lactic acid, and rts salts,-regarded by

J
2Q

Anselmino as acetic acid and acetates) .

100

* Chimie Animate, p. 324.

Magendie's Journal, x. 162

f Meckel's Archiv. iii. p. 608.

Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, iii p. 321.

HI
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Berzelius mentions sal ammoniac and lactate of ammonia also as ingre-

clients of the perspiration.

In the ash of the dried residue of the sweat, Anselmino found carbon-

ate, sulphate, and phosphate of soda, and some potash, with chloride of

sodium, phosphate and carbonate of lime, and traces of oxide of iron.

In the sweat of the horse, which is known to deposit a white powder,

Fourcroy found urea, but Anselmino could not detect it.

Several parts of the body afford a perspiration with peculiar proper-

ties, due perhaps to the secretion of the sebaceous follicles. Thus the

perspiration of the axillae is ammoniacal, and that of the genital organs

contains butyric acid. Several animals, again, and many men, have a

perspiration of peculiar odour: in animals, however, this odour fre-

quently arises from the products of special glands,—of the anal glands,

for example.

The object of the cutaneous exhalation is not elucidated by its analysis,

for the matters met with in it are also constituents of the urine. Since,

however, as Seguin's experiments show, its quantity bears so close a

relation to that of the food and to that of the other excretions, we can in

some measure understand how its sudden suppression, by disturbing the

normal composition of the circulating fluids and their distribution in the

body, may give rise to great disorder of the animal economy. The

agency of the transpiration in preserving the body under the influence

of high temperatures has been already explained.*

The cutaneous exhalation and sweat are true secretions; they are not

the result of the mere evaporation of those ingredients of the blood which

are capable of taking the form of vapour. This is proved by the fact

that in some diseases the perspiration is quite arrested, although the

temperature of the skin is elevated ; such, for example, is the case in

many febrile diseases in which the influence of the nerves on the skin is

in a state of depression. Moreover, an especial relation exists between

the cutaneous exhalation and the urinary secretion ; it would appear, in-

deed, that the skin has the office of separating from the blood those mat-

ters more particularly which, at the temperature of the body, take a

gaseous form, while the kidneys remove from it the more liquid excreta.

But there is another relation, that of alternation of action between

the skin and kidneys. When the urine is secreted in excessive quan-

tity, as in diabetes, the skin is dry. In hot seasons and in warm climates

the urinary secretion is less abundant, the cutaneous secretion more so ;

in winter the reverse is the case ; and in diseases the same alternation of

action is observed. But the cutaneous secretion is modified not only by

its antagonism with other secretions,f but also by many other causes, of

which some have their seat in the skin itself, others are dependent on the

sympathy between it and other organs. With regard to the first kind

* See page 79. t See page 473

II
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of these causes, it may be remarked, that gentle stimulants applied to the

skin itself,—for example, hot baths,—or acting on it through the medium

of the blood,—as diaphoretics,—increase its secretion ; but that if the

irritation of the skin is raised to too great a degree, it becomes red and

hot, and its perspiration ceases, and the secretion of the skin, like that of

most other parts, is wholly arrested by inflammation. Hence extensive

inflammations of the skin, by arresting its secretion, and thus disturbing

the balance in the distribution of the circulating fluids, have a tendency

to excite antagonistic actions of a morbid nature, such as inflammations

of the mucous membranes. Extensive burns have been observed to be

followed by inflammation of the mucous membrane of the intestines or

lungs • and in the exanthematous diseases, in which a morbid matter is

excreted by the skin, the danger of the supervention of internal inflam-

mation becomes more imminent, not merely in proportion to the suppres-

sion of the process by which the morbid matter is eliminated from the

blood, but also in proportion to the violence of the inflammation by which

the function of the skin is arrested.

The action of the skin is very much modified likewise in accordance

with the states of the nervous and vascular systems.

In febrile affections the secretion of the skin and mucous membranes

diminishes in proportion as the influence of the nervous system in these

parts is depressed. In other states that are not febrile, on the contrary,

a sudden withdrawal of nervous energy, such as takes place in syncope

and during the sway of depressing passions, gives rise to a profuse cold

sweat. The conditions on which these great changes in the cutaneous

secretion under certain circumstances depend, have not at present been

submitted to a satisfactory physiological investigation.

2 . The secretion of urine

The urinary secretion is the means of carrying out of the system de-

composed and effete animal matters, such as urea and uric acid,-the es-

sential components of the urine,- superfluous saline matters, and, either in

an altered state or in their original condition, foreign matters which have

accidentally entered the circulation.

The urine is an excretion met with through a great extent of the am-
• -i i . 1_ _ 1-M! .„tl, n. T\/T<i1 .

mal scale.""" emetic. u»cu ."" -
,

pighian vessels * Uric acid has indeed been found in entire insects

;

thus Robiquett detected it in cantharides, and it has hence been infer-

red that this acid is distributed generally throughout their body. But,

in analysing the entire body of an insect the contents of the above-

J &
, -Ur Winded There is a secretion of urine in

named vessels are necessarily inciuaea. A1C
#

fl „ rl
. T.pobson has detected uric acid in the secretion

the mollusca likewise. jacoD&uu .

#

(l'organe de la viscosite, Cuvier)

* See page 510.
t Annal. de Chimie, 76*
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duct of which, running by the side of the rectum, terminates close to the

anus.*

The urine

A

—The urine of the human subject is transparent, amber-

coloured, and of an aromatic odour ; has a bitter taste, and a strong acid

reaction. The urine of oxen, horses, rabbits, and several other herbivor-

ous animals, is alkaline ; in some it is acid in the perfectly fresh state

only. The urine of herbivorous mammalia is more turbid and often

viscous, and undergoes decomposition less rapidly than the urine of car-

The specific gravity of human urine varies between 1-005 and
mvora.

1-030 ; in some diseases, particularly in diabetes, it is sometimes as high

as 1-050. The urine occasionally becomes turbid in cooling, and de-

posits in such cases a grey or pale red sediment, which is redissolved

when the fluid is heated. After exposure to the air for a few days, the

urine acquires an ammoniacal odour and an alkaline reaction ;
and a

white, slimy pellicle, in which, as well as on the inner surface of the

vessel, small white crystals of phosphate of ammonia and magnesia show

t

Essential constituents of the Besides the mucus of the urinary

passages, which is rarely visible in the excretion, Berzelius enumerates

the following as essential ingredients

:

Water

Urea .

93300

30- 10

J
Free lactic acid, lactate of ammonia, osmazome soluble in alcohol, and "I

extractive soluble in water

Uric acid ....
Mucus of the bladder

Sulphate of potash

Sulphate of soda

Phosphate of soda

Biphosphate of ammonia

Chloride of sodium

Muriate of ammonia

Phosphate of lime and magnesia .

Silica .

17 14

100

32

3-71

3-16

2-94

1-65

4-45

1-50

100
03

1000-00

I. Urea.—This substance was discovered in the urine by Cruikshank.

It is procured by evaporating urine carefully to the consistence of honey,

acting on the inspissated mass with four parts of alcohol, then evaporating

the alcoholic solution, and purifying the residue by repeated solution in

water or alcohol, and finally allowing it to crystallise.§ The urea ap-

pears in the form of delicate silvery acicular crystals ; long, narrow, four-

sided prisms; or, in the impure state, scales. It is colourless when

* Meckel's Archiv. vi. 370.

± Berzelius, Chimie Animale, p. 342.

For an account «fr#ther methods

1014, and Berzelius, loc. cit. p. 370.

t After Berzelius, Woehler and Liebig.
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m

pure; when impure, yellow or brown: is without smell, and of a cool-

ing, nitre-like taste ; has neither an acid nor alkaline reaction, and deli-

quesces in a moist and warm atmosphere. At 59° Fahr. urea requires for

its solution less than its weight of water, and is dissolved in all propor-

tions by boiling water ; it requires five times its weight of cold alcohol

for its solution ; it is not precipitated by tannin. At 248° Fahr. it melts

without undergoing decomposition ; at a still higher temperature ebulli-

tion takes place, and carbonate of ammonia sublimes ;
the melting mass

gradually acquires a pulpy consistence, and, if the heat is carefully regu-

lated, leaves a grey-white powder, cyanic acid, which is likewise formed

and sublimes when uric acid is submitted to dry distillation. Urea

forms compounds with both acids and bases without neutralising them.

It is remarkable that the presence of urea causes sal ammoniac to crys-

tallise from its solutions in octohedrons, in place of cubes
;
and muriate

of soda to crystallise in cubes, in place of octohedrons. Nitric acid com-

bines with urea, and precipitates it from its concentrated watery solu-

tion. Urea contains more nitrogen than any other animal product.
*

Br. Prout found it to be constituted of

Nitrogen

Carbon

Hydrogen

Oxygen

46-65

1997
6*65

26-65

Woehl

We owe to Prevost and Dumas the knowledge of the important fact,

that, after both kidneys have been extirpated, urea can be detected in the

blood ; whence may be inferred, that the reason of this substance not

being found in the blood in the healthy state, is, that it is excreted from

it as soon as formed.f Their discovery has been confirmed by Vauque-

lin and Legalas,^ by Mitscherlich, and by Tiedemann and Gmelin.§

The source of the urea, from what organ it enters the circulation, is

unknown. It can at present merely be asked, by way of conjecture,

whether perhaps the urea may not be generated in the lungs during the

chemical process which the blood undergoes in respiration, and by which

higher organic compounds are formed. It may, however, be produced

in other parts also during the conversion of the new nutrient materials

into the proper components of the organic fluids. The important ques-

tion, whether the urea is formed from the decomposition of that animal

matter only which has already been organised, or whether it is derived

from the nutriment newly introduced into the blood, being in the latter

case a useless product of digestion, has been discussed at page 152. To

determine it, it would be necessary to keep animals without food, then

* See page 3, in note. t See page 151. ± Ibid.

§ Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, v. 1. See also Nysten, Recherche* de Chimie et de

Physiol. Pathol. Paris, 1811, p. 263. Meckel's Archiv. fa. 673.

i
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extirpate the kidneys, and examine the blood to see if it contained

urea

In several diseases the urine contains no urea; for instance, in hyste-

rical attacks, in which the secretion becomes very watery. The organic

matters are then wanting ; the urine contains only the saline ingredients.

In diabetes mellitus, the urine contains, in place of urea, sugar (the

sugar of grapes,) and the urea reappears in proportion as the Quantity of

the sugar diminishes. Here, then, an ordinary constituent of the urine,

which contains so large a proportion of nitrogen, is replaced by a sub-

stance into the composition of which nitrogen does not enter at all. The

sugar of the urine is, according to Dr. Prout, constituted of

Carbon

Hydrogen

Oxygen

39 99

666
53-33

In diabetes insipidus, in which the urine contains no saccharine mat-

ter, the place of the urea is supplied by another substance, which is in

great part soluble in alcohol, and agrees in its characters with osmazome.

In anasarca, deficiency of urea in the urine is supplied in equal pro-

portion by the presence of albumen, and the urine is then coagulable by

heat. This albuminous state of the urine is more especially frequent in

dropsy attending the degeneration of the kidneys, pointed out by Dr.

Bright. On the other hand, Marchand * has several times found urea in

the fluid of dropsical swellings. The presence of albumen in the urine,

with deficiency of urea, has likewise been observed in cases of chronic

inflammation of the liver with constant dyspepsia,t as well as towards

the termination of all diseases producing emaciation.

. 2. Uric orlithic acid.—We obtain uric acid from the sediment ofhuman

urine, or from the urine of birds and serpents, by dissolving the evapo-

rated urine in warm water, filtering the solution, and precipitating by

means ofmuriatic acid. Uric acid crystallises in the form of delicate white,

when impure yellow or brownish, scales ; it is devoid of taste and smell,

and reddens moistened litmus paper ; requires, according to Prout, more

than 10,000 times its weight of cold water for its solution, but somewhat

less boiling water. It is insoluble in alcohol and ether. By dry distil-

lation it is decomposed ; carbonate of ammonia being first sublimed, after-

wards hydrocyanic acid in large quantity, a brown empyreumatic oil, and?

lastly, a crystalline substance, cyanic acid, according to Woehler,^ with

which a quantity of urea is mixed. The elementary composition of uric

acid has been stated by Dr. Prout to be

* Miller's Archiv. 1837, p. 440.

t Rose and Henry, in Meckel's Archiv. ii. 642.

\ Poggendorfs Annal xv. 529.—Berzelius's Chimie Anim. p. 348
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Nitrogen, in his first analysis

Carbon . *

Hydrogen .

Oxygen

40 25

34-25

275
22-75

In a later analysis 31-12

3987
2-22

26-77

Urine, while warm, holds in solution much more uric acid than an

equal quantity of boiling water will dissolve* and this has induced Dr.

Prout to think that the uric acid in the urine is in the state of urate of

ammonia. The uric acid which is precipitated during the cooling of the

urine is, however, in the free state. Duvernoy* contends that the uric

acid is held in solution in warm urine by means of the colouring matter.

The precipitate of uric acid is at first powdery and grey, but assumes by

degrees a rose-red colour, and crystallises as it dries. The red or brick-

dust tint of uric acid is due to a colouring matter which is combined with

termittent fevers this red colour is unusually deep. Berzehus•

it : in in

regards it as still very doubtful whether, or not, the red colour of the pre-

cipitate in the urine in fevers is dependent on the presence of purpurate

of ammonia.

Duvernoy detected no essential difference between the deep-coloured

red urine and the urine of the crisis of fever, which deposits a sediment.

Both have a stronger acid reaction, and a redder colour, and contain a

larger quantity of uric acid than natural. The critical urine merely had

a larger proportion of uric acid, and deposited it more readily.

Liebig and Woehlerf have discovered that uric acid contains urea in

a peculiar state of combination; that at all events urea, with several

other products, can be procured from uric acid. Uric acid brought to

the consistence of a thin pulp with water, was heated nearly to the

boiling point, and then superoxide of lead was added, which gave
"

to the developement ofcarbonic acid gas. The fluid which filtered from the

mixture yielded, on cooling, colourless or yellowish brilliant hard crystals

of allantoic acid, the substance found in the fluid of the allantois of ru-

minants. The supernatant liquid being poured off, evaporated, and again

cooled, crystals of urea formed in it. The superoxide of lead was con-

verted into a white mass, consisting of oxalate of lead. The products of

this decomposition, then, are allantoic acid, or rather, since it is not an

acid, allantoin, urea, oxalic acid, and carbonic acid. Allantoin is com-

rise

posed of:
Carbon

Nitrogen

Hydrogen

Oxygen

30-66 or 4 atoms

35-50

3-75

30-08

4

6

3

It may therefore be regarded as a compound of four atoms of cyanogen,

with three atoms of water. Its elements require three atoms of water

* tt i -u, ripn Menschl. Urin. Stuttg. 1835. 8.

i

!

1837.

i
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to give it the composition of oxalate of ammonia, into which it is con-

verted by the action of alkalies and sulphuric acid. If now we admit,

Carbon. Nitrogen. Hydrogen, Oxygen
10

2

8

4

8 4

8

8

6

2

4

and

with Liebig and Woehler, that the

subtracting from

1 atom uric acid

1 atom urea

we shall have as remainder

which are the elements of four atoms of cyanogen, and four atoms of

carbonic oxide. These chemists therefore regard uric acid as a com-

pound of urea with a substance composed of cyanogen and carbonic

oxide, which in the above process is converted by the action of the

superoxide of lead into oxalic acid and allantoin.

The urine of many animals differs from that of the human subject in

the proportions of the urea and uric acid in them. The urine of carni-

vorous mammalia contains both urea and uric acid. Vauquelin

Boindet * have denied that it contains any uric acid, but Hieronymi f

obtained some of this acid from urine of the feline tribe. In 100 parts

of urine he found 13-220 parts of urea, with osraazome; and free lactic acid,

and 0-022 parts of uric acid. The urine of herbivorous animals contains

urea, but no uric acid ; the place of which, in the urine of graminivor-

ous animals is supplied by hippuric acid, forming hippurates. The urine

ofbirds contains abundance ofsuperurate ofammonia; that of carnivorous

birds is said by Coindet to contain urea, which does not exist in the urine of

birds which feed on vegetable substances, although the superurate of

ammonia exists in the latter also. Uric constitutes ^ of the weight of

the urine of the ostrich. The consistent pulpy urinary secretion of birds

owes its white colour to the presence of urate of ammonia. The urine

of serpents and lizards also is white, and that of serpents becomes quite

solid and hard soon after it is excreted ; it contains urates of potash,

soda, and ammonia, and some phosphate of lime, but not a trace of urea,

which, according to Schultz,^ is wanting in the urine of lizards likewise :

the urine of the amphibia and chelonia, on the other hand, is quite dif-

ferent ; that of frogs and toads is very watery, and is stated by Dr. J.

Davy to contain chloride of sodium, uric acid, and a little phosphate of

lime. Ma
of the yellowish-brown urine which was contained in the bladder of a

large example of the testudo nigra, brought alive from the islands of

Gallopagos by Meyen, and found in it not a trace of uric acid, but 0*1

per cent, of urea, and a brown colouring matter soluble in water and

alcohol, in potash and in muriatic acid. It appears, then, that the pre-

(of

* Froriep's Notiz. No. 272.

f Jahrb. der Chem. u Phys. 1829, iii. 322. J Froriep's Notiz. xiii. 119
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46, the latter 40 per cent, of nitrogen) stands in no constant relation

to the nature of the food of the animal. The only fact bearing on the

point is, that in herbivorous mammalia the uric acid is replaced by hip-

puric acid, which contains only 7 per cent, of nitrogen. It is stated like-

wise by Chevreul, that when dogs are kept for a long period on vegetable

food, their urine becomes like that of herbivora, ceasing to contain any

uric acid or phosphate of lime.*

Of all diseases, it is in gout especially that the proportion of uric acid

in the urine, which is more acid and deposits more sediment, is greater

;

although during the febrile state which accompanies the paroxysms, as

in other cases of fever, the urine is deficient in that acid.t The abun-

dance of uric acid in gouty habits, however, is likewise shown by the

concretions which form in the joints, and which consist of urate of soda,

with some urate of lime. It is not improbable that the perspiration

likewise of patients labouring under gouty and calcareous diseases con-

tains uric acid.

All the foregoing circumstances render it very probable that the

source of the uric acid lies much deeper than the point of its excre-

tion, and that its production is intimately connected with the nature of

the food, and with the process of sanguification, since its proportion in

the urine diminishes when the food consists of vegetable substances

only.

In diabetes mellitus, in which the place of the urea in the urine is

t

Wittstock

3. Hippuricacid is met with in the urine of young children^?), and of

graminivorous animals, in the state of hippurate of soda. It is procured

by evaporating the urine, and precipitating by muriatic acid ; it forms

long, transparent, four-sided prisms, is without taste, or is but slightly

bitter, and reddens moistened litmus paper. Gmelin has classed it as a

modification of benzoic acid among the substances which contain no

nitrogen ; but Liebig regards it as a peculiar acid, and not as a mere

compound of benzoic acid with animal matter; and, since it gives out

ammonia when decomposed, it must contain azote. It is difficult of so-

lution in cold water, more soluble in boiling water ;
alcohol dissolves it

in greater proportion, ether in less. Its composition, according to Lie-

blg> is,

Carbon . • • • 63-032

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Oxygen

5000

7 337

24 631

* Huenefeld, Physiol- Chemie, i. 150.
_

t Berzelius, Chimie Anim. p. 404. See also Nysten, loc. cit.

± Woehler, Berzelius's Jahresb. vi. 283.
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4. Lactic acid is, according to Berzelius, a general product of the spoil

taneous decomposition of animal matters within the body ; it is gene-

rated in large quantity in the muscles, is saturated by the blood and its

alkali, and is carried out of the system in the acid urine of man and ani-

mals ; it is the principal cause of the acidity of the urine, although this

secretion contains likewise superphosphates of ammonia and lime.

5. Salts of the urine.—The secretion of the human kidney contains both

sulphates and phosphates. Berzelius supposes that the acids in these

salts are the product of the chemical action of the kidneys, because in the

other fluids of the body there are merely traces of sulphates, and but a

small quantity of phosphates, while the urine abounds with both
;
but his

reasons do not justify the conclusion which he draws. Berzelius ima-

gines that the sulphur which enters into the composition of the fibrin,

albumen, &c. is converted in the kidneys into sulphuric acid, while
,l-~

other elements unite to form ammonia, urea, &c. He holds the same

opinion with regard to the phosphorus which exists in several of the

solids of the body. In the urine of herbivorous animals the place of the

phosphates is supplied by salts of carbonic acid. The experiments of

Berzelius and Woehler prove that the urine does not constantly hold car-

bonic acid gas in solution. The silicic acid seems to be derived from the

water taken as drink. The bases of the salts of the urine are potash,

soda, ammonia, lime, and magnesia ; the salts are chloride of potassium,

the

(

)

t

subsequently to the digestion of food,—« urina chyli/'-and the limpid,

tasteless urine secreted after fluids have been taken,—the " urina potus
;"

the latter he finds to contain thirteen times less urea than the former,

four times less of the sulphates, muriates, and phosphates of soda and

ammonia, and sixteen times less uric acid. Urine secreted during the

existence of inflammation (peritonitis) contained three times more urea

than the urina chyli, more of the soluble salts, and a large quantity of

albumen, which is not a constituent of healthy urine. In the cold stage

of fever the exhalation from the skin is diminished, and the urine be-

comes more watery ; but this does not arise, Berzelius thinks, from the

water which ought to pass off by the skin being now got rid of through

* For a more detailed account of the saline substances in the urine, as well as of its

doubtful constituents, and the extractive matter soluble in pure alcohol, see the Chimie

Animale of Berzelius. The variations in the proportion of the solid constituents of the

dependent on the food have been investigated, without reference to their chemical

nature, by Chossat. (Magendie-s Journal, v. 65-225.) On the subject of the urine

and its secretion consult Meckel's Archiv. ii. 629-704, where the observations of dif-

ferent authors are collected ; and Dr. Prout's work on Diseases of the Urinary

Organs.

•f-
Loc. cit. and Meckel's Archiv. ii. 648.
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*

the kidneys, for the quantity of the urine itself is less at this time. In

the hot stage, the colour of the urine becomes darker; and the chloride

of silver, which produces no precipitate as long as the urine preserves

its acid reaction, now throws down a sediment. As the fever advances,

the urine becomes more saturated, and begins to afford a precipitate

with alum, and at last with nitric acid, showing an increase in the quan-

tity of albumen which it contains * As the fever declines, the free acid

reappears in the urine, which at the same time deposits a sediment in

cooling, and this is usually denominated a crisis by the urine. (Duvernoy,

however, has observed, that the urine is acid during the whole course of

j fever.) Berzelius remarks, that the sediment of the crisis of fever is

nothing more than the ordinary sediment, with a rather larger quantity

of the red colouring matter, and sometimes some nitric acid in an un-

known state of combination. In fevers of a periodical type the urme

in each paroxysm passes through the three states just described.

th

of Woehler t

series of careful experiments relative to the passage of substances from

the intestinal canal into the urine. The following are the results which

he obtained

:

1. Matters which, when taken into the stomach, cannot afterwards be

detected in the urine : iron, lead, alcohol, sulphuric ether, camphor, oil

of Dippel, musk, and the colouring matters of cochineal, litmus, sap-

green, and anchusa root. After fluids impregnated with carbonic add

have been drunk, this gas cannot be detected in any quantity in the

urine.

M
composition : ferrocyanuret of potassium or prussiate of the peroxide of

iron and potash (blausaures eisenoxyd'kali), converted into a compound of

the same elements with a less proportion of cyanogen, or prussiate of the

protoxide of iron and potash (blausaures eisenoxydulkali); the compounds

ofpotash and soda with the tartaric, citric, malic and acetic acids changed

into carbonates ; the hydrosulphuret of potassium for the most part con-

verted into sulphate ofpotash ; sulphur in the state of sulphuric acid, and

sulphuretted hydrogen, iodine in the state of a hydriodate, oxalic aad,

vinic acid, gallic acid, succinic acid, and benzoic acid in combination

with alkalies ;
hence the inutility of giving acids as remedies for calcu-

lous disorders.

Matter
(wh

iposed)«> in greater pari uctui»f"-

—

y? -
. .

,i
•

• r ~Qr. nr nvnssiate of the protoxide of iron and
smaller proportion of cyanogen or pi ussiate oi t t

potash, (blausaures eisenoxydulkali,) borax, muriate of baryta, silicate

of potash, tartrate of nickel and potash, and many colouring matters,

*
•

Berzelius's Chimie Animate, p. 402. -|- Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, i. Band
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such as those of soluble indigo, or sulphate of indigo, gamboge, rhu-

barb, madder, logwood, red beet, whortleberries, mulberries, cherries

;

many odoriferous matters also, in part changed, such as oil of turpen-

tine (producing the odour of violets in the urine,) the odorous principles

of juniper, valerian, assafoetida,* garlic, castor, saffron, opium, the in-

toxicating principle of the agaricus, muscarius, and, in the state of dis-

ease, fatty oil.

All substances excreted with the urine must be in solution, they

must not be in the state of granules.*

The matters which do not pass off with the urine are either elimi-

nated from the system in other ways,—for instance, by exhalation from

the surface, as is the case with camphor,—or they are reduced to an

insoluble condition in the intestinal canal itself. Woehler directs at-

tention to the fact, that the salts which are excreted with the urine ge-

nerally increase the action of the kidneys. Many other medicines

which are called diuretics, such as digitalis, are, he observes, termed so

incorrectly ; thus the action of digitalis consists in the removal of the

cause of dropsy, the fluid being then carried off in the usual way ; so

that it is not more a diuretic than quinine given for the relief of the

dropsies which are produced by intermittent fever.

The office of the kidneys, according to Woehler's researches, does not

consist merely in the excretion of urea and uric acid; all soluble and

not gasiform matters, which do not suffer decomposition in the system,

but more especially the superfluous water, are got rid of by means of

them. If the excretion of water by the kidneys is lessened on account

of that fluid being deposited in other £arts of the body, as in dropsy, the

urine acquires a deeper colour, which indicates merely that less water

is excreted.

The carbonates of the alkalies taken by the mouth render the urine

alkaline, and dissolve the lithic acid ; their exhibition is a tolerably cer-

tain means of counteracting the lithic acid diathesis ; the vegetable

acids and their salts with the alkalies, being converted into alkaline car-

bonates in their passage through the body, they may likewise be used

with effect for the same purpose. This plan of treatment is, however,

only applicable in cases of gravel, or when the calculi are small ; for

when there are large stones in the bladder, an alkaline state of the urine

renders the earthy phosphates insoluble, and may cause them to be de-

posited as a new crust around the original calculus.t

The excretion of superfluous water from the blood by the kidneys

appears to take place with extreme rapidity, it nearly keeping pace with

the absorption of watery fluids from other parts of the body into the

blood, which thus maintains its normal composition.

* See tlie remarks on the hypothesis of the metastatic presence of pus in the blood
*

and urine, at pages 277 and 278.

f Woehler, loc. cit. p. 31 7»
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The time occupied by the transit of different substances from the

intestines into the blood, and thence into the urinary secretion, has been

discussed at page 238. Westrumb detected prussiate of potash in the

urine within a period varying from two to ten minutes from the time

of its introduction into the stomach. Stehberger* has instituted expe-

riments with reference to this question in a boy, who had inversio vesicae.

The following are the results :

Name of Substance.

Madder after the lapse of

Indigo

Rhubarb

Gallic acid

Decoction of logwood

Colg. principle of whortleberries

Black cherries
-fi

Time at which

first detected

in the urine.

15 min.

15

20

20

25

30

45

45

55

60

75

Time at which it

was excreted in

greatest quantity.

1 hour

2

if

4

Time at which
it ceased to be

perceptible.

9 hours.

11

«3

24
Astringent principle of uva ursi

Pulp of cassia fistula

Ferrocyanuret of potassium

Inspissated juice of elder . . 1

The urine collects in the urinary bladder, the sphincter, of which, like

that of the anus, is ordinarily in a state of contraction. When the quan-

tity of the urine has increased to a certain degree, the action of the

sphincter becomes feeble, and contractions of the fundus of the bladder

take place- The expulsion of urine may, however, be opposed at will by

means of the musculus pubo-urethralis, (Wilson's muscle,) and perhaps

likewise by a voluntarily increased contraction of the sphincter. The

voluntary expulsion of the urine is effected by the simultaneous action

of the diaphragm and abdominal muscles,, which diminishes the capacity

of the abdominal cavity. The contractions of the urinary bladder are

not always subject to the will ; but nevertheless, when the bladder is

affected by the gradually increased stimulus of the accumulated urine,

we seem to acquire some voluntary influence over it. Erection, and the

act of expulsion of the urine, are here excluded from consideration.

Paralysis of the lower part of the spinal cord is attended with incon-

tinence of urine.

* Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, ii. 47.
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592 NERVOUS SYSTEM

BOOK THE THIRD

Physiology of the Nerves.

SECTION I.

Of the Properties of the Nerves generally

CHAPTER I.

OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE NERVES.

a. Of the principalforms of the nervous system *

The first great distinction to be made in the forms of the nervous

system in the animal kingdom, is between that of vertebrata, in which

the brain is not pierced by the oesophagus, and is continued into a spinal

cord ; and that of invertebrata, in which the brain is always represented

by a nervous ring through which the oesophagus passes. This nervous

ring of the invertebrata presents, on the dorsal aspect of the oesophagus,

a large ganglion, or brain ; while there is likewise another enlargement

or ganglion occupying the lower part of the ring, and situated below the

oesophagus, from which the rest of the nervous system, whether it con-

sists of single nerves, or of a cord with a series of ganglionic enlarge-

ments, as in the annelida, Crustacea, insecta, and arachnida, takes its

origin

of

of the

of anatomists and physiologists- Ackermann, Reil, and Bichat com-

pared the ganglionic system of invertebrata with the sympathetic nerve

of the higher animals; and the same proposition has very recently been

started anew by Serres and Desmoulins. Scarpa, Blumenbach, Cuvier,

Gall, and J. F. Meckel have,, however, on better grounds, denied the

existence of such an analogy ; and the greater number of these anato-

mists have regarded the abdominal cord of the articulata simply as th

analogue of the spinal cord of the vertebrata. Meckel and Ph. v.

Walther, supposed that, in the part of the nervous system which in the

invertebrata is continued from the brain into the trunk of the body,

both the spinal cord and sympathetic system of the higher animals are

still united ; and that, while it has in all cases the function of the two, it

in the mollusca approaches more nearly to the type of the sympathetic,

* See a more extended view, by J. Muller, in the Nova Acta Nat. Cur. t, xiv. and in

Meckel's Archiv. 1828.
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in the articulata to that of the spinal cord. Treviranus and E, H. Weber,

lastly, imagined that the ganglia of the abdominal cord of the articulata

roust be looked upon as nothing more than the ganglia of the spinal

nerves, which have coalesced ; the intermediate cords being merely

the first rudiments of the medulla spinalis. The question has been at

length decided by the discovery that in most articulate animals, and in

all insects, there is, besides the abdominal cord, a second system of

nerves destined solely for the viscera, which consists likewise of a series

of delicate ganglia more minute than those of the abdominal cord,

attains its greatest developement in the formation of plexuses on the in-

testinal canal, and particularly on the stomach, and is connected by radicle

fibres with the brain.* Traces of a nervous system exist, according

to Ehrenbero*, even in the infusoria ; at all events, he has seen them in

the rotifera.

Among the more known forms of the nervous system in the lower

animals, the three following types may be distinguished.

1 . Type of the Radiata.
*

Similar members arranged around one centre.—The primitive form of the

nervous system is the ring, which in the invertebrata generally is known

as the oesophageal ring. Its simplest form is met with in the radiata, in

which the ring is still without ganglionic

enlargements, or a cord-like prolongation.

(See fig. 42.) The distribution of its

branches corresponds with the radiate

division and structure of the animal.

There being no prolongation of the body

of the creature into an articulated trunk,

there is likewise no nervous cord deve-

loped as a prolongation of the oesophageal

ring. The repetition of similar organs in

the periphery of a circle is the character

of the type according to which the ani-

mal is here formed, and hence all the nerves given off from the oesophageal

ring are similar ; no one is especially the prolongation of the ring, and no

one part of the ring has especially the function of the brain. All the

radiating branches of a nervous circle, of which no one has a greater im-

portance than the rest, constitute together what in the higher animals

is represented by the principal nervous cord.

Fig. 42. t

* See the account of the organic nervous system of the invertebrata in the 5th

chapter of the 2nd section of this Book.rapier oi tne zna section vl iu«j *«^~.
^

_

t [Nervous system of the ' asterias, after Tiedemann.-l. The feet
;

2. the feet cut

across; 3. the openings through which the feet projected; 4. the nervous nng sur-

- . _ nc . 1 1 v -*«**** ^1-* s\c\ 4-r\ uof>h 1*OXT I

rounding the mouth, giving off three branches to each ray.]

2 q 3
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2.

*

of the Mollusca

No

i

off

Fig. 43.

In molluscous animals the primitive form of the nervous system un-

dergoes changes which only correspond to the modifications that have

affected the whole organisation. The symmetry of the radiate type is

lost ; and, as one most essential character, there is a want of the articulate

structure of the other invertebrata. The molluscous animal consists

merely of a convoluted mass of viscera in sufficient number to constitute

an individual animal system, of which the proper animal or sensitive

functions seldom exceed an awkward touch and a sluggish locomotion.

The fundamental oesophageal ring is present here also; but, there

being no radiate divisions of the body, the nervous ring does not give

radiating branches. There are nerves of sense,

nerves for the viscera, and nerves for the mus-

cles; the viscera not being arranged with any

symmetry or order of succession, and there

being no regular series of locomotive members^

there is not required in the nervous system

any succession of similar parts. (See fig. 43.)

The sole developement which the nervous

system in this type undergoes, consists in the

formation on the oesophageal ring and its nerves

of ganglia, from which branches are given off.

The grades which this developement is observed

to pass through are the following :

1. Ganglia on the oesophageal ring at its

superior and inferior parts, (supra-cesophageal

and infra- oesophageal ganglia,) as in the gaste-

(
or lateral ganglia on the

oesophageal ring, and on the nerves arising from

the ganglia of the ring, as in acephala.

2. The oesophageal ring developed into a

large cerebral mass, as in cephalopods.

3. of the Articulata.

of similar or identical parts, the contents of

* [Nervous system of the common black slug (limax ater).—1. The supra-cesopha-

geal ganglion. 2. The infra-cesophageal ganglion. The lateral cords uniting them are

double in this and many other mollusca, as was shown by Berthold (Miiller's Archiv.

1835). 3. The small anterior sub-oesophageal ganglia, similar to these described by

Cuvier in the limnseus. These are connected each by a long and delicate filament with

the supra-cesophageal ganglion, and by a cross filament with each other ; they also send

branches forwards towards the mouth, and backwards along the oesophagus to the sto-

mach. 4. The optic nerves. 5. Nerves to the upper lip. 6. Nerves to the small

tentacles and the muscles about the mouth. 7. The nerves to the pulmonary sac.

8. Nerves to the genital sac, &c. 9. Large nerves of the mantle].

.
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* i

ofwhich The fundamental character of

The brain

the articulate animals is, that the body is formed of a succession of rings

either similar or identical, which again contain either similar or the

same parts of the vascular system and viscera. The organs are no longer

included in a convoluted mass by a muscular sac ; they are extended for

the most part in one direction, namely longitudinally ;
and the mus-

cular sac has become divided into a number of separate muscles for the

different segments of the body. To correspond with this structure, the

esophageal ring and its ganglia are repeated in the form of the gan-

r , a ffZ** Go- 44 ^ Fig. 44.* Fig. 454
ghated nervous cord, (oee hg. 44.; u

This is the case in annelida, insecta,

arachnida, and Crustacea,

in all the species of these classes seems

to be, without exception, superior to the

oesophagus.}: In insects the special ner-

vous system of the viscera becomes dis-

tinctly developed.

The union of several of the ganglia of

the abdominal cord, the disappearance of

some, and the fusion of others into larger

masses during the metamorphoses of in-

sects, in accordance with the necessities

of the parts which have become more

highly developed (see fig. 45), have been

already described at page 399. In some

few insects all the ganglia and loops of

the double abdominal cord are united

into one solid column from which all the
-

nerves of the articulated body radiate, but

this column is connected with the cere-

bral ganglion by means of the oesophageal

ring, which remains open. This is the

structure in the scaraboeus nasicornis

even in the larva state. Here theiJ

[The nervous system of the sphynx ligustri in the larva state after Newport.— a.

The supra-cesophageal ganglion or brain ; 1, 2, 3, to 12, the ganglia of the abdominal

cord giving off nerves laterally in each segment, b. The median visceral nerve arising

°y two roots from the supra-cesophageal ganglion : two nerves arise also from the brain

on each side and form a small ganglion ; these likewise belong to the visceral or

sympathetic system, c. The interganglionic or transverse nerves.]

t [Nervous system of the sphynx ligustri in the perfect or imago state.—The let-

ters and cyphers refer to the same parts as in the preceding figure
:
c. are the inter-

ganglionic or transverse nerves ; d. the nerves given off by the ganglia.]

* In the scorpion, as in other articulata, the oesophagus passes through the oesopha-

geal ring ; but the posterior or inferior enlargement of the ring is larger than the an-

1
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the gangliated cord is converted into a simple cord, and thus the brain and

spinal marrow of vertebrate animals would seem in fact to differ in form

but little from the nervous system of invertebrata. There remains as pe-

culiar to the latter animals only the passage of the oesophagus through the

On the other hand, we see that in the lower verte-nervous ring.

brata the ganglionated structure is again met with in the spinal cord at the

points where large nerves arise from it : thus there are several ganglionic

enlargements of the cord in the cervical region in the flying fishes

(triglse), and there are enlargements of the spinal cord in chelonia,

birds, and mammalia at the points corresponding to the origin of the

nerves of the upper and lower extremities.

There are no grounds for comparing the nervous system of molluscous

animals to the sympathetic nerves of vertebrata. The absence of the

chain of ganglia in the former animals is the consequence of their body

not consisting of a series of segments. The union of the ganglia in a

series is an accidental circumstance, which has its origin not essentially

in the nervous system itself, but in the general structure of the body.

Hence, even in the articulate classes, when the division of the body into

segments is absent or subordinate, the chain of ganglia is replaced by

ganglia situated on the different nerves arising from the brain, as in mol-

lusca ; such is the case in the phalangita. The ganglia of the mollusca

belong therefore in part to the nerves of the viscera, and are destined for

the organic functions ; while those cerebral nerves, and their ganglia,

which are distributed to the organs of motion, as the mantle (in the sepia),

and are capable of exciting voluntary motions, are wholly analogous to

the muscular nerves arising from the gangliated cords of the articulata,

and are quite distinct from visceral nerves.

b. Of the minute structure of the Nervous substance.

jib The nerves are constituted of large and

small parallel fasciculi, which are invested by a membranous neurilema.

These fasciculi, examined along the course of a nervous cord, are found

to be connected with each other at intervals ; but the parallel primitive

fibres contained in these fasciculi run in apposition with each other

merely, they do not unite : even where the fasciculi appear to anastomose,

there is no union of fibres, but merely an interchange of fibres between

the fasciculi.

The primitive fibres of the nerves* are very similar in form and size in

different animals ; they are in all cases simple threads, are never formed

of globules. In the human subject their diameter is, according to Krause,

terior, which circumstance it was which formerly misled me to the belief that here the

brain lies below the oesophagus. In the phasmae also the brain is placed as in all insects,

though in 1826 I thought differently.

* See Plate ii. %. 1.
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from i

3 7
to Wa

184 277

in the frog, the last observer states them to measure -^ of a line in

diameter. They vary, however, very much in size, and are frequently,

especially the grey fibres, much more minute than the above measure-

ments indicate. The capillary blood-vessels do not ramify on the nervous

fibrils, for they exceed these fibrils in size ; they merely form a network

which lies between the fibres of the nerves. Fontana appears to have

been the first who had a correct idea of the structure of the primitive

fibres. He distinguished in them an external tubular portion, which,

when highly magnified, has a wrinkled aspect, and a solid internal portion,

which forms a smooth homogeneous thread. He was able to separate

the tubular sheath from its solid contents in some fibres. Thus he says:

" The extremities of the nerves were placed in water, and I ran the point

of the needle along them to break the cylinders, or deprive them in

some way of their irregularities. I succeeded at length in meeting with

one that had the form described by fig. 6. About half of this cylinder

was formed of a transparent and uniform thread ; and the other half was

almost twice as thick, less transparent, irregular, and rugged. I then

suspected that the primitive nervous fibre was formed of a transparent

cylinder, smaller and more uniform, covered with another substance, the

nature of which was perhaps cellular. The observations I made after-

wards confirmed me invariably in this hypothesis, which at length be-

came an established fact. I have very often seen the two parts that

compose the primitive nervous cylinder. The exterior one is unequal

and rugged ; the other, a cylinder which seems formed of a particular

transparent homogeneous membrane that appears to be filled with a

gelatinous, consistent humour

In the plates which Fontana gives, the primitive nervous cylinders are

represented in part still invested by the tube, in part free from it. These

observations of Fontana are quite in accordance with those recently

made by Remak, who first directed attention to the paragraph in the

work of Fontana. Remak describes the contents of the nervous cylinder

to be either a perfectly solid fibre of rather less diameter than the cylin-

der itself, or a flattened pale filet separable by pressure for a considerable

extent here and there from the investing tube, which is prone to be-

come wrinkled or puckered. He could not detect any more minute

fibrous structure in this filet, although it sometimes became split into

several threads.t

The oreat size of the so-named primitive fibres of the nerves, as

compared with the minute elementary parts of muscles, the cellular

and other tissues, excites a doubt as to whether the fibre contained

in the nervous cylinder is really its most minute element. In fibres

of the thickness of the ordinary primitive fibres, which Schwann ex-

9f#

* Fontana on Poisons, page 236. f See Mailer's Archiv. 1837, p. iv. Jahresb.
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598 FIBRES OF THE BRAIN

amined in the mesentery of the frog, he saw other much finer filaments,

which issued from the larger fibre. Treviranus observed in several

nervous cylinders streaks running longitudinally, and he even saw dis-

tinctly more minute elementary filaments in the so-called primitive cylin-

)

cylinder 0.0053 of a millim, [T84

[

]

]

millim. li^s °f a nne ]>

A of a line].

The fibres of the brain were known
[

He saw them divide in

Fibres of the cerebral substance

to Fontana. He describes* them as being cylinders filled with a gelati-

niform fluid, but his notion of the intestine-like convolutions of these

tubes is quite incorrect. He attributed too much importance to the

curved disposition of the fibres, which is an accidental state produced in

the preparation of the nervous substance for the microscopic examination;

the primitive fibres of the brain and spinal cord have for the most part

a tolerably straight direction. Ehrenberg, however, has described the

tubular structure of the cerebral fibres, and their arrangement in the

brain and spinal cord, very accurately. He states that they run gene-

rally in straight lines, and do not anastomose,

but very few instances, as in the spinal cord sometimes. The division of

the fibres may, however, be frequent even in the brain, since the mass

which the diverging fibres constitute evidently increases between the

medulla oblongata and their radiated expansion in the grey matter of

the outer part of the optic thalamus. The nature of the contents of the

delicate tubes in the brain was not hitherto quite accurately known.

It appears to be rather gelatinous than solid ; some indeed have found it

of oily consistence. Remak states that it is, as in the fibres of nerves,

a coherent thread ; but, like the tube itself, of a much more delicate na-

ture. The primitive fibres or tubes of the brain and spinal cord, and

those of the optic, olfactory, and auditory nerves, have a peculiarity, dis-

covered by Ehrenberg,f which distinguishes them from the primitive

fibres of other nerves. On the slightest compression, namely, they

assume a beaded appearance, that is, they present a succession of en-

largements, between which the cord is narrowed.^: Fibres and tubes of

this kind are called varicose. Ehrenberg found no others than these

in the brain and spinal cord, and in the nerves of special sense. The

other nerves appeared to him to be composed of the stronger cylindrical

fibres which have a more distinct sheath ; the sympathetic nerve con-

tained both the cylindrical and varicose fibres. This difference in the

character of the fibres promised at first to afford a means of classing the

nerves. The tendency of the tubes in some cases to become varicose

* On Poisons, p. 242.

+ Poggendorrs AnnaL xxviii. Hft. 3.—AbhandL d. K. Akad. zu Berlin aus d. J

1834. Berlin, 1836. p. 605.
4- See plate ii. fig, 2.
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certainly shows that they have some peculiarity ; but it seems to depend

merely on a greater delicacy of the membrane forming them. The primi-

tive fibres of the brain, spinal cord, and nerves of special sense, examined

before they are subjected to pressure, appear of uniform diameter, not

varicose
; and the fibres of other nerves, again, are rendered varicose by

compression. The primitive nervous fibres in all parts, in the brain as

well as in the nerves, were found by Treviranus to be while fresh for the

most part straight, and not varicose.* Volkmannf could not always

find varicose fibres in the nerves of special sense. The observations of

Lauth and Remake also tended to show that an arrangement of the

nerves according to the cylindrical or varicose form of their primitive

fibres is scarcely possible, since single varicose fibres are met with more

or less frequently in the most different nerves. One and the same fibre

sometimes presented the varicose form at intervals, and the fibres of the

nerves generally in young animals are prone to exhibit this appearance.

The observations of Treviranus, Valentin, and Weber, would seem to

show that the fibres of the brain, spinal marrow, and all nerves, are, in

the perfectly fresh and uninjured state, quite uniformly cylindrical,

without any enlargements, but that the varicose appearance may be pro-

duced by pressure. Notwithstanding the proneness of the fibres of the

brain and spinal cord to present the varicose appearance, I have fre-

quently succeeded in separating a lamella of cerebral substance with so

little violence that the fibres preserved their uniform cylindrical aspect

;

and I, like other observers, have seen the fibres of this form in the optic

The fibres seemed to me to suffer most

injury when it was attempted to cut too thin laminae from the soft cere-

bral substance. The valve of Vieussens affords an excellent opportunity

of examining the fibres in a natural thin lamella of cerebral substance,

without the interference of the knife. It was in the valve of Vieussens
*

that Weber examined them.

It is, however, a characteristic property of the fibres of the brain, and

the nerves of special sense, that they are exceedingly prone to become

varicose. No other tissue has this property ; and, in enumerating the

characters of the cerebral fibres, it cannot be omitted. It is not quite

certain on what this property depends.

The structure of the very extensile and elastic spinal cord of the

petromyzon is, I have found, very peculiar. It tears with facility into

threads ; and consists, for the most part, of fibres which are very much

flattened, and of which the breadth is equal to that of the primitive

fibres of the nerves of the ox. Besides these band-like fibres, there are

smaller fibres, and others again still more minute.

nerve and retina likewise.

t

Beitrage zur Aufklarung des organischen Lebens. Bremen, li.

Neue Beitrage zur Physiologie des Gesichtsinnes. Leipz. 1836

Miiller's Archiv. 1836. 145.
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600 THE NERVOUS FIBRES

It is well known that the fasci-
White and greyfasciculi in the nerves.—

culi of nervous fibres in the sympathetic nerves have for the most part a

grey aspect, while those of the cerebro-spinal nerves are white. But

the latter nerves also contain some few grey fasciculi mingled with the

white ; and, in many parts of the sympathetic nerve, there are white

fibres mingled with the proper grey, or organic fibres. (See Section n.

Chapter 4.) Remak has seen both white and grey fasciculi in portions of

the sympathetic taken from various regions ; the white fasciculi are pro-

bably motor and sensitive fibres derived from the cerebro-spinal nerves

while the grey are destined to rule over the organic functions. The or-

ganic nerves owe their grey colour to the fibres composing them, which,

according to Remak, differ in structure from the white fibres. The latter

are not only much larger than the grey ; the difference of the tube and

enclosed fibre is in them always distinct, while the more delicate grey

fibres have rather a homogeneous aspect. The surface of the grey

fibres is here and there beset with very minute granules, similar to

those on the twigs of the minute blood-vessels (for instance, in the

brain).

The structure of the anterior motor, and that of the posterior sensi-

tive roots of the spinal nerves, have been made the subject of comparative

examination by Ehrenberg together with myself, and we detected no

difference between them.

of the fib A know-

ledge of the course of the primitive fibres in the nerves is of the utmost

importance. For, although an exact acquaintance with the ramifications

of the nerves is indispensable, yet, in the study of the actions and pro-

perties of the nervous system, we must at last come to the question,

Where do the primitive fibres contained in a nervous fasciculus arise, and

where do they terminate ? It is, at least with reference to many ques-

tions concerning the functions of the nerves, a matter of indifference into

what fasciculus the fibres enter, or how soon they issue from it
;
since, as

will be seen directly, they themselves (the primitive fibres) remain dis-

tinct and isolated throughout their course ; and this is the first and most

important point to be decided. If the primitive fibres never anastomose,

it will follow that the cerebral extremity of each fibre is connected with

the peripheral extremity of a single nervous fibre only, and that this peri-

pheral extremity is in relation with only one point of the brain or spinal

cord ; so that, corresponding to the many millions of primitive fibres

which are given off to peripheral parts of the body, there are the same

number of peripheral points of the body represented in. the brain. If,

on the contrary, the primitive fibres anastomose with each other in then-

course within the small fasciculi, and in the frequent anastomoses and

plexuses of the nerves themselves, and do not merely lie in apposition

;

then the cerebral extremity of a nervous fibril will be in relation with

I
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\

very many peripheral points, the number of which will be equal to

the number of primitive fibres which have coalesced ; and, since the

nerves are seen to anastomose in all parts of the body, there would, if

the primitive fibres likewise anastomosed, be scarcely a single point of

the body represented isolated and distinct in the brain ; the irritation of

a primitive fibre in a single point of the skin would necessarily be pro-

Plated through all the anastomoses,—in other words, no local impression

on a single definite point would be perceived by the brain; for the

sensation of a single point evidently depends on the impression being

conveyed by means of a single fibre to a single point of the sensorium.

It is very clear, that if the anastomoses of the nerves in the transmission

°f the nervous principle had the same influence as the anastomoses of

vessels, no local nervous influence could be communicated from the brain

to the peripheral parts, nor from the latter to the brain. The possibility of

°ur establishing an accurate theory of the action of the nerves rests wholly

°n the question of the primitive nervous fibres anastomosing, or not,*

Fontana, and afterwards Prevost and Dumas, observed, that the primi-

tive fibres of nerves enclosed in a fasciculus do not unite with each

other, but merely run side by side. At that period, however, physiolo-

gists had scarcely a suspicion of the importance of this fact for the

theory of nervous action. Some years ago, at the time that I made

known my experiments on the motor and sensitive roots of the nerves,

1 took up the enquiry. Of course, only a certain length of nerve can be

examined under the microscope at a time ; but by examining successive

points along the course of the nerve, we may arrive at a more certain

conclusion as to the existence, or not, of anastomoses between the

primitive fibres. I have in this way examined with the simple micro-

scope the primitive fibres of.a nervous fasciculus spread out on a black

surface, but have never seen two fibres unite into one : they always

were seen to continue separate, whether they lay side by side, or crossed

the one over the other ; and, even when two fasciculi have united, I could

perceive no actual union of the fibres,—these remained evidently quite

distinct, and were merely in juxtaposition. It is evident, from the ex-

ternal appearance of the nerve before and after such an anastomosis of

fasciculi, that such must be the case. If the primitive fibres themselves

united, forming a smaller number of fibres by their union, the size of the

fasciculus resulting from the anastomosis of two, ought to be the mean
between the two uniting fasciculi, which is not the case ; except in

the instance of the sympathetic nerve, the fasciculus resulting from

an anastomosis always equals exactly the size of the two, which united to

form it, taken together. When nerves form a plexus, the nerves which

issue from it, however great the interlacement of fibres may have

* [Similar arguments in favour of the insulated course of the nervous filaments were

advanced more than seventy years ago by Dr. Whytt. (See Whytt's works, p. 505.) ]

/
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The
been, will always form as large a mass as those that entered it.

same law prevails in the ramification of nerves; a nerve, after having given

off a branch, is thinner in exact proportion to the number of fibres in

the branch which has left it ; and by the aid of minute dissection it is

easily seen that when a branch is given off, the fibres in the trunk do

not divide each into two, one remaining in the trunk while the other

leaves it to join the branch, but that the fibres of the branch are some

of those which already existed in the trunk : hence, in a nerve, very

different fibres, sensitive and motor, may be associated together, and in

the trunk of a nerve there may even be branches contained which do

not unite with the other constituent fasciculi, and have no resem-

blance to them in its properties. Thus the nervus mylo-hyoideus, a

motor nerve, is commonly regarded in a general way as a branch of the

inferior dental, a nerve of sensation, although these two nerves have

nothing in common except their position side by side ;
and of this there

are frequent examples. We hence see that the properties of the compo-

nent fasciculi have nothing to do with the nature of the trunk of the nerve

itself ; but that, on the contrary, the nervous trunk, particularly at some

distance from the brain, may be constituted of fasciculi of very various

properties, the different fasciculi destined for a particular limb having

become annexed to it in its course.

The view here given of the course of the primitive nervous fibres

fiom the brain to their ultimate termination, is opposed to the statement

that the nerves increase in size in their course, which, however, is an

error originated by Soemmering. The nerve is certainly smaller before

it passes through the dura mater, and receives its neurilema, than it is

afterwards ; but, when invested by its neurilema, its diameter does not

vary as long as it gives off no branches. The branches in every

case contain the same mass of nervous substance as the trunk from

which they arise ; if there is a slight difference, it is owing to the

quantity of neurilema in the branches being greater. These remarks on

the ramification of nerves, apply also in the case of a plexus formed by

two different nerves. Some years ago I examined, with the most careful

dissection, the anastomoses of the facial with the infra-orbital nerve in the

rabbit and sheep ; and convinced myself, by accurate drawing of

the course of the primitive fibres of both, that the fibres merely

attach themselves to one another, and arrange themselves in new fasci-

culi. With these principles, therefore, we must regard the primitive

fibres of all the cerebro-spinal nerves as isolated and distinct from their

oriffin to their termination, and as radii issuing from the axis of
O -. .. . n

the nervous system Strictly considered, these radii issue from the

spinal cord in a nearly continuous line on each side ; but a certain

number of them are collected at intervals into a fasciculus for the

convenience of their distribution to the peripheral parts.
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The foregoing results of my own observation I have taught for several

years in my lectures. In the year 1830 I had an opportunity to com-

municate them in conversation to Prof. Van der Kolk, of Utrecht, when
I begged him to put my observations to the test. The views which I had

adopted, and which agree with those of Fontana and Prevost, have re-

cently received confirmation in my mind from my illustrious colleague,

M. Ehrenberg, having verified the observations on which they rest.

The subject has been treated very fully by Kronenberg.*

The above statements refer merely to the white fibres of the cerebro-

spinal and sympathetic nerves ; for it is probable that the grey fibres

j

(

of the
)

Mode of termination of the This is a subject, the investigation

bl

of which has occupied Treviranus, Gottsche, Valentin, Emmert, the

younger Burdach, and Schwann. The principal question to be decided

is, whether the nervous fibres terminate by uniting with each other, or

remain isolated even at their extremities. It is found that the nervous

fibres terminate either by the formation of regular anastomosing loops

between every two fibres ; or by uniting so as to form a network like

ood-vessels ; or thirdly, they all terminate in an isolated manner without

being connected together. The first was observed by Prevost, Dumas,

Valentin, and Emmert to be the mode of termination of the nerves in

the muscles; and by Breschet, Valentin, and Burdach it was observed

in the case of the nerves of sensation : the second, or reticular mode of

termination, was seen by Schwann in the mesentery of the frog and fire-

toad (rana bombina), and in the tail of the larva of the toad : the third

was discovered by Treviranus in the eye and ear, and the observation

is confirmed by Gottsche.

It appears that Prevost and Dumas have not examined the primitive

nervous fibres themselves in the muscles ; in which, however, Valentinf

and Emmert;}: have found the loop-like connection of the nervous fibres

to exist. This mode of termination of the primitive nervous fibre has

been observed by Valentin in the iris and ciliary ligament likewise, in the

ampulla (Flasche) of the cochlea of birds, in the auditory folds or rugas

of the cochlea of birds, in the ampullae of the semicircular canals, in the

follicle of the tooth, and in the skin of the frog. It was seen, moreover,

by Breschet in the cochlea and in the ampullae of the semicircular

in his earlier observations in the papillae of the skin.

The loop-like connection of one primitive nervous fibre with another was

observed also by the younger Burdach in the skin of the frog, and the loops

seemed to him to be formed even between fibres coming from different

* Plexuum Nervorum structura et virtutes. Berol. 1836.

f Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. xviii. p. 1, 51

.

canal s and

Ueber die Endigungsweise der Nerven in den Muskeln. Bern, 1830. iv.
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branches.* It is not very probable that the so-called primitive fibres,

which are of considerable size, form the actual termination of the

nerves, in parts of which the ultimate elements are much more minute

than them. Schwann indeed has seen in the mesentery of the frog,

issuing from the so-called primitive fibres, numerous finer filaments,

which here and there presented small ganglia, from which again

several twigs were given off. Further researches on the mode of

termination of the nerves in the tail of the larva of the toad have

confirmed these observations. The nervous fibrils resulting from the

splitting of fibres, of the size of what are ordinarily termed primitive

fibres, are excessively minute, and are destitute of the dark tubular

sheath which invests the ordinary primitive fibres. The minute

ganglia are nearly constantly present From the minute fibrils just

described, and from the ganglia on them, still more delicate threads

are given off, and terminate by forming a network.

In the retina, and in the ear, the nervous fibres terminate in an isolated

manner, without uniting with each other. The layer of the retina formed

of the nervous fibres, and the more internal so-named granular layer,

were known to Fontana. There is likewise an external layer composed

of granules disposed in a pavement-like manner, resembling mosaic work.

The nervous fibres, therefore, lie in the middle layer. Treviranus has

discovered that the fibres of this layer are, at a certain point of their

course, bent from the horizontal direction, and turn towards the inner

surface of the retina. Immediately after they have made the turn, they

pass through the openings of a vascular network, which is connected

with the central vein of the optic nerve. Before they reach the inner

surface of the retina, the fibres perforate a second network of vessels,

which is formed by branches of the arteria centralis retina?. Having

passed this, they are received into sheath-like processes of the vascular

layer of the retina ; and, covered by these, terminate on the exterior of

the vitreous humour in the form ot papilla?,

of one of the nervous fibres of the retina was, in the hedgehog, 0-001

millim. [or -J^ of an English line.] The diameter of the papillae in

The transverse diameter

[
1

7 15 ]

The diameter of the papillae in birds was from 0*002 to 0-004 millim.

In the frog, the fibres measured[Trom

0044
;

105 8
to 3-^-5- of an English line.]

[fi 486 to 3 24 of

]

[ to ] The bodies

which Treviranus regards as the ends of the nervous fibres bent inwards,

are short cylinders which separate very easily from the subjacent layer.

They are easily seen in perfectly fresh eyes of quadrupeds ;
their ex-

istence has been confirmed by Gottsche, Ehrenberg, Volkmann, and

* Dr. Ernst Burdach, Beitrag zur Microscop. Anat. der Nerven. Konigsb. 1837-

i
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Web But whether each of the bodies in ques-

tion is the end of one fibre only, or whether several rest on one fibre, is

Hot yet quite certain. A few hours after death their proper form is no

longer perceptible, and in their place there are merely granules, which

has given rise to the incorrect notion of the existence of an internal

granular layer of the retina. The papillae of the cylinders do not appear

to be distinct, except in fishes, in which Gottsche* has described

th

/

em.

Treviranus observed the papillar mode of termination of the nervous

fibres, not merely in the retina, but also in the case of the auditory and

olfactory nerves ; and here the papillae were more thread-like. Those

°f the auditory nerve he saw on the lamina spiralis of the cochlea in

young mice. The bony portion was wholly covered with thread-like

Papilla crowded closely together. The nervous fibres ran towards the

Membranous border of the lamina spiralis under the surface of the

Membrane, more widely separated from each other ; and, after having

Made spiral convolutions in the canals which contained them, issued

through minute foramina in the form of globules of the diameter of

[about 3 22 to
6 4 1 ]

which is likewise the size of the cylindrical fibres of the auditory nerve

themselves. In dissecting these parts in the fox, Treviranus found that

the nerves of the semicircular canals on reaching the ampullae, spread

out into a lamella on each side of the sac, becoming divided into more

minute fibrils, which unite again into larger fibres before leaving the

The fibres of the nerve of the cochlea in the hare and rabbit,lamella.

and those of the auditory nerve of fishes, have, according to Gottsche,

club-like terminations. On the spiral lamina of the cochlea of birds,

which was described by Windischmann, the nervous fibres appear to me

to be likewise distinct, and not to unite with each other. The principal

mass of the nerve of the cochlea runs here at one border of the cartilage

of the cochlea, and spreads itself out very regularly in the substance of

the cartilage ; while fibrils much more minute issue from the cartilage,

and, running parallel and close to each other, extend over the greatest

part of the breadth of the extremely delicate lamina spiralis.

The mode of termination of the fibres of the brain has been inves-

tigated by Valentin. The primitive fibres of the spinal nerves do

n°t end in the spinal cord; they continue their course as far as the

brain. The fibres of the nerves of the extremity of the spinal cord

run forwards, while those of the nerves which enter the spinal cord

laterally at its upper part pass first transversely towards the interior of

* PfafTs Mittheilungen aus dem Gebiete der Medicin, Chirurgie und Pharmacie.

1836. Heft 3 4. Heft 5 6. For an account of the observations of other anato-

mists, see Miller's Archive 1837. Jahresbericht [partly translated in the British and

por. Med. Review for January 1838].
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the cord, as far, or nearly as far, as the grey substance, and then follow

the same longitudinal course to the brain as the others. In the white

substance, the fibres lie in contact with each other ; but, at the line of

contact of the white and grey substances, the fibres become separated by

dthe globules of grey matter, which we shall presently describe, an

at length radiate out into the cortical substance, where they form loops by

uniting one with another. This is seen most distinctly where the white

and reddish grey substances are united together, or in the yellow

substance at the periphery of the hemispheres of the cerebrum and

cerebellum.

3f
In the interior

of the ganglia of invertebrate animals, (the leech and common slug,)

Ehrenberg has observed club-shaped bodies, which in the ganglia of the

leech form eight fasciculi, every two of which are continued into one of the

four arms of the ganglia by means of long cylindrical tubes. In the en-

larged part of these club -like bodies is a nucleus ; and, besides this, there

are in the leech several other little globules (it is so represented in the

engraving in Ehrenberg's paper). Valentin has described similar bodies

as existing in the ganglia of the abdominal cord of the leech. He saw

globules which, like those of the ganglia of the higher animals, contained

a nucleus. In this nucleus there was, at a point close to the surface, a

reddish body, and sometimes, in place of this, there were several smaller

corpuscules. Purkinje has seen similar caudate bodies in the yellow

mass between the cortical and medullary substance of the cerebellum.

He describes them as having a bright nucleus in the interior, and, cor-

responding to this, a smaller one on the surface. They are arranged side

by side; their rounded extremity turned towards the white substance,

their tail -like prolongations towards the cortical substance. As similar

to these I regard certain club-shaped nucleated bodies which I have

found in the medulla oblongata of the cyclostomatous fishes (in a petro-

myzon preserved in spirit). But the latter were of peculiar form

:

their thick extremity was not rounded, but generally dentated ; in most

cases, it sent out several,—two, three, or four, tooth-like processes, the

form and relative position of which varied very much.*

The elements of the ganglia of the nerves in the higher animals, and

in the human subject, have been ascertained by Valentin to be globules

of considerable size, which differ from the above described club-shaped

bodies merely by their more spherical form, but have like them a nucleus,

and in the circumference of this another smaller nucleus, and frequently

also spots of pigment on their surface. One or more fasciculi of fibres

which enter the ganglion form within it a plexus, the fibres undergoing

a different arrangement, arid again issue from it ; while single fibres, or

* See Mailer's Archiv. 1837- p- xvii. Jahresb.
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fasciculi of fibres form an interlacement around the globules of the

ganglion. The fibres which form this interlacement come off from the

hunk of the nerve, and join it again. This description, in fact, applies to

'he ganglionic globules generally, as may be easily verified.

I he grey substance of the brain and spinal cord is, according to

Valentin, formed wholly of the same globules as the ganglia of vertebrate

animals. The appearance of minute granules is produced by the dis-

integration of the original globules, which are very soft. The only cir-

cumstance in which the globules of the grey substance of the brain differ

from those of the ganglia, is that the cellular tissue which invests the

former is less firm. In the white substance of the brain there are,

according to Valentin, no globules or granules ; the appearance of gra-

nules in it is produced by the nervous fibres being broken up. On the

quantity of the deposit of grey globules depends the degree in which

certain parts of the brain differ in colour from the white or fibrous

substance : where the primitive fibres are in greatest number, the colour

*s whitish grey ; where they are less abundant, it is reddish grey : the

darker colour of certain portions of the brain depends on a pigment de-

posited on the globules.

In the spinal cord there are, as Rolando discovered, two kinds of grey

substance. That which is commonly known as the grey substance of

the spinal cord, is called by Rolando* " substantia cinerea, spongiosa,

vasculosa." At the posterior part of the posterior cornua of this sub-

stance runs a line of perfectly grey matter, called by Rolando the
44
substantia cinerea gelatinosa " The first contains, according to Remak,

the great ganglionic globules above described, together with numerous

fibres ; the latter, on the contrary, contains corpuscules similar to the red

particles of frog s blood. The continuation of the substantia cinerea

gelatinosa in the medulla oblongata, where it comes to the surface, has

the same structure.

It would be important to know whether the large globules of the grey

substance in the brain and in the ganglia have, or have not, any connec-

tion with other parts or with one another. Certain processes, which are,

under favourable circumstances, seen issuing here and there from the
*

globules, suggest the probability that they are connected with each other

hy fibres. I saw these tooth-like processes first on the club-like bodies in

the medulla oblongata of the petromyzon. Remak observed them soon

afterwards on the globules of the grey substance of the brain and

ganglia. He not only saw fibres coming off from the surface of the

globules of the ganglia, but succeeded even in isolating them to the

extent of several or many times the diameter of the globules. These

fibres of the ganglionic globules have some similarity with the delicate
*

* Saggio sopra la vera struttura del Cervello ;
edit. 2. t. ii. Torino, 1828. Tab. iii.

fi£- 2. 3. sp .
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are

grey filaments which Remak has observed in ganglionic nerves; and u

the latter filaments which form the grey fasciculi of the sympathetic

organic fibres, it becomes in some degree probable, or at least

possible, that this is the origin of the grey fibres of the organic nerves.

Distribution of the white and grey systems offibres in the cerebrospinal

and sympathetic nerves.—-We have already mentioned that the cerebro-

spinal nerves contain some fasciculi of grey fibres, and that the sym-

pathetic contains likewise some few fasciculi of white fibres; we

have lastly suggested as probable, that the grey fibres, which have a

peculiar structure, derive their origin from the ganglionic globules which

are so frequent in the ganglia of the sympathetic, but which are

present, though in less number, at those parts of the cerebrospinal nerves,

where the fibres of the sympathetic enter more largely into their composi-

tion, as at the angle of the facial nerve where it is joined by the vidian,

and in the second and third branch of the nervus trigeminus. We see

therefore that the sympathetic differs only in a relative manner from the

other nerves. The mixed cerebral and spinal nerves contain chiefly fasci-

culi of sensitive and motor fibres, and a few fasciculi of grey fibres which

have a tendency to the formation of ganglia ; the sympathetic, on the

contrary, contains a few sensorial and motor elements derived from the

posterior and anterior roots of the mixed nerves, and consists chiefly

of grey organic fibres, corresponding with its distribution to parts which

serve principally for the production of chemical changes in the fluids of

the body. Hence the frequency of ganglia in the sympathetic nerve

;

while in the cerebro- spinal system of nerves, if we except the regular

ganglia of the posterior roots, ganglia are rare, occurring only where

there is a considerable intermixture of grey fibres from the sym-

pathetic.

Classification of the >

ranged in three classes :

The ganglia of the nerves may be ar-

L Gangli

ganglion of

vagus, the gc

f the posterior roots of

yf nervus trigeminus >f

2f

of

These ganglia have the common character of belonging to nerves ot

sensation: we shall show at a future page that the posterior roots of

the spinal nerves are sensitive, not motor. The ganglion of the first spinal

nerve sometimes, and those of the two last always, present anomalies

in respect to position The first is sometimes situated within the dura

mater;* the two last very delicate spinal nerves have their ganglia

always in the cavity of the dura mater, f The portio major nervi

trigemini, which expands into the Gasserian ganglion, bears the same

* Mayer, Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. v. xxi.

f Schlemm, Mliller's Archiv. 1834. i.
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relation to the portio minor as the posterior to the anterior roots of the

spinal nerves. Goerres* was the first who compared the nervus vagus
and the nervus aecessorius to the posterior and anterior roots of a
sPmal nerve. The ganglion of the vagus in the foramen jugulare must
certainly be regarded as a ganglion of a sensitive nerve, although in

some animals several fibres of the vagus pass the ganglion without for

lng part of it. Santorini observed the existence in some cases ofa poste-

'root (without a ganglion) to the hypoglossal nerve; and Mayer f

discovered that in several mammalia (the ox, dog, and hog,) the

hypoglossal has an extremely delicate posterior root arising from the

Posterior surface of the medulla oblongata, passing over the nervus

accessorius without being connected with it, and forming at that point a

distinct ganglion. A thicker nervous cord issues from the ganglion*

an d, piercino- the first process of the ligamentum denticulatum, (or, as

/

ha

)

root. Mayer
0nce in the human subject.

I have observed % a similar fact with regard to the origin of the

glossopharyngeal in man,— namely, that, besides the ganglion petro-

Su *n at the inferior opening of the foramen lacerum, there is a very

Srnall ganglion at the posterior and external side of the root of this

nerve, and at the upper or cranial extremity of the foramen lacerum.

This little ganglion cannot be seen until the dura mater around the

opening is removed, and the posterior border of the os petrosum

chiseled away. It does not involve the whole root; but only a

fasciculus of fibres, which is larger after passing through the ganglion,

hut has not a different origin from the rest of the nerve. Ehrenritter~

first discovered this ganglion, but he did not observe its special relation

to the fibres of the glosso-pharj'ngeus ; and I pointed out the resem-

ance of the origin of the nerve to that of the trigeminus, and that

both are mixed nerves like the spinal nerves.

The other much longer known ganglion of the glosso-pharyngeus,

the ganglion petrosum, would seem not to be analogous to the

ganglia of the sensitive nerves, but rather to those enlargements of

Serves which are sometimes observed at the points where branches of

the sympathetic unite with them,—such as, for example, the enlarge-

ment of the facial at the angle where it is joined by the superficial

branch of the vidian or chorda tympani. In fact, the ganglion petrosum

^ connected with an ascending branch of the superior cervical ganglion,

and by means of the ramus tympanicus ganglii petrosi with the ramus

earotico-tympanicus of the sympathetic.

* Exposition der Physiologic Coblenz. 1805. 328.

bl

+ Loc. cit.

J See the Medizin. (Vereins.) Zeitung. Berlin, 1833. No. 52

§ Salzburg. Med. Zeit. 1790. Bd. iv. p. 319.
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The structure of the ganglia of this class is not essentially different

from that of the ganglia of the sympathetic ; but we see in them more

distinctly the pencil of fibres passing through unchanged between

The speciial
the globules of the proper substance of the ganglion

function of the ganglia of the sensitive roots is not yet known. Perhaps

they give rise to the organic fibres of the sympathetic, which these

inal
ganglia would then connect with the posterior columns of the spi

The sensitive and motor white fibres of the sympathetic are
marrow.

connected with the posterior and anterior roots of the spinal nerves

The question, therefore, arises whether the posterior roots of the spina

nerves connect both the sensitive and organic fibres with the spinal

The ganglia of the sympathetic itself, however, appear to be
marrow.

at all events a principal source of the organic fibres. The lateral cords

of the sympathetic are proportionally much whiter than the branches ot

the great abdominal ganglia.

The facts which we have at present considered do not enable us to

decide whether an increase in the number of fibres takes place in the

ganglia of the sensitive roots, and in the Gasserian ganglion. The white

fibres pass through with merely a change of arrangement; thus far is

certain. But grey fibres may arise from the ganglionic globules, since

it is indeed a known fact that grey fasciculi arise in the Gasserian gan-

glion, and accompany the branches of the nervus trigeminus."

'2. if
It is so difficult a matter to

ascertain what becomes of the nervous fibres in these ganglia, that we

have, in fact, not the least knowledge on that point. The main question

here, as in other parts of the nervous system, is, whether the primitive

fibres really unite together, or merely lie in juxtaposition, and form

interlacements with others; or whether the primitive fibres divide

in the peripheral direction being thus multiplied. If a multipli-

cation of fibres takes place in any ganglia, it is certainly most likely to

be in the ganglia of the sympathetic ; and it is, at least, very difficult to

suppose that all the primitive fibres of the abdominal plexus are con-

tained in the roots of the sympathetic from the spinal nerves. But if

this multiplication does take place, it can affect only the delicate grey

organic fibres ; for the ordinary primitive fibres of the nerves are known

to pass unchanged through the ganglia of the sympathetic, as through

those of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves.

The ganglia of the sympathetic form two series. The first consists of

those which lie along each side of the spinal column at the points where

the roots of the sympathetic nerve, coming from the spinal nerves, unite

with the longitudinal cord of the sympathetic : it comprehends, there-

fore, all the cervical, intercostal, lumbar, and sacral ganglia. To the

* See Wutzer, de Gangliorum Fabrica. Berol. 1817-
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second series belong the sympathetic ganglia situated in the middle

line, or the plexiform ganglia in the plexuses of the abdomen.
/

of the

* These are the ganglion petrosum nervi

glosso-pharyngei, the intumescentia gangliiformis on the angle of the

fecial nerve, the ganglion spheno-palatinum on the second branch of the

nervus trigeminus, the ciliary ganglion, and perhaps, also, the otic gan-

glion, and some others. Ganglia are not always formed, however, where

fibres of the sympathetic unite with fibres of the cerebro-spinal nerves

;

°n the contrary, it happens very rarely ; for at not one of all the numerous

Points of origin of the sympathetic from the cerebral and spinal nerves is

there a ganglion formed. The reason why, in the instances above

mentioned, the union of fibres of the sympathetic with cerebral nerves is

attended with the formation of a ganglion on the latter, appears to me

to be that, in these cases, branches of the cerebral nerves coming from

the brain are not given off to the sympathetic, but that branches

of the sympathetic here join the cerebral nerves ; the fibres thus

added to the nerves being continued then, not merely to the brain, but

in the peripheral direction with the cerebral nerve. If this supposition

was of general application, we should know, when a cerebral nerve, not

at its root, but in its further course, presented a swelling corresponding

with the point of union with the sympathetic, that the fibres of the

sympathetic joining it did not come as roots of the sympathetic from

the cerebral nerve, but were fibres of the former going to join the

latter. Thus in the ciliary ganglion there is a mingling of fibres

of the nasal branch of the fifth nerve, of the branch of the third

nerve to the inferior oblique muscle, and of the sympathetic ; the object

of which is not to give new roots to the sympathetic, but to bring into

the ciliary nerves fibres of the sympathetic, with sensitive fibres of the

first division of the fifth, and motor fibres of the third nerve. The same

is the case with the spheno-palatine ganglion on the second division

of the fifth nerve ; for this ganglion—since the sympathetic is, ac-

cording to Bendz, connected with the trunk of the fifth in the Gasserian

ganglion through the medium of fibres from the otic ganglion—would

appear not to afford roots to the sympathetic merely, but to receive

fibres from the sympathetic for the purpose of distributing them with

the branches of the second division of the fifth. In fact, Retzius

has in the horse distinctly seen these fibres of the sympathetic con-

tinued from the spheno-palatine ganglion in the peripheral direction on

the second division of the fifth nerve, and has described them in the

Isis for 1827. I have seen the same in the ox. The ganglion petro-

sum is, as I have endeavoured to show above, not the ordinary ganglion

°f a sensitive nerve, since the small ganglion which I have observed on the

glossopharyngeal nerve at a higher point stands in that relation to it; the

i
*
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aan^Hon petrosum arises from the union of several branches of the sym-

pathetic with the nerve at that point. At present, the correctness of

this view cannot be quite decided ; but it may be of service at a future

period in deciding which of the numerous connections of the sympathe-

tic with the cerebrospinal system are its roots, and which its peripheral

branches given off to the spinal nerves.

Should the above view be confirmed, then the ganglia in question,

those just considered,_ will no longer be a distinct class ;
but will belong

to those of the sympathetic system, and will be included m the second

class. The sympathetic system would in that case have three kinds ot

ganglia.

1. The ganglia of the middle line, or the plexus-like ganglia of the

abdomen.

2. The ganglia of the lateral cords, lying at the points of junction of

the roots of the sympathetic.

3. The ganglia of the sympathetic, which are situated at the points of

junction of this nerve with the cerebral nerves, and which modify the

properties of the latter, not those of the sympathetic.

^

CHAPTER II.

OF THE EXCITABILITY OF THE NERVES.

The laws of animal excitability in general have been considered in

w rniena on General Physiology (page 51).

This property of organised bodies,—excitability,—is also possessed by

the nerves, both the general and special endowments of which are m
every instance manifested under the influence of stimuli. Physiologists

have not however merely to ascertain the laws governing this general

property, tfhich, unfortunately, was the sole object that occupied the

attention of Brown and his followers ; but to investigate the peculiar

forces themselves which are susceptible of this excitation, and in this

there is a great field opened for experimental science. In inquiring

into the nature of the forces resident in the nerves, it is necessary to

study the action of all kinds of stimuli upon them,—a method of inquiry

which acquires for physiology an experimental certainty similar to that

which the sciences of physics and chemistry in reference to inorganic

bodies enjoy. In chemical processes, reagents give rise only to pro-

ducts, combinations, and decompositions ; applied to organic bodies, and

especially to the nerves, their effects, however various they themselves

may be, are never other than manifestations of the proper forces of the

bodies acted on, or modifications of their forces. It will be seen that

all influences acting on the nerves either excite them, or produce an

altered state of their excitability ; in the first case, all stimuli, however

different they may be from each other, act in the same manner; the
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most different causes produce the same effect, because that on which

they act possesses but one kind of excitable force, and because agents

in themselves the most different act here by virtue of the same quality,

that of stimuli.

1. Of the action of stimuli on the nerves.
*

All stimuli, as well the internal organic as the inorganic,—chemical,

mechanical, caustic, and electro-galvanic,—when applied to parts en-

dowed with sensation, or to sensitive nerves, the connection of the

latter with the brain and spinal cord being uninjured, produce sensa-

tions. All these different stimuli resemble each other in this respect,

that a certain degree of their action produces merely the phenomena of

sensation while their more violent action induces changes in the force

on which the sensibility depends. All stimuli, organic and inorganic,

applied to the nerves of muscles, or to the muscles themselves, excite

contraction of the latter ; and this effect is produced, as well when the

nerve is still in connection with the brain, as when its communication

with the nervous centres is cut off. Nerves, therefore, have by virtue

of their excitability the property of exciting contractions in muscles to

which they are distributed ; and this they do as long as the muscles

preserve their vitality, and as long after death as the nerves retain their

excitability. For the production of contractions in a muscle, by irritating

its nerve, it is necessary that the latter shall not have lost its in-

tegrity between the point irritated and the muscle, although its con-

nection with the brain or spinal marrow may not be preserved ;
while,

on the other hand, all stimuli produce sensation in a nerve, whether it

be entire or mutilated, as long as the portion irritated maintains an

uninterrupted communication with the spinal cord or brain.

a. ftfechanical stimuli.—Every kind of mechanical irritation,—stretch-

ing, compression, or puncture,— excites in sensitive nerves, under the

conditions already mentioned, sensations ;
provided the mechanical in-

fluence, for instance, the compression,— is not so violent as to destroy

the power of the nerve Sensation ensues whenever the extremities,

branches, or stump of a divided nerve are irritated, if the connection

of the nerve with the brain and spinal marrow is not interrupted. Me-

chanical irritation of the sensitive nerves of the trunk, and of their

divisions, produces merely the varieties of common sensation, namely,

pain and the sensation of touch ; irritation of the nerves of sight and

the retina, on the contrary, gives rise to no pain, according to M. Ma-

gendie, but to the perception of light, as we know from common expe-

rience of the effect of pressure or a blow upon the eye Mechani

impressions on the auditory nerve, such as are produced by the vibra-

tions of sonoriferous media, or the jarring of the head and ear in long

journeys, give rise to the sensation of sound, but not to pain, of which it

appears that the auditory nerve is not susceptible.
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So also, if with a needle we tear, prick, bruise, drag, or stretch a

nerve distributed to a muscle, contraction of the latter is produced,

and indeed as powerful a contraction as is excited by any galvanic or

electric influence. The part of the nerve which is connected with

the muscle will still retain this power, however much we may curtail it

;

but irritation of the other portion of a divided nerve, that which is in

connection with the spinal cord and brain, never excites contractions of

the muscles.

Mechanical irritation, when so violent as to injure the delicate texture

of the primitive nervous fibres, deprives the nerves of their power of

producing sensations, when irritation is again applied at a point more

distant from the brain than the injured spot : in the same way, no irri-

tation of a nerve distributed to a muscle is capable of exciting con-

traction of the latter, if the nerve has been compressed and bruised

between the point of irritation and the muscle ; the effect of such an

injury the same as that of division. The sensitive power of a

nerve, therefore, is interrupted by any mechanical destruction of its

texture between the brain and the part stimulated; and the motor

power by the same injury affecting it between the irritated part and the

muscle. But the mechanical injury produced by pressure destroys the

power of the nerve only locally : irritation applied at any point between

the injured part and the brain excites sensation ; at any point between

the injured part and the muscles, contraction of the latter. If, how-

ever, the nerve of a muscle is stretched violently in its whole length, it

frequently loses its excitability to the same extent; and even the muscle

sometimes in this case loses its irritability, and can be made to contract

by no manner of stimulus.

b. Temperature.—Heat and cold likewise excite sensation, and con-

traction of muscles.

When heat is applied to the nerve going to a muscle, or to the

muscle itself, contractions of it are produced ; these are very violent

when the flame of a candle is applied to the nerve, an experiment

which I have performed both in frogs and rabbits : less elevated degrees

of heat,—for example, that of a piece of iron merely warmed,—do not

irritate sufficiently to produce contractions of the muscles.

The application of cold has the same effect as heat ; thus it is an old

observation, that violent contractions of the muscle immediately ensue

when cold water is injected into its artery ; cold water applied to the

surface of a muscle likewise causes it to contract. This action of cold

on muscles has been taken advantage of in the practice of medicine

;

thus, in cases of atony of the uterus, and of uterine hemorrhage after

delivery, cold water has been injected into the vessels of the still ad-

herent placenta.

Sympathetic contractions of the iris are produced by drawing cold
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water into the nostrils. Great degrees of cold and heat, whether

their application is sudden or gradual, destroy the nervous energy, and

give rise to death or asphyxia. The effect of cold or heat very gra-

dually increased is sometimes to reduce the excitability to a latent

state, producing the hybernation and summer sleep of certain

animals.

The effect of the local action of an excessive degree of artificial cold

or heat on the nerves, is the same as that of destructive mechanical

irritation. The sensitive and motor power in the part is destroyed, but

all the other parts of the nerve retain their excitability ; and, after the

extremity of a divided nerve going to a muscle has been burnt, contrac-

tions of the muscle may be excited by irritating the nerve below the

burnt part : of this I have convinced myself by experiments on frogs

and rabbits.

c. Chemical stimuli.—All chemical irritants excite the sensitive power
of the nerves as long as the connection of the latter with the brain and

spinal cord has suffered no interruption. Alkalies excite contractions

of the muscles likewise when applied to their nerves; many other

reagents, particularly the acids and metallic salts, for example, the

mineral acids,— sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids, bichloride of mer-
cury, and muriate of ammonia, and moreover alcohol, do not excite the

slightest contraction of the muscles when applied to the nerves, but

must be applied to the muscles themselves. All these substances in

a concentrated state destroy the power of the nerve at the point to

which they are applied, so that irritation by other stimuli is incapable

of exciting their motor action, unless applied between the injured spot

and the muscles. All the substances named have likewise a destructive

action on the muscular substance, but excite contractions at the moment
of their application ; the last effect is least marked in the case of alcohol,

though I have perceived it some few times in rabbits.

The most violent contractions of the muscles, often much stronger

than those produced by the galvanic influence of a single pair of plates,

are excited by touching the nerves with alkalies. I, as well as the

Baron A. von Humboldt, have seen this effect from caustic potash.

Humboldt* has seen the tremor of the muscles continue forty or fifty

seconds. He likewise observed that the twitch ings of the muscles were
produced, although one or more ligatures had been placed on the nerve.

In this case the ligatures formed a conducting medium for the alkali.

Humboldt could produce no contractions by means of acids ; the only

substances which, according to him, excite contractions of the muscles

)

(?)

d (?). I have seen no twitchings of the muscles follow the applica-
w

Versuche iiber die gereizte Muskel-und Nerven-faser. Posen, 1797* Bd. ii. p. 363.

:'.
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Electric

tion of the two last-mentioned substances to the nerves themselves ;
nor

of opium alone, in the state of watery solution. Humboldt employed

the tincture of opium, so that the effect migbt have been owing to the

spirit ; but yet, in one experiment which I performed with the tincture

of opium, no contractions of the muscles were excited. Chemical

irritants introduced into the blood likewise act on the excitability of the

nerves. Thus, it is well known that emetic substances introduced into

the blood-vessels produce the same effect as when taken into the sto-

mach ; tartar emetic and muriate of barytes applied to wounds excite

vomiting.*

Electricity produces in the nerves the same

phenomena "of reaction that follow the application of mechanical and

chemical stimuli. Mechanical violence, as in striking the ulnar nerve

at the elbow, gives rise to the sensation of a shock
;
the same sen-

sation is felt when an electric discharge is passed through a nerve.

This effect must be regarded merely as a sensation ; a mode of reac-

tion of the nerve, with which its cause, the electricity, must not be

confounded. The sensation of the blow or shock is not the action

of the electricity, but is the action of the nerve, which becomes

the seat of, this sensation whenever a violent change is produced in the

state of its component parts, whether this change is produced by animal

or mechanical stimuli, or by electricity.

The discovery of galvanic electricity in 1790 has been the occasion

of the excitability of the nerves being more investigated, namely, by

the application of the stimulus of electricity to individual nerves
;
but in

this important agent we have not become acquainted with a fluid similar

in its action to the nerves, but merely with a new stimulus of the nerves

in addition to those already known. Different metals, and many other

bodies even animal substances of heterogeneous composition, when

brought into contact, are thrown into a state of electric tension, which

ceases when the two bodies are brought into communication at other

points by a conducting substance, that is to say, when the circle is closed,

the equilibrium being then restored ; and if a reagent for electricity forms

part of the circle, the phenomena peculiar to electricity ensue. The leg or

any other muscular part of a frog or other animal lately killed being se-

parated from the body, the muscles laid bare, and the nerve dissected

out, but left connected by its branches with the muscles, if the part so

prepared be laid upon an insulating plate of glass, and two different metal s

for example, zinc and copper,-brought into contact with each other, and

at the same time with the nerve and muscle, a contraction of the muscle

* Scheel, Nordisches Archiv. 2. St. 1. p. 137-Magendie, SUr le Vomissement,

p 16-30.— Brodie, Philos. Transact. 1812.

+ See the article by J. Muller in the Encyclop. Worterbuch der Medicin. Wissen-

schaften

.
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takes place at the moment that the circle is closed, and frequently also

when it is again interrupted. The same effect is produced when the two

metals, while in contact with each other, are made both to touch at the

same time the nerve or the muscle only. The experiment, as here de-

scribed, always succeeds. There are many other more simple modifica-

tions, however, of the experiments with galvanism, the knowledge of

which we owe to the excellent labours of Aldini, Pfaff, Ritter, and above

all of Humboldt; but these succeed only when the frogs are in a state of

great excitability, namely, before the pairing season, in the cold part

of the year after hybernation, and, according to my observation, in the

autumn, when the atmosphere begins again to be cold, but not in the

summer. These more simple experiments are the most important with

reference to the theory of the phenomena produced ; they are the

following :

1. Experiments in which the galvanic circuit is not formed.—Humboldt

has discovered, that when the excitability of the frogs is great, it is suf-

ficient that two portions of different or even of the same metal should

touch each other, and that one of these be brought into contact with the

nerve, no circuit being here formed ; and it sometimes happens indeed,

though very rarely, (I have, however, myself observed it,) that the frog's

limb being very excitable, the mere contact of the nerve with a single

homogeneous portion of metal will excite muscular contraction. Pfaff*

saw twitchings produced by merely bringing the end of the divided nerve

into contact with the surface of quicksilver ; and I witnessed the same

phenomenon several times on touching the nerve with the point of a pair

of scissors, or of a plate of zinc, which I held in my hand, and which

consequently was of different temperatures at its two ends. The result

here may be explained in the same way as in those experiments in which

two different metals are used, if we suppose either that there wras a

slight admixture in the metal, which was not detected, or that the tem-

perature of the metal was different at different parts ; for recent dis-

coveries have shown that a slight difference of chemical composition in

the same metal, or a different temperature at its two extremities, is ade-

quate to throw it into a state of electric tension. The effect is facilitated

by letting the nerve fall upon the metal. This is to be accounted for,

probably, rather by the suddenness of the contact than by the mecha-

nical shock. The latter is not alone the cause of the phenomenon, for

Humboldt, Ritter, and Pfaff found that no contraction of the muscles is

produced by letting the nerve fall on glass or stone.

2. Experiments with the galvanic circuit.—The experiments of this

kind also may be reduced to a very simple form when the frogs are in

a state of great excitability ; it is only in the colder seasons of the

year,—in winter, spring, and autumn,—however, that they succeed. Thus,

* Gehler's Physikal. Worterbuch, iv. 2. p. 709.

>.
*
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contractions of the muscles are sometimes produced, as Humboidt dis-

covered, when the circle is formed of animal substances only, or when

it is formed of animal substances and a single metal, the place of the

heterogeneous metals being supplied by heterogeneous animal substances.

A. The circle may. consist of a single metal with the nerve and

muscle of the frog's leg. In this experiment 1 succeeded very fre-

quently and readily in the spring, before the frogs' pairing time, and in

the latter part of the autumn. ) The usual effects were

produced still more readily when I interposed a piece of the flesh of

a frog between the zinc plate and the muscle of the leg, or when my own

body formed part of the circle. (Page 69.)

B. The nerve and muscle of the limb may be connected merely by

moist animal substance ; the nerve, dissected out, being brought into

communication with the muscle by means of a separate piece of muscle

fixed to an insulating rod of sealing-wax, contractions of the muscles are

excited: this was first observed by Humboldt, and I have several times

performed the experiment with success. I have made the experiment also

in another similar but more complicated manner, closing the circle with

my own body, by touching the leg and the nerve of the thigh with my

hands, or connecting the leg and ischiadic nerve by means of one or two

living frogs, or one or two dead frogs, or by portions of the body of

a frog. When
The

of a dead and putrid frog are adequate to complete the circle,

same effect is produced likewise, as I have found, by allowing the

ischiadic nerve to hang from the leg into a saucer containing blood or

water, (it matters not which,) connecting the water and muscles of the

thigh by means of a portion of fresh or putrid flesh.

C. Circles of animal substance merely have been shown by Hum-

boldt to excite twitching, when only the nerve of the limb, and not the

muscles, are included in the circuit. Humboldt touched the ischiadic

nerve with one hand, and at the same time brought a piece of muscular

substance, which he held in the other hand, into contact with the same

nerve

ivory

followed.

When
twitchings of the muscles were produced,

was used in place of the muscle, no effect, no twitching,

(tl

)

nerve is bent back, and made to touch the muscle with which its

branches are organically connected.

The first phenomena of this kind were observed by Humboldt. He

stripped a frog of its skin, removed all the parts between the pelvis and

end of the spinal cord, with the exception of the nerves of the lower

extremities, which were therefore connected with the trunk by the

nerves alone, and now carried forwards the lower extremity so as to

IS
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make the muscle of the thigh touch the nerves just mentioned : violent

contractions of the, muscles were produced.*

To a similar experiment performed by Galvani, it was objected by

Volta, that the contractions of the muscles were the effects of the

mechanical stretching of the nerve, and consequently were not to be

regarded as a galvanic phenomenon. According to my observation, this

is likewise the case in M. Humboldt's experiment ; the contraction of

the muscles frequently took place long before the nerve and the surface

of the limb came into contact. This source of error cannot indeed

/

be well avoided, since the ischiadic nerve winds behind the lower

extremity of the pelvis before it reaches the limb ; and, in bending

the thigh forwards towards the trunk, it is necessarily stretched

or extended; and the stretching or extension of a nerve always

gives rise to twitches in the muscles to which it is distributed. The

same objection maybe made to Galvani's experiment, in which the

whole spinal marrow must have suffered mechanical violence. It is

possible, however, to operate so as to avoid such circumstances. Hum-

boldt, it is true, did not succeed in exciting twitchings of the muscles,

after he had separated the nerve from the trunk, by bringing the nerve

and muscles of the limb into contact ; he likewise failed to excite mus-
*

cular contractions in another experiment, in which, without touching

the muscles, he formed, with a separated portion of nerve, an arch,

and with this touched at two points the nerve of the muscle.

The first of these two experiments succeeded, however, frequently in

the hands of Pfaff, particularly when the ischiadic nerve was made to

touch for a considerable extent the skin of the thigh, not when it was

brought into immediate contact with the muscles themselves. I suc-

ceeded exactly in the same manner as Pfaff. It was in the spring,

before the spawning time ; I brought the trunk of the nerve, which was

left hanging from the leg, (the thigh having been removed,) into contact

with the moist skin of the leg by means of an insulating rod, and con-

traction of the muscles of the leg followed; the same phenomenon

ensued likewise when I separated the nerve again from the surface of

the leg. (See page 69.) Here there was a galvanic circle formed, con-

sisting of heterogeneous substances, namely, of nerve, muscle, and skin.

Two of these may have been excitors of the electricity, one a con-

ductor merely. An electric current being produced, the nervous

principle in the nerve acts as a reagent or electrometer, since when

irritated by the electric current it excites a muscular contraction. On

the contrary, when the ischiadic nerve is brought into contact with the

bare muscles, there are two substances only engaged, which touch each

other at two points ; there is no third conducting body between the

two.

* Humboldt, iiber die gereizte Muskel-und Nerven-faser, i. p. 32.

1
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The following may be regarded as the general conditions necessary

for the production ofmuscular contractions by galvanic infl\

When two

excitors of electricity, and one conductor connecting them. The ex-

citors may be heterogeneous animal substances living or dead, such as

nerve and muscle, muscle and skin, and so on. The conductor may

likewise be a third animal substance, which may be of the same nature

as one of the excitors : a portion of a nerve, and the muscle and nerve

of the limb in which they are organically connected, are adequate to

constitute a galvanic circuit ; but the muscle and nerve of the limb,

without the aid of a third body, whether similar to one of them or not,

are insufficient. The nerve being bent back, and brought into contact

with the muscle of the leg, causes no twitchings, unless the skin of the

leg remains interposed between the nerve and the muscle
;
but if a

third substance, even though similar in nature to either the muscle or

nerve, not organically connected with either, but a separate body, is

made to connect them, it is capable of forming with them a galvanic

circle, and of exciting muscular contractions : this third substance, we

have seen, may be a separate portion of nerve or muscle.

When the electro- excitors are both metals, the nerve and muscle of

the limb are at the same time both conductors (like all moist sub-

stances) and electrometers, the nervous principle being excited to action

by the stimulus of the electric fluid. They constitute an electrometer

in this case, in the same way as the inorganic electrometers, for example,

the magnetic multiplicator. But the electro-excitors may be animal

substances. Thus, the nerve and muscle of the limb, being heterogeneous

substances, may become electro-excitors, as well as two heterogeneous

dead animal substances ; but, inasmuch as they are living, they may, by

virtue of the excitability of the nervous principle, act at the same time as

an electrometer. When the contractions of the muscles are excited, not

by a galvanic circuit, but by the mere application to the nerve of two

heterogeneous metals which are in contact with each other, or of a

single metal, the nerve must be regarded as an electrometer merely,

which indicates the existence of electric tension in two metals of dif-

ferent kinds, or in one metal in a thermo-electric state.

The state of the parts submitted to galvanic action at the periods of closing

and opening the circuit, and while the latter is closed, must now be con-

sidered. If the positive metal is applied to the nerve, and the negative

to the muscle, the contractions generally take place at the moment of

closing the circle ; and the act of interrupting the circle produces no

effect, or only very slight twitches. The result is the same when, both

metals being applied to the nerve, the positive is brought into contact

with it at a point further distant from the muscle than the negative

metal. There are, however, many states of excitement in which the
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phenomena are different ; first, when the parts still possess the highest de-

gree of excitability, the contraction occurs at the moment that the circle is

closed and then only, although the negative metal is applied to the nerve

;

while, the positive metal being applied to the nerve, the contractions ensue

at the moment that the circle is interrupted. In the second state, which
] s gradually developed from the first, and at length terminates in the loss

of all excitability, the application of the negative pole to the nerve, or to

the part of the nerve most distant from the muscle, produces contractions

at the time of interrupting the circle; while, the position of the metals

being reversed, the muscular contractions take place when the circuit is

closed : between these two there are other intermediate states in which the

contraction takes place equally on the closure and on the opening of the

circle, whether the positive or negative metal be applied to the nerve.

The results however, according to Pfaff, depend very much on the mode
in which the previous experiments on the parts have been performed

;

if, for example, the circle has remained for a certain time closed, with

the negative metal connected with the nerve, the results do not after-

wards vary.* This subject has recently been made the subject of in-

vestigation by Marianini and Nobili. The supposition of Ritter, that the

flexor and extensor muscles are opposed to each other in respect to their

susceptibility of the stimulus of galvanism, has not been confirmed.

While the circle is closed, the muscles remain in a state of rest; their

excitability only undergoes a change. Pfaff has found that the action

of the closed galvanic circle on muscles and nerves is either depressing

or vivifying, according to the position of the poles in reference to the

muscles and nerve. If the positive metal (the zinc) is applied to the

nerve, the irritability of the limb of a frog is lost more rapidly than in

another limb not subjected to the galvanic circle ; and the greatest de-

gree of excitability can, according to Pfaff, be generally reduced so

far that the strongest stimuli do not affect it, by being kept for a quarter

of an hour in a circle thus arranged. On the other hand, a circle in

which the negative metal (the copper) was connected with the nerve, in-

duced in a short time so high a degree of excitability, that, on opening

the circle, the muscles were sometimes thrown into the most violent state

of tetanus.

The nerves do not act as mere conductors of the electricity of the galva-

nic circle. This is proved by the fact that the muscles can be excited

to action by applying both poles of the circle to the nerve, so as to direct

a galvanic current through it transversely, if the texture of the nerve is

sound between the point galvanised and the muscle ; but that if, at any

intermediate point, its texture has been destroyed by bruising or a

ligature applied, the action of the galvanism on the muscles is pre-

vented. Nevertheless, the nerve thus injured is as good a conductor

* «*hWs Phvsik. Wcirterbuch. iv. P. ii. r>. 721.

M
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ircle
of electricity as before : for if one of the poles of the galvanic ci

is applied above the ligature, and the other below it, the electric current

passes through the ligatured part ; and the nervous principle of that part or

the nerve which is situated between the ligature and the muscle being

within the circle, and therefore irritated by the electric current, excites

the muscles to contract. It is a remarkable circumstance, which Hum-

boldt first observed, that when we wish to excite the contraction of a

muscle by applying one pole of the galvanic circle to the muscle, and

the other to its nerve which has been previously surrounded with a

ligature, there must be a certain extent of nerve left free between the

muscle and the ligature ; for, if this is applied at a point too ^e to

the muscle, the galvanic current fails to produce any effect

nerve has been dissected out from the muscle for a certain extent. The

effect on the muscles is likewise prevented, even when there is between

them and the ligature a free portion of nerve, by surrounding this with

some pieces of muscle, wet sponge, or metal. It appears, therefore, that,

in the mode of operating mentioned by Humboldt, the nerve between the

muscle and the ligature must be insulated.

In all experiments in which the legs of frogs are submitted to gal-

vanism, the contractions of the muscles are stronger in proportion to

till the

the length of the nerve going to (Pfi The effect of the gal-

vanic stimulus extends always in the direction from trunk to branches :

when both poles of a galvanic circle are applied to a nerve, no contrac-

tions are excited in muscles supplied by branches which come off from

the nerve at a higher point ; but all the muscles are thrown into contrac-

tion which receive branches from the nerve below the part galvanised.

The strength of the muscular contraction always depends on the number

of nervous fibres which lie in the galvanic circle : hence the contraction

is most trifling when the muscle only is included in the circle ;
only that

part of the muscle then acts, of which the nervous fibrils were exposed

to the galvanic current. Every change in the static condition of the

electric fluid seems to become a cause of excitement to the nervous

principle : for, according to

produced not only when the galvanic circle is closed or interrupted, but

also by partially diverting the current from the limb; and, according to

Ermann, new contractions are excited while the circle remains closed,

by bending back the nerve upon itself so as to cause points of its length

to touch each other which were not previously in contact

and other physiologists have observed that, during the gradual loss of irrit-

ability which takes place in parts separated from the body, all parts of

the nerve do not fail in their irritability with the same rapidity, but that

the decline advances by degrees from the cerebral extremity of the nerve

along its branches.

Some nerves, which are distributed to muscles, are nevertheless incapable

Marianin muscles

Ilitter
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ofexciting muscular contractions under the influence of the galvanic stimu-

lus, both poles of the circle being applied to the nerves themselves.—This is

the case with the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, while the an-

terior are excessively susceptible of the galvanic stimulus. (See p. 643.)
I have likewise shown by experiment that the same stimulus excites no

motor action when applied to the gustatory branch of the fifth nerve.

(See p. 650.) This extraordinary result may be explained in either of

two ways : namely, by supposing that the motor roots alone have the

vital endowment of causing the muscles to contract, or by admitting,

what is probable, that the motor roots transmit impressions in the centric

fugal direction only, the sensitive roots only in the centripetal direction.

The stimulus ofgalvanism excites in all the organs of sense different sen-*

sations, in each organ, namely, the sensation proper to it.—The peculiar

taste produced by including the tongue in a galvanic circle is well

known. When a piece of zinc is applied to the point of the tongue, and

silver to its back part, an acid taste is produced, which is rather sharp

or alkaline when the metals are reversed. The same result may be ob-

tained by using only one metal and a moist substance as an excitor of

electricity, as in the following experiment described by Volta. A pewter
cup filled with soap and water, lime and water, or, still better, with a

Moderately strong ley, being held with one or both hands previously

moistened with water, and the point of the tongue brought into contact

with the fluid, the sensation of an acid taste is immediately perceived,

Pfaff* remarks, with reference to this experiment, that it appears to prove

that the taste excited by the action of galvanism on the tongue is not

owing to the decomposition of the muriate of soda of the saliva, and the

disengagement of the acid at the positive, and of the alkali at the nega-

tive pole ; for here the tongue being brought into contact with an

alkaline fluid, the saliva could not have become acid. In fact, the taste
i

produced by galvanism is, like all sensations of taste, the result of the

specific reaction of the gustatory nerve ; a particular taste therefore is

only an internal condition excited in the nerve, and not a property of

the stimulus which produces it. It has not at present been much ob-

served whether peculiar smells are produced by the application of

galvanism to the organ of smell ; Ritter,f however, has perceived them ;
*

and it is a known fact, that the electricity excited by friction gives rise

to the smell of phosphorus.

In the eye, a feeble galvanic current excites the special sensation of the

optic nerve, namely, the sensation of light. Ritter and Purkinje have shown

how the sensations of colours are excited in the eye. The sensation of

light in the eye thus produced is not a developement of the matter of

light, but is merely the reaction of the optic nerve, which is susceptible

of the sensations of light and colours only, not of pain. It is a particu-

* Loc. cit. p. 736. f Beitrage zurnaheren Kenntniss des Galvanismus, p. 160.
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624 CHANGES PRODUCED IN NERVES

lar state of the optic nerve, just as pleasant and painful sensations are

particular states of the nerves of common sensation. This view ot the

nature of the appearances of light in the eye has been established

by the experiments of Purkinje and myself, and is also adopted, we ob-

serve, by physical inquirers of the first rank, for example by Pfaff.

In the auditory nerve, electricity produces the sensation of sound.

Volta states that, when the poles of a battery of forty pairs of plates were

applied to his ears, he felt a shock in his head, and a few moments after-

wards a hissing and pulsatory sound like that of a viscid substance

boiling, which continued as long as the circle was closed.* Ritter re-

lates that, on closing the galvanic circle when both his ears were included

in it, he was sensible of the sound of G treble: if but one ear

was in the circuit, and the positive pole applied to it, the sound -

was lower than G ; if the negative pole was applied to the ear,

the sound was higher.

2. Of the changes produced in the excitability of the nerves by stimidi.

Thus far we have considered merely the reaction of the nervous forces

under the influence of stimuli. We have now to investigate the chang

which these forces themselves undergo.

We

All stimuli, which, by pro-

ducing changes in the peculiar matter of nerves, excite reaction of

them, are also capable of modifying their state of excitability. Re-

action is always attended with an expenditure of power ; it is the re-

sult of the material change ; and, the longer the excitement is con-

tinued, the greater is the change produced. During a normal state

of life the excitation is never so great that, in consequence of the

change induced, the faculty of manifesting vitality by sensation is

injured. The daily changes in the system, consequent on the action of

stimuli, are counterbalanced by the processes of nutrition. But if the

action of the stimulus be more violent, a longer time is required for re-

storation to be effected, and the stimulus may act with such violence as

to exhaust the whole vital force of the organ.
-

conscious of these laws in the exercise of our power of muscular motion,

of the generative function, and of the mental faculties ; they are also

exemplified in the effects of the immediate application of stimuli to the

nerves. If a nerve is submitted to the long-continued action of gal-

vanism, the muscular contractions which are excited become more

and more feeble until at length they cease, and some time elapses

before they can be re-excited ; the nervous power, in fact, must first

have been restored by the contact of the blood. It is the same with

I

object,

the less distinct becomes the colour, till at length it is lost and the ob-

ject appears grey; the retina acted on by the stimulus of light becoming

exhausted, and at last insensible. In all these cases the exhaustion of

* Philos. Transact. 1800. p. 427.

sensations. The longer the eyes are fixed upon a coloured
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the nervous excitability is the effect of the previous excitement, and not

of any peculiar action of the exciting influences. The irritability may,

however, be exhausted immediately, without previous excitement, by a

foreign agent acting at the cost of the organic combination, and destroy-

ing the nerve while it annihilates the nervous power. This is the effect,

for instance, of the most violent degree of electric action, as in lightning;

of mechanical pressure likewise, by which the nerve and its primi-

tive fibres are crushed : such also is the action of chemical agents,

which destroy the organic combinations of the nervous substance, and

decompose it ; for example, of the mineral acids, the metallic salts, and

pure alcohol.

If this external influence acts on all the nerves of the body simulta-

neously, as is done by the electricity in lightning or in the discharge of

a strong battery, or if the whole length of a nerve is extended and

stretched, the irritability of the whole system or of the whole nerve is

destroyed. If the influence be such as affects only one point of the nerve,

as a caustic substance, pressure, or contusion,— the nervous power

is destroyed in this point only, and between it and the muscle the nerve

is still susceptible of being excited to motor action.

Heat and cold,, when their action is not carried beyond a certain de-

gree of intensity, nor continued beyond a certain time, are stimulants

;

but if their action be more violent and long continued, they have a con-

trary effect.

Cold, which, like heat, is capable of exciting inflammation and gan-

grene, benumbs the limbs, or deprives them of sensation and motion.

This action may be either local or general : the local action of heat,

when it does not produce inflammation and mortification, appears to ex-

cite, and not to benumb ; but the general long-continued influence of

heat is also productive of exhaustion of the nervous functions.

In the case ofsome influences which destroy the nervous power, a transi-

tory excitement seems to precede the destruction of the excitability
; this

is the case when a nerve is crushed, or when an alkali is applied to it.

The same phenomena of excitement are still more evident in the effects

of a great part of the substances called narcotics ; the principal action

of which appears to be the production of a change in the composition

of the nerves, and, when very violent, the abolition of the nervous

power.

A large class of substances have, in the state of solution, a specific

influence on the nerves, destroying their power, although they have no

particular chemical properties as tested by reagents, and have not a

solvent action on organic compounds generally. These are the « alter-
.• >» rm „n i ~ «i • .-i

antia nervina," or " narcotics They all produce a change in the

material composition of the nerves. Some—for example, opium and

nux vomica are in small doses stimulant, the depressing action being

2 s 2
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less marked ; but all, when given in large doses, immediately deaden

the excitability by producing change in the nervous matter. That

such a change, not recognizable by our senses, nor by chemical tests,

is really produced in the nervous matter, is probable, and it is necessary

to adopt the supposition : but the only sign which we have of it is the

loss of nervous power ; the nerve which is paralyzed by the narcotic

at least, when a watery solution of a mere narcotic, for instance, of

opium, is used,— differs externally in no respect from a sound nerve.

Before investigating more closely the action of narcotics on the

nerves, we will inquire whether there are not substances capable of

producing exaltation of their quality of excitability.

1. Renovating stimuli.— Earlier experiments seemed to favour the

conclusion that many substances have the property of increasing the

nervous power, and they thus promised results of great importance to

practical medicine.* But the more powerful action of galvanism, after

the nerves have been moistened with solution of chlorine or alkaline

solutions, does not prove that these fluids increase the excitability of

the nerves, but merely that the galvanic action is stronger ; and Pfafff

has shown that the majority of such substances act by forming part of

the galvanic circle, and by increasing the energy of the galvanic stimu-

lus ; they act, therefore, though more powerfully, yet in the same man-

ner as water, which as a conductor is necessary to galvanic action.

Medicine
nervous

such remedies are displayed nowhere but in the treatises on Materia

Med
There are stimulants, it is true, in abundance ; but they can strengthen

the nerves only by promoting the reproductive process of nutrition in

them. The remarks on the action of stimulants generally at pages 57

59, have equal force in the case of stimulants of the nerves.

2. Alterant stimuli. they

late, seem to produce a change of composition in the nervous matter.

It is by virtue of the latter property that in small doses they are useful

in cases of paralysis, where they either remove slight material changes

prod

cure. action

mediately destructive.

The change produced in nerves by the immediate application to

them of a poison, causing paralysis, is not preceded nor accompanied

by any signs of excitement, such as muscular twitchings. The ap-

plication to the nerves themselves, in a rabbit, frog, or toad, of a

watery solution of opium, of strychnine, or of spirituous extract of

*

* See Von Humboldt's Versuche iiber die gereizte Muskel-und Nerven-faser.

t Nordisch. Archiv. Bd. i. p. 17.
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nux vomica, has, in ray experiments, never excited muscular con-

tractions ; and I doubt if a narcotic applied directly to a nerve ever

excites contractions of muscles ; it must, I believe, act through the

medium of the spinal marrow and brain. Strychnine, applied in

powder to the moist spinal cord of the frog, excites no twitchings of

the muscles ; it must first enter the circulation, and thence act on the

spinal cord, which transmits the influence to the nerves. Hence, when

an animal is poisoned with opium or strychnine, if the nerves of an ex-

tremity are divided, the spasms in that limb cease ; and if a portion of

the spinal cord of an animal is destroyed before poisoning it with the

upas ticuti, or angustura, all the parts which received their nerves

from that part of the cord are exempted from the convulsive m

contractions which ensue. These experiments prove incontestably that

the narcotics do not excite contractions of the muscles by their direct

action on the nerves, but through the medium of the spinal cord and

brain.

There is another question, however ; it is, whether narcotic poisons

cannot, by their own action on the nerves, exhaust the irritability of the

ular

latter by an influence analogous to that of chemical stimuli. This

question has been incorrectly confounded with the former, and an error

has been committed in giving the same answer to both.

The most usual mode of action of narcotic poisons, when they para-

lyze the sensitive and motor powers of the nerves, is by being absorbed

into the blood ; thence acting in the capillary vessels on the brain, spinal

marrow, and nerves. Their second mode of action, which is less rapid

and more circumscribed, is by destroying locally the nervous power

of narcotic poisons through the medium of It was

formerly imagined that the general effects of the local application of

narcotic poisons arose from the local injury being propagated through

the nerves ; and even very recently, although the incorrectness of this

view was already known, it has been tacitly adopted by Dupuy and

Brachet; for they have maintained that animals cannot be destroyed

by poison introduced into the stomach, if the nervus vagus have been

previously divided on both sides. No such result was obtained in

the numerous experiments performed by M. Wernscheidt under my

direction. (See page 246). And it is now proved that the symptoms

produced by the poison are due to its having entered the blood by im-

bibition. The first facts in support of the correct theory we owe to

Fontana,* who instituted experiments with the poisons of the viper,

ticunas, ' and laurel-berries, and with opium ;
and found that these and

similar poisons do not produce their general effects, except they enter

the circulation, and that they exert only a local influence on the nerves.

Sir B. Brodie divided all the nerves of the anterior extremity in the

* On poisons, &c.

*
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axilla of & rabbit, and applied the worara poison to a wound of the foot

of the same limb ; the action of the poison was not prevented. He ap-

plied a strong ligature to the hind-leg of a rabbit, excluding only the

principal nerves, and then inoculated the leg with the worara ; but no

poisonous effects were produced until he loosened the ligature, when
they immediately ensued.* Wedemeyert found that prussic acid, of

which the action was so strong that it proved fatal within a second

when introduced into the eye and other parts of the body, produced

no sudden effect when applied immediately to the nerves. Emmert
amputated the extremities of animals, leaving them connected with

the trunk by the nerves only, and then introduced poison into the feet

;

no general effect resulted. He likewise applied the poison to the

nervous trunks themselves, but without effect. C. Viborg* has applied

almost a dram of concentrated prussic acid to the brain of a horse laid

bare by means of the trephine, without the slightest symptoms of poison-

ing being produced.§ Hubbard
||

has, it is true, seen prussic acid,

applied to the nerves, act rapidly ; but he himself confesses that,
when he isolated the nerve by placing a card beneath it, the poison pro-
duced no effect. The experiments of

detailed at page 238, prove that the rapidity with which poisons find

their way into the circulation by means of absorption and imbibition, is

very great; and Emmert has shown that the application of a ligature

to the aorta prevents the general effect of poison introduced into the
veins. The action of the angustura poison, of the upas, and of prussic
acid, in Emmert's experiments, took place, when most rapid, in from two
to five seconds. The difficulties attending the explanation of so quick
an action have been considered at page 245.

I have myself also performed some experiments with a view to deter-
mine whether poisons produce their general effects through the medium
of the nerves. I laid bare the ischiadic nerve in toads, and removed all

the flesh of the thigh, leaving the leg and thigh connected to the trunk
by means of the bone and nerve only. I then immersed the leg in a
solution of acetate of morphia, and in a concentrated solution of opium
and kept the animals thus for a considerable time. No general symp-
toms of narcotisation were produced

; even at the end ofmany hours, the
animals retained perfect power of motion and sensation in the

'

of the body.

Ma

rest

* Phil. Transact. 1811, p. 178; 1812, p. 107.

t Physiol. Untersuch. iiber das Nervensystem und die Respiration ; Hannover, 1817
p. 234.—-Consult also Emmert, Tubing. Blatter. 1811. Bd. ii. p. 88. Salzb Medic'
Zeitung. 1813. Bd. iii. p. 62. Meckel's Archiv. i. p. 176. Schnell, Diss. Sisl. Histo-
rian* Veneni Upasantiar. Tubing. 1815.

+ Act. Reg. Soc. Med. Hafn. 1821, p. 240.

§ See Lund, Vivisectionen, pp. 103. 104.

||
Philadelph. Journal, Aug. 1822.
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All the foregoing experiments tend to prove that the rapid general

action of local poisoning is not effected through the medium of the

nerves ; but that the poison enters the blood, and is with it distributed

to all the organs of the body. It is likewise susceptible of proof that

the general symptoms ofpoisoning are principally owing to the action of the

blood, impregnated with the deleterious substance, on the central organs of the

nervous system.

1. After death produced by poisoning, the nerves and muscles are

found to retain their irritability for a considerable time.

2. Ligature of the arterial trunk of an extremity does not exempt

the latter from participating in the general effects of a poison subse-

quently administered, of which the action produces muscular spasms.*

Paralysis of the heart, which Wilson observed to be caused in frogs

by the application of infusion of tobacco or opium, will not, as Lund re-

marks, account for the symptoms of general poisoning ;
for frogs live

many hours after their heart is cut out. The lungs again are not the

organs principally affected ; for supplying artificial respiration does not

save the animal. While, on the other hand, if, in an animal poisoned
— m

with opium, strychnine, upas, or angustura, the nerves of an extremity

be divided, the spasms in that part cease ; so, also, destruction of a por-

tion of the spinal cord puts a stop to the convulsions in the parts, the

nerves of which arise from that portion of the cord. Opium, and the

poison of serpents, appear to affect the brain and spinal cord equally:

strychnine and the various poisons of the genus strychnos, and the

poison of angustura, act more especially on the spinal cord
;
for teta-

nus and paralysis are the principal symptoms, and they continue, as

Backer has shown, after division of the cord, in the parts supplied by

nerves which come off below the section, although division of the

nerves themselves puts a stop to them. The convulsions of the whole

body, consequent on poisoning with angustura, continue likewise when

the brain is wholly removed ; the convulsive twitches being seen even in

the ears.
j

The following experiment which I have performed on frogs, and which

on repetition affords the same results, is very instructive. Having di-

vided all the vessels and muscles of the thigh, and separated them from

the bone, leaving the nerve uninjured, I poisoned the frog with nux vomica.

The irritability of the sound leg was lost much sooner than that of the

leg of which the muscles and vessels had been divided. After the

usual effects of narcotic poisoning in frogs — namely, the state of exci-

tability in which a slight touch generally excites convulsions,— had

ceased, the muscles of the calf of the injured leg still contracted on my

touching any point of the surface of the body; the leg, therefore which

received no blood was sensible to the influence of the spinal cord much

I

'.:

;

* See Lund, Vivisectkmen, p. 109.

>.
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longer than the other limb, the nerves and muscles of which had been

exposed to the action of the poison circulating in the blood ; so that it

is going too far to maintain that the poisons act on the central parts of

the nervous system only ; they act likewise on the nerves through the

medium of the circulation. The general effects produced by the action

of the poison on the spinal cord are, first, convulsions, then paralysis ; its

action on the nerves gives rise to no convulsive muscular contractions,

but gradually destroys the nervous excitability.*

Local action of narcotic poisons on the nerves.—Certain as it is that the

general effects of poisoning depend on the absorption of the substance

into the blood, nevertheless the local action of poisons on the nerves

cannot be denied.

Humboldt, Wilson Philip, and Brodie have shown that tincture of

opium and infusion of tobacco paralyze the heart. In Humboldt's ex-

periment the action of the heart was first accelerated, and then ceased

altogether ; the accelerated action was perhaps owing to the effect of

the spirit of the tincture.

The most obvious case of local paralysis of nerves by a narcotic

poison is the dilatation of the pupil, and loss of contractile power of the

iris, consequent on the application of a drop of solution of extractum

belladonnse. In this instance the poison reaches the iris, and the

being manifested.

ciliary nerves which are distributed to it, by imbibition. It is evident-

ly a local effect, and not in the slightest degree the result of ab-

sorption into the blood, for the pupil of the other eye is unaffected.

The local application of opium and morphia by frictions is likewise said

to produce marked local effects, without any striking general action

The effects of the poison of lead, in producing

paralysis of the hands, are also well known. To place the local action

of narcotic poisons on the nerves beyond doubt, I dissected out the

ischiadic nerve in a frog for a considerable extent, and let it hang in a

solution of acetate of morphia; after a little time I found that the end

of the nerve had wholly lost its excitability. The same was the effect

of immersing the muscles in solution of opium, as Humboldt had already

shown. I dissected out the ischiadic nerve in toads, and left the leg

connected to the body by this nerve only, which, together with the

leg, I then immersed in a strong watery solution of opium; in a short

time the nerves and muscles lost all susceptibility of the influence of

galvanic or chemical stimuli.

The local influence of narcotic poisons on the nerves is therefore cer-

tain. We must now inquire whether this effect extends beyond the

nerves and muscles immediately affected. I have instituted direct ex-

periments which prove that the local action of narcotics on nerves which

* Compare Lund, op. cit. p. 112. Backer, Commentatio ad Question. Physiol.

Traject. ad Rhen. 1830. See also Starnius, in Mtiller's Archiv. 1837, p. 223.

\
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are laid bare, and insulated by dissection from other parts, remains limit-

ed to the point of application.

1. In the first place, the paralysis of the ischiadic nerve, by its im-

mersion in solution of acetate of morphia or opium, does not extend to

the muscles of the leg and their nerves. A mechanical or galvanic sti-

mulus excites no contractions of the muscles when applied to the upper

extremity of the nerve ; but it does when applied to the lower part of

the nerve, or to the muscles themselves. The narcotic action,

/

therefc

\dfrom the trunk of

from a particular point of

on the brain. I have already related experiments in which the nerves

of the lower extremity in toads had been deprived of all excitability by

the action of narcotics, but in which the other parts of the body re-

mained uninfluenced. Other observations, however, render it probable

that a gradual reaction does take place; for, whenever the nervous

power of a part is exhausted, as by inflammation and mortification, ex-

haustion of the nervous power of the whole system gradually ensues.

Here we perceive an important difference in the action of different in-

fluences on the nervous system ; for,

a. The stimuli, which excite a manifestation of the nervous force,

act instantaneously through the whole length of the fibres which are

irritated at any one point. Thus the contraction of the corresponding

muscles takes place at the very moment that the stimulus affects the

nervous fibres, at whatever point of their course from the muscle to

the trunk of the nerve it is applied ; sensation is excited with equal

rapidity.

b. The action of influences, on the contrary, which exhaust the exci-

tability or power of the nerve, extends from its original seat very gra-

dually to the sound parts of the nerve, and general symptoms slowly

follow.

Thus loss of sight in an eye is gradually followed by atrophy of the

optic nerve, which is likewise an effect of atrophy of the optic thala-

mus. Tabes dorsalis extends from below upwards. A violent injury of

individual nerves is succeeded by a morbid state of the whole spinal

cord,—namely, by tetanus.

3. Dependence of the nerves on the brain and spinal cord.

It was known that, after the division ofa nerve, the portion cut offfrom

communication with the brain retains, for a certain time, its excitability ;

but the question how far the continuance of the connection with the

brain and spinal marrow is necessary for the longer preservation of the

irritability of the nerves, and whether the muscles retain their irritability

when their nerves no longer communicate with the central parts of the

nervous system, could not hitherto be answered with certainty, and had in-

V
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deed been seldom mooted. Nys'ten* had asserted that the muscles

of patients who died a short time after an apoplectic seizure preserv-

ed their irritability, and contracted under the influence of the galvanic

stimulus, although the functions of the brain had been paralyzed. I had

good reasons, however, for believing that in such cases the nerves re-

tain their power only for a short time, losing it entirely after a longer

interval ; for, in experiments on the reproduction of the nervous tissue

in a rabbit, I had once observed that the lower portion of the nervus

ischiadicus, which I had divided some months previously, had lost all its

excitability ; and a similar fact had been before observed by Fowler,

have since performed, in conjunction with Dr. Sticker, new experi-

ments,f which have completely confirmed that supposition. To pre-

vent the regeneration of the nerves, and to withdraw more effectually

the lower portion from the influence of the brain and spinal cord, a por-

I

(the ischiadic) The experi-

ments were made only on two rabbits and a dog ; yet the results were

so constant, that they are quite worthy of dependence.

Eleven weeks after the division of the nerve in the first rabbit, it was

laid bare in its course between the biceps and semitendinosus muscles.

Contrary to expectation, and to our mortification, the continuity of

the nerve was found to be restored. It was divided anew below the

cicatrix; and it is remarkable that, although the animal uttered a loud

cry, the section excited no contraction of the muscles. The lower por-

tion of the nerve was now exposed to the galvanic stimulus of a single

pair of plates, was cut and pulled in every possible way, but not the

slightest muscular contraction was excited.

For the sake of comparison, the nerve of the opposite side was

divided, when the animal showed signs of suffering the most severe pain,

and violent muscular spasms took place ; and, after the division, very

slight irritation of the nerve itself,— that is to say, of the lower portion

of it,— or merely of the muscles, excited strong twitchings, even after

death.
*

Ten weeks after the division of the nerve in the dog, the ends were

found to be reunited. The experiment was performed exactly as in the

rabbit, and the result as to the effect on the nerve was entirely similar,

it had lost all its excitability ; but the muscles still contracted slightly

when stimuli were applied directly to them : immediately after death,

however, this remaining irritability was gone, while in the muscles of

the opposite leg the strongest contractions could be excited.

Five weeks after the nerve had been divided in the second rabbit, we

proceeded to examine its state, and were the more interested on account

of the short time that had elapsed since its division. The ends were

* Recherches de Physiol, et de Chim. Pathol.

t See Dr. Sticker's paper in Mailer's Archiv. Bd, i. 1834.
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not united ; they were somewhat swollen, and connected with the sur-

rounding cellular tissue. In the other instances, the portion of nerve

removed measured about four lines only ; here its length was eight

lines. No contraction of the muscles could be excited by irritating the

nerve either mechanically by a chemical stimulus— caustic potash, or

by galvanism ; nor by irritating the muscle itself, although the rabbit

had plenty of vital power. On the left side the muscles were found

irritable as in the other cases, both before and after death.

The foregoing experiments prove at least that, when the communica-

tion of the nerves with the brain is wholly cut off, they gradually lose

the power of exciting the muscles to contraction, while the muscles lose

their irritability. The result would, however, have been still more de-

cisive if, in place of a single pair of plates, a small galvanic battery had

been employed to stimulate the nerves and muscles. That, and that

alone, would have enabled us to determine with certainty whether all

the power of the muscles, in two of the cases, had been lost. The ex-

periments as they were made, however, prove distinctly enough the

necessity of communication with the brain for the preservation of

nervous and muscular power. We may from them conclude also that

if> after the division of a nerve, the excitability of the lower portion and

the irritability of the muscles are restored, the nerve has itself been

completely reproduced, and that this has not been the case if the nerve

and muscle do not retain their vital properties.

^

;$

CHAPTER III.

OF THE ACTIVE PRINCIPLE OF THE NERVES.*

The older physiologists had no determinate ideas regarding either

the nature or the laws governing the actions of the nervous principle.

They supposed that what they denominated "nervous spirits" were

transmitted from the brain through the nerves and their ramifications

to the different organs. When the actions of common electricity, and

the modes in which it is conducted, became more fully known, physiolo-

gists imagined that the action of the nerves was rendered more intelli-

gible by comparing them with electric apparatus. But it was not until

the discovery of galvanism that the grounds of this and similar hypothe-

ses were submitted to an exact inquiry.
* +

Many observers, as Aldini, Galvani, Von Humboldt, Fowler, and others,

were inclined to attribute the galvanic phenomena to an animal princi-

ple or force hitherto unknown ;
while Pfaff, Volta, and Monro, on the

other hand, ascribed them to an electric agency developed by the action

* From J. Mailer's article in the Encyclop. Worterbuch der Medic. Wissensch.
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of metals and moisture on each other, quite independently of the animal

organs- Volta demonstrated the electric nature of this agency, and his

view was in fine confirmed and placed beyond a doubt by the discovery

that galvanic phenomena can be excited in other bodies without the

aid or presence of animal substances, Monro likewise was at an early

period of the inquiry led by his experiments to the correct conclusion

that the galvanic fluid, which thus excites the action of the nerves, is

electric in its nature, and altogether different from the nervous princi-

ple, acting merely as a stimulus of the nervous force, which then causes

the muscles to contract.* Humboldt inferred, from several experiments

which he performed, that the nerves are surrounded with a sensible at-

mosphere; his reason for that opinion was, that the galvanic influence

transmitted through a divided nerve will pass from one portion to the

other, even though the ends are not in contact. But we know now,

that in such a case the interspace between the ends of the nerve is

occupied by watery vapour, and that the circumstance adduced as a

proof of the existence of a sensible atmosphere can be regarded only

as an instance of the capability of gaseous exhalations to conduct the

electric fluid. And here we perceive a marked distinction between

electricity and the nervous principle: the action of the latter is inter-

rupted by the ligature or division of a nerve; while, if the poles of a

galvanic apparatus be applied to a divided nerve, or to one which is tied

with a ligature, one pole above the point of division or seat of the liga-

ture, the other below it, the electric fluid is transmitted as readily as

before.

Although it is now certain that the phenomena produced in animals

by galvanism are not due to an animal electricity, still many physiolo-

gists and men of science have not ceased to regard electricity and

nervous power as principles in a certain degree similar ; but a close in-

quiry shows that they are totally different. The experiments of Dr. Ure,

and those of Dr. Wilson Philip, have among others given rise to mis-

conceptions. In Dr. Ure's experiments, one of the wires connected

with a galvanic battery of two hundred and seventy pairs of plates was

applied to the spinal cord laid bare in the body of a criminal who had

died by hanging an hour previously, while the other wire was applied

to the ischiadic nerve. At the moment that the circle was closed, the

muscles of the trunk were thrown into contraction as in a violent shud-

der. The motions of a laboured respiration, with the alternate rising and

falling of the abdomen, were imitated by including between the wires

the phrenic nerve and diaphragm, and alternately opening and closing

the circle. In the same way horrid grimaces of the features were pro-

duced. But in all this there was nothing more extraordinary than in

* Monro's and Fowler's Abhandlungen iiber thierische Electricitat. Leipzig, 1796.

Fowler's experiments and observations relative to the influence called Animal Electri-

city. London, 1793.
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the most common galvanic experiment, except that the human body was

the subject of it. The experiments of Dr. Wilson Philip, in like man-

ner, by no means justify the conclusions drawn from them. Even if it

were a fact that a galvanic current, passed through the divided vagus

nerve to the stomach, causes digestion to be performed in the same

way as if effected by the influence of the nerve itself in the sound state,

this would not prove the identity of the nervous principle and electri-

city
; for the portion of a divided nerve, which is separated from the

brain, retains for a certain time the power of exercising its ordinary

functions when stimulated. Further, the repetition of Dr. Philip's

experiments by Dr. Dieckhof and myself has not been attended with

exactly the same results. (See page 550.)

The neurilema and the surrounding parts being moist, electricity

would not remain insulated in the nerves, were it in action in them.

It has indeed been imagined that the nerves have an insulating property.

Fechner compares the nervous fibres to conducting wires covered with

silk. But the neurilema itself is an excellent conductor of the galvanic

fluid, and the nerves, as we shall show, have not a greater conducting

power than other moist animal textures ; for the galvanic current does

not necessarily follow the ramifications of the nerves; it is only the

/

nervous principle which takes that course The galvanic current is

conducted off from the nerves by the neighbouring tissues as readily

as it is conducted by the nerves themselves, if a more direct course to

the pole is thus afforded. The passage of the nervous principle again

is interrupted by a ligature, while this has no effect on the transmission

of the galvanic fluid.

Electricity is known *by the bodies which insulate it, and which are

conductors of it ; these are its sole and certain tests, and in respect to

them the nervous principle differs from it, and consequently cannot be

identical with it. Other proofs, however, derived from properties of

the nervous principle already alluded to, may be adduced

:

1. When both poles of a galvanic battery are applied to a nerve, so

that a galvanic current is transmitted through its thickness, the muscle

to which it is distributed contracts, not because the galvanism reaches

the muscle, but because the galvanic current passed transversely through

the nerve affects it in the same way as mechanical violence, or the ap-

plication of heat or caustic potash, and stimulates its motor power, the

action of which is propagated only in the peripheral direction.

2. But if one pole is applied to the nerve, the other to the muscle, the

galvanism does not fly transversely through the nerve, but from one pole

to the other in a line from the nerve to the muscle ;
and the effect is the

same as if both poles had been connected with the muscle. Here the

excitability of the nerve is acted on in its whole course to the muscle.

3. If the nerve be bruised, or tied with a ligature, between the point
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where both the wires are applied and the muscle, no contractions of the

latter are excited. The galvanic fluid passes transversely through the

nerve, as in the first case ; but the action of the nervous principle is

interrupted by the mechanical injury or ligature.

4. If, on the contrary, the poles be applied one above and the other

below the injured spot or ligature, the galvanic fluid is conducted

through it with perfect facility, and, stimulating the lower part of

the nerve, gives rise to muscular contractions.

5. Nerves, even when perfectly dead, are still, like all moist animal

textures, capable of conducting the galvanic fluid, though they have lost

the power of exciting contractions in muscles.

6. Lastly, the experiments of myself and Dr. Sticker have shown that,

when the vital influence of the nerves on the muscles has been inter-

rupted for any considerable period, the stimulus of a simple galvanic

circle is incapable of exciting their contraction. We found this to be

the case in mammalia, in which we had several months previously

divided the nerves in such a manner as to prevent their perfect reunion.

The discovery of electro-magnetism has furnished us with the most

delicate galvanometers.

Vavasseur and Beraudi* have asserted that needles passed through

the nerves of a living animal become magnetic, so as to attract iron

Division of the spinal cord, they say, deprives the nerves of the

power of communicating to the needles the magnetic property, but the

inhalation of oxygen restores it. The optic nerves do not communicate

any magnetic power, even after the inhalation of oxygen,

which were divided, or to which a ligature was applied^ also lost the

magnetizing influence; but still, at the distance of four lines between the

divided ends of the nerve, a slight action on the needles was per-

ceptible. I have taken the trouble to repeat these experiments on a

rabbit, and have not been able to detect the slightest magnetic property

in the needles which I employed.

M. David, in an inaugural thesis, published at Paris in 1830, detailed

experiments of which the results were, that, when wires connected with

a galvanometer were inserted into a nerve previously laid bare, an effect

on the instrument was observable at the moment that the animal moved,

while no motion of the galvanometer was perceptible when the nerve

had been cut off from its communication with the spinal cord. I have

repeated these experiments without success, and believe M. David to

have been deceived. M. Person likewise failed to detect any electricity

in the nerves by means of a very delicate electrometer.

MM. Prevost and Dumast have proposed a theory of muscular action

as dependent on electricity. They suppose that the different nervous

* Annali Universali di Med. Maggio, 1829 ; and Froriep's Notiz. No. 538.

f Journal de Physiologie, t. iii.

filings.
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fibres, running transversely across the muscular fasciculi, attract each

other, and thus shorten the fasciculi of the muscles; an hypothesis which,

ct priori, appears very improbable, from its assuming the innumerable

muscular fibres to be themselves passive. That the reciprocal attrac-

tion of the nerves in the muscles is due to electric action is a second

hypothesis. To prove the presence of electric currents in the nerves,

the wires of the galvanometer must not be applied to the nerves and

muscles at the same time ; for a chain of heterogeneous animal sub-

stances, such as nerve and muscle, with a metal, is sufficient to develope

electricity. The wires must be applied to the nerve only; and if then

it be observed that, during voluntary motions, the action of this nerve

which is in connection with the brain causes oscillations of the

needle of the galvanometer, it might be concluded that the nervous

power transmitted from the brain is an electric current. But Prevost

and Dumas confess that in such an experiment they have never ob-

served a deviation of the needle ; not the slightest effect which they

could perceive was produced on the galvanometer when they connected

the wires with the vagus nerve in healthy animals, or the ischiadic

plexus in an animal labouring under tetanus, whether the two wires

were applied to different parts of an uninjured nerve, or to the two ends

of a divided nerve. Nor did they observe the slightest declination of

a needle which was suspended by a silk-worm thread near the surface

of a muscle and nerve while in action ; this I can confirm from my

own observation. To explain the insensibility of the galvanometer to

the action of the nerves, and to remove this main objection to their

hypothesis, Prevost and Dumas avail themselves of another supposition;

namely, that there are two galvanic currents in the nerves, which

neutralize each other, and hence do not act on the galvanometer. They

compare these supposed streams to the electric currents which traverse

in opposite directions the arms of the galvanometer, and meet in the

multiplier or coils of the conducting wires. The magnetic needle of

the galvanometer represents the muscle, which in like manner expe-

riences the action of the opposed currents. But in the galvanometer

the needle indicates the presence of the opposed currents ; why does

it not indicate the presence of these imaginary currents in the

nerves ?

The attempt of the same celebrated physiologists to prove that the

action of mechanical and chemical stimuli, and of great heat, on the

nerves, depends on electric influence, demands particular attention
;

since a principal argument against the hypothesis of the electric action

of the nerves is founded on the circumstance that all stimuli alike, and

not merely electricity, are capable of exciting their active properties.

To show that the action of fire on the nerves excites muscular con-

tractions by an electric influence, they fixed two similar platinum wires
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to the extremities of the conductors of the galvanometer, inserted one

into the muscles of a frog, and with the other, which they had heated

to redness, touched the nerves ; muscular twitchings were excited,

while at the same time a deviation of the needle of the galvanometer took

place. This experiment, however, does not prove what the expe-

rimenter supposed for portions of the same metal, of different tem-

peratures, develope electricity as well as portions of different metals

;

there would therefore necessarily be a deviation of the needle produced

in the experiment here described.

Prevost and Dumas endeavour further to show that chemical stimuli

produce their effects on the nerves by developing electricity. They

fixed to one of the wires of the galvanometer a piece of platinum,

moistened with muriate of antimony, or with nitric acid, and connected

the other wire with a portion of nerve, muscle, or brain ; a deviation

of the needle was observed each time that the circle was closed. This

experiment proves still less than the preceding, for here the general

conditions necessary for the developement of electricity by substances of

different chemical composition were present. The following experiment

is similar : to the two conductors of the galvanometer, similar plates of

platinum were fixed, and a portion of fresh muscular substance of seve-

ral ounces' weight, taken from a living animal, was connected with one

of them : the two conductors were now immersed in blood, or in a weak

saline solution, when a deviation of the needle took place.

The most recent experiments performed with the aid of the galvano-

meter are those of M. Person,* who, although the action of his instru-

ment was most delicate, failed, like Prevost and Dumas, to detect elec-

tric currents in the nerves. M. Person connected the conductors of the

galvanometer with the anterior and posterior parts of the spinal cord in

rabbits and in kittens ; he inserted them into the interior of several thick

nerves ; he repeated these experiments after having injected tincture of

nux vomica into the abdomen so as to produce spasmodic action of the

muscles ; but he in no instance observed distinct evidence of electric

action. He relates a circumstance which shows how suspicious we

ought to be lest accidental occurrences mislead us in researches of

this kind. One day, having placed a drop of water on zinc to ascer-

tain that the galvanometer acted well, and having observed a devia-

tion of the needle on touching the zinc and water with the wires of the

galvanometer, he connected the platinum wires with the spinal cord of

a young dog, and perceived a deviation of the needle to the extent of

from thirty to forty centimeters ; but the deviation took the opposite

direction when the wires were reversed, which led to the suspicion that

one of the wires was the seat of an electro-chemical action. And such

proved to be the case : for, on immersing the wires in blood or water,

* Sur l'hypothese des Courans Electrics dans les Nerfs. Journ.de Physiol, t. x. 1830.
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while with one he touched a piece of zinc, Person found that the zinc

became oxidised by the galvanic current which was excited.

To the experiments with the galvanometer it might be objected that

this instrument is capable of indicating the presence of continuous cur-

rents only, while the contractions of muscles are intermittent actions.

Person found, in fact, that when one of the wires of the galvanometer

was connected with the conductor of an electrical machine, and the other

made to communicate with the earth, a regular deviation of the needle

took place " a chaque tour du plateau/' which was not the case when

the electricity, instead of being emitted in a stream, was elicited in a

series of sparks. Person subsequently repeated several of his experi-

ments with an instrument which was affected by interrupted currents

(courans instantanes) ; but even with this instrument he could observe

no sign of the developement of electricity during muscular contractions.

M. Person remarks lastly, that, to excite contractions of the muscles, it is

not necessary that the galvanic current pass the whole length of the

nerve ; that, if transmitted transversely through it, it acts equally well

;

that in this case it cannot be supposed to be diverted along the whole

course of the nerve, for a nerve is not a better conductor of electricity

than other moist animal substances. From the experiments of Person,

as well as from all the facts stated in this chapter, we must conclude

that a motor nerve during life, and while it retains its irritability, is in

such a condition that every cause which produces a sudden change in

the relation of its molecules to each other, whether it be an electric,

chemical, or mechanical stimulus, excites a muscular contraction at the

peripheral extremity of the nervous fibres. The experiments instituted

with the galvanometer certainly afford no proof of the existence of

electricity in the nerves, but they by no means prove its absence ; the

instruments are too imperfect. They do not give evidence of the pre-

sence of the electricity developed by a pair of metallic plates when the

connection of one of the conductors of the galvanometer with the metal

is rendered mediate only, for instance, by the interposition of a drop of

water or piece of muscle. Hence we perceive distinctly, that, even if

electricity were an active principle in the nerves, it would not be easy

to detect it by means of the galvanometer. The nerve of the frog s leg,

however, which is a much more delicate electrometer, is not at all influ-

enced by contact with another nerve at the time subjected to irritation.

The electric fishes have been adduced by some physiologists in sup-

port of the hypothesis of the electric action of nerves : but the very fact

of the existence in these fishes of organs constituted after the manner

of galvanic piles (see page 65) 5
is unfavourable to the theory, for if

electricity were an active principle of the nerves, the fishes would require

only conductors, and not a special galvanic apparatus. The anecdote

is frequently related of Cotugno having felt a violent shock when the

2 T
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are :

tail of a mouse, which he was dissecting alive, struck his hand ;
but this

circumstance had nothing to do with electricity ; for when animals, such

as mice, frogs, or spiders, towards which we are apt to feel repugnance,

are held in the hand, a slight cause is sufficient to excite nervous

symptoms, quite independent of electricity. The sensation produced

by an electric shock is not peculiar to that agent ; it may be pro-

duced by any strong excitement of the nerves, whether mechanical or

mental. Kastner relates that in writing he frequently sustains slight

shocks in the fingers. Some years ago, when I was labouring under

a state of nervous excitability, I had this sensation very frequently on

using the hand and fingers much.

The conclusions which must be drawnfrom the preceding considerations

-1. That the vital actions of the nerves are not attended with

the developement of any galvanic currents which our instruments can

detect. 2. That the laws of action of the nervous principle are totally

different from those of electricity. 3. To speak, therefore, of an electric

current in the nerves, is to use quite as symbolical an expression as if we

compared the action of the nervous principle with light or magnetism.

Of the nature of the nervous principle we are as ignorant as of the

nature of light and electricity ; but with its properties we are nearly

as well acquainted as with those of light and other imponderable

agents. However much these various principles differ from each other,

the same question applies to all, namely : are their effects produced by

currents of an imponderable matter travelling through space, or by the

undulations of a fluid ? which theory be correct in the case of the ner-

vous principle, is at present a matter not affecting the study of the

laws of its action ; just as the laws of optics must remain the same,

whichever theory of the nature of light be adopted.

i*

.

:'

SECTION II.

Of the nerves of sensation, the nerves of motion, and the organic nerves.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE SENSITIVE AND MOTOR ROOTS OF THE SPINAL NERVES.*

The fact that the same nerves supply the body with sensitive and

motor power, and that one of these functions of a nerve may in conse-

quence of paralysis be lost while the other is preserved, is one of the

most important in Physiology. Sir Charles Bell first conceived the in-

genious idea that the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, which have

upon them a ganglion, are the source of sensation ; the anterior roots, of

motion ; and that the primitive fibres of these roots after their union are

mixed, and thus distributed for the supply of the skin and muscles. This

view he proposed in 1811, in a treatise entitled, " An idea of anew

* Principally derived from the papers of J. Miiller in Froriep's Not. Nos. 646 and

647, and in the Annal. des Sc. Nat. 1831.
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anatomy of the brain, submitted for the observation of the author's

friends." Eleven years later the same theory was advanced by M. Ma-

gendie, who, however, has the merit of having first subjected it to the

test of experiment in the case of the spinal nerves. M. Magendie main-

tained as the result of his experiments that division of the posterior roots

°f the nerves deprived the corresponding parts of the body of sensation

only, while division of the anterior roots deprived them of motion. M.

Magendie's results were only approximative. He asserted that the

posterior columns of the spinal cord, and the posterior roots of the nerves,

supplied sensation principally ; the anterior principally motion ; but that

the latter were not wholly devoid of sensitive power. Thus, in his experi-

ments, the application of galvanism to the posterior roots of the spinal

nerves after their separation from the spinal cord excited contractions of

the muscles, though these were but feeble ; while the same stimulus

applied to the anterior roots gave rise to violent muscular spasms.*

These experiments, performed on the higher animals, are the most cruel

that can be imagined. The extensive wound necessary for laying open

the spine in sufficient length to enable the operator to divide the roots

of all the nerves which go to the posterior extremities, produces a great

shock to the system, is attended with very great hemorrhage, and death

inevitably follows in a short time, before satisfactory results can be

attained. Great, therefore, as was the interest which Sir C Bell's theory,

thus newly illustrated by M. Magendie's experiments, excited, a satisfac-

tory confirmation of the results was still wanting. Beclard was the only

physiologist who spoke on the point in a decided tone, but it was at

the same time in too superficial and unconvincing a manner : he says,f

" Les experiences de M. Ch. Bell, celles de M. Magendie, et les miennes

propres, ont clairement demontre que la racine posterieure des nerfs

spinaux est sensoriale, et la racine anterieure motrice." Fodera's experi-

ments were accompanied with such contradictory symptoms that it is

inconceivable how he could put them forth as confirmatory of M. Ma-

gendie's observations. Bellingeri obtained totally different results, and

arrived at the conclusion that the internal grey substance of the spinal
*

cord supplies sensation ; the white fibrous substance, the motor power

;

that the anterior columns and the anterior roots are destined for the

motions of flexion, and the posterior for those of extension. The above

M
t

I had myself, as early as 18*24, during my stay in Berlin, performed

them without success. More recently, being engaged in researches

* J. de Physiol, ii. 276. Compare Desmoulins et Magendie, Anat, et Physiol, des

Systemes Nerveux. Paris, 1825. p. 777-

t El£m. d'Anat. G6n6rale. Paris. 1 823, p, 668.

t Meckel's Archiv. fur Anat. u. Physiol. 1827-

2 t 2
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on the nervous system, the desire of ascertaining the real facts of the

case induced me to perform a new series of experiments on rabbits, and

on a different plan. The mode in which the investigation had previously

been conducted is evidently deceptive, from the circumstance that many

animals, especially rabbits, are so much frightened by the first steps of

the experiment, before they have suffered any considerable injury, that

the most violent irritation of the skin, not even pinching and cutting it,

causes them to manifest any pain. How then can we, in the short time

which an animal lives after the spinal canal is opened, determine with

certainty whether it has sensation or not?

I knew that the slightest stretching of a nerve, when tense, with a

needle, excites contractions in the muscles to which it is distributed.

If then the posterior roots of the spinal nerves are merely sensitive, and

not endued with motor power, they ought, when irritated with the

needle, to excite no contractions of the muscles ; while these ought

to ensue from irritation of the anterior roots : that I might perceive

the most trifling twitchings, I laid bare the muscles of the pos-

terior extremities. Experiments thus performed, I repeated several

times, but I must confess without obtaining any certain result, since

the shocks produced in opening the spinal column had given rise

to tremors of the muscles which rendered the results of the fur-

ther part of the experiment unsatisfactory. After so many unsuc-

jendie's assertion, I began to doubt

the possibility of obtaining a decided and satisfactory result from all

such experiments. Desmoulins and

have merely said, that, in the one case, nearly all sensation, in the

Ma

Ma

2f lost. In deciding a question

Theabsolutely, no half results, no approximatives, are sufficient,

theory of Bell was extremely ingenious, but its truth appeared to me

still to require demonstration ; even Magendie had not decided it satis-

factorily. I thought it perhaps impossible to decide it with certainty in

the higher animals. This opinion, that the theory of Bell had not been

Weber

also.*

The happy thought at length occurred to me of performing the ex-

periment on frogs. These animals are very tenacious of life, and long

survive the opening of the vertebral canal. In them, also, the nerves

retain their excitability for a very considerable time, and the large

roots of the nerves of the posterior extremities run a long distance

within the cavity of the spine before uniting The result was most

satisfactory. The experiments are so easily performed, so certain

and conclusive, that every one can now very readily convince himself of

one of the most important truths of physiology.

See page 283 of his excellent translation of Hildebrandt's Anatomic
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To lay open the spine, I make use of a small pair of bone-nippers,

which cut sharply at the edge and points. The operation is completed

in a few minutes, without any injury to the spinal cord. The frogs

remain quite lively, and leap about as before. As soon as the spinal

canal and the membranes are laid open, the thick posterior roots of the

nerves, given off to the lower extremities, come to view. They should

be carefully raised with a cataract needle, without including any of the

anterior roots, and cut off close to the spinal cord. The end of one of

the posterior roots is now seized with a pair of forceps, and the root

itself irritated repeatedly with the point of the needle; but not the

slightest contraction of the muscles of the posterior extremities ever

ensues. The same experiment may be repeated on the very large

posterior roots of the nerves of the anterior extremities, and the same

result will be obtained.

If, now, one of the anterior roots of the nerves of the lower extremity,

which are equally as large as the posterior, is raised with the needle out

of the vertebral canal, it is found that the slightest touch of these

anterior roots excites the most powerful contractions of the whole limb.

Having cut them through at their insertion into the cord, the extremity

of one is seized with the forceps, and the needle used to irritate it as in

the case of the posterior root ; and, each time that the point of the needle

is applied, most distinct twitchings of the muscles take place.

These experiments may be repeated on a large number of frogs, and

they will most convincingly prove that it is quite impossible to excite

muscular attractions in frogs by irritating mechanically the posterior

roots of the spinal nerves ; and that, on the other hand, the slightest irritation

of the anterior roots immediately gives rise to very strong actions of the

muscles.

As long as both roots of the nerves are in connection with the

spinal cord, the traction experienced by the cord itself, when the

posterior roots are raised, may cause the production of muscular

twitches in the limbs ; such effects, however, are quite independent of

the action of the posterior roots, and depend solely on the irritation

communicated to the anterior roots by the spinal cord in consequence

of the mechanical violence which this has suffered. Hence, if the

latter roots have been previously divided, no mechanical irritation of

the spinal cord itself, or of the posterior roots connected with it, excites

the slightest muscular contractions.

The experiments with the galvanic stimulus of a single pair of zinc and

copper plates are equally conclusive.

The application ofgalvanism to the anterior roots of the spinal nerves

after their connection ivith the cord is divided excites violent muscular

twitchings ; the same stimulus applied to the posterior roots is attended

with no such effect. This result is very remarkable, and is what I did

n
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not at all expect : for I imagined that, although the posterior roots are

endowed with sensation merely, they might still conduct the galvanic

fluid to the muscles; and when a powerful galvanic pile is employed

this is inevitably the case (as in Magendie's experiments), the strong

galvanic current being conducted by the posterior root of the nerve as

by any animal substance ; but the stimulus of a single pair of plates,

while it causes the anterior roots of the nerves to give rise to muscular

contractions, has no such influence when applied to the posterior roots.

In this experiment it is necessary to be very cautious that the plates

are brought into contact with no other parts than the nerves.

The experiments may be performed on frogs in the manner adopted by

Sir C. Bell and M. Magendie, and the results are as certain as in those

just detailed. If in the same frog the three posterior roots of the nerves

going to the hinder extremity be divided on the left side, and the three

anterior roots on the right side, the left extremity will be deprived of

sensation, the right of motion. If the foot of the right leg, which is

still endowed with sensation but not with the power of motion, be cut

off, the frog gives evidence of feeling pain by movements of all parts of

the body except the right leg itself, in which he feels the pain. If, on

the contrary, the foot of the left leg, which has the power of motion

but is deprived of sensation, is cut off, the frog does not feel it. This

experiment is the most striking of all, and the result is decisive; because,

on account of the small number and large size of the roots of the

nerves going to the posterior extremity in the frog, we can be certain

that all are divided.

The foregoing experiments leave no doubt as to the correctness of

Sir C. Bell's theory.

I may further remark that the section of the posterior roots, in

dividing them from the spinal cord, is frequently attended with very

distinct manifestations in the anterior part of the body that pain is

suffered,

In the experiments hitherto detailed, both poles of the galvanic

apparatus were applied to the roots of the nerves; a galvanic current,

therefore, was transmitted transversely through them : I was anxious

now to know (and the question will occur to every one) whether the

posterior roots, being incapable of exciting muscular contractions when

themselves irritated, are also non-conductors of the galvanic fluid, and

do not convey it to the muscles when one pole is connected with them,

and one with the posterior roots of the nerves. This gave rise to the

performance of a series of interesting experiments on frogs, which I have

since frequently repeated, and which afforded constantly the following

results : namely, that the posterior root of the nerve does conduct a

galvanic current, but that the twitchings excited occur only in those

muscles which lie within the galvanic circle; while, when the galvanic
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stimulus is applied to the motor roots, whether both poles be connected

with them, or one with them and the other with the muscles, contrac-

tions are excited in all the muscles of the extremity, not merely in

those which lie within the galvanic circle, but in all down to the very

toes ; and the same takes place when one pole is connected with the

posterior, the other with the anterior roots of the nerves. In these

experiments a plate of glass was always inserted beneath the nerves to

which the galvanism was applied, and the frog was also laid upon a

piece of glass.

The foregoing experiments prove as satisfactorily as is possible

:

a. That the posterior roots of the spinal nerves have not an insulating

action on the galvanic fluid ; but are, like all moist animal textures,

passive conductors of it, transmitting it from one pole to the other.

b. Although (as the first detailed experiments showed) they have no

motor power, and can themselves excite no muscle to action.

c. That, on the contrary, the anterior roots are not mere conductors of

the galvanic fluid ; but that the direct action on them of any stimulus,

whether mechanical or galvanic, excites in them a motor force (different

from galvanism), the action of which extends through all their branches.

I have already shown (page 621) that a nerve may lose its special

motor power without ceasing to be a conductor of the galvanic fluid.

To give the experiments which I have detailed a still greater interest,

I determined to repeat them ; using, instead of a single pair of plates, a

galvanic pile of thirty-four pairs of plates of somewhat more than four

inches square. They were performed on frogs, and the results were

constantly the same as in the former experiments.

To ascertain whether the roots of the last spinal nerves are capable,

when irritated, of exciting muscular contractions in the anterior parts of

the body,—for example, in the head through the medium of the spinal

cord, I applied the poles of the galvanic apparatus to the stumps left,

when the roots of those nerves had been divided at some little distance
I

from their origin. The results were constant, but unexpected: no

contractions of the anterior parts of the body were excited, either when

the wires were applied to the anterior or to the posterior roots. It

appears, therefore, that the fibres of the nerves do not communicate in

the spinal cord. M
one pole was applied to the roots of the nerves, and the other to the

exposed textures of the anterior parts of the body ;
in which case the

galvanic current itself was conducted to distant motor nerves.*

* I have every year in my lectures repeated the experiments on the sensitive and

motor roots of the nerves, with mechanical irritation and the galvanic stimulus of a

si

Dut Web

and always with the same satisfactory results. They have been repeated with
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The difference with regard to motor and sensitive properties, which

has been established so clearly in the case of the anterior and posterior

roots of the nerves, has not been by any means demonstrated to exist

between the anterior and posterior columns of the spinal cord. (See the

2nd chapter of the 5th section of this Book.)

!

CHAPTER II.

OF THE SENSITIVE AND MOTOR PROPERTIES OF THE CEREBRAL NERVES.

We shall not here enter in detail into the subject of the physiology of

the individual cerebral nerves, but merely inquire how far they agree

with or differ from the spinal nerves.

The cerebral nerves may be arranged in the following classes

:

1. 7
nerves.

?f
the olfactory, optic, and auditory

2. Mixed nerves with double roots: the nervus trigeminus, nervus glosso-

(

(see page 609)

t of motorf

i

either themselves entirely

nerves, or which, if thei

fibres ft

bei fibres, still cannot

These are the nervusclassed with the double-rooted spinal nerves.

oculo-motorius, the trochlears, the abducens, and the facial nerve.

The nerves of the last two classes require a particular consideration.

Mixed cerebral nerves with double roots.

The two roots of this nerve, the portio major.Nervus trigeminus

which expands to form the ganglion Gasseri, and the portio minor which

has no ganglion, and passes under the ganglion of the portio major to

join the third branch which issues from it, are well known. The first

and second divisions of the nerve, which arise wholly from the ganglion

of the portio major, are probably purely sensitive. The third division,

which is formed in part by the portio minor, and receives another por-

tion of its fibres from the Gasserian ganglion, is both motor and sen-

sitive.

Of the branches of the first division of the nervus trigeminus, the

nasal is known to be a nerve of sensation, from its distribution princi-

pally to the nose, to the inner angle of the eye, to the conjunctiva and

lachrymal sac. The frontal nerve might be supposed to be a motor

success by Dr. Thomson, in Edinburgh, and by Dr. Stannius, in Berlin. (See

Hecker's Annal. Dec. 1832.) Seubert (De funct. rad. ant. et post, nerv. spin.

Carlsruhae, 1833,) and Van Deen (De different, et nexu inter nervos vitae animalis et

organic^ ; Lugd. Bat. 1834,) obtained the same result from mechanical irritation of the

two roots. But Seubert failed with galvanism, because he used too powerful a

battery. Panizza's experiments, likewise, on frogs and goats confirm the truth of

Bell's theory, (Panizza, Richerche sperimentali sopra i nervi. Pavia, 4.)
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nerve, since it is described as ramifying, not merely in the skin of the

forehead and upper eyelid,, but also in the orbicularis palpebrarum,

occipito-frontalis, and corrugator supercilii muscles. But there are also

branches of the facial nerve distributed to these same muscles ; and

Sir Charles Bell has shown that the frontal nerve is probably endowed

with sensation only, and that the parts just mentioned receive their motor

nerves from the facial. Sir C. Bell divided the frontal nerve in a man

suffering under neuralgia. The section of the nerve was attended with

#

great pain. In another patient, the superior portion of the facial nerve

was destroyed by an ulcer in front of the ear, and paralysis of the

corrugator supercilii was the consequence. More recently, Sir C. Bell

has observed two or three cases of disease of the ophthalmic nerve,

in which there was total insensibility of the eye and eyelids, without

loss of vision.

The second division of the fifth nerve is also a nerve of sensation

merely, and may be satisfactorily shown to contain no motor fibres.

Several of its branches, as the anterior and posterior dental nerves, the

vidian, nasal, palatine, and naso-palatine, are known by their distribution

to be merely sensitive nerves. The subcutaneus malae and infra-orbital

branches may be inferred to be nerves of sensation, from their distribu-

tion in greater part to the skin ; and the infra-orbital, which forms many

anastomoses with the facial nerve, and is transmitted through, rather

than distributed to, the muscles of the face, can be distinctly proved to

have no motor fibres.

Sir C. Bell divided in animals the infra-orbital nerve on the left side,

and the facial nerve on the right side of the face ; the result was complete

insensibility of the left side, and loss of motion on the right side. The

division of the facial nerve excited contractions of the muscles of the face,

that of the infra-orbital nerve did not. The same physiologist divided in

one ass the infra-orbital nerve ; in another, the facial. In the last, the

power of motion was lost, sensibility retained; in the first, the reverse was

the case. He irritated mechanically the infra-orbital nerve in an ass

;

violent pain was produced, but no twitchings of the muscles. These ex-

periments have been verified by Schoepst and myself.J Sir C. Bell has

related a case in which a man, in consequence of injury of the infra-

orbital nerve, lost sensation in the upper lip, the power of motion

beino* preserved. He is in error, however, in supposing that the motion

of the upper lip of animals, in grasping food, depends on the infra-

orbital nerve. He states that, after he had divided that nerve on both

* See Sir C. Bell's Natural System of the Nerves, and his papers in the Transactions

of the Royal Society for 1821, 1823, and 1826 ;
Magendie's Journal, torn. ii. p. W ;

Eschricht," De function, nervorum faciei et olfactus organi. Hafn. 1825 ;
and Backer,

Commentatio ad quaest. physiol. a facult. Med. Acad. Rhenotraj. a. 1828. proposit. ad

Rhen. 1830. + Meckel's Archiv. 1827, p. 409. % Froriep's Notiz. No. 047.

i
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Both Sir C. Bell and Schoeps remark also, that, when the facial

*

sides, the ass no longer seized the food with its lips, but merely pressed

them against the ground, and used the tongue for the prehension of the

food.

nerve had been cut through on one side, the animal still moved its lips

on both sides in seizing its food. Mr. Mayo* first corrected this error.

He found that, after the infra-orbital nerve had been divided, the animal

did not seize its food with the lip, and could not use it well during

mastication ; but it could open the lips, which Sir C. Bell had denied.

The phenomena in Sir C. Bell's experiments were justly attributed by

Mr. Mavo to the loss of sensation in the lips ; the animal not being able

to feel the food, although it had the power to seize it. Mayo

the other hand, proved incontestably that the lips receive their motor

power from the facial nerve; for, by dividing the facial nerves on both

sides, he produced paralysis of all the muscles of the face, and of the lips

also. The motion of the lips on both sides, when the facial nerve has

been divided on one side, is explained by M. Backer, and correctly, as

depending on the passive motion of the paralysed with the other side

during the contraction of the orbicularis oris.

I have myself instituted the following experiments with reference to

the properties of the infra-orbital nerve in rabbits. However much I

irritated the nerve with a needle, pulled it, or pinched it with forceps,

I could excite no twitchings of the muscles. I divided the nerve close

to its exit from the bone ; the animal uttered a cry of complaint, and

gave signs of suffering very great pain. The nerve was laid upon a

piece of glass, and its extremity was included in the galvanic circle of

a pair of metallic plates ; not the slightest contractions were observed in

the muscles of the nostrils, which were laid bare,

muscles ensued, however, when one of the plates was connected with

the nerve, the other with the muscles ; but a galvanic current was thus

transmitted directly to the muscles themselves, and excited contractions

of them quite independently of the infra-orbital nerve. We then con-

nected with the insulated extremity of the nerve the poles of a galvanic

pile of sixty-five pairs of plates ; the nerve was very broad, and, when
some points of it were touched, no muscular contractions were excited

while the contact of the wires with other points of the nerve gave rise

to slight twitchings of the snout, which was an unexpected result, to be
explained in two ways : 1st, by supposing that branches of the facial

nerve join the infra-orbital immediately at its exit from the bone ; or

2ndly, by supposing that, when a very powerful galvanic battery is used,

the galvanic current not only takes the most direct course, as usual,

from the one pole to the other, but is also led off in other courses by all

conducting bodies. That there is some ground for the last supposition

Twitchings of the

* Anat. and Physiol. Comment, p. 107-
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is shown by the fact that, although a stimulus applied to a nerve does

not cause it to excite contractions of the muscles to which it is dis-

tributed, if the nerve be bruised below the point to which the stimulus

is applied
;
yet if a very powerful galvanic battery, namely, of eighty or

/

one hundred pairs of plates, be employed, and both poles applied above

the bruised portion, the galvanism acts on the lower portion of the

nerves, and excites its motor power.

The experiments of Sir C. Bell, M. Schoeps, Mr. Mayo, and myself,

prove, therefore, that all the branches of the first and second divisions

of the nervus trigeminus are nerves of sensation, and not of motion.

The third division is evidently both sensitive and motor, like the

spinal nerves, which are likewise composed of a root provided with a

ganglion, and another on which no ganglion is formed. Its function is

shown by its distribution. This third division of the fifth, rather than

the whole nerve itself, is analogous to the spinal nerves.

The masseteric, deep temporal, buccinator, pterygoid, and mylo-hyoid

branches, those given to the levator and tensor palati muscles, and the

nerve of the tensor tympani, which arise either immediately or medi-

ately from the third division of the fifth, are evidently motor. But the

fact of the masseteric giving branches to the maxillary articulation

shows that they contain sensitive fibres likewise.

The inferior and posterior portion of the third division of the fifth

nerve is, on the other hand, composed wholly of sensitive fibres,

nervus auricularis seu temporalis superficialis is not distributed to

muscles; it unites with the facial nerve, as well with the trunk of that

nerve as with its branches, and imparts to it a part of the sensitive

power which it (the facial nerve) possesses, in addition to its motor

faculty. The ramus auricularis is distributed to sensitive parts merely

;

namely, to the meatus auditorius externus, to the external ear, and the

skin of the head. The mylo-hyoid is not a branch of the inferior dental

;
these two nerves have, as Bell remarks, no further connection,

than that they run parallel with each other, side by side, till they

reach the foramen dentale. The dental nerve itself is evidently in-

tended merely to endue the parts it supplies with sensation. That the

branch which issues from the mental foramen is a nerve of sensation,

The

nerve

is proved by the case observed by Sir C. Bell, in which it was injured in

the extraction of a tooth, and the lower lip in consequence rendered

insensible. It can likewise be proved very satisfactorily that the

gustatory branch, although it is distributed to the muscular substance

of the tongue, is a sensitive nerve, and has no motor power.

Desmoulins had made the remark that, if the gustatory nerve is

stretched in a dog, the animal utters a cry, the tongue remaining

motionless; and that the application of galvanism to the nerve after

death causes no motion of the tongue. This last experiment I have

t

t
1
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instituted* on rabbits during life ; the nerve being divided, and then

irritated with a needle, or with the stimulus of a battery of sixty-five

pairs of plates : the result was as Desmoulins states. Magendie also

has observed that division of the gustatory nerve is followed by loss

of sensation, without loss of motion in the tongue. I have satisfied

myself that this nerve is capable of the sensation of pain, and it will be

shown at a future page that it is also the nerve of taste.

From the facts which we have stated, it results that the fifth nerve,

by virtue of its greater root, supplies all the anterior and anterolateral

parts of the head with common sensation, there being other nerves for

the special senses of smell, sight, and hearing; and that, by virtue of its

smaller root, it is the motor nerve of all the muscles engaged in mastica-

tion. Hence, in Magendie's experiments, the division of the trunk of

the nerve put a stop to all the movements of mastication, and deprived

the whole anterior part of the head, the eye, nose, and tongue, of com-

mon sensibility ; and disease of the trunk of the nerve, or of its roots,

has been observed by Bell, Magendie, and Serres, to be attended with

the same results. The result of division of the nerve within the cavity

;endie and repeated by

Eschricht, was loss of sensibility of the entire side of the head. The

mucous membrane of the nose, as well as the conjunctiva, were rendered

insensible to puncture, and to chemical irritants, such as liquor ammonia?.

The eye was dry, the iris contracted, and the winking of the eyelid was

no longer observed. On the following day, the eye of the sound side was

inflamed in consequence of the stimulus of the ammonia ;
the other

eye was free from inflammation, the developement of which, therefore, had

been prevented by the want of sensibility. In other experiments, divi-

sion of the nerve was followed, at the expiration of several days, by

inflammation of the conjunctiva, secretion of purulent matter from the

eyelids, iritis, and the formation of pseudo-membranes in the eye itself.

Other effects are a softened unhealthy state of the gums ; the tongue

becomes white on the aifected side, and its epithelium thickened.

Nervus glosso-pharyngeus.—I have shown at page 609 that this nerve

also has two roots, one of which has a ganglion. Its distribution corre-

sponds with this structure. It supplies the mucous membrane of the

back part of the tongue, and it also gives branches to the pharyngeal

muscles, particularly to the stylo-pharyngeus ; and it is proved to have

motor power by the observation of Mayo, which I have since repeated

in a rabbit, that the application of galvanism to the nerve, even after

death, excites muscular contractions in the pharnyx.

[It appears, however, from the experiments of Dr. J. Reid,f that the

* See Froriep's Notiz. No. 647.

f Experimental Investigation into the Functions of the Eighth pair of Nerves, in

the Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ. for Jan. 1838,
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Mr. Mayo

Mechan

tern.

the glosso-pharyngeal nerve is really a nerve of sensation only. The

experiments performed by Dr. Reid on this nerve were twenty-seven in

number
; the subjects of them were dogs ; Dr. Alison and Professor

Sharpey were in many instances present,, and confirmed the observations.

The results afforded were the following: 1. The glossopharyngeal nerve

is a nerve of sensation : distinct indications of suffering were given when

the nerve, particularly its pharyngeal branches, were irritated or pinched

m living animals. 2.

before it has given off its pharyngeal branches, or of any of these

branches, gives rise to extensive muscular motions of the throat and

lower part of the face ; but these motions are also excited by irritating the

upper or cranial end of the cut nerve before it has given off any of its

branches, while irritation of the lower end, or that in connection with the

muscles, is followed by no movement (Exp. VII.) ; so that these motions

must depend on an influence transmitted to the muscles through other

nerves by the intervention of the central organs of the nervous sys-

3. Lastly, when the functions of these central organs have

been arrested by poisoning the animal with prussic acid, irritation of

the glossopharyngeal nerve, before it is joined by any communicating

twigs from the pharyngeal branch of the

movements in the muscles to which it is distributed, namely, the con-

strictor muscles of the pharynx, which were exposed to view ;
while, on

irritating the pharyngeal branch of the par vagum, rapid and vigorous

movements of all the pharyngeal muscles and upper part of the

oesophagus follow. In most of the experiments from which this last

result was deduced, the nerves were not cut off from their connection

with the medulla oblongata, it being presupposed that in animals

poisoned by prussic acid the central organs of the nervous system have

lost the power of transmitting sentient impressions to motor nerves.

But the result is perfectly satisfactory as far as regards the absence of

motor power in the glosso-pharyngeus ; for, since in all these experiments

Dr. Reid found that muscular movements were excited by pinching the
»

pharyngeal branch of the vagus, or the glossopharyngeal after it had

received the communicating twig from the former nerve, the same

stimulus applied to the glossopharyngeal before that branch of the

vagus had joined it would have given rise to the same results if it had

vagus, gives rise to no

been endowed with motor power Mr. Mayo

depend on his not having completely insulated the nerve from the pha-

ryngeal branch of the vagus. Dr. Alcock, of Dublin, had found that after

division of the glosso-pbaryngeal nerves, the movements of deglutition

were greatly impeded ; but in Dr. Reid's experiments this effect was

never induced, unless the pharyngeal branch of the par vagum was also

divided ; hence the pharyngeal branches of the glossopharyngeal nerve,
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he remarks, cannot be the sole nerve by which the impressions, or pecu-

liar sensations that induced the motions of deglutition, are communicated

Nervus vagus cum accessorio Will,

m.~\

At the point where the vagus

The same idea has been more

passes through the foramen lacerum, its whole trunk swells into a

ganglion ; it thus presents every resemblance to the sensitive root of a

spinal nerve ; and, as immediately after its exit from the foramen it is

joined by a portion of the nervus accessorius, it is in the present state

of our knowledge very natural to suppose that the vagus, in fact,

derives the motor fibres, which are distributed in its branches to the

larynx and pharynx, from the nervus accessorius. Goerres,* indeed,

had likened the origins of the vagus and spinal accessory to the two

roots of spinal nerves, even before the discovery of the properties of

their anterior and posterior roots,

recently adopted by Professors Arnold and Scarpa, who have com-

pared the vagus to a posterior, the spinal accessory to an anterior root

;

and Bischofft has carried it out, and adduced new arguments in support

of this view.

The facts which are in favour of such an opinion are the following

:

The spinal accessory divides below the ganglion of the vagus into an

external branch which goes to the sterno-cleido-mastoid and trapezius

muscles, and an internal which unites with the vagus.J From the

trunk which is formed arises the pharyngeal branch of the vagus, but a

portion of the accessory nerve continues its course in the substance of

the vagus, and is supposed by Bischoff to afford the motor fibres of the

laryngeal nerves, particularly of the nervus laryngeus inferior. M.

Bendz has traced fibres of the spinal accessory into both the laryngeal

The nervus accessorius exists in birds and reptiles. In the

former it had been described by Serres, in the latter by Bojanus.

Bischoff has examined it more accurately than any anatomists who

preceded him, in several birds and reptiles. In birds it arises not

* Exposition der Physiologie. Coblenz, 1805. p. 328.

+ Nervi Accessorii Willisii Anatoraia et Physiologia. Heidelberg, 1832.

X [The vagus forms a second ganglion where it is joined by the internal branch of the

spinal accessory. This second ganglion of the vagus, which has been described and

figured by various anatomists since the time of Vieussens and Willis, but which was

lately described by Mr. Cock (in the Guy's Hospital Reports for 1837) as a structure

newly discovered by Sir A. Cooper, is, according to Bischoff, formed in mammalia by

the vagus alone, the fibres of the nervus accessorius passing over it without entering

into its formation • Beudz, however, has traced in the human subject a few fibres of

the spinal accessory into this ganglion, and has found, on the other hand, that all the

filaments of the vagus do not enter it. Branches of the sympathetic join the vagus

nerve at the point where it forms its second ganglion, and if the superior ganglion of

the vagus be regarded as analogous to the ganglion on the posterior roots of the spinal

nerves, this inferior ganglion may perhaps belong to those enlargements formed by the

sympathetic, where it unites with cerebral nerves. (See page 611.) ]

nerves.

s
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between the anterior and posterior roots of the spinal nerves, but from

the posterior columns of the spinal cord above the posterior roots,

and its origin reaches inferiorly as far as the third cervical nerve.

Superiorly, the nerve unites with the vagus, and forms with it the

ganglion known as the ganglion of the vagus ; so that here the acces-

sory nerve merely contributes to form the vagus, which subsequently

gives off a branch to the muscles of the neck, corresponding to

external division of the accessory in man: in the reptiles, also, the

nervus accessorius is wholly united with the vagus. To these anatomical

facts adduced by Bischoff, it may be added, that the vagus is evidently,

in greater part, a nerve of sensation, and that the branches given to the

stomach must be so entirely, since it is not possible by irritation of the

vagus in the necks of animals to excite contractions of the stomach.

(See pages 656 and 657.)

One only of the direct experiments of Bischoff is calculated to yield

results from which satisfactory conclusions can be formed. He removed

a portion of the occipital bone in a goat, and divided all the roots of

the spinal accessory nerve on both sides. Even while he was cutting

the radicle fibres of the nerve on one side, he remarked that the con-

stant cry of the animal took a hoarser tone, which increased and

became more and more marked as he divided the roots of the nerve on

the left side. When all the origins of the nerve were divided, the voice

was completely lost : " hircus omnem vocem amisit, et summissum quen-

dam ac raucissimum tantummodo emisit sonum, qui neutiquam vox

appellari potuit." This last observation is, however, not an absolute

proof of the truth of the hypothesis. Such experiments will require

repetition, unfortunately, before this interesting question can be decided.

The method of testing the property of a nerve, which I have adopted in

the case of the spinal nerves, namely, the application of mechanical and

galvanic stimuli to their roots, must likewise be employed in this ques-

tion, with reference to the accessory and vagus, to ascertain whether

the irritation of the roots of either or both these nerves within the

cranium will excite muscular contractions in the pharynx. I have,
i

myself, performed one such experiment.

As the most speedy method, the cranium was laid open with a

saw, and the arch of the first vertebra removed with bone forceps

in a large living dog, in which the pharynx had been previously laid

bare; the cerebellum was then cut away till the roots of the vagus

and accessory nerves were exposed. They were now separated from

connection with the medulla oblongata, and the roots of the

/

eirth

vagus irritated, as well mechanically as by means of the galvanic

influence of a pair of metallic plates ; a very distinct muscular contrac-

tion in the pharynx ensued. This result is unfavourable to the above

theory ; but I now place less confidence in it, for its value is not great
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unless it were certain that none of the fibres of the glosso-pharyngeus were

included with those of the vagus when the latter are irritated. But by a

repetition of such experiments, in the way which I have described, the

correctness or incorrectness of the theory might soon be decided.

[Dr. Reid has performed some experiments similar to the one just

detailed, and with similar results : on applying the wires of the galvanic

apparatus to the par vagum within the cranium, a distinct though

feeble movement of the arytenoid cartilages followed, unattended by

any movements of the shoulder ; while irritation of the spinal acces-

sory by galvanism within the skull, had given rise to powerful con-

vulsive movements of the shoulder, but not the slightest movements

of the previously exposed muscles of the glottis. In another dog a

distinct movement of the pharynx and arytenoid cartilages followed

the pinching of the insulated par vagum with the forceps. In a third

dog convulsive movements of the pharynx accompanied the twitches

of the shoulder when the spinal accessory was irritated.]

Although the valuable observations of Bischoff are strong arguments

in favour of his opinion, yet there are some anatomical facts opposed to

it which we must not conceal. The first is, the circumstance of the

nervus accessorius arising more from the posterior than from the

anterior part of the spinal cord, particularly in birds and reptiles. But

this would not be an insurmountable objection, since it is not proved

that the anterior and posterior columns of the spinal cord correspond in

properties with the anterior and posterior roots of the nerves ; and,

moreover, the accessory nerve is evidently distributed to muscles.

Another more weighty objection to the theory is founded on the rela-
*

tion which is often observed to exist between the accessory and the pos-

terior roots of the cervical nerves. Mayer once saw a small ganglion

on a fibre of the posterior root of the second and third cervical nerves,

which was connected by a filament with the nervus accessorius. In

some instances the same anatomist observed that the posterior root

of the first cervical nerve was connected with the spinal accessory. *

A case which I observed + was particularly interesting ; the posterior

root of the first cervical nerve was derived wholly from the accessory,

and at the point where it was given off, a small ganglion was seated on the

latter nerve. Hyrtl, also, has frequently observed a small ganglion on

the spinal accessory nerve, when the posterior root of the first cervical

nerve was not given off from it ; it was then always situated opposite the

entrance of the vertebral artery into the cranial cavity; Remak, likewise,

has in one instance observed a small ganglion on the spinal accessory

nerve in its passage through the foramen lacerum, and has shown it to

me. Remak has moreover seen in the rabbit a portion of the fibres ot

* Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. vol. xvi. p. 2.

t Muller's Archiv. 1834, p. 12 ; and 1837, p. 279.
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the vagus pass over the ganglion which the rest of the nerve formed,

without joining it.

I do not assert that the accessory nerve always contains sensitive

res ; I leave that question undetermined. But whenever the acces-

/

is probably chiefly motor, and is more analogous in structure

fib

sory nerve is closely connected with the posterior root of the first, or

any other spinal nerve, we must suppose that it receives some sensitive

fibres, as in the case in which I was able to demonstrate it; and every

fact of that kind must render more probable the opinion of Monro,*

that the connection of the accessory nerve with the posterior roots of

the first and second cervical is an equivalent to it for a posterior root.

The view which we ourselves take of the accessory and vagus nerves is

this : the vagus corresponds, for the most part, to the posterior root of a

spinal nerve; but we cannot, with certainty, affirm that it is "wholly

sensitive, since the experiment which we have detailed seems to show

that its root contains motor fibres, and in some animals fasciculi of fibres

of considerable size are seen to pass over the ganglion without joining it.

Its composition may possibly be just the reverse of the ninth, or lingual,

which is in greater part, but not wholly, a motor nerve. The acces-

sory^

to the anterior roots of a spinal nerve ; but evidently contains, in

many cases, (perhaps in all,) sensitive fibres, derived either from its

own roots, or from the posterior roots of the first and second cervical.f

[Dr. Reid found that when the external branch of the spinal accessory

was strongly compressed between the blades of the forceps, or firmly in-

cluded in a ligature, the animal gave very decided evidence of suffering

pain ; but he does not pretend to determine whether the sensitive fila-

ments on which this result depends belong originally to the nerve, or

whether it derives them from other nerves at the base of the cranium.

The experiments of Professor Miiller, and those of Dr. Reid, detailed

above, prove that the trunk of the vagus contains within it motor fila-

ments, independent of those which it receives from the internal branch

of the spinal accessory ; while Dr. Reid's experiments also show that

this internal branch of the accessory certainly assists in moving the

muscles of the pharynx.]

The vagus affords sensitive influence to all the parts to which it is

distributed ; namely, the organs of voice and respiration, the pharynx,

Esophagus, and stomach : moreover, it gives a sensitive branch, which

penetrates the petrous portion of the temporal bone, to the external

ear, the ramus auricularis; and the facial nerve probably derives its

sensitive endowment from its connection with this branch of the vagus

within the temporal bone.

-

* On the Nervous System, 1783.

t Compare Bendz, De connexu inter vagum et accessorium, Havn. 4. An abstract

*s given in Mliller's Archiv. 1837- Jahresb. p. xxviii.
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The branches of the vagus, which are motor as well as sensitive,

are the pharyngeal and laryngeal. Division of the inferior laryn-

geal nerve, or of the vagus in the neck on both sides, paralyses in-

completely the small muscles of the larynx; the voice is lost, but is

regained in a few days, from the superior laryngeal nerve continuing to

exert its influence. The assertion Ma that the superior

laryngeal nerve is distributed solely to the contractors of the glottis,

and the inferior to the dilators, was not confirmed by Schlemm's

dissections. The vagus has no motor influence on the stomach ;
neither

by galvanism, nor by mechanical irritation applied to the nerve m

the neck, can motions of the stomach be excited : this results from the

Magendie, Mayo

[W
branches of the vagus, we learn from the experiments of Dr. Reid :

1. That the pharyngeal branch in the dog is the principal, if not the sole

motor nerve of the constrictors of the pharynx, the stylo-pharyngeus

muscle, and the muscles of the soft palate, and that it is most probably

wholly motor : in six out of seven experiments, no decided evidence of

suffering was given when this nerve was irritated, pricked, cut, or tied

;

in the seventh case there was, perhaps, some unusual distribution of ner-

vous filaments. 2. That the inferior laryngeal nerve is the motor nerve

of the larynx, irritation of it producing vigorous movements of the aryte-

noid cartilages ; while irritation of the superior laryngeal nerve (by gal-

vanism) gave rise to no action in any of the muscles attached to the

arytenoid cartilages, but merely to contractions of the crico-thyroid

muscle ; this result agrees with their anatomy. Dr. Reid found that the

internal branch of the superior laryngeal nerve was distributed almost

entirely to the mucous surface of the epiglottis and interior of the larynx,

and its external branch to the crico-thyroid muscle, a few filaments being

also sent to the inferior constrictor of the pharynx and to the thyro-

hyoid muscle; while, on the contrary, the recurrent nerve sends but

few filaments to the mucous surface of the larynx ; one or two from the

branch which, after sending ramifications to the mucous surface of the

pharynx, anastomoses with the external branch of the superior laryngeal,

can be traced to the crico-thyroid muscle, and the rest, with the ex-

ception of some which reach the mucous membrane of the trachea,

are distributed to the muscular fibres of the trachea, to the crico-

arytenoideus posticus, crico-arytenoideus lateralis, thyro-arytenoideus,

and arytenoid muscles. Experiments on living dogs showed also

that division of the recurrent nerves puts an end to the motions of

the glottis, but that the sensibility of the mucous membrane re-

mains ; that division of the superior laryngeal nerves leaves the move-

ments of the glottis unaffected, but deprives it of its sensibility. The

superior laryngeal nerve, therefore, is chiefly sensitive ; the inferior, for
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the most part, motor, 3. Oesophageal branches.—Dr. Reid found, as

had been done by previous observers, that irritation of the trunk of the

vagus excited motions of the oesophagus, which extended over the cardiac

portion of the stomach ; and that division of the vagus paralysed the

movements of the oesophagus, which became distended with the food

which was afterwards taken. The motions of the oesophagus, then, are
»

dependent on motor fibres of the vagus, and are excited by impres-

sions made upon sensitive fibres, probably of the vagus also, as Dr.

Reid supposes Dr. Reid confirms the statement, which had been

denied by Dr. Marshall Hall and Mr. Broughton, that pinching the

vagus nerve in the neck gives rise to pain. 4. The cardiac branches

of the nerve are believed by Dr. Reid to be one channel through which

the influence of the central organs is transmitted to the heart ; for he

found the effect of crushing the brain with a hammer, in rabbits, to be

*nuch less marked when the vagi nerves had been previously divided.

5. Again, from the continuance of the respiratory movements after the

division of the vagi nerves,* he infers that the pulmonary branches of the

vagus form only one channel, by which the impressions on the mucous

surface of the lungs that excite respiration are transmitted to the me-

dulla oblongata ; the other channel being furnished by the sympathetic,

which conveys the impression to the spinal cord. The effusion into the

lungs, which ensues after the division of the vagi, Dr. Reid believes to

be the consequence, not the cause, of the dyspnoea ; and this dyspnoea

he is inclined to attribute to the paralysis of the muscular fibres of the

bronchi.]

Nervus hypoglossus, lingualis, or ninth nerve. In the ox, and

some other mammalia, in which Mayer has discovered that this nerve

has a small posterior root with a ganglion, it belongs to the mixed

nerves with double origin; but in the human subject it has merely a

motor root.

That it is principally a motor nerve, the experiments of Magendie,

Mayo, and myself demonstrate, t Violent spasms of the whole tongue,

even to the tip, are excited by stretching, pinching, or by galvanising it

with a single pair of plates. Its division in a living animal deprives

the tongue of its power of motion. This nerve, therefore, supplies the

motor influence for the motions of the tongue in deglutition and

in articulation. A case related by Montault at the Academy of Medi-

cine at Paris is illustrative. The symptoms were spasm and tremor of

the muscles of the neck ;
pain on the left side of the head and neck,

and difficulty of articulation with gradual wasting of the tongue, which,

when protruded from the mouth, was drawn towards the right side. The

left side of the tongue was most wasted, but taste was perfect on both

* [See Dr. Hall's explanation in the chapter on the reflected motions, page 715.]

+ See Froriep's Notiz. No. 647-
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sides. At a later period there were difficult deglutition, aphonia, and

other symptoms. After death an hydatid cyst was found in the left

occipital fossa, which raised the left lobe of the cerebellum and pushed

the medulla oblongata to the right side, extended a few lines into the

spinal canal, and was imbedded in the anterior condyloid foramen, while

a prolongation from its base passed through the anterior part of the

foramen lacerum posterius. From the point of their exit from the

cranium, the left hypoglossal and glossopharyngeal nerves were atro-

phied ; the vagus and spinal accessory were not affected.

The lingual is also the motor nerve of the large muscles which move

the larynx.

Magendie, and Mayo

is likewise endued with sensibility; pain is produced, they say, by

stretching it in dogs and cats. In dogs, this might be accounted

has found
for by its small posterior root; but in the cat M
no posterior root ; and, in this instance, its sensitive faculty may be

due to sensitive fibres received from other nerves in its course, for

instance, in its connections with the nervus vagus, and with the first

cervical nerve.

Nerves, fc

fib

fi

Nerves of the muscles of fourth

These nerves have some sensitive endowment. The sensibility which

muscles generally possess, can in other instances be ascribed to the

sensitive fibres derived from the posterior roots of the nerves, and dis-

tributed with the motor fibres to the muscles. But this explanation is

inapplicable in the case of the muscles of the eye. It is known to every

one, that violent action of these muscles is attended with the sensation

of an unpleasant tension in them. Is this owing to the single motor

non-gangliated roots of the nerves of these muscles containing sensitive

fibres, or do the nerves receive sensitive fibres from other sources in

their course ? The nervus trochlearis has been frequently seen to be

connected with the first division of the fifth ; I have myself seen, in the

calf, a twig given off to the trochlearis from the latter nerve. It is

not known whether the sensitive fibres of the longer root, which the

ciliary ganglion derives from the nasal branch of the fifth, are all dis-

tributed in the ciliary nerves ; or whether some reach the short root of

the ganglion, and thus the motor oculi nerve. The sixth, or abducens

nerve, can apparently derive no sensitive fibres from other nerves. Under

these circumstances it must remain undecided whence these nerves

acquire the fibres by which they are endued with sensitive power.

Nervus facialis', or portio dura ofth This is the special

/
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i

motor nerve of all the muscles of the face, (the muscles of mastication

excepted,) of the occipito-frontalis, the muscles of the ear, the stylo-

hyoid muscle, the posterior belly of the digastricus, and the platysma

niyoides. Division of the facial nerve in mammalia paralyses each

and every one of the muscles of the face : the eyebrows cannot be

raised, nor the eyes closed ; the muscles of the ear do not act, and the

nostrils are motionless, &c. Experiments which establish this have been

May Backer

facial nerve.

remarked, in an animal poisoned with nux vomica, that division of the

facial nerve put a stop immediately to the spasms in the muscles of the

face, although they continued in other parts of the body.

I have myself instituted experiments with a view to determine the

properties of this nerve.* I irritated it with a needle, and pinehed it

with a pair of forceps, and most distinct twitchings of the muscles

ensued, occupying the nostrils or eyelids, according to the branch of the

nerve which I thus treated. Galvanism by means of a single pair of

plates had the same effect as mechanical stimulus. These facts prove

that the facial is a motor nerve, and the pathological cases observed

by Sir C. Bell confirm this result.

A man received a ball from a pistol in the ear, and the facial nerve

was wounded at its origin. The motion of the same side of the face

was lost, sensation preserved. The second case was that of a man who

had been wounded by the horn of an ox at the point of exit of the

The whole side of the face was deprived of motion, the

eyelids remained open, the angle of the mouth distorted, the ala of the

nose in deep inspiration motionless, and the muscles of that side of the

face had, in fine, become atrophied. The sensibility of the paralysed parts

was not defective. Again, the facial nerve was divided in extirpating

a swelling situated in front of the ear. The result was the same as

in the other cases.

Sir C. Bell imagined that certain muscles of the face, for example,

those of the lips and nostrils, might lose their power of motion in the

expression of the passions, but might still perform their part in the

movements of mastication, and vice versa ; and he explained this by the

circumstance of these muscles receiving branches both from the facial

and the infra-orbital nerve. But the latter nerve has not the slightest

motor power, and the muscles of the face are, by division of the facial

nerve rendered incapable of any kind of motion ; the special muscles of

mastication are not paralysed, because they are supplied by the motor

portion of the fifth nerve, not by the facial.

[In two cases of injury to the portio dura within the temporal bone,

Mr. Shaw has observed partial paralysis of the soft palate. With the

usual distortion of the face, &c, there was the peculiarity of the uvula

* See Froriep's Notiz. No. 648.

_ _ +]

f Med, Gaz. Sept. 1837.
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Sir C. Bell regarded the facial nerve as motor only, but it is also

highly sensitive.

M
ductive of no pain in the rabbit, but of considerable suffering in the cat.

Here, however, this observer must have been mistaken ; for, in my experi-

ments on rabbits, I have found the animals suffer so much pain as to utter

loud cries when the facial nerve was divided. Magendie also observed

that the division of the nerve produced more or less pain. A slight

sensibility was observed by Mr. Mayo in the facial nerve of the ass
;
in

the horse, dog, and cat, it was very marked. Backer also found the

division of the nerve in cats to be always productive of pain.* Eschricht

has made the same remark.

The sensibility of the nerve is indubitable ; but whether its sensitive

fibres are contained in the nerve itself from its origin, or superadded to

it in its numerous anastomoses with the fifth nerve, namely, with the su-

perficial temporal, subcutaneus malas, infra-orbital, and mental branches,

is another question. Eschricht has adopted the latter view. He

divided the nervus trigeminus within the cranium; the facial nerve

was still sensible to pain. In a second experiment, he divided the nervus

trigeminus on the left side ; the facial nerve was no longer sensible on

that side, while on the other it retained its sensibility. In a third ex-

periment, Eschricht divided the left nervus trigeminus, and observed

that the anterior part of the facial nerve of the same side was by

this deprived of sensibility, which however was still retained by the

posterior portion of the facial nerve where it is situated under the

meatus auditorius externus. From this, and a similar experiment,

Eschricht inferred that the nervus trigeminus supplies sensibility to

the anterior part of the facial, not to its posterior part,

union of the several branches of the facial nerve with branches of

the infra-orbital is not the source of the sensibility of the facial

nerve behind the points of anastomosis, is proved by a very good

and simple experiment of M. Gaedechens in the dog. After dividing

the branches of the facial nerve which unite with the infra-orbital nerve,

That the

he found the latter [query, former] nerve still sensible to pain. In

another experiment, he divided a considerable branch of the facial,

which united with the infra-orbital nerve, and then found the portion of

the divided branch which he had separated from the trunk of the facial

insensible; this branch, therefore, must have derived its sensibility,

not from the infra-orbital nerve with which it was still connected,

but from the facial nerve itself, or from branches of the nervus tri-

geminus situated much more posteriorly,—such as the superficial tem-

poral branch, which is connected with the facial nerve, in front and

below the external ear.

Eschricht's experiments have at all events proved that the facial nerve

* Loc, cit. p. 64.
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SENSITIVE POWER OF THE SYMPATHETIC.

does not derive all its sensitive fibres from the nervus trigeminus.

Some have, therefore, supposed that it has itself two roots, consisting of

different kinds of fibres, and belongs to the mixed nerves. The portio

intermedia Wrisbergi, in the origin of the facial nerve, has been regarded

as a separate root ; and the swelling on the nerve, where it makes its

angular bend, as a ganglion of a sensitive nerve.* This enlargement of

the nerve is situated, however, at the point where it is joined by filaments

which connect it with the sympathetic, and is analogous to the spheno-

palatine ganglion on the second branch of the nervus trigeminus. The

nervous filaments which join the facial at the point indicated, are the

nervi petrosi superficiales major et minor, and the nervus petrosus

superficialis, discovered by Bidder.f The mere existence of the portio

intermedia Wrisbergi does not prove that the nerve has a second sen-

sitive root • the second root should have a ganglion upon it
;

for, if

every separate fasciculus in the origin of a nerve were regarded as a

root with distinct properties, the spinal accessory would have several,

indeed many functions; the hypoglossal nerve, in many cases, two;

and the olfactory nerve, three.

We must, therefore, admit that the facial nerve is at its origin simply

motor, or that it receives sensitive fibres from the brain without having

a special sensitive root. The last supposition is not necessary, however ;

for the source can be distinctly shown from which the facial

derives the sensibility which it still retains at its exit from the stylo-

mastoid foramen when the trunk of the nervus trigeminus is divided.

A branch of the vagus, namely, unites with the facial nerve in its

course through the Fallopian aqueduct; this communicating branch of

the vagus, which exists in man as well as in animals, and which com-

pletely explains all difficulties, was first discovered in the human subject

nerve

\ and has been also described by Cuvier§ A
considerable branch is given off from the nervus vagus at an acute

angle, and passes through a special bony canal to the facial nerve, with

which a portion of its filaments unites ; while the continuation of the

branch is distributed to the external ear. This nerve, which we have

seen in the calf as well as in the human subject, is evidently a prin-

cipal cause of the sensibility of the facial nerve.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE SENSITIVE AND MOTOR PROPERTIES OF THE GANGLIONIC NERVES.

Some observers have denied to
1. The ganglionic nerves are sensitive

the sympathetic the property of conveying sensations. Bichat states,

Gaedechens, Nervi facialis Physiol, et Patholog. Heidelb. 1832.

t See Miller's Archiv. 1837. Jahresb. p. xxvi.

De Aure interna. Patavii, 1789, p. 109. 133. Anat. Compare
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662 THE SYMPATHETIC NERVE.

that he irritated the cceliac ganglion both mechanically and by chemical

stimuli without exciting pain. Dupuy cut out the inferior cervical

ganglion, and the animals, he says, did not suffer. Wutzer* also

could excite no pain by irritating the lumbar ganglia in a dog. The

IwithHthe foregoing.and Lobstein agreeobservations of Magendie

Flourens,f on the contrary, has in such experiments always observed

more or less distinct signs of pain. In Brachet'sJ experiments there

were sometimes manifestations of suffering, sometimes none. Mayer

has observed, that both when the superior cervical ganglion was divided,

and when the solar plexus was irritated, the animals gave distinct evi-

dences of pain. With these last observers, my experiments lead me to

agree entirely. I have not only several times seen distinct signs of suf-

fering produced by the application of mechanical and chemical irritants

to the cceliac ganglion, but, in all the experiments of tying the nerves o£

the kidneys which I

page 471), I observed

Peiper (see

The painful

sensations felt in diseased states of the parts supplied with sympathetic

nerves only, prove, much more clearly than experiments can do, that

these nerves have sensitive endowments. I must give my complete

assent to the following remark of Prof. E. H. Weber :
" I, for my part,

regard the daily observations of the existence of pain in these parts,

which some would deny to be sensible, as far more worthy of attention

than the foregoing experiments."
||

The sensibility of the parts supplied by the sympathetic is, however,

far more feeble and indistinct than in other parts ; for we seldom feel in

the stomach the very cold or hot food which we swallow : substances,

too, which are strong stimulants of the skin, such as mustard and

horse-radish, are rarely productive of sensation in the parts furnished

with sympathetic nerves; it requires very strong impressions to excite

the whole sensitive power of these parts in as powerful a degree

as can be done in other organs. This peculiarity has been explained on

the hypothesis of Reil, that the ganglia have the nature of half-con-

ductors, preventing the transmission of weak impressions, and allowing

the transmission of such only as are the effects of very intense irritation.

Although this view cannot be strictly demonstrated to be correct, yet

it is apparently favoured by an observation of Brachet^ relative to the

effects of irritation of the thoracic ganglia of the sympathetic in a living

sheep. Brachet states that, having divided the costal cartilages on the

right side near the sternum, he held the lung towards the sternum,

and then saw the thoracic ganglia of the sympathetic at the sides

of the spinal column. When he pricked the ganglia, or the cord

De Gangl. fabrica. Berol. 1817- f Exp£r. sur le Systeme Nerveux.

Recherches sur les fonct. du syst. nerv. gangl. p. 307- § Act. Nat. Cur. xvi, p. 2

Hildebrandt's Anat. t. iii, p. 355. ^[ Loc. cit. p. 307.
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°f the sympathetic between them, he perceived no signs of pain; but,

when he irritated one of the branches of communication between the

sympathetic and the spinal nerves, pain was distinctly manifested : this

he witnessed in repeated experiments. He also observed, that ganglia,

which at first appeared to be devoid of sensibility, became sensible after

Sequent irritation.

2. The ganglionic nerves have a motor, though involuntary, influence

on theparts tvhich they supply The experiments which I performed with

Dr. Sticker have proved that the contractile power of the muscles is

the result of a reciprocal action between them and the nerves, and

that in a short period after division of the latter it is, like the excita-

bility of the nerves themselves, lost, provided reunion has not taken

place ; it is evident, therefore, that the contractions of the volun-

tary muscles must be under the influence of their nerves, and not a

property of themselves as muscles, as Haller supposed. We have,

likewise, some direct proofs of the motor influence of the ganglionic

nerves on the muscles. Humboldt has excited contractions of the

heart in mammalia, by the application of galvanism to the cardiac

nerves. Since his experiments were performed with the simple gal-

vanic circle, they are certainly of great weight. Burdach* likewise

states, that the pulsations of the heart in a dead rabbit, in which

artificial respiration was kept up, became stronger when he applied

galvanism to the cervical portion of the sympathetic nerve, or to the

inferior cervical ganglion. In another rabbit, he says, the action of the

heart was accelerated by the application of caustic potash or am-

monia to the nerve; this experiment I have repeated without a suc-

cessful result. Wutzert applied the poles of a galvanic pile to the

second lumbar ganglion insulated by a piece of glass placed beneath it,

and states that all parts of the abdomen, and even the muscles of the

thigh on the corresponding side, were thrown into tremors in conse-

quence ; and I have myself seen the peristaltic motions of the whole

intestines in a rabbit accelerated, and renewed when they had already

ceased, by the application of the poles of a galvanic battery of sixty-five

pairs of plates to the peripheral portion of a splanchnic nerve previously

divided and insulated on a plate of glass. These last experiments of

Wutzer and myself do not however really prove much, and are faulty,

inasmuch as the galvanic stimulus employed was too powerful ; the

galvanic fluid might have been transmitted through the nerve, as a mere

moist conductor, to the intestine itself; and the experiment wras really

the same as if the poles had been applied directly to the intestines. In

Wutzer

)

sacral plexus. A more satisfactory proof of the motor power of the

* Physiol. Bd. iv. p. 464. f Loc. cit, p. 127
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sympathetic is the experiment which I have frequently instituted, and

constantly with the same result, on the cceliac ganglion in the rabbit.

The abdomen of a rabbit being opened, I waited until the active motions

of the intestines excited by the influence of the atmosphere had subsided

again, or ceased, and then touched the cceliac ganglion with caustic

potash, when the peristaltic motions were immediately renewed with

extraordinary activity.

Composition of the sympathetic nerves.—The question now presents

itself, whether there are in the ganglionic nerves fibres of one kind

only, and whether these perform all the functions of nutrition, sen-

sation, and motion; exciting sensations by their action on the brain,

and nutrition and motion by an influence transmitted in the peri-

pheral direction. This is in itself improbable ; for, were it the case, the

excitement of secretion in the intestinal canal would always be at-

tended with increased motion, and increased motion with increased

secretion. This consideration is alone sufficient to suggest the pro-

bability that even in the ganglionic nerves there are sensitive and

motor fibres ; and, moreover, a third kind of filaments, organic fibres,

namely, for the regulation of the chemical processes. To determine

this question with greater certainty, we must more accurately con-

sider the connection which exists between the sympathetic and the

sensitive and motor nerves.

It has been long disputed whether the communicating cords between

the ganglionic nerves and the trunks of the cerebral and spinal nerves

are to be regarded as the roots of the sympathetic, or as branches

of communication given off from it. The microscopic analysis of these

intermediate cords has shown that many of them convey to the sympa-

thetic nerve radicle fibres from the cerebro-spinal nerves ; that others, on

the contrary, consist of fibres passing to the latter nerves from the

sympathetic. Thus, it will subsequently be shown, that the carotid

portion of the sympathetic is not merely a root of that nerve ; that it

is, on the contrary, chiefly composed of elements of the sympathetic

going to be superadded to the cerebral nerves, to be distributed with

them in the peripheral direction. The portions of the carotid plexus

which join the first and second branches of the fifth nerve and the

nervus abducens, convey to these nerves fasciculi of grey fibres which

are distributed in their ramifications; and these grey fasciculi are

not roots of the sympathetic. On the other hand, the sympathetic

receives true roots from other cerebral nerves, (particularly those

with double origin,) and from all the spinal nerves ; these roots are

derived from the radicle fibres of the nerves from which they come off?

and enter the sympathetic to be distributed in the peripheral direction

in it.

The relation of the sympathetic with the cerebral nerves is very

/
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complicated, its connection with the spinal nerves is simple and easily

made out. The investigation of its communications with the latter

affords us principles by which the nature of its connections with

the cerebral nerves may be determined. It can be seen without diffi-

culty, in any animal, that from the roots of every spinal nerve a portion

Js given off to join the ganglionic nerves. This forms the ramus com-

ttiunicans. Its fibres run, for the most part, from the spinal nerves to

the ganglionic nerve.

But do these roots supply the ganglionic or sympathetic nerve with

both motor and sensitive fibres from the spinal cord and brain ? Scarpa

and Wutzer inferred, from their earlier researches, that the sympathetic

is connected with both roots of each spinal nerve, and consequently

receives both sensitive and motor fibres, which the functions of the

viscera dependent on its influence show that it must contain. The

sensibility of such parts is certainly not very great, and the sensations

cannot be referred to a distinct and circumscribed spot ; but in diseases

they become as strong and defined as in any other parts. The move-

ments of the parts supplied with ganglionic nerves is also involuntary

only ; and this circumstance led Scarpa more recently into the error of

denying all motor influence to the sympathetic, and to place the cause

of the involuntary movements of such parts in the organs themselves.

He grounded this view especially on his later dissections, in which

the sympathetic appeared to him to derive filaments from the posterior

roots only of the spinal nerves* This great anatomist did not, even

in his old age, (as some do, even before that time,) become prejudiced

against the advances which science made; in his last work he evinced

the greatest interest in the revolution which the physiology of the

nervous system was undergoing: but, in his assertion relative to the

origin of the sympathetic, he was in error ; for the investigations of

May Wutzer

the view which Wutzer had formerly taken, namely, that the sym-

pathetic derives radicle fibres from both roots of the spinal nerves.

Mayer has indeed traced these fibres in the roots of the nerves as

far as the spinal cord itself. The sympathetic contains, therefore,

both motor and sensitive fibres.

By the microscopic examination of the radicle fasciculi derived by the

ganglionic nerve from the spinal nerves, it is learnt that they consist of

cylindrical fibres, similar to those which compose the spinal nerves them-

selves : the tube and its contents are as easily distinguished. These

fibres are, however, more minute in their whole course in the gang-

* Scarpa, De gangliis nervorum, deque essentia nervi sympathies—Ann. Univ. de

Medicina, 1831.

f Meckel's Archiv. 1832, p. 85

§ Nova Acta, xvi. p. 2.

X Ibid. p. 260.

Miiller's Archiv. 1834, p. 305.
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666 COMPOSITION OF THE SYMPATHETIC.

lionic nerves than they are in the spinal nerves ; and they are of more

delicate texture, and hence more prone, under pressure or extension, to

form varicosities ; but, when they have suffered no mechanical violence,

they are never varicose. In these respects, therefore, as well as in the

circumstance that the cylindrical fibres in it do not anastomose, but

remain separate in their course, the sympathetic does not essentially

differ from other nerves. The peculiarity of the sympathetic seems to

consist merely in the mode in which it assembles its radicle fibres, and

again distributes them in the peripheral direction. The radicle fibres

run, namely, for a certain extent in the principal cord of the sympathetic

before being given off in the branches ; and thus is produced an appa-

rently continuous cord from the superior cervical ganglion to the ganglion

coccygeum. I say, apparently continuous ; for there are no facts to justify

the conclusion that the fibres coming from the first cervical ganglion are

continued to the inferior extremity of the cord. The fibres leave the

longitudinal cord in the same order as they enter it : the first form the

cardiac nerves., the next the splanchnic, the next the renal, the aortic,

and so on. This relation of the fibres to the principal cord of the sym-

pathetic may be compared to the mode ofattachment of the sacro-lumbalis

muscle to the ribs. But it is not really a peculiarity of the sympa-

thetic. It is a structure common to many other nerves ; the spinal

nerves, for example, have arches of communication between each other,

and thus form continuous cords, extending a considerable distance, from

which are given off in succession the nerves which had previously joined

them. The nerve called the ramus descendens noni, again, is partly

formed by the superior spinal nerves. On the other hand, it sometimes

happens that the cord of the sympathetic is interrupted here and there

between the points where the radicle fibres join it, or is extremely thin,

as in serpents.

It being shown that the sympathetic regularly receives fasciculi of

motor and sensitive fibres from the spinal nerves as its motor and sensi-

tive roots, the existence of a similar relation between it and those cere-

bral nerves which are analogous to the spinal nerves, in having double

roots, becomes very probable. The hypoglossal, vagus, and glosso-

pharyngeal nerves do in fact give roots to the superior cervical ganglion,
*

»

and thus to the cord of the sympathetic. We do not, however, mean

to assert that all the fibres of these cords are motor and sensitive, for

such is not the case. The ganglionic or sympathetic nerve, then, re-

ceives roots of sensitive and motor properties from the cerebral nerves

which we have named. It likewise receives a similar root from the great

spinal nerve of the head, the nervus trigeminus. The vidian nerve is,

at least in part, a root given off to the sympathetic, as will be more dis-

tinctly proved in the following chapter.

f
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CHAPTER IV.

OF THE SYSTEM OF GREY OR ORGANIC FIBRES, AND ITS PROPERTIES.

In the present state of our knowledge, little instruction can be derived

from the views of the earlier physiologists relative to the properties of

the sympathetic or ganglionic nerves. It is not sufficient to be told that

these nerves are destined for the supply of the vegetative system of the

viscera, while the cerebro-spinal nerves supply the animal system ;—that

they have the office of uniting the nerves, one with another, into one har-

ttionious whole ;—or, that they are the cause of the sympathies. The im-

portant labours of Sir C. Bell, relative to the sensitive and motor roots

of the nerves, left us in ignorance concerning the sympathetic; but

they suggested to intelligent minds the necessity of a complete re-

form of our notions regarding this nerve. It is but recently that the

facts and ideas contributing to this reform have been published. The

earliest that I am acquainted with were made known by Retzius in

1827. He made the remark, that there were grey fibres mixed with the

white in the nervus trigeminus ; and that these grey fibres issued from

certain ganglia, and ran both in the peripheral direction in the branches

of the nerve, and also in the central direction, towards the Gasserian

ganglion. Retzius himself deduced no physiological conclusions from

these important facts. They remained without further application until

the year 1834, when a more definite exposition of the principles accord-

ing to which the ganglionic or sympathetic nerve, and its connections with

other nerves, are to be regarded, was published by Van Deen and by

myself. Van Deen* laboured to render probable his opinion, that the

communications of the ganglionic with the cerebro-spinal nerves are

destined to impart to the latter a vegetative influence, in addition to

their sensitive and motor properties; and to the ganglionic nerve a motor

influence, and also the faculty of sensibility to impressions under certain

circumstances. Van Deen was not acquainted with the facts observed

by Retzius; and he does not explain his views as to the nature of the

connections between the ganglionic and cerebro-spinal nerves—whether

the ganglionic nerve is merely brought into closer relation with the

latter nerves by means of its ganglia, or whether it continues its course

in them without uniting with their fibres.

I founded my opinions on the observations of Retzius and my own

investigations relative to the presence of organic grey fibres running in

the peripheral direction in the cerebral nerves—on the fact of the primi-

tive fibres of nerves not uniting with each other in their course—on the

origin of the ganglionic nerve from the motor and sensitive roots of the

Diss, de differentia et nexu inter nervos vitae animalis et organicae. Lugd. Bat. 1834.

P
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spinal nerves—and on the facts relative to the reflex actions of the ner-

vous system I expressed* my conviction, not merely that the commonly-

received notions respecting the supposed use of the connections of the

ganglionic with other nerves—namely, the transmission of sympathetic

influences,—are erroneous; but that the ganglionic, as well as the cerebro-

spinal nerves, are compound in structure. I suggested that they contain

motor, sensitive, and organic fibres, ofwhich the latter kind alone have the

function of regulating the vegetative processes, and have a special relation

to the ganglia ; that the cerebro-spinal nerves are likewise composed of

motor, sensitive, and organic fibres, of which those of each kind have

their specific destination, and run their course together without uniting

with the others ; that the ganglionic nerve consequently differs only in

having numerous ganglia, and in containing a larger number of grey fibres

which give it a proportionally greyer colour ; while, in the cerebro-spinal

system, the grey fibres are less numerous, and are seen as grey fasciculi

lying in the larger mass of white fasciculi. The ganglionic nerve is not,

however, I observed, equally grey in all parts ; the main lateral cords

are whitish ; the branches of the abdominal ganglia, which are distributed

to the viscera of vegetative life, principally grey. This is the history of

the progress of our knowledge of this subject up to the present time.

Remak has brought it to a state of far greater certainty.

fib The facts rela-

tive to this subject, which were given in the first edition of this work,

are the following :—First, the remarkable and important observation of

Retzius,f that in the nervus trigeminus of the horse, and particularly in

the second division of the nerve, there are distinct grey sympathetic
i

fibres, derived from the spheno-palatine ganglion, which form small grey

ganglia within the nerve, and can be traced over the second division of

the nervus trigeminus, and within it, as far as the nasal nerves and pitui-

tary membrane, as well as upwards into the orbit and to the ciliary

ganglion. I have examined these gangliated nerves of Retzius in the

ox ; they are there easily found, and form on the inner side of the second

division of the fifth nerve several small ganglia, which are connected with

the spheno-palatine ganglion and the vidian nerve, and belong principally

to the nerves going to the nose and palate. In the ox the deep branch

of the vidian, derived distinctly from the sympathetic, gives some fibres

to the spheno-palatine ganglion, and likewise many filaments, which

accompany the nasal and palatine nerves; and here it may be distinctly

seen, that a part of the fibres of this nerve is derived, not from the

nervus trigeminus, but from the sympathetic, and that it gives branches

which attach themselves to, and accompany in the peripheral direction,

In the second part of the first volume of the Handhuch der Physiologie, published

in 1834 ; p. 646—652, and p. 780.

flsis, 1827, p. 997.
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the branches of the second division of the fifth. In the ox it is also

very easily seen, that the first division, likewise, of the fifth nerve re-

ceives organic fibres from that part of the sympathetic which joins the

nervus abducens; and there are small ganglia on the commencement
of this division of the fifth nerve, which belong to the organic fibres.

Grey fibres pass backwards, also, to the Gasserian ganglion.

In the human subject, too, fibrils have been seen by Varrentrapp* to be

given off from the cavernous plexus to the first division of the nervus tri-

geminus. Moreover, in the calf, there is, as I have seen, a thick fasciculus

of organic fibres, sent from the sympathetic within the cranium to join

the second division of the fifth nerve, just below the Gasserian ganglion.

The buccinator branch of the third division of the same nerve receives

in the ox, from the ganglion oticum, a whole fasciculus of grey organic

fibres, which accompany the nerve in its peripheral distribution. In the

ciliary nerves, arising from the ciliary ganglion, we have a further

example of the association of sensitive fibres from the fifth nerve, motor

fibres from the third, and organic fibres from the sympathetic. The

connection of the sympathetic with the glossopharyngeal nerve, at

the point where the ganglion petrosum is formed, and with the facial

nerve at the situation of its enlargement in the Fallopian canal, seems to

be for the purpose of superadding organic fibres to these nerves. From

the point where the facial makes its bend, and is swollen, it is rendered

larger than before by the fasciculi which it receives from the superficial

petrosal branches of the vidian ; and this increased size is in part still

distinctly observable in its peripheral continuation.

Several new facts have been made known by M. Giltay,f showing

that organic fibres can be traced accompanying cerebral and spinal

nerves as far as the organs to which they are distributed. In several

fishes he saw distinctly that the cephalic portion of the sympathetic,

which arises from the nervus trigeminus without the cranium, and

passes backwards beneath the glosso-pharyngeal and vagus nerves, gave

off organic fibres which joined the nervus glosso-pharyngeus, accom-

panying it as far as the first branchia, while a separate fibre from the

same source accompanied the vagus to the branchiae ; the sympathetic

fibres were here quite separate from the branches of the cerebro-spinal

nerves, and merely ran side by side with them. M. Giltay has seen and

represented these facts distinctly in fishes of the genera acanthurus,

platycephalus, and holocentrus, and less distinctly in the pleuronectes

platessa. The branches of the sympathetic here referred to must not

be confounded with the communicating fibres from the glosso-pharyngeal

nerve and the ganglion of the nervus vagus, which are as it were roots

of the sympathetic.

* Obs. anat. de parte cephalica n. sympathici. Francof. 1831

.

+ De nervo sympathico diss. Lugd. 1834.
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M
fibres to spinal nerves. In the bufo asper he saw the sympathetic on

the middle of the body of the second vertebra, under the point of attach-

ment of the shoulder, give off to the muscles (?) a branch which divided

into two twigs ; one of which took a retrograde course on the first dorsal

nerve towards the vertebra, and seemed therefore to be a root of

the sympathetic, the other accompanied the nerve in its course to

ramify in the anterior extremity. In the calotes gutturosa, M. Giltay saw

a branch of the sympathetic accompany the subclavian artery and the

nerves of the anterior extremity, to ramify in the latter. In the iguana

delicatissima also, he found a twig from the sympathetic accompanying

the first nerve of the anterior extremities.

From all the foregoing facts I arrived at the conclusion that in the

cerebrospinal nerves three kinds of fibres must be distinguished ;
the

sensitive and motor, which are both white, and come from the roots of

the cerebro-spinal nerves,—and grey organic fibres, which have their

origin in the ganglia of the ganglionic or sympathetic nerve itself.

The observations of Remak have made us acquainted with the pecu-

liar microscopic characters of the grey fibres, by which they may be dis-

tinguished from the tubular sensitive and motor fibres. They are, namely,

much more minute ; a high magnifying power is required in their exam-

ination ; are perfectly homogeneous, that is to say, not composed, as far

as can be distinguished with the microscope, of a tube and contained por-

tion ; they are so pale and transparent, that unless a strong shadow be

thrown on them they are not visible ; lastly, a completely characteristic

appearance is produced by the small roundish or oval bodies which here

and there beset their surface. Remak has detected these fibres in the

grey fasciculi in many parts of the sympathetic, and has seen perfectly

similar fibres more rarely inmany cerebro-spinal nerves. To convince

one's self of the existence of this peculiar system of fibres, they must be

first examined in a completely grey nerve, in which they are mingled

with but very few, if with any, cylindrical fibres. I took the perfectly

grey nervous cord which leaves the carotid plexus at the inner side of the

Gasserian ganglion, in the calf, to join the first division of the fifth nerve

and the nervus abducens. I found it composed nearly entirely of

organic fibres such as those just described. Here and there a single

tubular fibre was seen running over an entire fasciculus of grey fibres,

and by the contrast making the difference between them more evident.

All the grey nervous fasciculi which we have described as accompany-

ing in their peripheral distribution the first and second division of the

fifth nerve, are composed of such fibres. The grey fibres are also con-

tained in the grey fasciculi, which, coming from the otic ganglion, or

plexus gangliiformis Santorini, accompany the third division of the fifth

nerve, and particularly the buccinator branch. In other parts of the
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cerebro-spinal system such favourable opportunities are not afforded

for becoming acquainted with the characters of the organic fibres, and
J t requires a practised eye to recognise them when they are mingled
scantily with the more numerous cylindrical fibres. Remak found a few
grey fasciculi in most of the cerebro-spinal nerves which he examined.
A he cords of communication between the sympathetic and the spinal

nerves, consist principally of tubular fibres; but Remak detected in

them some grey fasciculi sent from the sympathetic ganglia to the

Jntercostal nerves ; so that there is an interchange of filaments in them.

In the difference of microscopic character between the sensitive and

ftiotor and the organic fibres, an excellent means is afforded us of ascer-

taining how far the branches of communication between the cerebro-

spinal and ganglionic nerves belong to the one system or to the other.

Many nerves, which were formerly regarded as wholly sympathetic, are

thus found to be in part of the nature of cerebro-spinal nerves.

While the fibres sent from the otic ganglion to the buccinator nerve

are grey, those which come off from the ganglion posteriorly, namely,

the nerve of the tensor tympani and the nervus petrosus superficialis

minor of Arnold, which goes to join the tympanic plexus, are, on the

contrary, more nearly white ; the first is indeed perfectly white.

Schlemm had pointed out that the nerve of the tensor tympani arises

from the third division of the nervus trigeminus, namely, from its ptery-

goid branch, and I had shown the probability that it is accompanied

by fibres from the ganglion. The microscopic examination of the nerve,

which I have instituted in the calf, confirms that view. It consists

nearly wholly of cylindrical fibres ; I could recognise scarcely any grey

organic fibres in it. The nervus petrosus superficialis minor I found to

consist of a large white fasciculus, and of a bundle of grey fibres which

could be easily separated from the former, and which on reaching the

tympanum formed a small spindle-shaped ganglion, such as are fre-

quently met with in examining the organic nerves with the microscope.

After it had formed the ganglion, the grey thread continued its course

with the white portion of the nerve. The latter consisted for the most

part of tubular fibres ; the grey fasciculus was formed wholly of organic

fibres.

The nervus petrosus superficialis major, the superficial branch of

the vidian, which runs from the spheno-palatine ganglion to the facial

nerve, contains numerous tubular and some organic fibres. The grey

fibres, which leave this nerve to join the facial, form in it a small

ganglion, from which grey fibres issue, and accompany the latter nerve

in its peripheral distribution. From the part of the facial nerve

where this ganglion is situated, namely, from its angular bend, a thread

is given off, as is well known, to the acoustic nerve.

The tympanic plexus or anastomosis of Jacobson, in the human sub-

2 x
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iect is found by microscopic examination to contain tubular fibres and

very many organic fibres.

The deep branch of the vidian is perfectly grey, and is composed

for the most part of the organic fibres, which predominate in the whole

of the carotid plexus, although there also some tubular fibres are mixed

with them.

jib In

the former edition of this work the existence of two kinds of fibres in

the sympathetic nerve also could only be shown to be probable, it could

not then be satisfactorily proved. It was even then suggested, however,

that the ganglia of the sympathetic belong to its organic fibres. Remak

has by minute examination been able to distinguish even externally in

many parts of the sympathetic nerve grey and white fasciculi
;
and

the microscope has in every instance revealed to him tubular fibres

in the latter, and the peculiar organic fibres in the former kind of fas-

ciculi. The results of his long and patient investigation render it very

probable also that the organic fibres arise from the globular bodies in

the ganglia, and from the caudal prolongations of these bodies ; he

regards it indeed as a fact, that they do arise thus, for he has very fre-

quently seen coming off from the globules of the ganglia filaments beset

with granules similar to those observed on the organic fibres. The white

tubular fibres have no intimate connection with the globules of the gan-

glia, and merely pass between them. They can undergo no multiplication

in the ganglia ; in the whole of their course in the sympathetic system, as

in the cerebrospinal system, they present no division or anastomosis.

The organic fibres on the contrary may, if they take their rise from the

caudal processes of the globular bodies of the ganglia, undergo an in-

crease in them ; and the greater prevalence of grey fibres in the peri-

pheral portion of the ganglionic system, while the main lateral cords

of the sympathetic are more nearly white, is in favour of this view.

The ganglia must therefore in fact be regarded as the central organs or

brains of the system of organic fibres, while the sensitive and motor

fibres of the ganglionic nerves are derived from the brain and spinal

cord. From the ganglia arise also the organic fasciculi which accom-

pany the cerebro-spinal nerves ; thus the superior cervical ganglion is

the radiating point for fasciculi of organic fibres which join the cerebral

nerves, and which here and there form secondary ganglia. Although the

organic fibres do not take their rise in the brain and spinal cord, yet it

is probable that they are connected with the spinal cord through the

medium of the communicating branches between the sympathetic and

spinal nerves, so as to derive an influence from the central organs of the

cerebro-spinal system ; for Remak several , times succeeded in finding

organic fibres in the roots of the spinal nerves generally, as well as in

the rami communicantes. What relation the ganglia of the posterior
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roots of the spinal nerves bear to the system of organic fibres is still

uncertain. From the similarity of their structure to that of other
ganglia, it might be supposed that they also serve for the origin of those
fibres.

the

This, however, would not explain their constant presence on
posterior roots of the spinal nerves. If, as has been frequently

lrnagined, ganglia have an insulating influence on the fibres which tra-

verse them, considering these fibres in the light of conductors, then the

ganglia of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves might have the office

°f deadening the violence of the impression communicated by sensitive

nerves to the spinal marrow, and of thus preventing the excitement of
the spinal marrow to the production of reflex motions, which do not
take place except when the impression on the sensitive nerve has a

certain degree of violence. This would agree too with the indistinct-

ness of the sensations in parts supplied by ganglionic nerves of which the

ganglia are more frequent. But all this is a speculation resting on a

mere hypothesis.

3. Functions of the organic fibres.—With reference to the actions and
*

vital properties of the grey organic fibres, two opinions may be held, of

which we will now consider the relative tenability. According to one
opinion, the fibres in question together with the globules of the ganglia
rule over the involuntary movements ; according to another, they pre-

side over nutrition, secretion, and the chemical processes generally. In

favour of the first view may be adduced the fact, that the coeliac gan-

glion has a decided influence on the motions of the intestines; on

touching the ganglion with caustic potash, namely, an immediate in-

creased activity and acceleration of the peristaltic motions take place.

A similar effect is produced, however, by the application of galvanism

to the splanchnic nerve before its entrance into the ganglion. It is pos-

sible, indeed, that the ganglia may exert an influence on the motor

fibres that pass through them, yet at the same time it must be re-

collected that the globules of the ganglia are more immediately con-

nected with another set of fibres,—the organic. That an intimate

relation does exist between the ganglia and the grey fibres, is ren-

dered probable by the frequent occurrence of small ganglia on fas-

ciculi which are perfectly grey; they are very easily seen, for ex-

ample, on the grey fasciculi which accompany the first and second

divisions of the fifth nerve in the calf. It is probable, therefore, that

the function of the ganglionic globules, and that of the organic fibres, are

one and the same.

The mere existence of distinct sensitive and motor fibres would, a

priori, lead us to expect that there should be other special fibres to rule

°ver the vegetative processes of the body. The nerves have a most

Marked influence on secretions, and, if there were but one kind of nerves

for the regulation of the movements and the chemical processes, the

2x2
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increase of a secretion by nervous influence ought to be always attended

with spasm, and spasm with increased secretion ; while the two phe-

nomena are often met with separately, just as paralysis of the motor

power occurs without loss of sensation, and paralysis of sensation with-

out loss of motion. If, moreover, we consider how frequently the grey

fibres join the trigeminus, abducens, and facial nerves, in the first of

which they can be traced distinctly in their course towards the mucous

membranes of the mouth and nose ; if we recollect that in the tym-

panum there is a plexus, formed principally of organic filaments, des-

tined for the supply of the mucous membrane; and that no involuntary

motions are performed by the mucous membranes, or even by the parts

to which the second division of the fifth nerve and the nervus ab-

ducens are distributed; we shall at once perceive the much greater

probability of the second opinion—namely, that the organic fibres in

the cerebrospinal, as well as in the ganglionic nerves, have the function

of regulating the organic processes of nutrition and secretion. This

view is much favoured, too, by the fact that the sympathetic receives

from the motor roots of the spinal nerves motor tubular fibres, on

which the involuntary motions must be dependent. If this be really

fibres, the motor nerves of the heart

ought to consist principally of the white tubular fibres. And such is

in fact the case. Microscopic examination of the cardiac nerves of the

calf shows them to contain a great number of tubular fibres, which differ

from the nervous fibres distributed to voluntary muscles merely in

having a smaller diameter ; and, if we compare the cardiac nerves with

the splanchnic nerves which supply the secreting viscera, the much

greater tendency to the formation of ganglia in the latter nerves wi
1

strikingly distinguish them from the former.

develope no central ganglia, the splanchnic swell out to form the great

cceliac ganglion. There is the same difference between the nerves of

the heart and those of the generative organs supplied from the hypo-

gastric plexus. Those, too, which accompany the renal vessels to the

kidneys, are composed in by far the greater part of grey organic fibres.

The organic nerves of the penis, which I have described * as entering

the corpora cavernosa at their root, and on which erection is dependent

are grey

the function of the organic

ill

The cardiac nerves

?

In many cases the organic fibres appear to be wholly interwoven with

the cerebro-spinal nerves. In this way we might explain the absence

of a proper sympathetic nerve in the cyclostomatous fishes (in the pe-

tromyzon as well as in the myxinoidea). The nervus intestinalis formed

by the two nervi vagi runs, in the myxinoid fishes, along the line of in-

sertion of the mesentery as far as the anus. And on this supposition

* Ueber die organischen Nerven der erectilen mannlichen Geschlechts-organe.

Abhandl. der Konigl. Akad. der Wissensch. zu Berlin, 1835.
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only can we explain the fact, that in the human mammary gland there

are, according to my observation, no special organic nerves. All the

nerves of the glandular substance of the mamma are derived from the

third and fourth intercostal nerves.*

/

CHAPTER V.
r

OF MOTOR, SENSITIVE, AND OKGANIC NERVES IN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

OF THE INVERTEBRATA.

The discovery of the sensitive and motor properties of the roots of

the spinal and cerebral nerves has enabled physiologists to form better

notions concerning the composition of the nervous system of the inver-

tebrata. The observations of Treviranus and myself had shown the

presence of a third cord in the nervous system of the scorpion
; but I

was far from perceiving the importance of this fact. Dr. Grant and Mr.

Newport have brought into this field of comparative anatomy the aid of

physiology. Professor Grant pointed out that the upper cord of the ner-

vous system of the arachnida, which takes no part in the formation of the

ganglia, is analogous to a motor column, and that the lower ganglionated

cords are analogous to sensitive columns ; the nerves arising from the

lower cords he regarded as sensitive nerves, those arising from the upper

cord as motor ; and he applied this view of the nervous system to the

articulata generally.f Still further light has been thrown on this sub-

ject by Mr. Newport.! He describes the abdominal cord in insects

and crustacea to be composed of an anterior and posterior pair of

columns. The upper columns do not contribute to the formation of the

ganglia, which belong entirely to the inferior columns. According to

analogy, the non-ganglionic cords are motor, those on which the ganglia

are formed sensitive ; but the relative position of the columns is the

reverse of what it is in vertebrate animals, in which the ganglionic roots

are posterior or superior. Treviranus and Prof. E.

gested that the ganglia of the abdominal cord of articulata correspond to

the ganglia of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves. The mixed

nerves which come off from the abdominal nervous cord arise, accord-

ing to Mr. Newport, in the astacus marinus by roots, which are de-

rived partly from the ganglia, and partly from the upper non-gan-

glionic columns.^ Other nerves are described by Mr. Newport to arise

solely from the upper columns, receiving no root from the ganglia,

* Archiv. fur Anat. u. Phys. 1837. Jahresb. xxvii.

t Lancet July 1834. [I>r. Grant held these opinions at least as early as Novem-

ber 1832, when he taught them in his lectures.]

+ Philos. Transact. 1834, part 2.

§ ("The discovery of the existence of superior non-ganglionic columns distinct from

the ganglionic columns in the lobster is claimed both by Dr. Grant and Mr. Newport.

See the Lancet for February 17th and March 3rd, 1838.]

Web
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and to be distributed solely to muscles ; these must certainly be motor

nerves.*

Dr. Sharpey has communicated to me a fact, which I mention here

on account of its importance. He has observed that the nerves of

the arms of the cephalopods (the octopus) have a structure perfectly

similar to that of the abdominal cord of the articulata. They consist,

namely, of two pairs of cords, of which one pair presents, at points cor-

responding to the situation of the suckers, ganglionic enlargements,

over which the other pair passes without contributing to their formation.

The visceral system of nerves in insects consists, according to M.

Brandt,t of three cords, which form ganglia on the oesophagus and sto-

mach; sometimes the lateral cords are imperfectly developed, at other

times the middle one.

(see figs. 44 and 45). They give branches to the mouth, oesophagus,

and stomach, and principally to parts of which the movements are

involuntary. The lower portion of the intestinal canal does not re-

ceive its nerves from this source. Lyonnet and Swammerdam de-

scribed the commencement of the central visceral nerve, which has

since been usually called the nervus recurrens, although Meckel and

Treviranus pointed out its analogy to the sympathetic. I described its

more developed form in almost all the orders of insects. (Nova Acta,

t. xiv.) Brandt's researches have made us still better acquainted with

the visceral nerves, not only of insects, but also of Crustacea, mollusca,

and annelida. From the formation of ganglia in the course of their

peripheral distribution, and from their destination for parts endowed

All are connected with the cerebral ganglion

* [In the scolopendra there is a body running down over the dorsal surface of the

abdominal nervous cord, which has been described by Dr. Grant as the motor column

of this myriapod, (Outlines of Comparative Anatomy, pp. 192 and 198,) and by Mr.

Newport as the respiratory column (Phil. Transact. 1834). It has, however, been

clearly shown by Mr. Lord to be a part of the vascular system. (See the Medical

Gazette for March 3rd, 1838.) The dorsal vessel, or heart, divides, a short distance

behind the cerebral ganglion, into two principal branches, which pass one on each side

of the oesophagus, and unite below it to form this abdominal vessel. The structure

here described is most distinctly seen in Mr. Lord's preparations. Mr. Newport had
suspected that this body, and the so-named motor column of the scorpion, were
vessels ; and, in the Medical Gazette for March 17th, he has confirmed Mr. Lord's

description of the vessel in the scolopendra, and states, moreover, that he satisfied

himself that the enigmatical column in the scorpion is a similar structure. He calls it

the supraspinal vein, and both describes and figures it as giving off numerous
branches. The translator still thinks, however, and in this he adopts the present opi-

nion of Mr. Lord, that Prof. Muller was correct when in his original account of this

body, which he styled a ligament, he said that it gives off no branches and contains

no cavity. Mr. Lord has examined it with the aid of the microscope, and finds it to be

a coarse fibrous structure.]

f Mem. de l'Acad. de Petersb. iii.; Ann, d. Sc. Nat. v. 81 ; and Muller *s Archiv.

1836. Jahresb. p. c.
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with involuntary motion, it follows that system nerves

analogous rather to the sympathetic of vertebrate animals than to

the vamifi j the fibres corresponding in function to the vagus may.

/

however, be included in it. The principles above stated, relative to the

composition of the sympathetic nerve of vertebrata, suggest very dif-

ferent views from those hitherto adopted in the comparison of vis-

ceral nerves. Organic fibres may, we now know, be superadded

many and different nerves. As nerves of mixed function, probably con-

taining also organic elements,, I regard the interganglionic or transverse

nerves of insects, so minutely described by Mr. Newport. The cord from

which these nerves arise, and which unites them into a separate system,

descends in the middle line, passing over the ganglia. They are dis-

tributed principally to the muscles engaged in respiration and to the

tracheae. Since this system of nerves is connected also with those of

animal life, it remains uncertain whence the nerves which supply the

muscles are derived. If the principles established with regard to the

nervous system of vertebrata may be extended to these animals, we

should imagine that the branches of communication between the system

of interganglionic nerves and the nerves of animal life, are in part

destined to convey to the latter nerves organic filaments, or, at least,

the peculiar filaments of the interganglionic system.

SECTION III.

Ofthe mode ofpropagation of nervous action in the different nerves.

It is yet uncertain whether nervous action, which is propagated with

such immeasurable rapidity, be owing to the passage of an imponderable

matter along the nerves,—whether the action of a nerve separated

from the nervous centres when irritated, is owing to a current of such

an imponderable matter taking place through it ; or whether nervous

action consists merely in oscillations or vibrations excited by the brain

or the external stimulus, in an imponderable nervous principle present

in the nerves ; and it is a problem at present as little capable of solu-

tion as the same question with reference to light, namely, whether

the theory of emanation or undulation of light be correct. But the

decision of this difficulty is no more necessary to the study of the

laws of nervous action, than is the knowledge of the true theory of

light necessary for ascertaining the laws of its reflection, refraction,

&c. The nature of the nervous principle will be considered, however,

in the fourth chapter of this section.

In comparing the different parts of the nervous system, we find

conductors and excitors of nervous action. The conductors are the

nerves; the excitors, the central organs. The nerves, however, have not

merely the quality of conductors ; for, after separation from the brain,
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they are for a certain time capable of exciting, when irritated, con-

tractions of the muscles ; but, after they are thus cut off from communi-

cation with the central organs, they gradually lose this faculty. Re-

garding the nerves as conductors y the propagation as well as the

action of the nervous principle may be explained by either of the

theories above mentioned. Either the imponderable fluid is transmitted

in a certain direction through the nerves as a current, or there is

merely an oscillation excited in this fluid within the nervous fibres. The

rapidity of nervous action again may depend either upon the rapidity of

the transmission of the nervous fluid between the brain and the peri-

pheral parts, or on the velocity with which a vibration commencing from

the brain, or any given point of a nerve, is propagated to its peripheral

extremity, or vice versa.

The attempts made to estimate the velocity of nervous action have not

been founded on sound experimental principles. Haller calculated that

the nervous fluid moves with the velocity of 9000 feet in a minute ;

Sauvages estimated the rate of its motion at 32,400 : another physio-

logist, at 57,600 million feet in a second.* Whilst the galvanic prin-

ciple and the nervous principle were regarded as identical, the rate at

which the latter acts was calculated from the rapidity with which

electricity is transmitted through conductors. We shall probably never

attain the power of measuring the velocity of nervous action ; for we

have no opportunity of comparing its propagation through immense

space, as we have in the case of light. Attention has recently been

drawn to the fact, that astronomers have perceived a want of accordance

in the observation of very minute intervals of time by the sense of

hearing, and of minute divisions of space by the sense of sight ; a want

of accordance which might incline some to believe that the velocity

of nervous action is different in different parts of the nervous system,

and even in different individuals. The facts were detailed by M. Nicolai,

Director of the Mannheim Observatory, and were communicated by

Professor Treviranus to the meeting of naturalists and philosophers at

Heidelberg. They are so important that I must transcribe the account

of them without abridgment.

"A very large proportion of astronomical observations consist in

noting, by means of a second-watch, the moments at which a star, in

the daily apparent revolution of the celestial sphere around its axis,

passes before the micrometer threads of a fixed telescope. The space

which a star traverses in the telescope in the course of an entire second,

particularly when the instrument is of high magnifying power, is so

considerable, that the moment of the transit of the star before the

thread of the micrometer can be indicated to the nicety, not merely of

one-half or one-third of a second, but with some practice, and in a

favourable state of the atmosphere, even of one-tenth of a second. In

* See Haller's Elementa, t. iv. p. 572.
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making these observations, two senses are necessarily engaged simul-

taneously, namely, sight and hearing. While the constant motion oi

the star in the telescope is followed with

each stroke of the pendulum clock which stands near, marking the

seconds. To determine as accurately as is above stated the moment
of the actual transit of the star before the micrometer thread,

astronomer, when the star has approached near to the thread, observes

the exact distance which it still is from it at the moment of a certain

stroke of the pendulum; and likewise the distance to which it has

reached on the other side of the thread when the next stroke of the

pendulum takes place. From the comparison of the two distances on

each side of the thread may be estimated with great accuracy the true

moment of the transit of the star past the thread, or the very fraction

of the second in which it took place. Several years since, the celebrated

Director of the Konigsberg Observatory, Professor Bessel, remarked that

he evidently did not note the moment at which the star impinged on the

threads synchronously with his fellow observers. More particular atten-

tion was hereupon paid to this circumstance, and it was made the sub-

ject of a more accurate examination in a series of experiments. The

result was, that the moments noted by Prof. Bessel always differed from

those indicated by others, and the moments noted by his fellow observers

again differed more or less from each other; while, in the results ob-

tained by each observer individually, there was not the least discre-

pancy. I, likewise, says Nicolai, have twice had an opportunity of in-

vestigating this point. In the spring of 1827, Prof. Knorre, Director of

the Imperial Observatory of Nicolajef, visited me, and we took ad-

vantage of his stay in Mannheim to institute some observations together.

On an accurate comparison of the results which wre obtained individually,

it was found that Professor Knorre noted the true moments of the ob-

servations as much as half a second later than I did. A few weeks since,

I repeated this interesting experiment with another practised observer

already celebrated as the author of several astronomical and mathe-

matical papers, M. Thoma6 Clausen, from Denmark. He noted the mo-

ments in each observation about one-third of a second later than I did.

Between other observers the difference is even much greater; thus,

between Professors Bessel and Knorre it reaches the extraordinary ex-

tent of a whole second; Professor Bessel noting his observations as much

as a second earlier than Professor Knorre. This remarkable circum-

stance has been subjected to so many tests by several observers that

the fact is placed beyond all doubt."*

M. Nicolai maintains that the above remarkable fact cannot be ex-

plained except on the supposition of a difference in the rapidity of trans-

mission from the eye to the sensorium, and from the ear thither. If

we admit, namely, that the one individual, in directing both these

* Isis. 1830, p. 678.
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senses to the same object, sees sooner than he hears, and that in the

other individual the impressions are conveyed to the brain more nearly

or quite simultaneously, or even in the reverse order,—hearing in him

taking place sooner than sight,—the phenomenon will be completely and

without difficulty explained ; but such an explanation involves the im-

portant assumption, that the reciprocal action between the organs of

sense and the brain is not perfectly momentary. The above phenomena

would indeed afford a hope that the problem of the velocity of nervous

action is nearer solution, were it not that they may be explained in

another and more probable manner. It is well known that the senso-

rium does not readily perceive with equal distinctness two different

impressions ; and that, when several impressions are made on the nerves

at the same time, the sensorium takes cognisance of but one only, or

perceives them in succession. When, therefore, both hearing and sight

are directed simultaneously to one object, this will necessarily be first

heard, then seen. The interval of time, however, between the two per-

ceptions by the sensorium is greater in some individuals than in others :

some persons can receive and be conscious of many impressions at the

same moment, for which others require a considerable interval.

The time required for the propagation of a sensation from the surface

to the brain and spinal marrow, and for the reflected action producing

contractions of the muscles, is immeasurably short. Frogs poisoned

with opium or nux vomica are, at first, in a state of such excessive

sensibility, that the slightest touch on the skin excites convulsions of

the whole body. Here the impression made on the skin is propagated

first to the spinal cord, and from the cord to all the muscles ; and, never-

theless, I have been unable to detect the slightest interval between the

moment when the skin was touched and the occurrence of the muscular

spasms.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE LAWS OF THE ACTION OF MOTOR NERVES.

a. Of the laws of the transmission of nervous influence in motor nerves.

I. The motor influence is propagated only in the direction of the nervous

fibres going to the muscles, or in the direction of the ramification of the

nerve ; never in a retrograde course.—It is a fact generally known, that by

irritation of a motor nerve, contractions are excited in no other muscles

than those to which the nerve distributes branches. When a nerve is

irritated, either by chemical, mechanical, or electric stimuli, or by the

application of both poles of a galvanic circle to the nerve itself, all the

muscles supplied by the branches given off by the nerve below the point

irritated are thrown into contractions, and those muscles only. The

muscles supplied by the branches which come off from the nerve at a
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higher point than that to which the stimuli are applied, are never ex-

cited to contractions. Not the slightest twitchings are ever produced

*n the muscles of the thigh by irritating the lower part of the ischiadic

nerve.

II. The application of mechanical or galvanic irritation to a part of the

fibres of a nerve does not affect the motor power of the whole trunk, but

°nly that of the portion insulated from the rest, to which the stimulus is ap-

plied.—This experiment can be best performed on rabbits, on account of

the larger size of the nerves in them than in frogs. The ischiadic nerve

being laid bare where it issues from the pelvis, different portions of it,

which afterwards separate from the trunk as branches, may be easily

irritated individually with a needle; and it will be satisfactorily seen, that

those muscles only are thrown into contractions to which the irritated

portion is ultimately distributed. To be able to see the slightest twitch-

ings of the muscles, the skin must be removed from the whole limb as far

as the foot. Having separated the ischiadic nerve, before its division into

the tibial and peroneal nerves, into several bundles, I irritated each of

these singly, and saw different muscles thrown into contraction by the

irritation of different nervous fasciculi ; thus, according to the fasciculus

of the nerve that was irritated, the effect produced was contraction of the

muscles of the calf, or extension or flexion of the toes. By separating the

nervous fasciculi in the peroneal nerve, and irritating them singly, I was

even able to cause contractions of different parts of the muscles of the

calf of the leg. The same experiment may be performed with galvanism,

the two poles of the circle being applied directly to a bundle of fibres

carefully separated, without stretching, from the ischiadic nerve in a

frog. If, however, both poles are not applied directly to the separated

fibres, but one to them, and the other to the trunk of the nerve, con-

traction, not of one muscle, or set of muscles only, but of the whole

limb, will ensue ;* for in this case the galvanic stimulus is not confined

to a few fibres, but is conducted to the trunk of the nerve, and the

effect is the same as if both poles had been applied immediately to the

entire nerve.

III. A spinal nerve entering a plexus, and contributing with other nerves

to theformation of a great nervous trunk, does not impart its motorpower
vdy to thefibres which form its continuation in the

This is shown by experiments of Van Deen, my-

/

to the whole trunk, bh

branches of that trunk

self, and Kronenberg.

In the frog, the three nerves which go to form the ischiadic plexus

may be irritated singly before their union. I found that irritation of

the first produced twitchings of the muscles of the inner side of the

thigh ; irritation of the second, which with the third forms the ischiadic

nerve, gave rise to contractions of the muscles of the thigh and leg, not

* Humboldt, loc. cit. i. p. 212.

* *
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of the foot (the foot also was somewhat affected in Kronenberg's expe-

riments) ; and when the third nerve was irritated, motions of the thigh,

leg, and foot ensued. Van Deen's experiments were instituted in a

different manner. He divided singly each of the nerves forming the

plexus, and found that, although they were all connected together, yet

different muscles were paralysed. The first forms the inguinal nerve

;

and is connected by a short communicating branch with the second

this communicating branch being generally derived from the

second nerve and added to the first, though occasionally it is formed

by a part of the first given off to the second nerve : when now he di-

vided this inguinal nerve, the frog continued to exercise all the motions

of the limb, except that of drawing the thigh towards the trunk. Di-

vision of the second nerve before its entrance into the plexus put a

stop to all motions of the muscles of the thigh and leg, while the mo-

tions of the foot were performed as before. Division of the ramus corn-

nerve,

municans between the inguinal nerve and the second nerve of the

plexus, deprived the frog of the power of raising the limb towards the

abdomen ; the same was the result of division of the inguinal nerve after

this communicating branch had joined it. By dividing the ischiadic

nerve longitudinally from the point of union of its two roots, the same

effect was produced as by transverse division of the entire trunk of

the nerve,—namely, paralysis of the thigh, leg, and foot ;
whence Van

Deen infers that the fibres of the two roots decussate at their point of

junction (tl

)

The experiments of Kronenberg * differ in some particulars from the

foregoing, but they lead to the same results; as do those also which he

performed on the nerves that form the brachial plexus. He proves, in a

very ingenious manner, that the motor power is not communicated from

one fibre to another in their course in a nerve, that no such effect

as this results from the constant interlacement of the nervous fibres.

He nearly divided a nerve in a frog, leaving only a small portion uncut

at one border; and at a little distance below this he made another

similar incision, but on the opposite side of the nerve. He now irritated

the nerve above the upper incision, but could excite no action of the

nerve and muscles below the second incision. The plexuses of nerves
I

seem to be destined, as far as their motor power is concerned, to con-

vey to each muscle fibres from different parts of the brain and spinal

cord. This is effected by the plexus brachialis, for example, as

minute dissection shows. The plexuses may also be intended to inter-

mingle the sensitive and motor fibres, in accordance with the wants of

the parts to which the nerves are distributed.

The foregoing results of experiments prove that the individual fasci-

culi of primitive fibres which go to form a nervous trunk, exercise their

* Plexuum nervorum structure et virtutes. Berol, 1836.

its
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Moreover, we know

motor power in that trunk in an insulated manner, without exciting to

action the other primitive fibres of the nerve. But even single portions

of a muscle may contract separately ; for example, the separate portions

of the flexores communes, and of the extensor communis digitorum for

the individual fingers. The gluteus medius has perfectly different ac*

tions, according as its anterior or its posterior portion contracts. The

first rotates the thigh inwards, the latter outwards. The different parts

of the sphincter palpebrarum, and of the sphincter oris, can act sepa-

rately. This must depend on the action of different nervous fibres.

Facts are every day observed which confirm the above remarks,

and show that, although the same nerves frequently give branches to

many different muscles, the cerebral influence can nevertheless be

limited to particular branches or single fasciculi of a nervous trunk.

The nervous influence transmitted from the brain, for example, in dis-

eases of that organ, is frequently confined to most minute portions of

muscles, which then are affected with tremors,

that the primitive fibres of nerves are anatomically distinct ; so that

taking into consideration both the anatomical and physiological facts, we

are justified in the conclusion that even the individual primitive fibres in

the nerves and their branches maintain their motor power insulated

within themselves. At the period when the principle of which the

effects were seen in the galvanic experiments on animals, and which was

then called animal electricity, was regarded as the cause of nervous

power, this latter power must have been supposed to act at a certain

distance. The galvanic phenomena produced in animals by the influ-

ence of metals, suggested to Humboldt and Reil the idea of the sensible

atmosphere of the nerves. Humboldt was the first to discover that

two metals produce the usual effects, even when held at the distance of

five-fourths of a line from the muscle or the nerve. He also observed

that this galvanic current was in this case conducted by imperceptible

vapour of fluids, for the effect ceased as soon as the evaporation was

prevented, while the galvanism acted more powerfully in proportion to

the facility and rapidity with which the fluid employed evaporated ;
the

mere breathing on dry metallic plates which had ceased to excite re-

action of the muscles, restored their galvanic power.
»

b* Of the associate or consensual movements.

I here refer to those movements which, contrary to our will, accom-

pany other, voluntary, motions. Several of these phenomena were for-

merly confounded with others of a different nature. Examples of

the true consensual movements are very frequent, even in the healthy

state of the body. When we endeavour to contract the muscles of the

external ear, we induce motion of the occipito-frontalis muscle also, and

of several muscles of the face. When we wish to elevate and depress the

.
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alse nasi, we corrugate at the same time, without willing it, the eyebrows.

Very few persons indeed can cause the different muscles of the face to

act singly ; they cannot in most instances make the individual muscles

act, except in groups with other muscles. The perineal muscles,, the

sphincter ani, levator ani, transversus perinsei, accelerator urinae, and

compressor urethrae, nearly always act simultaneously when the voli-

tion is directed to one only. This association of movements is most

striking in the case of the iris. We cannot move the eye inwards by

the action of the rectus internus, without contraction of the iris being

produced. The iris contracts likewise whenever the eye is turned up-

wards and inwards by the action of the obliquus inferior. The motor

influence both for the two muscles here named and for the iris is de-

rived from the same nerve, namely, the nervus motorius oculi, which

supplies the short motor root to the ciliary ganglion. When, therefore,

the influence of volition is directed upon the motorius oculi nerve, or

rather upon those of its fibres which supply the muscles in question, the

nervous stimulus is always communicated in a certain degree to other

primitive fibres of the nerve,—to those, namely, which form the short

root of the ciliary ganglion.

Similar phenomena are indeed observed in all parts of the body.

Most persons find a difficulty in calling into action separately the

individual portions of the musculus extensor com. digitorum, so as

to extend singly separate fingers ; for example, the third or fourth,

which have no special extensor muscles. During violent bodily exer-

tion many muscles act by association, although their action serves no ap-

parent purpose ; a man using great muscular exertion moves the muscles

of his face, as if they were aiding him in raising his load ; during laboured

respiration, and in persons in a state of debility, the muscles of the face

act simultaneously but involuntarily; although, except by raising the ala?

nasi, they can in no way assist respiration. The phenomena of this kind

are so numerous, so frequent, and so constantly the same, that the few

examples which we have cited will be sufficient. I must, however,

mention one fact as worthy of special attention, since it is the most com-

plete example of the tendency to consent of muscular action between

similar parts of the right and left side of the body. It is the involun-

tary motion of the iris. The motion of the iris is always simultaneous
i

in the two eyes, as well when it is excited by an external stimulus, as

when it is the effect of volition ; even when the stimulus, be it external
*

or internal, acts on one eye only, both irides contract equally. If but

one eye be opened, the contraction of the pupils will be less than when

an equal impression of light falls upon both eyes. If the impression of

light on the two eyes be unequal, the size of the pupil in the two will still

be equal, but it will be the mean between those which the two differ-

ent impressions of light would produce. The same law prevails when
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the motions of the iris are determined by internal volition. We can at

any time voluntarily excite consensual motion of the iris, as I have

already stated, by rotating the eye inwards, or inwards and up-

wards
; but the most remarkable circumstance is, that the iris of

both eyes contracts when one eye only is turned inwards, the other

being still directed forwards. The power which every one has of con-

tracting the iris by turning inwards the eye, I possess in an extraordi-

nary degree* If I cover one eye, A, and look directly forwards with the

other eye, B, I can move the iris ofthis eye, which I keep fixed, at will,

contracting it or dilating it according as I rotate the covered eye, A,

inwards or outwards. In this experiment, the cause of the motion of the

iris is concealed, and the motions are the more striking from the eye in

which it is seen to take place being fixed. The cause, however, is im-

mediately evident when I open the eye, A ; it is then perceived that to

produce a contraction of the iris in the fixed unmoved eye, B, I al-

ways rotate inwards the other eye, A. It is obvious that there must

be a certain arrangement of the fibres in the brain, which gives rise to

the tendency to association in action of those fibres of the two motores

oculi which go to form the ciliary nerves. An interesting fact, easily ex-

plicable according to the principles here laid down, is the contracted state

of both irides in sleep. It is a consensual motion dependent on the posi-

tion of the eyes, which are turned upwards and inwards by the inferior

oblique muscles. Many other muscles of the two sides of the body, be-

sides the irides, have a tendency to association in their movements.

Thus the muscles of the eyes have this tendency ; it is impossible, for

example, to turn one eye downwards, the other outwards, or both out-

wards at the same time. When one eye is turned outwards, the other

is always rotated involuntarily inwards.* It requires practice to be able

to keep one eye open while the other is shut ; that is to say, to contract

the levator palpebrae of one side only by the influence of the motor-oculi

nerve. Few persons have the power of moving, by the influence of the

facial nerve, the muscles of one side of the face differently from those

of the other side. I can move the muscles of the ear, even the smaller

ear-muscles, the anti-tragicus at least, quite distinctly ; but when I

determine voluntarily these motions in one ear, they always take place

on the other side also. I do not know whether it be possible to cause

the musculus stylo-hyoideus of one side to contract alone. There
is a similar tendency to consentaneous motion between the correspond-

ing muscles of the two sides of the trunk, but it is much less marked :

the abdominal and perineal muscles, and the diaphragm, nearly con-

stantly act simultaneously on the two sides ; and even the nerves and

muscles of the extremities, although they are more independent in this

* This phenomenon will come under consideration in the second section of the

4th book, on muscular motions.

I
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respect, are not wholly exempt from the general law. The difficulty of

executing simultaneously with the two upper or the two lower ex-

tremities, rotatory motions in opposite directions, for example, around a

common axis, is well known ; while similar motions with both extremi-

ties are much more easily performed.

The explanation of all these phenomena is evident. The primitive

fibres of all the voluntary nerves being at their central extremity all

spread out in the brain to receive the influence of the will, we may com-

pare them, as they lie side by side in the organ of the mind, to the keys

of a piano, on which our thoughts play or strike, and thus give rise to

currents or vibrations of the nervous principle in a certain number of

primitive nervous fibres, and consequently to motions. From the con-

ducting power of the cerebral substance at the origin of the nervous

fibres, however, those which are contiguous to each other must be liable

to be affected simultaneously, and the influence of volition will with

difficulty be confined to single fibres. By repeated exercise, this fa-

culty of insulating the influence of the will is acquired ; that is to say,

the more frequently a certain number of nervous fibres are exposed to

that influence, the more prone do they become to obey it independ-

ently of other surrounding fibres ; or, in other words, certain paths for the

more ready transmission of the cerebral influence are gradually deve-

loped. This faculty of insulation of the influence of volition is seen to

reach the highest degree of perfection in certain arts, for example, in

the use of musical instruments, particularly of the piano.

All associate movements have their source in the brain itself; they

cannot be attributed to a communication between the primitive fibres

in the motor nerves ; for, in the first place, the primitive fibres do not

communicate with each other ; and, secondly, irritation of a portion only

of a great nervous trunk never influences the rest of the nerve, but

is propagated only to those branches of it which are formed of the fibres

irritated. (See page 681.)

The associate movements cannot, moreover, be ascribed to the action

of the sympathetic nerve, which maintains communications neither be-

tween different portions of a motor nerve, nor between the corre-

sponding nerves of the two sides of the body ; such communications are

effected solely by the brain and spinal cord.

CHAPTER II.

OF THE LAWS of the action of sensitive nerves.

Of the laws of the propagation of the nervous influence in 6

nerves.

A nerve preserves its sensitive power only so long as it maintains its

communication with the sensorium, either directly, or indirectly through

1
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the medium of the spinal cord. We will now consider here, as in the

case of the motor nerves, the relation which exists between the trunks

and branches.

I. When the trunk of a nerve is irritated the sensation isfelt in all the

parts which receive branches from it ; the effect is the same as if all the

ultimate ramuscules had been irritated.—If one branch only of a nerve be

irritated, the sensation produced is confined to the part to which that

branch is distributed ; if the irritation be applied to the trunk itself, the

sensation is felt in all the parts to which the nerve sends branches.

These experiments can of course be instituted only in one's own person

;

but the results they afford are as certain as those of the experiments on

motor nerves in animals. If we stretch or pinch the ulnar nerve inten-

tionally, by pushing it from side to side, or compressing it with the

fingers, where it lies at the inner side of the elbow-joint above the in-

ternal condyle, we have the sensation of "pins and needles," or of a shock,

in all the parts to which its ultimate ramuscules are distributed, particu-

larly in the palm and back of the hand, and in the fourth and fifth finger.

If stronger pressure be made, the sensations are felt in the fore-arm also.

By drawing the thumb up and down, at the same time exerting pressure

along the inner side of the upper arm, and by pressing deeply quite at

the upper part of the arm at the inner side, we may easily reach the

median and radial nerves, and excite similar sensations in the parts to

which they are distributed. Pressure on the main nervous trunk of a

limb—for example, on the nervus ischiadicus,—produces the well-known

sensation of pins and needles in the whole limb, or that of the
^

limb

being « asleep." By a particular position of the thigh in the sitting

posture, the ischiadic nerve may be compressed at its very exit from

the pelvis. Having ascertained the situations where other, even small

nerves can be subjected to such mechanical irritation, we may in this

way institute experiments in our own person analogous to those per-

formed on animals with reference to the motor function.

of a branch of

fi-

iffectthe branches which come offfrom the nerve higher up, orft

the same plexus.—The facts by which this is proved are so well known that

it is unnecessary to detail them singly. Irritation of the skin is ordinarily

felt only in the spot where the irritant is applied. The irritation never

reacts upon the brachial plexus for example, and on the other nerves

which arise from it. Gaedechen has already shown,* that a sensation

excited in one sensitive nerve is not transmitted to another sensitive

cerebro-spinal nerve with the branches of which the first communicates

;

but that the anastomosis of the nerves is merely a means for the

extended distribution of the primitive fibres in the peripheral

* See the account of experiments on the facial and infra- orbital nerves, at page 658.

2 Y
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direction. Gaedechen's experiments prove that, in the anastomoses

between the facial and infra-orbital nerves, the fibres of the one nerve

are never reflected backwards on the trunk of the other; but that the

fibres of both, though mingled with each other, still follow their peri-

pheral course. The same law prevails here, therefore, as in the case

of motor nerves, in which the irritation of one branch never excites

contractions in the parts supplied by others which come off from the

nervous trunk higher up. Under certain conditions, however, the irri-

tation of a single nerve will give rise to sensations over a very great

extent of the body. Such phenomena, however, are owing to a particular

action of the brain and spinal marrow, and not to the reciprocal action

between the nerves themselves.

III. When, in a part of the body which receives two nerves ofsimilar

function, one is paralysed, the other is inadequate to maintain the sensi-

bility of the entire part ; on the contrary, the extent to which the sensibility

is preserved corresponds to the number of the primitive fibres unaffected

by the lesion.—When two nerves anastomose, they have not the power

of compensating for the inactivity of each other, as is the case when two

arteries anastomose ; wherever two cerebrospinal nerves unite to form

a thicker trunk, the paralysis of one root of this trunk deprives of their

power all the primitive fibres derived from that root. Thus, when the

ulnar nerve, which supplies the fourth and fifth fingers, and a part of

the third, is divided, the sensibility of those parts is not supplied through

the medium of the anastomosis of the ulnar with the median nerve :

the fourth and fifth fingers are permanently deprived of sensibility. If

the outer side of the fourth finger retains a slight degree of sensibility,

it must be due to the primitive fibres of the median nerve which join

the volar branch of the ulnar. The slight sensibility which remains in

a member after its nerve is paralysed can, therefore, always be ac-

counted for by the circumstance of the nerve being joined by fibres from

other nerves, though there is no real coalescence or communication

between these fibres and its own elements. These principles are illus-

trated by the history of local paralyses. In a case in which Mr. Earle*

cut out a portion of the ulnar nerve behind the internal condyle of the

os humeri, the little finger, after the lapse of five years, was still nearly

useless, and its sensibility imperfect. With reference to this case, Mr.

Swant with justice asks, " If the supposed communication existed even

in a small degree, would not the anastomoses between the portion of

the ulnar nerve below the division, and the median, spiral, and internal

cutaneous nerves, have kept up a sufficient communication with the

brain, had the transmission of the nervous influence been easy ?"

Mr. Swan relates another rasp, in whirh an innicpH wnnnrl n*oa vo^^ivpd

I

* Medico- Chirurg. Transact, vol. vii.

t Local Morbid Affections of the Nerves, p. 63.
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in the fore-arm three inches from the wrist-joint, apparently dividing the

median and radial nerves ; and here the thumb and two contiguous fin-

gers, with the corresponding parts of the hand, lost their sensibility ;
while

the fourth and fifth fingers, and the parts of the hand to which the ulnar

nerve is distributed, remained sensible.

In the numerous anastomoses, therefore, which nerves appear

form, and in the anastomoses which the sheaths of the fasciculi of the

same nerve form at every inch of its course, while the primitive fibres

are continued onwards without uniting, there is nothing analogous to the

anastomoses of arteries, but merely a provision for supplying the same

parts with fibres from different nerves ; of which arrangement one great

advantage is, that injury of one nerve does not wholly cut off the part

to which it is distributed from communication with the brain.

IV. When different parts ofthe thickness ofth

if the difft

of these parts of •If the

ulnar nerve be irritated mechanically in the manner already described,

particularly by pressing it from side to side with the finger, the sensa-

tion of pins and needles is produced in the palm and back of the hand,

and in the fourth and fifth finger. But, according as the pressure is

varied, the pricking sensation is felt by turns in the fourth finger, in the

fifth, in the palm of the hand, or in the back of the hand ;
and, both on

the palm and on the back of the hand, the situation of the pricking sen-

sation is different according as the pressure on the nerve is varied, that

is to say according as different fibres or fasciculi of fibres are more

pressed upon than others. The same will be found to be the case in irri-

tating the nerve in the upper arm ; but the pressure on different parts of

the trunk can be made best in the ulnar nerve, it being at one time com-

pressed at another time pushed from side to side in the hollow between

the inner condyle and olecranon by the finger of the other hand. The

infra-orbital nerve, likewise, may be pressed upon at its point of exit

from the foramen, so as to give rise to a pricking sensation in the

cheek and upper lip, the situation of which will vary according as the

nerve is alternately pressed directly against the bone, or from side to

side. It is much more difficult, however, to perform the experiment

on this nerve, since its point of exit from the bone must first be ascer-

tained by means of pressure and the consequent sensations.

V.
elementaryfib

from the surface to the brain without being communicated to the otherfibrils

of the same nervous trunk.—This is a necessary inference from the facts

and laws already detailed We
nerves never eiither divide or anastomose ; that the trunk of a nerve is as it

were the aggregate of all the primitive fibres which are developed in its

branches • and thus that there is a uniform relation between the fibres of

2 y 2
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the stem and the elements of its smallest branches. It has, moreover,
m •

been shown that irritation of the trunks of nerves excites sensations in

all their branches,, but that irritation of one branch of a nerve gives rise

to no sensation in the other branches ; and, lastly, that irritation of a

portion of the trunk of a nerve gives rise to the same sensations as

when particular portions of the branches of the nerve, or the parts to

which they are distributed, are irritated. When these facts are con-

sidered in connection with each other, they force us to the conclusion

stated at the head of the paragraph, although they do not prove it

strictly with respect to the individual primitive fibres. Prof. E. H.

Webe distance

between two bodies touching the skin, is very different at different parts

of the surface; that at several points,—for example, at the point of the

tongue,— the distance of two-thirds of a line between two bodies can

be distinguished ; while in other parts, as the middle line of the back,

the bodies must be separate as much as thirty lines ; but this is no

proof of the incorrectness of the above conclusion, for this discrimina-

ting power of the skin depends on the number of primitive sensitive

fibres distributed to a certain extent of its surface.

Another question now suggests itself; namely, when the primitive

fibres are irritated at different parts of their course, as in the trunk of

a nerve, or in its branches, is the seat of the sensation always the same,

or is it felt at different points, so that, from the feeling produced, it can

be determined at what point a certain fasciculus of primitive fibres has

been irritated, whether in the trunk of the nerve, in the branches, or

in the skin, where the fibres are expanded? The answer is, in part, to

be found in facts already detailed.

a. Irritation of the trunk of a nerve produces the same sensation as

if all the primitive fibres distributed to the peripheral parts were irri-

tated; and the sensation is felt in those peripheral parts, just as if the

irritation had been there applied to the fibres.

b. When different primitive fibres composing a nerve are irritated se-

parately, the sensations are felt in different points of the periphery of

the body.

c« Irritation of the branch of the nerve is attended with sensation in

the parts to which the branch is distributed.

It would appear, therefore, to be a matter of indifference whether the

stimulus be applied to the primitive fibres, where they are assembled in

the nervous trunk ; in the branches, where they are distributed in fasci-

culi ; or in the peripheral parts, where they are isolated from each other.

The same sensations as are produced by pricking the skin with needles,

or by the creeping of ants over it, are also excited by exerting pressure

on the primitive fibres where they lie aggregated in a small twig of a

nerve going to a finger, in which case the sensations are confined to the
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skin of the finger; or by pressure on the trunk of the nerve, when they

are felt in the skin of all the parts which the nerve supplies. If the

pressure on the nerve is sudden and violent, the sensation of an electric

shock is felt in all the fibres of the nerve ; not in the trunk, at the point

at which the pressure is made, but in the parts in which the primitive

fibres terminate. Similar phenomena are observed when nerves are

divided in amputations. At the moment of the division of the nerves,

the most violent pains are felt, as if in the part which is being ampu-

tated, and to which the divided nerves are distributed. The experienced

surgeon of the Hamburgh hospital, Dr. Fricke, assures me that this is

a constant phenomenon.

Since each primitive fibre, in its whole length, from the brain to the

skin, is in connection with the brain by one point only, namely, by its

extremity, it would be expected that at whatever part it is affected,

whether at its peripheral extremity, in the middle of its course, or in

the nervous trunk, the same sensation must be produced ; for all the

impressions made upon the primitive fibre, in its whole length, can be

communicated but to one point of the brain. The primitive fibres of a

nerve, whether long or short, would appear, therefore, to represent each

but one point in the brain which makes us conscious of the same sensa-

tion at whatever part of its course the primitive fibre may have been

irritated. The reason why the sensation appears to have its seat always

in the skin, at whatever point of their length the nervous fibres are irri-

tated, seems to be, that the sensations are ordinarily produced by an

action on the skin, or on the cutaneous extremities of the fibres. Al-

though these are just conclusions from the observations we have detailed,

wstill, the following facts show that the theory of sensations here given

is far from being completely established.

VI. Although pressure on a nerve gives rise to sensations which are felt

in. the peripheral parts, yet a stronger pressure produces pain in the nerve

¥ We
as when we suffer violent blows on the ulnar nerve. But the experi-

ment may be made by pressing the ulnar nerve with gradually increased

force against the bone above the internal condyle, when, in addition to

the sensations excited in the parts which the nerve supplies, a pain will

be produced at the seat of the pressure ; not merely in the surrounding

parts, but in the nerve itself. From the facts already detailed, and

others that follow, this would not be expected ; and there seems to be

something here with which we are unacquainted, but which is important
° . n .• c< ..!• : :i. :~ ~i j

with relation to the theory of sensation Something similar is observed

in the case of the tumours of nerves, of which the characteristic symp-

toms are pains in all parts which the nerve supplies
;
and violent pains in

all those parts attend the division of the nerve above the tumour, as I

observed on the occasion of the division of the ulnar^ nerve in the upper

I
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arm, above such a tumour, by Prof. Wutzer.* But the ganglion, or

tumour, of the nerve is itself frequently sensitive and very painful. In

cases of disease of the spinal cord, likewise, the pains are commonly felt

in all the peripheral parts which lie below the point affected; but some-

times, though rarely, as in neuralgia dorsalis, there is pain along the

middle line of the back.

It is to be lamented that operating surgeons have hitherto neglected

the excellent opportunities they enjoy of observing the phenomena which
*

attend the division of nerves.

The direction which the pain takes in cases of neuralgia, namely, along

the course of the nerves, appears, likewise, not to agree with the theory

of sensations above proposed. It must, however, be remarked that neur-

algic pains by no means constantly follow the course of the nerves. I have

examined several cases of true neuralgia in Berlin, in which the pain

did not pursue the course of the anatomical distribution of the nerves.

The following facts are favourable to our theory ; we are in want of

information calculated to elucidate these apparent contradictions.

VII. When the extreme parts are completely deprived of sensibility by

pressure on a nerve, or by its division, irritation oftheportion ofthe nerve con-

nected with the brain still excites sensations which are felt as if in the parts to

which the peripheral extremities of the nerve are distributed.—Thus there

are cases of paralysis in which the limbs are totally insensible to exter-

nal stimuli ; and in which, nevertheless, the paralysed parts are the seat

of most violent pain. In the case of a man named Heidenreich, whom I

saw at Bonn, and in whom the lower extremities had completely lost

both sensation and motion, there were occasionally spasms of the limbs,

attended with violent pains in the whole leg, but the sensibility to ex-*

ternal stimuli did not return. When the extreme portions of nerves are

paralysed, irritation of their trunks may give rise to violent pains, which

will be felt in the peripheral parts. It will be at once perceived that

the cases in which this occurs must be principally those in which the

trunks and origin of the nerves have remained sound,—cases of local

paralysis, therefore, where the brain and spinal cord are free from dis-

ease ;
for example, the cases of paralysis from rheumatic and gouty

affections, or those from pressure on the nerves, or tumours of them.
In a case, related by Mr. Earle,f of paralysis of the arm, consequent on
fracture of the clavicle, the fingers and whole arm were insensible to

external impressions ; and, nevertheless, in every attempt to move the

limb, and occasionally even when it was quite at rest, the patient ex-
perienced severe pain in the tips of the fingers.

The innumerable cases showing that division of the nerve for neural-

gic pain is generally attended with an unfavourable result, and that the
*

* Compare the observations of Aronsohn, Observ. sur les tumeurs developp^es dans

les Nerfs. Strasb. 1822,-p. 9. f Med. Chir. Transact, vol. vii. p, 173.
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pains frequently return with as great violence as before, although the

nerves be divided, and even portions of them removed, afford another

confirmation of the above statement. In fact, when the cause of the

neuralgia is seated in the trunk of the nerve,—for example, of the

facial or infra-orbital nerve,—division of it can be of no service ; for

the stump remaining in connection with the brain, and containing in

itself all the primitive fibres distributed in the branches of the nerve to

the skin, gives rise, as we know, when irritated, to the same sensations

as are felt when the peripheral parts themselves are affected. It is

rarely that division of the nerve, or removal of a part of it, relieves the

neuralgic pain; such a result can occur only when the cause of the dis-

ease is seated in the branches, not in the trunk of the nerve.

Division of a nerve, then, merely prevents the possibility of external

impressions on the cutaneous extremity of the nervous fibres being felt

;

the impressions being no longer communicated to the brain. But the

same sensations which were before produced by external impressions

may arise from internal causes, as long as the primitive fibres of the

trunk remain in connection with the brain or spinal cord.

of a finger, for example—is accidentally divided, the

paralysed portion of the finger, although insensible to external stimuli,

becomes, during the existence of inflammation in the wound, the seat of

pain. When the inflammation has subsided, the sense of pain ceases, and

the part is quite devoid of sensation. The observation of Gruithuisen

with respect to these phenomena in his own person, which were related at

page 423, are particularly interesting. Sir Everard Home * relates a case

in which a nerve of the face was divided for neuralgia, and the wound

not uniting by the first intention, the inflammatory state of the divided

extremities of the nerve, gave rise to attacks similar to those suffered

before the operation ; but, when the wound had completely healed, there

was no return of the pain.

The phenomena attending the state of a limb " asleep," in consequence

of pressure on the nerves, are of similar kind. The pressure puts a stop

to the nervous communication from the periphery to the brain
; but the

same pressure, by affecting the upper part of the nerve, gives rise to the

sensation of " creeping" (" formicatio") and pricking in the limb, which

has nevertheless lost its sensibility to external impressions.

The sensation of creeping in the surface frequently attends affections

even of the origins ofthe nerves from the spinal cord or brain, or of these

latter organs themselves. When the sensation of tingling is felt in the

skin it is impossible to know whether the cause of it be seated in the skin,

in the nerves themselves, or at the origin of their fibres from the spinal

Its seat is frequently the spinal cord itself. In nearly all diseases

of* the spinal cord, tingling in the skin is a symptom; the tingling is

cord.

* Philos. Transact.
i;
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also frequently felt in the paralysed parts which receive their nerves

from the cord below the seat of the disease ; in tabes dorsalis there is

this formicatio or tingling, not merely in the mesial line of the back,

but in the skin of the whole, or lower part of the body.

From the foregoing remarks it will be conceived that the aura epilep-

tica, (a kind of " formicatio^) which is felt in the extreme parts of the

body before an attack of epilepsy, has its cause and true seat, not in those

parts, but in the spinal marrow or brain. It is the first symptom of the

affections of the spinal marrow and brain which show themselves during

the attack. Should an epileptic fit be occasionally arrested by the applica-

tion of a ligature to the limb above the seat of the aura epileptica, it must

be owing, not to the ligature preventing the transmission of any morbid

matter, but to its producing a strong impression on the sensorium. It

must be remarked, however, that in the form of epilepsy which is de-

pendent on tumours of the nerves, a ligature applied to the limb really

arrests the propagation of the irritation to the spinal cord.

If a tourniquet is applied to the arm above the elbow joint, the first

effect is the sensation of pins and needles in all parts of the hand, then

gradually numbness and the sensation of cold ensue, and at last insen-

sibility to external stimuli. If now the nerves in the axilla and arm,

above the tourniquet, are irritated mechanically by means of the fingers,

the sensation of an electric shock will be felt in the hand as distinctly as

when the nerves of the fore-arm and hand are not paralysed by pressure.

VII. When a limb has been removed by amputation , the remaining por-
*

tion of the nerve which ramified in it may still be the seat ofsensations, which

are referred to the lost part—This is a fact known to all surgeons, and is

subject to no exception. It is usually said that the illusion continues for

some time, namely, as long as the patient is under the care of the surgeon ;

but the truth is, that in most cases it persists throughout life : of this it

is easy to convince one's self by questioning a person whose limb has

been amputated, at any period after the operation. The sensations are

most vivid while the surface of the stump and the divided nerves are the

seat of inflammation, and the patient then complains of severe pain felt

as if in the whole limb which has been removed. When the stump is

healed, the sensations which we are accustomed to have in a sound limb

are still felt ; and frequently throughout life there is a tingling, and often

pain, felt, which are referred to the parts that are lost. These sensations

are not of an undefined character; the pains and tingling are distinctly

referred to single toes, to the sole of the foot, to the dorsum of the foot,

to the skin, &c. It is ridiculous to attribute these important phenomena
to the action of the imagination, &c. They have been treated merely
as a curiosity

; but I have convinced myself of their constancy—of their

continuance throughout life—although patients become so accustomed

to the sensations that they cease to remark them. The sense of tingling
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or creeping of ants in the hand, foot, or whole extremity, with the same

distinctness as when the limb is still present, maybe excited much more

vividly by applying a ligature or tourniquet to the stump, or by exerting

pressure on its nerve ; hence patients have the feeling of their lost limb

most distinctly, when from any cause the application of the tourniquet

is again necessary. If the patient have suffered before amputation from

a local painful affection of the limb, the whole limb will still be felt as if

in pain after its removal ; and pain is felt as if in the whole limb, at the

moment when the nerve is divided, and during the inflammation of the

stump.*

* The following are examples of these phenomena :

a. A woman who had lost the sensibility of one arm had the same limb fractured
;

mortification ensued in it, and it was amputated in the surgical clinical ward at Bonn.

The amputation was not felt ; but the division of the nerve must have excited its sen-

sitive power, for in the same night the woman complained of pains, felt as if in the

lingers.

b. Joh. Wolff, a journeyman tailor in Bonn, had his leg amputated at the first third

of the thigh, twelve years ago. Immediately after the operation his sensations were

those of his limb being still present ; and, on the following day, he complained much of

pains in the leg, extending to the toes. On the same day the arm was removed in

another patient, and he likewise complained afterwards of pains in the hand and whole

arm. Wolff I found, after the expiration of twelve years, to have still feelings which

seemed to be in the toes and sole of the lost foot, and occasionally severe pains

referrible to the sole. Sometimes, from pressure in lying, the stump has the sensa-

tion of being asleep ; and then, as well as frequently at other times, he feels a tingling

as if in the toes. I applied a tourniquet to the stump, so as to press upon the ischiadic

nerve
; and Wolff immediately said that he felt his leg asleep, and a very distinct

tingling in the toes.

c. A student in surgery, a Jew, had his arm amputated above the elbow, on account

of disease of the joint. As long as we had an opportunity of observing him, he could

still feel the lost arm.

d. A student named Schmidts, from Aix, had his arm amputated above the elbow,

thirteen years ago ; he has never ceased to have sensations as if in the fingers. He

imagines that he feels the hand in a bent position. He feels a pricking in the fingers,

particularly when he lies upon the stump, so as to press the brachial nerves. I applied

pressure to the nerves in the stump ; and M. Schmidts immediately felt the whole arm,

even the fingers, as if asleep.

e. My " commissionaire," during my stay in Leyden, had lost his arm by amputa-

tion above the elbow, twelve years before ; but he had occasionally the sensation of

tingling, as if in the fingers, particularly when he lay upon his arm.

f. Vir quidam innosocomio Judaico Berolinensi, cui pes sinister, et alter cui brachium

sinistrum amputatum erat, dicebant ambo, alter post hebd. 14, alter 17, se per ope-

rationem nihil commodi nactos esse ; alter querebatur de dolore vehementi pedis, et

alter brachii, ciim tamen non tarn male eos habuisset quam in primis hebdomadibus

post factam operationem, et uterque non per hebdomades, sed per menses hosce, sensus

huius fallacis diminutionem habere fatebatur. (Lemos, Dissert, inaug. quae dolorem

membri amputati remanentem explicat. Hal. 1798, p, 33.)

<n Nunc temporis etiam ibi versatur juvenis cui ante novem menses brachium sinis-

trum demtum est. In hoc eadem sensatio sub quinto et sexto mense post operationem

decessit sed mense octavo aliquot dies, ubi vehementior esse ccepit, habuit, ut interdiu
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I do not speak of the dreams of individuals who have lost limbs by

amputation, nor of the vivid perceptions such persons have of sensations,

apparently in the entire limb which is lost, when the stump is pressed

upon from the position of the body ; for these are necessary consequences

of the persistence of the internal sensations of the limb generally through-

out life.

[Professor Valentin has observed, that individuals who are the sub-

jects of congenital imperfection, or absence of the extremities, have

nevertheless the internal sensations of such limbs being perfect. A girl,

aged 19 years, in whom the metacarpal bones of the left hand were very

short, and all the bones of the phalanges absent,—a row of imperfectly

organised wart-like projections representing the fingers,—assured M.

Valentin that she had constantly the internal sensation of a palm of the

hand and five fingers on the left side as perfect as on the right. When a li-

gature was placed around the stump, she had the sensation of"formication'

in the hand and fingers ; and pressure on the ulnar nerve gave rise to the

ordinary feeling of the third, fourth, and fifth fingers being asleep, al-

though these fingers did not exist. The examination of three other indi-

viduals gave the same results.* These observations would seem to show,

that in such imperfectly developed limbs the primitive nervous fibres

destined for the absent parts are present. And if the cases examined by

Prof. Valentin were not examples of spontaneous amputation during the

t

]

of the primitive fibres of

of

of their peripheral extremities ; and hence we find

of the fibres at their peripheral extremity is chan

tions of which they are the seat are referred to the same spots as before

This is exemplified in the phenomena observed when the peripheral

tantum ope oculi et nocte ope maniis alterius jacturae hujus se convincere possit. (Ibid.

p. 33.) The author of the dissertation from which these cases are extracted, attributes

the phenomena to the association between the two extremities, which is not a satisfac-

tory explanation, for this association should first be explained.

A. A toll-keeper in the neighbourhood of Halle, whose right arm had been shattered

by a cannon-ball in battle, above the elbow, twenty years ago, and afterwards ampu-

tated, has still (in 1833), at changes of the weather, distinct rheumatic pains, which

seem to him to exist in the whole arm ; and though removed so long ago the lost part

is at those times felt as if sensible to draughts of air. This man also completely con-

firmed our statement, that the sense of the integrity of the limb is never lost.

i. A man whose hand had been amputated, had still, seven years afterwards, namely,

at the time of his death, pains which seemed to him to have their seat in the hand.

(Klein, in Graefe u. Walther's Journ. f. Chirurg. iii. 408.)

* Valentin's Repertorium fur Anat. u. Physiol. Bd. i. p. 330.

t Such as are described in the papers of Dr. Montgomery in the Dublin Journal, vols,

i. and ii. and of Dr. Simpson, in the 10th volume of the same journal.
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extremities of nerves have their relative position changed artificially, as

in the transposition of portions of skin. When, in the restoration of

a nose, a flap of skin is turned down from the forehead and made to

unite with the stump of the nose, the new nose thus formed has, as

long as the isthmus of skin by which it maintains its original connec-

tions remains undivided, the same sensations as if it were still on the

forehead; in other words, when the nose is touched the patient feels the

impression in the forehead. This is a fact well known to surgeons, and

first observed by Lisfranc. When the communication of the nervous

fibres of the new nose with those of the forehead is cut off by division

of the isthmus of skin, the sensations are of course no longer referred

to the forehead; the nose is at first devoid of sensibility, but this is

gradually developed in it.

Another phenomenon, perfectly similar in its nature to the foregoing,

and explicable on the same principles, is that, when we cross the fore

and middle fingers, and roll a small globular body—for example, a pea

between the opposed surfaces of the fingers, these surfaces being those

which in the natural state are turned from each other, we seem to feel

two globular bodies. When we touch a small spherical body with two

fingers in their natural position, we do not in fact feel a globe, but

merely two convex surfaces, which we imagine, or infer, to belong to

a globular body. If, now, we cross the fingers, and make the two sides,

which were previously external and turned from each other, internal

and opposed to each other, the sensations, like the fibres in their con-

nection with the brain, maintain the same relative position as if the

fingers had not been crossed. In other words, the sensation produced

by a 46) Fig. 46.

is felt at the opposite side at Y ; and in the same way the

sensation ofX7 at Y'. The actual sensations produced at

X and Y undergo no change ; but, in consequence of

their transposition, the impressions on the sensorium are

those of two convexities (Y and Y') turned towards, not

from each other; and these the imagination converts

into two complete spheres, since two convexities op-

posed to each other cannot belong to one sphere, but

x

A B

may to two * )H
Of the radiation of

Occasionally it happens that one sensation excites another, or that

sensations in disease extend to parts not actually affected. These

phenomena are not rare in the state of health. Thus, the tickling

sensation in the nose, excited by the influence of a strong light on

* This explanation of the above phenomenon, as well as the first principles of the

laws of nervous action, was given in my Physiologie des Gesichtsinnes, Leipz. 1826,

p. 84. The experiment was known to Aristotle.
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\ the eyes, the extensive sensations arising from the excitement of a

limited spot by tickling, the general sensations consequent on the

irritation of the organs of generation in coitus, are of this nature

;

as also those excited by the near and startling report of a gun, and

the sensations of trickling of water over the surface, and of shud-

dering, caused by hearing certain sounds, such as the scratching of

glass, or by biting sandy substances. The pathological phenomena of

this kind are, however, much more numerous : for example, the tooth-

ache extends from the situation of the irritating cause over the whole

face; pain in one finger extends to the hand, arm, and the other fingers,

without our being able in all cases to suppose that the morbific cause

has been communicated to all these parts. The radiated sensations are

more especially extended when excited by a tumour of a nerve, as in

Gazette, 1834.* After amputation of

the thigh, a swelling formed in the ischiadic nerve at its extremity,

where it was also firmly united to the cicatrix and bone ; here the skin

of the entire stump, and sometimes even distant parts, such as the in-

teguments of the abdomen, became affected with severe pain without any

inflammatory symptoms ; the stump being amputated at a higher point,

the pains did not return. It is only necessary to hold for a certain

time to a point of the skin a body of a burning temperature, to convince

one's self that sensations can be produced in surrounding nervous fibres,

which are not themselves immediately affected by the exciting cause.

In the healthy state, such sympathetic sensations would be very incon-

venient; hence nature has avoided their occurrence, by making the

individual nervous fibres insulated in their action ; for if the fibres from

ten different points of the skin united to form one fibre before reaching

the brain, but one impression from these ten points could be perceived

by the sensorium, and it could be referred but to one spot ;
and it

each primitive fibre in its course became actually united with nine

other fibres which were continued isolated to the brain, the irritation

of a single spot of the skin, even in the state of health, would be

attended in its propagation to the brain by nine other sensations in

other parts- Now, in the healthy state this does not usually occur ; and

it cannot, because of the isolation of the nervous fibres in their course to

the brain. But there are cases which are exceptions to this rule; and how

can the secondary sensations in such instances be accounted for ? Since

an impression at any point of the skin, if of sufficient intensity, will

produce radiated sensations, the phenomenon cannot be attributed to

anastomoses of the primitive fibres existing in some situations contrary

to the general law. The explanation, whatever it be, must be applicable

* [Observations on the Neuralgic Affections of stumps after amputation, by Mr. J. F.

Crookes. The rationale of the phenomena suggested by Mr. Crookes is very similar to

the second explanation mentioned by Prof. Mliller.]
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to all the primitive fibres. Thus, reticulated anastomoses of the pri-

mitive fibres at their peripheral extremities is not adequate to account

for the phenomena ; for the radiation of sensations occurs in the retina,

where certainly no such anastomosis of the fibres exists. Either of two

hypotheses may be adopted.

The first presupposes the existence of certain properties in the

ganglia of the sensitive nerves. Reil* compared the ganglia of the

sympathetic nerve to imperfect conductors, and imagined that the}' do

not communicate to the brain feeble impressions, but that, just as im-

perfect conductors of electricity permit the passage of large quantities

of accumulated electric fluid, they are able to propagate very strong im-

pressions, and also permit a limited influence of the brain and spinal

cord upon the sympathetic nerve. Reil's hypothesis might be applied

to the ganglia of the sensitive nerves : it might be said that this grey

ttiass, through which the primitive fibres pass devoid of neurilema, is an

imperfect conductor of the nervous influence, and therefore does not allow

a feeble impression on particular fibres to be propagated through it

to the other fibres, and hence that such impressions are transmitted

merely along the primitive fibres on which they were originally made;

but that, when the impressions are very energetic, the grey matter

ceases to insulate the nervous fluid, and conducts off a part of it to the

other primitive fibres which pass through the ganglion, thus giving rise

to the radiated or sympathetic sensations.

According to the second explanation of these phenomena, the sym-

pathetic sensations are the result of the radiation of the irritation from

the fibres primarily affected upon the roots of other fibres in the brain

or spinal cord
;
just as, in the production of the reflected motions, the

impression conveyed by the sensitive nerves to the spinal marrow is

communicated to motor nerves; the only difference being, that, when

the sympathetic sensations are produced, the radiation of the impression

does not reach the motor nerves, but only the sensitive fibres arising

from the surrounding part of the cord, or at any rate affects these at

the same time with the motor nerves.

The analogous case of the extension of irritation in the spinal marrow

from the roots of the sensitive to those of the motor nerves, and the

circumstance that sensitive nerves which have no ganglia, as the optic

nerves, exhibit the phenomena of the radiation of sensations, are in favour

of the latter hypothesis.

In what light now are we to regard the action of the sensitive fibres

or sensitive nerves thus secondarily affected ? Is it reflex action derived

from the brain and spinal cord ? Does a current pass from the cerebral

or spinal extremity of the nerve in a retrograde course to its peripheral

extremity; or if there is no current, but merely oscillation of a nervous

principle, does the impression conveyed to the brain by the nerve pri-

* Archiv. fur Physiol. Bd. vii.

i
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marily excited, give rise to a reflex oscillation in another nerve from its

cerebral to its peripheral extremity ? It is exceedingly probable that

there is, at all events, a reflection of the irritation from the spinal marrow

or brain upon the nerve of sensation. It must be remarked, however, that

if we explain the sympathetic sensations by such reflex action, we must

presuppose that currents or oscillations can be propagated in the sensi-

tive nerves in both directions,—from the brain as well as towards it. It is

not known whether this be possible, or whether the sensitive nerves can

propagate their actions in the centripetal direction only,

esting, therefore, to know that we can explain the phenomena, even

though the sensitive nerves do not act in the centrifugal direction,

have seen (page 690) that the same sensation seems to be produced at

whatever point of its length a nervous fibre is irritated, whether at its

peripheral extremity, at its middle, or at its origin in the brain and

spinal cord ; and that this sensation is felt in the parts to which the

nerve is ultimately distributed : the mere " radiation " of an impression,

therefore, from one sensitive nerve in the substance of the brain or cord,

of other sensitive fibres, will be sufficient to

We

so as to affect the origi

cause.

produce sympathetic sensations. We know in fact that, in affections of

the spinal cord, the sensations appear to be in the peripheral parts of the

body; thus inflammation of the spinal cord is attended with violent

pain in the limbs. The radiation of sensations may have a similar

c. Of the coincidence of several sensations.

Sensations appear to be clearly defined and distinct in proportion to the

number of primitive fibres distributed to the part in which they are ex-

cited ; the fewer the primitive fibres which an organ receives, the more

likely is it that several impressions on different contiguous points will act

but on one nervous fibre, and hence be confounded together, producing

but one sensation. Weber

vations relative to the degree of distinctness of sensations in different

parts of the body, as measured by the power of distinguishing distances.

The experiments consisted in touching the skin with the arms of a pair of

compasses the points of which were provided with pieces of cork, the

eyes being closed at the time, and in ascertaining how close the two

arms of the compasses might be brought to each other, and still each be

felt distinctly. The experiments were numerous; the following are

the results : the extremity of the third finger and the point of the

tongue were found to be the parts of which the sensibility is most

acute ; a distance of as little as -J
of a line being here distinguished.

On the dorsum of the tongue the two arms of the compasses to be

felt distinctly, that is, to excite two sensations, required to be separated

to the extent of two lines. With the extremities of the fingers, and the

point of the tongue, the distance could be distinguished most easily m

* Annotat. Anat.et Physiol, p. 44—81.
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the longitudinal direction
; on the dorsum of the tongue, on the face,

the hairy scalp, the neck, and the whole arm, and the foot, the dis-

tance between the arms of the compasses could be recognised best

when they were placed transversely. The following table shows the de-

gree of sensibility of different parts as evidenced by the distances at which
the two arms of the instrument could be felt as two distinct bodies.

Point of the tongue

Palmar surface of third finger .

Red surface of the lips .

Palmar surface of second finger .

Dorsal surface of third finger

Tip of the nose .
w

The palm over the heads of the metacarpal bones

Dorsum of the tongue one inch from the tip

Part of the lips covered by the skin .

Border of the tongue an inch from the tip

Metacarpal bone of the thumb

Extremity of the great toe

Dorsal surface of the second finger .

Palm of the hand . .

Skin of the cheek . . .

External surface of the eyelids •

Mucous membrane of the hard palate

Skin over the anterior part of the zygoma

Plantar surface of the metatarsal bone of the great toe

Dorsal surface of the first finger

On the dorsum of the hand over the heads of the metacarpal bones

Mucous membrane of the gums

Skin over the posterior part of the zygoma

Lower part of the forehead

Lower part of the occiput

.

.

Back of the hand

Neck, under the lower jaw

Vertex . • • •

Skin over the patella

sacrum

acromion

The leg near the knee and foot

Dorsum of the foot near the toes

Over the sternum • . i

The skin over the five upper vertebrae

— over the spine near the occiput

in the lumbar region .

in the middle of the neck

in the middle of the back

The middle of the arm

thigh

L t

£ a line.

1 line.

2 lines.

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5
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7

7
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•»

55
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55
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55
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55

55

55

5>

55

>5

55

55

The distance • between the arms of the compasses seemed to be

greater when felt by the more sensitive parts than when it was esti-

mated by parts of less distinct sensibility. When the points of the

instrument were applied in a line drawn round the thorax, two spots

I

•
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so on the

were found, namely, in the middle line before and behind, at which the

sensibility was more defined than elsewhere. If the arms of the com-

passes were applied in the same line, but in the direction parallel with

the axis of the body, four points were found especially sensitive ;
two

of these were situated before and behind, in the middle line, and two

at the sides. If the arms of the instrument were placed either trans-

versely or longitudinally in a line drawn from the chin to the pubes, the

sensibility was found to be most distinct on the chin, less ~ ^
neck, again more distinct over the sternum, less so at the upper part ot

the abdomen, again more distinct at the navel, and indistinct in the

neighbourhood of the os pubis. In the middle of the back the most

defined sensibility was just below the occiput and over the coccyx.

Along the side of the trunk, the most distinct sensibility was found in

the axilla and in the groins.

The accuracy with which impressions are perceived does not depend

essentially on the presence and number of the papillae ;
for the sensi-

bility of the nipple is indistinct, and the most acute sensibility of the

tongue is limited to the tip : hence Weber supposes the difference of

sensibility to depend on the number, course, and mode of termination of

the nervous fibres. I coincide entirely in this opinion, and will merely

remark, that the greater or less facility for the radiation of impressions

in different parts of the brain and spinal marrow may have some share

in the production of these differences.

The greatest power of distinguishing distances by sensation is pos-

sessed by the retina. It is interesting, with reference to the laws of

sensations, to know that the size of the globules of the retina corresponds

to that of the smallest sensible points on it. Weber found that the glo-

i of an inch in diameter ;8400bules of the retina measure from g¥\>_

the smallest angle of vision at which two points can be distinguished is

• hence Smith calculates that the most minute sensitive point of
40

the retina measures ¥7V o of an inch * Weber remarks, that when two

impressions fall upon such a point, they will give rise to but one sensa-

tion.* Baumgaertnerf attributes our indistinct perception of objects,

of which the extent appears at a less angle than 13 seconds, to tl

physiological radiation.

A very remarkable instance of the coincidence or « identification" of

sensations is afforded by two corresponding nerves of the opposite side

of the body, namely, the optic nerves ; no parallel case can be found in

the whole body, and it must here depend on some special provision of

structure. Impressions on the corresponding sensitive nerves of the

right and left side in no other instance give rise to a single sensation

Similar impressions on the two hands are felt distinctly, not as

* Weber's edition of Hildebrandt's Anat. i. p. 165.

f Zeitschrift fiir Physik und verwandte Wissensch. ii, Bd. 3 Hft. p. 236.
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one sensation ; on the contrary, the two being conveyed to the sen-

sorium give rise in it to two distinct sensations.

In the eyes or optic nerves, however, we meet with the anomaly that

certain fibres of the one nerve with certain fibres of the other have but

one and the same sensation, hence the phenomenon of single vision with

two eyes. Some physiologists have maintained that we see with the two

eyes alternately. But they who doubt that both are employed simulta-

neously can never have observed the frequent occurrence of double

images of objects in the field of vision ; one image belonging to one, the

other to the other eye. Any one can convince himself of the fact by

observing what occurs when we look at two objects placed at a little

distance one behind the other ; for example, two pins or two fingers. If

the eyes be fixed upon the nearest finger, the axes of both being

directed to it, the other finger will be seen double; if the eyes be

directed to the furthest finger, the nearest is seen double ; and by

closing one eye, it will be readily perceived that one image of the

object thus seen double belongs to the right eye, the other to the left.

The fact of there being certain parts of the retina or optic nerve of

the two eyes of which the sensations are identical, and others of which

the sensations are not so, may be proved by an experiment resting on

the evidence of our own internal sensations—what is called a " sub-

jective" experiment.

Ifwe exert pressure on certain points of the globe of the eye, the eyelids

being closed and light excluded, luminous spectra are produced by the

pressure on the retina, and are always seen at the points opposite to

those at which the pressure is made. If the eye be pressed below, the

image appears above ; if the pressure be applied above, it is seen at the

lower part of the field of vision ; if on the right side, the image is on

the left ; and vice versa. If now the left side of both eyes be pressed

upon, there will be, in place of two images, but one produced; if, on the

contrary, pressure be made in one eye on the right side, and in the other

on the left, two figures are seen at the opposite sides of the field of

vision. If both eyes be subjected to pressure at the upper part, one

image is seen below ; if the pressure be applied in both below, a single

image is formed above. But if one be pressed upon below, and the other

above, two images will appear ; one above, the other below. In per-

forming this experiment, the pressure must not be made at the anterior

part of the eyes, because no retina lies there ; the pressure must be ap-

plied deeply- These experiments alone are sufficient to prove the iden-

tity of the sensations at certain points of the retina of the two eyes, and

the difference of the sensations at other points : in reference to sensations,

the two retinae must be regarded as included one within the other; so

that all points of the two retinae which lie within the same degrees of

(the

i
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Fig. 47.

in their sensations ; all other points in the two retinae are opposed to each

other, or different, just as any two points in the retina of the same eye.

This may be proved still more distinctly in a different manner.

In the figure (fig. 47), the axes of both

eyes are directed to the point a ; the re-

tina being divided into ten equal parts,

the point a will in each eye fall at 5 ; the

point b will in each eye appear at an equal

distance to the left of 5, namely, at 4.

Thus the image occupying in both eyes

the space between 4 and 5 will be seen

single, for these spots are identical ; the

points marked with the corresponding

numbers in the two eyes are identical.

If the image does not fall on such identi-

cal points, it will appear double, thus :

fixed

Fig. 48.

In figure 48, the two eyes are

upon the point a, their axes are directed

to it: if this were an object, it would

appear single, while every thing behind

or in front would be seen double. The

point b
9

for example, throws its image

in the eye A at 6, in the eye B at 4,

points of the retina which are not identi-

cal. The object b is seen double ; and the

distance between its two images is, in

comparison with the whole field of vision,

in the proportion of the space from 6 to 4

to the space occupied by the compart-

ments 1 to 10, and their position would

be as 6 and 4. The point c, on the con-

trary, throws its image in the eye A at 4,

in the eyeB at 6 ; it is likewise seen double .

Hence it is that when two fingers are

held one before the other, and the eyes

fixed upon one, the other is seen double.

It is evident, therefore, that the two globes of the eyes are most

minutely divided into degrees, minutes, and seconds of latitude and

longitude ; that at all corresponding points they are identical, at all dif-

ferent points non-identical ; and that in double vision the distance be-

tween the two images may always be determined by the distance found

to exist between the two points on which the impression is made in the

two retinae, supposing these to lie one upon the other.

Since the optic nerves differ from all other nerves in conveying to the

1
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sensorium the sensation of but one impression, when certain points of the

two retinae are simultaneously affected, and since all other nerves agree

in their primitive fibres being distinct in their whole course, the suppo-

sition naturally arose that the optic nerves differ in the organisation of

their primitive fibres,—that the fibres of the two nerves are connected

with the brain at one point only instead of two. This cannot be proved,

it is true, with reference to the individual primitive fibres generally;

hut it is demonstrable with regard to their fasciculi. For, as is well

known, each root of the optic nerves, on leaving the commissure or chias-

ma, does not go to one eye solely, but to both eyes ; the external fibres

of each root being continued at the side of the commissure to the outer

side of the corresponding optic nerve, while the internal fibres cross to

the inner side of the nerve of the opposite side ; so that the external

portion of the retina of one eye, and the internal portion of that of the

other, are formed by one root of the optic nerve, or, in other words,

the left portions of the two retinae are formed by the two branches of

the left root, the right portions of the retinae by the two branches of the

right root of the optic nerves, which entirely corresponds with the

phenomena of single vision. This theory of single vision was proposed

Woll But
^ - — - - - — ^ \^S M. —

the mere division of each root of the optic nerve into two branches to

form the identical corresponding parts of the two retinae, does not com-

pletely account for the phenomena ; for the left halfof the retina A, from

1 to 5, (fig. 47,) is not as a whole identical with the left halfof the retinae

B from 1 to 5, but certain points only of the left half of both retinae are

identical, namely, those which in the two retinae occupy the same degrees

of latitude and longitude ; 1 is identical with 1, 2 with 2, and so on; but 1

in the one eye is not identical with 5 in the other eye. Hence, to explain

the single vision, it is necessary that not merely each root of the optic

nerve, but each primitive fibre of each root, should in the chiasma divide

into two branches for the two optic nerves ; so that the identical fibres

of the two nerves might communicate with the brain at one point only,

namely, by one radical fibre, and hence, though receiving two impres-

sions, they might communicate but one to the senso-

rium. (See fig. 49.) But such a division of the

fibres in the chiasma does not exist, and several

facts are opposed to the supposition of its exist-

Fig. 49.

ence.

optic nerve

In the first place, were such the case, each

between the commissure and retina

ought to be twice as thick as each root of the optic

nerve between the brain and commissure ;
and, se-

condly, every point of the retina ought to be the end of a fibre of the

optic nerve rise to the

inner surface of the retina towards its anterior part, ought to be aggre-

;

i
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gated together at its posterior part, so that the retina would diminiish

ide
in thickness from behind forwards. Again, in an injury on one si

of the brain, the corresponding half of each retina ought to be para-

lysed; whereas, in such a case, either the one or the other eye is

blinded entirely, and in animals it is always the eye of the opposite side

which is affected.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE REFLECTION IN THE PRODUCTION OF MOTIONS CONSEQUENT ON

IMPRESSIONS UPON SENSITIVE NERVES.

The occurrence of motions consequent on sensitive impressions has

been known, not merely to the earlier physiologists, but to the culti-

vators of medicine in all ages. Physiologists have generally followed

w ascribing them to nervous communication by means of

the ganglionic or sympathetic nerve, which hence acquired the latter

epithet. Comparetti* wrote an entire work for the purpose of explain-

ing the morbid consensual phenomena by communications between

nerves evenThese views were adopted by most physiologists ;
and

very recentlyf new anatomical facts relating to the nerves have re-

ceived applications agreeing with them4

* Occursus Medici. Venetiis, 1780.

f See Tiedemann, Zeitschrift fur Physiol, i. 1825.

T [The sympathetic movements seem to have been generally attributed by physiolo-

gists in Germany, during the last few years, to nervous communications ;
such, how-

ever, has not been the case in this country. The opposite view has been adopted by

all English authors who have published original works on physiology. Dr. Alison

(Outlines of Physiology, 1831, and Transact, of the Med. Chir. Society of Edmb.

vol. ii.) adopts the opinions of Whytt and Monro ; the sympathetic motions, such as

the ordinary movements of respiration excited by changes in the lungs
,
those of sneez-

ing and coughing by irritation of the nostrils or trachea, the movement of vomiting by

irritation in the stomach, &c. are ascribed by Dr. Alison to the influence of peculiar

sensations transmitted to the brain ; it being impossible, he contended, to explam them

on the anatomical principles of connections among the nerves of the sympathising parts.

Dr. Bostock (Elements of Physiology, 1827, vol iii. p. 224.) is equally decided in

denying the agency of the sympathetic nerve in conveying the influence which excites

the sympathetic actions ; and with respect to the necessity for the intervention of the

brain in the production of the movements, he says, speaking of Whytt's arguments

on the subject, « The facts which he adduces are of such a nature as, I think, to prove

that the co-operation of the brain is essential in those actions which we refer to the

operation of sympathy." Mr. Mayo, (Outlines of Physiol. 2nd Edit. 1829,) does not

treat separately of the sympathetic movements ; but it is evident from his explana-

tion of one of them,-the contraction of the iris under the influence of light,—from

his remarks upon the associated origins of the cerebral nerves, (p. 343,) and from lS

observations on the sympathetic nerve, (p. 339,) that he regarded them as taking place

by the intervention of the central organs of the nervous system, and not through t e

medium of anastomoses of the nerves.]
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Some even of the earlier physiologists, however, as Haller, Cullen,'

Whytt,t Monro,j: and others, were dissatisfied with this the

pathies. Whytt take place

through the intervention of the sensorium, and to be consequent on

sensations. It is but very recently, however, that these sympathetic

motions have been investigated in an exact and experimental manner.

Several important facts, unfavourable to the hypothesis of these pheno-

mena, being dependent on the sympathetic nerve, were noticed by Mayo§

in 1823. It had been usual to attempt to account for the fact of the

motions of the iris being determined by the influence of light on the

retina by communications supposed to exist between the optic nerve and

the sympathetic. In Mr. Mayo's experiments, however, on the nerves of

the eye with reference to the motions of the iris, it was shown that these

motions are effected by the action of the third nerve, and excited

by irritation of the optic nerve (as by stretching it), hence proving that

the phenomenon must be produced through the medium of the brain.

After dividing the optic nerve within the cranial cavity in a pigeon,

he was still able to excite contraction of the pupil by exerting trac-

tion on the portion of the optic nerve still connected with the brain.

The principle of the reflection of the irritation from the sensitive upon

the motor nerves through the medium of the central organs of the

nervous system, was, however, first shown to be generally applicable

in the explanation of all motions consequent on sensations, by the re-

searches of Dr. Marshall Hall|| and myself, published in 1833, in which

the theory was established by new facts to be the true mode of ex-

nlaimno- p crrpat rmmhpr of known but ill-understood phenomena, f

* Institutes of Medicine, pt. i.

t On Sympathy and Nervous diseases (in the German edition of Whytt's works,

p. 241.)—An Essay on the Vital and other involuntary motions. Edinb. 1751, p. 248.

$ On the Nervous System. (Leipzic edition, 17870

§ Anatom. and Physiol. Commentaries.

||
The paper of Dr. Hall, which is here referred to, appeared in the second part of the

Philos. Transactions for 1833. I first stated my views in the first edition of the first

part of this work, which appeared in the spring of that year, in the chapter on the respi-

ratory movements, and more fully in the second part of the work in the following year,

1834, after Dr. Hall's paper had appeared. A paper by Dr. Hall had, however, been

read at the Zoological Society on this subject in 1832 ; he has, therefore, the priority.

Dr. Hall published an account of my views, and a comparison of them with his own,

in the Lond. and Edinb. Mag. vol. x. no. 58.

f[ [Here Professor M'uller is certainly in error. Earlier physiologists have taken an

extended view of the sympathetic or reflected motions y they have recognised the prin-

ciple of their dependence on an impression conveyed to the brain and spinal cord, have

distinguished them from the motion dependent on consciousness and volition and

have even indicated the parts of the central organs of the nervous system which are

capable of reflecting impressions communicated to them by sensitive nerves, so as to

excite motions. Glisson (Tract, de Ventriculo, 1677, p. 172,) speaks of an influence

'-
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A later work* by Dr. Hall contains the continuation of his researches.

The facts observed by Dr. Hall and myself are very similar, but we

differ much in our mode of explaining them. I have brought forward

arguments in favour of the old opinion of the concurrence of the central

organs in the sensations and motions. Mar

trary, in his last work, introduces an entirely new principle into the ex-

planation, which is thereby rendered quite distinct from that which I

adopt. Volkmannt has added several important facts confirmatory of

the doctrine of reflex action. The following is my view of the subject,

as given in the former edition of this work, together with a sketch of

being " reflected " from one nerve, at its origin, upon other nerves, so as to cause con-

sensual movements. Whyt

the doctrine of sympathy by nervous communications, that we owe the first and most

comprehensive generalisation of the sympathetic movements of health and disease,

with which he associated those excited by mechanical irritation in animals, even after

decapitation, as long as the spinal cord remains entire. — (Whytt's works, p. 506.)

He supposed the brain and spinal cord to have the power of regulating the phenomena

in question by virtue of the " mind or sentient principle" seated in them, which in

causing the voluntary motions acts as a rational agent, but which, under the influence

of peculiar sensations transmitted to it, acts « necessarily, and without previous ratio-

cination, for the preservation of the body."—(P. 153, 162, and 511.) Dr. Whytt's

theory of the sympathetic movements was adopted with some modifications by Haller

and Cullen. Dr. Cullen, however, rejecting the Stahlian doctrine of a " sentient

principle" or " soul," was enabled to distinguish more definitely these actions excited

by internal or external impressions communicated to the brain, from the effects of

sensation and volition.—(Works, vol. i. p. 109, et seq.) Unzer had already, in 1771?

approached still nearer to the present theory of reflex nervous actions. Thus, in his

fc; Erste Grunde einer Physiologic," p. 349, he says, u The external sensitive impres-

sion on the nerves, therefore, even although it does not reach the brain, and conse-

quently is not perceived or felt, may nevertheless give rise to the same animal motions

in the body as if it had been perceived j" but he seems to refer the reflection of the im-

pression not to the central organs, but to the ganglia. The views of Prochaska, however,

were more definite, at the same time that they were more general. He attributed the

numerous phenomena previously known to one particular mode of action of the nervous

system, u the reflection of sensorial impressions upon motor nerves ;" and he traced

the limits of the parts of the nervous system in which this reflection can take place. He

regarded the cerebrum and cerebellum as the seat of the mind, or as the instrument by

which it acts ; while in the medulla oblongata, crura cerebri cerebellique, part of the

optic thalami, and all the spinal marrow, " in a word," he says, " in all the parts

from which nerves arise," he placed the u sensorium commune," or the seat of the

reflection of sensorial impressions on motor nerves. As one law governing the reflex

actions, Prochaska pointed out the law of self-preservation (nostri conservatio). He

taught, moreover, that the reflected motions may take place either with or without

the cognizance of the mind. All the exam

derived from the natural actions of the body, the phenomena of diseases, as the

different kinds of convulsions, and experiments on decapitated animals. The move-

re-ments of the foetus in utero were likewise classed by Prochaska among the

fleeted movements. These views were published by Prochaska in his Annotat

* Memoirs on the Nerv. Syst. Lond. 1337. t Midler's Archiv. 1838. Heft, i
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Dr. Hall's investigations, and a comparison of the different views offered

to explain the phenomena.

When impressions made by the action of

nerves give rise to motions in other parts of the

if the sensitive and motorfibres of

fib

fl>
This law, which is of

extreme importance in physiology and pathology, from its explaining

Academic*, in 1784 ; and in 1800, in his Opera Minora (pt. u. p. 150, et seq.)
;
and

were restated by him in his Institutiones Physiologi*, 1808, t. i. p. 99. ine re-

searches of later physiologists merely afford confirmation of the theory thus completely

laid down by Prochaska. The motions which continue in decapitated annuals, par-

ticularly under the iufluence of irritation applied to the surface, were known to many

of the older physiologists. Sir G. Blane connected with them the phenomena of

instinctive actions, such as the act of sucking on the contact of the mpple, and the

act of the first inspiration on the first contact of the air ;
and drew the inference that

such instinctive or automatic movements, being independent of the brain, are not de-

pendent on senSation.-(Select Dissertations, p. 261.) Legallois, from similar experi-

ments to those of Sir G. Blane, came to a different conclusion, namely, that sensation

and volition may continue independently of the brain ; he did not, therefore, distinguish

the movements which continue in the body after decapitation, from voluntary move-

ments. He showed, however, clearly, by experiment, that one group of natural re-

flected movements-the respiratory-are dependent on a particular part of the spina

cord , and, by dividing the spinal cord at different points, and destroying different

regions of it, he demonstrated that the movements excited by pinching different parts

of the body of a decapitated animal are dependent on that part of the spinal cord from

which the part irritated receives its nerves.-(Legallois, sur le pnncipe de laVie, 1812,

pp. 32-34 and 60.) Similar experiments were performed afterwards by Mr. Mayo

and M. Flourens. When Mr. Mayo published his experiments the discovery of he

sensitive and motor roots of the spinal nerves had been made
;
hence he was^enab ed

to express in new terms the fact of the transmission of an influence « from t^e^sent.n

nerve of a part to the corresponding motor nerve, through the interven ion ot that part

of the nervous centre to which they are mutually^^'^l^^Tt,
Comment. 1822, pt. ii. p. 135.) distinguishes

consequences of volition, but not from those of sensation. Flourens distinguishes the

influence on which these actions depend, both from sensation and volition
;
he attri-

butes the phenomena in question to the property of « excitability" (the power of excit-

ing motions in muscles), which he refers to nearly the same parts of the nervous

centres as had been pointed out by Prochaska to be the seat of the principle which he

called the sensorium commune. Sensation and volition he places in the cerebral hemi-

spheres.—(Sur le Syst^me Nerveux, p. 22.) Flourens states, as one of his conclusions,

that it is through the medium of the spinal cord that the generalisation of the irrita-

tion or the general sympathies, are established (p. 15); but he does not explain his

• ' *v- ™mt The only natural movement which he distinctly mentions as
views on this point. *-w "" j . _ ,

being excited by an irritation conveyed to the central organs, is the contraction of the

irfrom ne [nfluence of light. Since the time of Prochaska, no physiologists had

shown the general applicability of the principle of the reflex action of the nervous sys-

tem, as distinguished from the results of sensation and volition, until itwas done by Dr.

Hall and Professor Mullen]

t ,
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a great number of phenomena, requires to be strictly proved, and this

can be done by experiment.
*

I will, in the first place, demonstrate that, after the union of the two

roots of a nerve, the sensitive and motor fibres themselves do not unite,

but are continued quite distinct from each other to the parts which they

respectively supply ; and that hence, in the cases also where nervous

sympathy is not in play, the sensitive and motor fibres in the nerve itself

have no reciprocal action on each other. This may be easily proved

in the following manner : having divided a mixed (motor and sensi-

tive) nerve, irritate the portion of it which is connected with the brain

or spinal cord ; violent pain will be produced, which the animal may ex-

press by movements of flight, by cries, &c. ; but the motor fibres of the
-

branches coming off from the irritated portion of the nerve are not

excited to action, no contractions of the muscles to which they are

distributed take place.

The same truth may be demonstrated by another method : the three

nerves which supply the lower extremity in the frog form, as we have

already mentioned, (page 68,) a plexus from which two nervous trunks
*

issue; if now, one of these be divided, isolated from all its connections

with muscles, and the portion of it connected with the plexus irritated,

the impression will be transmitted in the centripetal direction by the

sensitive fibres of the nerve, but the motor fibres of the other nerve

arising from the plexus are not affected, and excite no contractions in the

muscles to which they are distributed.* The general convulsions excited

by merely touching a frog or other animal in a state of narcotisation may
likewise be clearly shown to be owing to an influence of the spinal cord

and brain themselves ; for, if a limb of a frog in such a state be cut

off, a touch no longer excites contractions of the muscles of the limb.

The experiments on the land or spotted salamander are still more

instructive.

This animal retains, for an extraordinary length of time after the spi-

nal cord is cut through, the sensibility of all parts below the point of

division, or, if the term sensibility be objected to, the power of propagat-

ing impressions to the spinal cord, and of reacting by contractions of

the muscles. Even the extremity of the tail preserves its sensibility

to impressions; the property is in fact heightened by division of the

spinal cord, just as it is in frogs, by narcotisation. The slightest touch

of a separated portion of the trunk of the salamander excites muscular con-

* [Since in this and the foregoing experiment the nerve irritated was not cut off

from connection with the central organs, it appears at first sight that reflex motions

ought to have been induced by the impression conveyed to them. The opposite result

can only be explained on the consideration that the spinal cord was not, as in the sue-

ceeding experiments, thrown into a state of irritation by division or narcotisation, and

that irritation of the trunks of nerves does not so readilv excite the reflecting action

of the spinal cord as impressions on their cutaneous extremities.]
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tractions in it : this excitability is preserved for hours. But it is neces-
sary that a portion of the spinal cord should be contained in the part of

^e body made the subject of the experiment; the phenomena are not

produced in an entire limb if no portion of the spinal cord is connected

I observed these interesting facts several years ago (in 1830),
with it.

M
the cutaneous gland of the salamander.

It appears, then, that the general spasms excited in animals by touching

points of the surface do not depend on a communication between the sen-

sitive and motor fibres in the nerves, but that the spinal cord is the essen-

tial link between the centripetal impression conveyed by the sensitive

fibres and the centrifugal influence of the motor nerves. The above facts

prove likewise that the phenomena of general spasms thus excited are not

dependent on the sympathetic nerve, but that they are owing to an irrita-

tion of the spinal cord, by virtue of which every impression conveyed to

it by the sensitive fibres, even though quite local, is propagated through
the whole spinal cord and brain, and thus necessarily excites all the mo-
tor fibres given off from them. The state of irritation of the spinal cord

here referred to may, however, be produced by any of the following

causes

:

1. In many animals, by the mere division and contusion of the spinal

cord. Thus, every touch excites general spasms in the tortoise after its

decapitation ; the same phenomenon is produced in very young birds, if

they are touched the very moment after they are decapitated, and, as

we have shown, in all parts of the trunk of the land salamander after it

has been cut into many segments.

2. The same degree of irritation of the spinal cord exists in frogs during

the first stage of poisoning by narcotics ; and also in mammalia, in which,

after poisoning by nux vomica, general spasms are immediately pro-

duced, when they are laid hold of at any part or in any manner. This

state of excitable exhaustion (reizbare Schwache) almost always pre-

cedes the stage of paralytic exhaustion.

3. Other causes, also, which produce exhaustion of the brain and spinal

marrow, by excessively exciting them, give rise to the same phenome-

non. In persons in whom the nervous system is in that state of exhaus-

tion which is accompanied with great excitability, every sudden impres-

sion on the nerves, whether by sound, touch, or mechanical shock,

causes the whole frame to start. Such a state of the spinal cord is

produced by excitement of the generative organs, and through them

of the spinal cord, and by other causes. We may here remark, that any

excitement of the nervous system may induce three states in succession.

First, the state of excitement with the powers unimpaired; secondly, in

proportion as the excitation is repeated, a state of exhaustion with ex-

citability ; thirdly, atonic exhaustion.

r
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4. Severe local irritation of a sensitive nerve may, by the intensity of

the impression conveyed to the brain and spinal marrow, give rise to

twitchings of the muscles and tremours, as we observe to be produced

by severe local burns, extraction of a tooth, &c.

5. Local irritation of the nerves, from inflammation or ganglionic en-

largements, also frequently gives rise to general spasms, even to epilepsy.

6. The irritation of the spinal cord, arising from local excitement com-

municated by sensitive fibres, may be so intense that the spasms are con-

stant, and continue without any new stimulus, such as the contact of a

substance with the surface. Such is tetanus traumaticus, a violent irri-

tation of the spinal cord, arising from severe injuries of the nerves.

Every intense irritation of the spinal marrow generally is tetanus,

whether it be caused by narcotic poisons acting directly upon it, or by

local irritations conveyed to it through the nerves. The production of

tetanus is intelligible, if the above facts established by experiment are

taken into consideration.

7. Great irritation of the sympathetic nerves in the intestinal canal,

likewise, by being propagated to the central organs of the nervous system,

gives rise to secondary general cramps : it is thus that we must explain

the cramps in sporadic cholera, and in intestinal affections in children.

From the facts thus far considered, we are led merely to admit as a

law, that, whenever general spasms are excited by local impressions, the

phenomenon depends on no other communication between the sensitive

and motor fibres than exists in the spinal cord. In very many cases,

however, local irritation of the nerves gives rise, not to general, but to

local muscular spasms ; in which case, again, the spinal cord is to be re-

garded as the bond of communication between the sensitive and motor

fibres. The cases of this kind are the following

:

1. The most simple is that in which the local irritation of the sensi-

tive fibres being propagated to the spinal cord or brain excites merely

local spasms ; in those parts, namely, the motor fibres ofwhich arise from

the spinal cord, near the point where the sensitive fibres that are irri-

tated also take their rise. Of such a case we have instances in the

spasms and tremours of limbs on which a severe burn is inflicted, &c.

Certain parts of the frame which are exceedingly excitable,—for ex-

ample, the iris,—are very readily made to contract, even when only

feeble stimuli affect other sensitive nerves. It has been long known

that the action of light on the iris itself does not excite its contrac-

tion, that the light affects the iris through the medium of the optic

nerve and brain ; for this was proved by the experiments of Lambert,

Fontana, and Caldani. Rays of light, passed through a small cone of

paper, or through a hole in a sheet of paper, and directed so as to fall

through the pupil upon the retina, excite immediate contraction of the

iris, but have no such influence when made to fall upon the iris itself.

i
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The iris of an amaurotic eye, again, is fixed as long as the sound eye is

closed, but contracts when the sound retina is exposed to the stimulus

of light. The exceptions to this rule, in which the iris of amaurotic eyes

has possessed mobility,* may have been cases of imperfect amaurosis; or,

if only one eye was amaurotic,, the motion of the iris in the diseased eye

might have arisen from the other eye being open. The state of the iris

in an amaurotic eye can and ought to be examined only with the sound

eye closed. When this circumstance is not attended to, the observation

cannot be conclusive. Van Deen, f after removing one hemisphere of

the brain in a rabbit, and dividing the optic nerve on the same side,

found, on exposing the eye to light, that the iris still contracted, and

hence concluded that the optic nerve has no influence over the iris.

But, inasmuch as he held the light before both eyes, (ante oculos,)

the result is easily explained. It is possible, however, for the sensation

not to be perceived by the brain, and the nerve, nevertheless, to be

capable of the reflex action, Tiedemanns interesting discovery, that

the arteria centralis retinae is accompanied by a minute branch from

the ciliary ganglion, will not explain the phenomenon of the contraction

of the iris : for all vessels are accompanied by nerves ; and this branch

which accompanies the artery of the retina in its distribution, has not

been shown to have any connection with the substance of the retina

itself. The reflex motor action of the brain upon the iris is effected

through the medium of the third nerve, irritation of which has been

Mr. May
Mr. May after dividing the optic nerve, we

can, by irritating that portion of it which is connected with the brain,

excite contraction of the iris. In the action of the iris there appears,

then, to be a kind of balance (statik) of excitement established between

centripetal sensitive and the centrifugal motor action through the me-

dium of the brain. Other nerves besides the nervus opticus are capa-

ble of disturbing this balance ; thus, cold water drawn into the nose, by

stimulating the sensitive branches of the nervus trigeminus, causes the

iris to contract. Among the simpler cases of reflected excitation, may

be instanced also the winking of the eyelids under the long-continued

influence of light, or in consequence of a loud noise, or of a threatening

impression on vision.

In the case also of the contractions of all the perineal muscles in

expelling the semen, which are excited by irritation of the sensitive

nerves of the penis, the spinal cord is the medium of communication

between the sensorial impressions and the movements. In muscles laid

bare, the irritation applied directly to them acts also on the motor fibres

distributed in them, and contractions of them are excited without any

. V

* See Tiedemanns Zeitschrift, i. p. 252.

t De differentia et nexu inter nervos vitee animalis et organieae, p. 58
-
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centripetal and centrifugal action of the nerves. But muscles which are

invested by sensitive membranes, and are not themselves exposed to-

direct stimulus, can only be excited to action by irritation of the sensi-

tive property of their investing membrane, the transmission of this

irritation to the brain, and the centrifugal propagation of the motor

influence from the brain to themselves. Thus the contractions of the

glottis and air-passages, excited by the contact of irrespirable gases, are

not the immediate result of the irritation of the parts themselves, but

of the excitement of the sensitive fibres and the reflected influence on

the motor nerves. Brachet has demonstrated this more fully. When

the vagus nerve has been divided on both sides, a chemical irritant in-

troduced into the trachea of the animal does not excite coughing, which,

when produced by irritation of the air-tubes, depends on centripetal

and reflex action. [The movements of deglutition also belong to this

The sensitive nerves which transmit the impression to the

nervous centres, are, according to Dr. Reid,* the glossopharyngeal

and superior laryngeal nerves and branches of the fifth upon the

soft palate and isthmus of the fauces. The motor nerves for these

movements are the pharyngeal branches of the par vagum. The con-

tractions of the oesophagus also are, as shown in another place, owing to

reflex nervous action. It would appear from Dr. Reid's experiments

class.

(see p. 657)

] The same
i

explanation applies to the contractions of the sphincter ani and sphincter

The muscles cannot be themselves stimulated by the excrementvesicae.

and the urine, but these matters act on the sensitive nerves of the

mucous membrane and excite the spinal cord, which, as if constantly

charged with motor influence, reacts upon the muscles ; hence, after

injury of the spinal marrow, these muscles cease to act.

2. The second case is, where the excitement of the sensitive nerves

is entirely local, but the reflected influence from the brain more ex-

tended. Of this we have an instance in the phenomena accompanying

coughing; in which not merely the vagi, but, to produce the contractions

of the thoracic and abdominal muscles, the spinal nerves also are called

into action. A number of spasmodic movements of the organs of

respiration, as sneezing, hiccough, vomiting, &c. are produced in the

same manner; they all arise from irritation of the pulmonic and intes-

tinal tracts of mucous membrane, that is to say, from irritation of the

sensitive nerves of these parts, which is propagated to the brain, and

there excites to action the source of motor power for the respiratory

movements in the medulla oblongata. [Accordin

-

* [See page G52, and Dr. Reid's paper on the Eighth Pair of Nerves in the Edin.

Med. and Surg, Journ. No. 134.]
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Dr. Hall, the medulla oblongata is not the essential priraum mobile of

the respiratory movements. The acts of respiration are, according to

him, under ordinary circumstances, reflected actions excited through

the medium of the pneumo-gastric nerves, and they continue as such

even when the brain is removed. But when the nerves just mentioned

are divided, respiration is continued as a voluntary act by the influence of

the brain. If the brain is removed, and the pneumo-gastric nerves

divided at the same time, respiration ceases. The respiratory move-

ments can be excited also, as is well known, by the application of cold to

the sensitive nerves of the surface.] We have already noticed in the

section on respiration the remarkable circumstance, that the whole

system of respiratory nerves can be excited to action by irritation of

any part of the mucous membranes, from the mouth to the anus,

from the nostrils to the lungs. The mode of production of sneezing we

have already explained (page 353). It has been denied that sneezing is

the result of irritation reflected from the brain upon the muscles engaged

in its production ; and in proof it has been stated, that a man who had

lost the sense of smell could still be made to sneeze by means of snuff.

There is certainly no reason why he should not; for, although the olfac-

tory nerves were absent, the common sensitive nerves of the nose—the

nasal branches of the fifth—would still be susceptible of a tickling sensa-

tion as in other persons. But, let us examine how the explanation of a

sympathetic action by means of the sympathetic nerve will accord with

anatomical facts. How can sneezing be explained by nervous commu-

nication? In the first place, there does not appear to be the most

remote reason to explain why irritation of the sympathetic nerve in the

nose should give rise to sneezing, rather than to many other movements,

for example, an increased activity of the intestinal movements. Then,

again, the explanation is not satisfactory ; because, when the sympathetic

nerve becomes connected with other nerves, its fibres do not actually

unite with those of the other nerve. In sneezing, for instance, all the

muscles of expiration are thrown into strong contractions, for the pro-

duction of which all the fibres of the intercostal nerves must have

suffered irritation. But how can the irritation be communicated to them

by the sympathetic nerve ? for, although each of the intercostal nerves

communicates with it by a connecting branch, this branch, so far

from conveying fibres from the sympathetic to unite with all the primi-

tive fibres of the intercostal nerves, is rather the means of conveying

fibres from the spinal cord to the sympathetic nerve ? Now, since pri-

mitive nervous fibres are incapable of communicating any influence to

other fibres which merely lie in contact with them, particularly in the

motor non-ganglionic roots of nerves, the sympathetic affection of all the

primitive fibres of an intercostal nerve by the influence of the nervus

sympathicus, is quite an impossibility. All these sympathetic affections,

%
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sneezing, coughing, vomiting, &c. are easily understood, now that we

are acquainted with the reflex function of the spinal cord and brain, and

(the

)

origin from the medulla oblongata, or their subjection to its influence,

prone to be excited to the production of convulsive movements in

muscles, by any irritation communicated by the sensitive nerves of the

mucous membranes to the spinal cord or medulla oblongata.

Any considerable irritation in the intestines or urinary organs has a

tendency to produce contraction of the diaphragm and abdominal mus-

cles, by which a diminution of the cavity of the abdomen is produced,

and its contents expelled by the mouth when in the stomach, or other-

wise by the anus, the urinary organs, or the generative organs, as in

parturition. The expulsion of the foetus in some cases after the death of

the mother, and the fact that the finger introduced into the pharynx

of a decapitated animal is tightly seized, show us the importance and

intimate connection with life of this property which the spinal cord

enjoys of issuing its motor influence when its sensitive nerves are af-

fected with a local stimulus. If the sympathetic plays any part in the

production of these phenomena, for instance, in vomiting, it consists

merely in its conveying, like all other sensitive nerves, the impression

made upon it to the sensorium. In fact, by irritating the splanchnic

nerve with a needle, I have been able to produce contractions of the

abdominal muscles in rabbits. (See page 508.)

3o In the second kind of cases, the reflex action affects a large group

of nerves—the respiratory nerves, and it is excited most frequently by

irritation of a mucous membrane ; when the irritation is more intense,

however, the effects may be still greater, affecting almost all the nerves

of the trunk, if the irritation of the spinal cord becomes extensive.

Thus, in severe cases of sporadic cholera (the Asiatic cholera I do not

refer to, on account of the obscurity of its nature,) sometimes cramps

affect even the trunk,

4. In the reflected motions produced by violent impressions on the

sensitive nerves of the skin, not of the mucous membranes, the respira-

tory movements are not sympathetically excited, but rather spasmodic

contractions of the muscles supplied by the whole system of nerves of

the trunk, without any spasmodic movements of respiration. Of the

extreme degree of such an affection we have instances in the epileptic

convulsions from local affections of the nerves, and the traumatic tetanus
i

from injury of a nerve.

Dr. Marshall Hall distinguishes four kinds of muscular contraction

:

1. The voluntary, which appears to be dependent on the brain.

2. The respiratory, for which the nervous influence is apparently

derived from the medulla oblongata. [With regard to these movements

Dr. Hall has since altered his opinion.—See page 715.]
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3. The involuntary, dependent merely on the nerves and muscles,

and requiring the direct application of the stimulus to the muscles pro-

vided with nerves, or to the nerves of the muscles.

And, 4. The reflected muscular motion, which subsists in part after

the voluntary and respiratory motions have ceased, and which is attached

to the spinal cord, ceasing itself when this is removed, and leaving the

irritability undiminished. The stimulus to the motions of this fourth

kind does not originate in any central part of the nervous system, but

at a distance from that centre: the motion is neither voluntary, nor

direct in its course; on the contrary, it is excited by appropriate stimuli,

which are not applied immediately to the muscular fibres and the motor

nerves but to certain membranous parts, from which the impression is

communicated to the spinal cord. Dr. Hall illustrates the importance

of this reflex function of the medulla oblongata and spinal cord by some

examples. The prehension of the food by animals is an act of volition,

and cannot be performed after the removal of the brain ; the transit of

the morsel over the glottis and through the pharynx is an act dependent

on the reflex function, and is still capable of being exercised after the

brain is removed. Although, in fact, the muscles which are called into

action may be made to act by the influence of the will, yet the presence

of the morsel in the fauces gives rise to a series of energetic movements

(described at page 500); the stimulus of the morsel producing in the

mucous membrane of the pharynx an impression, which, being commu-

nicated to the medulla oblongata, thus excites to action the motor nerves.

Dr. Hall regards the further stage of the act of deglutition, in which

the morsel is carried through the oesophagus, as the result of the irri-

tability of this tube itself; which appears very doubtful.*

Dr. Hall proceeds to instance the permanent influence of the spinal

cord on the sphincters. The sphincter ani remains firmly closed in a

decapitated turtle as long as the lower part of the spinal cord is left

uninjured ; but immediately relaxes, and opens, on the spinal cord being

withdrawn.
(coluber

between the second and third vertebrae, the motions of the animal imme-

diately ceased ; and, while it was not irritated, it remained in a quiet

state ; but, on being irritated, it moved about for a considerable time

;

every change of position bringing new parts of its surface into contact

with the ground. The animal by degrees became again quiet, but the

slightest touch re-excited the motions.

Dr. Hall shows very beautifully the relation which exists between the

voluntary, respiratory, and reflected movements; while, at the same

time he labours to prove that the reflected movements which occur

after loss of the brain are not excited by true sensations, but only by

the centripetal actions of the nerves, caused by the impressions on them.

* See page 657.
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?Sensation, volition, and motion are, he says, the three links of the chain

when motion is excited by pain ; but if the middle one of these links

is destroyed, the connection between the two others through the me-

dium of the sensorium is at an end.

I agree with Dr. Hall as to the reflected motions which occur after

the loss of the brain being no proof that stimuli applied to the skin are

still able to excite true sensations in the spinal cord; the ordinary cen-

tripetal action of the nervous principle takes place in these cases, as when

sensations are produced, but here it does not give rise to sensation, since

it is not communicated to the brain, the organ of consciousness. During

life, also, in the state of health, many reflected motions are excited by

irritations of membranes, which are not, as true sensations, communi-

cated to the sensorium, but nevertheless produce strong impressions

on the spinal cord ; as, for example, the irritation of the fasces or urine,

exciting the contractions of the sphincters. But Dr. Hall goes too far

in admitting that, in the healthy state, every motion which follows true

sensation is voluntary, and that all irritations of sensitive parts which

give rise to reflected motions are unattended with sensation ; for the

reflected motions of sneezing, coughing, and many others, are conse-

quent on true sensations. The reflected motions, and the involuntary

not reflected motions, must not be confounded with each other. If the

glottis of an animal be touched, says Dr. Hall, it contracts ; so, likewise,

does the heart when touched. The removal of the brain does not affect

these phenomena ; but if the medulla oblongata be taken away, the larynx

can no longer be made to contract, while the action of the heart conti-

nues even after the removal of the spinal cord. The heart is affected

immediately on the application of any stimulus, by virtue of its " irrita-

bility;" the impression made by a stimulus applied to the larynx, on

the contrary, must be propagated to the medulla oblongata, and the

contraction is effected indirectly through the medium of the latter part.

The head of a snake having been cut off, it was found that by touch-

ing any spot within the teeth of the lower jaw, or the openings of the

nares, a movement of the larynx took place,—it was drawn downwards

and closed. The phenomenon ceased on the medulla oblongata being

removed. Dr.

flex actions, the winking of the eyelids when they are touched ; the

peculiar effects of tickling, or of dashing cold water into the face, upon

the respiration; sneezing from irritation of the mucous membrane of

the nose ; cough and vomiting from irritation of the larynx or pharynx ;

tenesmus from irritation of the rectum ; and strangury from irritation of

the bladder.

[Dr. Marshall Hall states, moreover, that muscles lose their tone,

become lax and flaccid, when the part of the spinal cord from which

they receive their nerves is destroyed. He has observed, like our

Marshall
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author, that the tendency to reflex action in the nervous system is

heightened in animals poisoned by strychnine and opium ; and remarks
that the tendency to this mode of action is equally depressed by the
influence of hydrocyanic acid. Lastly, we may mention that Dr. Hall
classes among the reflex phenomena all the movements of anencephalous

We
]

see that cramps occurring in diseased states may have very
different sources. There are, namely, spasmodic affections of which the
cause is seated in the motor nerves themselves, or in the brain and
spinal cord : but convulsions also arise from reflex action of the nerves,
their cause being irritation of sensitive nerves, of which we have in-

stances frequently occurring in consequence of intestinal irritation in

dentition, odontalgia, and from painful affections of the nerves generally

whether these be dependent on organic lesions or not.

All the phenomena hitherto described agree in the circumstance of
the spinal cord being the medium of communication between the centri-

petal nervous action produced by the exciting stimulus, and the subse-
quent motor action of the nerves; but the different "paths" of com-
munication in the spinal cord may be more distinctly defined. Th
most common form of reflected motion is where violent impression on the
sensitive nerves excites muscular contractions in the same limb ; this is

observed when the skin is burnt; and, in the first stage of narcotization of
animal, a stimulus applied to the skin is prone to excite contractions in

the same, rather than in other parts : thus, also, the stimulus of the morsel
in the fauces excites the act of deglutition ; dust on the conjunctiva, closure
of the eyelids; and the irritation of the urine and feces, the contraction of
the sphincters. Hence we see that irritation propagated to the spinal cord
most readily affects those motor nerves which arise nearest to the roots

of the exciting sensitive nerves ; in other words, that it is most prone to

pass from the posterior roots, or the individual fibres of these roots to

the anterior root of the same nerve, like electricity, leaping by the most
direct course from one pole to the other. To express it more correctly,

and in the language of physiology, we may say that when the motor
influence of the spinal cord is strongly excited by a sensitive nerve, that
part only is at first affected which is nearest to the root of that nerve

;

and that the irritation of the cord, and of the motor nerves arising from
it, diminishes in proportion with the distance from that point. In the
same way, in the brain the irritation is communicated from certain sen-

sitive to certain motor nerves; and there must be something connected
with their original formation, which gives these nerves an especial ten-

dency to reciprocal action. Thus, as we have shown, the optic and
acoustic nerves, and the sensitive branches of the fifth nerve, are prone
to excite reflex actions of the ciliary branches of the third pair and of

3 A
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If

is a general condition when sentient and motor nerves are thus asso-

ciated in their functions.]

The sensitive and motor nerves which thus react on each othei

through the medium of the brain and spinal cord seem, as .t were, to

taance each other; one produces a change in the other, as one scale

of a balance rising causes the other to descend, or as he smkmg of

fluid in oue branch of a bent tube makes tt nse in the other

Next to that just described, namely, the communication of the irrtafon

from the sensitive nerves to the roots of the contiguous, or not far distant

ITor nerves, the most frequent form of reflex action is the production

oft smodic nonactions of the respiratory muscles from irritation of the

mucous membrane, Hence there must pre-exist in the medulla
,

oH n-

STand spinal cord some means of ready eommumca.ion between the

festive nerves of the mucous membranes (the fifth nerve in the nos-

t Usine vagus nerve in the trachea, lungs, pharynx, .esophagus, nd

Ttomacb; the sympathetic nerve in the intestines and uterus; and branches

of the sacral plexus and the sympathetic nerve in the urinary bladder

Ind rectum,) on the one hand, and the motor nerves of the resp.ratoiy

muscL (the facia., accessory, and spinal nerves,)-*££•£
the spinal nerves which go to the extremities are excluded from th.s

*£%LtZ of irritation of the spinal cord and brain, produced

by the action of narcotic poisoos, or other causes, however every im-

pression on a sensitive nerve is capable of exciting the spinal marrow

TadUcharge of motor influence by all the motor nerves, even by those

which are least prone to be affected by reflex action,- namely, the motor

tL of the extremities. Volkmann has, indeed, shown that even d,

viding the spinal cord longitudinally in frogs previously ^capitated

does not prevent the extension of the reflex motions to afl the muscles

TZ two halves of the body, so long as any portion of .he spinal cord

remains connected with the nerves.

We have, lastly, to inquire how far true sensation is engaged in the

production of the reflex motions. Volkmann inclines to the opinion of

Whytt

neous reactions.ous reacuun&. . it.-

That this is in many instances the case, appears to me to be indubi

table particularly with those reflex phenomena which occur m an un

^airfd Itate o/the brain and spinal cord. Thus I regard for example,

the closure of the eyes under the stimulus of a strong light, and the

action of the respiratory muscles induced by irritation of the mucous

* [See his observations on the origins of the cerebral nerves, at page 343 of his Out-

lines of Physiology. Second Edition. 1829.]
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membranes of the respiratory organs, intestinal canal, or urinary system.
But when we remember that, if we divide the trunk of a salamandra
maculata into several portions, each part, if it contain a fragment of
the spinal cord, will still evidence the reflex motions, we can scarcely
maintain the applicability of this view to all cases.* The reflex phe-
nomena are observed also to occur in parts withdrawn from the influence
of the will, such as the intestinal canal and heart. The general spasms,
lastly, which are excited by stimulus of a sensitive nerve in animals in

a state of narcotization do not in the slightest degree resemble the phe-
nomena of spontaneous reaction. The view which I take of the matter
is the following :—irritation of sensitive fibres of a spinal nerve excites

primarily a centripetal action of the nervous principle, conveying the

impression to the spinal cord; if the centripetal action can then be
continued to the sensorium commune, a true sensation is the result ; if,

on account of division of the spinal cord, it cannot be communicated to

the sensorium, it still exerts its whole influence upon the spinal cord

;

in both cases, a reflex motor action may be the result. In the first case,

the centripetal action excites, at the same time, sensation ; in the latter

case it does not, but is still adequate to the production of reflex motion,

t
Whytt

and is peculiar. In the first place, he limits the phenomena of reflex

action to the spinal nerves, and denies to the cerebral nerves of special

sense the power of exciting them. He supposes the reflex motor actions

to be in no case excited by sensation, nor even by means of the sensitive

nervous fibres. He maintains the existence of special nerves, or nervous
fibres, endowed with the " excito-motory " function ; and the reflex action

he supposes to be conveyed, not by the nerves of spontaneous motion,

but by special fibres, which he calls " reflecto-motory."j

* [Cases of paraplegia have been observed, in which involuntary retraction of the

lower limbs could be excited by irritating the foot. (See Mr. Grainger's Observations

on the Spinal Cord, p. 93 ; and Dr. Hall's Memoirs on the Nervous System.) The
translator has now under his care, at the St. Pancras Infirmary, a woman aged 33
years, recently attacked with hemiplegia, (complete loss of sensation and motion in the
left upper and lower extremity,) in whom, nevertheless, pinching, or even slightly

touching the sole of the foot or ankle of the paralysed leg, causes the limb to be re-

tracted and the toes extended, the patient being unconscious both of the stimulus and
of the movement. The phenomenon is here the more striking, as in the opposite leg,

which possesses its full voluntary power, no spasmodic contraction is produced, although

the slightest touch is felt.]

t [Dr. Reid remarks that the sensations which attend some of the reflex motions

have been added for an ulterior object—that it is necessary both for our comfort and

well-being, that these movements (such as those by which the contents of the bladder

and rectum are expelled) should be influenced by volition, and that this, of course, could

only be accomplished by associating sensation with the excitation of the impression.]

t [Mr. Grainger conceives that he has discovered the hypothetical excito-motory

nervous system of Dr. Hall, and its anatomy. Believing the grey substance to be the

3 a 2
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The posterior roots of the spinal nerves, and nerves of the medulla ob-

longata, Dr. Hall teaches, contain sensitive and excito-motory fibres
;

the

anterior roots, spontano-motory and reflecto-motory fibres; the vagus, too,

he regards, not as a nerve of sensation chiefly, but as an excito-motory

nerve • for, in an experiment performed by himself and Mr. Broughton, its

division gave rise to no pain, but affected the movements of respiration.

Dr. Hall has recently developed these views more fully.- Volkmann

disputes their validity, and, among other arguments, states that Dr.

Hall is incorrect in asserting the vagus to be insusceptible of painful

sensations. , j

Volkmann points out a fact which we have ourselves often obser ed,

namely, the great difference between the nerves themselves, and their

peripheral termination, in the power of exciting reflex motions, ho par

equals the skin in the property of exciting reflex motions; the slightest

touch applied to the surface, in animals in a state of narcotization, is fre-

quently sufficient to give rise to strong spasms, while the reflex actions

excited by irritation of the nerves themselves are much slighter^

*

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE DIFFERENT ACTION OF THE SENSITIVE AND MOTOR NERVES.

Experience has taughtus that, when anerve is irritated at any point,

the action of the nerve is manifested through its whole length
;
in a

motor nerve exciting the contraction of muscles with which its fibres are

connected, and in a sensitive nerve sensation, provided the fibres of the

nerve be still in connection with the central organs of the nervous system.

To explain this, it might be supposed that the effect of the irritation is

propagated equally in both directions,-towards the peripheral extremity

of the nerves, and towards its cerebral extremity :
but it is equally con-

source of nervous power, aud the white fibres mere co-uctors he regard, _the g.y

xnatter of the cord as the central organ of the excito-motory *ystem.
And -ce ?a

of the fibres of each root of the spinal nerves, as descnbed by Bell ngen andWebe

LtL 2nd chapter of the 5th booh ) P-J^"^ Jg££*£££
rest of the fibres seem to be contmued upwards to the brain, »r. 8

the latter fibres are the conductors of volition and sensation ,
and that the former aie

the filaments which convey the incident impression and reflex influence on which the

reflex phenomena depend. These views he supports by many ingenious but not con-

clusive arguments ; he extends them also to the cerebral nerves. The optic nerve, for

xamTle, he believe, to contain true sensiferous fibres, which are continued to the cere-

bral convolutions, and incident excito-motory fibres attached either to he grey matter

of the optic tubercles, or of the optic thalami ; and hence he explains the fact prov ed

nv the experiments of Mr. Mayo and Flourens, that though, after the removal of the^Sl * P^nl vision is lost, the iris still acts^^^.•• •i^A.^A <^a Mr rrrainp-er s work on tne otruciu"-

light, or when the optic nerve is irritated.—bee Mr. urainger

and Functions of the Spinal Cord.]

* Memoirs on the Nervous System—London ,
1837-

QrOT1ment

t FThis fact was noticed by Dr. Whytt, and was adduced by him as an argume

for the dependence of the sympathetic actions on peculiar sensations. J

I

.
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ceivable that the irritation may be propagated in one direction only,

namely,—in the fibres which excite motion, towards the brain ; in those

which excite sensation, towards the muscles. The latter was the view
usually adopted before it was known that there are distinct motor and

i

sensitive fibres. The question as to which supposition is correct, still

presents itself; and its solution is of extreme importance in reference to

the physiology of the nerves. Is the nervous principle or force of the

motorfibres different in its qualityfrom that of the sensitivefibres ? or are

what are here called the motor and sensitive principles, actions of the same

nervous principle, differing only in direction, being centrifugal in the motor,

centripetal in the sensitivefibres ?

It is known that the action of motor nerves is propagated only in the

direction of their ramification ; that when a nerve is irritated, the muscles

which receive branches from the nerve above the point of application

of the stimulus are not thrown into contractions, while all the muscles

are affected which are supplied from below the irritated part. From
this fact it might be inferred that the action of the motor nerves is pro-

pagated in the centrifugal direction only. But there are other facts,

according to which this may be explained differently. We know, from

microscopic examinations of the nerves, that the primitive fibres do not

unite with each other, but remain distinct from their origin to their termi-

nation ; that the trunk of a nerve consequently is, as it were, the aggregate

of all the fibres which are distributed in its branches. Hence, even if the
L

motor nerves do propagate the nervous action in the centripetal as well

as in the centrifugal direction, the irritation cannot affect the fibres

of branches which come off from the stem at a higher point, but

only those contained in the irritated branch, which are continued with-

out being united with others even to the brain or spinal marrow. In

the spinal marrow, too, this centripetal action of the motor fibres may
remain insulated, if the fibres continue to be distinct there also; and, if

they do not become united with sensitive fibres, no sensation will be

excited in the brain or spinal cord. In the same way, the fact that irri-

tation of sensitive fibres gives rise to no sensation, unless they are in

connection with the brain and spinal cord, does not justify us in the

conclusion that these fibres propagate nervous irritation in one direction

only ; for the opposite current, if it exists, cannot produce sensation, since

it does not affect the nervous centre,, the seat of perception.

If it were certain that the muscles possess contractile powers inde-

pendently of the nerves, and that the nervous influence acts on them

merely as other stimuli do,—that it is not necessary for other stimuli

to act first upon the nerves before they can excite muscular contrac-

tions, then it might be shown that the sensitive fibres are capable

of a centripetal action only ; for I have observed that sensitive ner-

vous fibres, even when they are distributed to muscles, as is the case
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Now since the

But this

with the gustatory branch of the fifth nerve, which at all events

forms anastomoses with the motor nerve of the tongue, (the ninth,)

are still incapable of exciting contractions of those muscles. But the

muscles have in fact no contractile power independent of reciprocal

action with their nerves; they lose their irritability—their power of

contracting on the application of all stimuli-when their nerves have long

ceased to be in communication with the brain, and their power is lost

in the same measure as that of their nerves : these facts are proved by

the experiments performed by Dr. Sticker and myself,

sensitive nerves, even when distributed to muscles, have no influence on

them, it is evident that the reciprocal action which maintains the motor

power in the muscles is carried on with the motor fibres only.

Lain may with equal probability be ascribed to the motor nerves having

a peculiar special property of their own ; as, to their having alone the

property of propagating nervous action in the centrifugal direction 1

was very desirous of satisfying myself by experiment with regard to this

extremely important point, and have discovered a means in the action of

narcotic poisons by which at a future time the problem may be solved.

We have already mentioned that, by poisoning with opium, such a state

of irritation of the spinal cord in frogs, is produced, that the slightest

shock, and even a local irritation propagated to the spinal cord, gives rise

to general muscular spasms. The effect of the stimulus is here trans-

mitted first to the spinal cord, which reacts upon all parts of the body

;

for parts separated from the trunk, and parts of which the nerves are

divided, do not become convulsed. Now I wished to divide the posterior

or sensitive roots of the nerves of the lower extremity in a frog, to poison

the frog, and then ascertain whether irritation would be propagated in the

centripetal direction by the nerves to the spinal cord, with which they

communicated by means of the anterior roots, and whether irritation of

a motor nerve in a limb devoid of sensation would give rise to general

convulsions. The result of the experiment was in repeated trials op-

posed to such a view. The spasms did not take place when the irrita-

tion of the nerve was performed so as to produce not the slightest

shock to the body of the frog ; for example, when it consisted in dividing

a nerve with scissors, or in irritating the nerve by means of needle and

forceps. To perform the experiment well, the poison should be given

first, and as soon as its effects begin to be manifested, as soon as a

blow on the table on which the frog lies gives rise to slight convulsions,

the spinal canal must be quickly opened, and the three posterior roots

of the nerve of the posterior extremity divided on one side, while those

of the other side are left uninjured ; the ischiadic nerve should then be

quickly dissected out, cut across above the knee, and left hanging

from the thigh on both sides. The frog is then ready for the experi-

ment. If the spinal canal be opened first, so much blood is lost that the

i
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poison is not afterwards readily absorbed. The experiment is one of

great difficulty, and requires to be frequently practised before it can be

performed satisfactorily. The poison must not be given in too large

quantity, otherwise paralysis will ensue too rapidly. Opium is best;

nux vomica induces paralysis too soon. The frog being prepared as just

directed, cut off with a pair of scissors a portion of the nerve on the

side on which the posterior roots are divided, in such a manner as to

produce no shock to the body of the animal. No convulsions will ensue.

Cut in the same way apiece from the extremity of the nerve of the oppo-

site side, which still communicates by its sensitive roots with the spinal

cords, and a convulsion of the whole frog is each time produced. If the

experiment was performed awkwardly, so that in cutting the nerve a

shock was communicated to the body of the frog, and thence to the

spinal cord, general spasms were produced, even in cutting a portion from

the nerve on which the sensitive roots had been divided ; but here the

shock was the cause of the phenomenon, as is proved by the circum-

stance that, even after division of the nerve, a twitching motion applied

to the leg so as to affect the body was sufficient to produce the same

effect. I have devised the following experiment likewise as a means

of solving the problem, but have not yet performed it.

We have already seen that the motions of the iris on the two sides

are always simultaneous, and that the application of the stimulus to one

eye is adequate to produce contraction of both pupils. It is also known

that the light does not act immediately on the iris, but on the retina,

and that the contraction of the iris is the result of a reflex action from

the brain ; for the iris of an amaurotic eye, which is itself insensible to

light, contracts when the light acts upon the sound eye. May

has shown that the third or motor oculi nerve is the motor nerve of the

Will then irritation applied to the third nerve on one side be pro-ins.

pagated by the nerve backwards to the brain, as the optic nerve does,

and excite contraction of the iris on the other side ? The value of this

experiment, however, rests upon the supposition, which is by no means

probable, that the third nerve contains no sensitive fibres.

The second part of the question, namely, whether the nervous action

in the sensitive nerves follows the centripetal course only, and not the

centrifugal, from the brain and spinal cord, might be decided in the

affirmative in so far as all sensations are attended with centripetal

action. There are, however, also sensations excited by passions or

imaginations of the mind, which appear to be propagated from the

spinal cord through the whole length of the nerves, even as far as the

toes. But here again another explanation may be adopted. We

shown that the sensitive fibres of all parts of a nerve are contained in

the trunk of the nerve and in its roots, and that pressure on the nerve

itself excites the same sensations as if all its branches were affected.
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When, therefore, the roots ot the nerves ot a liraD communicate vy

centripetal action an impression to the spinal cord, the sensations must

necessarily be felt in the limb. When further, any cause, such as

terror, produces a sudden change in the state of the sensitive force of

the spinal cord, the fibres of the sensitive roots of the nerves will make

a different impression from that which they previously made, and in

consequence sensations will be felt in the limbs.

The affection of the nervus lachrymalis, under the influence of cer-

tain passions and ideas, is apparently an instance of the transmission of

nervous influence in a centrifugal direction in a decidedly sensitive

nerve ; and this would be a decisive proof that sensitive nerves can pro-

pagate nervous action in the centrifugal direction, if it were certain that

the lachrymal nerve is not, like other branches of the fifth nerve, ac-

companied by branches of the sympathetic. But it is probable that

the lachrymal nerve receives grey fibres, since the entire first division

of the fifth nerve receives them, as we have already shown.

The fact, too, that other nerves which serve principally for sensation,

for example, the nervus vagus, have an evident organic influence on

nutrition and secretion, and even on motion, might be explained in the

same manner. The nervus vagus in many animals, as Professor E. H.

Weber has shown, even supplies in great part the place of the sympa-

thetic ; this is the case in snakes, for instance, where it is distributed

to a great part of the alimentary canal. In the myxinoid fishes the

vagus extends as far as the anus, and the sympathetic nerve is absent.

Since then the sympathetic and the vagus nerves mutually replace each

other, and since the extent of the distribution of the one determines the

limits of the distribution of the other, it might appear to be demon-

strated that other than retrograde currents or vibrations can be propa-

gated in a sensitive nerve. This argument, however, is of no great

weight ; for the organic actions of the vagus are most probably owing to

its containing organic fibres derived from the sympathetic nerve, with

which it has such frequent communications. Throughout the system,

the fibres which constitute a nerve, after it has passed a certain extent

of its course, are very different from those which it has at its origin

:

many other fibres of very different nature becoming associated with it.

We have a very evident example of the super- addition of organic fibres

to a motor nerve, and a proof of the great difference there must be

between organic and motor nervous actions, in the case of the nervus

buccinatorius of the ox, which receives from the otic ganglion a fasci-

culus of grey fibres that accompany it, probably to be distributed in the

mucous membrane of the mouth and glands of the cheek. Here we see

that for the motor and organic influences different conductors are neces-

sary : we have the same proofs in the case of sensitive nerves.

The fact that the nerves of the different senses, when affected by the

ll
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1

same stimulus, become each the seat of its peculiar sensation,—the me-

chanical or galvanic stimulus exciting in the optic nerve the sensation of

light, in the auditory nerve that of sound, and in the nerves of touch that

of pain,—cannot be adduced in favour of either hypothesis ; for it is

explicable as well on the supposition that the forces of the different

nerves are different, as on that of the different sensations arising from

centripetal actions of the same forces being transmitted to different

parts of the brain. It is remarkable, however, that many stimuli act

only on particular nerves. Thus, light affects only the optic nerves,

and, as a warming agent, the nerves of touch, but no other nerves ; and hs^Z

the olfactory nerve would appear to become the seat of smell, under

the influence of no other stimuli than odoriferous substances and elec-

tricity.

However this may be, it is certainly not satisfactorily proved that

the sensitive fibres are capable of centripetal action only, and the motor

fibres only of centrifugal. There is one circumstance, in particular,

which excites still greater attention in reference to this subject. It is

the fact noticed at page 632, that for the preservation of the excitabi-

lity of the motor nerves their communication with the central organs of

the nervous system is necessary : this is in appearance in favour of all

nerves, including the sensitive nerves, being equally dependent on the

brain and spinal cord ; in which case, however, there would be centri-

fugal emanations from the latter organs through the sensitive nerves.

Future experiments founded on well conceived ideas or new discoveries

must decide the question ; and we can, at present, only congratulate our-

selves that the investigation of this important problem, on the decision

of which so many others depend, has by the observations above detailed

been at least introduced into the province of experimental physiology.

If this first question cannot be decided, still less can it be proved

that the centripetal and centrifugal conductors form a continuous circle

in which a constant current of the nervous fluid is kept up from the

central organs through the motor nerves, and from the peripheral

extremities of these through the sensitive nerves back to the central

organs. It might be imagined that life is constantly attended with a

circulation of the nervous fluid, which would be capable of being re-

duced only to such a low degree of activity as would give rise to the

imperceptible constant play of the muscular fibres in the state of appa-

rent rest,—the antagonistic action of the different muscles ; and the

indistinct feeling by which a healthy person is made conscious of the

existence of the different parts of his body. The hypothesis of the

circulation of the nervous fluid, or of its vibrations in the two kinds

of nervous conductors, is, however, for several reasons very improbable

;

for, since many nerves are sensitive only, these must either not be

the seat of a circulation, or we must suppose again that with their

i
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sensitive fibres they contain an equal number of fibres of centrifugal

action, which do not give rise to motions, only because they do not ter-

minate in muscles. Now, if we merely regard those motor and sensi-

tive nerves which communicate by anastomoses of their fasciculi, as in

the instance of the facial and infra-orbital nerves, still less can we find

in them the means for a circulation of the nervous fluid
:

for, in the

first place, these anastomoses are not real communications of the pri-

mitive fibres ; and secondly, an irritation excited in the facial nerve is

proved by the experiments of Gaedechens (see page 660) not to be

communicated through these anastomoses to the trunk of the infra-

orbital nerve so as to excite pain. All these considerations teach us

that the existence of a regular circulation of the nervous fluid from the

brain and spinal cord through the nerves back to the central organs can-

not be demonstrated, and in the present state of our knowledge appears

very 1mprobable

CHAPTER V.

OF THE LAWS OF ACTION OF THE SYMPATHETIC NERVE, AND THE

PROPAGATION OF IMPRESSIONS IN IT.

Our knowledge of the mechanical laws according to which the sym-

pathetic nerve acts, is still extremely incomplete :
in this department of

physiology little more has been done than to propose certain hypothe-

ses none of which can be either proved or decisively refuted. The only

way in which we can arrive at some accurate knowledge on the subject,

i« to compare with the phenomena presented by the sympathetic nerve,

the facts which are ascertained with regard to the action of the cerebro-

spinal nerves, and to investigate by new observations how far the mode

of action of the sympathetic differs from that of other nerves. We have

to inquire, therefore, whether the fibres of the sympathetic are, like

those of the cerebro-spinal nerves, insulated in their action, or whether

they can impart their influence to each other ; whether the radiation of

the motor influence, and the coincidence or confusion of different im-

pressions, is not the normal mode of action in this nerve; whether the

ganglia are multiplicators of the nervous influence, and as it were small

independent nervous centres or points of radiation ;
whether there

is not in these ganglia a reflection of the nervous influence in

tain directions ; whether the ganglia are the cause of the indistinct and

vague character of the sensations in the sympathetic ;
whether they

are the organs on which the radiation or confusion of sensations de-

pend, or whether they are imperfect conductors which impede the

transmission of impressions to the brain and spinal cord, and of the in-

fluence of the will to the parts supplied by the sympathetic ;
or whether

they are not rather the central parts from which the organic influence

of the sympathetic emanates for the regulation of the orgamc chemi-

cer-

i
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cal processes ; lastly, whether the impressions are propagated from an

irritated point in the centripetal or the centrifugal direction, or in all

directions. It is to be lamented that none of these questions admit at

present of a decisive answer. Of the few facts that we know with

tainty with regard to the action of the sympathetic nerve, part only have

relation to these questions ; and of the hypotheses respecting the uses of

the ganglia especially, not one can be definitely proved or refuted.

The lateral main cord of the sympathetic is indubitably of importance

to the whole sympathetic system, inasmuch as in it the radicle fibres of

the sympathetic derived from the cerebral and spinal nerves are collected

preparatory to their further distribution ; the individual cords of com-

munication between the ganglia, however, do not appear to be absolutely

necessary for the performance of the function of the sympathetic ; at all

events, M. V. Pommers experiments on animals have shown that the
1

sympathetic may be divided between the first and second cervical gan-

glion on both sides without any remarkable consequence ensuing within

the space of seven or eight weeks, which was the period during which

the animals were watched.* This shows, at the same time, that the

cephalic portion of the sympathetic may be isolated from the thoracic

portion without any injury to life, the inferior cervical ganglion and the

thoracic portion of the sympathetic receiving the nervous influence from

the central organs of the nervous system in a greater degree through

the medium of the spinal nerves, with which they are connected, than

from the cerebral nerves.

a. Of the actions of the sympathetic nerve in involuntary motions.

I. All the parts subject to the influence of the sympathetic nerve are in-

capable of voluntary motion.—The heart, the intestinal canal, the efferent

ducts of glands, the uterus, and the vesiculae seminales, afford proofs of

this statement. It appears, indeed, on the first view, that a cerebro-

spinal nerve, when it has numerous communications with the sympathetic,

loses its voluntary power ; as an instance of this, the lower part of the

vagus might be adduced. The motions of the oesophagus are involuntary,

although those of the pharynx are subject to the will. It is doubtful,

however, whether the motor nerves of the oesophagus be derived from

the vagus itself (see page 657). The urinary bladder receives nerves

of two kinds,—branches from the sacral plexus, and others from the hypo-

gastric plexus of the sympathetic. This agrees with its observed func-

tions. The influence of the will over the bladder is very slight.

On the other hand, all muscles which receive nerves from the cerebro-

spinal system only are capable of voluntary motion. The small muscles

of the ear, in some individuals at least, as in myself, can be moved

voluntarily. The cremaster, a prolongation of the obliquus internus

* V. Pommer, Beitrage zur Natui: und Heil-kunde. Heilbronn 1831.

r
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and transversus abdominis muscles, can likewise be made to act voluntarily

in some persons, although very many persons have no power over it.

II. The parts which are supplied with motor power by the sympathetic

nerve still continue to move, though more feebly than before, when they are

separated from their natural connections with the rest of

f>
Thus the heart, after it is

—in reptiles
taken from the body, continues to beat for a considerable time,-

and amphibia for hours; the peristaltic motions of the intestines continue

under the same circumstances. The separated oviduct of a turtle has

been seen to contract and expel its contents.

III. Hence all the parts endowed with motion, and supplied with nerves

from the sympathetic, are, in a certain degree, independent of the brain and

spinal cord.-The extent to which this is the case has been investigated

at page 192. We may mention here as a principal result, that not

merely the heart continues to beat feebly for a long period after the

destruction of the brain and spinal cord, but that there are well confirmed

accounts of embryos in which the brain as well as the spinal cord have

been slowly destroyed by disease during the life of the fcetus."

;.

*

of

*fi

•It results

Wilson

194, that the motions of the parts supplied with nervous influence by

the sympathetic do not immediately cease on the sudden destruction of

the brain and spinal cord ; but that, nevertheless, the character and

rapidity of the heart's beat may be influenced by inflicting injury or

irritation on the brain and spinal cord previously in an unimpaired state :

thus, Dr. Philip states, that, by dropping alcohol and infusion of tobacco

upon the brain of animals, he has caused acceleration of the motion of

the heart. The influence of the passions is much more evident.

V. The experiments of Dr. Philip tend to show, also, that distinct parts

of the brain and spinal cord do not alone influence distinct parts of the

2/

if it, can exert an infl

"J

This differ-

Irritation of certain parts of the spinal cord gives

rise primarily to motions of certain voluntary muscles only—to those

which receive their nerves from the irritated part ;
while, in the produc-

tion of involuntary motions, every part of the spinal cord appear to

have alike the power of influencing the sympathetic nerves. ™ '
3i

a
the existence of which, however, is not at present sufficiently

established, might be explained in two ways ; either the spinal cord,

or the ganglionic nerves themselves, might be regarded as the cause of

the diffusion of the influence. In the first case, the fibres of the gan-

* See page 197 ; and Eschricht, liber Gesichts-verdoppelimg mit Mangel von Gehirn

ence,

und Riickenmark. Muller's Archiv. 1834, p. 268.

'
.
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glionic nerves sent to the heart would have no reciprocal action with

the nervous fibres of other parts; the extension of the influence would

take place in the spinal cord itself, the nervous fibres of the different

parts being in the cord itself determined to sympathetic actions. Ac-

cording to the second explanation, the ganglia would be regarded as the

cause of the phenomenon. We must confess, that no direct experiments,

of a satisfactory nature, have as yet been instituted in relation to this

important question.

Having divided the splanchnic nerve in a rabbit, I laid the end of the

distal portion on an insulating plate of glass, and galvanised it by means of

a battery of sixty-five pairs of plates. Increased peristaltic movements of

the intestines ensued., whence might be inferred that this nerve exerts an

influence on the whole intestinal canal, and not on one distinct portion

of it. The result was the same from the application of caustic potash

to the cceliac ganglion in a rabbit, in which the intestines were laid bare,

and in which the increased peristaltic movements excited by the first

exposure to the air had again subsided and become very feeble ; the

movements were, on the application of the potash, immediately rendered

very lively.

VI. The movements excited in organs which are under the influence cf
the sympathetic nerve, by irritation applied to them or to their nerves, are

not transitory and momentary contractions ; they are either more enduring

contractions, or they consist of a long-continued modification of the ordinary

rhythmic action of the organ : hence, in these organs, the reaction consequent

on the irritation is decidedly of longer duration than the action of the stimu-

lus.—The motion of the nervous principle in the sympathetic nerve then

is slow, and its rate capable of being measured. The abdomen of an

animal being laid open, if the intestine be irritated at any point either

by a chemical or mechanical stimulus, or by galvanism, contraction

of the intestine ensues very gradually, and frequently attains its greatest

degree when the exciting cause has long ceased to act. The same

takes place in the heart in a different manner : instead of a persist-

ent, not periodic contraction, the momentary application of a stimulus

to the heart excites a continued series of periodic beats. The action

of the heart can be excited both by mechanical and by the galvanic

stimulus. Contraction has been produced both by Humboldt and myself

in the heart of the frog by means of galvanism ; the galvanic stimulus

does not, however, always cause an instantaneous contraction of the

heart, but frequently causes merely a change in the number and rapidity

of the succeeding beats. The mechanical stimulus also applied to a

heart acting slowly, does not always excite an immediate contraction

;

this frequently follows after the lapse of several seconds : the effect is,

however, evident, as we see when the heart of a frog which is cut from

the body, and which has ceased for some time to beat, is irritated. In
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the case of the heart, therefore, as with the intestinal canal, the reaction

frequently does not become evident till some time after the application of

the stimulus, and continues longer than the action of the latter. But what

distinguishes the heart is, that a temporary stimulus does not excite a

continued contraction, as in the intestine, ductus choledochus or sphincter

vesicae, but produces changes in a whole series of successive pulsations.

If a heart has been beating for a considerable period every four or five

seconds, the application of a temporary stimulus causes it to beat for a

long time at a different rate, namely, every second, or every two seconds ;

and if it has wholly ceased to beat, the stimulus causes it to contract,

not once merely, but many times, within a certain period.
mi ~

the same when the stimuli are applied, not to the muscles themselves,

but to the sympathetic nerve. Humboldt and Burdach have observed,

that, on applying galvanism to the great cardiac nerve in a hvmg animal,

the pulsations of the heart, which had become slow, were quickened
;
the

new type of the pulsations thus excited continuing after the stimulus had

ceased to act. In the experiment already mentioned, in which I irritated

the splanchnic nerve in a rabbit, the increased peristaltic motion of all

the intestines continued for a very long time after the irritation, which

was only of short duration, had ceased.

The effect is

VII. final cause of the involuntary motions, and the cause of

type, lies neither in the brain nor in the spinal cord, but in the sympathetic

nerve itself; even the influence of the ganglia is not necessary ; the brandies

to an organ may be entirely removed, the twigs dts-

f the organ only being left, and the motions will

before, the reciprocal action between the muscular fib

of

and these ultimate nervous twigs being apparently adequate to their produc-

It is a well-known fact, that the heart removed from the body ot
tion .

an animal, and emptied of blood, continues to contract rhythmically in

the frog for several hours; this alone proves that the cause of the

rhythm of its contractions cannot be the alternate influx and expulsion

of the blood, but must reside in the organ itself. Now, since in all other

organs capable of motion the action of the muscle always depends on

its innervation, and since the contractile power of the muscle is lost in

the same degree as the excitability of the nerves declines, (see page 632,)

it follows that the final cause of the motions of the ventricles and

auricles, and of their rhythm, as well as of the alternating peristaltic

movements of the intestines, must be the reciprocal action going on be-

tween the sympathetic nerves and the muscle, an emanation of the

nervous principle of the sympathetic acting periodically. It might be

conceived that the action of the nerves is constant, though the muscle

reacts periodically, the susceptibility of the muscles for the influence ot

the nervous principle being modified by every contraction : but this ex-

planation would certainly be incorrect ; for there is no apparent reason
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why the heart should at each moment lose and again recover its suscep-

tibility for the stimulus of a constant current of the nervous principle,

while the voluntary muscles preserve their susceptibility for a continuous

current so long as in the long-continued muscular actions.

The fact that the type of the rhythmic or peristaltic movements is

continued in the parts endowed with involuntary motion, even when re-

moved from the body, proves clearly that this type is independent of the

brain and spinal cord ; we have just shown that its cause lies in the

sympathetic nerve itself. It remains for us to prove the second part of

the above statement, namely, that the trunks and ganglia of the sympa-
thetic are likewise not necessary for the maintenance of the type of the

involuntary movements, but that even the ultimate ramifications of the

nerve are still capable of yielding the necessary influence. The trunks

of the cardiac nerves are not necessary for the maintenance ofthe heart's

contractions ; the heart of a frog continues to beat with its ordinary

rhythm even when the entire base of the organ, when the auricles, as

far as their juncture with the ventricles, are cut away. In the same
way the peristaltic movements of the intestinal canal continue, not only

when the intestine is removed from the trunk, together with the mesen-
tery and ganglionic plexus, but also when the intestine itself is isolated

from the plexus, by being separated from the mesentery at the line of

insertion of the latter. In these cases the peripheral ramifications of the

sympathetic in the substance of the heart and intestine are alone re-

tained, and nevertheless these organs continue to move in their ordinary

manner for a considerable period.

from theft

of the sympathetic have still the power of

ofth

both the brain and spinal cord, and the ganglia themselves, when in a state

of irritation, exert an influence on these movements as long as the organs

f
ofth The brain and spinal cord are, however, also to be

regarded as the source of the power of the sympathetic itself, which would

without them become exhausted.—We know that every passion of the mind

affects the heart's action, and the motions of the intestines are modified

by irritation of the spinal cord. In paralytic affections of the spinal cord,

again, the movements of the intestines become sluggish. Irritation of

the ganglia themselves likewise affects all the nerves which issue from

them to be distributed to parts endowed with involuntary motion ; this

is proved by the following experiments* I have already mentioned that

by applying galvanism to that portion of a divided splanchnic nerve in a

rabbit which was connected with the cceliac ganglion, the nerve lying

on a plate of glass, I succeeded in causing increased peristaltic action

of the whole intestinal canal. It might be objected to this experiment,
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that the galvanic battery, consisting of sixty-five pairs of plates, was much

too powerful, and that the galvanic current might on that account have

been conducted by the surrounding moist tissues to the intestines them-

But I have performed other experiments, the results of which
selves.QPI VPS JUL A IIM/TV k/v**v- ___ ^

are quite decisive. I laid bare in a rabbit the whole intestinal canal, and

at the same time the coeliac ganglion. As soon as the intestines of an

animal are exposed to the action of the air, their motions become much

accelerated ; this continues for a considerable time, and then gradua y

subsides, until the peristaltic movements become very faint
.

I waited till

this was the case, and then touched the coeliac ganglion with a piece ci

caustic potash, when immediately the peristaltic movements again became

I repeated this experiment, and obtained the same une-
very vigorous,

quivocal result

from the facts

cUr^as itvere^~ P^er «,*6~* «*£-*-"

further supply isft

f nervous infi

Influence in the manner peculiar to itself

for a part of the phenomena of

iffords

While the sensorium

rmZeMsforthVmosVpart into a ^tateof inaction during sleep,

the motion of the heart, and that of the intestines, continue with little or

no change ; for the organs supplied by the sympathetic nerve are inde-

pendent of a partial and temporary rest of the sensorium, as long as they

nre charged as it were with nervous energy. The nervous principle

'seems indeed to be the more directed from the central organs towards

the sympathetic part of the nervous system during sleep, in proportion as

it is less required in the performance of the mental functions and the

action of the organs of the senses. In syncope the action of the heart

becomes faint, it is true ; but it is much less depressed than that of part

under the influence of cerebrospinal nerves. Here there is manifested

the same phenomenon as is observed for a certain time, only m a le» de-

gree, in the heart and intestine cut from the body of an animal. If, how-

ever the power of the brain and nervous system to afford nervous energy

be too much depressed, if the supply of power to the sympathetic even at

Ion. intervals be arrested, the nerve falls into the state of exhaustion in

which the cerebro-spinal nerves are involved each day, namely, dunn -

sleep • and a condition which cannot be removed by a further supply of

nervous energy then ensues ; hence the frequent feeble and scarcely

perceptible pulse which proclaims the approach of death at the termina-

tion of acute diseases.*

X. The influence of narcotics locally applied to the sympathetic nave

does not extend to the distant organs which the
,

nerve suppkes ,•
but

S

f

Wilson

I'
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Jib In this respect the sym-
pathetic resembles the cerebrospinal nerves, which are affected by
a narcotic substance, and deprived of their excitability, only so far as
the substance has actually touched them. But with reference to the
action of narcotics on the organs under the influence of the sympathetic,
there is observed in the case of the heart a remarkable, and at present
inexplicable difference between the external and internal surface of the
organ. If a narcotic, such as pure opium, or extract of nux vomica, be
applied to the external surface of the heart, it produces little or no ef-

fect, or, at all events, a very slow one; the rhythmic motions of the
heart of the frog, removed from the body and thus treated, continue for

a very long time
; but if a small quantity of opium or extract of nux

vomica be brought into contact with the inner wall of the ventricle, its

movements are permanently arrested, frequently in a few seconds after

the application of the poison. Of this fact, first observed by Dr. Henry,*
I have satisfied myself by repeated experiments on frogs. It is an-
other proof that the motor power of the muscles is dependent on a
reciprocal action between them and the nerves, and not a property of
the muscular substance alone. Here the application of narcotics to the
exterior layer of the heart's substance does not readily paralyse it,

while, by applying the poison to the inner surface, the outer layer of
the organ is immediately deprived of its power together with the inner

layer; a circumstance which cannot be accounted for by any property
of the muscular substance, but must be owing to an action on the
nervous fibres. The rapid effect of the poison is likewise not explicable
on the supposition that the poison penetrates from within rapidly
through the walls of the heart; for when the auricles of the frog's

heart are wholly removed, as in my experiments, and a little poison in-

troduced into the open ventricle, it would rather be expelled again by
the next contraction than received farther into the structure of the
organ, which moreover could not be effected by means of vessels. The
remarkable observation here detailed explains, however, the rapidity

of narcotic poisoning, when the poison has once entered the blood and
reached the heart.

XL The laws of reflection stated in the third chapter of
ewisein the actions of the sympathetic nerve: sti

on parts supplied by the sympathetic nerve may be propagated to the spinal

cord, and give rise to motions of parts which derive their nerves from
the cerebrospinal system.—Thus the convulsions in children, from in-

testinal irritation, are produced by the irritation being communicated to

the spinal cord, and thence reflected upon cerebro-spinal nerves. Hence,

likewise, the spasmodic action of the respiratory muscles in the vomiting

excited by irritation in the intestinal canal, in the kidneys, in the

* Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ. 1832.
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uterus, or other organs

REFLEX ACTIONS

ner

be

All spasmodic affections arising from local

Affections of the abdominal viscera are produced in the same man-

This reflex action from irritation of the sympathetic nerve can

proved experimentally ; I have excited contractions of the ab-

dominal muscles by irritating the splanchnic nerve ;
and Volkmann has

observed convulsions of the body produced by irritating the intestines in

decapitated frogs.
.

XII. Impressions on parts of which the nerves are derived from the

sympathetic are communicated to the spinal cord and brain, and excite the

motor influence of the sympathetic nerve by reflection, although the reflex

action is here less marked than in the case of the cei

We have an instance of this in the frequent necessity to pass the urine,

or the contraction of the bladder when the urine is of an irritating

quality • for in this case the irritant does not act immediately on the

muscular coat of the bladder, but in the first place upon the sensi-

tive nerves of the mucous membrane. The variations in the size ot

the pupil from different affections of the intestinal canal, and the altered

action of the heart in diseases of the abdominal viscera, are also in-

stances of reflected nervous action. All such phenomena have been

attributed to a sympathetic action of the sympathetic nerve itself, in-

dependently of the brain and spinal cord ; but as in the cerebro-spinal

system the sensitive impressions cannot produce the reflected motions

except through the medium of the brain and spinal cord, so it appears

d priori more probable that the reflected actions of the sympathetic are

effected through the medium of the great central organs of the nervous

system. —

»

-
. . .

cerebro-spinal nerves with those in which both the original excitation

and reflected action are seated in parts under the influence of the sym-

pathetic, we find that the former are much more energetic and readily

excited than the latter ; for how frequent, rapid, and easily induced

are the reflex motions of coughing, sneezing, vomiting, &c.
;
how much

more numerous are the reflex phenomena in the cerebro-spinal system,

compared with those presented by the organs governed by the sympa-

thetic. The circumstance, also, that inflammations of the intestinal canal

do not affect the pulse,—that is, the heart's action,—so quickly nor to so

great a degree as inflammation of other parts supplied with cerebro-

spinal nerves, seems to favour the opinion that reflex motor action of

the sympathetic nerve' is less readily excited by irritation of the sympa-

thetic itself than through the medium of the cerebro-spinal nerves
;
or

rather, perhaps, that circumstance is elucidated by the latter fact.

It is difficult to institute experiments on this point of inquiry, and

those which I have performed do not show that there is any particular

tendency to reflex action in the sympathetic itself. I laid bare the in-

testinal canal of a living rabbit, and irritated it strongly by applying a

Wh

)
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ligature tightly around it at one point of the small intestine. I then

replaced it in the abdomen. I wished to ascertain whether this would
excite by reflected action from the spinal cord a contracted state of the

mtestme for any distance on each side of the ligature. No such effect

was produced ; nor was I more successful on a repetition of the experi-
ment. Volkmann's experiments, however, show that in a frog, which

in the peculiar state of predisposition to reflex action produced
by decapitation, a reaction of the kind just mentioned can be produced.
By pinching the intestine Volkmann could excite contraction of its

coats, not at the irritated point merely, but for a more or less consi-

derable extent; sometimes above, sometimes below the seat of the irri-

tation. After destruction of the spinal cord, the part pinched alone

contracted.

XIII. Reflected action of the sympathetic, from an impression commu-
nicated to the spinal cord by cerebrospinal nerves, is a more frequent

occurrence.—As instances of this we may mention the effects on the

heart's action of strong pleasurable or painful sensations of the skin ; the

movement of the iris from impressions on the optic, auditory, and fifth

( 12) contraction of the seminal vesicles

from irritation of the sensitive nerves of the penis.

XIV. n reflex phenomena be produced in the syn

ifluence of the ganglia, and independently of

spiiialcord?—This interesting question cannot at present be decided.

If such a mode of reflex action existed, it would constitute a remark-

able difference between the sympathetic and the cerebro-spinal nerves
;

and, by means of their ganglia, the primitive fibres would be enabled

to act on each other, which in the cerebro-spinal system never occurs,

except through the medium of the brain and spinal cord. If muscles

which derive their nerves from the cerebro-spinal system, and which

are separated from the trunk of the body, be irritated, neither the whole

muscle, nor even the entire length of a muscular fibre, contracts, but

merely the part directly affected by the irritation. The question is,

therefore, whether on irritating a single point of the intestines removed
from the living animal, together with the mesentery and ganglionic

plexuses, contractions of some extent, as, for example, of an entire loop

of intestine, will take place. It will not. On the contrary, the irritated

part only will contract ; indeed, on pinching the intestine with forceps,

there does not even follow a circular contraction of the whole tube, but

merely a very limited contraction at the part pinched, while the op-

posite side of the canal remains quite flat and undisturbed. I have ob-

served this fact repeatedly with reference to the intestinal canal, and

once also I have made the experiment oti the uterus of a pregnant rab-
r

bit. The muscular fibres immediately surrounding the part irritated be-

came hard and contracted, but the rest of the uterus remained unaffected.

3 B 2
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Volkmann has repeated this experiment on frogs with the same re-

sult. Hence he denies that the ganglia have the power of giving rise to

reflected motions. He lays stress particularly on his experiments on

frogs, which by decapitation had acquired the tendency to reflex action.

As long as the spinal cord was present, pinching the gut at one point

gave rise to contractions of great extent, but after the cord had been

destroyed, the reaction was limited to the irritated spot.

It

y

As to the heart, the question is attended with more difficulty,

would appear that, in a heart separated from its connections with the

rest of the body, the irritation of a single point could be propagated to

the whole organ. If the heart of a frog be cut out and left undisturbed

until the frequency of its beats shall have so far diminished that consider-

able intervals intervene between the contractions, which is the proper

period for experiments on its irritability, mechanical irritation by means

of a needle excites a contraction which cannot be confounded with the

regular beats ; and it is very remarkable that, at whatever part the irri-

tation be applied, the reaction is the same as if the whole heart had been

irritated,—that is to say, there ensues a contraction not at one point

only, but of the whole organ. From this it would appear that in the

heart, the local change in the irritability produced by the mechanical

stimulus is propagated through the whole substance of the organ,

proper explanation of the phenomenon is not at present quite evident.

The ganglia can have no share in its production, since it occurs in a

heart perfectly freed from surrounding parts. The mechanical shock

may perhaps contribute to the extension of the movement.

The

XV. We
of the

movements in another ; since all the sympathetic phenomena of this

kind can be explained on the principle of reflection from the brain and

spinal cord.

(and severalft

ypposed to the belief,)

ofmotor influencef
I may remark that it is not voluntary influence, but motor influence ge-

nerally, which is here referred to. Every one is aware how readily

and quickly an impression on the brain and spinal cord influences the

whole sympathetic system, how quickly a mental emotion alters the

heart's action, and gives rise to movements of the intestines together

with borborygmi ; how a hysterical fit, in which the central organs of

the nervous system are affected, terminates with a rumbling of air in the

intestines. We shall presently see that the ganglia are likewise not

capable of impeding the transmission of the retrograde or centripetal

actions of the sympathetic nerve. The mdtor influence of the central

organs of the nervous system, however, when exerted upon the sym-
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pathetic nerve, does not give rise to rapid contractions corresponding

in duration to that of the exciting stimulus such as result from its

action on cerebro-spinal nerves, but rather alters the condition or " mo-
_

dus" of a continued series of contractions. But this power of modifying

the effects of impressions made upon parts supplied by the sympathetic

nerve is not a property of the ganglia only ; it is possessed by the whole

sympathetic nerve, and even by its smaller branches : for by irritating

momentarily the heart of an animal removed from the body, already

become feeble in its action, the character of its pulsations may be made

to undergo a change of considerable duration ; and the effect of a

stimulus applied to the intestines removed from the abdomen lasts

long after its application, and does not immediately attain its greatest

degree.

XVII. It is not certain that the ganglia are the cause of the parts sup-

plied by the sympathetic nerve being withdrawn from the influence of the

wiU%—No proof of the truth of this statement need be adduced, since

we know of no satisfactory arguments in favour of the contrary view, I

must, however, remark that it is much more probable that the ganglia

are not the cause of the arrest of the current of voluntary influence to

these parts; for, inasmuch as they do not prevent the transmission of

motor influence generally, which we have already shown that they do
i

not, there is no reason why a voluntary motor influence should be

arrested by them. It appears, therefore, that the cause of the parts of

which we are speaking being withdrawn from the influence of volition

does not lie in the sympathetic nerve and its ganglia, but that the pecu-

liarity depends on the fibres of the sympathetic in the spinal cord and

brain not being, like the fibres of other nerves, brought into communication

with the source of the voluntary influence. The parts of the body,

therefore, which are under the influence of the sympathetic, are, in re-

spect of the want of voluntary power, in some measure comparable to

the parts which are naturally endued with voluntary power of motion,

but in which this power is paralysed. In this case, the current of motor

influence determined by the will towards a nerve may be interrupted

at any point of the spinal cord, and nevertheless the nerve will still be

susceptible of the involuntary motor influence of the portion of the

cord situated below the seat of injury.

XVIII* In certain organs, which are subject to the influence ofthe sym-

vatlietic and ofthe spinal nerves at the same time, a voluntary influence seems

to be exerted only after the long continuance ofa centripetal or sensitive

impression. The urinary bladder presents this phenomenon. The rela-

tion in which this organ stands to the brain and spinal cord is very

enigmatical. It receives nerves entirely of the sympathetic nature

from the hypogastric plexus ; and also nerves not of this system, namely,

branches from the sacral nerves. It appears to be, under ordinary cir-
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cumstances, wholly withdrawn from the influence of the will ; and never-

theless, when distended, we are able merely by a voluntary effort, and

without any aid from the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, to expel

the urine. Weber

degree subject to the influence of the will. However, this power does

not come into operation until a considerable accumulation of urine has

taken place ; in other words, not until this fluid has made a long-con-

tinued impression on the sensitive nerves of the bladder, and through

the medium of them upon the spinal cord.

XIX. Many parts which are supplied by the sympathetic nerve are in-

deed capable of involuntary motion only, but become associated with the

motions ofparts subject to volition, a part of the voluntary motor influence

being communicated involuntarily to them, just as in the associate motions

of voluntary muscles.—Of this an example is afforded by the iris. It is

difficult to say whether the iris belongs to the organs supplied by the sym-

pathetic, or to those dependent on cerebrospinal nerves. Its motions

are involuntary, but, like the action of several feeble voluntary muscles,

can be induced at will by being associated with the motions of parts

under the influence of the third nerve (see page 684). We may per-

haps explain in the same way the circumstance, that when the desire

to pass the urine is very urgent, the action of the muscles in walking and

running assists the effort to retain it, that is to say, tends to strengthen

the action of the sphincter vesicas. The heart itself, lastly, appears to

have motor influence imparted to it in this way during strong muscular

efforts of the body.

The remarkable phenomenon of the acceleration of the heart's action

in voluntary muscular exertions has never been satisfactorily explained.

It has been said that, under these circumstances, a larger quantity

of arterial blood is required, and that on this account the heart must

propel the blood more quickly through the lungs ; but it does not fol-

low that, because there is greater need of aeration of the blood, the

motion of the heart should be modified in accordance with this end.

The phenomenon has been accounted for, again, on the supposition

that the passage of the blood through the heart and lungs is disturbed

by the circulation being obstructed by the contractions of different

muscles ; the acceleration of the heart's action takes place, however,

when the lower extremities merely are used, as in ascending mountains,

running &c. We
of the blood through the lungs and heart can be obstructed ;

for, though

by the constant contractions of the muscles of the lower extremities

the circulation is impeded in them, the blood which is not able to pass

through the capillaries of these limbs will not reach the heart, and

hence cannot accumulate there. The effect must be the same merely

* Hildebrandt's Anatomie, t. iii. p. 354.

'
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as that of the application of a tourniquet to both thighs so as to

impede the circulation in the lower extremities, by which nevertheless

no acceleration of the heart's action is induced. It is possible, there-

fore, that this phenomenon, which is so remarkable in persons in a state

of nervous debility, may be an associate action dependent on the com-

munication of the nervous principle from the highly excited spinal cord

to the sympathetic nerves. Since, however, this explanation cannot be

regarded as strictly proved, and is merely supported by analogy with

certain facts, it must at present be received merely as a suggestion for

further inquiry

The associate action of another organ endowed with the power of

involuntary motion, namely of the vesicula seminalis, with voluntary

movements, is much more evident. It has been remarked by many

observers, that boys of irritable habit are liable, while using great mus-

cular exertions, as in climbing, or in ascending a rope, to the occurrence

of spontaneous excitement of the genital organs, and even to contraction

of the seminal vesicles.

XX. of organs which derive their nerves fi

pathetic system, have a peristaltic type. The motions are progressive in a

certain direction, and the course which the motions take is dependent not

merely on the brain and spinal cord, but likewise on the nerves ofthe organs

themselves.—The cause of the peristaltic type is wholly unknown. The

contractions of the intestinal canal succeeding each other like waves

from above downwards, a second commencing before the first wave has

traversed the whole intestine, are well known. The phenomenon is not

confined to the intestine ; the ductus choledochus also presents vermicu-

lar successive contractions, and even in the heart the motions are

evidently successive. The movement of the heart in the incubated chick

resembles a wave traversing the organ from behind forwards ; in other

words, it is peristaltic ; and even in the heart of the adult the succession

of the contractions indicates the peristaltic type. In the frog, the con-

tractions of the muscular portion of the venous trunks, of the auricles,

ventricles, and bulbus aortae, succeed each other in the order in which

the parts are here named.

The explanation of the regular succession of the motions in these

organs is one of the most difficult problems in physiology, and has not

hitherto been made the subject of any consideration.

It would, at first view, appear, that the cause of the succession of

movements must be connected with the spinal cord itself. If, in the

latter or°-an, waves or vibrations be supposed to succeed each other

from above downwards, the fibres arising from the cord might succes-

sively receive the waves or vibrations, the result of which would be

peristaltic motions of the intestine from before backwards. But this

explanation is certainly unsatisfactory ; for the successive motions of the

m
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heart and intestines continue when these organs are removed from the

body. The cause of these motions must therefore lie. in -the nerves

themselves, which are ramified in the organs. The fibres of these nerves

lie side by side ; how can it happen that their action is successive ? It

might be attributed to an unknown spontaneous influence of the ganglia;

but the motions still continue with the same type when the organs are

entirely separated from the ganglia. In the present state of our know-

ledge, it is quite impossible to offer any probable explanation of the

phenomena. We can merely indicate what kind of theory would be

adequate in a mechanical point of view. A succession of motions de-

termined by the nervous fibres might be imagined to take place, if the

fibres running longitudinally along the intestine from before backwards

gave off, at successive points, the nervous influence, or peripheral

branches. In this case, currents slowly traversing the fibres might

give rise to peristaltic motions of the intestine. A successive arrival

of the nervous currents would likewise be attained, supposing that they

were transmitted by a single nerve giving off, in succession, branches

which increased in length in a certain direction, for example, from before

backwards. We do not know that anything of this kind prevails in the

distribution of the nerves in these organs ; and the question is here

referred to, only that the importance of the problem, the nature of a

satisfactory explanation of it, and the impossibility of giving such an

explanation, may be evident What the difficulty of the

question is, that in many cases the order of succession is alternately

reversed, as in the phenomena observed by myself* in the leech, and by

Mr In the stomach, too, the direction of the

motions alternates in the normal state ; and, in disease, the direction of

the peristaltic motion both in the intestines and in the heart is some-

times reversed.

b. Of the sensitive functions of the sympathetic nerve.
*

I. The sensations in parts, the nerves of which belong to the sympathetic

system, are faint, indistinct, and undefined ; distinct and defined sensations

being excited in them only by violent causes of irritation.—The facts illus-

trating this statement have been adduced at page 662. The faint and

undefined character of the sensations may perhaps arise from the small

number of sensitive fibres distributed to the parts supplied by the sym-

pathetic nerve.

II. The sensitive impressions received by the sympathetic nerve, although

conveyed to the spinal cord, may not be perceived by the sensorium, the organ

of The action of a sensitive nerve continued to the spinal

cord may give rise to sensation, or it may not ; to produce a sensation it

must be propagated with some degree of force to the brain ; when it does

* Meckel's Archiv. 1828. f Phil. Trans. 1834, p. 2.

v :
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not produce sensation, its influence is confined to the spinal cord, but it may
give evidence of its affecting the cord by other signs than sensation,

namely, by reflex motions (see page 709). Such motor actions ofthe spinal

cord excited by impressions conveyed to it by sensitive nerves, which

impressions do not give rise to sensations, are of frequent occurrence

during life even in the healthy condition of the body, and they are the

usual mode of action of the sympathetic nerve. It may be clearly

shown that, in the production of these phenomena by the sympathetic

nerve, the impression is really conveyed to the spinal cord, although it

does not give rise to sensation. Any irritation in the rectum may excite

a more active contraction of the sphincter ani ; an irritation of the sto-

mach, which is not productive of sensation, may nevertheless give rise to

the action of the respiratory muscles which aid in vomiting. The motions

of the respiratory muscles, which take place in vomiting, may be excited

by an irritation, not productive of true sensation, in any one of the abdo-

minal viscera, the intestinal canal, liver, kidneys, or uterus, Here the

impression which commences the action, is made on the sympathetic

nerve. The reflected motor influence affects cerebro-spinal nerves, not

the sympathetic. It can be shown further, that the centripetal action of

the sympathetic excites the motor power of the cerebro-spinal nerves

through the intervention of the spinal cord, not of the nervous commu-
nications between the sympathetic and the other nerves : for although

the sympathetic is connected with all the spinal nerves which act in

producing vomiting, the connection consists merely in the fibres of the
»

ramus communicans attaching themselves to the two roots of the spinal

nerve,—there is no union of fibres; and since the motor root has no

ganglion, we cannot, of course, explain the phenomena by supposing the

influence of the sympathetic nerve conveyed by the ramus communicans

to become diffused through the ganglion, so as to affect all the motor

fibres which pass through it.

III. eA

the spinal cord by the sympathetic nerve, are, in most instances, not produc-

tive of sensations ; while those impressions which are received by cerebro-

spinal nerves always give rise to sensations.— This is true at least of
*

the majority of cases. Irritation in the stomach, intestine, kidneys,

uterus, or liver, which excites vomiting, does not affect the sensorium

so as to produce real sensation. In all cases of reflex actions, on the

contrary, excited through the medium of cerebro-spinal sensitive nerves,

the exciting impression gives rise to a distinct sensation. Irritation of

the mucous membrane of the larynx, trachea, or lungs, gives rise to a

reflected action of the spinal nerves, so as to produce coughing ; but a

distinct sensation is induced by the irritation. The tickling of the
*

fauces, which excites vomiting, is at the same time productive of a distinct

sensation. Distinct sensation attends likewise the irritation of the nostrils,

.
*<•
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which induces sneezing, and the action of light on the retina, which causes

the contraction of the iris, or which, in other cases, causes sneezing *

That such is

IV. The ganglia of the sympathetic nerve do not prevent the transmission

of centripetal actions in the sympathetic nerve to the spinal cord ; they have

not an insulating power over these centripetal currents.—This results from

the facts stated in the foregoing paragraphs ; for since the irritation of the

sympathetic nerve, which excites vomiting, is propagated to the spinal

cord, although it does not give rise to true sensation, the ganglia cannot

exert an insulating power over those centripetal actions. ^ ^ "

the case, is, however, directly proved by an experiment which has been

frequently mentioned, that of irritating the splanchnic nerve with a

needle in a rabbit, the abdominal parietes of which had been completely

divided, when, in many instances, a contraction of the abdominal muscles

ensued at the moment of each application of the needle,

of the main cord of the sympathetic, from which the splanchnic nerve

arises, cannot, therefore, have the power of arresting the transmission of

impressions from the sympathetic nerve to the spinal cord:

experiments of Volkmann on decapitated frogs prove the same fact with

reference to the ganglia of the abdomen ; for, by irritating the intestinal

canal and other organs supplied by the sympathetic nerve, he gave rise

to verv extensive reflex movements of the trunk.

The ganglia

and the

V. yf

pathetic nerve being unattended with true sensation.—This also results

from facts already detailed. Brachet states, it is true, that but slight

or none at all, can be excited in the thoracic ganglia
sensations,

of the sympathetic, and their cords of communication ;
while the rami

communicantes between the ganglia and the spinal nerves are, he says,

endued with distinct sensibility, and mechanical injury of them gives

rise to distinct sensation of pain : a statement, however, which it is

difficult to reconcile with the facts previously considered
;
for, in para-

graph II, it was shown that irritation of the sympathetic nerve is propa-

gated to the spinal cord, but gives rise to no sensation. Can it be, then,

that the ganglia have the power of altering merely the quality or

nature of the impression conveyed in the centripetal direction by the

sympathetic nerve ; that the impression is still propagated onwards, but

deprived of the quality of pain ? These questions become so abstract

that it is impossible to answer them. The ganglia can have no influ-

ence on the actual perception of the impression by the sensorium. The

circumstance of the impressions conveyed in the centripetal direction by

the sympathetic nerve through the ganglia being unproductive of sen-

sations, cannot be owing to any action of the ganglia themselves, since

* [The movements of the oesophagus in deglutition would appear, from Dr. Reid's

experiments (see page 657), to be owing to a reflex action, excited through the medium

of a cerebrospinal nerve, though unattended with sensation.]
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the perception of a sensation requires that the impression shall have

been conveyed to the organ of consciousness. The cause, therefore, of

the absence of sensations in the case of impressions made upon the

sympathetic nerve, must be that these impressions are arrested in the
r

spinal cord itself, and do not reach the seat of consciousness, where
they would excite real sensation. Impressions on the cerebro-spinal

nerves are always propagated to the sensorium in the brain ; if in some

cases they are not perceived, and produce no sensation, it must arise

from the mind being directed to something else.*

VI. In many cases, irritation of a violent nature in organs supplied by

the sympathetic nerve, gives rise to sensations in those parts ; in other cases,

the sensations in the parts affected, the irritation being less violent, are in-

distinct, while distinct sensations are present in other parts supplied with

cerebrospinal nerves.—We have examples of cases of the first kind in

inflammations of the intestinal canal and liver; of those of the second

kind, in the troublesome itching which is observed to affect the nose

and anus in affections of the intestinal canal,—for example, when they

are infested by worms ; and at the glans penis in chronic diseases of the

kidneys and bladder; while frequently no distinct sensations are per-

ceived at the actual seat of the irritation. The pains which are some-

times felt in the upper extremities in diseases of the heart, and in the

shoulder in diseases of the liver, are also examples of the latter kind of

cases. They are instances of the radiation of sensations wholly analo-

gous to the phenomena described at page 697 as the results of the radi-

ation of sensations in cerebro-spinal nerves.

VII. The secondary sensations in cerebrospinal nerves, consequent on

irritation of branches of the sympathetic, occur especially at the extreme

parts of the organs affected.—Thus we have itching of the nose from the

irritation of worms in the intestinal canal, itching of the anus from irri-

tation of worms in the large intestine, itching and pain in the glans

penis from disease of the kidneys and urinary passages.

VIII. That the ganglia exert a reflex action in the production of the

sympathetic sensations is not proved, and many facts are opposed to the

idea of their having such a function.—Such are the experiments already

detailed relative to the action of the spinal marrow in the production

of the reflex phenomena ; and, still more,, several experiments related by

Volkmann (see page 738, paragraph XIV.); and the result of these ex-

periments renders it probable that the radiation of sensations likewise

does not depend on the ganglia.

The secondary sensations in cerebro-spinal nerves have been com-

monly attributed to connections of the sympathetic with those nerves

;

and great influence has been ascribed to the ganglia of the sensitive

roots of the spinal nerves, through which the primitive fibres of the roots

[* See note to former page,]
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of the sympathetic as well as those of the cerebrospinal nerves pass.

This explanation appears still more improbable when we call to mind

that the ganglia of the sensitive nerves cannot explain even the sympa-

thetic sensations of the cerebrospinal nerves themselves, since nerves

frequently excite such sensations in each other which are in no way

connected, and even are unprovided with a ganglion :
thus, for example,

the sympathetic tickling in the nose from the impression of the sun's rays

on the retina cannot be explained by any connections of nerves
;
for al-

though branches of the -sphenopalatine ganglion of the sympathetic have

been observed to join the ciliary or lenticular ganglion, and twigs of the

sympathetic have been seen to accompany the vessels of the retina,—as,

in fact, they do all vessels,—yet there is no well-established instance of

a communication between the optic and nasal nerves. The affections

of sight and hearing from diseases of the abdominal viscera likewise can-

not be explained by such nervous communications, since they do not

exist. Even supposing that the sympathetic nerve did send some twigs

into the retina itself, that would not explain how an affection of the

intestinal canal could act on the retina and alter vision ; for, that such

an effect should result, all the fibres of the optic nerve should pass

through a ganglion. We know, however, that irritation of a single point

of the retina does not extend beyond that point ;
the union of the sym-

pathetic nerve with a single point of the retina could not possibly, there-

fore, excite a secondary sensation in it, except at that point, and could

not produce a general change in the visual function. Hence, in endea-

vouring to explain the secondary sensations excited by primary affec-

tions of the sympathetic nerve, we meet with the same difficulties as we

did in the case of the cerebrospinal nerves ; and it is more probable that

all secondary sensations in cerebrospinal nerves, excited by affections

of the sympathetic, are produced through the intervention of the spinal

cord and brain. It appears at first sight to be unfavourable to this view

that frequently no sensation is felt at the seat of the irritation in the

organs supplied by the sympathetic nerve, although the irritation ex-

cites sensation in a spinal nerve ; but the centripetal action of the sym-

pathetic nerve may be communicated to the spinal cord, without itself

affecting the sensorium, and nevertheless give rise in the spinal cord

to further actions,—for example, to real sensations in other nerves. That

this is possible has been proved in paragraph II.

From the foregoing observations it may be gathered that the theory

of the reflected sensations excited by impressions on the sympathetic

is still very obscure, and, at all events, the mode of accounting for them

is a subject of doubt.

t

h.
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c. Of the organicfunctions oftlie

We are most unacquainted with the laws of the organic actions

of the sympathetic nerve; for we have but just learnt that there are

m all nerves, even in the cerebro-spinal, peculiar grey fasciculi, or

organic fibres, on which depend the organic actions of the nerves in

secretion and in nutrition. We have now to inquire whether in these

nerves the motion or oscillation of the nervous principle can be propa-

gated only in the centrifugal direction from the trunks and ganglia to

the branches, or in the contrary direction ; or whether the action of the

nervous principle in these nerves can be exerted in all directions,, a

particular fibre of these nerves being capable both of transmitting a

vivifying influence to a gland, and of exercising a reflex action so as to

communicate the irritation in one gland to other organic nerves. It

would be desirable also to know whether the organic nerves are, by
virtue of their anastomoses, enabled to re-act on each other in such a

manner that increased secretion from a whole surface may be excited

by irritating one point, or whether all such reflex actions are effected

through the medium of the spinal cord. The facts known relative to

this subject admit of two explanations, and it cannot be determined

with certainty which is the correct one. There are certain cases, how-
ever, in which either one or the other theory is more probable.

I. When, in consequence of impressions on sensitive nerves, secretions

take place in distant parts, the brain and spinal cord are probably the

medium ofcommunication.—The irritation might here be communicated

to the organic fibres by the ganglia of the roots of the sensitive nerves,

which are traversed by fibres of the sympathetic ; or it might be re-

flected upon the organic fibres by the spinal cord. The latter is evi-

dently the most probable view, since the reflex action of the spinal cord

in the reflected motions is a demonstrated fact, the reciprocal action of

the different fibres in the ganglia of the sensitive nerves on each other

a mere hypothesis. The cases of sympathetic affections of organic

nerves here alluded to are very frequent. Impressions on internal mu-
cous membranes,—for example, by drinks,—frequently give rise imme-
diately to a general sweat. Violent impressions on sensitive nerves are

sometimes followed by syncope, and with it a cold sweat. The latter

phenomena are evidently the result of an influence reflected by the

spinal cord, since the symptoms in syncope sometimes affect an extent

of the system so great as to be explicable only by an action of the spi-

nal cord. In some other cases of this kind it is more doubtful whether

the phenomena may be explained in the same manner. Irritation of the

conjunctiva of the eye and eyelids, attended with sensations, gives rise

to a flow of tears ; stimuli applied directly to the mucous membrane of

the nose, or volatile stimulants affecting the same mucous membrane
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when taken into the mouth, both producing violent sensations in the

nose likewise give rise to an effusion of tears. Mustard and horse-

radish have this effect sometimes, even when taken into the mouth. It

is usual to explain these phenomena by supposing the irritation to be

communicated by the ethmoidal nerve to the trunk of the first division

of the fifth nerve, and to be thence reflected upon the nervus lachry-

malis : the secretion of tears from irritation of the conjunctiva has been

explained in the same manner ; the irritation of the conjunctiva being

communicated to the first division of the fifth nerve, and thence again

reflected upon the lachrymal branch. In both these cases, however, the

explanation is defective ; for, inasmuch as the fibres of a cerebrospi-

nal nerve are wholly distinct in their entire extent, an impression on one

portion of its fibres cannot be reflected upon others. Others, again, have

supposed the same phenomena to be the result of sympathy of the

Schneiderian membrane with the lachrymal gland through the medium of

the ganglion spheno-palatinum, which has been stated by some anatomists

to be connected with the ciliary ganglion by means of sympathetic fibres.

Now, since the ciliary or lenticular ganglion, by its long root, is connected

with the nasal nerve, and thus with the trunk of the first division of the

fifth, which gives off the lachrymal nerve, an immediate connection was

thus found to exist between the sphenopalatine ganglion and lachrymal

But the same objection must be made to this explanation as to

the former ; for, unless the fibres in the fifth nerve communicated with

each other, an irritation conveyed through the ciliary ganglion and nasal

nerve to the first division of the nervus trigeminus could not be re-

fleeted upon the lachrymal branch,

the impression in the nose to be communicated to the Gasserian gan-

glion on the trunk of the fifth nerve, and to be thence reflected upon the

first division of the nerve and its lachrymal branch. No objection could

be made to this explanation of the phenomena, provided that we knew that

the Gasserian ganglion, the ganglion of a sensitive nerve, were capable of

giving rise to sympathy and reflex action ; if it were proved that centrifu-

gal nervous currents can take place in sensitive nerves, such

lachrymal nerve ; and if it were demonstrated that the lachrymal nerve

really supplies the lachrymal gland with fibres which regulate its secre-

tion. Since the secretion of tears, like other secretions, is determined

probably by fibres of the sympathetic nerve, the most simple explanation

would still be that which supposes the irritation to be conveyed from the

nose backwards to the sphenopalatine ganglion, and, by means of the

connection of all the organic nerves with each other, to be reflected in

some way or other through the medium of organic fibres upon the lachry-

mal gland. But whether such a reflex action from sensitive nerves di-

rectly upon organic nerves, without the intervention of the brain and spinal

cord, can occur, is the questionable point ; and I know no other argument

nerve.

There are still others who imagine

as the

.
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in favour of its possibility than the impossibility of proving that it cannot

occur. A very frequent instance of the reflex affection of the secreting

function from irritation of a sensitive nerve is the increased flow of saliva

often coming on quickly when food is taken into the mouth. The mode
of the explaining the phenomenon is equally as uncertain here as in the

former case. The assumption that the brain and spinal cord form the

medium by which the irritation of the sensitive nerve is enabled to

excite the organic action is at least favoured by the analogy of similar

reflected actions of sensitive or motor nerves, through the intervention

of the central organs.

II. There prevails a consent of action between the different parts of a
secreting membrane ; thus, the state of one spot influences the condition of
the whole extent of a mucous membrane. Here it is more simple to explain

the phenomena by communication of the organic fibres with each other.

Daily experience, in presenting us with general affections of mucous
and serous membranes, shows the sympathy that exists between the

different parts of a membrane, a sympathy which might be accounted for

by the communication of organic fibres with each other ; the explana-
tion appears in this case more probable, nevertheless, its correctness

cannot be directly proved.

ticular state ofone organ, such as inflammation or a secreting

Hon of a similar state in other

of reflected action of the organic

Inflammation of the testicle

action in it, sometimes

parts. In this case we have an

fibres ofone part upon those of

may be replaced by inflammation of the parotid ; erysipelatous inflam-

mation of the skin may be transferred to the membranes of the brain

;

suppression of the secretion of one organ may give rise to increased

secretion in another. All such phenomena are probably attended with

changes in the organic fibres belonging to the sympathetic system,

which accompany the blood-vessels. And here again the question

arises whether such reflections are produced through the medium of

the sympathetic alone, or whether the brain and spinal cord are the

medium of reflection between the centripetal and centrifugal actions.

There are no facts which enable us to decide this question ; but in many
cases it is probable that the sympathetic nerve alone is engaged in the

In Mayer's experiments, ligature of theduction

sympathetic nerve between the first and second cervical ganglia, was
sometimes followed by an affection of parts which appear to be under the

influence of the first cervical ganglion, namely, by inflammation of the

eye. The peculiarity of the organic nerves, namely, the difficulty of

distinguishing either origin or termination in them, their want of ar-

rangement into trunks and branches, and the increase in their course

which they frequently undergo, is certainly in favour of the possibility

of their actions being propagated in all directions from the central points
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of the ganglia, and not confined to centripetal and centrifugal currents.

This view is also favoured by the circumstance, that, when an organ

ceases to be supplied with organic fibres from one source, the supply may

be furnished from another. Ligature of an arterial trunk without doubt

injures the organic nerves which accompany it; nevertheless, no death

of the part, atrophy, nor cessation of secretion in it, ensues ; so that it

appears as if the nerves accompanying the collateral vessels are able to

supply the lost influence, or that the new supply is furnished by organic

fibres in the spinal nerves. On the other hand, the influence of the

spinal nerves may be lost without atrophy ensuing. In V. Pommer's ex-

periments, too, it was observed that division of the sympathetic nerve

on both sides of the neck gave rise to no injurious consequences, so that

perhaps the influence of the divided portions of the nerve had been sup-

plied from other sources, as, for instance, by the fibres accompanying the

vertebral arteries. The metastasis of a morbid process, however, takes

place in all cases towards the organ which is predisposed to it ; thus, in

persons with tendency to pulmonic affections, the metastasis takes place

from the skin to the lungs ; in patients liable to hepatic disease, from the

skin to the liver ; and in others, with irritable bowels, from the skin to

the intestinal canal, and so on. In considering the laws of the balance

which prevails among the secretions, not only the nervous system, but the

nature of the different secretions, and their relation to the components of

the blood and to one another, are to be attended to. The laws of the

equilibrium of the secretions have, however, been already considered

under the latter point of view, at page 473.

IV. central partsJ

)

ifluence is distributed to the different Inflammation of the eye,

and even the general phenomena of impaired nutrition, have been ob-

served to follow injury of the first cervical ganglion.

V. wfluence of

ofth

developed while the brain and spinal marrow are destroyed.*

the

source whence the power of the organic nerves is gradually renovated, si?

certain affections of the brain and spinal cord, attended with paralysis, c

likewise productive ofatrophy. (See the remarks on sleep at page 734.)

In concluding our inquiry respecting the sympathetic nerve, we can but

lament the obscurity in which much regarding it is involved : still, we

think to have shown how investigations on this subject must be pro-

secuted ; and that, by applying the laws governing the action of cere-

brospinal nerves to the sympathetic, much light has been thrown on

the properties of this nerve, of which M. Magendie seemed to think so

little known that he hesitated to regard it as a nerve.

See page 197 and Muller's Archiv. 1834, p. 268.

k
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CHAPTER VI.

OF SYMPATHIES

Ik the preceding chapters so many forms of sympathetic phenomena

ha': been'Lwn To deplnd on known laws of action of'the£?%£
nerves, independently of the •*«*»££.^^^TZ
now to have little share in their production, lne p

flected

radiation and coincidence of sensations, of the associat d and *«^£
motions, are independent of the action of the sympathetic, and compre

Tend by far the greater part of the sympathetic phenomena formerly

attributed to its influence.

We

When different

g!

The1££££ -lations of the different parts of the system may be

arranged under the following heads.

I. Sympathies of the different parts of one tissue wh

This is one of the most frequent kinds of sympathy,

parts »; aXne suffer one by eonsent with the other, the seeondary

affection is ordinarily of the same kind as the ««^ ™V,
tissu(J t0

a. Cellular toe.-There is a great tendeney in the cellular .t «ue to

the extension of any particular state from one part through all its pro-

warions. The dleases of the cellular tissue-emphysema, cedema

/ ,tn fattv degeneration, inflammation, and suppurat,on,-afford

^Zt of t s ttdency. They often spread over large tracts between

tit muscles, vessels, and aponeuroses, following merely the connec ions

f ,rter'stitia, cellular tissue. Hence it is that a Imowledge o the

natural boundaries of the cellular membrane, namely, the fescue, ts .0

imoortant in forming our judgment of suppurations in it.

T».-Altbough there is a marked sympathy between the skin and

internal organs, yet between the different parts of the skin itself there

does uot appear .0 exist any great reciprocal influence Simpl e inflam-

mation of the skin may be confined to one part. But the skin may

become the seat of extensive exanthematous inflammation, acute as well

as chronic, from its having, by virtue of its office of a secreting organ,

a certain affinity for morbid matters circulating ,n the fluids of the body.

It sympathizes much more frequently, however, with internal parts

for which it forms the common exterior envelope. Instances of such

^ofVi^PQ will be given hereafter.
SymClIllrL,-In the mucous membranes there is, it is well

known a great tendency to the communication of a particular state of

one tract to others with which it is continuous, as, for instance, m

catarrh. 3 c

<

n
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d. Serous membranes.—A primary affection of one serous membrane is

often followed by a similar affection of all the others. Thus to ascites is

added hydrothorax ; all cases of dropsy affecting different parts are not,

however, examples of sympathy. Dropsy frequently arises from the in-

troduction of morbid matter into the blood in several parts simultaneously,

or even from obstruction to the circulation in one important organ. In

these cases, therefore, the simultaneous affection of the different serous

membranes is owing, not so much to sympathy of the membranes them-

selves, as to the circumstance of the original cause having an extensive

sphere of action.

It is really owing to sympathy, however, when, in consequence of

inflammation of one serous membrane, others become inflamed. Thus,

sometimes inflammation of the peritoneum is followed by pleuritis and

arachnitis; the latter, from being seated in the most important organ, is

perhaps the cause of death.

e. Fibrous membranes.—There is such a close sympathetic connection

between the fibrous membranes, that a local lesion very frequently in-

duces an extensive and violent affection of them. A local rheumatic

affection is very prone to extend to all the fibrous tissues connected with

its original seat, and change its locality; always following, however, with

most facility, the connections of the fibrous membranes. Injury of the

ligaments, aponeuroses, and fibrous ligamentous tissues of the foot or hand,

frequently gives rise to extensive inflammation, swelling, and pain, which

spread from the first point of irritation over the sheaths of the muscles,

and sometimes attack even the periosteum.

It may be inferred that the nerves have a share in the sympathies of

the fibrous membranes, partly from the presence of organic nerves ac-

companying the vessels in all vascular tissues, and partly from the actual

existence of nerves in the dura mater. Nerves have been seen in the

dura mater by Comparetti, Arnold, Schlemm, Bidder, and myself: they

are in part referable to the system of organic fibres.

f. Bone Instances of sympathy in the osseous system

are rare. In many diseases, as in rhachitis and secondary syphilis,

the osseous tissue throughout the body is affected, but these struc-
*

tural diseases can scarcely be arranged among the sympathies ; there

is here general irritation, with morbid formation of the osseous mat-

ter. There are, however, also distinct examples of sympathy in the

bony tissue. Thus, when an irritating influence acts upon the surface

of a cylindrical bone, the inflammation which ensues is seldom confined

to the surface, but affects the whole thickness of the bone, even to the

medullary membrane ; the texture of the bone becomes changed in its

whole thickness : so likewise when the medullary membrane of a bone

is destroyed, the bone becomes inflamed and swelled internally, and also

externally, to its very surface. We are at present unacquainted with

.

*.
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the nerves of the bones, but must pre-suppose the existence of organic

nerves accompanying the vessels in them as in all™c^^ ^
Q Mmde -Muscle has been supposed to enjoy, in a high degree, the

propel being excited by sympathy. In proof, it has been stated

that the irritation which causes the contraction of one muscle, . fre-

mdi uie
crmnathetic actions of other muscles

;

quently attended «th a number of^P"*^
itself but of ,he

but here the sympathy is not a property of the tss

motor nerve, : a muscle of which^^Z^X^ thl

cited to other parts of the same tissue,- no sympathette museular

""

The

nS

s

e

ympa

e

;betie convulsions of the museular system are, therefore,

1 he sympat
masCular tissue, but nervous sympathies.

5KSSjtS5t£^ morbid aetions whieh occur in muse.es,

I inflammation and suppuration, are always limited in extent and do

not pr"d beyond the original sea«f the irritation, as they do in other

Usues In addition to the very rare inflammatory affection of muscle,

tissues, in ao
,nasmodic affections, scarcely any other dis-

,ts ^^'""^^.^JCe. It is evident, from a consideration

ease is known^attack ft» issue

^ hy

^^bT~ L different part, or between it and other

^TmtaM%*» eomprehends the lymphatic vessels and glands.

*•
.

r* *Tv
p ivLhatic system are very rarely local ;

when origin-

leases.Wl»^ ? sympathetic of diseases of other

afly seated in th system
constituting a morbia diathesis

;

organs, they usually attect g ^^ ^.^
sonrn diseases as scrofula, mte ,^^ ^ ^ first^ „ rapidly

to the lymphatic^^^ a lymphatic gland becomes inflamed in

spreads by symi
. y^ ^ 6Um)lmQing glands s00n become

consequence of externa! .^^ Many pr,_

affected ; they becom^wo ^ ^^ fay
_

mary irritations ot the ly i >
lvmphatics. The inunction of

substances (poisons)
f?*££?J£ JJS rise t0 exte„sive irritation

TreTvlhTticT'Li hi gl nds

6

°f different parts of the body become

of the lymphatics, an »
.

f he lymphatic. from the local

^r'TfT;—!^:: rapidly extend? Jall the lymphatics in

thelmb- and In such cases the skin is everywhere traversed by red

the limD, a
inflamed vessels.

""n;
ind

'CfCe oc-rence are instances of the sympathy of the

,

°f

,T vessels with lymphatic glands. One of the most common

Co ™ in stetura, diseases of the great viscera ,s enlargement of

I l^tic glands in the neighbourhood. ^^
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Sympathetic enlargement of the lymphatic glands is equally frequent

in inflammatory affections of a neighbouring part.

These sympathetic enlargements of the glands differ chiefly from the

original affection in disappearing as soon as the disease of the organ

primarily affected is removed ; in being chronic when excited by a

chronic disease, acute when the primary disease is acute
;
and, lastly, in

consisting simply of tumefaction, generally without any other change

from the natural state of the tissue.
;

We may state generally that an extensive irritation of the lymphatic

system may be excited from any point of the surface which is supplied

with lymphatic vessels. The exciting cause may either be the actual

introduction of an irritating matter, or a lesion unattended by absorp-

tion ; for example, a mechanical injury, or a burn. Hence, we see that

for the excitement of this sympathy it is, at least, not indispensable

that a morbid matter be actually carried along the vessels. The irri-

tation of the lymphatics may be excited, too, by original irritation of

an internal surface of the body, just as, by lesion of the external

surface, when a corresponding series of phenomena ensues. Just as

inflammation of the skin from a burn is followed by irritation of the sur-

rounding lymphatics, extending to the nearest lymphatic glands, so

inflammation of the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal, when it

continues for any length of time, induces inflammation of the lacteals

and mesenteric glands,—those lacteals and glands, namely, which corre-

spond to the inflamed part of the intestine ; of this we have a distinct

example in the ulcerations of the intestines in typhus.

Sometimes the lymphatics as well as the veins, coming from a suppu-
. * ti * ^ m _*_ ^^

rating part, contain pus. The corresponding lymphatic glands also occa-

sionally suppurate. It would be an error to infer that the pus in these

cases had been absorbed by the lymphatics; it is produced in the

vessels themselves by the inflammation which has extended into them,

just as the pus in the veins of the stump of an amputated limb is pro-

duced by inflammation of their coats. The inflammation and suppuration

of the mesenteric glands, consequent on ulceration of the intestines in

typhus, afford us a distinct proof that in this case, at least, the pus is

formed in the absorbent vessels and glands themselves.

i. Blood-vessels.—When it is remembered that the sympathy of the

pulse with the diseases of individual organs depends on a sympathy of

the heart, rather than of the arteries themselves; and when, moreover,

it is taken into consideration that the local diseases of arteries, such as

inflammation and dilatation, are in a great measure limited to the point

to which their exciting cause was applied, and have no tendency to

spread ; we are justified in the conclusion that the sympathies of arte-

ries are in general inconsiderable : we must, at least, adopt this opi-

nion with regard to the coats of the larger arteries and their branches.
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But we cannot doubt that the ne.vous system may exert an influence

over"he state of the arteries independently of ,he heart; to influence

He "in the varying state of tumescence of the skin during men.,

emotions, the local congestions and succeedmg collapse which ate oh

served to occur in different parts of the surface from mere mentnl

emotions.

Tncases of a general affection of veins, it is difficult to determine
in cases u, « h gradually spread from

whether this has originated at one point a B j r

sympathy of tissue, or whether the immediate cause of the disease has

3 simultaneously on a great extent of the venous sys em. It ,s,

however, a character of this system of vessels, that t.s diseases are

geXal

hav°e direct proof of the extended sympathy of the veins in phle-

bitis which being excited at any point, by causes capable of g.ving rise

toTnfllmmation, Extends so rapidly, that in a short space of tune all the

emus trunks of the limb become affected.

Toiandnlar tis^s.-Although certain diseases, as scro ula and c „-

! „«ack nrinciDallv the glandular tissue, yet these general affections of

Tl s cCo^b attribu'ted to sympathy, but arise from the nature of

the glands

'

ca
h

-

, have an espeeial tendency to affect glan-

the diseases *erast'^ sion is not so much the consequence of

dular structures i
andthem ex >

^ rf &^
morbid disposition

.

d b ho„ever, that when a
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irritation c

.
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_^^
secreuon rfu™ J^ mucous

8
membra„e of the eye a more

turn of semen "»a"°n
" wMe the food is in the st„mach,

a
^H,T flow Tn o 1 small intestine in small quantity ,

but, when the

fm has cou" into contact with the mucous coat of the duodenum,

?! pou d o«: in much greater abundance ;
during fasting, on the

contrary, the amount of bile excreted is very scanty.

a ndin this section have been elucidated by the principles of

• The facts consldeie

^e thr0 h the labours of Bichat, whose work on general

physiological anatomy, y

riucipies f general pathology than most of our

anatomy contains moi e oi

treatises on that subject.
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It is difficult to account for the sympathy evinced by different parts

of a tissue for each other. It has been supposed to be independent of

nervous action, and to be owing to the uniformity and continuous course

of the tissue. But can inflammation, for example, really spread in a

tissue by this kind of contagion ? Can the component substance of a

tissue, independently of nervous influence, by a kind of affinity of its

different parts communicate a state of irritation from one point to

those contiguous ? We cannot decide this question. Other physiolo-

gists have attributed these sympathies of a single tissue to the influence

of the nerves, inasmuch as mucous membranes which are not ana-

tomically connected, and serous membranes which do not communicate

in any way, present phenomena of sympathetic consent. But still

another explanation of such cases might be offered, namely, that all

the phenomena are owing to a noxious matter absorbed into the blood

or generated in it, which has an affinity for all mucous or all serous

membranes, &c. The nerves are, however, evidently engaged in the

cases of the extension of sensations over the different parts of a tissue ;

but whether by virtue of a connection of their peripheral extremities, or

through the intervention of the central organs of the nervous system, is

another question.

II. Sympathies of different tissues with each other.

This second form of sympathy is of much less frequent occurrence

than the first. Ordinarily a disease has a much greater tendency to

affect the same tissue in a different organ from that first affected, than to

be communicated from one tissue to another even in one and the same

organ. The mucous coat may take on a morbid secreting action, with-

out the muscular coat suffering ; the serous covering of the heart may be

the seat ofdisease, while the muscular substance under it remains healthy;

the muscular coat of the intestinal canal may be affected with spasm, the

mucous and serous coats remaining in their normal state. The serous

tunic of an organ may secrete a watery fluid without the other tunics

There are instances, however, of sympathy between

different tissues. It is here to be observed, that when different tissues

sympathize with each other, the phenomena vary in them according to

the properties of each ; while in the sympathy of different parts of the

same tissue, the secondary affection is ordinarily identical in its nature

with the original one ; inflammation alone manifests itself with the same

characters even when it affects different textures. The principal ex-

amples of this second form of sympathy are the following

:

1. Between the skin and mucous membranes.—These textures very

being affected.

Mfrequently sympathize.

ticularly inflammation and increased secretion, are frequently excited

by the action of a noxious influence on the skin, and vice versa. The
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action of cold upon the skin gives rise to inflammation of the lungs,

throat, or intestines, or catarrhal affections of these or other mucous

membranes ; the mucous membrane of that organ being always attacked,

which, from idiosyncrasy of the individual, is more disposed to disease

than the skin. On the other hand, a diseased state of the mucous

membranes, for example, of that of the stomach, induces an altered

condition of the secretion of the skin, of the circulation in it, and of its

colour. Owing to the sympathy of the mucous membranes with the

skin, we can arrest hemorrhages from the former by the application of

cold to the latter structure.

2. Between the skin and serous membranes.—The effusion of a watery

fluid from the serous membranes is always attended with diminished

secretion from the skin ; and suppression of the cutaneous secretion

sometimes gives rise, on the other hand, to effusions into the serous

cavities, as"well when the skin is in a healthy state, as when it is

the seat of an exanthematous eruption the course of which is disturbed.

Lastly, inflammations of the serous membranes are not infrequently

excited by the action of noxious influences upon the skin.

Between
I have

already mentioned how close a sympathy prevails between the mucous

membranes, and the glands which pour their secretion into them. At

this we must not be surprised ; since the glandular tissue is not merely

a developement, as it were, of the efferent duct, and this a prolongation

of the mucous membrane, but the glands connected with the intestinal

canal are originally formed as diverticula from it.

4. Between the mucous membranes and the si

reaction is of more rare occurrence.

Between theJib

such

The state

Inflam-
qinous and osseous tissues, there is a very close sympathy

^

of the periosteum determines that of the bone, and vice versa.

mation of the periosteum is frequently followed by enlargement of the

bone beneath it; and, when swellings of the osseous substance itself

take place, the periosteum becomes thickened. Enlargement of the

whole thickness of a bone is a result of inflammation of its medullary

membrane. Destruction of the periosteum gives rise to external, de-

struction of the medullary membrane to internal, necrosis. This relation

depends principally on

vessels are received by the bone both from the periosteum and the me-

dullary membrane.

An observer of the phenomena of disease will easily multiply the

examples of sympathy between different tissues. The same explana-

tion is not applicable to all such cases. Secreting membranes by virtue

of their influence on the circulating fluids, and independently of the

nerves stand in an antagonistic relation to each other. Other phe-

the circumstance that innumerable minute

1

wh I
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nomena, in which it is not so much the secretion only, as the whole
vital condition of the membranes, which is altered, as in the reaction
of the skin and mucous membranes on each other, are rather to be
referred to the effects of reflex action of the nerves. With respect
to the sympathy of the glands and mucous membranes, it is uncertain
whether it be owing to reflection, or to the direct action of the nerves
on each other, by the intervention of the sympathetic. The sympathy of
the periosteum and medullary membrane with the osseous substance is to

be ascribed to the vascular communication, and to the sympathy of the
vascular tissue common to them.

I

III. Sympathies of individual tissues with entire organs.

A disease of an entire organ, into the formation of which a tissue that
extends to other parts enters, affects also the prolongations of this tissue ;

and, on the other hand, the state of a single tissue may modify all the
others, which with it form a compound organ. Examples of this kind
of sympathy may be found more particularly in the relation existing
between the viscera and the skin, and the mucous and serous membranes.
Through the medium of the skin noxious influences may set up dis-

ease in any internal organ predisposed to it ; and, on the other hand, the
application of irritants and derivatives to the skin has an effect on a
diseased state of any organ lying near the part irritated. Hemorrhages
from internal parts are arrested by the action of cold upon the skin.

Lastly, an exanthematous disease may disappear from the skin, and
affect an internal organ.

The serous membranes always participate in the condition of the
organs to which they give an investment. When the viscera are the
seat of structural disease, the serous membranes take on a morbid action
not merely where they cover the diseased organ, but in their whole
extent. Thus, organic disease of the lungs gives rise to hydrothorax,
of the heart to hydro-pericardium, of the uterus and ovaries to ascites,

and of the testis to hydrocele. When viscera, of which mucous mem-
branes form part, are diseased, those membranes are always affected
in a great extent. Organic diseases of the uterus are attended with
leucorrhea

;
diseases of the lungs, with affection of the bronchi • and

structural diseases of the stomach and intestinal canal, frequently with
obstinate constipation from defective secretion of the intestinal mucous
membrane.

The whole system sympathises with the inflammatory state ofa mucous
membrane

;
and the surrounding muscles either act with difficulty, as is

the case with the pharyngeal muscles in inflammation of the pharynx ; or
they are affected with spasms, as when irritation of the lungs gives rise

to spasmodic action of the diaphragm and intercostal muscles, so as to

produce coughing. Mechanical irritation of the mucous membranes

,
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has the same effect. Every one has observed the convulsive actions

excited by mechanical irritation of the glottis, the retching from irrita-

tion of the mucous membrane of the pharynx : irritation of the mucous

membrane of the bladder or ureters by calculi, or inflammation, gives rise

to spasmodic contraction of the sphincter ani, of the sphincter vesicae, and

to drawing up of the testicle by the cremaster. For the explanation of

these latter phenomena we refer to page 714. .

Of all membranes the fibrous have the least sympathy with other

organs, even with the organs which they invest. These fibrous mem-
branes, which have the office of affording protection or attachment to

-

other parts, are in this respect almost insulators. Inflammation only of

these membranes can affect the organs which they invest, and give
w

rise to marked symptoms in them, and this depends on the communica-

tion and sympathy of their vessels ; hence it is that inflammation of the

dura mater is attended with cerebral symptoms.

The explanation of the sympathy of individual tissues with entire

organs is to be found partly in the laws of nervous reflection, when the

sympathizing parts are quite unconnected, and partly in the reaction of

communicating vessels, and of the nerves accompanying these vessels in

parts which are connected, such as the uterus and the mucous mem-
brane of the genital organs.

*

IV. Sympathies of entire organs with each other.

Although it is essential to our ideas of a living organism that the

condition of one organ has an influence on that of all the others, yet

this influence is manifested principally between organs of certain sys-

terns or groups. The sympathies which fall under this head are the

i oliowing

:

1. Between organs which have similar structure and function ; as

between the different salivary glands, between the heart and blood-

vessels, between the stomach and intestines, and between the different

central organs of the nervous system.

2. Between organs which, although of different structure, yet be-

long to the same system; such as the different organs of the chylo-

poetic system (intestinal canal, glands, and spleen), the uropoetic sys-

tem, the generative system,—the two latter systems reacting on each

other, and the respiratory system of organs (larynx, trachea, and lungs).

3. Betwreen organs which are anatomically connected by means of

vessels and nerves, as the lungs and heart.

4. Between all important viscera and the central organs of the

nervous system We
of the brain which accompanies inflammation of the viscera, as of the

liver, lungs, or intestinal canal ; and in the affections of the stomach and

liver, which attend injuries or irritation of the brain, &c.
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The phenomena of this class are partly owing to the different organs
of the same system, or parts anatomically connected, deriving their
nervous influence from one and the same source

; partly to the influ-
ence of the central organs of the nervous system upon all the organs
of the body. The probability of these phenomena being in a greater
degree dependent on the central organs than on the anastomoses of the
sympathetic nerves, is evinced by sympathies which are quite inexplic-
able by nervous communication or anatomical connection ; namely, by
the sympathies between the mammae and genital organs, of the larynx
and respiratory organs with the genital organs at the period of pu-
berty, and in debauchees and eunuchs. The sympathy of the parotis
and testicle in the metastasis of inflammation from the one to the
other, is at present inexplicable, except on the principle of reflection.

*

V. Sympathies ofthe nerves themselves.

Although the nerves are the cause of the greatest part, if not of all,

of the phenomena of sympathy, yet we must consider separately those
cases in which the reciprocal action takes place between nerves only,
or in which the secondary phenomena at least are manifested by a nerve.

I. of nerves with the centralparts ofthe
Not only do the nerves require, for the preservation of their natural
power, the influence of the central organs to be constantly transmitted
to them

;
but a change can be produced in the central organs through

the medium of the nerves. The facts showing this have been already
in part detailed in the chapter on nervous reflection (p. 71]). We avail

ourselves of this sympathy of the central organs with the nerves in a
number of cases of disease of the brain and spinal cord. The spinal cord
itself may be stimulated through the nerves which arise from it, by
friction of the skin and other means. The brain and spinal cord also

may be excited through the medium of the nerves by cold and warm
baths, shower-baths, and the dropping of cold water upon different parts
of the surface. These facts have been long known, but not the physio-
logical laws by which they may be explained ; the facts detailed in the
chapter on nervous reflection enable us to understand how the nerves
and central organs can sympathise with each other. The application of
mechanical, galvanic, or chemical stimuli to the nerves, in any part of
the body, particularly in the skin, gives rise to powerful centripetal action

;

which, if often repeated, is calculated to rouse the depressed vital pro-
cess in those parts of the brain and spinal cord from which the stimu-
lated nerves arise, and indirectly in other parts of the central organs of
the nervous system. We may, from these considerations, deduce the
inference that, in the treatment of diseases, the central organs may be
acted on in very different ways, namely :

1. Directly, by means of matters introduced through the medium of

^

: r
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the alimentary canal, or of the skin, into the blood; a method which is

often unsuccessful, on account of the insufficiency of the remedies.

2. By acting upon the nerves arising from the central organs ; a proce-

dure which is attended with the most excellent results.

II. Sympathies of the sensitive and motor nerves with each other.—In

the foregoing case we have regarded merely the effects which impres-

sions made upon the sensitive nerves induce in the central organs them-

selves ; here we have to consider reactions of the central organs thus

stimulated upon other sensitive or upon motor nerves. The centripetal

excitement of the sensitive nerves does not merely act upon the central

organs, but is reflected from them. This reflection sometimes takes place

from one sensitive nerve upon another. Hence we are enabled to sti-

mulate sensitive nerves, which are not directly accessible to us, such as

the auditory or optic nerves, by applying the stimulating means to other

sensitive nerves which stand in relation with them, both physiologically

and in respect of origin. Thus, we treat partial deafness and imperfect

loss of vision by irritants to the skin, &c. By virtue of the reflected

action of sensitive upon motor nerves, with the intervention of the brain

and spinal cord, we are sometimes enabled to remove local paralysis of

individual nerves, for example, of the facial nerve, in ptosis, by irritating

the nerves of the face, &c.

III. Sympathies of the corresponding iierves of the two sides.—Of this

we have instances, particularly in the optic, auditory, and olfactory nerves,

and in the ciliary nerves.

When one eye is affected with a disease, and originally but this one,

the other is frequently attacked by the same disease. One eye being

destroyed by inflammation, the other frequently becomes inflamed and

also disorganised. Affections of the internal ears are not always confined

to one side. Deafness of one is often followed by the other becoming

deaf also. The sympathies of the motor nerves of the eye, and espe-

cially of the ciliary nerves,, are sufficiently well known. In the healthy

state the sympathy of the nerves of the two irides causes the pupil to be

of equal size, although the external influences are most different on the

two sides. The sympathy of the corresponding nerves of the opposite

sides is evidenced very frequently in what are called neuralgic diseases,

the painful affections of the nerves. In consequence of painful affec-

tion of the nerve on one side of the face,, the corresponding nerve of the

other side sometimes becomes affected. Toothache from a decayed

tooth is not confined to the seat of the irritating cause : the correspond-

in * nerve of the opposite side is occasionally affected.

IV. Sympathies of motor nerves with each other.—The extremely fre-

quent phenomena of associate motions, the movements which involun-

tarily accompany other movements determined by the will, have been

treated of at page 683.

I
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V. Sympathies of sensitive nerves.—These present themselves princi-
pally under three forms, which differ merely in the extent and distance
from each other of the parts thrown into consensual action.

a. In the first case a violent sensation excited at a single spot extends
to nerves of the same kind, or to other fibres of the same nerve ; a pheno-
menon which has been treated of under the head of the " radiation of
sensations," at page 697.

b. In the second case, an affection of one sensitive nerve induces an
affection of a sensitive nerve of another kind, but in the same organ.
This kind of sympathy is observed principally between the nerves of
special sense and the nerves superadded to the organs of sense, for the
reception of the general impressions of resistance, warmth, cold, plea-
sure, and pain. The optic nerve is susceptible of the impression of light

;

toM- Magendie, is not endued with common sensation

:

the eye receives common sensibility from branches of the fifth, which
ramify in the conjunctiva, and from the ciliary nerves. The organ of
hearing has, in addition to the auditory nerve, fibres from the facial, the
second, and third division of the fifth nerve, and from the ganglion oticum,
which are distributed in the mucous membrane of the tympanum ; and'
from these, together with the numerous nerves of the external ear and
external meatus, the common sensibility of the organ of hearing is evi-
dently derived. The nose is not only the seat of the sense of smell,
derived from the olfactory nerves, which, according to Magendie, are
devoid of common sensibility, but is very susceptible of other sensations,
such as resistance, warmth, cold, tickling, pain, &c. which depend on the
nasal branches of the fifth nerve. The tongue has the sense of taste, but
also the sense of touch, as every one knows.

Now, the nerves of special and those of common sensation in the
organs of sense have a marked influence on each other. The blindness
which sometimes follows injury of the frontal nerve has been thought to
be an instance of this. It has been imagined that the effect of the injury
of the frontal nerve is propagated backwards to the trunk of the ophthal-
mic, from the nasal branch of which the ciliary ganglion derives its longer

But the ciliary nerves can influence the power of the iris only, not
that of the retina, with which they are in no way connected. It appears
to me much more natural to suppose that the consecutive blindness after
contusions of the forehead is owing to the concussion suffered by the eye
and optic nerve. M. von Walther has, I think, gone too far in attributing
much influence to the ciliary nerves in the production of amaurosis and
amblyopia. In many other phenomena, however, we have indubitable
proofs of the sympathy of the different nerves of the organs of sense; for
example, in the sensation of tickling in the nose from looking at the sun,
and in the sensation of shuddering, and creeping over the surface, excited'
by certain sounds, &c. The principles laid down in the section on the

root.
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1

laws of nervous action do not leave much doubt concerning the explana-

tion of these phenomena. Since communications of the nerves of special

sense with the superadded nerves of common sensation, by means of the

sympathetic, have not been satisfactorily demonstrated to exist, we must

*efer the phenomena in question to reflection of the impression in the

brain. Tiedemann,* in treating of the sympathies of the organs of the

senses, lays stress upon the fact that all those organs receive branches

from the sympathetic nerve ; this cannot be denied ; but, to explain the

sympathies of the nerves of special sense with other sensitive nerves,

it is necessary, not that the organ generally, which is a part composed

of numerous tissues, but that the nerve itself should have such connec-

tions with the sympathetic. Such connections have indeed been described.

Tiedemann himself saw branches of the ciliary nerves accompanying the

arteria centralis retinae, even as far as the retina; but this does not prove

a connection of the optic nerve or of the retina with the sympathetic.

Hirzelf observed in several cases a connection between the ganglion

spheno-palatinum and the optic nerve. Arnold traced such a twig as far

as the sheath of the optic nerve, and denies its connection with the nerve

itself. Varrentrapp J did not see this communicating filament. But even

if the optic nerve did really receive a filament from the sympathetic,

much would not thereby be explained ; for, to establish such a commu-

nication as is necessary to explain the sympathies, the communicating

thread of the sympathetic must be connected with all the fibres of the

optic nerve ; its connection with one or a few of these fibres would not

be sufficient. The same remarks apply to the organ of hearing. Koell-

Swan, Arnold, and Varrentrapp have observed a connection be-

tween the facial and the acoustic nerve, within the meatus auditorius

internus. According to Arnold,^ the communication is two-fold; one

through the medium of the sympathetic nerve. A fibre derived from

ner,

is

the sympathetic leaves the facial to join the acoustic nerve, and in the

calf forms a small ganglion at the bottom of the meatus auditorius. This

structure, which is very distinct in the calf, appears to me to be destined

to convey organic fibres into the interior of the labyrinth. The organic

fibres also of the tympanic plexus may probably be subservient to the

organic functions, such as the secretion of mucus. The second mode in

which the facial and acoustic nerves are connected, is by means of a fibre

which passes from the smaller portion of the facial nerve to the nervus

acousticus. Since at their origin the two nerves are connected by many

nervous filaments, this communicating thread in the meatus auditorius

may be regarded as a fibre which belongs to the acoustic nerve, but

* Zeitschriftfiir Physiol, i. 237.

f Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, i. 229.

Observ. Anat. de parte cephal. nerv. sympath. Francof. 1831

§ Der Kopftheil des veget. Nervensyst. Heidelb. 1831 ; p. 83.
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and

suffered.

which has thus far accompanied the facial. The ramus acusticus acces-
sorius, derived from the facial in birds and the cyclostomatous fishes,
is to be viewed in the same light.

The remarks which we have made regarding the sympathies of the
nerves of special sense with the other superadded nerves of the organs
of sense, may be applied to the more remote sympathies of these organs
with the abdominal viscera. Partial amaurosis, tinnitus aurium, mnx
other symptoms, have been observed accompanying a disturbed state of
the functions of the abdominal viscera ; and many persons have explained
these phenomena on the supposition of the sympathetic nerve having
a share in the functions of the organs of sense, although they are much
more easily accounted for as the result of the impression made by the
disordered viscera upon the brain and spinal cord, and by them reflected
upon the organs of sense. These secondary affections of the senses can-
not, however, be regarded in this isolated manner; the whole nervous
system frequently suffers in such cases; obstinate pains in the head
precede or accompany the affection of the organs of sense, or the sensi-
bility of the nerves of common sensation generally is found to have

Having now considered separately the different forms of sym-
pathy, we must glance at its application to the treatment of disease.

The principle of the balance of sympathy teaches us how we must
avoid aggravating the morbid condition of one organ by the means which
we apply to another

; but it also teaches us how we may produce a
change in the state of one organ directly inaccessible to us by effecting
an appropriate change in another. The remedial means which act by
virtue of the sympathies of the body have received the names of deriva-
tion and counter-irritation, inasmuch as they are intended to remove a
certain state in one organ by inducing artificially a change in another.
Their mode of action may be thus stated

:

1

.

By increasing the activity of an affected part, by artificially increas-
ing that of the part which sympathises with it.

2. By lessening the irritation of a part, by producing relaxation of the
consensual part.

This result may be expected in the highest degree in the sympathies
of the nerves, and especially wherever the laws of reflection from sensi
tive upon motor nerves, by the intervention of the brain and spinal cord
come into play. In the nerves distributed over the whole surface of the
skin, we have an extensive field for acting indirectly on the brain and
spinal cord. By friction, electricity, moxas, cold baths, and mustard
plaisters, we stimulate the peripheral extremities of the cutaneous nerves
and indirectly the central organs of the nervous system; by soothin-
the peripheral nerves in the skin by tepid baths, we allay irritation of
the brain and spinal cord.

3. Diminution of a morbid secretion in one part, A, by increasing the

i

*
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secretion of another part, B, or by giving rise to a similar secretion in

the second part, B. This mode of action is the reverse of that which

takes place in the preceding cases ; it is explained by the principle ot

the antagonism of secretions, laid down at. page 473. There is an ex-

ception to this law in the sympathy of the different parts of one and the

(Ottilia LIOOUC I ov,^ ^^£j~ / . .

4. Diminution of sanguineous congestion in one organ, by exciting

congestion artificially in another organ ; as in the action of hot foot-

baths. This case is similar to the preceding, and is the reverse of the

first two, but is explicable on the same principle.

5 Diminution of a certain state, x, in one part, A, by exciting a dif-

ferent state, y, in a second part, B, of the same tissue
;
a method which

we adopt frequently with the best effects. Secretion and inflammation,

particularly when seated in a secreting organ, are to be regarded almost

as opposite states. Inflammation always arrests the natural secretions.

Hence inflammation of the mucous membranes of the fauces is success-

fully treated by exciting a diarrhoea. The same reaction can be excited

between different tissues. A diarrhoea diminishes congestion in^the

head. This case, however, belongs to the mode of action indicated at

^Diminution of a certain state, « in one organ, by exciting the same

state in another organ. This appears to be contradictory to most of

the facts established in the foregoing paragraphs, and its explanation ,s

a matter of great difficulty. The production of an inflammatory state

artificially in the neighbourhood of an inflamed part would cause the

original inflammation to become increased, not diminished, particularly

if the artificial inflammation was induced in a part of the same tissue

;

and nevertheless, inflammation of one organ is rendered less active by

inflammation being excited in another organ, at a certain distance from

the organ originally diseased. Inflammatory affections of the eye are

treated by exciting inflammation of the skin at a little distance from the

Affections of the joints, &c. are treated by counter- irritation of

ine sKin The success of these methods of treatment seems to prove,

that the states of irritation of the capillary vessels of two organs, parti-

cularly if in different tissues, are not subject to the same relation which

we have observed to prevail so distinctly, in the cases indicated in para-

graphs 1 and 2, between peripheral and central parts
;
and by virtue

of which, irritation of the peripheral branches of the nerves does not

arrest irritation of the central organs, but induces in them a more active

eye

the skin.

state.
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SECTION IV.

\

Ofthe peculiar properties of individual nerves.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE NERVES OF SPECIAL SENSE.

The nerves have always been regarded as conductors, through the
medium of which we are made conscious of external impressions. Thus
the nerves of the senses have been looked upon as mere passive conductors,
through which the impressions made by the properties of bodies were
supposed to be transmitted unchanged to the sensorium. More recently,
physiologists have begun to analyse these opinions. If the nerves are
mere passive conductors of the impressions of light, sonorous vibrations,
and odours, how does it happen that the nerve which perceives odours
is sensible to this kind of impressions only, and to no others, while by
another nerve odours are not perceived ; that the nerve which is sen-
sible to the matter of light, or the luminous oscillations, is insensible to
the vibrations of sonorous bodies; that the auditory nerve is not sensible
to light, nor the nerve of taste to odours; while, to the common sen-
sitive nerve, the vibrations of bodies give the sensation, not of sound,
but merely of tremours ? These considerations have induced physiolo-
gists to ascribe to the individual nerves of the senses a special sensibility
to certain impressions, by which they are supposed to be rendered con-
ductors of certain qualities of bodies, and not of others.

This last theory, of which ten or twenty years since no one doubted the
correctness, on being subjected to a comparison with facts, was found un-
satisfactory. For the same stimulus as electricity, may act simultaneously
on all the organs of sense,—all are sensible to its action ; but the nerve of
each sense is affected in a different way, becomes the seat of a different
sensation : in one, the sensation of light is produced ; in another, that of
sound

;
in another, taste

; while, in a fourth, pain and the sensation of a
shock are felt. Mechanical irritation pxritpe In ™Q ™..„~ „ i. •

An in-
spectrum; in another, a humming sound; in a third, pain,
crease of the stimulus of the blood causes in one organ spontaneous
sensations of light; in another, sound; in a third, itching, pain, &c A
consideration of such facts could not but lead to the inference ' that
the special susceptibility of nerves for certain impressions is not a satis-
factory theory, and that the nerves of the senses are not mere passive
conductors, but that each peculiar nerve of sense has special powers or
qualities which the exciting causes merely render manifest.

CY #• .7 /» ._
therefc the sensorium.

not of the quality or state of the external body, but of the condition of the
nerves themselves, excited by the external cause.—We do not feel the
knife which gives us pain, but the painful state of our nerves : the
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probably mechanic*, -nation of ««" *^-STi5 -
it could itself act on the sensonum, it would be pe.ce e J

ao oscillatiou ; it is on.y by affcctiog the optic nerve *
^

es

to the sensation of light : »und has no existence but in the ex -te

of a quality of the audito.y ne.ve ; the nerve of ** P«»

-

vibration of the apparently^^^h^U by vi.tue of

We communicate, therefore, with the external

the states which external influences excite
<"°J»^\ei „ot „„, „

R„ the knowledge of the fact just announced, we are lea no
y

y
!,Wnecuhar qualities of the different nerves of sensation, in

^f"rto tl' K neraTdistinetion from the motor nerves
;
but we are

^ oh ed to banTsh for ever from the doctrines of physiology a number
also enabled to Daman o

, ower f the nerves to per-

of erroneous notions regarding£* supposedlpo ^ ^^

maToe rendered by practice, it can still be but the one sense proper ,o

nr^htcrr ha^Tlidered afford a *-«££*--
.11 ,™nt according to which it was supposed possible hat the tunc

SZ the opUc ani olfactory nerves, when they are absent, can be

performed by the nervus trigemmu.^ .^^ ^^ and

Some animal, though p
^
jr.
^ ^^^ sense rf

"•
0t

rbeT„g
U

'.hen";ted in the ophthalmic branch of the fifth nerve

vision being B»P
of he mole> from ,„accuracy of

This statement as am™
cage .__ ^

the anatomical examinations ,

and a very
1 VI m. 7^ mm. I J^x V<w ^* ^-^ ^^ #

The mole has an uncommonly small optic nerve
J

• _ n *_. T4- Koe V*PPTproteus. tie mote '"»
It has been stated that,

delicate chiasma, as Dr Hede has show ^^ ^
in the cetacea, the office of the °W V^

d rudimentary,

Blainville, Mayer and Trev. anU s ex.re^^ ^ ^^^"r^« dTlhU conclusion are, is evident when we con-

der thatU have not the slightest proof that the cetacea have the sense

„der that we have «
he had found proof of the „lftc.

f smell. M. Ma e«d,et g ^ rf^ sense^ ^
tory nerve not being the n ^ ^^^^
property of the nasal^ bianc

were gtm sensible t0

the olfactory nerves had bee des oy ^ ^^
acetic acid, *T>-^,£%£ their nostrils with their fee,

substances were

# Treviranus, Biologie, v. 342. •J-
Journal de Physiologic, t. iv. p. 169

3 D
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and sneezed. This proves, as Eschricht* remarks, and as everyone
must perceive, that the olfactory nerves are the nerves of the sense
of smell only, and not nerves of common sensation; for all the sub-
stances which Magendie mentions are excitants of the common sensibi-
lity of the mucous membrane of the nostrils, which is derived from the
nasal branches of the fifth. The flesh of animals excites the sensation
of smell only

; and M. Magendie confesses that, when a piece of meat
enveloped in paper was placed before a dog in which the olfactory nerves
had been destroyed, he did not notice it. That the sense of smell is

wanting when the olfactory nerves in man do not exist, or have been
destroyed, is shown by the cases related by Rudius, Rolfink, Magnenus,
and Oppert, Balonus, Loder, and Serres.t MeryJ and Berard, on the
contrary, state that they have observed persistence of the sense of smell
with induration of the olfactory nerves, or of the anterior lobes of the
brain. But what assurance have we that these physiologists have not
confounded the sense of smell with the common sensibility of the nose ?

It was formerly supposed that the auditory nerve was absent in fishes,
and its place supplied by the fifth. Even Scarpa and Cuvier believed
this

:
but it has been refuted by Treviranus and Professor J. H. Weber.

In some fishes, as the silurus glanis and muraena anguilla, a filament is,

according to Weber, § given off from the fifth to the auditory nerve!
There is, however, he says, an accessory nerve of the organ of hearing,
which sometimes arises distinctly from the brain, sometimes appears to
come off from the fifth or from the vagus, and goes to the ampulla of the
posterior semicircular canal and to the sac. In the rays there is a nervus
accessories nervi acustici arising separately from the brain. Buechner

„
states, that in some osseous fishes also the nervus acusticus accessorius,
which goes to the sac and the posterior ampulla, is not a branch of
other nerves, but a special fasciculus from the medulla oblongata. In
the petromyzon, an accessory auditory nerve was observed by Schlemm
and D'Alton, going to the labyrinth, and arising from the facial nerve.
I observed the same structure in the myxinoid fishes. The circumstance
of the accessory auditory nerve arising sometimes from other nerves,
must not be regarded as of much importance. In such cases there is

probably nothing more than an association of very different fibres in a part
oftheir course, just as in the lingual branch ofthe fifth in man we must sup-
pose very different fibres—those of taste and those ofcommon sensation
to be associated. Hence also the fact observed by Treviranus,1T that in

* Diss, de Funct. primi et quinti paris in Olfact. Organo. Magendie, Journ. t. vi.

p. 339.

t Compare Eschricht, loc. cit. and Backer, Comment, ad Qiirest. Physiol. Traject.
1830.

$ Hist, de l'Anat. et Chirurg. par Portal, t. iii. p. 603. Magendie's Journ. t. v. p. 17.
" De Aure et Auditu. Lips. 1820.

||
Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Strasburg, t. ii. livr. 2.

% Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, v.

*

:
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some birds the nevvus vestibuli is a branch of the facial, is of nc^r
_:-,_„•__, -. *™.^. Tn the ^oose, the nervus vestibuli is a branc

siological importance. In the goose,
siological importance, in uie guuBC ,

-

the acoustic nerve itself, the facial nerve merely runm
^^ ^

it. And in any case, what could the association of fibres

functions in one sheath prove physiologically ?

The nerve of taste appears never to arise as a separate™^™ 1

i- • ^1,,/iorl in other nerves, proDauiy uulu

contrary, its fibres seem to^"^^^ both the palate and

the lingual and palatine branches of the fifth. 01
to\ouch the

tongue are endowed with the sense of taste. Chees* ™
f gensa.

palate only, is distinctly tasted. Even the pharynx is the seat

tions allied to taste, namely, those of nausea.

Loss of taste has been observed in cases where £J^£^
ff ^ from disease * Maeendie observed the same effect atter dividing

IS "e^ the experiments of Mayo,**£*£*
self instituted in conjunction with Professor Gurlt and Dr. Korn.e

were attended with similar result.
f

Panizzat regards the lingual branch of the fifth as a mete nerve

common sensation or touch, and the glosso-pharyngeus -^^e

^
taste. It appeared to him that taste was not lost after dtv ston o the

Ungual branch of the fifth. The animals tn witch the exP—
and

pefformed, tried ,o eat bread, milk and"^££^& the

quassia had been mixed, butm™*"*^«^T^ b tter sub-

glosso-pharyngeus had been d.v.ded, they swallowed even

stances.

T"' , oxneriments however, throw doubts upon Panics theory.

ET3ES- a-r the division ofthe *~g££

"le per/eptibly after division of the^*"^.^S. "man

sources of error,

with the

. x

[as well as of those of Mr. May

Reid];id1 were untavouraoie 10 x «uii**« - -«-^
or com-

The lingual branch ofthe fifth is likewise a nerve of touch o com

J sensation ;
the tongue "f^^-jT^^^Tof

and from the glosso-pharyngeal. The d.v.s.on of the hngu

. Parry, Elera . of Pa.no,. and Therap. vot. 1. [and M, Bishop in A. Madica!

Gazette, Dec. 21, 1833.]

+ Richerche Sperimentali sopra i Nervi. Pavia, 1JW4.

'» SefKornteH, De funouonibu, nervorum lingua expernn.nta. Beroh UN.

I

''
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a

I

the fifth Mage
myself to be very painful. It is possible that there are special filaments

for taste and touch associated in it. The chorda tympani, at all events,
may be looked upon as a part destined for common sensibility.

The nervous fibres endowed with the sense of taste may be super-
added to very different nerves. In birds the nerve of taste is a branch
of the glossopharyngeal, in frogs it is a branch of the vagus.

M. Magendie* asserts that he has seen nearly all the senses annulled

by the division of the trunk of the fifth nerve within the cranium. The
loss of vision M. Magendie inferred from the animal not noticing the
light of a lamp. But rabbits are frequently not affected by light, even
when the fifth nerve is not divided: and M.Mas

also

fesses that, when the light of the sun was allowed to break in where
lights had been previously excluded, the eyelids of the animal closed

;

and this was seen still more distinctly when the light was thrown into the
eye through a lens. M. Magendie demonstrates by experiment on ani-
mals that which is known too well from the observation of diseases in
man, namely, that when the optic nerve loses its power, the fifth does not
perform its function,—the perception of light ; but he is of opinion that
the fifth is at least an auxiliary to the optic nerve, and necessary for the
due performance of the visual function. M. Magendie believes

that the fifth is necessary for hearing.

The circumstance of an animal not being susceptible of other impres-
sions immediately after the division of so large a nerve as the fifth,

proves nothing more than that it has suffered a serious injury. We
know, in fact, that the division of large nerves,—for instance, of the optic

gives rise to serious symptoms. According to my view, the fifth

nerve has no influence either on vision, hearing, or smell. In an epilep-

tic patient, in whom there was inflammation of the eye and opacity of
the cornea on the right side, with loss of vision, and subsequently in-

sensibility of the eyelids, nose, and tongue on the same side, deafness of
the right ear, and a scorbutic state of the gums, M. Serres found
disease of the portio major of the fifth nerve as far as the pons Varolii ;t
but here the blindness was the consequence of the opacity of the cornea.
All the other affections of the senses, as well as the convulsions of the
right side of the body, are accounted for by the diseased state of the

The inferences which have been drawn from this case are
moreover shown to be completely groundless by another case of disease
of the whole trunk of the fifth, in which there was insensibility of the
entire left side of the head, of the nose, tongue, and eye, while vision
remained perfect X

nerve

brain.

* Journ. de Physiol, iv. 302
•f-

Magendie's Journ. v. 232.
t Miiller's Archiv.f'ur Anat. und Physiol. 1834, p. 132.
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CHAPTER II.

OF THE PECULIAR PROPERTIES OF OTHER NERVES.

Of the nerves of the eye.

Wk are ignorant as to whether the ultra,
,

»-.. •

asserts

have sensitive, in addition to their motor power. U

that, when they are stretehed or pinched, noP P̂
e~d after the

diffieak to determine this with regard to such sm 11 nerves™

violenee that is necessarily done to the animal n, laymg item ba

• "1^^-^SSK-SLL its b

p

r;

,<• whUp the Ions root of this ganglion is suppneu y

Tan'el of the fifth nerve, and contain, a filament from the cavernous

P'

Thettrof^Ld nerve and that of the nasal nerve on the

iris deserve a special consideration. Desmonlins relates that, according

r the experiments of Fowler, Reinhold, and Nysten «h. app—
of galvanism to the third nerve causes a contraction of the in.. 1» e

celLt inquiries of Mr. Mayo have shown that *e~ of* »
«

i . i\ fi.o third nerve through the medium ot the snort root ui

X ; ngliot£££> Wtoot of this ganglion derived from the

..»1 hranch of the fifth has no influence over the motions.

TL oltw g are the results of his experiments on thirty living

ine ioiiuwi 5 o-ano-hon cihare has

pigeons
M.M

Plge0,1l one from the third, the other from the fifth nerve.

tW

l men"L ^ic nerves are divided in the cranial cavity of a living

• :„r the pupils become fully dilated, and do not contract on the ad-

plgeon, the pupils , ^^ ^^ rf the

T^JSS the iris, ts a consequence of division of the optic

net n ^ and Ls ;
while the pupil became contracted, and the

hi immoveable, when the same experiment was performed on rabbits

pigeon, the same result ensues ; in both these cases the surface ol the

eveball retains its feeling. .
#

. ,

y
3 When the fifth nerve has been divided on one side m the cranial

cavity of a living pigeon, the iris on that side contracts as usual on the

V of Wht hut the surface of the eyeball appears to have lost its

^'(wh delved from twigs ofthe o^hahnic branch of the fifth).

4 When the optic nerves are pinched in the cranial cavity of a hv „g

„!.;„„, or immediately after its decapitation, the pupils are contracted

fori instant on each injury of the nerves. (A phenomenon observed

by Flourens also.)
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5. When the third nerves are irritated in the living or dead bird, a like

result ensues.

6. When the fifth nerve is similarly irritated in the dead bird no
affection of the pupil is observed.

7. When the optic nerves have been divided within the cranial cavity

of a pigeon immediately after its decapitation, if the portion of the

nerves attached to the eyes be pinched, no contraction of the pupil

ensues : if the portion adhering to the brain be pinched, a like con-

traction of the pupil ensues, as if the optic nerves had not been

divided.

8. The previous division of the fifth nerves in the preceding experi-

ment produces no difference in the result.

9. When the third nerves have been divided in the cranial cavity of

the living or dead bird, no change in the pupil ensues on irritating the

entire or divided optic nerves.*

sound eye

From these experiments we may with confidence conclude that the

motor power of the ciliary ganglion and nerves is derived from the third

nerve, and that the light does not cause the contraction of the pupil by
acting directly upon the ciliary nerves ; but that the irritation of the

i

retina and optic nerve acts immediately upon the brain, and from the

brain is reflected upon the third nerve and the short motor root of the

ciliary ganglion. This might be inferred also from the well-known cir-

cumstance that, in an eye amaurotic from paralysis of the retina, the

direct action of light does not cause contraction of the iris, but that the

iris of this same eye still acts when the light is directed upon the other

Mayo's experiments show, moreover, that the general

sensibility of the eye is given to it by the fifth nerve, the ophthalmic

branch of which sends filaments to the conjunctiva, while the long root

of the ciliary ganglion from the nasal branch of the fifth supplies the

interior of the eye with sensibility. The nutrition of the eye is under

the influence of the sympathetic twigs : we have already seen what an

influence the sympathetic, by virtue of its connections with the ciliary

ganglion, has over the nutrition of the eye ; and that, after the superior

cervical ganglion has been destroyed, inflammation of the eye with
effusion of lymph ensues. M. Magendie found that division of the fifth

nerve in rabbits, guinea-pigs, dogs, and cats, was followed by immobility
of the iris, with dilatation of the pupil in dogs and cats, contraction of it

in rabbits and guinea-pigs.f These effects must depend on a reflected

action through the medium of the brain. We can now inquire into the

mode in which the third nerve influences the motion of the iris, a point

respecting which I have made several original observations. The third

nerve, when excited to action, voluntarily or involuntarily, frequently

* M ayo's Anat. and Physiol. Commentaries, 1823, pt. ii. p. 4.

t Desmoulins, Anat. des Syst. Nerv. t. ii, p. 712,
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gives rise to extraction of the iris. S nee

^V"'! Iwe know
The reeti muscles, with the exception of the rectos _ex

e
nus w

that when the eye is voluntarily directed •'•'*^„lldl.

active, and that it is so when the eye ^^iXeZZ perceive

If one eye be closed and ^*''-^ siShe eye

that the pnpil becomes ^f^j^^ttaht remaining the same,

be directed outwards, the mtens.ty of the I g ^
Henee it inevitably follows that every >£%*£%*. >

^

which the branch of the third nerve to die
'

»*« '£ sixth Jv
*
„

is accompanied by action of the nns ;
and hat, when

acting, the iris is inactive, the pupd d.tated.
remarkable

If one eye be turned outw^*£££

«

Mcount of the opposite

change in the state of the V**»*£.
al

.e made to eon-

conditions of *e *wo eye. If the ax ^ ^^
verge in a «***%> *£J ^ contr!Jon f the pupil becomes

at the side, or directly in front, me
direction of the eyes,

nerve, are determined '»^°";*e

Jer t„e motions of the iris ; in other

Hence we have voluntary power
eve ^ ^.^ fte

>rds, whenever the thud nerve
are

Now, in looking at near ob ects, the axes

^

y

made to converge,-the eyes are «™ed mwar£"*££^^
direct our eyes to near objects, the pupd becontea

^

words,

iris contracts.

direct our eyes „ .

and dilates when we look at distant objects. The motions of the iris in

the pupiland dilates wnen we iuu* »* ~ ,
man the u

birds are not really <££*£?££* them and they become

becomes very narrow in buds wnen w ^
itated.

'

, . , i.:^ o- es to the internal
'

It is not, however, the branch of the thrt^ ^
rectus muscle only that has this ***£*£J^^ oblique

other branches andP^^^^l.* rotates the

muscle, have the same power. The rotei 10 h
m0vement is

eye so as to carry the pupilJ^^J^ The eye

executed voluntarily, the pupil becomes mu .^
takes this position Voluntarily when Bleep is co^g ^ ^
in the state of intoxication, and in hysterical attacks

,

hence

pupil contracted during_ sleep ^ ^^^^
The contracted pup

o ^^ according t0 the observation of

m0re by the admission of intenseW
the pupil, after a few irre

a/Iv Hawkins.* At the moment of wakma ,
ue p v >

Mr. Hawiun^ **
f dilatation .

gular contractions, assumes its usua de
to
i

senerauy confirma-
8 j fi.«m cnmnarative anatomy aie geueia. j

The facts drawn from compamcz 9 ^^ ^
tory of the foregoing physiological

* Mayo's Commentaries, pt. ii. P- 6.

1
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I

!

*

constantly supplied from the third nerve and nasal branch of the fifth.

The following varieties are met with

:

,
1. Branches of the third and nasal nerves unite as roots to form the

ciliary ganglion. The ciliary nerves arise in part from the ganglion,

and in part from the nasal nerve itself. This is the arrangement of

the nerves, according to the extended and accurate researches of M.
Muck and Tiedemann in t.hp doo*. harp nv. shppn. onat-.. Hppr mo V»^rr

)

(

2. The ciliary ganglion connected more immediately with the root

derived from the third nerve ; the ciliary nerves arising from it, going

partly to the eye directly, and partly uniting in a looped manner with
ciliary branches of the nasal nerve, some filaments of which are con-

tinued separately to the eye. This structure has been found in the

cat, falcon, heron, raven, cock, duck, merganser, and tern. I regard

this form merely as a variety of the forrruer.

3. In the rabbit Muck found no connection of the third and nasal

nerves forming roots of a ganglion ; both those nerves gave off ciliary

twigs separately. According to Retzius, the ciliary ganglion is here
situated nearly within the sheath of the third nerve.

4. Desmoulins asserts that the nasal nerve gives off no ciliary branches

in the rabbit, guinea-pig, and water-rat ; all the ciliary nerves being in

these animals derived from the third : he also says that the ciliary gang-
lion is absent in them, as in all rodent animals. (?)

5. No animal with a moveable iris fails to receive ciliary branches from
the third nerve, which is always one of their principal sources when the

iris is endowed with motion. M. Muck and Tiedemann asserted, it is

true, that in the horse the ciliary ganglion is absent, and that the motor
oculi nerve gives off no ciliary branches; but Retzius has discovered

a very minute ganglion and its two roots, one derived from the third

Muck is probably in error, likewise, in stating that in the

squirrel, also, none of the ciliary nerves are derived from the third nerve.

6. In fishes the iris is nearly universally immoveable. Muck and
Tiedemann found ciliary nerves in the salmo hucho, which arose from the

third nerve and from the nasal, and in part anastomosed with each
other: in the carp, the ciliary nerves arose from the third pair. From
the researches of Prof. Schlemm and D'Alton, it appears that fishes do
not differ from other animals in respect to the ciliary nerves, which
they found to be generally derived from the usual roots.

f

7. In mammalia, the sixth nerve gives filaments to the musculus sus-

pensorius, as well as to the external rectus ; and in birds, to the muscle
of the membrana nictitans.

8. In cetacea, according to Rapp and Burns, the fifth nerve also gives

branches to the muscles of the eye, the special nerves of those muscles

nerve.*

* Isis. 1827, p. 007. t Miiller's Archiv. 1837, lxxviii.

ft
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being likewise present. Schlemm and IVAlton fonnd the same to be

tbe case in the petromyzon or lamprey.

9. In the lampreys there are, aecording to Schlemm, two specia

nerves for the museles of the eye ; namely, the motor oeah and troeh

learis, which unite in the orbit.
cerebral

10. In the myxmoid fishes, the third, lourm,

nerves are wanting, as well as the muscles of the eye.

Influence of the brain on Hie motor nerves of the eye.

IT:ZZ ey of copending side is directed forwards and

"ards the eye of the opposite side upwards and backwards
,
sec

tion of the pons Varolii was attended with the same result.

The fifth

In the section on the sensitive and motor nerves we have spoken of

,h se sitfve and ra„,or portions of this nerve, and have shown that,

firt, and second division, are, in the human subject, sensmve only
,
that

*e branches of the third division, which is composed of both motor and

sensitive portions, are in part motor, in part sensitive This3. n

uerve, Jwhich tbe anterior and lateral parts "^tat-d*.
(the

)

the muscles

ina nose, ciuu vixK, vw-.j— - y
#

„

of mastication their motor power, oommumcates by each of

and its branches
it, nrincioal divisions with the sympathetic nerve

,

^aWy teeeive, through the medium of these communications, organic

fibres from the sympathetic.
sympathetic is that

1. The f^^^f^t e2u.ar ganglion, which ganglion

of the nasal branch with the ciliary » B
sympathetic sys-

is connected by a distinct filament with the rest thegg.^
tern. In the ox, the first division of the fifth c

i

J .

receive organic fibres from that part of the sympathetic

division or the nerve, wnci j
romUs profundus

the vidian from the carotid plexus In the ox - ra nus p

nervi vidiani, coming distinctly from the sympathetic nerve

fiD es to the sphenopalatine **"^
pany the branches of*^£Z^*<£* Vision of

perficial branch o ^J^^y different nature from the deep

the fifth with the facial, is or
^ / „ _^^ nf fhe fifth sent to

bran

join

conveying

T itT a rdTg » Arnold, /eally a branch of the fifth sent to

Ch;

rf Bddef supposes that this nerve is also d* ,~f
motor fibres from the facial to the second division^ the filth,

1

wSC, destined for the muscles of the soft palate

\ V

'
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776 COMMUNICATIONS OJF THE SYMPATHETIC

also, the vidian nerve appears to me to give branches to the palatine
muscles. In birds, the sympathetic nerve communicates with the first

division of the fifth in the orbit, not with its second division, by means
of a nerve similar to the vidian. (Schlemm.)

3. The third means of communication between the fifth and sympa-
thetic is the connection of its third division with the otic ganglion*
This ganglion is connected with the third division of the fifth nerve, and
yields to it organic fibres which accompany its branches. According to

Bendz, the otic ganglion is connected with the organic nerves which
come off from the superior cervical ganglion, accompany the external
carotid artery, and are continued along the internal maxillary and arte-
ria meningea media.

Two nerves come off from the ganglion for the cavity of the tympa-
:

one is a branch from the ganglion itself; the other is, as Schlemm
pointed out, derived from the internal pterygoid nerve. The latter of
these two nervous twigs is the motor nerve of the tensor tympani muscle,
discovered by Comparetti ; in the calf it passes through the otic gan-
glion. The other nerve, the nervus petrosus superficialis minor, which
arises from the ganglion itself, enters a special canal of the temporal
bone in front, and to the outer side of the aqueduct of Fallopius, passes
through this canal into the cavity of the tympanum, and joins the
tympanic plexus of Jacobson.

num

unite with the facial nerve at its angle.

A small twig leaves it in its course to

The tympanic plexus, of which
the principal loop lies upon the promontory of the tympanum, connects
the tympanic nerve of the otic ganglion with the tympanic twig from
the carotic plexus of the sympathetic, and the ramus tympanicus of the
ganglion petrosum of the glossopharyngeal nerve. The last-mentioned
branch appears to be given off from the plexus to the glossopharyngeal
nerve, and to be the means of superadding organic fibres to it.

This whole apparatus, in part constituted of organic fibres, which has
its origin in the ganglion oticum, appears to serve the purpose of ming-
ling organic fibres with those of the third division of the fifth, the
seventh, and eighth nerves ; and to supply the tympanum, and particu-
larly its mucous membrane, with such organic fibres. The otic gan-
glion appears to be in no way connected with the function of hearing.
We may now understand, seeing the number of organic fibres which are'
interwoven^ with the fifth nerve, why the division of this nerve was

llagendie to interfere with the nutrition of the eye, gums,
and tongue;! and also why there should be such a tendency in the

* Arnold, Uber den Ohrknoten. Heidelb. 1828. See also Schlemm, Froriep's
Not. 660. Miiller, Meckel's Arch. 1832, p. 67. Hagenbach, Disq. circa muse, auris
internae, adject, animadversion, de Gang. Otico. Basil, 1833. Bendz, de anastom.
Jacobs, et ganglio Arnoldi. Hafn. 1833 ; and an account of the description given by
earlier anatomists of this ganglion and its nerves, in Mailer's Archiv. 1837, P- 284.

f [Would division of the fifth within the cranium, as in M. Magendie's expert-

M
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mucous membranes of the eye, nose, and tympanum to be affected

simultaneously in catarrhal affections.

The sub-maxillary ganglion, situated upon the lingual branch ot tbe

third division of the fifth, resembles the ciliary ganglion in being com-

posed both of organic fibres, and of fibres of the cerebrospinal system.

Haller, Bock, and Arnold describe it as receiving a filament from the

superior cervical ganglion of the sympathetic, which in its course to it

accompanies the facial artery. The organic influence of the ganglion ^on

the secretion of the saliva in the sub-maxillary gland may depend
I

on this

branch from the cervical ganglion, and on the grey matter of the sub-max-

illary ganglion itself. Moreover, this sub-maxillary ganglion receives, ac-

cording to Arnold, a branch of the chorda tympani, of which the rest

continues to accompany the lingual or gustatory nerve. Inasmuch as he

chorda tympani is derived from the facial, which is a motor nerve, the

filaments which it gives to the sub-maxillary ganglion may account for

the motor power of the filaments given by the ganglion to Wharton s

duct. Arnold states, that some fibres of the gustatory nerve itself join

the ganglion, and from these possibly the gland and its duct derive their

sensibility. In reference to its roots, therefore, of threefold nature this

ganglion resembles the ciliary ganglion. According to Prof. Arnold, it

rives grey fibres to the gland, to its duct, and also to the gustatory nerve.

The comparative anatomy of the fifth nerve, is, we confess, at pre-

sent but little known ; in the higher animals, however, its distribution

and Dhvsiological properties are nearly the same as in man. «
-

ptc^HeLJ nerve of the face. Thus, according to Rapr>,* the

sensitive fibres which supply the follicles of the vibnssae or whiskers of

animals are derived from the infra-orbital nerve, while the motion of the

follicles is dependent on the facial nerve.
^ _ #

When the sense of touch in the snout ofanimals is very acute, the infra-

orbital nerve is always very large, as in animals which have a proboscis.

In serpents and lizards the first division of the nerve appears to me

to form its ganglion independently of the second and third divisions.

In manyanimals,-in the cetacea, according to the observation of Rapp

and Brunn ; in the petromyzon, according to Schlemm and D A on; and

in the frog, according to Volkmann,-the first division of the fifth gives

branches to the muscles of the eye.t

In the frog, a branch of the fifth traverses the cavity of the tympa-

num, and joins the glossopharyngeal branch of the vagus or the glosso-

nharvngeal nerve.

In the torpedo, the anterior portion of the electric organ receives a

merits, paralyse the organic fibres which the nerve receives after its exit from the

rial cavity ? The implied assertion of the author that such would he the case must
crania

'

gee hig remarks on effects of division of the vagus, p. 781—782.}
06 ano & T •» iuqo 4,r

It is the

* Die Verrichtungen des fimften Nervenpaares, Leipz. 1832, iv.

t Miiller's Archiv. 1837, Ivii. lxxix. 1838, 76.

ii ;
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778 THE FACIAL NERVE.

branch of the fifth nerve, while the principal nerves of these organs
are branches of the vagus. In the rays, a branch of the fifth nerve
goes to the point of divergence of the mucous ducts which radiate out
under the skin. In the carp, the vagus, and the last cerebral nerve, by
which the muscles of the pectoral fin are supplied, receive a part of their
fibres from the fifth nerve.*

)

t
that in many fishes, as the silurus and eelpout, there is, in addition

to the usual nervus lateralis, which is a branch of the nervus vagus,
another nerve derived from the fifth pair, running with the former su-

perficially in the muscles at the side of the body as far as the tail.

This ramus lateralis of the fifth is closely connected with the spinal

nerves, which is not the case with the branch of the vagus. In fishes,

the vagus and fifth nerves are usually the largest cerebral nerves ; their

developement corresponds to that of the enlargements of medulla ob-
longata

; at the point of origin of the vagus a special cerebral lobe is

often developed: the fifth nerve, according to Weber, arises in

carp from an anterior single enlargement ; in the silurus, from a lateral
enlargement of the cerebellum; in the myxinoid fishes, the lobe of
the medulla oblongata terminates anteriorly quite free in the fifth

nerve.

the

Thefacial nerve, or portio dura of the seventh.

Although the facial nerve contains a certain proportion of sensitive
fibres, yet it is the principal motor nerve of the face : its sphere of
action extends to all the muscles of the face, those of the ear, and
the occipito-frontalis muscle; besides several other muscles, namely,
the posterior belly of the digastricus, the stylo-hyoideus, and the cuta-
neous muscle of the neck. Hence it is the nerve of expression, and
also the respiratory muscle of the face, since it

affected in all violent or laboured respiratory movements.

is sympathetically

of the ft In proportion as the develope-
ment of the muscles of the face, and the expression of the passions in
the features, are less perfect, this nerve is of smaller size. In animals
provided with a very moveable trunk or proboscis, the facial nerve is

very large
;
and in the elephant, the branch of the facial, which supplies

the trunk, is as large as the ischiadic in man.* In birds, the office

of the facial nerve, as a nerve of expression, does not exist. It serves
however, in some birds still to express the passions, namely, in birds
in which the feathers covering the ear are moveable, in which the
feathers of the neck can be moved by means of the cutaneous muscle;
the muscles which it supplies are only those to which in man it gives

* Weber, Meckel's Archiv. 1827, p. 313.

t De Aure et Aupitu. Lips. 1820, and Meckel's Archiv. 1827, p. 304
J Sir C. Bell's Natural System of the Nerves, p. 127.
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branches in addition «. the M*. of the face namely the tnnscles

which depress the jaw and raise
_ m m

the os hyoides and the platysma
WHICH UCUICDD mv J"" — -

j m rt.'.^ng

myoides. It is, as far as it exists, still a motor nerve
;
and Trevnanus

was in error in imagining that in the facial nerve of birds, which he

believed to be almost entirely devoid of motor power, he had an example

of a nerve altering its function.

In the chelonia (tortoises and turtles), its qibuiuuuuu .«-.,--.

same as in birds. In serpents and lizards, according to my observation,

a nerve analogous to the facial passes out close behind the third branch

of the fifth, gives a branch posteriorly to join the vagus, and receives,

through an osseous canal in the base of the skull, a branch analogous to

the vidian, which is connected with the second division of the fifth

nair The trunk of the facial is distributed to the muscle between the

os quadratum and inferior maxilla, and in the lizards to the cutaneous

1

""in fro**, Volkmann has described a nerve, analogous to the facial,

which enters the ganglion of the fifth pair, but immediately separates

ao-ain from it, and is continued as the tympanic branch of the fifth till

it joins the laryngeal branch of the vagus. This laryngeal branch of

the vagus is given off by the glossopharyngeal division of the lattei

nerve, and this anastomosis of the two nerves may be compared to the

similar connection of the facial with the glossopharyngeal nerve in the

^rn^thelTeous fishes the facial is not a separate nerve
;

its fibres

are probably contained in the fifth, forming the ramus operculars of

th

In"the

V

plagiostomatous fishes an analogous nerve becomes insulated,

and in the cyclostomata the facial is a special cerebral nerve as Born,

Schlemm, and D'Alton, have observed in the petromyzon (lamprey)

;

and I have found the same to be the case in the myxinoid fishes.
_

The nature of the connection of thefacial and gustatory nerve in man

and mammalia by means of the chorda tympani, is not at all understood

Cloquet and Herzel describe the superficial branch of the vidum which

comes from the second division of the fifth, as merely applying itself to

the facial at the point where it makes an angular bend, being enclosed in

the sheath with it ; but leaving it again as the chorda tympam, to join

the gustatory branch of the fifth. Arnold's researches, however, would

make it appear that this view is unfounded, inasmuch as it is not pos-

it without violence to show such a relation between them. Varren-

app* states that the superficial branch of the vidian, after having joined

he facial nerve, does not merely run in the same sheath with tt, but

PS a part of its fibres to it, so that a part only of the vid.an passes

oVer the bend of the facial nerve, without being firmly united with it.

* Observ. Anat. de parte cephal. nerv. symp. Francof. 1831.

/
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The part that is thus continued onwards may, according to Varren-
trapp's view, even where it lies with the facial, be regarded as chorda
tympani

;
it may be followed, attached to the gustatory nerve, nearly

as far as the sub-maxillary ganglion, where it divides into two branches,
of which one enters the ganglion, while the other continues its course
in the gustatory nerve. Arnold* says, that where the chorda tympani
runs in the sheath of the gustatory nerve, very frequent communi-
cating filaments pass between it and the latter nerve ; and that it

divides at length into two branches, of which the most delicate enters
the sub-maxillary ganglion, the other loses itself in the gustatory nerve.
The branches of the ganglion are distributed, as Arnold observed, not
merely to the sub-maxillary gland, but also to its duct ; it is therefore,

in my opinion, most probable that the motion of the duct is dependent
on motor fibres of the chorda tympani derived from the facial nerve.
Arnold's explanation of the connection of the facial and gustatory by
means of the vidian, appears to me not likely to be correct. Arnold has
himself indicated the relation of the sub-maxillary ganglion to the mo-
tions of the duct of the sub-maxillary gland.

The glosso-pharyngeal nerve.

We have already (at page 650) considered this nerve with reference

to its place in motion and common sensation. It supplies the posterior

part of the dorsum of the tongue, the papillae vallatae, the tonsils, and
the pharynx. Whether it also supplies fibres for the sense of taste,

is still matter of doubt. The circumstance that the gustatory nerve in

birds and some amphibia is a branch of the glossopharyngeal, is in favour

of such being the case. In the frog, the gustatory nerve is a branch of
the vagus. We do not know, indeed, how far the sense of taste extends.

*

The sensations of disgust or nausea, which have their principal seat in

the pharynx, are, in a great measure, similar to the sensations of taste;

and, with regard to these sensations of nausea, it is doubtful whether they
are seated in the pharyngeal branch of the vagus, or in the glosso-

pharyngeal nerve.

The tympanic branch of the glossopharyngeal nerve ought probably
to be regarded as a filament sent from the sympathetic to this nerve.

(S

of the In birds it sends
a communicating branch to the vagus, and is finally distributed by one
division to the tongue, of which it is, according to Weber, the gustatory
nerve

;
and by another to the superior larynx, a part of this portion

descending to the oesophagus. BischofFalso describes a glossopharyngeal

* Kopf-theil des vegetat. Nervensyst. Heidelb. 1831, p. 119.

t On the nerves which in birds are the analogue of this branch of the glosso-pharyn-

Weber
p. 16.

i
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nerve supplying the tongue in the iguana. In the «f*"£^
glosso-pharyngeal nerve, according to my dissections, unites wholly with

the vagus, which gives a branch to the tongue. In the frog, the glosso-

pharyngeal branch of the vagus is the only nerve analogous to the

glosso-pharyngeal. In fishes, there is a branch from the anterior part

of the vagus, which, in the carp, is, like the other branches of the vagus

sent to the bronchi*, provided with a ganglion but passes through a

special foramen in the cranium, and, besides supplying the first branchial

arch also ramifies in the tongue nearly as far forwards as the opening of

the mouth ; this has been called the glosso-pharyngeal nerve.

From all these varieties, as well as from the absence of the nervus

accessorius in fishes, it is evident that the vagus, glosso-pharyngeus, and

spinal accessory form but one common system, the distribution of which

may'vary very much in the different classes of animals.

Nervus vagus.

This mixed nerve, which acquires its motor influence in a great mea-

sure probably by its connection with the inner portion of the spinal

accessory (see page 652), is constant in its distribution to the organs of

voice and respiration, and to the pharynx, oesophagus, and stomach

On the vagus depend the sensations of hunger and satiety, and all the

various feelings which accompany respiration in health and disease.

Brachet* has observed, that the sensation of hunger was no longer felt

after the vagus was divided. In a monster, of which the head and thorax

were double, and the abdomen single, drink given to the one did not

satisfy the thirst of the other, probably on account of the stomach being

d
°The'vagus nerve contains many organic fibres derived from the sym-

pathetic which attach themselves in part to the trunk of the vagus, and

in part to its branches. To these superadded organic fibres the vagus

probably owes its organic chemical influence.

The chemical process of respiration, and the secretion of mucus in the

lungs are probably in part dependent on the influence of this nerve
;
at

all events, the division of the vagus in the neck is followed by the effu-

sion of bloody fluid in the lungs ; and, although the chemical process of

respiration is at first not essentially disturbed, yet the animals die a few

days after the operation,—birds live at most but five or eight days.

The secretion of the gastric juice also is subject to the organic influ-

The division of the vagus in the neck does not

completely arrest the secretion of the gastric juice, but causes it to be

formed in less quantity : the effect on digestion is the same
;
in birds,

which live longer than mammalia after the operation, digestion is dis-

tinctly performed, but much more slowly than before. The circumstance

* Recherches sur les Fonctions du Syst. Ganglionaire, p. 179. Paris, 1830.

ence of the vagus

* *
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of the chemical processes in the lungs and stomach not being immediately
quite arrested, is sufficiently explained by the anatomical fact, that the

vagus receives organic fibres, not merely at the upper part of its trunk,

but at its lower part also, having there numerous connections with the
sympathetic nerve, the influence of which cannot be cut off by the divi

sion of the vagus in the neck. The secretion of mucus in the respiratory

organs appears to be in all parts under the influence of the organic fibres

superadded to the vagus ; and therefore it is, probably, that the recurrent

nerve, at the point where it makes its turn, receives so many large com-
municating filaments from the sympathetic.

The division of the vagus on both sides does not arrest the absorption

of fluids, or of foreign matters mixed with them, such as poisons, &c.

(see page 246) The division of the vagus on both

sides is fatal in very few days ; but the division of one vagus nerve only

is not fatal, nor indeed of both, if sufficient time have elapsed before the

division of the second for the first to have become entirely reunited.

(See page 418.)

The comparative anatomy and physiology of the vagus ?ierve offers

many points of interest.

1. In birds and reptiles, in which the nervus accessorius is entirely

united with the vagus, the latter nerve gives off one or several branches

to the muscles of the neck.*

2. In frogs, a branch from the ganglion of the vagus goes to the

muscles of the jaw.t It is the jugular branch of Volkmann, who has

shown that its motor influence is derived from a branch of the facial

nerve, which has coalesced with it. It is distributed partly to the hyoid

muscles, and partly to the muscles of the jaw.

3. The nervus vagus in frogs also gives off a lingual branch, which
probably supplies the place of the gustatory branch of the fifth ; the

ordinary motor nerve of the tongue, the hypoglossus, being present.

(Weber.) In fact, this lingual branch of the vagus, when irritated, ex-

cites, according to Volkmann, no muscular contractions in the tongue.

In serpents and crocodiles, also, this lingual branch of the vagus is pre-

sent, Bischoff describes another branch of the vagus in the crocodile

going to the muscles of the os hyoides. This also exists in serpents and
lizards.

4. The recurrent nerve is found in mammalia, birds, reptiles, and
amphibia. Weber has shown that even in the frog a branch of the vagus
gives off a filament, which takes a retrograde course to the larynx. The
larynx in birds receives a branch from the glossopharyngeal nerve, the

trachea and inferior larynx have branches from the vagus ; but the long

muscles which, in many birds, shorten the trachea, receive branches from
a special ramus descendens noni. (See page 340.)

* Bischoff, N. Accessorii Anat. et Physiol. Heidelb. 1832
; pp. 41, 45.

+ Weber. Anat. Como. Nerv. Svmn. r>. 44.

•
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5. Volkmann describes a branch of the vagus in the frog, which rami-

fies in the skin behind the ear.

6. In fishes, the vagus supplies the nerves of the branchiae, and an

intestinal branch for the oesophagus and stomach ;
in the torpedo and

silurus electricus, the nerves of the electric organ also
;
in the carp, the

dental nerves for the palatine teeth ; and, in all fishes, the nervus la-

The' nervus vagus in fishes evidently acquires increase of substance

by its passage through its ganglion : its branches taken together are

much thicker than its roots, which, indeed, are not so thick as some ot

the branches taken singly. In the ganglion the primitive fibres of its

roots seem to become divided and multiplied, so as to increase the bulk

of the nerve, one primitive fibre in the roots being replaced by several

fibres in the branches. In the perch-pike (lucio perca) and silurus, all

the branches together form one ganglion; in the carp, the branchial

nerves alone form separate ganglia, and thus obtain an increase ot sub-

stance.
*

sation.

7 One of the most remarkable branches of the vagus in fishes is the

nerve which runs on each side of the body superficially between the

muscles as far as the tail, and gives branches to the skin and to the

nub***. (?) Desmoulins maintains that this nerve is not a nerve of sen-

wuuu. But it is certainly not a motor nerve, even though it ramifies in

muscles ; for, with a battery of forty pairs of plates, I was unable, by

galvanism applied to it in the carp, to excite any contractions in the

muscles Van Deenf has discovered this nerve in the tadpole, and in

the proteus anguinus. Mayer found it in the menopoma also, and Krohn

in the tritons. The short cutaneous branch of the vagus m the frog

appears to be the remains of this nerve, or one analogous to it. It

has been compared to the nervus accessorius ; but I believe that the

only corresponding nerve in man and mammalia is the auricular branch

of the vagus* The lateral nerve of the lampreys, just like the auricular

nerve, is formed both by the vagus and the facial. Since m the osse-

ous fishes, the facial nerve is included in the fifth, this explains the cir-

cumstance of the fifth aiding in the formation of the nervus lateralis in

many fishes. In the cyprinus family a branch of the fifth unites even

in the cranial cavity with the vagus to form the lateral nerve,

gymnotus electricus the union takes place outside the cranium,

silurus and eelpout Weber found the lateral nerves consisting of a

branch of the vagus and a branch of the fifth nerve. It is an interest-

In the

In the

M (

* Weber, Anat. Comp. Nerv. Symp. p. 44 ; and Meckel's Archiv. 1827, tab. iv. fig.

25, 26.

t Miiller's Archiv. 1834, p. 477-

Ulustrat. of the Comp. Anat. of the Nerv. Syst. Loud. 1836.

$ Ibid. p. lxxvi.
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of the fifth nerve, united with a twig from the vagus, gives off two nerves

to the trunk ; of which one runs along the back over the vertebral column

at the base ofthe fins, the other at the abdominal surface of the tail as far

as the caudal fin. Both these nerves communicate with the spinal nerves ;

the one with their ascending, the other with their descending branches.

Here we find, then, a symmetry between the upper and lower half

of the tail in the distribution of the nerves, just as there is in the

osseous system and in the arrangement of the muscles. Besides these

two lateral nerves from the fifth, there are also two branches of the

vagus which run over the muscles to the posterior extremity of the body.

In the hedgehog, Barkow has described a nerve running along the side

of the trunk, and supplying the skin and muscles ; but this arises from

spinal nerves only, namely, from the last cervical and first dorsal.

8. The branches of the vagus given to the contractile palatine organ

in fishes of the genus cyprinus are very remarkable. *

9. In the silurus and carp the vagus gives branches to the thoracic
r

fins. (Weber.)

10. Professor Weber has pointed out that a relation of compensation

subsists between the vagus and sympathetic nerves. In serpents, for

example, the sympathetic is very little developed, while the intestinal

branch of the vagus is proportionally large ; in frogs the relation be-

tween the nerves as to size is reversed. In fishes, also, the intestinal

branches of the vagus are very large ; and, in the myxinoid family, the

intestinal nerve formed by the union of both vagi extends, according to

my observations, as far as the anus, while the sympathetic nerve is

absent.

Nervus accessorius Wittisii.

The relation of this nerve to the vagus, in respect to the motor power

of the latter, we have already discussed. (See page 652.) The spinal

accessory exists only in mammalia, birds, reptiles, and amphibia ; not in

fishes. In birds, reptiles, and amphibia, it forms as it were one root

merely of the vagus, since it unites wholly with this latter nerve, which,

however, gives off a branch to the muscles of the neck corresponding to

the accessory nerve of mammalia, f The sphere of action of the spinal

accessory in mammalia,—of that part of it, namely, which does not

unite with the vagus,—includes the sterno-mastoid and trapezius muscles.

The cause of the singular origin and course of this nerve is not well

known. Perhaps it is that the pharyngeal branch given off from the

vagus immediately after its exit from the skull, may receive fibres from

nearly the entire cervical portion of the spinal cord. There are other

nerves also which have an origin of great extent ; for example, the ramus

descendens noni arises from the hypoglossal nerve, and from the upper

* See Weber in Meckel's Archiv. 1827, p, 309.

t See Bi^choff, op. cit.

«
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THE NINTH TAIR. 7S5

cervical nerves. The only difference between such cases and that of the

spinal accessory is, that the latter nerve is formed within the spinal

column, while other nerves do not receive the different fibres composing

them until after their escape from the spinal canal.

The hypoglossal or ninth nerve.

The position of this nerve in the cerebrospinal system has been al-

ready determined. It is essentially motor, but has likewise some sensi-

tive fibres. (
May
It is the

discovery, it has a delicate posterior root with a ganglion.

motor nerve of the tongue, and of the large muscles of the neck, which

move the larynx.

of
In birds, this nerve,

after being connected by a communicating branch with the vagus, div.des

into two main branches ; by one of which it is distributed to the muscles

In the
of thehyoid bone; by the other, to the sides of the oesophagus,

turkey we have found a long descending branch also, which goes to the

In the turtle and iguana the
lono- muscle which shortens the trachea.

hypoglossal nerve has been seen entering the muscles of the tongue;

in the former animal by Bojanus, in the latter by Bbchoff. In the rattle-

snake I find a delicate hypoglossal nerve issuing from the skull by a

special opening behind the vagus, with which it unites, after being con-

nected with the first cervical nerve. In frogs, the nerve corresponding

to the hypoglossal nerve, which supplies the tongue, is derived form

the first cervical. This circumstance is intelligible, when we recol-

lect that even in the human subject the hypoglossal and first cervical

nerves are connected. In fishes Weber found that the last cerebral

nerve arose by three roots, the posterior having a ganglion
;
and that

it left the cranium by a special foramen, and was distributed to the

pectoral fin. In the carp the ganglionic root of this nerve connects itself

with a root of the fifth. According to Buechner, the nerve discovered

Weber

hypoglossal nerve : it appears to exist in all fishes
;
but sometimes, as

in the pike and perch, instead of escaping by a foramen in the occipital

bone, passes out behind that bone.

If, now, we take into consideration that the first spinal nerve in the

human subject has sometimes an anterior root only, and that the hypo-

glossal in man has only an anterior root, but in some mammalia has a

posterior root also, it will be evident that the hypoglossal nerve belongs

to the class of spinal nerves, and is as it were the first spinal nerve,

which, however, generally passes out through a foramen in the cranium.

This consideration renders the analogy between the last cerebral nerve in

fishes and the hypoglossal nerve still greater.

3 e 2
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*

Having thus reviewed the varieties in the origin and distribution of

the cerebral nerves in different classes of animals, we will now inquire

how far it is possible to reduce them to a fundamental type. The
idea which must guide us here is that first announced by Meckel, of

the division of these nerves into primitive and derivative. The primitive

are the three nerves of special sense,—the olfactory, optic, and acoustic,

and the mixed or double-rooted cerebral nerves, which are formed after

the type of the spinal nerves, and which may be termed the vertebral

nerves of the head. The derivative nerves are such as are produced by

the separation of a part of the fibres from the root of & primitive cerebral

nerve, or may become entirely united with the substance of other,

cephalo-vertebral, nerves. Meckel has not well carried out this idea,

which, as a general principle, is correct. Arnold has made a better applica-

tion of it. He admits the existence of two vertebral nerves of the head,

of which the first is the fifth, with the nerves of the muscles of the

orbit and the facial nerve, which were regarded as belonging to the

motor portion of the fifth. The second vertebral nerve of the head is

formed, according to Arnold, by the vagus, spinal accessory, glosso-pha-

ryngeal, and hypoglossal.* According to my view, there are three verte-

bral nerves of the head, just as there are three cranial vertebrae. Th
first is the fifth nerve ; the second, the vagus, with the glosso-pharyngeal

and accessory nerves ; and the third, the hypoglossal. The nerves of the

orbital muscles, the third, fourth, and sixth, are derivative nerves, and

are to be regarded as the motor portion of the first division of the fifth.

In the cetacea, the first division of the fifth gives branches to the muscles

of the orbit, the ordinary nerves of these muscles being also present.

In the frog, the sixth nerve becomes united with the Gasserian ganglion :

here, therefore, the fifth gives branches to the orbital muscles. In the

petromyzon, one of the three muscular nerves of the eye— probably the

sixth—is wanting ; and here, also, the fifth gives branches to the muscles

of the orbit.

The facial nerve is certainly a derivative nerve, and resembles very

much a motor portion of the fifth ; for, in the osseous fishes, it unites

into one cord with this nerve,, and, as Serres supposed, forms its oper-

cular branch. In the frog, also, it associates itself to the fifth. But the

facial has an equally close relation to the vagus ; in man and mam-
malia it is connected with branches both of the fifth and of the vagus.

In serpents and lizards it gives a communicating branch to the vagus. In

the frog, after being connected with the fifth, it becomes united with a

branch of the vagus,—the jugular branch. The facial nerve in the lam-

prey (petromyzon) forms together with the vagus the nervus lateralis,

which in osseous fishes is frequently formed by the fifth and the vagus.

* Consult Bucchner, M6m. dela Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Strasb. and Muller's Archiv.

1837, p. lxxiv.
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The second vertebral nerve of the head comprehends the vagus

Tiio vsicrim is in greatei
glosso-pharyngeus, and nervus accessorms. I he vagus b

part, but not wholly, sensitive ; the spinal accessory, in greater par ,

not wholly, motor ; the glossopharyngeal nerve, equally sensitive an

motor. [See page 651.] V , ,

The third vertebral nerve of the cranium is formed by the hypoglossal

nerve alone. In the myxinoid fishes there is the nearest approach to

the simple type of the vertebral nerves. The facial is m them the only

derivative nerve.

The sympathetic nerve.

The physiology of this nerve has been already treated of in different

sections of this book ; thus, at page 661, its sensitive, motor, and orga-

nic properties generally, and, at page 728, the laws of its action, have

been investigated. We have here to give an account of its peculiarities

in different classes and in individual animals; in doing which, we must,

however, confine ourselves to those points which are of physiological

In birds, the cervical portion of the sympathetic lies in the canal of

the transverse processes of the cervical vertebra. ;
in which situation

there is in mammalia, and in the human subject, only a filament of pro-

portionally verv small size.

The cerebral nerves with which the sympathetic is most constantly

connected, are the vertebral nerves of the head. It is connected with

these nerves in fishes at the base of the skull, just as the lateral cords

of the sympathetic are connected with the spinal nerves.

In several animals, either certain portions of the sympathetic, or the

whole nerve, are replaced by other nerves which differ entirely from its

type As examples we may instance that,

1 In the cyclostomatous fishes the sympathetic is wholly absent, and

is replaced by the vagus, which runs along the intestine as far as the

anus. -

2. In serpents the cerebral portion of the sympathetic is quite sepa-

rate from the lateral cords of the trunk, and becomes identified with

the vagus. The lateral cord of the sympathetic is wanting at the ante-

rior part of the trunk ; and, as Weber has observed, branches of the

spinal nerves go to the lungs, intestine, organs of generation, and urinary

organs. These branches are connected to each other by arched loops,

which constitute the only remains of the lateral cords of the sympathe-

tic • and it is to be recollected that such loops very commonly exist be-

tween cerebro-spinal nerves. I could find no trace of ganglia in the

lateral cord of the sympathetic, except in very large serpents. In these

Weber, Wutzer

Arnold, Varrentrapp, and Giltay, already quoted ;
also to Lobstem, De Nerv. feymp.

Hum. fabrics, usu, et morbis ; Paris, 1823 ; and Hirzel, in Tiedemann's Zeitschrift, i.
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788 RELATION OF THE BRAIN AND SPINAL CORD TO THE NERVES.

animals,—serpents,—the vagus extends on the intestine through two-

thirds of the abdominal cavity.

3. Even in the higher animals certain portions of the sympathetic are

sometimes replaced by other nerves. Thus some glandular organs, in-

stead of being supplied by the sympathetic as we should expect, receive

their nerves from the cerebro-spinal system ; the lachrymal gland from

the lachrymal branch of the fifth ; the human mammary gland from the

third and fourth intercostal nerves.

m

i

i«
\

SECTION V.

Of the central organs of the nervous system.

CHAPTER I.

THE CENTRAL ORGANS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM CONSIDERED GENERALLY

Functions of the central organs of the nervous system.—The activity of

all the functions of the nerves is determined by the central organs,

partly under the influence of the mind, and partly independently of

this influence. The central organs form the connecting medium be-

tween all the nerves, or conductors of nervous influence. They act

as excitors, or motors of nervous action, in determining the motor nerves

to the production of contraction in muscles ; and in this their action may

be automatic, or voluntary, as the consequence of incitements of the

sensorium commune seated in them ; when automatic, their action may
be constant or intermittent. Moreover, the central organs have the

power either of reflecting the centripetal actions of sensitive nerves upon

motor nerves, or of communicating them to the sensorium commune,

the seat of consciousness. By the central organs, too, the organic actions

of the nerves are maintained in unimpaired power; by them the nervous

principle is constantly generated and regenerated ; and without them the

power and excitability of the nerves as conductors of nervous action

cannot be long preserved. This is the general definition of the relation

in which the brain and spinal cord stand to the nerves. The correctness

of this definition is readily proved by reference to facts already detailed.

1. The central organs connect all the nerves into one system.—To this even

the sympathetic nerves do not form an exception ; for, as we have shown

in the preceding section, they are connected at very many points with

the central organs by fibres passing from the one to the other. The

only difference between the cerebro-spinal nerves and the organic

nerves, in their relation to the central organs, is that the former issue
*

much more directly from them ; while the organic nerves, although

their fibres are in company with the cerebro-spinal nerves brought into

communication with the brain and spinal cord, nevertheless h&ve sub-

ordinate central organs in their ganglia and plexuses, from which the

» i
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organic nervous influence more immediately emanates
;

still, however

Action of this organic system cannot be long maintained when cut

off from its communication with^^^^«±M cmduct

ijiuence of
This motor in-

me motor znjmence oj »* ~» ~~£ - ^ case of the sphincters, the action

fluence mav be constant, as we see in trie case v
nuente nid) »

• • „.: oc nf the central organs; secondly, it

of which is put an end o^=^^nJL. such as those

maybe evidenced in **™^\™1 . ,„ obi ngata (see

of "respiration, which are dependent on
0t

Ti'IsY and mrdly thi motor influence may tod. voluntarily

SS tte^m commune of the centra, organs this sensorium con,

mnne being subject to the spontaneous actions of he mind.

The motor nerves are affected by this motor influence m two ways

:

the"of one class act as mere conductors of it. They are always

the nerves o ^^ _ Rnd can be made to

'eVit a mo a'ctn by being merely mechanically irritated
;
but in the

Ztal "ate they do not exert this power spontaneously, but only when

elt lb- the central organs ; these are the motor nerves of the cere-

bri ninal system. The nerves of the other class, which are quite

bro-spinal sy s«m
f he sensorium commune, as far as

withdrawn from the mflnenc
rf ^.^ {o c0„.

regards voluntary actions are 1 ^ they p,.ese„ t the

stant or per d c^l actmn b g ^ ^^ ._,

C Tater ; torcommunication with the central organs is found

although, after a nne
j. nervous power . such are

t„ be necessary fob P ^ ^ parts

'

v rr b ct to'm sympathetic nerve, as the heart and intestinal

Wh':" cm one eontrac/spo'ntaneously, even when all common cation

C

h the ntral organs is cut off; but the force and duration of then

, „!i entirely dependent on the communication of these nerves

contractions is entneiy utpc
TWimr tem-

with the brain and^^^^Z^lT, daily

action of the nervoussy , ^ ^^ ^^
^foflieCnld tp^cord is not adequate to induce an essentia,

chan-e in the motions of parts subject to the sympathetic system. It is

When the state of exhaustion of the central organs becomes more

Imtrwtn their integrity is essentiafly impaired that the motions

w»d hv the sympathetic nerves become paralysed.

T m t not bl imagined that during .be slate of fatigue of the centra,

ore nTwhich returns every twenty-four hours, and during step, the

Sand spinal cord become wholly inactive. The state of tafgue .

certainly general, but the sensorium commune, that part of the bra n on

which the mind acts, is alone reduced to a state of especial inaction;

"
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790 FUNCTIONS OF THE

the voluntary movements only are wholly arrested during sleep. The
action of all other parts of the brain and spinal cord is maintained as

at other times. This is evident from the sphincters continuing to act,

and from the persistence of the rhythmic movements of respiration,

both of which sets of motions are dependent on true cerebro-spinal

nerves. Certain muscles, therefore, although supplied by cerebro-spinal

nerves, continue to act even during sleep ; the sphincters are always

closed, and in sleep the eye is always turned upwards and inwards, and
the iris contracted, so that the pupil is narrow; the mouth, too, is

usually closed during sleep. In short, we see that, even in sleep, the

whole motor apparatus of the central organs, of the brain as well as of the

spinal cord, is in an active state, and that merely the voluntary excita-

tion of this apparatus is absent owing to inactivity of the sensorium com-
mune. We must, therefore, suppose that during sleep the influence of

the central organs upon the sympathetic nerve is not interrupted, for

otherwise the power of that nerve to maintain certain movements would
immediately begin to fail, as is distinctly seen to be the case in apo-
plexy, in syncope arising from affection of the central organs, and in

the experiment of artificially destroying the spinal cord,

3. Impressions conveyed by the sensitive nerves to the central organs are

either reflected by them upon the origin of the motor nerves, ivithout giving

rise to true sensations, or are co?iducted to the sensorium commune, the seat

>f In the first case, the centripetal actions of the sensi-

tive nerves merely excite the motor apparatus of the central organs

which has its seat principally in the spinal cord, but of which there

are also ramifications in the brain ; in the second case, the sensitive

impressions are conducted to a particular part of the central organs

without exciting reflex movements, and are taken cognisance of in the

sensorium commune by the mind. Not unfrequently, both these actions

take place ; the impressions are perceived by the mind, and at the same
time excite reflex motions; the impressions on the sensitive nerves

being conducted at the same time to the motor apparatus of the cen-

tral organs, and to the sensorium commune, as in coughing from irrita-

tion in the trachea affecting the sensitive nerves, in the winking of
the eyelids excited by a loud and sudden noise, and the contraction
of the iris from the impression of light upon the retina. For the
theory and laws of these reflected motions we must refer to pages
709 and 736. Since the phenomena of reflection are not dependent on
the sensorium commune, but on the motor apparatus of the central

organs, and since this apparatus continues in activity during sleep, these
motions take place then as well as in the waking state ; as is proved by
cough from irritation of the trachea, and many other phenomena which
occur during sleep.

4. The organic functions of the nerves are maintained in unimpaired

.
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fi >f
In this respect the

central

same relation prevails between the sympathetic nerve and the centra

organs as with reference to the motions of parts subject to the sympa-

thetic. The action of the organic nerves in regulating nutrition and

secretion is, in a certain degree, independent. The nutrition of the

embryo proceeds, even to the full period, though the spinal cord and

brain be destroyed by disease (see page 197).* In some cases, indeed,

monsters consisting merely of a part of the body,-the head or an ex-

tremity, for instance, in which no heart even was contained, have,

nevertheless, been nourished ; the blood being conveyed to it by branches

of the umbilical vessels, and propelled through it by the heart of another

perfect embryo. But, in the adult, nutrition often suffers, although not

always, in parts paralysed from disease of the brain or spinal cord
;

the

paralysed parts are more prone to gangrene when injured; and in vio-

lent acute affections of the central organs, with a depressed state of

their functions, gangrene frequently arises spontaneously m individual

parts of the body. In the later stages of tabes dorsahs, the tissue of

the penis loses its erectile power, and the generative faculty is lost.

5. The nervous principle is generated and regenerated m the ~

or«^.-This is proved by the experiments instituted by myself and

Dr Sticker, which show that the nerves of a limb when their communi-

cation with the central organs is cut off, although for a time they pos-

sess motor power, yet, if they do not become reunited with their

proximal portion, lose, after a few months, all their excitabihty,-their

property of exciting motions when irritated mechanically, or by gal-

vanism- a result from which we must conclude that the constant com-

munication of the nerves with the central organs is necessary for the

maintenance of the nervous power of the former, although the central

or-ans still retain their power when their conductors are lost to them.

The maintenance of the excitability in the nerves does not however

depend solely on the continuance of the influence of the central organs

upon them, but also upon their own activity. If a nerve remains for

a considerable time in an inactive state, it gradually loses its capability

of action. There are small muscles in the human body over which most

persons have no power, owing to their not having used them
;
when the

eye is affected with blindness, the optic nerve becomes atrophied from

the retina to the brain : Magendie has observed this atrophy of the nerve

ensue in birds in a few months after the artificial destruction of vision.

of animal matter which is endowed with life into

central organs and other parts dependent on these central organs, is

attribute of all animals; but, more than this, the tendency to this

The separation

an

* Consult also Eschricht, Miillers Archiv. 1834, p. 268,
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:

separation is implanted in the matter of the germ from its origin ; and

it appears that when this tendency comes into operation, the whole

organisation of the germ commences. We have shown at page 43 the

probability that all animals, even those apparently the most simple, have

nerves distinct from the parts the action of which is dependent on them ;

and wherever the nervous system is susceptible of anatomical examina-

tion, we find it in its turn consist of certain more important central parts

and their conductors, the nerves. In the embryo of the higher animals

this insulation of parts commences even in the germinal membrane ; the

portion of the animal matter which is endowed with the powers of the

central organs collects in the centre of the membrane, while the parts

dependent on the influence of the central organs are formed around.

But a similar separation and aggregation of parts goes on in this peri-
*

pheral portion of the new being, by which are formed the nerves, the

conductors of the nervous principle, and the tissues to which they

communicate the influence of the central organs.

The formation of the central organs is necessarily attended with the

formation of the peripheral parts ; and, at the same time that the

nerves are formed in these parts, the tissues, which are vivified by

their agency? necessarily assume their existence. As soon as this

separation between central organs and peripheral parts takes place, the

brain and spinal marrow are virtually present; neither exists before

this. The formation of the separate regions of the central organs is

likewise the result of progressive developement and separation of parts.

The separation of the peripheral portion of the embryo into nerves and

dependent tissues follows the same law ; as soon as the separation com-

mences, the whole nerve is present, the peripheral extremity of the

nerve not being first formed, and the rest of it ^progressively towards

the central organs, but the whole of its extent simultaneously. The

opposite view, which was adopted by Serres/* is not supported, at least,

by any facts ; the observations which have been adduced in its sup-

port, have not been found correct by Baer, whose researches on the

developement of the embryo have acquired a classical value.

.

If now we compare the lower with the more perfect animals, with

reference to the insulation of the central organs from the peripheral

parts, and, again, of the central organs of the nervous system from the

peripheral parts of this system, we find the insulation of the central

organs, although it exists, still incomplete in the animals low in the

scale. It would appear that nerves are present in the simplest animals

(see page 43). But in them, the nervous principle which gives to the

central organs their power cannot be confined to them, but must be

possessed by other parts of the nervous system; since the division of

these animals into separate fragments does not destroy the organism ;

* Anat. Comp. du Cerveau.
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The

on the contrary, gives rise to the production of several distinct beings.

This we see very well in the case of some annelida, as the nereides ana

naides, which have a distinct nervous system ; but which may be divided,

and the two portions will still live as separate beings. Here, therefore, the

vivifying principle of the central organs must be possessed by a large

extent of the ganglionic cord. And in the polypifera and plananae which

we mav divide in various directions into several portions, each of winch

continues to live, the matter endowed with the vivifying principle ofthe

central organs must have a much more extended distribution,

tendency implanted in animal matter endowed with life to separate

into central organs, and parts dependent on them, is immediately

evidenced in the separated portions ofthe planaria, just as it is in the

aerm of the higher animals. It is by the operation of the same ten-

dency that a new animal is formed in both cases. The example of the

annelida just adduced, shows that the most essential principle of life

does not reside merely in the first or cerebral ganglion of the ganglionic

cord, but is present in the whole of the cord ; for the vital principle

itself is here divisible, together with the living substance of the indi-

vidua!. The question now arises,

above these possess

how far the animals immediately

such a wide distribution of the vital principle

through their nervous system.

The articulata, although, like the annelida, they have a ganglionated

nervous cord, do not continue to live when thus divided
;
the insects,

, even present voluntary motions after the removal ot their

neau A carabus granulatus ran about as before when its head was

cut off- and a gadfly (oestrus), when laid upon its back after decapita-

tion used efforts to turn on its legs. Treviranus mentions an interest-

' — « a a i _ ._ ^*. v * ^*-* j^v +-+ ^ #**•* j^v *^ *W\ £*\ T" fl f^i X'tf T • J Cr Ym

however,

head.

Walcken

which attacks a bee that inhabits holes. At the moment that the

insect was forcing its way into the hole of the bee, Walckenaer decapi-

tated it ; it continued its motions nevertheless, and, when turned round,

endeavoured to resume its position and enter the hole.*

These facts prove that in the articulata the spontaneous movements

which show an adaptation to some purpose do not depend on the in-

fluence of the cerebral ganglion alone. The other ganglia are, however,

evidently subordinate to the cerebral ganglion in their action.

In vertebrate animals, the spinal cord has not the great influence on

spontaneous and voluntary motion which the non-cerebral ganglia of

the nervous system in invertebrate animals exert. Even vertebrate

animals, however, after decapitation, execute movements which evidence

a certain degree of harmony and adaptation.
^

Birds flap their wings

;

« ft dl _ x M _ a a*A ^"^ '^V tf^% ^f * ^^

frogs as Volkmann remarks, resume their sitting posture. I have

not myself, however, observed such movements of decapitated trogs,

* Treviranus, Erseheirmngen und Gesetze des Organischen Lebens, ii. 194.
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794 RELATION OF THE NERVOUS CENTRES TO THE NERVES.

which were wholly independent of external stimulus on the principle of

reflection, except when the head was separated close to the occiput.

When the section was made lower down on the spinal cord, the motions

of the frog did not indicate the slightest degree of volition. Though
birds still flap their wings when their spinal cord is divided in the

middle of the neck, such actions are only grouped muscular motions,

which are dependent on the spinal cord, and are very different from

voluntary movements.

We are in possession of no facts to prove that the spinal cord, when

separated from the brain and medulla oblongata, can be the seat of true

sensation. The reflected motions excited by irritation of the surface

in decapitated frogs are no proof of this ; whenever these reflected

movements present any degree of adaptation to a purpose, it is certain

that the spinal cord has been divided at its very commencement.

In all the higher and lower vertebrata the mass of the spinal cord in

general corresponds to the magnitude of the body which receives ner-

vous influence from it ; the spinal cord of a fish is proportionally as

large as the spinal cord of the human subject, but the brain increases in

size in the higher animals in a direct ratio with the developement of their

mental faculties. In fishes, the brain consists merely of several enlarge-

ments placed in front of the medulla oblongata. The brain of am-

phibia and reptiles is larger than that of fishes ; that of birds, larger

than the brain of reptiles ; in mammalia the brain is larger than in

birds, and the human brain exceeds all in size. * We shall hereafter

give the proportional sizes more exactly in numbers. Although all ani-

mals, from the infusory animalcules upwards, are equally perfect in

their organisation in respect to what is necessary to animal life, yet we

must admit a difference in their degree of perfection in relation to in-

tellectual developement and the organs of the mental faculties ; a differ-

ence which is evidently displayed in the structure of the brain itself.

From the foregoing considerations it is clear that a comparison of the

nerves with the central organs of the nervous system (taken together),

with reference to their size in different animals, is not calculated to

afford any physiological inferences. The size of the nerves compared
with that of the central organs will, it is true, on the whole, increase as

we descend the scale
; but this increase is not great, unless the nerves

be compared with the brain alone. The spinal cord, which, besides

being a means of communication between the brain and nerves, is a

motor apparatus, adapted to the motor powers of the body, appears
in all animals to correspond by its mass (not by its length and breadth,
which vary greatly,) to these motor powers, and to the nerves which
arise from it. The weight of the spinal cord of the burbot (gadus
lota), as compared with that of the body of the fish, is, according to

i
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Carus, as 1 to 481 ; in the land salamander, the spinal cord is to the le t

of the body as 1 to 190; in the pigeon, as 1 to 305 ;
in the rat, as 1 to

180; in the cat, as 1 to 161. There are in fishes, it is true, neives

such as the fifth and vagus nerves, which sometimes actually exceedthe

spinal cord in diameter. In comparing the nerves and spmal cord in

different animals, however, we must regard the tluckness of the nerve

but not the thickness of the spinal cord; it is the *"*^j££
at the same time, or rather the entire buk of the cord wh ch ^ be

compared with the aggregate size of all the nerves issuing from it.

compdic^ oo
„ Tu;^v» or cp from the Droloii-

Moreover

"atmns of' the spinal cord in the brain, cannot, with any good result, be

compared with the size of the proper spinal cord beh.nd the bra.n.

compaie
remarks are intended as introductory to a

Thp foregoing general remain «^ *-—-— —
p

-

nrore exact inquiry into the functions of the brain and spmal

individually.#

CHAPTER II.

OF THE SPINAL CORD

The sninal cord is distinguished by its mere anatormcal structure from
The spmal co »

delicate fibres as the bram ; .t

t"ZZ' i ntcrTor grey substance, the transverse section of which
contains m >ts mtenor g y ^ ^.^^ prolonged on

h3\,,o the anterior and posterior columns. The two kinds of

each sule mto the»« ?
rf Rolando have been

grey matter and the «£.«* J rf ^^ substance

treated of at page b ^^ ^^^ ^ fte wh;te

also ,s peculiar. Kac ^ from^^ inwardSj and

trcTn'oe ieenIn'; e°ls of *. spinal cord that have been kept for

wh.ch can be

^
e"

,ando moreover main,alnS that the

3

b tfauTtan e is formed of numerous longitudinal folds, which lie side

C's de *n pVoceles of the pia mater passing from without inwards

between these folds, while, from within, thin layers of grey substance ar

reclived between them. In the anterior whit, comm.ssure between

. The »os. important work, relative ,0 .he physiology of the bram »' spinal cord

. Gall et Sparzheto, Ana., et Physiol, du Systeme Nerveux. Pans, 1810. T.ede-

a^tmteu BildunesgeKhichte des Gehiras. Niirnberg, 1S10. 4. Burdach

mann, Anatomie u, x>uuuiig»ft^
m p*.™* Versuoh

v" Bau und Leben des Gehirns. 1-3. Bd. Leipzic, 1819-20. 4. Cams, Ve sucti

D^tenun* des Nervensystems und insbesondere des Gehirns. Lexpzic, 1814 4.

emer Darstellun des y
^ ^^^ ^ 2 ^ ^

^^^IS^T^ del Sistema Nervoso. Ed. 3. Ton o, 1828,

TTZ%ZZ ItecLebes experimental, sur les propnet.s et lesfonctions du

I tstLe Nerveux. Paris, 1824. Treviranus, in Tiedemann's Zeitschnft, Bd. iv.

•
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lh

the two anterior columns of the cord, the white substance, or " medul-

lary membrane/' the folds of which form the white substance, passes

across from one side to the other. This is not the case in the poste-

rior furrow.

In a physiological point of view, the spinal cord so far agrees with the

nerves that it propagates actions of the nerves, which enter it, to the

brain, just as the cerebral nerves communicate impressions made on

them immediately to the sensorium commune ; and that it communicates

the influence of the brain to the nerves arising from it, which thus re-

ceive, through the medium of it, the cerebral influence, just as if they

arose from the brain itself ; in other respects, however, the spinal cord

differs essentially from the nerves in possessing properties which belong

to it as part of the central organs, and do not reside in the nerves. We
will consider it more minutely as a conductor, and as a part of the central

organs.

1 . The spinal cord as conductor of the nervous principle, or of its oscil-

lations.—All the cerebral nerves are immediately subject to the influence

of the brain, and all the spinal nerves are subjected to the same influence,

through the medium of the spinal cord. As soon as the transmission of

this influence is interrupted, impressions on sensitive nerves cease to be

propagated to the sensorium, and the brain loses the power of voluntarily

exciting the motor action of the nerves which are withdrawn from its

influence.

The causes which interrupt the communication of the brain and spinal

cord with the nerves are pressure upon the nerves, destruction or division

of them, and paralysis of their motor power by substances soluble in the

fluids of the body, as in poisoning by lead.

When these causes act on a nerve, all its branches which are given

off below the affected spot cease to be voluntarily excited to motor

action, and the muscles which these branches supply are paralysed with

regard to voluntary motion ; the action of external stimuli, too, on the

same parts produces no sensation.

Those branches, on the contrarj^ which come off from the nerve above

the point of injury, are still subject to the influence of the brain and
of volition, and when irritated give rise to sensation ; the primitive fibres

which compose them being still in unimpaired connection with the brain.

The parts of a nerve below the injured point preserve, however, their

motor power for a certain time ; it is merely the influence of the brain

upon them that is lost. Hence, when a nerve whicji is paralysed as to

voluntary motion, from being withdrawn from the influence of the brain,

or cut off from its connection with that organ, is pricked or pinched,

when heat, or a caustic substance, or electricity or galvanism, is applied

to it,—no sensation is excited, it is true ; but the muscles to which the

nerve sends branches are excited to contraction. The nerve does not

u
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lose this excitability until it has been several months cut off from inter-

course with the brain. . .

In man and the higher animals the spinal cord stands m the same e

lation to the brain as all the cerebral nerves; it is to be regarded as the

common stem of the nerves of the trunk, although it *s, besides this, dis-

tinguished before the nerves by special properties.

Let us compare with this statement the consequences of injuries to

the spinal cord. Lesion of the lowest portion of the spmal cord in-

duces paralysis of the inferior extremities of the rectum and bkdder .rf

the lesion is situated at a higher point of the cord the abdominal

muscles are paralysed in addition ; if at a still higher pom
,
the thoracic

:rct also! lesL of the spinal cord in the cervical regie, ^t beW

the orisin of the fourth cervical nerve, paralyses a 1
the parts betme

mnZed, and the arms likewise but not the J^** *.

phrenic nerve arises^*J££^^%Z5£%
dulla oboneata paralyses the whole trunK. vvne

ex ends progressively from below upwards, the paralyse of the body

ex ends in the same manner from the lower to the upper parts, as we

observe in tabes dorsali, The spinal cord thus presents ever,^resem-

blanee to a eommon trunk of the nerves of the body m"^
lesion of it in producing paralysis. Moreover, if«™"f*££^"^
of the spinal cord mechanically, or by galvanism, all the muscles tne

tru*k arl thrown into contraction, just as the muscles which receive

blcnTs from a particular nerve are made to contract by .rnta ,ng

brancties i v
oem< the portlon cut off

rrmmu atioltith tL brain still retains the faculty of editing,
from«

ims ;„ the ra„seles to which it is distributed;

a'l'tetame wav Tf we divide the spinal cord in an animal, the part

Tundral 1Z *e influence of the brain will, when irritated still

Txche the nerves which arise from it to action, and thus the muscles to

C

TMhe

n'

Spinal cord does not merely represent in the brain all the

nefve f the trunk in the aggregate, but also all the mdividual pnmmve

fibres of these nerves singly ; for affection of certam parts of he spmal

eo d in errupts the transmission of nervous influence to certain muscles

of the trunk only, and lesion of certain parte of the bra.n paralyses only

Certain parts of the body. A cause of paralysis affecting only one side

Sin and spinal cord gives rise ,o paralysis of one side of the trunk

„my , and the less extensive the lesion,_the less ,t embraces of the

columns of the spinal cord,-the smaller is the number of parts which

are deprived of the influence of the brain. If, moreover, we con-

sder that it is the action of the brain which regulates the number of

muscles that are called into action in every voluntary motion, it wfil

r t0 be a necessary inference that the primitive fibres in the

\
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D
nerve

spinal cord do not unite with each other, but continue their separate

course as in the nerves, so as to communicate isolated sensations to

the brain, and to transmit from the brain the stimulus for isolated mo-
*

tions ;
for, if the nervous fibres coalesced in the spinal cord, neither a

local isolated sensation nor an isolated contraction of separate muscles
would be possible. Irritation of certain parts of the brain and spinal cord
gives rise also to muscular spasms, or to sensations in isolated parts of
the trunk.

The primitive fibres, as they issue from the spinal cord, are not already

arranged into separate nerves ; but the nerves are formed by the radicle

fibres being collected into fasciculi. The anterior and posterior roots of
the nerves are, it is well known, inserted into the anterior and posterior

columns, at a little distance on each side of the middle line. The fasci-

culi which form the roots of the nerves of the cauda equina are inserted

close to each other in an uninterrupted series ; the origins of the rest of
the nerves appear externally, where the radicle fasciculi pierce the pia

mater, to be a little distant from each other. But, when they are traced
still deeper, the fibres are found to spread out still more, and to form a
tolerably continuous line of insertion, the root of each spinal

being formed by a certain number of the radicle fibres being collected

together into one bundle. We may, therefore, regard the spinal cord as a
trunk formed of nervous fibres, which sends out, anteriorly and poste-

riorly, in uninterrupted series, many millions of primitive fibres of mo-
tor and sensitive endowment to all parts of the body ; these fibres being
between their origin and their peripheral termination collected into nu-
merous large and small fasciculi by means of cellular sheaths.

With respect to the relation which exists between the nerves and
spinal cord, comparative anatomy affords us no information. The pro-

portional length of the spinal cord varies very much. The hedge-hog,
in which the panniculus carnosus requires a considerable supply of ner-

vous influence, while the skin, armed with spines, is little susceptible of
sensitive impressions, has so short a spinal cord that the posterior half

seems to be wanting : in most other mammalia the cord extends nearly
the whole length of the vertebral canal ; and in rabbits and guinea-pi^s,

although the tail is so short, it reaches beyond the sacral vertebrae ; *

which shows that its length does not depend solely on the length and
size of the tail. In the kangaroo, in which the great tail serves rather

as an organ of support than of touch, the spinal cord is, according to

Desmoulins, not longer than in dogs: while in apes with prehensile tails

it is said to extend, still of considerable size, as far as the vertebrae of the
sacrum. In the tetrodon mola—a fish which is almost as high as it is

long—the spinal cord appears at first sight to be entirely absent. The

* Desmoulins, op. cit. ii, p. 539.

>
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brain is prolonged into an extremely short wedge-shaped spinal cord,

from which the roots of the nerves arise anteriorly and posteriorly in

a continued series. In most animals (and this is particularly evident

spinal cord does not gi[•adually
in fishes and chelonian reptiles) the t

diminish in size, in proportion as it gives off the nerves ;
but is, at its

inferior extremity, nearly as thick as it is at its upper part.

The discovery that the anterior roots of the spinal nerves are motor,

(see page 640,)
the

the different kinds of paralysis. We know that in some cases

sensibility of a limb, or of one whole side of the body, or of the lower

half, is lost, the power of motion remaining unimpaired
;
that in other

cases the sensibility is perfect, and the power of motion only lost
;
and

again that in a third order of cases the paralysed parts are deprived

of bo'th motion and sensation. Now we are naturally led to inquire

whether the same difference as to motor and sensitive power, which dis-

tinguishes the roots of the nerves, prevails also in the spinal cord
;
do

the motor and sensitive fibres run separately in the spinal cord to the

brain? The difference in the various cases of paralysis seems to show

that such is the case ; for the remarkable pathological facts above men-

tioned cannot otherwise be explained. But it is another matter to de-

termine which are the motor, and which the sensitive parts of the spinal

cord. It maybe supposed that the anterior columns from which the

motor roots arise are themselves motor, and the posterior columns from

which the sensitive roots arise merely sensitive, throughout the whole

length of the spinal cord ; or it may be questioned whether the white

substance of the cord be not endowed with the one function, the grey

substance with the other. In favour of the first supposition, which is

It is im-
proofs have been adduced either from experiment or disease.

Possible to determine it by experiment ; for, in dividing the posterior

columns, the experimenter necessarily subjects the anterior columns to

The anterior and posterior columns cannot indeed be shown
pressure

to be anatomically distinct* Magendiet stated, as the result of his ex-

periments, that the posterior columns were very sensitive
;
that the

anterior were on the contrary not sensitive, but that violent contractions

of muscles took place when they were irritated. He afterwards* ad-

mitted, however, that such a difference between the anterior and posterior

columns was not absolutely proved by the experiments. Backer

loss of motion only after division of the anterior columns, loss of sensation

from division of the posterior columns ; nux vomica excited in animals,

* I gave this as my opinion in my memoir on the roots of the nerves in the Annal

des Scienc. Nat. 1831.

t Journal de Physiol, t. iii. 153.

§ Comment, ad Qu»st. Physiol. Ultraj. 1830.

4-

+ Ibid. p. 368.
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ofwhich he had divided the anterior columns of the spinal cord, no con-

vulsions of the posterior extremities. Seubert's experiments afforded

him a decisive result with respect to the roots of the nerves, but not
*

with regard to the spinal cord. They seemed to show that the more

anterior portion of the cord transmits principally, but not solely, the

motor influence ; the posterior principally, but not solely, the sensitive

influence. These results agree with those obtained some years since by

Schoeps * According to the experiments of the last observer, section of

the anterior columns diminishes the sensitive power, but in a less degree

than section of the posterior columns, which on the other hand puts a stop

to the motion of the extremities,, but only for a time, while section of the

anterior columns permanently arrests the movements. The cases of para-

lysis collected by Seubertf are only in part confirmatory of the hypothesis

which we are considering ; several are directly opposed to it, as is like-

)

in birds and reptiles wholly from the posterior columns. x
maintains that the posterior roots of the nerves have a threefold origin ;

namely, from the posterior cornua of the grey matter, from the white

substance of the posterior columns, and from the lateral columns : that

the anterior roots of the nerves, on the contrary, arise from the anterior

columns, from the anterior lateral furrows, and from the lateral columns.

If this statement be correct, which is very doubtful, the posterior roots

would alone be connected with the grey substance.§ Bellingeri sup-

poses, without any grounds, that the internal grey substance is the seat

of sensation, the white of the motor power ; and that the anterior

columns of the spinal cord, and the anterior roots of the nerves, supply

the flexor muscles, the posterior the extensors : this is at all events in-

correct with regard to the roots of the nerves. According to Prof. E.

it is sometimes possible to trace the roots, both anterior and

posterior, to the grey substance :*)[ Rolando doubted this.

No experiments, unfortunately, can be instituted likely to determine

the share which the white and grey substances have in the functions of

motion and sensation ; and what renders all experiments on the anterior

and posterior columns uncertain, is the property which the spinal cord

possesses of reflecting sensitive impressions on the motor apparatus.

* Meckel
1

s Archiv. 1827-

+ De funct.rad. ant. et post. Nerv. Spin. Carlsruhae, 1833.

Webe

% De Medulla Spinali. August. Taurin. 1823.

§ [In the ox, Bellingeri was able to trace fibres from the anterior root also to the

grey substance of the cord.]

||
Hildebrandt's Anatomie, Bd. iii. p. 374.

^[ [Mr. Grainger also has satisfied himself by repeated examinations that each root

of the spinal nerves is connected both with the external fibrous part of the cord and

the internal grey substance. (See his work on the spinal cord, p. 34.) The applica-

tion which he makes of the fact has been already mentioned in a note at page 721.]

?
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to reach the sensorium commune-

*

Even supposing, for example, that the anterior columns were solely motor,

and the posterior sensitive, an injury to the posterior columns would never-

theless be very likely to excite muscular contractions by virtue of its

secondary influence on the anterior columns ; all severe lesions of the

cord throwing it into the peculiar state in which any irritation of a

sensitive nerve propagated to it is reflected upon motor nerves. (See
*

page 711.)

The fibres of the spinal cord pass through the medulla oblongata

All the primitive fibres of the

nerves terminate in the brain ; those of the cerebral nerves immediately,

those of the spinal nerves through the medium of the spinal cord. The

_ ie properties of its different parts)

receives the impressions of all the sensitive fibres of the body, be-

comes conscious of them, and recognises the seat of the impression

according as different primitive fibres are affected ;
the brain, on the

other hand, excites the motor power of all the motor fibres, and of the

spinal cord, giving rise thus to the voluntary motions. In this action of

the brain we can but admire the infinitely complicated and delicate me-

chanism, though the powers by which it acts are wholly unknown to us.

And different as they are in other respects, we can but perceive in the

action of the brain, when it calls into activity a certain number among

the infinitely numerous primitive nervous fibres, a similarity to the play

of a many-stringed instrument, the strings of which vibrate when the

keys are touched. The mind is the performer or excitor ;
the primitive

fibres of all the nerves which spread out in the brain are the strings
;
and

their cerebral extremities, the keys. Niemeyer* supposes voluntary

motions to be the result of the tension of the antagonistic muscles being

arrested. .

The spinal cord resembles the nerves again in the sensations produced

by any affection of it being referred to the extreme parts,

a nerve gives rise to the sensation of creeping in the skin
;
pressure also

on the spinal cord causes the same sensation to be felt in all the

parts which receive their nerves from it below the seat of the lesion.

Division of nerves, or tumours of them, cause severe pain in all the

parts to which the nerve is distributed ; in the same way inflamma-

tory and other affections of the spinal cord are often attended with

severe pains in the extreme parts of the body. Even when there is

perfect insensibility to external stimuli, lesions of the spinal cord may

still excite sensations which are referred to the peripheral parts. Thus,

in cases where the lower extremities are completely deprived of motion

Pressure on

and sensibility, the sensation of creeping may still be felt in them.f The

sensations in these paralysed parts may indeed amount to severe pain, as in

* Materialmen zur Erregungs-theorie. Gott. 1800.

t See OUivier, De la Moelle Epiniere, et de ses maladies. Paris, 1823.

3f 2
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In some

The

in the case of the

the case of the patient, Heydenreich, at Bonn, already mentioned (page

692). The sensation of creeping of ants over the surface is, however, the

most frequent symptom in affections of the spinal cord, and is indeed

scarcely ever absent. It is analogous to the tinnitus aurium in the audi-

tory nerve, and the muscse volitantes and other morbid phenomena of

vision; and, since the motion of the blood in the retina of the healthy

subject gives rise to the appearance of points flying about whichever way

the eye is directed, this feeling of creeping of insects or of the running of

points over the surface is probably the effect of the motion of the blood

in the capillary vessels of the diseased part of the spinal cord,

instances, in place of the creeping sensation, there has been an incessant

itching of the legs, which could not be removed by scratching.*

anra epilepticais another similar symptom of affection of the spinal cord.

Since the true seat of sensation is not in the nerves, nor in the spinal

cord, which merely transmit the necessary currents or oscillations of the

nervous principle to the sensorium commune, in which the sensation

really perceived, it is easy to conceive why the same sensations should

arise from irritation of the fibres of the spinal cord, or of the nerves, at

very different points of their length; for each nervous fibre, however long,

can act on the sensorium by its cerebral extremity only, at however

many different points of its length it may be irritated.^ The same ap-

parent contradiction, however, is met with here

spinal cord as we found apply to the nerves, namely, that pain is not

merely felt in all the parts which receive nerves from below the seat of

the lesion, but that the injured or diseased part itself is painful. There

are many cases of pain about the spine which are not instances of this
;

diseases of the spinal column itself namely, and of the membranes of

the cord, are necessarily attended with pain, while they may by pro-

ducing pressure on the spinal cord give rise to the usual symptoms in

the extremities. But there are instances of pain really affecting the

spinal cord itself,

down the back must also be seated in the spinal cord. We are at pre-

sent ignorant why sensations should at one time be felt in the peripheral

parts, at another in the spinal cord itself.

We have hitherto considered the points of similarity between the

nerves and the spinal cord, regarding the latter as a conductor of the

nerves arising from it to and from the brain ; we will now inquire into

those properties of the spinal cord which distinguish it from the nerves,

and which it enjoys as a part of the central organs.

2. The spinal cord, as a part of the central organs of the nervous system.

The anatomy of the spinal cord is alone sufficient to show that it is not

merely a conductor of the nerves to the brain ; if it were such, it would,

like any other nervous trunk, consist at its upper part merely of the

aggregate of the nerves which it gives off at the different points of its

* See Ollivier, De la Moelle Epiniere, et de ses maladies. Paris, 1823.

rachialgia. The sensations of rigour and cold trickling

*

i
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length, and it would diminish gradually in size from above downwards

in proportion as the nerves leave it, and form a regularly tapering and

pointed eone. But although, on the whole, it does become smaller from

above downwards, yet, at its extremity, where it gives off the last nerves,

it is of greater bulk than would be formed by the fibres of those nerves

moreover, it presents enlargements opposite the ongm of the nerves of

the extremities, and in fishes it forms at its lower end a club-shaped en-

largement pointed below.* Further, the spinal cord is formed, like the

brain, of two distinct substances. .

But the properties and functions also which distinguish the spinal

cord from the nerves, can be distinctly indicated.

a The spinal cord has the property of reflecting sensorial irritations

of to sensitive nerves upon the motor nerves. This property, by virtue

o which a sensitive impression gives rise to motions, although there is

no communication between the primitive fibres of the two kinds of nerves,

has been treated of in the chapter on reflected motions. No nerve sepa-

ated from the central organs of the nervous system has this property.

The reflecting action of the spinal cord and medufla oblongata ,s a func-

r:IT^ons and4-^0, particularly in^rep=d

amphibia,

aculata)"as Ton as the skin is irritated or merely touched. This pro

party is retained for several hours by every separated portion of the

b dy in which any part of the spinal cord is left. If the animal be cut n

two! the lower portion can be excited to motion as well as the upper

'orion ; the tail may be divided into several segments, and each segmen

f„ which any portion of spinal cord is contained contracts on the shgh e t

l"h even the extremity of the tail moves as before, as soon as it is

ouched All the portions of the animal in which these movement, can

le xc^ed, contain some part of the spinal cord ;
there is in this am-

ino proper cauda equina. The spinal cord is evidently the
i
cans of

I ZtLs excited b/touching the suriace ; for they cannot^be exited

in parts of the animal, however large, if no cord .s contained in them.

MecCical irritation of the skin excites not the slightest motion in the

W of the salamander when it is separated from the body
;
and, never-

!i!w the extremity of the tail moves as soon as it is touched.

'^sensorial impression communicated ,0 the spinal cord excites in

the decapitated salamander motion, not merely of the parts .™ied.ately

the decap.ta
irritated, but of the whole body, even

tenTer ly *Z P of the tail is irritated. The spinal cord, therefore,

ire n «, is ha" properties entirely different from those of a nerve

«

I a nerve when separated from the central organs is not suscept.ble of

* E.H.Weber, Meckel's Arehiv. 1827, p. 316.
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sensation, and cannot be excited to the production of motions by irri-

tation of a sensitive nerve of the skin.

b. The spinal cord has the property of reflecting the action of sensi-

tive nerves upon motor nerves, without itself perceiving the sensation.

The movements of near and distant parts of the body excited in decapi-

tated animals by irritating the surface of the body, have been adduced as

proof that the spinal cord is in part the seat of the sensorium commune,

but they are fully explicable by the property possessed by the spinal

cord of reflecting the centripetal action of a sensitive nerve upon motor

nerves. We have already shown, in the chapter on reflected movements,

that the action of the sensitive nerve is most prone to be reflected on

the motor nerves which arise near the same part of the spinal cord ; and

we cannot be surprised, therefore, that irritation of the skin of the foot

excites retraction of the foot ; irritation of the skin of the arm, retraction

of the arm. An equally involuntary action of the irritated parts is ex-

cited in our own persons by a severe burn, and by irritation of the mu-

cous membrane of the pharynx, larynx, and trachea. The retraction of

the extremities in a decapitated frog, when the skin is irritated, takes

place, therefore, equally as independently of consciousness and volition,

as the general tetanic spasm excited by touching the skin in a decapi-

tated salamander or a frog poisoned with a narcotic substance. More-

over, reflected motions are excited during life in the human body, quite

independently of consciousness. In the movements of the muscles of the

trunk which attend vomiting, and which are excited by a morbid state

of the stomach, intestine, kidney, liver, or uterus, the irritation in these

different organs is very frequently, and generally indeed, not felt; that

is to say, the centripetal excitement of the sensitive nerves, which is

propagated to the spinal cord and medulla oblongata, does not act on

the sensorium commune. And thus we see distinctly that the reflex

action of the spinal cord is not necessarily attended with sensation or

perception of the sensitive impressions, and that the arguments adduced

from the reflected actions for the existence of consciousness in the spinal

cord are unfounded. The head, also, when separated from the trunk,

may exhibit the phenomena of reflected motion, although it is not in the

slightest degree probable that the head of a man, or one of the higher

animals, is, when separated from the trunk, capable of conscious percep-

tion. The loss of blood accompanying decapitation, independent of the

other effects,—such as the division of the upper part of the medulla,— is

greater than any which usually deprives the human subject of con-

sciousness. The contraction of the muscles of the face, when the stump
of the spinal cord in the head of a decapitated criminal is irritated, is no
more than must necessarily occur: we should not indeed be surprised

if reflected motions were excited by merely irritating the skin of the

head separated from the trunk; for this would be the same pheno-
menon as those observed in the separate portions of the salamander, and

+
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would be explicable in the same way as the fact that, if in the head of a

loung kiuen'epavated from the trunkwe introduce thefinger mto the pha-

rynx, it is embraced firmly, the pharynx contracting as if to callow

\. The spinal cord is a motor apparatus which, even when separated

from the brain, and without any external stimulus, can excite automatic

The nerves, at all events those of the cerebro-spinal system,
movements, iiieneivcojaiuuwv

have not this power, although the motor act.on o. ^W*^
. , . . uu, *w nf the sninal cord (see page idly(see page 732)

system in this respect rewuiuw* ,«». « f v
»

ppnfra1

A cerebral or spinal nerve no longer in connect,™, w th ^ antral

organs is incapable of exciting motions in mnscles, unless .t be rtsell

irritated ; the spinal cord, on the contrary, can still eunt motor mfluence

to the muscles, even when its communication with the brain ts severed

The land salamander continues standing on its feet after its head is cut

nff The body of the frog sometimes moves after decapitation, drawing up

or extending a limb; though this is not always observed-very frequently

the animal Ties quite motionless. An eel moves for a considerable time

after it is deprived of its head. In experiments on the amphibia and

reptiles, it is necessary to be very cautions ;
if the sect.on be made „o

h gh up a part of the medulla oblongata will be left connected w.th the

runk, and "hen the body may present not merely automata, but v lun

tary movements, such in fact as we observed in the upper part of the

hodv of a frog divided below the head, when in the upper half percep-

t "on and volidon are present, and in the lower half absent. Another cr-
WUi

. . ,
*

t*,t i _n tt.1i i™ ji^fDrl attpnt.inn. and which
cumstance, to wm^n ^*- ^**-*«

roerits great consideration, is the following. Reflex phenomena are very

readily excited in a snake after decapitation ; a slight touch ,s sufficient

to induce motions, and these motions bring new points of the surface in

contact with the table or other objects, thus renewing the stimulus, ine

animal at length becomes quiescent ; but a slight shock or touch ,s suffi-

cient to re-excite the movements.

i The spinal cord, although capable of exciting the motor nerves to

automatic actions, nevertheless, in the healthy state, leaves a great part

Zmoto net es, those supplying the muscles of locomotion more

e p c aHy n a quiescent state ; while on man, others it exerts a con-

a'n mlmr influLe ;
maintaining thus constant involuntary con tactions

Which are arrested only by the spinal cord becoming paralysed. The

motions of this kind are,-l. those of muscles winch are also sub ect to

Zinfluence of the will, as the sphincter ani , 2. those of muscles not

object to the influence of the will, as the sphincter vesicae urmanae, he

vnu en ar coat of the intestines, the heart, &c For these actions he

ZaTcori must possess a special apparatus more independent of the

ZnlL commune than that part of it which is engaged m he volu -

though this cannot be demonstrated anatomically.

rm—ion betteen the brain and spinal cord may indeed be inter

ruptTd in the lower animals, without the motor influence of the spmal
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cord upon the sphincters being arrested ; thus Dr. Hall observed, in the

turtle, that the sphincter ani continued closed after decapitation, and

did not relax until the removal of the spinal cord.

e. The spinal cord has a great tendency to propagate a particular state

of one part of it to other parts ; in this property it differs entirely from

the nerves. A nerve does not so readily communicate a change in its

state, such as is produced by galvanism, to the whole spinal cord, pro-

vided the spinal cord itself be not irritated. If the anterior or posterior

root of one of the last spinal nerves be divided in a frog, and the portion

left connected with the spinal cord galvanised by means of a single pair

of plates, the stimulus is not communicated readily through the spinal

cord to the anterior parts of the body ; no contractions of the muscles

about the head are produced. But if the extremity of the spinal cord

itself be irritated in the same manner, the muscles of the anterior part

of the body are thrown into action. I performed the experiment thus :

I separated all the roots of the nerve close at their origin from the spinal

cord, as far forward as opposite the anterior extremities, so that I could

raise up the posterior part of the cord, and could place a plate of glass

beneath it. Then, on connecting both poles of the galvanic apparatus

with the end of the cord, contractions were produced in all the parts

still connected with the cord by nerves. This property enables us to

understand how a disease which has its seat originally in the inferior

part of the spinal cord, gradually affects the upper parts of the trunk,

and even the head ; how, for example, it happens that exhaustion of

the lower parts of the spinal cord, induced by debauchery, may be

attended with imperfect vision or amblyopia, tinnitus aurium, and other

symptoms.

f.
The spinal cord when in a state of great irritation,whet her this

arise from inflammation, from violent irritation of nerves (as in traumatic

tetanus), or from the action of narcotic poisons, emits a constant motor
*

excitement to all the voluntary muscles. The tension, which, in the

sound state, it exercises only over the sphincters, is now general : con-

vulsions of the whole body ensue; or tetanic cramps, which recur from

time to time, and are even constant in many muscles, as those which

move the jaw. The affection is sometimes acute, as in the cases already

mentioned ; sometimes chronic, as in epilepsy ; and the exciting irrita-

tion may in this case also be seated in the central organs themselves

(epilepsia cerebralis or spinalis), or in particular nerves, as in epilepsy

from tumours on nerves. A similar state of irritation of the spinal cord,

but slighter in degree, giving rise to intermitting movements, is observed

in the diseases attended with chronic spasms, as chorea, &c.

g. When animals are poisoned with narcotic substances which give

rise to convulsions, the spinal cord, and not the nerves, are the source of

the motor influence that excites the movements. If the nerves of an

extremity be divided before the nux vomica or strychnine is introduced

* \

''<

.
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THE SOURCE OF THE FORCE OF OUR MOVEMENTS, 807

into the system, no cramps are produced in that part. If, before or after

the animal is poisoned, the spinal cord be cut across, the cramps never-

theless take place in the parts supplied by the lower half of the cord.

(S

fi

motor tension of the spinal cord. The intensity ot our muscular efforts

is in a great measure dependent on it. The greater part of the motor

nerves are, it is true, excited to action, not by the spinal cord, but only

by the influence of the will, and when this is not in operation they are

left in a quiescent state ; but nevertheless the force and duration of the

motor actions excited in these nerves by the sensorium commune are

determined by the spinal cord. The cord is always charged, as it were,

with motor power, and, although in transmitting the nervous fibres from

the brain, it acts as a conductor of the oscillations originating in the

sensorium commune, still the intensity of the action excited depends

not merely on the strength of the will, but also on the amount of motor

power accumulated in the cord. Hence this part of the central organs

may retain its property of conducting the volition from the brain, but

lose the second power by which it determines the strength of our move-

ments • and this is what happens in tabes dorsalis, a disease caused on y

by debauchery, and attended with atrophy of the cord. Here no muscle

of the lower extremities is at first paralysed; all obey the influence of

the will, even in the advanced stages of the disease -the patient can

execute every movement, and it is evident that the spinal cord is still

unimpaired as a conductor of the oscillation or current originating in the

sensorium. But the fdrce of the movements is lost
;
the patient can

neither stand .nor -walk for long at a time; and the power gradually

diminishes until the paralysis is complete. This kind of paralysis must

be carefully distinguished from others, in which the conducting property

of the cord is injured at one point, and muscles which receive their

nerves from below that point are no longer subject to volition, while all

other muscles retain their full power of motion.

i The spinal cord is the source of the sexual power ;
the exercise of

the sexual function depends on it. The spinal cord is incontestable

part of the nervous system most affected in the act of coitus
;
this is

evident from the energetic reflected motions excited by the irritation ot

the sensitive nerves of the penis, the contractions of the vesicular semi-

nales and perineal muscles. The state of exhausted muscular power

which follows the act must have its source in the spinal cord. The de-

cree of tension of the nervous power of the cord which is necessary for

the sexual appetite is only gradually regained, and then ensues that

state in which erection of the penis is excited every time that the mind

is directed to objects relating to the sexes ; the impression on the senso-

rium causing such a discharge, as it were, of force accumulated in the

spinal cord as gives rise by the organic nervous influence to the accu-

'

i
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mulation of blood in the penis. This sexual potency is also lost in

diseases of the spinal cord.

k. The influence exerted by this organ upon the organic chemical pro-

cesses of the capillaries, through the medium of the organic nerves, is

evidenced not only in the altered state of the cutaneous secretion in

syncope, but still more clearly by the condition of the skin in men in

whom the spinal cord has become affected in consequence of sexual ex-

cess. In these cases there is not merely general loss of power, but

also diminished turgescence of the skin, diminished perspiration, dry-

ness of the skin, and defective generation of heat; the feet, hands, and

genitals are cold.

/. The spinal cord is also the subject of a morbid impression in all

febrile affections; and the peculiar alteration of the sensations and

motions and of the organic processes, the secretions and generation of

heat, in fever can only be accounted for by the influence of such an organ

as that which we have been considering in this chapter. Since affec-

tions of the cerebro-spinal nerves do not usually give rise to fever, but
rather to other affections of the nervous system, and since fever is most
frequently excited by altered action of the capillary vessels in some
part of the body,—whether such as attends affections of the mucous mem-
branes, or inflammation of some organ,— it is not very improbable that

such an impression as would be produced by severe lesion of the organic

)

(

reflected upon all the nerves of the body.

With

with the brain, it has been shown by the experiments of Flourens,

which Hertwig* has confirmed, that a bird after the cerebral hemi-

spheres have been removed will, if food is forced into its mouth, con-

tinue to be nourished for a considerable time,—will not become ema-

ciated.

a

i.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE BRAIX.

of the brain of

In no part of physiology can we derive greater aid from comparative

anatomy than in the physiology of the brain. Corresponding with the

developement of the intellectual faculties in the different classes, we
meet with very great differences in the form of the brain, which are

highly important in aiding us to determine the functions of the different

parts of the organ. A knowledge of the comparative anatomy of the

brain is also indispensable in the performance of experiments on ani-

mals, with a view to ascertain the properties of its individual parts. I

* Experimenta quaedatn de effectibus lesionum in partibus Encephali. Berol. 1820.

i
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ITS FORMS IN DIFFERENT ANIMALS

have on these accounts thought it necessary to

preface the inquiry into the physiology of the

organ by a review of its different forms in the

vertebrate classes.

A superficial comparison ofthe brain of the hu-

man subject with that of the higher animals is suf-

ficient to enable us to recognise one important dif-

ference : it is, that the cerebral hemispheres, which

in man overlap posteriorly not merely the corpora

809

1

quadrigemina, but even the cerebellum, diminish

more and more in their extent in that direction as

we descend the scale, so as to leave those parts

uncovered. In rodentia the cerebellum is al-

ready half exposed ; in birds (fig. 50) the cor-

pora quadrigemina have come to view ;
and

they are more completely bare in reptiles.

In proportion as the cerebral hemispheres

diminish in size, the corpora quadrigemina'

or optic lobes enlarge ; and although in rep-

tiles (fig. 51) they are still considerably

smaller than the cerebral lobes, in fishes the

relative size of the parts is so altered that

it is difficult to determine what each repre-

sents. 52)

sists merely of a series of double and sin-

gle enlargements. 0)

is single, and lies upon the medulla oblon-

covering the fourth ventricle ; it is
gata,

the cerebellum. In front of this are two

bodies (6), frequently the largest of all, and

hollow in their interior; the optic nerves

arise in greater part from them. More

anteriorly are two solid bodies connected

together in the middle line (a); and fre-

quently in front of these, at the origin of

the olfactory nerves, are two other enlarge-

ments not united together.

* Brain of a common fowl :—A, viewed from the

side ; B,from above.

b the optic lobes or corpora quadrigemina ;
c, the cere-

bellum ; d, the medulla oblongata. 1. The olfactory,

2, the optic nerve

Fia. 50.*

a, The cerebral hemispheres;

Fig. 51.t

^0

1

PIO +
Fig. 52.J

A

u
/

i
i

/ i t

a * 1

i

\

^

The
+ Brain of a tortoise, after Bojanus, seen from the side A, and from above B.

ohers and the letters from a to d inclusive, refer to the same parts as in the former

figure.

'

e, The pineal gland ; /, the pituitary gland
; </, a vascular membrane cover-

ing the fourth ventricle. .,,,.* t> *i
• n

4 Brain of a perch, after Cuvier :-A, the lateral surface; B, the superior; C,
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810 BRAIN OF THE EMBRYO.

The fcetal brain of the higher verte-

brata (fig. 53), and that only, resera-

bles in some measure the brain of the

lower vertebrate animals ; for in it the

hemispheres are small, and do not

overlap either the cerebellum or the

corpora quadrigemina, (see fig. 53, B
and C,) and at a very early period the

latter bodies are not smaller than the

cerebral lobes. At this time the brain

of the higher animals presents a series

Fig. 53 *

A

B

d

(fig. 53, A)

fishe o • (

forming a single lobe in the middle

(*)

yet divided into an anterior and a posterior pair of elevations, the cavity

in their interior being the ventriculus Sylvii, which afterwards is reduced

to the aqueductus Sylvii ; then the cerebral hemispheres (a), with the

olfactory lobes at their anterior extremity in mammalia.f

The earliest condition of the brain of mammiferous animals is, how-

ever, not sufficiently wr
ell known to enable us to draw any useful deduc-

tion from a comparison of it with that of fishes. For this comparison

we must take the brain of the embryo of the bird, which has been made

the subject of investigation by Von Baer,J who describes it as present-

ing from behind forwards the following parts.

L The cerebellum, a single body, covering the fourth ventricle on the

dorsal surface of the medulla oblongata.

2. The vesicle of the corpora quadrigemina, from which the optic

nerve principally arises ; this has in its interior a cavity, the ventricle

of Sylvius, which exists even in the adult bird when the corpora quad-

rigemina or optic lobes have become thrust to the lower surface of the

brain and to a distance from each other.

3. The vesicle of the third ventricle. The third ventricle,, bounded

laterally by the optic thalami, and inferiorly by the infundibulum, is in

the embryo still uncovered by the very small hemispheres. It is, how-

ever, originally not open superiorly ; it is covered in by a vesicular

the inferior. The cyphers, and letters from a to g inclusive, refer to the same parts as

in the two preceding figures, h, marks the enlargements of the medulla oblongata

opposite the origin of the vagus ; i %
the lobi inferiores.

* Forms of the brain of the human foetus, after Tiedemann :—A, at the seventh

week ; a, the cerebral hemisphere, a membrane-like body; a, the corpus striatum and

optic thalamus ; 6, corpora quadrigemina ; c, cerebellum ; d, enlargement of the me-

dulla spinalis (&). B and C, at the twelfth week ; a, cerebrum ; b, corpora quadrige-

mina ; c, cerebellum ; d, enlargement of the medulla spinalis.

t See Tiedemann's Anatomy of the Fcetal Brain,

$ Burdaeh's Physiologic, ii.

i
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roof which afterwards becomes cleft anteriorly in the middle line, while

ts po^or part contracts to form what is afterwards called the pmeal

In" e cLa of this body being formed by the former expan.on c>f

g
u P ThA vesicle of the third ventricle contains tne

4-v^ mpmhrnnniis root. ine\esicie ui.

the membranous roof,

optic thalami.

More4. More aiueriuiiv i t,^ —
fl

or optic lobes, enlarges, and by degrees ex nds po y ^
vesicle of the third ventricle and its cleft. It is at nisi i

, • border towards the vesicle of the third ventricle; in othei

P r Unsure ofSylvius, which in the adult opens under the lower

"oter'ibo^e of the"hemispheres into the lateral ventricles, does not

postenoi boidei i ^ .^ the yesicles

exist; so that, at a ceitain penoa, t y

„f thP hemispheres is through the fissure of the vesicle or i

°f ^
with which the cavities of the hemispheres complicate

=SHEr,i:;=,r-r;:x^

ventricles.
(

To ttos we wu. auu . -- - -
cerebellum, since no doubt can

52), commencing, like Uuviei, wiui

exist as to its nature.
transversely above

1. The cerebellum, (fig. 52, c,) a single oouy r> b *

the medulla oblongata, and covering the fourth ventricle, which opens

under it posteriorly, as in all animals.
superiorly in

9 The lobi optici (b\ a pair of hollow lobes lying »uP j-

in the midaie^*«kE2J5Kil M^
nerves, and most not be <=°n < " ^ exterior extends frora

rb
f7ed

d°ir:uten e «ew * L lowe, and inner part of each

bt"th "e ,be interior laver radiates from below towards its enter and

'Ik At the bottom of their cavity (in the osseons fishes), be

"PPer Pfof bod es bounded externally by a grey mass which forms the

tW
7! of ie nt'rna. radiation ; in front of these bodies is the th.rd

C
, !ad ui to the pituitary gland, and bounded antenorly by

ventr.cle, leading J
tot P <& ^ from ^ ex

the an.er.or commissu e
,

Phge (aqueduc.), leading from

^'T u STole .hid eitcle, opens'n fron. of .he grey bodies in .he

^ertor of .be lobes. At the an.erior extremity of the optic lobes,

* Hist. Nat. des Poissons, t, i.

i
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between them and the lobi anteriores, is an opening in the middle line,

which does not accord with the view of those who regard these lobes
*

as corresponding to the cerebral hemispheres. The fourth nerve arises

behind the optic lobes, and behind the grey bodies in their interior, in

front of the cerebellum.

3. At the base of the brain, below the optic lobes and in front of the

medulla oblongata, are two small bodies, the lobi inferiores (i), from

which the optic nerves are stated by Cuvier to derive part of their fibres,,

although this is denied by M. Gottsche, In rare instances, they con-

tain a cavity which communicates with the third ventricle.

4. In front of the optic lobes lie the lobi anteriores (a), ordinarily

smaller in size, and of a grey colour; in sharks and rays, they are, how-

ever, of very large size. They are connected in the middle line by

one or two commissures, and their surface sometimes presents con-

volutions. They are not hollow, except in sharks and rays. The ol-

factory nerves take their rise from them either directly, or with the

intervention of the bodies called the lobi olfactorii, which, however, are

not connected with each other by any commissure.

5. In some fishes, as the muraena, there is a body analogous to a

pineal gland ; when present, it lies in front of the optic lobes, and is

connected by two crura to the posterior part of the base of the lobi

anteriores.

(h)

gata, corresponding to the origin of the vagus; these are called lobi

posteriores.

The frequent presence of an olfactory tubercle at the root of the

olfactory nerves, and the origin of the optic nerves from the lobi optici,

and of the vagi from the lobi posteriores, show clearly that the lobes of

the brain in fishes are formed principally as central masses for the great

nerves which arise from it
;
just as in the

)
spinal cord presents a series of five pairs of enlargements at the points

where the great nerves for the free appendages under their pectoral

fins arise ; and, as the cord has an enlargement opposite the origins

of the nerves for the anterior and posterior extremities in all ver-

tebrata.

The following are the different opinions held by comparative ana-
tomists as to the nature of the different parts of the brain of fishes, as

compared with that of higher animals.

1. Some, as Cuvier, regard the lobi optici of fishes as analogous to

the cerebral hemispheres. They ground this opinion on the existence

of the third ventricle in the floor of these lobes in the middle line, and
on the presence of the anterior commissure in front of this ventricle.

They compare the bodies in the cavity of the hollow lobi optici, and
behind the third ventricle, to the corpora quadrigemina ; and the lobi

*
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interiores they consider to be analogous to the olfactory lobes of rep-

tiler bids and mammalia. M. Gottsche* also inclines to this v.ew.

Pollen of M. Cuvier is, however, rendered improbable by the posi-

ti n o the pineal gland in front of the optic lobes, -for if these lobes repre-

nt the ce'rebralliemispheres, ft. pineal gland must be p ace anteriorly

to the corpora q
uadrigemina,_and by the small s.ze of the bodies in

he cavities of the optic lobes, while the corpora quadngemma of birds

,nd reptiles are of very large size; though the commissures of he lob.

anteHores of fishes constitute no argument against it, since the olfactory

lobes of mammalia have a commissure.

2 Most anatomists, as Arsaky, Carus, Tiedemann, Serres, aod Des-

m„nlins reeard the optic lobes as analogous to the corpora quadri-

ZL'tf «he higher animals, and the lobes infron, of them as the Cre-

tan hemispheres This view is founded on the size of the corpora quad-

Z Tod the presence of a cavity in them, in birds and amplnbia ;

:„
g
Ih . adu nLase of size in descending the scale of animals

;
on

1 natia origin of the optic nerves from the corpora quadngemma in

Wher a Lais and on the hollow structure and very constable urn
1

fth s bodt '» the foetus of mammalia, they being at a certa.n penod

ff to1 lifp wer than all the other parts of the brain. The position

J[7 mlal gTafd' in front of the optic lobes in fishesis££-£
.„ M, view The circumstances opposed to it are tne souoiry

obi anterm es (which are compared to the hemispheres) in all osseous

« K X presence of bodies in the floor of the cavity of the optm lotes,

ttch ^ not me w°ith in the corpora quadrigemina of higher annuals;

Id the existence of the third ventricle, with the antenor comunssure »

front of it, in the cavity of the optic lobes.
.

I Treviranus regarded the optic lobes of birds as representing the

D„Llr Part of the cerebral hemispheres of mammalia together wUh
posterior pa

_ „„„innlata having become
quadrigemina, the corpora geniculata having

the

t Hr theTa e boniesT This opinion rests principally on the

muted w.th the latter bo V ^^ ^^ prQ_

I f 1 1 M„u from the union of the posterior part of the hemi-

!£r& ZVZ,X corpora quadrigemina, which in the foetus

ar

4
q
Th

e

e view which I take of the brain of fishes is, that the lobi optici

a t„ the vesicle of the corpora quadrigemina, and that of the

T7Zt2 leen n the embryo of the bird, which have coalesced.

Ttc
V

or ^ s of this opinion i proved by the structure of .he brum
Hie corrccmc — f

, .

lobes, we
(lamprey)

j^.kSrf*. thJve'utricle, giving origin to the optic nerves, and

'T see his excellent and accurate paper, B« das Gehirn der Fische, in Mifflart

Archiv. 1835.
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a vesicle of the corpora quadrigemina; while in all other fishes these parts

form one common vesicle, in the floor of which the third ventricle is hol-

lowed out. In the superior and anterior part of the lobe of the third

ventricle in the brain of the petromyzon there is a fissure corresponding

to that which is formed in the vesicle of the third ventricle in the brain

of the embryo of the bird, and to that seen at the anterior part of the

optic lobes of other fishes. This is a distinct proof that the optic lobes

of fishes and of other animals are very different parts. The optic lobes

of reptiles and birds correspond to the vesicles of the corpora quadri-

gemina in the brain of the embryo bird and mammal.* The lobi in-

feriores in the fishes' brain are likened by Desmoulins to the corpora

mammillaria in mammalia ; by Cuvier, to the optic lobes in birds, thrust

still more to the base of the brain. The optic lobes of birds, however,

although thrust asunder, and to the base of the brain, and although

connected only by a transverse band, are evidently analogous to the

great corpora quadrigemina of the foetus of mammalia. (See fig. 53.)

If we compare the brain of reptiles and birds with that of mammalia,
we find that, although in the former classes the fornix is present, the
great commissure of the cerebrum, the proper corpus callosum, is not

completely formed, except in mammalia. [It is an interesting fact

discovered by Mr. Owen,f that the marsupial mammalia, which in the

foetal state have no placental connection with the mother, resemble

birds in the want of the corpus 1 The optic lobes of

birds and reptiles, moreover, are hollow, while in the corpora quad-
rigemina of mammalia in the adult state the aqueduct of Sylvius,

or iter a tertio ad quartum ventriculum, is the only cavity; and these

bodies are not in the former animals divided into an anterior and
posterior pair of eminences. The corpora albicantia are still want-
ing in birds and reptiles ; and in them there is no pons Varolii exter-

nally visible, although the deep fibres which pass transversely between
the bundles of the medulla oblongata in man and mammalia, and be-

long to the pons, are present. The lateral parts of the cerebellum are
less developed than in mammalia.

If the brain of mammalia be compared with that of the human sub-
ject, there will still be found in the former a comparatively small deve-
lopement of the cerebral hemispheres. In many animals there
no division of the brain into lobes; in the ruminantia,

pachydermata, and solidungula, we can distinguish two lobes to each
hemisphere, which correspond to the anterior and the middle, rather
than the posterior lobe of the human brain ; and the absence of the pos-
terior cornu of the lateral ventricle (except in apes, seals, and dolphins)
is in favour of that view. There are scarcely any traces of convolu-
tions, moreover, in many mammalia, as the rodentia, bats, mole, hedge-

is

carnivora,

* See Muller's Archiv. 1834, p. 62. f Philos. Transact. J 837.

i '
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hog, armadillos, and ant-eaters; and even in carnivora ruminantia,

solidungula, pachydermata, and quadrumana, where alone they are dis-

tinct, they are still more simple than in the human brain.* Ihe pons

Varolii is visible externally, but is still narrow; hence the corpora py-

ramidalia of the medulla oblongata are left uncovered in a greater

extent of their course. In many animals, also, fasciculi of transverse

fibres surround the medulla oblongata, posterior to the proper pons, and

separated from it.t In the medulla oblongata, the olivary bodies are

not distinctly defined externally, nor their dentated figure internally

;

the transverse white lines on the floor of the fourth ventricle are usually

wanting and the cerebellum has a smaller number of lamellae, and is

inferior in its whole bulk to that of the human brain
;
while, on the

contrary, the (

cle)

veloped, and there are frequently depressions in the os pe rosum to

them. The olfactory lobes seen at the anterior extremity of
receive iiitnn. ±u*» "-—

;

. v ,

the cerebral hemispheres in birds are still present in mammalia, and

differ from the olfactory nerves of the human subject in containing a

cavity which has a direct communication with the lateral ventricles of

the cerebral hemispheres.

II Of the powers of the brain, and the mentalfaculties, generally.

The brain undergoes a gradual increase of size from fishes up to man,

in accordance with the developement of the intellectual faculties. T-

In the Burbot, (gadus lota) •

Pike . . •

Silurus .

Salamander

Tortoise

Pigeon

Eagle .

Siskin, (fringilla spinus)

Rat .

Sheep •

Elephant

Gibbon

Simia Capucina
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1
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1
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1

1

1

I
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35

•»
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53

33
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53

X

720

1305

1837

380

2240

91

160

231

82

351

500

48

25

The maximum weight of a horse's brain is, according to Soemmering,

lib 7oz.- the minimum of an adult human brain, 2 lb. 5 j oz ;
and never-

heless the nerves at the base of the brain are ten times thicker m the

horse than in the human subject The brain of a whale 5 feet in

The
len<nh, WHICH is «i ""' XTA "M ' "

. n ^iu ci

height of the human is, according to Soemmering, from 21b. 5J oz. to

* Cams, Vergleich. Zootom. Bd. i. p. 75—Anat. Compare, t. up. 96

I Ch-anus, Vermischte Schriften, iii. * * Anat. Compare, t. ,
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816 THE BRAIN

3 lb, 1 oz. 7 dr. When now we recollect that the spinal cord diminishes

from mammalia downwards in a far less degree, (see page 794,) the

inference appears manifest, that the developement of the intellectual

faculties in the animal scale is dependent, not on the size of the medulla

spinalis, but on that of the brain. The considerable variations in its

proportional size in one and the same class show also that the size of

the brain, as a whole, is not regulated by the mass of the body over

which it presides, but that the motor apparatus proportioned to the

mass of the muscles of the body is to be sought in the spinal cord. All

parts of the encephalon, however, do not keep pace equally with the

developement of the intellectual powers. It is in the cerebral hemi-

spheres that the increase of size in the higher animals chiefly takes place.

The cerebellum, also, becomes proportionally larger in animals higher

in the scale, but in a far less marked degree. The corpora quadrige-

mina are actually smaller in proportion to the rest of the body ; and the

medulla oblongata, and its prolongations in the brain, are not propor-

tionally larger in man than in any other animal. The nervous fibres

from the whole trunk must in all animals equally pass through the

medulla oblongata to reach the brain. Hence we perceive that the

encephalon necessarily contains parts which have, in all animals, the

same functions and importance for life; thus injury of the medulla

oblongata is equally fatal to all, while injury to the cerebral hemispheres

gives rise to a much slighter disturbance of the vital functions in reptiles

than in animals endowed with higher mental powers.

We will not, however, at present enter into a consideration of the

functions of the individual parts of the brain, independently of the intel-

lectual faculties ; but will first inquire into the relation which exists

between the mind and the brain generally. Comparative anatomy alone

suffices to show us that the source of the mental powers must be sought

in the brain; and experiments on animals, as well as the history of

lesions of the brain in comparison with those of other organs, confirm

the suggestion. We have now, in the first place, to prove that the

mental functions are performed in no other parts of the nervous system,

or of the body generally, but in the brain alone.

With regard to the nerves, we learn, from the effects of lesions, that,

when cut off from communication with the brain, they are withdrawn

from the influence of the will, and impressions on them are no longer

perceived; and in this respect the spinal cord resembles them (see

page 797). On the other hand, the upper portion of a divided nerve,

and the part of the spinal cord above the seat of the lesion, are still sub-

ject to the influence of the will, and the mind is rendered conscious of

impressions made upon them. Thus the organ of the mind loses none

of its powers by this division of the nerves and spinal cord ; merely

the number of the parts to which its influence extends is diminished,

\
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on the

just as by the amputation of his limbs a man loses none of his intellec-

tual faculties.

Still less than the spinal cord can any other part of the body be

the seat of the mental faculties. Limbs may be amputated, viscera

affected with gangrene, and the mind still clear, as long as life con-

tinues. Delirium, certainly, sometimes attends inflammation of im-

portant viscera, but it may also be produced by inflammation of the

skin of an extremity ; and yet the whole limb, with the skin, may be

removed without any loss to the mental powers. Violent inflamma-

tion of any part of the body produces a severe impression

sensorium, and may cause delirium ; but if the part become gangrenous

or dead, this impression ceases, and thus occasionally a short time be*

fore death the mind regains its clearness. In this way it may be shown

that none of the viscera of the abdomen can be the seat of the intel-

lectual powers. The whole texture of the lungs, also, is sometimes

seen to be destroyed by chronic disease without the mental faculties

being impaired. So likewise, chronic disease of the heart does not inter-

fere with the mental functions, except by causing disturbance of the

cerebral circulation.

The effects of lesions of the brain are very different ; every cause

which disturbs its action slowly or suddenly affects at the same time

the mind. Inflammation of the brain is never unattended with delirium,

and at a later period with stupor
;
pressure on the cerebrum, whether

produced by depressed bone, foreign bodies, serum, blood, or pus, al-

ways gives rise to delirium or stupor, according as there is or is not

irritation with the pressure. The same causes, according to the seat

of their action, frequently abolish the power of voluntary motion, or

memory: and when the pressure is removed, the memory frequently

returns ; and it has been observed that the chain of thought was

immediately resumed at the point where it was interrupted by

the injury Injury of the cerebral hemispheres in animals gives

_ise to "stupor and loss of memory ; and in most lunatics considerable

structural changes have taken place in the brain, although in other

cases, particularly when the affection is inherited, the changes that have

affected the microscopic fibrous texture cannot be recognised with our

imperfect means of investigation and defective knowledge. It has been

said, as an objection to the brain being regarded as the seat of the

mind, that very considerable disease has been found affecting an entire

hemisphere without the mental faculties having suffered : expei'iments

on animals show, however, that even sudden lesion of one hemisphere

only does not immediately produce complete stupor, that this effect

does not follow until both are removed ; so that it would appear as if

one hemisphere could aid the other, and even compensate for its in-

action in the operations of the mind. Many distinguished writers, for

3 g 2
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example Bichat and Nasse, although they admit that the brain is the seat

of the higher intellectual faculties, still maintain that other organs also,

as the abdominal and thoracic viscera, have a certain connection with

the mental functions, and incline to the belief that the source of the pas-

sions may possibly be in these organs. They formed their opinion partly

on the circumstance of the viscera of the chest and abdomen being

affected during the prevalence of passions of the mind, and partly on

their being frequently diseased in cases of insanity. The intestinal

canal, liver, spleen, lungs, and heart are certainly frequently the seat

of disease in lunatics, and occasionally even when no palpable change

can be detected in the brain itself: and here the diseases of the abdo-

minal or thoracic viscera may have been the exciting cause of the mental

affection, but only in the same way as other causes might excite it by

the impression communicated to the brain ; there being in it some pre-

existing disposition to morbid action, either hereditary or acquired.

Hence in these patients, by removing the morbid change in the other

viscera which have influenced the brain, the disposition in the latter

organ to abnormal action may be reduced again to a latent state.

The relation in which the viscera stand to the mental emotions is,

it must be confessed, still involved in much obscurity. The passions,

by means of the change which takes place in the brain, affect the

whole nervous system. The exciting passions give rise to spasmodic

actions of certain muscles, particularly those of which the nerves belong

to the respiratory system (including the facial nerve); hence the crying,

sighing, sobbing, &c. with the spasmodic distortion of the features.

In the depressing passions, as apprehension and terror, all the muscles

of the body lose their tone, the supply of motor influence from the brain

and spinal cord being arrested : the feet are not able to bear the body,

the features hang motionless and without expression, and the loss of

power may be so great as to cause momentary paralysis of the whole
*

body, particularly of the sphincters. The motions of the heart are

affected by both the exciting and depressing passions. The sensations

of many parts are altered. The secretions, as those of the lachrymal

gland and skin, are affected ; the bile is not properly excreted, and per-

meates the coats of the blood-vessels so as to produce jaundice ; the

urine, lastly, becomes watery. The action of the capillaries is modified
;

hence the skin becomes red, or, in other cases, pallid. In short, the

passions influence first the nerves engaged in the respiratory function

;

then, through the medium of the spinal cord, all the nerves of the trunk

and extremities, as well those of animal life as the organic nerves. But

I am not acquainted with a single fact which proves that in a healthy

person a particular passion affects one organ more than another. It is

usual to say that the heart is affected by joy, sorrow, and anxiety ; but

does not every exciting or depressing emotion alter its action? Does
-*
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THE MENTAL PRINCIPLE NOT CONFINED TO THE BRAIN.

not the heart stand in the same relation to the mental emotions as the

lachrymal organs, which are affected by every emotion of the mind

when it reaches a certain intensity? It is an old notion that the liver

has a special relation to the passions of rage and vexation. Jaundice,

with pain in the right side, or even inflammation of the liver, has cer-

tainly followed a paroxysm of these passions ; but only in persons already

suffering from affection of the liver, or having disposition to hepatic dis-J

Other persons, on the contrary, as a consequence of such emo-

have disturbance of the functions of the stomach; others again,

an affection of the heart merely, this being in them the organ of which

the action is most easily disturbed : and so it is with all the passions of

the mind. In short, it is evident that the effects of the passions upon

the different organs subject to the influence of the brain, in no way

confirm the hypothesis of the passions or certain mental faculties hav-

ing their seat in any other organ than the brain.

"Although we are satisfied, upon grounds derived partly from compa-

rative anatomy, and partly from physiology and pathology, that the

seat of the mental operations is the brain and no other part,

nerves excite these operations and are the instruments for executing

what the mind directs,—and that all the other parts of the body are

subject to the influence of the nerves, still this amounts to nothing

more than that the brain by its organisation is the instrument

which the mind operates and is active: we do not assert that the

« essence" of the mind has its seat in the brain alone. It is possible for

the mind to act, and receive impressions, by means of one organ of a

determinate structure, and yet be present generally throughout the

body.

The facts which we are about to mention prove conclusively that the

mind, although its only seat of action is the brain, is itself, nevertheless,

not confined to it. Two facts are sufficient. The one is that animals

low in the scale, as planaria, polypi, and annelida, are divisible
;
and that

polypi and annelida—for instance, the naides and nereides—propagate

their species by spontaneous division (see page 19). It is evident from

this fact that the vital principle is divisible ; but since each portion of

the divided animal evinces a separate will and special desires, we have

a distinct proof that the mental principle of these lower animals, whe-

ther it be or be not identical with their vital principle, is also divisible.

The second fact is, that the mental principle in the higher animals also, in

man even, is, like the vital principle, in a certain limited sense divisible.

The higher animals, and man, do not, it is true, generate new indivi-

duals, each endowed with a mind, by division of their own. bodies into

several portions ; but they do this by the generation of semen in the

male, and the ovum in the female. In whatever way the generation of

the new individual be effected by the contact of the germ of the female
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and the semen of the male,, we know that in fishes, frogs, and sala-

manders, the mere contact of the semen and ovum brought together

artificially, without any participation in the act by the male and female,

is sufficient to produce a new individual. The germ and semen must
therefore contain all that is necessary for the manifestation of the in-

dependent vital principle and the mental functions of the animal. In

one or both of them the vital and the mental principle must exist as it

were in a latent state ; for otherwise these principles could not manifest

themselves, as they are observed to do, during the after developement

of the new individual. In the most perfect animals also, and even

in man, we must suppose that the ovum and semen contain within

themselves all the conditions necessary for the production of a new
being endowed with life and mind ; and consequently that one or both

of them contain the vital principle, and the essence of the mind, in a

latent state. The main question is not at all affected by the difference

of the new individual being developed within the body of the mother,

as in viviparous, or out of it, as in oviparous animals. From the fore-

going facts and inferences we may perceive that the higher animals

and man are so far divisible that a separated portion of their matter,

namely, the generative fluids (germ and semen), is animated with the

principles of life and mind ; and, this being the case, that the mental

principle cannot be confined to the brain, but must be contained, al-

though in a latent condition, in parts which are far distant from the brain,

and are separable from the rest of the body.

;ther the vital and mental principles be transmitted from the

brain through the medium of the nerves to the semen or germ ; whether
the mind in a latent state be contained in the blood ; whether in such
a condition it exist in every part of the body, though free and active

only in the brain, which is organised as its instrument and apparatus
for the reception of impressions from other parts,—are all questions
which it is impossible to answer, and the solution of which would not
influence the result of our present inquiry. It is sufficient for our object

to know that the semen and germ must contain not only the vital prin-

ciple, but also the mind of the new being, in a latent state : thus that
other parts of the body than the brain participate in being the seat
of the mental principle, although this principle is manifested only
in the brain, on account of the structure of that organ being adapt-
ed for its action upon the motor apparatus, and to the reception
of the impressions communicated by the nerves. For consciousness,

imagination, thought, volition, will, and passion, the brain is absolutely
necessary

; and although the principle for the production of ideas,

thoughts, &c. is present in a latent state in the impregnated germ, yet
the whole organisation of the brain must be created in this germ before

the mental principle can become free, and the ideas, thoughts, and will
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be manifested. In the anencephalous monster, of which the nutrition

and life are maintained throughout the foetal condition up to the time of

birth, the organ generated in the living germ for the future manifesta-

tion of the mind has been destroyed (by hydrocephalus) at a period

when it was not sufficiently developed to allow the exercise of the men-

tal functions.

From the considerations and facts thus premised, we are now able to

determine the question, whether lesions of the texture of the brain modify

the mind itself; whether in mental affections the mind or its << essence"

can itself be diseased, or whether merely the action of the mind by its

instrument be altered. Since, as we have seen, the existence of the

mental principle does not depend on an uninjured condition of the brain,

and since it is certainly present, although in a latent state, in the germ

separated from the parent animal, it is evident that a change in the

structure of the brain cannot produce a change in the mental principle

itself, but can only modify its actions. The action of the mind is depen-

dent on the integrity of the fibrous structure and composition of the

brain. The mode of mental action is always determined by the modifi-

cation of structure and condition of the organ ; but the mental « essence,"

its latent power, as far as it does not manifest itself, appears to be

independent of all changes in the brain. According to this view, all in-

quiries as to the ultimate cause of affections of the mind, as regards

their dependence on the brain or the mind itself, are useless
;
and the

physician has to keep in view, as the first point in all abnormal con-

ditions of the mental functions, merely the nature of the structural

change by which the action is rendered abnormal or prevented,

cases of congenital idiotcy have been reported to us, in which the

cranium is so low that the representations given of them call to mind

the state of the skull in hemicephalous monsters ; but here the cranium

is perfect. These idiots are the two sons of a widow named Sohn, living

in the colony Kiwitsblott, a German mile from Bromberg; one is aged

17, the other 10 years. Both, enjoying excellent health, are at the same

time so stupid that they do not remember their way back to their home if

they leave it but a short distance ; and cannot unbutton their breeches,

although they have full powers of motion and volition in all parts of their

body:
&
they manifest their volition only in eating and drinking, and in

destroying every thing which comes into their hands ; they are, how-

ever, tractable, and harmless in disposition. Even in these remarkable

case's we cannot imagine that any congenital disease of the mind itself

existed—any original defect of the mental principle ;
in the latent state

of this principle in the germ, there was, without doubt, all present which

was necessary for the highest perfection ; but, on account of the imper-

feet formation of the brain, the developement of the higher mental

faculties became impossible. In the same way, in a healthy man, a sud-
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den change in the condition of the brain modifies the manifestation of the
mental principle, or even renders it latent ; but, if the pressure which
impeded the action of the brain be removed, the functions of the mind
are frequently restored in their entire integrity.

Since the action of any part always induces a change in the organic
matter which composes it, (see page 52,) it necessarily follows that
immoderate exertion of the mind, a continued direction of it to one ob-
ject consequent on external circumstances or great mental excitement,
must react on the organisation of the instrument of the mental opera-
tions; and, although the removal of these causes may be very important
in the eyes of the physician, yet the state of the organ itself is the proper
object of his treatment ; and the wrong direction of the thoughts is not
the essence of the mental disease, but can merely be one among its nu-
merous exciting causes.*

The question, whether the vital principle by which the whole organisa-
tion of the germ, and even the formation of the o
effected, be essentially different from the mental principle or "essence,"
or whether the operation of the mind is merely a mode of action of
the vital principle, is not capable of solution by physiological facts.

that the vital principle may continue to act without any
mental power being manifested; for instance, in monsters devoid of
brain and spinal cord. But we cannot thence conclude that the mental
is essentially distinct from the vital principle ; for we have already seen
that the former may exist in a latent state in a living body, separately
from the brain. It would be equally incorrect to infer, from the fact
just stated, that the mental principle is only a mode of action of the

We

vital force
;

it only proves what indeed the formation of the embryo
before the developement of faculties sufficiently shows,—namely, that the
action of the mind is not necessary to the operations of the vital principle,

while it is equally certain that the action of the mind cannot go on
unless the vital principle be also present ; for the original production and
continued maintenance of the organisation of the brain necessary for the
manifestation of the mind, are due to the vital principle.

In favour of the view, that the mind is merely a particular manifesta-
tion of animal life, may be urged the fact, that it is not confined to one
class of animals, or to man, but is possessed even by the lowest creatures

;

for mind cannot be denied to any animal which is conscious of internal
images, independent even of external impressions on the senses,—has
thoughts and desires, forms ideas concerning the objects of these desires,
and the mode of satisfying of them, and by ideas and desires is impelled
to voluntary actions. In this sense mental phenomena are presented even
by the lowestanimals

; the passions are manifested principally only in the

*[Some German writers, as for example Heinroth, have gone so far as to regard all

insanity as a wrong action of the soul, and to speak of the insane as sinners.]
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higher animals.
: On the other hand, for the opinion that the mental

is independent of the vital principle, it may be argued that one whole

division of organised living beings, namely, plants, are destitute of all

mental manifestations. This objection may, however, be met by the

supposition, that here the vital principle is in a latent state in relation to

its mental actions ; and when a hypothesis rests merely on its explaining

a great number of facts, its force is neutralised, if another, which affords

an equally good explanation of them, b opposed to it.

; The actions of both principles—the mind and life—agree in manifest-

ing reason ; but the reason of the mind is merely the consciousness or

perception of what is rational ; it has no creative influence on the orga-

nisation, on the organic matter : the reason of the vital principle, on the

contrary, is manifested in the production of a well-adapted organisa-

tion in the living matter.

-

/

The reason manifested in the organisation of

the simplest being is, perhaps, of a higher character than the mind of

an animal, or of man, can possibly conceive. All the problems of physics

yield to this creating power. To the power which formed the eye and I

ear the physics of sight and hearing have no problems unsolved. It is 1

the cause of instinct—that is to say, it is owing to this power that in

the sensorium of an animal dreams arise which impel it to actions '-

adapted to its condition—actions necessary to its existence, and evi-

dencing reason, although the mind of the creature has not the slightest

perception of the reasoning process on which these actions depend.

If there be any true ground for the view that the mind is merely a

mode of manifestation of animal life, it is that both the one and the other

may be the result of the action of " reason," that the production of

the organisation of the simplest animal in the developement of the germ

presents evidences of the highest rational power, and that the reason

manifested in this creative action far excels all the mental powers of

animals. Stahl attributed all the actions of the animal body to the soul or

mind, because they evidence adaptation. This soul,—though the mental

functions, in the more confined sense, be dependent on it, and the pro-

duct of its operations,— is, in the sense in which Stahl conceived it, some-

thing of a very different and higher nature than what we usually under-

stand by the mind. It is easy to perceive that Stahl's theory was founded

on the observation of the rational operations of the vital principle, and

that he regarded the mind as a mere manifestation of that primum mo-

But even though this view be correct, which cannot be proved

empyrically, yet it must be remembered that the mental functions em-

brace but a small part of the operations of this power which is the pri-

mary cause of the existence of the being, and which provides in its or-

anisation and in its instinctive impulses against all that may happen to it

hi its final communication with the external world.

Another question agitated is, whether the mind be a property of mat-
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ter, or an independent power or principle ; whether it be a principle
superadded or united to the body ; or whether it be nothing more than
the expression as it were, of a certain condition-ofa certain combination
of matter. Motion or action is, perhaps, a primitive inherent condition
of matter, since even the state ofrepose of inorganic masses is dependent
on the reciprocal attraction of their particles. If, then, there be no body
which does not possess an energy, force, or action ; may not the mind
itself be the- property resulting from a certain condition or combination
of matter m living beings ? What is the cause of the absence of all signs
ofmental action in the body after death ? Is it that the matter has lost
its peculiar condition or composition,—the united action and attraction
of its vivified atoms

; and that these, their condition being altered, hence-
forth manifest other properties ? or is it that the mental principle has
really separated from the body ?

The phenomena of the mind, whatever be the nature of its essence,
are without doubt closely and necessarily connected with the organic
tion ofthe brain. Unless the complicated fibrous structure of the brain
be in an unimpaired state, mind is not manifested in the body • but
still it may exist in it in a latent condition, just as in the generative fluids
from which the new creature endowed with mind is developed. But
here again it may be asked, is this latent condition of the mind only the
state of rest of a power inherent in a certain combination of matter ?
or can the mental principle, itself independent of all matter, be at one
time superadded to, at another separated from it ? Do the atoms (ac-
cording to the doctrine of materialism, the only source of action,) return,
when the matter animated with the latent state of life is decomposed'
into the general mass of inanimate matter, to become the source of new
life when again brought together in a certain combination ? or are the
principles of life and the mind in their latent state independent of the
decomposition of the atoms ? is their « essence" immaterial, and not the
property of atoms of matter, or of a certain combination of atoms ?
Although physiology cannot afford a solution of these problems, still there
are facts which have a certain relation to them. There are, namely,
forces in nature,—imponderable substances, which, although not indepen-
dent of matter, nevertheless pass from one body to another without the
matter of either of these undergoing any apparent changes ; such are
light, electricity, and magnetism. The existence of these principles,
their manifestation in bodies, and their passage from one body to ano-
ther, is an evident proof that the doctrine of materialism, which admits
the existence of no principles but as properties of material atoms, is
without foundation

; and without, in the remotest degree, wishing to
compare the vital and mental principles with the imponderable agendes
just mentioned, we must express our conviction that there is nothing in
the facts of natural science which argues against the possibility of the
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generation.

existence of an immaterial principle independent of matter, though its

powers be manifested in organic bodies in matter.

We must here recur to another problem, which has been already

touched upon at page 39. It refers to the cause of the constant de-

struction and reproduction of individual beings endowed with life and

mind. The vital principle not only increases in intensity during the

growth of organised beings, but it is also multiplied by division and

From one organised being many others are produced en-

dowed with equal vital and productive power ; from these again, many

more ; while the vital principle of the individuals seems, at death, to

perish or become latent. In this multiplication of living beings, the

vital force is not simply transmitted from one to the other ; for the

parent being remains, even after manifold propagation, still capable

of producing new individuals, until it at last perishes. In the case

of the mental principle, the same law prevails. The parent loses none

of its intellectual power, even by the repeated generation of new

beings endowed with mind ; but at length, death occurring, the mind of

the parent is rendered latent. How can we explain this infinite mul-

tiplication of the vital principle and mind, which attends the constant

production of new individuals, while the parent beings retain their life

and mental power unimpaired? Two hypotheses are offered, but

neither is capable of proof. According to the first, the principle of life

and the mental principle are contained in a latent state in all matters

which afford nourishment to animals, and are merely rendered manifest

by the organisation of living beings. This is the solution adopted by

the Pantheists; who doubt the immortality of the individual beings,

admitting merely the existence of one immortal universal spirit. The

second mode of solving the problem is, by supposing, not that the vital

principle and the mind are latent in all matters which living beings can

appropriate for their nourishment; but that the vital principle exists

only in living beings, and that the mental principle is united with them,

superadded to their matter, only during their life. According to this

view, the multiplication of individuals endowed with mind can be ex-

plained only on the assumption that the mental principle, if it be

ifinitum can

never diminish in quantity or intensity. A supposition which, for our

powers of reasoning, is incomprehensible ; but to which every one is

impelled who contends against the doctrine of pantheism, and embraces

the belief in the immortality not of the mental principle generally, but

of the individual reasoning beings,— a belief which is innate in us, and

which carries us over the chasm which no science can fill up.

Here the mind is considered only in its most general relations to the

brain : its special physiology will be discussed in the sixth book.

I
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826 THE MEDULLA OBLONGATA.

II. Ofthe medulla oblonaata.

The brain and spinal cord react on each other through the medium
of the medulla oblongata; hence the importance to physiologists of a
knowledge of the course of the different columns or bundles of fibres of
this part. Burdach* has thrown more light on this subject than any
other anatomist. The following parts are now distinguished as com-
posing the medulla oblongata.

1. The corpora pyramidalia, formed, according to Burdach, of funda-
mental and decussating fibres. The former lie at the anterior surface of the
grey central column, and form the posterior wall of the anterior fissure
of the spinal cord

; but as they ascend in the neck, between the space of
31 to li inches below the pons, they pass obliquely forwards, so as first

to form the lateral boundaries of the anterior fissure, and at last to
appear at the two sides of this fissure on the anterior surface of the
spinal cord and at the inner side of the anterior columns. The de-
cussating fibres are a branch of the lateral columns of the spinal cord

;

they run behind the olivary body, ascend, passing obliquely inwards and
forwards, and with the former set of fibres appear at the surface of the
cord one inch below the pons Varolii, at the side of the anterior fissure.
The decussating fibres alone pass from one side of the fissure to the other
to join the fundamental fibres of the opposite pyramid.f The fibres of
the corpora pyramidalia pass between the transverse fasciculi of the
pons to reach the crura cerebri.

2. Fasciculi of fibres which run at the inner and outer side of the
olivary bodies, and which are not seen on the surface of the medulla
oblongata. (Fasciculi siliquas. Burdach.) The anterior of these fasciculi
is formed of the fibres which bounded the anterior fissure of the spinal
cord, and which have been thrust outwards by the corpora pyramidalia
rising to the surface. The external fasciculus is the outer portion of
the anterior column of the spinal cord lying at the inner side of the
anterior roots of the nerves. Both these fasciculi, which sheath the
olivary bodies, are in contact with each other till they reach these

The internal fasciculus passes with the pyramids through the
bodies.

pons into the cerebri

:

The external is continued upwards and
inwards, around the upper portion of the processus cerebelli ad testes
to the base of the corpora quadrigemina.

'

3. The olivary body is formed by the expansion of the anterior grey
column of the cord. At this point the grey column forms a plicated
vesicle of grey matter, filled internally as well as invested externally
with white fibrous substance. This it is which produces in a section
of the corpus olivare, the appearance called corpus dentatum.

4. The lateral column of the spinal cord gives off from its inner side

* In his excellent work, Vom Bau und Leben des Gehirns. f Burdach, ib. ii. 31.
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at the commencement of the medulla oblongata the decussating fibres of

the anterior pyramids ; the remaining portion is continued over the oli-

mm f J

restiforme)

ventricle,*

partially also into the external part

(

of the fourth

5. The fasciculus cuneatus is the continuation of the medullary fibres

which cover the posterior grey columns of the spinal cord, and which,

lying at the upper side of the lateral column, form with it the process

from the medulla oblongata to the cerebellum ; its internal fibres run at

the outer part of the walls of the fourth ventricle towards the cere-

brum. [According to Mr. Solly, some fibres of the anterior columns also

of the spinal cord contribute to form the corpus restiforme, or processus

cerebelli ad medullam oblongatam, interlacing in it with those derived

from the lateral columns.]

6. At the inner and posterior surface of the corpus restiforme lies a

delicate fasciculus of fibres (fasciculus gracilis), the inner side of which

forms the lateral wall of the posterior fissure, and is, in part, in close

contact with the corresponding surface of the fasciculus of the oppo-

site side. At the apex of the fourth ventricle, this fasciculus becomes

swollen into a club-shaped body (clava).f

7. The " round fasciculi" (fasciculi teretes) are rendered visible by the

d

spinal cord they lie between the corpora restiformia in the floor of the

fourth ventricle, and pass forwards, separated by the median fissure, to

form the anterior and inferior boundary of the aqueduct of Sylvius.t.

Properties of the medulla oblongata.— it has the general properties of

the medulla spinalis. It has, namely, the property of reflection, indeed

in a higher degree than any other part of the nervous system ;
the

nerves which arise from it are more prone than any other part of the

nervous system to reflex action ; it belongs to the motor apparatus, and

no part has so great an influence on the production of motions,

irritation of it excites convulsions of the whole trunk, and by lesion of

it the whole trunk is paralysed. But the properties which especially

d'stinguish the medulla oblongata are the following

:

1. It is the source of all respiratory movements, as has been shown at

page 348 ; of the natural movements of respiration, and of the spasmodic

affection of the respiratory muscles excited by irritation of the mucous

membranes (see page 351). The passions, in exciting the respiratory

for

* Burdach, ibid. p. 35. f Burdach, loc. cit. p. 37-

* For a full detail of the course of the fibres in the brain I refer to Burdach's work,

and to the " Icones" of Langenbeck ; for an account of the later investigations into

Weber
Worterb

Solly's work on the Brain] may be consulted.

•
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(the facial included)

oblongata. The same movements, as laughing, crying, and yawning,
are also frequently excited by the influence of the sensorium occupied
by certain ideas, on the medulla oblongata. The central part of the
nervous system seems always to have in the state of fatigue a disposition

to the production of yawning, which is immediately excited if the idea
enters our mind from seeing others yawn.

of volition M
that animals in which the cerebral hemispheres have been removed,
though in a state of stupor, are still capable of executing voluntary
movements

; they have still this power of volition after the removal of
the cerebellum also, but by this last mutilation their movements are

deprived of force and co-ordination.*

3. The medulla oblongata is the seat of thefaculty ofsensation.—This is

not merely shown by the anatomical fact that all the cerebral nerves,

with the exception of the first and second, are connected with it, or
with its prolongations in the brain ; it is proved also by the history of
experiments on the different parts of the encephalon. From the re-

searches of Magendie and Desmoulins it results that the removal of the

cerebral hemispheres and the cerebellum does not deprive an animal

of the power of sensation. The central organs of the senses of sight

and smell are lost with the cerebral hemispheres, and blindness ensues

;

but the consciousness of sensations does not appear to be the function

of the cerebrum. Flourens concluded from his experiments that the

cerebral hemispheres are alone the central organ of sensations. But
this is not a legitimate inference from his highly interesting observa-

m m m mm —^, m, — _

Memoir ofM
(

An
animal in which the cerebral hemispheres have been removed is in a
state of stupor

; but presents, nevertheless, manifest signs of sensibility,

and not merely of the reflection of impressions. It no longer performs
any voluntary movements ; but, when struck, it has all the manner of
an animal waking from sleep. In whatever position it be placed, it re-

sumes the equilibrium. If laid upon the back, it rises again ; if pushed,
it walks. If it be a bird, and we throw it up into the air, it flies ; if it be
a frog, it leaps when touched. The animal has, doubtless, lost its me-
mory—it no longer reasons; but nevertheless it feels, and the sensa-
tions excite in it movements which are different from the phenomena
of mere nervous reflection. Cuvier very aptly compares animals in this
condition to a sleeping man ; he also seeks an easy position ; he feels.f

Miiller's Archiv. 1834, p. 168.

t See Cuvier's Rapport, &c. in M. Flourens' work, Sur les proprietes et les fonctions
du Systeme Nerveux. Paris, 1824, p. 77.

i
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Sensation itself must be distinguished from "attention," (the

of the mind to sensations,) and from the faculty of forming i

sensations. Attention appears to be a function of the cerebral hemi-

spheres ; by their removal the animal is rendered stupid, though sen-

sation remains. Among a certain number of simultaneous sensations

we are able to direct our attention to a single one, so as to perceive

it, not only more distinctly than the rest, but definedly and in its whole

intensity ; this sensation excites in us ideas, while those to which atten-

While
tion was not directed are perceived, but only indistinctly,

therefore, the medulla oblongata is susceptible of obscure sensa-

tions, the distinct perception of sensations is dependent on parts of

higher function, which are lost when the cerebral hemispheres are re-

moved.
central organSome have believed that the medulla oblongata is the

for all sensations. This appears to me to be an error, if by medulla

oblongata be meant only the superior enlarged portion of the spinal

cord, and not also its prolongations into the cerebrum. The medulla

oblongata, in the restricted sense, is certainly the receptacle for all the

sensations of touch ; these sensations are felt even after the cerebrum

is removed, but indistinctly,—the mind is not directed to them. On the

other hand, for the senses of sight and smell there are central organs

which lie in the cerebral hemispheres : blindness, for example, is pro-

duced by mutilation of the anterior pair of the corpora quadrigemina,

the thalamus opticus, or of the deep-seated parts of the hemispheres

generally. It appears, therefore, that the central organs of the different

senses are independent of each other ; if they do in part belong to the

prolongations of the fasciculi of the medulla oblongata, still it appears

that their actions may be isolated, a reciprocal action of each with the

hemispheres of the brain being necessary for a distinct perception of the

sensation of which it is the seat. This is probable, but many facts are

wanting to prove it. It appears to be certain that, after the removal

of the central organ of vision, the impressions on the nerves of common

sensation are still felt ; but it is not known whether, after the destruc-

tion of the medulla oblongata, impressions on the other senses can still

be perceived. Injury to the medulla oblongata puts a stop to respira-

and thus reduces life to such a low ebb that it is impossible to

institute experiments as to the persistence of the sensations of sight,

smell &c. It is, however, most probable that the actions of the dif-

ferent organs of the senses are ultimately communicated to the cerebral

hemispheres, and not to the medulla oblongata, and that it is in them

that the separate sensations are converted into ideas.

With reference to the sense of hearing, it is usually supposed that its

central organ is the floor of the fourth ventricle, since the fibres of the

auditory nerve have their origin there. Flourens, on the contrary, main-

tion,

*

I
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ths)

(which birds

But whether the sense of hear-

Museum

ing be dependent on a state of integrity of the floor of the fourth

ventricle or not, the transverse white fibres which are seen on it appear
to have by no means the important influence on the sense of hearing
which is often attributed to them ; they are by no means constantly con-

nected with the auditory nerve, and sometimes pass distinctly over the

superior root of the nerve into the crus cerebri.

Berlin there is the brain of a young female, who, in consequence of a

fall upon the neck and occiput, was gradually attacked by paralysis of

the whole body ; and here, on the floor of the fourth ventricle, and upon
these transverse white fibres, an effusion of lymph has taken place, al-

though the sense of hearing had not suffered.*

IV. Of the corpora quadrigemina.

The corpora quadrigemina of mammalia, and the lobi optici of birds,

reptiles, amphibia, and fishes, belong, with the optic thalami of the higher

animals, to the central apparatus of the sense of vision. If in a pigeon

one of the lobi optici be removed, or in a mammiferous animal one half

of the corpora quadrigemina, blindness of the eye of the opposite side is

produced, according to Flourens ; but the mobility of the iris is pre-

served for a long time. (M. Magendie did not find this result in

) MM. Ma
turn frequently upon their own axis, towards that side on which the

removal of the optic lobe has been effected. This movement, which

was observed even in frogs, appears to be the result of vertigo.

Flourens covered one eye in healthy pigeons, and they turned round

in a similar way; but not so briskly, and for a shorter time. The
removal of the optic lobe is always attended by convulsions of the oppo-

site side of the body, of which the muscular power is afterwards much
impaired. It is a remarkable fact that, while injury to one of the optic

lobes always destroys the sight of the opposite eye, yet the contractility

of the iris under the influence of light is not lost if the mutilation be
only superficial ; a complete removal of the optic lobe paralysing the iris

as well as the sense of sight. Flourens explains this on the supposition

that a partial removal of the optic lobes does not abolish the excitability

of the optic nerves, because it does not destroy all their roots. The
motion of the iris is certainly dependent on the excitation of the optic

nerves by light; for Flourens found that irritation of these nerves

caused the iris to contract, and division of them paralysed its motions.

The explanation given by Flourens is correct ; but, when the optic lobe

is partially removed on one side only, the action of light on the retina

which is not paralysed will explain the contraction of the iris of the

* See Fischer, de rariore Encephalitidis casu. Berol. 1834.

.*
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blinded eye [see page 712, and the note J at page 721]. The researches

of M. Hertwig* have afforded a confirmation of the experiments of

Flourens in almost every particular. The results which M. Hertwig ob-

tained are: 1. that the partial mutilation of one half of the corpora

quadrigemina or optic lobes in mammalia and birds produces partial loss

of power and blindness of the opposite side of the body,—that vision,

however, is regained after a certain time ; 2. that this partial lesion does

not abolish the motions of the iris,—on the contrary, that these motions

sometimes continue ; 3. that by removing a larger portion of the optic

lobe, or completely extirpating it, vision, as well as the contractile power of

the iris, is completely destroyed ; 4. that mutilation of the optic lobe has

nearly the same effect on the eye as injury to the optic nerve; 5. that

the muscular weakness of the opposite side of the body, produced by the

mutilation of one optic lobe, is only temporary ; 6. that the infliction of

this injury on one side of the body causes the animal to move round

on its axis, as if giddy; 7. that no other effect than those mentioned

follow the mutilation of the corpora quadrigemina,—thus, for example,

that no disturbance of memory or consciousness is produced.

The only point in which the observations of this experimentor differ

from those of M. Flourens, has reference to the convulsions produced by

injury to the optic lobes, which, in M. Hertwig's experiments, never en-

sued. The opposite result obtained by M. Flourens was perhaps due to

his incision being carried too deeply.

V. Of the cerebellum.

The functions of the cerebellum have been made the subject of inte-

resting experiments by Rolando, Flourens, Magendie, Schoeps, and

Hertwig.

M. Rolando constantly observed that the diminution of the movements
-

was in a direct ratio with the lesion of the cerebellum ; that stupor was

never produced, nor the sensibility of any part of the body impaired ; but

that the power of the muscular movements was lost. The animals keep

their eyes open, and regard surrounding objects, but in vain endeavour

to execute any of the movements necessary for locomotion. An animal

in which one side of the cerebellum has been removed, falls upon the

same side, not being able to support itself upon the leg of that side.

These results induced Rolando to adopt a supposition quite incapable of

proof, namely, that the cerebellum is the organ destined for the genera-

tion of the nervous principle, which he compared with electricity ; and

that the alternate layers of white and grey substance of the cerebellum

act, as Reil also imagined, in the way of a galvanic pile.

The experiments of M. Flourensf are clearer and more decisive in their

Exp. de effect, lsesion. in partibus Encephali. Berol. 1826.

i

^ Loc. citat. pp. 18 and 30.
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The ex-

results. He found that the animals evinced no signs of sensibility in the

cerebellum while it was being removed. He extirpated the cerebellum

in birds by successive layers ; feebleness and want of harmony of the

movements were the consequence. When he had reached the middle

layers, the animals became restless without being convulsed ;
their move-

ments were violent and irregular, but their sight and hearing were per-

fect. By the time that the last portion of the organ was cut away, the

animals had entirely lost the powers of springing, flying, walking, stand-

ing, and preserving their equilibrium. When an animal in this state was

laid upon the back, it could not recover its former posture ;
but it fluttered

its wings, and did not lie in a state of stupor ; it saw the blow which

threatened it, and endeavoured to avoid it. Volition, sensation, and

therefore, were not lost, but merely the faculty of combining

the actions of the muscles in groups ; and the endeavours of the animal

to maintain its equilibrium were like those of a drunken man.

periments afforded the same results when repeated on all classes of ani-

mals, and from them Flourens infers that the cerebellum belongs neither

to the sensitive nor to the intellectual apparatus ; and that it is not the

source of the voluntary movements, although it belongs to the motor

apparatus : the infliction of wounds in it does not, however, he says, ex-

cite convulsions, as when other motor apparatus, such as the spinal

cord and medulla oblongata, are wounded ;—but the removal of it de-

stroys the force of the movements, and the faculty of combining them

for the purposes of locomotion,—the faculty of the co-ordination of the

movements. If this view be correct, the cerebellum must contain a cer-

tain mechanism adapted to the excitement of the combined action of

muscles, so that every disturbance of its structure must destroy the

harmony between this central organ of combined motions, and the

groups of muscles with their nerves. It is also to be remarked, that

injury to the cerebellum always produces its effects on the opposite side

of the body.

The observations of Flourens relative to the insensibility of the cere-

bellum itself, and the influence of injury of it on the combined move-

ments, leaving the senses and all other functions of the body unaffected,

are confirmed by Hertwig, who remarked, however, that if the mutila-

tion of the cerebellum have been partial only, its function is restored.

Hertwig also found that removal of one side of the cerebellum affected

the movements of the opposite side of the body.

M. Magendie states that hedgehogs and guinea-pigs, in which he had

extirpated both cerebrum and cerebellum, rubbed their nose with their

paws when vinegar was held to it. He asserts also that, when the

wound is inflicted on the cerebellum, the animal makes an effort to ad-

vance, but is compelled by an inward force to retrograde. Injury to the

qrus cerebelli or processus ad pontem, and of the pons itself, upon one side,
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always caused the animals to roll over towards the same side. The same

effect is produced by every vertical section which involves the medul-

lary mass lying over the fourth ventricle, but it is seen in the most

marked degree from injury of the crus. Sometimes, M. Magendie

says, the animals made sixty revolutions in a minute, and he has seen

this movement continued for a week without cessation. These are not

convulsive movements, but are voluntarily performed, as if under the in-

fluence of an internal impelling force, or as if the animal were attacked

with vertigo. Division of the second crus cerebelli is stated by M. Ma-

gendie to restore the equilibrium. Hertwig also observed in a dog in

which the pons Varolii was wounded on the right side, that similar revo-

lutions of the body towards the same side were performed, and one eye

was turned upwards while the other was turned downwards. Super-

ficial wounds of the pons were, in Hertwig's experiments, attended with

moderate pain ; he believes each half of the pons to influence the oppo-

site half of the body. No convulsions followed injury to it.

The restiform bodies belong to the medulla oblongata ; injury inflict-

ed on one of them in a goat was found by Rolando* to produce convul-

sions, with curving of the body of the animal to the injured side. Wound

of the processus cerebelli ad testes was observed by the same author to

cause convulsions which affected in the greatest degree the extremities of

the opposite side of the body ; the animal, a rabbit, fell upon the side on

which the lesion was inflicted each time that it made a spring.

Gall regards the cerebellum as the organ of the sexual impulse. The

grounds on which this view is founded are not conclusive. Burdachf

has collected the facts which bear upon this question. He has cal-

culated that affection of the sexual passion is observed once in every

seventeen cases of lesion of the cerebellum, and once in three hundred

and thirty-two cases of lesions of the cerebrum. In apoplectic cases

attended with erection of the penis, there has been found effusion of

blood in the cerebellum.^: Dunglison observed priapism in a case of

inflammation of the cerebellum with serous effusion. Destruction of the

spinal cord in animals also gives rise occasionally to erection of the penis.

The observations of Heusinger,§ that, in two birds which died suddenly,

there was a turgid state of the testicles and effusion of blood in the ce-

rebellum, cannot be adduced as proof of the correctness of Gall's hypo-

thesis ; and all the other cases of simultaneous disease of the cerebellum

and affection of the sexual functions do not really prove much. The

coincidence of disease of the spinal cord with affection of the genital

organs is much more frequent.

The developement of the cerebellum in the scale of animals presents

no relation with the energy of the sexual impulse. In the amphibia (as

* Saggio, &c. ed. 3. p. 128.

J Serres, in Magendie's Journ. iii. p. 114.

J- Op. cit. iii. p. 423.

§ Meckel's Archiv. vi. 551
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frogs and toads) this organ is extremely small, constituting a mere band

lying over the fourth ventricle, and nevertheless the sexual instinct of

these animals has become proverbial, although they have no erectile

organ

A preparation in the anatomical museum at Bonn* is unfavourable to

Gall's opinion. It is the cerebellum of a man in whom half the organ

was found atrophied. Death had been caused by an inflammatory

disease. But the sexual passion had been rather strong than weak
;

the man was married, and father of several children- The facts detailed

by Cruveilhierf are, however, the most remarkable. In one case, an in-

dividual twenty-one years of age, two large tuberculous masses were

found in the left hemisphere of the cerebellum, although there had been

no paralytic symptoms, no pains in the head, and no positively unna-

tural phenomena in the genital organs. Since the subject of this disease

is said to have had no desire for sexual pleasures, the case might be

regarded as a proof of the correctness of Gall's hypothesis. In the

second case, however, there was coincidence of complete want of the

cerebellum with tendency to masturbation ; it occurred in a girl of eleven

old, she presented great weakness of the

extremities, want of intelligence, and indistinct articulation. At the

eleventh year, when she was more closely observed, the feebleness of

the extremities was so great that she could scarcely move her legs, al-

*

though their sensibility was perfect. She could move her arms. Her

intellect was very dull. After death, which was caused by an inflam-

matory disease, the inferior occipital fossae were found filled with serum.

In place of the cerebellum there was merely a membranous band passing

transversely over the medulla oblongata, and connected on each side

with a swelling of the size of a hazel-nut. The pons Varolii was entirely

year Wh

absent, t

Of the

The fact of the gradual developement of the cerebral hemispheres

from the lower vertebrata up to man, and the coincidence of atrophy and

absence of the convolutions on their surface with idiotcy, are alone

sufficient to indicate that the seat of the higher intellectual faculties

must be sought in this part of the encephalon. It has, however, been

proved by direct experiment that such is their seat. The experiments

of Flourens are here also especially instructive, and Hertwig has in the

essential points done no more than confirm them. The hemispheres are

insensible both to puncture and incisions. That part of the brain in

which the sensations are converted into ideas, and the ideas hoarded up,
-

* See Weber, in the Nova Act. Nat. Cur. xiv. p. 111.

t Anat. Pathol, livr. xv. 18.

i See the representation of the parts in Cruveilhier, livr. xv.
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to appear again, as it were, as shadows of the sensations, is itself devoid

of sensibility. This result, confirmed by Hertwig, accords likewise

with the phenomena observed in wounds of the head in man
;
for it has

been very frequently remarked, when it has been necessary to separate

protruded portions of the brain from the healthy part, that this has given

rise to no sensation even in persons whose mind was perfectly clear.

•
. —. 4-^ « ^ st/vrtYMil oinnc • t r\f*

Wounds

only constant effect of a deep incision is blindness of the eye of the op-

posite side and a state of stupidity. Haller and Zinn had noticed that

injury to the upper part of the cerebral hemispheres produces no mus-

cular contractions. No contractions of muscles are excited, according

to Flourens,by irritating the corpora striata or the optic thalami; and the

same fact had been already ascertained by M. Lorrey with reference to

the corpus callosum.

The general results of the experiments of Flourens and Hertwig on

different animals, relative to the function of the cerebral hemispheres

are very similar. I will recount the very interesting details of an ex-

periment instituted by Flourens on a pigeon. The right hemisphere,

being removed, the pigeon was found to be blind on the opposite side.

The contractility of the iris, however, still continued (see page 881).

There was a marked feebleness of all parts of the left half of the body.

This, however, is, according to M. Flourens, a very variable phenomenon

both as to its degree and duration. In all animals the powers soon

recover their equilibrium, and the disproportion between the two sides

disappears. The pigeon saw very well with the eye of the injured side

;

it heard, stood, walked, flew, and did not appear uneasy.

In another pigeon both cerebral hemispheres were removed
;
loss ot

vision immediately ensued, with general loss of power, which however,

was neither considerable nor persistent. The pigeon flew when it was

thrown into the air ; walked when it was pushed. The iris had its

power of motion in both eyes ; the animal was deaf, and it did not move

spontaneously, but had constantly the manner of a sleeping animal, and

when irritated it resembled in its motions an animal just awaking. In

whatever position it was placed, it resumed its equilibrium ;
if laid upon

the back, it got upon its feet again ; water being put into its beak, it

swallowed it ; it resisted attempts to open its beak. M. Flourens likens

the pi-eon in this condition to an animal condemned to perpetual sleep,

but derived even of the faculty of dreaming. Experiments on mamma-

lia were attended with similar results.

The experiments of Hertwig confirm M. Flourens' observations.

Wounds of the hemispheres (in a dog) excited no pain, unless they ~-

tended to the base of the brain, when signs of pain were exhibited.

Hertwi" removed both hemispheres in a dog : the animal did not move

from the spot voluntarily, but was thrown into a state of complete stupor
;

M
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if irritated, it moved a few steps, and then fell again to the ground in a

sleepy state. It did not hear even the report of a pistol. M. Hertwig

removed the upper part of the hemispheres in a pigeon ; sight and hear-

ing were abolished, and the animal sat in one spot as if asleep. He
fed it r peas, if placed merely within the beak, were not swallowed ; but

they were, if laid upon the tongue, owing to reflex action ; the mus-

cles were but slightly enfeebled ; the bird stood firmly, and flew when

thrown into the air. This state endured for a fortnight, when the hear-

ing and sensibility in a great measure returned; this pigeon lived three

months. A hen, in which Hertwig had cut away both hemispheres

nearly to the base of the brain, was found to be deprived of sight, hear-

ing, taste, and smell ; it sat constantly in one spot, and was as if dead

until strongly roused, when it moved a few steps. The animal lived in

this state of stupor, without its senses being restored, for three months.

M. Schoeps* has instituted similar experiments.

It is evident from these experiments, and from the effects of pres-

sure on the cerebral hemispheres in man, that they are the seat of

the mental functions ; that in them the sensorial impressions are not

merely perceived, but are converted into ideas ; and that in them resides

the power of directing the mind to particular sensorial impressions,

the faculty of attention. In what respect the medullary and the grey

substance of the hemispheres differ with regard to function, we are quite

The capacity of the mind in different animals manifestly

increases pari passu with the extension of the surface of the cerebral

convolutions ; but we have not the slightest knowledge of the nature of

the influence exerted by the grey cortical substance into which the in-

numerable fibres which pass through the optic thalami at last radiate.

We are ignorant of the nature of the change produced in the medullary

fibres, in the cortical substance, or in the principle which animates it,

when an idea makes an impression on the highly susceptible substance

of this wonderful structure. We know only, that every idea is a perma-

nent immutable impression in the brain, which may at any moment pre-

sent itself anew if the mind be directed to it, if the " attention" be

turned to it ; and that it is merely the impossibility of the attention being

occupied by many objects simultaneously, that causes each to be for-

gotten. All these latent ideas must be regarded as impressions on the

brain which cannot be effaced. Lesions of the brain may annul a

part or all these ideas. Thus, in such cases, persons have lost their

memory for nouns, verbs, or even for the occurrences of certain

periods of their life ; and the memory thus lost has sometimes returned

again. The direction of the mind to one single idea modifies the co-ex-

istence and disturbs the equilibrium of all the rest; hence, if the existent

strength of the different latent ideas were known, it would be almost

* Meckel's Archiv. 1827.

ignorant.
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possible to calculate what allied idea would be excited by another known

image.

On

It is probable that there is in the brain a certain part or element set

apart for the affections, the excitement of which causes every idea to

acquire the intensity of emotion, and which, when very active, gives

the simplest thought, even in dreams, the character of passion
;
but the

existence of such a part or element cannot be strictly proved, nor its

locality demonstrated. Still less can it be shown that, independent of

such an element of the mind, the particular tendencies of the thoughts

and passions have their special seat in distinct districts of the hemi-

spheres. This view, advocated by Gall, which forms the ground-work

of the doctrine of cranioscopy or phrenology, does not, it is true, involve

any impossibility; but there are no facts calculated in the slightest

measure to prove the correctness of the hypothesis generally, or the

correctness of the details of the doctrine founded upon it. No part of

the brain can be distinctly pointed out as the seat of memory, of imagi-

nation, &c. Memory may be lost as a consequence of lesion of the

hemispheres at any part of their periphery; and the same is the case

with regard to all the principal faculties or tendencies of the mind.

the other hand, with regard to the « faculties" set down by Gall, a part

of which are totally unpsychological, we may at once exclude from the

forum of scientific researches these arbitrary dogmas, which can never

be proved. The remark made by Napoleon to Las Cases with reference

to Gall's system of phrenology is very interesting: « He ascribes," said

Napoleon, « to certain prominences, propensities and crimes which do

not exist in nature, but are the growth of society, and are merely con-

ventional. What would the organ of theft effect, if there were no pro-

perty • the organ of drunkenness, if there were no spirituous liquors
;
or

the organ of ambition, if there were no society?" Gall's system includes

no organ of drunkenness ; but still the remark is correct as far as regards

the bad psychological foundation of the organs marked out by Gall. It

does not, however, overturn the principle of phrenology
;
but only the

mode in which it is carried out.

With regard to the principle, its possibility cannot, <* priori,

nied • but experience shows that the system of organs proposed by Gall

has no foundation, and the histories of injuries to the head are directly

opposed to the existence of special regions of the brain destined for

particular mental faculties. Not only may both the higher and lower

intellectual faculties-as, reflection, imagination, fancy, and memory-

bp affected by lesion of any point on the surface of the hemispheres ;

but it has been frequently observed that different parts of the hemi-

spheres can aid the action of other parts in the intellectual functions,

and frequently where the removal of portions of the surface of the hemi-

'spheres has become necessary in the human subject, no change in their

be de-
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moral and intellectual powers has ensued. M. Magendie is very right

in placing cranioscopy in the same category with astrology and alchemy.

It appears, with regard to their action in the intellectual functions,

that the one hemisphere can perform the office of the other. Cases have

been observed, at least, in which permanent disease of one hemisphere

has left the mind unimpaired; and Cruveilhier* has related a case of

atrophy of the entire left half of the cerebrum in a man forty-two years

of age, in which the atrophied hemisphere was only about half as large as

the sound one, all its parts—the crus cerebri, corpus mammillare, thalamus

opticus, corpus striatum, and lateral ventricle,—being all equally dimi-

nished in size,, and nevertheless the mind was perfect. The size of the

two halves of the cerebellum was nearly equal, the right being a little

smaller than the left. In this case, the right side of the body had been

from youth upwards partially paralysed, the man being still able to walk

with a stick ; the limbs of the weak side were wasted.

The commissures appear to be the cause of this unity of action of the

two hemispheres. The influence of the corpus callosum is not quite

certain ;
yet the presence of the corpus callosum and fornix would

appear, from a case observed by Reil,f not to be necessary for the exer-

cise of the lower mental faculties. In a woman whose intellects were

dull, but who was nevertheless capable of common occupations, as of

going on errands, the parts mentioned were wanting, but the other com-

missures were present. The coincidence of idiotcy with destruction of

the corpus callosum in chronic hydrocephalus does not prove any con-

nection between them, the disease being so complicated. But tumours

and hydatids have been found attached to the corpus callosum in idiots

;

and La Peyronnie observed loss of memory attending lesion of that part

of the brain.J Few direct experiments have been instituted with a view

to determine the function of the corpus callosum. Saucerotte divided

this part in a dog ; stupor, with violent shaking and hiccough, were the

result. The animal saw and heard, but had lost the sense of smell, and

the sensibility of the ears, nose, and muscles.§ Rolando
||
performed the

same experiment on a goat. The animal stood for some time without

moving, then became restless and ran forwards. It was kept two days

;

by degrees it became feeble, could scarcely rise on its legs, and its whole

body trembled and was cold.

The functions of the pituitary and the pineal gland are, we may say,

entirely unknown. Greding, it is true, frequently found disease of the

pituitary gland in cases of mental affections ; but, in such cases, disorgani-

sations have been met with in all parts of the brain. W
* Livraison viii. t Archiv. xi. 341.

J Cases of disease of the corpus callosum will be found collected in the works of

Treviranus, Biologie, vi. p. 258; and Burdach, Op. cit.

§ See Burdach, Op. cit. iii. 486. |l Saggio, &c. ii. 218.

~4 ;
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We

disease of the pituitary gland frequently in epileptic subjects. The

hypothesis of Descartes, that the pineal gland is the seat of the soul, has

been long relinquished and forgotten. It is, according to Georget's ob-

servation, seldom affected in lunatics.*

The results of pathological anatomy can, however, never have more

than a limited application to the physiology of the brain,

quainted with the laws according to which the different parts of the

organ participate in the affections of each other ; and we can only in a

general way regard as certain, that organic diseases in one part of the

brain may induce changes in the function of other parts ;
but from these

facts, and the results of pathological anatomy, we cannot always draw

certain conclusions. Degenerations in the most various parts of the

brain, which appear from experiment to have no immediate connection

with the central organs of the sense of vision, nevertheless frequently

cause blindness ; and at this we must be the less surprised, since, even

in diseases of the spinal cord, as tabes dorsalis, imperfect amaurosis is a

frequent symptom.

The same remark applies to the relation of lesion of the different

parts of the brain to mental diseases ; the brains of insane persons fre-

quently presenting degeneration in parts which are not the essential seat

of the intellectual functions. Abundant confirmation of what we have

here said is afforded by the collection of cases, and the calculations which

Burdach has given, relative to the coincidence of disease of different parts

of the brain with certain changes of the functions. It must be further

remarked, that a chronic disease which acts merely by exerting pressure,

and does not produce complete atrophy, may, by its gradual developement,

prepare and accustom the compressed parts to its presence. Hence the

great difference between the effects of chronic and those of sudden lesions

of the brain. Thus important parts, such as the pons Varolii and crura

cerebri, may be pressed upon, as in a case detailed by Cruveilhier,f by a

pearl-like fatty tumour developing itself slowly, without their functions

being essentially disturbed ; in Cruveilhier's case, neither the power of

motion nor sensation were affected.

VII. Of the laws of action of the brain and spinal cord.

We have here to consider the laws according to which nervous actions

are propagated in the fibrous structure of the brain and spinal cord.

Our knowledge is here as imperfect as it is complete with reference to

the propagation of nervous action in the nerves. The primitive fibres

of a nerve lying in the same sheath do not communicate their particular

states from one to another ; their action is propagated in each in an iso-

lated manner from the periphery to the central organs, and from these

back again to the periphery. If, as we have shown to be probable, these

* See Burdach, Op. cit. iii. p. 46?. + Anat. Pathol, livr. ii.

I
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fibres be tubes containing nervous matter, the walls of the tubes would

appear to have an insulating relation to the action of their contents. On

the other hand, in the brain and spinal cord, the nervous matter is not

contained in such distinct tubes ; and between the fibres there is, parti-

cularly in the grey substance, a granular matter, which appears to faci-

litate the communication of influences from one fibre to another, even

when no anastomosis of fibres exists. Hence, perhaps, the proneness to

the propagation of a particular state of one part of the brain and spinal

cord to another, and the phenomena of the reflection of impressions from

the origin of sensitive roots to the contiguous motor roots of the nerves.

Still, however, the propagation of nervous action in the fibres of the spinal

cord generally follows more readily the direction of the fibres than any

other course; otherwise the excitation of the roots of particular nerves

to motor action, and the influence of the brain on the nerves of the op-

posite side of the spinal cord, would not be possible. The laws of action

of the grey substance in the interior of the brain and spinal cord, and on

the surface of the brain, are unknown. We must also be content to ex-

clude from consideration the influence of the fibrous structure of the

brain in all the intellectual functions.

Having already (at page 704) considered the phenomena of the reflec-

tion of nervous action from sensitive upon motor fibres through the

medium of the spinal cord, no explanation of which is afforded by the

structure of the latter organ or of the brain, we have here to investigate

the motor apparatus of the central organs, and still more the paths of the

propagation of sensations and motions

motor influences, in them.

With regard to the motor apparatus, we must distinguish between

those which, when wounded, excite convulsions, and those, mutilation of

which diminishes the motor power without causing muscular spasms to

This is an important distinction, which we owe to Flourens, and

must, at a future period, have a great influence on the pathology of cere-

bral diseases. Experiments of M. Flourens and M. Hertwig show that

the first class of motor apparatus includes only the corpora quadnge-

mina, the medulla oblongata, and the spinal cord; to the latter class

belong all the other motor apparatus of the encephalon, namely, the

optic thalami, the corpora striata, and the cerebrum generally as far as

it has any motor influence, the pons Varolii and the cerebellum. By

injuries inflicted on these parts, the power of motion is enfeebled, but

no convulsions are excited ; while injury to the medulla oblongata and

spinal cord infallibly excites convulsions. Although, therefore, owing to

the reaction of different parts of the brain on each other, it is probable

that other parts than the corpora quadrigemina and medulla oblongata

may, in disease, excite convulsions by sympathy ; and, indeed, pathology

teaches us that such is the case; yet, from the facts above mentioned,

the crossing of the sensitive and

ensue
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we may infer that, when the power of motion of the limbs is defective

from disease in the central organs, the cause may be seated either in

the corpus striatum, thalamus opticus, hemispheres, pons, cerebellum,

medulla oblongata, or medulla spinalis ; but that in cases of convulsions,

or convulsion with paralysis dependent on disease of the brain or spinal

cord, the seat of the disease is more likely to be the corpora quadrige-

spinal cord, or medulla oblongata, than the other parts of themma
nervous centres.

Another important circumstance with reference to the laws of action

of the brain and spinal cord, is the crossing of the nervous actions in

them. From experiments on animals, and pathological observations, it

results that lesions of the spinal cord and medulla oblongata always

cause convulsions or paralysis on the same side of the body. This is

quite intelligible in the case of the spinal cord, for in it there is no decus-

sation of the fibres of the two lateral halves ; but, with reference to the

medulla oblongata, the above result of the experiments of Flourens and

Hertwig is not perfectly consonant with the anatomical structure of

the part; for since, in the medulla oblongata, the fibres of the corpora

pyramidalia at least decussate, while those of the other fasciculi continue

their course on the same side of the spinal cord, it would be expected

that, according to the part of the medulla oblongata affected by the

lesion, the consequences would be observed on the opposite or on the

same side of the body. M. Lorrey had, indeed, observed that when wounds

were inflicted upon the medulla oblongata, the convulsions were con-

stantly on the same, the paralysis on the opposite side of the body. To

this result, however, those of the experiments of Flourens and Hertwig

are directly opposed ; but we must recollect that their experiments were

instituted principally on the lateral columns only which do not de-

cussate; and it is very probable that, if the corpora pyramidalia be

wounded above the decussation of the fibres, the effects produced would

be seen on the opposite side of the body.

Injuries inflicted on the cerebellum, the corpora quadrigemina, and

cerebrum, are always productive of loss of power on the opposite

side; mutilation of the hemispheres or optic lobes, of blindness of

the eye of the opposite side : this is the general result of the experi-

ments of Flourens and Hertwig. With reference to the cerebral hemi-

spheres, it had been already proved, partly by experiment, and partly

by pathological observations, by Caldani, Arnemann, Valsalva, Wenzel,

and others.* M. Magendie makes the same remark with regard to the

cerebral hemispheres ; and by extirpation of one eye in birds he has

produced atrophy of the opposite optic lobe. The influence of injury of

the corpora quadrigemina is M
in the anterior and the posterior direction on the opposite side

; anteriorly

* See Treviranus, Biologie, vi p. 117—Burdach, loc. cit. iii. p. 365.
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on the eyes, posteriorly on the other parts of the body. Pathological

observations confirm, for the most part, this result; the rare exceptions

which have been met with are collected by Treviranus and Burdach.

According to Burdach's calculation, in two hundred and sixty-eight cases

of lesion of one side of the brain, ten presented paralysis on both sides

of the body, two hundred and fifty-eight hemiplegia; and in only fifteen

of these was the paralysis on the same side as the lesion. The convul-

sions were in twenty-five cases on the same side as the disease ;
in three

cases, on the opposite side.

These facts afford an explanation of the origin of the dogma which has

prevailed since the time of Hippocrates, namely, that in wounds of the

brain the convulsions occur on the wounded, the paralysis on the oppo-

site side. In fact, if the wound have a certain direction, it may produce

both these effects at the same time, by implicating different parts. No
M
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he has shown that injury of the spinal cord and medulla oblongata

causes paralysis and convulsions on the same side, and injury of the cor-

pora quadrigemina paralysis and convulsions on the opposite side ;
while

injury of the thalami, corpora striata, and hemispheres of the cerebrum

and cerebellum, induces paralysis on the opposite side of the body with-

out convulsions. If, now, both cerebellum and medulla oblongata were

wounded simultaneously on the same side, paralytic weakness of the

opposite side, and convulsions and paralysis of the same side as the

injury, were the consequence Although Flourens* has, by his experi-

ments, thrown much light on the cross effects of lesions which give rise

to paralysis and convulsions, yet he appears to have gone too far in

concluding that lesions on one side of the cerebrum cannot give rise to

convulsions on the same side of the body; for it is very remarkable that

in the cases of lesion of one side of the brain, collected by Burdach,

convulsions occurred in twenty -five cases on the same side of the body

as the disease ; in three cases only on the opposite side
:
of these cases

those are, with reference to our inquiry, especially important in which

there wa- paralysis on the opposite side, with the convulsions on the

same side as the cerebral lesion. In cases of lesion of one corpus stria-

tum there were, with thirty-six instances of paralysis of the opposite

side of the body, convulsions of the same side as the disease in six

instances, and in no instances convulsions of the opposite side. This

to be very much in favour of the old opinion that, when

convulsions occur in cases of lesion of one side of the brain, with para-

lysis of the opposite side of the body, they are most prone to affect the

same side as that on which the cerebral lesion is seated.

When the decussation of the corpora pyramidalia of the medulla

oblongata became known, the explanation of the cross actions of the

* Sur le Syst. Nerveux, p. 110.

appears
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u

' brain by this structure was too obvious not to be immediately adopted

;

and the concurrence of the cross influence of the brain with this struc-

ture of the corpora pyramidalia proves that these are the parts in the

medulla oblongata which are principally engaged in conducting the

motor influence from the brain to the trunk.

There is greater difficulty in explaining the modes of action of the

brain in its influence on the cerebral nerves of the opposite or same side

of the body. For since these nerves arise, for the most part, above the

point of decussation of the pyramidal bodies, the cause of the cross

action of injuries of the brain on these nerves must have some other

seat ; and, what involves the question in still more difficulty is, that in

man the nerve of the same side is as frequently affected as that of the

opposite side in cases of cerebral lesion. For a detail of facts, I must

refer to Burdach's work, in which an admirable industry is displayed.

In twenty-eight cases of cerebral lesion of one side, the muscles of the

opposite side of the face were paralysed ; in ten cases, those of the same

side. Paralysis of the eyelid was in six cases on the same side
;
in five,

on the opposite. Paralysis of the muscles of the eye-ball, in eight cases

on the same side ; in four, on the opposite. Paralysis of the iris, in five

cases on the same side ; in five also, on the opposite.*

generally drawn towards the paralysed side of the face.

Cerebral lesions in man as frequently cause paralysis of the retina of

the same as of that of the opposite side. Since each optic nerve derives

a root from both hemispheres, this is in some measure intelligible. But,

according to the theory of the optic nerves, a lesion of one side of the

brain ought not to produce entire blindness of either retina, but merely

paralysis of one half of each, (see page 705,) so as to cause blindness of

the right or left side of the two eyes, which has indeed been observed as

This, however, is not the ordinary effect of

The tongue is

a temporary symptom.f

paralysis of one side of the brain ; usually, either one eye or the other is

entirely blinded. It is remarkable that in animals lesion of one side of

the brain always causes blindness of the opposite eye ; the difference of

this result, from what takes place in the human subject, is explained by

the structure of the commissure of the optic nerves in animals : nearly

all the fibres of the two nerves decussate. This structure is necessary

in them ; since, from the direction of their eyes, the greater part of the

field of vision of each embraces entirely different objects. Only the

objects in the middle line throw their image on both retinae ; a small

part only, therefore, of the retina of the one eye is identical in sensation

with that of the other, and receives its fibres from the same side of

the brain. (See page 703.)

From the preceding facts, relative to the laws of action of the brain,

and from those already given relative to the action of the spinal cord,

* Burdach, op. cit. iii. p. 372. + See Muller's Physiol, des Gesichtsinnes, p. 03.
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we may form a classification of the different kinds of paralysis and con-

vulsions, with reference to the seat of the cause which produces them.

1. Paralyses.—Paralysis may have its seat in individual nerves, and

not in the brain and spinal cord; or it may be the result of disease in

the latter parts. The local paralytic affections of nerves arise from

any cause which destroys their power of propagating nervous action
;

as, rheumatic affections, division, tumours, &c. The greater number of

paralytic affections, however, have their cause seated in the central

organs, the brain and spinal cord. In these cases, the paralysis

affects either a vertical half of the body, hemiplegia, or a horizontal half,

paraplegia. In the first form, the cause has its seat on one side of the

brain and spinal cord : in the second form, it is generally seated on

both sides, but may be on one side only ; for paraplegia is often pro-

duced when the disease implicates one side only of the brain.

from disease of In this class of cases,

Lesion of the medulla oblongata

the seat of the disease is generally indicated by the extent of the parts

paralysed. If merely the lower extremities and sphincters have lost

their power, it is generally only the lowest portion of the cord that is

affected ; if the disease be seated at a higher point, a larger part of the

body will be paralysed. If the disease affect the cord below the origin of

the fourth cervical nerve, the paralysis will embrace the upper extremi-

ties, alone or together with all the parts below them, but not the phrenic

nerve. If lesion affect the cord at a higher point than this, the phrenic

nerve also is deprived of its power,

paralyses the cerebral nerves which arise from it, as well as the whole

trunk. I am acquainted with a case of disease of the medulla oblongata

from the pressure of a small tumour, inVhich imperfect paralysis gra-

dually affected all the muscles of the body simultaneously ; the upper

and lower extremities, the tongue, eye, and face, were all partially para-

lysed. In the majority of cases of paralysis from disease of the spinal

cord, the seat of the lesion is indicated by the extent to which the para-

lysis extends upwards. Injury to the lumbar portion of the cord con-

stantly paralyses the lower, and never the upper extremities. If the

arms be paralysed, the lesion must have its seat above the origin of the

brachial nerves ; but the lower limbs are in this case not necessarily

affected. The effects of disease of the spinal cord are always seated on

the same side as the lesion. If it be the sensibility of the limbs that is

lost, the cause most probably, but not certainly, has its seat in the

posterior columns of the cord ; if it be motion which is lost, the ante-

rior columns are more frequently, but not constantly, the seat of the

lesion. (See page 800.) Paralysis from disease of the spinal cord is

sometimes complete, sometimes incomplete : when complete, the pro-

pagation of cerebral influence is wholly interrupted at some point

;

when incomplete, the influence of the will is still transmitted to the

"iV;
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muscles, but the intensity of the motor power is lost ; this is what is ob-

served in atrophy of the spinal cord, or tabes dorsalis.

from disease of The paralytic affections

of this class may present themselves in any part of the trunk, in the face

•as well as in the upper and lower extremities. Paralysis of the muscles

of the leg, as of the sphincters, may, therefore, be the result of disease

either of the brain or spinal cord. It may be inferred to depend on

disease in the brain, when other parts or functions are affected, which

are under the influence of cerebral nerves ; as, for example, the muscles

of the eye, the functions of vision, and hearing, speech, or the move-

ments of the tongue, the muscles of the face, &c. The paralysis may

consist likewise either of loss of motion or of loss of sensibility, or of

both. Paralysis of the motor power may depend on lesion of the corpora

striata, the optic thalami, the investments of the cerebral hemispheres

themselves, the corpora quadrigemina, the pons, the medulla oblongata, or

the cerebellum. Serres, Bouillaud,and Pinel-Grand-Champ maintain that

they have found paralysis of the upper extremities more frequently de-

pendent on disease of the thalami optici
;
paralysis of the lower ex-

tremities, on disease of the' corpora striata : this is by no means an

established fact. When it is the sensibility of the parts that is para-

lysed, the seat of the disease may be very various. Blindness is most

frequently caused by degeneration of the cerebral hemispheres, particu-

larly of the optic thalami, or by disease of the corpora quadrigemina.

Loss of common sensation is most frequent in disease of the medulla ob-

longata. Paralysis from disease within the head may likewise be com-

plete or incomplete ; the loss of motor power is most prone to be

complete when the lesion is seated in the corpora striata, optic thalami,

crura cerebri, or pons. Incomplete paralysis is most generally depen-

dent on disease of the cerebral hemispheres, or of the cerebellum. The

paralysis is most apt to be attended with convulsions or spasmodic con-

tractions of muscles when the corpora quadrigemina, the medulla ob-

longata, or the parts at the base of the cerebrum, are the seat of

the disease. Paralysis of the trunk is generally on the opposite side

to the disease ;
paralytic affections of the head as frequently on the same

as on the opposite side.

2. Convulsions.—The cause of convulsions may be seated in the

nerves themselves, in the brain, or in the spinal cord.

From disease of Such are the convulsions caused by

the reflection on motor nerves, by the spinal cord and brain, of an in-

fluence communicated to them, either from local diseases of nerves, as

tumours, or neuralgic affections ; from any strong impression on sensitive

nerves ; or, in children, from any local disease.

From disease of These are regulated by the same

laws as paralytic affections from disease of the same part.
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From disease of These also observe the same laws as

paralysis from cerebral disease. It is, however, to be remarked, that

lesions of the cerebral hemispheres, the cerebellum, and the pons Varolii,

are more prone to cause paralysis; lesions of the corpora quadrigemina

and medulla oblongata, to cause both paralysis and convulsions.

'

'

w*

.

Having thus investigated the laws of the propagation of nervous in-

fluences in the brain and spinal cord, we have, in the last place, to con-

sider some phenomena resulting from disturbance of the equilibrium in

the actions of the brain. Division of certain parts of the encephalon gives

rise to phenomena which seem to indicate a disturbance in the equili-

brium between forces opposed to each other in the two sides of the

brain. The phenomena form a class of a quite peculiar character.

A certain part of the brain being divided, the action of the correspond-

ing part of the other side becomes exaggerated. A vertical section of

the pons Varolii on one side causes the animal to make a number of re-

volutions towards the same side ; and this motion is arrested by divid-

ing the pons on the other side. M. Hertwig confirms the result of M.
Magendie's experiments, as to the rolling motion of the animal excited

by division of the pons on one side ; and states, moreover, that the eyes

were turned from their ordinary position, one upwards, the other down-

wards. A transverse section of the pons being made, the dog could

stand, but could not advance a step without falling ; voluntary move-

ments could still be performed, and sensation was perfect.

Division of the crura cerebelli (processus ad pontem) was likewise

found by M. Magendie to cause the animal to roll upon its axis towards

the side on which the wound was inflicted; sometimes as many as sixty

revolutions were made in a minute ; and he states that he has seen

them continue for a week without intermission.

After the removal of both corpora striata, the animals manifested an

irresistible impulse to dart forwards, even when vision was lost.

Magendie has likewise observed that injuries of the cerebellum in

mammalia and birds cause a tendency to retrograde movement to be

exerted. He observed the same phenomenon after wounds had been

inflicted on the medulla oblongata ; pigeons, in which he had thrust a

needle into that part of the encephalon, were observed by him for more

than a month to walk backwards, never forwards ; he states that they

actually flew backwards.

M. Magendie has observed, lastly, that certain kinds of injury to the

medulla oblongata are followed by the animals moving in a circle, as on

a riding course. He performed the experiment in a rabbit three or four

months old ; he exposed the fourth ventricle, raised the cerebellum, and

then made a perpendicular section into the floor of the ventricle at the

distance of \\ to \z of a line from the mesial line : when the section

i
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was made on the right side, the animal turned towards the right

;

when on the left, it turned towards the left.

From the above important facts M. Magendie infers the existence in

the brain of certain impulses by which the animal is necessityed tc.move

in certain directions ; by one forwards, by another backwards by
_

a thid

to the right, and by a fourth to the left : the detail of these motions he

supposed' to be directed by volition ; and he imagines that in the—
state of the body the different impulses balance each other, VUiethei

this explanation of the phenomena be the correct one, cannot m the pre-

sent state of our knowledge be determined. It may easily be conceived

that an animal might be impelled to such movements, if from the nature

of the injury to the brain a certain motion of the nervous principle in one

direction should take place in it, giving him the sensation of giddiness,—

that is to sav, of surrounding objects, or of his own body, moving round

when he would endeavour to resist this apparent movement, or would

°
The phenomena last considered relate to the motor functions, but

there are similar phenomena of the sensorial kind. Certain influences

acting on the brain give rise, not to rotatory motions, but to sensations

of rotation. These are the revolving sensations of vertigo of which we are

principally conscious by the sense of vision. It is a well-known fact that

if any person turns round quickly upon his own axis for a short time, he

not only begins to lose his recollection, but also, when he ceases to move,

seems to see the objects around him still revolving in the same direction.

Purkinie has made some very curious observations relative to this phe-

nomenon. It would appear from his experiments that the direction

which the revolution of the images shall take can be regulated by the

nosition of the body, and particularly of the head while turning round,

andbv the position of it afterwards when we have ceased to move round.

It is only when the experimenter has kept his head in the ordinary ver-

tical position while turning round, that afterwards when he stands sti

witt his head upright, the objects appear to revolve in the horizontal

Inttion. IfwL turning he hold his head with the occiput upwards

nd then raise it when he stands still, the apparent motion is hke tha

of a wheel placed vertically revolving around its axis. And thus, .c

cording to the difference in the position of the head when turning and

when standing still afterwards, the direction of the apparent revolving

motion can be altered. If, however, the body lying upon a disk is

made to revolve with this disk, an apparent motion of objects in tan-

*ents is perceived. It results from a repetition of these experiments

that the plane of the head, regarded as a sphere, around the axis oi

which the real motion was performed, determines the plane in which the

apparent motions afterwards seem to take place when the motion of the

body has ceased, and the head has assumed another position. From
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this remarkable result Purkinje infers that turning of the head and whole

body gives to the particles of the brain the same tendencies to particular

motions as the particles of a revolving disk receive, and that this dis-

turbance of their state of rest is manifested by the apparent movements

of vertigo. We might perhaps better explain the phenomenon by sup-

posing it to result from the impressions of the blood in a particular direc-

tion on the cerebral substance. It is possible, however, that the re-

volving motion of the body may cause an aberration of a more subtile

principle than the particles of the cerebral substance or blood,—m fact,

an aberration of the nervous principle itself, such as affects the sensonum

so as to produce the apparent motions of objects. It is certain that nar-

cotic substances give rise to the vertiginous sensations of the motions of

objects, although they produce no mechanical disturbance of the brain.

However they be explained, these sensorial phenomena afford a very

interesting parallel to the revolving motions of the body, caused by a

disturbance of the equilibrium of nervous actions in motor parts of the

brain.

'

k?f
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